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UofTgets

three new vice-

provost offices

New admin spots won't

cost anything, says provost

DYLAN ROBERTSON

Cheryl Regehr looks south from her sixth-floor

Factor-lnwentash building window. Univer-

sity College tower aligns with the CN Tower in

Regehr's view overlooking the entire St. George

campus.

"It'll be a shame to give this up," sighs Regehr

Currently the dean of the Faculty of Social Work,

she is one of three top profs getting a new role in

the provost's office for five years as of its July 1

restructuring.

Regehr and professor Scott Mabury will re-

ceive newly created vice-provost roles, while

professor Edith Hillan will begin a second term

as vice-provost in a redesigned role.

SEE 'PROVOST' -P6 2

Engineer

strike ends
NATALIE NANOWSKI

After a seven-day strike, the Canadian Auto-

workers local 2003, representing the University

of Toronto's 90 operating engineers, returned

to work yesterday.

The small union was looking for a pay increase

after its three-year contract expired on August 30.

Negotiations between the university and the CAW
hit a roadblock the next day.

"All we're asking for is a fair agreement, nothing

more," said John Venetas, a CAW member
Picketing took place on all three campuses.

But the strike was most evident at UTSC, where

buses had to cancel their routine stops through

the campus.

So as to not disrupt the university's daily func-

tions, U of T passed the task of running the uni-

versity's air conditioning and ventilation systems

onto the operations and service staff.

The university and the CAW returned to the bar-

gaining table on Friday. After several hours, the

university agreed to the union's demand of a one-

year agreement to a 1.5 per cent pay increase.

CAW Local 2003 strikers held vehicles entering

UTSC for 30 seconds all last week, citing their

exclusion in a raise granted to all other twelve

unions at U of T.
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Flat fees one vote away

Arts and Science Student Union president Gavin Nowlan, U of T Student Union VP external Hadia Akhtar, and about 75 protesters make themselves

heard outside Simcoe Hall while the business board passes the flat fees proposal inside.

Student reps nowhere to be seen at Business Board meeting MORE COVERAGE

ANDRE BOVEE-BEGUN

On April 27, a sparsely-attended meeting of U of

T's Business Board approved a highly controver-

sial measure to make all future Arts and Science

undergrads pay for five courses even if they take

as few as three. The measure must now pass a

vote at Governing Council, and survive a lawsuit

by students trying to block its implementation.

Anna Okorokov is the sole undergraduate rep-

resentative among the Business Board's 23 vot-

ing members. She ran for student governor on a

promise to represent students in fee-hike votes.

Okorokov told The Varsity she regretted not be-

ing at the April 27 vote, but that it conflicted with

a final exam, which she believed she could not

defer because she would be out of the country

over the summer

Okorokov voiced moderate support of the uni-

versity's stance on flat fees, repeating adminis-

trative arguments about the proposal's upsides

to students. "Program fees have the potential to

be beneficial," she said. "Those that are able to

take on five or more credits will find it in their

favour."

Approximately six per cent of undergraduates

take more than five courses, according to data

compiled by U of T.

David Ford, the graduate student represen-

tative on the Business Board, was also absent

from the April 27 vote and did not respond to

multiple inquiries from The Varsity sent to his

Governing Council and U of T email addresses.

The Faculty of Arts and Science Council

SEE 'PROTEST' -PG 2

With no quantitative data to go on,

admin and students alike speculate

on what flat fees could nnean for

academic performance and campus
life. See "Critics bite the hand that

fees them" pg 3

In Comment, pg 5:

- ASSU prez says students are so
angry about flat fees, they just

might do something about it.

- Plus, your comments/tirades from
thevarsity.ca

Online: The Varsity wants your
thoughts for our Memo to the

Governing Council, Re: Flat Fees.

See pg 11 for details.

The Basics
• Flat Fees: Called "Program Fees" in offidal university

documents. Under a flat fees system, all full-time students

pay tuition for five courses, regardless of how many they are

actually taking. Some other Ontario universities use such a

system, but U of T's proposed flat fees would "trigger" at three

courses—the lowest threshold in the province. OSAP requires

borrowers to take at least three courses, so U of T students

would have to pay for five courses to get the subsidized loan.

Only students entering on or after Sept. 2009 would pay flat

fees, and until 2011 they will "trigger" at 4 courses.

• Faculty of Arts and Science: St. George campus's larg-

est facultyby far, accounting for some 25,000 students—over

half the totalsJhe downtown campus.

• ASSU: Arts and Sdfecjce Students' Union. Represents all

Arts and Science students. Representatives are elected from

the course unions within each program.

• UTSU: The University of Toronto Students' Union. Repre-

sents all St. George and Erindale full-time undergraduates.

• FASC: Faculty of Arts and Science Coundl. The body that

governs the Faculty of Arts and Sdence. FASC has 51 voting

members—1 3 students, 34 faculty and four admin—and up

to 64 non-voting members.

• PFIC: Program Fees Implementation Committee. The com-

mittee struck by the Faculty of Arts and Science to evaluate

whether flat fees should be imposed in 2009. According to a

student member's affidavit, the PFIC recommended that flat

fees be held off for further review, but committee chair Scott

Mabury chose to move the proposal forward anyway.

• GC: Governing Council. The top governing body at U of T,

whose 50 voting members include eight students, the other

seats being divided between government and presidential

appointees, alumni, faculty representatives, and staff.

• Business Board: One ofthe three boards formed by GC.

The university's business matters must pass a vote here before

they move on to GC for final approval.

• The Dean: Meric Gertler Dean of the Faculty of Arts and

Science since December 2008. Gertler consults with FASC

before giving the Provost recommendations about proposals

SEE 'BASICS' -PG
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Cheryl Misak, U of T VP and pro-

vost, describes all three as "absolutely

stellar, deep-thinkers who really care

about this place and want to make it

even better."

Regehr will become vice-provost

academic programs, dealing with

quality assurance and accountability.

The role involves reviewing programs

and faculties as well as aligning mul-

tiple external review processes as

formerly done by the Ontario govern-

ment. Overseeing interdisciplinary

initiatives and academic integrity are

also part of the job.

Hillan will leave her role as vice-

provost academic to become vice-pro-

vost faculty and academic life. Misak

said Hillan's former role was "becom-

ing too much" and that transferring

academic program responsibilities

to Regher's portfolio will allow Hillan

to focus on matters involving faculty,

librarians, researchers, lecturers, and
postdoctoral fellows.

Mabury, current chair of the De-

partment of Chemistry, will become
vice-provost academic operations. Mi-

sak said this will replace Safwat Zaky's

role as vice-provost planning and bud-

get, and covers budgets, information-

technology, £md space and planning.

Mabury was the cu-chitect of the

controversial flat fee structure pro-

posal to be put to a Governing Coun-

cil vote on May 20. Misak said his ap-

pointment had nothing to do with his

involvement in that project and that

she "approached him well before" the

matter

Misak said there has been no
change in budget, adding that her of-

fice took a base cut of $943,000 and a

one-time cut of $522,000 for the 2009-

2010 academic year

"In these troubled economic times,

1 would never take money out of the

student experience to put it into ad-

ministration," said Misak, describing

U of T's administration as "lean" and
comparable to smaller, less complex

universities with identical structures.

The changes were ratified in Janu-

ary after an advisory committee's

review, which was voted on by the

executive committee of Governing

Council.

Professor Brian Corman will take

over the roles of vice-provost of grad-

uate education, previously held by Su-

san Pfeiffer, and dean of the School of

Graduate Studies, previously held by

Jonathan Freedman.

Faculty and academic life: Glasgow

native Edith Hillan has researched

and written extensively on midwifery,

establishing a University of Glasgow

graduate program for the field. 'I

have delivered thousands of babies,'

laughed Hillan, who said she is 'very

excited' to work more in-depth with

faculty and university staff.

Academic programs: Cheryl Regehr

has thoroughly examined impacts

from post-traumatic stress on emer-

gency workers and their families.

She has done research and hands-on

work in mental health, sexual assault

recovery, and sex offender treatment.

She also developed the trauma team

at Pearson Airport. 'Harmony' is how
Regehr describes her role: 'working

across divisions and understanding

how different people view the world

and the university.'

Academic operations: Mabury has

received praise from scientists and

criticism from chemical industries for

controversial research about air pollu-

tion accumulating at the poles. He posts

some of his award-winning lectures

online through podcasts. Having been

raised on a l\^issouri cattle farm, IVIabury

calls himself a 'farmer one day a week,'

and tends to 300 acres outside the city.

He aspires to 'use the public's money

and student's money as wisely as pos-

sible, to the greatest possible impact.'

Arts & Science council

election thrown out

All positions open for October elections

The spring election results for the

Faculty of Arts & Science Council

have been thrown out following ob-

jections from a candidate. Fanxum
Peter Zeng, an international student

from Beijing, pointed out that nomi-

nations for the elections had been

opened for only six business days

between April 12 and 20—less than

the 10 required by election proce-

dures.

Colum Grove-White, out-going

president of ASSU, said that Zeng
made the complaint after being

disqualified from the election for

an unrelated matter. Zeng claims

that he spoke to some students who
were unaware of the election, so

he requested the CRO and Faculty

Registrar Glenn Loney "give other

students the opportunity to run for

the election [...] in the interest of

fairness." When Loney denied his

request, he took it to the office of

the dean, following which the Ex-

ecutive/Agenda Committee decided

to set the entire election aside.

"Because it's quite clear in the

constitution that there needs to be

ten business days for nominations,

we threw out the election results,"

said Grove-White

With the spring election results

scrapped, all the positions on the

Arts & Science council and its com-
mittees have been reopened. A new
nomination period and election are

scheduled for early October 2009

when the council usually elects

first-year student representatives.
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approved flat fees in a questionable

vote that has students and FASC
members suing to have it declared

illegitimate.

The university's VP and Provost

Cheryl Misak has defended the right

of Business Board to overrule any

objections that may emerge from the

Arts & Science council.

"Faculty councils do not, in

fact, engage in the business of

setting tuition hikes," Misak said.

The university's official po-

sition is that flat fees are not a

fee hike, but an adjustment in

the way fees are calculated. Ac-

cording to data from the univer-

sity, were the proposal be ap-

plied to current U of T students,

this change would force half of

all full-time students to either

change their course load or pay

up to 66 per cent more tuition

than they currently do.

Opponents of flat fees have

also said approving the propos-

al would be detrimental to the

school's grim financial status.

"I fail to see how the proposal

will help," said George Luste,

president of the University of

Toronto Faculty Association.

"What the proposal clearly

does promise is a rather naked,

unseemly, and undignified cash

grab from a population who
should hardly be expected to

shoulder the responsibility of

bailing us out of our financial

troubles," he added.

U of T's endowment fund has

lost $1.3 billion in the current

recession.

Calling the proposal "uneth-

ical," Luste also objected to what he
sees as the proposal's inadequacy in

addressing the increased class sizes

and teaching workload that would
result from the proposal's projected

"intensification" of undergraduate

course loads. U of T has forecast a

moderate drop in full-time student

enrolment and a large increase in

the number of course-spots the

Faculty of Arts and Science teaches.

Luste had argued that this intensi-

fication would swell class sizes and
faculty workloads.

"The additional enrolment is

projected to be in the range of 854
to 1,683 full-time equivalent stu-

dents," Luste said. "Student-faculty

and student-librarian ratios will

continue to rise."

Misak criticized Luste's objection.

telling the meeting she did not see

how it "hangs together."

She replied that the flat fee propos-

al aims to hire slightly more faculty to

teach fewer students. She did not ad-

dress the university's own estimates

indicating that the remaining stu-

dents will fill up to 5,000 more actual

classroom spots.

Neither Luste nor White-Grove

NDP IVIPP Rosario Marchese denounced the flat

fee proposal as a way to shift U of T's financial

burden onto the shoulders of students instead of

putting pressure on the government.

were permitted to respond.

If the university expects enrolment

to drop so steeply that higher course

loads and lower enrolment will bal-

ance out class sizes, that would re-

quire roughly 2,300 to 4,200 students

to drop out of full-time studies, leav-

ing the university no added revenue

from flat fees. Instead, U of T is pro-

jecting $8 million to $14 million more
revenue per year

UTSU VP university affairs Adam
Awad remarked on the "astounding

lack of detail as to where resources

will be allocated." He
,
was among a

group of students who made the case
that flat fees will drain university

finances through course intensifica-

tion, rather than improving them.

Awad pointed to Brock Univer-

sity, which implemented flat fees two

years ago but is now being forced to

slash its budget.

Course intensification will strain

not only finances, but quality of

education, student representatives

warned. "Seventeen faculty mem-
bers is not going to mitigate a 10 per

cent increase in course sizes," said

last year's ASSU president Colum
Grove-White. The university has

stated that it will hire up to

34 new faculty to cope with

course intensification.

"There's no research looking

at the academic implications

intensification will have on
students' lives," Grove-White

added. He cited the widespread

practice in Computer Science

and Commerce—the two U of T
programs that currently charge

flat fees—of "course-shopping":

enrolling in six courses and

dropping the weakest one be-

fore marks are noted on a stu-

dent's transcript. Such a "six-to-

five special," governors agreed,

would make it even more diffi-

cult for students to get a spot in

overcrowded courses.

Okorokov noted that the mat-

ter is still due to come before

Governing Council, where she

also has a vote and is sched-

uled to attend. That meeting,

set for May 20, will take place at

at UTM.
Meanwhile, roughly a hun-

dred students protested outside

the meeting chamber at Simcoe

Hall. "We lobbied to get the pro-

posal voted down in FASC. The

end result was a meeting which

is currently being challenged in

the courts due to its undemo-

cratic and potentially illegal

nature," said ASSU president Gavin

Nowlan. "We did everything right in

terms of convincing staft and the ad-

ministration that this, plan needed to

be examined more carefully, yet the

administraticm still conspired to get

this plan voted through.

"I don't hold any reservations that

the Governing Council will add its

rubber stamp to this flawed proposal.

The fact that such a detrimental pro-

posal can be passed speaks to the

flawed nature of the Governing Coun-

cil itself."

Grant Gonzalez, member of GC and

FASC, says he intends to vote against

the proposal as he did on Faculty

Council. But with only eight students

among 50 GC members, flat fees is ex-

pected to pass.

WITH FILES FROM DYLAN ROBERTSON
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Critics bite tlie iiand tfiat fees tliem

Students, faculty speculate whether flat fees will hurt engagement, academics

SAMYAKULLAB

Meric Gertler, the dean of Arts and

Science, bluntly told U of T's Busi-

ness Board last month that students

would intensify their course loads in

order to get their money's worth. In

addition, he said, the introduction of

a program fee will provide an incen-

tive for students to complete their

studies within four years or less and
start earning income.

As the Program Fee Implementation

Committee did not conduct quanti-

tative analysis to investigate the re-

lationship between course load and

resultant GPA, it is not known for cer-

tain how flat fees will affect academic

performance.

However, students on campus have

been speculating for themselves about

how flat fees might change the quality

of university life.

One of these students is Innis Col-

lege's Webnesh Haile. Having devoted

much of her time to the Innis College

Student Society and the Innis College

Council, Haile has learned a thing or

two about the relationship between

campus involvement and academic

achievement. Now finishing up her last

year at the university, Haile looks unfa-

vourably on the imposition of flat fees.

"Being heavily involved with these

extracurricular activities was a fantas-

tic learning experience, but meant that

I had much less time and energy to fo-

cus on schoolwork or on other aspects

of [my] personal life," she says.

This year Haile's extracurricular

involvement was much lower than in

previous years, because she felt the

need to focus on academic achieve-

ment. As a result her GPA was almost

half a point higher

"It's not unreasonable to expect that

people who wish to make significant

contributions to nonacademic causes

will need to take fewer courses in or-

der to do well," said Haile.

"1 don't see how increasing the num-
ber of courses a student takes per year

can enrich the learning experience,

especially outside the classroom," she

said. "This initiative appears to exac-

erbate the mentality of education as

tool to be acquired quickly and pain-

fully rather than a journey of growth

—

isn't this contradictory to the spirit of

higher learning?"

According to Gertler, the upshot of

any increase in the number of courses

students take per year will result in a

parallel increase in government grants

to the university. The plan is for this

revenue to be funneled back into en-

riching the learning experience.

Victoria College student Ige Egal

disagrees. "1 think it's going to take

away from the character of the school

because the reasons for introducing

flat fees are so academic. It provides

a financial incentive for you to focus

only on academics, and the value of

extracurricular activities or jobs is not

taken into consideration."

Ige has spent much of his time as

an undergraduate playing soccer for

his college team and refereeing for in-

tramural soccer teams. In addition to

athletic pursuits he serves as a resi-

dence don and a research assistant

for an African Studies professor This

year he had to drop a course, because

between school and other activities he

found there was just too much to do.

He predicts student life will have

difficulty engaging students on cam-

pus with the introduction of flat fees,

as they would have to go against a fi-

neincial barrier that is institutionally

supported.

Qualms over the quality of the stu-

dent experience are hardly new to the

University of Toronto, since the Nation-

al Survey of Student Engagement gave

U of T failing marks on student-faculty

interaction and support services in

2004. David Farrar, then deputy pro-

vost, blamed the abysmal ranking on a

decade of under-funding and initiated

the Stepping Up plan. Since its inau-

guration, the plan has sought, among
other things, to enhance the student

experience at the university.

Corrine Aberdeen, a Victoria Col-

lege student and a recipient of U of T's

Gordon Cressy award for student lead-

ership, feels flat fees will profoundly

worsen U of T students' lives.

"If tuition is not based on courses it

would make more sense to sacrifice ev-

erything for a shorter period of time,

struggle, finish with a mediocre GPA,

and no debt," said Aberdeen. "Rather

than finish with a fantastic GPA and

participate in campus life, have a life-

time of debt and enter an uncertain

work world with an Hon. BA that may
get you a job at an American Apparel

or Starbucks, if you're lucky."

Faculty members on the dissenting

side of the flat fee camp argue students

often take a reduced course load to im-

prove their academic lot.

"1 feel a tremendous amount of re-

spect for the integrity and the intelli-

gence of our students who are taking

the lead on this issue," said Judith Tay-

lor, the undergraduate coordinator for

the Institute for Women and Gender

Studies. Taylor has filed a statement

against the university in a lawsuit

brought by students to block the im-

position of flat fees. The case is due to

be heard in court on July 10.

"What we need is more pie, not more
students looking for a piece," summed
up Webnesh Haile. "It's no wonder that

the university sought to sneak this ini-

tiative through during spring exams,

when students are least able to grasp

the implications and fight against the

proposed changes."

Renowned AIDS researclier

heads south for greener pastures

Federal research grants not enough, says prof

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN

World-renowned AIDS researcher

Pierre-Rafick Sekaly, a resident of

Canada since 1986, is packing up his

labs at the University of Montreal and

McGill. He's taking with him more than
20 researchers who will move to the

Vaccine and Gene Therapy Institute in

Florida, where Sekaly expects to dou-

ble his research fund to $7 million.

Sekaly wants to proceed to clinical

trials on humans, which is impossible

with his current funding in Canada of

$3.5 million. "I want to move my re-

search into an area that can make a

difference for humans," he said. "So 1

need to move to a place with the nec-

essary funding."

The move is symptomatic of the

climate in the research world: while

Obama has invested some $10 billion

into scientific research in his stimulus

package. Harper has cut $148 million.

. Though the recent federal budget

was a catalyst, Sekaly says he has been

debating the move for some time.

"It's really a problem of overall vi-

sion," he said. "In the U.S., there's a lot

more."

In addition to the heightened re-

search capacity, Sekaly said he is also

motivated by more opportunities for

his young staff south of the border.

Michael Hammond, a spokesper-

son for Industry Canada, pointed

out that Canada had not cut its "base

funding," and that it has increased

investment in research in previous

years, "surpassing a historic level of

$10 billion in 2007-08." Sekaly main-

tains that the life of a researcher is

very difficult in Canada.

"I'd like to see what Obama has

done in the U.S.—he's put science

back where it should be, which is on

top. Canadian science should be a

top priority," said Sekaly, adding that

"if not, we are going to lose our best

people."

As of yet, this has not been the ex-

perience at U of T, according to Cher-

yl Misak, vice-president and provost.

"We haven't yet seen any mass exo-

dus of our top people because of the

last budget. It might be that none of

our people had their grants cut, or

it's early days, but we haven't seen

this yet."

Nevertheless, Misak is familiar

with the drain to the States. "Our

people are always being recruited

away by fantastic places elsewhere,"

she said. "In my office, we're always

dealing with what 1 call retention

battles for our finest people. We'll

have Ivy League offices offering our

people just unbelievable amounts
of money."

If there are no changes in Canadian

funding, however, universities may
start losing these battles. This past

March, over 2000 Canadian research-

ers signed an open letter urging

Harper to return the $148 million to

basic research.

"We need to put the young genera-

tion on a track where they value re-

search," said Sekaly. "Right now, it's

such a tough job."

Student suspended for working

on gay pornography

Grove City College, Pennsylvania

suspended a student for one year

after school officials learned about

his involvement in online gay por-

nography. Grove City's student

handbook outlines that possessing

pornographic material and hav-

ing premarital sex (homosexual or

heterosexual) could be penalized

by suspension. The student, John

Gechter, told The Herald that lie had

been working in pornograpliy for

two years to pay his tuition. Crit-

ics have questioned the degree of

control schools exercise in the lives

of students following Gechter's sus-

pension. The college, a Christian

institution with strict rules of con-

duct, found out about Gechter's in-

volvement after a student browsing

the Internet forwarded a few images

to others in the college via email.

—YEAMROTTADDESE
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to bring before the Business Board and Governing

Council. At issue now is whether FASC's involve-

ment in this process is relevant or symbolic.

GC approves fee hikes

With students still reeling from

the flat fees proposal, on April

16 U of T's Governing Council

approved fee increases of on av-

erage 4.3 per cent for domestic
students and 5.7 per cent for in-

ternational students.

The hikes are expected to bring

in $25.1 million of new revenue.

U of T VP and provost Cheryl Mi-

sak insisted that the increase was
necessary for U of T to remain
competitive.

According to the Ontario Con-

federation of University Faculty

Associations, Ontario tuition fee

have Increased on average by 13

per cent since the 2006-07 "tu-

ition cap"—substantially higher

than the national average of three

per cent.

—NATALIE SEQUEIRA

• The Provost: Cheryl Misak, a member of

central administration and U of T's senior aca-

demic and business officer. Misak acted on Dean

Gertler's recommendations when putting the flat

fee proposal before the Business Board and GC.

—ANDRt BOVEE-BEGUN
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• Proven Test-Taidng Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Compretienslve Study Nateriais

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfled Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

SERVICES

HANDMAID RECYCLED COPPER
DIPLOMA FRAMES

Environmental artist can frame your

diploma. Check website: alter-eco.net/

Gallery/Corporate/Frames.html Spe-

cial price plus S&H, non-sewn: $47.50

info@alter-eco.net

TUTORING

TUTOR, 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
Specializing in ECO 220, CHM 139, 247,

MATH 135, 136. Past tests and exams with

solutions available for practice. DON'T
WAIT! GET HELP NOW! (416) 785-8898.

EDITING

PROFESSIONAL EDITING

Submit well-argued, clear and engag-

ing papers on time. Professional editor

and writer, MA, History (U of T). Essays,

theses, reports. Call 416.494.6029 or

e-mail: topgrade.editing@gmail.

VARSITY CUSSIREDS
cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25

for each additional word. Rates include

one line of bold type for the ad header.

No copy changes after submission.

Submit ads by email, mail or phone.

Varsity Classifieds,

21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6. Call 416-946-7604

or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

NEXT PUBLICATION DATE:

JUNE 8, 2009
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They're back! The Taliban regains control of Afganistan

Controversial 'rape law' questions Canada's mission in war-torn country ^

Women's rights abuses continue in Afganistan

„ ARASH AZIZI

With the world in a deep recession, some
people might be more interested in domestic

financial news and less with international af-

fairs. But if thousands of your tax dollars are

going to a faraway country, you have good

grounds to want to see how that country is do-

ing. News on Afghanistan usually arouses a lot

of interest in Canada.

A law recently proposed in Afghanistan for the

minority Shiite community would forbid women
from refusing to have sex with their husbands,

among other laws such as women requiring per-

mission from a male relative to leave the house.

The so-called "rape" law became a headline

overnight. The Canadian government sounded
its concern, president Obama intervened, and

finally Afghan President Hamid Karzai apolo-

gized and revoked the legislation. Foreign af-

fairs minister Lawrence Cannon spoke to the

Canadian people with a smile, assuring them
that "contentious clauses" will be eliminated.

To those who are only slightly aware of the

Afghan political climate and balance of forces,

this narrative of events seems like a peculiar

caricature at best.

It surely fits the picture that we have of a de-

mocracy: a law is proposed, people protest, it is

then revoked. Done. Afghan women can take a

deep breath, and we can be sure again that our

army is doing its job: protecting democracy and
women's rights.

It fits because many Canadians believe our

military forces, together with other nations

under a NATO umbrella, are there to "protect"

a democracy that is already in place but strug-

gling. As far as we know, we are there to protect

women's rights and that is what Karzai's gov-

ernment is doing. After all he got his education

not in a Madrassah but at Harvard. He wouldn't

agree to a "rape" law, would he?

I hate to wreck the party, but let me put to you

some rather inconvenient facts.

The United States went into Afghanistan

less than a month after 9/11 with the stated

purpose of capturing bin Laden, destroying

Al-Qaeda, and removing the Taliban regime.

Canada later joined for the same reason.

Six years after, we all know how the first two

priorities went: Osama is not captured and

Al-Qaeda (thanks to a new, rich training and

recruiting ground called post-Saddam Iraq) is

even stronger with fresh attacks from Istan-

bul to Mumbai to Bali. But the third one surely

didn't go that badly. The Taliban regime was
quickly removed from government and wom-
en put aside those terrible burkas.

Not quite. Not anymore, anyway. The Taliban,

initially removed, is back.

The American war effort erased the Tali-

ban as a serious political force for only five

years. Since 2006, the Taliban have regained

strength. Outside of Kabul, they could claim

as much power as the Afghan government
and International Security Assistance Force

(which includes Canada). Look at tlie Tali-

ban's track record in the last couple of years:

they attacked the Indian embassy in Kabul
killing more than 50 people, freed hundreds
of prisoners in the battle of Arghandab, and
even made an attempt on Karzai's life on the

anniversary of his government.

That government is not necessarily much
better. From day one it has been a corrupt,

reactionary force made up of ex-Taliban, Mu-
jahideen, war lords, and drug smugglers. The
idea of the Karzai government standing up for

women's rights is a sick joke to many Afghans

like Malalai Joya, a female Afghan MP, who de-

clared in 2003 that these are the "most misogy-

nist people in the society." She has since been

banished from parliament.

Obama has recognized the growing power
of the Taliban in Afghanistan (and Pakistan)

and is more than ready to accommodate some
of their wishes so he can have "stability" in

the region. Just two months ago, he talked

about "making alliances with more moderate

Taliban elements."

Lets face it: Canada didn't go to Afghanistan to

support women's rights, but to have a military

presence as a NATO ally of the United States,

and inevitably followed the latter's policies.

With such priorities as Canada's, Afghan

women will continue to suffer under the dra-

conian, misogynist Sharia law. We should

expect nothing else from Karzai or the

"moderate" Taliban.

U.S. torture memos: Shame or gain?

President Obama is attempting to repair America's damaged reputation. But is transparency enough?

KELLI KORDUCKI

As an American expat in Canada, I

spent the four years of Bush's sec-

ond presidential term attempting

to reassure myself and others that,

deep down in the far-flung crannies

of its proverbial heart, my homeland
was pure and true. When my com-
patriots proceeded to elect the first

person of colour to hold executive

office in North America—who just

so happens to be a gifted, endlessly

quotable, and unfailingly photoge-

nic politician to boot— 1 finally got

the "I told you so" I'd secretly wor-

ried would never arrive. Gone was
the anticipation of impending judg-

ment at revealing my geographic

origins; in was the cred, which dou-

bled whenever I mentioned I paid a

$50 Fedex fee to absentee vote for

Obama. At last, I could start hold-

ing my U.S. passport face-up in the

Pearson airport check-in queue, no
longer guilty by association.

Perhaps it's this lingering sense

of continental elation—or, more
accurately on my part, patriotic

relief—that makes the declassified

Bybee Memo especially difficult to

stomach.

Of the four declassified "torture

memos," the August 1, 2002 memo-
randum prepared by circuit court

judge Jay Bybee has garnered the

most attention since its release to

the public in April. The document
reads like a gulag narrative: it lays

out, in grisly detail, each of the vari-

ous interrogation methods used to

coerce information from suspected

Al-Qaeda operative Abu Zubaydah.

The ten chosen tactics, deemed by

hip left-wing pundit Rachel Maddow
as decidedly "/954-esque," include

such human rights atrocities as

"walling," "sleep deprivation," "in-

sects placed in a confinement box,"

and the notorious waterboard.

Waterboarding first became a

hot-button issue in 2007, with the

controversy stemming from its de-

scription as an interrogation tac-

tic designed to make the suspect

"think" he is drowning. "I think

that's completely disingenuous,

to a certain extent," said former

U.S. Navy interrogation instructor

Malcolm Nance in response to this

flimsy claim, in a November 2007

appearance on Countdown with

Keith Olbermann. "The person is not

'thinking' that they're drowning.

Large quantities of water are enter-

ing them. The water can and does
get into the lungs and again, it does
degrade the respiratory process. If

left to its own devices it will result

in respiratory arrest and could re-

sult in death. So the person does not

'think' he is drowning, he is actually

going through the process though
not completely underwater."

The other "not torture" tactics

described aren't much better.

"Walling" involves forcefully slam-

ming the restrained suspect against

a "flexible false wall," though the

document insists the objective

of the practice is to startle rather

than induce significant injury. As
with waterboarding, the memo in-

sists the technique serves to give a

convincing but ultimately benign il-

lusion of bodily harm. The reassur-

ance is cavalier: "In part, the idea

is to create a sound that will make
the impact seem far worse than it is

and that will be far worse than any
injury that might result from the ac-

tion." Well la-dee-da.

President Obama outlawed the

practice of waterboarding as a

method of questioning earlier this

year, and the declassification of By-

bee's, as well as other memos, along

with recent revelation of the 92

CIA-destroyed interrogation tapes

during the Bush period, points to

what the world already expected

the Obama era would bring to the

fore: renewed transparency and

reconciliation for eight embarrass-

ing years of American administra-

tive malpractice. A lovely gesture,

but is it enough?
Rather than receive penalty.

Judge Jay Bybee has been awarded

a lifetime appointment to a federal

appeals court, which has a jurisdic-

tion exceeded only by the Supreme

Court. Here is an opportunity for

the Obama administration to take

real action, to use the dirty laundry

revealed in the first 100 days in of-

fice as a launching initiative towards

justice in the hundreds of days to

follow. Until then, I might hold off

on that American flag bikini.

TOE
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TUITION DEBATE SWEEPS CAMPUS

Flat fees

sparks

student

movement
How undergrads

have come to care

GAVIN NOWLAN
President of ASSU

The Faculty of Arts and Science

seems desperate to pass the

flat fees proposal this summer,

and the issue may very well ac-

complish that elusive goal of

angering students enough to do
something about it. Faced with

what's been condemned by al-

most everyone as a bad idea,

our famously apathetic popula-

tion appears to be waking up
and demanding an end to this

ill-conceived venture. The re-

cent movement among students

to get this proposal voted down
before it reaches the Governing

Council on May 20 has had an en-

ergy and single-mindedness long

absent on this campus. And for

the proponents of this proposal,

it's completely of their doing.

There has long been a struggle

between students who advocate

for direct action, which is the

norm on campuses around the

world, and those who would
rather engage within the struc-

tures provided. As intelligent

young people, it's easy to see

the value of engaging in a con-

structive debate with U of T's

administration about the future

of the institution. But the way in

which administrators have con-

ducted themselves throughout

the process to approve flat fees

has shown their unwillingness to

allow students a real say in the

affairs of our school.

What's even more shocking

is the administration's apparent

refusal to heed the warnings of

its own faculty. Lost in the re-

cent debates around lawsuits

and protests is the fact that the

committee charged with investi-

gating the implementation of this

proposal recommended it not be
introduced right now. This rec-

ommendation was ignored, and
committee chair Scott Mayber-

ry, who pushed for flat fees, got

a promotion. He was appointed

Vice Dean the day after the Fac-

ulty Council vote went through.

Regardless of whether this

proposal will be good for the

U of T's finances (and the jury

is still out on this), no one is

denying the proposal is ' bad
for students. What we are left

with is an administration push-

ing through a plan that no one
wants and in a way that will al-

most certainly antagonize stu-

dents and faculty. If there's one
redeeming virtue of this pro-

posal, it's that by its existence it

will force students to take stock

of their place in this university.

Sounding off: Flat fees
Students voice their thoughts and arguments

•Id.
:'s obvious the administration

. does not listen to students.

We are out-voted every single time

during meetings at Simcoe Hall

and various colleges. When we dis-

sent they throw criminal charges

at us and investigate us under the

Code of Student Conduct. These
are used to silence us and instill

fear to protest on campus.

What are we going to do in order

for them to hear our voices? How
will we let them know that stu-

dents cannot afford a 4.5 per cent

tuition increase combined with the

flat fees program? Ideas anyone?

Thoughts?
We need something more influ-

ential than petty signs, banners

and megaphones. We may be at

the bottom of the 'status' barrel

at the university but our collec-

tive contribution to U of T is huge,

and we deserve to be taken into

consideration when their policies

directly hurt us while benefiting

only themselves.
—Alison,

comment from thevarsity.ca

^ 'T* he flat fees proposal fails to

1 address the most impera-

tive problem of our university's

financial situation: the fact that

Ontario is dead last in the coun-

try in funding its post-secondary

students.

Provincial funding will not

increase unless students invest

time and effort into letting Queen's

Park know that this current fund-

ing structure is unacceptable.

However, the flat fees proposed
will make it nearly impossible for

students to find extra time in their

busy schedules that will now be
dedicated to juggling a full course

load.

If U of T governance chooses
to go down the road of flat fees,

they'll essentially be letting

Queen's Park know that it's okay to

continue ignoring students.

1 encourage all of you to write

your local Member of Provincial

Parliament and let them know
about your financial constrains

caused by soaring tuition. Let's

make this a real issue in parlia-

ment, and maybe we can see some
change.
—Andreas Kloppenborg,

Vice-President of UNICEFatUofT

•wbuldn't it be nice if

students didn't have fun.

didn't work at newspapers or

clubs, or better yet, didn't have to

work at all, didn't care about or in-

dulge in politics, never associated

or spoke with each other? Or even

look at each other or anything

else, other than books and teach-

ers? We'd all just go to lectures

and read what they wanted us to,

and be morons. It would be nice,

wouldn't it?

It would be better still, if we were

all wealthy, didn't need to work
those extra shifts, and if we could

pay whatever they want us to pay.

We'd all have equal abilities, every-

body would be able to read, under-

stand, take loans, get to class, eat,

and sleep just as well as anyone
else. There would be no disability,

poverty, or circumstance.

Wonderful!

MIN. circumstances + MIN.

ENGAGEMENT = MAX. OUTPUT,

comment from ttieuarsity.ca

^"\7es, this proposal makes me
I unhappy. Unhappy that it

wasn't done sooner. I could have
saved the cost of three credits

over the three years that I did

my undergraduate degree at the

University of Toronto. I can only

speak from personal experience,

but maintaining an A-average

while doing research and taking a

standard course load is certainly

doable. If this gets people to try to

finish their degrees a bit sooner,

it's probably a good thing. There
are much better things to do than
undergrad.
—Devin Trudeau,

comment from thevarsity.ca

_ 'T' he claim that "It's just not

1 an option financially", is not

normal logic. It's a fact that when
you graduate, your wage will be
higher than you would have with

your temporary minimum wage.

So why work part time and not

take a full course load? It just

prolongs your time at school

(translation: prolongs the time you
work at a temporary job and only

get paid minimum wage and delay

your higher graduate wage). The
best thing for you to do is take the

whole year off work, and take a

full-time load at school. Graduate
as soon as possible.

It will shorten the time you work
on bad wage and increase the time

you work on good wage. It's not

rocket science.
—^Trevor,

comment from thevarsity.ca

Students gather together to protest flat fees outside Governing Council meeting on April 27

n;Ieed
to vent about flat

fees? Join the discussion at

thevarsity.ca



Some like it Hot
For 11 days, Toronto theatres opened their doors to Hot Docs,

North America's most prominent documentary film festival.

This year's line-up was one of the most diverse yet, covering topics

ranging from immigration policy to nostalgia for bad horror films.

Clockwise from top left: Clubland, Best Worst Movie,

Invisible City, Rembrandt's i'Accuse

Best Worst Movie
Michael Stephenson was 12 years old when he

starred in the inept low-budget horror movie Troll

2. After yecirs of crossing the film off his resume,

he was astonished when Troll 2 saw its fortunes

rise, becoming a cult anti-classic through mid-

night screenings and word-of-mouth. Coming to

terms with his undignified debut, Stephenson has

gathered together most of the film's cast and crew

for interviews in this entertaining documentary

that's less about the "making of" a classic than the

impact its notoriety has had on its participants

and society at large.

The most amusing interviewee is Claudio Fra-

gasso, the no-nonsense director of Troll 2 who
slams the "actor dogs" who disrespect his work.

But the real protagonist is George Hardy, an Ala-

bama dentist whose early acting ambitions are

rekindled when he finds himself the subject of

cheers and adoration at screenings. We only grad-

ually realize that Hardy's apparent bemusement
hides a burning desire for fame and recognition.

Best Worst Movie starts as a zippy tribute to a mi-

nor cult movie and becomes something deeper:

an examination of how one copes with having

participated in "the worst movie ever made."

-WILL SLOAN

RATING:WW
Clubland
Clubland doesn't, really require 44 minutes to get its

main points across about Toronto's Entertainment

District: yes, 905ers and Peter Gatien just want to

have a good time during their weekend parties.

No, Adam Vaughn and condo residents don't like

drunken street brawls or excessive noise. Each fac-

tion waxes on and on about the irredeemability of

their opposition, and local director Eric Geringas

does little to encourage his subjects to consider al-

ternate viewpoints or even a bit of compromise.

Cinematographer Andrew MacDonald, how-

ever, gets past Clublands divisiveness by skillfully

showing us what truly goes down behind the win-

dowless walls at Peter and John or on the pent-

house patios at King and Spadina. Some of these

moments play to stereotypes a little too well:

one clubgoer notes that his counterparts always

seem to be either "rich, or 'fuck you' rich." Overall,

though, Clubland provides an engaging picture of

the Entertainment District that you won't see in

Tourism Toronto brochures.

-SHOSHANA WASSER

RATING: WV.:

Invisible City

In Invisible City, Toronto-bom director Hubert Da-

vis portrays the lives of two teens from Regent

Park, Mikey and Kendell. The story follows the

young men from grade 10 through grade 12, il-

lustrating what life is like in one of Toronto's most

notorious ghettos. Despite each boy's drive to

meike something of himself, the efforts of their two

encouraging mothers, and committed local com-

munity worker Ainsworth Morgan, both boys run

into trouble with the police, the legal system, and

in school.

The film provides a well-told, voyeuristic narra-

tive about how difficult it is to better oneself when
sequestered in such a community. However, for

those who haven't grown up in Toronto and thus

aren't familiar with the Regent Park area, the film

will lack context. Without establishing a frame of

reference, many of the film's nuances and themes

(including the immigrant experience, ghettoiza-

tion, and Regent Park's new mixed-income devel-

opment project) can easily go unappreciated.

-ALIXANDRA GOULD

RATING:WV w

Rembrandt's J'Accuse
Words not often used when describing the films of

British provocateur and misanthrope Peter Green-

away: fun, accessible, and entertaining. A compan-

ion piece to Greenaway's 2007 Rembrandt biogra-

phy Nightwatching, Rembrandt's J'Accuse explores

31 "secrets" of Rembrandt's famous painting The

Night Watch. Greenaway postulates that the work

contains hidden elements of satire, social commen-
tary, and, most importantly, suggestion of a murder

conspiracy among the pictured militia-men.

Far from a dry academic exercise, Greenaway's

film is a lively and passionate work of art analy-

sis, and makes a strong case for the importance

of visual literacy when deciphering paintings.

As a companion piece to Nightwatching, it deep-

ens and enriches the previous film while also

surpassing it with its own playful charm. Plus,

this is one of your few chances to see Greenaway
decked out in 17th-century garb, so savour it.

—WS
RATING:WWV

The Reporter
Though it begins with New York Times columnist

Nicholas Kristof's investigation into the Second
Congo War, The Reporter is less about Kristof's

celebrated career than his personal reporting phi-

losophy—Director Eric Daniel Metzgar positions

Kristof's concerns in terms of the dichotomies that

face many modern-day journalists. It's heartening

to see that even Pulitzer Prize-winning reporters

struggle to find a balance between focusing on is-

sues or individuals, writing objectively or compas-
sionately, and simply stating the facts of a story or

trying to make a difference with it.

Metzgar also includes commentary from
the American adolescents that accompanied
Kristof on his most recent trip to the Congo,
but their characters feel largely extraneous to

the film. After all, even medical student and
Rhodes Scholar Leana Wen becomes hapless
and uninteresting when placed in Kristof's

shadow. Reflective documentaries such as
The Reporter do require experienced subjects

in order to be authoritative. Kristof's opin-
ions, however, would look no less valid in the
absence of his younger foils. —SW
RATING: WW s

Those Who Remain
Those Who Remain provides a glimpse into the

lives of Mexican families affected by immijgration

to the United States. As fathers, sons, brothers, and
husbands decide to leave for the States in search
of a better life, their loved ones remain in Mexico
and must somehow cope with their absence.

Directors Carlos Hagerman and Juan Carlos

Rulfo focus on a handful of families connected

to someone who already has or is about to

make the life-threatening journey to America.

Through emotionally wrenching stories of loss,

absence, and worry, one gains poignant insight

into the lives of the people who are often forgot-

ten amid the politics of immigration: a wife and

mother of three is pained at the thought of say-

ing goodbye to her husband for the third time.

Another mother has watched her hair turn

gray as her son lives in another land. Finally, a

daughter tries to repair her broken relationship

with her father after his seven-year sojourn.

Those Who Remain is far from lightweight, but

braving the subtitles is well worth it.—AG

RATING: WWV

Tyson
In James Toback's Tyson, Mike Tyson is frustrat-

ingly difficult to pin down. Is he an intellectual?

A narcissist? An animal, disciplinarian, poet,

criminal, or fool? For 90 minutes, Mike Tyson

addresses the camera in a stream-of-conscious-

ness monologue about his life and career that

shifts abruptly from sympathetic to appalling,

and then back again. The result is a deeply en-

grossing self-portrait, one of the few documenta-

ry profiles that really gets in its subject's head.

Toback, another showbiz survivor, is the

right man for the material. He displays a deep

understanding of his subject and allows Ty-

son to speak for himself without making any

apologies, trusting the audience to draw its

own conclusions. My own verdict: Tyson is

easier to identify with than we may care to

admit: Who among us doesn't have the capac-

ity for both self-reflection and hubris in equal

measure? After years of hype as "the world

heavyweight champion," and even more of

scorn as an earlobe-chewing has-been, the

real revelation of Tyson is simple: warts and

all, Mike Tyson is merely human.—WS

RATING: :VVVVV
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Joel Plaskett: Working out fine

ROB DUFFY talks to the prolific Nova Scotia rocker about celebrity and the power of three

Joel Plaskett loves his life as a fa-

mous musician, but he's planning

to never show up in the tabloids. The
veteran Halifax rocker believes that

massive celebrity would be a night-

mare for him.

"Fame for fame's sake feels like a

curse," he says. "It's of no interest

to me—it seems like misery. 1 love

meeting my fans, but I really have no
interest in having people who don't

know my music [recognize me]."

As he takes time out from setting

up for a recent show in Moncton, New
Brunswick, Plaskett seems far too

earnest and genuine to become the

kind of star who demands the spot-

light. But while he's certainly no diva,

Plaskett ought to get used to fame. In

an industry that spits out old stars as

fast as it can embrace new ones, his

career continues to grow with each

critically acclaimed record he com-
pletes. He seems to play bigger ven-

ues every time he comes to Toronto,

and his May 23 show at the legendary

Massey Hall is a new high.

"There's something about a the-

atre. If I'm aspiring to [reach a cer-

tain] place, to have a collective en-

ergy speaking to 3,000 people, that's

the best," says Plaskett, his excite-

ment palpable. He's pulling out all

the stops for his upcoming show by
bringing along a large cast of family

and friends, including backup singers

Rose Cousins and Ana Egge, his gui-

tarist father Bill Plaskett, and familiar

backing band and old friends The
Emergency.

"The Emergency are going to come
up and join us, so it's going to be an

acoustic show followed by an elec-

tric one. We'll build it up and get to

some of the songs on the record. I'm

excited about it—I'm nervous, but I'm

getting really geared up."

Plaskett's new album. Three, is an

ambitious triple-disc set that finds

his songwriting skills in top form. The
sprawling, 27-track collection features

material ranging from old time rock

and roll to wistful Maritime ballads

and slow-burning anthems. Three is

also a solo album in the truest sense

of the word: Plaskett not only wrote

the album alone, but also produced

it, engineered it, and played all the

instruments himself.

"This was a hell of a lot of work,"

Plaskett deadpans. "It was fun to do,

but it took a lot of focus for an extend-

ed period of time."

As he started writing, Plaskett be-

gan to notice phrases appearing in

threes, and thus picked up the emerg-

ing theme for the whole project:

"I started thinking, 'Maybe I'll make
a record with every song in threes...

but there are all these other songs

too...and I want to make a record

with my dad too.' So I had three al-

bums in my mind, and I thought, 'Oh,

maybe it will be a triple album!'"

The three discs follow the trials of

a touring musician as Plaskett sings

about departure, loneliness on the

road, and the slow return home. It's

an extension of the lyrical territory

he began to mine on his 2005 solo al-

bum La De Da, and he's conscious of

picking up on familiar themes.

"People who follow my back cata-

logue will hear phrases they've

heard before. I recycle language a

lot—there are phrases you rest on

when you speak. As a writer, I some-

times slip back into describing things

a certain way. And I've cilways really

liked that in [the work of] Springsteen

or Chuck Berry. It becomes an iconic

part of their catalogue, like the way
Springsteen writes about Jersey."

The comparison is significant: just

as Bruce Springsteen has long been

regarded as the poet of the Jersey

shore, Plaskett has built a reputation

for himself as the voice of the Mari-

times, the local rock star who didn't

abandon home for greener pastures.

As he continues to take on challeng-

ing projects, Plaskett is cementing

himself as one of Canada's most pro-

lific artists. But does he ever think

about his legacy?

"Not really," he says. "I work with

my head down most of the time, and

I'm always surprised when people

want to talk to me about it. The only

thing I think about in terms of a leg-

acy is creating a body of work that's

changed and that's interesting from a

distance. I don't want to tcike [my au-

dience] for granted, so I continue to

try to change up the shows, play dif-

ferent venues, and create a catalogue

of records that people can look back

on and see consistency, but not the

same record, over and over again."

Plaskett sounds like a grizzled vet-

eran at the young age of 33, but he

also has eight full-length albums and

a slew of EPs to his credit. As he mod-
estly describes where he'd like to

end up, it seems that Plaskett would

definitely be content to settle into his

place as a Canadian music icon. Just

not, hopefully, with his face plastered

all over US Weekly.

Comic reiief

In celebration of the Toronto Comic Arts Festival, The Varsity s\Xs down with Dinosaur coma Ryan North

HILARY BARLOW
Varsity Staff

The Toronto Reference Library played host to

sequential art stars foreign and domestic this

weekend, with the fourth installment of the To-

ronto Comic Arts Festival. Aiming to promote
"the literary and artistic merits of comic books
and graphic novels," the previously annual festi-

val is now held every two years. Organizers ex-

pected this year to at least match the numbers
of the 250 artists and 6,000 visitors who attended

2007's TCAF, held at Victoria College.

As a prelude to the following weekend's

events. May 2 was Free Comic Book Day. Comic
shops across the city, including The Beguiling,

co-presenter of many TCAF events, offered se-

lect comics—including a compilation by TCAF
artists featuring local talents Kate Beaton, Kean
Soo, Ryan North, and Willow Dawson—for free.

Comic artist and turntablist Kid Koala kicked

off the festival with a dance party at Lee's Palace

on Thursday. The following day, Harbourfront

saw an exhibit of comic arts tools and installa-

tions, as well as a discussion with artists Seth,

Yoshihiro Tatsumi, and Adrian Tomine, till of

Montreal comics mag Drawn & Quarterly fame,

on how each artist goes about creating car-

toons.

The main event, however, was the weekend's

happenings at the Toronto Reference Library-

among them, Jason Thompson, author of Man-
ga: The Complete Guide, presenting on the his-

tory of Japanese comics in North America. The
roster also featured Emmanuel Guibert, TCAF'sA

French guest of honour, discussing his graphic

novel The Photographer Guibert's harrowing sto-

ry centres on the work of photojournalist Didier

Lefevre, who covered a Doctors Without Borders

mission to Afghanistan in the 1980s.

An off-site event called "Comic Books Are To-

tally Gay!" featured conversations with queer

comic artists on everything from Batman and

Robin to Alison Bechdel's classic strip Dykes To

Watch Out For Rounding out the festival were

seminars on how to get involved in the industry,

from a peinel discussion on going to school for

comic arts to a DIY comics workshop by Willow

Dawson.

Overall, the event proved that the wide world

of comics isn't just about saving the world in

tight spandex. Then again, that stuff's pretty im-

portant, too.

The Varsity caught up with guest of the test

and local funnyman Ryan North, creator of Dino-

saur Comics and author of Dinosaur Comics: Your

Whole Family Is Made Out OfMeat

The Varsity: How didyou get started creating

comics?

Ryan North: My comic started in my last year of

undergrad, where we got this class assignment

to do something interesting with the Internet. .

.

I'd recently wanted to do this comic, but I can't

really draw at all. 1 had this idea for a comic

where it was always the same story and was

told with different pictures all the time. Then, [I

realized] that's the exact wrong comic for me to

be doing, so I sort of flipped it around:"What if

it was the same pictures and I just change the

words?" That's where the comic comes from.

TV: What was it about dinosaurs?

RN: [laughs] I wish I had a better answer for that.

When I started the comic 1 had no art [computer]

programs at all, except for this very old program

called Warbird that had all this clip art of WWII
planes, and also some dinosaur clip art. It had

dinosaur parts like a dinosaur lower jaw, a T-Rex

upper jaw, arms, legs, bodies. . .and the dinosaurs

had facial expressions, so I went with them. Yeah,

I always feel bad because people are like, "Wow,

so you don't draw it, and you use clip art." But it

shows that you don't need to draw to do a comic!

TV: Were you inspired by other comics that use

repeated imagery, such as David Lynch's Angriest

Dog in the World.

^

RN : No, I didn't know about any of that, I thought I

was being super original, [laughs] But then a year

in, I found the comic, and it was funny because I'd

seen only one Angriest Dog In The World comic
before—and they're all kind of the same struc-

ture, right? There's a very angry dog and there's

a one liner in the last panel. . .1 actually worked it

into the comic when I discovered it. There's an

early comic where T-Rex adopted the Angriest

Dog in the World as his pet, so I sort of capture

all of his continuity and folded it all in to my own
comic, without even talking to David Lynch. I just

assumed it was fine.

TV: Hadyou done humourprojects before

Dinosaur Comics.^

RN: In university, in undergraduate, I used to

have this website where 1 just posted robot erot-

ica, [laughs] I found [a picture] of these guys in

robot suits holding hands, [and] 1 made this page
sajnng, "This is robot porn. Here, you can come
look at it and it's very erotic." I was making it up
thinking that there wasn't, there could be no such
thing as a robot fetish,which shows how naive I

was at the time. I remember the day I [found]

there was an actual robot fetish.
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Forensic biology lielps slirinl( elephantiasis

Researchers may have cracked the code to ending a killer global disease

LIA CARDARELLI
Associate Science Editor

Scientists in Ghana recently unveiled a novel

strategy that relies on cutting-edge Canadian
biotechnology to fight the disease lymphatic

filariasis (LF), more commonly known as el-

ephantiasis.

LF spreads via mosquitoes that have fed

on infected people, thereby transferring the

parasitic worms that cause the disease to the

next blood meal. The worms enter through
the skin, colonize the bloodstream, and clog

the lymphatic system. These clogged lymphs
swell to painful proportions, often leaving

victims permanently disfigured. Today over

one billion people in over 80 countries

are at risk of infection. A large propor-

tion of these potential victims reside

in West Africa.

In an effort to eradicate LF by
2020, health authorities are treat-

ing people in LF-affected com-
munities annually with

a drug cocktail that

works to lower the

density of worm
larvae in

human

blood, a strategy designed to reduce the

ability of mosquitoes to transfer LF.

The mosquito family is diverse and each

species has different LF larvae transmission

rates. The particularly dangerous species

are those able to transfer larvae from indi-

viduals that have been treated with anti-LF

drugs—thereby thwarting conventional

methods of LF control.

This fact led scientists to speculate that

the key to controlling the spread of the dis-

ease is in assessing the mosquito population

of LF-affected communities. By determining

the proportion of menacing mosquito spe-

cies in a community, public health workers

will be able to supplement drug

treatment with pesticides tar-

geting at-risk regions. But

how do you design a fast

and easy way to profile a

community's mosquito

population?

Canadian scientists

may have the answer.

In 2003, research-

ers at the University of

Guelph, headed by Dr.

Paul Hebert, showed
that every organism

can be identified on the

basis of a simple DNA-
based assay, even those

that are very closely

related and difficult to

distinguish by other

methods. The assay re-

lies on the fact that all

species encode evolu-

tionarily related genes,

with members of the

same species possess-

ing an almost identi-

cal genome. This pro-

vides scientists with a

genetic "barcode" to

catalogue earth's bio-

diversity.

The mitochondrial

genome presents an
ideal source for this

approach. In addi-

tion to being the

"power

plants" of a cell, mitochondria also encode
their own genome, separate from that in the

cell's nucleus. Mitochondrial genes undergo
a higher rate of mutation than nuclear genes
and therefore display more genetic variabil-

ity between species.

A number of foundations are currently

dedicated to compiling encyclopedias of ge-

netic barcodes.

Dr. Jim Woodgett, director of research at

the Samuel Lunenfeld Research Institute,

and senior investigator at the Ontario Can-

cer Institute at Mt. Sinai Hospital in Toronto,

agrees that DNA barcoding "is a good way to

differentiate between related species, and is

relatively fast."

"Variants [of species] can be correlated

with behaviour [...] and variant genes can
be associated with [that] behaviour," says

Dr. Woodgett.
In the case of LF, barcoding can distin-

guish between the innocuous species of

mosquito and those that are able to trans-

mit LF larvae from an individual treated with

anti-LF drugs.

Until now, DNA barcoding has been used
by taxonomists and ecologists to catalogue

the biodiversity of different environments.

For the first time, this biotechnology is being

employed in the war on a major global dis-

ease. Scientists at the University of Ghana,

in collaboration with the JRS Biodiversity

Foundation in Philadelphia, are using this

system to lessen the transmission of LF.

DNA barcoding enables researchers to

protect biodiversity while targeting disease.

In communities affected by LF, researchers

will be able to determine whether drug treat-

ment is enough to contain LF infections or

if pesticide treatment is also required. This

approach will ensure that only communities
inhabited by the most dangerous mosquito

species will be sprayed, thereby maintain-

ing as much biodiversity as possible and
protecting fragile ecosystems from pesti-

cides that are not mosquito-specific.

However, Dr. Sandra Smith, a professor

within U of T's Faculty of Forestry and an

expert on insect ecology and management,
isn't so sure that they've found the silver

bullet. She says that differentiating between
species of mosquito is already possible on
the basis of morphology, but she is quick to

mention that barcoding can be useful in de-

termining the identity of larvae, which may
be more difficult.

To control the mosquito population public

health workers can employ pesticides and
biological agents, as well as reduce standing

water to prevent mosquito breeding. How-
ever, Dr. Smith warns that pesticides can't

be used "endlessly and at high concentra-

tion," or they will push mosquitoes to evolve

resistance.

Whether DNA barcoding can be applied to

other human diseases remains to be seen.

Dr. Woodgett is optimistic that DNA
barcoding, and in the future, deep-sequenc-
ing (which can sample more regions of the

genome) will aid in the fight against other

human diseases. He predicts that barcod-

ing may one day be used to investigate the

effects of dietary change on the complex
gut flora of patients with inflammatory
bowel disease.

Dr. Smith suggests that the work on
mosquitoes and LF may be translated to

stemming the transmission other mosqui-
to-borne diseases such as yellow fever,

malaria and some forms of encephalitis

that are also only transmitted by certain

species of mosquito.

DNA barcoding alone may not eradicate

LF by 2020, but as Dr. Smith says, "you don't

solve a problem with a silver bullet; you
solve it with a toolbox."
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Breakthroughs from the big chill

the wooJIj/ mammoth walk the earth again? One well-preserved specimen provides some answers.

MEKHALA GUNARATNE

In May 2007, a one-month-old woolly

mammoth (Mammathus primigenius)

gave scientists an incredible glimpse

into the past when her perfectly intact

remains were discovered near the

shores of Yuribei River on the Yamal

Peninsula in Siberia. Frozen for 40,000

years in permafrost, the baby mam-
moth named Lyuba by researchers is

the most well-preserved mammoth

—

right down to her eyelashes and tufts

of her dark brown hair—ever found.

Lyuba is not the first woolly mam-
moth found in Siberia. In fact, she is

only one out of the dozen mammoth
remains uncovered since research-

ers' first mammoth discovery in 1806.

Dr. Dan Fisher, a paleontologist from

University of Michigan's Museum of

Paleontology, was one of the scien-

tists who studied Lyuba.

"When 1 saw her, my first thought

was 'Oh my goodness, she's per-

fect.' It looked like she'd just drift-

ed off to sleep. Suddenly, what I'd

been struggling to visualize for so

long was lying right there for me to

touch," explains Fisher.

Scientists went to work right away

using CT scans to generate the most

comprehensive three-dimensional

images of Lyuba's entire 220-pound,

three-foot-tall body, allowing a closer

look at her internal organs.

Dr. Fisher remarked, "Though she

is not large, no other specimen pre-

serves this much of the original anat-

omy. That makes her a remarkable

scientific resource." The CT scans

indicated that Lyuba had healthy

amounts of fat tissue and no skeletal

damage. Since her organs were frozen

in pristine condition, scientists were

able to photograph and collect tissue

samples from her body.

Milk residue in Lyuba's intestinal

tissue provided scientists with the

first ever sample of mammoth milk

and suggested that she had fed on
her mother's milk and feces just be-

fore death. The latter proved very

interesting to scientists, as it is com-
mon behavior among modern baby
elephants to consume feces. Unable

to digest their food at such a young

„8

Missing only her hair and toenails, 40, 000-year-old Lyuba is the most complete mammoth remain ever found.

age, baby elephants eat fecal matter

to assemble colonies of bacteria that

will aid them in digestion of plant

material. Until now, this behavior

was never documented among mam-
moths, but suggests that they share

common behavioral traits with mod-
ern elephants.

Trapped inside Lyuba's trunk, tra-

chea, and mouth was mud, revealing

a plausible cause of death: asphyxi-

ation. It is likely that while crossing

a muddy stream, Lyuba's young, un-

coordinated body may have become
stuck in the thick medium, thus forc-

ing her to flail in fear and choke on

mud, either suffocating or drowning.

Scientists also obtained samples

of her tusks and premolars. The

composition of her teeth provides

scientists with a record of her life

story, telling them everything from

the climate she lived in to her behav-

ior, diet, and the season in which she

died.

"This is the first time we have been

able to do a detailed comparison of a

mammoth's tusk and tooth data with

soft tissues from the rest of its body,"

said Dr. Fisher.

Scientists concluded that Lyuba

died in spring.

After a DNA analysis of her tissue,

70 per cent of the mammoth genome
was successfully decoded and com-
prised 4.7 billion base pairs—the

largest known mammal genome and
the first to be reconstructed from an

extinct animal. Because the woolly

mammoth shares 99.4 per cent of its

DNA with the Asian elephant, some
scientists hypothesize that they may
be able resurrect the woolly mam-
moth via in vitro fertilization or clon-

ing. In vitro fertilization would entail

isolating a sperm cell from a frozen

mammoth, fertilizing an elephant

egg with the mammoth sperm, and
implanting the fertilized egg in a fe-

male elephant, culminating in the

birth of a mammoth-elephant hy-

brid.

Over many generations, backcross

hybrids of elephant-mammoths may
be genetically engineered to create

a purer mammoth species. The clon-

ing process would involve remov-

ing the nucleus from the egg of an

elephant and replacing it with the

nucleus of a frozen mammoth cell.

The cell would then be chemically or

electrically stimulated to divide and

then implanted in the uterus of an el-

ephant. If the process was a success,

the elephant would give birth to a

mammoth.
"I laughed when Steven Spielburg

said that cloning extinct animals

was inevitable," says Hendrik Poi-

nar, director of the Ancient DNA
Centre at McMaster University, on
Spielburg's film Jurassic Park. "But

I'm not laughing anymore, at least

about mammoths. This is going to

happen. It's just a matter of working

out the details."

Go ahead, spoil my appetite

U of T researchers make the link between moral and oral disgust

MIRANDA ELLIOT

The expressions "you make me sick"

and "it left a bad taste in my mouth"
may be more than just evocative turns

of phrase. A recent study by Univer-

sity of Toronto researchers shows
that our sense of moral disgust may
have evolved from a basic instinct that

helps us distinguish between good
and unappetizing tastes and smells.

Hanah Chapman, a PhD candidate

with the University of Toronto's Affect

and Cognition Lab, along with Adam
Anderson, Joshua Susskind, and David
Kim, have found that the facial mus-
cles we use to make an "ugh, gross!"

expression when we eat or smell

something unpalatable are the same
as those we use to express displeasure

towards immoral behaviour.

"We were wondering if [moral dis-

gust] is actually the same emotion you

feel if you open up Tupperware that's

been in the fridge for too long or step

on something nasty on the sidewalk

or if it was just a powerful metaphor to

condemn people's behaviour," explains

Chapman.

To study whether there is any con-

nection. Chapman and her team stud-

ied the facial expressions of people ex-

posed to unappealing tastes, disgusting

imagery, and moral transgression using

a technique called electromyography,

whereby small electrodes are placed on

muscles to measure the electrical im-

pulses that occur when they contract.

Chapman's study measured contrac-

tions in the muscle region of the face

called the levator labi\, the area that

raises the upper lip and scrunches up

the nose, creating the distinctive "dis-

gusted" expression.

Participants in the study experienced

moral transgression when they played

the "recipient" in "The Ultimatum

Game." In this game, two participants

are given a sum of money and one play-

er is asked to split it. The "decider" may
choose to divide it evenly, or may keep

a larger proportion of the cash and offer

the recipient a smaller sum. The recipi-

ent is then free to either accept the offer

or reject it and receive no money at all.

"What is interesting is that even

though it is in the economic interest of

the recipient to accept the offer, when
people get offers that are too unequal

they'll reject them because [they are]

motivated to punish the other player,"

says Chapman.
Chapman and her team found that

the levator labii region was consistent-

ly stimulated among the recipients

when they felt they were being short-

changed or treated "immorally."

"These findings may change the

way we think about the human moral

impulse," explains Chapman. "People

think of human morality as the pin-

nacle of human development. What
this work shows is that emotions play

an important role as well. [Moral]

thoughts and judgments are backed

up by ancient emotional forces."

Chapman's results support Dar-

win's contention that the expressions

we use to convey emotions evolved

from their role in regulating the sen-

sory organs of the face. Reacting to

unpleasant tastes and smells by wrin-

kling our noses and curling our lip

may have originally developed to help

prevent us from consuming harmful

substances such as rotten or toxic

food. "It wasn't until more recently,"

says Chapman, "that it was adapted
for use in a social context."

The next step will be to investi-

gate whether this facial expression

is learned behaviour or "hardwired"

from birth. Chapmcm and her team
plan to test subjects who have been le-

gally blind since early childhood, and
haven't had the opportunity to learn

to make the facial expression for dis-

gust in response to social stimulus.

"If they do show it, [that] implies

that [the facial expression] happens
without learning and that it's in

your genes," says Chapman. "If they

don't show it, then it's something
you learn from your pcu-ents as you
grow up."
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You reap what you row

The Varsity rowing team's Intro to Rowing course provides students with a hands-on introduction to the sport

J|L|N|GODEmS^

It seems that every year, I have one house-

mate who sneaks out of the house at 4 a.m.

to join the rowing team for their notoriously

early morning practices. It's always left me
wondering why anyone would put themselves

through such a grueling schedule, and so I

found myself signing up for the Varsity row-

ing team's Intro to Rowing course this first

weekend of May to discover what all the fuss

is about.

The U of T Varsity team rows out of Han-

Ian Boat Club. Unreachable by TTC, the bike

ride from U of T takes you through the heart

of downtown, past an industrial patch where

freight ships dock at the port lands canal, and

finally to the quiet waterfront nearby the Les-

lie Street Spit.

The Hanlan Boat Club consists of two cor-

rugated steel hangars and is named after Ned
Hanlan, who invented the sliding seats found

in all racing shells and who was the first head

coach of the U of T Rowing Club in 1897.

"Hanlan was a legend back in the late ISOOs,"

states men's captain Mike Braithwaite as the

course begins.

A dozen students gather around four an-

cient rowing machines behind the hangar

and look on as the experienced Varsity row-

ers show us the catch, drive, recovery, and

finish of the rowing cycle. Their strides kick

up dry dirt as the machine flywheels hum
with power. We try our hand at the rowing

machines next; dead birch leaves lazily blow

around the new green grass as we feebly pre-

pare for the water.

Once the novices get the hang of the row-

ing technique, Lauren Brown, the women's

captain, leads the group into a hangar. The

boathouse's mossy skylights cast a mottled

light on the neatly stacked oars and shells.

Commands are issued and we lift the $50,000

carbon fiberglass shells above our heads and

out of the hangar, cautiously maneuvering our

way to the dock. Head coach Rob Watering

touches on the challenges of the aging state

of their gear. "Our major expense is the equip-

ment, which wears out over time," he says.

U of T shares the Hanlan Boat Club with

Havergal and UCC, and as we head to the

dock, the private schools are christening a

new purchase with champagne—a shell that

raced at the Beijing Olympics. There's a faint

buzz as onlookers engage in polite conversa-

tion and the occasional cheering. Dogs jump
off the dock to fetch deadwood branches.

Two shells are gingerly lowered, still intact, into

the water. We push away from the dock and those

4 a.m. wake-ups suddenly become so clear.

"1 row for the romance of it," Caro Kronlachner

says, looking out across the water.

We heave and we ho through the coruscating

water. Our muscles burn. It's hard to put your

finger on what exactly it is about the water that

moves us so greatly, but Walt Whitman touched

on it when he wrote

To leave this steady unendurable land

To leave the tiresome sameness of the streets,

the sidewalks and the houses

To leave you Oyou solid motionless land, and
entering a ship

To sail and sail and sail!

We heave and we ho through the coruscating water.

Our muscles burn. It's hard to put your finger on what
exactly it is about the water that moves us so greatly

VARSITY ROWING 101 : The Blues team hits the waters with students at the Hanlan Boat Club for

a crash-course in rowing.

Surrounded by water, the faint cry of

seagulls wheeling high above the lake, you be-

gin to feel like Whitman's sailor "bound for all

ports." Rowing west of the Leslie Street Spit,

the Toronto skyline comes into view—a sud-

den, breathtaking juxtaposition.

The afternoon of the second day ends with a

race between two boats of novices. The thrill

of the close race, where the power of every

stroke counts, leaves me with a strong desire

to pursue the sport, as well as a strong sense of

the depth of teamwork it takes to succeed here.

"Typically if a rower learns that they must pull

harder for their crewmates than they pull for

themselves, they will be successful," explains

head coach Robert Watering.

Summer is the perfect time to think about

joining the rowing team. Hanlan Boat Club of-

fers a Learn to Row course in June—a good

way to ease into the novice program.

"Unlike a lot of sports, rowing is late entry:

you can come in at university without a long

history of athletics, work hard and you'll find

that you can progress fast," Kronlachner ex-

plains. "I can't think of another sport where

the amount of effort you put in correlates as

directly with positive results."

The rowing team has been preparing for

this upcoming season throughout the win-

ter, and there is a unanimous sense that this

year looks promising. "The team has put in a

lot of work over the winter, and I think other

schools should be looking out for what U of T
will be bringing up to the starting gates in the

fall," says captain Lauren Brown. Kronlach-

ner adds, "it seems ill-fated to predict the fu-

ture, like the Scottish play, best not to refer to

victories yet to be won, but we're still a team

to watch."

It's all of this: the camaraderie, the calm

morning lake, and the drive to overtake the

competing team that brings our rowing team

back each morning, once more to the lake.
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A whole new ballgame
Toronto Maple Leafs' home opener draws fans, former Major Leaguers, and a sense of community

_ CHARLES^'APUNSKI

The 41st home opener for the Toronto

Maple Leafs of the Intercounty Base-

ball League, held on May 3, was a mix

of the familiar and the unfamiliar The

setting was the same, as the Maple

Leafs continued the long tradition of

playing at Christie Pits, a short walk

from U of T's St. George Campus. Like

last year's home opener, the Maple

Leafs battled the Barrie Baycats to

kick off the season. Even the starting

pitching match-up was the same as

last year For the second straight year.

Maple Leafs pitcher Drew Taylor, son

of former major leaguer Ron Taylor,

faced off against former Blue Jay and

former Maple Leaf Paul Spoljaric. On
the strength of Dan Gibbons' grand

slam in the first inning, the Maple Leafs

went on to beat the Baycats, 8-6.

The Maple Leafs play home games
every Sunday afternoon (and some
Wednesday nights) until the end of

July. The games are free to attend,

the setting is idyllic, and the play-

ers are eager to interact. Attending

a baseball game at Christie Pits may
be unfamiliar, but the communal ex-

perience quickly becomes welcome
and familiar.

The atmosphere however changed

dramatically as there was a chill that

seemed to remind fans of the events

that had transpired in the offseason.

Sadly, Maple Leafs co-owner Lynne

Dominico passed away in November
Lynne's husband. Jack Dominico,

continued the tradition of bringing in

baseball legends for the opening week-

end of the season. The lone carryover

from last season was a close person-

al friend of Dominico, Hall of Fame
pitcher Bob Feller, who was thought

to throw harder than any pitcher in

Major League history. On this May
day Feller tossed out the first pitch

along with fellow pitching legend Juan

Marichal to start the season. Feller's

pitch may not have had as much zip as

the ones that he threw for the Cleve-

land Indians, with whom he played his

entire career, but that is understand-

able. After all. Feller was the first living

inductee to the Baseball Hall of Fame
in 1962. Feller is 90 years old.

Major League Hall of Fame pitcher Bob Feller (left) threw out the first pitch at the Toronto Maple Leafs' home opener

on May 3 at Christie Pits. Maple Leafs pitcher Drew Taylor (right) went five innings for the win, helping to secure a

8-6 victory over the Barrie Baycats.

For a fellow of his age Feller moves
incredibly well, and certainly seemed
dogged in his role as an ambassador
for baseball. When he spotted the digi-

tal recorder, he was initially reluctant

to speak. But when he heard that the

reporter was representing the Univer-

sity of Toronto, Feller spoke genuinely

and sanguinely about why he enjoys

attending events such as the Maple

Leafs home opener.

"1 love Toronto, I love Canada. 1 like

the people here, the baseball fans, all

the players, and the people that sup-

port this team," said Feller

Part of the charm of watching a

Toronto Maple Leafs game is the feel-

ing of openness and community. The
club hosts a dinner and banquet the

night before the game that is open to

the public. Before the game. Feller

and Marichal, along with some of

the coaches, signed autographs for

young fans, posed for pictures, and
talked baseball.

"I want to come every year I've al-

ready been invited back for 2010. If

my health holds out, I'll be back again

next year. Seeing all the great fans

that come out to the dinner, and the

banquet, and the autograph sessions,"

said Feller

Perhaps the greatest part about

seeing a Toronto Maple Leafs game
up close is the level of fan interac-

tion that is almost inconceivable in

a similar setting. During the games,

fans can lean over into the bullpen to

chat with the players (or if they are

feeling especially brave, they can hol-

ler at them inside the dugouts). The
games at Christie Pits are played in

a comfortable and accessible envi-

ronment, with spectators setting up
chairs along the large hills that over-

look the diamond. Frequently, there

are games and practices taking place

in the baseball diamond at the other

end of the Pits, and it seems like ev-

erywhere in the giant park, there's a

great sense of community.

Feller, a baseball purist, presented

an appeal to fans that are sometimes

disillusioned by the corporate aspect

of professional sports. "They have

overdone the hype and sports mar-

keting. It increases the prices of the

seats, and the salaries of the players

and the club owners are meiking a lot

of money," lamented Feller.

Feller suggested that attending

an Intercounty Baseball League is a

return to the splendor of baseball.

NEXT MAPLE LEAFS
BASEBALL HOME
GAMES

Sun, May 17

Oshawa at Toronto, 2:00

Sunday, May 24

Mississauga at Toronto, 2:00

Sunday, May 31

Hamilton at Toronto, 2:00

Wednesday, June 3

Kitchener at Toronto, 7:30

Sunday, June 7

Brantford at Toronto, 2:00

Wednesday, June 10

Hamilton at Toronto, 7:30

Sunday, June 14

London at Toronto, LOO

Wednesday, June 17

Barrie at Toronto, 7:30

Sunday, June 21

Mississauga at Toronto, 2:00

Wednesday, June 24

Oshawa at Toronto, 7:30

Sunday, June 28

Guelph at Toronto, 2:00

Sunday, July 5

Guelph at Toronto, 2:00

Sunday, July 12

Brantford at Toronto, 2:00

Sunday, July 19

Hamilton at Toronto, 2:00

Sunday, July 26

Barrie at Toronto, 2:00

He suggested that an emphasis on
money and hype are turning fans

away from the game. Without the

extravagance of professional ball, In-

tercounty Baseball at Christie Pits is

a treat for a casual or new fan to the

sport. Though the games may take

place in the Pits, the opportunity

to see a team in Toronto called the

Maple Leafs, and not have to shell

out big bucks is truly the heights of a

majestic sporting experience.

Don't let summer vacation flatten debate
Check out thevarsity.ca

for in-depth FLAT FEES coverage:

STUDENTS FACE OFF—Will flat fees steamroll U of T culture,

or are they the best way to straighten the university's finances?

Find out where students stand on the issues that affect them.

THE WHOLE STORY—Start at the beginning and keep up-to-

date. Browse our flat fees archive, and discover breaking news first.

JOIN THE DEBATE—Weigh in on what matters. Raise your

voice and hear from other students.

This ain't the Faculty of Arts and Science—we want you to know

what's going on and hear what you have to say about it.

<^>c^*-£i^^ STYLEMOK

S' Canadian .

THE P.iVERS!DE

CHAUCER
THIRD EDITION
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DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

Guy 1: The jig is up.

Guy 2: The "jig"? What are you talking about? That's a Russian

dance! It's "gig."

Guy 1: I'm telling you it's "jig."

Guy 2: I'll bet you $5 it's "gig". .

.

—Robarts elevator

Asian girl: So my dad wants me to return to the "old country,"

but I told him I'd rather shoot a baby repeatedly and then eat it.

—Front of Gerstein

Prof: Pharmacy is not a field where we speculate, guess, or think.

—St. George campus

Sarah: Well, if he isn't that hot, you can just turn off the lights or

keep your eyes closed...

Eva: Yeah, but you can't keep your touch closed.

Girl 1: Do you think they have England day? You know like how

we have Canada Day in Canada?

Girl 2: Probably.

Girl 1: England's probably so old. You know how Canada is like

300 years old?

—Arbour Room, Hart House

[Guy rambles to librarian about the books he's looking for, but

he's not sure what he's writing about. . .]

Librarian: It's hard to talk about this without having read. ..you

know.. .books.

—Lillian H. Smith Library, College Street

Tattoos are insurance
policies! They're ways of
preserving who you are now
for the rest of your life.

It s an insurance
policy for personal
development?

Exactly!

And I present
proof! proof
by explaining
wnat I just
said!

;

when you get a tattoo, you're getting
pictures or words - or both! - written right
onto your flesh permanently, assuming you
don't remove^ or alter them. And pictures or

words are really just
communication, and
communication is really
just ideas in transit,
right? so a tattoo is
really just Present you
telling Future you "Look,
this was important to -i^^^^
me, so um, i kinda
made sure —=—

^

you're not
going to forget

it.
"

If I get a Koopa Troopa tattoo, I

know that no matter what happens to
me in the future, no matter what
jobs I take or interests I develop,
I'll always be, at minimum, the sort

of guy who has ^ Koopa
Troopa
burned into
his flesh

or a Koopa
Para-
troopa
whatever.'

LATER

:

They're the
ones with
wings i

CC) 2009 Ryan North www.qwant2.com

A SOFTER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

CONTACT Photography
Festival

CONTACT is the world's largest

photography festival, and there are

exhibitions happening this month

literally all over Toronto.

• Through May 31. Free!

• Various locations

• contactphoto.com

South-South: Interruptions

and Encounters

If you were meaning to see this

critically-acclaimed art show all

semester long but never got the

chance, you still have until May 19 to

check it out.

• Open Mon-Wed 11-5, Thu-Fri

• 11-7, Sat-Sun 1-5 p.m. Free!

• Justina M. Barnicke Gallery

(7 Hart House Circle)

• jmbgallery.ca

Chuck Palahniuk Reading

and Q&A
Tickets are almost sold out to hear

the author of Fight Club read from

his newest book. Pygmy, so get

yours quickly!

•Tue, May 12, 7 p.m. $10.

• Isabel Bader Theatre

(93 Charles St. W.)

• uofttix.ca

Forum; The Impact of Power
Retailing on Toronto's

Regional Landscape
Did the Leslieville big box store

debate really rile you up? You might

enjoy this discussion moderated by

Metrolinx's

Leslie Woo.

• Wed, May 13, 4-6 p.m. Free!

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

• RSVPto
citiescentre@utoronto.ca

Qbama's First 100 Days
Sfarwriter Royson James

moderates a panel discussion

featuring politicians and U of T

profs. Presented by the U of T

Black Alumni Association and New

College.

This fun and LGBT-friendly film

festival kicks off the countdown

to Pride Week in June.

• May 14-24. $7.50-$12.

• Various locations

• insideout.on.ca

Over the Top Festival

The festival celebrating the best

new local music, film, and theatre

features performances by Think

About Life and Timber Timbre.

• May 21-23. $10-15

• Various locations.

• overthetopfest.com

Russian Night Out
The Eastern-European

Independent Filmmakers Alliance

presents an evening of film, music.

Doors Open Toronto

Is there a Toronto building you've

always wanted to visit, but were

too intimidated to go inside? Over

100 establishments are welcoming

visitors free of charge this

weekend for tours and stories.

• May 23-24. Free!

• Various locations

• toronto.ca/opendoors

ROMWalk: Yorkville
Learn about the historic

neighbourhood beneath Yorkville's"^

posh persona.

• Wed, May 27, 6 p.m. Free!

• Meet at Yorkville Public Library

(22 Yorkville Ave.)

• rom.on.ca

P.S. Kensington

Toronto's festival of arts and

creativity returns this year with a

focus on guitar culture and graphic

novels.

• June 5-14. Many free events

• luminato.com

To haveyourUoff

campus event listed

in this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings@thevarsity.ca
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After the war, an uphill battle
HILARY BARLOW

Varsity Staff

As 300,000 Sri Lankan Tamils are herded into in-

ternment camps, the reported sites of physical

and sexual violence that remain hidden from in-

ternational scrutiny, Tamil-Canadian students in

Toronto are considering how best to engage with

a conflict on the other side of the world.

Some students fear for family back in Sri Lan-

ka, as stories of grave human rights abuses come
to light. Even for those whose direct relations are

all in Canada, it's hard to turn away from the lu-

rid reports emerging from a place their families

once called home.

Shoban Jaya is a grade 11 student at Albert

Campbell Collegiate Institute who has been pro-

testing almost daily for months. The 16-year-old

became active after seeing a video in which a

Tamil girl is taken away from her mother by Sri

Lankan military officers and raped off-camera.

Though his grades have plummeted from the

time he spends protesting, Jaya continues to par-

ticipate, saying he fears an immense death toll if

the international community does not act soon.

"1 can carry [my education] on tomorrow," he

says, "but 1 can't look at the struggle right now
the same way. Because if [we do not act] today,

there will be no tomorrow," he said.

Ramesh, a 24-year-old student protestor from

McMaster University, agrees. "You can't ignore

it, you can't stay home and be silent. We've

been silent for too long." He compared the Sri

Lankan situation to cases of genocide where

many believe the international community act-

ed too late, such as the Holocaust and the 1994

genocide in Rwanda. "We don't want the world

to act too late; we know the world always acts

too late," he said.

SEE 'TAMIL' -PG
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Queen's Park awash in candleliglit as Toronto Tamils liold a vigil in honour of the nearly 8,000 who have died in Sri Lanka's offensive on Tamil

Tigers in the north of the country. Later, the tens of thousands of protestors—all dressed in black—marched down University Avenue to voice their

demands of international intervention in front of the U.S. consulate.

Groups organize against

migrant mistreatment

SAMYA KULLAB

Organizers from No One is Illegal, Justicia for Mi-

grant Workers, cind Migrante Ontario organized a

community meeting at the Ontario Institute of Stud-

ies in Education at U of T on Saturday, in an attempt

to coordinate a response to a series of U.S.-style

redds on southern Ontario workplaces and deten-

tions of migrant workers since April.

On April 2, the Canadian Border Service Agency

and South Simcoe Police raided Cericola Farms in

Bradford, where poultry farm workers were taken

to the Heritage Detention Centre in Toronto. About

100 workers were reportedly held in cramped quar-

ters while an immigration official rushed through

their rights in English.

According to South Simcoe Police, the raids

were carried out on suspicion of Immigration Act

violations, abuse of workers without status and

human trafficking.

Justicia, who provides legal assistance and sup-

port for migrant workers, along with the other

groups, was able to assist some of the detained

workers following the raids. They claimed the work-

ers were told to sign forms surrendering their rights

to counsel. According to Justicia, these alleged

forms were not in accordance with the Immigration

y4c/ and were "illegally concocted." Two weeks later,

about 40 migrant workers were deported.

On May 27, Immigration Enforcement raided the

Lakeside Greenhouse in Leamington.

Flor, who has been employed as a cleaner in the

greenhouse for two years, said that nine of her co-

workers are currently behind bars.

She said that for the most part a migrant worker

would clean greenhouses and washrooms, tend to

agricultural tasks, and harvest crops
—

"the most

simple jobs most of us would like not to do."

"All we want is to be able to work, so that we can

survive in our own countries."

Presently, the detained Leamington workers,

all of whom are Mexican citizens, are being held

in Windsor County Jail. According to Justicia,

some of the arrested have filed refugee claims

and fear for their lives back home. One of the de-

tainees is pregnant.

The meeting heard a second testimonial from

Panya, who came to Cemada from Thailand to make
more money for her family back home.

Expecting a friendly workplace environment, Pa-

nya's hopes were thwarted when she found her em-

ployer too controlling. When he stopped paying her

regularly she quit, soon finding work elsewhere.

The move landed her in trouble with immigration

authorities, as it violated the terms of her work per-

mit. After spending three weeks in jail, the threat of

SEE 'RAID' -PG
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U of T Rhys Ed student Ben Verboom is biking across the country in honour of his late father, who
took this shot of his own shadow while biking to ground zero in 2001 to fundraise for Red Cross.

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN

Ben Verboom initially resembles an ordinary stu-

dent: 20 years old, studying Physiccil Education and

Health at U of T. Approximately five minutes of con-

versation with him, however, reveal he is anything

but average. Currently, Verboom is cycling across

Canada to raise awareness about mental health, an

issue he has direct and gripping experience with.

"1 grew up in Ajax, Ontario," said Verboom, "with

my parents, my older brother, and my younger sis-

ter, and yeah, we were a normal, middle-class fam-

ily. I had a very close relationship with my father,

and how we bonded was through cycling—that

was how we got away from everything, how we
built our relationship."

That all changed when Verboom was in grade 9.

"Everything was normal, family going great, and
in January of 2004 [...] I came home to find a police

car in my driveway. 1 asked them what was up, and

SEE 'SUICIDE' -PG

2
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First Nations uni a mess
No sign of promised restructuring at FNUC

HILARY BARLOW
Varsitv Staff

Saskatchewan's troubled First Nations

University of Canada has yet to pub-

licize a taskforce report-due on May
11-containing recommendations on
restructuring the university's board of

governors. The taskforce was struck

after threats from the province to

withhold $200,000 in funding.

FNUC, established in 1976 as the

only university in Canada with the

majority of its leadership composed
of First Nations chiefs, has been
steeped in controversy for years. On
Feb. 17, 2005, Morley Watson, then

FNUC board chair and vice-chief of

the Federation of Saskatchewan In-

dian Nations, took over the campus
in what some have likened to a "coup

d'etat." Watson suspended three em-
ployees, immediately replacing them
with a former Liberal candidate, an

FSIN employee, and his sister-in-law.

He seized the central computers at

FNUC, copying the hard drive that

contained all faculty and student re-

cords. He ordered a forensic audit,

following which two of the former em-
ployees were charged with fraud.

Since then, the university has lost a

president, two VPs, a third of its teach-

ing faculty, half the administration,

and almost all of its students. Enrol-

ment has declined from 2,500 stu-

dents in 2005 to 787 today. Last year,

the provincial government stepped in

to bail out the university in the face of

a$l-million deficit.

Current board chair Clarence Bel-

legarde was optimistic when the task-

force was struck in March: "We're

confident that we made positive and

significant progress in responding

to CAUT's [Canadian Association of

University Teachers] concerns over

our governance issues," he said to

the Leder-Post. "We've come closer

together on exactly what the issues

are and what it's going to take to re-

solve these issues."

However, FNUC is not famous for lis-

tening to its taskforces. An All Chiefs

Task Force, set up soon after Watson's

takeover of the school, reported in No-

vember 2005 that the FNUC's board

of directors was politicized. The task-

force recommended a smaller board

that would be responsive to the FNUC

and wider academic communities,

but the taskforce's recommendations

were not implemented. In response to

the school's disregard for the taskforc-

es' recommendations, the CAUT cen-

sured FNUC by discouraging faculty

in Canada and around the world from

working or speaking at the university.

The FNUC board of governors has

26 members, 18 of whom have vot-

ing power Of those 18, 14 are coun-

cil chiefs of various Saskatchewan

First Nations. In January 2008, a sec-

ond internal report recommended a

12-member board with four chiefs,

leaving more room for students, fac-

ulty, and provincial government. The
report also recommended creating a

university senate to provide a voice

for chiefs and other interested par-

ties. This recommendation was also

not implemented.

Meanwhile, the Saskatchewan Su-

preme Court overturned an earlier ac-

ademic freedom ruling against FNUC.

In spring 2005, indigenous studies

professor Blair Stonechild's invitation

to an Assembly of First Nations confer-

ence at the university was rescinded

without cause. Stonechild requested

that the university president raise the

issue at a board of governors meeting,

but his invitation was not reinstated

due to Watson's opposition.

"Watson demonstrated personal

irritation or antagonism toward

Stonechild, all seemingly associated

with the events that began to unfold

on Feb. 17, 2005. He linked his feelings

about Stonechild to the question on
the table concerning the symposium.

This meeting ended with no decision

having taken place regarding the mat-

ter raised in Stonechild's letter," Court

of Queen's Bench Justice Ross Wim-
mer told the Leder-Post.

University of Regina Faculty Associ-

ation Executive Director Patricia Flem-

ing, whose organization brought the

case against FNUC, recalls the Febru-

ary meeting and says that Stonechild

never said anything inappropriate. "1

was personally at the meeting, and

Blair Stonechild categorically did not

make a derogatory statement towards

the chairman of the board," she said.

She claimed many professors at FNUC
are choosing not to speak up for fear

of retaliation, something she calls

"self-censorship."

Feds fund new UTSC building

Project part of economic stimulus

NATALIE SEQUEIRA

U of T at Scarborough announced

plans for a new $70-million Instruc-

tional Centre, to be funded from the

$151 million handed to U ofT through

the Knowledge Infrastructure Pro-

gram. The facility will be the first

building in a planned development

of the northwest area of the UTSC
campus, said UTSC principal Franco

Vaccarino when he announced the

project on May 25. Vaccarino said

that the project allowed the univer-

sity to "build on the exciting momen-
tum" caused by the "unprecedented

growth" in programs and community

on campus. He boasted that UTSC
would now lead the burgeoning inno-

vation economy of the region.

Wayne Arthurs, MPP for Pick-

ering-Scarborough East, also at-

tended the announcement. He said

that the investment would provide

a dramatic short-term economic

stimulus to the region.

The 13,990 square metres of the

planned Instructional Centre will in-

crease teaching and research space

on the Scarborough campus by

25 per cent, and will include class-

rooms, labs, study areas, offices, and

social spaces. It will also facilitate an

expansion in co-op and other high-

demand programs.

Additionally, the centre is designed

according to Leadership in Energy

and Environmental Design "Silver

Standards."

Vaccarino expressed his gratitude

to the federal and provincial govern-

ments, and was enthusiastic that this

would strengthen UTSC's role in the

tri-campus U of T system.

Ryerson gets $32,900,000, and the

University of Ottawa $112,500,000

from the $l-biIlion Knowledge Infra-

structure Program.

Incoming students divided on flat fees

Reaction to flat fees is mixed among
incoming first-year Arts and Sci-

ence students, the first in their fac-

ulty on the St. George campus to be

billed for five credits if they take as

few as four.

"To my understanding, this com-

pulsory flat fees is contradictory

to what U of T has previously said:

that students are recommended
to take four courses in their first

year as they'll adapt into the new
environment," said Sir Winston

Churchill Secondary School senior

Daniel Bao, who turned down U of

T's offer of admission, and is plan-

ning to attend University of British

Columbia instead.

However, incoming QatarAcademy
student Tariq Hussein isn't bothered

about flat fees.

"To be quite frank, I'm a Canadian

and $5,000 per year is still a relative-

ly low amount to pay, thus the flat fee

proposition did not affect my deci-

sion at all," he said.

The universities that Hussein had

refused were all outside Canada with

higher tuition fees. Even with flat tu-

ition fees, U of T was the cheapest

option on his list.

"However, it did affect some of my
friends' decisions as they are now

considering other universities," he

added. "I was not aware of the imple-

mentation of the flat fees till May; as

the university did not share this vital

piece of information with me until af-

ter I accepted their offer"

The university informed students

with offers of admission about the

new flat fee structure on May 23 af-

ter the Governing Council meeting

where the proposal was approved.

The university justified the timing of

the announcement saying that stu-

dents would not be required to com-

mit to their choice of university in

Ontario until May 28. Starting in Sep-

tember 2011, all incoming full-time

Arts and Science students will pay

for five courses, where the threshold

for full-time status will be lowered to

three courses.

"1 don't agree with flat fees, purely

because of the financial strain it puts

upon part-time students," said in-

coming Humberside Collegiate Insti-

tute student Tori Hoszka.

Though she wasn't aware of flat

fees when she accepted her offer, Ho-

szka concludes that they won't affect

her as she plans to take a full course

load anyway.

Students taking fewer than three

courses, designated as part-timers by
U of T, will continue to pay on a per-

course basis. However, the part-time

students' union has argued that those

taking between three and 3.5 courses,

who were formerly categorized as

part-timers, still share the same needs
as those taking less than three cours-

es, as many are part of the same de-

mographic: often parents and mature

students.

During the GC meeting where the flat

fees motion was passed. Dean Meric

Gertler reiterated the main argument

in support of flat fees: the precarious

financial condition of Arts and Science,

which has incurred an accumulated

deficit of almost $40 million. Provost

Cheryl Misak assured the council that

revenue acquired from flat fees will be

re-invested to benefit students.

The application of flat fees is contin-

gent upon the July 11 decision of the

Ontario Superior Court of Justice on

the legal case advanced by the Univer-

sity of Toronto Student Union, former

Arts and Science Student Union presi-

dent Colum Grove-White, and sociol-

ogy professor Judith Taylor

For more on flat fees, cfieck out

tfievarsity.ca

'SUICIDE' -CONTINUED FROM P61

they said 'oh, we're just doing a routine

check around the neighborhood, don't

worry too much about it.' [...] 1 thought

it was kind of weird.

"A few hours later my brother, mom,
and sister had all arrived home, and

the police came back. They sat us all

down, and told us that my dad had been

found—that he had died. It was a gun-

shot wound. And they took my mom
outside, and [...] then she came in and

told the three of us that he had taken his

own life."

Verboom's father had suffered from

clinical depression for several years

prior, a fact that took Verboom and

his siblings by surprise at the time of

his death.

"For me it was extremely sudden,"

said Verboom. "Because 1 was com-

pletely unaware that he did suffer from

depression, and 1 didn't know too much
about mental illness—and 1 don't think

the average 14-yecir-old really does

—

which is [why] 1 guess what I'm doing is

raising awareness."

Immediately following his father's

death, and for many years after, Ver-

boom felt mainly "anger, fear, and con-

fusion—those three were big."

"Because it's one thing to lose a par-

ent," he continued, "that's a terrible

tragedy. But the confusion associated

with someone choosing to end their

own life [is] very hard to deal with,

because you do question the role you

played in it—what you did to cause

it, and what you could have done to

prevent it."

In the past year, Verboom came to

realize that the emotion and aware-

ness his experience has brought him

could be used to help others.

"The bottom line, I think, is that

people suffering from depression feel

isolated from society—pushed to the

margins. There's this stigma surround-

ing mental illness. The general public

doesn't know the basic facts about it."

Verboom maintains that his pri-

mary goal is not to make the people

surrounding a depressed individual

aware of that depression, but rather

to promote a shift in the nature of the

dialogue concerning mental illness.

He hopes to educate people about de-

pression and the resources available

to those suffering from it.

"We have to start looking at [clini-

cal depression] as another disease,"

insisted Verboom. "A physiological

disease, like cancer, or AIDS, and not

a moral issue—it's a chemical imbal-

ance in their brain, and like any other

physiological disease, it's not some-

thing you decide to have, it's some-

thing you have, and you live with, and

you try to cope with."

In cycling across Canada discuss-

ing clinical depression, Verboom is

attempting to reframe the dialogue in

this manner in order to de-stigmatize

the disease, allowing for an open and

empathetic discussion of it.

Over the span of his trip so far,

which began on May 20 in Cape Spear,

Newfoundland, and will end in Victo-

ria, B.C. in mid-August—9000 kilome-

tres in 90 days—he has been amazed

at the prevalence of depression.

"Basically every day 1 run into a few

people who have gone through some-

thing similar to what 1 went through, or

what my dad went through. And really,

the reason we don't realize how preva-

lent it is is because we don't talk about

it [...] 1 suppose the number-one goal

of this is to start a dialogue—a com-

passionate, and empathetic dialogue,

where people who are suffering from

depression can come out and speak

comfortably, and get the treatment

and resources that are available."

WITH FILES FROM NAUSHAD All HUSEIN

Formore info, orto contribute to the Cycle

to Help campaign, see cycletohelp.org

'TAMIL' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

Both activists were in attendance

at the May 10 Gardiner Expressway

protest where UTSU executive direc-

tor Angela Regnier was arrested. The
act was criticized by the Toronto po-

lice as being "unsafe" and "unlawful,"

but Jaya and Ramesh contend that

the risk was justified to bring atten-

tion to human rights violations that

the media had largely ignored until

then. "After blocking the Gardiner,

a lot of my colleagues [at work who
had] never talked about these issues

before [...] said 'tell me what's going

on back home.' Same with the media,"

said Ramesh.

The Tamil Students Association at

U of T has taken a decidedly apolitical

stance, focusing instead on educat-

ing the university community about

human rights in Sri Lanka. "We didn't

want to make a political statement, so

we're just about solving the humani-

tarian crisis, getting NGOs into the

country, [and] getting the media back

into the country so we can know the

truth," explained TSA vice-president

Ramya Janandharan.

Janandharan is critical of the media
representations that she says frame
the conflict as resolved, saying that

the ethnic prejudice and humanitarian
issues that caused the conflict are still

present. "[The Tigers are] that catch

that makes it interesting news, but

they fail to realize that it's a long-term

issue. . . the Tigers are just a symptom
of the conflict and not the cause of it,"

she said.

Aranie Rasalingam, the TSA's aware-
ness coordinator, recalled her parents'

experience in the 1983 series of riots

in Sri Lanka known as "Black July." Ap-
proximately 3,000 Tamils were killed,

including Rasalingam's uncle. Her
parents' home was set aflame as they
slept, and though they escaped and
immigrated to Canada in 1987, Rasal-

ingam fears similar atrocities.

"It's not something that just hap-
pened in '83, it's happening again
now," she said. "So it really makes you
wonder, what is everyone doing? It's

not like people don't know."

'RAID' -CONTINUED FROM PG

I

deportation looming, Panya sought the

help of a union worker who helped her

get a lawyer and translator. She's since

won an open work permit.

"Non-permanent—that is, with sta-

tus that doesn't allow them to become

citizens—and non-status immigrant

workers are crucial to the Canadian

economy," said assistant professor of

Canadian studies Todd Gordon.

"They're a cheap and vulnerable

source of labour that can be highly

exploited by employers, therefore

boosting the latter's profitability. If

all non-status or temporary migrant

workers were removed from the coun-

try, whole industries would shut down,

such as [agriculture,] childcare, janito-

rial services, and construction, among

others,said Gordon.

"What this tells us [. . .] is that the raids

aren't likely designed to remove all non-

status workers, but to reinforce their

vulnerability—don't organize, don't vo-

calize your complaints, stay quiet [and]

under the radar, and work hard."
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1 usually fight fair. I figure, if you want
some one to take you seriously,

you must speak to them in a rational,

calm, and well-spoken manner. Yell-

ing, swearing, put-downs, and name-
calling never convinced anyone to do
anything. I've found it's been a good
negotiating strategy, and it has often

yielded results. That was until U of

T's Governing Council passed the flat

fees proposal on May 20. Apparently,

no one in a position of power listened

to the legitimate and thoughtful argu-

ments from students.

So fuck 'em all. That's it! If fighting

fair doesn't work, then they can suck

my ... well, you fill that one in. What
a bunch of BMW-driving, north To-

ronto living. United Colours of Beniton

wearing d-bags. Voting members have

shown no consideration for students

by passing this proposal, so there's no

obligation for me to continue printing

respectful articles.

The parade of polite protests in

the past few months has been long. A
widespread Facebook campaign be-

gan a few months back, resulting in a

•EDITORIAL-
barrage of dissenting emails to voting

members of FASC, the Business Board,

and Governing Council. Over 100 stu-

dents and staff peacefully protested

outside Con Hall on April 27, urging

the Business Board to vote down the

proposal. UTSU and ASSU are taking

U of T to civil court, claiming admin-

istrators ignored recommendations

from committees and used question-

able procedures in an effort to get

the proposal through. Despite police

presence, students assembled outside

the May 20 meeting, which was conve-

niently located at UTM. And then there

was the legendary action taken by Ali-

son Martell, when she calmly placed an

eloquently written letter in the hands

of U of T president David Naylor him-

self while receiving the Gordon Cressy

Award for student leadership on the

stage of Con Hall.

But the powers that be have not lis-

tened to these cries. The likes of Nay-

lor, Meric Gertler, dean of Arts and

Science, and Cheryl Misak, VP and

Provost have remained arrogantly un-

receptive to students. Instead of con-

sidering their arguments, these ivory

tower assholes have gone ahead with a

plan that punishes U of T's foundation,

the undergraduate experience.

Faculty members that voted in fa-

vour of flat fees are just as shameful.

They're the ones who are charged with

the privilege of sharing knowledge with

students, yet by voting for the propos-

al, they've demonstrated their willing-

ness to appease the upper ranks, while

hanging their own students out to dry.

And the four student governors who
were absent from the May 20 meeting

should be embarrassed to show their

faces on campus, as they refused to

even participate. Indecision is the

greatest cowardice of all.

Those responsible for the proposal's

implementation are wrapped up in

their own little worlds, far removed

from the time when they were trying to

find the precarious balance between

getting an education, keeping food

in the fridge, and having a bit of a so-

cial life along the way. Apparently, fat

cheques make memories short. If 1 ever

find myself in a corner office overlook-

ing the sprawling downtown metropo-

lis, I'll never forget what it's like to be

in a position of vulnerability, where

someone else determines your means
of education.

What's most disconcerting is that

this university (a place where ideas

are supposed to be explored, cultivat-

ed, and discussed) closed all doors to

other solutions. Scott Mabury, chair-

person of the Program Fee Imple-

mentation Committee, expedited the

voting process against the recommen-
dations of his own committee. Thus,

there was no time to consider and

weigh other solutions to the universi-

ty's financial woes. Sneaky move, Mr.

Mabury! With the refusal to explore

other options, U of T has made it very

clear: their priority as an institution is

no longer to nurture knowledge and

experience, but rather to pad their

corporate pocket books.

The study to be conducted over the

next three years, designed to test the

effects of flat fees, will likely yield the

results many have predicted. Students

who are not able to take five courses

a year due to financial or lifestyle re-

strictions will be forced to drop down
to under three courses a year, sacrific-

ing their OSAP grants. And those de-

termined to get what they pay for and

take a full load will likely experience

depreciation in their academic and ex-

tra-curricular life. Yes, there are those

who can maintain a high GPA and sus-

tain their social lives while juggling five

credits, and to you 1 say good on ya.

But there are thousands of students

who simply don't have that capacity,

and will suffer as a result.

Reason was nowhere to be found

in this process. Those who voted yes

to flat fees are sentencing the under-

graduate student body to a rushed four

years of devalued education here at U
of T, and have further degraded the

university's reputation. You should all

be absolutely ashamed of yourselves.

Yours truly,

Alixandra Gould

Comment Editor

Shots at Ignatieff backfire

Conservative assaults are behind the times

AVIVA GERMAN

For several weeks now, fiery attack

ads aimed squarely at leader of the

official opposition Michael Ignatieff

have peppered the evening program-

ming of Canada's major broadcasters.

Prime Minister Steven Harper and the

Conservatives have launched a series

of 30-second ads that question Ignati-

eff's commitment to Canada and por-

tray his return to home soil as an easy

power grab.

The new Liberal leader has spent well

over 30 years working abroad in Eng-

land and the United States, and his for-

ay into the Canadian political scene has

been well-received by members of the

battered Liberal party, but condemned
by Conservative critics.

Recent polling conducted by the

Toronto Star and Angus Reid shows

the Liberals' popularity among voters

steadily rising, but only ahead of the

Conservatives by two per cent. Still,

that represents a significant upswing

for the Liberals from several months

ago, when they trailed in the polls and

lacked any formidable leadership. The
public may be slow to warm up to the

new Liberal star, but Harper has more
troubles of his own. Opinion polls now
suggesting that the ad blitz has hurt

Harper's favourability. Voters are send-

ing him a message: sleazy character as-

saults say more about Harper than his

opponent.

The allegations put forth in the vid-

eos suggest that Michael Ignatieff is

entirely unsuited for the position of

Prime Minister because he has lived

outside the country for over 30 yecU^s.

On the surface, it seems like a fair ar-

gument, but the underlying message

is much more venomous. To debase an

individual for seeking opportunity and

further advancing one's academic or

professional career abroad is a slap in

the face to thousands of Canadians who
have studied and worked international-

ly. To suggest that Ignatieff is detached

from Canadian affairs is dishonest. And
above all, to insinuate that Ignatieff is

somehow less patriotic or less connect-

ed to his national origin is insulting and

truly below-the-belt.

Unfortunately, these types of insidi-

ous political schemes don't come as a

surprise to many seasoned voters and

political observers, who have come to

expect engaging and meaningful pub-

lic discourse being perverted or side-

stepped altogether by partisan attacks.

The easiest way to distract the public

from a sound discussion about policy

is to smear one's opponent with manu-

Michael Ignatieff is official leader of the opposition

factured lies, launching a campaign of

misinformation and mistrust.

Nowhere has this strategy been bet-

ter exploited than in the United States.

South of the border, attack ads are the

cornerstone of any political campaign,

and have often contributed to the out-

come of elections and policy initiatives.

Theywere successful in defeating health

care reform in 1994, and in derailing the

presidential campaigns of Democratic

contenders Michael Dukakis in 1988

and John Kerry in 2004. Just last year,

then-candidate Barack Obamawas sub-

ject to multi-million-dollar Republican

attack ads that labeled him as an elitist,

terrorist-loving Antichrist, playing into

the racial bigotries and suspicions that

have underscored the American psyche

for centuries. Despite these juvenile

(and often baseless) critiques repeated

over and over again in the media, the

election of Barack Obama demonstrat-

ed that negative advertising has quickly

lost its desired effect, especially among
young, tech-sawy voters, Obama's

most enthusiastic constituency.

Ignatieff's early support for the Iraq

invasion and certain elements of harsh

interrogation for detained suspects

are troubling, but could certainly be

clarified in a good-natured, spirited dia-

logue. Attack ads are not on the verge

of disappearance, but political capital

would be better invested in open fo-

rums and online interactions that have

gained momentum in the United States,

and that would engage Canada's own
young population.

Stephen Harper should take notice of

the changing tide in the United States.

The Prime Minister shouldn't be setting

standards for Canadian patriotism, but

rather appealing to Canadians' appetite

for more goodwill and transparency

from the government. Ignatieff brings

a wealth of outside experience and in-

ternational acclaim, and should not be

discounted because of that.
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Ezra Nawi's trial in error

Dissident's detainment questions democracy in Israel

AHMED MAHMOUD

Buried deep beneath the melan-

cholic headlines of the Israel/Pal-

estine conflict, far beyond the fog

of the Gaza war, lies a story of love

and activism in a region inhospi-

table to either. It's a story which of-

fers us insight into a very different

world, and compels us to challenge

our biases and prejudices. This is

the story of Ezra Nawi, a gay Israeli

plumber turned human rights activ-

ist, whose kind heart and generous

spirit have made him an important

fixture of the Israeli anti-occupa-

tion movement.
Like any symbol of resistance,

Nawi has been a thorn in his gov-

ernment's side, so they moved to

take him out of commission.

Today, Nawi is awaiting trial for

attempting to disrupt the demoli-

tion of a Palestinian family's home
in Hebron. But he was luckier than

Rachel Corrie, an American peace
activist who was killed by an Israeli

bulldozer trying to do the same
thing.

Nawi was born in 1952 to parents

who moved to Israel from Iraq. As a

gay "Arab sympathizer," he grew up
on the fringes of Israeli society. His

story is documented in the biopic

Citizen Nawi, which 1 recently saw
at the Inside Out Film Festival. The
documentary follows him as he

fights for acceptance in his own
community, and for Palestinian

rights in the occupied territories.

Much of his activism took place

in Tuwane, a small Palestinian

village of stone caves and dilapi-

dated homes situated on the hills

overlooking Southern Hebron. For

many years, Nawi devoted much
of his time and efforts to serving

its inhabitants, helping them build

a school and a small clinic. In the

process, he landed himself in a

mountain of debt, and yet it never

bothered him.

What do bother him are Israeli in-

justices. In the documentary, Nawi
recalls one incident in which a Pal-

estinian herder was ambushed by
a group of Israeli settlers wearing

masks, killing his father and steal-

ing his two donkeys. With little re-

gard for his own safety (or that of

his cameraman), Nawi decides to

venture into one of the settlements

to investigate further. There, we see

the settlers haranguing him with

juvenile insults and homophobic
slurs. But Nawi unflinchingly takes

the barrage of insults in stride, and

confronts the settlers on behalf of

the Palestinians whose cattle were
stolen and olive trees burnt down.
As professor Neve Gordon of Ben

Gurion University in Beersheba, Is-

rael noted in The Guardian, Nawi's

case casts serious doubts as to Is-

rael's status as a democratic coun-

try. In the wake of Israel's recent

elections—which brought to power
a right-wing extremist as well as its

recent crackdown on Jewish activ-

ists and contentious objectors, one
starts to wonder how much more
Israel can get away with while still

being called a democracy.

We are frequently reminded of

the consequences of dissidence in

Israel's neighbouring countries. In

Egypt, Syria, Saudi Arabia, and oth-

ers, activists, journalists, and even

bloggers who criticize their govern-

ment's policies are usually handed
outrageous sentences. On the other

hand, Israel as a democracy should

be held to a higher standard. But

what kind of democracy invests

more time into cracking down on
unarmed activists than trying to

stop homicidal settlers from as-

saulting their neighbours?

The flipside to this otherwise

depressing story is that it gives

a faint glimmer of hope. As some-
one who has grown deeply resent-

ful of Israel after its bloody foray

into Gaza, Nawi's story hit me as a
stark example that Israeli society is

much more diverse than I originally

thought.

The film impelled me to rethink

my notions of homosexuality, even
though 1 went into the theatre cer-

tain it wouldn't. Having grown up in

a region hostile to gays, I've always

had difficulty accepting homosexu-
ality as normal, and 1 try to avoid

the subject whenever it comes up.

Yet somehow, while watching Citi-

zen Nawi 1 couldn't ignore the em-
pathy 1 felt for Nawi's plight. Here's

a gay man who dedicated his life to

helping a desperate population-

how can you not admire that?

His story also begs the ques-

tion: how often do we hear about

people like Nawi in today's media?

For god's sake, the man should be

a hero. And yet, sadly, he is margin-

s alized at the expense of slanderous

< campaigns which vilify homosexu-

i als as social deviants. Even worse

i is the fact that some religious fig-

ures spend their lives berating ho-

mosexuality, thereby offering noth-

ing to their community in the way
of humanitarianism. Instead, they

merely give them ignorance and

intolerance.

Nawi's willingness to reach out

to the Palestinians can serve as

a springboard for intercultural

dialogue, which is critical to jump-

starting the peace process.

Mahmoud is an editor for Yalla

Journal, a collaborative cross-

cultural publication which

anthologizes the personal

narratives ofyoung Arabs and
Jews vis-a-vis the Israel/Palestine

Conflict. Yalla is currently accepting

submission for the next edition.

a.mahmoud®utoronto.ca

The times tliey aren't a-climate clianging

U of T refuses commitment to emissions reduction target

JOANNA DAFOE^

When it comes to climate change,

we hear mostly about the bad
news. But right now there's po-

tential for good news on campus.
The President's Climate Initiative

is a climate change commitment
that has galvanized students

across the continent.

The PCI mandates schools to re-

duce their greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions and develop practical

plans to achieve these targets.

The end goal of this institutional

commitment is not just to lower

emissions, but also to accelerate

research and educational efforts

into re-stabilizing the earth's cli-

mate.

At U of T we already have many
great efforts aimed at reducing

our GHG emissions. One good
example is the Rewire project,

through which thousands of stu-

dents have already taken the ini-

tiative to reduce their own carbon
footprint. If students are ready to

take the lead on climate change,

it makes sense for the leaders of

our school to do so as well.

All six of British Columbia's uni-

versity presidents have signed

the PCI, 585 presidents in the

United States have signed it, and
most recently Trinity College has

signed. As it stands right now, U
of T's administration has refused

to sign the PCI.

Comparing the PCI with the

Kyoto Protocol is instructive of

the challenge to institutional col-

lective action. The Canadian gov-

ernment has informed the pub-

lic as to why the Kyoto Protocol

cannot be achieved: the targets

are unfeasible, the costs are too

great, the economy is too weak

—

the list goes on. In response to

growing public concern for the

environment, the government re-

leased its own "nuide in Canada"

approach to the Kyoto Protocol.

This localized approach removes
binding emissions reduction tar-

gets from the policy, rendering

the climate change effort mere
rhetoric.

Here on campus, the situation is

not dissimilar. Several represen-

tatives from Simcoe Hall have ex-

pressed their genuine concern for

the environment, but believe the

PCI is not the suitable approach
for our university. The opposition

expressed to the PCI resembles
the Canadian government's op-
position to the Kyoto Protocol. In

response to the growing environ-

mental interests of students, the
University of Toronto has pursued
a "made in Ontario" approach to

the PCI. Although we have not

seen this homegrown version,

it is said to remove reference to

emission reduction targets—the

heart of a meaningful climate

change plan.

I've tried to make sense of why
our university resists this op-
portunity. Our failure to sign on
may well be explained by the
misguided mantra of our acad-
emy. It takes more than great
minds to secure a great future:

what we also need, according to

Professor Stephen Scharper, are
great hearts for a compassionate
future. We can problematize the
PCI until the cows come home (or,

perhaps more appropriately, until

the sea ice melts). Alternatively,

we can see the PCI for what it tru-

ly is: an invitation for institutional

leadership. As the cerebral center
of Canada, the technical solutions
are available on our very own
campus; all we need is the vision
to lead.

Joanna Dafoe is Sustainabilty

Commissioner of UTSU.

-LETTERS-

Flat fees: suck it up
I like all these people complaining that

it's too hard to do much of anything

else when you take five courses. That's

complete nonsense. Granted, those

with severe financial hardships do

face an uphill battle. But 1 have a prob-

lem with people taking three courses

just because you can get better grades

or have more time to do stuff. Taking

five courses, while challenging, isn't

that awful. Part of the challenge of uni-

versity is actually being able to handle

a lot of work and a lot of subjects at

the same time. It requires planning

and persistence. That's an invaluable

skill. And it's not out of reach if you

take more than three courses. Also,

everyone needs to look at engineering

and med-sci students and the amount

of school, work, and extra-curriculars

they do. Those guys know how to

handle their stuff.

Hugh Bristle

The Varsitymtom% letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

opinjons@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.
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Stephanie Spielmann, a PhD student at U of T, studies the psychology behind romantic relationships. Her research suggests that for some people, rebound relationships may be the best way to get over an ex.

Breaking up is liard to do
Research suggests that certain personalities may benefit from rebound relationships

SARAQUINN
Varsity Staff

Imagine you've just suffered a devastating break-

up. You're heartbroken and still pining for your

ex. Your friends tell you that hastily entering a

new relationship is the worst thing to do. But cur-

rent research says otherwise: for some people,

rebounding may be a helpful and effective way to

get over an ex.

Stephanie Spielmann, a PhD student in psy-

chology at U of T, studies romantic relation-

ships under the supervision of associate pro-

fessor of psychology Dr. Geoff MacDonald.

Her current research on how certain types of

people cope with rejection from their partners

is soon to be published in the esteemed Person-

ality and Social Psychology Bulletin. Specifically,

Spielmann has found that anxiously attached

individuals—those who chronically need other

people and have the most difficulty dealing with

breakups—may actually benefit from rebound

relationships. In fact, even just thinking opti-

mistically about finding a new partner may help

these people get over an ex. Spielmann talked to

The Varsity about her current research and her

background in psychology.

The Varsity: How didyou become interested

in psychology?

Stephanie Spielmann: 1 actually thought

that 1 wanted to be an elementary school teacher,

so I took psychology just to learn more about

people. I took several developmental [psychol-

ogy] courses as well. But then I had a great expe-

rience doing research with Dr. Anne Wilson [as-

sociate professor of psychology at Laurier], and
I realized I loved research and I decided to stick

with psychology in grad school.

TV: What sparkedyour interest in studying

romantic relationships?

SS: I started researching romantic relation-

ships for my undergrad thesis. Then when 1 came
to grad school to work with Geoff [MacDonald],

he already studied romantic relationships as

well, and it just seemed like a natural progression

to work from what I found in my honours thesis.

And that's how Anne Wilson is an author [on the

paper] as well, because it all started from my un-

dergrad and then we moved on and she stayed

with us, working on the project.

TV: Why didyou choose to attend U of T for

grad school?

SS: Geoff's research really interested me, and

we just seemed like a really great fit. U of T has

such a great research program and really great

social psychology professors, and we meet regu-

larly, so we're kind of mentored by all of them.

But [Geoff and Anne] are my primary mentors.

TV: Can you tell us aboutyour current research?

SS: Basically, anxiously attached individuals

are the ones who have the most difficulty letting

go after a breakup. Most people with time tend

to get over relationships and move on, but these

people seem to get stuck for some reason. We are

interested in why that is. Past research has also

found that they're not as optimistic about future

relationships, but these are the kinds of people

who really need relationships. So we wondered,

maybe if they're not optimistic about finding

someone new, they're going to feel like their ex-

partner is the only one they have, and so they

hang on to that ex for that reason. If that's the

case, we wondered if we helped them feel opti-

mistic about future partners, maybe they'd be

able to let go, and that's what we found. When
people read a magazine article that suggested

that it's really easy to find a new partner, then

these anxiously attached people were able to let

go of their ex-partners. But, it's just the begin-

ning. It's a very temporary effect most likely. In

real life it might take something a little stronger

than reading an article to fully let go of your ex,

but it's heading in a positive direction to help

[anxiously attached people] let go.

TV: How didyou initially come up with the

research idea?

SS: We've all experienced breakups. And just

talking with my girlfriends and guy-friends about

their breakups, it seemed to be a big issue. Some
people just kept going back to that ex-partner.

They knew they weren't right for them, but they

kept going back, and it was sort of like "why are

you doing this?" It didn't seem logical to me. So

I'm really interested in finding that out.

TV: What are yourplans for future research?

SS: Beginning this summer, we're going to start

talking to people who are in a relationship, and

see how they feel about their ex-partners, and

see how the quality of a current relationship af-

fects how you feel about an ex. These are going to

be people in new relationships. Because these in-

secure [anxiously attached] people might not be

very choosy about who they start a new relation-

ship with, that relationship might not be of the

best quality. If they're not in a very good relation-

ship at the time, does it really help them get over

an ex? We'll see all kinds of people because it's

really great to compare how more secure people

react, and see whether these anxiously attached

people are responding in a different way that sug-

gests it's more maladaptive.

TV: Do you think that researchers will ever find

a foolproofmethod forgetting over exes?

SS: We're such social people, and we all re-

ally want relationships and to be loved. So I don't

know if relationship problems will ever go away.

Every little bit that we find can help people move
on, and behave more adaptively. Breakups are

always going to be hard, but if people can cope

with them more effectively then that will improve

everyone's situation.

TV: Outside ofan experimental setting, any ad-

vice youd give to people going through a breakup?

SS: 1 think one of the important things about

this is that even when we make these people

feel optimistic about finding a new partner and
say they even do find a new partner that's not

really helping them to solve their own personal

insecurities. It's sort of like a band-aid solution.

I think that it is important even for insecure

people after a breakup to not just focus on find-

ing a new partner and getting over the ex, but to

really focus on their own feelings about them-
selves. The more you can take care of yourself

after a breakup and the better you feel about
yourself, you might not feel like you need some-
one else to validate you. You're not jumping into

something that could in the end be even worse
than hanging on to your ex.

TV: Is there any advice you'dgive to undergrads

and aspiring researchers?

SS: 1 had such a great mentor in undergrad.

I feel like that's really important to really get in

with some professors, learn about what they do,

and learn about how research works. Research
isn't for everyone, but it's very important to get

some experience with that in undergrad. You
don't want to commit to grad school and be stuck

in something that you're not interested in. Profes-

sors are there for you, they're a great resource for

you, and they're willing to help.
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Thomas Homer-Dixon, chair for the Centre of International Governance Innovation at Waterloo, was recently on a panel discussion hosted by the ROM's new Schad Gallery of Biodiversity.

Is It too late to reverse the tide?

Experts tackle the ominous question, 'How to save tine world?'

ALIXANDRA GOULD
Varsity Staff

To celebrate the opening of the brand new
Schad Gallery for biodiversity, the ROM held

a panel discussion on May 20, ambitiously en-

titled "How to Save the World." Moderated by

writer, philosopher, and U of T professor Mark
Kingwell, the discussion focused on how to de-

velop market solutions to the many challenges

threatening the earth's environment.

Situated in the main hall, stuffed grizzly

bears and century-old totem poles presided

over the dialogue between three of North

America's elite environmental and economic

thinkers, Terry Anderson, Gregg Easterbrook,

and Thomas Homer-Dixon, who gave intel-

lectual context to the new gallery and to pre-

scient environmental issues. Kingwell intro-

duced the discussion by stating that society

has reached a "green rhetorical consensus,

when very few people dissent from the view

that we need to do something". Ideas on what,

exactly, we should be doing were presented

over the next hour.

Terry Anderson took the most hard-line

approach to environmental pragmatism. An-

derson said human ingenuity is the only way
out of the environmental crisis. As a staunch

capitalist and American-style free-market

devotee, he advocates working toward find-

ing creative solutions that combine market

liberalism with conservation practices. An-

derson said property rights are the best way
to ensure the protection of the environment.

By privatizing environmental resources such

cis water, trees, and land, and by maintaining

the rule of law, people will begin to treat the

environment better because they have a stake

in it, he explained. In other words, "No one
washes a rental car." It's Adam Smith meets

David Suzuki.

Anderson's work and research at the Prop-

erty and Environment Research Centre is

aimed at finding more of these solutions.

Thomas Homer-Dixon, chair of the Centre

for International Governance Innovation at

Waterloo, agrees that the environment and
markets must "point in the same direction,"

and work together to improve emissions.

The market can reduce green house gases

because carbon emissions can be priced.

Homer-Dixon campaigns for privatizing the

atmosphere, a scheme whereby people would

pay for their carbon, which would lead to a

reduction in carbon consumption. A cap-and-

trade system, in which people trade their un-

used carbon for profit, would both generate

capital and reduce emissions. However, he

vehemently argued against Anderson's claim

that you can put prices on species and wilder-

ness conservation.

Amongst all of the free-market talk, An-

derson does make room for government and
other social institutions, which can provide

individuals and private enterprise incentives

and rewards for environmental conservation.

Public institutions play a leading role for

Greg Easterbrook, author of The Progress

Paradox—How Life Gets Better While People

Get Worse. When it comes to saving the world,

Easterbrook holds that nothing will happen

until the United States, still the largest eco-

nomic and ideological power in the world,

takes significant action. "U.S. government

regulation is the only way out of this, even if

it means the developing economies of China

and India surge ahead. If nothing is done,

there won't be an America or China or India

anyway," he said.

Led by President Barack Obama, U.S. domes-
tic controls are on the legislative horizon. Con-

gress will likely pass domestic cap-and-trade

legislation very soon and on May 19 Obama
released a plan for imposing new fuel and emis-

sions standards. Regulations such as this can
spark innovation in the antiquated American
economy, said Easterbrook. When American
companies, such as automakers, are forced to

develop new products that meet new regula-

tions, they are compelled to innovate and de-

velop new technologies, workers, and prod-

ucts. That innovation will keep the American
economy ahead of the developing giants in the

East. Homer-Dixon supported this thought.

However, Easterbrook is doubtful that the

United States will sign an international agree-

ment akin to the Kyoto protocol at the upcom-
ing UN Conference on Climate Change meeting

in Copenhagen this December. International

regulations are still beyond America's radar,

and "Congress just isn't ready," he said.

Homer-Dixon said there is a critical need to

get developing countries on-board in the in-

ternational arena of environmental politics.

He proposes these countries should receive

large sums of capital and technology transfers

from the west in exchange for environmental
cooperation because developing countries are

unlikely to impose restrictions on their rapidly

growing economies otherwise. Under this sys-

tem, Homer-Dixon projects that the quality of

life in Beijing or Mumbai would improve along
with the cleanliness of the atmosphere.

"The political and social challenge is enor-

mous," Homer-Dixon said. The average pres-

ent atmospheric carbon content is 430 parts

per million. This is increasing by three parts

per million a year, meaning there is a 50 per

cent chance that the global climate will warm
by five degrees by the end of the century. "It

would be an absolute catastrophe for human
kind," said Homer-Dixon. We [in the west]

each generate an average of 20 tonnes each

year, but need to reduce emissions to two

tonnes per person to halt the climate crisis he

explained—a 90 per cent reduction for every

individual in countries such as Canada and

the United States.

Easterbrook is a bit more optimistic. "Global

warming is an air pollution problem," he said,

"and other air pollution problems in the past,

such as smog and acid rain, have been ad-

dressed and dramatically improved through

domestic and international regulations." The

same can happen for the reduction of green

house gases.

As moderator, Mark Kingwell kept his

opinions in check. But in an interview after

the discussion had concluded, he voiced his

thoughts about the role of universities in fos-

tering environmental solutions. "Universities

can and should play a leading role in showing

how solutions are possible," he said. "Envi-

ronmental reform at universities can be prof-

itable, and educational institutions should

be exemplars for the private sector. At U of

T especially, disciplines often talk past each

other instead of developing a dialogue from

which ideas foster and grow. It's only by pool-

ing our intellectual resources that we will

overcome this.

"
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ERENE STERGIOPOULOS
Associate Science Editor

It's eleven o'clock on a rainy Saturday

morning. What would usually be a

sleepy St. George campus is, at the

moment, a medley of PhDs and kids

in lab coats. The place is buzzing,

even under threatening skies.

From archaeology to astrophysics,

the city-wide Science Rendezvous

has something for everyone. As I

make my way through the Science

Carnival on St. George Street, I en-

counter a lab coat-clad volunteerwho
asks if 1 know what a polymer is, and

whether I want to make silly putty. In

a live chemistry cooking show, I wit-

ness can-can-dancing carbohydrates

and get to taste apple pie made with-

out apples.

In the street, I'm accosted by Ein-

stein and what seems to be a mol-

ecule on legs. Marie Curie follows in

tow. The biology pavilions are bus-

tling as people line up to measure
their lung capacity, take part in a

cell lab, or check out the glow-in-

the-dark worms.
Further on, the technology tents are

displaying U of T's latest robots and
video games from the Computer Sci-

ence and Electrical & Computer Engi-

neering departments. At the physical

sciences pavilion, people are making

planispheres and checking out the

liquid nitrogen train. Volcano Alley

has—you guessed it—^volcanoes on
display, that go off every hour.

That wraps up the St. George
carnival, but the science doesn't

stop there. The espionage-themed

Amazing Science Chase has teams
running around campus solving

problems and finding clues, all with

a scientific twist.

Over in Hart House, the day-long

SciBarCamp has scientists, artists,

and technologists discussing ev-

erything from consciousness to the

social impacts of smart technolo-

gies. Most accurately described as

an open-science "unconference,"

the event consists of break-out ses-

sions of previously selected discus-

sion topics. In its second year, Sci-

BarCamp has already gone a long

way to attracting wider audiences

to discuss science, and has its next

instalment coming up in Palo Alto,

California this July.

The brainchild of U of T chemis-

try and physics professor Dwayne
Miller, Science Rendezvous is proof

that science is important for every-

one—not just scientists.

"Without science, our world could

not advance," said Charles Darwin,

wandering down St. George Street.

"For example, if I hadn't come up
with the concept of ordinal species,

then everyone would still be won-
dering where we came from."

What's more. Science Rendez-

vous helps to strip away the barrier

of complexity surrounding many
scientific concepts, making them
accesxsible to a wider audience.

"A big problem in our society is

that there's not a lot of understand-

ing of science," said event volunteer

and undergraduate science student

Ashley Quan. "People don't see it

as fun, or interesting, or accessible,

and so they leave it in the hands
of other people to make decisions

for them. But science is integral to

every part of our lives, and people

should have a greater understand-

ing of it. Science is really fun, and
hopefully Science Rendezvous will

help people realize that."
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When frat house becomes front of house
Co-op theatre company succeeds with Sam Shepard's absurdism

KELLI KORDUCKI
Varsity Staff

The room smelled inexplicably

like gasoline and sweat socks, and
1 really had to pee.

These were my distractions

while watching the first of three

lesser-known Sam Shepard plays

shown at the KA Mansion—the

Kappa Alpha house at St. George
and Bloor, to the uninitiated. As
the actors alternated between
overacted bursts of unconvincing

mania (which included breaking

crockery and lots of screaming)

and painfully earnest refrains,

1 scanned the staging room—

a

makeshift lounge of church pews
and vinyl-upholstered furniture

—

desperate to locate an alternate

exit. My desire to evacuate my
bladder far surpassed my wish to

endure the rest of the one-act.

Fortunately, the play was short

and the intermission that fol-

lowed—not to mention the next

two shows—made the evening
worth my while.

The Candles are for Burning Co-

op is a community theatre troupe
without even a website to their

name, the sort of grassroots per-

Rouzbeh Faird's monologue captivates in Killer's Head at the Kappa Alpha Mansion on St. George Street

formance collective I'd always just

assumed didn't exist in bustling,

high-culture Hogtown. I'm glad to

have been proven wrong, even if it

had to happen in a smelly, dilapi-

dated frat house.

Community theatre often lacks

the polish of mainstream, "real"

stage productions—and the bud-
gets, actors with training, ad-

equate promotion, and legitimate

venues—but in my experience,

it's usually worth watching. It's for

the same reason that alternative

craft shows are worth visiting,

why anonymous indie music acts

are worth hearing, why ramshack-
le art shows are worth witnessing
- it's worth it for the heart. It re-

minds the creatively inclined in us

all that, even though we may be
choosing alternate paths, the out-

lets are there if we look for them.
Inspiration aside, some of the

performances were actually good.

Like, "wow, I can't believe this guy
is performing this in the front room
of a frat house" good. The one-man
delivery of Killer's Head, which trac-

es the last mundane thoughts of a

man as he awaits his death on the

electric chair, was so convincing 1

nearly forgot that my bare thighs

were adhered to a pleather sofa—

1

was half-expecting to find the plush

velvety cush of deluxe playhouse

seating beneath me.

The closing act was Cowboys #2,

a somber game of cowboys and
Indians that featured two solid

performances and a stolen "Road
Closed" sign, all of which made for

an endearing finale.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Years of his life

Broken Social Scenester Ohad Benchetrit revisits orphaned scraps of projects past

CHRIS BERUBE
Varsity Staff

With the constant pressure to tour and increas-

ing expectations for a quick turnaround of out-

put by the record industry, it's rare that a musi-

cian gets a chance to revisit their rough drafts,

those scraps of melody, orphaned lyrics, and

incomplete themes.

According to Ohad Benchetrit, that's what his

new project Years is all about.

Benchetrit, who is also an occasional Broken

Social Scenester and one of the founding mem-
bers of Toronto post-rock outfit Do Make Say

Think, admits that the project found its genesis

partly in boredom.

"Basically, the record is a result of an excess of

time," says Benchetrit, noting that an extended

layoff from other projects led to him revisiting

previously discarded bits and pieces. "This is

me pushing forward the seeds of my old idezis."

While many artists loathe the idea of re-

working the ghosts of unrealized ambitions,

Benchetrit relished the task. "I wouldn't say

it w£is disconcerting. You could see a chrono-

logical history [as an artist]. You don't change

over night, and this record is the process of me
slowly changing—it's not the change in and of

itself, but this chronicles the process of making

a change from the past to [my] future in terms of

the kind of music I would like to make."

Years is something of a kindred spirit with Do
Make Say Think, but does not rigidly adhere to

the post-rock conventions that group has be-

come known for. "Are You Unloved?," with its

wheezing horns and slow-building crescendo,

certainly bring Do Make and Godspeed You!

Black Emperor to mind. Yet on other tracks, like

the woozy, ambling "A Thousand Times a Day

(Someone is Flying)," and the nimble, rootsy

"Assassination of Dow Jones," Benchetrit shows

a previously unheard range and an untapped

virtuosity with acoustic guitar. The record is

certainly one of the most interesting to emerge

from the Broken Social Scene alums this year

—

an eclectic instrumental collection that moves
from intricate to epic to abstract.

But why not bring these new ideas to Do Make
or Broken Social Scene? Benchetrit worries that

his groups may be too set in their ways.

"The thing about Do Make is that there are

five solid minds that need to be satisfied—it's

their child as much as mine. What ends up hap-

pening, the more that time passes, you can't

help it, you come up with a style. It becomes an

intrinsic part of who you are, as a person or as a

band," Benchetrit says, though this is not neces-

sarily meant as a bad thing.

"It's like a boulder. The smaller the rock, the

easier you can push it around, but you add this

history, you add these personalities, the rock

gets bigger and bigger. It gets heavier. What you
find is that it becomes so big you can't push it in

any direction. 1 just needed a different vehicle

for some ideas. That's what Years is."

Like many great instrumental rock records,

Benchetrit endows the ambience with a greater

sense of meaning with his song titles, which of-

ten subvert the otherwise sombre mood of the

record. It's hard not to see the dark humour in

track titles like "Hey Cancer, Fuck You!" and
"Dow Jones," even though the music is played

straight to the point of gloominess.

"The balancing act is trying to do some-
thing serious, but not taking yourself too seri-

ously. It's a way of alleviating the pressure and
not being too heavy-handed—song titles for

an instrumental band are a way around that,"

Benchetrit notes.

Despite his effort to assuage the darkness of

his music—for now anyway—his mind is going

to have to return to the macabre. At the time of

our interview, Do Make Say Think was just start-

ing work on a score for Tales of the Uncanny—

a

1919 German film noted by many historians as

being the first proper horror movie—along with

Toronto's Final Fantasy and German artist Rob-

ert Lippok. The film is being rescored as part

of the Luminato festival, and they will perform

the whole thing one time only, for free, in Yonge-

Dundas Square.

"It's almost like a Twilight Zone episode—it's

in five segments, and there are five different

stories. Basically, they recreate a novel or short

story in each segment. It's amazing how many
places took that. It's scary [to try scoring a mov-

ie], but I'm looking forward to how it turns out."

Between providing music for a film that many
cinema historians consider sacrosanct, to hav-

ing the audacity to work with his ghosts of proj-

ects past and introducing humour to gloomy

musical landscapes, Benchetrit seems, to say

the least, game for a challenge. It'ssomething

that's sorely missing from music today.

Tales of the Uncanny, as scored by Do Make Say

Think, Final Fantasy, and Robert Lippok, screens

for tree in Yonge-Dundas Square June 11 as part

of the Luminato festival. Years appears in the

Arts & Crafts Showcase at North by Northeast on

June 17 at The Courthouse (57Adelaide E.).

For our exclusive
online concert and

interview with Years,
visit thevarsity.ca.
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THE FISHWIVES

No Time for Swordplay

(Badd Brothers)

LADY SOVEREIGN

Jigsaw

(Midget)

PATRICK WATSON

Wooden Arms
(Secret City)

Despite a professed weakness for the uncomplicated

riffs of the Shins and the White Stripes, Toronto

quarter The Fishwives' jaunty pop-rock has a sound
that's entirely its own. Combining euphoric melodies

and driving rhythms, the band exhibits lyrical and
musical maturity that's surprising given the members'
young age.

Most of the Fishwives are multi-instrumentalists, so

the members constantly switch roles and vocals duty

from track to track, lending versatility to the band's

sound.

Opening track "Rum and Band-Aids" features a jumpy,

organ-inspired keyboard line and frenzied guitar, while

top MySpace hit "Before It Spreads" includes a manic
drum passage and soaring vocal hooks. The band Is

also capable of more lilting melodies on tracks such as

"Clearly Dear" and "Shrug," which builds steadily to a

distorted climax before sliding into a soft sequence of

piano chords.

Even on "Disarmed," an acknowledged "joke song,"

the band manages to be funny without resorting to gim-

mickry. Plus, the track's infectious bass lines and guitar-

shredding interludes help it to blend in inconspicuously

with the rest of the album. It's an impressive first effort,

so this burgeoning band is one to watch.

-NIAMH FITZGERALD

The latest salvo shot from the mouth of Lady Sover-

eign is a boisterous blend of popping attitude and
droll British humour. It's exactly what we've come to ex-

pect from the diminutive grime diva, though Jigsaw isn't

without its occasional misfires.

Sov's unapologetic, take-no-prisoners temperament is

as evident in the album's feisty beats as it is in her sav-

vy, self-aware lyrics. As she admits on "1 Got You Danc-

ing," "Think twice before I break-dance / 1 might fall on
my arse and break my arms / Give my white girl skank a

chance / 1 don't cha-cha or dance with the stars." Sov's

sampling of The Cure's "Close To Me" on the track "So

Human," however, is unexpected and feels inconsistent

with the rest of the album.

The big surprise on Jigsaw is Lady Sovereign's new-

found emotional sincerity. Listeners get a rare treat on
the title track as Sov sings bittersweetly about lost love.

It's great to get rare a glimpse of Sov's soft side. In the

context of the album, it provides a little breathing room,

like an intimate conversation held in the corner of a row-

dy party. While poignant and private, Sov's reflections

don't interrupt the good times for too long.

As such. Jigsaw lives up to its title: the pieces don't

always fit together, but the process of trying out new
combinations is what makes the game fun.

-RAE MATTHEWS

Quebec native Patrick Watson offers an eclectic col-

lection on his latest record, but it's not as eclectic

as one might hope.

Watson's lovely voice wafts its way through songs

both wistful and whimsical, soft and hard, intense yet

full of dreamlike airiness. His musical arrangements

vary, with biting, throbbing percussion weaving into

delicate harp melodies. Watson begins with a gentle

lightness, only to turn up the dark and bitter, then back
again, feeling like a soothing massage that suddenly

hits a sensitive, deeply buried nerve.

The title track wanders into a Venetian vaudeville act

a la Tom Waits while drifting through a Claude Lelouch

montage. Other songs seem to belong everywhere from

European circus sideshows to Wiccan yoga classes.

Yet for all his floating around, the album never quite

escapes its Nick Drake-meets-Final Fantasy disposition

of soulful folk reaching for playful profundity. The songs

are at heart simple, sometimes even nai've, and don't re-

ally require Watson's experimental dressing-up. In the

end, they all sound pretty much the same, despite occa-

sional adornments. It's a very pretty album overall, but

only if you can manage to stay awake throughout.

-RM

WW WW vw
V = TOSS IT, VV = DOWNLOAD IT, VVV = GET THE SINGLE,WW = BUY THE ALBUM,VWW = ROCK THE T-SHIRT
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The three plays were written

between 1965 and 1975, and it

shows. Artistically lingering in

the aftermath of modern drama
movements while simultaneously
echoing the generational angst of

Vietnam-era America, existential

futility is a central theme of each
of the pieces. In 4 H Club, the first

play shown, the central charac-
ter talks yearningly about "going
away," as though abandoning the

squalor of his present surround-
ings won't lead him, transplanted,

to repeat his fate somewhere else.

Cowboys #2 shows a pair of bud-
dies unwilling—or unable—to

occupy a realm of reality, living

a make-believe Western scenario

until one of them dies.

Killer's Head is chronologically

the latest of the pieces, which
might explain why it is the most
nuanced and subtle of the three.

Shepard was a young playwright in

his early twenties when he wrote

the other two pieces. With Killer's

Head, composed a full decade lat-

er, the interim development of his

style comes through quite clearly.

4-H Club and Cowboys #2 are over-

the-top critiques of commodifica-

tion, capitalism, and the unbear-

able folly of youth that sometimes
fail to ground themselves in rel-

evant terms; Killer's Head is stark

and brooding, but it packs an en-

during punch.

Overall, for a low-budget com-
munity theatre production, the

staging and performance were
commendable: as in the best

grassroots theatre, ingenuity and
passion took centre stage.

Cowboys #2 (not pictured)

RATING: VVVW

(From left) Joe Cobden, Chad
Donella, and Salvatore Antonio in

4-H Club
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Jays soar beyond expectations

Jays' starting pitcher, Scott Richmond, has been an unexpected success, winning Rool<ie of the Month honours in April, and maintaining a 3.99 ERA.

Toronto continues to

surprise this season,

renfiaining in a tight race

for first in the AL East

KEVIN DRAPER

This year's Toronto Blue Jays could perhaps

be taken as a parable for baseball itself: com-
pletely surpassing all expectations, expe-

riencing crushing disappointment during a

horrendous losing streak, finding unexpected
superstars seemingly from nowhere, and get-

ting continuously dominating performances

from star players.

The Jays tore out of spring on top of the always

competitive AL East. Impressive as their early

season play was—a .666 winning percentage

for most of the first two months—the biggest

shock comes from putting those results into

context. Heading into the season, team officials

publicly talked down expectations for 2009, re-

ferring to it as a rebuilding year and stressing

that fan focus should be on 2010. It was tough

to blame early cynics as the Jays' only certain

starting pitchers heading into spring training

were Roy Halladay and Jesse Litsch.

Perhaps even more surprising is the list of

players who have stepped up and made the Jays

a winning team. Twenty-nine-year-old rookie

Scott Richmond, who not so long ago was play-

ing semi-pro baseball out west and working

on ships in Vancouver, has been phenomenal,

racking up Cy Young-calibre stats against right-

handed hitters and giving the Jays a chance to

win nearly all of the games he has started. Bri-

an Tallet, a career reliever, was thrust into the

starting rotation by injuries and has been out-

standing, dominating some very good offensive

teams, and, like Richmond, keeping the Jays in

the game in the majority of his starts.

Ricky Romero, a long-developing yet highly

touted prospect, was spectacular before hurt-

ing himself in late April. Despite looking shaky

after coming back from his injury, he put up
solid numbers in his last start against Kansas

City and could still contribute greatly.

Offensively, Aaron Hill has emerged as the

superstar many thought he could be. Prior to

slumping badly for the past week, Hill's batting

average was a surreal .350 for most of the sea-

son, and he is on pace to obliterate his career

highs in all offensive categories. Marco Scutaro,

a utility infielder for many years, has inexplica-

bly turned into a starting shortstop and every-

day leadoff man.

There have been a few disappointments, both

on pitching and offence. David Purcey, another

long-anticipated prospect, was sent to Triple-

A after he seemed to lose the ability to throw

strikes. He was expected to be a consistent con-

tributor throughout the year Litsch, despite

projecting as the Jays' number-two starter,

strained his forearm during the third series of

the season back in early May and won't be back

until July.

Vernon Wells and Alex Rios—both fresh off

signing mega-contracts and widely considered

essential to the Jays' success—have struggled

badly. Wells' offensive numbers are nothing

short of awful, and his lack of home runs (he

has only five) has surely cost the Jays a few

games. Rios has been very streaky this year,

with far more bad than good. Both players are

usually better in the second half of the season;

whether or not it will be too late for the Jays by

then remains to be seen.

A bright spot has been the performance of

Roy Halladay. The first pitcher in the majors to

win nine games this year, "Doc" has dominated

opponents and has been as reliable an anchor

for the Jays rotation as ever Many American

commentators now readily identify him as the

best pitcher in baseball.

It is not difficult to identify why the Blue

Jays sit about three games out of first place

as of press time. After sweeping the Chicago

White Sox at home in a four-game Victoria Day
weekend series and looking poised to take off,

they hit the road and a nasty skid—one that

saw them lose nine straight games in total,

including a three-game sweep at the hands of

divisional rival Boston. If there had managed

to muster only a couple wins on that road trip,

there is a good chance the Jays would current-

ly be in first place.

Another point of concern is their 3-6 record

against the Yankees and Red Sox, the teams

they must beat to make the playoffs. Jays fans

can take heart in the fact that they historically

play far better against those two teams, and with
many games remaining they will almost cer-

tainly pick up ground in the standings. All in all,

it is tough for fans to complain too loudly. True,

some players have badly underperformed, and
with a bit of dumb luck and crisper play here

and there, the team could well be in first place

rather than third. But nearly everyone would

have expected the Jays to currently be in fourth

or fifth place and well out of contention at this

point in the season, so the surprise thus far has

been pleasant. There is also every reason to

believe the team will get better: Wells and Rios

will contribute, the starting pitching should sta-

bilize, and they will play better against Boston

and New York.

It could well be that by the time The Varsity

is publishing regularly in the fall, there will be a

playoff race to report on.
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Hie inscrutable Iggy

Little is known about

Ignatieffs vision for

Canada. Could a

nation hang its dreams

on this mystery?

PHOTOS BY ANDREW LOUIS

The many faces of Michael Ignatieff, signing copies of his latest book.

True Patriot Love.

LUKE SAVAGE

Canadians could predict the Conservative "Just

Visiting" attaclt ads long before Ignatieff took

the Liberal leadership. The Internet smear cam-
paign, venomous even by the standards of most
attack ads (and, for some reason, hosted by a

server in Montenegro) features a stern looking

Ignatieff on the cover of a magazine entitled Me!
with the headline "Elitist Exclusive." A Youtube
video charges, "Why is Michael Ignatieff return-

ing to Canada after 34 years? Does he have a

plan for the economy? No. . .he has no long-term

plan for the economy, he's not in it for Canada,

he's just in it for himself." There are usually self-

damaging consequences for running such ads

before an election campaign has even begun.

On one hand, the ads are effective. The most
dangerous element of the Tory campaign is the

suggestion that Ignatieff is a "visionless" dilet-

tante, incapable of fixing the Canadian economy
or leading the country. This is ironic, given the

Conservatives' economic blunders. Through-

out the last election. Prime Minister Harper in-

sisted there would be no recession, dismissing

warnings to the contrary; in January, Finance

Minister Jim Flaherty conceded there would be

a $34-billion deficit, and in May, revised this fig-

ure to "more than fifty billion." It's clear that op-

position parties must present real alternatives

to Conservative fiscal policies.

Then again, the Conservatives may find that

their attacks achieve the exact opposite of their

intent. In their attempt to play up Ignatieff's elit-

ism and American pedigree, they might bolster

his image as a cosmopolitan figure: educated,

refined, and tastefully aristocratic. Politicians

of this nature have enjoyed great success (par-

ticularly in Quebec, which has been the key to

forming any government since the days of Brian

Mulroney). The most common criticism of Igna-

tieff in the press is that he always speaks in the

abstract and has yet to reveal what kind of a

Prime Minister he would be. But the appeal of

an attractive figurehead—a reliable face upon

which to project national ideals—is consider-

able. Recent examples have shown that abstrac-

tion can be vital to a politician's career.

Politicians and policymakers around the

world scrupulously followed the U.S. presiden-

tial race of 2008 down to the most peripheral of

details. Of the many lessons learned from this

grand example of representative capitalist de-

mocracy, the most significant was the need for

balance and inclusivity. For all its opulence, the

greatest triumph of the Obama campaign was
in the lucid vacuity of its promise for "Change."

Though there was commendable substance to

elements of the campaign—the promise of mul-

tilateral diplomacy, the closing of Guantanamo
Bay, etc.—it was the blankness of this slogan

that prompted so many in the ranks of the apa-

thetic and indifferent to realize the potential of

their involvement in the political system.

Most importantly, it provided voters with a

blank slate upon which to project their dislike

of George W. Bush and the Republicans, as well

as their hopes and desires for the future. Ulti-

mately, the tremendous failure of the McCain
campaign lay in its inability to match these

strategies with either tangible policy alterna-

tives or an equally abstract counter-response.

Rather, it desperately adopted the conven-

tional strategy of loutish fear mongering, anti-

intellectualism (as evidenced by the selection

of Sarah Palin), and parroting populist right-

wing orthodoxy. It remains to be seen whether

the Ignatieff camp is attempting to repeat the

success of Obama's strategy.

The long and winding road
Canadian politics has seen its share of improb-

able figures since the end of the Chretien/Mar-

tin dynasty: Belinda Stronach, the western en-

trepreneur turned kingmaker, Stephen Harper,

the right-wing ideologue turned Prime Minister,

and Stephane Dion, the professorial federalist

turned party leader. The first played a vital role

in unifying the social and economic factions of

Canadian conservatism, only to change parties

and then leave politics altogether. The second

has held this uneasy alliance together with

ironclad discipline and staunch intransigence

through three elections and two minority gov-

ernments. The last failed to counter Harper's

obstinacy, suffered a crushing defeat and then

came within a monarch's breath of leading a na-

tion even as it was writing his epitaph. Emerg-

ing unscathed from the nightmarish affair of

last December was perhaps the most interest-

ing, most enigmatic figure to appear in Ottawa

for some time: newly crowned Liberal leader

Michael Ignatieff.

Ignatieff's initial leadership campaign was
unsuccessful. The Liberal Party had no heir

apparent following Paul Martin's departure

and eight candidates entered the race, includ-

ing several with vastly superior credentials:

Gerard Kennedy, who had served as Minister

of Education in Dalton McGuinty's cabinet,

Stephane Dion, who had been federal Environ-

ment Minister and authored the Clarity Act, and
Ignatieff's friend and college roommate, former

New Democrat Premier Bob Rae. Though he
remained frontrunner throughout the conven-

tion, Ignatieff never secured more than 34 per

cent support. He was eventually defeated by a

series of alliances and endorsements.

Outside of the party, he received a lukewarm
response. While his international credentials

were a draw to some, his critics dismissed him
as an outsider intruding upon the Canadian po-

litical scene. After attending the University of

Toronto's Trinity College, he moved to Oxford

and later Harvard where he finished his PhD in

1976. Two years later he returned to the United

Kingdom, where he would remain until the turn

of the century. He then became Director of the

Carr Center for Human Rights Policy at Har-

vard's John F. Kennedy School of Government.

Both his support for the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq

and the publication of his book The Lesser Evil

reinforced the conviction within the Canadian
Left that he was an opportunistic interloper, a

pragmatic defender of American empire, and a

sinister apologist for Bush-Blair policies.

For a while, it appeared that Ignatieff's faults

could prove fatal to his ambitions. But it seems
that when held in contrast to the Conservatives,

Canadians are willing to see past Ignatieff's ear-

lier American intellectual ties.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE



MONDAY, JUNE 8:

An Evening with Neil

Gaiman
Join the graphic novel superstar as

he discusses his latest work, The

Graveyard Book.

• 7:00 p.m. $15

• Jane Mallett Theatre, St. Lawrence

Centre for the Arts (27 Front St.)

• www.luminato.com

TUESDAY, JUNE 9:

Resume and Cover Letter

Workshop
Learn to effectively market yourself

on your resume and cover letter.

• 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Free

(sign up on Career Centre website)

• Seminar room, U of T Career

Centre—Koffler Student Services

Centre (214 College St. W., at St.

George)

• www.careers.utoronto.ca

WEDNESDAY JUNE 10:

Bloor-Borden Farmers'

Market

Browse fresh fruit, veggies and more

from local growers.

• Wednesdays 3-7 p.m. Free!

• Lippincott Green P parking lot

(Lippincottat BloorSt. W.)

• farmersmarketsontario.com

Interchange: World Dress

Fashion arts professor Betty Michaud

discusses how ethnic costumes

inspire

fashion.

• 6:30 p.m. $15 (pwyc for students)

• Textile Museum of Canada (55

Centre St., at Dundas

• 416-599-5321

THURSDAY, JUNE 11:

Velo Social

Celebrate cycling with bike videos,

open mic, DJs, and more.

• 9:00 p.m. to midnight. $5.

• Augusta House

(152 Augusta Ave., at Dundas)

myspace.com/sunnyd

FRIDAY, JUNE 12:

Artful Conversation

Get a detailed tour of several works

of art followed by stimulating

discussion and tasty refreshments.

• 1 :30 p.m. Free w/ admission

• Art Gallery of Ontario

(317 Dundas St. W., at Beverley)

• 416-979-6648

Agnostic Mountain Gospel
Choir

Catch the Calgary-based Bluegrass

favourites at the Toronto stop of their

national tour.

• 10 p.m. $5

• Dakota Tavern

(249 Ossington Ave., at Dundas)

• thedakotatavern.com

SATURDAY, JUNE 13:

Street Art Bike Tour

Let author Russell Howze and bike

stencil artist Janet "Bike Girl" Attard

take you on a tour of the city's street

art scene.

• 6:00-8:30 p.m. Free!

• Bloor St. W. at Spadina

• 647-224-2453

Air Sex World
Championships
Watch the Ontario finalists of the Air

Sex World Championships mime

hump their way to the finish.

• 9 p.m. $12.50

• El Mocambo

(464 Spadina Ave., at College)

• alrsexworldchampionships.com

JUNE 17-21:

NXNE: North by Northeast

2009
Over 500 of today's best and

brightest musical acts play Toronto,

including Los Campesinos!, No Age,

Black Lips, and more.

• Various times and venues

• nxne.com

JUNE 20-21:

Midsummer's Eve
Celebration at Hart House
Farm
Celebrate Solstice with a night of

swimming and stargazing at the

beautiful Hart House Farm.

• $35 with bus to the farm, $31

without ($42 and $38 after June

18)

• Busses depart from Hart House

at 11 a.m. Saturday and leave the

farm at 11 a.m. Sunday

• www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

JUNE 26-JULY 5:

Toronto Jazz Festival

Jazz musicians from around the

world—including Branford Marsalis

and Sonny Rollins—converge for this

annual must-see event.

• Various times and venues

• tojazz.com

SUNDAY JUNE 28:

Pride Parade
Witness or join as queers and

allies take to the streets in Pride

Toronto's closing parade.

• Start: 2:00 p.m. Free!

• Begins at Church and Bloor

• pridetoronto.com

To haveyourU of T

campus event listed

in this space for

FREE, just send ttie

appropriate details to

listings@thevarsity.ca

CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

The tabula rasa
Ignatieffs career as a correspondent,

author, and internationally promi-

nent public intellectual is both pro-

lific and diverse, spanning from the

dungeons of Victorian Britain to the

Balkan battlefields in the twilight of

the twentieth century. His family his-

tory literally speaks volumes. His pa-

ternal grandfather, Minister of Educa-

tion in the court of the last Tsar, was
a liberal who resigned his post on
the eve of the Bolshevik Revolution

and escaped to the West. His uncle

wcis conservative nationalist theo-

logian George Parkin Grant, whose
influential 1965 work Lament for a

Nation predicted the collapse of the

traditional, communitarian Canada
and its eventual absorption into the

United States through the forces of

modernity and the rampant individu-

alist tendencies of liberalism. George

Monroe Grant, principal of Queen's

University from 1877 to 1902 and col-

league of Canadian Pacific Railroad

prospector Sir Sandford Fleming, was
Ignatieffs great grandfather.

But despite the richness of his fam-

ily's history—with its shades of Tol-

stoy and echoes of Robertson Davies,

and the contemporary recognition

of his own work—Ignatieff remains

an unresolved figure for some and a

complete blank for most. His sudden

and audacious entry into the Liberal

leadership race in 2006 electrified

much of the party, still reeling from

Paul Martin's defeat and the ensu-

ing power vacuum left by 13 years of

unencumbered primacy. To the most

fervent of Liberal zealots, he was the

reincarnation of Pierre Eliot Trudeau:

the globally renowned public intellec-

tual, the cosmopolitan international-

ist, and the outspoken defender of

social justice and human rights. One
Liberal enthusicistically declared "It's

like Garibaldi returning to Italy."

Ignatieff was born into history, and
has the regal bearing one would ex-

pecl of a man of his lineage. Ignati-

eff the politician is natural. Ignatieff

as policymaker is a question mark.

His latest book. True Patriot Love

(released on the eve of the Liberal

Leadership Convention), is full of

illustrious talk of nation-building

and the meaning of Canadian iden-

tity, but absent from the book's el-

egant prose are any mention of the

recession, the environment, or the

failures of the Harper Government.

True Patriot Love is, by its own dec-

laration, a family memoir and not

a piece of pre-campaign literature

such as Barack Obama's treatise

The Audacity ofHope—a discussion

of national identity in the tradition

of Ignatieffs past work on ethnic

nationalism, interwoven with his

passion for studying his family. This

does little to offset the Liberal lead-

er's remarkable blankness, as the

national press has observed. The

Globe and Mail, for one, dismissed

the book as "a shameless attempt to

promote [Ignatieffs] apparently un-

questionable Canadian pedigree."

This frustration is shared by many
of the political commentators in Ot-

tawa: apart from demands that the

government institute a national stan-

dard for Employment Insurance and

several more minor policies, Ignati-

eff has yet to release an alternative

platform. The pundits in the national

press are essentially correct in this

regard—the Ignatieff Liberals have

yet to reveal themselves outside of

the abstract—but this may be indica-

tive of a calculated strategy and not a

lack of vision.

Curiously enough, Ignatieff laid a

similar charge against Pierre Trudeau

in his youth. Writing in The Varsity in

1968, he says:

"My trouble is that I'm tired of talk-

ing about Trudeau, but somehow
can't seem to stop. Anyone who went

to the convention or who worked

in the election has discussed The
Wit, The Charm, The Elegance, The
Arrogance, The Just Society, The
Women-In-His-Life themes for about

8 months...

I know why I can't stop playing

Trudeau-scan. He always wins. He re-

mains inscrutable after eight months
under the hot klieg lights of innumer-

able 'InsightProbeAnalysisTheWaylt

IsHere'sTheRealMan' interviews. But

we have probably been going about

it the wrong way. Instead of attempt-

ing to rip off the inscrutable mask
in search of the 'real' man beneath,

we should accept the mask as part

of the real. We should accept his in-

scrutability as the one solid piece of

personal data upon which to base

further analysis. We should regard

the fact that we know nothing about

him as significant."

Ignatieffs friend Bob Rae (who at

the time attended University Col-

lege) disagreed, writing in the same
issue: "But the victory of style has

been an empty, if not totally disillu-

sioning one. The conservatism and
legalism of this swinging new gov-

ernment have become an almost

unbearable reality." Just as some
today maintain that the Obama
presidency will be a triumph of

rhetoric over substance, Rae viewed
Trudeau's perceived mysterious-

ness not as a great strength but as a

sinister flaw. Whether Rae was right

or wrong in this regard, Trudeau's

strategy made him one of the most
successful and resilient political fig-

ures in Canadian history.

Return of the king
The ascendance of Michael Ignatieff

to the podium at the Liberal Con-

vention on May 2 marked a new era

for the party. Gone was the tribal-

ism that kept it divided under Chre-

tien and Martin, gone were the lead-

ership posters and delegate blocs of

2006, and gone was the sense of ab-

ject frustration felt under Dion. The
Harper government, suffering from

its self-inflicted wounds, is seeing its

support at an all-time low. Ignatieff,

on the other hand, has shown great

competence in reconciling and re-

building the Liberal Party. In allow-

ing his Newfoundland MPs to vote

against the Conservative budget, he

revealed his capacity for modera-
tion and compromise. By not forc-

ing an immediate election he has

shown shrewd political judgement.

Unlike John Turner and Paul Martin,

he has ascended to leadership with

a clean slate. And like Trudeau, he
wears an "inscrutable mask."

Since all three opposition par-

ties must vote against the govern-

ment to bring it down, an election

might occur at any time. It could

strike during the summer or elude

us until fall, winter, or spring.

Whatever the political climate of

the next few months turns out to

be, Canada's latest enigmatic poli-

tician is poised to play a vital role

in this country's future.
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University of Toronto Students' Union presi-

dent Sandy Hudson has appealed to GTA stu-

dent unions for donations to an UTSU-created

legal fund for Angela Regnier, its executive

director.

Regnier was arrested during ttie May 10

Tamil protest that occupied the Gardiner Ex-

pressway for six hours. The protest made in-

ternational headlines for both police brutality

and the presence of women and children on

the frontline of the blockade.

According to Hudson, Regnier was peace-

fully demonstrating, as was York University

student Terrence Luscombe. Hudson alleges

that the two non-Tamil individuals, who ar-

rived long after the expressway was blocked

and police had arrived, were targeted by the

police.

Regnier was "faceplanted into the highway"

SEE 'LEGAL' -P6 3

Adam Awad, UTSU's VP of University Affairs, gets wrapped up in Pride. UTSU marclied along with the LGBTOUT, Sexual Education Centre and

EngSoc in Toronto's 29th annual Pride Parade. For our look at gay rights activism over the past four decades, see PAGE 2.

Trinity finds elitist rep liard

toslialce

TIM LEGAULT
Associate News Editor

Despite the presence of a secret society, a tradi-

tion of wearing gowns at dinner, and a college

chant that boasts "We are the salt of the earth"

and "No new ideas shall ever come near to us,"

Trinity College insists it has changed.

Episkopon, Trinity's pseudo-secret society, re-

mains a contentious issue for the college. Banned
from holding events on college property in 1992,

the group still holds meetings off-campus. The
college severed connections with the group

after protests that it had become increasingly

homophobic, sexist, and racist. The society has

a designated leader, the Scribe, who, according

the group's website, helps deliver messages of

"gentle and corrective chastisement."

"They would pick your worst feature and tell

you you're ugly. They would pick young men that

they thought were possibly gay and call them
fags, which if you are 17 or 18 years old and you
are still in the closet [...] is really painful," Dana
Fisher, Trinity's former chaplain, told the Toronto

Star.

"The bottom line, from my point of view, is that

this is a group whose time has passed," said Andy
Orchard, Trinity's provost. "I've spoken to the

person I believe to be the oldest living [Scribe]

and he resolutely refused to have anything to do
with the current group."

The group has seen a marked decline in atten-

dance over the years. Orchard said around 35

members attended the last meeting, a significant

number of whom were alumni.

"You can't tell me that 35 people out of 1,700

represent a significant portion of the college,"

said Orchard.

Trinity students have also voiced concerns

over their college's aloof image. When the Toron-

to Star published an article on Episkopon in May,

characterizing the club as "a crass, northern ver-

sion of Yale University's mysterious Skull and

Bones society" and suggesting that it alienates

students, over 350 students joined the Facebook

group called "Hey Toronto Star, my TRINITY is

Open and Inclusive. Do your research."

"It's sort of a broader campaign. We're trying

to combat the negative perceptions that people

have about Trinity," said Gabe De Roche, a fourth-

year Trinity student cuid creator of the Facebook

group. He's currently working on a website that

will feature stories and news that highlight Trin-

ity as a college that welcomes diversity in all its

forms.

With approximately 37 per cent of students cur-

rently reporting that English is not their first lan-

guage. Trinity says it is not the WASP-dominated
institution that its detractors claim it to be.

The college appointed its first Community
Outreach Don this year to encourage student

involvement in the community. This year, Trin-

ity was also the first post-secondary institution

in Ontario to sign the President's Climate Change

Statement of Action, a pledge to reduce green-

house emissions. Among other student groups,

the college supports "Rainbow Trin," an active

gay and lesbian social support group.

SEE 'TRINITY' -PG 2

Bring your Idd to school
UTM childcare centre opens in August

ANNIE BERGERON-OLIVER

The pitter-patter of little feet will finally be heard in

the halls of UTM next month, when the long-await-

ed UTM campus childcare centre opens its doors.

Set to open August 4, the centre has 26 spots and is

now accepting applications.

UTMSU began campaigning in 2007 for a daycare

centre similar to those at sister campuses. The day-

care was originally scheduled to open in January.

When February came construction had not start-

ed, many doubted the centre's future.

"We are looking forward to the Early Learning

Centre's new Mississauga campus daycare centre,"

said Henry Ssali, VP external of UTMSU. "We hope

that it is implemented as promised. The UTM cam-

pus is the only one among the three campuses that

does not have a child care centre. We have parent

students too. It's is unfair," said Ssali

The new facility, located next to the Leacock Lane

residences, has room for 10 toddlers, aged 18 to 30

months, and 16 pre-schoolers, aged 30 months to

five years.

Full-time students can expect to pay between

$982 and $1,515 a month, depending on the age of

the child. By compeu'ison, full-time staff and faculty

will pay more, as much as $1,180 to $1,790 a month.

As well, part-time staff and students cire offered the

option of either 10 hours of daycare for $50 to $107

a day, or five hours of daycare for $27 to $54 a day.

The price is still too expensive for students,

Ssali said, and might mean the daycare will be

more accessible to faculty and staff. "Some stu-

dents cannot afford tuition, yet alone child care.

Many student parents will instead look some-

place else," he said.

*Dollars for Daycare: Offers financial

assistance for full-time UTM, St. George, and

Scarborough campus students and part-time

undergraduate students with financial need.

International students with children can apply as

well. Applications should be sent to the parent's

respective college.

*Childcare Bursary Plan: Non-repayable

funding offered through OSAP Eligible students

have childcare costs for three or more children

and receive OSAP assistance. A separate

application is required.

*U of T Scarborough N'sheemaehn Child

Care Centre Bursary: Eligible to students

demonstrating financial need who have (or will

have) one or more children at N'Sheemaehn. The

bursary must be applied to childcare fees at

N'Sheemaehn. Application required. Deadline:

July 30.

*U of T Mississauga student-parents (both

undergraduate and graduate) can apply for

a childcare grant, administered by the U of T

Mississauga Office of the Registrar. They can

submit a UTM Grant Application and Child Care

Supplement form starting in late October. For

more information, visit the Office of the Registrar

to speak to an awards officer in person.

*University employees are eligible for a partial

reimbursement of childcare expenses under the

university's Childcare Benefit Plan. Employees

can find out more by referring to

www.hrandequity.utoronto.ca/groups.htm.
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GC passes capital projects

Protestors dance, perform, and call for affordable education

DYLAN ROBERTSON
AND KAREN K. HO

As Governing Council voted to

approve major construction proj-

ects across three campuses at its

June 23 meeting, noise from the

protest outside wafted through

the windows. The demonstra-

tion, organized by the University

of Toronto Students' Union, ral-

lied against the new flat fees for

Arts and Science students and

demanded more attention for

part-time students.

Every 10 minutes, in between

blasting dance music, the sound

of a heart monitor beeped before

hitting a flat note.

One of the demonstrators,

dressed as a surgeon, attempted

to defibrillate a motionless stu-

dent. The surgeon declared the

student dead after two unsuc-

cessful attempts, followed by a

pun-loaded speech on the im-

pact of the flat-fees measure, such

as getting "first-degree burns."

The "deceased" student then

held a sign, also posted above the

operating table, which read "Re-

vive Flatlined Education."

At the protest, UTSU encour-

aged students to attend demonstra-

tions, financially support the ongoing

court case against the university, and

join the Drop Fees campaign.

The protest was sparsely attended,

with 10 to 15 present, including mem-
bers from labour unions CUPE and

Steelworkers, and Hamid Osman, for-

mer president of the York Federation

of Students. UTSU staffers were heard

calling friends to boost turnout.

Inside council chambers, VP and
provost Michael Marrus presented

five major capital projects impacting

all three campuses and totalling more
than $170 million.

The bulk of the capital project

spending went towards two new in-

A motionless VP equity Danielle Kyei sits on an

operating table outside Simcoe Hall as students

pose as surgeons. About a dozen students

protested the implementation of flat fees while

Governing Council approved million-dollar

building projects.

structional centres at UTM and UTSC,

which include classrooms, labs, and

offices. The centres will each get more
than $70 million. The remaining funds

will go toward renovations for the

Lash Miller Building, McLennan Physi-

cal Laboratories, and the School for

Global Affairs at the Munk Centre.

But with a loud protest outside and

outspoken dissent from student gover-

nors inside the meeting, the meeting's

process was anything but smooth.

Speaking through an interpreter,

part-time undergraduate representa-

tive Jeff Peters argued that the uni-

versity's financial priorities were out

of sync with the essential needs of

students.

Peters said projects like a sta-

dium for the Pan-Am Games and

a centre for high-performance

sport were unnecessary items

that made part-time undergradu-

ate students a lower priority.

"They need advocacy," he said.

"They need APUS [the Associa-

tion of Part-Time Undergraduate

Students]. They need to pay less

tuition."

Marrus countered that stu-

dents benefit through many of

the university's priorities by

means of financial aid, library

improvements, and necessary

expansion. He pointed to the

Citizen Lab, famous for develop-

ing software against online cen-

sorship and most recently used

by Iranians for online dissent.

"Where are they in the Munk
Centre?" he asked, "They're in

the basement!" When The Var-

sity contacted Citizen Lab direc-

tor Ron Deibert, he said it's not

the program's location that's the

problem, but its lack of much
needed space and sufficient

funding.

Still, Peters said, for many stu-

dents, the cost of the new build-

ings would be bundled into an

ancillary fee not covered by student

loans and could affect students' abil-

ity to afford basic needs. "It's more
important to have food on the table

than all these expensive buildings,"

he said.

Governors voted overwhelmingly

in favour of passing the construction

projects, despite Peters' challenge to

those who voted "yes" to not eat for

a week.

The next Governing Council meet-

ing is set for Thursday, October 22.

Both Peters and Marrus have retired

as Governing Council representatives

this year.

Grant program spreads

money around

SHONITH RAJENDRAN^^^ _
The Conservative government unveiled

on June 22 its standardized national

system of grants, originally announced

in the 2008 federal budget.

Under the new Canada Student

Grants Program, individual awards will

be reduced from $3,000 to $2,000 in or-

der to increase the number of students

qualifying for grants from 125,000 to

245,000. Student lobby groups praised

the announcement, though they say it's

only a first step.

"The new grants program is very

exciting because the government is ac-

knowledging that there is a part of my
financial contribution to my education

which I don't have to repay," said Arati

Sharma, national director of the Cana-

dian Alliance of Student Associations.

Katherine Giroux-Bougard, national

chairperson of the Canadian Federation

of Students, said the CFS welcomed the

national grant system.

The CSGP will replace the Millennium

Scholarship Foundation, which expires

later this year. It will not replace the

3,000 merit-based scholarships award-

ed by the MSF The MSF had been criti-

cized by both student groups and the

Auditor-General for its low standards

of financial transparency when com-

pared to government-run programs.

Under the CSGP, the administration of

MSF grants will move to the Ministry of

Human Resources and Skills Develop-

ment.

"In our opinion the new system of

grants is a much more transparent, ac-

countable system of grants. It's there

for the long-run," said Giroux-Bougard.

In addition, the newly-established

Repayment Assistance Plan will help

low-income borrowers pay back fed-

eral student loans.

"RAP is a great program because if

you start to miss your payments or if

you know that you're going to miss your

payments, then you can apply to RAP
and they'll assess you based on what
your income threshold is right now and
how much you can actually pay back,"

Sharma said.

In a statement to the Globe and Mail,

Alex Usher, a consultant with the Edu-

cational Policy Institute, criticized the

new measures as overtly political. Crit-

ics point out that instead of putting in

new money, the programs are simply

redistributing available funds to cover

more students.

"I suspect that it will not have the ef-

fect on access that they think it will, but

spreading money around more is likely

to be politically popular," said Usher.

Immediately before joining the Educa-

tional Policy Institute, Usher was the

lead researcher for the MSF's research

project.

Sharma disagreed with Usher's ass-

esment. "I think it's less political [and]

more the fact that Millennium was

phasing out [in 2009] and they needed

to replace Millennium with something,"

she said.

The new programs will be made

available in August.

'TRINITY' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

"[Trinity] is a very distinctive place

and I certainly don't want to lose that

distinctiveness," said Orchard. "That's

one of the great things we have going

for us, but at the same time there are

some old attitudes and old values that

we need to wean ourselves off without

being too draconian about it."

But some traditions, such as "The

Humbling," continue to taint the col-

lege's lofty reputation. This student-

run event involves Trinity students,

decked out in gowns, walking to other

colleges and apologizing to them

for being superior. While the admin

frowns on such behavior, it still per-

sists in some capacity.

With 158 years of tradition and his-

tory shaping people's perception,

Trinity faces the challenge of moving

forward instead of dwelling on the

past.

"Perception lasts for a long time,"

said Orchard.

A history of Pride

The Varsity lakes a

look back at 40 years

of activism

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
Associate News Editor

Toronto Pride Week turned 29 this

year, but the fight for gay rights began

much earlier.

June 1969 saw the world's first Pride:

riots at the Stonewall Inn in New York

City in response to violent police raids

the previous night. It's a far cry from

the festive and well-supported Pride

Week today. These 40 years were

proudly celebrated by U of T march-

ers from LGBT-OUT at last Sunday's

parade, the crowning event of the 10-

day Pride celebrations that drew one

million visitors to Toronto. From Can-

ada's first "homophile association" to

protesting bathhouse raids, U of T's

history reflects the oppression and

courage of those who paved the way.

Gay rights become an increasingly

prominent Issue, as gay men and

women take to the streets in New York

City to protest violent police raids.

Pierre Trudeau decriminalizes

homosexuality: "The state has no

business In the bedrooms of the

nation."

Jearld Moldenhauer, an employee of U of

T's physiology department, advertises

the establishment of a student

homophile association in The Varsity.

to
a*

October 24, 1969: The U of T

Homophile Association, drawing

16 people to its first meeting, forms

the first Canadian gay student

group. The UTHA has a weekly

table in Sidney Smith to provide

information and increase visibility.

Later that year, the Globe and Mail

publishes a letter criticizing U of

T for recognizing the group. When
Moldenhauer's response to the

letter is published In the Globe, he is

promptly fired by the university.

August 21, 1971:

Canada sees its

largest scale gay

demonstration to date

held on Parliament Hill.

At the demonstration,

Charles Hill, leader of

UTHA, reads a manifesto

on gay rights he co-wrote

with Herb Spiers, a fellow

U of T student.

February 19, 1981:

Members of GAUT
organize the first Gay

Awareness Week on

campus, including a Gay

Jeans Day, encouraging

students to wear jeans to

show solidarity with gay

rights, a same-sex dance

called the Homo Hop.

lectures, films, and a daily

table in Sidney Smith.

U of T extends benefits

to same-sex partners of

faculty and staff, and

proclaims January 30,

1991 as "Jeans Day."

Hundreds of denim-clad

people gather at Con

Hall, including U of T's

then-president Robert

Pritchard.

October, 1998: At the

University of Wyoming,

student Matthew

Shepard is beaten and

left to die tied to a

roadside fence because

he identified as gay.

The gay community

rallies together

U of T amends its

employment equity

statement to include

sexual minorities, now

stating, "UofTis strongly

committed to diversity

within its community

and especially welcomes

applications from members

of sexual minority groups."

February 5, 1981 : Police raid

four of Toronto's bathhouses,

apprehending and charging

266 men with indecency and

prostitution. Several rallies

take place in response. At one

of these, Danny Healey, leader

of Gays at U of T the re-named

queer group on campus, Is

asked to speak, "We're not

aggravated. We're fucking

angry!" he shouts to 2000-

some demonstrators.

O
O
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U of T Professor David

Rayside, with the support

of the administration,

establishes a committee

on campus homophobia.

As part of its mandate to

identity the prevalence of

homophobia, the committee

surveys U of T residents; at

University College, 38 of 42

students polled claimed to

have witnessed homophobic

behaviour.

The Positive Space
campaign Is launched.

Initially, simply a rainbow

triangle and the line

"lesbian and gay positive

space" on a sticker that

identified that area, group,

or person as welcoming to

lesbians and gays.

March, 1999: the now more

broadly named student

group, LGBTOUT (Lesbian,

Gay, Bisexual, and Trans

People of the U of T) holds a

referendum campaign for a

75-cent increase in student

fees to fund a resource centre

for queer students. Following

their loss, LGBTOUT held a

same-sex kiss-in on the

steps of Sidney Smith.
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Funding crisis hits University of California

New round of recession-driven budget cuts slashes througli 10 cannpuses

CHRIS BERUBE
Varsity Staff

It turns out that no public uni-

versity is immune to crises.

Facing what Governor Arnold

Schwarzenegger is calling "financial

ruin," the University of California is be-

set with its largest budget cuts since

Ronald Reagan was governor nearly 40

years ago.

Schwarzenegger is proposing cuts of

20 per cent to the annual UC budget, or

nearly $2 billion USD in state funding.

UC is the fourth largest public universi-

ty system in the United States. Sixty per

cent of its funding is from state grants,

with 29 per cent from student fees and

11 per cent from general funds and en-

dowments.

The cuts are leaving each of UC's 10

campuses struggling to stay above wa-

ter amid double-digit shortfalls. Some
have it even worse. At Berkeley cam-

pus, the yearly deficit is now predicted

at $145 million, while Santa Barbara is

facing a $45-million shortfall.

To make up the funding gaps, the

university has begun taking drastic

measures.

UC's bocird of regents convened June

18 to approve, among other things, an

immediate 9.3 per cent student fee in-

crease, following another 10 per cent

increase earlier in this same fiscal year

Though faculty members have begun

taking voluntary pay cuts—after all em-

ployees were forced to take up to eight

per cent pay cuts in the spring—layoffs

are expected in the next fiscal quarter.

Tutoring has also been cut deeply,

along with education abroad programs

and state-funded diaspora students as-

sociations. In all, student services are

facing an eight to 20 per cent cut across

the board. Compounding the problem

is the record number of students admit-

ted to UC this year

UC's woes are not uncommon among
public universities in the United States,

where the recession has led every state

to cut its grant funding for higher educa-

tion. This fiscal year alone, 26 states cut

funding for public universities by tens

of millions of dollars.

Florida State University is struggling

to make up a $32 million shortfall, while

Clemson University cut nearly 500 jobs

while raising tuition in June. In January,

Arizona State saw cuts of $55 million

from its annual $400 million in state

funding, leading to the layoff of another

500 employees.

For students at a UC, the pain of a

new budget crisis is only beginning to

come into focus. Many administrators

have begun privately floating the idea

of making UC a three-year institution to

reduce costs, according to Elliot Rosen-

feld, the university news editor of The

Daily Nexus, a student newspaper at UC
Berkeley.

"The state sees no way out, they pass

this along to the UC's leaders, and they

pass this along to the students. It seems

like new organizations are cropping up
every day, and students are joining to

voice their displeasure," said Rosen-

feld. He noted more students now have

to take on part-time or full-time jobs to

cover their fees.

"But everyone persists. We go with

the grind, and live with the increased

fees, but the future doesn't look good."

An ocean away, Iranians chew over election

HILARY BARLOW
Associate News Editor

"It shocked all of us because we were so
hopeful," said Pouya Alagheband, de-

scribing the moment he first heard that

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad was re-elected

president of Iran. The engineering grad

student and board member of the Ira-

nian Association at the University of To-

ronto was part of a group of about 280

Iranian students who travelled to Ot-

tawa to vote in the now-disputed June

12 elections.

Ahmedinejad's victory is considered

suspect by many who believe the an-

nouncement was too soon for votes to

have been properly counted and that

rival candidate Mir-Hossein Mousavi

was more popular. Mass protests have

faced harsh crackdown by government

forces, with debated numbers of civilian

casualties and an estimated 200 protes-

tors imprisoned.

In Toronto's Iranian community, in-

ternational students and homegrown
Iranian-Canadians have the daunting

task of determining what the diaspora

can do to make a difference in Iran. Be-

fore the uprising, many of those eligible

chose to boycott the election in objec-

tion to what they view as a corrupt sys-

tem. At a panel discussion at OISE on

June 28, student leaders and activists

gathered to discuss the issues raised by

the election.

Mahdi Takaffoli, a doctoral candidate

at Ryerson University, said the boycott

is not a "political solution." Though the

system is far from perfect, he said, the

path to change is through electing pro-

gressive leaders like Mousavi. Takaffoli

said that if people had not voted and

been invested in the election, the cur-

rent uprising would not have happened.

"I do not like the experience of revolu-

tion," he said, adding that violence is

not justified by political ideals.

Donya Ziaee, whose Master's thesis

at York University examined gender

and labour in post-revolutionary Iran,

didn't vote but didn't boycott the elec-

tion either "As a personal choice, I

chose not to vote. 1 didn't feel that any

of the candidates offered anything that

was significantly progressive," she said.

Though Ziaee can see why many sup-

port Mousavi over the other candidates,

she is critical of his politics and his "ut-

ter inability" to reach out to grassroots

movements. "We see a movement that

claims to be political and yet fails to

mention many different dimensions

within itself: the gender dimension, the

class dimension, the ethnic dimension.

These have all been banished from our

discussions."

Reza, a PhD student in molecular bi-

ology who did not want to divulge his

last name, agreed that the uprising is

not just about the election, though it

was a significant trigger "Many forces

are merging behind Mousavi now be-

cause they see the opportunity to form

a stronger opposition. The youth in Iran

want more freedom in choosing their

way of life and expressing their beliefs.

Women in Iran have been asking for

equal rights with men for a long time."

Despite their diverging opinions, all

interviewed in this article condemned
the violent crackdown on political pro-

testors. As York doctoral student Salah

Hassanpour put it, "Any member of any

type of armed forces established by the

Islamic Republic who has so much as

laid a hand on a single person, in our

eyes, is already and without question

guilty of crimes against humanity."

With translation byArashAzizi
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before she and Luscombe were ar-

rested on charges of mischief inter-

ference with property.

"These were clearly random ar-

rests," Hudson said in an email to

The Varsity, adding that the two were
not organizers. "It is important to

stand up for these matters because

it is clear by this example that any-

one can be randomly targeted and
arrested at any demonstration."

Regnier appeared in court at Old

City Hall on June 11 and 25. Accord-

ing to Hudson, Regnier is still await-

ing for the crown to disclose evi-

dence against her.

"While this matter is still in the

courts, I have been advised by legal

counsel against making any com-
ment to the media," said Regnier in

an email. "It could potentially preju-

dice or compromise my case. There-

fore, I will not be available for com-
ment until there has been resolution

to this matter."

Hudson said the legal defence fund

was established as part of a previous

UTSU board decision to support the

Tamil community throughout the

crisis. As of print time, it is unclear

whether or not Regnier was repre-

senting UTSU at the protest.

Hudson said a similar fund for

both activists has been established

at the Ontario Public Interest Re-

search Group at York University.

The group could not be reached for

comment.
Asked how much money the legal

fund has accrued, Hudson said she

was "not currently able to disclose

an accurate account of that informa-

tion." She added that donors did not

consent to having their names pub-

lished. Hudson also did not name the

organizations that were contacted.

The Varsity sent emails to every

GTA post-secondary institution. On
June 17, UTM Student Union made a

donation of $1,000 to Regnier after a

heated debate. According to U of T
Graduate Students' Union external

commissioner Sara Suliman, GSU
has made $500 available to Regnier
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and will donate based on her legal

costs. Ryerson Students' Union gave

$100 and the Continuing Education

Students' Association of Ryerson

gave $500. U of T's Association of

Part-Time Undergraduate Students

and Scarborough Campus Students'

Union have received the appeal and

have not yet made decisions.

Many college student unions said

they did not receive the appeal. Er-

cole Perrone, executive director of

the Humber Students' Federation,

said his federation "doesn't believe

it is appropriate to get involved in

the legal matters of another student

organization."

Regnier is not a student. She is a

full-time UTSU employee who was
hired shortly after ending her term

as national deputy chairperson of

the Canadian Federation of Students.

The Medium, a UTM student paper,

says her legal costs could amount to

over $10,000 if the case goes to trial.

Regnier declined to disclose her

salary. All full-time undergraduates

at St. George and UTM pay UTSU
$16.02 per session.

A Facebook group called "Tamil

Solidarity Legal Defence Campaign"

has been established by the Toronto

Coalition to Stop the War and has

over 500 members. The group host-

ed a June 20 fundraiser, inviting ac-

tive members of union movements
and CFS organizations.

A Maclean's blog asked readers to

debate the legitimacy of contribut-

ing to the legal fund. Some say the

case is a matter of free speech while

others denounce it as union leaders

using student money to help their

friends.

Hudson said it is common for la-

bour and union movements to es-

tablish and support legal defence

funds. For example, the Universi-

ty of Guelph Central Students' Asso-

ciation has a legal defence fund for

activists pursuing the indigenous

land rights issue in Caledonia. UTSU
has contributed to the fund set up
by OPIRG Toronto for the Flat Fees

14, who staged a sit-in at Simcoe Hall

last year.
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The beginning of ttie end for the Islamic Republic

ARASH AZIZI watches the new Iranian revolution from afar

Two million fill the streets of Tehran in protest of what many consider to be a fixed presidential election.

Going back and forth between Iran and other

countries for several years, 1 thought I surely

knew everything there is to know about missing

one's country of origin, and longing to be there

while living afar I was wrong.

The massive revolution beginning in Iran has

filled me with a lot of different feelings, all stem-

ming from the fact that I'm thousands of miles

away. This is nothing less than painful.

For years, I and many others spoke of a revolu-

tion that was bound to happen given the situa-

tion and conditions of Iranian society.

Such dreams often elicited counter arguments

like: revolutions are things of the past, Iranian

people have all bought Ahmadinejad populism

and love him, and having an Islamic Republic is

part and parcel of Iranian culture. I was remind-

ed, time and again, of "cultural relativism."

Consequently, those of us who opposed the

Islamic Republic, who argued that the vast ma-
jority of Iranians want this regime to go, and
that Iranians would eventually come out en

masse against it, were vilified as wishful think-

ers at best, and outsiders at worst.

The recent events sparked by the June 12

elections have put Iran into the headlines of the

world news, and have brushed off all those as-

sumptions about Iranian society. As has been

demonstrated under the watchful eye of the

entire world, Iranian people want nothing to do
with the likes of Ahmadinejad, Khamenei, and
their rotten regime. Even when the reformist

leaders asked the people to stay home, they did

not listen.

The protests are not only a movement
against electoral fraud, nor rallies merely for

Mir Hossein Mousavi. Iranians rallied behind

the opposition leader to further pry the ever-

widening split between wings of the current re-

gime's ruling clique. The aim: to be rid of them
all, eventually.

As with every other oppressive regime, there

was a split in the ruling clique over how to go for-

ward. One wing of reformists gathered around

candidates like Mousavi and Karoubi who want-

ed to loosen the government's grip on the peo-

ple, arguing that citizens would stcuid against

the entire regime if it remained oppressive. The
other wing, gathered around supreme leader

Ayatolla Khamenei and President Ahmadinejad,

argued that this opening up would only invite

more aggression from people demanding more
and more freedom. Both wings were right. It was
the insolvable dead-end of the Islamic Republic.

In the 10th presidential elections, people

who were fed-up with life under the Islamic

Republic and Ahmadinejad voted for Mousavi

for the reasons stated above. With their ever-

present pragmatism, they wanted to open the

space for more struggles and protests in the

coming period. But Khamenei and Ahmadine-

jad knew they couldn't afford this. They staged
a de facto coup d'etat and declared Ahmadine-

jad the winner with a ridiculously high margin

of 11 million votes, showing their power to the

reformist wing and letting them know who's

really in charge. What they had underestimat-

ed however, was the popular response.

June 15 saw people from all over Iran pour-

ing into the streets. Up to two million people

marched in central Tehran, with similar in-

cidents in all major cities. Across the coun-

try, up to 5 million people took part in this

extraordinary show of defiance unrivalled

in Iran since the 1979 revolution. The upris-

ing has continued despite the unwillingness

of reformist leaders to lead the masses, and

in the face of brutal repression by police and

armed forces.

It's not hard to see that this is the beginning

of the end for the Islamic Republic. This re-

gime, which has been doomed for about a de-

cade, faces an all-out political, economic, ad-

ministrative, and diplomatic dead-end. It will

fall, sooner or later How Iran's history is to un-

fold after depends on the massive struggle of

social forces in the young Iranian Revolution.

One thing is certain: there is no room now for

a return to the old Iranian order Nothing will

be same in Iran again.

Student governor

responds to criticism over

missing flat fees vote

As a student with a learning disability, I often

take a slightly reduced course load, and

while flat fees have been the norm for me
in the Engineering faculty for many years, I

remain very sympathetic to the students in

Arts and Science.

I wish 1 could have been at the May 20

Governing Council meeting to speak and

Editorial: Advertising

(416) 946-7600 (416) 946-7604

E-mail:

editor@thevarsity.ca

-LEHERS-

vote against the flat fees proposal, but unfor-

tunately I live and work in Vancouver during

the summer. I could afford neither the time

off nor the airfare back to Toronto to attend

the meeting, at least not while working to

pay my own tuition for the coming year. I

wish I had unlimited financial resources that

I could use to take time off from work in the

summer and spend time in Toronto. I don't,

and I don't think it's particularly fair to be

criticized for not being able to shell more
than a week's pay to fly in for this meeting.

If someone else had wanted to pay I'd have
been happy to come, but they didn't, so I

did what I could. I spoke to other governors,

both in person before I left and by email

afterwards. I even raised the issue as best I

could during the vote on tuition fee increas-

es earlier, where I was one of four student

governors to vote against the increases.

I haven't spoken to the other three student

governors that didn't attend the meeting,

so I can't vouch for the validity of their

reasons. To be honest, in the last four years

that I've been on the boards and commit-
tees of Governing Council, I've seen far too

many governors take the position to pad

their resume and not show up to almost any

meetings. I also know that us governors,

myself included, are not always the easiest

people to reach for comment in a timely

fashion. The fact remains though that no one

from The Varsity bothered to contact me to

find out why I wasn't at the meeting, and I

seriously doubt anyone contacted the other

governors either. This isn't the first time

The Varsity has made this mistake, as by the

very same omission the article "Flat Fee vote

passes at business board" dated April 28 at-

tacked a student governor that wasn't able to

attend the meeting.
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Colombian free-trade agreement: making

a bad situation worse
Canada treds a treacherous track in a country plagued by human rights abuses

SHONITH RAJENDRAN

When Canada's Parliament reconvenes for its

fall sitting, one of the items expected to fea-

ture prominently on the legislative agenda is

the implementation of the Canada-Colombia
Free-Trade Agreement. Colombian President

Alvaro Uribe's right-wing government has

mounted a concerted lobbying campaign in

Canada to pass Bill C-23 in the hopes of par-

laying the ensuing diplomatic capital into an
eventual accord with the United States. Con-

gress had already rejected a free-trade deal

with Uribe's government in 2007, citing Co-

lombia's poor human rights record.

Recently however, Uribe has made his case

directly to Barack Obama. In what appeared

to be a dramatic reversal of his position when
he was a Senator, President Obama spoke
glowingly of Uribe's administration at the

follow-up press conference, and expressed

support for a U.S.-Colombia free-trade deal.

It was beginning to look unlikely that the

deal would happen here in Canada, as the

previously undecided Liberals hinted at

joining the NDP and Bloc in opposition to

Conservative plans to see it through. But

Obama's blessing will likely affect the bill's

implementation.

A Liberal reversal now would be a bitter pill

for Canadian civil society and international

NGOs like Human Rights Watch, Amnesty
International, and the International Crisis

Group. They have all come out against free

trade agreements with Colombia, claiming

these deals would probably end up worsen-

ing an already terrible situation in the South

American country.

When asked about President Obama's
statement that there was "great progress" in

Colombia, Beth Berton-Hunter of Amnesty
International Canada told The Varsity that

while "[Obama] is very good at presenting a

positive case, he doesn't have the evidence to

prove it."

"We [had] four groups of Colombians rep-

resented here," Berton-Hunter said at an Am-
nesty event at Harbourfront on July 1. "They
felt that there was no way Colombians would
be better off under free-trade."

Colombian farmers will be affected by free-trade agreement with Canada.

The UN, too, has weighed in—the High

Commissioner for Human Rights Navi Pillay

argued that the government and military

have committed crimes against humanity. Her

comments followed a major scandal late last

year, when it was revealed that Colombian
security forces were killing civilians, many
of them children and teenagers, and dress-

ing the bodies as rebels in order to inflate the

government's numbers of guerrillas killed in

the country's ongoing internal conflict.

The government responded to the "false

positive" scandal, as it has become known,

by firing 27 officers, including three generals,

and disbanding a brigade.

But the atrocities have continued, leav-

ing many wondering about the extent of the

government's involvement in extrajudicial

killings. The UN Special Rapporteur for Extra-

judicial Killings, who concluded a fact-finding

mission to Colombia on June 18, noted in a

preliminary press release that "[extrajudi-

cial] killings were carried out in a more or

less systematic fashion by significant ele-

ments within the military."

The number of unionists killed by govern-

ment and paramilitary groups in 2008 in-

creased by 18 per cent from the year before,

and is on course to continue rising in 2009.

Suspicion that the Uribe government had prior

knowledge of these murders was heightened

in late May by the resignation of Colombia's

former ambassador to Canada and CCFTA
negotiator. Senator Jorge Visbal Martelo, as a

result of his ties to paramilitary groups.

With over 380,000 Colombians being forced

to flee from their homes last year alone, the

number of internally displaced people in the

country is second to only to that of Sudan.

Implementation legislation for the CCFTA
was stalled after the House of Commons
Standing Committee on International Trade

released a report in June of last year recom-

mending that Canada first undertake an inde-

pendent assessment of the impact of a free-

trade deal on human rights in Colombia.

Canadian NGOs have been front-and-centre

of the debate. As the numbers of internally dis-

placed people, extrajudicial killings, and dis-

appearances continued to grow last year, civil

society organizations like the Canadian Coun-

cil for International Cooperation have warned
that the CCFTA could very plausibly exacer-

bate these problems. In a CCIC report entitled

Making A Bad Situation Worse, Scott Sinclair

of the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives

notes that much of the paramilitary violence

is in resource-rich areas where Canadian oil

and mining companies are active. While the

CCFTA would give these investors—whose in-

terests are intertwined with the paramilitary

groups that are responsible for the massa-

cres—broad and directly enforceable invest-

ment rights, it would not institute countervail-

ing legal safeguards to protect the millions of

Colombians living in terror, and would even

hamper Colombia's ability to introduce such

measures in the future.

After a series of disastrous foreign policy

blunders in recent years, it appeared as if

Canada would get this one right. Michael Ig-

natieff began saying publicly that the Liber-

als needed an independent assessment of the

deal before giving it the go-ahead. President

Obama's praises for Uribe's "diligence" and
"courage," his statement that "the burden is

not simply on Colombia" but also somehow
on Congress, and his emphasis on Uribe's

high approval rating—with no mention of

how that rating was brutally achieved—could

very conceivably cause the Liberals to re-

verse course and side with the Conservatives

later this year and pass Bill C-23.

While Obama's change of tone is deeply

disappointing for those of us who hoped that

he would make human rights a centrepiece

of U.S.-Colombia relations, Canada does not

have to go down the same road. If the Liberals

manage to hold their ground on this issue, re-

fusing to use Obama's endorsement of Uribe

as political cover to pass the CCFTA, Canadi-

ans will be able to say, on the Colombian issue

at least, we were able to find a more humane
footing than our neighbours to the south.

Sarl(ozy blasts burkas
French president's attack on IVIuslim headscarf contrary to the ideals he ciainns to defend

Sarkozy condemned the burka in his

State of the Nation speech on June 22.

Publicly saying anything that

comes to one's mind while hiding

behind the facade of freedom from
oppression is a sign of ignorance,

and can become a new means of

oppression in itself. This was the

case on June 21 when French Pres-

ident Nicolas Sarkozy condemned
the burka, a common headscarf

worn by Muslim women. Sarkozy

stated that the wearing of the bur-

ka is not an expression of religious

freedom, but rather a practice that

reduces women to subservitude.

What defines a certain people has

wrongly become stigmatized as a

form of abuse.

French policies banning the

burka were initially restricted

to educational and government
organizations; every citizen was
expected to leave their modes of

religious expression outside these

institutions in order to maintain

secularism within the organs of

the state.

But today, the situation has

taken a different turn altogether.

Sarkozy wants to "free the women
in burkas and provide them with

an identity." How many of these

women he encountered person-

ally before making this assess-

ment is a question that will remain
unanswered. Moreover, he does
not seem to realize that the vast

majority of these women choose
to remain veiled, and want to as-

sociate themselves with a Muslim
identity as well as a French one.

Thus by making such remarks,

and by planning on implement-

ing consequential policies, the

president is in fact stripping

these women of the right to self-

identification and individuality.

The true definition of secularism

is the separation of state and re-

ligion. It means that no state has
the right to enforce religious laws

or hold prejudices for or against

any religious background. It does
not, however, mean that citizens

cannot practice their own religion

privately. A Muslim woman wear-

ing a veil or a Jewish man wear-

ing a kippah are no different from
other French people. They are just

French Muslims or French Jews.

They are free to practice their re-

ligion as they please and express

themselves how they wish, while

living in a country that claims to

be a true democracy.
Impeding religious practices,

however, is a serious violation of

the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, which asserts "universal

respect for, and observance of, hu-

man rights and fundamental free-

doms for all without distinction as

to race, sex, language or religion."

It's also contradictory to France's

Declaration of the Rights of Man
and Citizen, which states that the

law can only prohibit actions det-

rimental to society as a whole. I fail

to see how wearing a veil in France

harms French society.

But the main concern here is

not secularism. The problem is

the confusion of the term secu-

larism with uniformism. Sarkozy
has not only muddled the two, but

has pushed the dialogue to an ex-

treme. It will not be too long un-

til people will legally be forced to

alter the color of their skin, their

height, and their names to con-

form to French norms. Sarkozy's

use of the word freedom, in es-

sence, is a mutilation of the idea.

People should be free under their

own terms and conditions.
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Northern Nights

'
. . From glam rock to the GZA, reliving North by Northeast 2009

^' / '

I
J PHOTOS BY DAVID PIKE AND ANDREW LOUIS

PACE THE STAIRS

DP ^

NATALIE PORTMAN'S SHAVED HEAD
AL ^

Tin Star Orplians (Horse-

shoe Tavern, 3 a.m.)
"Welcome to first night 3 a.m.! We
are your hosts, Tin Star Orphans."

Ah, TSO, if only you could rock the

Horseshoe til four in the morning

every night. My liver would prob-

ably explode, but I wouldn't mind.

—JOE HOWELL

FRIDAY

Matt & Kim (Whippersnap-

per, 8 p.m.)
Instead of Prozac, they should

WEDNESDAY

Jason Collett (Courthouse, 8 p.m.)
A surprisingly tight opening set from the veteran songwriter, who has

toned down the fake-Dylanism and assembled a raucous band behind him.

—CHRIS BERUBE k

THURSDAY

Pace the Stairs (Silver Dollar Room, 9 p.m.)
Syncopated noise, which kind of made me miss the Blood Brothers. I knew
it would be a good show when the bouncers outside were complaining

about how loud it was.—DAVID PIKE

Natalie Portman's Shaved Head (El Mocambo, 11 p.m.)
Everytiiing about them seems so wrong—a sound of pure 'SOs cheese,

enthusiasm that outstrips musical chops, side ponytaiis—but seeing them
live just felt so right! A boisterous dance party all the way through, and /

the surprise of the festival.—CB '\

Health (Horseshoe Tavern, 1 a.m.)
1 can count on one hand the number of breaks in between Healths over-

"^^^ whelming wall-of-noise set. 1 couldn't hear anything when 1 left the venue.

^ Also, never wear flip flops to the Horseshoe.—DP

prescribe Matt & Kim shows to

depressives. The duo is just so

darn happy! Sadly, the pair didn't

get nekkid like in the instant-clas-

sic "Lessons Learned" video, but

apparently Kim's grandfather was
disappointed by the Times Square

streaking. So, maybe that's out for

good.—JH

Wintersleep

(Yonge-Dundas Square,

9:45 p.m.)
While tight enough musically, their

live show was a bit of a snore. It

takes a lot of stage presence to
j

do Yonge and Dundas justice, and
|

Wintersleep just doesn't have
|

it.—JH

Deep Dark Woods
(Dakota Tavern, 10 p.m.)
There's something fitting about

listening to these crooners lament

that "all the money [they] had is

gone," while most of the audience

sits around indulging in that reces-

sionary staple of macaroni and
cheese. A sultry, gorgeous set.

—SHOSHANA WASSER

Fond of Tigers

(Music Gallery, 10 p.m.)
For me, the test of a good band is

whether they can do something
that 1 can't. Fond of Tigers, whose
seven-part tracks are impenetrably

dense (and sounded great in this

hallowed space), knock me on my
ass every time 1 see them.

—ALEX MOLOTKOW

Hooded Fang

(Dakota Tavern, 1 1 p.m.)
What would Jacob Two-Two think

of Hooded Fang? With their whim-

sical assortment of instruments

and enigmatic lead singers, the

band had almost enough charm to

play two sets.—SW

No Age

(Lee's Palace, 12 a.m.)
Why is this two-piece band thing

so gimmicky? Why are there hip-

sters push-moshing?—DP
"I didn't know there was a wash-

room back here!"—Guy in line at

Lee's Palace, shortly before peeing

in the alley.—JH

Parallels (Reverb, 1 a.m.)
Dark glam synlli rock is making a comeback, baby! This sparsely at-

I(mkI(>(1 show was the besi of the eight acts I saw that night. Check out

their MySpacc and see them next chance you get (which should he soon,

considering that they're native Toronlonians.)—JH

SEE 'NORTHERN' -PGl
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Living on tlie Fringe

The Fringe theatre festival continues through Sunday, but with over 100 plays vying for your attention, deciding what

to see can be a challenge. The Varsity picks the productions that are worth the $10 ticket price.

The Laramie Project

(Theatre Western)

The Laramie Project portrays a

pretty significant story. After the

hate-fuelled murder of Matthew

Shepard in Laramie, Wyoming in

1998, the Tectonic Theatre Com-
pany travelled to the village to con-

duct interviews about the incident

with townsfolk. The play, which in-

cludes testimonials from over sixty

real individuals, addresses issues

of homophobia, the death penalty,

and human interaction. In light of

Proposition 8 eind the American

battle over gay marriage, the topic

is certainly worth addressing.

However, this is not an especially

significant production. The stag-

ing lacks polish, and the amount
of physical movement detracts

from the poignancy of much of the

dialogue. The eight-person cast

bravely took on the challenge of

portraying many different people,

yet the majority of the actors could

use a lesson in subtlety. A few of

the characters were so overplayed

that they became mere stereotypes,

and their words lost resonance. But

in this tragedy, it's the words—the

ones that came from the mouths of

real people reacting to real events

—

that really matter.

—WYNDHAM BETTENCOURT-
MCCARTHY

Rating: Wv

Wanderlust (Martin

Doclcery)

Although theatre is about storytell-

ing, it can generally be said that

some stories—especially those

told in one-person shows—are not

worth hearing. But Martin Dock-
ery, the director and sole actor of

Wanderlust, came prepared. The
performance consists of anecdotes
from Dockery's five-month soul

quest through West Africa, begin-

ning in the Sahcu^a en route to Tim-
buktu (and as Dockery points out,

any story that starts with Timbuktu
reels you in pretty quick).

For better or worse, he ignores the

political element completely; the is-

sue of being a white, wealthy tourist

in a very poor, partially war-ravaged

region is mostly left untouched.

Dockery's story—how he aban-

doned a temp job at the New York

Stock Exchange and casual sex in

Brooklyn in search of something
deeper—hinges on the temporal-

ity of emotion and the ephem-
eral nature of meaning. Comic and
charismatic, Dockery's performance

succeeds on the intrigue of his tales

and his own sincerity and enthu-

siasm. He really wants to tell the

audience something, to show that

his exodus was not for naught, and
the least we can do is sit back and

listen.—WBM

Rating: WV

36 Little Plays About
Hopeless Girls (Bird-

town & Swanville)

References to panel vans and a cad

named Ronnie make the rounds in

Aurora Stewart de Pena's 36 Little

Plays about Hopeless Girls. Using a

snappy episodic format, 36 features

portrayals of a handful of different

girls (Glissandra, Rotunda, Satine,

et al), most of them a little alienated

from notions of successful living.

Funny, and at times melancholic,

they go to baseball games or have

measured discussions about "the

average bitch." De Peiia cleverly

situates the playlets in different To-

ronto locales, all with a slight fairy

tale patina, from English gardens in

the Annex to filthy-floored apart-

ments in Parkdale.

Perfectly mannered performances

by the whole cast blend the satirical

with the earnest. Highlights include

the stoic Laura McCoy as Ny'Pha,

toilet paper-coveting creature of

the night, and intensely choreo-

graphed transitions to Canadian

Tire versions of Hole. Mega-props

to Devon Tyler Dagworthy for

putting together a pastel wardrobe

that goes along perfectly with each

hopeless girl's specific persona,

making them look fabulous in a

festival that isn't usually known for

its literal (and figurative) frills.

—NAOMI SKWARNA

Rating: VWV

Politically Correct Bed-

time Stories {The Plieas-

ant Plucl<er's IVIates)

A Big Bad Wolf sick of Little Red's

barbed comments about his

appearance; a clothing-optional

kingdom; a Cinderelly who takes

solace in breaking it down to An-

nie Lennox—these are just some
of the witty renditions in Jessica

Beaulieu's adaptation of James Finn

Garner's Politically Correct Bedtime

Stories. Vastly entertaining cind well-

performed, the frenetic ensemble

deconstruct the familiar tales with

cheeky self-consciousness, never

crossing into glibness.

A few scenes, like the Three Little

Leftist Pigs, would work better if

they were shortened to just a side

of bacon. But the charisma of the

performers (including many Univer-

sity College Drama Society stu-

dents) keeps up the pace even when
the script lags behind. As well,

there periodically seemed to be too

much action on the Tarragon's wide

stage. The hyperactivity sometimes

distracts from the subtler comedic
moments generated by, as narrator

Marcel Dragonieri exuberantly de-

clares at the show's end, the "white

across the board!" ensemble.—NS

Rating: VWV

The Emergency Mono-
logues (Drinking Well)

Blood, guts, feces, severed testicles:

no body part is spared in Morgan
Jones Phillips' collection of tales

from his days as a paramedic in the

EMS trenches. While he begins with

an airtight disclaimer, Phillips is

all about spontaneity; the show is

structured around a roulette wheel

labelled with various emergency
incidents, and each spin decides

which story he will tell, making the

show a unique experience each

time.

Phillips has a knack for narration,

and what he lacks in tact—his

memories are christened with

titles like "My First Hanging" and

"Edna and the Poo"—he more than

makes up for in comedic timing.

The audience's visible reactions

to the gruesome stories are just as

intriguing as the play itself—as the

theatre emptied, people seemed to

be checking to make sure all their

limbs were still intact. Beneath all

the gross-out jokes, Phillips man-

ages to hint at how our skin and

bones are reflections of who we are,

and how our bodies are, ultimately,

ourselves.—WBM

Rating:WW
Tim Buck 2 (Praxis The-

atre)

Give Tim Buck 2 this credit: for

a partial recreation of Eight Men
Speak (the 1933 play performed in

Toronto before a crowd of 1 ,500

to protest the arrest of Canadian

Communist Party leader Tim Buck),

it doesn't aiim to be way deep, then

fail. It does, however, manage to

assemble a fairly entertaining hour,

even if there is little which theater-

goers can take away from it.

While the play-within-a-play struc-

ture was good for laughs and man-

aged to skewer the humourlessness

of art deemed fit for the workers,

what kept me hanging on, and what
ultimately left me hcuiging, was the

play's ill-defined setting: when are

we? But then 1 suppose injustice is

eternal, hence the play's title and its

willingness to Make A Point. If you
recognize the blurred portrait on
the play's posters—it's like Omar
Khadr is Tim Buck all over again!

And it's a pun!—you probably know
too much about Guantanamo to get

hot under the collar over the play's

conclusion. And yeah, it's a mock-

parliament debate that not even a

high school civics teacher could

love.— JADE COLBERT

SEE 'FRINGE' -PG 11

The Girlfriend Experience

Steven Soderburgh's new film considers the various ways in which society forces us to sell our selves

ALEX HEENEY

Considering that Steven Soder-

bergh's latest film. The Girlfriend

Experience, is about a call girl and
features former porn star Sasha
Grey, it's interesting and admirable
that the film should be all talk and
no sex. Although Grey is a brick

wall dramatically, The Girlfriend

Experience is still a clever medita-
tion on how people sacrifice their

self-respect and lie to themselves
to varying degrees. Although it's a

conversation film, it isn't a visually

dull. Peter Andrews' camera work
brings something new and refresh-

ing to each scene to keep the view-

er engaged in the conversations.

Chelsea is a young, upscale, so-

phisticated call girl in New York
City, giving her rich and pathetic

clients what she calls the "girlfriend

experience." Chelsea is the kind of

girl you can take to fancy restau-

Sasha Grey as call girl Chelsea.

rants, movie theatres, or to meet

with friends. By doing regular date-

like activities with her clients in ad-

dition to providing sexual services,

she maintains an illusion of an emo-

tional exchange with these men.

However, Chelsea is not a sophis-

ticated woman. Her limited vocabu-

lary and childish speech, including

her overuse of the word "like," re-

veal her lack of culture and educa-

tion. But so long as she looks pretty

and plays the part that she thinks

her clients want (or even need), ev-

eryone remains satisfied. Chelsea,

the pretty prostitute, attends to

their insecurities and allows them
to bathe in narcissism while talking

about themselves, their wives, and
their children.

Chelsea's boyfriend, Chris (Chris

Santos) provides an interesting

professional juxtaposition. Soder-

bergh likens Chris' transactions as

a personal trainer to prostitution,

as he too must sell his smiles to get

ahead. However, Chelsea is no her-

oine herself: though her job makes
her feel essential, it comes at a cost

to her self-respect.

Her personality is as constructed

as her appearance, and it's unclear

from the film whether she is ever

truly herself. The only hint of this is

in her last sexual encounter, which
is raw and clearly portrays Chelsea

as being used. At this point, there's

no longer anything behind which
she can hide.

RATING: WV
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A diagnostic revolution in ttie worl(s

Detecting cancer ten times earlier than is currently possible

^JEORGE TCHKHARTICHVILI

If you show symptoms of strep tfiroat,

your doctor will swab your throat,

send the sample to a lab to culture

the bacteria, and wait for the results

before writing a prescription. The day

when a sick person can self-adminis-

ter a blood sample and receive a di-

agnosis in minutes will see patients

receiving treatment faster and clinical

costs cut dramatically. That day may
be within reach thanks to Dr. Shana

Kelley, a professor in U of T's faculties

of pharmacy and medicine.

The Kelley lab is developing nano-

technology that could diagnose ear-

ly stage cancer and other infectious

diseases ten times earlier and at a

fraction of the cost than is current

clinical practice. Their project con-

sists of an electronic chip the size of

a dime containing complementary
genetic material, or the appropriate

antibodies, that could generate an
electronic readout to inform doctors

of a patient's immediate health.

DNA and RNA are composed of

nucleotide bases, adenine (A), gua-

nine (G), cytosine (C) and thymine
(T). Complementary base pairing

occurs in double-stranded DNA
helices between A and T and C and
G, and mismatched, absent or dam-
aged nucleotides can result in ge-

netic mutations.

Kelley has been acknowledged as a

frontier scientist worldwide in MIT's

Technology Review Top 100 Inven-

tors, named an Alfred R Sloan Fellow

for her promising research career, and
awarded the prestigious Pittsburgh

Conference Achievement Award for

"significant contributions to electro-

chemical biomolecular detection" in

2007. In 2008 she was named among
Canada's Top 40 Under 40 by Caldwell

Partners. Last month The Varsity sat

down with Dr. Kelley to discuss her

new technology and whether it could

revolutionize health care delivery.

The Varsity: What happens in

cases where there is mutation of the

genetic code in viruses or bacteria

you are testing?

Shana Kelley: That's a tricky thing

to deal with. The solution is to look at

many possibilities at one time. This

is called multiplexing. Currently, we
can look at 42 different sequences.

If you have a virus you suspect can

mutate in 42 different ways, you
would be able to test them all. We
could easily do 400 sequences by ad-

justing the patterning on the chip.

TV: To make this applicable for use

in hospitals, will the industry need to

synthesize different combinations of

sequences for different diseases?

SK: Yes. Currently we're developing

this technology in my lab. The next

step would be a very small company
that would develop the technology

further and eventually get it out to

hospitals. It needs to be packaged

into an instrument, something that a

hospital worker can use very easily.

TV: How soon do you think this

would be available to the public?

SK: Realistically, we have another

U of T professor and researcher Dr. Shana Kelley was recently named one of 'Canada's Top 40 Under 40' for her groundbreaking work on diagnosing cancer.

If you think outside

the box and what

challenges [doctors]

face, we'll always be

finding new problems

to solve [and] new

application areas that

will keep pushing us to

do better science

year's work to do to make sure our

chips are sensitive enough and in-

strumentation easy to use. We're

hopeful that within that year we
would transfer the technology into a

company, and it would take another

year to get the product to market.

Ideally, we're maybe two years away
from getting something close to

clinical use. My lab has been work-

ing on this stuff since 2000, and now
we are in the final stretch of making
it practical.

TV: What about the accuracy?Are

there chances for false positives,

where a test indicates a positive

result that doesn't actually exist?

SK: There's always chances for false

positives, false negatives even. An-

other reason multiplexing is so use-

ful is that you are building controls

right under your chip. You would
put some sequences on there that

shouldn't be binding to anything in

your sample, and if they are, you
know that there is something wrong
somewhere so you would put that

test aside and do it again. It's a simi-

lar concept with false negatives.

TV: The government would probably

save a lot ofmoney with patients

occupying fewer beds for less time. Is

the government funding this project,

as well as private companies?

SK: Absolutely. We have funding

from CIHR (Canadian Institutes of

Health Research), NSERC (Natural

Sciences and Engineering Research

Council of Canada), OICR (Ontario

Institute of Cancer Research), OCE
(Ontario Centre for Excellence), and
Genome Canada. Many agencies

have been very generous and recog-

nize the value of this in terms of the

impact on quality of treatment and
also in terms of the economics of the

health care system.

TV: What ledyou to study nanotech-

nology?

SK: 1 was educated with a very in-

terdisciplinary approach, where you

think of an interesting problem and

go out and learn about all the meth-

ods that you can use to solve it. As a

graduate student, what I became in-

terested in and remained interested in

was developing new tools for clinical

diagnostics. I knew a lot about prior

efforts and why they failed, and what
were really needed were new kinds

of materials to serve as platforms for

clinical diagnostics. It turned out that

nanomaterials, which are the size of

biological molecules, have a signifi-

cant advantage as sensors. You can

start to think about matching the size

of your sensing element to the size of

the thing you are looking for. It makes
it a little bit less like looking for a nee-

dle in a haystack.

TV: Do you see yourselfcontinuing to

work with nanotechnology after the

completion of this project?

SK: Sure. We've just written some
proposals for using this type of tech-

nology for tuberculosis. It's a huge

problem in the developing world, as

it's very difficult to diagnose people

in remote areas. The kind of instru-

mentation that we envision are chips

that don't require a lot of power. It can

be very small because it doesn't take

much to read out the signals from

these chips. That's a whole new area

for us. If you think outside the box

and what challenges [doctors] face,

we'll always be finding new problems

to solve [and] new application areas

that will keep pushing us to do better

science.

TV: How wouldyou transfer informa-

tion onto the chip in countries without

the resources or laboratories ready to

analyze the samples?

SK: We would basically have a unit

the size of a blackberry. It would have

one of the chips in it with an injection

port for the sample. There would also

be components embedded in there to

burst open the bacteria, for example,

and a readout would be shown to the

person doing the test indicating the

diagnosis. There is going to be a lot of

difficult engineering going into mak-

ing the device, but we know that we
can do it based on the parameters.

This could have a huge impact on a

very large number of people.

TV: How long would the readout

take?

SK: 1 think we can push it to give us

a readout in a few minutes. We have

seen that in experiments in our lab

and we think that can be done with

clinical samples as well.

TV: So the whole idea could apply to

people at home, instead ofgoing over

to the hospital and spending time in

the emergency room?

SK: Exactly. We may get there some-

day.

TV: Do you believe this a revolution?

SK: I think so. We now live in an era

where we know the sequence of the

human genome, we know about most

of the proteins that operate in hu-

man cells, we know what genes pre-

dispose people to cancer, we know
what the markers are. We just need

the technology to be able to analyze

them. If we can find that technology

and adapt it in the right way, it could

be a revolution. It would make clini-

cal medicine very different to have

access to the kinds of tools we are

talking about.
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Exploring antimatters in fiction

Charlotte Tombs investigates the physics behind thriller Angels and Demons

CHARLOTTE TOMBS

Dan Brown's Angels and Demons re-

cently made its way onto the silver

screen, and has drawn massive audi-

ences due to the overwhelming popu-

larity of the book, as well as the film's

star-studded cast. However, few may
stop to consider the principles of

physics behind the story. Enter Scott

Menary of York's Department of

Physics and Astronomy.

Menary is one of several Canadian

and American particle physicists

who are giving free public-friend-

ly lectures at universities across

the continent to elucidate the sci-

ence behind Angels and Demons.

Although many of the principles

in the film are extremely complex

concepts in theoretical physics, in

his lecture at York's Accolade West

Hall in late May, Professor Menary
managed to make the Higgs Boson

and antimatter accessible to even a

science-illiterate audience.

In Angels and Demons, Harvard

Symbologist Robert Langdon (played

by Tom Hanks) is called to CERN (the

European Organization for Nuclear

Research) to examine the symbol on

the chest of a dead physicist, only to

discover that a group of scientists

called the "llluminati " has resurfaced

to seek vengeance upon their archen-

emy, the Catholic Church. Langdon
discovers the llluminati have plotted

to destroy the Vatican using antimat-

ter they have stolen from CERN.
CERN, ProfessorMenary explained

,

is the world's largest research labora-

tory for particle physics and houses

the Large Hadron Collider, a particle

accelerator 100 metres underground.

By accelerating and smashing pro-

The Large Hadron Collider, the world's largest and fastest particle accelerator, is located over 100 metres beneath the

Franco-Swiss border.

tons along a 27-kilometre track, sci-

entists are able to better understand

the laws of nature while attempting to

recreate the conditions that existed

when the Big Bang occurred. Upon
generating these conditions, scien-

tists hope to discover the nature of

mass as defined by the Standard

Model of particle physics.

The Standard Model is a theory

that accounts for all of the forces

in the universe, except gravity, and
stipulates that particles produced

in the Big Bang did not have mass.

According to the Standard Model,

particles acquire their mass by mov-

ing through space and by interacting

with a specific particle, which en-

dows each of the other particles with

mass. This unseen molecule, which

occupies all of space, was named the

"Higgs Boson"—or the "God particle"

as it is referred to in Angels and De-

mons. Menary mentioned that the

"Higgs Boson is the lynchpin of the

standard model; something like it

has to exist or the entire system is

wrong." Essentially, if the particles

in the Big Bang were created without

mass, there must be something out

there that gave them mass.

In addition to possibly producing

the Higgs Boson particles, physicists

at CERN are producing antimatter

particles, such as those believed to

have formed during the Big Bang.

Antimatter particles are identical

in mass but opposite in charge to

physical matter.

The Big Bang hypothesis posits that

at the moment the universe was cre-

ated, particles and antiparticles ex-

isted in equal amounts. However, one

second after this moment of creation,

the antimatter, as well as most matter,

completely disappeared and only a

small amount of matter was left to cre-

ate the stars, the galaxies, and planet

Earth.

Antimatter does not exist on earth

—

it needs to be produced at CERN in

the Large Hadron Collider through a

process of extremely high energy par-

ticle collisions. Antiparticles annihilate

when they collide with particles. In or-

der to trap them, the antiparticles need

to be decelerated from 96 per cent to

10 per cent of the speed of light. They
also need to be stored in a "Penning

Trap Ultrahigh Vacuum" so that they

do not come into contact with matter.

In very simple terms, if antimatter were

to interact with matter in real life, an

explosion would occur.

In Angels and Demons, one gram of

antimatter is expected to destroy the

Vatican once released from the Penning

Trap. Even though one gram of antimat-

ter could in fact destroy the Vatican (it

could even destroy all of Rome and the

surrounding area), it is unrealistic for

Brown to claim that the production of

this one gram is even possible. CERN
is only capable of producing one bil-

lionth of a gram of antimatter per year.

It would take one billion years to pro-

duce just one gram of antimatter!

Although Dan Brown may not have

used particle physics principles with

complete accuracy in his book. Dr.

Menary explained that this invisible,

destructive molecule does in fact exist,

and it's simply a matter of separating

fact from fiction.

Balloon telescope unlocks secret of the universe

The Balloon-Borne Large-Aperture Sub-millimetre Telescope (BLAST) was launched using a

33-storey tall balloon, and unlike other sub-millimetre telescopes, can generate colour images of

starlight located billions of light years away.

MERSIHA GADZO
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^arsi^^^^^

Using a two-tonne telescope carried by a bal-

loon the size of a 33-storey building, scientists

from U of T and UBC have helped solve the

mystery of the origins of starlight.

After two years spent analyzing data from the

telescope BLAST (Balloon-borne Large-Aperture

Sub-millimetre Telescope), physicists are releas-

ing information about the birthplaces of ancient

stars. The team of scientists from Canada, the

U.S., and the U.K. recently revealed in Nature
that half of the starlight in the universe comes
from young, star-forming galaxies several billion

light years away.

Dust usually conceals approximately heilf of a

galaxy's cosmic starlight and obscures its histo-

ry of star formation. Flying the telescope above
the atmosphere allowed the team to see deep
into the universe, at wavelengths unattainable
from ground level.

"Stars are born in clouds of gas and dust,"

explains Barth Netterfield, a cosmologist in the

Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics at

U of T. "The dust absorbs the starlight, hiding the
young stars from view. The brightest stars in the
universe are also the shortest-lived, and many
never leave their stellar nursery."

BLAST'S thermo-detectors were able to identi-

fy the warmed dust, emitting light at far-infrared

and submillimetre wavelengths invisible to the
human eye, Netterfield explains.

"The history of star formation in the universe
is written out in our data. It is beautiful. And it is

just a taste of things to come," says UBC profes-
sor Mark Halpem.

As UBC post-doctoral fellow Ed Chapin

explains, the sub-millimetre telescopes

used over the past decade could only create

black-and-white pictures no bigger than the

size of a fingernail. Today BLAST can easily

produce hand-sized colour images, which

marks a great advancement in the study of

astronomy.

The data obtained from BLAST will help sci-

entists better understand the history of the

universe, and how it has changed over cen-

turies. By providing them with a new outlook

on the universe, BLAST will help scientists

make new discoveries over a range of topics,

like the formation of stars and the evolution

of distant galaxies.

"In the distant universe, galaxies look very

different," explained Dr. Enzo Pascale, who
led the U.K. team. "They're much more mas-
sive, forming stars at a very high rate of thou-

sands per year. If you look at our own Milky

Way galaxy today, it forms perhaps just four

stars a year."

BLAST has also helped to answer pending
decade-old questions. In the 1990s, NASA's
COBE satellite discovered the Far Infrared

Background, a nearly uniform glow of submil-

limetre light. While scientists predicted that

this radiation was coming from warmed dust-

enshrouding young stars, the Far Infrared

Background's origins remained unsolved.

BLAST has finally unravelled this mystery,

revealing that all of the Far Infrared Back-

ground comes from individual distant gal-

axies. BLAST can also examine star forma-

tion locally in the Milky Way, and the team
is about to release the largest survey to date

about the earliest stages of star formation, to

be published in the AstrophysicalJournal. The
study proves the existence of a large popu-
lation of cold clouds of gas and dust, which
have cooled to less than minus 260 degrees
Celsius. These cold cores are the birthplaces

of stars.

In addition to leading the data analysis, the

Canadian team that collaborated on BLAST
also created most of the telescope's hard-

ware. The U of T team includes Barth Net-

terfield, department chair Peter G. Martin,

and graduate students Marco P. Viero, Don-
ald V. Wiebe (now a post-doctorate at UBC),
and Enzo Pascale (now on faculty at Cardiff

University).
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Six months done: Sports half-year in review
PERRY KING takes us through six months of sports stories, large and small

Notable athletes of 2009: (left column) jockey Calvin Borel, Varsity Blues swimmer Colin Russell, Pittsburgh Penguin

Sidney Crosby Pittsburgh Steeler Santonio Holmes, (centre) Varsity Blues cross country star Megan Brown, (right

column) Blue Jay Vernon Wells, Olympic gold medalist Usain Bolt at Varsity Centre, NBA first overall draft pick Blake

Griffin, North Carolina Tar Heel Tyler Hansbrough.

Competition and change has de-

fined sports this year. With the

success of traditionally scrub pro

teams, the reaching of destiny, and
even the change in public percep-

tion of the Varsity Blues football

program, 2009 has been an exciting

year for sports thus far.

Here are the professional and
amateur sports stories that caught

our eye.

Singing the Blues

There were two very different though

significant continuing stories in Toron-

to these past six months.

On the one hand, how abysmal has

the performance been for two of the

highest paid Toronto Blue Jays? Ver-

non Wells and Alex Rios have been

comically inefficient this season.

There was a wrinkle in time, pos-

sibly in late May, where the Jays were

the cream of the baseball crop. They
had the ball and ran with it. . .right into

a wall. Linking the team's troubles to

two individuals may seem unfair, as

it's a team sport. But neither Wells nor

Rios have made me feel like this team

could contend at all.

There was one glaring signal of their

stingy offensive skill: in early June, Rios

struck out five times in a home game.

On the other hand, the Varsity Blues

are a sight for sore eyes.

Looking back on the past school

year, Liz Hoffman, U of T's Director of

Athletics, can finally start to reap what

she has sown with Varsity football. Her

top-down decisions, including the hir-

ing of coach Greg DeLaval, have helped

the team finally break out of its losing

streak.

Also being appointed the President

of the Golf Association of Ontario in

January, Hoffman has been a busy

woman.
But the success of the Varsity Blues

has been widespread this year. In

April, cross country runner Megan
Brown and swimmer Colin Russell

were named University of Toronto's

T-Holders Male and Female Athletes of

the Year. Their numbers were too im-

pressive to ignore.

Brown won every race this past

season and, for the second time with

the Blues, won individual titles in

the OUA and CIS. She won the OUA
title by 34 seconds and the CIS title

by 22 seconds.

As for Russell, his swimming achieve-

ments are impressive. Coming off of

an Olympic appearance in Beijing, he

swept all the freestyle events at the

CIS, breaking records in the 50-, 100-,

and 200-metre events.

Blues fans should be proud of the

body of work so far. Let's cross our

fingers for a Blues football contender

this fall.

Pittsburgh Pride

Pittsburgh is glowing right about

now. The Penguins and Steelers be-

coming champions of their leagues

has set the tone for two leagues

known to always seek parity and
change among the teams.

While the Penguins won a champi-

onship that many pundits thought was
destiny for Sidney Crosby, many were

boggled at the pandemonium that was
the 2008-2009 NFL season. There has

never been an era of American foot-

ball where the margin between best

and rest was so narrow.

Considering their team history, the

emergence of the Arizona Cardinals

was the face of the ultimate parity in

the NFL. Around since the 1890s, the

Cardinals needed a championship

and it looked like this might have fi-

nally been the year. That is, until the

Steelers swiped the NFL title in the

dying seconds of the Super Bowl in

February.

The Hamilton Coyotes

Everyone's favourite story in 2009 is

definitely Jim Balsille's blatant disre-

gard for NHL policies in favour of real-

izing a dream for many hockey fans in

the Golden Horseshoe. The near theft

of the Coyotes from Phoenix raised

debate and restored an indifference to

ice hockey for fans in Toronto. The end
result is still unclear, but this story is

far from over.

The Borel Chronicles

Let's face it, some people simply dis-

like horse racing. Some say that the

craft is harmful to the horses, while

others say the sport is boring.

The reality is that sports journal-

ism grew on the backs of horses and

jockeys in the early twentieth century.

Great horse-racing stories have been

lacking since the days of Seattle Slew

and Secretariat. Calvin Borel is a per-

son that the sports world needs.

He is the second jockey in the mod-
ern era of horse racing to win two legs

of the American horse Triple Crown
on two different horses. And to add a

little Canadian flavour, one of Borel's

wins came on a horse that was one of

the biggest odds-on underdogs in Ken-

tucky Derby history: Mine That Bird.

There was no more memorable
image of Borel's success than Mine
That Bird's ridiculous burst of speed
in the last mile of the Derby at

Churchill Downs.

Other Mentionables

The Festival of Excellence at Varsity

Stadium brought track and field back

to the forefront. As a long-time track

athlete, 1 loved the concept behind

this event: a celebration of the human
spirit.

Bracketology was enormously diffi-

cult during March Madness this year,

but the games were very entertaining.

Congratulations to Tyler Hansbrough

and his North Carolina Tar Heels crew

for their championship.

Male pro athlete of the year (so far)

is Roger Federer for finally winning

Roland Garros in June and tying Pistol

Pete Sampras in Grand Slam victories.

Other notable Blues athletes and

teams: Alaine Hutton (basketball), the

tennis and badminton teams, and An-

nie DelGuidice (women's hockey).

Turning over a new Leaf

The NHL Entry Draft proviides the IVIaple Leafs with another opportunity to rebuild

PRASHANNTH RASAIAH

Despite all the draft speculation and rumours,

the Toronto Maple Leafs did not end up drafting

the NHL's next possible superstar. In the weeks

preceding the draft, GM Brian Burke threw all

kinds of hints about moving up in the draft and

bringing John Tavares to Toronto. Leafs Nation

collectively held its breath, as the Buds haven't

had a true superstar on their squad in quite

some time. The Leafs are notorious for picking

players past their prime. While the Raptors usu-

ally have a difficult time bringing superstar tal-

ent to the city because of the climate and fans,

there is no doubt that Toronto is the unofficial

hockey capital of the world. The 2009 NHL En-

try Draft, however, denied the Leafs a chance

to build their squad around an exciting young

prospect. Perhaps Burke preferred not to deal

out Luke Schenn or make any other risky conces-

sions and instead focus on his current agenda of

beefing up the Leafs into genuine hard hitters.

The draft, held at Montreal's Bell Centre, saw

The Leafs missed out on the chance to acquire

OHL star John Tavares who went first overall to

the New York Islanders.

the selection of 119 forwards, 70 defencemen,

and 21 goalies. The New York Islanders retained

their first-round pick and scooped up John Ta-

vares from the London Knights. This was no

surprise, as the last-place Islanders desperately

needed some scoring talent. Rebuilding a team is

a difficult and intricate process, as Toronto has

witnessed, and the Islanders played their cards

wisely to firmly defend their pick. Who better

to draft than the kid who broke OHL scoring re-

cords at the age of 16? It still remains to be seen

whether Tavares will be another Sydney Crosby

or Alexander Ovechkin, but the six-foot centre's

talent cannot be denied. The clinic he put on at

the 2009 World Junior Championships had all

the scouts drooling.

Next on the list was Victor Hedman, the elite

Swedish defenceman, who was selected sec-

ond by the Tampa Bay Lightning. Hedman and
Tavares were billed as equals in the draft race,

and they represented the classic NHL draft co-

nundrum: do you go for the flashy scorer or the

super solid defenceman? NHL teams have had

mixed results with their choices. Hedman was
also part of a record seven Swedes who were
drafted during the first round.

Other mentionable picks include Bramp-

ton Battalion's Matt Duchene, who was taken

third by the Colorado Avalanche, and Brayden

Schenn, Luke Schenn's brother, who was picked

fifth by the Los Angeles Kings.

At number seven, the Leafs landed London,

Ontario native and other London Knights star

Nazem Kadri. Kadri scored an impressive 25

goals in 56 games for the Knights. It is unlikely

that he will see ice time during the upcoming

season, but the Leafs will definitely try to culti-

vate him into an aggressive, slashing centre to

suit their gritty offensive plans. Interestingly,

Kadri will be the first NHL player of Lebanese de-

scent and only the second Muslim player.

The Leafs also picked right-winger Kenny

Ryan at 50th overall, and defenceman Jesse

Blacker at 58th overall. The Leafs are usually

criticized for trading their picks and prospects

for more seasoned players instead of developing

them internally. Only the upcoming seasons will

reveal what Burke has in store for these players,

and how he will incorporate them into the Leafs'

painfully slow rebuilding process.
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A quiet affair

A few surprises emerged in what was otherwise an

unspectacular NBA Draft

OMARSAEED

On a late June evening in New York's

Madison Square Gardens, a highly

anticipated event was quickly los-

ing steam just prior to the 7 p.m.

start time. First, some major moves

were made between contending

teams in the NBA earlier in the day,

as some of the biggest names in the

sport were being shuffled around,

especially in favour of the Eastern

Conference. Shaquille O'Neal was

traded to the Cleveland Cavaliers

from Phoenix to join forces with

Lebron James, in exchange for only

Sasha Pavlovic and Ben Wallace.

By addressing the issues at centre

that have plagued the Cavaliers,

many feel this move makes Cleve-

land the top contender for the 2010

Championship.

Other notable moves in the East

were the trade of Vince Carter from

New Jersey to Orlando and Jamal

Crawford from Golden State to At-

lanta. The only major move in the

West was the acquisition of Rich-

ard Jefferson by the San Antonio

Spurs through a three-team deal

that meant the end of Bruce Bowen,

Fabricio Oberto, and Kurt Thomas'
days in Spurs uniforms.

With so many high priced and tal-

ented athletes switching teams and

with a draft class that many feel is

the weakest of the past several sea-

sons, much of the excitement and
anticipation normally felt at the
NBA draft was simply missing. Add-
ing to this was the shocking and
unexpected news of a certain pop
star's death, which occurred only
an hour prior to the start of the
draft, further dampening the mood
inside Madison Square Gardens.
Anyone watching this year's

NCAA March Madness tournament
would have had a perfect preview of

this year's NBA draft class. There's

no single player who will make a

large impact on the game right

away, but many who may grow into

dominant forces in years to come.
Not surprisingly, Blake Griffin

—

the large and athletic power for-

ward who impressed everyone with

his play for Oklahoma in the NCAA
this year—was selected first over-

all by the Los Angeles Clippers.

Unexpected selections included

Tanzanian-born Hasheem Thabeet
by the Memphis Grizzlies with the

second overall pick. While Thabeet
is 7'3" and weighs 267 pounds,

many feel he lacks the finesse and
court sense necessary to be valu-

able as an NBA player. Ricky Rubio,

the skilled point guard from Spain

who was part of the silver medal

winning Spanish Olympic men's

basketball team, was anticipated as

a potential second or third overall

but ended up being quite a steal for

the Minnesota Timberwolves, who
picked him up with the fifth overall

pick.

Other notable picks were Stephen

Curry by the Golden State Warriors,

a selection that forced New York

to settle for Jordan Hill, despite

publicly reporting their interest in

Curry. This selection drew boos
from the crowd at Madison Square

Gardens, as the home team ended
draft day with less-than-favourable

selections. For Torontonians, some
positive news was the selection of

DeMar DeRozan, who many Toron-

to sports writers feel will perfectly

compliment the likes of Chris Bosh
and Hedu Turkoglu.

In a day full of major headlines

both from within basketball and
without, it seems as though the

draft was doomed to be an after-

thought in the minds of most fans.

Although the pool of talent in the

draft class seems shallow in the

early going, there is a lot of poten-

tial for several of these rookies to

emerge as stars in their first NBA
seasons. This year's race for Rookie

of the Year will be extremely tight

and entertaining to watch.

First overall pick Blake Griffin dunks the ball against the North Carolina Tar

Heels during the NCAA March Madness Tournament.

'NORTHERN' - CONTINUED FROM PG 6

SATURDAY

The Zoobombs
(Yonge-Dundas Square,
i:30p.m.)
Impossible to ignore live, these

Japanese punks bend genres in one
of the most consistently flawless

sets you are likely to see anywhere
in the world. Strong stuff.—CB

Caledonia
(Bread & Circus, 10 p.m.)
When Caledonia's set was ended by
the sound guy turning on "Just Like

Heaven," fans protested until the

folksy group promised a few more
songs. Better than The Cure? Well,

definitely pretty good.—SW

Simply Saucer
(The Reverb, 2 a.m.)
The more you like Simply Saucer's

records, the more prudent it is to

cherish the hard copy and never,

ever see the band perform live. Of
course, their material is still way
better than 90 per cent of the acts

performing this weekend, and they
can still rock. But the hard truth
is that at age 45 it's impossible to

do what you did when you were
20.—AM

SUNDAY

Arrington de Dionyso (The
Music Gallery, 3 p.m.)
This was cancelled at the last

minute, which means I walked the
15 minutes to the Music Gallery
for nothing. So fuck Arrington de
Dionyso. 1 bet his real name is

John.—AM

GZA w/ King Khan (Yonge-
Dundas Square, 8 p.m.)
A crowd-pleasing set that included

everything you would want: selec-

tions largely taken from Liquid

Swords, shout outs to ODB and one

firm reminder that Wu Tang is for

the children. Like a big, hip-hop

group hug.—CB

MORE ONLINE: Visit

thevarsity.ca for a podcast

featuring songs by our

favourite NXNE acts ! Jf^

'FRINGE' -CONTINUED FROM PG
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Red Machine: Part 1 (The
Room)

There's something to be said for a lit-

tle bit of exposition. The Red Machine
is comprised of three separate pieces

by Michael Rubenfeld, Erin Shields,

and Brendan Gall, each fragment rep-

resenting a sojourn into writer Hugo's

blocked brain. The labyrinthine struc-

ture is a great concept, but it doesn't

translate clearly in production.

There are powerful moments:

performer Kristy Kennedy's twitch-

ing, bound prophet evokes Beckett's

enigmatic monologue Ato// as her

body and language resist each other

Tova Smith, in a thankless but sexy

role, plays up the noir element to great

visual effect, but the allusions and lit-

erary motifs do little to bind the sepa-

rate scenes into something holistic.

Although the intention is admirable.

The Red Machine might benefit from

some more of the usual narratological

conventions in order to render it more

than just a well-lit, well-performed

round of Exquisite Corpse.—NS
Rating: VVV

Fucking Stephen Harper: How
I Sexually Assaulted the 22nd
Prime Minister of Canada and
Where it Got Me (Ten Foot
Pole)

Disclaimer: Fucking Stephen Harper

delves very little into, as the subtitle

promises, how Rob Salerno sexually

assaulted his Right Honourableness

and where it got him. There is, in

fact, zero fucking of the 22nd Prime

Minister of Canada. However, it does

give Salerno, who did not actually

grab his interview subject by the

balls but does actually write torXtra,

a soapbox from which to bemoan the

state of his career At that point, you

will just bemoan how time seems to

have slowed.

Admittedly, none of us would be in

this mess if the Conservatives had

to win votes in predominantly gay

ridings to gain a majority government.

Or if most Canadians considered gay

issues their issues. Or if Harper's (con-

sensual) handlers didn't try to dictate

media coverage down to the font

type. There's a whole Kama Sutra of

ways Harper is fucking everyone over,

which is a lot to demonstrate when
you're just a one-man show. - JC

Rating: VVv

For showtimes and more information,

visit www.hringetoronto.com.

Teach English

Overseas

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training
Certification Courses

• lotenstve 60-Hoar Program

• Classroom Management Technigues

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicmn

• IntemationaUy Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca
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Guy: I'm anal about my buns.

—Outside Robarts

Guy advertising his dog (and other animal?) walking

service: Gimme a pigeon, I walk. Rat. I walk. Beanie baby. I walk.

You got a sister? I walk her too.

—St. George and College

Prof 1: Come on guys, even I have realizations! I just don't know

how to realize them.

Prof 2: 1 know you guys go around crying about how expensive

university is. [In kid voice] "Cry cry, we're so sad for paying so

much!" If it was up to me, you'd be paying more! I don't get paid

enough.

— POL301

In a common room (on having children): Here's an idea,

instead of having children, why don't we just hire little people so

they can take care of themselves!

—In a common room

Sociology professor on medical notes if tests are missed

due to illness: Nothing endangers public health as much as a

test.

Prof on the School for Feeble-Minded Boys and Girls: I don't

care if you were in top of your class, if you go to a school with

such a name you won't get far! You might as well have gone to

York!

DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

oh my gosh' i 'm
ABSOLUTELY CONVINCED that
I've just had the best
idea for a superhero ever.

she's torn between her desire for Gandhi an
Dassive resistance and her desire to punch
ler way to a unilaterally imposed solution!

!

She's a conflicted hero for a conflicted
age, you guys!

And the "fist"
capitalized?

That, my friends, i

called 'graphic
design".

/ so what ' s her
origin story?

Of course! Also,
"paci " is in wimpy
script letters
"fist" is in
hese big

exploding block
letters

!

oh, the standard: she was a super
pacifist but then realized she super
liked punching dudes, and so swore
on her parents' grave that from now
on she would definitely try to do

both.

I honestly-*
don't see an
audience
for this

utahraptor

!

.Hello''
IT' s A
METAPHOR
FOR

ROMANTIC
RELATIONSHIPS??

LATER

:

SO, urn

\
Most of my
relationships
have been
"complicated".

fO 2009 Ryan North MVM. ovantz . com

Are you a business, club, or campus group
looking to get access to UofPs thousands
of impressionable new undergraduates?

I t=^onsider advertising in I

THE \AARSITY FjRjT YgAR HANDBOOK!

Contact usTa^s@m^^^^?'V^^acriine: July 31st
Share your own 'overheards' on the

'Overheard on Campus' facebook group!

JULY & AUGUST
MONDAY. JULY 6

Trampoline Halt Mini

Lectures

"Non experts" lecture on life, love,

and pop culture ephemera.

• 8 p.m. $5 in advance ($6 at door)

• Sneaky Dee's (431 College St.)

• trampolinehall.net

H2oil

Documentary screening and panel

discussion with writer/director

Shannon Walsh, indigenous rights

activist Clayton Thomas-Muller, etc.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Bloor Cinema (506 Bloor St. W.)

• (Call to register) 416-533-2710

Quarter Life Calamity

Can't get enough quarter life crisis?

Check out this play about five

friends dealing with the post-grad

blues. Also part of the Fringe.

• 4:30 p.m. $10

• Theatre Passe Muraille Mainspace

(16 Ryerson Ave.)

• quarterlifecalamity.com

WEDNESDAY. JULY 8

Outdoor fHm screening:

Pretty in Pinl<

Get your teen angst on with this

1986 John Hughes classic.

• 9 p.m. Free!

• Harbourfront Centre, 235 Queens

Quay W.

TUESDAY, JULY 7 , 416-973-4000

Quarter Life: The Musical

Does life mirror art? See how much THURSDAY, JULY ?
rings true in this musical tribute to Finding VVprlt Wprkslipp,

being a directionless 20-something. Learn how to find work by

(Part of Toronto Fringe Festival, utilizing various strategies,

which runs through July 12.) conducting effective research and

• 12:45 p.m. $8 in advance ($10 at understanding the employer's

door) perspective.

• Royal St. George's Auditorium • 11:30a.m.-1 p.m.

(120 Howland Ave.) • Koffler Student Sevices Building

• feistyfairy.ca (214 College St. at St. George)

• careers.utoronto.caor416-946-

7896 (Contact: Glen Matadeen)

Kite Flying witli Local

People. UTAC workshop
A kite-making and flying workshop

and process-oriented performance

with mixed media installation

comprised of handmade kites

and related ephemera, photo and

video documentation and drawing.

Featuring artist Yoshinori Niwa from

Japan!

• 12-4 p.m. Free! (Bring your lunch)

• UofT Art Centre (15 King's College

Circle)

• http://studentsutac.ning.com/

events/kite-flying-with-local-

people or 414-946-3029

(Contact: Sunny Kerr)

FRIDAY, JULY 10

Scenes From Childhood
Reel Activism

Screening of excerpts from Avi

Mograbi's Avenge But One Of

My Two Eyes, Juliano Mer Khamis's

Arna's Children, and Rachel Grady

and Heidi Ewing's Jesus Camp
followed by discussion.

• 7 p.m. PWYC
• Bloor Street United Church (300

Bloor St. W.)

• 416-966-2815

Beats. Breaks and Culture

The sixth edition of this festival

features internationally acclaimed

Broken Social Scene and Toronto

ensemble Holy Fuck alongside

Montreal synth-pop sensations

Winter Gloves. Hip-hop Karaoke

does a special free event while the

festival also showcases voguers,

breakdancers, graffiti artists and

futuristic hair cuts (until July 12).

• 11 a.m.-l p.m. Free!

• Harbourfront Centre (235 Queens

Quay W.)

• harbourfrontcentre.com

SATURDAY. JULY 11

Afrofest

A celebration of African music,

theatre, dance and food, this is

one of the city's liveliest summer

festivals.

• Noon-10:30p.m. Free!

• Queen's Park

• musicafrica.org

JULY 15 TO AUGUST 1

Romeo and Juliet

Witness an outdoor staging of this

famed Shakespearean tragedy. Bring

your own blanket!

• Wed. to Sat. 8 p.m. Wednesdays

are PWYC. $8 for students/

seniors, $10 for adults

• Philosopher's Stage at

Philosopher's Walk, 80 Queen's

Park Crescent

• canopytheatre.ca

JULY 14 TO AUGUST 3

Caribana
Caribbean music, dancing, food, and

more. One of the summer's biggest

parties!

• Various venues and costs

• caribanafestival.com

To haveyourUofT

campus event listed

in this space forFREE,

just send the appropriate

details to

listings@thevarsity.ca I
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Pan-Am Games

mean more

student levies:

protestors

If Toronto wins bid, UTSC

get new aquatic centre

SHONITH RAJENDRAN

Around 30 protestors gathered across the

street from Varsity Stadium to rally against

Toronto's bid to host the 2015 Pan American
games Monday morning, arguing that it would

divert resources from other priorities.

The rally was organized by No Games To-

ronto, a group formed earlier this year, with

support from several CUPE locals, the Cana-

dian Federation of Students, the Association

of Part-Time Undergraduate Students, and the

Ontario Coalition Against Poverty.

The Pan American Games are held ev-

ery four years between the countries of the

Americas. Toronto is going up against Bogota,

Colombia and Lima, Peru for hosting hon-

ours. The decision comes in November, and
if Toronto wins, several building projects are

planned for U of T—and students will have to

pay levies for them, say protestors.

Take the new, $170-million athletics facil-

ity at Scarborough campus, of which UTSC
would pay $37.5 million. Zuhair Syed, presi-

dent of the Scarborough Campus Students'

Union, said that the union was reserving its

full support for the project until the university

announced how much it would cost students.

"Our position has always been that we sup-

port the idea of improved athletics facilities at

UTSC, but at the same time we don't know if

we support this levy," Syed said. He added es-

timates were expected in December or early

SEE 'GAMES' -PG
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theVARSYTY
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BRING YOUR PARENTS TO SCHOOL

Since when is university a family affair? U of T's new website for students' families gives

anxious parents a place to go, LIZ KAGEDAN reports. SEE STORY ON PAGE 5.

Professor Helen Lenskyj speaks out on Monday
morning against Toronto's bid for the Pan

American Games.

Firm tied to eHealtii scandal

got uncontested contract to

survey Ontario campuses

BARBARA DE DIOS

The McGuinty government granted the

Courtyard Group a $430,000 contract-
without competition—to assess the long-

term building needs of Ontario colleges

and universities, documents reveal. Court-

yard previously made the news for its pric-

ey consulting fees, shouldered by taxpay-

ers, in the recent eHealth scandal.

The firm has Liberal ties, but limited ex-

perience in assessing higher education.

John Ronson, Courtyard representative

and co-chair of the 1995 Liberal campaign,

was paid $450 an hour by the Ministry of

Training, Colleges and Universities to visit

55 campuses last fall, in addition to travel,

meals, and hotel costs for Ronson and his

staff. Each campus trip totalled thousands

of dollars, though only four hours were
scheduled per visit, after adding costs for

preparation, staff, and transport.

After the eHealth controversy exploded,

the province asked for—and got—a refund

of over $6,000 in meal and hotel expens-

es from the campus survey project. The
Globe and Mail reported that Courtyard

expenses were only $1.36 under the travel

budget of $15,000, according to documents
they obtained.

"We reached out to Courtyard because

it had experience in long-term capital plan-

ning in the health field," John Milloy, Min-

ister of Training, Colleges and Universities,

told the Globe. He added Courtyard came
recommended by Paul Genest, the presi-

dent of the Council of Ontario Universities

at the time.

Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty said

new regulations would prevent unten-

dered consultant work.

Courtyard's report, released Monday,

recommended against creating a new uni-

versity to deal with the increasing need
for undergrad spots. It also suggested in-

centives to get Toronto-area students to

leave home, such as paying for their resi-

dence, to relieve high demand for Toronto

schools even as other universities struggle

to boost enrolment.

Vol. CXXX, No. 4

New College

cuts porter

jobs

Only one of three

residences keep 24-hour

porter service

ANNIE BERGERON-OLIVER

New College has stopped offering 24-hour porter

service for two of three residence buildings as

of Aug. 27 to save an expected $250,000. The col-

lege gave four full-time and 12 student porters

one month's notice. The staff now consists of four

students and five full-time porters. Wilson Hall

will maintain its 24-hour service, while the lodges

at Wetmore and 45 Willcocks will have reduced

hours.

Porters provide a number of services, such as

providing keys for locked-out students, performing

nightly building checks, sorting mail and receiving

parcels, and booking rentals for New College fa-

cilities. They make life convenient when students

need tokens, stamps, or change for the laundry.

Wilson porters may have to leave their post if

students from other residences need assistance

during off-hours. These students would have to

knock on the door to get the Wilson porter's atten-

tion, since they have keys to only their own resi-

dence.

New College has a deficit of $6.3 million, accord-

ing to a January 2008 residence report that recom-

mends measures for cutting costs and increasing

revenue. This fall's residence fees are up 20 per

cent from last year's.

Porters say the change compromises students'

security and convenience, but asked to remain

anonymous for fear of being fired.

"This will impact the kids greatly. They can't get

back into their room without expecting. . . a stew-

ard to leave their desk [and] open their door. It will

jeopcirdize their security," one full-time steward

said.

"Having three desks operating 24 hours a day

for less than 800 students is too high a ratio," said

Jennifer McMillen, director of resident and student

life at New College. McMillen conceded there will

be major adjustments, but said the jobs cut were

not an essential cost. She said part of the savings

would be used for renovations.

That's of little comfort to staff who have worked

there for as much as five or 10 years, who now have

shifts with less flexibility. "When will New College

stop squeezing money out of the students and

employees on the lower end of the pay scale, and
instead find alternative means to save money?"
asked a former student porter "Perhaps they

should be cutting the salaries of the high-paid ad-

ministration."

John Ankenman of Steelworkers Local 1998, the

porters' union, said it was not involved in the de-

cision and would file for grievances if it turns out

New College violated agreements.

Wetmore Hall's lodge will be open 12:30-4 p.m.,

Monday to Friday.

45 Willcocks will be open 7:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

Monday to Wednesday and 11:30 p.m.-7:30 a.m.

Thursday.

University College, Trinity, and St. Michael's still

have 24-hour porter service in residence.
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Female profs reduce gender gap, study finds

TIM LEGAULT
Associate News Editor

Professor gender has a strong impact

on whether female students graduate

with a bachelor's degree in science,

technology, engineering, or math
(STEM), according to a May 2009

study published by the National Bu-

reau of Economic Research.

In part, the study finds this is be-

cause the majority of STEM courses

are taught by men. The gender gap
is significantly reduced when female

students are taught introductory

STEM courses by female professors.

This study comes as the University

of Toronto and other schools try to

resolve gender gaps in their depart-

ments. It is not uncommon for male
professors and students to outnum-
ber their female counterparts by four

to one in some STEM departments.

"Role models for young engineer-

ing women are very important and
we have outstanding women pro-

fessors who are role models for our

women engineering students," said

Christina Amon, the dean of U of T's

engineering faculty.

Only 14 per cent of the academic
staff in engineering at U of T are wom-
en, up from nine per cent in the 2005-

2006 academic year Amon said the

faculty's key priority is to increase

diversity among its professors.

In non-STEM courses the gender

gap is not as marked at U of T. In the

fall 2007 term, roughly 62 per cent of

degree-seeking students enrolled in

humanities were female. However,

only 14 per cent of students enrolled

in computer science degrees were
female.

U of T Undergraduate and Professional Studies

Program Enrolment 2007
100%

Undergraduate Enrolment In Canada
2005-2006

In academia, hiring is a slow pro-

cess. Faculty hiring rates are large-

ly determined by the retirement

rates of professors.

"Four of our last eight St. George
Physics hires have been female,"

said professor Dick Bailey, acting

chair of U of T's physics depart-

ment. "But our faculty female rep-

resentation so far is only about 15

per cent rather than 50 per cent.

Why? Because it will take another

three decades for the glut of males

to work through to retirement."

Short of forcibly firing male pro-

fessors because they are male,

there is little that can be done to

fix the issue quickly, conceded Bai-

ley. He added that two of the three

introductory physics courses de-

signed for students pursuing a

STEM degree are taught by women,
which he found promising.

Scott Carrell, a professor of eco-

nomics at UC Davis and one of the

researchers in the study, says that

the results should be put in per-

spective.

"It would be very dangerous just

to say 'OK, we're 20 per cent female

right now and tomorrow we're go-

ing to be 50 per cent female and
we're going to do that by hiring

more female professors and doing

that is going to increase the number
of female science and engineering

students Toronto produces each
year," said Carrell.

New female hires should still face

checks and balances that ensure

their quality matches that of cur-

rent female faculty, warns Carrell.

The lack of women representation

in STEM-related degrees extends

beyond universities, where women
are noticeably outnumbered in re-

lated careers.

The study says it remains unclear

why professor gender matters for

female students, but posits the is-

sue goes beyond role model effects.

Holberg Prize win a probable chance

U of T prof nabs award for work on philosophy of science

mN MAJISAAC^^^

A scholcU'ly award considered one of

the most prestigious and lucrative in

the world has gone to Ian Hacking, a U
of T professor.

The Holberg International Memo-
rial Prize awards a substantial sum
annually to a scholar who has done

outstanding work in the arts and hu-

manities, socicil sciences, or law and

theology. This year the prize is val-

ued at 4.5 million Norwegian kroner

($815,000 CON)
Hacking's work has "profoundly

altered our understanding of the

ways in which key concepts emerge

through scientific practices and in

specific social and institutional con-

texts," reads the citation for the prize,

hailing Hacking cis an interdisciplin-

ary thinker whose realm surpassed

the humanities, influencing thinking

in areas including technology, medi-

cal science, and psychology.

Arguably Hacking's most influential

work—and certainly his favourite,

he says—is The Emergence of Prob-

ability, published in 1975. The work

focused on the history of the devel-

opment of statistical probability, and

how the very theory of probability af-

fects natural and social sciences.

Emergence launched Hacking along

an intellectual arc that produced

works on obesity, biotechnology, the

soul, child abuse, and determinism,

among others. "My key long-term

project," he says, "is understanding

Professor Ian Hacking teaches at U
of T and College de France.

the ways in which distinctive styles

of scientific thinking have arisen from

the early development of ancient

mathematics."

Published in 1990, The Taming of

Chance was a companion to Emer-

gence. In it, Hacking showed how a

massive accumulation of statistics

by states led to a probabilistic un-

derstanding of social life, influencing

debates on a number of social issues.

Taming is included in the Modern Li-

brary's list of the 100 best non-fiction

books.

More recent work by Hacking, such

as I999's The Social Construction of

What?, focuses on how human clas-

sification of "kinds" affects social and

scientific discourse. His pioneering

work has spawned countless volumes

by other intellectuals. Hacking ad-

mits to being strongly influenced by
Michael Foucault in his early books,

although the Holberg committee

praised his ability to uncritically unite

the French and English philosophical

traditions—a truly Canadian trait,

one might say.

Hacking was born in Vancouver

and finished undergraduate degrees

at UBC and the University of Cam-
bridge. A PhD at Cambridge followed,

and then several professor positions

at universities including Stanford. He
joined U of T in 1983, and was named
a University Professor in 1991. Since

2003, Hacking has been a professor

at the College de France in Paris, di-

viding his time between there and
Toronto.

As for what he will do with all that

prize money? Don't bother asking for

a handout: Hacking and his wife have

already decided to donate one-third

to education, one-third to the poor
in Africa and Central America, and
one-third to fighting local poverty.

He continues to be, as colleague Paul

Young put it, "one of the great think-

ers of our time."

Hacking is currently in Europe, and
will receive the prize, named after

Norwegian playwright and historian

Ludvig Holberg, on Nov 24.

n the sciences we may use many styles

of reasoning. Even within mathematics

there is still something powerfully right

about the distinction between arithmetic

and geometry . . . There are many more

styles of reasoning. One, to which I have

perhaps dedicated too much of my life, is

the statistical style. It has totally changed

our feel of the daily world in which we live,

a world in which everything is cloaked in

probabilities: sex, sports, disease, politics,

electrons, cosmic collisions, the wave

function. The triumph of probability was

engineered in the nineteenth century and

perfected in the twentieth. Now it is in-

escapable,

My aims are metaphysical. I am con-

cerned with 'truth' itself or rather with

the ways in which a style of reasoning

introduces new ways of finding out the

truth. I argue that each style introduces

its own criteria of proof and demonstra-

tion, and that it determines the truth

conditions appropriate to the domains

to which it can be applied. This leads me
to altogether radical theses about truth

and objectivity, and about the reality of

scientific objects themselves. A style of

reasoning is more than a group of tech-

niques for bringing new kinds of fact into

our awareness, into our living, mental,

social world. I say that it creates the very

criteria of truth.

N
ames do not work alone, as mere

sounds and signifiers. They work

in an immense world of practices, insti-

tutions, authorities, connotations, sto-

ries, analogies, memories, fantasies. A
child is called 'fatso' or 'tubby' on the

playground.

That hurts, but only because fat is

despised. In another place and time, it

could have been comforting to be fat.

The word 'fat' does not act on us out

of the blue, but in a world of mean-

ings, of physicians, insurance compa-

nies, lovers, diets. Sex appeal: modern

images of naked women who are at-

tractive to men do not even resemble

the ones painted by Rubens or Renoir.

And the world of those who know they

are fat is a world invaded by instru-

ments: scales, measuring tapes, tables

prepared by actuaries. It is world of

norms. 'Fat' is no mere word.

An analysis of classifications of hu-

man beings is an analysis of classifica-

tory words in the sites in which they

are used, of the relations between

speaker and hearer, of external de-

scriptions and internal sensibilities.

That is not so true for names such as

'stick' and 'stone'. The reason is obvi-

ous. People are aware of what is said

about them. They use words to think

about themselves and to express their

feelings to others. Sticks and stones

are not aware.

Both exerpts from Inaugural Lec-

ture: Chair of Philosophy and History

of Scientific Concepts at the College de

France, 16 January 2001,
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Cyclisfs death brings mourning, protest

Political star charged with criminal negligence

3f-.r M

DYLAN ROBERTSON
Varsity Staff

Former provincial attorney-general

Michael Bryant has been charged

Monday night after his vehicle col-

lided with Darcy Allan Sheppard, a

33-year-old bicycle courier. Shep-

pard, a father and an aspiring stand-

up comedian, died in hospital a few

hours later.

During Tuesday afternoon's rush

hour, over a dozen cyclists laid down
their bikes, blocking traffic on Bloor

Street between University Avenue
and Bay Street. Organized online,

the event halted traffic for over an

hour as some demonstrators chanted

"murder" and yelled at motorists to

give the group some space to mourn.

In the morning, 12 members of

Sheppard's friends and family gath-

ered at Adelaide and Sheppard to

mourn and trade stories about him,

who they say struggled with alcohol-

ism and drug addiction.

The Toronto Bike Messenger Asso-

ciation has organized events in sup-

port of Sheppard, including a fund-

raiser for his funeral.

According to police, Bryant and
Sheppard had an altercation and sub-

sequent collision starting near Bay

and Bloor streets around 9:45 p.m.

Though accounts conflict, most
witnesses say the biker clung to Bry-

ant's Saab convertible, while it was
still moving at a high speed. After

crossing into oncoming traffic, the car

dragged Sheppard along the curb for

100 metres before he fell off. Bryant

then pulled into a nearby hotel park-

ing lot and phoned police.

The Globe and Mail reports that

police investigated Sheppard ear-

lier in the evening. Police say he had

been drinking but was not intoxicated

when he was cautioned to leave an ex-

girlfriend's home.
"1 want to extend my deepest con-

dolences to the family of Mr. Shep-

pard," Bryant told a scrum of report-

ers on Tuesday.

"To all of those who have offered

support to my family over the past 12

hours, thank you. May 1 ask that the

media continue to respect my family's

need for distance and privacy for the

next few days."

Bryant spent 10 years at Queen's

Park and was elected to the Ontario

legislature three times before leav-

ing this May to head a City of Toronto

economic development agency. The
riding he left, St. Paul's, is currently

having a by-election. During his time

in government, Bryant was both ab-

original affairs minister and minister

of economic development, and was
known for both his energy and his

ego.

Bryant was charged with criminal

negligence causing death and danger-

ous operation of a motor vehicle caus-

ing death. He Wcis released Tuesday

on conditions and will appear in court

on Oct. 19. An out-of-province pros-

ecutor has been called in because of

Bryant's ties to Ontario politics.

The maximum penalties for the

negligence and dangerous operation

charges are life and 14 years in prison

respectively, although legal experts

say similar cases have produced low-

er sentences.

'GAMES' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

January and that SCSU would sup-

port a levy if it were reasonable.

"We're arguing that the City of To-

ronto has more relevant priorities.

Things like housing, health care,

education, transportation. . .instead

of directing our limited financial re-

sources towards the relevant priori-

ties of the city, they're throwing the

money away on a one-time sporting

event," said Joeita Gupta, VP exter-

nal of APUS.

The APUS office is to be demol-

ished to make room for a Centre for

High Performance Sports, a project

that was proposed before Toronto

made its Pan Am bid. Gupta, who
also sits on Governing Council,

cited internal Executive Committee
documents estimating a $50-$60

levy for CHIPS.

"The Pan-Am games aren't that

much of a spectacle. Nobody really

follows them," said Gupta. "All we're

going to be getting out of this is stag-

gering debt."

Bob Richardson, a senior advi-

sor to the Toronto 2015 bid com-
mittee, said the $l-billion Athletes'

Village planned for the West Don
Lands would be turned into 8,500

units of affordable housing once the

games conclude. "Nobody can give

guarantees, but what you can do is

your homework. We've done a lot

of homework on our budgeting," he

said.

"The opposition was very, very

limited," he added. "1 think that was
demonstrated by the turnout at a

variety of events and 1 think those

numbers speak for themselves."

The evaluation commission for

the games completed their two-day

tour on Monday. Commission chair

Julio Cesar Maglione said Toronto

meets all the conditions to play host

to the Pan Am Games, and even the

Olympic Games. No Games Toronto

protested at York on Sunday, but the

commission was routed through a

different entrance and did not see

them.

From left to right: Former APUS president IVIurphy Brown introduces speakers for Monday's rally; Drummers rhythmically incite the modest crowd
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Tomorrow's Professionals

Apply Today!

Apply Online!

OMSAS www.ouac.on.ca/omsas/

Ontario Medical School Application Service

September 15, 2009: Last day to register for

online applications

October 1, 2009: Application deadline

www.ouac.on.ca/olsas/ OLSAS

Ontario Law School Application Service

November 2, 2009: Application deadline for first-year English programs

May 3, 2010: Application deadline for upper-year programs

TEAS www.ouac.on.ca/teas/

Teacher Education Application Service

December 1, 2009: Application deadline for English programs

March 1, 2010: Application deadline for French programs

www.ouac.on.ca/orpas/ ORPAS
Ontario Rehabilitation Sciences Programs

Application Service

(Audiology, Occupational Therapy, Physical- Therapy/Physiotherapy,

Speech-Language Pathology

January 8, 2010: Application deadline

ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES' APPLICATION CENTRE

CENTRE DE DEMANDE D'ADMISSION
AUX UNIVERSITES DE L'ONTARIO

170 Research Lane

Guelph ON NIG 5E2

www.ouac.on.ca

Online schools offer free classes,

but no degree

Started by professors and gradu-

ate students from around the world,

Peer2Peer University has students

teaching each other during six-week

courses. "Think of it as online book
clubs for open educational resourc-

es," suggests the P2PU site. The syl-

labus and schedule are prepared by

a volunteer course facilitator.

No credit will be granted, but

students will be given a certificate

of recognition upon completing a

course. Although courses are free,

prospective students will have to

complete a brief application form to

be accepted.

Peer2Peer University

"We are not applying the typical

selection criteria of course, but are

just interested to see that people

give good reasons why they want to

join a course," Jan Philipp Schmidt, a

leader of the school, told the Chroni-

cle of Higher Education. Schmidt is a

free courseware project manager at

the University of the Western Cape
in South Africa.

Peer2Peer U has received $70,000

in grants from the William and Flora

Hewlett Foundation. Classes start

Sept. 9.

Courses offered during the fall se-

mester:

• Behavioral Economics and
Decision Making

• Copyright for Educators
• Introduction to Cyberpunk
Literature

• Land Restoration and
Afforestation

• Neuroethics and International

Biolaw

• Open Creative Nonfiction Writing

• Poker and Strategic Thinking

—YEAMROT TADDESE

University of the People

University of the People, a newly-

founded online school, is set to open
in September, offering a tuition-free

education in Computer Science or

Business Administration.

The catch is that the school isn't

accredited and can't confer an offi-

cial degree, but its founder, Israeli

entrepreneur Shai Reshef, said there

are plans to apply for accreditation.

And while fees are waived for

now, possible future costs include a

registration fee ranging from $15 to

$50 and an exam fee ranging from

$10 to $100 per exam, depending on
the country of residence. Exams will

take place in physical locations and

students will be required to provide

ID.

Reshef is chairman of cramster.

com, a site providing homework
help through an online study com-
munity.

The university will use peer-to-

peer education and social network-

ing tools. Reshef told the New York

Times that students will have ac-

cess to volunteer professors..

"If it's not independently accred-

ited, then how will any degrees

earned be taken seriously?" asked
Jimmy Nguyen, a Ryerson student.

He compared U of P to Wikiversity,

a site linked to Wikipedia.

Reshef said he expected a high

drop-out rate, though he hoped so-

cial networking would help students

stick to their programs.

Sehar Manji, a third year student

at McGill, praised the U of P for

providing services to lower-income

people. "It's perfect if poorer people

can get to it," said Manji. "But 1 feel

that four walls, students around me,

and professors in front of me make
the university experience. It's too

soon to tell how successful it will be.

I think a lot will depend on its repu-

tation."

Classes begin September 10.

—NATALIE SEQUEIRA

VIC-REACH
STUDENT VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

An academic outreach program offering Victoria College students the

opportunity to work with students in Toronto schools.

• Student volunteers will be providing up to 3 hours per week of tutoring and
assistance during the academic year.

• Every student of Victoria College is eligible to participate.

• Each student volunteer fulfilling the requirennents of Vic Reach will receive

a formal certificate from the College recognizing his/her participation in

the program.

• All students who volunteer in Ontario public schools are required to obtain

the OESC (Ontario Educational Services Corporation) ID card. For volunteer

work in the fall, you are guaranteed a card by Sept. 1st if you apply by July

15, 2009. Cost of the card is $30 and is payable by money order, VISA or

MasterCard and takes approximately 8 weeks to process. The link to the

form is: http://oesc-cseo.org or you can pick up a form from VC 104.

Introductory Vic Reach Information Meeting
Date: Thursday, September 17th, 2009-

4 pm to 5 pm or 5 pm to 6 pm
in

The Senior Common Room, Burwash Hall

VICTORIA COLLEGE
[light refreshments will be served]

Interested students who are unable to attend may call 416-585-4497 for

further information or send this form to Victoria College, Office of the

Principal, Old Vic building,VC 104 Toronto, Ontario M5S 1K7.

We'll contact you.

Name

Address

Telephone number

Year Subject fields of interest

E-mail address

Crime in brief

August might be known as the last idyllic

month before another hectic year starts,

but this one didn't go. Last month, campus
police reported 36 incidents of trespass-

ing, 17 emergency telephone calls (five

on Aug. 4 alone), ten liquor offenses, nine

accounts of mischief, four medical calls re-

sulting in trips to the hospital, and various

other incidents.

In addition, there were a surprising 28

thefts, including seven laptops, five bicy-

cles, three backpacks, and two cell phones.

Most of the items stolen were left unattend-

ed in public or in unlocked rooms, or were
bicycles. However, three of the items were
stolen from locked vehicles.

Notable offenses include one incident of

harassing emails, a peaceful demonstra-

tion, and one robbery, which occurred at

Willcocks & Huron St. on Aug. 5. The sus-

pect was described as an 18-year old black

male, 5'9" with a heavy build and wearing a

buttoned shirt with a large blue stripe.

Libraries were the most frequently re-

ported sites, with six incidents at Gerstein

and three at Robarts, as students often

leave their belongings unattended there.

Other hot spots included OISE and St. Ba-

sil's Church, with five incidents each. Final-

ly, Philosophers Walk, BCIT, and 35 Charles

St. West saw four incidents each.

—ANNA CUNNINGHAM

U of T student arrested a third time

A U of T engineering student, who is al-

ready facing one theft charge and one charge

of public mischief for allegedly faking his own
abduction, has been arrested again for theft.

Furquan Muhammad-Haroon, 22, is accused
of stealing computer equipment from another

previous employer between November 2007

and April 200S.

Muhammad-Haroon disappeared August

22, after calling a friend to say three men
were following him with a gun. After a three-

day province-wide search and tearful pleas

from his parents, he was discovered in St.

Catherine's on August 25. He was released on
$20,000 bail under strict conditions.

His first charge for theft came on Aug. 13,

on suspicion of stealing computer equipment
from his summer job at IBM.

He will appear in court on Sept. 15 for the

first theft charge and on Sept. 29 for his public

mischief charge.

—TODD MICHAEL LANE

Fdcet}ook agrees to privacy dianges m
Ccmada's privacy commission has achieved

what 200 million Facebook users worldwide

could not. Privacy commissioner Jennifer Stod-

dart announced on Thursday that Facebook will

be adding "significant new privacy safeguards"

to its social networking site. These include limit-

ing the access of third-party software developers

by allowing users to control information avail-

able to applications, including more information

in the terms of use statement, and distinguishing

clearly between deactivating and deleting.

Acting on a privacy complaint filed by a small

law clinic, the commission has asked Facebook

to develop a plan to meet the specifications in

Canada's Persona] Information Protection and

Electronic Documents Act, or risk court action.

Facebook complied on the condition that it re-

ceive a one year implementation period for its

"new permissions model," so as to make techno-

logical changejs required to the Facelwok aggJI^^

cation programming interface.

—MEHREEN IMTIAZ

fes.
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U of T opens launch pad for

helicopter parents

New website aims to show families 'what life at U of T is really like'

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
Associate News Editor

The increasing involvement of par-

ents in university students' lives

has been a well-documented trend

in the past several years. These
"helicopter parents" attend their

children's lectures, contact their

professors, and heavily influence

course selection, whether it's direct

intervention for those staying at

home or keeping tabs on those who
have left the nest.

This fall, U of T launched family,

utoronto.ca, a website designed for

the family of students.

"I do object to the term 'helicop-

ter parents,'" said Deanne Fisher,

director of the Office of Student Life

and project manager of the web-
site. "I think in general our position

has been that the 'helicopter par-

ent' phenomenon has been a U.S.

phenomenon, and it hit the media.

There, you had some really inap-

propriate relationships between
parents and students, and parents

being involved in administrative

matters."

"At U of T, we do and always have

operated as if students are adults.

This site is not about 'back off, par-

ents'—for the most part what we're

sensing is that most students don't

mind at all if their parents are in-

volved in some way, but the student

is the driver," Fisher said.

The site has information on a

number of topics, including finan-

cial matters in university, choosing

courses, and appropriate expecta-

tions of parents for their child's

workload and grades. It also makes
clear that family can't access a stu-

dent's records, although personal

information may be disclosed in

emergencies that affect a student's

health or safety.

"We may have come up with the

odd bits of content that were re-

ally original," said Fisher, giving a

table of first-year milestones as an
example. The information is mostly

drawn from existing U of T websites.

Fisher said that the site welcomes

and supports close relationships

between parents and students,

while still respecting the privacy

and independence of the student.

Clifford Orwin, a political science

professor at U of T, agrees that the

phenomenon of helicopter parents

is "more salient in the United States

than in Canada," but has noticed

increased parental involvement in

recent years.

"In recent years 1 have seen more
of parents directly. I've heard from

them more, seen them auditing my
classes more," said Orwin. "[I'm]

more skeptical than welcoming of

the trend."

"I think that a large part of the at-

mosphere at any college or univer-

sity depends on the students who
live in the dorms," said Orwin. "And

it's not just about attending football

games. The intellectual atmosphere
depends very much on a student

community. Living entirely in the

world of university and students

brings with it the possibility of in-

tellectual intensity."

This atmosphere is potentially

compromised by events such as

the Bring Your Family to School day
planned for the fall. As Fisher sees

it, that's not such a bad thing. "In

the old days, there was a hard and
cold separation: 'you're an adult

now, see you later.' Now, a lot of stu-

dents are actually relying on their

parents and guardians for advice,"

she said.

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weekend Scliedule

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Compreliensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

- GREAT
1

'""^S BEST
WORK workplaces

INSTITUTE OnOQ
CANADA.- ZUUO

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca
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Happy New Year's!

Thousands of undergrads flock back to UofT to start a new academic year

ALIXANDRA GOULD
Varsity staff

It's a new year at the University of Toronto.

Tens of tfiousands of undergraduate stu-

dents are returning to campus witii tanned

arms and rested brains, eagerly anticipat-

ing tfie unwritten year afiead. As academic

New Year's Day approacfies (Sept. 9 this

year), students are eager to leave the past

year of poor study habits, exam-induced

junk food binges, and wasted minutes on
Facebook behind. Resolutions are made to

start essays earlier, get more sleep during

finals, and spend more time at the AC than

at the bar.

Unlike the real world where the fate of

New Year's resolutions lie firmly in your own
hands, there are easily accessible resources

on campus that can help you achieve your

goals. College writing centres, course union

study groups, and study habit workshops
can all help you get on track. And if that's

not enough, there's even a new iPhone app
called iStudiez Pro, designed to help you
schedule everything from assignments to

study group meetings.

But despite this plethora of readily avail-

able tools, there's a good chance those old

habits will start creeping their way back
in when the autumn leaves start to hit the

ground. Just like that tried and true resolu-

tion made on Dec. 31 to eat less and go to

the gym more, academic goals seem to fall

by the wayside soon after they're estab-

lished. The temptations of life are simply

too strong, and with the return of mid-term

marks, that inevitable sense of failure sets

in. Why did I spend so much time with my
boyfriend? Why did 1 go to the Dominican
Republic during reading week instead of

studying? Where did 1 put my physics text-

book?

So here's an idea, don't make any resolu-

tions. Hard goals often make for disappoint-

ments. Instead, make a solemn, personal vow
on your way into that first class of the year

to simply make the most of this year as an
undergraduate student. That may mean you
actually enjoy reading your novel for Am Lit

instead of cramming the online study notes

the night before the exam. It may mean you
participate more in tutorials, because you

can often learn more from your fellow class-

mates. It may mean you finally join that club

you've always wanted to. It may mean you
approach the girl that lived upstairs from

you in first year. And it may even mean you

liberate yourself from Robarts every once in

a while, because a night out with friends is a

necessary and enjoyable escape. Excellence

isn't always measured by a GPA. There's an

intangible, almost imperceptible phenome-
non that occurs over the course of a school

year that leaves many students richer and

more complete people than they were when
they first showed their eager faces in class.

Character adjustments, changes in social

structure, newly gained independence, and

the fine-tuning of your values have no gauge

but your own receptiveness to them.

So let's raise our textbooks to a new
year, because it won't be long before

they're buried under a pile of unwashed
clothes on the floor.

The l^/sy^Kwelcomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number tO:

varsitycomment@gmail.com

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.

Financial structure cannot stand test of time

Our financial model is not sustain-

able. Imagine a world without

money in which a bank issues the

very first legal tender in the world

(let's say the amount is $100) and

that's all that exists on earth. Now
the bank wants that full amount
back plus 10 per cent interest, so the

bank wants back $110. See the dilem-

ma? There's only $100 in circulation,

so completing this transaction and

LETTERS
paying the bank back is impossible

unless another $10 is created to pay

off the interest. So they keep print-

ing more and more money.

It could even be said all credit

is debt. There is in fact a shortage

of real money in circulation. It's

no wonder the world is in so much

trouble. TD Canada Trust predicts

a big jump in bankruptcies this

year. There were 10,578 personal

bankruptcies filed during March of

this year, up a staggering 57 per cent

from 6,736 in March 2008.

Banks run this country and our

elected members in office are just

front men for the bankers. The use-

less regulations Finance Minister

Jim Flaherty passed to curb credit

card interest rates are a classic

example of how politicians wimp out

and cower in fear when having to

face greedy financial institutions.

Regular Canadians don't really

believe globalization is helping. The
track record certainly says other-

wise. Free trade has only helped

pad the pockets of the rich. Our
leaders have to say what the World
Bank tells them to say. Why won't

the World Bank take any blame for

the global recession? High inter-

est rates and money supply are

the reason the cycle starts. Banks

tighten the money supply and we go

into a recession. Then they loosen

the money supply and we go into a

boom. It's also known as the boom-

bust cycle.

Brad 99

21 Sussex Avenue, Suite 306

Toronto, ON M5S 1J6
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Egypt's political dysfunction

Corruption, extremism, and a leadersliip gap plague tine African nation's future

_^___j^HM|D MAHMOUD^^

Not too long ago, Egypt used to be a corrupt

monarchy with a rigidly stratified social hierar-

chy, consisting of mostly farmers and blue-collar

workers at the bottom, and wealthy aristocrats

and rulers at the top. As the income gap grew

between these classes, so did public discontent.

Corruption, incompetence and a devastating de-

feat in the 1948 Arab-Israeli War paved the way
to a military coup led by a nationalist group of

officers in 1952. One corrupt system was over-

thrown for another, and the modern republic of

Egypt was born.

Since then, Egypt has seen minimal progress.

At first, the aristocrats were fairly benevolent, de-

spite their pretentious displays of elitism. Most of

them saw to it that the workers and their families

were well-clothed and had access to healthcare

and clean water. They also financed much of

Egypt's modern infrastructure. But since, things

have gotten worse. This aristocratic class is no
more, and the new governing class heis shown it-

self to be more corrupt, less generous, and more
ruthless. Today, Egypt remains one of the poor-

est Arab countries in terms of income per head

and suffers from cripplingly high unemployment
and illiteracy rates. All these factors have culmi-

nated into a volcano of outrage. The tide is sharp-

ly turning against the ubiquitous ruling party and
Egypt may be at the cusp of a new revolution.

At 81 years old, incumbent president Hosni

Mubcu-cik has no clecir successor and the infa-

mous Egyptian rumour mill has been churning

out stories of his declining health. One of the

more serious rumours currently circulating in

Egypt is that Mubarak may step down later this

year, and efforts are being made to secure the

ascension of his son, Gamal Mubarak, or a close

aide of his, Omar Soliman. And there's nobody to

stop the hand-down, given the sad state of politi-

cal opposition in Egypt.

One opposing party is the powerful, yet dor-

mant Muslim Brotherhood which has a disgrace-

ful history—its ideals helped spawn some of the

most dangerous terrorist organizations today

—and a questionable agenda. The Brotherhood

has spent the years since it renounced terror-

ism assuming several disguises to appeal to as

many people as possible: as a socialist party,

garnering sympathy from Egypt's ever-angrier

working class as a democratic party, and as an

Islamic party. The government has mobilized to

stifle the group by imposing heavy restrictions

on its activities. Yet despite the government's ef-

forts, they have gained considerable momentum
in light of recent labour strikes and anti-govern-

ment protests.

The bigger question mark that hangs over the

Brotherhood's resurgence and possible eiscen-

sion to power is whether they'll deliver on their

promises for democratic reform. If so, their shar-

ia ideology—an Islamic supremacist and segre-

gationalist doctrine—could become enshrined

through democratic means. If this occurs, there's

good reason to be worried.

One of the most outspoken critics of the Mus-

lim Brotherhood in Egypt, the prominent intellec-

tual Sayyid al Qimni was once asked how he feels

about Egypt's future. He replied "I'm terrified. .

.

If the [Muslim Brotherhood] takes hold of the

country and establish an Islamic state, we are in

ruin," citing Sudan and Afghanistan as examples

of failed Islamist governments. Instead of hav-

ing a civil debate with Qimni, the Brotherhood

resorted to its tried-and-true strategy of mount-

ing a vicious smear campaign and sending death

threats to his family until he was forced him re-

tract his writings and retire. And this is a group

who claims to promote civil rights.

The Brotherhood's main opposition, the re-

form groups, are no more promising. Egypt has

a surfeit of ineffectual and bitterly fragmented

left-wing peirties. However, government repres-

sion, lack of leadership, and an eroding base of

support have left these parties in a broken state.

Since their establishment, most of these parties

have seen very little development and pose no

threat to the ruling party.

For its part, the government uses its sweep-

ing powers to clamp down on dissidence and

limit the powers of challengers to its authority.

Bloggers are routinely arrested for insulting the

president, and "inciting sedition" or some other

Orwellian charge such as "exploiting the demo-

cratic climate to cause unrest" are handed to

them. In the last presidential elections, in which

the Brotherhood was barred from participating

,

the opposition parties, geunered between them

a laughable nine per cent of the popular vote,

with the remaining going to incumbent Mubarak.

Shortly after the election, the runner-up, Ayman
Nour, was sentenced to five years in prison on du-

bious forgery charges.

So with no viable opposition through which

Egyptians can voice their discontent with the in-

cumbency and their aspirations for democratic

rule, it's likely that Egypt may erupt into another

revolution; only this time a grassroots social

revolution, not a militciry coup. It's the only way
Egypt can reform not only the social structure

of the country, but the very mentality that holds

the country in shackles. Most Egyptians will

agree that Egypt is in need of such reform, and as

time wears on, it's only a matter of time till they

stand up and say "no more".

AROUND THE WDRL©
BY ARASH AZIZI

Democratic Party wins Japanese election, marking ideological shift to the left

Why should you follow Japanese politics?

Does anything happen there, and if it

does, will it affect you?

In this issue The Varsity introduces our

Around the World series because we think

that world news and analysis should be about

the world, not just a select few well-reported

places.

It is no accident that the inaugural story of

this column is about a country so often out of

the news media's limelight: Japan.
***

What happened in Japan last week might

seem ordinary at first glance. The Liberal Dem-
ocratic Party lost power to the Democratic Par-

ty who won a landslide victory in last week's

general elections. The election results mark

not only a political shift in Japan, but also of a

larger trend that might affect one wealthy na-

tion after another.

The victory for the DP shouldn't come as a

shock. The LDP has ruled Japan continuously

for the last 55 years, save for an 11-month peri-

od, and the continuous decline of the standard

of living, plus the party's apparent corruption

and incompetence (such as losing millions of

personal-pension records in 2007) meant that

sooner or later voters would deliver a much-

awaited punishment. And who else do they

have to turn to but the Democratic Party—an

amalgam of LDP oppositionists, ranging from

simple party renegades and centre-rights to

social democrats and socialists.

But what makes this victory all the more as-

tounding is that the DP ran on a leftist-populist

platform that's unique in the nation's post-war

history.

Among G8 nations, Japan is probably the

country hardest hit by the economic crisis. The
East Asian nation's economy fell at an annual

rate of 15.2 percent in the first quarter of 2009,

its worst-ever decline on record. Massive lay-

offs have occurred where unemployment was
once unheard of.

It's in these conditions that voters have

embraced a left-wing populist alternative

that promised "toll-free highways, free high

schools, income support for farmers, monthly

allowances for job seekers in training, a higher

minimum wage, and tax cuts."

This swerve to the left in Japan is not limited

to the victory of the quasi-Socialist Democratic

Party. The Japanese Communist Party has seen

a huge surge in its fortunes. In last week's elec-

tions, it attracted close to five million votes

which translated into seven per cent and nine

seats in. It has also attracted 14,000 new mem-
bers in the last 18 months, a quarter of which

are under 18. The JCP now has 400,000 mem-
bers, which makes it the second biggest Com-
munist Party in the G8, after Russia.

The JCP's surge coincides with the publish-

ing of Karl Marx's Das Kapital in Manga comic

form. The book reportedly has sold 6,000 cop-

ies in its initial run.

DP leader Yukio Hatoyama is almost certain

to replace Taro Aso as the new Japanese Prime

Minister. It's a historic moment, and he will

surely be shouting "Banzai" (victory) for quite

awhile.

But he and his government face a very tough

road ahead. Even though the DP has achieved

an astonishing 308 out of 480 seats, it still has

to rely on other parties for the two-third ma-
jority required to pass legislation. It will prob-

ably count on support from Social Democratic

Party, the country's traditional Socialist organi-

zation, and the People's New Party, a conserva-

tive centre-right party.

The price tag of the DP's promised platform

is estimated at more than $200 billion. This

comes at a time when Japan is in the midway
of a slump, hoping for a recovery that might not

happen anytime soon. On top of that, the pub-

lic debt is already more than twice the size of

Japan's GDP. Hatoyama says he will carry out

his reforms by cutting wasteful spending. But

that's easier said than done.

Add all that to the challenge of replacing a

party that has ruled the country throughout its

entire post-war history, and there's no doubt

Hatoyama will not have it easy.

3 M *? I

Left-leaning Democratic Party leader Yukio

Hatoyama to become Japanese Prime Minister.
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Coach House makes it a home
After more than 40 years in business, Coach House Press has finally purchased its bpNichol Lane building

BY CHARLOTTE TOMBS
PHOTOS BY DAVID PIKE

The old, worn-down Coach House,

with creaking wooden stairs and bat-

tered doors, has a homey feel to it

that evokes the care and concern the

press has for its writers. Since Stan

Bevington founded the press in 1965,

he has upheld the importance of in-

teracting with authors to produce
quality books.

This summer, Coach House Press

finally purchased its property—two
coach houses that contain the opera-

tion's editorial and printing offices,

as well as a small warehouse—at 80

bpNichol Lane, just behind Innis Col-

lege. The aging buildings will require

plenty of repairs, but for Bevington,

tearing down Coach House and re-

building is not an option. With its

rich history of quality printing and
publishing, the houses represent

everything that makes the Coach
House Press a huge asset to the com-
munity.

Part of what renders Coach House
unique is their use of high-quality

Heidelberg printing machines to pro-

duce their work.

"Our industry is going through

many technological changes," men-
tions Bevington, "and it is really a

challenge for us not to get carried

away with the latest and greatest.

We use really standard machines in

a really standard way rather than

buying new things all of the time.

Our presses don't necessarily go as

fast as the new ones, but that doesn't

matter." Coach House Press Editor

Alana Wilcox is quick to add that the

Heidelberg presses do "just as good,

if not a better job, than the current

presses."

This is not to say, though, that

Coach House is averse to modern
technology: the press had been us-

ing the Internet as a means of pro-

moting, advertising, and selling the

books for ages.

"We got started early on the Inter-

net," remarks Wilcox. "Our printing

company had a spin-off company
that wrote the rules...you can listen

to our books online and you have

always been able to, but they're still

selling."

The website is continually updated

with info on newly printed books,

as well as book launches and other

events hosted by the press. Many of

these events feature authors reading

from their books.

"At the fall launch, you get a chance

to see the author so that you can at-

tach a personality and a voice to the

writing, and we think that is really

important," says Bevington. Another

way that the press integrates authors

with readers is the tours that the

press gives to students of all ages:

"[We give] tours endlessly; students

go away with the touch and feel and
smell of books...and they remember
it easily," says Bevington.

"It's interesting, especially when
we do tours for high school students

or even grade school kids. They've

never connected the book to the pro-

cess of producing it, so they come in

and watch the process from the com-

puter files, to the paper being folded

and glued together into a book.

They're just wide-eyed... really, it's

quite remarkable, it's nice to see,"

adds Wilcox.

Coach House Press also gives

tours to some U of T classes. "It's

very helpful for the university stu-

dents to see real production as op-

posed to historical study," notes

Bevington. "It gives them a sense

of why the paper is folded the way
it is." "[This is a] continually social

space," adds Wilcox. "People are

always dropping by. You'd be sur-

prised who you might find here one
day sitting at the coffee table."

The press also enjoys showing off

its efficiency to students: the Heidel-

berg machinery is jammed into just

three rooms, and in the last one,

there are three individuals working

at cutting and gluing together books.

The negatives for individual books
are stacked on shelves in between
pieces of cardboard, with labels in-

"Our industry is

going through

many technological

changes and it is

really a challenge for

us not to get carried

away with the latest

and greatest.

dicating the titles for future reprint-

ing. "Probably our most famous play

book, The Farm Show, has been
continuously in print since 1972 [or]

'73," says Bevington, "so we keep our

printing plates and negatives ready

for making re-prints."

Some books published by the

press are reprinted countless times,

but Bevington states that the press's

goal is to "try to find authors that are

not published by anyone else." Every

year, Wilcox receives approximately

1,000 new books ranging from po-

etry, fiction, drama and non-fiction

about the city of Toronto—the only

genres that Coach House Press pub-

lishes—and chooses the 15 best that

the press will go on to print.

Coach House helped launch the

careers of such acclaimed authors

as Michael Ondaatje and Anne Mi-

chaels, and every year it continues

to choose unique and interesting

writing by up-and-coming authors.

In explaining the type of literature

they seek, Wilcox mentions that

they "try to do stuff that's a little

more unconventional, not straight-

forward historical fiction or some-
thing. We try to do stuff that's a little

more adventurous, experimental,

avant-garde."

"We look for novels that creatively

use language to make a story that we
would have never expected," adds
Bevington, "whereas many publish-

ers accept the narrative as the way
to do a novel."

In addition to reprints and new lit-

erature. Coach House Press takes on
special projects, such as publishing

the Hart House Review and many of

U of T's literary journals. Further-

more, the press creates catalogues

SEE 'COACH HOUSE' -PG 10
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Virgin Festival 2009
Saying goodbye to summer—and to Nine Inch Nails

SHOSHANA WASSER
Arts and Entertainment Editor

For the past three summers, Brit-

ish telecom giant Virgin has hosted

wildly successful music festivals in

Toronto, attracting top international

talent and upcoming acts for two

days of concerts on the islands. This

year, however, Toronto music lovers

had no guarantee until mid-July that

Richard Branson's roaming festival

would stop in our city at all. When
it was finally announced that the

festival would take place on the last

weekend of August in Orillia, ticket

sales were uncharacteristically slow.

With just two weeks to go before the

big event, organizers chose to move
the event downtown to the Molson
Amphitheatre.

Having V-Fest share a transit stop

with the Canadian National Exhibi-

tion (and Saturday's Bill Clinton lec-

ture) was far from ideal, but thank-

fully marked the last of the festival's

major organizational woes. The Ex's

brightly-lit midway actually pro-

vided a fitting backdrop for the con-

cert: like the CNE, V-Fest has come to

symbolize summer's last hurrah for

Toronto. Surely, this year's line-up

ended festival season with a bang.

DAY ONE
First up on the festival's main stage

Saturday was spirited San Francisco

duo Mates of State, who allowed the

audience to choose whether they'd

prefer a keyboard-driven Tom Waits

or Daniel Jones cover for their final

song. When the crowd enthusiasti-

cally cheered for Waits, vocalist Kori

Gardner remarked "Is he Canadian?"

Their act was followed by Juno-win-

ner Lights, who led her band with a

keytar and a confident smile. At the

secondary Virgin Radio stage was
Anjulie, another young local song-

stress with a duo of angelic back-up

singers. Her stage's position next

to Ontario Place's water park lent

some unintentional but appropriate

sound effects to "Rain," which sadly

won't be replicated when she opens
for Talib Kweli at this week's UTSU
concert.

Gearing up back on the mainstage

was Grizzly Bear, who were in an

upbeat mood in honour of bassist

Chris Taylor's birthday. Despite this,

their lush melodies on "Two Weeks"
sounded lost in the expansive, large-

ly empty Amphitheatre. Festival cir-

cuit regulars Sloan's problem was
frontman Chris Murphy's broken

collarbone, relegating him to vocals

and tambourine, while the rest of the

band swapped around instruments

to cover his usual parts. While the

band creatively improvised on "Ev-

erything You've Done Wrong" by re-

placing the studio horn section with

tight harmonies, some of their stan-

dards came off sounding muddled.

The air grew cooler with the arriv-

al of two Glaswegian acts in a row. Up
first was Paolo Nutini, who spent his

set crouched right over the pit, eyes

tightly closed into an almost pained

expression. His intensity didn't de-

tract, though, from his band's swingy

stylings on "Pencil Full of Lead" and
"New Shoes." Franz Ferdinand thun-

dered onstage to sci-fi screeching

and launched into a pounding rendi-

tion of "Dark of the Matinee" more
powerful than anything else at the

festival up to that point. Towards
the end of the act, all four members
grabbed drumsticks (with lead sing-

er Alex Kapranos physically getting

on the drums), for an extended, four-

way drum solo.

The night's first headliner. Pixies,

couldn't compete with the Scots

when it came to onstage antics. But

for what they lacked in stage pres-

ence, the band's sonic quality was
absolutely majestic. From Black

Francis' angry guitars on "Head On"

to his gentler harmonies with bassist

Kim Deal on "Here Comes Your Man"
the band proved their wide-ranging

influence on the day's earlier acts.

There was just enough time be-

fore the night's final show to catch

The Rural Alberta Advantage at the

festival's smallest Boardwalk Stage.

Perhaps organizers didn't realize the

intriguing appeal of a band that sings

about Albertan mining disasters, be-

cause fans had to pack in tightly to

catch the half-hour set by the local

darlings. Despite some mix-ups with

their instrument components, the

band performed admirably on Radio

3 favourite "Don't Haunt This Place."

The night ended with a set by the

formerly folksy Ben Harper, whose
new backing band. Relentless?, has

a bluesier, hard-country edge. The
fedora-clad vocalist spent much of

the concert sitting down, plucking

his guitar while letting it rest on his

lap and avoiding eye contact with

the audience. But through the wail-

ing guitars of "Shimmer & Shine," the

rest of the band managed an engag-

ing close to the first night.

DAY TWO
The skies over Lake Ontario were

gloomy when experimental rock-

ers Mew took the stage for a set

too unnervingly loud for a Sunday

afternoon. The overamplified

"Sometimes Life Isn't Easy" drowned
out the vocals to the extent that

a fan screamed, "Turn down the

noise! 1 want to hear the band!"

More crowd-pleasing was Mute-

math, whose performance of hit

single "Typical" was surpassed only

by vocalist Paul Meany's end-of-set

acrobatics. When the act's close saw
the whole band pile onto Darren

King's drumset, the audience offered

an overwhelming standing ovation,

rare for a set so early in the day.

The Cold War Kids wailed away
through "Something is Not Right

With Me" and keyboard-heavy fi-

nale "Hospital Beds," but looked dull

compared to party-time rap-rockers

N.E.R.D. Through endless calls to the

crowd to "put your hands up!" the

band invited countless shirtless fans

onto the stage. The performance felt

less like a concert than a love-in,

but this satisfied the legion of girls

who got hugs during photo-ops with

Pharrell at the end of the set.

V-Fest's schedule then pitted lo-

cal upstarts The D'Urbervilles on

the side-stage against the aging Our
Lady Peace, but both bands' lead

singers shared some surprising on-

stage antics. Both John O'Regan and
Raine Maida emerged to perform in

the middle of the audience mid-set,

but OLP's slow jams felt especially

dull after The D'Urbs' fiery guitars

and bouncy energy on "Hot Tips"

and "Junkyard."

The major difference between the

two nights of V-Fest was the headlin-

ers: while the Pixies and Ben Harper

went for minimalist stages and spe-

cial effects, both eighties duo Pet

Shop Boys and alt-rock legends Nine

Inch Nails pulled out all the stops for

their sets.

PSB's Neil Tennant and Chris

Lowe arrived onto a stage littered

with white cardboard boxes and two

enormous screens showing neon

geometries. Accompanied by back-

up dancers sporting cubes on their

heads, the group soared through

the punchy "Two Divided By Zero"

and "Always On My Mind," as well

as an exuberant cover of Coldplay's

"Viva la Vida." The duo left the stage

in a cloud of glitter, only to return

for an encore of trademark tune

"West End Girls" before Nine Inch

Nails came onstage for their final

Canadian appearance.

The industrial group NIN has

only a handful of shows left before

disbanding indefinitely, and Trent

Reznor and Co. made every mo-
ment of their V-Fest show count.

One guitar was smashed just a few

songs into the performance, and
enormous, blinding strobe lights

pulsed throughout the show as if

to shatter the Amphitheatre itself.

From the lingering melancholy of

"Hurt" to the crushing chords of

"Piggy," every song in the two-hour

set was a killer. Abruptly leaving the

stage after closing with "Head Like a

Hole," it all felt over too soon—or at

least, starting the anticipation for a

hoped-for reunion.

And perhaps Virgin Festival itself

was also over too soon. The Molson
Amphitheatre indeed felt empty un-

til Sunday's headliners, which con-

tributed to the weekend's unchar-

acteristic lack of excitement. Next

year, we'll hopefully have enough
time to psych ourselves up for the

memorable acts that Virgin can pro-

vide—when you know what fantas-

tic shows you'll be seeing, it makes
the wait that much more bearable.
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Putting the spin on society

Canada's preeminent society columnist dishes to MOSHA LUNDSTROM HALBERT about his

new bool< Bold Face Names and his time at the University of Toronto

Gossiping with Shinan Govani is

like getting high with Allen Gins-

berg: both men elevate their dirtiest

habit to a decadent art. So it should

come as no surprise that Govani's

first novel Bold Face Names is rife

with witty candor and anecdotal

pop culture references. His particu-

lar journalistic, and now literary,

niche is fitted to him like a worsted

herringbone suit complete with cob-

bled wingtips. And with his studied

charm, Govani can both cut up and
cut a clean line.

But that's not all that's studied

about Govani: his career trajectory

started at U of T, where he studied

Political Science at Trinity College.

"But ironically, 1 think what 1 do now
is more political. It requires super

diplomatic skills," he tells me at bold-

face Queen West resto Nota Bene. Fit-

tingly, the hot spot was mentioned in

the book, but the parallels between
reality and Govani's stylo don't end
there.

The pint-sized hero in his book is

Ravi, a newspaper gossip columnist

who is integral to Toronto's Bright

Young Things scene (alluding to Ev-

elyn Waugh's novel Vile Bodies— a

cautionary narrative on societal ex-

cess, and also a Govani favourite).

Ravi is forced to help a troubled star-

let get some much needed media re-

hab, all while gallivanting around the

globe in search of a scoop. Quite like

his character, the author's day job

involves Birkin-bagged aristocrats,

boating bohemian heiresses, and
slick people of influence.

Woven within the vapidity of ce-

lebrity culture is Govani's signature

whippet-thin witticism and thought-

ful social reconnaissance. But how
much of the book is Ravi, and how
much is Govani?

"It's kind of a fantasia of my life," he

explains. "I wanted to create almost

a fable, where there are real stories

about fake people in the book, fake

stories about real people, and real

people sauntering through scenes."

So for those who consider Toronto

Life required reading and know their

Tanenbaums from their Mimrans
and Westons, Bold Face Names will

test your Canadian quasi-celeb ap-

titude. Govani encourages the com-
parisons: "People have seen things

in the characters that I don't see, but

that's the beauty of fiction. I won't lie,

1 get a kick out of different theories."

Truly, though, the characters' ap-

pellations in Bold Face Names are dis-

guised only through nominal mash-
ups, as in "Lord and Lady Ivory." Is

Govani worried about potential run-

ins with obvious references at his

next ball, soiree, or boutique open-

ing? Though the Canadian in him
would seem constantly apologetic,

the 10-year industry veteran doesn't

pepper his social encounters with

"sorry":

"I can hide behind the shroud of

fiction, so that's my first defence,"

he states. "Also, one of the things

you learn when you are a social or

gossip columnist is that memories
are rather short. I have so many in-

stances where people will be mad at

you one week, and by the next week,

if you just sit tight through the storm,

they'll be asking you for a favour." He
speaks of a "higher dynamic at work,"

which I take to mean the adage that

any press is good press. "I hope peo-

ple will take it as a compliment," he

says, without any shame.

Govani's style is in many ways a

throwback to the gossip columnist

of yesteryear—the Cindy Adams, Liz

Smith, or recently deceased Vanity

Fair maverick Dominic Dunne. Bold

Face Names reads like a retro caper,

albeit with a heady spritz of parfum

de moderne. "My favourite thing is to

have a reference to Kim Kardashian

on one page, and then a reference to

Rita Hayworth on the next. To me,

that's part of the fun of it."

Also integral to Govani's work is

his ability to give the usually matte

Toronto a rich coat of gloss. In Bold

Face Names, Toronto unabashedly

sings. "1 think that if we're going to be

a world-class city, we need to have

stories told that are exciting and racy

and poppy. One of the reasons why
we think New York and London are

so great is because they've been my-

thologized in Woody Allen and Nora
Ephron movies," says the admitted

movie junkie. "I wanted it to have a

very strong sense of place, show off

our city a little bit and all the people

who pass through here."

Part of the problem for Govani

seems to be that Canadians aren't

very oriented towards self-promo-

tion or a star system. "We don't have

a long history of these sorts of soci-

ety columns in Canada. There's a few

of me in New York, there are many
more in London, and there have been
for decades. 1 think it was something

that people needed to get used to."

Even though the novel is the mani-

festation of "a lot of homework" and
countless nights on the town, the

society chronicler still appreciates

the milestone of publishing a novel. "1

raged against being a writer to some
extent," he admits. "As much as there

was a voice in me saying that [being

a writer] is what I'm good at, it never

seemed like an attainable goal. The
fact that I find myself here is kind of

cool because it means I stuck with it."

Bolded names come and go. But for

a writer, there is nothing quite like a
name on a spine.

Bold Face Names is published by

HarperCollins.

"I found it fairly

glamorous. It was
a small setting

and there were a

lot of people talk-

ing about ideas.

It was also kind

of claustrophobic

and narcissistic,

but what isn't?"

-SHINAN GOVANI ON U OF T

'COACH HOUSE' - CONTINUED FROM PG 8

for the Fisher Rare Book library. "We do some beautiful

work for the Fisher Rare Book Library," notes Bevington.

"They choose us because they want really prestigious

work. We get to look at the finest books in the library and
[make] catalogues of entire collections. Right now we're

doing a [catalogue] about Darwin—all of the books that

Darwin ever published are going to be on display in the

fall—and we're going to do a catalogue that has an over-

view of all of [them]."

Although the press has significant projects to tend

to, it is now fully responsible for an even bigger one: the

upkeep of the actual coach houses. For 40 years. Coach
House Press had a cooperative agreement with Campus
Co-operative Residence Inc., which kept their rent low

and rendered purchasing their building unnecessary.

Changes occurred within Campus Co-op that left the or-

ganization saddled with debt, and at one point "the plan

was for us to move so that they could make houses on
the laneway," says Bevington.

"But we wanted to stay. Many of our friends thought
that we had published good books on Canadian litera-

ture and that we're an asset to the community, so we en-

couraged the powers that be to let us stay."
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EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
www.acjobs.utoronto.ca

Come out to the

"Get Involved"

Job and Volunteer Fair on

Thursday, September 10, 2009 from

10 a.m. to 6 p.m. In the

main lobby of the

Athletic Centre, 55 Harbord at Spadlna.

LIFEGUARD! RCOLLEGIATE EVENTS STAFF • OFFICE ASSISTANTS • SPORTS INSTRUCTORS - FITNESS INSTRUCTORS • REFEREES MORE!

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hoar Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicom

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

The Varsity:

UofT's unofficial

journalism school
I

Look for us at the Clubs

Fair on Friday, Sept. 4

from noon to 4 p.m. on

Front Campus

recrultment@thevarsity.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

ACCOMMODATIONS

GRADUATE STUDENT ARTIST'S BEAUTIFUL HOME
Half price for lielp with cleaning and cooking. 416-231-6360.

EDITING

FOR EXPERT PROOFREADING OF GRADUATE THESES

AND POST-DOCTORAL RESEARCH PAPERS

Contact Patricia Bishop at (416) 922-2804 or by e-mail at

mpbishop@rogers.com . As an ESL specialist, Patricia wel-

comes work from both native and non-native speakers of

English.

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for eacfi additional word.

Rates include one line of bold type for the ad header. No copy

changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone.

Ads must be submitted at least four days prior to publication.

Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306, Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6.

Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

anking
o^students.

It's worth a talk.

CIBC Advantage® for Students offers FREE transactions^ and no monthly fees.

Save money with no monthly
or transaction fees. Save money

Open a CIBC Everyday® Chequing Account

and enrol in CIBC Advantage for Students

and get FREE transactions^ and no

monthly fees. You'll also get:

• Free transfers to your other CIBC

personal bank accounts

• Free basic record keeping by bankbook, basic

monthly or quarterly statement, or paperless option

Access your account easily & get free account

balance inquiries.

Enjoy 24-hour access to your account with bank

machines (CIBC has the largest network of bank

machines in Canada!), CIBC Telephone Banking,

CIBC Online Banking and Interac* Direct Payment.

Bank conveniently

Now you can apply online^!

It's easy -just go to

wvvw.cibc.com/studentlife

Apply online Here's how you qualify

We'll need to see verification of your

enrolment in a qualifying full-time

post-secondary program (college, university, or CEGEP)

each year. Ask for details.

Also, additional fees apply

to withdrawals from

non-CIBC bank machines.

' Transaction includes: cheques, withdrawals, pre-authorized payments, bill payments (including CIBC Visa), and Interac Direa Payment purchases. Additional fee(s) apply to all withdrawals at bank machines not displaying

the CIBC name or logo; the student discount does not apply to this. Free transfers to other CIBC personal bank accounts, free basic record keeping and free account balance inquiries through CIBC bank machines, CIBC

Online Banking or CIBC Telephone Banking are standard features of the CIBC Everyday Chequing Account and not a special student benefit.

'
If you're applying for the CIBC Advantage® for Students online, you must provide verification of enrolment in a full-time, post-secondary, qualifying program (college, university or CEGEP) at a branch within 60 days of

receiving your Welcome Package. ® Registered trademark of CIBC. "CIBC For what matters." and "It's worth a talk." are TMs of CIBC. 'Registered Trade-Mark of Interac Inc.; CIBC authorized user of the trade-mark.
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Native to Asia, Africa and Europe, Arabidopsis Thaliana is a self-pollinating flowering plant. It is a popular model organism for biological research because it possesses a small genome and has a

short six week lifespan.

Plant genomiG pave the way to drought adaptation

Researchers explore the mechanisms plants use to survive climate change

GRETA CHIU
Varsity Staff ^^^^.^

Compared with the time and money being spent

on health and medical advances, research fo-

cused on adapting to global climate change has

lagged. With climate change issues becoming

more pressing, researchers are now making up

for lost time.

For decades, scientists have worked to uncov-

er the molecular pathways surrounding animal

hormones. Hormone research has the potential

to address the health concerns of an aging hu-

man population, although the looming threat of

global climate change has led to a new applica-

tion of this field: plant hormones.

Dr. Peter McCourt, professor in the Depart-

ment of Cells and Systems Biology at the Uni-

versity of Toronto, and Dr. Sean Cutler from

University of California Riverside, along with

an international team of researchers, recently

identified several key receptors in the model

plant Arabidopsis thaliana involved in drought

response. These receptors bind to abscisic acid,

a plant hormone produced in times of stress,

such as drought cind extreme temperatures,

which elicits other changes in the plant to help

it survive.

Instead of using modern genetics, the team

of researchers implemented a newer method
termed chemical genomics. Predominantly

used in the pharmaceutical industry, chemical

genomics involves searching for specific com-

pounds to influence cellular functions, and the

use of genomics techniques to isolate gene func-

tion.

Hormones are responsible for regulating cel-

lular processes within a plant. Under stressful

growing conditions, the plant produces specific

hormones, such as abscisic acid (ABA), which

allows it to grow optimally until the stress is al-

leviated.

Under conditions of drought, ABA closes a

plant's stomata, the pores in the plant that allow

for carbon dioxide intake during photosynthe-

sis. With its stomata closed, the plant limits the

amount of water it releases, thus preventing its

further desiccation. However, this process also

limits carbon intake and as a result impairs the

plant's growth.

Chemical genomics enabled researchers to

isolate one ABA receptor that binds to a chemi-

cal compound named pyrabactin. Then, based

on genetic similarity, 13 genes belonging to the

same gene family were isolated. Because of this

functional redundancy, it was difficult to develop

an Arabidopsis mutant that was insensitive to

ABA. Pyrabactin solved the difficult problem of

identifying the ABA receptor

"This approach not only found a gene that had
been long sought by the plant science research

community but also showed that chemical ge-

nomics can identify new chemicals like pyrabac-

tin that may have profound impacts on the way
we farm in both the developing and developed

world," explains Prof. McCourt.

Although the molecular signaling pathways

are yet to be deciphered completely, McCourt
was able to share parts of the team's proposed

mechanism thus far Arabidopsis contains 14

transcription factors that must bind to DNA in

order to promote ABA signaling (i.e. stomatal

closure). Under ambient conditions, this activity

is closely regulated. However, under drought-

stressed conditions, ABA is produced and
bound to ABA receptors, which results in signifi-

cant amplification of ABA signaling.

In light of global climate change, there are

many potential applications for this discovery.

The common term "climate change" encompass
not only global warming but also severe weather
conditions. Prof. McCourt's work will help ag-

riculture adapt to these new stresses. If a com-
pound mimicking the effects of ABA could be

synthesized, this chemical could then be used

on crops under harsh environmental conditions,

thus maintaining crop yields and food produc-

tion.

Not a stranger to agricultural research, Mc-

Court has also worked on strigolactone, a hor-

mone produced by germinating seeds that addi-

tionally acts as a signal for the parasitic weed,

Striga, to begin germinating. Many crops in Af-

rica, such as rice, sorghum, and sugarcane, were
once plagued by this wild plant and much hu-

man labour was spent weeding Striga. McCourt's

work with the Arabidopsis plant demonstrated

the importance of strigolactone to light-related

processes in plants, such as germination and
photomorphogenesis. Understanding how this

mechanism works is the first step in controlling

the outbreak of parasitic plants such as Striga.

When asked why he chose to study plant hor-

mones, McCourt admits that he was originally

trained as a geneticist, but by that time, most
people in the field were interested in animal biol-

ogy. Instead, he chose the path less travelled and
became a pioneer in the uncharted territories of

plant genomics. His advice for students is sim-

ple: "look for interdisciplinary boundaries" and
find things that can come together in a way that

no one else has done before.
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Drug addiction: The answer lies within

Switch protein in tine brain

can turn on drug-dependent

response without drug

exposure

ANDREW RUSK

A joint study by researchers at the University of

Toronto and Brigham Young University has clari-

fied the potential role of a naturally occurring

protein in drug addiction.

Researchers found that injecting rats with

Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor resulted in

the display of drug-dependent behaviour without

any exposure to opiates. Irrespective of the drug

being taken, BDNF triggers the brain to form a

habit or addiction. In addition to their psychotro-

pic effects, all addictive substances release BDNF
upon chronic use. Although opiate exposure was
absent in these rats, the addiction trigger, BDNF,

caused a shift from a dopamine-independent to

a dopamine-dependent opiate reward system,

thus mimicking an addictive state.

"This work may reveal a mechanism that un-

derlies drug addiction," says Hector Vargas Perez,

a post-doctoral fellow with U of T's Department

of Molecular Genetics, "Our work suggests that

BDNF is crucial for inducing a drug-dependent

state, one important aspect of drug addiction."

The study builds upon prior research linking

chronic drug exposure with an increase in BDNF
in the Ventral Tegmental Area of the brain. The
VTA is a group of neurons near the midline of the

midbrain. This area houses the mesocortocilim-

bic dopamine system, which is involved in cog-

nition, motivation, drug addiction, and multiple

psychiatric disorders.

Increased BDNF excites the neurons in the

VTA, whose activity would otherwise be inhibit-

ed. This "switch" commonly occurs when people

become dependent on drugs, cind it triggers sev-

eral behavioural responses such as psychomo-
tor sensitization and cue-induced drug seeking.

The breakthrough in this study lies in being

able to trigger this "switch" through the use of

Important Functional Areas Within the Left Hemisphere

The ventral tegmental area is located at the very centre of the brain, and is responsible for

determining feelings of 'satisfaction' in humans.

BDNF without exposure to opiates. It is part of a

Icirger project in determining how the brain han-

dles drug addiction.

"If we can understand how the brain's circuitry

changes in association with drug abuse, it could

potentially suggest ways to medically counteract

the effects of dependency," says psychology Pro-

fessor Scott Stevenson at BYU, who adds that this

study suggests that inducing a drug-dependent

state requires BDNF,
While using BDNF to treat human addiction

is a long way off, Perez believes this study con-

firms that addiction is "something real that we
can see."

Perez is quick to add that BDNF in only one of

many factors at play in the study of addiction,

cind in many ways it's an enigma that is still dif-

ficult to understand.

Low levels of BDNF have also been linked to

conditions including depression, schizophre-

nia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, Alzheimer's

disease, Huntington's disease, Rett syndrome,

dementia, and eating disorders such as anorexia

nervosa and bulimia nervosa.

Chemicals That Changed The World

Penicillin

BY CRISTINA OLTEANU

Who would have thought that

mould could save countless

lives? It sounds unsanitary, but it

actually led to one of modem medi-

cine's earliest discoveries: penicillin.

Discovered by Sir Alexander Fleming

in 1928, penicillin is a widely used

antibiotic agent. Penicillin is derived

from Penicillium notatum mould and

posed numerous health advantages

at the time of its discovery. It pos-

sesses a low incidence of serious

side effects when compared to other

drugs, and it remains an important

antibiotic today.

Prior to the discovery of penicillin,

surgical operations held a high mor-

tality rate due to bacterial infection.

Bacteria would enter wounds and poi-

son the bloodstream, often leading to

th. Even though operations such

as amputations and other procedures

were conducted to save lives, they

failed at times due to such infec-

tions. More hygienic practices were

implemented to solve this problem,

although what was really needed was

antiseptic that could be adminis-

:ernally to destroy bacteria

within the body.

In his laboratory, Fleming ob-

served that colonies of the bacterium

Staphylococcus aureus would dissolve

around Penicillium notatum mould.

The essential part of the mould was

isolated and named penicillin. One

year later, Fleming published results

of his research and stated that peni-

cillin could aid in treating infection if

produced in large quantities. Unfor-

tunately, Fleming's findings were not

widely accepted upon discovery, as

the medical community was doubtful

that a bacterial infection could be

stopped dead in its tracks.

It was not until the Second World

War that penicillin was administered

to patients. Two medical research-

ers, Howard Florey and Ernst Chain,

developed the powder form of peni-

cillin, and 1941 saw the first human

treatment. Florey, Chain, and Fleming

received the Nobel Prize in Medicine

in 1945.

Today, Penicillin is highly recog-

nized for its remarkable efficiency

in killing bacteria. This discovery

has saved countless lives ever

since Fleming stumbled upon the

staphylococci culture.

^ CURES

MH0U8S

Derived from Penicillium notatum mould, penicillin

is an antibiotic that has significantly decreased the

mortality rate caused by bacterial infection.

WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

Alcohol
Chances are you know the feeling:

blurry vision, impaired motor skills,

a sense of mild euphoria. Your judgment

isn't all that great, and you probably

shouldn't be driving. You just might have

had one too many tonight. Okay, maybe a

few too many.

The effects of boozing are familiar to

most of us. The subject of political debate

and parental anxiety, alcohol is the most

popular drug on the market. But why
does it have such effects?

Chemically speaking, ethanol—the

type of alcohol in beers, wines, and spir-

its—is quickly absorbed into the blood

stream after consumption, where it trav-

els throughout the body and to the brain.

In the brain, it interacts with a number of

neurotransmitters. Including dopamine,

the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA,
and serotonin. Neurotransmitters are

chemicals that help neurons communi-
cate by sending or inhibiting signals be-

tween cells.

As a depressant, alcohol slows down
activity In the brain and body, resulting

in the initial feeling of relaxation. The
accompanying boost in mood and de-

creased heart rate can be explained by al-

cohol's enhancement of GABA pathways,

which inhibit communication between
neurons and promote production of en-

dorphins, which are linked with feelings

of well-being. As alcohol consumption

increases, the parts of the brain respon-

sible for movement and emotion are af-

fected, resulting in lack of coordination

and exaggerated emotional states. Alco-

hol's rewarding effects can be attributed

In part to Its Interactions with dopamine
and serotonin. Dopamine is associated

with the sensation of pleasure, and things

like food, sex, and certain drugs also act

to release dopamine in the brain.

But once the rewarding effects of al-

cohol have subsided, some might ex-

perience decidedly more unpleasant

symptoms. Case in point: the hangover.

A hangover is a series of unpleasant

physical and mental symptoms that can

accompany heavy alcohol intake. Alcohol

increases urine production by inhibit-

ing the release of antidiuretic hormone
from the pituitary gland in the brain. The
resulting increase in urine production

means that the body loses a lot of wa-
ter, leaving you feeling dehydrated. You
might even experience headaches, dizzi-

ness and lethargy from the Imbalanced

concentration of electrolytes in the blood

Alcohol can also affect mood, behav-

iour, and cognitive abilities in the hang-

over stage. Some people experience

memory impairment and mood changes

after consuming alcohol. These cogni-

tive effects are believed to be caused by
changes in the Immune system, which
operates In close communication with

the central nervous system.

One phenomenon that promotes In-

creased drinking habits is the feeling of

having to "drink more to get drunk." Al-

cohol dependence can occur when the

brain adapts Itself to the level of alcohol

contained In the body and bloodstream,

a process commonly known as tolerance.

According to research in social psy-

chology, the appeal of alcohol often

comes from Its ability to promote solidar-

ity within a peer group. Hence the activi-

ties beer-drinking and watching sports go
very well together.

Research on the appeal of alcohol and
its effects on the brain still has a long way
to go before we grasp the full implications

of alcohol consumption. Knowledge of

the effects of chronic alcohol intake and
the consequent destruction of neurons In

the brain and body may make you start

rethinking some of your Saturday nights,

though. Perhaps ignorance really is bliss.
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Seeing a game outdoors or in an

arena can be a tremendous ex-

perience. However, there are also

times when sports fans want to kick

back and watch the game from a

comfortable vantage point, along-

side a group of friends or soon-to-be

friends. When the game is too far

away, too expensive, or best enjoyed

indoors with hot food and a cold

drink, a trip to a sports-focused bar

is always a winner. With that in mind,

The Varsity has surveyed the field of

sports bar experiences close to cam-
pus. Each one of these places will

offer the sports fan a different, but

great experience^—bar none.

The Sports Centre Cafe
49 St. Clair Ave. W.
The Sports Centre Cafe contains a

lot of character and a lot of char-

acters. If watching a game doesn't

seem complete without a friendly

Hasidic man asking whether the

Yankees have a chance this year,

the Sports Centre Cafe is the place

to be. The locals at this midtown
haunt are very accommodating, the

wait staff is spirited, and the visual

aspect of the sporting experience

encourages conversation among
strangers. The Sports Centre Cafe

features padded booths with

individual televisions, so if there is a

must-watch national (or internation-

al) game, someone will make sure

to put it on. If the game is especially

interesting, patrons from other

parts of the bar may come over to

watch or offer up an opinion. Grab

a sports-themed menu item (such

as the Cheeseheads, a.k.a. mozza-

rella sticks), and enjoy the sensory

experience.

Hoops Sports Bar & Grill

458 Yonge St.

Everything goes down behind the

bar at Hoops. Gerald the friendly

bartender shared with us the story

of why a bar named Hoops attracts

so many hockey fans. When the To-

ronto Raptors started playing, the

hockey traffic was already coming
in from nearby Maple Leaf Gardens.

The bar was going through a name
change, so Hoops was born. Gerald

also revealed the surprising fact

that Leafs fans will only pack the

place if the play-offs are in sight.

When the Leafs are doing well, ev-

erybody comes to Hoops. When the

Leafs are swooning, like in recent

years, new sports fans come in and
request to watch sports like soccer

and, of course, basketball. So take

a shot and come down to Hoops to

see which sport is currently king.

The TV behind the bar is massive,

the bar itself is a thing of beauty, and
Gerald promises that the Leafs' first

game will be a huge celebration.

Hooters
280 Adelaide St. W.
There are a few misleading sto-

ries about Hooters that need to be
cleared up. For one thing, the bars

are named for the mascot, which
happens to be an owl. Hooters' best

kept secret, however, is that it is a

great place for the female sports

fan to congregate. The waitresses

are all incredibly friendly to women,
and though the bar is thought of as

a male hangout, the female clientele

is growing at a rapid rate. One aspect

of Hooters that is well-known is that

it is kitsch city, from the uniforms,

to the merchandise, to the number
of bachelor parties that continue

to happen there—like the one that

showed up in matching retro Blue

Jays uniforms. During the summer
the patio is a big draw, but during

the year, Hooters is a great place to

catch a game, especially American

football and the UPC. The proximity

of Hooters to the Rogers Centre also

encourages fans (and maybe even

players) to stop by before or after at-

tending a game. Some fans only have

eyes for Hooters.

Puck 'N Wings
5625 Yonge St. (362 Bloor St. W.
opening soon)

Some places give you the bait and

switch, but Puck ' N Wings is what it

claims to be. There is puck (hockey

games and lots of memorabilia) and

there are wings (they really are quite

delicious). Any questions? Features

not listed plainly in the name are the

salads for those not wing-inclined,

and the diversity of the clientele,

which comes with the location (the

upcoming Annex spot should bring in

an interesting mix as well). Often the

neighbourhood influences the sport

on offer, as Puck 'N Wings was the

place to be for World Baseball Classic

matches involving Korea and Japan.

The waitresses at Puck 'N Wings are

incredibly welcoming, offering to help

explain the many wing choices. This

place is so comfortable, sports fans

may never want to Puck 'N Leave.

The Football Factory

164 Bathurst St.

To some sports fans, football naturally

means a game played with passing,

rushing, and only occasionally, feet.

But for the gang at The Football Fac-

tory (who recently added a new sup-

porter), a book and movie chronicling

that other game of football provided

the inspiration to open Toronto's

friendliest soccer bar. The flat screens

and private booths adorning the in-

timate space are generally turned to

footy matches both local and interna-

tional, but other sports are allowed to

co-exist. Naturally, the Football Fac-

tory is a great place to catch a football

match. The joint really starts jumping

during local games, and with the bar

only a stone's throw from BMO Field,

TFC fanatics regularly drop in on
game days to support "The Reds." The
Football Factory features an inventive

menu, drinks named "penalty shots,"

and an array of interesting servers

and patrons. Visiting this bar should

definitely be a future goal.

Harbour Sports Grille

10 Yonge St.

Question: When is a sports bar
more than just a sports bar?
When it's a sports grill(e). The
Harbour Sports Grille certainly

has all of the essentials covered:
lots of TVs (including in the wash-

SEE 'SPORTS BARS' -PGM
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Summertime Blues

After a long summer, The Varsity brings you

up to date on all the Blues news of the past four months

KEVIN DRAPER
Associate Sports Editor

Each year, at the end of exams and

the beginning of summer, the major-

ity of us head off to perennial activi-

ties: job hunting, family vacations,

summer school, and the like. But

for the cream of the Varsity Blues

crop, summer can be far more excit-

ing with international competition,

community service, charity work,

and of course, rigorous training.

The athletes have been busy over

the past four months. Here are some
of the highlights.

Swinging Across the Pond
Fast-pitch all-star Karlene Head-

ley-Cooper was part of the silver-

winning Great Britain team at the

European softball championship in

Valencia, Spain, which spanned July

27 to Aug. 1. She notched a tourna-

ment-leading 11 RBIs, and launched

a grand slam in her club's 15-0 rout

of Slovakia. Unfortunately for Head-

ley-Cooper, Britain fell to the Neth-

erlands in the tournament final.

The Golden Girls

Rowing team captain Lauren Brown
and first-year phenom Christina

Malinas cruised their way to a gold

medal at the 127th Royal Canadian

Henley Regatta, which was con-

tested Aug. 2 to 9 in St. Catharines,

Ontario. They prevailed as a pair in

the senior lightweight women's divi-

sion, posting a time of 7:49.57. While
at the tournament, they represented

the Hanlan Boat Club.

Blue Waters
Blues' swimmer Colin Russell swam
into the history books with a short

course record-setting performance

in the 4x200-metre relay at the Brit-

ish Grand Prix event, held Aug. 7 in

Leeds, England. He was part of a

team that included Stefan Hirniak,

Brent Hayden, and Joel Green-

shields. The quartet completed the

relay in 6:51.05, which trumped
Australia's previous world record of

6:52.66.

In a related story, swimmers Zack
Chetrat and Curtis Samuel each

brought home two medals, a silver

and bronze each, from the 2009 Ca-

nadian age group championships,

which took place between July 16

and 19 in Montreal. Chetrat's silver

came thanks to a time of 2:02.23 in

the boys' 200-metre butterfly, and
he added a bronze after complet-

ing the 100-metre butterfly in 56.14

seconds.

Samuel's time of 4:32.16 in the

400-metre medley earned him a

silver medal, and his performance

anchoring the boys' 4x200-metre re-

lay got him a bronze when the team
finished with a time of 7:44.87.

July at the Beach
Blues' volleyball players Steven

Kung and Heather Bansley partici-

pated in the first-ever training camp
held by Volleyball Canada, from July

1 to 25 in Toronto. It featured rigor-

ous training and high-end tourna-

ment competition to simulate the

toll that international play takes on
athletes. Both Blues members said

they profited from the experience.

Cool Runnings
Kate Ruediger picked up a gold

medal in the women's 400m, finish-

ing more than four seconds ahead

of her nearest competition, at the

Ontario Senior Championship and
Canada Summer Games trials. Mi-

chael Del Monte was victorious

in the men's 800m, notching gold

thanks to a time of 1:51.07. He com-
pleted the race a second ahead of

the runner up.

In other events at the competi-

tion, Sarah Boyle picked up silver

in the women's high jump, leap-

ing 1.77 metres. Joining Ruediger,

Del Monte, and Boyle among Blues

medal winners was Doug Creighton,

who took home the bronze in men's

pole-vaulting, following a vault of 4.9

metres.

Blues swimmer Colin Russell set a short course world record in the 4x200-

metre relay at the British Grand Prix in Leeds, England.

The competition ran from July 3

to 5 in Windsor.

Giving Back
Four Blues' football players took

part in a charity hospital bed race

to kick off the Taste of the Danforth

celebration. Scott Smith, George

Gretes, Ross Asaro, and Chris Kow-

alchuk won the Golden Bed Pan Tro-

phy after their victory in the final

race of the fourth annual Toronto

East General Hospital Danforth

Dash Bed Race.

The 2009 event raised over

$40,000 towards the expansion

of the Emergency Department at

TEGH.

Love at first strike

Signing pitching phenom Stephen Strasburg in this year's draft was the perfect move for the Washington Nationals

SILVIO SANSANO

Stephen Strasburg and the Nation-

als were meant to be.

The Strasburg deal had to be
done, plain and simple. The Wash-
ington Nationals and right-hander

Strasburg had too much to lose if

both sides did not agree to a con-

tract by the Aug. 17 midnight dead-
line.

Considered one of the best pitch-

ing prospects of the past decade,

Strasburg was drafted first overall

in the 2009 First-Year Player Draft

by the Washington Nationals. Stras-

burg, 20, went 13-1 alongside with a

1.32 ERA in 15 starts this season at

San Diego State University, striking

out 195 batters in 109 innings. His

fastball could reach as high as 102

MPH, though he usually sits around
95-97 MPH.
Both sides had too much to lose if

they failed to reach an agreement.

The Washington Nationals need-

ed to sign Strasburg. If they failed

to draft him, they would have re-

ceived the second pick in next

year's draft, but would have faced

a PR disaster. Taking into consid-

eration that the Nationals failed to

sign their first-round pick last year,

right-hander Aaron Crow, they

couldn't have done the same thing

this year. It would be sending the

wrong message to the fans, raising

questions about the organization's

commitment to winning.

Strasburg's contract, which
breaks Mark Prior's record $10.5

million contract signed with the

Cubs in 2001, is around $15 mil-

lion over four years, meaning his

deal will expire when he becomes
eligible for arbitration (if he spends

most of 2010 to 2012 in the Majors).

If Strasburg decided not to sign

with the Nationals, he would have

had to go pitch in independent ball,

a route that has not worked well

for pitchers. If Strasburg suffered

an injury sometime before next

year's draft, his value would have

plummeted and he would have had

to settle for far less money in 2010,

compared to what he received this

year.

It's a win-win scenario for both

sides. For Washington, it's an enor-

mous PR victory, considering all the

struggles the Nationals have had
this season and that they will lose

one of their young star pitchers for

2010, Jordan Zimmermann, to Tom-
my John surgery. For Strasburg, he

gets an incredibly great contract

and the chance to start his baseball

career right now, instead of delay-

ing his path to the Majors.

Overall, this deal works out for

everybody. The Nationals signed

Strasburg for less than one would

expect, considering that Scott Bo-

ras is Strasburg's agent. In effect.

First-overall draft pick Stephen Strasburg winds up during a San Diego State game earlier this year.

the Nationals added a potential

number-one starter who can make
an impact on the organization as

soon as next season, at a very re-

spectable figure compared to what
an established number-one starter

would cost on the free-agent mar-

ket. For Strasburg, he gets $15 mil-

lion at the age of 20.

Is it certain that Strasburg will

become one of the next best pitch-

ers in the game? No. People need
to remember that Strasburg hasn't

even thrown a pitch in the Majors

yet, so until he shows that he could
get Major League hitters out, he's

just a prospect with an immense
load of talent. Prospects are never
sure things. However, considering

the situation both the Nationals and
Strasburg were in, everybody wins.
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rooms), satellite games, and wel-

coming staff. But it also offers

certain comforts that are atypi-

cal of the sports bar experience.

Perhaps these charms can be
explained by the Harbour Sports
Grille's luxe location: a short walk
from the waterfront, across from
the Toronto Star building, and
located directly below one of the

towers of the Residences of The
World Trade Centre. The bar's

close proximity to the Air Canada
Centre ensures that on any given

night General Manager of the To-

ronto Maple Leafs Brian Burke or

coach of the Toronto Raptors Jay

Triano may be talking strategy in

one of the many plush booths,

or checking up on out-of-town

games. Players returning from a

road trip know that they can dine

on one of Harbour Sports Grille's

fine meals late into the night.

The waterfall alongside the patio

should have been the first clue

that the Harbour Sports Grille is

a whole new sporting experience.

The prices may be a little steep

compared to other places, but the

Harbour Sports Grille is money in

the bank.

'1 -I

The Vatsity: U of T's unofficial joumaiism sciiooi

Look for us at Qubs Day

this Friday, September4

noon til 4p.m. on Front Campus

TileIMk isalways seeMng fresh talent. Wnteis,

photogiaphets, Mustiatois, bloggers, copy editors, and

people wIh) doni loKw how diey want to get involved-

evarsity.ca

Call 1-800-317-0347 for details. O ROGERS
1. Student Internet Includes Lite' Internet plus speed upgrade to receive incremental speeds and incremental usage allowance, Customer is required to

provide e-mail address upon ordering. Full details and instructions for full speed and usage upgrade activation will be provided via e-mail upon

completion of Hi Speed Internet installation. Regular monthly fee for Lite Internet is S35.99. 2. Fastest and most reliable speeds claim supported by

mdependent third party research conducted by comScore Inc.. comparing average download speed to the equivalent speeds of the incumbent DSL

provider. Testing completed In the Rogers Ontario footprint from October 1, 2008 to January 31. 2009. 3. Usage allowances apply on a monthly basis

and vary by tter of service A SI. 50 per GB overage charge to a maximum of S25 total overage applies for additional use beyond the monthly usage

allowance associated with your tier of service. For details, visit rogers.com/keepingpace. 4. Offer ends September 30th, 2009 and is available to new
customers with valid student identification in serviceable areas. Subject to change without notice. Regular monthly rates and product features apply

after 8- month promotional period. Customer must order a minimum of Internet to receive Free Installation. "-^Rogers and Mobius Design arc trademarks

of or used under license from or with permission of Rogers Communications Inc. or an affiliate. All other brand names & logos are trademarks of their

respective owners. Q2009 Rogers Cable Communications Inc

Some things
you don't sliare.

Some you do.
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Former U of T

student sentenced

to 14 years

Second convicted Toronto 18 nriember

admits to wrongdoing

TIM LEGAULT
Associate News Editor

A former U of T student has been sen-

tenced to 14 years for taking part in a

failed terrorist plot to blow up three

government buildings in Toronto.

Saad Khalid, 23, pleaded guilty in

May to intending to cause an explosion

that would likely cause serious bodily

harm, death, or damage to property.

He was one of 18 cirrested in what has

been dubbed the "Toronto 18," a home-

grown terrorist plot, whose targets

included the Toronto Stock Exchcinge,

CSIS headquarters, and a nearby mili-

tary base.

Khalid, who studied business at U
of T, has already spent three years in

prison following his arrest, including

15 months in solitary confinement fol-

lowing a June 2, 2006 police sting under

the Anti-Terrorism Act. Police caught

him unloading a truck containing three

tonnes of ammonium nitrate and a bag

said to contain 15 litres of nitric acid,

intended for making truck bombs.

Two paid undercover agents infil-

trated the group cmd took part in the

group's activities. One agent was re-

sponsible for procuring the chemicals

and helped set the sting in motion.

Justice Bruce Durno credited Khalid

for his time spent in pretrial custody

and ruled that Khalid will have to serve

a mciximum of seven more years in

prison. His first opportunity for parole

is in two years, four months.

"Terrorist offences are a most vile

form of criminal conduct...They attack

SEE 'PLOT' -PG
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DECEMBER 18-30. 2005
Possible terrorist candidates

attend training camp in Washago,
Ont. Khalid arrives on Dec 23 and
takes part in activities, including

marching and firing an air rifle.

Khalid listens to a speech by a

group ringleader announcing the

intent to defeat the United States.

Not all participants are told of the

terrorist purpose of the camp.

MARCH 24, 2006—A falling out

between two key members of the

group occurs. An intercepted

conversation between two
members indicates that some

Mississauga members of the group

felt that the group's plans were
"Islamically wrong."

APRIL 8. 2006—Police agent

meets with a member of the group

and tells him that he can obtain

the necessary chemicals through

his uncle.

MAY 3. 2006—A police search

a member's house finds a binder

containing extensive instructions for

making explosives out of substances
including ammonium nitrate.

Packaging and instructions for a

remote control for a cellular phone
is found, as are 15 rounds of 9mm

ammunition.

MAY 22. 2006—Saad Khalid

completes and submits a rental

application for a house at 23
Findlay Boulevard, Toronto.

JUNE 2, 2006—An undercover

officer arrives at the warehouse in a

white truck loaded with three tonnes

of ammonium nitrate and 15 litres

of nitric acid. Khalid and another

member are found unloading and
carrying the bags into the warehouse

when police arrest him.

Hundreds of police officers raid

homes in Toronto and Mississauga

and arrest 10 adults and five youths.

2005

2006 FEBRUARY 5. 2006—Several

members of the Toronto 18 look at

property in Northern Ontario for a

safe house or base of operations.

They make the first radio frequency

remote control detonator.

APRIL 7. 2006—An undercover

police agent meets with a member
of the group. The member lays out

the plot to bomb three locations in

the GTA by packing Uhaul vans with

explosives, parking them in front of

the targets, and detonating them
remotely. He also discusses plans

for obtaining ammonium nitrate and
nitric acid to make explosives.

APRIL 16-30, 2006—The agent
meets with a member of the group
on several occasions. They discuss

procuring the necessary chemicals

for the bombs, methods of payment,
and detonators.

MAY 11. 2006—A member
confirms with the agent that the

targets are the CSIS headquarters,

the TSX building, and an unspecified

military base. The agent is given

an envelope with $960 as a down
payment for the ammonium nitrate.

MAY 31. 2006—Saad Khalid calls

an undercover police officer posing

as a man with an industrial unit for

rent. Khalid meets with the officer

at the warehouse to view the unit

and provides the officer with $2600
cash as payment for the first two
months rent.

I WAS ON MY WAY TO WORK IN THE EARLY MORNING. I WAS
BIKING ON QUEEN STREET I WAS RIDING WEST ON COLLEGE. I

WAS RIDING TO ^^iJNDSCAPES. I WAS ON A "
' I

WAS ON MY WAY TO A BOOKSTORE. I WAS COMING BACK FROM A
BIKE WORKOUT. I WAS ON MY WAY TO ASTRONOMY CLASS WHEN
IT HAPPENED.

Cycling clubs reflect on bike tragedy

Alex Legum, Weston and Church, September 2008: "I was riding

southeast on Weston Road during a UTCC ride and was struck on

the left side by a driver attempting to [ake a left turn into a parl<ing

lot. I was knocked onto the hood of the driver's car but managed to

stay upright on my bike, and the driver stuck around until I got her

info and we rode liome."

Claire Lewis/ : "I was riding west on College Street and

was struck on the left side by a driver attempting to turn right onto Elizabeth Street. I was

knocked off my bike, but the driver didn't stick around to make sure I was okay or even to

call an ambulance."

Tish Gaudio, : "I was on my way to work in June early in the

morning, around 8 a.m., so it was rush hour, and I had just passed King and Spadina. I was

going south, and that's all downhill, so I had built up a lot of momentum. Anyway, I was

passing by this gas station on my right, and this car didn't see me and I didn't have the

time to stop especially with how fast I was going, so he essentially right turned into me. I

fell onto the sidewalk pretty hard but the only major injury I sustained was a broken toe. The

driver got out of his car and was really apologetic, so that was nice."

Steve Tarn, : "Biking east on College to get the newest

tracks from Soundscapes. Cars were passing on my left so I couldn't swerve when an

Escalade opened its door into my side. I hit the ground hard. The driver was slightly

sympathetic but obviously in a rush."

Lindsay Jensen, jMnp'on!^ : "I was biking along Queen Street

someone opened their car door, and in my attempt to swerve around them, my wheels

caught the streetcar tracks and I went down."

Cristina Diaz-Borda, .wmm bpadina. kimx Ikk- "This car cuts suddenly into

the shoulder where I am driving, so that a woman could throw her tennis racket into the

window. Clipped my front tire and sent me off the bike."

Bryce Croii, : "I was coming back from a bike workout

and on my way to astronomy class. I was rubbed into the sidewalk by a minivan parking

without looking if there was a bike in the bike lane."

Franny O'Brien, Biooi and Avenue. I.in*» ?? "I was on my way to a bookstore, riding

with the flow of traffic, when a cab pulled out of the side of the road and into me. I was

knocked off my bike, and I had to catch myself from falling into the traffic. The cab

didn't stop."

Safety awareness at

heart of issue says

activist

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
Associate News Editor

On Monday, August 30, Darcy Allen

Sheppard, a 33-year-old bike courier

and father of four, was struck by a

vehicle at Bay and Bloor. After the ini-

tial hit, he had an altercation with the

driver, and once hit, Sheppard held on
to the car as it drove away. After being

dragged along for some hundred me-
ters, he fell and was run over by the

rear wheels of the car.

Michael Bryant, former attorney

general and active provincial politi-

cian, has been charged.

Though the details of the accident

cU'e still largely unclear—^whether

there was substance abuse on the part

of either cyclist or driver, or who pro-

voked whom in the altercation—there

has been an unprecedented outpour-

ing of protest and controversy in the

wake of the accident.

The Tuesday immediately follow-

ing, over a thousand cyclists dropped
their bikes between UniversityAvenue

SEE 'BIKE' -PG
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Toronto gets new free

evening daily

TODD MICHAEL LANE

Toronto's first evening daily since

the Toronto Telegram folded in 1971

will be brought to you by high school

students dressed up as newsboys,

yelling "Extra! Extra!"

The inaugural edition of Toronto's

newest newspaper, T.o.night, will be-

gin circulating on Sept. 8 with an ini-

tial circulation of 100,000 one-hand-

ed format copies on glossy paper

designed for commuters. However,

it is the unique marketing campaign-
ing that will most likely catch your

eye.

The project is led by managing
director and majority shareholder

John Cameron, who hopes to capi-

talize on the untapped readership of

evening commuters. Cameron said

that while Toronto readers have six

paid or free daily publications to

choose from on their morning com-
mute, there is an absence of new con-

tent in the evening. He said he hoped
that combined with rising TTC rider-

ship and longer commutes T.o.night

would have a captive audience.

However, lack of competition will

not ensure success. Leading free dai-

ly Metro attempted evening publica-

tions in Europe that failed, according

to Bill McDonald, group publisher

for Metro English Canada. McDonald
told media that it was the failure of

the evening publications to attract

advertising dollars that ultimately

brought about their demise in Stock-

holm and Copenhagen.

Cameron said advertising will not

be a problem. "Advertisers like the

ability to be the last touch-point

before these commuters make their

evening plans," said Cameron.

T.o.night will print mostly Cana-

dian Press and Associated Press

stories published before its 11 a.m.

press deadline to provide content

that the morning papers don't have.

There will also be articles by blo^O
writers and entries from "prominent

Torontonians." Despite the fact Perez

Hilton had been bandied about as a

possible contributor, Cameron noted

that T.o.night is only in discussions

with other unnamed bloggers.

"The TTC doesn't have cellphone

access, doesn't have WiFi, and basi-

cally the TTC doesn't plan on doing it

anytime soon," says Cameron. "And

even if you have it, those streams

[...] are not friendly on the eye to

read. After you've had a long day, the

last thing you want to do is stare at

another computer screen."

T.o.night is a joint venture between

St. Joseph's Communication, which
owns Toronto Life, with Richard

White, the owner of Blackburn Ra-

dio, and private investors.

McMaster support staff reject final offer

Staff at bookstores, registrars, and libraries could walk off the job

Support staff at McMaster University

are one step closer to striking, after

rejecting the university's final con-

tract offer last week.

After four months of negotiations,

McMaster asked the Ontario labour

ministry to take its final offer to union

members in a forced vote. CAW Local

555 previously urged its members
to refuse the university's final offer

The union represents 2,200 technical

administration staff, which includes

medical secretaries and staff at book-

stores and registrars.

On September 2 and 3, 61.8 per

cent of union members voted down
the university's final offer, and 58 per

cent voted in favour of a strike.

Sept. 4 was the earliest possible

strike day, but the vote fell short

of the two-thirds required to call a

strike according to the CAW constitu-

tion. The national executive can over-

ride this provision—whether they

will do so remains in question.

Sticking points include pension

plans, salary increases, and job eval-

uations.

The university proposed moving
future employees to a group RRSP,

while the union wants to keep the

current benefits pension plan. The
union is also pushing for a 5.5 per

cent in salary increases over a period

of three years.

"Our goal has been to keep stu-

dents as informed as possible. Our
advanced planning attempted to

make sure that the impact on stu-

dents would be minimal," said An-

drea Farquhar, public relations direc-

tor at McMaster.

While the situation calls to mind
the months-long York University

strike, Farquhar said that McMaster's

situation is quite different, because

teaching assistants belong to a sepa-

rate union.

Farquhar admitted a potential

strike would mean delays at popular

places such as the Registrar's Office

and the bookstore, but not to the ex-

tent of shutting down the entire cam-

pus. She suggested going for registrar

services in advance to avoid difficul-

ties in case of a strike.

The union could not be reached for

comment over the weekend.

'PLOT' -CONTINUED FROM P61

the very fabric of Canada's democratic

ideals," said Durno. He added that the

sentence should send a clear message

to those tempted to take part in terror-

ist dealings.

With the Crown seeking an 18- to

20-year sentence, Russell Silverstein,

Khalid's lawyer, admitted that the sen-

tence could have been a lot worse. He

added that Khalid was happy with the

outcome of the trial.

Khalid is the second member of

the Toronto 18 to be convicted. Last

September, the first, who cannot be

named because he was a minor, was

sentenced to 30 months in prison.

The ruling follows one of the first

prosecutions under the Anti-Terrorism

Act, a controversial bill passed shortly

after the September 11. 2001 attacks.

The act gives police far-reaching pow-

ers to disable suspected terrorist

threats, including preventative arrests

and the right to detain suspected ter-

rorists for up to three days.

During his time in prison, Khalid

was routinely strip-searched and kept

in solitary confinement for most of the

day, Silverstein told CBC News. Kha-

lid, a Mississauga resident, is the first

of the group to admit to a bomb plot.

He has admitted he knew the fertil-

izer was destined for bombs. He was
responsible for renting the warehouse

to store them and unloading the truck,

according to a 37-page uncontested

statement of facts released by the

Crown.

At his sentencing hearing on Aug.

25, Khalid expressed regret over his

involvement with the group. "1 need a

second chance and I do not think that

keeping me in jail and throwing away

the key will be good for society or

me," he told the court. "1 acknowledge

that 1 made a huge mistake, and not a

day passes by that 1 am not filled with

regret for my role in this despicable

crime." Durno noted Khalid's remorse

and factored it into his sentencing. He

also acknowledged the impact of Kha-

lid's mother's death when he was 16.

The Toronto Star reports that during

his time in a Mississauga high school,

Khalid began to associate with Muslim

students who advocated extremist

views. He began to show a stronger af-

finity for Muslim causes and started to

denounce Western policies that he felt

were anti-Muslim.

Prior to his arrest, Khalid had par-

ticipated in a 12-day camp in Washago,

Ont. in December 2005. Led by other

members of the group, Khalid partici-

pated in marching activities, obstacle

courses, and paintball matches. The
Crown claims this was a terrorist

training camp, without alleging Khalid

was aware of the camp's purpose be-

fore he arrived.

Of the 18 arrested, four adults and
three youths have had their cases

dropped. One youth was convicted.

A publication ban has been placed

on the remaining nine, who are still

awaiting trial.

CKLN gets new lease on life

Summer board elections end power struggle

over Ryerson radio

HILARY BARLOW

After a year and a half of infighting

between the rival boards of Ryer-

son's CKLN radio station, a resolution

is finally on the horizon. Staff and

community members of the station

elected a new board of directors on

July 24. Last Friday, board members
received via email a lease agreement

cementing the board's authority from

the Ryerson Students' Union and the

Palin Foundation, a not-for-profit cor-

poration that runs the Ryerson Stu-

dent Centre.

"Our aim is to be on the air, by the

very latest, next month," said Ron Nel-

son, former host of Friday Night Reg-

gaemania on CKLN and now a board

member representing volunteer staff.

Nelson expects to sign the lease

agreement, which he called solid and

professional, today.

"I think there will end up being a

restoration of many of the shows, but

there is a process we will go through

to re-interview all volunteers," he said.

Control of CKLN has been a matter

of dispute since December 2007, when
program director Tim May suddenly

resigned from his post. Board mem-
ber Tony Barnes was appointed as a

replacement, in what some saw as a

violation of bylaws since the position

was not advertised. At an emergency

meeting in February 2008, staff and
community members voted to im-

peach the board, which the board

did not acknowledge. When over 30

volunteer workers of the station were

dismissed without warning soon af-

ter, they promptly staged protests

outside the station and launched an

online opposition campaign.

Added to the leadership debate is

a history of funding issues. The Ryer-

son Students' Union bailed out CKLN
on $100,000 of unpaid taxes in 2003,

and the radio station sued the union

and the university for withheld levy

money in February this year. Then-

president of RSU Muhammad Ali

Jabbar said that the union couldn't

resume funding the station until the

leadership issue was sorted out, since

the union was unsure of whom to pay.

Representatives of RSU and the Pal-

in Foundation expressed their confi-

dence that the leadership conundrum
has finally been settled, and said the

rest is up to CKLN and its new board.

"Going forward, it is our hope that

the issues around governance have

been resolved by the members of

CKLN, and that CKLN will continue to

play a vital role in both the Ryerson

Student Centre and the community at

large," said Chris McNeil, chair of the

Ryerson Student Centre.

Joeita Gupta, one of the volunteer

staff who was booted last February,

said she looks forward to the re-

establishment of the station, which

she sees as an important counter

to mainstream media in Toronto.

"There are a lot of people rooting for

the station and we've made quite a

bit of progress," said Gupta, a U of T
student who sits on Governing Coun-

cil and is a vice-president of the As-

sociation of Part-time Students.

Gupta was in attendance at the

July 24 election and cited the 150-

plus turnout as evidence that CKLN
still has supporters and listeners in

the community. "Even after a year of

infighting, even after a year of divi-

sion [...] there are people out there

who care about the station, people

who want to see it back on the air,"

she said.

Too oid to ride ttie Ixis

Ottawa slaps age-limit on discounted

student transit passes

AMANDA KWAN

University and college students in Ot-

tawa are lobbying the city to reverse

a policy that prohibits students over

the age of 27 from buying discounted

bus passes.

Before the age cap took effect in

July, all students in Ottawa were
qualified to buy a discounted $65.25

monthly student bus pass, which is

$20 cheaper than a regular adult pass.

The Ottawa City Council approved

the policy last December as a way to

save money and balance the budget.

But the decision has drawn fierce

criticism from students, who describe

the policy as discriminatory. They ar-

gue the age cap unfairly targets single

parents and laid-off workers continu-

ing their education, and also discour-

ages students from using public tran-

sit.

Rajeev Prasad, a second-year law

student at the University of Ottawa
who is his mid-thirties, told CTV,

"[Savings from the student discount]

may not seem like a lot, but when you
don't have a stable income, that's

something you have to budget for."

More than a dozen local student

groups showed up at a transit com-

mittee meeting on September 1 to

voice their opposition to the age

cap. They won a small victory when
Ottawa's transit committee voted

unanimously to lift the policy. Now
students are lobbying councilors to

approve the change as well.

City Council will make a final deci-

sion on Wednesday, but a reversal

will need support from 75 per cent

of council since the issue has already

been debated earlier this year.

"We Ride," a coalition of Ottawa

schools lobbying the city to remove

the age limit on student bus passes,

has become a rallying cry for students

across Ottawa. Frustration over the

age cap policy prompted Will Samuel,

a 32-year-old anthropology student at

Carleton University, to create the "We

Ride" Facebook group in July. It man-

aged to attract hundreds of followers

within a few hours and now has over

2,300 supporters.

Samuel told TransitOttawa.ca that

he was surprised by the number of

SEE 'METRO' -PG

4
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UVic overrun by rabbits

GINASHIN

Cute furry critters sprinkled across

campus might sound like fun, but

it's an escalating problem at the

University of Victoria. In the last few

years, the number of wild rabbits in-

habiting the school's nature-friendly

grounds has increased dramatically,

thanks to both the bunnies' copious

reproduction and humanity's weak
spot for those long ears. Students,

community members, and visitors

habitually feed or abemdon pet rab-

bits on campus.

"I love the rabbits there. 1 got

in trouble a few times when secu-

rity asked me to stop feeding them,

though," said Richard Dybalski, a

V<mcouver student visiting his sister,

a medical student at UVic. "To be
fair, there really can be a lot some-

times—dozens and dozens when
they're not hiding."

To hear UVic admin tell it, the rate

of on-campus pet abandonment is a

bigger problem than casual bunny
feeders.

"One of the frustrations I see is

that it still goes on," said Richard Pis-

kor, UVic's director of health, safety,

and the environment. "Right now I

can look out my office window and
see rabbits, and as beautiful a view

as this is, I know that as recently as

this week more were abandoned."

Piskor added that despite the year-

long public awareness program

—

including signage and posters all

across campus, bookmarks inside

textbooks, informative ads in the

newspapers, and other efforts—and
despite the city's pet-abandonment

bylaw, feeding and abandonment

continue.

In the meantime, the university is

asking for proposals for a pilot proj-

ect to trap, sterilize, and circulate

into adoption an estimated 150 rab-

bits.

Animal rights groups, including

the Rabbit Advocacy Group of B.C.,

commended the school's attempts to

take a humane approach and leave

lethal measures as a last resort. But

the adoption process raised con-

cerns.

"Who's to say many won't end up
back at UVic? How is that a solu-

tion?" asked David Shishkoff, a stu-

dent and activist with the advocacy

group Friends of Animals.

Piskor and the UVic staff say they

are open to a variety of options, but

that finding another home for the

rabbits is a priority.

'BIKE' -CONTINUED FROM P61

.and Bay Street, chanting "murder" and yelling at motorists to

give them space to mourn.

"Everybody is pissed, honestly," said Alex Legum, co-presi-

dent of the U of T Cycling Club. "Just at the Club's Fair [on Sept.

4] , people were just outraged. We got 170 names for the listserv,

and a good portion of those mentioned the accident."

When asked if the accident was unprecedented, Alex re-

sponded, "It's rare that someone will die."

"I've had people yell at me from ccu windows and I'll yell

back. I've had taxis pull out right in front of me and I had to

slam on my breaks, and it pisses you off, I mean you're just try-

ing to get home from work. . .1 don't know too many cyclists who
haven't been hit by cars, and most people don't stop."

Legum cites a lack of communication between motorists and

cyclists as the problem: "Toronto mainly has a problem with

general traiffic—ccirs are not educated on bikes. They don't

know bike laws, and a few things they do, like psirk in bike lanes,

frustrate us, and make us not want to follow the laws."

To this end, Legum advises cyclists, "don't be aggressive but

be assertive, and know your rights."

Steve Tam, head mechanic at Bikechain and a consistent cy-

clist in Toronto for the past six years, offers different advice.

"I think that it's important to look at cycling advocacy and

safety," said Tam. "As much as we wcint to educate cars and

drivers of their responsibility when they're on the road, cyclists

need to be aware and defensive. Just because there's a bike

lane on the street doesn't mean it's a get-out-of-jail-free card.

I think that many cyclists are far too casual when it comes to

cycling on main roads."

"As a cyclist," he continues, "you have to assume that every

single car is going to cut you off, and you have to be prepared

for that, so when it happens, yeah, it's frustrating but you can

deal with it."

On the Sheppard-Bryant case, Tam felt the initial impact was

fairly common.
"I think that the accident that happened happens every day,

cind [this case is] a very isolated incident where you had two

very aggressive and short-tempered people react, but it was

not the specific incidence of the bike. If [Sheppard] had done

that to the next car, I don't think he would be dead."

Allyson Amster, former head of Bikechain, views the accident

differently: "With Bryant, we saw a car used as a weapon," says

Amster "But at any given moment, a car can seriously injure or

kill. And that is exactly what studies in Toronto have revealed:

90 per cent of collisions are caused by motorists, not cyclists."

Tam, like Legum, sees value in educating both drivers and

cyclists on their rights.

"We need to realize that bikes versus cars is not a war that

anyone is going to win," says Tam.

Safety and legal tips from UTCC:

When the line dividing the bike

lane from regular traffic lanes

becomes dotted, it is legal

for a car to use your lane for

turning. Watch for cars turning

right!

If you're passing someone in

the bike lane, signal in and out

of the lane by pointing down to

your left to let the cars know

what you're doing.

You are not required to provide

ID if a police officer asks for

it. That said, it's probably a

good idea to if you have some

on you, just to make your life

easier.

You can't get points on your

driver's license for traffic

violations on a bike, so call the

licensing offices of the Ministry

of Transportation after you're

ticketed and tell them you were

ticketed while on a bike. They'll

take the points acquired on a

bike off your driver's license.

The exact wording in the law

on where cyclists should be

riding says "a cyclist must

drive in the right-hand lane or

as close as practicable to the

right edge of the road." So take

the lane where you feel unsafe,

and don't worry about the cars

that get angry with you.

Waterioo reconsiders

marketing logo

5,000-strong Facebook group pans

leaked design

YEAMROT TADDESEY

It's not uncommon for schools to

rebrand for marketing purposes

—

MIT changed their logo recently

—

but a massive negative response to

the University of Waterloo's unoffi-

cial new marketing logo has forced

the school to reconsider its design.

So far, more than 5,000 students

and alumni have joined a Facebook
group against the logo after a pro-

totype of the design leaked on
the Internet two months prior to

its scheduled unveiling. The new
logo, complaints said, does not re-

flect a "sense of professionalism,

pride, and heritage."

The new logo was leaked by a co-

op student working at the school,

reports the Imprint, UW's student

newspaper.

The prototype, designed by fac-

ulty with contributions from other

professionals, features coloured

lines (each representing one fac-

ulty in the university) crisscrossed

within a black "W." UW paid

$85,000 to produce the design.

"We understand that the bold

coloured lines within the W sym-
bol do not resonate with enough
of our stakeholders at this point

in our process," said Meg Beckel,

UW's VP external relations, in a

written statement following the

negative remarks.

"We believe we should recon-

sider the symbol and engage our

stakeholders in the process more
broadly. [...] In the coming weeks
we will seek online feedback from
stakeholders interested in partici-

pating in our identity project."

"The coloured lines on the black

background signify a party atmo-
sphere and I don't think that is

what our logo should say about the

school," said Jason Chen, a second-

year student studying computing
and financial management at UW.
Chen said he has nothing against

a new logo, as long as it communi-
cates UW's academic prestige and
diversity.

Fellow student Maria Christina

Greco agreed. "It doesn't look like

a traditional university logo, it

looks very informal and changing
the logo changes the way our cam-
pus [is perceived]," said Greco, a

third-year in computer science

and business. "I'm happy that they

are reconsidering it, and I hope
this time they include more stu-

dent input."

The future logo, Beckel said,

should speak volumes about UW's
"ambitious and unconventional

stories." UW's previous logo will

still be used on diplomas and of-

ficial documents. A new logo is

sought to market the school across

Canada.

OUSA missing two years'

audits

111 a Brock University Students'

Union blog, Ontario Under-

graduate Student Alliance

VP of finance Rob Lanteigne,

slated that "in previous years,

financial controls have signifi-

cantly lapsed and [OUSA] has
gone two years without an au-

dit. In addition, a lack of knowl-

edge and jjolicies around our
finances, have led to significant

mis-postings, and budgets that

look nothing like the actual ex-

penditures."

According to the Ry(-'rson

f'rce Fress. Lanteigne later

brushed the situation off as

"a nunilier of small" clerical

errors. He also attributed the

missing aiidil and financial

confusion to the transition pe-

riod in early 2008 and the fact

that many of those elected lack

a financial background.
An audit serves to provide

an external review of an orga-

nization's financial practices.

In compliance with the On-
tario Corjjoratious Act, most
student organizations are

audited annually and the au-

dited financial statements are

presented to a meeting of the

organization's general mem-
bers to be accepted. OUSA has

been known to have late audits

in the past, and is now being

audited for the j)ast two years.

OUSA will present the findings

to their assembly on Sunday,

Oct. 25.

—IVIEHREEN IMTIAZ
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followers, which he expected to peak
at about 100. But Samuel also believes

that students can have an influence

on the policy-making process. "The

city is grossly underestimating the

ability of students to band together,"

he said.

Students have also received sup-

port from campus administrators.

University of Ottawa president Allan

Rock sent a letter encouraging coun-

cil to lift the controversial age limit.

In the letter, Rock says the policy will

affect graduate students the most,

many of whom pursue degrees at an

age past the limit placed by the city:

"This could have an impact on when

they decide to start and end their

post-secondary studies."

The age cap would save OC
Transpo, the Ottawa city public tran-

sit, $220,000 per year, according to

internal estimates. Ottawa's transit

provider has been struggling to bal-

ance its budget since a transit strike

last winter A recent OC Transpo re-

port said that it went nearly $2 million

over budget paying workers overtime

to get the buses back on the road af-

ter the strike.
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Police involvement and rights abuses surround sentencing of Toronto 18 member

The U.S. had Sept. 11, Britain had a

series of train bombings, India had
its attack on the Taj hotel in Mumbai.
And now Canada has its first convict-

ed terrorists. The second of them, a

former U of T student, pleaded guilty

on May 4 of participating in an alleged

terrorist plot to blow up the Toronto

Stock Exchange, CSIS headquarters,

and a nearby military base.

Twenty-three-year-old Saad Khalid

was one of four youths and 14 men
arrested without specific charges

(only two of those arrested were read

any charges) in a series of raids in

the summer of 2006 under the 2001

Anti-Terrorist Act, which allows for

the suspension of certain articles of

the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. Last week, Khalid was sen-

tenced to 14 years in prison, but only

after being kept for 15 months in soli-

•EDITORIAL-
tary confinement, and after being re-

fused preliminary hearings and bail.

The Varsity does not defend alleged

terrorists or anyone who intends to

harm civilians. However, what has

been dubbed the Toronto 18 has been

the highest-profile case invoking of

the Anti-Terrorist Act, and raises se-

rious questions about the tactics of

police agents, and the handling of ter-

rorism cases.

Khalid was arrested while helping to

unload a shipment of fertilizer that

was to be used as the explosive. A
businessman who procured the fer-

tilizer for the plot was one of at least

two police agents involved in the al-

leged scheme.

Mubin Shaikh, an informant of the

CSIS went with the accused on a

"training camp" in Washago in the

winter of 2005, where he conducted

a gun training program, and acted

as a facilitator for the camp. The par-

ticipants were told that the camp was
to be a religious one, and only later

found out about its terrorist motives.

Shaikh admitted to playing a "key role"

in bringing the youths to the camp.

"Once there, he acted as a trainer,

offered religious leadership, empha-
sized the militant nature of the jihad,

helped set up military-style activities

and provided firearms training with

an illegal 9-mm gun," reports the To-

ronto Star. Afterwards, Shaikh helped

collect wire-taps and materials for the

making of remote-controlled detona-

tors. Unknown to Shaikh, Shasher

Elsohemy, another police agent,

worked with the alleged "ring-leader"

of the plot to procure and arrange the

fertilizer shipment. The details of the

plot were not known to the rest of the

members, including Khalid.

From this evidence, one can eas-

ily conclude that the alleged terrorist

scheme was facilitated, and maybe
even instigated by agents of the po-

lice.

Furthermore, the standards, codes

and ethics that comprise this coun-

try's legal and judicial system were

abandoned during Khalid's legal pro-

ceedings, and throughout the pro-

ceedings of all nine alleged Toronto

18 terrorists still awaiting trial. The
Canadian Charter of Rights and Free-

doms, the very backbone of Canada's

civil rights, has been violated in a

number of ways.

Firstly, all 18 were arrested without

any charges, which the Anti-Terrorist

Act provides for. They have been re-

fused bail hearings, denied the right

to public court proceedings, and kept

in solitary confinement for months on

end.

Arrests being made without charges

may be a necessary evil to protect the

immediate safety of the population.

However, there is absolutely no justifi-

cation for the refusal of bail hearings,

the lack of public transparency in the

courtroom, or the unnecessarily bru-

tal treatment of Khalid and the other

nine detainees.

The beauty of a good legal system is

that it treats all accused fairly and

justly. This right should not be taken

away because terrorism is the issue at

hand. The treatment of the Toronto 18

throws our legal and policing system

into serious question, cmd threatens

our faith in good governance.

Looking back, moving forward: liealtli-care reform

witliout Ted Kennedy

The legacy of the Liberal Lion may inspire the bi-partisan efforts needed to refornn America's dysfunctional health care system

Ted Kennedy made health care reform the focus of his 47 years in the Senate.

Edward "Ted" Kennedy's passing on
Aug. 25 will forever alter America's

political landscape. The last ves-

tiges of John F. Kennedy's Camelot

disappeared as the American public

mourned the loss of this extraordi-

nary leader.

Affectionately known as the "Liber-

al Lion of the Senate," Kennedy made
universal health care for Americans

his life's work. He was instrumen-

tal in American health-care reform

since becoming the chair of the Sen-

ate Sub-Committee on health care in

1971. Although he actively lobbied for

a single-payer solution, he ended up
co-operating with Richard Nixon's re-

form to establish the employer-based,

HMO-oriented solution. Ultimately,

Kennedy would come to regret not

taking the opportunity presented in

the Nixon health-care reform pack-

age.

The Carter administration was the

least successful political period for

Kennedy and his attempts to reform

health care. On several occasions the

senator fell short of convincing Carter

to push health-care reform, mainly

due to the proposed $60-billion cost.

However, the 1980s was a decade of

moderate success for Kennedy, as

he was able to pass the COBRA leg-

islation, which extended employee-

based health care after workers left

their jobs.

Kennedy's greatest successes on
health care reform were realized

during the days of the Clinton admin-

istration, when Kennedy was instru-

mental in the drafting and passing of

the State Children's Health Insurance

Program—the largest expansion of

taxpayer-funded health care since

Medicaid in the 1960s. The following

eight years brought setbacks for the

veteran law-maker. After attempt-

ing to work with George W. Bush on
extending Medicare to provide pre-

scription drug benefits to seniors,

Kennedy voted against the change

due to provisions in the bill that cre-

ated incentives for moving towards

private insurance—something Ken-

nedy viewed as a complete betrayal.

Though Kennedy faced delays and
failures along the way, the inaugura-

tion of Barack Obama brought back

the dream of health care reform.

Obama's administration will miss

Kennedy, a bi-partisan deal maker,

as it attempts to reform the $2.5-triI-

lion American health-care system,

and help the 49 million Americans

who are uninsured. Kennedy's death

leaves the Democrats with only 59

seats in the Senate—one shy of the

filibuster-proof 60.

Kennedy's death has provided

a necessary break from the over-

whelming press coverage that health-

care reform has received in recent

weeks. Anchors for major networks

stopped talking about the confronta-

tional town hall meetings, and turned

their sights on Kennedy's funeral and

legacy. Even the opponents of Demo-
cratic health-care reform, in particu-

lar the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
and Conservatives for Patients'

Rights, have halted their campaigns.

But the issue is sure to return to the

front pages soon. And now, the sena-

tor's legacy may help solve this great

American dilemma.

His long history of reaching across

the aisle may change the health care

debate forever. Kennedy was able to

put aside political differences and
work with former Massachusetts

Gov. Mitt Romney in order to pass

universal health care in Massachu-

setts. His ability to garner respect

from such Republicans as New
Hampshire's Judd Gregg and Repub-
lican presidential candidate John
McCain may change the current po-

litical deadlock. Senator Harry Reid

of Nevada suggested that Kennedy's

political legacy provide the neces-

sary catalyst to bring both Demo-
crats and Republicans back to the

bargaining table.

With Obama's popularity sinking,

the House Democrats divided, and
only 59 seats in the Senate, America
desperately needs to turn to Ken-

nedy's example of bi-partisan efforts.

He may just achieve in death what
he was unable to fully realize in life:

the complete overhaul of America's

health care system.
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Rules of the Road
There's a way to solve the ongoing battle between cyclists and cars in Toronto: Stop pretending they're the sanne thing

What drivers and the police don't

seem to understand is that for

us cyclists, there are no minor
collisions

_ PETRE RADULESCU

Last Wednesday, 300 cyclists gath-

ered on Bloor Street between Bay

and Avenue Road, blocking east-

bound traffic. 1 was one of them. We
gathered around the spot where
Darcy Allan Sheppard had been
killed by the former Ontario attor-

ney general Michael Bryant two

days earlier. After a short memorial

ride and five minutes of silence, we
rang our bells, we screamed, we
barked, we shouted, and we lifted

our bikes in the air. It was cathar-

tic. In case you are unfamiliar with

the story, here's the recap: Late

last Monday, Bryant was driving a

black Saab convertible westbound

on Bloor Street, and had what po-

lice describe as "a minor collision"

with Sheppard who was riding his

bike home. Following the collision,

which damaged Sheppard's bike,

an altercation ensued. Although

we still do not know what exactly

happened during the exchange,

it seems that Sheppard somehow
grabbed onto the car, and Bryant

sped away trying to shake him off.

Eventually Sheppard lost his grip

and was run over by the car.

What drivers and the police don't

seem to understand is that for us

cyclists, there are no minor col-

lisions. We are not strapped in a

two-ton tank with airbags that go

off at the slightest fender bender.

You open your door in front of us

and we're going to become a hu-

man catapult. You decide to make
a right turn, without checking your

blind spot, and we have a second

or two to decide if we'd rather

smash against the side of your car

or have a very intimate encounter

with a lamppost. So yes, after "a

minor collision" we are a bit edgy
and confrontational. It was a minor
collision for you, but it was a near-

death experience for us.

Cars represent a remnant of a by-

gone era and have no place in the

city of the future. They're polluting,

noisy, and a highly inefficient form

of transportation, especially in the

downtown area.

But as it stands, cars and cyclists

have to co-exist peacefully, but cre-

ating bike lanes in Toronto seems
to be a Herculean effort. Almost a

year ago, the Safe Cycling Coalition

was in court arguing that the very

stretch of Bloor where Sheppard

died should have a bike lane. It was
a failed effort. Another example is

the opposition that the proposed
bike lane on Jarvis has received

over the past year. It's impossible

to say if the existence of a bike lane

could have saved Sheppard's life,

but giving cyclists their dedicated

road space will certainly create bet-

ter driving and riding conditions.

An even more fundamental prob-

lem is that Toronto's bike lanes offer

cyclists virtually no security. Cars
completely ignore the tiny lane, or

treat it as extra parking space, or as

a handy little area where they can
swerve in order to avoid potholes.

Instead of simply making roads nar-

rower by painting on bike lanes, we
should look at the European model
and slightly elevate the lanes.

The Sheppard-Bryant incident

has also raised concerns about
cyclists' behaviour and their al-

leged complete disregard towards
the rules of the road, especially

towards stop signs and stoplights.

When it comes to stop signs, a

significant proportion of cyclists,

including myself, do not obey the

Highway Traffic Act to the letter.

The HTA requires cyclists to come
to a complete stop and then ensure
that the intersection is clear before

moving on. Coming to a full stop

on every suburban stop sign does
not increase road safety and makes
cycling prohibitively difficult as a

commuting alternative to taking

the TTC or a car.

Instead of trying to apply rules

to cycling that were designed for

driving, we should come up with

a better set of rules, specifically

designed for those on bikes. One
step in that direction would be to

allow cyclists to treat stop signs as

yield signs. Cyclists in Idaho have

been allowed to do just that since

1982. As a result, Idaho's bicycle

accidents decreased 14 per cent

in the year after the law change.

Better designed laws coupled with

an increase in smart cycling in-

frastructure would make cycling

safer, more efficient, and ultimately

a more appealing commuting alter-

native.

With over 1,120 bike-car colli-

sions last year in Toronto (that

being the number of collisions re-

ported to Toronto Police) and a

rising tide of resentment, it seems

that cyclists are being increasingly

forced to defend our right to be on

the road, and to have a dedicated

bike lane to ensure our safety.

But the reality should be differ-

ent. We shouldn't have to defend

our right to be on the road

drivers should be defending theirs.

City streets in the 21st-century

should belong to cyclists and pe-

destrians, not cars.
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Political stakes are raised as Canadians gear up for the inevitable fall election

Federal leaders (from left to right); Harper (Conservatives), Duceppe (Bloc Quebecquois), Layton (NDP), May (Greens), and Ignatieff (Liberals) are about to hit the campaign trail this fall.

LUKE SAVAGE
Associate Comment Editor

There couldn't be better conditions in

which to launch a new column on Cana-
dian politics than under the auspices of a

pending fall election. And make no mistake,

despite the claims by many national com-
mentators that Liberal leader Michael Ig-

natieff's vow to vote down the Harper gov-

ernment is some kind of ploy, an election is

virtually inevitable and has been so since

last December. In many ways, the coming
one will be a repeat of last fall's election

—

in which 40 per cent of Canadians did not

vote—and many of the ingredients are the

same. While the hangover issues from last

winter's constitutional crisis will take an-

other election — or two— to resolve, they

may also alter the character of the coming
election and distinguish it from last year's.

The first of these political hangover
symptoms is the near absence of the possi-

bility of a Conservative majority. The elec-

toral math just isn't there. One of the major
fallouts from the prime minister's deceptive

campaign against the Liberal-NDP coalition

agreement last winter was its alienation of

Quebec. During the crisis, Tory ads adopt-

ed a linguistic duplicity claiming in English

that the Liberals were selling their souls to

"the separatists" while in French insisting

that the Bloc Quebecois was selling Que-
bec out to the Liberals. Like many other el-

ements of the campaign, these statements

were based on blatant falsehoods (Conser-

vative MPs, for example, routinely stated

that the Bloc was part of the coalition gov-

ernment). It's for this reason that the prime
minister's party will no longer have the sup-

port of Quebec federalists who in 2008 gave

them the 10 seats in the province that have
been the lynch pin of majority governments
since the days of Pierre Elliott Trudeau. The
Conservatives now rank below the Green
Party in la belle province.

Atlantic Canada has also shifted to the

left. Nova Scotia has just elected the first

NDP government east of Ontario, and man-
ufacturing areas hit hard by the recession

may take out their electoral anger on the

federal party in power. Whatever the result

of the November election, another minority
government is the most likely outcome.

Another fundamental difference from
last year is that the stakes are consider-

ably higher for the federal leaders. Michael
Ignatieff has pinned his reputation, as well

as his job, on a win for the Liberal Party in

November. A weak showing will send him
scurrying back to the comfortable oasis

of American academia faster than you can
say "Ivy League." Stephen Harper assumed
leadership of Canada's merged social-eco-

nomic Conservative coalition on the dream
of a majority government. With three failed

attempts. Harper's time may be up if he los-

es seats. Jack Layton has slowly rebuilt his

party, making incremental gains with each
election, but a poor showing may bring

about his retirement as leader of the NDP
sooner than he'd like. Finally, Green Party

leader Elizabeth May has chosen to seek

her party's nomination in the BC riding of

Saanich-Gulf Islands. Yet her party placed

a distant third in that riding in the last elec-

tion against a combined Grit-Tory vote of

more than 80 per cent. Furthermore, she

will soon be in the position of having to ex-

plain to BC voters why an American-born
Nova Scotian has decided to seek their sup-

port for election to the House of Commons.
All in all, each leader faces an uphill battle.

The current blame game as to who has
caused this "election that Canadians don't

want" will soon evaporate when its inevita-

bility finally sinks in. The return of parlia-

ment, set for September 14, may unleash

a storm of negativity that will make the

attack ads of June and July feel like a hon-

eymoon. The coming election has the po-

tential to be the most negative, poisonous
campaign ever fought in Canada. A party
that wants to catch the attention of Cana-
dian voters would be well advised to stay

positive, articulate positions clearly, and
keep personal attacks down to an accept-

able minimum. Instead of lamenting the

fact that few Canadians seem interested in

voting, the political class across the coun-
try has an obligation to make this an elec-

tion of substance, a battle of ideas and not

of personalities. Let the games begin.

Gender shouldn't be

a factor in the hiring

of profs

"'New female hires should still face

checks and balances that ensure

their quality matches that of cur-

rent female faculty,' warns Carrell"

("Female profs reduce gender gap,

study finds" Sept. 3).

No, female hires should face

checks and balances to ensure

their quality matches that of

the current faculty regardless of

gender, or we risk jeopardizing our

reputation as one of the world's

great research schools in the pur-

suit of some kind of social justice

Utopia.

The view which holds that

women must be held to a lower

standard than their male peers in

•LETTERS-
order to succeed is inherently and
obviously sexist and serves only

to propagate historical prejudices

against women. Women can and
do perform at the same level as

men in all intellectual pursuits, and
shunting them into their own class

as if they cannot compete directly

with men is humiliating and dispar-

aging.

There will never be a perfect and
natural 50/50 mix in every profes-

sion. Before we start trying to

engineer this result artificially, we
ought to contemplate why exactly

this is a desirable outcome.

Equal access for all regardless of

age, gender, race, sexual orienta-

tion, etc. ought to be the ultimate

goal. Somewhere along the line

that changed to equal representa-

tion and 1 haven't heard a good
argument for it yet.

RiSHi Maharaj

U ofT dean takes

trip to Ishael

As a U of T student I was shocked
and appalled to learn Donna
Crossan (dean of the Faculty of

Dentistry) has taken a "junket

type" trip to Israel courtesy of the

Canada-Israel Committee. Does the

University of Toronto support the

CIC and what it stands for? This

organization is anti-Palestinian and
supports apartheid in the occupied
territories.

Ahmed Rashid

Campus dorms

aren't representative

of university

environment

Professor Orwin is a little behind

the times ("U of T opens launch

pad for helicopter parents" Sept.

3).

Whatever the "university en-

vironment" was when he was an
undergraduate, it isn't the same
now. The function of universities

as general intellectual havens is

unrelated to where students lay

their heads at night, and entirely

dependent on their intelligence and
attitude.

Idiots living in a university dorm
aren't going to be discussing the

merits of the various French trans-

lations of Kant's Critique ofJudg-

ment, and smart folks will congre-

gate with like-minded individuals

regardless of where they live.

Today's university residences

are many things. "Intellectually

intensive" is not one of them—this

much is obvious to any current

student. 1 think Prof. Orwin's view
might be a little different if he took

a gander through a residence of his

choice on any given evening.

RiSHi Maharaj

The l^ars^ymlmmes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

varsitycomment@gmail.com

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.
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NICOLE CORNESS ^

My trip back to campus this year

began not in Convocation Hall's

graduated pews or in a classroom

brimming with bushy-tailed peers,

but rather at the Varsity Arena,

which served as a makeshift con-

cert hall for UTSU's AMPLIFY: Live

Out Loud Orientation concert.

Oakville-born pop artist Anjulie

and Hamilton rockers The Arkells

opened the stage, while New York's

"conscious" hip-hop artist Talib

Kweli headlined the show. It was
mixed bag of musical styles, but a

promising line-up and a great way
to cap off Orientation—or so 1 had
thought.

1 mean, kudos to those who
thought of another use for the

arena that has gobbled up tons

of student dollars—finally, 1 don't

have to feel so resentful towards

the athletes and sports fans who
get to enjoy it. But the concert it-

self, unfortunately, left something

to be desired. Despite having three

pretty strong acts rocking the

stage, I ended up spending most
of my time wincingly contemplat-

ing sound reverb and the venue's

shoddy acoustics. Needless to say,

it wasn't very long before my en-

thusiasm fizzled.

Arenas—especially arenas that

are only one-third filled—aren't

built with sound quality in mind.

Sound waves have to travel much
too far, and the resulting reverb

ends up muddying the perfor-

mance, making all of the musicians

come off trebly and unclear. The
performers themselves, though.

concert: she managed to pull off a

fun performance for pop-culture

enthusiasts.

Fortunately for the Arkells, the

arena's acoustics didn't affect their

sound as much as it did for Anjulie.

Ah, what you can get away with as

a rock band! That the guitars were
supposed to sound distorted made

Needless to say, it wasn't
very long before my
enthusiasm fizzled.

held up their end of the bargain.

First on stage was spunky up-

and-coming Canadian star Anjulie.

A pop-infused crowd-warmer, her

performance seemed to appeal to

the hundred-or-so head hoppers
in the crowd. Her stage presence

and clear vocals were similar in

strength and sound to those of

Nelly Furtado, though they were
perhaps a little more polished and
pretty. I assume that, considering

that many in the crowd were fresh-

ly out of high school, the fun and
personal nature of her lyrics made
her a good choice for this kind of

the booming reverb a little less

offensive. Similar to but rockier

than the vocals of Dallas Green,

their performance provided a mix
between City and Colour and Sam
Roberts, with strong melodies and
stage presence. Lead singer Max
Kerman encouraged us to snap,

and echo his cries of "punch in!"

with our own "punch out!"—phras-

es that felt oh-so-relatable for those

recently released from low-paying,

punch-carding summer jobs. The
rest of the band also seemed com-
fortable on stage and delivered

a good old-fashioned rock show

served the way you'd expect.

Just after 9 p.m., when Talib Kwe-
li came onto the stage (even with-

out a terribly grand entrance), you
could feel the excitement of many
a hip-hop fan in the crowd. Having

checked out Kweli's music before, 1

couldn't help being skeptical about

how it would sound. His work is re-

ally good, especially his intelligent,

socially- and politically-conscious

lyrics, along with his unconvention-

al rhythms. But 1 felt that one man
onstage, with low bass frequencies

and quick, wordy lyrics might not

translate well in that arena.

And surely, Kweli's bass turned

into a deep ominous grumble. I'm

sure those who already knew what
he was saying in his songs could

appreciate the show more, but I

personally couldn't make out a

word. What I did enjoy were his un-

common lyrical cadences, and the

nimble delivery of his lines.

He also got us participating in

the show by enthusiastically cry-

ing at us to raise our hands and
punch the air with him, much as

the Arkells had encouraged earlier

that night. Funny, there seemed to

be a lot of punching at this show.

Was it the musicians' silent expres-

sion of their frustration at having

to play in such a sub-par venue?

40 years ago

this week

This year's new students at-

tended their first on-campus
concert in a hockey arena,

and past Orientation Weeks
have seen students sprawled

out across Back Campus to

listen to local artists. But for

many years, the U of T venue

of choice was Varsity Stadium,

providing an outdoor yet en-

closed concert experience.

It was 40 years ago this week
that the Stadium hosted its

most famous concert, the To-

ronto Rock and Roll Revival.

On September 13, 1969, psy-

chedelic rock band The Doors

headlined what would be their

final Toronto concert before

the death of lead singer Jim

Morrison in 1971. Among the

other big names who took the

stage on campus that day were

Bo Diddley, Chuck Berry, and
Jerry Lee Lewis.

Perhaps the most memo-
rable part of the Rock and Roll

Revival, however, was John

Lennon's debut appearance as

part of the Plastic Ono Band.

Lennon performed alongside

Yoko Ono, Eric Clapton, and
Manfred Mann's Klaus Voor-

man and gave the first—and
ultimately the only—public

performance of the song "Give

Peace a Chance."

The one-day festival, which

attracted over 20,000 fans,

was immortalized by Oscar-

nominated filmmaker D. A.

Pennebaker in his 1969 docu-

mentary Sweet Toronto. Hart

House is providing a free, tick-

eted screening of the film on
Sunday, Sept. 13 in honour of

the Revival's 40th anniversary.

ClUT 89.5 FM is also marking

the date with a broadcast from

2 to 6 p.m. featuring interviews

with festival-goers, musicians,

and even Rock and Roll Revival

promoter John Brower.

40 years from now, will U of

T students remember our own
on-campus concerts? Let's

hope that someone got some
good footage of Amplify 2009.

- SHOSHANA WASSER
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Getting caught in a Junction

Gentrified or not, the Junction gears up for its 17tli annual Arts Festival

"Painted Pony" by Ontario mosaic artist Katlileen Coyle, whose worl< is on
display in the Juried Art Exhibit

RAE MATTHEWS

While apartment-hunting recently,

I inexplicably booked a viewing at

Dundas West near Keele, despite

my desire to remain downtown. It

wasn't until the bus began pass-

ing ancient brick warehouses and
vacant-lots-turned-nature-reserves

that 1 realized that I was headed to

the Junction.

Tucking in for the night before ten

o'clock on a typical Friday, the Junc-

tion strikes very few as a happen-

ing location. Yet between the Rue
Morgue House of Horrors and com-
ic book shop Hairy Tarantula, as

well as the neighbourhood's many
galleries, used book stores, trendy

organic cafes, and shops carrying

local designers, 1 soon found plenty

to sink my geek-is-the-new-cool

teeth into.

It certainly seems that this out-of-

the-way locale is on its way to gen-

trification. After all, it's been said

that when artists move to low-rent

areas, they bring their cultural aes-

theticism along and make the area

"hip." But for a first-hand look at the

influence of art on the neighbour-

hood, there's the Junction Arts Fes-

tival, running for its 17th year from

Sept. 9 through 13.

"It is now accepted that the cycle

of gentrification begins in neglect-

ed urban areas, but more than 40

years ago the Junction was a hub
of commercial success due to the

importance of the railroad," points

out Carmen Victor, vice-chair of the

Junction Forum for Arts and Cul-

ture (and a U of T staffer).

"In the early 1960s, a noticeable

economic decline began. As ware-
houses, turn-of-the-century factory

spaces, and Victorian houses in the

area became vacant, they gradually

began to be used as studios and
living quarters for an increasingly

thriving arts community. The Junc-

tion Arts Festival has been key in

rebuilding the identity of the neigh-

bourhood."

it gets bigger and

better every year,

and definitely is

one of, if not the

best festival in the

city to experience

the arts and

celebrate with

friends and family.

Victor began her involvement

with JFAC as an exhibiting artist.

"There were some, shall we say,

issues with the management and
execution of the festival," she says,

"and instead of getting frustrated

and giving up, I decided that I would
try to help." Victor credits the work
of the festival's current creative

producer, Michael Menegon, with

the present success of this non-

profit venture.

This year, the street festival,

which shuts down Dundas West
from Keele Street to Quebec Av-

enue for five days, promises to be

the biggest in the city. It boasts a

hybrid of art, public performance,

concerts, book readings, and com-
mercial vending. In essence, the

Junction Arts Festival is a sensory

feast, a smorgasbord of creativity

and inspiration.

"It's a great opportunity to be
able to perform in your own com-
munity," says Junction resident

Chris Graham, whose band. The
Framework, will be performing on
the main stage this year. The band's

second appearance at the festival

has brought them positive expo-

sure and can be credited for their

recent successes (including a new
album, video, and regular play on
CIUT 89.5).

"I think the organization is amaz-
ing, and Michael and the whole
team have done a great job. It gets

bigger and better every year, and
definitely is one of, if not the best

festival in the city to experience the

arts and celebrate with friends and
family." The Framework will open
on Friday for headliners Mr. Some-
thing Something, alongside graffiti

artists Art Fuzion.

The festival opens on Wednesday,
Sept. 9 with a performance by the

Starlight Orchestra and a chance to

check out the winners of the Juried

Art Exhibit, whose works are dis-

played in various hot spots around
the area. In total 72 artists will be
represented in the exhibit, includ-

ing Ontarian Kathleen Coyle, whose
mosaic piece, "Painted Pony," ap-

pears as the festival logo. Keep an
eye out for the Beauties, long-time

Junction resident Justin Rutledge,

Broken Social Scene member Jason

Collett, and an installation by Rob-

ert Hilts.

To leave no form of artistic ex-

pression out, be sure to catch the

authors and publishers of Book-
Thug Nation on Sept. 12 and 13, as

SEE 'JUNCTION' -P6 10

From the blogs: Playlisted

Looking to expand your musical horizons? Check out Sean MacKay and Navi Lamba's Playlist column at

thevarsity.ca to stream the best new tracks by local and international artists. This week, get yourself acquainted with the

Toronto music scene by checking out these acts from the T-Dot.

"IT'S NOT FUN AND GAMES
UNTIL SOMEONE LOSES AN
EYE" -OH NO FOREST FIRES

Pouring tons of energy into their live

shows, Oh No Forest Fires are a sight

to behold on stage, and they manage
to sound just as manic on their al-

bums. Seminal '90s math-rock band
Don Caballero are an obvious influ-

ence on this track, which features off-

kilter time signatures and melodic

(yet lightning-fast) guitar flourishes.

When I interviewed guitarist/singer

Rajiv Thavanathan in March, he said

he was studying for his MCAT exams.

While I wished him luck, I secretly

hoped he would stick to writing

and performing. Oh No Forest Fires'

songs are too charming and quirky

for him to stop. —Sean MacKay
"I Wasn't Made For Fighting" makes

"I WASN'T MADE FOR
FIGHTING"
-WOODHANDS

for a perfect addition to that late-

night dance mix you've been trying

to compile. Also, it is absolutely es-

sential that you look at the corre-

sponding video after listening to this

track. Why? Because it rocks the

proverbial "casbah." It's quite rare

that a video is capable of enhancing

a song that itself needs no embellish-

ment. —Navi Lamba
Though he's already attracted a

"OFF THAT" (FT. DRAKE)
-JAY-Z

dedicated group of detractors, To-

ronto hip hop star-in-the-making

Drake cannot be left out of this

V

GTA-themed playlist. He's had two
hits in the Billboard top 10 ("Every

Girl" with Lil' Wayne and "Best 1 Ever

Had") but "Off That" demonstrates

that he has a socially conscious

side—even though he only sings the

hook on this Jay-Z track from the up-

coming Blueprint 3 album. It's great

to see a Toronto rapper rubbing el-

bows and sharing verses with main-

stream hip hop's elite, as it will only

encourage a scene that is still find-

ing its footing on the international

stage.—SM

"COFFEE"
-ENTIRE CITIES

"Sweet as pie" are the words that

come to mind when listening to this

track, followed closely by an "aw,

shucks" after hearing the delicacy

of the lyrics. Entire Cities describe

their music as sounding like "psy-

chedelic cow punk," and no, I'm not

quite sure what that means either.

These guys are absolutely endear-

ing, though, so we can let the strange

description go.—NL
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Theatre Class #6:

THE ART OF GIVING A

SPEECH OR PRESENTATION

It's just one of many of classes &
workshops developed and delivered by

some of Canada's most accomplished

creative talent. Creative Classes &
Workshops at Hart House. Engaging,

enlightening and provocative.

www.harthouse.ca/classes

HART HOUSE
www. harthouse.ca

Space is limited. Register now.

VARIOUS ARTISTS-
INGLOURIOUS
BASTERDS MOTION
PICTURE SOUNDTRACK

Once upon a time in Nazi-occupied France,

there were Inglourious Basterds.

Released in August, director Quentin Tar-

antino explained to The New York Times that

"this ain't your daddy's World War II film."

And for a film where spaghetti-western meets

World War 11, the motion picture soundtrack

does not disappoint, reminding the listener

of an album's power to blend genres and tell

grand narratives.

The album opens with Nick Perito's "The

Green Leaves of Summer," an archetypal

spaghetti-western instrumental originally re-

leased by Capitol Records in 1960 at the dawn
of the genre's era. This two-minute song is

briskly followed with a solemn first appear-

ance by Ennio Morricone, the Italian com-
poser who wrote the scores for genre classics

including i4 Fistful ofDollars and The Good, the

Bad, and the Ugly.

The middle of the album transitions to

"bratwurst" or "sauerkraut" western with a

series of Nazi German period pieces by Zarah
Leander, a Swedish actress/singer turned

Nazi propaganda performer. British-born Ger-

man Lilian Harvey and husband Willy Fritson

also make an appearance on the track "Ich

Wolit Ich Waer Ein Huhn." Contributions by
popular television score composers Lalo

Schifrin and Charles Bernstein round out this

album, with help from songs by David Bowie,

Jacques Loussier, and Billy Preston.

The melding of divergent genres adds a

sense of suspense and Tarantino postmod-
ern flare, but unless you happen to be a fan of

spaghetti-western or Nazi period tunes, you
won't devour this album for the music. The
soundtrack's effectiveness rather lies in its

power to tell stories by blending genres.

—ANDREW RUSK

'JUNCTION' -CONTINUED FROM PG 9

well as performances by the parkour-inspired

Hercinia Arts Collective, and the improvisa-

tional r.a.d. (Random Acts of Dance).

It's quite a lively turn of events for an area

that was once merely a derelict crossroads.

In the early 1880s the "West Toronto Junc-

tion" was the Canadian Pacific Railway stop

for the Credit Valley and the Ontario and

Quebec lines. The town of West Toronto, as

it was then known, was actually something of

an industrial hive before being absorbed into

the sprawling City of Toronto at the turn of

the century.

The Junction has since seen its ups and
downs (with leftover Prohibition laws caus-

ing considerably more downs) before hitting

what seemed like permanent decline in the

1970s—until, that is, it was revitalized by the

infusion of art and culture through projects

such as the Junction Arts Festival.

Victor witnessed a parallel gentrification

process first-hand on Queen West as a co-

director at a gallery in the early 2000s.

"But the Junction is still uncool, too far

west, gritty, dysfunctional," she remarks.

"They haven't figured out how to market 'de-

tention centre' condos yet, but when they

do..."

The Junction Arts Festival runs along Dundas
West from Keele Street to Quebec Avenue,

Sept. 9 to 13.

The Varsity needs illustrators!

Ihe Vatsity is always seeldng fresli talent.

Right now, we need illustrators.

If you can draw send us an email.

"I need a hand!"

-Lola, Production Associate

"Illustrations ar« terrific!"

-Jade Colbert, Editor-in-Chief

assodate.pfoductlon@thevarsity.a
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Professor Bob Jefferies: A class act

Nobel Laureate, Arctic scientist, and Professor Emeritus, Robert Jefferies is known to many students from BI0150, which he taught since its commencement in 1990.

LIA CARDARELLI
Associate Science Editor

This summer, the U of T community lost one of its

foremost arctic scientists and Nobel Laureates.

Professor Emeritus Robert (Bob) Jefferies is best

known to U of T students as the unchanging face

at the front of the overwhelmingly large BIO150 lec-

tures, a requirement for all Life Science programs.

Few professors at U of T can claim to have touched

the lives of as many students as Prof. Jefferies: the

ecology and evolutionary biology department esti-

mates that over 30,000 students have attended Jef-

feries' B1O150 lectures. His death in July took U of

T, the scientific community, and the environmental

movement by surprise.

Jefferies grew up in Somerset, England where

his mother encouraged his interest in the natural

world and natural history. He went on to complete

undergraduate and doctoral degrees at the Uni-

versity of Bristol before further training at the

University of California at Davis and a short ten-

ure at the University of East Anglia in Norwich.

Dr. John Maron, a professor at the University of

Montana at Missoula, met Jefferies while Maron
was a graduate student at UC Davis where they both

worked at the same marine lab. "As someone to work

with as a PhD student, 1 can't imagine anyone better,"

says Maron about their time in the field.

Over the years Maron and Jefferies collaborated

on research, but also formed a lasting friendship.

"I've had a lot of fabulous collaborators, but none I

felt as close to, or as strongly about as Bob. Bob was
the kind of guy with no ego and incredibly selfless.

We really clicked on a personal level. [He and his

wife Susan] came to feel like family."

Jefferies arrived at U of T in 1973 as a visiting

professor and began the work for which he would

gain recognition: the goose-plant interactions on

La Perouse Bay of the Hudson Bay salt marshes. He
stayed on as permanent faculty and each year since

1978 travelled to the Cape Churchill peninsula from

May to August with graduate students, research as-

sociates, and collaborators to focus on plant-herbi-

vore interactions, the biogeochemistry of nitrogen

and phosphorus, and the responses of plants to sa-

linity. He and his group were members of the Hudson

Bay Project and his studies were part of the Interna-

tional Polar Year (2007-08) incentive to understand

the arctic ecosystem.

The Jefferies group demonstrated that changes

humans make to a local environment can have a

global effect through the movement of migratory

animals. They showed that the abundance of grain

left on un-ploughed farm fields of the American Mid-

west (a consequence of high-yield farming) has led

to an expansion of the goose population that win-

ters there. Upon returning to their traditional nest-

ing ground in the arctic, the larger flocks of geese

have slowly grazed the Hudson Bay salt marshes

into a desert.

Without vegetation to combat erosion, the shore

of the Hudson Bay is moving slowly inland, impact-

ing not only the landscape but the other species

who call this part of the world home. Sadly, the Jef-

feries group also showed that this process is not

unique to the Canadian Arctic but is happening in

Europe as well.

For his expertise on the effects of climate change

in the Arctic, Jefferies was nominated to the Inter-

governmental Panel on Climate Change. The work

SEE 'JEFFERIES' -P6 12

"What stands out above all is Bob
as a human being. It sounds trite,

but it's really true. He was a clciss

act. You see some people like that

these days, but Bob was 'old school'

in the way that nothing got lost in

the hustle cmd bustle of what we
do."-John Maron

"I first met him as an undergraduate

student in 1978. 1 worked in a

multi-media lab, he was the team-

leader that year, and there was

a Christmas pcirty. I remember

meeting him there and my first

impression of him was exactly the

same as it is 31 years later; that

gentle man, that powerful presence,

yet never boastful, never loud,

always soft-spoken."-Corey Goldman

From the BIOME forum

"Just remembered another Jefferies

moment: he received an emaiil in

which a student told him he spoke

too slow in lecture and then he

asked all of Con Hall, 'Do you want

me to speed up?' And there was

just a unanimous 'No' from cill the

students. Makes me smile thinking

of it"-6.Ldtino

"He was so warm and

approachable; he had a grandfather-

like persona about him"-xtina24

"An inspirational researcher,

a well-respected ecologist, a

great lecturer, and really a true

gentlemam. Professor Jefferies, you
will be missed by all!"-jtBm/)ir

"I didn't know Professor Jefferies

personcilly, but I think I would

have liked to. He had a very honny,

dry humour and was quite an

entertaining speaiker. Loved him in

BIO150. 1 remember his story about

carrying the head of a Danish Bog
Man on a train and freaking out

some lady who insisted on knowing
what was in the box. He obviously

had a mischievous streak. My
condolences to his family and
friends. I am sure he will be missed

by many.'-Lalaith
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NOBEL PRIZE WINN E

Albert Einstein

The Prize:

The 1921 Nobel Prize in Physics to Albert Ein-

stein "for his services to Theoretical Physics,

and especially for his discovery of the law of

the photoelectric effect."

The Science:

Known as "The Miracle Year," 1905 saw Ein-

stein publish four papers that changed the

face of modern physics. In large part to cel-

ebrate the hundredth anniversary of these

publications, 2005 was declared World Year

of Physics. Though each paper Einstein pub-

lished in the Annalen der Physik—on the pho-

toelectric effect, Brownian motion, special

relativity, and the energy-matter equivalence

(the famous E=mcO—was significant, the No-

bel was awarded to him specifically for work
on the photoelectric effect.

Many physicists in the late 19th and early

20th century were studying the photoelectric

effect, which describes the release of elec-

trons from surfaces that are exposed to elec-

tromagnetic radiation, the spectrum of wave
frequencies that spans radio waves to visible

light to X-rays and gamma rays. The effect, in

a nutshell, is when a surface absorbs light and
it releases electrons.

Early work by Bequerel, Hertz, and Thom-
son led to the understanding that the amount
of electrons emitted after exposure to electro-

magnetic radiation was proportional to the

intensity of the radiation.

Then, in 1902, Philipp Eduard Anton von
Lenard threw the physics equivalent of a

curveball. That year Lenard published a pa-

per describing how altering light frequency

(meaning the length of the wave, not the du-

ration of exposure) changes the photoelectric

effect. When light below a certain frequency

shines on a piece of metal, it fails to release

electrons, even if applied with very high inten-

sity light. High-frequency light, such as ultra-

violet light, releases electrons with higher

energy than the electrons emitted by lower-

frequency light.

Lenard's findings were puzzling because

they could not be explained by the properties

of light as they were then understood. Most
physicists of the day held the opinion that

light is an indivisible wave. In the late 19th cen-

tury Planck (like Newton before him) postu-

lated that instead of being an indivisible wave,

energy existed in discrete amounts, which he

called quanta. Planck's findings were able to

explain this phenomenon and showed that

the energy of these particles could only exist

in multiples of what is now known as Planck's

constant, h. This means that radiation energy

can only be observed in integer "jumps" of h,

no in-betweens.

Einstein's 1905 paper brought these two
puzzles together, postulating that Planck's

quantum theory of radiation could explain

the photoelectric effect discrepancy seen

by Lenard. He described the energy of each

quantum of light as equal to the product of its

frequency (its wave-length, or colour) and h

(Planck's constant). Light with a higher fre-

quency will therefore direct greater energy

at a surface. Therefore, light with a frequency

below a certain threshold does not cause a

surface to emit electrons, regardless of the

light's intensity. At a certain frequency, an
incoming light particle has enough energy to

dislodge the emitted electron (this is called

Known as the father of modern physics, Albert

Einstein was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1921

for his work in theoretical physics and the

discovery of the photoelectric effect.

the "work" function). Increasing the inten-

sity of the light releases more electrons, but

only if the frequency of the light is above the

threshold. The difference between the energy

of the incoming light particle and the energy

required to dislodge the electron is passed

onto the leaving electron as kinetic energy.

Thus, light with a higher frequency is able to

cause the emission of electrons with higher

kinetic energy.

The Significance:

Although published in a leading journal,

Einstein's explanation of the photoelectric

effect was generally unaccepted in the phys-
ics community. Neils Bohr, another promi-
nent physicist, was (at least initially) very
opposed to Einstein's theory, which led to

the very public Bohr-Einstein debates over

understandings of quantum physics. In his

1922 Nobel acceptance speech (a year after

Einstein was awarded the prize), Bohr even
claimed that "the hypothesis of light-quanta

is not able to throw light on the nature of

radiation."

It took 16 years for the science community
to award Einstein for his work on the photo-

electric effect—evidence of the controversy

that surrounded his findings. Einstein went
on to show that quantized energy could also

explain how materials absorb heat. It took

much longer to convince the scientific com-
munity that light is particle-like. Even though
experimental evidence proved his equation,

Einstein's theory of the wave-particle duality

of light was not accepted as a physical expla-

nation for the photoelectric effect. His work
on general relativity reinforced his quantum
theory of light, but few would agree with him.

Work by Millikan in 1916 (for which he won
the Nobel in Physics in 1923) experimentally

proved Einstein's theory by measuring the ki-

netic energy of emitted electrons and experi-

mentally calculating Planck's constant, h.

In the 1920s, experiments firmly proved the

duality in light: it behaves as both wave and
particle. This dual nature caused Einstein to

remark in 1924 on the new puzzle posed by
his own findings: "There are now two theo-

ries of light, both indispensable...without any
logical connection."

'JEFFERIES'- CONTINUED FROM PG 11

achieved by the IPCC and Al Gore won
them the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize "for

their efforts to build up and dissemi-

nate greater knowledge about man-

made climate change, and to lay the

foundations for the measures that are

needed to counteract such change."

Jefferies treated this honour with the

modesty that was so typical of him.

Maron relates that when visiting

Jefferies' home last fall, "Bob made
an off-hand crack about Sue (Jefferies'

wife) framing something sort of silly.

He shoved it in the drawer. It came out

that it was Bob's award for the Nobel

Peace Prize. At that point I had spent

a day and a half with him and he had

only mentioned this off-handedly as a

sort of joke. That's just how Bob was."

A current graduate student in the Jef-

feries group, Kate Edwards, was one of

the many students who worked in the

Arctic with him.

Edwards says, "As a researcher, I will

remember him best for his commit-

ment to being in the field. He had a pro-

found wisdom of the Arctic environ-

ment that he worked in, spending each

summer overseeing graduate student

projects and collecting his own data

and observations about the landscape

and how it is changing. He constantly

shifted his research focus and was
never afraid to take on new subject ar-

eas. He could think at multiple scales

at once, remging from below-ground

biochemical and biophysical process-

es to landscape-scale organization of

vegetation types. He even ventured

recently into the intersection between

science emd the humcmities, having

begun a project on the traditional

ecological knowledge of the people of

Western Hudson Bay."

This sentiment is shared by Maron:

"Bob was intensely curious about the

natural world; he liked the intellectual

challenge of the puzzle and trying to

figure out how nature ticked. 1 think he

obviously, genuinely liked field work.

Here's a guy in his seventies who still

went up to the Arctic every summer.

In this day and age people become
more specialized and overwhelm-

ingly retreat to their own little area.

Bob was just the opposite. He learned

and took so many different angles to

really dive into what was going on.

There are very few cases of long-term

field-based studies that attack a sys-

tem from so many different angles as I

think Bob did."

This dedication to high-calibre re-

search did not overshadow his com-

mitment to the people he worked

with. Edwards says that Jefferies "was

exceptionally devoted to his students,

both undergraduate and graduate. He

had great respect for the high calibre

of the students that he taught and

supervised and believed that the stu-

dents that he interacted with through-

out his career were a key element of his

research success. He also genuinely

cared about us as people and as young

scientists, and coached us diligently

through the various aspects of gradu-

ate life, and into whatever professions

we decided to pursue."

His impact on undergraduate educa-

tion can be seen in the tributes on the

BIOME forum, an online community for

U of T Life Science students. Over 5,000

students have viewed or contributed

to the 12 pages of comments on his

passing. One post by the user "Mango"

says that "Prof. Jefferies was very pa-

tient, as well. I used to go to his tuto-

rials and ask so many questions that

I was sure 1 would annoy him, but he

seemed happy that 1 had taken such an

interest in his topic."

Corey Goldman, Associate Chair

(Undergraduate) of the Department

of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

agrees, "One of the things that Bob was
most proud of was that he continuous-

ly taught first year. Even when he was
scheduled to take leave he would do
it not all at once so that he could con-

tinue with his undergraduate teaching.

BIO150 was one of the courses he was
really proud of. He was one of the co-

creators back in 1990."

"He was extremely dedicated to his

teaching, and innovative. His lectures

were very current. He wasn't the type

of professor who would dust off the

lectures from the year before and give

them the year later. That wasn't his

style. If it was in the journal one week,

it was in class the week later."

Goldman also relates how Jefferies

always held long office hours and en-

joyed interacting with students. "He

loved having students sitting in his of-

fice discussing the lecture material. He
was looking forward to teaching this

year." It was to be Jefferies' 20th year

teaching the course and the final year

of BIO150. The course is changing to a

half-credit format in 2010.

Maron believes that Jefferies held a

quiet pride for B1O150 and its impor-

tance within the university. "I think

he thought that the class could have

an impact on folks. It wasn't about the

fact that the class was a tonne of work,

it was 'here's my chance to get people

excited about biology.'"

The "Dean of goose-plant interac-

tions in Arctic environments" (a title

for which he is recognized internation-

ally) was known to many for his man-

ners and considerate nature. Maron

says that "the thing that stands out

about Bob is the word 'gentleman.'

I use that word in referring to Bob as

someone who just put other people

first and was selfless in his approach in

how he dealt with others."

Goldman holds the same opinion:

"He was very unassuming and in his

own way extremely powerful because

he was gentle. He was the definition of

the gentleman."

Jefferies' mark on science is immea-

surable and his own research makes

up only a part of that whole. Prof. Jef-

feries trained a generation of gradu-

ate students and researchers, many
who have gone on to further science

research or ecological policy-making.

Bob Jefferies was born in England on

March 13, 1936 and died suddenly of a

cerebral hemorrhage July 8, 2009. He is

survived by his wife Susan, two daugh-

ters, a sister, and five grandchildren.

The university will hold a public

memorial on Monday, November 9,

2009 horn 2 to 5 p.m. at the Great Hall,

Hart House. All are welcome.

A scholarship in Prof. Jefferies'

memory has been established

through the Office ofAdvancement
and donations can be made online by

through the office website

(https://donate.utoronto.ca).
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Preseason wins over York Lions could signal playoff glory for Blues baseball

GRACE IM

A small mistake can hurt a team in

Ontario University Athletics base-

ball. Despite registering only five

hits against the York Lions on Sept.

1, the University of Toronto Varsity

Blues took advantage of the many
mistakes made by their opponents
as they completed a two-game pre-

season sweep of the York Lions with

a score of 9-4.

"Every time they made a mistake

we capitalized on it. And 1 thought

we really did that very well," said

Blues head coach Dan Lang. "That's

why you can have such an odd
score: a relatively small number of

hits and a lot of runs."

It was important for the Varsity

Blues to head into the regular sea-

son on a strong note. In 2008, it took

them five games into the regular

season before they were able to reg-

ister their first win, a 4-1 triumph

over the Waterloo Warriors. The

slow start proved costly for Toronto,

as a strong second half and winning
records against the top four teams
could not undo the damage dealt

by their poor early-season perfor-

mance. The Blues were edged out of

For me personally,

anything less than a

championship is a failure

playoff contention by two points as

they finished with an 8-10 record.

It has been two years since the

Varsity Blues have been in the play-

offs, but they say this year is going

to be different. The quality of the

competition that emerged in this

year's team tryouts was exception-

al, forcing some tough decisions by
the coaching staff as they narrowed
down their roster. Experienced re-

turning players have added a level

of maturity to their play as they fur-

ther develop their skills.

"We can go with two or three posi-

tions where the number-two player

is almost as good as the number-one
player, which gives us a lot more op-

tions," said Lang. "In terms of how
baseball is played in the OUA, hav-

ing that depth makes a huge differ-

ence."

Despite having lost two of five

OUA All-Stars from last year's ros-

ter, this team has depth that the

Blues lacked in the previous year.

The Blues have provided a level of

flexibility and options for Toronto's

coaching staff—a huge asset when
faced with two sets of double-head-

ers in the same weekend, a result of

the compacted, month-and-a-half-

long OUA baseball season.

In Tuesday's game, the solid pitch-

ing and even stronger defence that

Toronto has been renowned for in

recent years was on display against

the York Lions as the Blues' infield

foiled a number of plays to limit

them to just four runs. Each suc-

cessive play was met by a positive

sense of camaraderie within the To-

ronto team as they cheered one an-

other on throughout the game.
"1 try to be vocal," admitted fourth

-year catcher Jeremy Hopkins when
asked about his own encourage-

ments throughout the game. "I

probably talk a little too much but

it helps me personally to stay in the

game, and I'm sure the other guys

appreciate it. It helps when you
cheer your guys on."

"This team is happy. The guys

all seem to like each other," said

Lang. "Nobody is late for practice

and everybody wants to play, which

makes a big difference when you get

into a very short season. You've got

to have everyone ready to go every

game."

The team hopes to avenge a disap-

pointing end to last season. With an

extra week of training and prepara-

tion this year, there is no excuse for

a slow start. Last season's second

half indicated that they can play

with the best of the division, but it

is up to the Blues to maintain their

positive momentum going into the

regular season, starting with their

own expectations for this year.

"For me personally, anything less

than a championship is a failure,"

declared Hopkins. "1 really do mean
that. I expect good things from this

team."

DOUBLE HEADER

Sept. 12 at 12 p.m.

at Scarborough Campus
vs. Waterloo Warriors

Sept. 12 at 2:30 p.m.

at Scarborough Campus
vs. Waterloo Warriors

Back and Blue
The Varsity Blues football team have high hopes for the 2009 season

GORDON ANDERSON

With a revamped Varsity Stadium

and a new attitude, the Varsity Blues

football team hopes to take small

steps in building a winning program.

The 2008 season started brightly

for the Blues. They began 2-1 before

losing five consecutive games to end
the season with a 2-6 record.

On the positive, they ended a 49-

game losing streak and pounded the

York Lions 58-7 to win back the Argo
Cup for the first time in 12 years.

Pessimists will claim that beating

the winless Lions and earning two
victories during the regular sea-

son leaves the well of hope on the

dry side. But through all the losing

seasons, a new attitude—from the

school and the players—may be
emerging.

After years of neglect, the univer-

sity contributed over $21 million

for the new renovations at Varsity

Stadium, which seems to signal a

change in priority for the school.

"1 wasn't here for the years when

the university gave the football

team hardships in the sense there

was no stadium," said Blues quar-

terback George Gretes.

"I've heard stories of players

dressing in portables without hot

water and it's literally night and day
from that point."

The new pavilion at Varsity Sta-

dium and backing from the admin-

istration may help revive a once
proud football institution.

Schools with winning traditions

are recognized for their accomplish-

ments on the field, but that is just

the end product. Belief and commit-

ment from the institution and the

athletic department play a vital role

as well.

"Why compete for a university

that isn't behind you?" said Gretes.

"If you know there are people be-

hind the scenes fighting for you it

gives you motivation to fight for

them and fight for the name that is

across your chest."

The support of the school and the

new digs are all well and good, but

the team still has to perform where
it counts the most: on the field.

"Our goal is to build on what we
started last year," said Blues defen-

sive back Matthew Morris. "Hon-

estly, we feel that we can compete
with any team in our league and we
feel we have a chance to make the

playoffs if we put our minds to it and
work hard in practice."

"We've had a lot of years in the

past that weren't very successful,"

SEE 'FOOTBALL' -PGM

The Blues practice at Varsity Stadium on Sept. 4 in preparation for Monday's season opener against the Laurier Golden Hawks.
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'FOOTBALL' -CONTINUED FROM PG 13

said Grates, "If we go four-and-four

this year, that puts us in a situation

to go into the OUA playoffs. That

would be a successful season.

"Even if it was one more win than

last season, I personally think that

is a step in the right direction," add-

ed Gretes.

A number of today's players were
still in high school when losing was
a fact of Blues football life, and as

a result, aren't affected by that

stigma. Because of that, the atmo-

sphere is changing.

"Beating the [49 consecutive los-

ing] streak was a good thing for us

but we're looking past that now,"

said Morris. "Our chemistry is dif-

ferent than last year. We had a lot of

veterans who had been through the

losing but this year it's a totally dif-

ferent atmosphere."

Gretes knows the past hangs onto

the Blues' name, but all indications

point to a renewed and revived foot-

ball program.

"It's [the losing] part of our his-

tory," said Gretes. "As an organiza-

tion you want to move forward and
take in the new things given to us,

and improve upon what we did last

year."

Sept. 7 at 7 p.m.

at Varsity Stadium

vs. Laurier Golden Hawks

SDK
Sept. 18 at 7 p.m.

at Varsity Stadium

vs. Guelph Gryphons
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Smells like team spirit

U of T's Clubs Day highlighted some of the

university's less celebrated teams

TIAN TIAN

It's easy to make excuses for not

joining a Varsity team. Whatever
your reasons for not being a world-

class pole-vaulter, after shopping

around during UTSU's Clubs Day
on Sept. 4, it's clear there's no rea-

son to be physically inactive at U of

T. There's a club for every kind of

sport. Judging from the size of the

sign-up sheets, most sports were
popular among the Frosh.

U of T's sailing club showed up
with a rigged boat at their booth.

Despite the lack of funding, this stu-

dent-run team has excelled in the

Canadian collegiate sailing circuit,

wiping all top-three places in their

home regatta last year. Almost all

members of the competitive team
are top sailors in their own boat

classes. Vice president of the com-
petitive sailing division, Chantal

Hearst, is a member of the Ontario

sailing team in her 29er skiff class;

president Erin McNeill has been
to the Pan-American Games in her

catamaran class. Collegiate Varsity

coaches also have come from top

sailing schools in the Canada and
the United States to develop the

team. During race season, the club

trains at the National Yacht Club. In

the off season, they have monthly
seminars run by Olympic sailors.

Although not likely to be granted

Varsity status due to expensive trav-

elling costs, the team aims to com-
pete against top Canadian teams,

like Queen's and McGill.

What's unique about this club is

their recreational program. They
aim to foster an inclusive sailing

community at U of T by creating

an encouraging environment. After

paying a $55 membership fee, mem-
bers receive free sailing classes

on keelboats with an instructor on
each boat. The club runs entirely on
a volunteer basis, with coaches and
instructors helping out and sharing

their passion for sailing.

Another popular club at the event

was the equestrian club, which has

grown significantly in the past year.

What began as a small group of

horse-loving students has become
an excellent example of a successful

student-run club that competes at

the collegiate level across Ontario,

and has won several ribbons. Club

founder Marissa Duda took first

place in the highest level of com-
petition. Without their own horses,

the team trains weekly at a nearby

stable, the Horse Palace. Led by cap-

tain Tommy Oliver, the team is aim-

ing to attend more shows this year.

The enthusiastic coach at Horse

Palace even offered to travel with

the team in order to coach them at

shows.

Other sports highlights of the

day included the rowing team
(decked out in their uniforms), the

Kendo club, staging a fight worthy
of a Kung Fu movie, and the curl-

ing team, brooms and all. All these

teams shared one thing in common:
a passion for their sport. U of T has

such a diverse group of students

and clubs that there are plenty of

places to show off school spirit and
the love of the game.
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DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

Student one (points to abstract art design on cover o/^Writing

Systems textboolc): Is that a form of writing?

Student two: What, the title?

Guy in the Bahen Centre quiet study room: HASEYO!!! UH UH

UH UH UH UH UH UH UH UH UH UH UH UH UH UH UH UH UH UH

UH UH UH UH UH UH... (continues for a while)

Guy: Yeah, the entrance would be a good place to go in.

—In front of the Bata Shoe Museum

Girl (reading menu boarcf): What's "halal"?

Boy: Hmm...it's probably a type of flatbread.

—At Sammy's

Share your own 'overheards' on the
|

'Overheard on Campus' facebook group !|

The Varsity: U of Ts unofficial

journalism school

Jhe Vdrsity is always seeking fresh talent. Writers,

photographers, illustrators, bloggers, copy editors,

and people who don't know how they want to get

involved-yet.

recruitment@thevarsity.ca

I am a guy who really likes
Batman. And it occurs to me:
at some point in my life I'm
going to be an old man!

It sounds like this
comforts you!

oh, it
totally
does. /

I 'm going to
be an ola man
who really
likes Batman!

It's gonna be
that one day I

in fightin" cr
saying things

\

so awesome. Am i to imagine
somehow won't be interested

ime, punchin' dudes, and
like I AM THE NIGHT'"' Of

course not! when I'm old
I'll be sitting on a
rocking chair next to the
other old men, arguing
about whether it's Batman
or Bruce wayne that's the
eal mask.

CLEARLY BRUCE
IS THE MASK.

I have NO IDEA where I'll be or what
I'll be doing in fifty years, but
when I picture myself talking about
Batman everything falls into place.
I'll always have that, you know? no

matter what
happens,
I'll always
be able
to argue
about Batman.

Even if
vyou were
1 paralyzed
'and
couldn'

t

communicate?

utahraptor, please!

\
For every
Batman argument
that comes out
of my mouth
there's like
eighty of them
that go on in
my head.

(C"\ 2 003 Ryan North •a'a",v. qwantz. com

A SOFTER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

e home and j comeau asofterworld.com

SEPTEMBER 7 TO 13

MONDAY, SEPT. 7

Labour Day

Canadian National
Exhibition ("The Ex")

This is your last chance of the season

to visit The Ex, where tiny donuts,

carnival rides, and all sorts of fried

delicacies take centre stage.

•S15 ($5 after 5 p.m.)

•CNE Place

theex.com

Varsity Blues football vs.

Laurier
• 7 p.m. Free!

• Varsity Arena (275 Bloor St. W.)

varsityblues.ca

TUESDAY, SEPT. 8

Furniture Meets its Maker
Opening today, this exhibit features

the innovative furniture-based art

pieces of Gord Peteran, whose work

hovers between the realms of craft

and design.

• University Art Centre (University

College Laidlaw Wing), Tuesday-

Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Sunday

noon-5 p.m. Free!

416-946-7081

How to Find Part-time Work
For many of us, school time also

means time to find part-time work.

This workshop, hosted by the U of T

Career Centre, will help you figure

it out.

• Free for U of T students!

• U of T Career Centre (Koffler

Student Services Building, 214

College St., Career Centre Seminar

Room), 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

careers.utoronto.ca

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 9

Classes Begin

Toronto Walking Tour

Get to know the heart of the city the

best way possible: by foot!

• 1 p.m. Free!

• City Hall Peace Garden (Queen and

Bay)

tourguys.ca

THURSDAY, SEPT. 10

Leika

Andrea Nann Dreamwalker Dance

Company and multimedia composer

Tom Kuo team up for this world

premier featuring music, dance, and

interactive play.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Toronto IVIusic Garden (475 Queens

Quay W.)

harbourfrontcentre.com

FRIDAY, SEPT. 11

Vegetarian Food Fair

North America's largest veggie food

fair opens today, featuring tonnes

of freebies and tasty treats for

herbivores and omnivore alike.

• Harbourfront Centre (235 Queens

Quay W.), Monday to Friday

4-9 p.m., Saturday noon-9 p.m.,

Sunday noon-7 p.m. Free!

harbourfrontcentre.com

Free Friday Film:

The Girlfriend Experience

A drama set in the days leading up

to the 2008 Presidential election and

centered on a high-end Manhattan

call girl meeting the challenges of

her boyfriend, her clients, and her

work.

•7-9 p.m. Free!

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

cinssu.fff@utoronto.ca

SATURDAY, SEPT. 12

Varsity Blues footbal l vs.

Guelph
• 7 p.m. Free!

• Varsity Arena (275 Bloor St. W.)

varsityblues.ca

Science Fiction and Anime
Flea Market

Books, DVDs, collectibles, and more.

•10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Free!

• Toronto Reference Library (789

Yonge St.)

friendsofmerril.org

Junction Arts Festival

The festival's going on all weekend,

but tonight's the night to see local

alt-country darlings The Beauties (7

p.m.), Jason Collett (8 p.m.), and

Justin Rutledge (9 p.m.) Free!

• Main Stage, Junction City Square

(Dundas West at Pacific Avenue)

junctionartsfest.com

SUNDAY, SEPT. 13

Authors at Harbourfront

Centre: Nick Hornby
interviewed by Carl Wilson
Internationally bestselling author of

Fever Pitch, Higfi Fidelity, and About

a Boy, Nick Hornby reads from his

latest book, Juliet Naked, and is

interviewed by author and Globe and

Mail editor and critic, Carl Wilson.

• Free for students and members!

($8 for everyone else)

• Enwave Theatre (231 Queens Quay

W.) 1-2 p.m.

www.harbourfrontcentre.com

The Stockjobbers
Witness a staged reading of the play

by William Chetwood to benefit U of

T's Food and Clothing Bank.

• $5 or food donation

• Robert Gill Theatre (214 College

St.). 2:30 p.m.

416-978-7986

Love-Your-Clavicle Walking

Tour

Guided walking tour of graffiti alleys

and laneways in Queen West, Trinity-

Bellwoods, and Little Italy (also

happening Sept. 27).

1 p.m. Free!

Beside Pizza Pizza, Queen and

Bathurst

grameparry.com/laneways

To haveyourU of T

campus event listed

in this space forFREE,

just send the appropriate

details to

listings@thevarsity.ca
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More

students

need

financial aid

Applications rise for OSAP,

U of T grants

University of Toronto's Student Newspaper Since 1880 Vol. CXXX, No. 6

LAWRENCE YIP

Tough economic times and a bleak summer
job season mean more students are in need

of financial aid as they head back to school.

In August the unemployment rate for students

between the ages of 15 and 24 rose to 16.4 per

cent, a five per cent increase from August 2008,

according to Statistics Canada.

U of T has seen a 12 per cent rise in financial

aid applications, which are increasing across

Ontario, the Canadian Press reported in Au-

gust.

U of T's endowment fund, which supports

bursaries, scholarships, and grants, has lost

$605 million, raising questions about how the

loss will impact financial aid available for this

academic year. The fund, managed by the Uni-

versity of Toronto Asset Management Corpora-

tion, decreased in value by 29.4 per cent in 2008

from the previous year.

The financial aid budget for the upcoming
2009-10 year is still unavailable. It remains to

be seen whether endowment losses will affect

financial support for students.

SEE'AID'-P61

Not a drop to drink?
Report examines the state of water fountains on Canadian campuses

MITCH GAUVIN

Finding accessible drinking water on Canadian

campuses may not be such an easy task, ac-

cording to a report released by the Polaris In-

stitute. Campus Water Fountains: the Good, the

Bad, and the Ugly graded universities based

on student surveys from campuses across the

country.

The University of Toronto nabbed a listing

under the "good" category thanks to the Ba-

hen Centre for Information Technology, noted

for having a fountain on every floor.

"The university is very conscious of sustain-

ability of the environment," said Elizabeth Si-

sam, assistant vice-president for campus and

facility planning. She said that all buildings at U
of T are planned with fountains in mind.

The report's author, Richard Girard, said the

report is not a full audit. "We just targeted build-

ings constructed after 2000," he told The Var-

sity, and one building listed under the "good"

category doesn't mean the entire campus gets

the thumbs-up.

Girard says his report's main purpose was to

look at nationwide trends. One conclusion not-

ed that a number of universities across Canada
are skipping on installing new water fountains

SEE 'WATER' -PG 2

Hart House to go car-free

Admin rejected busier venues for Car-Free Day

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Varsity Staff

U of T will not be able to shut down any
public thoroughfares for Car-Free Day on
September 22, partly as a result of compli-

cations arising from the city workers strike

over the summer, a university officials said.

Car-Free Day, an international event start-

ed by a group of city planners and environ-

mental activists, is intended to promote
"alternatives to car-dependence and car-

culture" and "car-free lifestyle choices," ac-

cording to the website of the World Carfree

Network. It takes place during Earthcycle, a

week of events aimed at drawing awareness
of climate change and the environment. Run-

ning from September 21 to 26 and organized

by a bevy of environmental groups. Earth-

cycle will take place in 140 cities worldwide.

U of T will make Hart House Circle car-free

for the day, although organizers had pro-

posed closing down St. George Street and
King's College Circle, where there is much
more traffic.

The administration and City Council ex-

pressed enthusiasm for closing St. George
Street at first. But U of T was unable to ap-

ply for a city permit to shut down St. George
Street due to the recent strike by city work-

ers, according to Elizabeth Sisam, assistant

vice-president of campus and facilities plan-

ning.

The issue of safety also came up. "We re-

alized that there would be digging further

north for the Rotman building, so there

would be truck-traffic along St. George
Street," said Sisam, referring to construc-

tion for the expansion of the Rotman School

of Management. "It didn't seem that it would
be the best place for many bicycles to be
driving and riding down. To ensure safety,

for cyclists and vehicular traffic, [we felt] it

would be best to relocate the closure to an-

other spot."

Sisam said the King's College Circle venue

needs to remain open for emergency vehicle

access.

Toby Bowers, coordinator of the campus

SEE 'CARS' -P6 2

St. George Street was originally proposed to

go car-free, but admin said construction for the

Rotman expansion and the recent municipal

strike thwarted those plans.
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'AID' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

U of T students have three main
sources of financial aid: government
loans and bursaries, U of T's financial

aid system (called University of To-

ronto Advance Planning for Students

or UTAPS), and individual grants.

"In the admission offer, there was
an entire booklet on financial aid

that broke it down step by step," said

Lisa Roszell, a first-year law student

who obtained financial aid through

the law faculty. "None of the other

schools 1 was accepted to had as in-

depth a booklet for financial aid."

Roszell said awareness of the fi-

nancial aid options available played a

part in her decision to study at U of T.

For domestic students, govern-

ment funding is typically available

through a program unique to each

province. OSAP (the Ontario Student

Assistant Program) is the govern-

ment aid offered to Ontario residents

and can come in the form of interest-

free loans and non-repayable grants.

The UTAPS grants are awarded

to successful applicants deemed to

need aid beyond the maximum level

of government funding from their re-

spective provinces.

Individual grants are typically

department-specific grants, awarded
based on a student's individual cir-

cumstances.

U of T's financial aid services could

not be reached for comment.
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Canadian campuses

get younger
AMINA STELLA

After almost doubling in the last 30

years, the average age of Canada's

educational buildings has slightly

decreased since the early 2000s.

The average age of educational in-

frastructure in 2008, which includes

buildings belonging to elementary

and secondary schools as well as

universities and colleges, was 20.1

years according to estimates by
Statistics Canada. This is slightly

below the 21.3 years in 2000, when
the average in Canada had reached

its peak.

In 1969, the average education

building was at its youngest: 11

years. Following the huge influx of

baby boomers, universities made
enormous investments in new facili-

ties to meet demand. As a result of

declining fertility rates, the abun-

dance of relatively new buildings,

and baby boomers entering the

workforce, fewer new buildings have

been built since.

From the mid 1980s to the mil-

lennium, new investments helped

accommodate the children of baby
boomers, who starting to enter pri-

mary and secondary schools in high

numbers. This influx, along with in-

creased enrollment rates, intensified

the demand for more postsecondary
educational services by early 2000.

The average lifespan of education

Infrastructure is estimated at ap-

proximately 40 years.

Elementary and secondary

schools together represent the larg-

est group of total education stock in

2008 at 61 per cent of the national

total or $70.7 billion. Universities

came second, representing 24 per

cent. In 2008, seven of the 10 prov-

inces exceeded the national aver-

age age. The average age of Ontario

educational facilities equalled the

national average because of large

investments in recent years. Brit-

ish Columbia and Alberta have the

youngest educational infrastructure

in Canada.

'WATER' -CONTINUED FROM PG 2

in order to cut costs. The Ontario

building code requires new build-

ings to provide drinking water access

within 100 metres of any work area,

but having a tap in a bathroom as the

central source for drinking water ad-

heres to this building code.

The report went after bottled wa-

ter consumption as well, conclud-

ing that a lack of fountains in public

buildings force students, faculty, and

staff to buy bottled water.

Some Canadian universities also

sign exclusive deals with beverage

companies: in 1995, the University

of British Columbia was the first to

sign such a contract with Coca-Cola.,

However, according to ancillary ser-

vices director Ann McDonald U of T
has no contracts with beverage com-

panies.

Other universities go further.

This March, the University of Win-

nipeg banned bottled water, becom-
ing the first in Canada to do so. On
September 8, Memorial University

followed suit.

City politicians who voted against ratifying contracts with unions were told by the

Toronto and York Region Labour Council that they weren't welcome at the Labour

Day parade, but Mayor David Miller went anyway. What do you think?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

Leanne

4th YearAft History, 'That's kind of

disrespectful, though maybe he was trying to

be sympathetic to their opinions and neeos. I

don t think he should have gone, it was a bit of

a publicity stunt"

1st Yesr linguistics, "I think it's kind of

ridiculous that he went considering he wasn't

invited. His sense of entitlement is a little

ridiculous. It's veiy offensive. A politician should

be more mature tnan that."

i

Mustafa

4tti YearPhD in Near Middle Eastern

Civilization, "Sounds kind of hypocritical of

the mayor. It seems like he's showing one side

to the unions and another to everyone else at

the parade."

2nd YearArchitecturalDesign, Psych and
Polish "He's the mayor. He should oe at those

events, showing he cares. Even if he isn't

welcome, sometimes he has to be there [at

public events]."

il

Francesca

4th Year Psychology. "I'm a member of a union

and I think it's important that they [the unions]

have a voice and be heard, so any politicians

should be able to abide by simple requests. If

he's supposed to run our city, then he should be

able to listen to what people ask o| film."

3rd Year Human Biologyand Italian, "He

shouldn't have gone, because they said

he wasn't supposed to go. By going, he's

disregarding all the people tnat said he

shouldn't go."

Jessica

2nd Year Religion, "I think union people need

to stop being douchebags. First they attacked

people's cars, then made ridiciulous demands.

The city already smells bad enough without them

striking. I think David Miller's going was the right

thing to do. Shove it, labour people."

Cristina

4th YearEconomics and Spanish, "\ think

it's the fucking city of Toronto, you can't

tell the mayor not to show up somewhere.
He's showing his support tor labour unions
whether they like it or not and that's

ultimately a positive message for them."

How do students feel about St.

George's drinking fountains?

"I know exactly where they

are." Nicole, a third-year art

history student, says students

should be given more op-

portunities for free water but

contends that certain areas,

Sidney Smith hall in particular,

are well-equipped with acces-

sible drinking fountains.

"I!
'think the issue is not find-

. ing a fountain. 1 have found

myself looking for them, 1 don't

think we have enough." Diana,

a fourth-year psychology

student, says fountain water is

just as good as bottled water

but believes it's harder to find.

44 f also want to be assured

1 its clean water. Tap water

is actually pretty good. You

don't know anything about

bottled water." Aisha, in her

fourth year of poli sci, says

she avoids commercialized

bottled water because of what

it represents, but contends

that some fountains simply

don't work properly.

44 T f you don't have water,

1 there's nothing wrong with

the water fountains at U of T.

1 feel a bit safer with bottled

water but I wouldn't hesitate

to have tap water. I trust it."

Nick, a fourth-year criminology

student.

44T haven't seen many [foun-

1 tains]," Christina, a first-

year Rotman student, doesn't

know where to find fountains,

but adds she's only been here

a week.

"I
have bottled water with

me all the time, but if

anything I'll drink tap water."

Annett, a third-year chemistry

student.

'CARS' -CONTINUED FROM PG
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group Bikechain and one of the

main organizers of the event, ex-

pressed disappointment that U

of T did not accept the originally

proposed venues. "It's not that

they've necessarily been unhelp-

ful," he said. "It just seems like

they haven't gone out of their way

to be supportive."

To celebrate Car-Free Day, also

known as Bike to Campus Day,

Bikechain and other organizers

will be holding activities all day

at Hart House Circle, including a

breakfast, games, performers, and

several group commutes.

For more information on Earth-

cycle, head to theearthcycle.

wordpress.com or check out their

Facebook page.
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Israel-Palestine conference

draws more heat
Review of funding threatened acadenfiic freedonn, profs say

TODD MICHAEL LANE

An Israel-Palestine conference held at

York University in June has sparked a

second inquiry. The conference raised

controversywhen science and technol-

ogy minister Gary Goodyear had the

research council funding the confer-

ence to review the event's grant.

The Canadian Association of Univer-

sity Teachers has launched an inquiry

into whether academic freedom was
violated in the course of the confer-

ence, "Israel/Palestine: Mapping Mod-
els of Statehood and Paths to Peace,"

which took place from June 22 to 24.

The announcement comes after York

started its own independent review.

Among other topics, the conference

examined the issue of a one-state ver-

sus a two-state solution to the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict. It drew scholars

from around the world, including Swit-

zerland, Italy, Israel, and Palestinian

territories. Among those who drew
the ire of Jewish groups was Omar
Barghouti, a founding member of the

Palestinian boycott, divestment, and

sanctions campaign against Israel. The
head of the Canadian Jewish Congress,

Bernie Farber, said it was obvious

some speakers advocated eliminating

the Jewish state.

Goodyear said he received hun-

Ottawa reverees age restriction on

student transit passes

In a unanimous vote yesterday, Ot-

tawa city councillors reversed the

age restriction placed on student bus

passes. Implemented in July, only

full-time students ages 27 and under

were eligible for discounted student

transit passes in Ottawa,

During the summer, Ottawa was
the only major city in Canada to have

such a restriction. Before the age

cap, any full time student was eligible

to buy a discounted pass, saving stu-

dents $19.50 a month, or almost $240

a year.

Tm grateful that city councillors

have recognized that a student is

a student no matter their age," said

Erik Halliwell, president of the Car-

leton University Students' Associa-

tion.—TIM LEGAULT

Canada's Arctic U

The Great White North may soon

see its first university. The demand
for a permanent post-secondary

institution in the Arctic has contin-

ued to grow ever since Gov. Gen.

Michelle Jean approved the idea

during her tour of Nunavut in May.

After her visit, the three northern

colleges—Nunavut Arctic Col-

lege, Yukon College, and Aurora

College—announced in June they

would be lobbying the federal gov-

ernment for funds to set up an Arc-

tic university.

Currently, the only option for

students in the North seeking a uni-

versity education is to move down
south. Of the eight Arctic nations,

Canada remains the only one with-

out a university physically based in

the North. Some southern Canadi-

an universities do offer degree pro-

grams through the three northern

colleges. Supporters of an Arctic

dreds of emails complaining about

speakers. "There was the addition of

speakers who are known to have an

anti-Israel, anti-Semitic stands [sic]: is

that still an academic forum? Or has it

changed into something entirely differ-

ent, something that would not quality

[sic] for funding?" he told the Waterloo

Record.

At his behest, the Social Sciences

and Humanities Research Council de-

cided to look at whether the conference

has made major changes since Novem-

ber 2008, when its funding application

was submitted. The SSHRC eventually

accepted that the conference followed

required provisions and that changes

in programming were minor.

Academics and conference organiz-

ers cried foul over the review, calling it

an infringement on academic freedom

and demanding Goodyear's resigna-

tion.

"[The] politically motivated cam-

paign to restrict academic inquiry re-

garding Israel does pose a significant

threat to intellectual freedom," said

Bruce Ryder, assistant dean at Os-

goode law school and one of the con-

ference organizers.

Organizers say that as long as a

research activity does not violate Ca-

nadian law, no agency should be able

to assess, monitor, or discipline com-

petent professors, whether it's the

university point out, however, that

having the resources actually based

in the region will make all the differ-

ence.— MITCHELL GAUVIN

Ryerson tries to rock record

With plastic shades and rock star at-

titude, Ryerson University students

attempted to break the Guinness

World Record in Lai gest Group Air

Guitar last Wednesday, but fell short

by about 500 participants. While the

school's orientation week challenge

drew out 757 faux guitarists, it failed

to beat the record-setting number
of 1,261 music fans who jammed for

one minute and 50 seconds in a Brit-

ish arena.

government or the university admin-

istration.

Asaf Zohar, a Trent University pro-

fessor and the new chair of the Canadi-

an Academics for Peace in the Middle

East, shares CAUT's concern for aca-

demic freedom. But he disagrees with

CAUT's stance on the York conference,

saying that academic freedom is also

based on whether or not the partici-

pants and attendees can feel safe in

discussing controversial issues.

Jon Thompson, a professor at the

University of New Brunswick, will lead

CAUT's inquiry. Thompson is asking

for submissions on the academic com-

munity's responsibility to protect indi-

viduals' right to discuss controversial

issues. Submissions will be accepted

from any interested parties, including

administrators of sponsoring univer-

sities, conference organizers, partici-

pants, and students.

The York review will be headed by

Frank lacobucci, a former Supreme

Court judge and former York presi-

dent. York's review will look at the

planning and organization phases, as

well as the responsibilities of faculty

members and university administra-

tors in conferences on controversial

topics.

Both the CAUT and York inquiries

are expected to complete their work in

November.

In 2008, Ryerson broke the record

for Largest Sword Fight, and the

year before the school won brag-

ging rights for staging the Largest

Dance Class. The air guitar record

was broken several times this sum-

mer elsewhere, and the universiiy's

goal was to put its name in the books

once again.

Despite the low turnout, hopefuls

still channelled their favourite rock

god for the two-minute session. "1 re-

ally thought I brought Angus Young

back down to Earth here at Ryerson

today," Stephanie Wiebe told the Ca-

nadian Press. The students ended

with a group smashing of guitars.

Brock University is also hoping to

break the air guitar record later this

week.—MIMI SZETO

High Holydays

5770 (2009)

Services witli

YACHDAV
An egalitarian

traditional minyan

The Wolfond Centre

for Jewish Campus Life

(36 Harbord St)

Seats are $72

($36 for Students)

www.yachdav.ca

E-nnail: info@yachdav.ca

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom l*Ianagement Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicum

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Honey-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

SHELL CANADA RECRUITMENT

Join us! Wonted - talented students and graduates in

Engineering, Geosciences, Business and IT.

Shell Canada will be at the Universtiy of Toronto career fair

on September 16 & 17 and would like to speak with you

about exciting career opportunities.

Visit us and apply fodoy www.shell.ca/coreers.

Tomorrow's Professionals

Apply Today!

Apply Online!

OMSAS www.ouac.on.ca/omsas/

Ontario Medical School Application Service

September 1 5, 2009: Last day to register for

online applications

October 1, 2009: Application deadline

www.ouac.on.ca/olsas/ OLSAS

Ontario Law School Application Service

November 2, 2009: Application deadline for first-year English programs

May 3, 2010: Application deadline for upper-year programs

TEAS www.ouac.on.ca/teas/

Teacher Education Application Service

December 1, 2009: Application deadline for English programs

March 1, 2010: Application deadline for French programs

www.ouac.on.ca/orpas/ ORPAS
Ontario Rehabilitation Sciences Programs

Application Service

{Audiology, Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy/Physiotherapy

Speech-Language Pathology)

January 8, 2010: Application deadline

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES' APPLICATION CENTRE

CENTRE DE DEtvlANDE D'ADf^lSSION

AUX UNIVERSITES DE UONTARIO

170 Research Lane
Guelphi ON NIG 5E2

www.ouac.on.ca
J
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Government to blame for bumpy ride

Lack of safety information is the main reason for bike accidents in Ontario

HAMAN MADOUHI

I immediately related to the tragic

news of the collision that led to the

death of Darcy Allan Sheppard. 1

read about it right after having ar-

rived in Toronto, following a bike

trip from Kingston to Montreal that

was cut short when my bike was
destroyed by a car. Fortunately, I

walked away from the incident alive

and with minimal damage.

These incidents are examples of

negligence by the provincial and
municipal governments, which aside

from providing limited resources to

cyclists, fail to ensure that the mes-

sage of bike safety equally reaches

all members of the road.

The biggest issue is that motorists

are not familiar with these safety

guidelines, and the province in no

way emphasizes bike safety to driv-

ers. The Ontario Ministry of Trans-

portation's Driver's Handbook con-

tains only a brief mention of cyclists:

"Motorcycles, bicycles, limited-

speed motorcycles and mopeds of-

ten need to pull to the left or right

side of their lane to avoid dangerous

road conditions or to be seen by

other drivers. Do not take this as an

The Ontario Driver's Handbook only contains a brief mention of cyclists.

invitation to pass in the same lane. If

you do want to pass these vehicles,

do so by changing lanes."

Now, the most neglected parts

of the road are its edges. Potholes

and many strange crevices are left

untouched by construction work-

ers. Although it is a bumpy ride for

everyone, owners of road bikes and

hybrids are in the greatest danger,

as their wheels are prone to getting

stuck in these crevices or redirect-

ing the bicycles into traffic.

There is no important informa-

tion regarding cyclists in the Driver's

Handbook, such as biker hand sig-

nals, meaning the driver is ignorant

to safety procedures. If drivers are

never educated, how are they to be

held responsible?

Toronto is blessed with the 1.7 per

cent of its population (in a city of

more than 2.48 million people) who
bike to work.

The municipal government pro-

vides an in-depth website for cy-

clists, as well as the Toronto Cycling

Map which is full of useful guidelines

for road safety. These guidelines in-

clude the following excerpt under

the section Bicycle Collisions:

"Watch For Bikes! It is dangerous

to open the door of a motor vehicle

without first checking to ensure you

will not endanger a cyclist. You can

be fined $110 and two demerit points

under the HTA for interfering with

a cyclist's movement by carelessly

opening your car door."

What are the chances a motorist

will pick up the cyclists' guide? The

city has chosen to place safety mes-

sages to auto drivers in an unlikely

place, and the necessary demo-

graphic is not being targeted. Epic

marketing fail!

Although Ontario has plans to

make a provincial cycling path,

it would be of little use if it holds

similarities to Quebec's. Quebec
currently has a path for cyclists

called the Route Verte which spans

the province. On my tour, though,

I found that 1 was sharing kilome-

ters of this supposed bike path

with a 90 km/h road, which led to

the demise of my bike in the middle

of nowhere. Fortunately in Ontario,

where such high-speed roads exist,

most cars have the more efficient

alternative of taking a highway,

meaning cyclists can enjoy roads

with less traffic. With plans for the

provincial cycling path in develop-

ment, Ontario should look to do
more than paint a white line on an

already narrow road.

Of the infractions cyclists are

guilty of, such as passing through

stop signs and lacking horns and

reflectors, it must be said that there

is little to no enforcement. In all my
years of cycling, 1 was stopped for

the first time ever last week in Ot-

tawa, where the officer thoroughly

inspected my bike, informed me
that horns and reflectors are legally

mandatory (I was prepared, thanks

to the Toronto Cycling Map), and

almost ticketed me for riding on the

sidewalk. The officer was part of a

group set up to stop cyclists and

enforce safety regulations. If such

a project exists in Toronto, it's mini-

mal if not invisible.

Cyclists and drivers are certainly

responsible for their actions, but

they can only go so far. It is up to the

government to inform the people on

the road, and to protect its citizens.

ECONOMIC INQUIRY
The recession's not over yet: Unemployment, consumption, and the risks of optimism

CRISTINA DIAZ-BORDA
Varsity Staff

Since summer 2008, the U.S. economy
has steadily fallen. So too have prop-

erty values, the U.S. dollar, and con-

sumer spending.

But this summer we've seen opti-

mism. It has been declared that this

new low is rock bottom, and that from

here we can go no where but up. How-

ever, unemployment in America climbs

higher, and while not nearly as bad,

Canada is suffering a good deal as well.

We've all heard the rhetoric

around low consumer optimism,

and the staunch lending practices

of banks. But let us pause and take

a look at what affects us students

most: the job market.

In August 2009, U.S. unemploy-

ment hit a 26-year high of 9.7 per

cent, meaning 14.9 million Americans

actively looking for work are jobless.

Canada's unemployment currently

sits at 8.7 per cent—a 10 per cent in-

crease from last month.

So why have people been so opti-

mistic? How can higher unemploy-

ment mean the economy is improv-

ing? Unemployment is what we call a

lagging indicator. When the economy
goes from doing very well to poorly,

companies hold off on firing employ-

ees until it is absolutely imperative

they do so, as hiring and training is

a difficult process. But this lag also

shows when the economy improves,

as companies will hesitate to hire for

fear that they will not be able to keep

their new employees.

These employment rates ultimately

affect the consumer, who buys not

only according to current income, but

also needs to take into account views

on future income. And since consump-

tion ultimately drives the market, it

may be a while beforewe see a marked
improvement.

Yet there is a persistent and some-

times dangerous optimism among
many people who want to say the re-

cession is over. And there are other

factors that encourage them. Globally,

stock markets are on the rise. Britain's

FTSE 100 rose eight per cent, Japan's

Nikkei 225 was up 0.7 per cent, Aus-

tralia by 1.6 per cent and China rose

1.7 per cent. Some are quick to view

this response as symbolizing the end
of the recession, but experts warn
against unfounded optimism.

Some also fear that withdraw-

ing stimulus money would send the

world economy spiraling back into a

second recession. New York Universi-

ty Prof. Nouriel Roubini, credited with

predicting the global credit crisis as

far back as 2005, postulates that the

fear of a second recession caused by
the withdrawal of stimulus plans is

valid, but that a second risk comes
with ending the stimulus too late and
burdening the economies with unsus-

tainable debt.

Roubini predicts that the economy
will not recover in the same manner
in which it collapsed. Unlike the steep

path toward the recession we saw in

the summer of 2008, the recovery will

be a slow and gradual ascent marred

with pitfalls that could send us into a

recession relapse. "1 think too many
people are hopeful that everything is

fine and unfortunately the road ahead

is going to be at best bumpy, if not

worse than that," says Roubini. Where-

as in April he saw no end to the reces-

sion, he now predicts between two
and three years recovery at minimum.

Several countries are waking up
to the fact that the recovery will be a

little while off. Previously, Germany
and France backed away from their

stimulus plans, fearing these mea-
sures would push their countries into

debt. But on Saturday, 20 of the world's

largest economies pledged to uphold

stimulus packages, and the stock mar-

ket soared in response.

Whereas Roubini is only mildly

pessimistic, Nobel Prize-winning

economist Joseph Stiglitz predicts

that a relapsed recession is probable.

"The prospects of a robust recovery

are very, very weak," says Stiglitz, ex-

plaining that in the U.S. there has not

been a substantial increase in con-

sumption. He explains that while the

U.S. stimulus is keeping the economy

afloat, the inevitable withdrawal of

such money will be a shock, resulting

in contraction.

What does this all mean? The econ-

omy is a slow creature. It took a long

time for it to get this bad, and it will take

a long time to improve. Yes, things are

getting better, but it's important to be

realistic. Things could still get much,

much worse. Canada's economy is

tied closely with that of our neighbors

to the south, and gloom and doom for

them mean bad news for us. For now,

just be glad there's another year of

classes between us and the future.
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Condemning the corporate campus
From RBC to Imperial Oil: Why big business at U of T hurts the environment

PAUL YORK

Nobel Laureate John Polanyi has spoken on
how corporate influence on post-secondary in-

stitutions harms academic freedoms. Less well-

known is the link between corporatization and
environmental destruction.

Corporations engaged in environmentally

destructive practices provide funding to many
departments here at U of T, including Engineer-

ing, Geology, Forestry, Chemistry, and Com-
merce. Why is this a problem? Because some
industries, such as fossil fuel and mineral ex-

traction, cannot ever be made sustainable in

any meaningful sense of the word, despite the

rhetoric of "sustainability" that appears in their

promotional literature.

If our society is to make the necessary tran-

sitions to renewable energy, local agriculture,

and greater energy efficiency in order to sur-

vive peak oil, finite resource depletion, and an-

thropogenic climate change, these industries

must be phased out. Truly sustainable indus-

tries and green jobs must be put in their place.

This could and should be the business of such

departments, not minor reforms that contrib-

ute to the illusion that fossil fuel companies can

be made "sustainable."

Technology critic Jana Resales writes that

"universities face pressure from the com-
mercial sector. We worry not only about how
funding from corporations affects university

research, but also about how the encroaching

business ethos will affect the administration of

the university with its talk of strategic planning

and managerialism."

By taking funds from such corporations and
by investing in unsustainable industries, U of T
indirectly contributes to the climate crisis. An
example is RBC, criticized for its role in financ-

The Scotiabank Information Commons in tfie

lobby of Robarts is one of several corporate

sponsored campus facilities.

ing the tar sands. RBC has a major presence

at Governing Council and on campus, and re-

cently financed UTSU's frosh week barbecue.

In another example, some curricula at U of T
have been established to supply unsustainable

industries with personnel through work-study

contracts and placements. Every year. Imperial

Oil recruits engineers from U ofT into its ranks..

Such promotion comes at little cost to these

companies. TD Bank can easily point to the pal-

try $100,000 it gives to U of T students through

the Go Green Challenge in order to effectively

"greenwash" itself as environmentally friendly.

Compare this figure to the $27 billion it gives to

fossil fuel projects, including the tar sands.

The presence of such corporations on cam-

pus legitimizes them in society's eyes, and for

very little cost.

What is the alternative? The university is one

of the major institutions that can help facilitate

the transition to a more just and sustainable

society, one that is informed by a rational and

ethical vision recognizing that humanity exists

as part of a biosphere with physical limits, and

upon which human beings are dependent.

Collectively, the universities and colleges of

the world represent its 26th-largest economic

power. They have a huge influence.

Conversely, if universities are unduly influ-

enced by a pro-corporate ideology of unlim-

ited economic growth, they unwittingly help

to bring about social and environmental deg-

radation. The paradigm of unlimited economic

growth, which informs the current administra-

tion's vision for this university (i.e. President

Naylor's Towards 2030 plan), is untenable and

irrational in the real world of finite resources

and limits to growth.

Those who support a corporate presence

on campus might ask how U of T will acquire

enough financing to operate without corporate

funding. One answer is to reduce U of T's size.

A smaller university that does not contribute to

the tragedy of the commons is far better than a

harmful corporate-run mega-university.

In Prosperity Without Growtii by Tim Jackson,

a professor at the Centre for Environmental

Strategy at the University of Surrey, draws on
empirical research to show that after a cer-

tain point, happiness does not increase with

wealth. An important new area of study in eco-

nomics considers redefining prosperity; not as

greater economic wealth, but more subjectively

through indicators such as health and happi-

ness, which are tied to environmental integrity.

A second argument for corporatization is

that corporate funding is necessary for re-

search and development in environmentally-

friendly technologies. While it is true that BP
and Shell, for example, fund innovations in

R&D, their presence in the tar sands represents

an ethical problem. Continuing to accept fund-

ing from such corporations effectively excuses

their presence there.

Technology alone cannot solve the climate

crisis. Behavioural change, in the form of con-

servation, is necessary, and in the long run un-

avoidable. New R&D may prove very valuable,

but it should not be seen as a cure-all.

Professor Emeritus John Valleau of the chem-

istry department has written a book on this

subject, a summary of which he will deliver as

part of U of T's Environment Week. He argues

that universities are places where scholars can

test hypotheses, trade ideas, and inspire other

scholars. This provides a benefit to society, but

in order to function properly, scholars need

protection from corporate influences.

We now see corporate influence on a regular

basis at Governing Council, and all over campus
there are booths for cell phones, credit cards,

and fast food franchises targeting students and
contributing to consumerism, waste, and stu-

dent debt. The university could do much good
in the world if it could free itself from corporate

influence.

Paul York is a graduate student and member
ofScience for Peace
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Happiness
It's

September. Summer is over, classes

have started, and work is starting to

pile up. At times like these, it's hard to

be unhappy. Right?

The study of happiness is as much a

science as it is an art. Contrary to pop-

ular belief, it's not all about self-help

books and 12-step inspirational pro-

grams. Happiness is undoubtedly an im-

portant element of human life, but what

exactly is it?

Researchers acknowledge that the

term "happiness" is ambiguous and
encompasses several elements. While

some researchers focus on measuring

the intensity of positive or negative feel-

ings over time, others look at "satisfac-

tion," which evaluates subjects' apprais-

al of their situation, rather than their

feelings. Subjective well-being is a term

used to avoid the ambiguity of "happi-

ness." It consists of three measurable

components: life satisfaction, positive

affect, and negative affect. Researchers

generally distinguish between the cog-

nitive and affective components of SWB,
where affect refers to the conscious sub-

jective experience of emotion.

Psychologists use different methods
of measuring happiness. While most
measures are based on self-report,

some scientists lean toward seemingly

more objective methods, such as facial

electromyography (EMG). Facial EMG
involves inserting needle electrodes

inserted into facial muscle fibres, or

pasting surface electrodes on the face.

The electrodes measure activity of fa-

cial muscles, which have been shown
to reflect specific emotions. Depend-
ing on the combinations of muscular

actions recorded by facial EMG, re-

searchers can deduce the emotions be-

ing experienced.

Another crucial factor is how happi-

ness varies depending on our life situ-

ation. Studies on gender differences in

happiness have yielded conflicting and
controversial results. Some studies

claim that women demonstrate higher

rates of depression and anxiety-related

mood disorders, which suggests that

they experience more negative affect.

However, other studies claim that

women report more positive emotions

than men.
Culture also correlates with measures

of happiness. According to one study,

people from individualistic cultures are

reported as happier than people from

collectivistic cultures. Another study

found a correlation between different

countries' human rights indicators and

national SWB measures, showing that

the absence of basic human rights can

have a negative impact on a population's

general happiness.

But sometimes our judgement of our

own personal happiness can be flawed.

People generally expect things like win-

ning the lottery or losing a loved one

to change our happiness levels perma-

nently. But in reality the change is only

temporary. This phenomenon is called

the hedonic treadmill, which refers to

the fact that life events only produce

momentary changes in happiness, and

that we soon revert to our pre-event

levels of happiness by adjusting our

expectations.

So no matter how much you may be

missing those lazy summer days, just

remember some words of wisdom from

Indian mystic Meher Baba (and inciden-

tally, Grammy-winning musician Bobby

McFerrin). Don't worry, be happy.

Taming the wildcat

ANASTASSIA
POGOUTSE
investigates the

evolution of the

connnnon mouser

ILLUSTRATION BY LOLA LANDEKIC

The domestic cat is one of the most popular

pets in the world, yet until recently, the origin

of this feline has been unclear Many believe the

housecat was domesticated in Egypt approximate-

ly 3,600 years ago. However, as recently published

in Science, researchers have discovered DNA evi-

dence providing new insight into the origins of the

housecat and human involvement in the taming of

this species.

The domestic cat is a member of the species Fe-

lis silvestris with several subspecies. Although the

domestic cat is sometimes grouped as a separate

subspecies, catus, this designation is questionable.

Morphological similarities between domestic cats

and wildcats, as well as ongoing mixing between

wild and domestic populations, have made it dif-

ficult to determine the domestic cat's relationship

to other subspecies.

The earliest evidence of human-cat association

comes from a Cypriot gravesite dating back 9,500

years where a cat was found buried next to a hu-

man. The proximity and positioning of the bodies

are taken to indicate that they were not buried

next to one another by chance, but to indicate a

relationship. Because wildcats do not naturally

inhabit the Mediterranean, it is likely that this cat

was brought to the island from the mainland. The

age of the specimens suggests that cat domestica-

tion may have occurred outside of Egypt, and ear-

lier than previously thought.

In a 2007 study headed by Carlos Driscoll of the

University of Oxford, researchers set out to inves-

tigate the relationships between domestic cats,

their wild progenitors, and related Fetis species.

They collected DNA samples from 979 wild and do-

mestic cats from southern Africa, Azerbaijan, Ka-

zakhstan, Mongolia, and the Middle East and used

sequences of mitochondrial DNA (which are in-

herited solely from the mother) and short DNA se-

quence repeats called microsatellites as molecu-

lar markers to construct a phylogenetic tree (a

diagram that illustrates a hypothetical evolution-

ary relationships between groups of organisms).

Driscoll's team constructed the tree by comparing

DNA sequences of individual cats and grouping

them based on similarity. By mapping out these

evolutionary relationships, researchers were able

to determine how many Felis silvestris subspecies

there are, as well as map their geographic distribu-

tion. They were then able to propose which wildcat

subspecies are the most closely related to today's

housecat. Documenting where the domestic cat's

closest wild relatives reside provided a strong indi-

cation of where cat domestication first began.

The analysis yielded six genetic clusters: the

European F. s. silvestris, the African and Near

Eastern F. s. lybica, the Middle Eastern and Cen-

tral Asian F. s. ornata, the South African F. s. cafra,

the Chinese desert cat, F. s. bieti, and F. margarita,

a distinct species of the genus Felis used as an

out-group in the tree. Out-groups allow for the

determination of the "polarity" or direction of

evolution. The analysis placed all domestic house
cats, feral cats, and fancy breed cats in the clade

containing s. lybica, indicating that all domestic

cats are part of a single subspecies, and probably

originated in the Near East.

The archaeological discovery in Cyprus indi-

cates that cats may have begun associating with

humans during the Neolithic period, 9,000 to

10,000 years ago. During this time, the first settle-

ments were established in a Near Eastern region

known as the Fertile Crescent, and cats may have
been drawn to these as ready food sources. Their

ability to dispatch pests made cats beneficial to

farmers, who perhaps in turn encouraged cats to

stay in the settlements and even in their homes.
However, in contrast with most domesticated ani-

mals, humans did not actively set out to domesti-

cate cats. Rather, it is likely that cats and humans
began to co-exist through a mutually beneficial

association all

the more incred-

ible given that cats

don't take instruc-

tion well and can fend

for themselves.

^^^^ An ivory cat statuette from

Israel dating back 3,700 years

indicates that by this time cats were

a common sight in Near Eastern settle-

ments. However, the first sure signs of domesti-

cation occur much later in the form of 3,500-year-

old Egyptian paintings depicting cats sitting

under chairs, sometimes wearing leashes or col-

lars, and feeding from bowls or on scraps. From

Egypt, domestic cats spread to Greece, to Asia,

and throughout the Roman Empire, often travel-

ling on ships where they were kept to control the

spread of rats.

Despite their long co-existence with humans

and nearly-ubiquitous presence across the globe,

domestic cats across the world are genetically

similar and continue to differ little from their wild

ancestors. Cats with a social temperament were

probably more successful at co-existing with

people, which resulted in selection for tamer in-

dividuals. However, unlike dogs, which were bred

to perform certain tasks, cat breeding for specific

traits only became popular in 19th-century Brit-

ain, meaning that for centuries cats faced little

selective pressure. They were thus able to retain

roughly the same morphology as their wild ances-

tors (also unlike dogs), showing only slight differ-

ences including a smaller brain, shorter legs, and

a longer intestine.

The degree to which cats have been "com-

pletely domesticated" is still subject to debate.

Driscoll defines a domestic animal as "one

whose mate choice is influenced by humans

and whose tameness and tolerance of humans

is genetically determined." The first criterion

certainly does not apply to most cats. However,

Driscoll concedes that the domestic cat's "over-

whelming tolerance of people" is a key indica-

tion of its domestication. Unlike other domes-

ticated animals, however, cats possess strong

scavenging and hunting skills which would al-

low them to survive without humans.

While many will continue to love their pet

cats, the subtle truth remains that cats neither

require nor care for human friendship, and will

continue to use (perhaps even envy) humans

for having opposable thumbs—a necessity for

opening food tins.
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Whooping cranes, a species that nearly went extinct in 1940, are being reminded by humans how to migrate south. North America has 536 wild and captive whooping cranes, although those

raised in captivity must learn to migrate. Lightweight aircraft called "trikes" broadcast the whooping crane call and utilize GPS navigation in the flight from Wisconsin to Florida that can take

48-97 days. A team of four pilots stay with the birds for the 1285-mile migration in the event that tired or sick cranes may require aid.
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Toronto International Film Festival 2009 Preview

Not sure what's worth checking out at Toronto's largest film festival?

Associate Arts Editor WILL SLOAN has you covered for TIFF 2009's must-sees

REVIEWS
THE IMAGINARIUM OF DOCTOR
PARNASSUS aam
A rambling, shapeless, lengthy,

and not-terribly-eventful narrative

punctuated occasionally by mo-
ments of brilliance, The Imaginarium

ofDoctor Parnassus is, for better or

worse, a typical Terry Gilliam film.

That Gilliam is an extraordinarily

visual stylist is not in doubt. 1 just

wish he could develop the discipline

to channel that talent into a coher-

ent narrative.

Christopher Plummer plays Par-

nassus, a rather one-dimensional

character whose deal with the devil

(a hilarious Tom Waits) has given

him the curse of immortal life. He
and a small band of compatriots

tour London with "The

Imaginarium," a portal

that sends unsuspect-

ing fun-seekers into a

fantastic alternate-re-

ality of their own imagi-

nation. Yet how has the

secret of Parnassus'

Imaginarium gone un-

detected so long, even

by his own daughter?

And hey, can 1 get a

concise explanation of

what the hell this Imag-

inarium is and what its

rules are? These and

other questions go un-

answered.

This is the film that

Heath Ledger was
working on when he

died, but having filmed

all his scenes set outside the Imagi-

narium, he still has a considerable

amount of screen time and turns in

an adequate performance. Alas, he

is present mostly in the dull, repeti-

tive first half (1 suspect Gilliam was
unwilling or unable to cut any Ledger

footage, and there's plenty that's cut-

table). The transition between Led-

ger and Johnny Depp, Colin Farrell,

and Jude Law in the Imaginarium

scenes is reasonably smooth, even

if it unavoidably mutes the impact of

the climactic scenes. It's just a shame
that other actors get to handle Led-

ger's best scenes.

ANTICHRIST iSQQaa
There are so many adjectives to de-

scribe Lars von Trier's Antichrist that

I might as well just list them: power-

ful, painful, unsettling, shocking,

problematic, incendiary, disturbing,

offensive, upsetting, nihilistic, and

. . . brilliant? I think so, but ask me

Powerful,

painful,

unsettling,

shocking,

problematic,

incendiary,

disturbing,

offensive,

upsetting,

nihilistic, and
... brilliant?

again in a few years when I've had

time to digest the experience.

Von Trier originally conceived the

film as a speculative fantasy in which

Satan created the world. Then, in

interviews, he described it as a hor-

ror film. The result takes its cues

from both genres, as a man (Willem

Dafoe) and his wife (Charlotte Gains-

bourgh) retreat to a lonely cabin in

a forest called Eden to repair their

marriage after the death of their son,

who died while the couple were hav-

ing sex. Von Trier creates a story in

which nature is intrinsically evil, and

woman-the giver of life-is the evil-

est of all (perhaps female sexuality

is the serpent in this analogy?). Hid-

eous stuff, but Von Trier and his ac-

tors are extraordinarily brave in not

shying away from the

implications of their

frightening scenario.

As a psychological hor-

ror film, this movie is a

masterpiece: intensely

acted, relentlessly

paced, and absolutely

ruthless at getting un-

der your skin.

MY SON, MY SON,
WHAT HAVE YE
DONE aaa
I think Werner Herzog

may be incapable

of directing a "bad"

movie. His fiction films

fall into two camps: the

miraculous achieve-

ments, and the won-

derful messes. I think

My Son, My Son. . . is near the bottom

of Herzog's filmography, and yet it

is so rich with ambition, ideas, and
vivid images that 1 don't really care

that it doesn't quite gel.

Loosely based on the true story

of Brad McCullum, a disturbed man
who killed his mother (and who, as

played here by Michael Shannon,

seems like a real-life Norman Bates),

it feels uncannily like a 50-50 union

between the visions of Herzog and
producer David Lynch—or, in other

words, exactly the film a madman
like McCullum might have made
about himself. Set on the day of

his arrest, the film disorients with

its two-strip Technicolor colour

scheme, odd music, unpredictable

camerawork, and complicated

storytelling style. That the actors

(including Willem Dafoe, Chloe Sevi-

gny, and Udo Kier) seem to be from

completely different movies adds to

the otherworldly strangeness. The

elements don't quite fit together

and 1 felt too distant from the action

to be really engrossed, but damn, 1

wish all failures were this good.

GEHING ALL THE BUZZ
BAD LIEUTENANT: PORT OF CALL
NEW ORLEANS: One of two Wer-

ner Herzog-directed films gracing

the festival, this seems like Herzog's

most atypical film yet: a semi-

remake of Abel Ferrera's Scorsese-

on-steroids urban cop vomitorium.

The trailer, filled with lines like

"What are these fucking iguanas

doing on my coffee table?" makes it

look like a camp classic or a work of

demented genius, or quite possibly

both.

THE INVENTION OF LYING: In

my humble opinion, Ricky Gervais,

the star/co-creator of Extras and
the British version of The Office, is

the funniest man currently working

in popular culture. He co-writes,

co-directs, and stars in this comedy
about an alternate universe where
he plays the first person who has

ever lied, and 1 fully expect it to be

just about the funniest thing ever.

By the way, am I the only one who
loved Ghost Town?

CAPITALISM: A LOVE STORY:
Following his attempt at kinder,

gentler filmmaking with Sicko, Mi-

chael Moore aims a big, wet spitball

at capitalism—capitalism!—that

promises to be filled with his dis-

tinctive blend of humour, sentimen-

tality, and grandstanding. Moore
is no longer the cultural force he

was around the time of Fahrenheit

9/1], but anything he touches is still

bound to be a festival hot ticket. Uh,

aside from Slacker Uprising. .

.

^^Y SON MY SON WHAT HAVE YE DOf.;

AWARD CONTENDERS
THE ROAD: Originally touted as an

Oscar frontrunner for 2008, Viggo

Mortensen and Charlize Theron
star in this adaptation of Cormac
McCarthy's acclaimed book. The
film is finally seeing the light of

day, and happens to be one of the

most talked-about entries of TIFF

'09. Those who have seen it say it's

beyond bleak, but there's certainly

precedent for Cormac McCarthy
adaptations getting Oscar love.

UP IN THE AIR: George Clooney

stars, which means, barring a

surprise appearance elsewhere

from Brad Pitt, this will be the most
paparazzi-filled red carpet of the fes-

tival. Jason Reitman of Juno directs,

hence the awards buzz. Otherwise,

your guess is as good as mine.

A SERIOUS MAN: A comedy from

the Coen Brothers is always a dicey

prospect, with their track record

ranging from the sublime (The Big

Lebowski) to the merely smug (Burn

After Reading). Early word says this

is one of their best.

THE IMAGI^JARIU^•. OF

DOCTOR PARfMSSUS

UNDER THE RADAR
TRASH HUMPERS: Harmony
Korine, the controversial director

of Gummo and Julien Donkey-Boy,

returns with a musical. A musical

called Trash Mumpers. Directed by

Harmony Korine. Oh man, I'm in!

CHLOE: Following a string of critical

and commercial disappointments,

Canadian film giant Atom Egoyan

hopes to regain his mojo with this

erotic thriller (a remake of the

French film Nathalie) starring Liam

Neeson and Julianne Moore. Word
on the street says it's sexy, and

considering how profoundly unsexy

Egoyan's films usually are, I'm more
than a little curious.

LIFE DURING WARTIME: Todd
Solondz's troubling and disturbing

films make Harmony Korine's look

positively bourgeois. No doubt his

streak will continue with this semi-

sequel to his 1998 masterpiece //op-

press. That was the film, you may
recall, in which Dylan Baker mas-

turbated to 77ger Bear magazine in

an agonizing single-take sequence.

At the very least you'll be able to

see that long-awaited Solondz/Paul

Reubens match-up!

Q&A with Cameron Bailey, TIFF Co-Director

WILL SLOAN
Associate Arts Editor

THE VARSITY: What are some lesser-

known films at TIFF '09 you would

recommend?
CAMERON BAILEY: The Disap-

pearance of Alex Creed is just a

great little thriller, and it's from a

director that is new, J. Blakeson.

People won't know anything about

his work, and it's a great surprise. I

had the feeling watching this movie

that people might have [had] when
they saw Reservoir Dogs. He's that

talented. Phantom Pain is great

because it's a film from Germany
with the biggest German star, Til

Schweiger, but it's very accessible.

It plays like an American movie,

and it's based on the true story of a

Canadian.

TV: Antichrist is the most controver-

sial movie at the festival. What are

your opinions, as a critic and as a

T/FF director?

CB: They're essentially the same.

It's a film everyone should see.

It's a film that's tough to watch ...

there are some individual scenes,

maybe no more than three, that

some might want to close their

eyes [through]... but it's audacious

filmmaking. This is one of the most
talented filmmakers in the world,

and it's a very personal vision. It

really reflects a lot of his own fears.

And that's kind of what we should

be about as a festival.

TV: How has the festival changed
this year?

CB: What we have done is tried

to offer even more to the festival

audience that is free. We have
a massively improved and ex-

panded program at Yonge-Dundas
Square—free screenings every

day, events and concerts every

night—giving people a chance to

participate in the festival, whether

or not you buy a ticket. We've also

expanded the red carpet at Roy
Thompson Hall, so there's more
area for fans to gather.

The Toronto International Film Festi-

val runs from today through Sept. 19.
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New to TIFF? Here's what you need to know
Yes, it's the most wonderful time of the year for movie lovers. Toronto's international

film festival is about to kick off, so it's time to prepare

NAVI AND DAMANJIT LAMBA

Tickets: Y'know those pieces of

paper that get you into tlie show?
The Festival Box Office for TIFF

2009 has been changed from its

previous location at the Manulife

Centre. The new box office loca-

tions are Nathan Phillips Square

and Metro Square.

Just because a screening is sold

out, it's not a complete lost cause.

The night before the screening,

the box office counts all the tickets

that were purchased, and if any
extra ones resurface they're made
available at 7 a.m. on the day of the

screening online, over the phone,

or in person at a box office.

If there are still no tickets the day
of, you can always take a chance
and rush a film. The unused seats

in the screening are counted and
the extra seats are made available

to those who have lined up outside

the theatre on a first-come, first-

served basis.

To spot this year's stars such as Julianne Moore (pictured),

try the intercontinental Hotel

Where the celebs at? Yorkvilie

A lot of TIFF fans get excited about

the prospect of seeing a celebrity

during the festival. Our personal

experience is that you see stars

only when you're completely lost or

not expecting it at all. At last year's

festival, we ran into Queen Latifah

and her bodyguard while out on a

leisurely walk.

For those of you who like more
structured stalkerish behaviour,

Yorkvilie is a trusted spot for celeb

spotting. You can usually catch

stars grabbing coffee or food at

Lettieri and
Starbucks, or

coming and
going from the

Four Seasons

or the Hyatt.

After-parties

often take place

at Yorkvilie

nightclubs like

Lobby and One
Restaurant, and
stars have been
known to shop
at Holt Renfrew,

Over the

Rainbow, and
various stores

around Queen
West.

You can also

I

K

FRESpPRE^D

THE DEAD WEATHER - HOREHOUND
The Dead Weather is Jack White's latest experiment in the world of music (if

you're counting, that's three currently active bands, plus his solo career).

Besides White on drums, the band consists of Alison Mosshart of The Kills

on vocals. The Raconteurs' Jack Lawrence on bass and Dean Feritita (also

a man of many bands) handling the guitar and organ. Fans of these groups

will not be disappointed, although their first album is very clearly "Jack

White" driven

—

Horehound maintains the same heavy, melodic tones of

the White Strips and the Raconteurs, but with underpinnings of bluegrass,

country, and old-school rock.

The band explores various instruments, tools, and effects, employ-

ing everything from an echo in "60 Feet Tall," maracas in "Bone House,"

and an unidentifiable warbling noise in the chorus of "Hang You From
The Heavens." Mosshart speaks more than she sings, and chants

more than croons. Her sultry voice drips from certain songs and explodes in others, and the tracks are such a

whirlwind within themselves that the album feels more like a recorded improvisational jam session than a pro-

duced studio album. Each piece has a different tone, making for a diverse set overall. —EMMA SARCONl

SECRET BROADCAST -
EXPLODING SPIDERS

Exploding Spiders is the Secret Broadcast's follow-up album to their 2007

EP, Plastic Fantastic. The band has been hard at work these past two years,

culminating in a flowing album that's easy to listen to. Loyal fans will be

pleasantly surprised when they hear new versions of "Big Bad Man" and "I

Am Sound" from the EP. Meanwhile, new listeners may draw comparisons

to the instrumentals of The Verve and The Killers, with vocals reminiscent

of Maroon Five or Kings of Leon. Although Secret Broadcast has a familiar

feeling about them, Matt Lightstone, Bryan Craig, and John De Jesus simul-

taneously create a fresh sound and maintain a level of originality.

From the effective kick-off "Shatter," the whole album will get your feet

tapping. Lyrically and vocally, the songs of Exploding Spiders are heavy

in repetition. But the long, often recurring choruses, like those of "Red Underground" and "Traffic Eyes," are ad-

dictive, catchy, and easily remembered, exuding a vibe evocative of long car rides, parties, and warm weather.

—ES

stake out on the patio of the Inter-

Continental Hotel on Bloor Street.

TIFF interviews are usually con-

ducted behind these closed doors,

so you may spot some famous faces

on their way in. Sutton Place Hotel

is also a big draw for celebs, as

interviews and swag lounges take

place here for the duration of the

festival.

Free events

If you don't want to break the

bank trying to attend the lavish

gala screenings, every year TIFF

thanks the city of Toronto with free

screenings and events at Yonge and
Dundas Square. Here is a sampling

of this year's offerings:

SURVIVAL OF THE DEAD: TO-
RONTO ZOMBIE WALK
In celebration of horror connois-

seur George A. Romero's Survival

of the Dead, which is screening as

part of the Midnight Madness pro-

gramme, he'll also appear for a free

screening of his 1968 classic. Night

of the Living Dead. (September 12,

6 p.m.)

BAND
The Future Projections interactive

project BAND is a performance,

concert, installation, and film

screening all in one. New York artist

Adam Pendleton modifies Jean-Luc

Godard's 1968 film Sympathy for

the Devil to include live narration

and projected footage, along with

recasting Godard's Rolling Stones

soundtrack with indie rockers Deer-

hoof (September 17, 9 p.m.).

COPYRIGHT CRIMINALS: THIS IS

A SAMPLING SPORT
This documentary traces the rise

of hip hop, showcasing founding

figures such as De La Soul and
industry insiders like Jeff Chang
who believe that sampling is a great

way to connect past and present.

In the wake of late-1990s changes

to copyright law. Copyright Crimi-

nals examines how sampling has

changed the way we interact with

media (September 19, 7 p.m.)

ECLECTIC METHOD
Audio-visual mash-up masters

Eclectic Method compile television,

film, music, and video game foot-

age to create post-modern dance
events. Having already headlined

closing night parties at Cannes and
Sundance, make sure you catch the

trio's video remix of the Essential

100, a list of cinema's greatest cho-

sen by TIFF experts and the public

(September 19, 9 p.m.).

IE SISTERS OF THETA
ARE DYING TO KEEP A

w
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CLASSIFIEDS

ACCOMiViODATiONS

GRADUATESTUDENTARTISTS BEAUTI-

FUL HOME
Half price for help with cleaning and

cooking. 416-231-6360.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS&CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection. Major

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

EDITING

FOR EXPERT PROOFREADING OF

GRADUATE THESES AND POST-

DOCTORAL RESEARCH PAPERS
Contact Patricia Bishop at (416) 922-2804

or by e-mail at mpbishop@rogers.com . As

an ESL specialist, Patricia welcomes work

from both native and non-native speakers

of English.

Advertise in the Varsity

ads@thevarsity.ca

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25

for each additional word. Rates include one

line of bold type for tfie ad fieader. No copy

changes after submission. Submit ads by

email, mail or phone. Ads must be submitted

at least four days prior to publication.

Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306.

Toronto, ON, MSS 1J6. Call 416-946-7604

or email ad$@thevarsity.ca.

GREAT

^^"fc§ BEST
WORK workplaces

INSTITUTE OnOQ
CANADA.- ZUUO
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Football team's spirits remain

high after season-opening

shutout to Laurier

CHARLES TRAPUNSKI

Even the most casual sports fan could not help

notice the change in atmosphere at Varsity Sta-

dium this year This transition was brought on in

part by the Varsity Blues' Labour Day victory in

2008 over the Waterloo Warriors, which seemed
to re-energize the whole culture surrounding the

team. The large crowd may not have expected a

similar result this Labour Day against the Wilfred

Laurier Golden Hawks, one of the top teams in

the country.

But, there was still the expectation that the

Blues would compete and put in an outstanding

effort. Even with quarterback David Hcimilton

and slotback Mark Stinson moving on (both were

honoured before the game), the Blues were sing-

ing a happy tune for a change. With two offensive

leaders passing the torch to the next generation

of Blues players, there was the understanding

that the Blues were still a work in progress. But

to the surprise of the 2,347 fans in attendance,

the Varsity Blues struggled mightily, and just

couldn't muster any offense during their difficult

first test.

The final score of 36-0 reflected how the Blues

were able to keep Laurier away from big scores

early on. Eventually, with the offense being shut

down on most trips, the Blues defence was over-

matched by Laurier's many weapons, especially

lumbering running back Michael Montoya, who
refused to be taken down. By the third quarter,

the initial fervour for the Blues had started to

dissipate, and they turned their focus to trying

out new players and plays on offense, looking

to hang at least a couple of points on the board.

Though they came up just short, a late Wilfred

Laurier field goal attempt was blocked by defen-

sive back Willie ShcU"pe, named the Varsity Blues

player of the game.

The Blues seemed most comfortable on spe-

cial teams, highlighted by the capable return

skills of defensive back Matt Morris, who, with

the loss of Hamilton and Stinson, becomes a vet-

eran presence on a young Blues team. "From the

summer, I learned that [we've] got to put in the

effort if [we] want results," said Morris.

Under the tutelage of Blues defensive coordina-

tor and former CFL all-star Donovan Carter, Mor-

ris has learned that the game of football comes
down to inches, and that gaining that precious

space is a result of divine intervention. Morris

firmly believes that whether or not a player gains

or loses those final few inches is a result of the

amount of work that he puts in, stating that he

took that philosophy with him through the sum-

mer and into practice and the fall camp.

Morris is comfortable bringing the ball back

up field. "I love the kick return," he Scud. "The

kick return is what I've been good at ever since 1

was playing Peewee football. It is something with

which 1 fortunately have found success."

Naturally, Morris was quick to praise the

Blues' line for their blocking triumphs, which

allowed him to make long runbacks in the first

place. However, especially from the vantage

point of the defence, the Varsity Blues were

lacking a certain drive against the Golden

Hawks. "The toughest test was being mentally

focused. It was hard for our offense to get start-

ed, but that's no excuse for our defence not

keeping them in check," said Morris. "At times

we lost our fundamentals and we missed some
tackles and we took some penalties."

Besides a need to focus on fundamentals, it

would have been almost unfathomable before

last year's Labour Day victory that the 2009

Blues team could see the positive in a gaime in

The Blues cheering section was out in full-force

at Monday's game at Varsity Stadium.

which they did not score any points. But the size

of the crowd certainly reinforced the notion that

the Blues team may have escaped the culture of

losing that dogged them for so long. It's easy to

forget that their opponent, the Golden Hawks, is

the seventh-ranked school in the country. Before

the Blues re-energized last year, this kind of de-

feat was expected every time, even against the

lower-ranked teams. Though Toronto may not

yet stack up to elite programs like Wilfred Lau-

rier, there's still a chance for the Blues to mcike

a splash against other tecuns in their division.

The stigma might still appear through missed

fumbles and cheerleaders that occasionally hold

up the "Defence" sign when the Blues are on of-

fense, but the sense of optimism, even during a

blow-out loss, is palpable.

Morris, whose photo is given prominent place-

ment in the press box, carries that sense of opti-

mism with him, and he plans to maintain a strict

focus in games to come. "We'll clean it up a bit

after watching [the playback reel], and we'll do
some big things this year," said Morris. When
asked if he's going to contribute to the offense as

well, as in the past, Morris hesitated. "Right now
I am focused on getting some wins for the team
and doing anything I can do to help them win."

Sept. 18 at 7 p.m. at Varsity Stadium

vs. Guelph Gryplions

Kick start
Men's soccer team open season with win, tie

SHONITH RAJENDRAN^

The Varsity Blues men's soccer

team opened their season this

weekend with a strong 6-0 win
against the Trent Excalibur. before

tying Queen's on Sunday in a score-

less draw.

In the season opener, the Blues

scored three early goals in a five-

minute window. Returning midfield-

er Mario Nallira recorded his first

goal of the year in the 10th minute,

with team captain Yannis Gianni-

otis and striker Alex Raphael each

notching another in the 13th and

14th minute respectively.

The Blues dominated posses-

sion for the rest of the game, with

tight, well-timed one-touch passes,

spreading the field and demonstrat-

ing superior ball control.

"We started working on that in

the beginning of training camp,

one-two touch [...] and today it

showed," said Gianniotis, who
takes over from last year's captain,

Dustin Cheung.

Toronto continued the offensive

push, despite the comfortable lead.

Raphael proceeded to net anoth-

er in the 33rd minute after Trent

goalkeeper Josip Bosnjak blocked

a shot from Toronto striker Nordo
Gooden, and Raphael picked up the

loose ball. Nallira headed in his sec-

ond goal seven minutes later after a

barrage of shots from Toronto were

barely averted by the Trent defence.

"I think this year we want to go

more for an attacking style of soc-

cer. It's the same strikers as last

year, but they have a different men-
tality this year so we're hoping to do
a better job of scoring," remarked

Gianniotis.

Seung Bok Lee, another veteran

player, scored the final goal from

the left flank, beating several de-

fenders and putting the ball into the

right corner with nine minutes left

in the game.

In sharp contrast to the Satur-

day matchup, Toronto's defensive

end was put to the test in the game
against Queen's. The visiting Gaels

slowed down Toronto's fast offen-

sive style, preventing the Blues

from setting up and forcing the

game onto the midfield.

The Gaels were able to win criti-

cal midfield scrimmages through-

out the first half, setting up more
scoring opportunities as a result.

The Blues managed to get back
on their offensive game in the sec-

ond half, biding their time and hold-

ing onto the ball, ensuring that the

SEE 'SOCCER' -PG 12
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'SOCCER' -CONTINUED FROM PGl)

majority of play was on the Gaels'

side of the field. They were almost
rewarded for their efforts seven
minutes in when rookie Michael Ev-

ans beat several defenders on the

left side and passed it into Nordo
Gooden, who was waiting at the

edge of the net. The shot bounced
off the post, however, and Raphael
sent the deflection wide to the right.

"We have to give Queen's credit,"

said Gianniotis. "They came out

and pressured us. We didn't play

the kind of possession that we
wanted to play."

"We got away from our game plan

a little bit," said Anthony Capotosto,

who returns for his second season

as head coach and was recently

named an assistant coach with

Toronto F.C. Academy's Under-16

team.

"Queen's exposed us a little bit

more than Trent did yesterday.

Their pressure was better. I thought

we dealt with it well at times and

other times we broke down," he

said.

U of T, which came in fourth in

last year's Ontario University Ath-

letics Final Four while narrowly fail-

ing to qualify for the Canadian In-

teruniversity Sport Championship,

started the season in 10th place in

the ClS's ranking. The Blues moved
up to ninth this weekend, after fifth-

ranked Carleton failed to record a

win.

Coach Capotosto sounded a note

of caution about drawing any hard

conclusions from the weekend's

successes: "When you're judging

the level that we're going to be
faced with at the end of October, we
have a lot more work to do."

Sept. ]9aX3-ASpm. at Varsity

Centre vs. Carleton Ravens

The Blues run the ball up the field in Sunday's scoreless draw against Queen's.

FREE
everyday bsnkin

It's worth
CIBC Advantage® for Students offers FREE transactions^ and no monthly fees.

Save money with no monthly
or transaction fees. Save money

Open a CIBC Everyday® Chequing Account

and enrol in CIBC Advantage for Students

and get FREE transactions^ and no

monthly fees. You'll also get:

• Free transfers to your other CIBC
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The perfect

beginning

With two wins, the

women's soccer

team begins season

undefeated

MERSIHA GADZO

Tfie Varsity Blues women's soccer team

played a competitive game against tfie

Queen's Gaels on Sept. 6 at Varsity Cen-

tre, resulting in a victorious 3-1 score.

The win came one day after the

Blues opened the season with a 3-0

victory over the Trent Excalibur at

Varsity Centre.

The Blues had a dynamic start in

the game against Queen's with several

scoring chances, including 2008 OUA
East MVP Erica Basso's shot in the sec-

ond minute, which landed just inches

from the net.

It was first-year striker Jessica Fan-

tozzi who broke the ice, scoring the

first goal of the game and as a Var-

sity Blue. Only two minutes into the

game, Fantozzi netted the first of her

two goals right over the Queen's goal-

keeper's head.

The game continued on until the 19th

minute, when Queen's first-year striker

Jacqueline Tessier took advantage of

a loose ball. She quickly scored in the

bottom left corner of the Blues' net, ty-

ing the score at 1-1.

The Blues came back strong 70 min-

utes in when fourth-year midfielder Mel

Seabra sent a lead pass to fifth-year

striker Erica Basso, who easily kicked

it into the bottom right corner of the

Gaels' net.

To be on the safe side, Fantozzi

scored another beautiful goal shortly

thereafter, while fourth-year goal-

keeper Mary Anne Barnes made
three saves.

"I thought it went really well. We
knew it was going to be a competitive

game," said Blues head coach Eva Ha-

varis, who is coaching her second sea-

son. "They played an excellent game
all around for the 90 minutes. It was a

good quality game."

mmm
Sept. 19 at 1 p.m. at Varsity

Centre vs. Carleton Ravens
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York U wins

court order to

reveal authors

of accusatory

emails

Google, Bell, and Rogers

fork over customer identities

and contacts

TIM LEGAULT
Associate News Editor

Following court orders, Google Inc., along

with telecommunications giants Rogers and

Bell Canada, has handed over the IP address-

es and customer information of several York

faculty members who anonymously sent out

emails accusing the university of academic

fraud.

The legal action took place after York Presi-

dent Mamdouth Shoukri announced Martin

Singer as the first dean of the university's

newly formed Faculty of Liberal Arts & Pro-

fessional Studies in January, calling him a "re-

nowned scholar of Chinese history." Several

faculty members were quick to point out that

this claim was fraudulent and that Singer's

academic record was spotty at best.

Singer, who worked as a professor and ad-

ministrator at Concordia University for over

30 years, has said that he has not called him-

self a renowned scholar.

SEE 'ID' -PG
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LET'S DANCE

Toronto choreographer Diana Viselli and dancers perform to confused commuters Sunday

afternoon at Spadina Station. The dance, described as "a fusion of hip-hop, contemporary,

jazz, African, and Bollywood styles," was part of City on the Move, a festival that brought

performances to TTC platforms from Friday to Sunday.

Sit-in

activists'

cliarges

stayed

JANE BAO
News Editor

Charges have been stayed against the last two
protestors still facing criminal charges from a

March 2008 protest against tuition hikes. Oriel

Varga and Chris Ramsaroop were among 30 or

so protestors who held a sit-in at Simcoe Hall,

demanding an immediate meeting with presi-

dent David Naylor.

Of the 14 people arrested for the protest,

dubbed the "Fees Fight 14," the Crown with-

drew charges against nine people, including all

the students charged. The remaining protes-

tors have had their charges stayed or signed

peace bonds that constrain their presence on

campus.

"The Fight Fees 14 have certainly been vindi-

cated," said Varga. "This is a victory for all stu-

dents. It has strengthened our Charter rights."

While U of T admin claimed that protestors

became violent and physically kept five em-

ployees from leaving their offices, the 14 and
their supporters say the charges were ground-

less intimidation tactics against dissent.

Varga and Ramsaroop were arrested in April

2008 and charged with forcible confinement,

forcible detainer (wrongfully holding property

not one's own), and mischief. Their trial was
scheduled for Sept. 28 to Oct. 2 this year, but

their lawyers presented the Charter challenge

on August 5, on the basis of the delay in bring-

ing them to trial.

Last Friday, Justice Paul Reinhardt of the

Ontario Court of Justice ruled that "the over 17

SEE'FIGHTFEES'-PG3

Woman dies from tliree-

storey fall on campus

TIM LEGAULT
Associate News Editor

A 29-year-old woman died on Thursday af-

ter falling off the roof of a University of To-

ronto building.

Former Indiana resident Leah Kubik was
on a first date with a 34-year old man she
had met over the Internet when the two de-

cided to climb onto the roof of 1 Spadina
Crescent. Kubik was not a U of T student.

After her date successfully jumped

across an open shaft, Kubik tried to climb

a wire fence covering the shaft, but it gave

way and she fell roughly three stories.

When emergency services arrived, she was
rushed to St. Michael's Hospital and pro-

nounced dead. Police have not confirmed

whether either of the two had consumed
alcohol prior to the event.

Police are considering trespassing charg-

es, but no criminal charges have been

SEE 'FALL' -PG
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Terry Buckland, ASSU

executive assistant, dies at 57

RYAN MACISAAC

Terry Buckland, longtime executive assistant

at the Arts and Science Students' Union and
former president of the Association of Part-

Time students in 2008-2009, passed away on
Tuesday, Sept. 8 after an extended battle with

cancer.

For 24 years, Buckland worked tirelessly

behind the scenes to advance the conditions

and rights of students at U of T. Programs he

spearheaded include 24-hour student space

and the waiving of interest charges on out-

standing tuition when a student is waiting for

financial aid.

His dedication extended far beyond his

professional title—he also inspired and men-
tored many students who walked through the

doors of the ASSU office over the years. "Even
in his personal life, we were like his children,"

said Rini Ghosh, a coworker and former two-

term ASSU president. She and Jane Seto Paul,

the other ASSU staffer, had known him for

over 10 years.

SEE 'TERRY' -PG

4
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Libraries no longer free
U of T charges external students for borrowing privileges

p—f~f

TODD MICHAEL LANE
Varsity Staff

Graduate students, faculty, and
staff from other universities can no
longer borrow from the University

of Toronto's library system for free.

U of T will now charge $200 for a full

year of on-site borrowing privileg-

es, with reduced fees for borrowing

privileges of three or six months.

With over 18 million holdings, U
of T has the third largest university

library collection in North America
(behind Harvard and Yale), mak-
ing it one of the most important re-

search libraries in Canada.

But with budget cuts, U of T's li-

braries are slowing down acquisi-

tions, reducing hours in smaller li-

braries, and decreasing the number
of staff in larger ones, according to

chief librarian Carole Moore.

"We do feel that the external users

have to make a contribution, as well

as our students," said Moore. She
said the new fees are an extension

of the research reader fees that are

currently being charged, and will

have little impact on U of T students.

"My larger concern is that, in the

interest of fairness and to avoid

looking weak, all the Ontario uni-

versity libraries will implement
similar policies and make research

trips much more difficult," said

Ryan Patterson, a Master's history

student at York.

The University of Toronto, as a

signatory to the Canadian Univer-

sity Reciprocal Borrowing Agree-

ment, is required to allow direct

borrowing from other Canadian

universities.

"The national agreement does
say that local fees may apply, so we
don't feel that we are going against

it," Moore said.

The borrowing fee will not affect

the Rapid Access to Collections by
Electronic Requesting, known as

RACER. Non-U of T students will

still be able to access U of T's col-

lection, and to request delivery of

materials to their home library.

Fees for external users will apply

come October 1.

'FALL' -CONTINUED FROM PG1

made, reports Global News.

Police originally suggested

that the couple were exploring

the building because of rumours

that it was haunted, but later this

could not be confirmed.
"1 think the reason [the couple]

went up there was because they

were trying to access a building

that was rumoured to be haunt-

ed," staff sergeant Dave Vick-

ers told the Globe and Mail. "But

ghost-hunting? Somebody's taken

that to a whole new level."

1 Spadina is a gothic structure
built in 1875, and became an
academic building when U of T
bought it in 1972. It houses U of

T's art department, offices, and
a student newspaper called The
Newspaper.

In January 2001, David BuUer,

an arts professor at U of T, was
stabbed repeatedly and died in

his office in 1 Spadina. The case
was never solved.

An autopsy into Kubik's death
was scheduled for last Friday,

and police have tried to reach the

woman's family.

1 Spadina Crescent is the site of an unsolved murder from 2001, when an

arts professor was stabbed in his office.

UTSC ORIENTATION

if*
Circus Johnathan, also known as Johnathan
Seglins, shows off daring feats at the Orientation]

Carnival last Wednesday. INSET: Arts frosh bellov

at cheer^offs.

Plenty of Orientation programming is still comir

up. UTSU is holding Disorientation, a series of

events with an activist twist this week until

Friday, [vpexternal@utsu.ca] and an orientation

for international students on all three campuses
over the weekend [vpequity@utsu.ca]. Queer
orientation goes all week [homohop@lgbtout.
com] and if you missed Mature Weekend there

will be a social for mature students above 25

^ ars of age next Wednesday [vpcampuslife®
utsu.ca]. Check out our slide show online for

more photos.
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This textbook will self-destruct

E-texts are slowly making their way on-campus, but for now, students still prefer the hard copy

JAMYA KULLAB

"Why should I pay between $50 to $75

for a disappearing file?" asked Lau-

ren Gillis, a fourth-year Human Biol-

ogy student. Gillis almost always uses

second-hand textbooks, and doesn't

think much of subscription-based

digital textbooks becoming a viable

alternative to hard-copy books.

At around half the price of the hard

copy, e-textbooks are marketed as a

financially feasible and accessible op-

tion for students.

But Gillis doesn't buy it. "If 1 buy a

textbook on a social networking web-
site or a used textbook market, 1 can

still get them for a fair price, less than

50 per cent," she said.

"The advantage of an e-textbook is

digital efficiency. Students can copy
and paste notes directly from the text

to summarize chapters and they can

access their material anytime with-

out having to lug around textbooks,"

said Gabrielle Zucker, spokesperson

for the e-book seller CourseSmart.

Penn State asks for schoiarships

back

Peon State is asking the parents of its

merit scholarship recipients to return

the $3,500 annual scholarship with the

goal to raise financial aid for students

in need. Last year, the appeal raised

$228,000 from 75 famiUes. attempting

to cover more than $1 million in unmet

financial assistance. The campaign

benefited 34 students who received

a combined $120,000, and created a

$100,000 endowed trustee scholarship.

This year, the campaign has only

raised $13,000 from 11 families.

The letter sent out in the campaign

asked parents "to assess whether

[they] 'need' the scholarship." Kristin

Hayes, the mother of a student at Penn

State and the author of the letter, calls

the campaign a "heartfelt plea" to help

those in need. During an interview with

MSNBC, Hayes said the campaign has

brought about no negative reaction

from the parents, even if they declined

to donate.

—TODD MICHAEL LANE

Source: MSNBC

CourseSmart lets students email sec-

tions of the book with study notes to

friends and access their text on their

iPhone.

Publishers, too, benefit from e-text-

books. Students can buy used hard

copies and then resell them, but e-

textbooks self-destruct after 180, 260,

or 540 days, depending on the course.

In 2008, Concordia became the first

Canadian university to incorporate

e-textbooks. Students can still buy
hard copies, or buy an e-text with the

hard copy. Since then, e-books have

accounted for less than one per cent

of sales.

"As with any new technology, it

is always a slow start," said Daniel

Houde, Concordia's director of retail

campus. "The cost is still high, even

though the e-book is half the price of

the hard copy. It has its shortcomings

because it has a limited life."

Zucker said CourseSmart's sales

have risen sharply, increasing sixfold

over the past five years. But overall,

students have been slow to embrace

Woman sues ex-lab partner for

gossip

A former University of Manitoba stu-

dent is suing her former laboratory

partner for allegedly spreading rumors

that the woman was sexually involved

with her professor.

In a lawsuit filed last week, theyoung

Iranian woman claimed that the rumor

not only forced her to leave Manitoba

for Ontario and barred her from con-

tinuing her studies, but also ruined her

chances of ever going back to Iran.

The lawsuit claimed that in 2005, the

ex-partner repeated the rumor to other

students and university workers, espe-

cially those in the university's sizable

Iranian community. The woman, who
denies any such relationship, said the

gossip led the community to believe

she didn't earn her academic .success.

The woman has sued for more than

$71,000 in financial damages, includ-

ing the expenses of moving to Ontario,

loss of scholarships, increased tuition

fees, and living expenses.

—ARASH AZIZI

Source; The Winnipeg Sun

e-texts. They account for less than six

per cent of sales, according to the Na-

tional Association of College Stores, a

U.S.-based group that represents 72

Canadian stores.

"The ideal situation is acn online

text and a hard copy—both, not one

or the other," said Tetyana Pekar, a

neuroscience student at U of T. "E-

texts are nice because I don't have

to carry the weight of my textbooks

around with me and they are easier

to search. However, a lot of the time,

I don't know what information I'm

searching for and need to flip through

pages to find it. I like to have that op-

tion as well."

Houde made the same point, citing

instances at Concordia where stu-

dents initially bought an e-book and

then close to exam time bought the

hard copy as well.

E-book publishers are trying to

sweeten the pot with new features.

Last Tuesday, McGraw-Hill launched

a new line of e-textbooks equipped

with tools like lecture-capture soft-

ware and instant grading. The new
model is available in over 100 titles for

18 disciplines. Another publisher. Flat

World Knowledge, allows professors

to tailor each textbook. Profs can add

their own chapters or edit the text

themselves.
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Certification Courses
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month time-period between their ar-

rest and the scheduled trial date has

been a breach of their Charter right

to a trial within a reasonable time."

"Each applicant has suffered both

implied and actual prejudice be-

cause of the long delay in bringing

these matters to trial," the ruling

reads.

Varga and Ramsaroop both previ-

ously sat on Governing Council. Var-

ga is now executive director at APUS.
"We felt the case had been one

where there had been rights viola-

tions throughout, and we were hop-

ing the judge would agree," said Mike

Leitold, Ramsaroop's lawyer. "It's

a testament to the strength of the

community organizing around these

issues that they were able to stick it

out."

Varga pointed to the 119 profes-

sors who signed a letter of support

for the arrested protestors. "There's

such a long, established tradition of

student and community dissent, and
students going into U of T Governing

Council, protesting," she said. "So

this is a really sad moment in U of T
history, that when they are introduc-

ing unprecedented tuition increases,

with flat fees, that they are attempt-

ing to make students afraid to speak

up."

A spokesperson for U of T said

administrators would not give com-
ment over the weekend because they

had not spoken to counsel.

CORRECTION
Photo captions for the story "Pan-Am Games mean more student levies: pro-

testors" (Sept. 3) misidentitied speakers in two photographs. Pictured on page

1 was IVIurphy Browne, not Professor Helen Lenskyj. Lenskyi was pictured on

page 2. The l/ars/fy regrets the error.
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"As for the poor choice of words,
I'm responsible for what's written

in YFile," Berton Woodward, York's

publications director, told The Var-

sity in a previous interview. Shoukri

and Singer denied accountability for

the misleading claim.

David Noble, a history professor

at York and the outspoken repre-

sentative of the group York Faculty

Concerned About the Future of York

University, insists that both Shoukri

and Singer were aware of the mis-

leading remarks and should be rep-

rimanded.

Disgruntled faculty members
formed the group and used a Gmail

account to send the emails. After

Noble refused demands from York

to reveal the names of the others

involved in the group, York won a

court order forcing Google to list the
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IP addresses of those who accessed

the account.

Rogers Communications and Bell

Canada were named as the Internet

service providers of the identified IP

addresses. In August, York then got

a court order compelling the two
companies to hand over customers'

contact information. Both Rogers

and Bell complied without notable

objection.

"What they [York admin] are do-

ing is, they're establishing a prec-

edent: going after people's emails,"

said Noble. "At York, people say,

'I'm not going to use the York email

because that's being monitored, so

they set up something else, like a

Gmail or Hotmail or something like

that. What this [legal action] means
is that's not good enough either be-

cause [York admin] are going to try

and go after that too."

York claims that Noble's group

goes beyond free speech and that

its comments are damaging to the

institution.

"Academics enjoy quite extensive

latitude in what they say and what

they write and what they research

at Canadian universities but 1 would

say this about any of us: The right

of free speech is not unlimited," said

Will McDowell, a lawyer represent-

ing York, to the National Post.

The costs associated with York's

legal actions have not been dis-

closed. McDowell is a partner at a

Bay Street law firm Lenczner Slaght.

"They're just grasping at straws,"

responded Noble. He pointed out

that York's court proceedings come
as the university is making budget

cuts across the board.

York has not declared its next

course of action, but further litiga-

tion is possible. The administration

could not be reached for comment.
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"We're finding people walking into

the office, who saw his obituary in

the Star and who he helped one-on-

one to work through things, to pay

their respects. These are people we
don't even know," said Priya Ghan-

dikota, a former ASSU president

who flew in from California to help

with Buckland's memorial service.

"He was someone we all looked to

for guidance."

"Terry was always there for other

people," Ghosh said. "He would nev-

er turn a student away ... He always

believed in students' rights and

what we had available to us."

Friends described Buckland as

quiet and offbeat, yet deeply car-

news@thevarsity.ca

ing. He didn't like to be talked about
or photographed, and he is best
remembered through his work and
through the personal influence he
had on those closest to him.

Upon hearing of his passing, U of

T President David Naylor described
him as "an institution on his own,"

Ghosh said.

Buckland loved India—he trav-

elled there twice—and asked that

his ashes be taken there. Before his

death, he was in the process of ar-

ranging a bursary for students in-

terested in South Asian Studies. His

friends and colleagues are continu-

ing to negotiate this bursary, with

the ultimate goal of creating an en-

dowed fund.

He is survived by his mother.
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•LETTERS-
Varsity readers share their thoughts on the Bryant/Sheppard incident, and cyclist safety in Toronto

It's
not Bryant's fault if a crazy,

alcoholic cyclist latches himself

onto a car because of road rage (there

are no bicycle lanes on Bloor street)

and then gets stuck under the car. 1

believe there were 911 calls from Bry-

ant stating how the cyclist did in fact

hold the car purposely until he was
caught under.

DASHES PROVE TO BE USELESS

Great to see you mention the lack

of info regarding cyclists, their

habits, right to the road, and the

mcirkings and signage that relate

to cycling in the Ontario Driver's

Handbook ("Government to blcime for

bumpy ride," Sept 10).

The Toronto Cyclists Union, our

city's first member-based cycling

advocacy organization has identified

this as one of our main provincial-lev-

el campciigns moving forward. Check

out http://bikeunion.to for more info

about us and please consider becom-
ing a member in support of the work
we are doing on behalf of cyclists.

Yvonne Bambrick

This "cyclist" you mourn attacked

an individual in his car after

throwing the bicycle he was "riding"

at the car. Virtually every cyclist I've

seen on Toronto roads seems to think

they don't have to follow any rules.

Start paying road tax and insurance

and perhaps you may have a voice. 1

am sick and tired of a vocal minority

demanding more rights than the folks

who are actually footing the bill.

Ednonymous

No one is suggesting that cyclists

be allowed to blow through stop

signs and stoplights. Stoplights are

stoplights—no change there. The
article ("Rules of the road," Sept 7)

mentions that a cyclist could slow

down at stop signs, check for traffic

cmd pedestrians, then proceed if the

way is cleeir without coming to a full

stop. Kind of like car drivers do, you

know?

And cyclists pay taxes just like

motor morons. You don't pay for the

roads with your insurance. Most

cyclists also have vehicles, so your

clciim is ridiculous emyway. Cycle-

commuting is here to stay. Grow up
and get over it. Maybe if you cooper-

ate with us we'll find solutions. Mem-
bers of our cycling club in Victoria

have had several encounters with

irate, dangerous drivers, and our solu-

tion has been to take a plate number

and call the police, who are glad to

visit the driver and hand out a lecture

and a fine or a warning.

Jeff

Instead of enacting more rules and
creating greater complexity perhaps

we should simply live within the rules

that exist, and instead of pandering

to the litigious we should all simply

strive to be more courteous and

disciplined.

Tim

The rules that exist are constant-

ly changing in order to increase

safety on our roads. Take the new
rules regarding cell phone use by

drivers as an example. If coming up
with rules specific to cyclists make
it safer for them then I don't see

what the problem is.

I also don't see what Toronto's

problem is with providing bicycle

paths. This indifference to the safety

of cyclists is puzzling. Is it a money
issue? Is Toronto that hard up for

money it places people at risk?

Teresa

The rules that exist are adequate

as long as they are consistently

followed. Yes, new technology must
be accommodated and that may
require a new law, new regulation, or

new interpretation on the part of the

courts, but that only needs to hap-

pen when current law is inadequate.

Discipline, respect, and train-

ing—these three elements could do
more than painting some lines on
a roadway or subverting a current

rule to favour a particular class of

people.

I cannot and will not advocate ad-

ditional lanes until someone comes
up with a bike lane that "protects"

me when I'm making a left-hand turn

mid-block, and that keeps me from

having to interact with pedestrians

and other vehicular traffic at inter-

sections.

Segregation or inclusion, anything

else is confusion.

Tim

Cyclists deserve all the rights on

the road as cars and pedestri-

ans, and should strive to follow all

the rules that are in place. But if

they really want the same rights as

cars, they should also have licence

plates on their bikes or some sort

of license to bike, so that when a

cyclist happens to do something

wrong or cause an accident, they

can be identified in the same way a

car can be identified.

Rachel

The fact is the bike was hit by
the car, the car tried to take

off and Sheppard tried to stop him.

Both parties are at fault, after the

fact, and the court will determine by
what factor.
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Obama still faces uphill dimb to cure health-care

Even after Wednesday's speech, the U.S. President will have to battle history and slanderous

Republicans to pass a bill America desperately needs

__ _ TODD MICHAEL LANE

President Barack Obama's speech before a

rare joint session of Congress last Wednes-
day illustrated just how critical health care

reform is for his presidency. Failure to reform

could threaten the Democratic majority in

the House and Senate as early as the 2010

mid-term elections. Not to mention, if Obama
is unable to pass a health care reform bill, it

will be seen as a personal failure that could

threaten the rest of his time in office.

His proposal uses market mechanisms to in-

crease competition and lower price, although

it does have a regulatory aspect. Customers
would no longer be discriminated against

for having a pre-existing condition—a prac-

tice currently favoured by insurance compa-
nies—and everybody would have to carry

insurance, spreading the health care dollars

out across the system, making it cheaper for

all. Most significantly, there would be a public

option. It would be a vast improvement to the

American health care system.

Obama's declining popularity can be large-

ly attributed to this proposal. Ratings have

fallen precipitously from his mid-April highs

of 70 per cent to where he is now in the high

forties. How quickly the honeymoon ended.

His speech admitted that health care re-

form is difficult to achieve and noted the nu-

merous failures of previous presidents, both

Democratic and Republican. Health care re-

form failed in 1917 because of pressure from

physicians and other interest groups. During

the 1930s, internal politics distracted Roos-

evelt from pushing reform, and when Truman
promoted a single system, he was called a

Communist by a house sub-committee. Nix-

on's reforms were squashed by the labour

unions and liberals in the '70s, and the '90s

saw the failure of Clinton's attempts.

Now, Obama faces an extraordinary chal-

lenge. The United States is facing two wars, a

wounded economy, a fractured banking sys-

tem, and on top of all, a soaring public deficit,

currently pushing $11.8 trillion with no signs

of abating.

But though Medicare/Medicaid is one

of the largest government spending items,

health care reform could help reduce costs.

According to Obama, "If we do nothing to

slow these skyrocketing costs, we will even-

tually be spending more on Medicare and
Medicaid than on every other government
program combined. Put simply, our health

care problem is our deficit problem." This, if

nothing else, is why reform is so crucial.

The health care debate continues as a

shouting match between conservatives and
liberals. Lies, misinformation and half-truths

are broadcast by politicians and cable per-

sonalities. Polemical comments suggest that

Obama is doing what the Soviet Union failed

to do: turn America socialist.

This uncivilized debate has been so infec-

tious that Representative Joe Wilson, a Re-

publican from South Carolina, felt that yelling

"You lie" during the joint session of Congress

was acceptable. According to Politico, Repub-
lican House Leader John Boehner defended

the substance of Wilson's comments, but

would have preferred it occur at another time.

Obama put his cards on the table during

Thursday's speech. He will no longer stand

idly by as his opponents hijack healthcare

reform. "But know this, 1 will not waste time

with those who have made the calculation

that it's better politics to kill this plan than

to improve it. 1 won't stand by while the

special interests use the same old tactics to

keep things exactly the way they are," said

Obama. "If you misrepresent what's in the

plan, we will call you out."

The President seems to be one of the few

in Washington who understands the ne-

cessity of health care reform. Millions of

Americans go bankrupt each year because

of medical bills, many more struggle to find

the money to pay for their health care, and
billions of dollars are wasted or mis-spent.

Yet there's still little hope for a true bi-parti-

san resolution.

The Republicans put themselves at

great risk by refusing to compromise,. and
their lack of viable alternative solutions

makes them contrarians. Even Dr. Charles

Boustany's response for the GOP used re-

cycled arguments: that a public healthcare

option would take over, that market forces

can solve the problem, and that signing on
to the Democratic bill means you're giving

away American freedom.

But freedom seems to be what American
health care is lacking. As Obama notes,

"in 34 states, 75 per cent of the insurance

market is controlled by five or fewer com-
panies."

America stands at a crossroads. What will

America's new health care system look like?

Probably just like what the president wants.

Most Americans will have basic health care,

there will be greater competition between
insurance companies, and there will be a

health care option offered by a non-profit

which will bring down prices. Americans
will be healthier with the reform. But will

they accept it?

Mom, get out of my life!

Why family.utoronto.ca and Take Your Family to School Day are bad ideas

ALIXANDRA GOULD

U of T recently announced the first-

ever Take Your Family to School

Day, set for November 6. Coupled

with the newly created family.uto-

ronto.ca, the announcement sig-

nals that making campus a more
receptive place for students' par-

ents is now a priority.

It also amounts to an opening of

the floodgates. U of T has made a

huge mistake: university Is sup-

posed to be a time when students

establish who they are, separate of

their parent's influence. By invit-

ing parents' involvement, the uni-

versity legitimizes behaviour that

should be discouraged if not alto-

gether banned.

With so much information made
available, parents will start telling

you what courses to take, what

places to eat at, and exactly which

career counselling sessions you
should be attending. Many parents

will jump at the opportunity to get

more involved.

Overbearing parents can have a

negative affect on a child's devel-

opment. According to a study done
by University of Montreal's psy-

chology department in 2008, the

more controlling the parent, the

harder it is for children aged 9 to 14

to have a harmonious passion for

activities in their lives. Often, the

child develops an obsessive and
unhealthy relationship with their

activities. Prof. Genevieve Mageau,

who led the study, says that par-

ents should instead support auton-

omy, and allow kids to face up to

responsibilities. The same applies

to university-aged children.

More to the point, allowing par-

ents access to student life slows

the growing-up process. If U of T
extends a giant umbilical cord out

to parents, it will be all the more
difficult for students to cut them-
selves loose, especially for those

students who need to the most. As
it Is, everyone knows at least one
college-aged kid whose parents

play too much a part, whether it's

in setting ridiculous restrictions,

or ruining the fun of doing stuff on
your own.

Instead of Inviting parents In, U
of T should be assuring parents
that compared to the outside

world, this school is a safe place

to make your mistakes and learn

your life lessons. No point In put-

ting those off until after gradua-
tion.

Of course, some students do
need their parents, especially dur-

ing first year. 1 was one of them.
The post-high school shock was
too hard for me to handle, and I

remember desperately waiting

for my Psych 100 class to end so 1

could rush back home. I still need-
ed my parents' advice on both aca-

demic and personal affairs, and
having that security was crucial to

a healthy transition into adult life.

But that world was kept sepa-

rate. When 1 was on campus, I had
my own life. Eventually, a world
without parents slowly became
more welcoming. If there had been
a family day when I was in first

year, there's no doubt my doting

parents would have come crash-
ing Into my still-delicate other life.

And I would have welcomed them.
Luckily, family day didn't exist

back then, and I was forced to get

used to being on my own.
I was in charge. If I wanted my

parents to know about my life

at U of T, I would tell them. But
by the same token, if I wanted to

deal with my new life on my own,
I could shield them from every-
thing that went on. But with online

documents outlining academic,

residence, health, and commuter
issues, there's no doubt incoming

students will have parental noses

in their business.

So here's an idea. If kids want

help, they can ask for It. They can

share their grades, their essays,

their OSAP information, and sto-

ries about what they do out of the

classroom all by their own volition.

Too much communication and in-

volvement can backfire and shut

down communication entirely.

Many students feel as though

they need their parents' involve-

ment in order to legitimize their

new life. But part of growing up

is realizing that's not true. Once

you enter that first post-second-

ary class, mommy and daddy

should be kept at an arm's length.

It should be up to the students,

not U of T, to determine parents'

involvement.
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COUNTDOWN TO COPENHAGEN
America has pledged to take action at the most crucial meeting on climate change in our planet's history.

We can only hope the world will follow suit

MAY JEONG
Associate Comment Editor

Less than three months from now,

15,000 officials, campaigners, jour-

nalists, negotiators, activists, and
advisors from 200 countries will

meet in the Danish capital of Copen-
hagen for 14 fateful days, with the

single aim of finding a solution to

climate change. Officially known as

the 15th Conference of Parties to the

United Nations Framework Conven-

tion on Climate Change (or C0P15),

the summit looks to be a critical

chance to build a new environmen-

tal order.

Stravos Dimas, the EU's environ-

ment commissioner, stresses that

C0P15 is not merely about tweaking

policies and making subtle changes

to our existing modus operandi.

Rather, it is about monumental
shifts and profound changes to the

very basic building blocks of mod-
ern society.

Inaugurated with the promise of

bringing about a "new era of respon-

sibility," the Obama administration

in Washington has shown a sincere

commitment to the environment.

Despite positive projections, many
worry the success of Copenhagen
is too closely intertwined with that

of the climate legislation currently

undergoing U.S. Senate revision.

The international community has

not forgotten the ill-fated Kyoto Pro-

World leaders must pledge a 25 to 40 per cent reduction of greenhouse gas

emmisions to avoid catacalysmic climate change.

tocol, which though signed in Kyoto

was declared "dead on arrival"

at the Senate. Jonathan Pershing,

the U.S. chief climate negotiator, is

acutely aware of this precedent, and
commented, "our focus is not to re-

peat Kyoto."

While many worry that the finan-

cial crisis will take precedence over

environmental concerns, Obama's
administration has shown enough
genuine interest in signing a global

agreement to place absolute targets

and concrete restrictions on carbon

emissions. In the past, India and
China, both forces to be reckoned

with, have shown signs of digging

their heels.

But Beijing may be showing a

change of heart. China's National

People's Congress recently passed

its first climate change bill. Al-

though lacking concrete measures,

experts hope the resolution will set

the tone for future debates.

As with any international nego-

tiations, there are efforts to protect

national interests at the expense of

global ones. India, along with other

G7 countries, is steadfast in its ar-

gument that you break it, you fix

it. J. M. Mauskar, one of India's cli-

mate negotiators, argues that global

warming has been caused by an ac-

cumulation of greenhouse gases, not

the continual release of emissions.

Many from the developing world

therefore subscribe to a logic of

common-but-differentiated respon-

sibility, which implies that while the

developing world will contribute to

the solution, their participation will

require concerted support from its

developed counterparts.

In similar efforts, the continent

of Africa (53 countries except for

Morocco) has banded together to

pressure Global North governments
for environmental aid. Led by Ethio-

pia's Meles Zenawi, the African bloc

has lodged a demand for US $67 bil-

lion per year to be distributed to

national governments addressing

the affects of climate change, spe-

cifically, desertification and drought

caused by increased temperature.

To address this request, the Eu-

ropean Commission has come out

with a financial proposal outlining

its willingness to contribute roughly

US $3 billion to countries most af-

fected by climate change. The only

condition is that members of the

international community take seri-

ously the need for an agreement on
climate change.

How does Canada fare in all of

this? Despite being the world's

eighth largest emitter of green-

house gases and the world's 13th

largest economy, Canada has not

pulled its weight. Its reputation has

been marred by past performances

at UN negotiations, where, despite

Canada's peaceful and sustainable

image, Canadian representatives

have largely sought to derail inter-

national efforts. In response, Cana-

da has received a steady stream of

public and international criticism.

Yet concerned citizens need not

watch as the fate of humanity falls to

the whims of a scarce few in Ottawa,

Washington, Brussels, and Beijing.

Aside from the typical remedy of

writing to your Member of Parlia-

ment, there are more direct forms of

engagement. 350.org's International

Day of Action on October 24 is one

of them.

The Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change announced
that avoiding cataclysmic climate

change will require at least a 25

to 40 per cent cut in greenhouse
gas emissions against 1990 levels.

December 18, the last day of the

C0P15, has been set as the deadline

for a two-year-long negotiating pro-

cess on targets that was launched

at the Bali summit. In this world of

absolute numbers and extreme sce-

narios, one can only hope the rosi-

est of projections will come true.
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Everything Burns
KEITH URQUHART gets a feel for the inherent contradictions of the annual

Burning Man Festival in Nevada's Black Rock Desert

Twenty thousand people howl at

the moon. After the wolf-cries

end, people begin yelling out, "I love

you!" "Thank you!" and "1 miss you,

Mom!"
This is the culmination of Burn-

ing Man's week of collective living.

It occurs on the penultimate day of

the festival, at an event called The
Temple Burn. The Temple is a three-

storey building that resembles a gi-

ant flame in the middle of the des-

ert. Over the course of the festival,

the arched wood-and-metal Temple

becomes its spiritual centrepiece,

but tonight, it is on fire. The people

gather around as the flames reach

out into the dark.

Over the week, people wrote mes-

sages on the Temple's walls. Every-

thing from felt-tipped markers to

lipstick was used to write what was
then read by others, divined by
ghosts and gods, or ignored. Soon,

the messages will be vaporized.

Some messages were banal, some
comical. Some were addressed to a

lost lover, some to a dead son. One
message read

Austin,

Peace Corps may want you, but we
love you, come back and eat at the

Toqueria with us.

—THE MIGHTY

Many were too personal to reprint

in a newspaper.

The Temple reflected so many
attitudes towards life. While some
people treated the area as a sacred

space, others wandered snapping

photos in a tourist daze. One wom-
an wept as she wrote on a stair-

well's two-by-four; another, topless,

handed out cards with links to her

dating website and talked about an

orgy that was happening later in her

tent. In a world where everything is

allowed, the sacred and the profane

inevitably mix.

Burning Man is an annual event

held in the Black Rock Desert of Ne-

vada. For one week, 40,000 people

amass in the middle of nowhere,

creating "Black Rock City" atop

an ancient dry lakebed called the

"playa." The streets are laid out in

a semi-circle with "The Man" in the

centre. He has come to symbolize

the festival: The Man is at once inde-

pendent, a lone body on the horizon,

and a group creation, the product

of hundreds of hours of work and
craftsmanship.

The festival presents itself as an

experimental community based

on radical self-expression and self-

reliance. There's a ban on selling

anything. There are no ads, no credit

cards, no souvenirs, no $4 bottled

water. The only fee is the $260 ticket.

Food, water, clothing, and shel-

ter can be brought in with you, or

provided by one of the many theme
camps. Amenities are scrounged us-

ing the "gifting system." Everyone

is encouraged to give each other

presents, and the spirit of generosity

flows. Within a few blocks, one can

amass glow sticks, customized shot

glasses, waffles, kisses, joints, liquid

courage, and Polaroids. If you walk

into a tent and start up a conversa-

tion, odds are that you will receive

some type of gift.

A line of people snakes to a tent

It's easy to compare Burning Man to a university Frosh Week—during both magi-
cal weeks in September, people seem willing to share life stories within 15 min-

utes of meeting. Also, in both places, many people are fucked out of their minds.

flying the Quebec flag upside down.

The flag's fleurs-de-lys have been re-

placed with marijuana leaves. It is a

camp of Canadians, proudly serving

the national dish, pontine. "I'm from

Toronto!" screams one man, as he

high-fives the fry-guy.

For many, Burning Man is an op-

portunity to meet new and interest-

ing individuals. Pouya Hamidi, 22

and a U of T student, says, "Everyone

is very positive and open-minded.

It's easy to meet new people." When
asked if it was difficult to find com-
mon ground with such a varied

group, she explains, "It is important

to know what the intention of people

is. They might express themselves

in a way you dislike, but they might

have good intentions."

It's easy to compare Burning Man
to a university Frosh Week—during

both magical weeks in September,

people seem willing to share life sto-

ries within 15 minutes of meeting.

Also, in both places, many people

are fucked out of their minds. At

Burning Man, bonds are forged over

a beer, or an expedition to a far-off

art project in the middle of a sand-

storm.

Why do people come to Burning

Man? As BenoTt Wells recounts, "1

was watching TV, and Burning Man
came up. And 1 was like 'let's go, let's

go to San Francisco,' and we went."

BenoTt, 18, wears a long red and
white scarf wrapped around his face

the colours of his native England, al-

though now he lives in France. When
asked what he hoped to get out of

the festival, he simply responded "to

have a good time" and "to see all the

mad shit going on."

Tony Wright, who wears a flores-

cent headdress and brown-rimmed
glasses, came to Burning Man from

London. "I'm an introverted person,

and when I have an apprehension of

a new experience, 1 like to confront

it head on. So by coming here 24/7,

it's a challenge and it takes me out

of my comfort zone." He sums up his

festival highlights as "naked walks

through the desert, and a four-hour

session trading affection at 'the hug
dell.' "This festival got me moshing
and ballroom dancing with strangers

without the help of drink and drugs,"

he says.

At home, Tony has a desk job. "Will

the looseness continue when 1 return

to ironed shirts, computer terminals,

and typing? Probably not entirely,

although I'm sure remembering the

ease with which I laughed and smiled

with strangers will culminate in a

slightly improved model of myself."

To Abi Cherokee, who travelled

from Australia for the festival. Burn-

ing Man is "a big, deep, ultimate free-

dom thing."

"It's about people who are radical-

ly self-reliant, pleasure-seeking indi-

viduals. It's like finding your tribe,"

she says. A music lover, Abi came
to see DJ Armin Van Buuren and the

psychedelic trance band Infected

Mushroom. As she danced, flame

throwers erupted into the air in time

with the beat. She also grinded with

a man in a panda outfit.

How people express themselves is

directly reflected in costume, or lack

thereof. On a walk for coffee, one can

spot a man dressed as Poseidon,

a naked man and woman holding

hands, and four post-apocalyptic,

leather-clad warriors headed for the

Thunderdome. (Yes, there is aThun-
derdome, complete with the "Two

men enter! One man leaves!" chant

of the crowd.)

When you get to the centre camp,

the coffee is hot. There are couches

and chairs waiting in the shade, a

welcome reprise from the unrelent-

ing desert sun. There is a chance to

relax and ruminate.

Black Rock City has been de-

scribed as "a metaphor for a city." It

has all the components of an urban

space, but isn't actually one—it is a

city made strange. Public transporta-

tion in Black Rock is a double-decker

bus with trance music and a driver

clad in leather, or a van with a green

tortoise on the top that sprays wa-

tery mist on its passengers. The only

cars are "art cars," massive home-

made vehicles resembling every-

thing from a giant birthday cake to

the Flintstones' car These cars drive

through the night, hosting parties

that circle the Dali-like landscape in

search of hedonism and excitement.

Central to the surrealist asthetic

is The Man, who begins as a piece

of art, then becomes an awesome
party—when loaded with dynamite

and gasoline. The Man blows up real

good. At this festival, everything

burns in the end. When the week

is over, nothing is left but dust and

memories.

hit. t^'.
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BUSDRIVER-
JHELLI BEAM
(ANTI)

"And me, I'm your least favorite/With a

haircut like a pineapple/Wearing kha-

kis torn singing hi-soprano/Loading

candy corn like they're live ammo,"
raps Busdriver in his song "Least Fa-

vorite Rapper," which also features

the relatively unknown talents of

young Los Angeles rapper NoCanDo.
Well, if it isn't an emcee after my own
heart—he also drinks rice milk.

I'd never heard of Busdriver be-

fore 1 sat down to listen to his lat-

est and very widely praised album
Jhelli Beam, which was released in

June. Yet even as a reticent hip-hop/

rap fan, 1 was quickly won over I'll

admit, it helped that this Los An-
geles born-and-bred artist seems
to have a mystifying and vaguely
amusing affection for Canada ("Ca-

nucks! Canucks! Open your arms,
ask yourself/Am I dangerous or en-

dangered?" he entreats on "Quebec
and Back").

On this album heavy with elec-

tronic reverberation and drenched

in quirky, synthesized beats and

classical reinterpretations, our man
Busdriver spends a lot of time spill-

ing his guts on what his pseudo-

existence as a rapper really means.

But he doesn't move along with

shuffling pathos: he is as intense

and confident about his style as he

is intelligent and sharp. Instead, we
share a laugh about the steady mor-

al rot of the contemporary rap scene

Busdriver feels so excluded from,

while he serves us his uniquely per-

ceptive lyrical psyche-delicacies.

—BRIDGETTE SULUVAN
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At the U of T Art Centre: Furniture Meets Its Maker

Furniture sculptor Gord Peteran reconciles his efforts to create meaning within the limits of material goods

MAYJEONG
Varsity Staff

Pablo Picasso once declared "Art is a lie that

helps us realize the truth." Gord Peteran seems
to live by these words. He is intrigued by the

dual existence of form and function, of ambigu-

ity and mystique, of furniture and sculpture. Pe-

teran makes use of found objects, whether they

are a mahogany cabinet, a twig-and-string table,

or a collection of bronze figures lying on felt, to

help us see the immediate world in a different

way. He does not impose nor does he demand,
but by commenting and deconstructing the fur-

niture that surrounds us, he allows us to experi-

ence his world at our own musing.

The U of T Art Centre serves as a temporary

home for Peteran's collection of part-furniture,

part-sculpture beings, or as he calls them,

"furnitural forms." These forms run the gamut
of many curious objects. For instcmce, there is

the "Musical Box," a contraption made of oak,

ebony, and brass. Commissioned by the Glenn

Gould Foundation in 1996, the finished product

was awarded to a pianist, who took 40 seconds

to study this "instrument" before composing a

piece on the spot and playing it to a rapturous

audience.

Peteran uses the medium of furniture to ex-

plore deeply human emotions. The "Maypole"

is a prime example of something seemingly ob-

tuse and foreign that evokes visceral feelings.

Initially commissioned by the John Elder Gal-

lery in New York for a show titled "Naughty: Fur-

niture Designed for Sex" "Maypole" is both the

tall wooden pole used for May Day celebrations

and also a sexual plaything for the bold and
creative. Here, fear and pleasure come crashing

down. The theme of collision is also present in

"Five Sounds," where Peteran, through a series

of pencil drawings, explores the constant tug-of-

war between the maker, the tool, and the object.

"Ark" is another major piece that juggles the

ambiguity of various associations. Composed of

oak, glass, and velvet, to some it is an opulent

seating arrangement, to others, an electrical

chair. It is extravagant and barren, comfortable

and claustrophobic.

Another illustration, "Fault Line," explores

the pertinent role of furniture in this manufac-

tured world. Peteran argues that in between our

mother's womb and the ubiquitous presence

of architecture, furniture becomes "our first

sculptural encounter." He is right in many ways,

as furniture is a large component of what sur-

rounds us. This realization helps us experience

our surroundings with a renewed intimacy and
intensity.

It is a fascinating exercise walking through a

collection of Peteran's works. Trained in both

fine art and cabinet making at the Ontario Col-

lege of Art and Design, Peteran constantly jug-

gles the double-role of artist and furniture mak-

er. His works often defy conventional categories

of the art world, and perhaps this is what brings

so much life to the collection. Peteran chose the

U of T Art Centre to be the last stop in this ex-

hibition. He says that the intimacy of the space

suits his work, which often ends up in people's

homes.

While the exhibition focuses on found objects

in their renewed form, it is also about the limits

and possibilities of the human body. While dis-

cussing his 25-year history with furniture mak-

ing, Peteran says, "1 guess I am sculpting the

[human] body vicariously through furniture."

Peteran's desire to create meaning often clash-

es with the finite limits of material goods. Many
of the exhibit's contraptions are either precari-

ously brittle, oddly shaped, or both. The exhi-

bition comes at a monumental price, explains

Peteran. "You should see the crates they used

[to move the pieces]," he jokes.

When discussing his next step, Peteran looks

puzzled, or perhaps pensive. He pauses for a

good while, before explaining that he is fasci-

nated by the intersection of the contemporary

and the historical. This explains why his work
has also graced the Winterthur Museum in Del-

aware, the continent's most prominent decora-

tive furniture museum. The exhibition at Win-

terthur was placed in between the museum's
contemporary wing and its historical space.

Peteran hopes to explore this notion of time

in future works. But will furniture still be a

prominent part of his art? "It's instinctive," he

admits, "I've tried to escape it, but 1 can't. I am
helplessly addicted."

Gord Peteran's Furniture Meets Its Maker
continues at the University of Toronto Art Centre

(15 King's College Circle) through December 5.

Contact 416-978-1838 or visit utac.utoronto.ca for

more details.

Gord Peteran's "Ark"

At Justina M. Barnicke: InA City

Mark Lewis, Canada's representative to the Venice Biennale, brings his Toronto-centric work to Hart House

BRIGIT KATZ

A homeless man, Nathan Phillips

Square, and the busy street below

the TD Centre are hardly obvious

subjects for a gallery representing

Canada at one of the world's most

prestigious exhibitions of contempo-

rary art in the world. They are, how-

ever, several of the unusual subjects

featured in Cold Morning, a collection

of short, silent films by renowned Ca-

nadian artist Mark Lewis, currently

on display at the 53rd Venice Biennale

International Art Exhibition.

Founded in 1895, the Ven-

ice Biennale is the world's

oldest venue for the display

of international modern art.

Over the years, it has become
highly revered as an impor-

tant cultural institution. The
artists featured in its exhibi-

tions cind festivals hail from

an array of nationalities and

employ a diverse range of ar-

tistic mediums in their work,

including film, painting,

sculpture, and theatrical per-

formances. In keeping with

the Biennale's multicultural

tradition, the principal dis-

play of this year's exhibition,

entitled "Making Worlds,"

showcases the multi-disci-

plinary work of some 90 art-

ists from around the globe. In

addition to "Making Worlds,"

the exhibition features galleries in 77

pavilions scattered throughout Ven-

ice, with each pavilion containing the

artistic exports of a different country.

Mark Lewis' Cold Morning is represent-

ing Canada.

It is both fitting and ironic that Lew-

is' work is being showcased in one of

the world's most avant-garde venues

of modem art. It is fitting because the

Cold Morning exhibit features short

films that are original portrayals of

Toronto's urban life and architecture,

and ironic because much of what

makes Lewis' films so refreshing is his

use of simple film techniques, some of

which hearken back to an earlier era.

Lewis grew up in Hamilton, Ontario.

He spent much of his youth and early

career as a photographer in Toronto

before relocating to London, England,

where he is currently a research pro-

fessor at the Central St. Martin's Col-

lege of Art and Design of the University

of Arts. His solo exhibitions have been

featured in galleries worldwide, includ-

ing PS.l (New York), BR Southbank

(London), and the Vancouver Art Gal-

lery. His work is also part of group col-

lections at the National Gallery of Can-

ada, the Musee d'Art Contemporain de

Montreal, the Museum of Modern Art

New York, and the Centre Pompidou
(Paris).

In the late 1990s, Lewis began to

experiment with filming ostensibly

mundane urban locations using only

the simplest of techniques. The result-

ing short films reveal both the exciting

nature of overlooked urban spaces,

and the way in which very basic tech-

niques Ccm be used to portray them

Cold Morning at the Canada Pavilion, Venice Biennale 2009; the artist, Mark Lewis, whose works are on show at Barnicke Gallery.

in a dramatic manner. For example, in

"TD Canada Centre, 54th Floor" (2009),

one of the films on display at Cold

Morning, the camera slowly moves
along the 54th floor of the TD Centre,

filming the street below through the

building's windows. Despite its simple

execution, the film offers a striking per-

spective of the surrounding buildings,

traffic, cind pedestrians from a vaintc^e

point not normally experienced—or

appreciated—by the average person.

For Lewis, the exploration of modern
architecture and its effects on urban

landscape are of particular

interest. "The wonder of a
city is when you can be im-

mersed in its architectural

flux," he says. "In those mo-
ments, you feel alive."

Lewis has also experi-

mented with rear projec-

tion, a technique in which

foreground performances

are combined with pre-

filmed footage projected

behind the foreground ac-

tion. This technique first

came into use in the 1930s,

and was employed in in-

stcinces when sound qual-

ity would have been com-
promised had the scene

been filmed on location.

With the advent of digital

technology, rear projection

SEE 'MARK LEWIS' -PG 10
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TIFF Update: The Good Heart

Icelandic director Dagur Kari answers the age-old question, 'Why a duck?'

HILARY BARLOW
Varsity Staff

Lucas is a kind, generous young man
who has given up on life. Jacques is

a crotchety old bar-owner who prob-

ably deserves to die. In The Good
Heart, their paths cross in a hospital

after Lucas's suicide attempt and

Jacques' fifth heart attack. Jacques

adopts Lucas as an heir of sorts, and
teaches him the ways of his bar (one

can never quite figure out if Jacques

is reaching out to Lucas, or if he is just

desperate to find an heir because of

his ailing health). As time progress-

es, Lucas begins to soften Jacques,

and the trials of life harden Lucas.

Eventually, you begin to wonder who
will end up the trusting young man
and who the angry old one—if not

physically, then mentally.

Brian Cox (The Bourne Identity,

Adaptation) and Paul Dano {Little

Miss Sunshine, There Will Be Blood)

have a superb father-son (or perhaps

creepy uncle-frustrated nephew)

dynamic as Jacques and Lucas, re-

spectively. Cox played Dano's father

figure and predatory lover in the

latter's breakout film, LIE., though

director Dagur Kari said it was a co-

incidence that the two were paired

up again.

The Good Heart is a funny, human
film with wacky but very believable

characters. At times cruel and beau-

tiful, it manages to not pull punches

in portraying the underworld the

Lucas (Paul Dano) and Jacques (Brian Cox) in The Good Heart

protagonists live in while also show-

ing the great kindness that can be

found in unexpected places. Without

giving away the ending, the film's

conclusion is a complete surprise

that with both shock and move you.

Jacques is a hateful person, whose
cussing would make a seasoned sail-

or blush, but he also has a hilarious

philosophical side—at one point he

muses that broccoli is the "incar-

nation of a fart"—and you start to

suspect his grouchy attitude is from

past heartbreak. Lucas, meanwhile,

exudes honesty and generosity. Af-

ter staying in the hospital, he's so

grateful that he insists on repaying

the staff with all he has to his name:

his sperm (they decline and sign him

up as an organ donor instead).

Critical female viewers may be an-

noyed by April, the only significant

character with a vagina, who comes
in out of nowhere on a rainy night.

She quickly becomes a stereotypical

Yoko, seeming to confirm the idea

that women screw up everything.

To be fair, Kari has a pretty good ex-

planation: "Her main function in the

movie is to upset the balance that is

existing in the bar and in the rela-

tionship between Jacques and Lucas

... because the bar is so masculine,

she has to have a lot of stereotypical

feminine sides."

In addition to the human cast, the

film includes a kitten, a fluffy Ger-

man shepherd, a herd of cows, and

a duck that lives in a corner of the

bar. The duck in particular acts as a

measure of the characters' compas-

sion, depending on where they are

in their development. Jacques and

Lucas go back and forth between

wanting to kill the duck for Christ-

mas dinner and wanting to spare its

life. Kari confirms the above inter-

pretation, but also admits he had an

ulterior motive: "1 had written a draft

of the movie...and I showed it to my
producers and their only comment
was 'ah, there's a lot of animals, why
don't you add a duck while you're at

it?' As a sort of revenge I wrote the

duck into it."

'MARK LEWIS' - CONTINUED FROM PG 9

is rapidly fading into obscurity, but

for Lewis, it is a fascinating method of

representing space on camera. "What
I like about [rear projection] is the way
in which it flattens the world," he says.

The appeal of rear projection is evi-

dent in "Nathan Phillips Square, a Win-

ter Night Skating" (2009). In the film, a

couple skates in the foreground over

a projection of the Nathan Phillips

Square skating rink; the background

does appears to be flat, making the

skaters look particularly life-like and
vibrant in contrast.

For those who cannot make it to the

Venice Biennale, the Justina M. Bar-

nicke Gallery at Hart House, which

commissioned three of Lewis' films

for the Canada Pavilion, is hosting In

a City, Toronto's first major exhibition

of his work. Besides "Nathan Phillips

Square" and "TD Canada Centre," the

exhibit features several others of Lew-

is' silent shorts, most notably "Cold

Morning," from which the exhibit at

the Biennale gets its name. For this

film, Lewis set his camera a few feet

above street level on a busy corner

in downtown Toronto and focused on

a homeless man methodically pack-

ing up his belongings as pedestrians

and traffic went by. True to the art-

ist's form, "Cold Morning" reveals just

how fascinating an overlooked space

in a busy city can be. There is a par-

ticularly wonderful moment when a

pedestrian hands the homeless man
a plastic bag and appears to converse

with him before walking away. The
contents of the bag are never revealed,

creating a poignant mysteriousness

that can only be the product of real

life. As Lewis himself coyly put in his

self-professed best line, "Anything I do
that's any good is always by accident."

Mark Lewis' In a City continues at

Hart House's Justina M. Barnicke

Gallery (7 Hart House Circle)

through October 26.

U.T.S.U. is YOUR Students' Union.

Visit us at 12 Hart House Circle

(across from Hart House and DC)

or online at www.utsu.ca
U.T.S.U. Services

^ ..1 ^^^^^

BUY BOOKS,
SAVE MONEY!

with the U.T.S.U. Book Exchange

New College Residence Building

45 Willcocks Street - Stone Lobby

Monday to Friday - 11:00am to 5:00pm
until September 22nd, 2009

search available books:
www.ustu.ca/bookexchange

Students Helping Students
The U.T.S.U. Book Exchange allows students to drop off their

books to sell at a price they set, then browse the selection of

cheap books for sale. For more information: terri@utsu.ca.

• Health & Dental Plans

• Discounted TTC Metropasses

• Book and Childcare Bursaries

• Free Income Tax Clinics

• Food & Clothing Bank
• Used Book Exchange
• Anti-Theft device for your laptop

• Free ISICs for travel discounts

• Free Studentsaver cards for local

discounts

Cheap
Entertainment

MOVIE TICKETS
Only $8.25 for Cineplex Odeon, Famous
Players, Galaxy, Scotiabank. Silver City,

Varsity, AMC.

AMC PACKAGES
$35 for 2 tix, 2 drinks, 1 popcorn.

YUK YUKs COMEDY CLUB
$7.46 for 2 PEOPLE!
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Jerry Springer

-The Opera
Be offended ail over again.

Return of the Canadian Premiere

Sept 24 -Oct 10, 2009

Music by Richard Thomas

Book & Lyrics by Stewart Lee &

Richard Thomas

Directed by Mark Selby

Based on the original production

by Richard Ouzounian

Musical Direction by Lily Ling

Starring Byron Rouse

$25 Adults I $15 Students & Seniors

$10 STUDENT WEDNESDAYS

?/^^VARSITYit
BOX OFFICE

ruefttix.ca
-.978-8849 Insurance

Meloche Monnex

WWW.HARTHOUSETHEATRE.CA

Theatre Class #6:

THE ART OF GIVING A

SPEECH OR PRESENTATION

It's just one of many of classes &
workshops developed and delivered by

some of Canada's most accomplished

creative talent. Creative Classes &
Workshops at Hart House. Engaging,

enlightening and provocative.

www.harthouse.ca/ciasses

HART HOUSE
www. harthouse.ca

Space is fimited. Register now.

This class series is proudSy sponsored by

CH Manuiife Financial
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Blood type, stereotype

What your blood type says about you

blood type
red blood cell

surface molecules

plasma
antibodies

type A

B only^

typeB

A only W

type AB

type O # both •

WHIWON LEE

Here's how blood type is determined: After taking a

blood sample, antibodies are added to the sample to

see if clotting (or agglutination) occurs. Individuals with

blood type A carry anti-B antibodies, those with type B

carry anti-A antibodies, AB has no antibodies, and type

0 persons have anti-A and anti-B antibodies. Antibody

A clots with antigen A (found in blood types A and AB),

antibody B clots with antigen B (found in blood types B

and AB), and blood type 0 clots with neither antibody.

"Do not date a guy with

blood type B. They
are selfish, unable to

commit, and will dump
you in a whim. Date
an O guy; those guys
are friendly, funny, and
outgoing. But they tend
to be playboys because
of their good-natured
personality. Boys whose
blood type is A tend

to be introverted and
passive, so you may get

frustrated with them.
But he will listen to you.

The trouble with dating

an AB guy is that you
never really know what
they are thinking."

Since the discovery of ABO blood types

by Austrian scientist Karl Landsteiner in

1900, researchers have conducted eth-

nic studies in which different blood type

distributions have been found across the

world. Back then, all published reports on
the topic were non-scientific and the topic

did not draw much attention.

The theory that ABO blood typing is

predictive of a person's personality and
compatibility with others began in 1927,

when professor Takeji Furukawa of the To-

kyo Women's Teacher's School, published

a paper in Psychological Research titled

"The Study of Temperament Through
Blood Type." Even though the study had a

very small sample—no more than 10 to 20

people—and lacked validity, the militarist

Japanese government in power at the time

used the theory to breed better soldiers.

According to Furukawa's study, blood

type O is believed to be associated with

the characteristics optimism, sociability,

and determination. Those with blood type

A are thought to be shy, docile, reserved

and impressionable. Blood type B is tied to

being frank, light-hearted, cheerful, and at-

tentive. Lastly, people with blood type AB
show contradictory temperaments, mak-

ing it difficult to judge their personality.

Furukawa also conducted a study on
blood types of Taiwanese people after the

death of hundreds of Japanese settlers

in Taiwan. Japan's occupation of Taiwan

inevitably stirred up resistance from Tai-

wanese people and led to the killing of

Japanese occupiers. Furukawa found that

out of his sample of Taiwanese people, 41.2

per cent had blood type O, and therefore

concluded that their rebelliousness must
be genetic.

Since the introduction of the blood type

theory, Japan, South Korea, as well as many
other Asian countries, have incorporated

these ambiguous beliefs into their culture.

A large population in these countries still

believe in blood typing, which has large im-

plications for how people choose a spouse,

career path, and diet, among other things.

Similar to the astrological horoscope,

blood type theory is also considered pre-

dictive of how well-suited a match is. The
popular belief is that type O girls should

date type A boys, and that type AB girls

are best matched with type AB boys, and
so on.

In 1936 G.N. Thompson conducted a

study at the San Diego State Teachers Col-

lege to challenge Furukawa's findings and
found no relationship between blood type

and various personality traits, such as

introversion-extroversion or emotional af-

fectivity. His study sample consisted of 103

university students and was methodologi-

cally and statistically more reliable. Since

then, countless studies have been carried

out worldwide supporting Thompson's
findings. A more recent study conducted

by Mary Rogers and Ian Glendon in 2003

at Griffith University also concluded that

one's blood type is not predictive of per-

sonality traits.

Despite no valid scientific evidence,

people Continue to endorse these beliefs in

modern society. If it wasn't for the stigmati-

zation which results from practicing these

superstitions, associating blood type with

personality could be written off as an inter-

esting part of another culture.

In 2003, Eriko Kudo, associate profes-

sor at Women's Junior College in Japan,

conducted an experiment to measure the

effects of blood-typical stereotypes in peo-

ple's perception of others. She found that

those participants who strongly believe in

the theory made more confirmatory judg-

ments that correspond to the given blood

type of a person than those who do not en-

dorse the theory.

Many accept this stereotyping as a part

of their life, and hence do not consider it to

be problematic. Though blood typing is not

as apparent as other characteristics, such

as ethnic background, it has still become a

basis of discrimination.

Blood horoscopes are still extremely

popular in Japan, and continue to appear in

daily newspapers, celebrity profiles, and on
daytime television.

Saving the sushi

Bluefin tuna is one of the world's

priciest delicacies. The spread of

sushi and sashimi to menus world-

wide has put tremendous pressure

on the already dwindling ocean

stocks. Thirty years ago, scientists

in Japan began the monumental
task of developing methods to farm

bluefin in an effort to slow down
and hopefully reverse the decline

of the tuna population. After ex-

periencing decades of setbacks,

Japanese researchers have reached

a milestone: the raising of a third

generation of tuna bred in captivity,

a first for the industry. But fishery

experts aren't ready to raise their

sake glasses just yet. Expansion of

captive tuna stocks to levels high

enough to meet current demands,

let alone to levels that would allow

for the release of healthy tuna into

the wild, is years away. To date, only

one per cent of tuna eggs spawned

in captivity reach maturity, which

fares poorly against the 60 per cent

that can be raised from sea bream

eggs.—LIA CARDARELLI

Source: Science

Get off your seat

By now most of us know that an
inactive lifestyle can negatively

impact our health and well-being.

Researchers have now shown
that what you do when you're

not at the gym can be just as im-

portant. They followed a group
of over 17,000 Canadians for an
average of 12 years to evaluate

what effect sitting had on health.

Subjects were evaluated for the

amount of time they spent seated

each day as well as how much
time they spent being physically

active. The results showed that

individuals that spent more time

sitting had a higher risk of mor-

tality and a greater chance of de-

veloping cardiovascular disease.

Interestingly, this relationship

is independent of the amount of

time spent on leisure physical ac-

tivity. The results were the same
even when effects such as alcohol

and tobacco use, age, sex, and
body-mass index were taken into

account. The researchers suggest

that in addition to being active,

people must limit the amount of

time they spend sitting: one more
reason to skip studying and enjoy

the sun.—LC

Source: Medicine and Science in

Sports and Exercise Journal

Botanists discover new way

to increase food production

Dandelions do it. Blackberries

do it. Some botanists want corn,

wheat and rice to do it too. "It"

is apomixis, the natural produc-

tion of seeds without meiosis

(process of chromosome division

in eukaryotic cells), which some
people believe may hold the key
to increasing food production.

For years, botanists have known
that when two strains of the same
plant are mated, the resulting off-

spring are hardier and healthier.

"Hybrid vigour" unfortunately

lasts only one generation. The ge-

netic shuffling of meiosis, a step

in sex-cell production, results in

the loss of many of the desirable

traits of the first generation hy-

brids. Scientists have found that

introducing three genetic muta-
tions in A. thaliana, a member of

the mustard family, can prevent

the second division step of meio-
sis, resulting in pollen or ova that

are genetically identical to their

parents, a crucial breakthrough

in mimicking natural apomixis.

The next step is to extend this

phenomenon to the major food
crops with the hopes of propagat-

ing hybrid high-yield seeds more
cheaply to meet food demands
more efficiently.—LC

Source: PLoS Biology.

More evidence for life on Mars

Astronomers have now found
"watertight" proof that Mars
may once have been a planet

hospitable to life as we know it.

Robots have found ice, and the
High Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment has taken images of

a 50-kiIometre-long canyon that

they believe was shaped by a lake

of about 200 square kilometres.

Scientists at the University of Col-

orado at Boulder claim that "this

is the first unambiguous evidence
of shorelines on the surface of

Mars." Our current understand-
ing of life requires liquid water,

something that was once thought
to be unique to Earth within our
solar system. The canyon is esti-

mated to be 3.4 billion years old,

much younger than previous es-

timates of when Mars may have
dried out. Scientists believe that

the canyon's shorelines and del-

tas hold evidence of any life that

may have once inhabited the now
cold, dry planet. This discovery

also lends support to hopes that

Mars may still hold water under
its surface, which, if true, could

make human travel and coloniza-

tion of the red planet more fea-

sible.—LC

Source: Reuters via Yahoo
Canada News.

N-effect lowers test scores

Dr. Stephen Garcia of the Universi-

ty of Michigan and Dr. Avishalom

Tor of the University of Haifa have

found that test scores tend to fall

as the number of competing test

writers increases. This pattern

is also true for perceived com-
petition. Students who were led

to believe they were competing

against only 10 people finished in

an average of 28.95 seconds for a

short quiz testing general knowl-

edge. Those who believed they

were competing against 100 peo-

ple averaged 33.15 seconds. This

effect is stronger for individuals

who tend to compare themselves

to others. Dr. Garcia and Dr. Tor

recommend that examinations

halls be kept small in order to

avoid the n-effect.

—THIRU RATNAPALAN
Source: The Economist
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S, PIRATES & MADMEN:
The stories behind Nobel science with Lia Cardarelli

Francis Crick, James Watson, and Maurice Wilkins discover the structure of DNA

The Prize:

The 1962 Nobel Prize in Physiol-

ogy or Medicine for the Discov-

ery of the Molecular Structure

of DNA—the now-famous double
helix—was shared three ways be-

tween Francis Crick, James Wat-

son, and Maurice Wilkins.

The Science:

By the 1950s, nearly a century af-

ter Gregor Mendel experimented
with the heritability of traits in

pea plants and Charles Darwin
published his Origin of Species,

evolutionary biology had yet to

solve one of the biggest questions

left by its founders: how are heri-

table traits passed from parent to

offspring?

The Canadian-born physician

Oswald Avery proved in 1944 that

deoxyribonucleic acid is the he-

reditary unit of the cell. The race

was on to discover DNA's molecu-
lar structure, which many scien-

tists believed was key to unlock-

ing how it replicates itself from
generation to generation.

Many chemists and physicists

proposed models, but none that

withstood scrutiny. That was un-

til Francis Crick and James Wat-

son tackled the problem through

a combination of clever infer-

ences, the experimental results

of others, and simple molecular
model-building.

Watson and Crick's thesis did

not emerge from a vacuum— it

was heavily reliant on the work
of others. Erwin Chargaff showed
that the building blocks of DNA,
nucleotide bases A, C, G, and T,

are the same in every organism
and that the number of As always

equals that of T's, and C's of G's.

This was a strong indication that

these bases were "pairing" some-
how. In protein chemistry, Linus

Pauling (another Nobel Laure-

ate) developed the alpha-helical

model of protein-folding that was
a large inspiration for postulating

the DNA double helix.

While Watson and Crick worked
in their Cambridge lab on a theo-

retical model for DNA, they faced

stiff competition from Rosalind

Franklin and Maurice Wilkins at

King's College in London, who
were attempting to solve the same
question but by using X-ray crys-

tallography. Many biological mol-

ecules form crystal structures un-

der certain conditions, and when
bombarded with X-rays, reveal

their molecular structure. Frank-

lin and Wilkins had different ideas

of what DNA might look like, but

both believed that X-ray crystallog-

raphy would solve the mystery.

In 1953, Watson visited King's

College looking for experimental

evidence to aid his and Crick's ef-

fort to build a model. When he ar-

rived, Wilkins showed Watson

—

without Franklin's permission—

a

photograph that Franklin had made
of DNA's X-ray diffraction pattern.

Franklin's "photograph 51" showed
that the structure was helical

and held information about the

periodic spacing of the molecule.

Later that year. Crick received a

written report on the scientific

progress at King's College, which
included many of Franklin's ex-

perimental insights into the struc-

ture of DNA.
Using this information. Crick

and Watson deduced the structure

of DNA: a double helix of two phos-

phate backbones bridged by an in-

ternal spiral "staircase" of nucleo-

tide bases. Their key insight was
recognizing that the bond length

between the A-T and G-C base-

pairs is identical. Watson and
Crick published their landmark
paper in the prestigious journal

Nature in April 1953, only citing

the work of Franklin and Wilkins

as "stimulating" their model.

Shortly afterwards. Franklin

moved to Birkbeck College to work
on the X-ray crystal structure of

RNA and the Tobacco Mosaic Vi-

rus with much success. Tragically,

Franklin's career was cut short in

1958 by ovarian cancer. Wilkins

continued working on DNA, even-

tually providing much of the evi-

dence to prove the Watson and
Crick model experimentally.

Why it's Significant:

The double helix structure pro-

vided an explanation for some of

the biggest problems plaguing bi-

ology. In their Nature paper, Wat-

son and Crick write, "It has not es-

caped our notice that the specific

pairing we have postulated imme-
diately suggests a copying mecha-
nism for the genetic material," a

quotation often called one the

greatest understatements in mod-
ern science. This now well-under-

stood mechanism starts with the

unwinding of the helix to provide

two templates with which a cell

can create an exact replica of the

parental DNA, a process critical

for creating new life. It provided
an explanation for heredity and
showed us the molecular basis for

natural selection and evolution.

The discovery of the DNA's
structure changed the face of bi-

ology. What at first seemed so el-

egantly simple has revealed itself

to be complex and multi-faceted.

Such breakthrough techniques as

cloning, determining the genetic

basis of disease, and genetically-

modifying organisms owe a great

deal to Watson and Crick.

What You May Not
Know:

This story is rife with contro-

versy. Many acknowledge that

Rosalind Franklin was treated

unfairly, and as her experiments

career
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James Watson and Francis Crick (above), and Maurice Wilkins were awarded
the Nobel Prize in 1962 for the discovery of the DNA double helix structure.

provided the insights needed for

Watson and Crick's model, claim

she too should have been an au-

thor on their paper. Watson and
Crick offered authorship only to

Wilkins, which he declined. Na-

ture attempted to right the situa-

tion by publishing articles written

by Wilkins and Franklin and her

student Gosling in the same issue.

As Francis Crick later confessed,

"I'm afraid we always used to

adopt—let's say a patronizing atti-

tude towards her." Just how large

a contribution Franklin made to

the discovery only became clear

upon the publication of Watson's

memoir. The Double Helix, in

1968, long after Franklin's death.

In the book Watson describes

how Franklin's work directly influ-

enced the building of the model.
Franklin died a few years before

the Nobel was awarded for the

double helix, and because the No-
bel Committee has a strict policy

against posthumous nomination,

she never received credit for her

contribution to solving one of sci-

ence's greatest mysteries.
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Kick off
The VarsiWs football experts weigh in on the NFL season

What team will surprise tliis year?

GEORGE LIANG: Last season, the San Diego

Chargers made it to the playoffs with an 8-8 re-

cord, while both the Patriots (11-5) and the Jets

(9-7) missed the dance, spurring heated discus-

sions regarding the playoff format. But the fact

of the matter is the Chargers beat the Colts,

the best team coming down the stretch with

nine wins in a row, and gave eventual champs
the Steelers a pretty good run. For many years,

there has been little competition within the

division. Kansas City and Denver are rebuild-

ing with new personnel and the Raiders, well,

they're the Raiders. The 2009 Chargers features

mostly the same core with a more confident

quarterback in Philip Rivers and the newfound

ground threat Darren Sproles. The return of

linebacker Shawn Merriman will no doubt bol-

ster the Chargers' defence.

RANDEEP NIJJAR: My picks for surprises of the

year are the Houston Texans and especially, the

Green Bay Packers.

The Houston Texans, the NFL's newest fran-

chise, has been "outside looking in" for years

and their time is finally here. The offense is

explosive in just about all areas, but the team's

success will rely heavily on Matt Schaub stay-

ing in good health for the entire year. The
quarterback has shown that he is the guy to

facilitate the offense, and with the young Steve

Slaton emerging as a legitimate rushing threat,

and the always spectacular Andre Johnson as

wide receiver, this offense has the potential to

make a lot of noise in that AFC South division.

The main concern for the Texans, besides stay-

ing healthy, has been their defence. Now that

young-guns Dunta Robinson, DeMeco Ryans,

and former first-overall pick Mario Williams all

have a couple of years experience under their

belts, they seem well prepared to anchor this

defence and push it to the next level. The Colts

and Titans have to be careful with this team,

or they just might see their window of division

dominance closing.

Although the Texans' moderate success may
surprise, the Green Bay Packers are shaping

up to be the biggest shock of the year. While

the Houston Texans have the potential to win

their division and take a shot at a playoff run,

the Packers seem to have all the right things

in place to be a Super Bowl contender. This

team looked absolutely spectacular in the pre-

season, from the brilliant play of quarterback

Aaron Rodgers, to the toughness and fineness

of the new 3-4 defence. With a full season as the

starter under his belt, Rodgers seems poised

for a huge year. After finishing the 2008 season

with a disappointing 6-10 record, the prime is-

sue to be addressed in the off-season was de-

fence. The Packers wasted little time as they

brought in Dom Capers as their new defensive

coordinator and he was quick to put his stamp
on the team. Over the summer. Capers began

a complete overhaul of the defence, switching

it from the 4-3 defence it was accustomed to,

and transforming it to a 3-4 defence with new
possibilities. Along with the receiving tandem
of Greg Jennings and Donald Driver, multiple

options at tight end, and an injury-free and fo-

cused Ryan Grant as running back, it's safe to

assume that this will be the year that Aaron

Rodgers takes his big leap forward into elite

status as an NFL quarterback, and the Packers

leap to the position of Super Bowl contenders.

BEHNAM NOWROUZI-KIA: The Miami Dolphins

will be surprisingly competitive. The New Eng-

land Patriots will walk away with the AFC East.

CHARLES TRAPUNSKI: It seems like everyone

is falling over them.selves to pick the Houston

Texans, based on their explosive offense. Yes,

Andre Johnson is the best wide receiver that

nobody talks about, and Houston's running

game packs a mighty one-two punch, but to

base a sleeper pick on a team featuring Matt

Schaub as a quarterback? Schaub ended up on

the Texans only because he didn't get to play

in Atlanta, where he was the back-up to, that's

right, Michael Vick. Plus, Schaub's back-ups are

Rex Grossman, who failed in Chicago, and Dan
Orlovsky, who was once the starting quarter-

back in Detroit.

Instead, 1 will pick the Chicago Bears and the

Detroit Lions as my sleeper picks because they

both made significant upgrades at quarterback,

picking up Matthew Stafford and Jay Cutler re-

spectively to run their offenses. But while De-

troit will rejoice if they finish 4-12, "Da Bears"

might actually have a chance at making a deep

playoff run.

ANDREA YEOMANS: The Chicago Bears and Jay

Cutler are a winning combination, and are sure

to surprise many naysayers. All the Bears need-

ed was a solid quarterback. Now they have a

great one, who could take them to the playoffs.

What about Brett

Favre? I wouldn't

go as far as to

use phrases like

"tarnished legacy,"

but it could get
really ugly this year
in Minnesota.

Wtiat team will disappoint?

GL: The New York Giants. The last couple of

years have been pretty sweet for quarterback

Eli Manning. He won a Super Bowl, found a wife,

and earned $97 million. Unfortunately, the hon-

eymoon is over. When he goes under centre, he

will not see Plaxico Burress, Amani Toomer, Da-

vid Tyree, or Derrick Ward. Despite having one
of the best defences in the league, the Giants

will have a tough time keeping the chains mov-
ing. With improved division rivals the Eagles

and the Cowboys, the Giants could very well

miss the playoffs.

BNK: The Buffalo Bills and the Arizona Cardi-

nals, last year's Super Bowl runners-up, will fail

to make the playoffs.

CT: The Miami Dolphins. Was there a bigger sur-

prise playoff team last year? This time, oppos-

ing teams will be ready for the bugaboo that is

the Wildcat offense. A brutal schedule, coupled

with the trend of quarterback Chad Pennington

playing well only every other season, will make
a lot of Dolphins fans cry, as the team will prob-

ably be dancing off into the sunset very early

this year. It will be interesting to see how the

Dolphins utilize running quarterback Pat White.

AY: Indianapolis could be a disappointing team

this year. Between the departure of Marvin

Harrison and Tony Dungy, as well as the off-

season coaching problems, they likely won't

perform like they did in their Super Bowl-win-

ning season.

Which player will surprise this year?

BNK: Despite his recent tumultuous play, 1 think

Brett Favre might actually improve the Vikings.

Michael Vick will shed his past by becoming the

starter for the Eagles.

CT: Injuries, terrible coaching, and the stink of

the franchise have severely limited the play of

running back Darren McFadden of the Oakland

Raiders. 1 see D-Mac breaking out in a big way
this year. It may not be enough to lead the Raid-

ers into the playoffs, but in the awful AFC West,

anj^hing's possible.

Which player will disappoint?

BNK: Terrell Owens will only slightly improve

the Bills, causing a great deal of commotion in

the process. Reggie Bush will continue to disap-

point Saints fans.

CT: Sticking with running backs in that awful di-

vision, I think that LaDanian Tomlinson is going

to demonstrate this season why running backs

have such a short shelf life. Yes, he put up some
unbelievable numbers a few years ago, but the

overriding image of Tomlinson is sitting on the

bench, sulking behind his Darth Vader mask,

while the flea, Darren Sproles, carried the San

Diego Chargers. Later, LT.

Who will be the best rookie?

CT: He may not be the best rookie, but certainly

no rookie will have more pressure on him from

all angles than quarterback Mark Sanchez of

the New York Jets. For his sake, 1 hope that he

makes a name for himself playing in the largest

media market, or the results will be downright

dirty.

AY: Chris "Beanie" Wells of the Arizona Cardi-

nals will be one of the best rookies this season.

He has a great team behind him, performed

well in the pre-season, and is poised to have

statistics that resemble Adrian Peterson's rook-

ie numbers.

What's the most interesting story coming

into the football season?

RN: Undoubtedly the biggest story coming into

the '09 campaign is the future (and past) of

the former $130 million man, superstar quar-

terback, infamous dog-fighter, and the newest

acquisition of the Philadelphia Eagles—none

other than Michael Vick.

Some feel Vick has served his debt to so-

ciety and should be welcomed back into the

NFL. Others feel a lifetime ban is in order for

his actions. The one thing that's for certain is

that the media is going to be all over this situ-

ation as the season progresses, and all over

the Philadelphia Eagles as a result. There are a

few possible scenarios that could emerge from

the second Michael Vick Era. One, Vick plays

extraordinarily well and the team finds that

he is a very useful part of its offence. Two, the

team doesn't find many uses for him, as they

are already fairly stable at the quarterback and
running back positions, and his presence be-

comes a distraction. Or three, a combination

of both one and two, where Vick plays well, but

the team is still immersed in the media circus

that surrounds him. Is it just me or does this

seem like the Eagles' stint with Terrell Owens
happening all over again?

BNK: Cornerback Adam "Pacman" Jones calling

the CFL the United Football League. 1 guess he

never learned acronyms. Perhaps he should re-

turn to wrestling.

CT: 1 think that in 2009, we will see a changing of

the guards at the quarterback position. While

"Ben" of the Pittsburgh Steelers will be right up
there, this could be the year that at least one
of the Mannings falls off. At the risk of sound-

ing like Tiki Barber, 1 just don't think that the

Giants will have it this year and at the first sign

of trouble, 1 see Eli Manning completely turtling.

He's always been a better player on the road

anyways. As for older brother Peyton, it will

be interesting to see how he manages without

coach Tony Dungy. Remember, Manning start-

ed winning MVPs only when Dungy showed up.

Plus, no Marvin Harrison for Peyton to throw
to? Manning, oh Manning.

What about Brett Favre? 1 wouldn't go as far

as to use phrases like "tarnished legacy," but

it could get really ugly this year in Minnesota.

Ditto for Kurt Warner in Arizona, though to a

lesser extent—is anyone picking the Cardinals

to make it to the Super Bowl? This could be the

year that Aaron Rodgers breaks out in Green

Bay, even though 1 still have trouble trusting an

A-Rod with the game on the line. Drew Brees

has already stepped it up in New Orleans, but

there was a reason that the Chargers picked

Philip Rivers over him. Matt Ryan for the Fal-

cons, JaMarcus Russell in Oakland, and Brady

Quinn of the Cleveland Browns could all make
the leap this year, though the last two are far

less likely.

However, Michael Vick will get more press

than any of these quarterbacks, no matter what

he ends up doing. Since expectations for Vick

are so low, he is unlikely to end up in Andy
Reid's doghouse.

How will Terrell Owens do in Buffalo?

GL: Consistency wins in pro sports. But con-

sistently in being under .500 does not get

you anywhere. Last season, the Bills had
the NFL's easiest schedule but missed the

playoffs. With a much tougher schedule this

year, the Bills' future is gloomy. Signing TO.
is a bold move. For a guy who complains even
when the team is winning, it's hard to imag-

ine what he'll do when the team is losing. T.O.

has publicly stated that he is not a fan of the

no-huddle offense. The offensive coordina-

tor has already been fired and running back

Marshawn Lynch has been suspended until

week four for gun possession. The Bills are a

mess. Could we even see a repeat of the 2008

Detroit Lions?

CT: Though it will certainly be more entertain-

ing than his TV show, T.O.'s time in Buffalo is

probably going to end poorly. 1 have a feeling

that, for any number of reasons, we might not

even get to see T.O. in T.O. However, if Ter-

rell Owens manages to perform a touchdown
celebration that in some way involves Buffalo

wings, 1 will become the biggest T.O. fan ever.

Early season pick for MVP?

GL: Minnesota Viking Adrian Peterson is no
question the best running back in the NFL.

With another year of experience, Peterson is

not only a more mature runner, but will also

be more involved in the passing game. He will

lead the Vikings in the playoffs once again.

RN: In recent years, the NFL MVP award has

gone to the top running back or quarterback,

either statistically, based on team perfor-

mance, or in all likelihood, a combination of

both. Last season, superstar running backs

Michael Turner of the Atlanta Falcons and
Adrian Peterson of the Minnesota Vikings

were robbed of the NFL MVP award, when it

went instead to Indianapolis Colts quarter-

back Peyton Manning, who had a very sub-par

season by his standards. On the other hand,

Turner and Peterson both put up fantastic,

MVP-like numbers, almost single-handedly

transforming their respective teams into

contenders. This season, Peterson and Turn-

er will finish right around the top in voting,

with a surprising new quarterback in the mix:

Green Bay Packers quarterback Aaron Rodg-

ers. All signs point to the Green Bay Packers

turning last year's 6-10 season upside down,
with Rodgers carrying the team with spec-

tacular statistics. The last MVP candidate

I would like to toss in is Chicago Bears run-

ning back Matt Forte. Forte showed flashes of

brilliance last season, piling on an impressive
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Blues in the news
Recapping the Varsity Blues liiglilights of tine past week

The Varsity Blues men's rugby team lost to McMaster 80-0 on Sept. 9.

amount of rushing yards and a solid

number of receiving yards as well.

Despite the addition of quarterback

Jay Cutler, the Bears are a team

lacking the quality receivers to es-

tablish a strong passing game. Once
again this year it will be Forte's of-

fence and he won't disappoint. Of

course, it is very early to be making

such predictions, as things could

change in a heartbeat.

BNK: Tom Brady or Randy Moss will

walk away with the honours. Matt

Ryan will be a distant third.

Early Super Bowl prediction?

RN: NFC Championship: Green Bay
Packers defeat New York Giants.

AFC Championship: Pittsburgh

Steelers defeat New England Patri-

ots. Super Bowl: Pittsburgh Steelers

defeat Green Bay Packers.

BNK: The New England Patriots.

CT: How 'bout them Cowboys? Cow-

boys Stadium—and its oversized

video screen—will result in a huge
home-field advantage for Tony
Romo et al in 2009. It will be like a

cross between new Yankee Stadium

and Tropicana Field. I'm going with

the Patriots in the AFC. Two past

America's teams will once again vie

to become America's Team.

GL: 1 predict a meeting between the

Chargers and the Vikings in Miami.

Brett Favre will throw a critical

fourth quarter interception, setting

up Charger Nate Kaeding's 45-yard

boot to end a 23-21 thriller.

AY: The New England Patriots and
the New York Giants. There really

isn't anyone better.

KEVIN DRAPER
Associate Sports Editor

^^^^^^^

Giving Tennessee the Blues

The Varsity Blues men's basketball

team kicked off the school year with

a strong pre-season win over an even

stronger opponent on Sept. 5, notching

a victory at home over the University

of Tennessee Chattanooga Mocs. The
Mocs, defending champions of the

Southern Conference, fell to the home
team by a count of 85-70.

The contest started off tighter than

it ended with the Blues taking a mere
17-14 edge out of the first quarter in

large part on the strength of forward

Nick Snow's seven points. The second

quarter was more favourable to U of T
as they pushed their lead to 15 points,

the eventual margin of victory. By the

time the Blues went to the locker room
at half-time, they had a comfortable 38-

23 cushion.

A Jekyll and Hyde third quarter

brought the game back within reach for

the Mocs, before the Blues pulled away

again. On the Tennessee side. Ridge

McKeither's 10 points and DeAntre Jef-

ferson's six made it a six-point game,

but over the latter part of the quarter

U of T regained their footing, thanks to

Justin Holmes' pair of three-pointers.

The Blues entered the final quarter

with a 14-point lead, and even though

the Mocs wrestled it down to a mere
six points, U of T was able to pull

away thanks to another pair of three-

pointers, this time from Patrick Sewell.

Sewell finished as the game's top scor-

er, having drained a total of 25 points.

Rounding the Bases

Blues men's baseball didn't kick off

their bid to vanquish bad memories of

last year when they missed the playoffs

by the narrowest of margins. The team

came up short in both ends of a double-

header against the Western Mustangs

in St. Thomas, Ontario on Sept. 6.

They nearly dug themselves out of a

4-0 hole when RBls from Chris Dahiroc

and Tyler Wilson in the sixth and sev-

enth innings halved the Western lead,

but they couldn't pull any closer over

the final two innings.

The second game wasn't as competi-

tive, but Dahiroc solidified a stellar day

at the plate when he cashed David Fal-

lico in the sixth inning. It was cill the

offense that the Blues could muster in

what wound up being a 6-1 decision.

A Blue Drubbing

The Blues men's rugby squad was
less competitive than their basket-

ball and baseball colleagues, as

they fell 80-0 to the McMaster Ma-
rauders in the inaugural tilt of the

year on Sept. 9.

Grant Schneider led the McMas-
ter onslaught with three ties, while

Evan Smith and John Housley pro-

vided two each.

Six Marauders added a single try

each: Michael Sheppard, Tyler Ar-

don, Christopher Dickenson, Ryan
Fried, Lucas Mclvor, and Taylor

Tuff.

Moving on Up

Two Blues lacrosse alumni have been

invited to Team Canada's selection

camp, which will be held in October

at St. Michael's College.

Steve Hoar, whose Blues career

spanned 2003-2005, currently plays

for the Toronto Rock and was recog-

nized as the 2004 Canadian Universi-

ty Field Lacrosse Association player

of the year

Angus Dinley, who finished last

season with a stellar 9.53 GAA, cur-

rently plays for Norwood Nitro in the

senior lacrosse league.

The two men are among 55 players

invited to the camp, where Canada
will choose its team for the 2010 Fed-

eration of International Lacrosse's

world championship.
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Guy: 1 really don't appreciate how you're taking it out on me.

Girl: Umm, 1 think you're misinterpreting your feelings...

—Queen's Park

DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

Student: I just got my paycheck in the mail. Guess what it

was? Six hundred sixty-six dollars and sixty-six cents!

Student One: My feminist prof told me that a mass suicide of

sandals would take place on December 21, 2012.

Student Two: Who gives a damn. You're just making stuff up.

"Nothing says law school like Michael Jackson."

—Law school orientation tent

Share your own 'overheards' on the

'Overheard on Campus' facebook group!

r
The Varsity: U of Ts unofficial

journalism school

Jfie Vdrsity is always seeking fresh talent. Writers,

photographers, illustrators, bloggers, copy editors,

and people who don't know how they want to get

involved-yet.

In the 1300s, the regular
chicks and dudes in England
were speaking what we'd call
"Middle English", a rapidly
developing alternative to the
Latin and French used in
religion and government.

But when they started
translating, they ran
into some problems!

/ Papal
resistance?

It was an
exciting time
to be saying
"Forsootn"

!

And some of these dudes were big into
English being developed as a "real"
language, particularly one John \>/ycliffe,
who decided to translate the Bible - one of,

if not THE most important
book of his time - into
casual English. This would
allow John's less educated
countrymen to read it,
since, as it'd been written
in Latin since the 5th
century, currently
required either formal
education or

a priest to
interpret it
for you!

and
word

That, but also a lot of English
words they needed didn't exist yet!
so John invented them, and we still
use his "behemoth", "puberty",

But he also needed a
for "intestines^',
and the
phrase he
came up
with - FOR
THE BIBLE,
I REMIND YOU

was "arse
ropes"

And that brings us to today's
Proof we're Not Living In The
Best of All Possible worlds!

\

CCD 2009 Ryan North vfM^. qwantz . com

A SOFTER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

|I don't hate narrlage,
lor love, or tnocopamy

I just like to have sex

*, * I don't understand^'''
>f

"• why yoa'r? so confused,^

e home and j comeou

|Eere, let me show you,

asofterworld.com

SEPTEMBER 14 TO 20
Monday, September 14

Radical Campus Tour
Get to know your campus in a whole

new light: radical history, important

services, and organizations to visit.

Plus, after the tour there's a BBQ!

(Part of disorientation 2009)

• noon-4 p.m. Free!

• OPIRG Toronto Office (563 Spadina

Ave., North Borden Building)

wvvw.opirguoft.org

GUNT-I^BTQ InternatLonal

Students Meet Up
An evening for students from

international settings who are

looking to connect with other

lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, and

queer students within the U of T

community. Hosted by the Office of

LGBTQ Resources & Programs.

•5:30-7:30 p.m. Free!

• 21 Sussex Ave., 4th floor Lounge

j.tate@utoronto.ca

Introduction to WEAO: A
Clean Water Environment
for Today and Tomorrow
The Water Environment Association

of Ontario is geared towards

students interested in the water

environment, offering technical

seminars, site tours, social

events, and a bridge to industrial

professionals. Get to know everyone!

•6-7 p.m. Free!

• Wallberg Building #322 (200

College St.)

weao.skule.ca

Tuesday, September 15

Commuter Brunch with Hot
YAM!
Hungry from that long commute?
Enjoy a mostly organic, entirely

vegan, and shockingly delicious lunch

from U of T's crowd-pleasing once-a-

week eatery. (Part of disorientation

2009)
• $10 or less (depending on your

appetite!) 11 a.m.

• UTSU lawn (12 Hart House Circle)

www.opirguoft.org

The Insjand Outs pf^H iking

Experienced hikers from the toronto

Bruce Trail Club lead a talk on the

finer points of wayfinding in the wild.

•6:30 p.m. Free!

• Metro Hall (55 John St.)

905-271-3889

Wednesday, September 16

Workshop: Global Poverty
and the Crisis

Looking at global poverty in light

of the current economic crisis, with

emphasis on structures like the WTO,

G8, and free trade. Featuring York

University Professor David McNally

and S.K. Hussan, an organizer with

No One is Illegal and part of the ad-

hoc G8 organizing committee. (Part

of disorientation 2009)

• Noon. Free!

• University of Toronto Art Centre (in

UC, 15 King's College Circle)

www.opirguoft.com

Wide Open House
Hart House is amazing, and this

event will show you why! Live music,

interactive art, movie-making,

tattoos, and more.

• 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Free!

• Hart House (7 Hart House Circle)

416-978-2452

Thursday, September 17

TIFF at the Square
Toronto International Film Festival

event with concert films and shorts,

including the rock show film BAND.
• Noon-10 p.m. Free!

• Yonge-Dundas Square

ydsquare.ca

Lebpwski Fest
With a film screening of The Big

Lebowski, live music, costumes, trivia

contests, bowling, and more, this

event has all the makings of a truly

"zesty enterprise."

•8 p.m. $25
• The Phoenix (410 Sherbourne St.)

416-870-8000

Friday, September 18

Justice for Indigenous
Communities
Robert Lovelace, a retired Chief of

the Ardoch Algonquin First Nation

and current university lecturer, shares

his thoughts regarding education

and strategies for de-colonization.

(Part of disorientation 2009)

• Free!

• International Students Centre,

Cumberland Room (33 St. George

St.)

www.opirguoft.com

Back to School: Homohop
All-Ages Dance Party
Hosted by LGBTOut, the famous

All-Ages Homohop is over 30 years

old and continues to be one of the

most recognized and remembered

queer dances in Toronto, featuring

three floors of drag, house, electro,

and reggae. Make sure to bring

your student ID if you're under legal

drinking age so they'll let you in!

•9p.m.-3a.m. $3forUofT
students before 10 p.m., $5 before

11 p.m., $7 after

• The Barn Nightclub (418 Church St.)

http://www.lgbtq.utoronto.ca/

Orientation.htm

Varsity Blues vs. Guelph
Football + Fall = Fun.

• 7 p.m. Free! (Bring your T-card)

• Varsity Arena

www.varsityblues.ca

Saturday, September 19

Queen West Art Crawl
Outdoor art show and sale, a

crafters' market, performance art,

workshops, gallery walks, a kids'

zone, and more. Goes through

Sunday.

• Free!

• Queen from Bathurstto

Roncesvalles

queenwestartcrawl.com

TIFF At the Square: Wrap
PartY
Toronto International Film Festival

event with concert, films, and shorts

plus a festival wrap party with

Electric Method, Clyde Stubblefield

and others.

• Noon-10 p.m. Free!

• Yonge and Dundas Square

ydsquare.ca

Sunday, September 20

Historic Toronto
Guided ROM Walk of some of

Toronto's many awesome, beautiful,

and historic downtown landmarks.

•2 p.m. Free!

•260 Adelaide St. E.

416-586-8097

To haveyourU of T

campus event listed in

tills space forFREE, just

send tiie appropriate

details to

listings@thevarsity.ca



POLARIS MUSIC PRIZE

The jury's still out, but we've picked

our winners 11

POINT COUNTERPOINT

Varsity contributors square off as the

coalition debate resurfaces in Ottawa 7
OUT FOR BLOOD

Researchers have developed a method

to communicate with blood stem cells 10

thsYARSlTY
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An ounce of

prevention for

swine flu

U of T sets up hand-sanitizing stations and

absence-reporting system, but no quarantines

SHONITH RAJENDRAN

U of T is focusing on preventive mea-
sures against swine flu as Canada
awaits the arrival of a vaccine. Com-
pared to otfier Canadian schools de-

veloping extensive emergency plans,

including using residences for quar-

antine and listing backup staff, U of T
is taking a low-key approach. Public

health officials say the vaccine likely

will not be available until November,

well after the start of the traditional

flu season.

A page on ROSl lets students report

class absences as a result of HlNl.

Cheryl Regehr, the VP and provost, is

in charge of the university's efforts to

minimize the impact of the virus on ac-

ademic programs. "If there is a serious

outbreak of HlNl in Toronto, students

may be told not to go to their physician

for a doctor's note," said Regehr, VP
and provost, explaining why the on-

line reporting system was introduced.

Students can now declare that they

will be absent for 10 days at a time

without documentation from a physi-

cian if they notice symptoms like fever,

runny nose, coughing, sore throat, fa-

tigue, nausea, or diarrhea.

Asked if the university was wor-

ried about potential abuse of the

system and academic dishonesty,

Regehr responded that safety is the

main priority.

"We have to trust our students [...]

We really want to ensure people's

health and safety first, and we'll worry

about the fact that some people may
not be honest later," she said.

"1 think students should be aware,"

said Lucy Fromowitz, assistant vice-

president of student life, who sits on
the food and housing committee for

U of T's swine flu preparation. "We
expect many more students [than nor-

mal] may get the flu."

Some students were still not con-

SEE'FLU'-PG3

UTM launches phone apps

Erindale students can access website

through cell phones

JfllMUillS.

Students at U of T's Mississauga

campus are less likely to walk into

the wrong classroom in their first

week, thanks to a free web-based

cell phone application provided by
the administration. Those who own
a mobile phone with a data plan and
Internet browsing capability can now
enter in m.utm.utoronto.ca to view

their personal timetable, exam loca-

tions and times, the course calendar,

important dates and contacts, and
the campus map.

While schools like Ryerson Univer-

sity and the University of Saskatche-

wan both released smartphone apps
this fall, the IT team at UTM's Office

of the Registrar specifically designed

its site for a larger pool of users.

Newer phones like Blackberries,

iPhones, Palms, and iPod Touches
can connect to the app, but so can

Nokias, Samsungs, and older phones.

There's no software to download.

which means it won't drain a data

plan.

"These applications are mobile-

optimized," said Cesar Mejia, who led

the IT team working on the project.

In order to make it cell-friendly, his

team had to tweak images and rede-

sign the site to make it viewable on
both a phone and on the web. "It's a

little bit more work for us," says Me-
jia, "but at the end it'll be worth it for

the students."

UTM released an earlier version

of the app in April 2009 for students

to look up exam timetables. On Sept.

4, the school sent out a mass email

about the upgraded version of the

app. The site received more than

2,000 hits within the first two hours.

U.S. schools including MIT and
Stanford have already adopted simi-

lar technology. Developer Diane

Crocker points out that since UTM
serves 11,000 students, the app could

SEE 'APP' -PG 5

Psycli services a mixed bag

When Jamie began to

suffer bouts of depression

jast year, family and friends

suggested she go to U of

T's psychiatric services.

Jamie, who asked to have

her name changed, was

put on a wait list and told

it would take six to eight

weeks. But the dean of her

college made a phone call

and got her in sooner.

TIM LEGAULT
Associate News Editor

Jamie described a mixed experience:

when the psychiatrist prescribed

medication on the first visit, she was
put off. Three prescriptions later, she

now takes an anti-depressant regu-

larly.

U of T students are currently using

psych services more than ever "Cer-

tainly over the last 10 years, we've

seen the number of students using the

service double," said Judy Vorderbrug-

ge, the community health coordinator

at Counselling and Psychological Ser-

vices. The majority of students use the

service for six to eight one-hour ses-

sions, she said.

A restructuring last year merged
counselling with psychological servic-

es to create CAPS, which is open to all

students. Roughly 2,000 students per

year used psych services right before

the merge last year The CAPS website

says the service offers "short-term in-

dividual counselling/psychotherapy,

Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy, group

therapy, workshops, and psychiatric

medication services."

"We have Master's- and PhD-level

student placements as well as psy-

chiatric residents, and [they] all do
individual counselling as part of their

placements," said Vorderbrugge.

"However, students who are coming to

the service for treatment can request

to be seen by staff only, and not one

of the placement students or interns."

Students hoping to see a counsel-

SEE'PSYCH'-PG2

PORTRAIT OF A PHOTOGRAPHER

Nigel Dickson gets caught in front of the camera Wednesday at the media preview for the ROM's exhibition of his

portraits. Canadian Content: Portraits by Nigel Didson showcases 32 photos of personalities like Jean Chretien

and Margaret Atwood, and runs from Sept. 19, 2009 to March 21, 2010.
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BLOCK PARTY

VARSITY NEWS news@thevarsity.ca

HAVE
DINNER

WITH

12

Above: Sexual Education Centre

volunteers hold down the fort at

the block party Wednesday, part

of UTSU's disorientation, a week
of events focused on political

awareness and social justice.

Below: Eager students jump at

the chance to design their own
T-shirts.

U of Ottawa mourns studenfs

death

As frosh leaders busied them-

selves with club recruitment

below, a second-year student

jumped to his death from the 15th

floor of the University of Ottawa's

Thompson residence. The uni-

versity has declined to identify

the student out of respect for his

family, but friends told the Ottawa

Citizen he seemed happy and was

planning to attend law school.

There has been a swell of sympa-

thy from the campus community,

some leaving flowers where their

fellow student fell.

Biomedical engineering grad

student lyad Kandalaft told the

Citizen that students were curious

and extremely saddened by what

has occurred. "In my opinion,

the administration is not openly

discussing the details with stu-

dents," he said.

Raj Bhatla, chief psychiatrist

with the Royal Ottawa Mental

Health Centre, said signs of de-

pression include illness, physi-

cal complaints, disrupted sleep

and appetite, and loss of inter-

est in normally enjoyable activi-

ties.—HILARY BARLOW

'PSYCH' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

lor or psychiatrist are usually put on

a waiting list, which can mean wait-

ing up to eight weeks. Those suffer-

ing from more severe psychological

or psychiatric problems, though, are

seen as soon as possible.

About three out of 10 students who
use CAPS' psychiatric service receive

medication, which Vorderbrugge said

is a fairly low proportion.

"The people there were very friend-

ly and helpful. However, 1 didn't really

develop a strong relationship with my
psychiatrist," said another student

who uses the service, who would like

to be called Morgan. "1 don't think

that's the service's fault, 1 think that

people just need to meet a few psychi-

atrists before they find one they feel

comfortable talking with."

Jamie also had compatibility issues

with her psychiatrist, and switched to

a different one after her college dean
made another call.

"[The new psychiatrist] was so

much nicer," said Jamie. "The dean
pulled a ton of strings for me. Had 1 not

had the strings pulled for me, 1 think

you'd be waiting a long time and you'd

not be with your right match and you'd

be . . . who knows?"

Edmonton bar gives

students cash

Desperate times call for des-
perate measures. And a bai
Edmonton has taken just tt

as a means of luring students
in. According to a Maclean's
report, students are given $20
just for showing up at Union
Hall before 10 p.m. on "Student
Night."

Bar owner Jesse James de-

fended the move as a promo-
tional stunt in the face of in-

creasingly tight regulations.

Calling it a "recession buster,"

he told the Canadian Press that

"the only thing we can give

people, legally ... is money. So
we're doing it." There is no ob-

hgation on students to spend
money in the bar.

MADD spokesperson Joan
Macleod was quoted in the

Edmonton Journal, calling the

stunt the stupidest idea she had
heard in a long time. "Anyone
who thinks this is a good idea

has never lost someone to im-

paired driving," she said.

—MEHREEN IMTIAZ

Jamie and Morgan both said that

CAPS was a safe and ultimately useful

experience. But even with thousands

using the service, students may still

avoid it for fear of stigma.

Many university students are at an

age when a lot of psychiatric or psy-

chological problems may manifest

for the first time, Vorderbrugge said.

"This is something that is new to

the students and they may not be

recognizing exactly what's going on.

They may not be thinking about get-

ting help because they are still try-

ing to understand [it]."

CAPS is still working on making

its service more streamlined and

effective.

A phone evaluation system was

set in place in the last few months to

better gauge students' needs. When
students call into the hotline they are

given a 20-minute timeslot when CAPS

will call back to conduct an evaluation.

A counsellor will assess how urgently

that person needs to be seen, and ad-

just the wait list accordingly.

Counselling and Psychological Services

is located at the main floor ofthe

KofflerStudentService Centre at 214

College Street For more info, head to

caps,utoronto.ca

Delicious food & conversation

with alumni, faculty and other students

who won't be strangers by the end of the evening.

Come for dinner at an alumnus'house

& discover what a small world U ofT really is.

FOR MORE INFORMATION or to joifi the invitatioD list visit:

alumni.utoronto.ca/dinnerwith12

or search for Dinner with 12 Strangers on Facebook

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE

University of Toronto Alumni Association

UNIVERSITY OF

TORONTO

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• IntcDsive 60-Hour l>rogTam

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL SIdlis Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicum

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

High Holydays

5770 (2009)

Services with

YACHDAV
An egalitarian

traditional minyan

The Wolfond Centre

for Jewish Campus Life

(36 Harbord St)

Seats are $72

($36 for Students)

www.yachdav.ca

E-mail: info@yachdav.ca

THE

PUMP
BETTER RIBS
BETTER WINGS
BETTER PRICES
» Sunday Nite Vz Price Nachos

» Monday Nite Vi Price Wings

* Tuesday Nite V2 Price Pizzas

» Wednesday Nite Vz Price Pastas

* Thursday Nite Fresli Mussels

$4.25/lb Choice of2 delicious sauces

Weekend Brunch 11am-3pm

410 BLOORST.W.
(at Brunswick)

416-927-7337
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The memorial for Terry Buckland, the

ASSU executive director who passed

away last week, will take place Friday,

September 18, at 4 p.m. In keeping

with Buckland's preferences, a silent

service will be held at the MultiFaith

Centre (the main hall on the second

floor) located beside the Graduate

Students' Union. The modest reception

will feature his favourite foods.

Are you worried about swine flu? 1
PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

'FLU' -CONTINUED FROM P61

vinced that the pandemic poses a se-

rious threat to them. "I'm as healthy

as an ox," said Jayme Turney, a fourth-

year political science student. "Be-

sides, what doesn't kill me makes me
stronger."

U of T has set up ubiquitous hand-

washing stations and sanitizers

around campus in an effort to promote

prevention and control the spread of

the virus. Contrary to guidelines put

out by Toronto Public Health, how-

ever, the university is not preparing

areas for quarantine in residences.

Angela Hildyard, who is in charge

of overall planning and preparation

for HlNl at U of T, said the school has

not incurred any significant additional

costs so far That could change, she

said, depending on how severe the

virus proves to be and whether pro-

vincial authorities ask U of T to take a

more active role.

The July 2009 Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Plan also talks about finding

accommodations for international stu-

dents who are grounded as a result of

travel restrictions imposed by the fed-

eral government. When asked about

arrangements for international stu-

dents, Hildyard replied, "We have not

undertaken specific planning, since it

will very much depend on the timing

of such restrictions and the length of

time such restrictions are expected to

remain in place."

Zairah

4th YearPsychology

"No, because it's treatable. It's a good thing

that they're keeping everyone alert. That way we
know to prevent or mitigate an outbreak. So I'm

not particularly worrietl;'

Oscar

1st Year Commerce
"\ don't think swine flu is that bad. I mean, it's

as strong as a normal cold, it's just easier to

catch. ATot of people die from normal colds each

year, but it doesn't hit the news that often."

Adam
Bth YearNear Middle Eastern Studies

"No, swine flu is just another form of the flu.

I'm no more worried than I would be any other

winter. ! think its a little absurd just how much
money they're spending on this.

2nd Year Heuroscience

"Definitely not. What good is it to worry? If it

comes, it comes. Worrying is just going to stress

me out even more. U of T brings enougn stress

to my life as it is."

3rd YearArchaeology

"Not really. Personal^ I think it's blown a bit out

of proportion, sort of like Avian Flu or West Nile

were. They predict massive casualty rates but

you only get a few hundred worldwide."

Mavaan

2nd Year Linguistics and Classics

"Not particularly. I'll be more concerned once

I see the direct effects of the pandemic,

but so far I've had no contact with it. I think

the university's response to the infection

has served more to cause concern than to

alleviate it."

3rd YearArchitectural Design

"No, I'm as worried as I was about West Nile.

Considering the concern health officials had

towards West Nile and other outbreaks, I feel this

is just a precaution."

Loisel

4th YearPsychology
"\ was very worried when it first hit, but

now I'm pretty relaxed. Safety precautions

have been taken, especially on campus
residences, where I live."

SWINE FLU ON CAMPUSES

Sctiools around the globe are feeling

ttie threat of the HlNl virus, also

known as swine flu. With a vaccine still

unavailable, the pressure is high to

ensure a clean and disease-free campus
this coming flu season.

• In Mexico, where the HlNl virus

originated, fear over a rise in the number
of flu cases has prompted the city of

Culiacan to close its 1,400 schools. All

primary, secondary, and university

classes have been cancelled until Sept.

17. The shutdown comes after 50 schools

each reported around 40 students with

respiratory problems. In April, schools

nationwide were shut down because of

the flu outbreak.

• Last Friday, a 20-year-old student at

Cornell University in New York died

from complications related to the HlNl

virus. The university has reported 555

cases of the flu over the past few weeks;

most cases were mild and victims are

recovering. Cornell has advised its

students with flu symptoms to stay at

home and keep a six-foot distance from

others. They may return to classes once

they've been fever-free for 24 hours.

• Dalhousie University in Halifax

is asking its students to follow

instructions identical to Cornell's. It

has recommended students minimize

contact with others by avoiding crowded
areas, using telephone, email, or fax to

communicate, and resisting shaking

hands, hugging, or kissing people. Fifty

hand-sanitizing stations have been set

up on campus. In July, several Dalhousie

staffers were sent home with mild flu-like

symptoms.

• Washington State University reported

what could be the largest outbreak of

the virus on a college campus. Over

the past few weeks, 2,600 Washington

State students reported signs of the

HlNl virus. The outbreak began in late

August during the sorority and fraternity

rush, well before classes started.

One student required hospitalization.

School officials say, however, that the

number of cases is beginning to wane.

WSU has no quarantine plan in place.

• In June, the American University

in Cairo, Egypt quarantined 140

students in their Nile island dormitory

after two American students tested

positive for HlNl. The university also

suspended classes for the week, as

the mostly foreign student population

of the dormitory were tested. The
university is a popular destination

for American exchange students.

• In Taiwan, any class with two confirmed

cases of the HlNl virus must shut

down for five days. The measure has

caused 302 classes in 207 high schools

and elementary schools to be closed.

• The Doon School, an independent

school in Dehradun, Northern India,

cancelled classes until Sept. 21 after five

students tested positive for the virus.

The school is not the first in India to take

serious measures against HlNl. Fears

over children contracting the disease

prompted schools in Pune and Delhi

to close down over the summer The
state government of Maharashtra, home
to India's largest city, Mumbai, took

similar action. The closures, however,

were unable to keep the disease from

spreading. Last week, 25 cases in 13

schools were reported in Pune, and in

Delhi three schools shut down for two
days following new cases of the disease.

—MITCHELL GAUVIN

''No more knecy hip,

foot or backpain"

Scientific Research confirms the benefits ofMTB footwear for

Arthritis, Lower Back, Knee, Hip, and Foot Pain. MBT improves

posture, burns calories and helps many foot problems such as

Plantar Fasciitis, Heel Spur and Metatarsalgia.

"We now have many of our clients that come to us with their

doctor's prescription for the shoes", says Golnar Rahmani, owner
oftwo Foot Solutions. "At our foot clinics we have Chiropodist

on staff to address foot conditions" adds Golnar. They specialize in

CUSTOM ORTHOTICS and COMFORT SHOES.

Teachers, Nurses, Flight Attendants,

Doctors, TTC, City workers and people

who are always on their feet benefit

greatly wearing this footwear.

oaoBtR3i,20M

^ FOOT^'
Solutions
Comfort Shoes & Custom Orthotics

750 Mt. Pleasant Rd. (just south of Eglinton), (416)486-3668

1056 Eglinton Ave. West (3 lights east of Allen Rd.), (416)789-3668
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Tomorrow's Professionals

Apply Today!

Apply Online!

OMSAS www.ouac.on.ca/omsas/

Ontario Medical School Application Service

September 1 5, 2009: Last day to register for

online applications

October 1, 2009: Application deadline

www.ouac.on.ca/olsas/ OLSAS

Ontario Law School Application Service

November 2, 2009: Application deadline for first-year English programs

May 3, 2010: Application deadline for upper-year programs

r TEAS www.ouac.on.ca/teas/

Teacher Education Application Service

December 1, 2009: Application deadline for English programs

March 1, 2010: Application deadline for French programs

www.ouac.on.ca/orpas/ ORPAS
Ontario Rehabilitation Sciences Programs

Application Service

{Audiology, Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy/Physiotherapy,

Speech-Language Pathology

January 8, 2010: Application deadline

ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES' APPLICATION CENTRE

CENTRE DE DEMANDE O ADMISSION
AUX UNIVERSITes DE LONTARIO

170 Research Lane
Guelph ON NIG 5E2

www.ouac.on.ca

Rotman breaks ground

on expansion
New digs will double the school's space

MARK FERRARI

The groundbreaking ceremony for the Rotman School of

Commerce took place last Wednesday, marking the next

step in a new building that will nearly double the school's

space. The expansion will include more study space, class-

rooms, a 400-seat auditorium, and research centres.

"The Rotman School has become a prominent draw
for students and faculty from around the world, ne-

cessitating this expansion," U of T president David

Naylor told the Bulletin, the U of T administration's

publication.

Rotman's dean, Roger Martin, had previously said he ex-

pected a 33 per cent increase in MBA program enrolment

and a 28 per cent increase to the PhD program. In an inter-

view yesterday, spokesperson Ken McGuffin said increased

enrolment is expected only after the new building is fin-

ished in 2011. "[Rotman is] currently at the peak amount of

students who can be enrolled," McGuffin said.

The construction project will demolish the old house at

91 St. George St., formerly home to U of T campus radio sta-

tion ClUT 89.5 FM, as well as S.E.C. (the Sexual Education

and Peer -Counselling Centre).

Both groups said they were happy with the move. "The

locations are different, but the new building is definitely

better in terms of anonymity and accessibility. In that

sense, it suits the purpose of S.E.C. better," said Adrienne

Van Halem, S.E.C.'s library and resource coordinator. S.E.C.

is now located at 21 Sussex Ave., room 612. "Services are ex-

panding, specifically in the S.E.C. library where educational

books may be loaned out for student use," Van Halem said.

ClUT expects to complete its move to Hart House in

four to five days. Ken Stowar, program director, said he felt

very fortunate for the relocation. He went on to describe

the new, ground-floor studio as "a fishbowl concept where

there will be good interaction and a changing of dynamics

between students and the station."

Two years ago, Rotman began a $200-million fundraising

campaign for its expansion.

U.T.S.U. is YOUR Students' Union.

Visit us at 12 Hart House Circle

(across from Hart House and DC)

or online at www.utsu.ca
U.T.S.U. Services

BUY BOOKS,
SAVE MONEY!

with the U.T.S.U. Book Exchange

New College Residence Building

45 Willcocks Street - Stone Lobby

Monday to Friday - 11:00am to 5:00pnri

until September 22nd, 2009

search available books:
www.ustu.ca/bookexchange

Students Helping Students
The U.T.S.U. Book Exchange allows students to drop off their

books to sell at a price they set, then browse the selection of

cheap books for sale. For more information: terri@utsu.ca.

• Health & Dental Plans

• Discounted TTC Metropasses

• Book and Childcare Bursaries

• Free Income Tax Clinics

• Food & Clothing Bank
• Used Book Exchange
• Anti-Theft device for your laptop

• Free ISICs for travel discounts

• Free Studentsaver cards for local

discounts

Cheap
Entertainment

MOVIE TICKETS
Only $8.25 for Cineplex Odeon, Famous
Players, Galaxy Scotiabank, Silver City,

Varsity, AMC.

AMC PACKAGES
$35 for 2 tix, 2 drinks, 1 popcorn.

YUK YUKs COMEDY CLUB
$7.46 for 2 PEOPLE!
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Laurier rez fire probed as

possible arson
YEAMROT TADDESE

As Wilfrid Laurier students return to campus
and residence, the fire that claimed the life of a

19-year-old first-year student last April is being

investigated as arson.

David LaForest was in his on-campus residence

when the fire broke out, and died several days

later in hospital from severe burns. The rugby
player's death shocked and saddened his school-

mates during the last semester's final exam sea-

son. There were no other injuries.

"It is being investigated as an arson," Waterloo

Regional Police spokesperson Olaf Heinzel told

the Waterloo Record. "The cause of the fire is still

under investigation."

Some forensic evidence from the scene remains

under examination, which typically takes a few

months. While results from the analysis may di-

vert the course of the investigation, Heinzel said

police are not looking for any additional suspects

at this point.

The April fire severely ravaged two apartments

on the fourth floor of Waterloo College Hall before

emergency crews quickly contained it, Heinzel

said. The police spokesperson could not give de-

tails on what might have caused the fire.

The 320 students formerly housed in the resi-

dence have moved into Seagram Drive Building

for a new school year after extensive mechanical,

electrical, and structural system repairs were

done on Waterloo College Hall. The revamp costs

were approximately $1.3 million, most of which

went toward cleaning and removing the smell of

smoke. A substantial portion of the repairs will be

covered by insurance.

"The fire at WCH was an event that shook the

hearts and minds of all the students at WLU.
We're a very close-knit community and upon
hearing about the displacement of students at

WCH and the loss of a fellow Golden Hawk, the

feeling on campus became very solemn," said

Marcie Foster, a second-year philosophy student

at WLU.
"Most of us, including myself, are regarding this

as a very unfortunate and sensitive event that we
are hoping to put behind us, all the while remem-
bering David as the spirited, intelligent, athletic

individual he was," added Foster.

Sean Robertson, a fellowWLU student, said his

sense of security on campus hasn't changed. "1

have absolute confidence in our residence system

and the actions taken by the governing body,"

said the fourth-year communications student.

LaForest's residence room, where the fire origi-

nated, is being left vacant this year.

'APP'- CONTINUED FROM PGl

be of great benefit and shorten waits for ser-

vices like those offered at the Registrar's Of-

fice. "There are a lot of students here, and we
want to make our service 24/7 for them," said

Crocker.

Fourth-year psychology and English student

Dipti Patel, however, believes that the school

may have thought too far ahead. "This would

be much easier than having to go on ROSl and

going online," Patel said. "But the only thing is, 1

feel like a lot of people may not have Internet ac-

cess on their phones. If they don't, if they can't

access it, then there's not a big use for it."

Used or not, come December when exams
roll in, the phone app may be a lifesaver for stu-

dents. "There's nothing more scary than arriv-

ing on campus without your exam time written

down," Crocker said.

St. George and UTSC have no plans to pro-

duce similar applications.

GIVE US A CALL!

4 1 6
JEWS FORJESUS,.
TDRaNTD@JEWSFDRJESUS.CA

Race. Religion.

Equality. Freedom.
Current Canadian Legal Controversies

Third Annual Law Conference

October 2-4, 2009

Best Western Primrose Hotel

Toronto (Downtown)

Featuring 19 speakers, including:

Martha Bailey, Queens University, Faculty of Law
Supreme Court of Canada Justice Louis LeBel

Lorraine Weinrib, University of Toronto

George Jonas, National Post

Students from faculties other than law

are welcome to attend!

Friday, October 2

6:00 pm Doors open

6:30 pm Reception

7:00 pm John Carpay, Executive Director,

Welcoming Remarks

7:15 pm Panel I — Free Expression

Saturday, October 3

9:00 am Panel II — Intellectual Property

10:30 am Panel III — Polygamy

12:00 pm Lunch and Keynote Speaker: SCC Justice Louis LeBel

1:30 pm Panel IV — Racial Equality

3:00 pm Break and free time

6: 00 pm Reception

6:30 pm Dinner and Keynote Speaker: George Jonas, National

Sunday, October 4

10:30 am Panel V — The Place of Religion in the Public Square

General Registration $245 Registration includes

meals and refreshments

Student Registration* $85 from Friday to Sunday

Student Registration

(panels only)

$25

*Want to bring some friends? If you convince five

friends to register for this conference, we will

reimburse you the $85 for your conference

registration! Contact us for more information.

Students attending from outside of the GTA can apply for a

partial reimbursement of their travel costs. Contact us for

more information

For more information or to register:

www.CanadianConstitutionFoundation.ca
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Quality of education lacking at U of T

Why allowing part-time profs to join faculty councils will improve the student experience

DIMITRIS APOSTOLOPOULOS
AND MEMBERS OF STUDENTS IN

SUPPORT OF CUPE_

People say you get what you pay
for. But that isn't true all the time, at

least not here at U of T.

As students who have been here

for a couple of years, we've noticed

that in spite of increasing costs,

we're not getting a better educa-

tion. Maybe it's because of the huge
amount of money that the universi-

ty lost last year in investments, may-
be it's the lack of funding from the

government, but given how much
we pay to go here, there are a lot of

things that don't add up. At the end
of the day, we're worried about the

quality of our education.

Everyone at this university has

had or knows someone who has had
a class in Con Hall. With lectures

as large as 1,700, why not just stay

home and read the textbook? It's

usually the same information any-

way. U of T has one of the worst stu-

dent-teacher ratios in the country, a

fact compounded by ever-increas-

ing rates of enrolment, an aging

faculty, and deteriorating marking

systems (hands up, those of you
who use an i>clicker, online tests,

or peer-marking). Given the price

we pay for being here, especially for

those who pay flat fees, shouldn't we
have one of the best, not one of the

worst, educational experiences?

What can be done about the ter-

rible student-faculty relationship?

What about the reality that many
students feel like a number instead

of like an individual? Or the inacces-

sibility of professors during class or

office hours? While a lot of U of T's

education woes come down to fund-

ing (or lack thereof), they also have

a lot to do with the people at the

front of the classroom.

U of T policies on hiring, cur-

riculum, class sizes, and every-

thing else classroom-related come
from the different faculty coun-

cils. Those faculty councils are

made up of representatives from

each department, and decisions

in each department are made by
the professors that teach in them.

The problem is that many of the

people who teach your classes are

not technically considered "profes-

sors," that is, tenured individuals

who receive research funding and
employee benefits and have some
job security. A large number of

those teaching are actually grad

students, and an even larger num-
ber are contract faculty, meaning
they are paid to teach one or two

courses and often work at several

schools in order to make a living.

Tenure, it seems, is increasingly

rare in spite, or perhaps because of

a plethora of qualified instructors.

That many of these instructors

are not tenured negatively affects

students. For example, if your pro-

fessor shows up late or has to leave

early from a class in order to arrive

on time at another university, you're

getting the short end of the stick. If

you have a lecturer who is fantastic

and has enlightened you or inspired

you, there is no guarantee the pro-

fessor's contract will be renewed for

the following year. If the only person

doing research in your field is a con-

tract instructor, there are few or no

options of working with that person

on a research project, as is common
with full-time faculty.

And contract instructors don't

have a say in any of the aforemen-

tioned policies. These decisions are

made by an increasingly aging facul-

ty, many of whom are not represen-

tative of the diversity of the student

body and who are out of touch with

the reality of today's students. If a

department is slow to develop new
classes in emerging fields, it may be

because the faculty has had no new
hires in recent years.

CUPE 3902 Unit 3, representing ses-

sional faculty at U of T, is currently

bargaining in order to make tenure

an option for sessional professors.

Faculty council policy limits our

choices and our ability to get the

most out of our education. Right

now, contract staff are negotiating

with the university administration

for a better deal, which they are

being denied. For all our sakes, we
hope that they win.

LETTERS-
Changes coming at The Varsity

As the Editor-in-Chief for this

coming year, I am writing to

openly address an issue that has

become systemic within this news-

paper, to offer my apologies to read-

ers as the person ultimately respon-

sible for content here, and to make a

promise to you that this matter will

be resolved.

In the past year The Varsity has

printed a number of corrections

that in their frequency represent a

marked departure from the journal-

ism standards that this paper holds

itself to. You will find on this page

a letter from Ingrid Grant, council

for Saad Khalid, on an editorial The

Varsity ran about Khalid, who is

among the so-called "Toronto 18."

The inaccuracies presented in that

article represent only one instance

of a wider problem, but they also

bring to the fore the seriousness of

this matter.

The Varsity stands by the senti-

ment that the legal rights of terror

suspects ought to be protected.

That sentiment, however, is a sepa-

rate matter from apologizing to Kha-

lid and his council for the fallacies

presented in that editorial. I have

made those apologies.

I have also spoken with the lead

writer of the editorial to pinpoint

what went wrong in this case, and
have extensively discussed with

the executive of the Varsity Board
of Directors the larger issue and
the changes that will need to be
implemented to tackle it head-on.

The Varsity as an entire organiza-

tion is taking this matter seriously,

and, effective immediately, we will

be overhauling our research, re-

porting, editing, and production

practices to eradicate this prob-

lem and regain the trust of Varsity

readers.

I am going to make it a personal

project for this coming year that

the paper clean up its track record

in this regard. Should you have any
questions or comments, I invite you

to send me an email at the address

noted below.

Sincerely,

Jade Colbert

Editor-in-Chief, 2008-2009

editor®thevarsity,ca

The Varsity^Qtm^s letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number tO:

comment@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.

As counsel for Saad Khalid, who
was recently sentenced as part of

the "Toronto 18" terrorism case, I

have been involved in this case for

nearly 3 years. I read your recent

editorial, "Police involvement and

rights abuses surround sentencing

of Toronto 18 member," with shock

and dismay. The editorial contained

assertions that are blatantly fcdse.

The author cilleged that the Toronto

18 were held "without any charge."

While it is true that the anti-terrorism

law at one time provided for preven-

tative arrest (these provisions have

since expired), these powers were

not used in the Toronto 18 case. The
charges the accused are facing are

set out in section 83 of the Criminal

Code of Canada and are listed in a

document called the indictment,

which is available for public inspec-

tion at the Brampton Superior Court.

The accused men were not "denied

bail hearings". All those accused who
requested them had bail hearings

before justices of the peace and Supe-

rior Court judges. Nine accused have

been granted bail at various times.

Nor have the accused been denied

the right to "public court proceed-

ings." The trial for the remaining nine

accused is being held in Courtroom
212 at the Brampton Superior Court

and is open to the public. The same
is true for all bail hearings and the

guilty plea and sentencing of Khalid.

One of the few facts the author

memaged to get right was that many
of the accused were kept in solitary

confinement for months. Details

about the detention conditions were

released during Khalid's sentencing

and are available in another public

document filed at that proceeding.

Informed editorial comment about

these shocking conditions (which in-

cluded not just solitary confinement

but strip searches and sleep depriva-

tion) would be valuable but has yet to

be undertaken by the media.

Nine men still face trial in this mat-

ter and are presumed to be innocent.

It is for their counsel, the media and

the public to raise any concerns they

have about the fairness of their trial.

There is no doubt that many aspects

of the Toronto 18 case and the

anti-terrorism legislation in general

are very controversial and divisive.

These laws raise many issues,

including their impact on civil rights

and potential discrimination against

Muslim Canadians. But editorials

that distort the truth just make it

more difficult for those with reasoned

objections to be heard.

Ingrid Grant is a Barrister and Solicitor

for law firm Russell Silverstein and

Associate, and counsel forSaad Khalid

21 Sussex Avenue, Suite 306

Toronto, ON M5S1J6

Editorial: Advertising

(416)946-7600 (416)946-7604

E-mail:

editor@thevarsity.ca
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POINT COUNTERPOINT

Should Canada welcome a coalition?

The Liberals, NDP, and Bloc must unite

to get things done in Ottawa

PATRICK BAUD

In a tape of a Conservative caucus meeting

that was leaked last week, Prime Minister

Stephen Harper accuses Liberal leader Mi-

chael Ignatieff of plotting to form a govern-

ment "propped up by the socialists and the

separatists." Ignatieff's response was swift

and clear: no matter the results of the coming
election, there will be no coalition.

But Ignatieff should not be so swift to dis-

miss the coalition. Unless there is a vast dis-

crepancy between current opinion polls and

the results of the looming election, Canadians

will give neither the Conservatives nor the

Liberals a majority. Once again, the winning

party will need to contend with the hardships

of a minority government, and a coalition is

the best way to get things done in Ottawa.

Canada has been governed by succes-

sive minority governments, first Liberal and

then Conservative, for the past five years.

Consequently, few major policy initiatives

have been introduced and still fewer enact-

ed. Parliamentarian conduct in the House

of Commons has worsened and the level of

debate reduced to little more than glorified

schoolyard name-calling. Ardent partisans

everywhere cry foul to any proposal of co-

operation between the parties, worrying that

if they look weak before the electorate, they

might lose key seats in the next election.

Meanwhile, the grave consequences of cli-

mate change become clearer as they begin

to threaten the livelihoods of hundreds of

northern communities. The global economy
has suffered its largest slowdown since the

Great Depression. Employment Insurance re-

form is at a crossroads.

While other countries enact new solutions

to these enormous challenges every day, Can-

ada is waiting while its leaders try to sort out

whether a Conservative or Liberal govern-

ment was responsible for this or that policy.

Parliament sits without a single substantive

piece of legislation being passed.

Neither Harper nor Ignatieff is blind to this.

Throughout the coming election campaign,

each will argue that if Canadians give them
a chance at a majority government, they will

finally deliver on the promises that the other

parties have prevented them from carrying

to fruition. But given that a majority is unlike-

ly, in order to deliver on his promises Ignatieff

should reconsider his unequivocal dismissal

of a new coalition.

Despite Conservative attacks during last

December's parliamentary crisis, such a co-

alition would be perfectly democratic and

legitimate, and the coalition's policy agenda

would be defined by a comprehensive agree-

ment that would draw on common elements

from both party platforms.

The party that forms Canada's next govern-

ment will have the choice to seek majority

support for each piece of legislation it intro-

duces, to sign a comprehensive agreement

with another party (or two, if necessary) to

pass key pieces of legislation, or to form a

coalition government with an opposing party

by agreeing to pass key bills and share cabi-

net responsibilities. It is unlikely that the Con-

servatives will form a coalition with another

party, but the Liberals could once again find

themselves negotiating a new coalition agree-

ment with the Bloc and the NDP.

Canadians would finally see swift action on

climate change, the deficit, and employment
insurance reform. Co-operation is not a value

that comes easily to Canadian parliamentar-

ians, especially in the super-partisan envi-

ronment of a minority parliament, but unless

they agree to collaborate, they risk further

eroding Canadians' trust in them. More im-

portantly, without a coalition they will put in

jeopardy the country's ability to save their

own political fortunes. Canadians ought to

expect more from their government.

A coalition is nothing but a political

play for power

STEVEN PENNER

Why is it that we seem to be headed
for another fall election? Very few Ca-

nadians want to trudge to the polls for

the second time in as many years, and
there is no pressing matter of nation-

al urgency that calls for the govern-

ment's defeat.

This posturing is about only one
thing: political power. Right now the

Conservatives have it and Michael Ig-

natieff thinks he can win it from them.

Any option that could hand him power
is on the table, including a coalition.

Power is the reason that our govern-

ment is going to be suspended again,

and $500 million wasted, so that Igna-

tieff can get what he came back from
Harvard for. He did not leave the cozy
confines of his adopted country to sit

impotently in opposition back here in

Canada.
His most recent promise is that if he

wins a minority government he will

not seek a coalition. However, if his

party wins office, he would have no
need for a coalition. This must have

just slipped his mind when issuing this

important-sounding but utterly mean-
ingless statement.

The real question that he has thus far

refused to answer is what he would do
if the Conservatives win another minor-

ity. The NDP and Bloc would clamour
for a coalition, as it would hand them
the influence that voters refuse to give

them. I firmly believe that such a coali-

tion would imperil national unity.

The problem with a Liberal-NDP al-

liance is that it wouldn't be based on
any ideological principle, would ex-

ist solely to deny the will of voters,

and would tear itself apart in a glori-

ous and public fashion when the polls

swing a few points in favour of one or

the other.

Let's indulge this fantasy for a mo-
ment. I'll even be kind and leave the

Bloc out of it. How might such a coali-

tion actually govern?
Afghanistan would be a thorny is-

sue, given the NDP wanted us to sur-

render to the Taliban years ago, while

Ignatieff would have preferred us to

join both his homelands—the United

States and Britain—in Iraq. The econo-
my might also be troublesome, consid-

ering that at their recent convention
the NDP condemned Canada's banks,

the strongest in the world, as being
ripe for nationalization. At the same
convention Leo Gerard, President of

the United Steelworkers, referred to

the NDP's prospective coalition lead-

er Michael Ignatieff as the "Prince of

Darkness" to thunderous applause,

and a motion was brought forward
to repeal the Clarity Act, one of the
proudest achievements of Jean Chre-
tien and Stephane Dion's efforts. Cana-
dians are rightly leery of letting these
people within miles of government. No
responsible Liberal leader would form
any kind of accord with these hard-left

ideologues who oppose Liberal poli-

cies so emphatically.

There isn't as much common ground
between the two parties as there may
seem. Both parties would be the worse
for a coalition, especially the Liberals,

who would compromise what they
stand for and thumb their noses at

Canadians. Ignatieff, of course, won't
be too concerned, since he'll be back
at Harvard long before his party has
to deal with the fallout from his mad
lunge at power.
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AI^DUND THE
The time for chang^^^^^n Venezuela

BYAI^SH

Venezuela is constantly in the

news, but what's really going

on in the South American country

remains a mystery amid all those

headlines.

There is constant talk of its char-

ismatic, left-leaning president, Hugo
Chavez leader of the Partido Social-

ista Unido de Venezuela (the United

Socialist Party). We hear about him
when he calls George W. Bush "the

Devil," when he gives a leftist book
as a gift to Obama, or when the

Spanish king tells him to shut up.

But what has happened in Venezu-

ela under Chavez, and where is the

country headed?

Venezuela finds itself at one of the

most decisive moments in its his-

tory. In the last 10 years, it has gone

through a "Bolivarian Revolution"

aimed to bring about popular de-

mocracy, economic independence,

and equitable distribution of rev-

enues. But changes have been more
or less gradual. This situation can't,

and won't, last for long. Events in

the coming months will determine

Venezuela's destiny: the country

has to go one way or the other.

The world economic crisis hit

Venezuela badly, leaving it worse
off than other Latin American coun-

tries. The significant rate of growth

it enjoyed between 2004 and 2007

has sharply reversed. Its GDP fell by
2.4 per cent in the second quarter

of 2009, and unemployment figures

rose from 7.8 per cent in June to 8.5

per cent in July.

This is just the beginning. In the

midst of this capitalist crisis, many
of the reforms supporting the poor

and downtrodden that Chavez initi-

ated since coming to power in 1998

will be reversed. The government

revenues that made those reforms

possible are going to decline sharp-

ly alongside oil prices. But oil is not

the decisive factor.

The economic crisis will deter-

mine the future of Venezuela. With a

lack of capital, businesses and ven-

tures can't afford reforms anymore,

and workers will consequently have

to pay. Chavez's bolstering of liv-

ing standards will be met with the

decline and hoarding of capital and
an even sharper decrease in private

and foreign direct investment. Busi-

nesses naturally want to remain

competitive at any cost. It doesn't

matter who the president is when
the pillars of the economy are in pri-

vate hands.

This economic failure will under-

mine Chavez's reforms and with it,

his government. Hard times mean
that more middle class voters are

going to be wooed by the opposi-

tion, which currently has no formal

unity, while the working class and
the poor will become apathetic after

a decade of revolution. The opposi-

tion is not going to boycott the com-
ing General Assembly elections in

February, unlike the last one. They
are definitely going to send a few

MPs to Caracas and there they will

draw attention to the government's

failings, such as food shortages, to

undermine Chavez and prepare for

a return to power and an end to the

Revolution.

Several recent events in the region

are worrying for the Bolivarian gov-

ernment of Chavez and other left-

wing Latin American governments.

This past summer, the democrati-

cally elected Honduran government

was overthrown in a coup d'etat that

the United States inactively watched

and Canada actively helped by op-

posing proposed sanctions on the

illegal government. Then there was
the agreement between the United

States and the Colombian govern-

ment allowing the former to estab-

lish military bases in Colombia. The
country's military budget has in-

creased from 2.5 to a staggering five

per cent of the gross domestic prod-

uct, making Colombia's military

budget the third-largest in the world

(after Israel and Burundi) when
measured as a percentage of GDP.

The prominence of Colombia and its

right-wing government increases as

it becomes America's most impor-

tant ally in the region. The United

States will surely use Colombia to

destabilize left-wing revolutionary

governments not only in Venezuela

but also in Bolivia, Ecuador (which

didn't renew a similar contract to

Colombia's for a U.S. base in Manta),

El Salvador, and so on. The United

States has a bloody history of ac-

tive intervention in Latin America,

including everything from aiding

Hugo Chavez was elected President of Venezuela in 1998.

opposition parties to launching

military attacks, a fact that makes a

lot of Latin Americans worry about

what will happen to their elected

leftist governments.

Chavez's steady move to the left

has always successfully reflected

the mood of the masses, but he can't

count on the eternal support of his

people. Tough economic realities

during this crisis mean Venezuelans

will become unhappier with their

standard of living and more restless

with his government. Couple this

with a large bureaucracy that with

its typical mismanagement makes
deficiencies worse, and it seems ob-

vious the president will be unable

go forward. The foundations of the

economy, namely private ownership

of the means of production, will be

fought over in the months to come.

This will lead to a harsh struggle

within the PSUV and the whole of

Venezuela. The result of this strug-

gle will decide the future of Venezu-

ela and the whole region. Socialism

is on its last legs.
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Explain my

BRAIN
WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

At disadvantage,
speaking with your
second language?

Ever wondered why some people

speak with an accent in their second
language, and others don't? Or why cer-

tain concepts just don't seem to translate

well into other languages?

These questions are the foundation of

new research in bilingualism, a branch of

cognitive and neuropsychology. The field

covers everything from accents to per-

sonality, and how these elements vary
across a bilingual's languages. Well over

half the world's population speaks more
than one language, so it's no wonder sci-

entists are inquiring into how bilingual-

ism affects the brain and its development.

Research shows that bilingual people

process their first language differently

from their second, and that different

brain regions are more predominant in

the use of each language.

In order to classify these differences,

scientists measure a number of language

characteristics in bilinguals, including

proficiency, vocabulary, and accent. One
of the most important factors affecting

these characteristics is the age when
a subject begins to learn a second lan-

guage. Age determines the level of pro-

ficiency a speaker will eventually reach,

and whether he or she will speak with an
accent. Studies show that if you learn a

new language after the age of 14, you will

always speak with an accent, and with

less proficiency than a native speaker.

Prof. Ellen Bialystok at York Univer-

sity is recognized internationally for her

research in bilingualism and its impact

on cognitive development. Her findings

suggest that on average, while bilingual

children command a smaller vocabulary

than monolingual children, they demon-
strate enhanced "executive" functions.

This means that bilingual children are

better at task-switching, as well as certain

problem-solving tasks.

Bilingual adults have been found to

perform worse than monolinguals on
word-remembering tasks. However,

bilinguals are less prone to dementia

later in life, since the knowledge of mul-

tiple languages is thought to contribute

to an individual's protection—called

"cognitive reserve"—against neurode-

generative diseases.

Another central branch of bilingualism

research involves the study of language

disorders as they relate to bilingual speak-

ers. Aphasia is a disorder that results in

the impairment of language comprehen-

sion or production. It usually results from

brain damage following stroke or brain

injury. In bilinguals, the symptoms and
severity of aphasia can vary across the

speaker's two languages, and the rate of

recovery can be faster in one language,

regardless of proficiency.

Bilingualism research even extends to

studies of personality and self-concept.

One theory that is currently gaining mo-
mentum suggests that when individuals

are assimilated into a new culture while

learning a new language, these two pro-

cesses become linked together so that

the individual feels like a "different per-

son" in each language.

With over 35 per cent of Canadians

speaking more than one language, the

study of bilingualism is a significant area

of research in Canada. U of T is making

its contribution to the field with a number
of researchers from different disciplines

Involved in the study of bilingualism.

ROM's meteorite collection

is lieavens on earth

The Tagish Lake meteorite (above) is called the "jewel in the crown" of the ROM's meteorite collection. Fragments of this space rock were found

frozen below northern B.C. and the Yukon. The rare meteorite collection is part of the Earth's Treasures exhibit which opened December 2008.

CHARLOTTE TOMBS
Varsity Staff

When you walk into the rocks and minerals sec-

tion of the ROM, you probably wouldn't look

twice at the dull grey, brown and black rocks

on display on the far left wall—there are just

so many beautiful, colourful rocks to see. But

don't be fooled by their bland appearance; these

rocks are probably some of the most interesting

to study and are a part of the ROM's expansive

and diverse meteorite collection.

The ROM houses the rarest meteorites in

the world, including the Tagish Lake meteor-

ite (the most well-preserved meteorite ever

found), a Martian meteorite (a piece of Mars)

and a lunar meteorite.

"They're really growing their collection and I'd

say that they have one of the best in the world

—

definitely in the top 10—[and it's] probably the

best place in Canada to study meteorites," says U
of T PhD candidate Katrina van Drongelen.

A meteorite's chemical composition pre-

serves information about the creation and
evolution of the solar system, some 4.6 billion

years ago. The three main types of meteor-

ite—iron, stony-iron, and stony—are made of

iron-nickel metal, iron-nickel metal and sili-

cate, and silicate minerals respectively.

Van Drongelen has been working closely with

the ROM's collection since she started her Mas-

ter's degree in Geology a year ago and will con-

tinue to work with the collection for her PhD.

For her Master's research, van Drongelen

studied an ordinary chondrite—a stony mete-

orite that has been well-preserved for billions

of years. The meteorite was thought to be from

a meteorite fall that occurred in North-West Af-

rica. After observing the chrondite using micro-

scopes and various measurement techniques,

she determined that the ordinary chondrite was
not from that particular strewn field (a meteorite

fall in which many pieces break off a single aster-

oid and fall to the ground).

"Initially, I just looked at it. Then, 1 took a slice

off it with a wire saw," van Drongelen explains. "I

got some thin sections made for the microscope

[slides]. 1 use a petrographic microscope, a mi-

croscope with different filters and lenses. That

helped me classify it by looking at the amount
of metal, for example, because eucrites [the gen-

eral term for a stony meteorite] often contain a

mixture of metal and iron. This one had about

five per cent nickel-iron metal, about five per

cent sulphite [pyrite] and a lot of silicate mate-

rial [granite]. Looking at the different textures

and components under the microscope helped

me determine that it was an ordinary chondrite."

Van Drongelen divides her time between
the ROM's petrographic microscope and
the electron microscope at U of T, carrying

samples of the meteorite with her back to U
of T. For her doctoral thesis, van Drongelen is

studying a completely different meteorite

—

essentially, the polar opposite of the one she

observed for her graduate degree. The new
meteorite is an A-chondrite, which unlike the

ordinary chondrite, does not contain any ear-

ly solar system material.

This rock resembles lava in that the heavier

material has sunk toward the center while the

lighter material it contained rose to the surface

causing layering to occur. The A-chrondrite has

metamorphosed over time, unlike the ordinary

chrondite, which was extremely well-preserved.

The major differences between the two
meteorites demonstrate the breadth of the

ROM's collection.

Van Drongelen considers herself very lucky

to be working with this remarkable collection.

While completing her Bachelor's degree at

the University of Manitoba, she received only

a 30-gram sample, which is the typical size a

student gets to work with. However, thanks to

the ROM, van Drongelen was able to work with

considerably larger samples; for her Master's

she worked with a 7.5-kilogram sample, and for

her PhD she is working with a sample that is

over 18 kilograms.

"[Working] with a small sample isn't really ac-

curate—you don't get the whole picture. Trying

to figure out what the whole meteorite is and
then trying to extrapolate it to maybe an aster-

oid with a 30-gram sample is a big reach. The
composition [and nomenclature] would have
been slightly different if 1 hadn't looked at it as

a whole, just because it was so heterogeneous."

Meteorite collector and enthusiast David Greg-

ory has managed to obtain some of the rarest

meteorites, which he generously donated to the

ROM. David's passion for meteorites started at

the ROM, where he was first introduced to them.
He's been giving back to the collection in hope
that others can obtain the same enjoyment he
does out of them. "Almost every time he visits

the ROM he comes with his briefcase and pours
more meteorites out," explains van Drongelen.

"If I was at another university, I would have
one sample or a piece of a sample on loan from
another collection and I wouldn't be able to com-
pare it to other materials. I wouldn't have the
opportunity to have easy access to a huge col-

lection, so I wouldn't be able to just walk up to

a drawer, pick up two meteorites and hold them
side by side to compare them. That's the amaz-
ing opportunity I get at the ROM that I wouldn't
get anywhere else in Canada."
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U of T leads research into growing in vitro blood stem cells

^ OMAR SAEED

Intracellular communication is essen-

tial to normal, healthy function in the

human body. Cellular processes such

as self-renewal and apoptosis require

tight regulation, and cancer and au-

toimmune diseases, among others,

result when the body's regulatory

communicative mechanisms fail.

Hematopoiesis, the process of ma-

ture blood cell development from he-

matopoietic stem cells, occurs daily

in healthy individuals and specific

genes direct the stem cell's matura-

tion into the different types of blood

cells. In patients with life-threatening

diseases and blood cancers, however,

blood stem cell development is im-

paired. It becomes critical that these

patients undergo a transplant proce-

dure, since these cells are perpetually

in short supply.

Peter Zandstra, Canada Research

chair in Stem Cell Bioengineering and

professor at the University of Toronto,

is currently leading an investigation

into the factors that influence blood

stem cell proliferation. His research

may lead to the discovery of a reliable

method for increasing the blood's

stem cell yield in vitro.

Daniel Kirouac, a PhD student in

the Institute for Biomaterials and Bio-

medical Engineering at U of T and one

of the researchers under Zandsra's

supervision, has taken a novel ap-

proach to studying cell-to-cell com-

munication during hematopoiesis.

Zandsra's team created mathematics-

based computer models that allow re-

searchers to predict cellular activity,

define parameters in the cell, such as

probability of self-renewal and cycle

rates, and stimulate intracellular in-

teraction via feedback regulation.

In an interview with The Varsity,

Zandstra commented on the particu-

lar importance and uniqueness of the

project's approach. He points out how
the research "occurs at the interface

of two fields, combining an engineer-

ing approach—computational mod-
elling—with a biological approach

focused in cell biology and medicine."

Zandstra believes that such projects,

where two seemingly distinct fields of

study are merged, can yield power-

ful conclusions that will continue to

emerge in the coming years.

Zandstra explains that "one of

the main roles of stem cells is to

produce functional progeny." Blood

stem cells produce all of the mature

blood cell types of the body, such

as the oxygen-carrying red blood

cells, and the white blood cells of

the immune system.

Kirouac and Zandstra have found

that extracellular factors are key to

the growth and proliferation of stem

cells, and that progeny cells exert

negative and positive feedback on
the stem cells to control their growth

rates. The mature blood cells seem
to communicate with each other and
with blood stem cells in order to con-

trol the number of stem cells and the

number and types of mature blood

cells produced. This communica-

tion occurs via molecules secreted

by the cells that affect a response in

surrounding cells. Sometimes this ef-

fect is to enhance growth in the target

cells, while at other times the effect is

to disrupt or inhibit growth.

Through further study it may be-

come possible to identify and pro-

mote factors that stimulate blood

stem cell growth, while simultane-

ously removing factors that inhibit

growth. This would mean that blood

stem cells grown in vitro could gen-

erate enough blood and stem cells to

meet the demands of blood disease

and cancer patients.

The findings from this study are

based on predictions generated by
a mathematical computer model de-

signed by Kirouac. The results have
been confirmed through practical

experimentation on blood stem cells

cultured from a human umbilical

cord. Cultured cells were subjected

to varying conditions and the effects

on cell population in these experi-

ments were compared with the ef-

fects predicted by the mathematical

computer model. Their model was
able to predict and even influence

blood cell behaviour to encour-

age cell "growth talk" and inhibit

"cell reduction" talk. This proves

the powerful predictive capability

of the computer model and will al-

low for different hypotheses to be

developed in the future without the

six-month wait normally required for

blood stem cell assays.

The medical advances in Kirouac

and Zandstra's research will be es-

sential to one day growing stem
cells to meet medical needs. Kirouac

says they will continue to develop

and test new hypotheses from the

mathematical model they have con-

structed in order to understand the

molecules that allow cells to commu-
nicate with one another.
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Polaris Predictions

Now in its fourth year, the Polaris IVIusic Prize awards $50,000 for the best new full-length Canadian album

based on the hyper-subjective criterion of 'artistic merit.' This year's 'CanCon-test' champ will be revealed on

September 21, but The Varsity's jury has already picked its winners

Who Will Win

FUCKED UP- THE CHEMISTRY OF COMMON LIFE
In these trying political and economic times, Toronto's own Fucked Up
unleashed pulsating anthems with choruses so prolific you can almost

hear every Canadian heart beating as one.—WYNDHAM BETTEN-
COURT-MCCARTHY

CHAD VANGAALEN-SOFT AIRPLANE
If the Polaris Prize worked as a mathematical sequence, the logical

conclusion to Final Fantasy, Patrick Watson, and Caribou would clearly

be Chad VanGaalen. Soft melodies, lush instrumentation, and relaxed

ambience seem to form the common denominator that has appealed to

Polaris juries past and present.—SHOSHANA WASSER

CHAD VANGAALEN-SOFT AIRPLANE
Watson's out, for already having won in 2007. Ditto Plaskett and Metric,

for "good but not great" showings, so I'm thinking VanGaalen's gonna
take home the honours. All the elements are in place: CVG's rising pro-

file, a refining of the signature sound of his first two albums, even a bit of

experimentation with the Atari-blips beat of "Phantom Anthills." It's far

from my favourite album of the bunch, but the erstwhile busker could

probably use the loot the prize carries.—^JOE HOWELL

Who Should Win

CHAD WANGAALEN-SOFT AIRPLANE
Like a lost member of Animal Collective trying to survive a Calgary win-

ter, VanGaalen dove into his mind, body, and soul and emerged with a

spectrum of sounds that managed to burn—like a city of electric light

—

just a little brighter than all the rest.—WBM

CHAD VANGAALEU-SOFT AIRPLANE
This year, it really feels like the best man will win. VanGaalen's mon-
etary concerns aside. Soft Airplane feels like the most well-intentioned

album on the short list, from the evocative strumming of the opener

"Willow" through to the distorted static of closing track "Frozen Ener-

gon."—SW

HEY ROSETTAI-/A/TO YOUR LUNGS (AND AROUND IN

YOUR HEART AND ON THROUGH YOUR BLOOD)
This album's songwriting and instrumentation live up to its rococo

album title. Singer Tim Baker sometimes sounds like he should be front-

ing Nickelback or Coldplay, and Newfoundlanders apparently hate this

band for the same reason Canadians don't like Celine Dion—yet this is a

majestic, sweeping album worthy of the prize. Opener "New Goodbye"
both sets up the record perfectly and is probably the single best song to

come from Canada in 2008.—JH
J

Who Should Have Been Nominated

$}00-FOREST OF TEARS
This year belonged to Simone Schmidt, a streetwise Gillian Welch whose
disenchanted musings on "No Great Leap" gave a voice to the fear and

confusion lurking behind every twenty-something hip kid's smirk.—WBM

CHARLES SPEARIN-THE HAPPINESS PROJECT
Easily the most innovative album to appear on this year's long list, Spea-

rin matches speech patterns to music in a way that lends tremendous re-

spect to his subjects. Plus, until 1 heard this record, 1 could only speculate

about the innermost thoughts of my Annex neighbours.—SW

HANDSOME FURS-FACE CONTROL
Handsome Furs' Face Control should totally still be in the running. Wood-
pigeon's Treasury Library Canada is a gorgeous piece of music, and the

fact it's not in contention highlights the problem with democracy. Tim-

ber-Timbre's album was pretty great. And Land of Talk should have been

shortlisted, but it's their fault for not keeping up the quality of their ear-

lier EP.—JH

Who Shouldn't Have Been Nominated

JOEL PLASKETT- THREE
They say bad things come in threes, and this East Coast singer-songwrit-

er's latest opus is no exception. The bland harmonies and cringe-worthy

lyrics ought to send him back to the coffee house circuit where he be-

longs.—WBM

JOEL PLASKETT- THREE
Emily Haines is my secret heart, so I can't say Metric. With so many stron-

ger artists out there, I'm not sure what Watson is doing back on the list.

And while I wouldn't be upset if Plaskett took 'er down. Three is no Ash-

tray Rock (Plaskett's best album, which lost in '07 to Watson's dark horse.

Close to Paradise).—JH

fAETR\C-FANTASIES
It's a shame that the Polaris Prize didn't exist back in 2003 when Old World

Underground, Where Are You Now? revealed Emily Haines as one of the

rawest, most passionate voices in Canadian music. But Fantasies lacks

the energy of Metric's earlier work, and the nomination has the air of a

Lifetime Achievement Award for the band.—SW

Theatre Review: The Stockjobbers

The Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama shows what happens when an economic bubble literally bursts

EMMA SARCONI

This fall, the University of Toronto

Graduate Centre for the Study of Dra-

ma has, like most people, turned its

focus toward the current economic

crisis plaguing the world market.

The program's reading series, en-

titled "Fighting Words: Pugnacious

Plays for Tough Times," centers on

the money woes of the world past

and present.

The first play in the series, Wil-

liam Chetwood's The Stock Jobbers,

takes place in 18th-century England

right before the crash of the South

Sea Company stock. The ensuing

debacle, dubbed "the popping of the

South Sea Bubble," left many in finan-

cial ruin. The story is one we know
well; circulating rumours of a possi-

ble (and very profitable) foreign trade

agreement causes the value of South

Sea stock to rise. People bought low

and sold high, putting their entire for-

tunes into stocks. The rest is history:

stock fell, people lost everything, and

economic crisis ensued.

The period of despair and de-

struction depicted in The Stock Job-

bers, however, was preceded imme-

diately by one of prosperity. Thus,

the play revolves around Heriot, a

young woman with a massive for-

tune of 20,000 pounds. Her uncle

wishes to marry her to his friend

Moneywife in the hopes of profiting

from the arrangement. Heriot disap-

proves of this plan, not wishing to

be "made a property."

Because this was a reading and

not a full-on production, there were

no costumes, sets, nor blocking,

and only a single lighting cue. The
actors rose when it was their scene

and stood behind podiums, script

in hand, to read their lines. Before

the production, the cast had read

the play together only one and a half

times.

Despite the informality and lack

of rehearsal time, the acting was
excellent. Without visual aids such

as costumes and make-up, it was
difficult to differentiate between
some of the characters. William

Chetwood is known for recycling

material in his plays, and at points

two characters would be so similar

that I wasn't sure whether an actor

was playing a new part or one from

a previous scene.

Some characters, however, were
very distinctive. The Italian Broker

was hilariously over-the-top in his

short scenes, while Uncle Wealthy

was quick on his feet, excellently

developing his character's greed
and desire in such a short time.

Although informal and experimen-
tal, the reading was entirely pro-

fessional.

"Fighting Words: Pugnacious
Play for Tough Times" may not be a
typical theatre-going experience,

but it's fun all the same. With all

the worrying about the economy,
it's refreshing to finally be able to

laugh about it. Reflecting back on
past times, one message in The
Stock Jobbers rings clear: this has
happened before, and this too
shall pass.
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TIFF Update: The Informant!

Soderbergh aims for a comic angle, but the resulting mood is strangely sociopathic

WILL SLOAN
Associate A&E Editor

Even within the context of a bouncy
studio comedy, there's something
faintly unnerving about Matt Da-

mon's performance in Steven So-

derbergh's The Informant! He stars

as Marie Whitacre, an up-and-comer

at Archer Daniels Midland (ADM)
who works as a covert informant

for the CIA about the company's
price-fixing plans. He is slightly

overweight, wide-eyed and cheer-

ful—almost aggressively so—and
with a moustache better suited to a

used-car salesman or '70s porn star

than a corporate executive. More
importantly, his nonsensical inner

thoughts occasionally punctuate

the film's soundtrack like an apa-

thetic Greek chorus. During high-

stakes moments when a normal

man in his position might be in deep
stress, his thoughts are cheerful, ir-

relevant asides about ants, food,

and other unbelievably mundane
things.

As depicted in The Informant!,

Whitacre (who is a real, still-living

person) is the ultimate blank slate:

an empty vessel uncontaminated

by guilt, conscience, and self-con-

sciousness. It isn't surprising, then,

that it soon becomes clear that

during the two years he spent on

the CIA investigation, he was also

embezzling millions of dollars from

ADM—the exact amount is unclear,

but estimates rise sharply every

few scenes. Nothing in Damon's per-

formance indicates any apprehen-

sion that what Whitacre is doing

is wrong, and the way he launches

into a continuing series of elabo-

rate, unconvincing lies suggests a

man who wants to save his own skin

but doesn't care enough to come up
with a workable strategy.

This is one of those pleasant,

good-looking comedies that Steven

Soderbergh makes after a series of

heavy, difficult films (this time. The

Girlfriend Experience and C/ie). I'm

still not sure that Soderbergh is a

natural born comic filmmaker. Ele-

ments like the flowery Marvin Ham-
lisch score and some of the more
outsized comic moments suggest

he's a little too eager to remind the

audience that this is a comedy. He's

a bit like a wannabe Coen brother

and his films sometimes come
across as just a little too pleased

with themselves.

Still, it's funny, y'know? Damon
hits all the right notes, making his

character simultaneously opaque

and hollow, and strangely likeable

in an "aw, shucks" sort of way. The
supporting cast, including Joel

McHale, Tony Hale, Patton Oswalt,

and Scott Bakula, knows how to

play deadpan comedy. The screen-

play by Scott Z. Burns builds absur-

dities carefully, and Soderbergh

knows how to pace this kind of

screwball comedy.

Mark Whitacre lingers in my
mind. A currently popular notion

says that corporations, by their

capitalistic nature, are inherently

sociopathic constructs, pursu-

ing maximum profit while being

apathetic about everything else. If

The Informant! suggests anything

beneath the surface, maybe it's

the implication that Whitacre is

the corporate philosophy in hu-

man form.

Modern love

Toronto soul punks Modernboys Moderngirls feel like

a real team after the release of their debut album

EMILY KELLOGG
Associate A&E Editor

Cheerful September sunlight filters

into the moody gloom of Sneaky

Dee's on a Tuesday evening, linger-

ing on painted white skeletons and
half-empty pint glasses. The boys

of Modernboys Moderngirls are

crowded around a table next to the

bar. An unassuming threesome, the

guys are the sort who remind you of

your awkward little brother and his

friends—ready to laugh, and ready to

do something stupid, like shave your

mom's cat. But these guys are far

from amateur. On the verge of their

first tour and the realization that they

want to turn music into a lifestyle and

a profession, the pressure has never

been more intense.

"So 1 uh, killed a man once," quips

lead singer and guitarist Akira Ale-

many, nervously. "Wait, did you get

that on tape?"

Alemany is a compact and articu-

late twenty-something, who is as

likely to make a sweeping statement

about the nature of art as he is to

make a joke about breaking bassist

Juan Carlos Rivas's musical hymen.

Alemany orders a pint, and drum-

mer/back-up vocalist Brett Milluss

follows suit. Rivas pauses for a mo-

ment in a jagged awkward silence,

and pointedly orders a pitcher for

himself. Alemany and Milluss share a

look across the table, before bursting

into a chorus of boyish cackles.

For a band that only came together

as a threesome in April, and played

together for the first time in May, the

guys have the comfortable rapport of

childhood friends.

"The band actually formed around

three years ago," Brett explains.

"Akira and I were playing in a female-

fronted band
—

"

"Female in the front, some man-

parts in the back," Akira interjects.

"And eventually it turned into

something that me and him were
working on as a project," Brett contin-

ues, without missing a beat. "We had

a few people coming in and out, but

for the last little while it's been me,

Akira, and Juan working as a three-

piece, and it's probably the best it's

ever been."

The guys turn to Juan, who looks

a little blindsided by the idea that he

has to speak, and nurses his pitcher

for a few moments. With a flourish of

stoic bravado he comments, "I guess

1 just started to play with them and it

worked. It came naturally."

Juan's comments are starkly short,

and he carries himself with the grave

composure of a high school librar-

ian. He deadpans his way through

Brett and Akira's back-and-forth, and
it's hard to tell whether he's making

a cryptic joke or reciting one of the

found fragments of a pre-Socratic

philosopher.

Despite relecising their first album,

/Might as Well Break It, and preparing

for their first tour through Ontario,

New York, and Quebec, the guys

seem surprisingly carefree. But it's

pretty clear that when it comes to

their sound, the boys mean business,

listing influences from Otis Redding

to Guns N' Roses and Wilco.

"We're all big music geeks," Brett

explains, "but our common ground is

soul, funk, and metal."

"Garage soul is what we're calling

it," Akira adds. "1 mean, soul is one

big amalgamation in itself."

"Because all music really comes
from one place—it comes from life.

We're all filters, and that's what de-

fines our sound," Brett concludes.

"We're kind of like a cat with a little

ball," Akira explains. "Sometimes we
speed things up, sometimes we slow

it down. We're not too precious about

the process. And most importantly,

we know when to drop things. We ac-

tually play a lot with speed in the new
album—1 think of it as a thematic nar-

rative or a 30-minute car crash. It's all

about people, relationships, and the

things that can be destroyed in a mo-
ment. It's speed, it's desperation, it's

time running out
—

"

"^It's like a punch in the face,"

Juan offers, before staring back into

his empty glass.

"We tried to put together some
dates last fall, but this is the first time

we're heading out for an extended pe-

riod of time," Akira explains. "It was
a pretty common misconception that

we had released the album last year,

but it was mainly so that we would
have something for the merchandise
tables at Edgefest. It was our Sun-

dance. But now we've cleaned things

up and we're doing it for real."

The three agree that their best

show to date was at the Horseshoe

Tavern this summer.

"We really came together and

kicked ass. People were going crazy.

That's the best kind of live show,"

Brett says.

"It's like an exorcism," Juan adds,

smirking slightly at the corner of his

mouth. "It should be intensive, pain-

ful."

"Art is really about intention," Aki-

ra says. "We play without a set list,

because a live show is 50 per cent

audience and 50 per cent our vibe on

stage."

Modernboys Moderngirls are now
facing the crossroads of either falling

apart or breaking into a new level of

professionalism.

"We're beginning to realize that

this is what we want to do, full time,

and it's all about making sure that we

have the best team to make it there,"

Brett explains.

"We're already sitting on a second

record," says Akira. "Right now we're

fighting for the ability to record and

to keep doing what we want to be do-

ing. It's a struggle. There's always the

pressure of money running out, and

that creates a kind of urgency to our

work."

"I think that's why people always

say 'I like their early stuff.' Because

that urgency drives you," adds Brett.

"But so far, I think we keep each other

sharp. It's important to keep working

off of each other, because that's what

makes you tight."

Modernboys Moderngirls play their CD
release party with Clothes Make the

Man and Burn Planetarium at Sneaky

Dee's on September 18.
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"Erotic thriller" are the two words
that have been associated most
frequently with Toronto filmmaker

Atom Egoyan's movie Chloe since it

wrapped up filming last spring. At

Sunday night's world premiere

—

attended by Egoyan, Amanda
Seyfried, and Julianne Moore

—

audiences were indeed given a sus-

penseful and sexy ride through the

lives of a well-to-do Toronto couple.

Julianne Moore and Liam Neeson
play a gynecologist and professor

whose relationship becomes en-

tangled because of a high-end sex

worker (Seyfried). Moore's char-

acter becomes suspicious that her

husband is unfaithful, and hires

Seyfried to test her husband's loy-

alty.

Chloe is based on the 2003 French

film Nathalie, which Egoyan saw
premiere at TIFF, but it detours far

from the plot of its French inspira-

tion. Neeson is a close match to

the chiselled, hollow face, brown
hair, and large body of Gerard De-

pardieu—star in the original—and
the titular Nathalie also shares sim-

ilar features with Seyfried. Egoyan's

main departure from Nathalie is

the couple's age—Moore's timeless

look and energy give Chloe a sleeker

plot than Nathalie.

The film is Egoyan's first time

not writing his own screenplay.

That honour went to Erin Cressida

Wilson, who is known for other

explicitly sexualized films such as

Secretary. Egoyan has explained in

interviews that Chloe is much more
purposely straightforward and has

more of a potential for mainstream
success than most of his films.

But by focusing on a rich couple

who live in a glass house—and
whose relationship is almost shat-

tering, or at least transparently vul-

nerable

—

Chloe's symbolism feels

downright cliched. In fact, many
elements of the story are recogniz-

able to the point of being unorigi-

nal.

This different direction for Egyo-

an does not make Chloe an inher-

ently bad film. All three lead actors

are quite talented, as is Max Thier-

iot, who plays the couple's son.

Apart from the Hayden Christensen

box office flop Jumper, Thieriot has

acted in only kid-oriented films, and
Chloe may well be the breakout role

he needs to be taken seriously.

Although Chloe's plot seems
far-fetched at times, it remains re-

latable for the emotional depth

its characters offer the audience.

Moore's performance is fragile yet

strong and possesses a surprising

lack of judgment while still holding

her own ground.

Seyfried also impresses, particu-

larly given the contrast with her

ditzy role as one of Rachel McAd-
ams' mindless followers in Mean
Girls. As the title role, Seyfried is

mysterious and alluring, but also

quite terrifying.

The actor whose presence was
sorely missed at the gala premiere

was the Liam Neeson, although he

wasn't expected to attend. It was
during the filming of Chloe that

his wife, Natasha Richardson, died

tragically in a skiing accident, and
his heightened emotions can be felt

in parts of the film.

The movie has been talked up for

its ability to showcase Toronto's

neighbourhoods and Egoyan's Yor-

kville includes shots of the Royal

TIFF Update: Chloe

Egoyan's latest an alluring yet fragile Toronto portrait

Conservatory of Music, Philoso-

pher's Walk, and the ROM. There is

even a scene filmed in Convocation
Hall (which is supposed to be a lec-

ture hall in New York).

Along with the familiar land-

scapes, the cinematography is defi-

nitely the stand-out feature of the

film: close-up shots allow the stars

to shine in what otherwise feels

like recycled plot. Even beyond the

inevitable similarities to Nathalie,

Chloe's plot points, including the

susceptible middle-aged woman
who has lost confidence in her sex-

uality, feel far too common.
But if one focuses on only the in-

credible performances from power-

houses Moore and Neeson, as well

as the further promise shown by
Seyfried, it's surely enough to rec-

ommend the movie.

Close-up shots allow the stars to

shine in what otherwise feels like

recycled plot.
Julianne Moore (left) and Amanda Seyfried.
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less global impact
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Lacrosse season preview

After a difficult '08 season, men's lacrosse hopeful for this year

GEORGE LIANG

The Varsity Blues men's lacrosse team
will begin its 2009 campaign in the Ca-

nadian University Field Lacrosse Asso-

ciation on Sept. 19, in Ottawa against

the Carleton Ravens. The team looks

to start afresh after finishing the '08

season with a 1-9 record.

"It was not very pretty," said co-head

coach Todd Wilfong, who has been

with the team for four years. "There

were several close games that 1 felt we
could have won. But mental mistakes

at key moments cost us the game."

CUFLA consists of East and West di-

visions, with U of T taking on McGill,

Trent, Carleton, Queen's, and Bishop's

in the East. The top four teams in each

league qualify for the playoffs, and the

eventual division champions battle

out in the annual Baggataway Cup in

the second week of November
"We had a great team on paper,

but sometimes the best players tend

to hang on the balls and the defence

key on them," said Wilfong. "At times,

the coaches are not on the same page.

We took too many penalties last sea-

son and have to play catch-up a lot.

We also turn over the ball far too of-

ten, leaving our defence playing two

to three minutes at times. This year

we are focusing on the fundcunentals:

short passes, keeping possession, and

being more disciplined."

The 2009 season may well be a

transition year for the Varsity Blues.

The team lost a number of key play-

ers from last year's team, including

goalie Angus Dineley, long poles An-

thio Yuen and Kiel Nizich, middies

Beau Bassett and Ian Parrag, and at-

tackman Scott Lemke.

This year, however, the Blues are

welcoming exciting new faces. Joe

Nizich will start his first season as the

team's manager Two new coaches

also joined the squad. Casper Jones,

who shzu'es coaching responsibilities

with Wilfong, has extensive interna-

tional field lacrosse experience, having

coached both junior and senior field

lacrosse teams. Jones also coaches

field and box in the Toronto Beaches

organization. Chris Cote, the assistant

coach, will look after defence and goal-

ies. Cote himself is a goalie for Burl-

ington Lakers Senior Men's Lacrosse

Team. There are many new faces in

the team, most notably freshman mid-

die Marc-Anthony Koukoulas. Koukou-

las attended Walpole High School near

Boston, which won the Division 11 State

Championship this past spring.

"This year, we've got new coaches

and new players. The message this

year is to just keep it simple and ex-

ecute the game plan. The first goal

is to have more than one win," said

Wilfong. "The second is to keep the

games close."

The veterans are looking to ex-

ecute Coach Wilfong's plans, improv-

ing upon last season. Third-year

goalie Joncarlo Bairos, who split du-

ties last season with Angus Dineley,

will likely see much more playing

time. Attackman Will Dunlop and

middle Mikael Chullen are looking

to contribute offensively and to pro-

vide leadership along with third-year

players Andrew Kerr, Kevin Sloan,

Mike Ayotte, Jordan Nizich, James
Forbes, and Andrei Bruno.

When discussing the lack of enthu-

siasm from the school, Coach Wilfong

did admit that it would have been nice

to have a large tryout to pick out the

best talent, but he quickly pointed out

that all three coaches like the small

bench. "Everyone gets the ball, every-

one plays, everyone develops."

The Blues will be in familiar terri-

tory come this Saturday. The Carleton

Ravens handed them a heartbreaking

7-6 loss in the '08 regular season finale.

This time, the Blues are hoping for bet-

ter results. As the coach pointed out,

the team has committed players and

coaches, and a plan to keep it simple

and just play the game. The Blues

also has committed fans, who will be

cheering them on as they march to-

wards Baggataway.

AWAY
Sept. 19 at 1 p.m.

vs Carleton Ravens On Sept. 13 the Varsity Blues lacrosse team took on alumni in a pre-season match at U of T's Back Campus.

Weel(end warriors

Blues baseball takes two out of three over Waterloo, Guelph

KEVIN DRAPER
Associate Sports Editor

Varsity Blues men's baseball com-
pleted a successful weekend with a

3-1 victory over Guelph on Sunday,

assuring themselves of a winning

record over Saturday and Sunday as

they took two of three games they

played.

The Blues split a doubleheader

against Waterloo on Saturday, drop-

ping game one by a count of 7-4 be-

fore roaring back for a decisive 12-3

victory in the second game.

In the first game against Waterloo,

the bulk of the Blues' offense came
in a three-run sixth inning. But the

outburst was too little, too late, as

the Warriors had posted three runs

of their own in the top half of the in-

ning to secure a large lead.

Offensively for the Blues, Josh

Jakymyk led the way with two hits,

while David Fallico recorded a re-

markable four stolen bases. Both

men also scored a run, while the

other two Blues runs came from

Aaron Caputo and Jeff Alfonsi.

Jake Gallo worked an inning of

scoreless relief for Toronto, while

Clint Jeon surrendered three runs in

his single frame of relief. Ryan Don-

nelly started, going five innings over

which he gave up four runs.

Game two began in an eerily simi-

lar fashion, with Waterloo holding

down a 2-0 lead through three com-
plete innings. But the floodgates

opened quickly and unrelentingly

as the Blues posted three, five, and
four runs in the fourth, fifth, and
sixth innings respectively. Waterloo

could not muster any further of-

fense, resulting in the 12-3 romp.

Jakymyk again led the way for

the Blues' bats, notching three hits

and three RBl's. Joining him in game
two's three-hit club was Pat Jans-

sen, who also scored three times.

Chris Dahiroc posted two hits and
also scored twice. Tyler Wilson was

a statistical oddity, scoring three

times despite recording only one

official at-bat (he stroked a hit as a

result). He reached base three times

from walks.

Mike Fortuna pitched until there

were two outs in the sixth inning,

scattering three runs across five

and two thirds innings pitched. Wil-

son recorded a single out, good for

SEE 'BASEBALL' -PG 15
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A Giant future

Pitching phenom Bumgarner is tine next big thing for San Francisco

SILVIO SANSANO

Back spasms scratched Giants ace

Tim Lincecum from his start ver-

sus the San Diego Padres on Sept.

8, forcing San Francisco to call up
its best pitching prospect, 20-year-

old left-hander Madison Bumgarner,

from Double A Connecticut. The San
Francisco Giants drafted Bumgar-
ner 10th overall in the 2007 First-

Year Player Draft, the same draft

slot they selected Lincecum back in

2006.

Bumgarner was solid in his Major

League debut, leaving after 5.1 in-

'BASEBALL' - CONTINUED FROM P6 14

a third of an inning of work. Aaron
Caputo blanked Waterloo over one
inning.

The Blues clinched a winning

weekend on Sunday with their 3-1

win over Guelph, recording a single

run in each of the second, third,

and fourth innings. Fallico, Gallo,

and Jeremy Hopkins all crossed the

plate for Toronto. Greg Katayama
turned in an outstanding start, al-

lowing a lone run over seven and a

third innings.

After falling to the Brock Bad-

gers 3-2 on Sept. 15, Wilson told

The Varsity that despite the teani's

2-5 record, he remains confident in

their chances for the year. "We've

got a great group of guys," said

Wilson at their home field on the

Scarborough campus. "This team
has the best chemistry I've seen.

Every year we seem to start slow,

but I know we'll come around and
finish strong. I know we'll be a play-

off team."

Wilson also cited the team's first-

year players as particularly strong,

and he expects the pitching staff to

prove to be deeper than in years past.

If what he says holds true, the playoffs

could well be in the Blues' future.

P
HOME
Sept. 19 at 1 p.m.

vs Laurier Golden Hawks

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
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nings with a 3-2 lead and a standing

ovation at AT&T Park. Bumgarner
allowed two earned runs on five hits

and one walk, struck out four, and
received a no decision, becoming
the youngest active player in the big

leagues. For all those baseball fans

out there, keep an eye on this kid.

Between two levels in the minors

this season, High Class A and Dou-

ble A, Bumgarner went 12-2, with a

1.85 ERA, appearing in 25 games (24

starts), totalling 131.1 innings with

90 strikeouts.

Bumgarner was ranked as the

third-best overall prospect in base-

ball heading into the 2009 season

according to Baseball Prospectus.

Last season, at low Class A Augusta,

Bumgarner was lights out, going 15-3,

recording a 1.46 ERA in 24 starts over

141.2 innings, and striking out 164 bat-

ters. "I'm running out of superlatives,"

Andy Skeels, the Augusta Green Jack-

ets manager, told MLB.com. "I've

never seen a player do the things he's

done. I've never seen a player grow

that fast and quickly. What he did was
staggering [...] That's an unstoppa-

ble force, when you have that kind

of talent and that kind of desire to

get better. I think he's going to be a

"What he did was
staggering. That's

an unstoppable

force."

very special player for a very long

time at the Major League level."

Bumgarner usually sits around
92-95 mph with his fastball, which
has good late life. His command and
control are above average, which is

hard to find in a young pitcher. His

slider and curveball have improved
greatly, while his changeup is still

a work in progress. Bumgarner has

an excellent work ethic and shows
tremendous mound presence, ac-

cording to scouts. It's difficult to

find a potential left-handed ace

with a great deal of talent such as

Bumgarner. The Giants have some-
thing special.

Scouts worry about Bumgarner's

low strikeout totals this season,

compared to 2008. His fastball's ve-

SEE 'GIANTS' -PG 16

growth opportunities career learning
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petroleum industry for nearly 130 years.
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September 22, 2009
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

M.U.C.K. IT UP!

www.muckfilmfestival.com. TO PEOPLE
WHO LOVE FILM. Volunteers needed.

M.U.C.K. Film Festival & Forum
(Movies of Un-Common Knowl-

edge), October 1st - 4th at The Royal.

Enlighten! Enrage! Engage! & Change!

Andrea@Stuartsamuelsproductions.com

ACCOMMODATIONS

GRADUATE STUDENT ARTIST'S

BEAUTIFUL HOME
Half price for help with cleaning and

cooking. 416-231-6360.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection. Major

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

TUTORING

FOR EXPERT PROOFREADING OF

GRADUATE THESES AND POST-

DOCTORAL RESEARCH PAPERS
Contact Patricia Bishop at (416) 922-2804

or by e-mail at mpbishop@rogers.com . As

an ESL specialist, Patricia welcomes work

from both native and non-native speakers

of English.

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25

for each additional word. Rates Include one

line of bold type for the ad header. No copy

changes after submission. Submit ads by

email, mail or phone. Ads must be submitted

at least four days prior to publication.

Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6. Call 416-946-7604

or email ads@thevarsity.ca.
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locity took a dip at the end of July,

dropping down to around 88-90

mph, which can be attributed to the

grind of a long season. Many young
pitchers fatigue when they reach

high numbers of innings late in the

season. Despite the dip in velocity,

Bumgarner managed to keep his

ERA below 2.00 for the entire sea-

son in the minors.

Looking ahead to 2010, Bumgar-
ner could make an impact next sea-

son. The Giants' rotation already

features the best one-two punch
with Tim Lincecum and Matt Cain,

alongside other starters like Jona-

than Sanchez and Barry Zito, and
should only get better with Bumgar-
ner in the mix. That is an intimidat-

ing rotation, probably the best in all

of baseball. Bumgarner will have a

chance to win a spot in the rotation

out of spring training, with Randy
Johnson and Brad Penny unlikely to

return. The Giants' main goal this

off-season will be to spend money
on adding an impact bat or two. If

Bumgarner makes the Opening Day

roster in 2010, he will be a favourite

to win the NL Rookie of the Year

Award.

For the remainder of this season

and possibly the playoffs, Bumgar-

ner will likely move to the bullpen.

The Giants will use him as a situ-

ational lefty or long man out of the

bullpen, similar to how Tampa Bay

used phenom David Price during

the playoffs last season.

Overall, Bumgarner could make
a difference for the Giants down
the stretch or in the playoffs this

October Bumgarner's future is as a

starter, and there is a good chance
he will show up in the big leagues

for good in 2010. He has all the tal-

ent and tools to become one of

the next best pitchers in baseball.

He has a bright future in the big

leagues, so keep your eyes open for

this phenom down by the bay.
Madison Bumgarner

ryday bsnkinQ

It's worth a talk.
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' Transaction includes: cheques, withdrawals, pre-authorized payments, bill payments (including CIBC Visa), and Interac Direa Payment purchases. Additional fee(s) apply to all withdrawals at bank machines not displaying

the CIBC name or logo; the student discount does not apply to this. Free transfers to other CIBC personal bank accounts, free basic record keeping and tree account balance inquiries through CIBC bank machines, CIBC

Online Banking or CIBC Telephone Banking are standard features of the CIBC Everyday Chequing Account and not a special student benefit.

' If you're applying for the CIBC Advantage*' for Students online, you must provide verification of enrolment in a full-time, post-secondary, qualifying program (college, university or CEGEP) at a branch within 60 days of

receiving your Welcome Package. ® Registered trademark of CIBC. "CIBC For what matters." and "It's worth a talk." are TMs of CIBC. 'Registered Trade-Mark of Interac Inc.; CIBC authorized user of the trade-mark.
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What's the 311?

New all-in-one system for city info and

services launches this week

COLE CARRUTHERS

Torontonians will soon be able to ac-

cess city info at all hours, when the

city's 311 service opens to the public

on Sept. 24. Callers will dial 311 for in-

formation and services, whether it's to

report that gaping pothole or a missed

garbage collection.

311 is meant to improve accessibil-

ity to non-emergency city services,

answering the majority of enquiries

on the first call. It replaces Access To-

ronto, which directed callers to vari-

ous departments. This system brings

together memy different computer

work-order systems to streamline ser-

vice delivery.

Callers can get a tracking number
for some service requests. The list of

trackable services is expected to grow
as the 311 operation expands.

"1 believe that residents and busi-

nesses are entitled to high-quality, ef-

ficient, and easily accessible services,"

said mayor David Miller "311 Toronto

ensures that every resident has di-

rect access to a city employee who

can help, 24 hours a day, seven days

a week."

Initially, residents can contact 311

by phone, email, or snail mail. In the

coming months, the 311 service will

expand on the web at toronto.ca/311,

and allow residents to make service

requests and track the status of their

requests online.

Fourth time is the charm for the ser-

vice: after Miller first raised the idea

in 2003, launch dates were set for July

and September 2008. The launch date

for this July was delayed because of

the city workers strike.

The city will use compiled data from

311 calls and service requests to plan,

forecast, and budget for improved ser-

vice delivery. The call centre at Metro

Hall on John Street is expected to field

7,000 calls per day, with 70 staffers at

pecik times and as few as five for over-

night shifts.

Staff are available to respond in

more than 180 lemguages, and there is

TTY service for the hearing impaired.

Staff were trained to learn 15,000 an-

swers to 13,800 possible questions.

The 311 call centre at Metro Hall on John Street has workstations for 100 staffers.

'We are working with the

building blocl(s of matter*

Electron beann tool is

star of U of T's new

nanotech lab

SAMYA KULLAB

"The heart of the Electron Beam
Nanolithography Facility is this beast

right here," said Aju Jugessur, pointing

to a machine that can define features

as small as ten nanometers—about

10,000 times smaller than the width

of a human hair The electron beam
lithography tool has pride of place

in the new nanotech research lab un-

veiled on Sept. 16. It is one of only two
E-beams of its kind in Canada.

Electron beam lithography is a

technique that "writes" custom-de-

signed patterns onto chips, sensors,

or other devices. The machine directs

a stream of electrons at a specially-

prepared material or coating. "Basi-

cally this is a printer, but a highly so-

phisticated one that uses electrons to

copy patterns," said Jugessur, a senior

research scientist for the Emerging

Communications Technology Insti-

tute.

"What makes the tool unique is a

combination of things. It can write a

SEE 'NANOTECH' -PG 4 U of T's electron beam nanolithographer is one of only two in the country.

Copyright law shouldn't restrict

research: Academics

Researchers' group tells gov't what to change in Copyright Act

__JAMYA KULLAB

The Canadian Federation for the

Humanities and Social Sciences has

released a proposal to reform the

current Copyright Act in the context

of digital technology in response

to government-sponsored national

consultations.

"The crux of our argument is that

we need a fair-dealing clause that is

as clear as possible," said Ryan Hill, a

spokesperson for CFHSS, which rep-

resents 75 universities and colleges.

Fair dealing is a set of possible ex-

ceptions to an existing copyright law

and is found in most common law ju-

risdictions.

The proposal recommends two
main revisions to Section 29 of the

Canadian Copyright Act. The first

calls for the use of phrases like

"such as" to make the current list

of fair dealing defenses suggestive

rather than exhaustive.

The second revision supports the

integration of the 2004 ruling of the

Supreme Court case Canadian Lim-

ited vs. Law Society of Upper Can-

ada. In what is considered a land-

mark case, the court unanimously

held that photocopying material

for researchers did not constitute

copyright infringement.

These changes would make the

Copyright Act similar to the one ex-

isting in the United States.

The proposal also calls for using

digital locks to block academic ma-
terial online only if locks are broken
for dubious purposes. Digital locks,

also known as Digital Rights Man-
agement, are software designed to

control how online media is used
and prevents unauthorized copy-
ing.

According to CFHSS, the use of

digital locks restricts free dealing

mechanisms that allow for some
unofficial use of copyrighted mate-
rial, such as independent study and
critique.

SEE 'COPYRIGHT' -P6
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BETTER RIBS
BETTER WINGS
BETTER PRICES
• Sunday Nite V2 Price Nachos
• Monday Nite V2 Price Wings

• Tuesday Nite V2 Price Pizzas

• Wednesday Nite V? Price Pastas

• Thursday Nite Fresli H/lussels

$4.25/lb Choice of2 delicious sauces

Weekend Bninch 11am-3pm

410 BLOOR ST. W.
(at Branswick)

416-927-7337

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hoai l^rogram

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicum

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

Wanted: Interns

for war crimes

court

Lawyer in Sierra Leone case urges students

to pursue international crinninal law

Students eagerly filed into the so-

larium room at the law faculty

last Thursday to hear from Sidney

Thompson, an associate legal of-

ficer in the Special Court for Sierra

Leone that is presently trying for-

mer Liberian president Charles Tay-

lor for war crimes.

Thompson is one of the five law-

yers in the Taylor case chamber
and who, among other duties, is in

charge of drafting legal documents
and ensuring just trial proceed-

ings. Although she could not talk

about confidential elements of the

trial, Thompson discussed previ-

ous SCSL cases, including those

dealing with rebel groups such
as the Revolutionary United Front

and the Armed Forces Revolution-

ary Council.

The Special Court was created

as a bilateral agreement between
Sierra Leone and the UN to try

war criminals for crimes against

humanity during the Sierra Leone
Civil War, which was fought from
1996 to 2002.

This July, the SCSL became the

first international court to sen-

tence militia leaders for using

child soldiers.

Thompson, described with nu-

ance some of the most brutal and

HAVE
DINNER

WITH

12

Delicious food & conversation

with alumni, faculty and other students

who won't be strangers by the end of the evening.

Come for dinner at an alumnus'house

& discover what a small world U ofT really is.

FOR MORE INFORMATION or to join the invitation list visit:

alumni.utoronto.ca/dinnerwith12

or search for Dinner with 12 Strangers on Facebook

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE

University of Toronto Alumni Association

UNIVERSITY OF

TORONTO

violent crimes she had ever come
across, refraining from giving grisly

details about her cases. Some ex-

perts estimate up to 100,000 people

died during the civil war, with thou-

sands more affected by acts of vio-

lence, including sexual violence.

Thompson emphasized the im-

portance of maintaining a connec-

tion between the Court and the

people of Sierra Leone. "The SCSL
was designed to remain in situ, and
facilitating access to the civilians is

the one of the main responsibilities

of the tribunal," she said.

"[They're] very dedicated,"

Thompson added, describing the

tribunal's outreach programs.

"[They're] managing radio talks,

one-on-one sessions, field trips

with local school groups and

having them walk through court

grounds so children as young as

nine or 10 can understand what's

going on and such."

Thompson spoke of international

criminal law as an expanding area

of practice, and encouraged stu-

dents to follow the ongoing Charles

Taylor case, which is being broad-

casted online.

She also urged pursuing an intern-

ship with the SCSL.

"We need you. There is so much
evidence, so much work that we
rely a lot on our interns," Thompson
said. She should know: she started

out as an intern in 2005.

For more information on the Special

Court ofSierra Leone, visit http://

www.sc-sl.org or contact Sidney

Thompson at thompsons@un.org.

How to help

students graduate

U of T middle of the pack on policy

generosity, researcher says

MEHREEN IMTIAZ

U of T is middle-of-the-road, accord-

ing to the author of a study released

last week on the generosity of Cana-

dian universities' course-withdraw-

al and tuition-refund policies.

When asked about U of T's tuition

refund policies compared to other

Canadian universities. Brock pro-

fessor Felice Martinello said, "U of

T was virtually right in the middle

in the schools I looked at. Howev-

er, you've got to bear in mind that

you've got different [refund poli-

cies] across different faculties. 1 con-

centrated only on Arts and Science."

"Tuition refunds are fairly com-
plicated schemes," he added.

"Generally speaking, however, re-

fund generosity did decrease over

the years."

Martinello's study shows that

students attending post-secondary

institutions with later course with-

drawal dates and more magnani-

mous tuition refund policies are

more likely to switch between pro-

grams or schools before second

year

In other words, schools that want
to increase persistence and degree

completion in students' first-year

programs—and keep them from

going elsewhere—should set early

withdrawal deadlines and offer

limited opportunities for tuition

refunds. But more relaxed policies

may ensure that more students

complete university.

These factors "allow students to

make adjustments to surprises and
shocks, while learning about PSE
[post-secondary education]," the

paper reads. The study was done as

part of the Measuring the Effective-

ness of Student Aid project.

VICTORIA COLLEGE
18^^ Annual BOOK SALE

2009 .

5 DAYS OFHEAVENFOR BIBLIOMANIACS!

Thousands ofgood books: used, new, old, rare

!

All subject areas... Amazingprices!

Thursday, September 24: 4 p.m. - 9 p.m.*

Friday, September 25: 10 a.m. — 8 p.m.

Saturday, September 26: 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Sunday, September 27: 11 a.m. — 6 p.m.

Monday, September 28: 10 a.m, - 8 p.m.

* (First night only —admission $3.00—students free with ID)

InALUMNI HALL & THE CHAPEL in OLD VIC
91 Charles Street West (at Museum Subway Exit)

For more information call 416-585-4585
vic.booksale@utoronto.ca

Proceeds to Victoria University Library

Students' year-to-year persis-

tence was also estimated to be high-

er in larger universities. "Despite

higher competition, students were
less likely to leave larger universi-

ties," Martinello said. "Even though
I adjusted the data for entering aver-

ages, you still get higher-quality stu-

dents, and hence more competitive

peers. Data showed that instead of

wilting, students improve the stan-

dards of their own work to meet
those of their peers."

Competitive peers can also be in-

timidating. "The fact that there are

so many more people who have a

lot more industry knowledge than

me is actually quite demotivating,

as I realize that even if 1 study twice

as hard, I will still only be average,"

said Ruba Ayyub, a second-year

specialist in finance and economics.

Another study, conducted by
professor Matthieu Chemin of

L'Universite du Quebec a Montreal,

investigated the effects of a student

assistance policy change in Quebec
in 2001-2002, which decreased the

student and parental contribution

requirements for student loans.

More students received grants

and entered into post-secondary

education as a result of the reform.

But the study documented that

"despite findings of increased per-

sistence due to the reform, no cor-

responding increase in graduation

rates was observed." This suggests

that students who are able to ac-

cess university education through

financial aid may need other sys-

tems in place to reach graduation.

Martinello cautioned that his pa-

per is only a pilot study. "Results

are fragile, meaning that if you

change the specifications, the re-

sults change a lot. This is basically

just a preliminary report as no one

has done anything like this for Ca-

nadian universities before," he said.

U of T's tuition refund schedules can

be found at fees.utoronto.ca

UofT
Multi-Faith

Events
569 Spadina Ave

All Welcome!
4pmTues Sept 22

General Planning Meeting

4 pm Wed Sept 23

Tea, Coffee & Conversation

No Agenda! Come & chill

5:10 pm Wed Sept 23

Zone: Exploring Spirituality

Together

2:10 pmTues Sept 29

Christian, Jewish, Muslim

Scriptural Study

www.multifaith.utoronto.ca
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DANCE IT OUT

Nghia Nguyen and Marc Peters strike a move during a Hip Hop class at the ISC hosted by

LGBT as part of Queer Orientation Week. Nguyn is a second-year at UTSC and a member of

SC:OUT; Peters is a fourth-year comp sci student.

Over 100 students have contributed to

The Varsity this year. Why not you?

THE VARSITY OPEN HOUSE

Meet editors and fellow contributors,

make new friends, join the team.

Fri(idy,Sept.25from2to5p.m.

Varsity Offices, 21 Sussex Ave., 2nd floor
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"Digital locks are not a good idea," said

professor Andrew Clement of U of T's Faculty

of Information. "When Digital Rights Manage-
ment is used to lock entire pieces of work, it

is detrimental to scholars."

"Academics work for the most part from the

public purse. All our writing should be made
available to the public," Clement said.

According to Clement, the advent of digital

technologies has opened up more opportu-

nities for scholars to share their work, but

presents publishers with the challenge of

developing a business model to monopolize

control and access to online material.

The CFHSS recommendations are a result

of nationwide public consultations on copy-

right issues held by the Canadian industry

and heritage ministries. Responses were col-

lected online and during a series of town hall

meetings between July 20 and Sept. 13.

Mental assessment ordered for

hydrogen-van man

A Scarborough man will not face criminal

charges over a bomb scare that evacuated

a large chunk of northern Scarborough last

Monday.

The problem began when a van belong-

ing to 27-year-old Centennial College student

Shaun Morris was towed from campus and

moved to a lot on Markham Road. Police

report that an agitated Morris soon called

them.

"[He] was worried about the vehicle be-

cause it had some kind of alternative fuel

engine," said college spokesperson Rosanna

Cavallaro. The vehicle, it turned out, was
equipped with a home-made hydrogen fuel

tank.

The situation escalated when police dis-

covered that Morris had parked the van next

to a propane tank. After consulting with To-

ronto fire officials, they evacuated everyone

within a 1.6-kiIometre radius of the van while

a bomb crew disarmed the fuel tank.

Nobody was injured, and police later down-
played the threat.

Formal charges will not be laid against Mor-

ris, but he does have to stay in police custody

for up to three days in order to perform a psy-

chiatric assessment, in accordance with the

Mental Health Act.—CHARLEY WANG
Source; Toronto Star

U of T student interns for Nelson Mandela

This summer, Victoria Hill went to Johannes-

burg as an intern for the Centre of Memory
Project. Part of the Nelson Mandela Founda-

tion, the project is committed to document-

ing, publicizing, and contributing to ongoing

struggles for justice.

Hill, in the second year of a Master's in in-

formation studies, worked on archiving ma-

terials, including a few thousand papers on

Mandela's clan's role as mediator of the Bu-

rundi peace process.

"I've learned that archivists cannot shy

away from politics and power struggles," she

told the Bulletin. Hill is working on establish-

ing First Nations community-based records

management and archives programs in Can-

ada.—SAMHITA GUPTA
Source: The Bulletin

Ryerson eyes Maple leaf Gardens as new

athletic centre

In a spring 2009 referendum, Ryerson Univer-

sity students voted in favour of coughing up

an extra $126 per year in athletic fees for new
facilities. Little did they know the new digs

might be the iconic Maple Leaf Gardens.

"We are now actively engaged in search-

ing for an appropriate site and are looking at

a number of options, including discussions

with Loblaw Companies Limited regarding

Maple Leaf Gardens," reads a statement is-

sued by Ryerson last Wednesday.

lx)blaw confirmed the same day that the

two are In discussions over sharing the use

of the historic arena. Although the supermar-

ket giant purchased the building in 2004 with

plans to convert it into a grocery store, the

joint venture may preserve the site's legacy

as a hockey facility.

"Not only would Maple Leaf Gardens help

varsity athletes, but also the student body,"

said Graham Wise, head coach of the men's

hockey team at Ryerson, to the student paper

the Eyeopener. The Ryerson Athletic Centre

is without a proper rink. The Ryerson Rams
practice at George Bell Arena near St. Clair

£ind Keele, which some say is too far for stu-

dents who want to catch a game.—MIMI SZETO

Sources: Toronto Star The Eyeopener

iii!l)feSiiia
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of Twill start charging people from other universities $200 per

year to borrow books from our library system. Students from other

universities are unhappy, especially grad students who need the

libraries for research. Do you think it's fair for U of T to charge this fee?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

4th Year International Relations

"As the largest public university in Canada, U

of T has a duty to provide access to knowledge

to Canadian citizens. On the other hand, not

[charging the fee] would mean U of T students

woula l)e subsidizing other students' education

as well through tuition dollars."

5th Year Languages

"I don't think they should do that because a

library has a specific purpose and that is to

give people a free outlet for books. Even if they

were gonna charge a fee to those people from

other schools using the library, $200 is a lot,

especially for students."

The holder for the silicon wafers is used in the nanolithography process.

larlah Noah

4th Year Film, Psychology, andAfrican
Studies

"Ttie fee seems fairly high, but 1 hope the

university releases more information about

the subject before we are asked to make an

informed decision."

3rd Year CellandMolecularBiologyand
Biochemisty
"1 think that if at some point it benefits the

student body, then 1 am for it. Students have

enough financial problems as it is."

'NANOTECH' - CONTINUED FROM PG
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small pattern over a relatively large

area with very high resolution," said

professor Stewart Aitchison, the en-

gineering faculty's vice dean of re-

search.

The new lab is meant to recruit

top-notch faculty members, train the

next generation of researchers, and

facilitate commercialization of devel-

opments in engineering, science, and

medicine.

Operated by the ECTl, it is available

to faculty and industrial researchers

from all over the province.

Though it officially opened last

week, the lab has been operational

since January. Since then, about 15

to 20 people have used the electron

beam tool, and numbers of projects

are underway.

One project, headed by Aitchison,

Jugessur, and PhD candidate James

Dou, seeks to develop nano-scale sen-

sors to detect and fight viral infections

like the recent HlNl flu. The E-beam

will be used to carve out nano- and

micro-optical devices onto silicon

with very high precision.

Undergraduate students from Ju-

gessur's engineering class have also

had the chance to use the E-beam.

"The aim there is to introduce un-

dergrads to lab techniques, but also

provide more hands-on experience

with the tool, how to make devices

and basic processing. I'm not sure if

there is anything quite like it in Cana-

da," said Aitchison.

It has taken nearly five years to de-

sign a controlled environment to store

the E-becun, which requires very low

mechanical vibration to operate. For

this reason, the new lab is located in

the basement of the Wallberg build-

ing.

"We are working with the building

blocks of matter and we are control-

ling things from their atomic dimen-

sions," said ECTI director Mo Mojahe-

di. "We have to be very careful about

the environment in which we are do-

ing this."

The $2 million Clean Room uses

an air-handling system to keep the

temperature at exactly 21 degrees Cel-

sius. An electromagnetic cancellation

system counteracts unwanted waves

and particles. Users are required to

wear full-body suits to avoid contami-

nation.

The $6.5 million lab was funded by

the Canada Foundation for Innovation,

the Ministry of Research and Innova-

tion, and corporate contributions.
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DEAR
STUDENTS,

As a student at the University of Toronto, you are a

member of the Canadian Federation of Students.

The Canadian Federation of Students unites more

than one-half million college and university students

across Canada. Together, we are able to effectively

advocate for a high quality post-secondary

education and for students' rights to both the

federal and provincial governments.

Students have accomplished much by working

together. Last year, students lobbied for and won

the first-ever national system of grants, which

were disbursed this fall. We ran a successful Drop

Fees campaign which helped to prevent provincial

funding cuts in spite of the recession, and we

continue to play a crucial role in the research and

development of Ontario's future province-wide

credit transfer system.

The upcoming academic year will be critical for

the student movement. 2009-1 0 marks the end

of the Ontario government's Reaching Higher

framework for tuition fee increases and provides an

opportunity for us to change the course of post-

secondary education funding policy. This year, on

the November 5 Day of Action, we will mobilise our

campuses to demonstrate to decision-makers the

overwhelming public support that exists for lower

tuition fees.

Grassroots campus organising combined with

cooperative student-owned services form the

foundation of our collective work. By working

together, students have been able to save

thousands of dollars through discounted orientation

material, the Studentsaver discount programme and

discounted travel through the International Student

Identity Card (ISIC).

As a member of the Federation, I invite you to take

advantage of the cost-saving services available to

you and to get involved in the various campaigns.

For more information about services and campaigns

of the Federation, please talk to your representatives

at your students' union, or email info@cfsontario.ca.

Best of luck for the upcoming term,

Shelley Melanson

Chairperson

Canadian Federation of Students-Ontario

Studentphones ^ .

This nationwide mobile phone company

works in partnership with the Federation

to offer discounted mobile phone plans,

handsets and accessories to students. By

working together with students' unions,

Studentphones is able to negotiate the best

deals for students with major providers.

Located on campuses across the country,

Studentphones provides an easily

accessible and essential service to

students trying to stay on budget!

International Student

Identity Card

The International Student Identity

Card (ISIC) is a student discount card

for worldwide travel, accommodation,

sightseeing and much

more— including

30% to 50% off

VIA Rail, 25%
off Greyhound,

and hundreds

of discounts on

worldwide travel,

accommodation

and sightseeing.

You can also use it to

access thousands of

Studentsaver™ discounts on

merchandise and services

across Canada.

Drop Fees for a Poverty-Free Ontario
Chronic underfunding of post-secondary education has lead to

high tuition fees and high amounts of student debt. As the costs

of your education continue to rise, students need to unite and

demand that the government ensure that education is accessible

for all. The Drop Fees campaign combines research, lobbying and

local actions to draw attention to the impact of high fees and to

generate public support for reduced tuition fees.

This year students are working with labour and community

groups to connect education issues to a broader

campaign for the elimination of poverty. ,o for
,

Through this, students and community

members can challenge the McGuinty

government to improve its "Poverty

Reduction Strategy" to make substantial

investments in the social programmes

that help to eliminate poverty and social

Inequity, and to invest in the human capital

that is the foundation of any economy.
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UFile.6a
UFile.ca is an online tax preparation service that works in partnership with the

Canadian Federation of Students to provide free online tax preparation and filing for all

post-secondary education students in Canada. Simply visit www.ufile.ca/home/cfs.asp

and follow the instructions to make filing your taxes quick, easy and free!

Students for Sustainability
Students have played a critical role in the environmental movement

for decades. Through organisations such as the Canadian

Federation of Students and the Sierra Youth Coalition, students

are mobilising across Canada to put pressure on politicians and

college and university adminstrations to take action on climate

change and implement policies to protect the environment for future

generations.

The Students for Sustainability campaign brings students

together to fight for sustainable improvements to be made

on campus and in their communities. From calling for better

access to free public water, to the reduction of campus

waste, the Students for Sustainability campaign unites

students on a host of environmental initiatives across

Canada. For more information, please visit

www.studentsforsustainability.ca

Task Force on Campus Racism
students deserve to study on campus in a safe environment that is free

of racism and discrimination. In an attempt to identify how racism exists

on college and university campuses in Ontario, students launched the Task

Force on Campus Racism to develop concrete solutions.

The Task Force provides a forum for raclalised students, faculty, staff to

speak out about racism. A report will be compiled of students' experiences

and recommendations on ways to fight racism on campus. For more

information, please visit www.noracism.ca.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION:^,,oN WWW,CFS-FCEE.CA

WWW.CFSONTARIO.CA
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NDP cooperates with Conservatives, demonstrating the pitfalls of

parliamentary democracy in Canada

LUKE SAVAGE
Associate Comment Editor

I began last week's column by stating

unequivocally that there would be an

election this fall. Though Canada's po-

litical tides have shifted away from an

election since 1 made this prediction,

a fall vote remains a distinct possibil-

ity. Everyone would be well advised to

keep their lawn signs handy and their

campaign pins polished.

However, such an election will likely

result in more of the status quo in our

parliamentary democracy. Parties will

only co-operate in order to maximize

their political power, and true co-op-

eration and representation will be left

at the House of Commons door. One
need only look at last week's events to

see why.

The major turn of events came when
NDP leader Jack Layton hinted that his

party might support the government

in a crucial confidence vote. This, only

days after Harper announced he would

not engage in "backroom deals" with

"socialists" and "separatists," and after

attacking Liberal leader Michael Igna-

tieff's supposed agenda to co-operate

with such social democrat scum. But to

keep his government alive, the Prime

Minister found himself suddenly mak-

ing concessions on Employment Insur-

ance in order to shore up NDP support.

The bizarre circumstance of a deep-

ly conservative Prime Minister pin-

ning the survival of his government on

the support of a party that has been

his strongest critic, with an Employ-

ment Insurance bill the very nature

of which contradicts the ideology he

has pledged to uphold, has many pun-

dits' heads spinning. Similarly, there

has been an angry reaction on the left

from those who view Layton's support

for the Harper government as a be-

trayal of progressive principles. It is as

yet unclear what the long-term impli-

cations of this maneuvering will be for

either party.

Of the two party leaders. Harper's

position is perhaps the more surpris-

ing. His party is leading in the polls

and its chief rival, the Liberal Party,

is under attack from all sides for its

hawkish stance.

The NDP, however, were presented

with a more difficult set of conditions.

Had they held to their conventional

position of no support for the Harper

Government, they too would have

been accused of being uncooperative

and opportunistic, and would have

been responsible for denying badly

needed benefits to tens of thousands

of unemployed workers—many of

whom are their constituents. Yet the

left's visceral hatred of the current

government, nurtured by two and a

half years of anti-Conservative rheto-

ric from the NDP, has put Layton be-

tween a rock and a hard place.

The Liberals have made it clear they

intend to fast-track the EI bill, meaning

that a non-confidence vote could still

topple the government this fall. It's dif-

ficult to see how the NDP will maintain

this most precarious of positions for

long when the Liberals have declared,

"there's no turning back."

Taking a step back from the night-

marish haste of recent events, last

week not only exemplifies the dys-

functional nature of our current par-

liament, but the need for a complete

overhaul of the parliamentary con-

ventions and procedures that led

us to this juncture in the first place.

When Harper accused Ignatieff of har-

bouring a "hidden agenda" to form a

coalition with the NDP supported by
the Bloc, he again revealed his disdain

for parliamentary democracy, which,

in a country as multi-faceted as Can-

ada, must function on the basis of co-

operation between parties. Michael

Ignatieff was quick to take the bait: no
coalitions— we're going it alone.

Under the current circumstances,

it is hard to imagine any party se-

curing a majority. And if Canadians

do return to the polls this fall, as is

likely, they may find themselves with

the same formula that produced last

week's stalemate: a group of regional

parties unwilling to work together,

no substantive discussion or policy,

and a government which effectively

represents less than one quarter of

the electorate.

Get Active!

Environmental activism is on the rise at U of T. But with the clock ticking on

climate change, students need to start making the planet a priority...fast.

^ULXomc

Around the world, students are re-

sponding to what journalists often

refer to as "the biggest challenge

facing humanity." It's the worldwide

effort to transition to a more sustain-

able society, and mitigate the condi-

tions that will cause catastrophic

climate change and the Earth's sixth

great mass extinction (the only one

caused by our species).

This week is Earth Cycle at U of T,

a week organized to create aware-

ness and get students involved. The
environment is at the top of many
people's minds.

UTSU, OPIRG, GSU, and UTERN,
among others, are all student groups

that address climate change. But they

often face difficult internal problems

and lack cooperation between them.

These groups—all of which receive a

student levy—could be far more ac-

tive on these fronts, and it's reason-

able to predict they will be.

However, the world has very little

time to wait. Climate scientists have

provided peer-reviewed evidence that

anthropogenic climate change is hap-

pening very quickly, and that we don't

have a lot of time to make the neces-

sary big changes. "Baby steps" and

slow transitions are not adequate. We
need to work together, and quickly.

The necessity of creating more
renewable energy infrastructure

—

which the province's Energy minister

has just begun to do—is therefore

urgent. So is halting the tar sands ex-

pansion and persuading the Harper

government to stop obstructing in-

ternational climate negotiations. In

the absence of responsible leader-

ship from government and corporate

sectors in Canada, students must fill

the gap.

Already, students are taking on
many initiatives. Some are working

to make the campus more energy ef-

ficient by urging President Naylor to

sign the Presidents' Climate Initiative.

Two engineering students went to

their department head and got green

architecture and design courses in-

troduced into the course calendar.

Others regularly organize climate

and water justice lectures and films.

And thousands are part of Power-

shift, a worldwide student movement
for action on climate change.

A few students at U of T do a lot of

good work, but many more could be

involved on a downtown campus of

40,000, particularly when we are in

the midst of that critical period of

history when it is still possible to pre-

vent catastrophe. As geography pro-

fessor Danny Harvey notes, "much
has been lost but there is still much
that can be saved."

In other parts of the world, such

as Germany and Norway, student

groups are doing incredible work, but

Canada sees too many young people

unthinkingly subscribe to the norms
of a society which operates at the ex-

pense of future generations and other

species. I wonder "why not here?"

Part of the answer lies in how a

production-oriented society influ-

ences our decision-making. During

the Governing Council student elec-

tions, a Varsity reporter noted that

typical applicants are either "ambi-

tious resume-padders or fiery reform

advocates" (Jan. 15, 2009). This turn

Students rally to promote action on environmental issues.

of phrase neatly describes the twin

motivations of many students who
get involved in environmental issues

at U of T. One could also phrase this

as the distinction between those

who assume responsibility but fail to

carry it out, and those who work very
hard to bring about change. As with

most human endeavours, it is impos-

sible to neatly classify people into one
group or the other. We each have a bit

of both in us.

Resume-padding and careerism is

endemic to academia, and the envi-

ronmental concern is no exception.

Yet there is also something in the hu-

man spirit that can aspire to hope for

more and do more. Concern for the

other, whether human or non-human,
is at the heart of environmentalism. It

persuades the engineering student to

study "green design" and to forgo the

higher paying job with Exxon Mobil.

It leads the university administrator

to form a greening committee in his

or her department or building—and

there are many such committees at U

of T. It leads a professor to design an

interdisciplinary course incorporat-

ing environmental awareness.

Environmental concern can compel

anyone in the university community

to eschew elitism and individualism

and embrace community-building

around common ideals. But this is not

merely idealistic; in the era of climate

change and finite resource depletion,

it is also a practical necessity.

Paul York is a graduate student and

founder ofStudents Against Climate

Change.
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Genocide in Sri Lanio
Government-inflicted atrocities against minority Tamils meet genocide criteria.

It's time to start calling the situation what it is.

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Varsity Staff

As Sri Lanka's three-decade-long civil war
drew to a close in May of this year, allegations

that the Sri Lankan government engaged in

genocide against the ethnic Tamil minority

proliferated. The editorial boards of all three

national newspapers argue these cries are an
overblown and frenzied reaction to a much
more complicated problem, and compari-

sons with similar situations in Cambodia and
Rwanda have been dismissed.

This Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Hart House, the

Hart House Debates Committee and the Ca-

nadian International Council will host a panel

entitled Sri Lanka; Short Term Imperatives

and Long Term Solutions, which will discuss

how to bring about lasting peace in the re-

gion. The panelists must not gloss over the

inconvenient reality in Sri Lanka: the govern-

ment has committed genocide in every sense

of the word .

The UN Convention on the Crime of Geno-
cide lays out specific conditions for determin-

ing whether a particular humanitarian crisis

can be considered genocide. According to

Article 11, genocide is defined in international

law as "any of the following acts committed
with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a

national, ethnical, racial, or religious group,

as such."

Genocide can consist of killing members of

the group, causing serious bodily or mental

harm, deliberately inflicting conditions of life

calculated to bring about its physical destruc-

tion in whole or in part, imposing measures in-

tended to prevent births, or forcibly transfer-

ring children of the group to another group.

Each of these conditions is present in the Sri

Lankan case.

An investigation by the Times of London
found that in the final days of the war at least

20,000 Tamil civilians were killed, almost

entirely by government shelling after being

routed onto a small strip of land. That figure

represents nearly three times the number of

civilians killed in the Srebenica massacre in

the Balkans, which is commonly considered

a genocide.

In late 2007, Manfred Nowak, the UN Special

Rapporteur on Torture, published a report in

which he concluded that torture was "widely

practiced in Sri Lanka." A new report by the

International Crisis Group, an international

NGO set on preventing and resolving crises,

details how Sri Lanka has further institution-

alized the use of torture against minority Tam-
ils. It notes the "endemic torture" practiced

by official state agencies, and draws attention

to the courts, especially the Supreme Court,

who encourage and "abet human rights viola-

tions on a daily basis."

In blatant defiance of international law.

the Sri Lankan government is imprisoning

some 270,000 Tamil civilians in detention

camps where access by independent media
is prohibited, according to Human Rights

Watch. Despite unspeakable sanitary condi-

tions, inadequate access to food and water,

widespread disease, overcrowding, mental

illness, and crime within these camps, the

International Committee of the Red Cross

has recently been asked to scale down its op-

erations, while other aid workers have been
told to leave the island entirely. Although the

government had guaranteed that the civilians

would be resettled within six months, it has

pushed that deadline back and now openly

advocates establishing permanent structures

within the camps.

The government has set up what it calls "re-

habilitation centres" for the reintegration of sev-

eral hundred child soldiers who were recruited

into the Tamil Tigers during the civil war. The
reality of these camps, however, is that they

"fall short of internationally recognized best

practice," according to a press release issued

in July by the Coalition to Stop the Use of Child

Soldiers, an umbrella group headed by Amnes-
ty International. The Coalition further asserts

that these children have inadequate access to

their families. The facilities are surrounded by
barbed wire.

Despite such evidence, it's still contended that

what's going on in Sri Lanka is not a genocide.

Some argue that even though the government

is engaged in "genocidal acts," the crucial condi-

tion of "genocidal intent" is not satisfied. They
argue the government's intent is to prevent the

resurgence of the LTTE, the rebel group it de-

feated in May, and not to harm civilians.

But the government itself has openly acknowl-

edged that the LTTE no longer poses a threat. In

late June when the United States issued a travel

advisory warning against Sri Lanka because of

possible LTTE activity, the Sri Lankan govern-

ment angrily denied that the LTTE posed any
threat whatsoever and called the allegations

"totally baseless."

There is, however, a wealth of documentary

evidence showing that the government does in-

deed intend to harm Tamil former combatents.

The nongovernmental group University Teach-

ers for Human Rights (Jaffna), recently issued a

report on an incident where government troops

slaughtered LTTE fighters after these fighters

had surrendered. "The army had for the most

part conducted itself in a disciplined manner
in trying to protect civilians. But once the com-
mand gives a signal for barbarity to be let loose,

the men touch the most depraved depths of hu-

manity," the report reads.

We must first be clear about the nature of a

problem before we can even begin to talk about

ways of addressing it. Thus, a meaningful inter-

national response to what is happening in Sri

Lanka must start with recognizing the crisis for

270,000 Tamil civilians are currently being held in detention camps.

what it is: a genocide. Far from being an issue of

semantics, acknowledging this would activate

legal obligations under the 1948 Genocide Con-

vention that countries like Canada have agreed

to follow.

In her 2002 Pulitzer Prize-winning book,

A Problem From Hell: America and the Age of

Genocide, Samantha Power concludes that one

of the reasons for the recurrence of genocide is

the unwillingness of policymakers to identify it

when it happens. "They avoid use of the word
'genocide,'" she writes. "Thus they can in good
conscience favor stopping genocide in the ab-

stract, while simultaneously opposing [their]

involvement in the moment."

It is impossible to overstate the sense of ur-

gency or seriousness in Sri Lanka. The interna-

tional community must face the reality.

American healthcare

plan will skyrocket

costs and grow

government

Mr. Lane's fawning essay repeats

too many of President Obama's
false assertions about health care

without critical reflection ("Obama
still faces uphill climb to cure

healthcare," Sept. 14). The presi-

dent's claim that we must spend
vast new sums of money ($1.5 tril-

lion by Congressional Budget Office

estimates) in order to reduce costs

is absurd.

If Mr. Obama were sincere in con-

taining costs, then he would take

-LETTERS-

on the Democratic Party's biggest

contributor, the trial lawyers. Tort

reform targeted at eliminating the

estimated $50-$200 billion a year

in increased cost owing to unnec-

essary tests and procedures, the

practice of "defensive medicine"

would probably pay for the $100 bil-

lion per year in additional spending

for his plan. But every Republican

measure (11 in the House of Rep-

resentatives) proposed to address

this elephant in the room was voted

down on party lines.

Overall, surveys have shown up

to 70 per cent of Americans (includ-

ing myself) are quite satisfied with

their current coverage. Indeed,

the president has thus far defied

the will of the American people

and resorted to disparaging the

honest and widespread misgivings

expressed by concerned citizens

at town hall meetings across the

country this summer and massive

protests in Washington.

This Democratic health care

initiative is not really about health

care. It's about government control

over vast new areas of American
life and economy. Here's one Ameri-

can who hopes it goes down to the

utter defeat it most richly deserves.

No, Mr. Lane, Americans will not be
healthier nor will they accept this

plan in its current form.

Brian Janeway

Psych services fail

students

("Psych services a mixed bag," Sept.

17). I'm studying engineering, and in

my second year I found myself start-

ing to slide down the slippery slope

of depression (lack of motivation,

disrupted sleep patterns, etc).

A U of T doctor wrote me a referral

to Psych Services, with a note that 1

be seen right away. My initial assess-

ment at Psych Services was in Febru-

ary (a few weeks before midterms),

and the staff member concluded I

would benefit from counselling. How-
ever, despite the fact my grades were

falling from As and B's to C's and D's,

the first regular appointment Psych

Services could offer was in April dur-

ing the exam period.

A staff member, recognizing my
imminent need, suggested looking to

private counselling (which can cost

upwards of $100 per session). I'm a

student trying to budget without a

loan from the Bank of Mom & Dad,

so 1 stuck it out until April. I ended
up failing two key courses for my
program and was put on academic
probation.

The university should be aware
of the increasingly stressful lives

students must balance, and make
sure we get the support we need.

Students such as myself shouldn't

be left to fend for ourselves when we
recognize a problem and reach out

to services meant to help us.

Catherine Kierans
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Words by WILL SLOAN Photos by DAN EPSTEIN

In
a short film from 1947 called Johnny at the Fair, a five-year-old

boy and his family spend an exciting afternoon at the Cana-

dian National Exhibition. Bored while his parents peruse the

art exhibits, little Johnny sneaks away and embarks on a wondrous

adventure, touring the midway, hobnobbing with celebrities (Joe

Louis, Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King, Olsen and

Johnson), and even visiting an exhibit called "Chemical Wonder-

land," where a smiling Ex employee throws him a bouncy ball of

Plutonium. Oh, 1947...

I was much like Johnny when 1 was his age. During my first

few years at the Ex, my parents would always make me watch

the Second World War veterans' parade—an unbelievably bor-

ing spectacle if you're five. While my grandpa waved at us in

the audience, I anxiously eyed the midway, shaking like a junkie

going through withdrawal.

What 1 love about Johnny at the Fair is its wide-eyed innocence:

like my own five-year-old self, Johnny is able to take the Ex purely

at face value. For me, the Ex began to lose a lot of its luster when

1 became a teenager. Why, 1 asked, would I waste my time on The

Zipper or The Haunted House when 1 could get a better rush on the

Drop Zone at Wonderland? Why would 1 want to wander through

a shopping centre with a bunch of skinny men in crew cuts selling

mops and Jacuzzis when I could just go to the mall? And oh dear

god, what sort of social suicide would I face if one of my friends saw

me with my parents at the Superdogs?

Granted, Johnny had the advantage of living in a time when the

Ex was a decidedly greater cultural force than it is now. Whenever

1 go to the Ex, 1 wander through the always-unchanged "Hall of

Memories" (1 love seeing that same picture of the Three Stooges

year after year) and suspect that I'm witnessing a wistful yearning

for better times rather than a pleasant walk down memory lane.

Indeed, it sometimes feels like the Ex is virtually unchanged since

Johnny visited: a decaying time warp from an era when a trampo-

line act was exciting and cultural exploration consisted of eating

Chinese Chicken Balls at the Food Building.

But this year is different. This year. Bill Clinton is coming

to deliver a speech, and curiosity has compelled me to buy a

ticket. In the years since the end of his mediocre presidency,

Clinton has painstakingly transformed himself into a beloved el-

der statesman, and one of the most expensive and sought-after

public speakers in the world. The Ex, which boasted Elvis Stojko

and Petula Clarke as its other big guests this year, rarely lands

such an A-list attraction.

I'm back to see Clinton, but this isn't the first time I've been

lured to my old haunt. The turning point came last summer when
'70s singer and Branson, Missouri mainstay Tony Orlando came
to perform. My knowledge of Mr. Orlando came from his frequent

appearances on the Jerry Lewis Labour Day Telethon, where the

washed-up entertainer annually belts out his couple of nearly for-

gotten hits and generally appears as a sad testament to the fickle

nature of fame.

I'm ashamed to say that I went to Orlando's concert solely to

laugh at him. "Any Tony Orlando fans out there?" asked the DJ from

the radio station sponsor-

ing the event, and 1 chortled

when the throngs of middle-

aged couples enthusiastically

cheered this kitschy, hack

relic of the '70s. But when Or-

lando came out on stage and

launched into his repertoire,

pausing now and then to tell

a funny anecdote or banter

with his band, he was actually

good. Nobody would confuse

him for Bob Dylan, but what

he lacked in artistry he made
up for in likeability, stage pres-

ence, and a keen understand-

ing of how to put on a crowd-

plecising, well-paced show. 1

daresay that 1 (*gulp*) enjoyed

his performance un-ironically.

I feel much the same way
about Clinton. His speech was

a remarkable piece of crafts-

manship: from the opening

moments when he praised

Toronto, talked about how much he enjoys fairs like the Ex, and re-

vealed his memories of Ted Kennedy (whose funeral he had come

directly from), it's clear that this is a man who knows how to make

sweet, gentle love to his audience. The thousands of people in the

BMO Field were eating out of his hand. When he launched into

what I can only assume is his standard speech about the environ-

ment, the potential for political unity, and the essential goodness

of humanity, he occasionally sprinkled it with crowd-pleasing facts

about Toronto and the Ex (did you know that the Ex was the first

fair to have electric lights?).

There was nothing life-changing about the speech, and I doubt

it really mobilized anyone in the audience, but I appreciated it for

what it was: a chance to see an old pro deliver a smooth, well-oiled

performance. Later, I headed to Ricoh Coliseum to see an ice show

of popular songs from mov-

ies, during which Elvis Stojko

skated to the Kill Bill theme.

This was a pretty dreadful

show, but there was Elvis, giv-

ing a technically flawless per-

formance and providing some

mild entertainment.

The Ex is no longer the To-

ronto juggernaut it once was,

but neither is it the tacky em-

barrassment I saw in my teens.

It's a charming diversion, a

chance to play a game of Bingo,

sit in a hammock-chair, try out

a Miracle Mop, watch a man

being fired out of a cannon,

or some cows get milked, and

leave your self-consciousness

behind. Eating my traditional

bag of Tiny Tom donuts, em-

bracing the modest pleasures

of this tired old fair, I feel, for

the first time in perhaps a de-

cade, a little like Johnny.

i
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HFN, TIFF
Thirteen days, a smattering of celebrities, and dozens of nnovies later,

WILL SLOAN picks his best of the fest

The Bad Lieutenant is more fun

than a desk full of iguanas.

THE BAD LIEUTENANT-PORT
OF CALL: NEW ORLEANS

vvvvv
Very loosely inspired by Abel Fer-

rara's Bad Lieutenant (2002), this

Werner Herzog film is exactly as

entertaining and batshit crazy as

you'd expect a Herzog version of

Bad Lieutenant to be. Excising the

Catholic overtones from the Ferrera

film, Herzog concentrates instead on
the Lieutenant's (Nicolas Cage) out-

of-control drug and gambling addic-

tions, and his zealous descent into

corruption to support. You ain't nev-

er seen anyone play a zealous drug

addict until you've seen a twitchy,

spastic Nicolas Cage play a zealous

drug addict.

Who but Herzog would be ballsy

enough to linger for a full minute

on a hallucination of iguanas in ex-

treme close-up? Who else would

have characters deliver lines like "Do
fish dream?" and "Shoot him again

—

his soul is still dancing!" Who else

would let Cage deliver such a crazed

performance that it makes Klaus Kin-

ski look like Mister Rogers? Inspired

by the film noir genre, Herzog takes

the elements of a classic crime film

and intentionally ramps them up to

ridiculous extremes, setting them in

a post-Katrina New Orleans that is

pungent with swampy, sleazy atmo-

sphere. At 121 minutes it could use

some trimming, but The Bad Lieu-

tenant is more fun than a desk full of

iguanas.

age, Bush-bashing, true-life horror

stories, sardonic narration—at the

service of a topic at the core of most
of Moore's earlier work: the wealthy

class's manipulation of capitalism

for greedy purposes, and their cal-

lous indifference to the working and
middle classes.

The topic may be broad, but Moore
launches his most coherent, focused,

and devastating attack since Roger &
Me, miraculously turning the already

very well documented stock market

crash into a compulsively watchable

story. It is a delight to be reminded

of how powerful a filmmaker Moore
can be, so firmly is he in control of

his music, images, pacing, and tone.

"1 can't really do this anymore," he

admits after his climactic stunt, and
he has said in interviews that this

could be his last documentary. Too
bad, because when hearing Moore
propose Roosevelt's failed Bill of

Rights (which would incorporate

most of what Moore has lobbied for)

as an alternative to unchecked capi-

talism, 1 had a startling realization:

this guy might be on to something.

CREATION

vvv

CAPITALISM: A LOVE STORY

VVVVV
Early in Michael Moore's latest left-

wing polemic, he and his camera-

man once again shuffle up to General

Motors headquarters, and Moore
wearily explains to the guard, "Come
on, I have not been let into this build-

ing in 20 years!" (Equally weary, the

guard rolls his eyes and says into his

walkie-talkie, "It's Michael Moore
here to see the chairman.") This is

a cute throwaway moment, and it

contributes to the summation feeling

of Moore's new film. All the familiar

elements are here—ironic stock foot-

The text that opens Creation claims

that Charles Darwin's Origin of Spe-

cies was the "biggest idea in the

history of thought." But this slow,

stuffy film is not about Darwin's the-

ory (although we certainly hear the

phrase "mil-

I
lions of varia-

tions" more
than once dur-

ing a montage)

or the effect it

had on society

(although such

repercussions

are hinted

at in several

long, awkward,

monologues).

Instead, it concerns Darwin's own
gradual loss of faith, triggered by the

death of his daughter, and the moral

battle he had within himself upon
writing his theory. (Basically, it's

Darwin Begins).

As played by Paul Bettany, Darwin

is not a particularly dynamic screen

character, and his strained relation-

ship with his religious wife (Jennifer

Connelly) is, within the context of a

Hollywood biopic, fairly flat and pre-

dictable. Certainly loss of faith can

be an interesting topic, but 1 can't

help feeling director Jon Amiel has

captured the least interesting part of

Darwin's story.

GEORGE A. ROMERO'S
SURVIVAL OF THE DEAD

It's no fun watching a great film-

maker lose his mojo. The best that

can be said for George A. Romero's

sixth zombie film is that it's more
entertainingly awful than Diary of

the Dead, but this is strictly direct-

to-video stuff. Picking up on some of

the minor characters from that film.

Survival follows a group of soldiers

trying to make their way to safety

during the zombie apocalypse (Or,

in corny Romero-speak, "It was an us

vs. them world. All we were lookin'

for was a place where there was no

them.") They meet up with O'Flynn,

a mercenary who takes them to the

island where he has feuded for de-

cades with the dastardly Seamus
Muldoon.

Naming his Irish characters

"O'Flynn" and "Seamus Muldoon"

would suggest that Romero is out

of touch, but nothing prepared me
for how this once gritty and intense

filmmaker could make a film so free

of atmosphere and absent of his

usual social commentary (unless

the laughable final shot indicates a

swipe at partisan politics, and oh
god, I hope not). With dialogue, act-

ing, and even zombie carnage lame

across the board, somebody needs

to finally shoot this franchise in the

head.

THE INVENTION OF LYING

VVV
Ricky Gervais is a funny-looking

man, and in The Invention of Lying,

his first film as co-director, co-writer,

and star, the denizens of an alternate

universe where lying has never been
conceived are relentless in pointing

this out. In the most painful date in

movie history since Taxi Driver, Jen-

nifer Garner cheerfully tells him that

he is "tubby and with a snub nose"

(among other insults) and at one

point excuses herself to go mastur-

bate. Gervais is an expert on mining

laughs from insincerity and human
nature, so I laughed loud and often

during The Invention ofLying.

Why, then, do I feel a tinge of dis-

appointment? By creating The Office

and Extras, Gervais has set himself

an impossible standard, but 1 still

hoped he would have handled the

sentimental passages with more nu-

ance, and not saddle himself with

such a formulaic plot or a love story

with so little chemistry. The film has

many of the biggest laughs of the

year, and times when the one-joke

nature gets tedious. While high-

concept studio comedies are where

he is best suited, even Ricky Gervais

at 60 per cent means a lot of laughs.

LIFE DURING WARTIME

VVVv

Todd Solondz revisits characters

from 1998's Happiness with this simi-

larly disturbing sequel about the diffi-

culty and sometimes impossibility of

forgiveness. Joy (Shirley Henderson)

is separated from her phone sex-ad-

dicted husband and haunted by the

ghost of Andy (Paul Reubens!). Mean-
while, Joy's sister Trish (Allison Jan-

ney) tries to deal with her son finding

out his father Bill is a convicted pe-

dophile, when Bill (Ciaran Hinds) has

just been released from jail. If the film

lacks the explosive force of Happi-

ness, maybe it's because we've been

down this territory with Solondz

before, and really, how can you top

Dylan Baker masturbating to a teen

idol magazine?

The film

contains some
of Solondz's

most powerful

scenes, like the

one between

Bill and his es-

tranged son,

or between Bill

and a lonely

woman played

by Charlotte

Rampling—mo-
ments so pain-

ful and emotional that they make
Solondz's gallows humour feel more
cruel and condescending than usu-

al. In Life During Wartime we watch

seemingly normal characters deal

with overwhelming, almost ludicrous

tragedy and transgression, and per-

haps it's the conflict between ludi-

crous and tragic that makes this film

so troubling and fascinating.

THE MEN WHO STARE AT
GOATS

VVv

In the film destined to be remem-
bered as TIFF 2009's other George

Clooney movie, the square-jawed

former Batman plays Lyn Cassady,

an ex-officer of a top-secret military

operation in which soldiers used su-

pernatural powers, or, as they called

it with amusing egotism, they were

Jedi using the force. The film, which

follows Cassady's misadventures

with a journalist (Ewan McGregor)

through a terror-stricken Middle

East, possesses a Coen-esque fond-

ness for absurdity with a straight

face, but there's something off-put-

ting about the tone of this movie.

Director Grant Heslov seems
a little too sure that he's made a

clever, quirky comedy, and there is

an air of self-satisfaction to the film

that's alienating. There are enough
laughs in the premise to sustain the

first half, but the central joke wares

pretty thin, and there's nothing par-

ticularly interesting about any of the

characters. Oh, and if 1 see one more
deadly scene where serious charac-

ters accidentally get high, I'm swear-

ing off "quirky" comedies.

A SERIOUS MAN

A SERIOUS MAN

VVVVV
Most modern movies taking place

in '50s suburbia depict their setting

as oppressive, but few suburbs are

more oppressive than the one in A
Serious Man. Larry Gopnik (Michael

Stuhlbarg) is a professor seeking ten-

ure who suffers from two selfish kids

and a wife who has announced her in-

tention to leave him for another man.

The Coens are sometimes guilty of

being condescending to their char-

acters, but here there is only one
character, surrounded by selfish non-

people who act as part of the fabric

of Larry's punishing existence. This

is the Coens' funniest movie to date

SEE 'TIFF' -PG 15
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Film Review: Love Happens
But how? Aniston's latest film isn't sure either

ANNA CUNNINGHAM

The opinions of audiences going to

see Brandon Camp's new film, Love

Happens, can be easily depicted by
the viewers who were seated to my
left cmd right. My companions in the

theatre were a sort of critic-version

of the standard devil and angel, each

whispering (quite loudly) mixed feel-

ings into my ears. To my left presided

a burly and cynical film critic with

loftier aspirations than the latest Jen-

nifer Aniston flick, and to my right an

elderly couple who were moved by the

intended flow of the movie, sobbing

at the sad parts and laughing hysteri-

cally at the funny ones.

Love Happens stars Aniston and

Aaron Eckhart and follows the path

of a self-help guru who hypocritically

doesn't follow his own advice. Eck-

hart's character. Burke, is still reeling

over the death of his wife and cop-

ing with an alcohol problem. Aniston

plays a florist, fresh out of a bad break-

up, who is initially skeptical of both

him and his practice. Antics ensue,

and she proceeds to help him take the

steps he needs to move on.

My devil to the left had no qualms

about audibly sharing his disgust at

the film, routinely grunting through-

out. While he may have taken himself

a tad too seriously, 1 did understand

where he was coming from. Aniston's

chciracter, Eloise—through no fault

of the actress—is shallowly written

cmd gcuns nothing from the storyline.

While she helps Eckhart's character

through his problems, he does noth-

ing in turn. Eloise's issues mainly

Aaron Eckhart and Jennifer Aniston

consist of a typical womcm-screwed-

over-by guys plot and she shows no

other depth or complexity. An attempt

is made to dive into Eloise's history

when she and Burke visit her mother,

who appears to have a problem with

alcohol herself (as is suggested by
excessive beer bottles and a hint of

crazy), but the movie never raises the

issue again.

The only interesting aspects about

Eloise are her quirks. She has a unique

capability to continuously call out

Burke on his hypocrisy in a humorous
but blunt fashion. For self-gratifica-

tion, she enjoys writing bizarre words

(such as "poppysmic") behind paint-

ings in the hotel she works for.

Burke's line of work often deserves

a groan or two throughout the movie.

At one point he stops Seattle traffic by

dragging his workshop members into

the middle of the street and forcing

them to describe what they see, hear,

and feel. When all of them describe

things like "cars honking," "a middle

finger," and "pollution" he tcikes them
to the very top of an adjacent build-

ing and asks them the same question.

This time, the responses predictably

run along the line of "fresh air," "the

sea," and "the sunshine." The point

of this exercise is to show that every-

thing can change with a different per-

spective, even though they're in the

same place—a little "aw" inducing, but

mostly cringe-worthy.

The character I found most fascinat-

ing was Walter, played by John Carroll

Ljmch, a gruff man struggling with the

untimely and accidental death of his

son at his construction site. Walter

deals with a highly realistic but inter-

esting combination of guilt and anger,

a closed-off exterior, and a skepticism

of Burke's work that the audience can

clearly relate to. As the film progress-

es, his character continues to shine.

The moment when he is able to shop at

a hardware store again, however small

a moment it may be, is truly moving.

I would by no means label this

movie a romantic comedy, but rather

a romance with comedic bits—some
of which fell very flat. Potentially the

loudest "Oh, God!" produced by my
neighbour came when each of the

workshop members describe how
they had been dealing with the deaths

of their loved ones. One woman de-

scribed how her late husband wanted

her to have a plaster replica done of

him, which seems a tad odd, but over-

all understandable. She then proceeds

to explain that it's of his genitalia,

and that it was created so that they

can still make love. The joke then be-

comes sick, twisted, and the potential

subject of an entirely different, dark,

underground indie film.

Despite these moments, the angels

to my right continued to weep and

break into hysterics on cue, lending

support to my opinion that Love Hap-

pens is not as bad as I thought it would

be. The film does attempt to have more
depth than the average romance, and

although at times I felt as though it was
trying to be Elizabethtown without the

authenticity, it succeeded in avoiding

a completely superficial tone.

In the end, I left empathizing

with both my devil and my angels.

I genuinely enjoyed Love Happens,

and although 1 can see much room
for improvement, it exceeded my
expectations.

Season Preview: Being Erica

The quarterlife crisis hit series is back, along with its familiar Toronto backdrop

LEONICKA VALCIUS

Being Erica is a television show
that straddles genres: it's not a

comedy, but it can be wildly fun-

ny; it's not a drama per se, but is

at times very dramatic; it's not a

romance, but...well, you get the

idea. Perhaps it is this broad spec-

trum that has allowed Being Erica

to reach such a wide fan base and
enter a second season.

The premise of the show is one
that many of us wish we could

experience. The titular character.

Erica Strange (Erin Karpluk), is a

charming and witty 32-year-old

dissatisfied with her life and over-

due for a change. Each episode,

she magically goes back in time to

fix one of the many mistakes she

feels put her on the "wrong path."

Through these trips down mem-
ory lane. Erica works to find and
come to terms with herself, largely

through the help of her enigmatic

shrink. Dr. Tom (Michael Riley).

The first season was a huge

success and Being Erica has se-

cured its place on CBC television's

line-up, despite fears budget cuts

would put the new show on the

chopping block. "Erica Strange"

has even secured nearly 1,500

Facebook friends. (Not bad for a

fictional character.) The show's
writing is fresh and fun when it

needs to be, and poignant and
emotional at particularly harrow-
ing times in Erica's journey. The
casting also works effectively,

particularly talented Canadian ac-

tors Karpluk and Riley. Karpluk,

who has previously appeared on
The L-Word and Godiva's, brings

an authenticity and vulnerability

to Erica that make her relatable

and easy to root for. On his part,

Riley's performance blows every

preconceived notion about psy-

chiatrists out of the water.

But maybe, just maybe, it's the

show's setting that makes it come
alive. Toronto serves wonderfully

as the backdrop to this series— it

has all the beauty and bustle of

a big city, without the overused

triteness of Central Park and
Times Square (no offense to New
York). After all the screen time

Toronto has played substitute for

other major cities, it is refreshing

to see the city cast as itself for

once.

The landmarks we all take for

granted at U of T are shown in a

new light. Places like the CN Tow-
er, the Distillery District, and even
the Starbucks in the Toronto Life

Building become as much a part

of the show's fabric as its charac-

ters and plot lines. One episode,

for instance, showcased the To-

ronto Islands. Though I have been
there and done that (or perhaps
because I've been there and done
that), watching Erica relive her

perfect day there eating funnel

cake at Centreville made me take

a longer look at how this city has
shaped my own memories. (It also

made me crave funnel cake.)

More important than the warm
fuzzy feeling and the ability to

say "I know where that is!" is how
the rest of the TV audience sees
Toronto and Torontonians. In ev-

ery episode, there seems to be
a genuine effort to share a bit of

Toronto with the audience, from
small complaints about the traffic

on Bloor to more elaborate things

like touring Casa Loma. It gives

Toronto a good name, so to speak.

Those watching in the States (and
there are many) finally get to see a

glimpse of Canada that is far from
our typical maple syrup and hock-
ey exports.

Season two of Being Erica, like

season one, promises to be full of

different challenges and harder
decisions for the title character.

The major problems she faced in

the first season, such as finding

direction in her career and being
in a relationship, have for the most
part been addressed, so it will be
interesting to watch how the writ-

ers let the show evolve and find

more nuanced issues to explore.

I would probably watch Being
Erica regardless of its Canadian
content. After all, a good show

is a good show. But how can I

not be a number-one fan when 1

see Ms. Strange participating in

a Drop Fees rally at U of T and
then head off to class at Vic?

The second season of Being Erica

premiers on CBC Tuesday, Septem-

ber 22 at 9 p.m.
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Race. Religion.

Equality. Freedom.
Current Canadian Legal Controversies

Third Anniial Law Conference

October 2-4, 2009

Best Western Primrose Hotel

Toronto (Downtown)

Featuring 19 speakers, inciuding:

Martha Bailey, Queens University, Faculty of Law
Supreme Court of Canada Justice Louis LeBel

Lorraine Weinrib, University of Toronto
George Jonas, National Post

Students from faculties other than law

are welcome to attend!

Friday, October 2

6:00 pm Doors open

6:30 pm Reception

7:00 pm John Carpay, Executive Director,

Welcoming Remarks

7:15 pm Panel I — Free Expression

Saturday, October 3

9:00 am Panel II — Intellectual Property

10:30 am Panel III — Polygamy

12:00 pm Lunch and Keynote Speaker: SCC Justice Louis LeBel

1:30 pm Panel FV — Racial Equality

3:00 pm Break and free time

6: 00 pm Reception

6:30 pm Dinner and Keynote Speaker: George Jonas, National

Sunday, October 4

10:30 am Panel V — The Place of Religion in the Public Square

General Registration $245 Registration includes

meals and refreshments

Student Registration* $85 from Friday to Sunday

Student Registration

(panels only)

$25

*Want to bring some friends? If you convince five

friends to register for this conference, we will

reimburse you the $85 for your conference

registration! Contact us for more information.

Students attending from outside of the GTA can apply for a

partial reimbursement of their travel costs. Contact us for

more information

For more information or to register:

www.CanadianConstitutionFoundation.ca

Jerry Springer

- The Opera
Be offended all over again.

Return of the Canadian Premiere!

Sept 24 -Oct 10, 2009

Music by Richard Thomas

Book & Lyrics by Stewart Lee &

Richard Thomas

Directed by Mark Selby

Based on the original production

by Richard Ouzounian

Musical Direction by Lily Ling

Starring Byron Rouse

$25 Adults I $15 Students & Seniors

$10 STUDENT WEDNESDAYS

theVARSlTYBOX OFFICE
fuofttix.ca

,.,.,978-8849 Insurance
Meloche Monnex

WWW.HARTHOUSETHEATRE.CA
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Why so smog?

U of T study finds that despite municipal clean-air efforts, smog is still with us

——

—
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Smog is composed of a mixture of pollutants including nitrogen dioxide, ozone, and volatile organic compounds. Industry, cars, and trucks are the

largest source of smog production in Ontario. Smog reduction continues to be an issue in cities like Toronto, despite persistent clean air efforts.

ANDREW RUSK

With autumn weather here and midterms

around the corner, it's hard to think that sum-

mer was in full force last month: the flip-flops

and sunscreen, the trips to the beach, and the

smog days that made breathing difficult. But

smog is not a thing of the past: a new study in

the July issue of Atmospheric Environment con-

firms that come May, it will all be back.

Professor Jennifer Murphy, Canada Research

chair in atmospheric and environmental chem-

istry, and graduate student Jeff Geddes have

found that the last decade has seen no overall

smog reduction in the GTA, despite programs

enacted by municipal and federal governments.

Their study analyzed atmospheric nitrogen

dioxide (NO,), ozone (O^), and volatile organic

compound levels, finding that while both NO,

and VOC have decreased between 30 and 40

per cent across Toronto since 2000, the amount

of tropospheric ozone, a major component of

photochemical smog, has remained relatively

unchanged. The lack of tropospheric ozone

change is somewhat unexpected in light of To-

ronto's clean-air efforts.

"Local clean-air efforts have focused mainly

on reducing traffic and vehicle exhaust, which

has led to dramatic reductions in nitrogen ox-

ides and hydrocarbons—two key precursors to

smog," says Murphy.

The study reviewed NO^, O3, and VOC data

available from the federal and provincial coop-

erative National Air Pollution Surveillance net-

work. NAPS researchers measure NO and O,
X 3

using automated continuous chemiluminescent

and UV absorption analyzers respectively, and

update the data annually.

Data collected by NAPS, however, is com-
pleted with the "mandate to answer 'are we
above or below a threshold?'" says Murphy.

"They don't have the research mandate to

interpret the data." After analyzing the data

themselves. Murphy and Geddes concluded

that smog-reduction efforts simply are not as

effective as anticipated.

Murphy is an assistant professor of chemis-

try whose research focuses on ground-level air

pollution. Her interest in photochemical ozone

began during her PhD work at the University of

California, where she studied the difference in

nitrogen oxide levels on weekdays versus week-

ends, a difference predominately due to chang-

es in diesel car traffic.

The Ontario government and City Hall have

implemented several efforts—including improv-

ing vehicle technology, regulatory initiatives,

and incentive programs—to control emissions

of ozone-precursor compounds such as NO^

and VOC.

In 2000, the Canadian Council of Ministers

of the Environment adopted a Canada-wide

standard for particulate matter and ground

level ozone. By 2010, ground-level ozone mea-

surements in all Canadian jurisdictions should

not exceed 65 ppb (parts per billion) over an

eight-hour period. The formal recognition of the

impact of smog on human health began in the

early 1990s, when the CCME responded with a

plan for the management of nitrogen oxides and

volatile organic compounds. The initial plan fea-

tured over 16 codes of practice for reductions

from various sources.

In 2007, Toronto put together a Climate

Change and Clear Air Action Plan committed

to cutting back by 20 per cent locally-generated

smog-causing pollutants from 2004 levels with a

deadline of 2012. The city is also peppered by a

slew of additional air quality initiatives, includ-

ing an idling control by-law, cycling promotion

initiatives, and participation in the Greater To-

ronto Area Clean Air Council.

The Ontario environment and health minis-

tries estimate that ground-level ozone costs the

province several billion dollars in human health

impacts and an additional $200 million in agri-

cultural crop damages each year

The continued presence of tropospheric

ozone is largely due to it being a secondary pol-

lutant, making its atmospheric levels difficult to

predict and control.

"Ozone doesn't come out of a tailpipe, it gets

formed in the atmosphere from other pollutants

that we emit. It's not as easy to control as other

things because it's not a one-to-one relation-

ship. So you can't just stop driving and every-

thing goes away," says Murphy.

The study also reaffirmed a previously es-

tablished correlation between smog days and
high temperatures. "The number of days where
the temperature is above 30 degrees Celsius is

strongly correlated to smog days," says Murphy.

Toronto is not alone in the battle with smog.

The study points to long-term monitoring data

in Japan and Taiwan that report steadily in-

creasing ozone levels despite the implementa-

tion of clean-air efforts.

Does this mean the battle with smog is in

vain? "Absolutely not," says Murphy, "It is good

to reduce the precursors of smog, but you can't

expect it to drop down immediately."
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Brain Feign

Virtual brain project to advance the treatment

of neurological disorders

MERSIHA GADZO
Varsity Staff

The human brain is a complex organ with func-

tions and processes that remain a mystery for

modern day science. Neurological dysfunc-

tion is often used as a measure (and is some-
times a cause) of a magnitude of disease, and
deciphering the brain's complex chemistry

and function could enable a leap in our un-

derstanding of brain physiology and the ap-

proaches to treatment.

Randy Mcintosh, a psychology professor at

U of T, is leading an international project to

create the world's first operating virtual brain.

Mcintosh is a senior scientist at the Rotman
Research Institute, which has teamed up with

scientists from Australia, France, Holland,

Spain, and the United States to create a virtual

brain that will copy patterns of brain activity

when people are involved in a thinking task.

This project is made from software running

on a Linux cluster and is similar to the genome
project in several ways. "First, it catalogues

the important dynamics of the human brain

for a wide range of cognitive functions, and
second, it provides a new perspective to un-

derstand why brain damage and disease have
their particular effects," explains Mcintosh.

The virtual brain will catalogue dynamics of

brain activity when performing mental tasks.

The catalogue comprises a large sample of

healthy brains from people of a wide range of

age groups. Comparing patients' brain activity

with the corresponding healthy sample could
help determine whether or not (and where) a
person has a neurological problem.

The new machine utilizes cutting-edge tech-

nology and is a predictive modelling tool that

will enable doctors to evaluate many brain dis-

orders, such as cognitive impairment caused
by Alzheimer's disease.

The machine will work by allowing clinicians

to effectively experiment with how a person's

brain would react under certain conditions.

A patient's unique neural structure is loaded

into the virtual brain to find out how the model
responds to the disruption of normal patterns

and how it tries to re-stabilize. Looking at this

reaction, a clinician will then try to identify the

best options for treating the affected areas of

the brain.

According to Mcintosh, the process of creat-

ing this complex model has so far been slow

but rewarding. "The collaboration has given

us new insight into the relation between brain

structure and function that we did not know
before," he said.

The project brought together a multitude of

resources and data, including functional MRIS,
structural MRIs, and demographic informa-

tion. The team then archived the data in an

accessible database, and integrated it with the

computational model.

One of the most formidable challenges for Mc-

intosh will come when the team starts creating

virtual models that capture mental functions,

such as seeing, hearing, and remembering.

"We will be able to identify the structural foun-

dation and have the virtual brain produce the

exact same pattern for hearing a piece of music

that you would see in a human. The question

is, does the virtual brain experience that music

the same way the human does? This gets into a

philosophical realm that we always face in this

business."

The different parts of the virtual brain are

located at most of the collaborating sites,

while the database is stored in the RRI. The
virtual brain is currently only accessible by
scientists, but will be available to a broader

audience if it reaches the stage when it is com-
parable to a real human brain.

A similar project called the Swiss Blue Brain

models cortical columns (structured columns

composed of thousands of neurons), while the

virtual brain models the interaction between

several corticad columns. "It is a race of sorts,

but we are not heading for the same finish

line," explains Mcintosh.

Nobel prizes and ignoble deeds:
the Fritz Haber story

The Prize:
The 1918 Nobel Prize in Chemistry to Fritz Haber

for the "synthesis of ammonia from its elements."

The Science:
Nitrogen is an important component of the rich,

fertile soil needed for growing crops, though farm-

ing also depletes fields of this nutrient through

plant uptake, leaching, and soil erosion. Farmers

traditionally used crop rotation to maintain nitro-

gen levels in the soil, but by the early 20th centu-

ry, farmers had responded to increased food de-

mands with high-yield, single crop farming. Such
fanning practices require more nitrogen than can
be fixed in the soil naturally. Stores of nitrate dis-

covered in Chilean mines temporarily fed the agri-

culture industry's appetite for nitrogen, but fears

that the mines would run dry had many chemists

wondering how to produce fertilizers chemically.

Nitrogen gas makes up over 78 per cent of our

atmosphere but is relatively unreactive due to its

strong triple-bond molecular structure. Chemists
in the early 1900s struggled to use this vast source

of elemental nitrogen to produce more useful ni-

trogen compounds like ammonia, a complex of

nitrogen and hydrogen (NH3).

The first chemist to achieve this feat was the

German chemist Fritz Haber In 1909, Haber re-

vealed the first Haber Synthesis machine, a "table-

top" apparatus (engineered with the help of Rob-
ert Le Rossignol) that produced liquid ammonia at

the rate of a cup every two hours. Once produced,

ammonia can be oxidized to produce the nitrites

that are useful as fertilizers.

The Haber synthesis of ammonia (NH^) from

atmospheric nitrogen (N^) and hydrogen (H^) re-

quires some extreme conditions: high pressure

(-250 atmospheres), high temperature (--500°C),

and that the entire reaction happen over an iron

catalyst. Even under these optimized conditions,

the reaction is inefficient in terms of the amount of

ammonia it produces, though the reaction is also

exothermic, meaning that it releases energy on

formation and this energy can then be captured

and recycled to heat the un-reacted N^ and Hj con-

tinuing the process.

In 1913, the German chemical company BASF

began industrial production of ammonia based

on the Haber method. BASF enlisted Carl Bosch to

convert Haber's model to an industrial scale and

Bosch subsequently won a Nobel in 1931 for his

work. Today the industrial-scale reaction is known

as the Haber-Bosch process.

The Significance:
Inexpensive, readily available ammonia
changed the world of agriculture. The adapta-

tion of modern agriculture to methods that

require the use of nitrogen-rich fertilizers has

been dubbed the "green revolution." The high-

yield production of corn, rice, and other food

staples led many countries (including India and

Mexico, which had previously been facing fam-

ine) to become agriculturally independent. To-

day, fertilizer manufacturers produce over 100

million tons of ammonia annually through the

Haber-Bosch process. It is currently estimated

that over one third of the global population re-

During the onset of the Agricultural Revolution, farmers required a mass production of ammonia
for plant growth. The Haber Synthesis Machine (above) was the first apparatus to produce liquid

ammonia, which can be oxidized to nitrites (an important component of fertilizers). An industrial-

scale method was created by Carl Bosch based on the Haber machine, and is now termed the

Haber-Bosch process.

lies on the Haber synthesis for its food.

The Haber-Bosch process also has a controver-

sial side. Scaling-up the Haber process to an in-

dustrial level enabled Germany to mass-produce

an artificial alternative to Chile saltpetre, the key

ingredient in gunpowder at the time. During the

First World War, the Triple Alliance controlled al-

most all the Chile saltpeter in the world, as most of

the mine owners were British. Germeiny diverted

most of the ammonia produced in its factories into

synthetic Chile saltpeter and then into munitions.

The Haber-Bosch process kept Germany in the

war for years longer than would otherwise have

been possible.

What you may not know:
Many were surprised when the Nobel was award-
ed to Haber in 1918. After developing the method
to fix nitrogen, Haber joined the German war ef-

fort. Under Haber's management, Germany de-

veloped its chemical warfare program and he
personally witnessed the first use of poison gas at

Ypres, Belgium in 1915. It is thought that his wife,

also a chemist, committed suicide in reaction to

Haber's promotion of poison gas. Haber had a
very successful career in chemistry in Germany,
but in 1933 he was forced to step down from his

position as a result of anti-Semitic Nazi laws. He
died shortly afterwards.
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Drawing 1,832 spectators to the Var-

sity Stadium Friday night, the Blues

made their fans proud. Despite a 53-

25 loss to the Guelph Gryphons, the

Blues held on strong, keeping the

Gryphons close for most of the game.

Friday's game stood in stark con-

trast to the last time the Blues faced

the Gryphons—just under a year

ago—when the Blues were shut out

with an upsetting 30-0 score. The
picture didn't look much brighter

after the first two games of the sea-

son, with a 36-0 loss against Laurier

and a 30-3 loss against Windsor.

In the third game of the season,

the Blues really stepped it up.

For the first touchdown of the

season, Zac Hord pulled Toronto

ahead of the Gryphons after the first

quarter, giving the Blues a 7-5 lead.

When asked what was different this

time. Blues player of the game and
quarterback Andrew Gillis said, "We
definitely executed today. We had a

game plan and we followed through

with it."

The Blues maintained their lead

until a field goal by the Gryphons
with just under three minutes left in

the half put the Blues narrowly be-

hind with a score of 9-7.

Toronto was able to keep up with

the offensive surge until the end
of the third quarter, when a touch-

down by Guelph with one minute

left pulled the win farther out of

reach, with the Gryphons leading

25-14.

Although the last quarter solidi-

fied Guelph's victory, an impressive

touchdown by Toronto was a high-

light of the game—scored on an

amazing 64-yard pass from back-up

quarterback Jansen Shrubb to Jona-

than Wright demonstrated the enor-

mous potential of this year's team.

However, it still wasn't enough to

keep up with the Gryphons. "The
big thing is that we have to play four

quarters. That's something we have

to work on, just like the coach just

said in the lockers," emphasized Gil-

lis. "We have to stay in the game for

60 minutes and we can't take any
time off."

Describing a lack of confidence as

the team's biggest challenge, Gillis

asserted that a Blues victory could

really give them the boost they

need. "[The team] is still young, so

we have a lot of potential."

Despite a decisive loss, it is unde-

niable that there was an air of ex-

citement in the stands from Toronto

fans. Three games into the season,

the Blues have shown that things

are going to be different this year
"Anything could happen," said Gil-

lis, looking forward to next Friday's

home game when U of T takes on the

Ottawa Gee-Gees. Despite getting on the board, the Blues suffered another blow on Sept. 18, falling 53-25 to Guelph.

Blues refuse to be badgered

Baseball team remains optimistic after falling to Brock

ALEX WOOLAVER &
CHARLES TRAPUNSKI___

In a 3-2 loss to the Brock Badgers

on Sept. 15, the Varsity Blues men's

baseball team proved to be incon-

sistent. The first run scored by the

Badgers was caused in part by an

error by the Blues' third baseman
in the second inning. This run was
costly, and eventually proved to be

the difference in the game.

"We made a good effort, but un-

fortunately we were on the wrong
side of the score today," said Blues

starting pitcher Tyler Wilson.

Wilson looked strong, and would

have pitched the whole game had

other pitchers not needed the

work. He showed character on

the mound, steadily improving as

the game progressed. "I felt more

comfortable as the game went on,"

said Wilson. "I started feeling bet-

ter on the mound and my pitches

improved as we got deeper in the

game."

On the offensive side the Blues

looked overmatched by the Bad-

gers pitching, not scoring a run

until the seventh inning, despite

enjoying a few good opportunities

along with home-field advantage.

Whether they were tired or over-

whelmed, the Blues lacked inten-

sity through the first five and a

half innings. Only after the two-run

outburst in the fifth by the Badgers

did the Blues seem to come alive at

the plate. Suddenly feeling a sense

of urgency, team veterans held suc-

cessive player meetings in the dug-

out during which they yelled "wake
up!" at each other in an attempt to

instill competitive spirit into the

team. Although these pep talks led

to Blues' runs in the seventh and
ninth innings, they weren't enough
to defeat the Badgers.

The lack of intensity was appar-

ent not only in the players, but in

the coaching staff. Down 3-1 with

one out in the bottom of the sev-

enth. Blues shortstop David Fallico

laced a hit past the Badgers third

baseman and into the outfield for

a single. Fallico, who hasn't been
caught stealing this season, led the

team with ten stolen bases (which

was six more than the rest of the

team combined). Shockingly, he

wasn't given the green light by the

third base coach to steal second,

and so remained planted on first.

Having a runner on second base
with one out would have eliminated

the possibility of an inning-ending

double play and a hit to the gap
in the outfield would have eas-

ily scored the speedy Fallico. Plus,

having a runner in scoring position

capable of either stealing third or

scoring on a single adds a potential

distraction for the opposing pitch-

er Whether the lack of a steal was
a case of oversight or indifference,

it has to call into question the drive

of the coaching staff.

However, there are several rea-

sons for fans to remain optimistic

about the 2009 Blues squad. In a

post-game interview, Wilson spoke
of not having enough starting rota-

tion spots to house all the pitching

talent on the team. Although cur-

rently they are in the lower half of

the standings, when asked about
his team's chances of making a

playoff run, Wilson was enthusias-

tic and optimistic. On Saturday the

Blues built on some of their poten-

tial by defeating the Laurier Golden

Hawks 9-7 at home in Scarborough.

The Blues are a mix of young and

old players in need of some sup-

port. Defensively, they were fairly

shaky and inexperienced at certain

positions. The coaching staff needs

to train players to effectively ap-

proach each at-bat, as the hitters

were often outclassed and did not

recognize the umpire was calling

all outside pitches as strikes. Fi-

nally, this Blues team needs sup-

port from the fans. Taking a trip

out to the Scarborough campus is

a majestic experience as the field is

truly a diamond in the rough. The
play on the field will soon catch up
to the beauty of the surroundings.

This team may go on a hot streak,

and with their deep pitching staff,

and potential for timely hitting,

they will certainly catch on with

the fans.
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In Sept. 16's men's soccer game against the Ryerson Rams at Lamport Stadium,

Blues midfielder Mario Nallira takes a free kick. Defenceman Yannis Gianniotis

headed the kick, scoring the first goal of the game and putting the Blues up 1 -0

heading into halftime. The Blues went on to win the game, 2-0. On Saturday,

the Blues battled the ninth-ranked Carleton Ravens to a scoreless draw. For

complete game coverage, see Thursday's issue.

'TIFF' -CONTINUED FROM P6 9

(yes, even funnier than Lebowski), so

rich and subtle in its observational

humour and background gags that

it recalls Jacques Tati. It's also one
of their darkest; 1 first thought this

was an atheistic film, but with its

dark Jewish sensibility, this movie's

version of God is very real, and very,

very uncaring.

TRASH MUMPERS

I'll give Korine this: as angry as his

film made me, it has definitely lin-

gered in my memory.

THE WHITE RIBBON

VVv

If you thought Gummo wcis too main-

stream you'll love Harmony Korine's

latest and least compromising work,

closer in spirit to a nasty piece of in-

stallation art than a movie. Filmed on
a video camera and edited on a VCR
(complete with tracking problems,

sloppy cuts and "Play" and "Stop"

graphics), this grainy and creepy film

chronicles nothing more than the ran-

dom antisocial behaviour of a group
of freakish people. This behaviour in-

cludes the vigorous humping of trash

cans, among other, even more twist-

ed activities. Early reports that this is

a musical are technically correct. Our
heroes do indeed periodically sing

and dance, but you won't leave hum-
ming any of the tunes.

Korine's grungy, working-class

landscapes are always striking, but 1

fear he is guilty of making little more
than a freak show that festival-going

intellectuals can feel safe at, obvious
social commentary be damned. But

WW
Michael Haneke is one of the chilliest

filmmakers around, and The White

Ribbon might be his chilliest movie.

After the startling, graphic evil de-

picted in his earlier films, this slow,

black and white mood piece is even

more austere than usual, but similar-

ly unnerving. Set in a small German
village on the eve of the First World

War, fear and distrust strike the pop-

ulace when an unexplained series of

violent incidents begins. In Haneke's

dark vision, nobody comes off look-

ing good: not the sexually abusive

Baron, nor the corrupt Pastor, nor

the strict and uncaring teacher, nor

even the children. 1 don't think this

is quite top-drawer Haneke. I sup-

pose 1 held it at arm's length, admir-

ing its craft but not getting sucked

in as mercilessly as Cache, Funny

Games, and The Piano Teacher. Still,

this is a painful and powerful film,

with Haneke's gorgeous composi-

tions contrasted harshly to his brit-

tle, cruel characters. This village is

as rigorously oppressive as that of

A Serious Man, and Haneke's unmis-

takable inference is that the village's

climate of fear, unfounded hatred,

and deep distrust for those who do
not conform foreshadows the rise of

the Nazis.

Get in the field!

Find out about the exciting

world of sports journalism

Meet our special guest, Sean Fitz-Gerald,

sports writer at TheNationalPost

Thursday, Oct. 1 at 7 p.m.

Refreshments will be provided

Location: Tj^el/a/s^offices

21 Sussex, 2nd Floor

FREE EVENT-ALIAREWEUOMB

Include

AU top.

All student Sarah

in Calgary, Alberta,

Canada

Make your academic future more flexible with Athabasca University.

At Athabasca University, our large selection of courses and programs

can be a big plus to your academic career. » So be sure to keep us in mind

like Sarah did. Sarah is attending university full-time in Calgary, Alberta.

But in order to maximize her schedule, she needed to take some courses

that weren't available during the times she wanted. The solution? Sarah

is taking some AU courses and will transfer the credits over towards

her degree. » AU offers over 700 courses and 90 undergraduate and

graduate degree, diploma and certificate programs to select from.

If you're 16 or older, and are eager to learn, you can study at AU.

Academic choice. Another reason why AU stands out as a global leader

in distance learning excellence.

'rite for Spor^

Contact:
recruitment@thevarsity.ca

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weeliend Schedule

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Comprehensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

M.U.C.K. UUP!
www.muckfilmfestival.com. TO PEOPLE
WHO LOVE FILM. Volunteers needed.

M.U.C.K. Film Festival & Forum
(Movies of Un-Common Knowl-

edge), October 1st - 4th at The Royal.

Enlighten! Enrage! Engage! & Change!

Andrea@Stuartsamuelsproductions.com

ACCOMMODATIONS

GRADUATE STUDENTARTISTS
BEAUTIFUL HOME

Half price for help with cleaning and

cooking. 416-231-6360.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS& CDs
High quality, hand-picked selection. Major

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

TUTORING

FOR EXPERT PROOFREADING OF
GRADUATE THESES AND POST-

DOCTORAL RESEARCH PAPERS
Contact Patricia Bishop at (416) 922-2804

or by e-mail at mpbishop@rogers.com . As

an ESL specialist, Patricia welcomes work

from both native and non-native speakers

of English.

cY^n^f^l ik www.athabascau.ca/standout
9LUi KJUUL 1-800 788 9041

Athabasca University^

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $1 2.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25

for each additional word. Rates include one

line of bold type for the ad header. No copy

changes after submission. Submit ads by

email, mail or phone. Ads must be submitted

at least four days prior to publication.

Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6. Call 416-946-7604

or email ads@thevarsity.ca.
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SEPTEMBER 21 TO 27

Monday, September 21

Sustainability Office

Breakfast & Open House
• A vegetarian breakfast put on by

the Sustainability Office.

•9-11 a.m. Free!

• Sustainability Office, Room 208

South Borden Building

(487 Spadina Cres.)

Climate Change Film:

Fight For The Planet

An informative documentary by

Colin Carter, who at 16 years old,

interviewed a number of climate

change experts. It provides an

overview of the issue from a

youth perspective, and is a good

introduction to basic climate

change issues.

• Noon-2 p.m. Free!

• South Dining Room, Hart House

(7 Hart House Circle)

Lecture on the

Corporatization of the

University: "What Prospect

for a Decent Future?"

A panel of Science for Peace

members examines the current

scientific evaluation of the

climate-change emergency, and

the hope for avoiding the worst

of the predicted scenarios. They

will also look at the responsibility

of the university in this crisis: are

our shortcomings related to the

"corporatization" of universities?

Hosted by EarthCycle and Science

for Peace.

•3-5 p.m. Free!

• South Dining Room, Hart House,

(7 Hart House Circle)

Shielded Minds Movie and
Discussion

Chronicle of an encounter between

Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal

youth.

• 7-9:30 p.m. Free!

• Medical Sciences Auditorium

(1 King's College Circle)

Trailer: Shieldedminds.ca

Humanit ies for Inhumane
Times Roundtable
Discussion
With renowned journalist Avi

Lewis, professor Jill Matus, and

others.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• George Ignatieff Theatre

(15 Devonshire PI.)

416-946-0313

Tuesday, September 22

Bike to Campus Day
This is the centrepiece of

EarthCycle, featuring all-day

activities at Hart House Circle

including food, bike races,

performers, and more. Put on by

Bikechain, Streets Are for People,

The Really Really Free Market,

EarthCycle et al.

• 10a.m.-4 p.m. Free!

• Hart House Circle

Green = Part of EarthCycle,

U of T's Environment

Week. Visit theearthcycle.

wordpress.com for details

about the week's events

Eco-Tour of the University

A walking tour of both the good

and the bad in terms of U of

T's action on the environment.

This is neither a protest nor an

endorsement. Its purpose is

educational.

• 3-5 p.m. Free!

• Meet at Sid Smith/Student Life

Centre (100 St. George St.)

Climate Change Film:

The Lorax and Other
Animations
A compilation of animations

with an environmental or climate

change theme.

• 5-7 p.m. Free!

• Basement of the International

Student Centre (33 St. George St.)

Film & Talk on Water
Justice

Guest speaker Susan Koppelman

will show a short film on the

human cost of water stress in poor

and war-torn parts of the world.

Koppelman is a well-known and

respected U.S. social activist who
currently serves on the Somali

Rights Network and Statewide

Poverty Action Network.

•7:30-9:30 p.m. Free!

•Koffler Auditorium 108

(569 Spadina Ave.)

BENT: An Evening of Queer
Expressions
Panel discussions with filmmakers

Roy Mitchell, Leif Harmsen,

Maggie Cassella, and Charlie

Smith.

8-10 p.m. Free!

Gladstone Art Bar

(1214 Queen St. W.)

Themarsbar.com

Wednesday, September 23

Trinity College Green Roof
Tour & Lunch
Trinity College students provide a

tour of their green roof and free

lunch to visitors.

• Noon-2 p.m. Free!

• St. Hilda's College Residence

(44 Devonshire PI.)

Eco film: BiifeChain

Organized by Bikechain (bikechain.

utoronto.ca).

•2-4 p.m. Free!

• Room 1200, Bahen Centre

(40 St. George St.)

Gender and Cycling

Free workshop on gender and

cycling issues by Bikechain.

• 2-4 p.m. Free!

• Arbor Room, Hart House

(7 Kings College Circle)

U of T Farmer's Market

U of T's very own farmer's market

features local fruits, veggies,

breads, cheeses, honey, maple

syrup, and baked goods.

• 2:30-5:30 p.m. Free to check out;

prices vary

• University College

UeaT.utoronto.ca

Ontario's Energy Future:

Nuclear or Renewable?
Lecture on nuclear energy in

Ontario by Jack Gibbons

(Chair, Ontario Clean Air Alliance)

and Shawn-Patrick Stensil

(Greenpeace).

• 3-5 p.m. Free!

• East Common Room, Hart House

(7 Hart House Circle)

Bikechain Seminar:

"Cyclists. Know Your

Rights"

A must-attend lecture for any

urban cyclist in Toronto. Hosted by

Bikechain,

• 5:30-7 p.m. Free!

• Basement of the international

Student Centre (33 St. George St.)

Carbon Capture and

Storage: False Hope or

Climate Change Salvation?

Carbon capture and storage

is touted as one of the great

technological solutions to the

climate crisis and is already being

implemented at the Alberta

tar sands as part of the fossil

fuel companies' strategy for

"sustainable management."

Speakers Emily Rochon, Matt

Bramley, and prof. Danny Harvey

discuss findings from the CCS

conference earlier in the day.

•7-10 p.m. Free!

• Medical Sciences Building

Auditorium (1 Kings College Circle)

Thursday, September 24

Sid Smith ECO-FAIR
Networking opportunities and

information from Earthroots,

Greenpeace Canada, Ontario Clean

Air Alliance, and others. Organized

by Brett Rhyno for UTERN.

• 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Free!

• Sid Smith/Student Life Centre lobby

(100 St. George St.)

Hot Yam! Vegan Lunch
Enjoy a cheap and delicious lunch

from student-run Hot Yam! Fixed

price menu.

• Noon-2 p.m. $4

• Baldwin Room, International

Student Centre (33 St. George St.)

Container Gardening

Workshop
Learn about city gardening and

growing your own food!

• 1-3 p.m. Free!

• Veranda of the International

Student Centre (33 St. George St.)

Report from Powershift

and 350.org

A report from Powershift

representative Kimia Ghomeshi.

•2-4 p.m. Free!

• Hart House Music Room (7 Hart

House Circle)

Powershift: Powershiftcanada.org

Eco-film with focus on
Biodiversity

A 1.5-hour presentation relating

biodiversity, mass extinction, and

loss of genetic variability, including

an interview with biologist and

activist E.O. Wilson.

• 5-7 p.m. Free!

• Basement of the International

Student Centre (33 St. George St.)

Margaret Atwood reads for

Nature Canada
Canadian literary institution

Margaret Atwood gives a dramatic

reading from her new novel. The

Year of the Flood. Benefit for

Nature Canada.

•7:30 p.m.$10

• St. James Cathedral (65 Church St.)

416-973-4000

Friday, September 25

Climate Change Film on
Exxon Mobil & Fossil Fuel

Industry

The hour-long Out of Balance:

ExxonMobil's Impact on Climate

Change details the science

and consequences of global

warming. Its focus, however, is on

ExxonMobil's financing of media

campaigns and global warming

skeptics.

• Noon-2 p.m. Free!

•Room 1079, Sid Smith

(100 St. George St.)

Worldoutofbalance.org

Cycling Tour to Community
Gardens
Gardens! Bike punks! Organized

by Bikechain.

• 3 p.m. Free!

• Meet up at Sid Smith/Student Life

Centre (100 St. George St.)

Climate Change Film:

The nth Hour
This film explores how we live,

how we impact the earth's

ecosystems, and what we can

do to change our course. Plus,

Leonardo DiCaprio is in it.

• 5-7 p.m. Free!

• Basement of the International

Student Centre (33 St. George St.)

11thhouraction.com

Free Friday Film:

Jim Jarmusch double bill:

Stranger than Paradise

(1982) / Night on Earth

(1991)

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Innis Town Hall main theatre

(2 Sussex Ave.)

Cinssu.fff@utoronto.ca

Saturday, September 26

Cycling Tour from U of T to

the Evergreen Brickworks

Organized by Bikechain.

•9:30 a.m. Free!

• Meet at Sid Smith/Student Life

Centre (100 St. George St.)

Evergreen Brickworks:

Evergreen.ca/rethinkspace

Joe Shuster Awards
Awards presentation honouring

the achievements of Canadian

comic book creators, publishers,

and retailers.

•8 p.m. Free!

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

Joeshusterawards.com

Sunday, September 27

The Word on the Street

Festival

Meet and greet the minds

behind your favourite Canadian

fiction, magazines, and literary

journals at this annual lit lover's

dream. Featuring workshops,

presentations, author events, and

the best selection of Canadian

books and magazines you'll find

anywhere.

•11 a.m.-6p.m. Free!

• Queen's Park

Thewordonthestreet.ca

PS Kensington

Enjoy music, street performers, and

great food at Kensington Market's

fantastic, seasonal, once-a-month,

pedestrian-only street party.

• 1-7 p.m. Free!

• Kensington Market (College and

Augusta)

Pskensington.ca

To haveyourU of T

campus event listed in

tiiis space for FREE, just

send ttie appropriate

details to

listings@thevarsity.ca
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Corporate donors fund

new mining centre

Set to open in 2011, centre will house over 100 grad students and researchers

TIM LEGUALT
Associate News Editor

U of T announced on Monday plans

to build a $20-million mining and in-

novation centre. A combined $9 mil-

lion comes from mining entrepre-

neur Pierre Lassonde and Goldcorp

Inc., a gold mining company. Feder-

al and provincial governments will

cover the rest of the funding.

The Innovation Centre for the

Canadian Mining Industry will cre-

ate space for more than 100 gradu-

ate students and post-doctoral re-

searchers within the next few years.

The centre will occupy the vacant

top floor of the Mining Building, to

be renamed the Lassonde Mining

Building, on 170 College Street. Las-

sonde's $5-million donation will see

$1 million go towards funding schol-

arships. The remaining dollars will

go towards construction costs.

Goldcorp's $4-million gift ensures

that an academic and research fa-

cility in the centre will be called the

Goldcorp Mining Innovation Suite.

"This is another example of cor-

porations trying to buy the prestige

of the university," said Paul York, a

representative for Students Against

Climate Change.

The university has had simi-

lar deals with the private sector

before. The Scotiabank Informa-

tion Commons and the Jack Kay
Apotex Meeting Room are among
some of the corporate labels found

on campus.
"It is not the role of the university

to be a technical school or training

facility for such industries," said

York. "If the engineering depart-

ment has been hijacked for this

purpose, those who run that de-

partment neer) to question their

integrity as academics, and ask if

their academic freedom to pursue

the truth of their science is not

compromised by vested financial

interests."

Goldcorp runs several mining

operations overseas, including an

open pit gold mine in Honduras and
Marlin Mine in Guatemala.

In March, the BBC reported that

anti-mining activists accused Gold-

corp's Marlin Mine of contaminat-

ing their water and causing locals

to get rashes, blisters, and welts.

Critics accused Goldcorp of "un-

fair land purchase practices, human
rights violations, and environmen-

tal damage to the area surrounding

the mine," the BBC reported.

The university insists its donors

understand that academic direc-

tors have full authority over any
issue regarding academic content,

research, teaching, and direction.

"The university needs and values

philanthropy for a whole lot of rea-

sons," wrote spokesperson Laurie

Stephens in an email, "because no
amount of government or tuition

support could cover all the costs

of all our research and academic
programming. And, just as impor-

tantly, because gifts let us build

important relations with knowl-

edgeable leaders in certain fields,

whose ideas can help us advance
education and research."

Construction is expected to fin-

ish by March 20n. A number of

green features are planned, includ-

ing photovoltaic cells on the roof,

a water conservation system, and
energy-efficient lights.

Latin lives!

Universities see a surge in Latin class enrolnnent

BARBARA DE DIOS

Who says Latin is dead? U of T's Classics

department has seen a significant rise

in student interest towards learning the

language over the past several years.

This September, an unusually high

demand for third-year Latin led the

department to raise the enrolment cap

for the first time to accommodate extra

students. In 2008, a fourth section in

the first-year introductory Latin course

was added. The Classical Association of

Canada says more college and universi-

ty students across the country cire tak-

ing Latin, reported the Globe and Mail

last week.

According to professor Alison Keith,

chair of the U of T Classics department,

most students are first-timers to the lan-

guage, but some took it in high school

and can skip to intermediate classes.

While the numbers are modest, they

are steadily increasing. Keith attributes

this incre2ise to several factors.

Latin was traditionally taught as a

language that builds critical reading,

writing, and analytical skills, which can

be applied to the study of literature, law,

medicine, and other professional areas.

Keith said she has taught students from

various areas of study, from chemistry

to political science to women's studies.

She also noted Latin is relevant to

the study of any romantic languages

such as French, Spanish, and Italian,

since these are all derived from vul-

gar Latin. (Vulgar Latin means "spo-

ken Latin," used by the masses, as

opposed to "written Latin," which is

what is now studied. The difference

had a profound effect on the evolu-

tion of the romance languages.)

Romance languages are not only

based on the syntax of vulgar Latin, but

also on the morphology, phonology, and

lexicon. Latin gives birth to the sounds

used to impart meaning in words, the

words themselves, and how they are

used in sentences to express ideas.

"I'd say the Romans have never gone

out of fashion, but the convergence of

all these media on ancient Rome is par-

ticularly terrific for generating student

interest in Latin," Keith said, citing pop

culture as a potential influence. Me-

dia ranging from movies and novels to

comic books and video games have es-

tablished a greater awareness and inter-

est in learning the language and culture

surrounding ancient Rome.

As interest increases, Latin still faces

difficulties in recognition.

"I wanted to enroll in introduc-

tory Latin, however, I thought Spanish

would be more useful than Latin since

more people speak it," said Alan Wu, a

Master's engineering student who had

considered taking Latin as an elective

during the last two years of his under-

graduate degree.

Echoing this sentiment, U of T's Clas-

sics department has struggled to place

Latin back on as a "teachable" at the

Faculty of Education, which removed it

several yecirs ago. Aspiring education

students must have two "teachables,"

or subjects of expertise.

Starting next year, York University

will be adding Latin as an accepted

teachable for its own teacher's college.

Latin's not the only rarely-spoken

language on campus. For a sample of

others you can study, SEE PAGE 4.

BIKE BUGGY
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Tuesday afternoon as part of Car-Free Day celebrations. Events

included Bike Polo, larger-than-life Scrabble, and a vegan BBQ.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Student arrested in York

sexual assault

A York University student has

been charged with one count of

sexual assault after an incident

that occurred in the university's

Scott Library. Aaron Zukewich,

21, is currently awaiting a bail

hearing.

On September 15, a 23-year-

old female student reported to

York security that she was fol-

lowed by a man into a secluded

section of the library and sexu-

ally assaulted. She was not in-

jured.

In a similar incident on Sept.

18, an anonymous female caller

reported that she had been sex-

ually assaulted in the library.

She left the library before police

could interview her.

Security located a suspect

and notified the police. Zuke-

wich was linked with the first

assault and charged.

Police are trying to determine

if there were any other inci-

dents. Anyone with information

is asked to call the police at 416-

808-3104. More information can

a
be found at the York Security

website: www.yorku.ca/security/

CampusAlerts.

—NATALIE SEQUEIRA

Source: Toronto Star

Hazing party won't ground

Carleton women's soccer

The women's soccer team at

Carleton University will only

suffer a two-game suspension
for a party that resulted in one
player being hospitalized for

excessive alcohol consumption.
The hazing party allegedly took
place over a week ago, on Sept.

13. The team missed games
against U of T and Ryerson last

weekend.
"The university has conclud-

ed that the two-game suspen-
sion by the team was an ap-

propriate penalty and the team
will resume regular play this

Wednesday against the LJniver-

sity of Ottawa," reads a press
release from the Carleton ad-

ministration.

Carleton suspended the whole

SEE 'BRIEFS' -PG 5
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HAVE
DINNER

WITH

12

Delicious food & conversation

with alumni, faculty and other students

who won 't be strangers by the end of the evening.

Come for dinner at an alumnus'house

& discover what a small world U ofT really is.

FOR MORE INFORMATION Of to join the invitatioD list visit:

alumni.utoronto.ca/dinnerwith12

or search for Dinner with 12 Strangers on Facebook

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE

University of Toronto Alumni Association

UNIVERSITY OF

TORONTO

^ TECHNICAL & COMMERCIAL STUDENTS

whatever new technology the future holds, we'll need plenty of energy

to power it. At Shell we're working on all sorts of ideas to meet the growing

demand. And we need arT\bitious students and graduates to help us tackle

the challenge. Join a company thot values diversity, and gives you training,

support and career choices to develop your potential. Surround yourself

with some of our most accomplished problem solvers. And together we
con help build a responsible energy future.

Think further. Explore student and graduate opportunities at

www.shell.ca/careers and quote reference GFC178S when you apply.

Sheti is an equal opportunity employer.

Oh, the humanities
What are the humanities good for?

Four brainiacs give students their take on the discipline

Chad Gaffield, Avi Lewis, Jill Matus, John Ralston Saul (from left to right) speak at the George Ignatieff Theatre on

Monday for the humanities roundtable discussion.

Thinkers and scholars got their 15

minutes in front of a paciced audience

at Trinity's George Ignatieff Tfieatre

on Monday evening. Ttie crowd came
out for a panel on "Humanities for

Inhumane Times," discussing key is-

sues facing the study of humanities

and what contribution the humanities

can make. The speakers were John

Ralston Saul, Canadian essayist and

novelist; Avi Lewis, host of Faultlines

on Al Jazeera English; Chad Gaffield,

president of the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council; and
Jill Matus, U of T English professor

and vice-provost student life. Each

spoke for 15 minutes before holding a

roundtable discussion, moderated by
philosophy prof Robert Gibbs.

"The roots of humanism have to be

re-examined profoundly," said Saul,

tracing North American humanities'

roots primarily to Europe, a civiliza-

tion, he noted, that managed to kill

150 million of its own people in less

than 50 years. He added that Canada
isn't making an effort to save its over

50 Aboriginal languages from extinc-

tion. The languages, in offering new

ways to think about people and place,

contain essentially humanist phi-

losophies that are not taught inside

mainstream Canadian philosophical

systems. Saul reiterated, both in his

speech and during discussion, that

the purpose of the university was first

and foremost to create citizens.

Matus highlighted the lack of un-

derstanding in how the humanities

are perceived. Sometimes they are

mistakenly equated with the perform-

ing arts, she said, or viewed as anti-

quarian, indulgent, and "obviously

not useful in an economy driven by
accountability." She argued that the

major roles of the humanities—criti-

cism, analysis, and evaluation—are

largely overlooked.

"All the interesting questions on
the minds of people today are at the

heart of what we do," said Gaffield, a

historian by training. The real value

of research, whether in humanities or

science, lies in what interests the pop-

ulace, he said. Gaffield added that the

case for the humanities needs to be

made more compellingly to the world.

Lewis, a documentary filmmaker,

stressed the need to examine the

socio-political context of the discus-

sion on humanities. "There has been

a fundamental victory for the vision

of education as a necessary invest-

ment in one's economic future, rather

than as the process of building criti-

cal subjects that make a democracy

work," he said.

"An engaged academia is at the

heart of every democratic movement
in society," said Lewis, portraying the

economic crisis as a new opportunity

for the humanities to redirect the con-

versation to "the impact of policies on

people, rather than look to the smart

guys with their infallible models who
proved [to be] so colossally wrong."

Lewis echoed Saul's support for

free undergraduate education in

Canada, a topic that made for the

main highlight of the discussion

session. "The question of paying for

education is [...] a huge responsi-

bility of the only people in society

who have been guaranteed jobs

for life...you guys with tenure!" he

said, pointing to faculty members in

front-row reserved seats.

"There are almost no consequenc-

es. You can advocate revolution, for

chrissake!" he added, as the theatre

filled with applause and laughter

OPIRG-Toronto Opt-Out Period
Monday September 28-Thursday October 15

Office Hours: Monday-Thursday 11am-6pm

Location: 563 Spadina Crescent

OPIRG-Toronto is a U of T based and entirely student-funded group with

a mandate for action, education and research on issues of social and

environnnental justice. We are a volunteer driven organisation that aims

to empower students and the broader community and to give people the

tools and opportunity to work cooperatively for a more just society.

We are entirely student and community funded, as each U of T student

pays a refundable fee as part of their incidental fees. The membership fees

cover ALL of our operating costs. We are entirely student and community

funded, as each U of T student pays a refundable fee as part of their

incidental fees. The membership fees cover ALL of our operating costs.

We receive a $1.00 levy from each undergraduate student and $5.00 from

every graduate student. Students who wish to have their levy refunded

should bring their student card and u of t invoice as proof of enrollment to

the OPIRG-Toronto office before Thursday, October 15 at 6pm.

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-HoDr Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

> Interactive Teaching Practicum

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

> Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1 -800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca
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SCENES FROM EARTHCYCLE:

(ABOVE) Various campus bike groups

provided basic repairs for students,

as well as advice on maintenance, at

Hart House Circle. (BELOW) Trinity

lets students on to its green roof at

44 Devonshire Wednesday.

THE

PUMP
BETTER RIBS
BETTER WINGS
BETTER PRICES
* Sunday Nite V2 Price Nachos
» Monday Nite V2 Price Wings
» Tuesday Nite V2 Price Pizzas

» Wednesday Nite V2 Price Pastas

* ViuisdayNiteFreslilVlussels

$4.25/lb Choice of2 delicious sauces

Weel(end Bmncli 11am-3pm

ilp Victoria university
^^^^-^ IN THE UNIVE«S(TV Of TORONTO

^£ Poiicicai Science

Wi- UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Victoria University, the Department ofPolitical Science

and the Association ofPolitical Science Students inviteyou to

The Keith Davey Forum on Public Affairs

BLOGS, TWEETS AND TEXT
A Public Conversation on Political

Journalism and Citizen Empowerment
with

Stevie Cameron, Investigative Journalist

Ron Deibert, U of T Professor of Political

Science and Director of the Citizen Lab

Rod Macdonetl, International Expert

in Investigative Journalism

Monday, October 5, 2009
7:30 p.m.

Isabel Bader Theatre, University of Toronto

93 Charles St. W., Toronto

FREE
Seating is on first-come first-served basis.

Visit www.politics.utoronto.ca or www.vicu.utoronto.ca

The Irish love
Qerman culture.
And by culture,
we mean beer.

1

Come and raise a pint
for Oktoberfest.

Pionn tHacCooLs
wAw.primcpubs.com

70 The Esplanade 21 St. Clair Ave,, West

181 UniveiiitN -\venue 235 Bloor Street East

310 Fl oat St, West

410 BLOOR ST. W.
(at Brunswick)

416-927-7337
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I
hat's the point in learning an obscure

' language? These profs are so glad you

asked. Mersiha Gadzo takes a look at

less well-known tongues taught at U of T.

OLD NORSE
"It's natural for any English speaker to be in-

terested in Old Norse," said Ian McDougall, a

professor of Old Norse at the Centre for Medieval

Studies.

The language has contributed much

to modern-day English, including an

endless list of vocabulary—where

would we be without "oaf," "freckle," or

"keg"?). Many common phrasal verbs

(verbs that have a particle, like "to take

out") also come from Old Norse.

"It also goes without saying that

learning to read Old Norse provides one

access to one of the great literatures of

the Middle Ages, and one which, if you

ask me, affords the most vivid picture

available of everyday life in Northwest-

em Europe before the 14th century,"

said McDougall, who is working on a

dictionary of Old English.

Old Norse is also the ancestor of

continental Scandinavian languages,

and of modem Icelandic. It serves as

a natural introduction to present-day

Icelandic.

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN
Ronald Leprohon, an Ancient Egyptian pro-

fessor at the Department of Near and Middle

Eastern Studies, says that there's a really

easy answer to the question.

"I love the pure magic that comes from

the fact that someone is talking to me from

across the ages."

"These texts were written thousands of

years ago and here I am, sitting here and

now, reading them. Someone is actually

talking to me from 4,000 years ago. What a

trip!"

To study a culture in depth, it's necessary

to read the texts from the original language,

said prof Katja Goebs. "One quickly becomes

aware how little has changed between then

and now in some ways, while other areas are

extremely different. This helps us to situate

ourselves in world history, with all the bene-

fits that a greater awareness brings,"

she added.

Goebs also said Ancient Egyptian

is particularly fascinating because it

is a "picture script" that places it-

self into a zone between art and text,

which the ancient Egyptians played

to with great effect. That, and "it is

simply lovely to look at."
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INUKTITUT

The claim that there are more Inuktitut

students in France than Canada spurs

on professor Alana Johns. There are

28 students in Paris learning Inukti-

tut, more than in Toronto, Montreal

or Vancouver, according to Canadian

Geographic. Take Bruno Perrone, who

already speaks six languages fluently

"Some of my colleagues play golf. I

study Inuktitut," he said. Interest runs

high: in summer 2004, Inuktitut stu-

dents in Paris opened Espace Culture!

Inuit to showcase art, books, films, and

photographs portraying daily life in

Canada's North.

Johns is determined to change this

state of affairs. She works with an

international research group who col-

laborates with northern communities

on the future of their languages.
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FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
Ancient Egyptian

Inuktitut, Old Norse, and

ONEIDA
Oneida is an endangered Iroquoian

language that has fewer than 250

fluent speakers. Teaching it is im-

portant so that the aboriginal culture

and traditions can grow stronger, said

Grafton Antone, a sessional instruc-

tor and an Elder at U of T's First Na-

tions House.

"What I like about the language is

that it opens up a whole new way of

speaking: it helps us to understand

Mother Earth... it brings us into con-

tact with all creations and the cos-

mos," Antone said.

In the Introduction to an Iroquoian

Language course (ABS220Y), stu-

dents learn more than just the lan-

guage. Through the Iroquois creation

story, the class provides a cultural

base to ceremonies, healing ways,

and reciprocal connections with the

earth. Students also learn the social

songs that are sung with the water

drum to help keep their focus and

connection to the Creator.

"This course brings the past, the

present, and future together in a

way that will promote how the Peace

Maker worked hard in the past to set

up a peaceful way for people to work

together," said Antone.

What's a self-

torturer to do?

Prof gives his solution to philosophy puzzle

SAMHITA GUPTA

A person has an electrical tortur-

ing device attached to his body, and

gets paid $10,000 for every increase

in intensity level. That's the premise

for a philosophy puzzle introduced

by Warren Quinn in 1993. On Mon-

day afternoon, professor Sergio Te-

nenbaum presented his take on the

puzzle as part of the Centre for Eth-

ics' seminar series. The paper, called

"Vagueness, Plans, and the Puzzle of

the Self-torturer," was co-authored

by professor Diana Raffman.

Back to the self-torturer: accord-

ing to the orthodox Rational Choice

Theory, the self-torturer would

prefer to stop at the higher of two

consecutive settings. (Since the

increments in current are tiny, he

can't distinguish between adjacent

settings anyway.) The theory states

that choices are rational if they

come from a transitive preference

over alternative choices.

But the self-torturer can distin-

Tomorrow's Professionals

Apply Today!

Apply Online!

OMSAS www.ouac.on.ca/omsas/

Ontario Medical School Application Service

September 15, 2009: Last day to register for

online applications

October 1, 2009: Application deadline

www.ouac.on.ca/olsas/ OLSAS

Ontario Law School Application Service

November 2, 2009: Application deadline for first-year English programs

May 3, 2010: Application deadline for upper-year programs

TEAS www.ouac.on.ca/teas/

Teacher Education Application Service

December 1, 2009: Application deadline for English programs

March 1, 2010: Application deadline for French programs

www.ouac.on.ca/orpas/ ORPAS
Ontario Rehabilitation Sciences Programs

Application Service

{Audiology, Occupational Therapy. Physical Therapy/Physiotherapy

Speech-Language Pathology)

January 8, 2010: Application deadline

guish between settings that are far

apart, and he knows there is a set-

ting at which he would experience

unbearably excruciating pain. (He
knows this because once a week he
is allowed to explore the various set-

tings. But afterwards, he has to re-

turn to the setting he was at before.)

The self-torturer understandably

doesn't want to live in overwhelm-

ing pain, even for a lot of money, so

he would also prefer to stop at the

lower of two consecutive settings

lest he hit the level that would cause

too much pain. That's the crux of the

puzzle, and the challenge to Rational

Choice Theory.

One of the responses to RCT is

that because the self-torturer's

preferences are intransitive, he is ir-

rational and must revise his prefer-

ences. Professor Tenenbaum called

this response the "hard-nosed

solution." He argued for an un-

orthodox solution, centred around

"non-segmentation." According to

Tenenbaum, a solution satisfies

non-segmentation if it permits or

mandates that the self-torturer

stops at a certain level when facing

a series of choices, but always rec-

ommends moving to the next level

when there's only one choice."

The talk, which contained jargon

and very fine-grained philosophical

arguments, was mostly attended by

philosophy students and faculty. A
few people without philosophy back-

grounds showed up, too. Among
them was Ori Barbut, a graduate stu-

dent in engineering, who said that

he appreciated the mental exercise.

Barbut added that the event provid-

ed students with a great opportunity

to learn about a field of study differ-

ent from their own.

Professor Tenenbaum's research

interests are in ethics, practical rea-

son, and Kant. He is the author of Ap-

pearances of the Good (Cambridge

UP, 2007).

LSAT MCAT
6MAT GRE
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* Experienced Course Instructors

* Comprehensive Study Materials
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* Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students
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'BRIEFS' -CONTINUED FROM P61

team, rather than individuals, to

send a stern warning that they

will not tolerate hazing. Admin
said that all other disciplinary

measures would be handled in-

ternally.

Before the suspension, the

women's soccer team had a re-

cord of 2-2-1 .—TODD MICHAEL LANE
Source: The Ottawa Citizen

(J/a/notfr honours Trinity

College student

Jasmeet Sidhu, a fourth-year

Peace and Conflict Studies stu-

dent, has been named one of

Glamour magazine's top 10 col-

lege women. The competition,

which recognizes exceptional

achievement and academic ex-

cellence, brought Sidhu and the

other award winners to New
York City to meet with profes-

sionals in their respective fields.

Sidhu had previously been
named one of the Globe and
Mail's Top 20 Under 20, and one
of Canada's 100 Most Powerful

Women by the Women's Execu-
tive Network. She hopes to be-

come an international journalist

and will graduate this year with

her bachelor's degree in Peace
and Conflict Studies, with a fo-

cus on women's rights and inter-

national health.

Sidhu, along with the other

winners, will have their pro-

files featured in the October
issue of Glamour, now on news-
stands.—TML
Source: Bulletin

You have three law school

requests

Think contacting an admissions of-

ficer on Facebook will add a novel

twist to your application? You're

not the only one. According to a sur-

vey by the test prep company Ka-

plan, admissions officers at half of

surveyed U.S. business schools, 48

per cent of law schools, and 31 per

cent of medical schools say they

have received friend requests from

prospective students on Facebook.

In addition, more schools have

started to take advantage of sites

like Facebook and the wealth of

information that they can provide.

This year, 21 per cent of schools say

they have begun to develop admis-

sions policies for social networking

sites, up from 16 per cent last year

"College applicants these days

are seeking any competitive edge

they can," Jeff Olson, executive di-

rector of research at Kaplan, told

Reuters. "For now, only a small

number of college admissions offi-

cers actually visit applicants' social

networking sites, and these visits

may not always benefit the appli-

cant."—CHARLEY WANG
Source: Reuters

Nova Scotia entices gtads to stay

home

Nova Scotia is Introducing a gradu-

ate tax incentive that will offer com-
munity college and university grad-

uates up to $15,000 in order to keep

skOled young people in-province.

Although it is the second-smallest

province in Canada, Nova Scotia's

university enrollment per capita

is the highest. The Memorandum

of Understanding on University

Funding and Tuition Fees has also

announced its plans on freezing

tuition fees for university students

for the 2010-2011 academic year.

Working closely with post-second-

ary institutions, the government

also plans to make the best use

of the Nova Scotia Crown Share

University Infrastructure Trust

Fund.—CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH
Source: Throne Speech from Sept.

17, 2009

TorontoM&f&(m

unregulated security academies

The Canadian Security Academy
has received a number of com-

plaints from its graduates, prompt-

ing an investigation from the Min-

istry of Community Safety and
Correctional Services. The acade-

my, founded by Mark Morell, offers

training for security guard jobs.

The Toronto Star's Brett Pop-

pleweil went undercover and had

to spend only $80 to become a se-

curity guard, and another $80 to

receive his private investigator's

license. Defending his school to

the Star as doing things "quite pro-

fessionally," Morell has apparently

been guaranteeing job placement

to students.

After another Star reporter pos-

ing as a student graduated in as

little as 15 days without any clinical

ti'aining. Ken Miller's Ontario Acad-

emy of Science and Technology has

been closed down for producing

unqualified health care workers. As
ayoung Filipino nannywho attend-

ed the college told the Star, "now
1 have no future. 1 have to start all

over again."—CJ

Source; Toronto Star

Over 100 students have contributed

to Tl^eMK this year.

Why not you?

THE VARSITY
OPEN HOUSE
Meet editors and fellow contributors,

maken^ friends, join the team.

Friday, Sept. 25 from 2 to 5 p.m.

Varsity Offices, 21 Sussex Ave., 2nd floor

nUTIII Tomto.41S.S34.5252
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ini^*^lliteiaa/l ""ilfeMtoliiMi _____
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£tONOMIC INQUIRY
Former wall street execs are using the recession to find themselves.

But it's little comfort to the middle class who are just trying to stay afloat.

Americans rally to demand action on curbing the 9.7 per cent unemployment rate.

CRISTINA DIAZ BORDA

The Wall Street Journal recently pub-

lished a piece about several laid-off

workers from the business sector,

entitled "Where They Are Going." It

told tales of high-paid financial work-

ers converting their sudden unem-
ployment into a chance to turn a new
leaf, find themselves, and start over.

One such six-figure man suffered a

six-month stint as a truck driver—

a

job he could not bear to return to

—

while two others used their savings

to find their calling driving another

type of vehicle: a Mister Softee ice

cream truck. As 1 read about incredi-

bly wealthy people taking unemploy-

ment as a way to return to a simpler

life, my thoughts on what was sup-

posed to be an uplifting article shift-

ed to only one expression: fuck off.

The reality of the recession was
best reported by The New York

Times last Friday in their piece on

the boomers, or "Generation B."

While high-paid executives are find-

ing a new lease on life, the economic

downturn has devasted regular folk.

The generation of our parents, aged
45 to 65, now has the highest sui-

cide rate of all age groups. "It's hard

to maintain your focus that you're

a valuable member of society when
you go three months and nobody re-

ally wants to employ you," 59-year-

old David O'Bryan of Barre, Vt. told

Time. It's no surprise that accord-

ing to the U.S. Federal Suicide Pre-

vention Resource Center web site,

"widespread increases in unem-
ployment" are "strongly linked with

increases in suicide rates." Even

those who have work face the con-

stant stress of looming job cuts and
the fear of "Will 1 be next?"

Here's a generation that grew up
thinking that success came from

hard work and finding a stable job.

And for a while, most of them had
that success. They had jobs, they

had houses, and they had stabili-

ty—until the summer of 2008, when
it all began to fall apart.

While Federal Reserve chair-

man Ben Bernanke declared last

week that the recession "is over,"

the jobless rate in the U.S. is still

at a 26-year high. New York City

now faces unemployment above 10

per cent, and the U.S. overall is at

9.7 per cent. That means roughly

one in ten Americans that would
like to work is unemployed. Ask
around, and it won't be hard to

find students with unemployed
parents. The boomers aren't just

losing their jobs, but also their

houses. Two weeks ago, Bloomberg
reported that foreclosure filings in

the U.S. exceeded 300,000 for the

sixth straight month. Sure, a lack of

income can be weathered out with

unemployment insurance and sav-

ings, but that can only last so long.

Though the U.S. government and
banks are trying to modify mort-

gage payments to prevent foreclo-

sures, the climbing jobless rate is

making that impossible.

According to the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Devel-

opment, jobless rates will likely re-

main high for years to come. In fact,

job prospects have been so bleak

that the United States' discouraged

worker rate—also known as per-

sons of legal employment age who
are not actively seeking employ-

ment—reached 758,000 in August,

doubling from last year. That's not

even including the PhDs who have

taken on part-time jobs, or other

such cases of underemployment.
Unemployment is a lagging in-

dicator of economic growth. The
OECD explains that recovery will

be slow, due to how quickly and
severely the recession began. As I

explained in my last column, New
York University prof Nouriel Roubi-

ni and Nobel Prize-winning econo-

mist Joseph Stiglitz fear the econo-

my will either recover very slowly,

or dip back into a deeper recession,

bouncing back later. Even the opti-

mistic option is bad for morale.

Regarding the six-figure work-

ers who "found themselves," 1 feel

badly about getting so enraged at

their happiness. But the sentiment

remains. Yes, losing your job al-

lows you to take a look at who you
are and reconsider your career op-

tions. But for far too many, losing

your job is a nightmare you can't

wake up from—at least according

to current economic forecasting

—

for several years.

LETTERS

Professors'

enthusiasm not

dependent on age

1 find the comment about the age

of faculty members distasteful

and untrue ("Quality of education

lacking at UofT," Sept. 17). Many
professors who are pushing 70 are

at the leading edge of research

in their fields, and are not the

least bit "out of touch." Professor

Michael Collins (civil engineering)

and professors Emeriti Zvonko
Vranesic and Sergei Dmitrevsky

(electrical engineering) are all

over 65, and are three of the very

best teachers on campus.

Enthusiasm, not age, is what
separates exceptional teachers

from the average ones.

RiSHi Maharaj

Coalition wouldn't

bring change

Luke Savage's article is about how
Harper's minority government

doesn't work, and about how many
problems we have right now need

solving ("Canadian Content," Sept.

21). All of this is masked under the

suggestion that the coalition might

work.

There is no part of the article

explaining how lefty policies are

better. To me, the sentence "Cana-

dians would finally see swift action

on climate change, the deficit, and
employment insurance reform," is

worthless, and has no justification.

How can we see swift climate

change action when the Bloc has

no plan for climate change (actu-

ally, 1 don't think they have any

plans about anything for the rest

of Canada), the NDP proposes

cap and trade, and the Liberals

actually want an environment tax?

How can it be swift when they

don't even agree on what they

want to do? How can we reduce

the deficit when the coalition

forced Harper to spend our way
out of the recession at political

gun-point last year?

Trevor
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Hit the road, Jack!

By supporting the Conservative government, the NDP sold out their party and this country

GABE DE ROCHE

"Canada's political tides have shifted away from

an election," wrote Luke Savage in the last issue

of The Varsity. While it may be true that an elec-

tion has been postponed, there has been no shift-

ing of political tides, only a selling-out of progres-

sive principles by Jack Layton cind the NDP.

The NDP's decision to prop-up the govern-

ment was neither about extracting concessions

on Employment Insurance—which even the

party's president, Peggy Nash, admitted were

"absolutely not enough" - or about co-operation

to "make Parliament work." It was a cold-blooded

political calculation made by a party and leader

that reeks of the worst kind of opportunism. It

is a pathetic distillation of the long-held belief of

many Canadians that the NDP no longer stands

for progressive policies, only posturing.

Let's be clear. The New Democrats are in no
position to fight an election in today's political

climate. They have no money, while campaigns

are increasingly expensive; the Liberals and
Conservatives are out-fundraising the NDP by
huge margins. Many NDP MPs have been sit-

ting for only a year—making them extremely

electorally vulnerable—they have barely nomi-

nated 10 per cent of their candidates nationally,

and they face an invigorated Liberal Party that

is no longer led by Stephane Dion. Most impor-

tantly. New Democrats have no idea what their

own party stands for.

Led by their moustachioed firebrand leader,

the NDP has smugly proclaimed for months that

they would oppose the Harper government, final

stop. They would proudly vote against the Harp-

er budget without even reading it. They would

proudly oppose the economic update in June.

On all matters of confidence, the NDP would vote

against the government. But alas, they did not.

This isn't the first time the New Democrats

Jack Layton and the NDP voted with the Harper government on Sept. 18.

have joined the Conservatives and the Bloc Que-

becois. In November 2005, Jack Layton proudly

brought down the Paul Martin government,

bringing on the election that got Stephen Harper

his first term as prime minister. Then, as now.

Jack put politics over principles.

But now more than ever, the NDP should be

standing by their principles to guard against

the further crumbling of Canada's ideals.

In his few years as Prime Minister, Stephen

Harper has changed this country's political

landscape. Little by little, he's dismantling our

hard-won national institutions. He's reversing

years of progress that Canada has made in in-

ternational affairs, and he has shown a disdain

for national unity, favouring a politics of divi-

sion and deceit. Enough is enough.

But on Friday, the New Democrats rose cer-

emoniously in support of the Harper govern-

ment. They expressed their confidence in the

policies of the Harper Conservatives, and en-

sured the government's continued survival.

This blatant selling-out of deeply held policy

beliefs of the party and its core supporters is

not just offensive to political observers. It af-

fects the state of this nation. The result of Lay-

ton's calculations back in 2005 was the cancel-

lation of national childcare, the abandonment

of our commitment to the Kyoto Protocol, and

the destruction of the Kelowna Accord, a hard-

won policy for support and development in

Aboriginal communities across the country.

Especially in a parliamentary democracy,

it is crucially important to hold our repre-

sentatives accountable for their actions. The
NDP purports to be Canada's progressive

conscience. How can this be so when Jack

Layton, Olivia Chow, and the rest of the NDP
caucus show that time and again, they are

willing to sacrifice their principles to please

the pollsters?

Students here at the University of Toronto

are right to be cynical about our political sys-

tem. Having elected Olivia Chow to Parliament

to stand up for them as representative for Trin-

ity-Spadina, what they got was a professional

politician who betrayed them last Friday by

ensuring the continued survival of the Harper

government. She, like Jack Layton, put politics

before principles. But students are catch-

ing on to Layton's ruse. The NDP is in danger

of losing the riding of Trinity-Spadina, which

includes most of U of T. And quite frankly, they

should lose it. They have failed to stand up for

progressives on this campus and across the

country. As it turns out, the only thing the NDP
stands up for is Stephen Harper's government.

It's one thing to talk about putting politics

before principles in the abstract way that pun-

dits like to analyse politics. It's quite another

to consider the very real, very destructive

consequences of Layton's calculations. He
abandoned progressive Canadians when he

stood with Harper in 2005, and he did it again

on Friday.

More money, more problems

Why a proposed newspaper bailout by President Obama

serves his interest, and only puts a bandaid on a bullet hole

CHRIS BERUBE
Varsity Staff

This weekend, President Obama did

something deeply self-interested,

though it may not appear that way.

When speaking to reporters from

the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and the

Toledo Blade, the president raised

an issue that few media analysts

expected, suggesting he would sup-

port a financial bailout package for

print newspapers.

On the surface, Obama appears to

be speaking imprudently. Given the

recent news of imminent collapse at

the New York and LA Times, The Chi-

cago Tribune, The Boston Globe, and

almost any institution that puts ink

to newsprint, a bailout would have to

be another substantial contribution

to the already enormous American

deficit. And one can imagine fiscal

conservatives already weary of pay-

ing for public infrastructure projects

and health care loathing to give any

money to the "liberal media elites."

However, Obama's comments on

the topic reveal his own political self-

interest in the matter: "I am concerned

that if the direction of the news is all

blogosphere, all opinions, with no

serious fact-checking, no serious

attempts to put stories in context,"

worried the president, "what you will

end up getting is people shouting at

each other across the void but not a

lot of mutual understanding." In other

words, he was shielding himself.

More than any leader in history,

Obama has faced the consequences of

the digital echo chamber. Blogs have

been ground zero for disinformation

about the black, progressive presi-

dent. In a lot of ways, the rebound of

institutional journalism would be a

great boon to the Obama presidency.

More to the point, is a newspaper

bailout really the best way forward

for reviving the health of journalism?

If Obama's predictions—that Internet

reporting is fundamentally flawed,

and that blogs will never achieve the

rigour of established media institu-

tions—hold true, then perhaps. But

more importantly, a single bailout

would not address the structural is-

sues facing newspapers today. Given

the changes in technology, it's un-

likely newspapers will revert to the

old modes of readership again, mean-

ing one bailout couldn't turn the tide.

Unless the government wants to be

in a position of funding print journal-

ism indefinitely, it has to address the

greater structural issues at play.

As with any problem of national

importance, there's no shortage of

bad ideas on how to solve it. The
forthcoming lawsuit against Google

News being mulled by the Associ-

ated Press—aiming to prove that

Google has been using their content

illegally—^would be a thoroughly

counterproductive measure that only

stands to make the traditional media

even more irrelevant. So too would

be the idea of developing an anti-

trust exemption that would let news
organizations get together to fix the

prices of articles online, which would

result in the end of free web content.

Putting the digital locks back on will

only drive more readers to the hyper-

partisan sites already offering their

wares for free.

Given the revolutionary change

in how citizens consume news, only

a genuinely revolutionary business

model will suffice. For example, little

has been said about Senator Benja-

min Cardin's suggestion of allowing

large print dailies to operate under a

non-profit model. This would remove

the profit imperative that have driven

recent cuts and would not require

newspapers to embrace a technologi-

cally digressive attitude. While critics

of this plan dismiss the possibility of

a newspaper funded by the public

as being beholden its donors, this

is likely a preferable option to being

beholden to corporate advertising

and shareholders as the news media

is today. Whether or not this solution

could be workable is up for debate,

but given the circumstances, we have

to try something.

Newspapers have been hit hard by the recession, and many are in fear of

folding for good.
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'Give yourself permission to write'

Where We Have to Go author Lauren Kirshner experienced a literary awakening as a cliild at the Word on the Street

Festival. Now, with a critically acclaimed novel and a U of T Creative Writing degree under her belt, she's ready to

influence a whole new generation of Toronto writers.

On Atwood: I kept thinking, 'I am sitting here
having tea with a legend.'

ANNA GALLAGHER-ROSS

Lauren Kirshner was 10 years old

when she attended her first Word on
the Street Festival. As she wove in and
out of readings, she dutifully filled out

a ballot for every contest held among
the booths. She promptly forgot about

these entries until weeks later, when
she was called and informed that she

had won a complete set of Margaret

Atwood's books.

In the years to come, Kirshner

would read and become deeply influ-

enced by novels such as The Hand-

maid's Tale and The Edible Woman,
but this significant first encounter

with Atwood would not be her last. In

her second year as an M.A. student in

the Creative Writing Program at the

University of Toronto, she found her-

self sitting across from Atwood, her

new mentor.

Kirshner recalls this first meeting:

"I kept thinking, 1 am sitting here hav-

ing tea with a legend.'" Atwood would

oversee Kirshner's M.A. thesis proj-

ect, a 20-page short story about a girl

named Lucy, which would eventually

become her debut novel. Since its re-

lease last spring. Where We Have To

Go (McClelland & Stewart) has had a

tremendous reception in Canada, and

was recently sold to major publishers

in Holland and Germany.

Where We Have to Go is the touch-

ing story of Lucy Bloom, the spunky,

smart, and loveable teenager who
adores two things: her cat Lulu, and
the television character ALF. Lucy's

coming of age, set against the famil-

iar backdrop of Toronto in the 1990s,

combines rich and vivid characters

with evocative imagery to tell a com-
pelling tale of adolescence: suffer-

ing through high school, her family's

breaking apart, ceasing to eat as she

struggles to become the "right" shape,

making and keeping friends, and com-
ing to terms with herself.

We are introduced to her eccentric

mother, Joy, who was once a beauty

queen in suburban Bulgaria and now
loves shopping at Salvation Army
stores, collecting mannequins, and

teaching ESL. Her father, Frank, ever-

clad in his brown parka, once had

dreams of being a famous photogra-

pher but now attends AA meetings

and works in a travel agency. Kirsh-

ner's whole cast of artfully drawn

characters maintains consistently

compelling voices.

We follow Lucy over eight years of

her teenaged life, through familiar To-

ronto streets and landmarks. Kirshner

uniquely captures with levity and hu-

mour the familiar (and painful) experi-

ences of growing up different at an age

when it is imperative that one aims for

similcuity.

The title of the novel was adapted

from a poem by Theodore Roethke,

which appears in its original form on

the opening page. Kirshner explains:

"It's about persevercmce and navi-

gating the acrobatics of life. I had it

tacked to the wall in front of my desk

while writing." She struggled with the

title initially: "We considered calling

it 'Odd Girl Out' but 1 disliked it be-

cause I wanted the female characters

to be more dimensional than simply

'odd' or outside of the norm." In fact,

the narrative presents many facets

of female adolescence, exploring the

complexities of family, friendships,

and self-discovery that occur in, as

Kirshner puts it, "the chasm between

childhood and adulthood."

Kirshner thought it was important

to write in a new way about an issue

that affects some young women; al-

though she portrays Lucy's struggle

with anorexia, it isn't the only thing

that defines the character. Kirshner

is concerned that teens are subjected

to a proliferation of images of how
to be, or what beauty or goodness

is: "Lucy is an average teen growing

up in a digital, culture-saturated age

who constantly compares herself to

these images."

Kirshner refers to her own adoles-

cence as a time when she was "lecirn-

ing how to say 'yes' and 'no' to the

world." She is often asked if the novel

is autobiographical, and her response

is that it's more about "a feeling than

an actual event. Parts of me are there,

on every page." Like Lucy, Kirshner

described herself growing up quite

shy: "I liked to feel undetected, like

wallpaper." She was 23 when she be-

gan writing the novel and says she had

to be conscious of not writing about

her own development, instead letting

Lucy have her own: "We were so close

in age, it was difficult to write her as

she got older. But 1 felt good about

leaving her at 19. 1 feel like people be-

gin their lives at that time."

A captivating aspect of the novel

is the role that storytelling plays in

Lucy's life. Kirshner explains that

"stories are a way for Lucy to tell true

things about herself." A touching in-

stance of this occurs when Lucy slips

a letter about her hero ALF under her

parents' bedroom door during a pause

in their frequent fighting: "I love ALF
because no one expects him to make
a difference. I love ALF because when
he sees a problem that needs to be

solved, he takes responsibility."

Kirshner comments on how Lucy's

fictions explore truth: "Does truth

have to be something that actually

happens, or is it something inside our-

selves that becomes apparent in the

way we live?" One of the most tender

moments is the story Lucy and her

mother invent together at her mother's

bedside. After so many years of with-

holding their true feelings from one

another, they experience a precious

instance of being on the same page

as they bask In their newfound words

and intimacy. They discover, through

unspoken agreement, that storytelling

is a way for them to connect and for

truth to pass between them.

Kirshner, who graduated from U of

T's Creative Writing Program in 2007,

describes her time as an undergrad

as a very different, somewhat alienat-

ing experience: "I felt lost in the mix. 1

was a silent observer who always left

class with a knot in my throat." But

she describes meeting professor and

author Rosemary Sullivan—who also

heads the M.A. program in Creative

Writing—in her third year and being

inspired. Kirshner says it was during

her graduate studies that she was able

to find her feet as an author: "The pro-

gram gave me the permission to be a

writer."

Kirshner's thesis project, which

evolved into Where We Have to Go,

was conceived inside the classroom

but also throughout the U of T cam-

pus, including around King's College

Circle. She also wrote for hours in the

Victoria and Trinity libraries: "1 would
take breaks in the Trinity cafeteria,"

she remembers and then laughs. "You

could get a huge plate of food for eight

dollars." Food was important. Kirsh-

ner describes intensive, non-stop writ-

ing sessions: "The character of Lucy

first came cis a voice, loud and clear.

and it was unlike anj^thing I had en-

countered before. I just stayed up writ-

ing for three weeks straight. Lucy was
good company."

In addition to her thesis project,

Kirshner's writing took other forms

during her time at U of T. In 2005 she

departed from fiction to collaborate

with her sister, actor and author Mia

Kirshner, on the book/Awe Here (Pcin-

theon), an interdisciplinary project

that tells the story of globalization.

Mia asked Lauren to write a chapter

entitled "20 Poems for Claudia" about

Claudia Ivette Gonzalez, a young wom-
an who was murdered in Juarez, Mexi-

co in 2003. The result is a beautiful eind

gripping piece that blends non-fiction

with poetic prose. She was also the

Arts Editor for The Newspaperm 2006.

Born and raised in Toronto, Kirsh-

ner speaks animatedly about her city,

praising its eclectic arts community.

Though she admits that the cityscape

is very different from when she was
a teenager, "gentrification is not nec-

essarily a bad thing, but it makes the

city look different—it's an ineffable

quality. Like Gerrard Street where the

Salvation Army 'By the Pound' shop

used to be. The old Toronto is slowly

being hidden beneath the new." Her

only criticism: "I wish rent was lower.

1 wish it was easier to make a living as

an artist, but it's a choice you have to

make, you just may not buy a condo or

be a surgeon like your mother wcints

you to be."

Currently, Kirshner is in the early

stages of her second novel: "It's about

the experience of a group of different

artists in their twenties. Some of it is

set in Toronto. It explores themes of

identity and how one makes their way
in the world."

"Oh," she adds, "and it has lots more
rock and roll."

Her advice to young writers? "Give

yourself permission to write. Don't let

anything get in the way of that. It's a

private permission. Stop talking or

explaining about being a writer and

just go ahead and be. Write without

explanation."

where we have to go

LAUREN KIRSHNER

Lauren Kirshner will be reading at the

Word on the Street Festival in Queen's

Park on September 26.
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Silver Starling takes fliglit

Canadian indie-rock supergroup preps for debut album release party

JOE HOWELL
Varsity Staff

Montreal will eat its young, but Mon-
treal won't let us down—at least

not when it comes to music. The lat-

est from Montreal is Silver Starling,

an indie act whose lush, sweeping

melodies sound like a "sailboat on a

sunny day," as the band itself put it.

In anticipation of their debut Silver

Starling and upcoming show at the

Drake, we got ahold of lead singer

Marcus Paquin before he went off to

his "day job" of mastering the new
Arcade Fire album.

THE VARSITY: Thanks for taking

the time to talk to us! I'm sure you're

extremely busy, what with your first

record about to come out

MARCUS PAQUIN: It's a good kind

of busy.

TV: So on September 22 your debut

album officially drops, as they say.

Are you excited /or Silver Starling to

fly from its nest?

MP: Haha, 1 like that. Definitely,

we're super excited for the record to

come out.

TV: How'dyou choose the name for

the band and eponymous album?
MP: We started off with the name
Mothers Fathers, but that was very

similar to other bands out there.

To avoid confusion, we decided

to choose something else we all

liked... The interesting thing about

starlings, if you've ever seen them
in flight, is that they fly in these

huge formations—it's beautiful. And
they're songbirds.

TV: Just like you guys!

MP: Haha, just like us.

TV: In what little has been written

about your fledgling band thus far,

much has been made ofyour connec-

tions with Arcade Fire. What's it like

working under such a long shadow?
MP: Shadow? I'd say it's more
like a ray of light. We're happy to

be friends with them. Obviously

they've achieved a lot— 1 think I've

read that once or twice. If we could

achieve just a little of their success,

we'll be happy.

TV: In that vein, you helped master

an Arcade Fire album, andyou are

currently working behind the scenes

engineering the upcoming one. What
made you want to take the leap to

forming your own band?

MP: I've been playing in bands as

long as I can remember. The record-

ing stuff was to broaden the palette;

I wanted to explore the many facets

of making music. It's like a painter

who mixes his own colours—there's

so much depth you can achieve.

TV: What gotyou into music in the

first place? What was your major
influence?

MP: Bits and pieces of count-

less things, but it's your earliest

influences that tend to be the most

important. I listened to the Beatles'

Abbey Road endlessly as a child and

I still have the record my mother
lent me. I've worn the grooves out

on that one.

TV: You've played a few shows

already. How did they go?

MP: Yeah, we've played Hillside,

Osheaga, shows around Montreal. .

.

We're finding our voice as a live

band. We're learning to project and
make a show of it, to blend images

and sound.

TV: Images and sound? Is your live

acta multimedia experience?

MP: When you check out the record,

there's a lot of imagery associated

with what we do. We're trying to

evoke in people the emotions we felt

while recording it.

TV: I've heard the album's sound and
emotional resonance was largely

informed by your close friend's battle

with cancer and untimely death.

MP: The songs are directly and in-

directly informed by it. It gives you

a different perspective when one of

your best friends is sick—it gives

you an appreciation of resilience

and generosity; an appreciation

of being alive. . .There is a certain

beauty in sad things. Will it break

you or will it make you stronger?

TV: Was the process ofrecording this

album cathartic?

MP: I think it's good to talk about

your emotions. I did a lot of talking

and a lot of song-writing.

TV: You're playing the Drake soon for

the album release party. What should

we expect?

MP: People have been really enthu-

siastic so far. We're pretty under the

radar, but people have been singing

along, buying T-shirts, asking for

the album. It's been great. . .New
fans can expect a deep show. We're

excited to play music and hope to

put on a beautiful show.

Silver Starling play at the Drake Hotel

with Final Flash on September 25.

Tickets are $12.50 at Rotate This and
Soundscapes.

Still too hot for TV: Jerry Springer: The Opera

Hart House Theatre opens its 2009-2010 season by restaging one of its

most popular—and controversial—shows

Byron Rouse (second from left) mediates between estranged lovers in last winter's production of Jerry Springer: The Opera.

EMMA SARCONI

It's been said that the real Jerry

Springer once envisioned his show,

with its outrageous characters and
trashy scenarios, being made into

a country-western musical one day.

But British duo Stewart Lee and
Richard Thomas took a less pre-

dictable route in re-envisioning the

famed talk show as an operatic saga.

Their work, Jerry Springer: The Op-
era, had its Canadian premiere last

winter with an immensely popular

run at Hart House Theatre.

To satisfy demand for more
Springer, the theatre's 2009-2010

season opens with a restaging of

the hit play. Last year's assistant

director Mark Selby takes over
the director's chair from Richard

Ouzounian, while Byron Rouse re-

prises his lead role as ex-mayor of

Cincinnati and beloved talk-show

legend Jerry Springer.

While some have been eager to

write off the show based on its crass

subject matter, Selby warns audi-

ence members not to be fooled by
the silly premise. "People come in

expecting two fun hours at the the-

atre, and are a little shocked by the

intellectual angle that the show sud-

denly takes [in the second act]."

Although on the surface, it's not

meant to be taken seriously, there is

an underlying sophistication buried

beneath the bitch fights and four-

letter words. Those who protest the

show, Selby remarks, "are the ones

that just hear that we have a gay Je-

sus, or a tap-dancing Ku Klux Klan

member...but the fact is that this

show actually makes a point."

"It's a satire," Rouse explains.

"I've said this before and I've gotten

in trouble for it, but I'll say it again:

smart people understand satire."

The cast's attitude is anything but

amateur, and both Selby and Rouse
applaud the ensemble.

"They are all fantastic musicians

and all terrific actors," Selby gush-

es. "They all bring so much to the

studio audience [played by] the

cast of the show. I mean, everyone's

really stepping up and making it an

incredible experience."

Rouse has a similar admiration for

his co-stars: "I've been in big shows
before, but when they say that it's

'starring Byron Rouse' I don't neces-

sarily believe it. Actually, it's the en-

semble that's the star, because they

do some really great work. They put

a ton of work into this show."

Most importantly, Selby and
Rouse advise the audience to (in

the words of the character Jerry

Springer himself) "have yourselves

a good time" and get tickets early. If

last year's production was any indi-

cation, this show is going to sell out

pretty quickly.

Jerry Springer: The Opera runs at

Hart House Theatre from September
24 to October 10. Tickets are $15 for

students.
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Concert Review: Meligrove Band,

The Acorn, and Born Ruffians

The pride of Midland, Ontario offers a sneak peak at their forthcoming sophomore disc

arts@thevarsity.ca

^NIAMH FITZGERALD

VVVVv
Under the hazy lighting of the Opera
House, a crowd of excited fans push-

es ever closer towards the stage,

each vying for that perfect spot.

The air is redolent with sweat and

spilled alcohol, and tangible antici-

pation runs through the crowd. As
a guitar is strummed and a clarion

chord sings through the air, the fans

respond with appreciative whoops
and cheers.

The Opera House was filled to ca-

pacity last Saturday, as eager fans

swarmed in for a performance by
homegrown heroes Born Ruffians.

After touring North America and
Europe extensively for their debut

album, Red, Yellow & Blue, the trio is

home again and currently recording

their second full-length album, the

majority of which they performed for

the first time on Saturday.

Fellow Ontarians Meligrove

Band kicked off the show, power-

ing through popular numbers like

"Everyone's A Winner," "Ages and

Stages," and "Our Love Will Make
the World Go Round." Their driving

rhythms and catchy melodies were

enough to elicit some admiring ap-

plause from the crowd, but the set

was far too long for an opening band,

especially considering that they

were only the first of two acts of the

night.

It was refreshing

to see the

overwhelmingly

positive reception

Indie folk-rockers The Acorn

graced the stage next, surrounded

by a tangled rope of luminous white

Christmas lights that added an unex-

pected ethereality to their set. The

Ottawa natives rarely receive the

attention and acclaim that their mu-
sic deserves, so it was refreshing to

see the overwhelmingly positive re-

ception given to them by the Opera
House crowd—some of whom, judg-

ing by the wild screams, came to see

The Acorn first, and Born Ruffians

second. Their set mixed slow, mel-

ancholy ballads with powerful rock

numbers featuring original instru-

mentation: two drummers created a

polyrhythmic pulse over which the

lyrical melodies and harmonies were

woven. The band started off with

more familiar tunes including "Hold

Your Breath" and "Crooked Legs" off

their most recent album. Glory Hope
Mountain, and then introduced the

crowd to new songs "Misplaced" and
"I Made the Law," which were equally

well received.

Finally, after a brief set change (and
with the venue now packed to capac-

ity) Born Ruffians appeared on stage

to an outburst of adoring clamour.

The trio of Luke Lalonde (looking

like an erstwhile Bob Dylan), Mitch

Derosier, and Steve Hamelin jumped
right into a set list that included old

favourites interspersed with a bevy
of new tracks. The Ruffians declared

that they would be performing

"about 80 per cent" of the promised

upcoming album.

Creating an extraordinarily loud

sound for such a sparsely popu-

lated stage, the boys opened the set

with songs like "Barnacle Goose"

and "Sole Brother," playing with a

somewhat spastic energy that was
befitting of the yelping and holler-

ing that pervades much of their

repertoire. But it wasn't until the

opening notes of the single "Hum-
mingbird," the band's most popular

song, that the already excited crowd
went absolutely wild. Feeding off the

insatiable intensity of the crowd, the

Ruffians, who evidently had a lot of

pent-up energy after their prolonged

studio stretch, wisely introduced

some tunes off their new album at

this point. Upon first listen, the new
songs are much in the same vein as

those off their last album (ridiculous-

ly catchy yet highly original) without

sounding too repetitive of their pre-

vious tracks.

The set drew to a close as the band
played "Little Gargon" and ended off

with another fan favourite, "1 Need A
Life." They returned with encore "Ba-

donkadonkey" and the non-album
track "Merry Little Fancy Things."

Before the boys left the stage for the

final time, they lingered briefly to

high-five members of the audience.

Despite the obvious adoration of

their fans. Born Ruffians seemed
genuinely surprised at the impres-

sive turnout of the night. Perhaps

even more exciting for the band,

though, was the overwhelmingly

positive response that their new
songs received. At one point during

a new number, Lalonde crooned, "I

just wanna set the world on fire"—

a

daunting task for any young band.

But with their loyal fans, original mu-
sic, and electrifying live performanc-

es, give Born Ruffians a few more
years and they'll be well on their way
to doing just that.

Gallery review: ^me, Same
Candice Breitz's recontextualized Hollywood symbols come to Canada for the first time

Stills from Candice Breitz' "Becoming" video series.

MAY JEONG

_^ Varsity Staff

Candice Breitz Is fascinated by iden-

tity, popular culture, television, con-

sumerism, the entertainment indus-

try, and identical twins.

The Power Plant is currently host

to Candice Breitz: Same Same, the

first major North American installa-

tion of Breitz's critical investigation

into the world of outward impres-

sions and self-made identity, and the

shambolic union of all things con-

temporary culture. Breitz does this

through four visual installations.

One part of the gallery space is

dedicated to "Him and Her" (2008),

a brilliant depiction of the male-

female dichotomy seen through

Hollywood's hyper-critical eyes.

The installation is in two parts: one

room dedicated to Jack Nicholson,

the other to Meryl Streep. The bud-

ding actor and actress lead in their

respective gender categories as

having the most Oscar nominations

(Nicholson with 12 nominations and

three wins, Streep with 1.5 nomina-

tions and two wins). Nicholson and

Streep, perhaps for this reason, have

come to represent the archetypes of

the male and female form.

The screening room shows nu-

merous Meryl Streeps engaged in

a conversation, at times by herself,

and at other times, with herself. This

is a deliciously confusing, thought-

provoking image, constructing and

deconstructing the notion of "self"

in a world of ever-globalizing media

culture.

"Becoming" (2003) is another in-

stallation that tugs at the question

of self and identity. Clips from vari-

ous romantic comedies from teen-

age years past—images of Drew
Barrymore and Julia Roberts—play

looped with microphones attached

to the screen. The dialogues (or

monologues) are trite and easy.

On another screen, Breitz herself

mimics the Hollywood actresses in

what she affectionately calls, "body
karaoke." Breitz mimes and mimics

the Barrymores and the Robertses.

Their dialogues, divorced from the

familiar faces and props, are ren-

dered comical.

Walk back into the main gallery

space and four rooms to the left

showcase "Four Duets" (2000).

These mini-studios house two televi-

sion sets facing each other, playing

a tersely edited video of Whitney

Houston performing the famous

score of "I Will Always Love You,"

and Olivia Newton-John in select

scenes from Grease. These looped

images of Houston and Newton-John

are played against the backdrop

of painfully bright neon-coloured

walls. What was intended as a musi-

cal declaration on everlasting love,

is reduced to monosyllabic reruns of

sappy love songs.

But what has to be the highlight of

this refreshing study of culture and
identity is "Factum" (2009), three

pairs of two-part video portraits of

monozygotic twins discussing their

autonomous (and shared) struggle

of defining themselves in a society

that places insurmountable value on

the individual. The title, "Factum,"

is an homage to Robert Rauschen-

berg's infamous near-identical paint-

ings. The work lives up to the allu-

sion: as the studies of these three

sets of twins reveal, no matter the

twins' apparent sameness, they will

never be exactly alike.

It is an interesting exercise sitting

in front of the two screens show-

ing seemingly the same image (the

twins are dressed the same and
interviewed in the same location,

often their home) and to watch as

the identity of each twin betrays the

camouflage. Whether it is the tone in

their voice, the subtle mannerism, or

the diverging character traits, some-
thing will inevitably give away the

individual's true colour.

Posed the same set of questions,

the answers the twins give often

overlap, and sometimes collide. The
exercise of recollecting the past re-

veals that the presence of this other

half-self seems to both threaten and
affirm how each interviewee thinks

of him or herself. They show genuine

curiosity towards the non-twin life

(or "singletons" as the twins would
call it). "It would be so liberating,

but I would also be completely lost,"

says Hanna Kang, one of the twins

interviewed. Duality is what seems
to fascinate Breitz, and this curiosity

is manifest as a recurring theme in

her works.

Through her liberal use of pop
music, television, and Hollywood,

Breitz playfully explores heavier

discussions of self. By capturing can-

did moments in which identity, in its

various forms, engages in dialogue

with popular culture, Breitz urges

us to be critical of the ail-too famil-

iar terrains of mass culture and con-

sumerism. Breitz is critical of what
it means to nurture the notion of the

self in this all-too-invasive world.

She achieves this by dissecting the

interplay between art and popular

culture, and the ambiguous line that

runs through them.

Same, Same runs at The Power Plant

(231 Queens Quay W.) through

November 15.
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Race. Religion.

Equality. Freedom.
Current Canadian Legal Controversies

Third Annual Law Conference

October 2-4, 2009

Best Western Primrose Hotel

Toronto (Downtown)

Featuring 19 speakers, including;

Martha Bailey, Queens University, Faculty of Law
Supreme Court of Canada Justice Louis LeBel

Lorraine Weinrib, University of Toronto

George Jonas, National Post

Students from faculties other than law

are welcome to attend!

6:00 pm Doors open

6:30 pm Reception

7:00 pm John Carpay, Executive Director,

Welcoming Remarks

7:15 pm Panel I — Free Expression

9:00 am Panel II — Intellectual Property

10:30 am Panel III — Polygamy

12:00 pm Lunch and Keynote Speaker: SCC Justice Louis LeBel

1:30 pm Panel FV — Racial Equality

3:00 pm Break and free time

6: 00 pm Reception

6:30 pm Dinner and Keynote Speaker: George Jonas, National

10:30 am Panel V — The Place of Religion in the Public Square

General Registration $245 Registration includes

meals and refreshments

Student Registration* $85 from Friday to Sunday

Student Registration $25

(panels only)

*Want to bring some friends? If you convince five

friends to register for this conference, we will

reimburse you the $85 for your conference

registration! Contact us for more information.

Students attending from outside of the GTA can apply for a

partial reimbursement of their travel costs. Contact us for

more information

For more information or to register:

www.CanadianConstitutionFoundation.ca
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Theatre Class #6:

THE ART OF GIVING A

SPEECH OR PRESENTATION

It's just one of many of classes &
workshops developed and delivered by

some of Canada's most accomplished

creative talent. Creative Classes &
Workshops at Hart House. Engaging,

enlightening and provocative.

www.harthouse.ca/ciasses

HART HOUSE
www.harthouse.ca

Space is iimited. Register now.

This class series fS proudly sponsored by

d Mamijife Fioancial
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V BRAIN
WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

The science
behind slumber

It's been a long day. You're convinced

this lecture was supposed to end hours

ago. As your eyelids get heavier, your
thoughts start losing focus. You're drift-

ing in and out of consciousness, and
before long, you can't help it anymore.
You've fallen asleep.

Sleep is a natural part of human bio-

logical rhythms, so it's quite accurate

when people say they can't live with-

out it. But for many of us, sleep remains

something of an enigma. What exactly is

this thing that we spend one third of our

lives doing?

In an attempt to answer this question,

scientists use a number of instruments

to measure activity in the brain and
body while we sleep. The most important

of these is the electroencephalograph

(EEG), which measures electrical activity

in the brain over time.

Based on these brainwave measure-
ments, sleep is divided into five stages.

Before the onset of sleep, a period of

drowsiness serves as a prelude to the

typical sequence of slumber. Electrical ac-

tivity in the brain during this brief period

is dominated by alpha waves, which are

also characteristic of meditative states or

what athletes experience when they're "in

the zone."

Sleep begins at Stage One, which usu-

ally only lasts a few minutes, and is char-

acterized by theta waves. Stage One is the

transition period between sleep and wake-
fulness, and the experience is similar to

that of relaxation. Stage Two lasts slightly

longer, and contains a mix of EEG activ-

ity. Both Stages One and Two are 'light

sleep,' so if someone was awoken during

these stages they would probably not re-

call falling asleep at all. Stages Three and
Four consist of slow-wave sleep, which is

a period of deep sleep dominated by delta

waves. These stages are very similar, and
correspond with deep sleep.

The fifth stage of sleep is called the

rapid eye movement (REM) stage, and
that's where things start getting interest-

ing. REM sleep is the dream stage, where
brain waves resemble the electrical activ-

ity of someone who is awake. However,

the body is virtually paralyzed during the

REM stage, which is why we don't physi-

cally act out our dreams.

Research on sleep disorders investi-

gates all the things that can go wrong in

and around the sleep period. Insomnia is

a chronic problem that involves difficulty

getting to sleep, while narcolepsy is a con-

dition marked by sudden and uncontrol-

lable onsets of sleep during normal wak-

ing periods. Another unusual condition is

somnambulism, or sleepwcdking, in which

sleepers are up and wandering around

while remaining in slow-wave sleep.

All the research being devoted to sleep

patterns, mechanisms, and disorders

goes to show that sleep Is serious busi-

ness. U of T has its own Centre for Sleep

Medicine and Circadian Biology, while

a number of its affiliated hospitals and

rehab facilities run sleep labs. When it

comes to research, sleep really is a full-

time job.

The stem cell hierarchy

Researchers have discovered an alternate method for growing stenn cells

Neural stem cells in culture. Stem cell research has shown promising results for finding a cure for numerous diseases, including various cancers,

Parkinson's, and Alzheimer's.

WASIM KAGZI

Stem cells are a promising weapon for combat-

ing certain degenerative conditions, such as

cancers and organ failure. Both of the two types

of stem cells, embryonic and adult, are able to

regenerate new cells and tissue, but embryonic

stem cells (obtained from an early-stage em-

bryo) can also differentiate into specialized cell

types. The discovery of a unique property of

mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) at the Univer-

sity of Toronto may lead to an alternate way to

grow specialized cell tissue while avoiding ethi-

cal controversy.

Professor J.E. Davies and Dr. William Stanford

from the Institute of Biomaterials and Biomedi-

cal Engineering at U of T, Dr. Armand Keating,

Director of the Cell Therapy program at Prin-

cess Margaret Hospital, and their students Ra-

hul Sarugaser and Lorraine Hanoun recently

found that MSCs are able to stimulate bone and

cartilage growth, speed up wound repair, and

increase autoimmune function.

In an interview with the Vancouver Sun, Keat-

ing said, "Scientists had seen potential in MSCs
but had been largely unable to establish defini-

tively that they had the properties of stem cells.

Methods for isolating them were also inefficient,

as they had to be extracted from the bone mar-

row of human donors or, more recently, from fat

removed in liposuction."

In their study published in Public Library of

Science, Davies and his team discovered that

MSCs are specific cells with the unique ability

to differentiate into a variety of body cell types.

'In particular, MSCs are known for differentiat-

ing into cells required in the support tissues of

the body such as bone and collagen," explains

Davies. However, "In bone marrow, about one

in every 100,000 nucleated cells is a mesenchy-

mal stem cell. These kinds of numbers make
it very difficult to experiment with." Due to

these low numbers, the scientific community
has been slow to accept evidence for the exis-

tence of MSCs.
Since 2002, Davies' group hypothesized that

MSCs could be localized in connective tissue.

"In fact, from our previous studies, we have

found that the richest source of MSCs is the hu-

man umbilical cord, which is essentially all con-

nective tissue. What is more surprising is that

this rich source is discarded as medical waste

in the millions by families every year," explains

Dr. Davies. With the help of this abundant MSC
source, Davies and his team have finally pro-

vided concrete evidence for human MSCs at the

single-cell level.

In addition to determining the existence of

MSCs, they provided evidence of the two fac-

tors that characterize stem cells: self-renewal

and differentiation. "As an MSC gives rise to

a progenitor cell, it loses some ability to dif-

ferentiate," says Davies. Thus, there exists a

hierarchy for MSCs, each having distinct dif-

ferentiating capacities.

An MSC at the top of the hierarchy can give

rise to any one of the five different lineages

(bone, cartilage, fat, muscle, and fibroblasts).

As you go down the hierarchy, a MSC loses

the ability to differentiate into one of these

cell types and ultimately becomes completely

specialized. This finding enabled researchers

to isolate MSCs at different stages and use
them for drug screening and other clinical

treatments.

Canada boasts an impressive list of accom-
plishments in the field of stem cell biology.

Work done by pioneers .lames Till and Ernest

McCulloch of the Ontario Cancer Institute in To-

ronto sparked the field of stem cell research in

the 1960s, and Canada continues to be ranked

in the top six countries internationally for its on-

going leadership in stem cell research.

Stem cell research has branched out into

many discrete and exciting fields over the past

50 years. Davies' fellow investigator Dr. Stanford

and his team work on trying to model human
diseases with genetically altered mice. "Now we
can model human diseases with a rich human
sample of MSCs that have been shown to exist

and act in a similar manner to pluripotent stem

cells [which have the potential to develop into

a wide range of cell types]," explains Stanford.

Unlike other types of stem cells (i.e. embry-

onic), MSCs from either adult bone marrow or

the umbilical cord are not under the same ethi-

cal scrutiny. Adult bone marrow is voluntarily

provided and umbilical cords are essentially

medical waste thrown out by many families.

"MSCs are ready to be used for clinical applica-

tions right away and don't require much more
research before being implemented into clinical

medicine," says Stanford.

Currently there are close to 60 MSC trials

in progress worldwide, showing great poten-

tial for the realistic applications of these stem

cells. In addition to their regenerative role,

MSCs possess a unique property which en-

ables them to go undetected by the hosts' im-

mune system. This avoids the issue of match-

ing the patient's cells with MSCs and allows

for a wider range of uses.

"This new research has immediate implica-

tions in the field of cell-based therapy and per-

sonalized medicine, which is one of the excit-

ing [applications] of these mesenchymal stem

cells," explains Stanford.
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Technology and tranquility:

Where's our balance?

KEVIN DRAPER
Varsity Staff

I've always had an easy time laugh-

ing off the half-serious complaints

of older relatives that the amount
of time I spend online, on my Black-

berry, and on other 21st-century

gadgets is a problem. It is, after

all, a firmly ingrained feature of

our generation—1990s babies who
grew up on the Internet—and a lot

of the activities that older genera-

tions cannot even begin to compre-
hend doing online, including many
forms of socializing, reading, and
personal entertainment, have
made the transition to the screen.

But while fishing in Muskoka one
evening this summer, I missed set-

ting the hook on a big fish because 1

was too busy replying to an instant

message on MSN. If someone had
described such a scene to me as

recently as two or three years ago,

1 would have been shocked and ap-

palled by technology's brazen in-

vasion into what was once a sacred

escape of mine, a chance to leave

behind the constant communica-
tion and connectivity of city life.

1 suspect I'm not the only person
who has struggled with this aspect

of modernity. To place myself in

elite company. President Obama
famously received an annoyed
slap on the wrist from his wife, Mi-

chelle, for pulling out his Blackber-

ry at one of their daughter's soccer

games while he was campaigning
last summer. It's surely a scene

that is repeated every weekend,
evening, and at countless family

get-togethers around the world.

What, then, is the answer? Many

people self-identify as Internet ad-

dicts, a concept that has been le-

gitimized in some scientific circles.

Far more are de facto addicts in de-

nial. Jim Taylor, a PhD in psychol-

ogy, recognizes "dis-connectivity

anxiety" as an emerging trend that

affects many people. David Gib-

son, a Harvard professor, identi-

fies several factors that could help

explain Internet addiction. He hy-

pothesizes that after externalizing

our thoughts online repeatedly, we
have difficulty getting excited over

the idea of keeping our thoughts

to ourselves. Gibson also sug-

gests that online personas become
so meaningful to us that we feel

compelled to continue developing

and presenting them to the online

world.

Others simply find the conve-

nience of universal connectiv-

ity too much to resist, even if they

don't always appreciate the trade-

offs that come with it, like missing

that big fish, or focusing more on a

pesky ex-girlfriend's text message
rather than the roaring bonfire in

front of them.

It helps to take a clear and hon-

est look at the pros and cons that

universal Internet access brings to

the table before rushing to judg-

ment.

Constant access to the Internet

and its entire means of communica-
tion is a convenience that is nearly

impossible to understate. A lot of

the time our professional lives nec-

cessitate immediacy, which the net

provides. What would be more de-

flating than returning from a nice

holiday and checking the Career

Centre's job listings, only to learn

that a dream part-time job had
been posted the afternoon that

you left and other applicants now
have a head start on you?
The drawbacks of the Internet

aren't always as easy to qualify, and
they're often not as pronounced as

the benefits, but they certainly ex-

ist. Think of the young-adult drama
that is always a text message or

MSN conversation window away.

So where do we find middle

ground? It would be a shame of

equal portions to completely re-

fuse the convenience of technologi-

cal progress, or to become so de-

pendent on it that the downsides
of these advances cut into what
should be times of unfettered bliss.

A helpful starting point is to con-

sider your Internet and communi-
cations needs: are you the kind of

person who keeps your net and mo-
bile device use to a bare minimum?
If so, you're a minority amongst the

undergraduate demographic. But

the answer here is easy: leave the

"Crackberry" and laptop at home.
It can help to keep our Internet

use to the things that would truly

disadvantage us if neglected for a

few days (like email and the occa-

sional Facebook check). The smart
phone does not need to come on
every boat trip, nor does it need to

even need be on all the time.

For better or for worse, every as-

pect of our lives is technologized.

Recognizing that both the upsides

and drawbacks of this unchange-
able fact are entirely real is a good
first step to making intelligent

choices on how to best maximize
their convenience without having

to join Crackberries Anonymous.

UTM breakthrougli could reduce chemo side effects

Inhibiting cancer cell protein to enhance anti-cancer therapy effectiveness

Cancer is one of the leading causes
of death in North America today.

The Canadian Cancer Society es-

timates that in 2009 alone, 171,000

Canadians will be diagnosed. While
there is no cure yet, a recent discov-

ery at U of T Mississauga may give

chemotherapy an added edge in the

ongoing battle with this disease.

Patrick T. Gunning, professor in

the Department of Chemical and
Physical Sciences at UTM, is cur-

rently working with scientists at

the University of Central Florida

and Princess Margaret Hospital to

improve the treatment of human
cancers.

STATS (Signal Transducer and Ac-

tivator of Transcription 3), a protein

present in cancer cells, causes drug
therapy resistance when it pairs

up with another copy of itself. Gun-
ning and his team have developed

a way to break apart this cancer

protein pair, to possibly increase

the effectiveness of chemotherapy.

His research team has successfully

developed inhibitor molecules that

work to stop STATS protein activity.

"We have managed to develop

small molecules that target STATS-
STATS protein complexes" said

Gunning. Targeting the protein-pro-

tein interactions of STATS disrupts

the protein's biological function.

Increased STATS activity is ob-

served in multiple human cancers

and plays a key role in cancer pro-

gression. In healthy individuals,

STATS activity is transitory and
highly regulated, lasting only a cou-

ple of minutes to a couple of hours.

However, in cancer cells STATS is

for some reason permanently acti-

vated, resulting in the expression of

genes that promote cancer growth,

survival, and differentiation.

Gunning's research team is cur-

rently working to increase the

stability and effectiveness of the

STATS inhibitor molecules. "Our
global objective is to develop nov-

el molecular therapeutics to target

human cancers. In particular, our

research has focused on target-

ing protein-protein interactions

—

a particularly difficult medicinal

challenge," Gunning explained.

Traditional chemotherapy in-

duces cell death in both healthy

and cancerous cells, resulting in

devastating side effects. Gunning's

preliminary STATS inhibitors dis-

play impressive selectivity for can-

cer cells over healthy cells, and
hold promise for improving the

effectiveness of chemotherapeutic
techniques.

The team's discovery highlights

the importance and targetablity

of protein-protein interactions.

Gunning explained, "Despite the

important role STATS plays in

biological function, targeting pro-

tein-protein interactions is still

regarded as high-risk. We want to

illustrate through our molecular
therapeutics that these impor-

tant interactions are targetable

and that a greater effort should
be made on investigating them.
STATS protein-protein interac-

tions should be targeted because,
if successful, the potential ben-
efits are huge."

Lead inhibitor compounds are

now in pre-clinical trials. Gunning
hopes that knocking out STATS
will make cancer cells more sus-

ceptible to antineoplastics, thus

reducing the dosage required and
subsequently lowering the adverse

side-effects associated with ag-

gressive chemotherapy.
The results of this study can be

found in the September issue of

ChemBioChem:A European Journal

of Chemical Biology.

STATS protein is present in cancer

cells, and when paired with another

copy of itself, results in resistance

to anti-cancer therapies. Studies

to target and inhibit STAT3 protein

activity are being carried out to

improve the effectiveness of che-

motherapy.
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Boy of summer
KEVIN DRAPER shares the ups and downs of being an Intercounty Baseball League beat writer

Justin Gianfrancesco of the Kitchener Panthers slides under Mississauga Twin Wes O'Neii. The Twins and Panthers battled to stay out of last place with

Mississauga ultimately coming out on top.

I
often find myself wondering if I

want to become a "real " journalist.

The upsides are about as high as

can be: covering Parliament Hill for

the Globe and Mail, or even the White

House for the New York Times. But

the downside can be pretty far down:

town hall resolutions for the Missis-

sauga News, or some random group's

annual barbeque for the Brampton

Centennial.

Sports journalism, though, is a

beast of a different breed. The down-

side of sports journalism, or, to be

more accurate, the lower rungs of the

proverbial career ladder, cU'e never

that bad: the minor leagues, with

unglamorous press boxes. Besides,

any league that could reasonably

have room for a journalist must put

on games that are bearable to watch,

especially under the guise of career

development, right?

That was the logic that led me to

practically jump out of my chair last

spring when 1 was watching a Jays"

game on TV and they cut to the ex-

ecutive of the Intercounty Baseball

League's newest team, my very own
hometown Mississauga Twins, sitting

comfortably in a luxury box at the

Rogers Centre. See, a baseball team
would need a beat writer, and writing

is what I do.

The IBL has been around southern

Ontario since 1919 and currently con-

sists of nine teams: Brantford, Barrie,

Kitchener, Guelph, Toronto, London,

Hamilton, Oshawa, and Mississauga

(the Mississauga franchise, pur-

chased by Landmark Sports Group
last November, was relocated from

Stratford for the 2009 season). Play-

ers are usually from the general area

of their team (although they do move
from team to team surprisingly often)

cmd are often home for the summer
from playing college ball in the States,

making the IBL a sort of watered-

down hot-stove league.

That is not to say that players who
have had their "cup of coffee" in the

major leagues are automatically high

above the IBL. A slew of former ma-

jor leaguers, particularly Canadians,

have graced the IBL after their shot

in the bigs. Paul Spoljaric regularly

dazzled fans by posting double-digit

strikeouts at Christie Pits in Toronto

before moving on to toe the rubber

at Medals Stadium in Barrie. The But-

ler brothers, Rich and Rob, have also

spent time in the IBL.

Each team plays 36 games be-

tween the first week of May and the

last week in July or first week of Au-

gust. After that, the top eight teams
move on to play best-of-seven play-

off series, with the winner ultimate-

ly crowned sometime in late August

or early September.

The older franchises are local icons

of sorts, with deep, rich histories, and
crowds whose loyalty is paralleled

only by their partisanship. The Brant-

ford Red Sox, which have existed for

nearly as long as the Boston Red Sox,

regularly draw crowds that push a

thousand. One shouldn't attend a

game at Arnold Anderson Stadium

if unprepared to hear disparaging

remarks about everything from the

umpires' mothers to the opposing

players' batting stances. The Toronto

Maple Leafs are famed for their week-

ly Sunday afternoon games, starting

a 2 p.m. on the dot at Christie Pits, a

park full of so much baseball history

it could well have been a textbook in

some other lifetime.

My summer on the Mississauga

Twins beat wasn't as glorious as a

student journalist living in Brantford

or Barrie (or any other IBL town with

an actual stadium in lieu of a city dia-

mond) may have enjoyed. The Twins

played at Meadowvale North Sports

Park, a diamond I could have easily

played on myself back in my days of

house league and select hardball. Our
media facility consisted of a single

chair beside the official scorer's fold-

ing table behind home plate. Unless

the Mississauga News either wasn't

covering the game or had sent a junior

reporter, 1 was in the bleachers more
likely than not

.

The team itself was at times tortu-

ous to watch: they limped to a 9-27

record, finishing tied with Kitchener

for last. The Twins got the seventh

seed by virtue of a tiebreaker that was
never quite explained to anybody, and

the defending and eventual-repeating

champion Brantford Red Sox uncere-

moniously swept them out of the play-

offs. One of the more exciting stories

of the year was when the head coach

was fired in mid-July, putting an end to

nearly incessant betting amongst the

media and game-day volunteers as to

when the axe would fall. In fairness,

they were very close in the playoffs,

dropping game one by a single run

in ten innings, game two by only four

runs, and they were within two runs

of Brantford in game three until a ten-

run eighth inning implosion. Game
four need not be mentioned.

Kitchener, as fate absolutely had to

have it, gave first-place Barrie a very

good first round series, despite be-

ing the final seed. They stole a game
and were within two runs in three of

their four losses, and you could eas-

ily argue that the greatest theoretical

mismatch could have gone to six or

seven games had a few bounces gone

the other way.

Still, the experience was invaluable.

1 met an array of characters—game
day staff, friendly general managers,

players, and fans—that were, shall we
say, memorable.

The verdict? Yeah, I'll be a journal-

ist—as long as the lower rungs of the

career ladder are as fun as this one!

Zero Heroes
Men's soccer game against Carleton ends in scoreless draw

JADE COLBERT
Varsity Staff

As the afternoon closed on Varsity

Stadium, Saturday had an unjustly

indecisive air for both men's and

women's Varsity Blues soccer as

they came out of what was supposed

to be a double-header against the

Carleton Ravens.

"Unjust" because both teams are

looking strong in the early season.

With the women's team now 3-0-2

to Carleton's 2-4-2, it would be rea-

sonable to expect the Blues were

anticipating their early-afternoon

game until it was ccincelled. As was
later reported, Carleton suspended

the women's team the day before the

game after the team broke the uni-

versity athletics department's code

of conduct by holding a rookie initia-

tion party where drinking was so ex-

cessive that one player was taken to

hospital by ambulance. At game time,

however, no explanation had been
given to Varsity Athletics.

The men's game, which did go

ahead, was a more even match. It's

early going still, but the Blues are

ranked second in the OUA East, and
the Ravens, third. However, the reality

on the field—that the Blues dominat-

ed for the majority of the play—didn't

translate to the board, with the game
ending in a scoreless draw.

That it did end nil-all speaks to

the strength of the Ravens defence,

and especially goalie Samuel Hincks,

who often had to step into the front-

of-net maelstrom, smother the ball,

and launch it midfield, only to have it

returned to him shortly after But Car-

leton showed trouble throughout the

game with ball control. As one Blues

fan and Ravens heckler noted, you're

supposed to keep the ball off the blue

track that surrounds the field.

The Blues, by comparison, were

all offense. Fourth-year striker Nor-

do Gooden's fancy footwork set the

game's tone—and the fans' hopes

—

early on as he showed the Ravens

how it's done, practically dancing the

ball down the touchline. Gooden was

a clear fan favourite of the game along

with second-year midfielder Geoffrey

Borgmann, who showed ease turning

SEE 'SOCCER' -PG 16
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Blues lose, but remain

optimistic

Women's rugby shows potential against top-ranked McMaster

ROBERTA BELL

The Varsity Blues women's rugby team hosted

the McMaster Marauders at the University of To-

ronto's Bacic Campus last Saturday. The Blues put

up a strong defensive front, but were defeated 27-

0. The Blues were able to demonstrate their skills

in the second half, however, revealing that they

boast many talented players on their roster

The game got off to a decisive start when the

Marauders scored their first try in the opening

minutes. They quickly followed it up with four

more tries and one conversion, bringing the score

to 22-0 in only 40 minutes. The Marauders domi-

nated the scrums thanks to strong forwards, and

were quick to get the ball out to their wing line,

who fed it down in a series of clean passes.

As the game progressed, U of T remained resil-

ient. "We really gave it to them in the second half,"

said Blues co-captain and hooker Sonya Kuwiz.

The Blues tightened up their defence and began to

react faster to the Marauders' attempts to score.

They caught onto Marauders' eight-man Natasha

Turner, and her repeated efforts to pick the ball

from the scrum.

The Blues' backs reorganized so that co-captain

Hannah Ehrhardt remained at fly half, followed by

centres Silvana Skoko and Charlotte Cooper, and

Jana Davis moved to the wing. Gwen Kern contin-

ued to play strong as the Blues' fullback. Although

it was only a slight reconfiguration of the field.

it proved incredibly advantageous. The backs

worked well together to move the ball fluidly when
they received it from scrum half Sarah Stainton,

and were aggressive in their attempts to take ad-

vantage of the play.

The entire team was determined to stave off

attempted tries by McMaster The Marauders

scored only one more try in the second half of the

game—the result of an unexpected breakaway

during the last five minutes of play.

Last season the Marauders played a close

semi-final game against the 2008 OUA Champions

Guelph Gryphons, losing by only 16 points. More
recently, on Sept. 12, they blanked the York Lions

43-0. McMaster is recognized as a strong team

and consequently the small margin of victory they

had over the Blues is viewed with optimism. Head

coach Shannon Smith was in positive spirits post-

game and admitted that she was very proud.

The roster this season is composed primarily

of new players—only 15 out of the 33 are return-

ing from 2008. Although mostly rookies, the team

demonstrates a lot of potential: they may just need

a little bit more time to feel each other out. "[The

women are working] to start playing as a team and

get the cohesion up," said co-captain Ehrhardt.

The season is short, but Ehrhardt has faith. One
thing she hopes the team can accomplish this year

is to make the playoffs.

SEE 'RUGBY' -P6 16

Get in the field!

Find out about the exciting world

of sports journalism

Meet our special guest, Sean Fitz-Gerald,

sports writer at The nationalPost

Thursday, Oct. 1 at 7 p.m.

Refreshments will be provided

Location: The Varsity offices, 21 Sussex Ave., 2nd Floor

FREE EVENT-ALL ARE WELCOME!

UNDERGRADUATE
Sunday, October 4", 11:00 am - 4:00 pm
Monday, October 5\ 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm

GRADUATE
Sunday, October 4*

11:00 am- 4:00 pm

Sheraton

Parkway
Toronto North

Hotel
600 Hwy 7, Richmond Hill

(hwy#7&hwy404)

GRADUATE &
UNDERGRADUATE
FAIR
Sunday, October 4, 2009
11:00 am -4:00 pm

UNDERGRADUATE
ONLY!
Monday, October 5, 2009
6:00 pm - international Panel
Q&A
7:00 pm - 8:30 pm - Fair
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AustraLearn - Study in Australia,

New Zealand and the South
Pacific, AuVNZ

Bournemouth University, UK

Brighton University, UK

Canadian Student Magazine, CA

Canisius College, USA

College of Lake County, USA

DCT University Center, Swiberiand

Drury University, USA

D'Youville College, USA

Fairleigh Dickinson University -

Vancouver, USA

Ferris State University, USA

George Washington University,

USA

Hawaii Pacific University, USA

King's College London, UK

Le Cordon Bleu Ottawa,
CA/£URO?E

Les Roches and Glion
Hospitality/Hotel Management,
SwitierUnd

London Metropolitan University,

UK

Long Island University -

Brooklyn Campus, USA

Massachusetts College of

Pharmacy and Health Sciences,

USA

Medaiile College, USA

Michigan State Univeristy, USA

Morrisviile State College, USA

Newcastle University, UK

Northern Michigan University,

USA

Northwood University, liSA

Oakland University, USA

Ohio Northern University, USA

Ohio State University, USA

Oxford Brookes University, UK

PREPSKILLS, CA

Saginaw Valley State University,

USA

Saint Francis University, USA

Savannah College of Art and
Design (SCAD), USA

School of Pharmacy, University

of London, UK

State University of New York at

Buffalo State, USA

Susquehanna University, USA

Texas Tech University, USA

Thames Valley University, UK

University of Sheffield, UK

Thomas M. Cooley Law School,

USA

Universite de Montreal, CA

University at Buffalo, The State

University of New York, USA

University of Bristol, UK

University of Buckingham, UK

University of California, Irvine,

USA

University of Dayton, USA

University of Findlay, USA

University of Glasgow, UK

University of Kent, UK

University of Leicester, UK

University of Melbourne, AU

University of Michigan-Flint, USA

University of Portsmouth, UK

University of Southern
California, USA

University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee, USA

University of York, UK

Utica College, USA

West Texas A&M University, USA

Western Kentucky University,

USA

Western Michigan University,

USA

Xavier University School of

Medicine, Bonaire

American University of

Antigua, USA

Ashland University, USA

Bournemouth University, UK

Brighton University, UK

Canadian Student Magazine,

CA

Concordia University, CA

King's College London, UK

Le Cordon Bleu Ottawa,
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Hospitality/Hotel

Management, Swi'izerland

London Metropolitan

University, UK

Long Island University -

Brooklyn Campus, USA

Massachusetts College of

Pharmacy and Health

Sciences, USA

Newcastle University, UK

Northwood University, USA

Oxford Brookes University, UK

Savannah College of Art and

Design (SCAD), USA

St. Thomas University

School of Law, USA

Texas Tech University, USA

Thames Valley University, UK

Thomas M. Cooley Law

School, USA

Universite de Montreal, CA

University at Buffalo,

The State University of

New York, USA

University of Buckingham, UK

University of Findlay, USA

University of Glasgow, UK

University of International

Business & Economics, china

University of Kent, UK

University of Leicester, UK

University of Melbourne, AU

University of Michigan-Flint,

USA
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University of Sheffield, uk

University of Wisconsin-
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University of York, uk
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USA
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Free Admission

free parking

1-866-226-2322
www.universityfairs.ca

Penny Bissett Consulting Inc

Monday,

October

2009

6:00 pm:

UK&US
reps will be

providing

general

information

on each

country's

university

system

before the

Fair begins.

Don't

miss this

informative

discussion at

6:00 pm!
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In Sept.19's game against Carleton, the Blues were unable to get the ball

rolling and get on the scoreboard.

'SOCCER' -CONTINUED FROM P6 14

around an opposing play even while in

a crowd.

The Ravens did bring their game
back in the second half, though with

the play waning on, it was clear the

offense became increasingly frus-

trated. By the end of the second, Car-

leton had been issued three yellow

cards to Toronto's one, all of which

were earned as players lost control

in what were otherwise good aggres-

sive maneuvers.

This isn't to say that the Blues didn't

make their own mistakes. Their of-

fensive strength didn't count where it

had to: on the scoreboard. Sloppiness

at points showed a lack of focus and
drive. Early in the second, Toronto

narrowly avoided what could have

become a heartbreaking own-goal as

what appeared to be a daydreaming

Scott Nesbitt passed to goaltender

John Smits, who, caught unawares,

was left scrambling to keep the ball

on the right side of the goal line. The
clearly shaken Smits didn't appreciate

the lack of communication from his

teammate, as everyone in the stands

heard.

The payback in sports usually

comes only after a lot of legwork. On
Saturday, the Blues did a lot of leg-

work, but once they got to the decisive

moment, pulled back. With five min-

utes to go, the game could have been

theirs after Gooden was scuffed by a

Carleton defender in the penalty area,

earning Toronto a penalty kick. But

midfielder Vlejko Lukovic's attempt

soared so high over the cross bar, you

had to wonder, did the Blues want it

after all?

Sept. 26 at 2:15 p.m. af

Laurentian Voyageurs

Oct. 7 at 9 p.m. at Varsity

Centre vs. Ryerson Rams

Itl worth a talk.

CIBC Advantage® for Students offers FREE transactions^ and no monthly fees.

Save money with no monthly
or transaction fees. Save money

Open a CIBC Everyday® Chequing Account

and enrol in CIBC Advantage for Students

and get FREE transactions^ and no

monthly fees. You'll also get:

• Free transfers to your other CIBC

personal bank accounts

• Free basic record keeping by bankbook, basic

monthly or quarterly statement, or paperless option

Access your account easily & get free account

balance inquiries.

Enjoy 24-hour access to your account with bank

machines (CIBC has the largest network of bank

machines in Canada!), CIBC Telephone Banking,

CIBC Online Banking and Interac' Direct Payment.

Bank conveniently

Now you can apply onlineM

It's easy - just go to

www.cibc.com/studentlife

Apply online Here's how you qualify

We'll need to see verification of your

enrolment in a qualifying full-time

post-secondary program (college, university, or CEGEP)

each year. Ask for details.

Also, additional fees apply

to withdrawals from

non-CIBC bank machines.

To apply, talk to a

CIBC advisor at any branch,

call 1 800 465-CIBC (2422) or

visit www.cibc.com/studentlife li

CIBC

For what matters.

Transaction includes: cheques, withdrawals, pre-authorized payments, bill payments (including CIBC Visa), and Interac Direct Payment purchases. Additional fee(s) apply to all withdrawals at bank machines not displaying

the CIBC name or logo; the student discount does not apply to this. Free transfers to other CIBC personal bank accounts, free basic record keeping and free account balance inquiries through CIBC bank machines, CIBC

Online Banking or CIBC Telephone Banking are standard features of the CIBC Everyday Chequing Account and not a special student benefit.

'
If you're applying for the CIBC Advantage"^ for Students online, you must provide verification of enrolment in a full-time, post-secondary, qualifying program (college, university or CEGEP) at a branch within 60 days of

receiving your Welcome Package * Registered trademark of CIBC. "CIBC For what matters" and "It's worth a talk." are TMs of CIBC. 'Registered Trade-Mark of Interac Inc.; CIBC authorized user of the trade-mark.
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The game against the Marauders

proved that the Blues are more than

capable of becoming a top-ranked

team in the future. They displayed

an abundance of talent from both

the returning players and the newer

members. Veteran Kern produced

some near impossible catches as

fullback, in addition to the fantastic

tackles she made to stunt the Ma-

rauders mid-breakaway. Stainton,

who was not on last year's team, was
aggressive and quick to react. She

entered the game near the end of the

first half, and within seconds had in-

tercepted the ball, giving the Blues

the advantage.

With the help of fan support, the

team will be able to step it up a notch

and reach their full potential.

Sept. 26 at I p.m. at Back

Campus vs. Trent Excalibur

Write for Sports

recruitment^thevarsity.ca

CLASSIFIEDS
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M.U.CK. IT UP!

The inaugural M.U.CK. Film Festival

& Forum (Movies of Un-Common
Knowledge) happens October 1st -

4th at The Royal, 608 College Street.

Enlighten! Enrage! Engage! & Change!

For student prices and schedule go to

www.muckfilmfestival.com

ACCOMMODATIONS

GRADUATE STUDENT ARTIST'S
BEAUTIFUL HOME

Half price for help with cleaning and

cooking. 416-231-6360.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection. Major

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

TUTORING

FOR EXPERT PROOFREADING OF

GRADUATE THESES AND POST-

DOCTORAL RESEARCH PAPERS

Contact Patricia Bishop at (416J 922-2804

or by e-mail at mpbishop@rogers.com . As

an ESL specialist, Patricia welcomes work

from both native and non-native speakers

of English.

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25

for each additional word. Rates include one

line of bold type for the ad header. No copy

changes after submission. Submit ads by

email, mail or phone. Ads must be submitted

at least four days prior to publication.

Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto. ON, M5S 1J6. Call 416-946-7604
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UTSC breaks ground on

new instructional centre

UTSC officials gather for a press photo Thursday as ground was brol<en for a new instructional centre on campus.

$78-million centre set to open in 2011

YEAMROT TADDESE

UTSC turned over the first piece

of sod to construct a new $78-mil-

lion instructional centre on a sun-

ny afternoon last Thursday. The

new building will increase UTSC's
teaching and research facilities

by 25 per cent upon completion in

2011.

The centre will host co-op pro-

grams and the management and

computer science departments. It

will also include seven research

and teaching labs, 13 classrooms,

and 90 offices, as well as study and

SEE 'UTSC -P6 2

Petitions to leave

CFS drculate on

numerous campuses
SAMYA KULLAB

Varsity Staff

Efforts to leave the Canadian Federa-

tion of Students, the biggest student

lobby group in Canada, are underway

at several universities across the coun-

try. Last week, the McGill Daily reported

that students at 13 schools are circulat-

ing petitions that their schools de-feder-

ate from CFS.

The endeavour is still in the early

stages: four student unions told The

Varsity they were aware of the petition

and wanted to remain neutral, while

two hadn't heard about them. The rest

did not respond by press time.

According to the Daily, petition orga-

nizers are disenchanted with the CFS

for three reasons.

First, organizers accuse CFS of con-

sistently employing aggressive litiga-

tion against student journalists and

student unions wishing to de-federate.

"CFS is the most aggressive organiza-

tion I've ever reported on. 1 don't mean
most aggressive 'student organization'

but most aggressive organization

—

period," wrote Erin Millar, a Maclean's

writer, in a blog post last week.

Three years ago, Millar wrote a piece

about CFS's legal threats against then-

editor of the Ryerson Eyeopener, Robyn
Doolittle, and editorial staff. Doolittle

reportedly received a legal threat two

hours before the paper was to publish a

story about alleged money advances to

Douglas College Union. The Eyeopener

went ahead with the story and CFS did

not pursue legal action.

"From what 1 hecir, there was slander

printed in the newspaper. What would

you do if that happens? Ask for a retrac-

tion. If that doesn't happen, make sure

that it's corrected," responded Sandy

Hudson, who is CFS's national women's

representative and also president of the

University of Toronto Students' Union.

"Going to court is a process of finding

out whether that's right or wrong."

Second, petitioners claim there is a

"revolving door" phenomenon between

pro-CFS student politicians and the CFS

national headquarters. One example

they cite is Hamid Osman, former presi-

dent of the York Federation of Students,

who is currently a CFS National execu-

tive representative. In November 2008,

Osman was criticized for leaving in the

middle of York's strike to campaign at a

CFS membership referendum at the Uni-

versity of Ottawa.

Third, organizers say CFS is not effec-

tively transparent and accountable to

its member organizations. The former

VP external of the Society of Graduate

Students at the University of Western

Ontario, Dan Dechene, cited transpar-

ency as his personal reason for wanting

Western to leave CFS.

"It's an ongoing process," said Dech-

ene, who is a petition leader Dechene

declined to comment on whether he

contacted other student societies to

SEE 'CFS'-P65

Tunes at noon

Thursday concerts showcase

music faculty and students

BEET IT!

MIMI SZETO

Inside a small auditorium, Jason

Nedecky sings a recipe for rabbit stew,

accompanied by fellow music lecturer

Che Anne Loewen, who hammers
the fast-paced tune on a grand piano.

"When the flame has gone out, thicken

the sauce with a pound of butter and

flour Seeeerve," he belts out to a large

audience of mostly students and se-

niors. People can't help but laugh. And
because it's lunch hour, stomachs be-

gin to grumble.

Every Thursday, U of T's Faculty of

Music hosts a one-hour recital at Wal-

ter Hall, inside the Edward Johnson

Building at 80 Queen's Park Crescent.

The series features performances by

staff and, on special occasions, senior

students. The free event, appropriately

titled Thursdays at Noon, is open to

the public and preserves the univer-

sity's long tradition of showccising its

faculty's talents.

More than half a century ago, the

Thursday series was a mandatory

event for students. It was intended to

provide an opportunity for them to

learn about works beyond the scope

of their courses. In 1965, the Faculty of

Music Council reduced the attendance

SEE 'MUSIC -PG
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A fresh take on residence meals: produce was available Wednesday afternoon at a farmer's market at University College.
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FREE SESSIONS | Teach English

AbroadRelationship or family

concerns?

Dealing with loss?

Other personal issues?

Meet weekly for 3 months

with a U of Tmed student

who is supervised by

a Faculty of Medicine

psychiatrist.

Limited space.

Call Our Intake

Coordinator Now!

(416)260-4122

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hoar Program

* Classroom Management Techniques

* Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

* Interactive Teaching Practicnm

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

* Teacher Placement Service

* Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

VICTORIA University
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

L Political Science

I UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Victoria University, the Department ofPolitical Science

and the Association ofPolitical Science Students inviteyou to

The Keith Davey Forum on Public Affairs

BLOGS, TWEETS AND TEXT
A Public Conversation on Political

Journalism and Citizen Empowerment
with

Stevie Cameron, Investigative Journalist

Ron Deibert, U of T Professor of Political

Science and Director of the Citizen Lab

Rod Macdonell, International Expert

in Investigative Journalism

Monday, October 5, 2009
7:30 p.m.

Isabel Bader Theatre, University of Toronto

93 Charles St. W., Toronto

FREE
Seating is on first-come first-served basis.

Visit www.politlcs.utoronto.ca or www.vicu.utoronto.ca

VISIT THE ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM FOR FREE!

Every Tuesday, full-time post-secondary students receive free

general admission to the ROM. Simply present your current

student card and picture ID!

Bloor Si W at Avenue Rood

www.rom.on.ca
Royal Ontario
Museum

Muslim college to open in

California

Tlie first four-year accredited Mus-
lim college in the United States is

set to open next fall. The school's

brochure claims that Zaytuna Col-

lege in Berkeley, California will be

on a level comparable to the best

religious seminaries and higher

education facilities in the country.

Students working towards their

bachelor's degree will study Arabic,

the Qur'an, theology, legal theory,

jurisprudence, hadith science, Is-

lamic spirituality as well as other

social sciences. "We see no dichoto-

my between what is called 'secular'

and 'religious' in the modern world.

We believe our students will be able

to contextualize Islamic knowledge

in a dynamic and productive way,"

says the brochure. Initial enrolment

is at 30 students, with an expected

50 students to be added each year.

The college's operating budget is

forecasted at $3 million for the first

year.

—AMINA STELLA

Source: usatoday.com. The Guardian

Parents Lie

Most parents lie to their children on
a regular basis as a mesms of ma-

'UTSC- CONTINUED FROM PG]

event spaces and food venues.

A similar $70-million centre at

UTM breaks ground next Friday,

Oct. 2. The federal and provincial

government gave $35 million to

each project, as a part of Ontario's

capital funding allocated for post-

secondary schools and the federal

government's $2-billion Knowledge
Infrastructure Program. The fund-

ing comes with a deadline: the

buildings have to be completed by
March 2011.

The University of Toronto cov-

ered the remaining cost of $8 mil-

nipulating their behaviour and emo-

tions, according to recent research

at the University of Toronto and the

University of California, San Diego.

Researchers found that parents

would invent false consequences or

create stories so that their children

would behave more appropriately.

In one study, a mother revealed that

she told her child that if she did not

eat her vegetables, her face would

break out in pimples. Even parents

who stressed the importance of hon-

esty with their children were found

to fib to them, which researchers

called "parenting by lying."

There may be some occasions

when lying is acceptable, one re-

searcher concluded, but stressed

that parents should consider alter-

native methods beforehand.

The study wcis conducted by

Kang Lee, a University of Toronto

professor and director of the Insti-

tute of Child Study at OISE, Gail Hey-

mann, a professor of psychology at

UCSD, and Diem Luu, a former UCSD
student.

The researchers plan to pursue

the subject further In an interna-

tional study that will probe the con-

sequences of parental lying.

—ALEX ROSS

Source: usatoday.com, The Guardian

lion for the UTSC centre, or approx-

imately 10.3 per cent of the total.

"This groundbreaking ceremony
marks a major milestone in UTSC's
growth as an intellectual and cul-

tural hub for the eastern GTA," said

Franco Vaccarino, VP and prin-

cipal of UTSC, in a news release.

Science and technology minister

Gary Goodyear was also in at-

tendance at the groundbreaking,

and said the centre will provide a

venue that will bring academia and
industry together. Goodyear said

renewed facilities at UTSC will al-

low researchers at Scarborough to

pursue world-class excellence in

HAVE
DINNER

WITH

12

Delicious food & conversation

with alumni, faculty and other students

who won't be strangers by the end of the evening.

Come for dinner at an alumnus'house

& discover what a small world U ofT really is.

FOR ivioRE iNFORiviATioN Of to joip the invltatioH list visit:

alumni.utoronto.ca/dinnerwith12

or search for Dinner with 12 Strangers on Facebook

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE

University of Toronto Alumni Association

UNIVERSITY OF

TORONTO

King's uses Students for

recruiting

King's University College students

at the University of Western On-
tario have created their own in-

novative recruitment campaign to

attract new students to the college

this fall.

Entitled "Get Connected Make
A Difference," the campaign uti-

lizes social media to reach out to

prospective students, including

Mobile Marketing, Youtube, Twit-

ter, and Facebook. Current King's

University College students visit

high schools as program ambas-
sadors to share their experiences.

Their campaign features a pair of

contests, "Bling Your Crib" and
the "Make A Difference Video Con-

test," to further bolster recruit-

ment numbers.

The campaign was derived from

a series of proposals submitted by
third-year students at King's as

part of a marketing course.

To connect to the King's Univer-

sity College web community, visit

www.kingshub.ca.

—AR
Source: usatoday.com,

The Guardian

their fields. Wayne Arthurs, MPP,
and Derrick Fung, 2008 UTSC Co-

op Student of the Year, also offered

their congratulations.

Many UTSC students agree that

they could use more study space
on campus. "We had an orientation

for first-year management students

only, and there were a lot of us,"

said Ariel Duan, a freshman in the

management program. "Maybe an-

other building will make our cam-
pus less crowded."

Others want more for the money
they're paying. "With the amount
of money the school leeches from
their students, I believe it could be
put to better use to enhance build-

ings that are already on campus,
such as the terribly outdated Hu-
manities and Science Wings," said

Kyle Larkin, a second-year journal-

ism student.

The Instructional Centre is a part

of UTSC's plan to create a "down-

town core" for the campus at the

crossroads of Military Trail and
Ellesmere, opening a gateway and in-

creasing the visibility of the campus.

THE

PUMP
BETTER RIBS
BETTER WINGS
BETTER PRICES
• Sunday Nite V2 Price Nachos

• Monday Nite Vz Price Wings

• Tuesday Nite Vz Price Pizzas

• Wednesday Nite Vz Price Pastas

• Thursday Nite Fresh Mussels

$4.25/lb Choice of2 delicious sauces

WeelondBmnch llam-Spm

VM (or UMime Hvderti oNending o posl^econdoty inslilulion in Conado Most present o current student cord

and pidure 10. One ticlcet per student. Admission to special exhibitions ore subject to o surcharge. Imoge: Sam
Jotonrouh 2008. The ROM is on agency o< the Govonment ol Ontario.

410 BLOOR ST. W.
(at Brunswick)

416-927-7337
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To bury, or not

to bury
Panelists bash government investment in

carbon capture and sequestration

MEHREEN IMTIAZ

Experts gathered at the Munk Centre

on Wednesday morning to discuss

the merits of carbon capture and

storage, which has emerged in the

past several years as a key strategy

for reducing greenhouse gas emis-

sions. Professors, policy wonks, and

industry representatives responded

to a conference paper titled "Burying

Carbon Dioxide in Underground Sa-

line Aquifers: Political Folly or Climate

Change Fix?"

Carbon capture and storage, known
as CCS, involves capturing carbon

dioxide and injecting it into rock for-

mations deep inside the earth. The
federal government has earmarked

$140 million for eight CCS projects,

and Alberta has allotted $2 billion to

build three CCS plants.

"Instead of buying us time to find

alternative sources of clean energy,

CCS is buying politicians time to avoid

making tough, unpopular decisions,"

declared Graham Thomson, the au-

thor of the paper and a columnist for

the Edmonton Journal. Thomson ar-

gued that CCS is too risky, expensive,

and dangerous at its current stage

of development to be worth heavy

investment. Investing in CCS tech-

nology also diverts resources from

energy efficiency and delays more
durable reforms, Thomson said. He
suggested alternative policies, such

as systematic reduction of fossil fuel

consumption.

Several panellists agreed with

Thomson to some degree. "1 really

don't think carbon capture and stor-

age is worth the money we plan to

spend on it," said geology professor

Andrew Miall.

Fellow geology professor Barbara

Sherwood-LoUarwarned the audience

that fears over CCS's risks and liabili-

ties could ultimately result in inaction

on climate change. "The danger is that

if we focus only on what can go wrong,

we may be faced with the prospect of

doing nothing, and the implications of

doing nothing at this point are no less

than disastrous," she said.

Mary Griffiths, a former policy ana-

lyst for the sustainability advocacy

group Pembina Institute, said CCS was
one arrow in the quiver for fighting cli-

mate change. Other strategies include

energy conservation, low-impact re-

newable energy, and putting a price

on carbon pollution.

Government and industry reps de-

fended CCS. "While water and energy

efficiency and renewable energy are

important, these alone won't suffice to

meet the increase in demand [due to

a rising population]," countered Don
Broussard of Lafayette Utilities Sys-

tem, an electric and water company.

Kevin Stringer, director of petro-

leum resources with Natural Re-

sources Canada, called CCS a crucial

component. "Fossil fuels cu-e going to

be around for a while, and technol-

ogy will need to be a solution," he

said. Brent Lakeman of the Alberta

Research Council echoed Stringer's

support, saying that uncertainties ex-

ist with any technology deployed to

address climate change. "CCS is still in

its infancy," he said.

Emily Rochon of Greenpeace Inter-

national attacked the credibility of

CCS advocates like Stringer and Lake-

man, saying that they have a vested

interest in CSS because they would be

out of a job if it doesn't work.

"CCS is like a nicotine patch for a

smoker. What we are trying to do is

continue to get our fix and hope that

we don't get cancer," she remarked, to

the loudest applause of the day.

Graham Thomson presents his paper on carbon capture and sequestration

on Wednesday morning. The paper, which draws from research and expert

testimonials, argues that CCS is not a worthy investment and gets in the way
of more meaningful reforms.

Find out about the exdting worid of

sportsjoumarism!

Meet our special guest, SEAN FITZ-GERALD, sports writer at The NationdlPost

Thursday, Oct 1 at 7 p.m. at The Varsity Offices, 21 Sussex Ave, Znd floor

BETTER READ THAN DEAD

Authors, teachers, and avid readers swarmed Queen's Park for Word on the Street on Sunday afternoon. The

annual event featured dozens of sales, signings, and performance tents.

'MUSIC -CONTINUED FROM PGl

requirement to attending at least 80

per cent of the time, but students pro-

tested and invented ways to cheat the

punch-card system. The dean got rid

of the rule four years later. Nowadays,

while students come out either for

extra credit or to complete an assign-

ment, many show up simply to sup-

port a teacher.

Last week's concert was the first

Thursdays at Noon for Michel Ross, a

second-year Master's student in collab-

orative piano. Intrigued by the collab-

orative element of the performance, he

described the connection established

between the pianist and singer like that

of tuning into a different language.

"You learn things that you should do
and things that you shouldn't do," said

Ross. One thing he enjoyed was getting

to sit in the audience while he watched

a teacher perform. "It's fun to poke at

the little things that they would criti-

cize you for."

With the tables turned, it's no
wonder the performers feel that

the pressure's on. "Students are the

hardest audience to perform for.

Ever. Ever. Ever," explained Loewen,

a senior lecturer at the music facul-

ty. "You ask so much of them. You've

got to show them that you ask that

much of yourself as well."

Last Thursday featured a special

music and poetry combo with vocalist

Nedecky, Loewen on piano, and Eric

Domville as a guest speaker Domville,

a Professor Emeritus in the English

department, shared his interpretation

of the two works played at the event.

During the moody Calligrammes, Op.

MO by composer Francis Poulenc, the

audience listened to French poems
about war and women. The fatty reci-

pes from La Bonne Cuisine by WestSide

Story composer Leonard Bernstein,

however, added an extra ingredient to

the mix.

"You can set anything to music ifyou

feel like it," Domville said.

For more Faculty of Music events,

check out www.music.utoronto.ca/

events/calendar

CiRCA
Toronco
126 John street

Doors 10pm

iredPuiloonoao
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CERTIFIED ANGUS
STEAKS & RIBS

33
Buy one burger or pizza & get a
second burger or pizza FREE t

(Dine-in-only, with purchase of any beverage) ^yi

583 CoUege Street (near ciinton). 416 532-1250

Book A Party • Group Discounts

CLASSIFIEDS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

M.U.C.K.ITUP!

The inaugural M.U.C.K. Film Festival

& Forum (Movies of- Un-Common

Knowledge) happens October 1st -

4th at The Royal, 608 College Street.

Enlighten! Enrage! Engage! & Change!

For student prices and schedule go to

www.muckfilmfestival.com

ACCOMMODATIONS

GRADUATE STUDENTARTISTS

BEAUTIFUL HOME
Half price for help with cleaning and

cooking. 416-231-6360.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS& CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection. Major

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

TUTORING

FOR EXPERT PROOFREADING OF
GRADUATE THESES AND POST-

DOCTORAL RESEARCH PAPERS

Contact Patricia Bishop at (416) 922-2804

or by e-mail at mpbishop@rogers.com . As

an ESL specialist, Patricia welcomes work

from both native and non-native speakers

of English.
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DREW BARRYMORE
HAS DIRECTED AWORK OF

PURE GENIUS."
AIN'T IT COOL NEWS

Pete Hammond, BOXOFFICE MAGAZINE
|

"WICKEDLY
FUNNY."
Karen Durbin, ELLE

"ELLEN PAGE
IS NOT ONLY
A GREAT
ACTRESS, BUT
A DARING ONE."
Roger Ebert, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

ELLEN PAGE

f/jm

WHIP IT
NOT RECOMMENDED
FOR YOUNG CHILDREN.
LANGUAGE MAY OFFEND WHIP-IT.NET "

OPENS EVERYWHERE OCTOBER 2

Google's copyright

conundrum
A year after the Google Book Settlement was first proposed,

autliors and publishers still have serious concerns

NATALIE SEQUEIRA

Google Books might be a godsend

when it comes to research, but authors

whose books were scanned without

their permission aren't pleased. In

2005, the American Publishers Associ-

ation and the American Authors Guild

took Google to court for copyright in-

fringement. Last Thursday, aNew York

judge delayed a hearing on the settle-

ment at the request of the authors' and

publishers' groups, who wanted more
time to address antitrust and copy-

right issues.

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weeliend Schedule

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Comprehensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

Under the settlement, Google will

pay out $125 million, to be divided

among legal fees, payments to rights-

holders, and a book registry. The reg-

istry would keep track of authors in a

class-action settlement and pay them

63 per cent of generated revenues.

Rights holders have to opt out if they

don't want their works scanned by

Google, whereas common practice

until now had copyright-owners opt-

ing in if they want to participate. The
deadline for filing for a cash payment

is Jan. 5, 2010.

As it stands, the settlement cov-

ers access to books from around the

world published before Jan. 5, 2009.

No supplementary materials, such as

tables or illustrations, are covered.

One point of contention is that Google

would keep the revenues from "or-

phan" books whose copyright owner

cannot be identified.

"Sometimes you want to read some-

thing from a new author. I like that you
get a wide array of information to look

at," said Janice Asiimwe, a second-year

student, on the usefulness of Google's

scanned images of texts. Asiimwe

was amazed when she found out that

Google had not requested permission

to digitize books. "That's wrong! 1 can't

believe they were that silly. It's a multi-

million-dollar company. How did they

think they wouldn't get caught?"

At a forum last Friday, Sian Meikle

from U of T's digital library services

and Tony Horava, from the University

of Ottawa, discussed the merits and

concerns of the settlement. While a

huge corpus will be made available

to a vast audience, some at the event

expressed concern that Google will

become a monopoly in the area of

scanned books available online, as the

company would get exclusive rights

to published works. Under the settle-

ment, Google would have "preferred

nation" status, which stops other

providers from being offered license

terms better than Google's for 10 years

from the release date.

Forum attendees speculated on
the future of the settlement, which

could be rewritten to address these

concerns. The settlement would

also allow Google to leave out sec-

tions of a publication without giving

a reason (and may be pressured by

authors to do so), diminishing ac-

cess to information.

Attendees also speculated on

whether Google could raise the fair-

use argument, and publish limited

information for scholarly use without

requiring permission.

Aakanksha Tangri, in her second

year at U of T, felt divided about

Google Books. "As a student, I think it's

beneficial. But from a writer's point of

view, I think it's unethical. People slog

to write. They should be rewarded."

Other students were indifferent to

the legal issues. "I don't care as long

as I get the information," said Ian

Ngaira, a third-year UOIT student.

"If the authors have a problem,

they can sort it out with Google. It

doesn't affect me."

It is unclear how students will be

affected by whatever turn the settle-

ment takes. Victoria Owen, head

librarian at UTSC, said that she isn't

able to gauge what will happen. "At

this point it is about vigilance and li-

braries, as well as authors, trying to

figure out where they stand," she said.

A status hearing to discuss how to

move forward is scheduled for Oct. 7.

University of Ottawa
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'CPS'- CONTINUED FROM PGl

coordinate anti-CFS efforts.

U of T full-time students pay around $12 per

year for CFS national and provincial membership,

according to Hudson. A CFS representative could

not be reached to confirm the figure.

Several student union executives said they are

maintaining a neutral stance.

"We received the petition on Thursday," said

Daniel Simeone, president of the Fost-Graduate

Student's Society at McGill University. "Assuming

the right number of signatures, we are obligated to

go forward and hold a referendum." Simeone said a

petition verification process is scheduled for Mon-
day, Sept. 27.

CFS bylaws require that petitions for a member
union to split from the federation be signed by at

least 10 per cent of that union's membership. The
FGSS currently has 7,000 members, each paying

$12 per year for membership.

Other student unions listed by the Daily hadn't

hccird about the petition. "We haven't been con-

tacted by students organizing a referendum," said

Gavin Armstrong, an exec from Guelph's Central

Student Association.

"1 think it's just a rumour," said Veronica Har-

rison, chairperson for the University of Victoria

Student Society.

U of T's student union leaders expressed sup-

port for CFS.

"CFS has been very supportive," said Joeita Gup-

ta, VP internal for the Association for Part-Time

Students.

Gupta said that in addition to CFS's support for

student space and campaigns against tuition fees

and the Olympics, part-time students benefit from

membership services like the health and dental

plan and the Studentsaver Card discount program.

"The federation isn't this thing off-campus,"

said Hudson. "It's difficult to make an impact with

policy with just UTSU members. As members, we
can go to student unions across Canada, tell them
what's happening."

The Graduate Students' Society at the University

of Victoria and Simon Fraser Student Society suc-

cessfully left CFS in March 2008.

The Cape Breton University Students' Union also

held a successful vote last year to leave CFS, but

CFS maintains the referendum Wcis not legitimate

because the union failed to follow bylaws.

CFS de-federation

procedure:

1) A petition must be signed by
at least 10 percent of members.

2) Notice of a vote on de-

federating must be delivered

by registered mail to CFS head
office six months prior to voting.

3) CFS formally acknowledges
they have received the petition,

then decide within three months
to approve or reject it.

4) If approved, 60-90 days'

notice are given for the

referendum date

5) No less than two weeks
of campaigning must take

place immediately preceding

referendum voting. Anti-CFS

campaigners complain about
the short window, since no vote

can take place between April

and Sept. 15 or between Dec.

and Jan. 15.

6) No less than 16 hours of

polling over no less than two
days, except in the case of

voting being conducted at a

general meeting.

7) The vote is overseen by a

committee composed of two
members appointed by CFS
and two members appointed by
the local member association.

Race. Religion.

Equality. Freedom.
Current Canadian Legal Controversies

Third Annual Law Conference

October 2-4, 2009

Best Western Primrose Hotel

Toronto (Downtown)

Featuring 19 speakers, including:

Martha Bailey, Queens University, Faculty of Law
Supreme Court of Canada Justice Louis LeBel

Lorraine Weinrib, University of Toronto

George Jonas, National Post

Students from faculties other than law

are welcome to attend!

Friday, October 2

6:00 pm Doors open

6:30 pm Reception

7:00 pm John Carpay, Executive Director,

Welcoming Remarks

7:15 pm Panel I — Free Expression

Saturday, October 3

9:00 am Panel II — Intellectual Property

10:30 am Panel III — Polygamy

12:00 pm Lunch and Keynote Speaker: SCC Justice Louis LeBel

1 :30 pm Panel FV — Racial Equality

3:00 pm Break and free time

00 pm Reception

6:30 pm Dinner and Keynote Speaker: George Jonas, National

Sunday, October 4

10:30 am Panel V — The Place of Religion in the Public Square

General Registration $245 Registration includes

meals and refreshments

Student Registration* $85 from Friday to Sunday

Student Registration $25

(panels only)

*Want to bring some friends? If you convince five

friends to register for this conference, we will

reimburse you the $85 for your conference

registration! Contact us for more information.

Students attending from outside of the GTA can apply for a

partial reimbursement of their travel costs. Contact us for

more information

For more information or to register:

www.CanadianConstitutionFoundation.ca
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Oh my Richard Dawkins!

The famous evolutionist's new book, The Greatest Show on Earth, explains the science behind Darwin's discipline.

But will it convince creationists?

ALIXANDRA GOULD
AND LUKE SAVAGE
Comment Editor

^and Associate Comment Editor

On Tuesday Sept. 29, Richard Dawkins will be
coming to U of T to give a lecture promoting his

new book, The Greatest Show on Earth. When
the two of us sat down to read this evolutionary

bible, we were already firmly among the choir

to whom Dawkins preaches. Dawkins didn't

need to convince us. Evolution has framed the

way we view the humanity, all other species,

and the world in which we all co-exist.

Neither of us come from the world of science,

and it's not too often that a political science

professor goes into the acute details of specie-

sization; art history professors aren't likely to

wax poetic on continental drift. If Dawkins can
present the complex, intricate, and marvelous
science behind the greatest show on earth in a

way that we can understand, then that's a feat

worth rewarding indeed.

Over the course of more than 400 pages,

it would be uncharacteristic of Dawkins to

entirely restrain himself from mentioning

the ignorance of creationists. He has, how-
ever, kept his atheist assaults

on the religious masses to a

minimum here. Instead, in

what he has referred to as

a "switch back," a refocusing

on writing about science,

he sets his sights on dem-
onstrating that evolution

is indeed real. ' -

Although the two of us

are more than happy with

taking aim at the ridiculous
*

arguments of creationists,

we're glad to see that Dawkins de-

parted from the tactics used in The

God Delusion, and rather focused on
the positive. Yes, to the evolutionary

thinker creationists seem ignorant, dogmatic,

and small-minded, but calling them so won't do
any good. The best way to convince someone
of your argument is to present a case so solid,

so filled with incontrovertible evidence, that

anyone in their right mind would have to agree

with you. By the end of this book, Dawkins

leaves no facet of evolution untouched, and ar-

gues so convincingly for evolution, it leaves no
room for doubt.

But despite all of his evidence and argu-

ments, this book will most likely be lost on

those who need it most. Indeed, the greatest

challenge to the evolutionary argument lies in

the southern heartland of the most powerful

country in the world: the United States. Here

evangelical faith has become an increasingly

business-driven enterprise and, since the days

of Ronald Reagan, a vital political demographic

key to winning elections. It seems unlikely that

Dawkins' new book will find many readers in

places like Alabama, where the values that

stand so contrary to his arguments are deeply

entrenched in every aspect of public life.

Nearly 40 per cent of Americans do not

"believe"—as if it were a matter of belief—in

evolution.

The majority of the available evidence will

not reach these people, despite the depth
and accuracy of Dawkin's knowledge.

He tackles natural selection by drawing
upon such examples as orchids in Mada-
gascar that have tubular nectaries extend-

ing nearly 20 centimeters. Over generations

the probosces of moths in the region have

elongated so that they can reach down far

enough. He discusses sexual selection in

pheasants, and artificial selection of desir-

able traits in dogs, illustrating the many
forces that have created the species we
know today.

Throughout the course of the book, many
myths surrounding evolution are dispelled.

The most common is that we developed from

the chimpanze. In actual fact, we only share a

common ancestor with the ape. He explains

that "missing links" are a bit of a fiction, and
are a result of poor scientific nomenclature

created by scientists, rather than a flaw in

the fossil record. The notion that evolution

is a set of random forces is also done away
with, as it becomes clear that survival and
breeding drive nearly every change.

Most strikingly, he points out that the fos-

sil record is merely a reaffirmation of the ex-

istence of evolution, and not the only piece

of evidence. He says that even if we had
never found a single fossil, we'd still have

more than enough evidence to prove evolu-

tion is true. Tree rings, as well as radioac-

tive and molecular clocks prove that

the earth has existed for billions

of years. Relics of past tails in

humans, hind legs on whales,

wings on ostriches, and
eyes on troglobites

(creatures that live

j^^j in pitch-black caves)

,SH^ prove that we have all evolved

from ancestors who once used
those features. And finally, a

remarkable experiment con-

ducted by bacteriologist Rich-

ard Lenski gives us an eye witness

account of evolution. Lenski took 12

strains of the same e.coli bacteria and
separated them into different flasks.

For 20 years he moved the same
strains to new flasks, always injecting

glucose for food. This equals about 7,000

flasks, and 45,000 bacterial generations.

He found that over time and due to a mu-
tation, one of the strains was able to make
better use of the glucose, and its population

grew exponentially. Evolution literally hap-

pened right before our eyes.

Unfortunately, the millions of wayward
creationists in this world will not have the

courage to pick up this book and challenge

their archaic beliefs. So many of the fasci-

nating, enlightening, and truthful facts will

be passed by. Nevertheless, for evolutionist

thinkers like ourselves, The Greatest Show
on Earth gives us a well articulated, easy to

understand presentation of the immense
amount of evidence behind evolution. We no

longer have to take Dawkins on blind faith.
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LETTERS-

Far right is holding

America back

Brian Janeway, through his

delicious lampooning of the

elite Republican boob-oisie, has
wonderfully illustrated the fool-

ishness in American far-right

thought ("Obama Still Faces Up-
hill Climb To Cure Health-Care"

Sept. 21). Mr. Janeway's com-
ment is a wicked parody of the

nonsensical and know-nothing
ramblings of the GOP. 1 particu-

larly enjoyed his insistence that

it is patients, rather than the

trillion-dollar insurance lobby,

driving up American health

costs, an argument straight

from the mouth of financial wiz-

ard Dick Cheney. Brian's com-
ments delightfully underscore

how difficult it is for President

Obama to drag America into

the 20th century at a time when
many Americans—and most Re-

publicans—still claim that their

health care system (ranked

37th in the world by the UN, just

behind Costa Rica) is the best

in the world.

Alex Tepperman

The G20: Good for the world,

good for Canada

A more inclusive form of global governance will lead to comprehensive agreements,

and maximize Canada's potential as a multi-cultural nation

TODD MICHAEL LANE

Last week's G20 meeting in Pitts-

burgh ushered in a new era in inter-

national diplomacy as world leaders

moved closer to the G20 model for

international governance, leaving

the G8 a mere shadow of its former

self. The G8 will begin to quietly pack

its bags after 2010 and will likely fade

into a distant memory, only to be rec-

ollected in graduate theses.

The joint announcement regarding

the gradual transition from the G8 to

the G20 was made between Stephen

Harper and South Korean president

Lee Myung-bak, with the first back-to-

back summit being held in the Mus-
koka region of Ontario over the sum-
mer of 2010. Despite the cries from

anti-globalization protestors about

the undemocratic and cabalist nature

of these groups, this move is in the

best interest of the individual nations,

as well as the world in general.

These protestors forget that ex-

panding the G8 to the G20 greatly

increases the voice of newly emerg-

ing nations such as Brazil, India,

and China on the world stage.

These countries will be included

in discussions on climate change,

health, and poverty—discussions

that desperately need to be heard.

A greater diversity of opinions and
actions will be brought to the inter-

national arena, which had previous-

ly been dominated by Europe and
the United States.

Hopefully Prime Minister Manmo-
han Singh of India, President Susilo

Yudhoyono of Indonesia, and Prime

Minister Recep Erdogan of Turkey

will become household names for

Canadians, forcing us to be less

Western-centric.

This shift from continental Europe

to the East and South reflects a shift

in the geopolitical reality. No longer

will decisions be made solely in Lon-

don, Paris, and Washington. Increas-

ingly we will have to look to Beijing,

Brasilia, and New Delhi for leader-

ship and co-operation on a host of

issues, from terrorism to financial

regulation to human security. The
actions taken on global warming and
future financial crises will be more
comprehensive with these nations

on board.

Most importantly, the G20 also

represents an opportunity to Cana-

da that we've seldom had before. As

one of the most diverse countries in

the world, Canada is poised to uti-

lize its vast reserves of both human
capital and natural resources to

maximize its global connections and

become a significant global player.

The question for Canadians is, do

we have a government that is ready

to take advantage of these interna-

tional opportunities?

The Varsitym\com^ letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

comment@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.

Shut down

All students at U of T have access to the Internet via the wireless UTORcwn network, available in most campus facilities.

Why banning laptops

in classrooms takes

away students'

freedom to learn as

they please

^^^JEMRAE^^^^

During the first two of weeks of my
political theory class, professor Clif-

ford Orwin instituted a ban on lap-

tops in the lecture hall and disabled

Wi-Fi access on our laptops.

The professor argued that lap-

tops put students in a "stenographic

mode," meaning they provide distrac-

tions such as email or Facebook that

will discourage us from thinking criti-

cally. I don't understand how scrib-

bling notes down on paper gets us to

focus on the material either.

Keep in mind that these laptops

connect wirelessly to a network that U
of T has spent millions of students' tu-

ition dollars to install. Thus, students

have paid for a system that they now
have limited access to. An increase

in tuition fees is hard for students

to swallow when they're only taking

notes with a pencil. But in this class

we're now being kept from resources

that could improve our learning.

Any reasoned discussion of this is-

sue has to begin with the understand-

ing that students at U of T are adults

and are responsible for their own
academic performance, including

whether they spend their class time

in an appropriate manner.

Professor Orwin believes that stu-

dents with access to the Internet dur-

ing class pay less attention because

they are surfing the net and talking on
MSN. The problem is that even if this

is true (and, let's face it, it probably is

true in many cases), enforcing a ban

on laptops is still a detrimental policy

for a variety of reasons. Firstly, it is a

domineering rule. As a political sci-

ence professor, Orwin should know
that with freedom comes the oppor-

tunity to make the wrong choice, and
draconian rules only serve to under-

mine a student's freedom. We must be

free to make our own choices, it's the

only way we'll learn. Secondly, com-

puters are a beneficial tool that allow

students to record notes quickly, con-

duct prompt background research.

and allow foreign and ESL students

to access translation tools. Taking

these benefits away because of a few

bad apples unjustly punishes those

students that use the technology ap-

propriately.

If the issue is student engagement,

then there's a more complex problem

at hand. U of T must decrease the

size of its classes and eradicate the

classroom environment that makes
students little more than numbers.

The notion that an introductory class

such as PSYIOO can have enrollment

numbers in the thousands and still be

of value is absurd. I suggest a revival

and expansion of the college system

— one of the unique features of U of T
— whereby courses can be kept small

and personal relationships between a

student and instructor can develop.

Although I agree that students ig-

noring a lecture by chatting or updat-

ing their Facebook account is a con-

cern, I'd argue that it also provides

some healthy competition for profes-

sors. Too meiny of them read off their

lecture notes and are barely capable

of speech.

A week after the laptop ban was
introduced, professor Orwin revised

his decision. Now, instead of eliminat-

ing laptops, he just disabled the wire-

less access in the lecture hall.

I don't understand my professor's

logic. Doesn't he know that technol-

ogies such as iPods and BlackBer-

ries allow individuals to access the
Internet more discreetly? Unless he
also banned cell phones, a policy

that would be difficult to enforce in

the Isabel Bader Theatre, then he's

simply singling out laptop users and
leaving other equally distracted

students free to do as they will.

Banning laptops or disabling

wireless access will not solve pro-

fessor Orwin's concerns. The prob-
lems of student engagement at this

university go much deeper.
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COUNTDOWN TO COPENHAGEN
Harper disappoints at UN meeting, but with mounting pressure from Canadians, it'll be tough

to put off action on climate change for much longer

MAY JEONG
Associate Comment Editor

The tension was palpable at the United Nations

headquarters last week, as world leaders gath-

ered to begin addressing the issue of climate

change. With Copenhagen a little over two
months away, the international community has

placed substantial pressure on heads of state to

begin laying the groundwork for further discus-

sions in the Danish capital.

The trouble, as always, proved to be in trans-

lating eloquent speeches and soaring promises

into direct policy measures and concrete com-
mitments. While U.S. president Barack Obama
addressed the need for leadership on the part

of developed countries, he also highlighted the

equal need for commitment from their develop-

ing neighbours. Following Obama, President

Hu Jin Tao of China spoke on behalf of a nation

awakening to the environmental implications of

development. Many praised President Tao for

his genuine eagerness to address the issue of

C02 emissions and possible caps.

Throughout all this. Prime Minister Stephen

Harper was conspicuously absent from the

General Assembly. John McNee, Permanent
Representative of Canada to the United Nations,

filled his seat instead. Later, a Globe and Mail bu-
reau blog revealed that Prime Minister Harper

had chosen to skip this UN summit on climate

change in favour of attending a Tim Hortons me-
dia event in Oakville. When asked whether this

donut run was at all appropriate, a Conservative

Party spokesperson is said to have answered in

the ciffirmative.

This is the type of political immaturity that

concerned Canadians must address. The irrev-

erence that the Harper government has shown
over the years towards climate change issues is

Stephen Harper left the UN General Assembly meeting to attend a media event at Tim Hortons.

distressing. Even after the chair of the Intergov-

ernmental Panel on Climate Change, Rajendra

Pachauri, warned that the scenarios predicted

by the current scientific evidence leave no room
for inaction, the Canadian government has

turned a blind eye to the fact that we are now
working with diminishing margins of time.

The numbers say it all: Canada currently

stands at 25 per cent over the 1990 baseline lev-

el for greenhouse gas emissions, a far cry from

our original Kyoto pact. Yet despite such dire

warnings of less than optimal conditions, the

government has been all but progressive. By
fidgeting with the baseline and continually sup-

porting the tar sands industry that has been so

detrimental to our reaching the C02 emissions

target, the Canadian government continues to

serve an obstructionist role on the international

stage.

Perhaps this explains the myriad grassroots

movements that have sprung up, bringing

such concerns to the fore. From environmental

awareness campaigns such as EarthCycle on
our very own campus to activism planned on a

global scale, the likes of which include the Inter-

national Day of Climate Action on October 24,

options for those wishing to contribute, particu-

larly youth, are numerous.

The Internationcil Day of Climate Action, which

falls at the heart of Power Shift (a youth-led train-

ing and lobbying campaign in Ottawa) aims to

make activism fun and accessible. Throughout

the world, grassroots events have been planned

around the theme of climate change and the

number 350, the number of C02 parts per mil-

lion that has been scientifically proven to be the

safest upper limit for C02 emissions globally (we

are currently at 389 ppm).

The Day of Action promises church bells ring-

ing 350 times, cyclists biking 350 metres, stu-

dents baking 350 oatmeal cookies, and so on, in

over 125 countries. All this action stems from the

belief that it is now incumbent on every globed

citizen to ensure a bold and equitable climate

policy is passed in Copenhagen.

One part of the growing momentum leading up

to "C0P15," as the summit is colloquially called,

was a global premiere of the much talked-about

film. Age ofStupid. A pseudo-documentary set in

2055, it presents the last mcin on earth asking the

question: why didn't we save ourselves from cli-

mate change when we had the chance?

Before the screening, Graham Saul, Executive

Director of Climate Action Network and co-spon-

sor of the global premiere, pre-emptively com-

forted the audience not to despair but to act. And
yet the grief was profound as the ending credits

rolled. The film aptly identifies consumerism

as the predominant thought of our time, while

questioning our dangerous over-reliance on fos-

sil fuels.

Though many cire skeptical, perhaps politi-

cians will realize that there is no use in negotiat-

ing with the laws of science. Perhaps this is the

finale to the age of stupid, and perhaps human
ingenuity will prevail. Perhaps Prime Minister

Harper will choose diplomacy over donuts next

time. Perhaps.

TYNDALE TYNDALE Bachclor of
University College

Education
Program

'^This program is comprehensive, empowering

and ultimately relevant to shaping my career as

a teacher. I could not imagine entering any

classroom as a teacher vvithout the benefit of

this program. " —Will Courley, B.Ed. '09

A 12-month program beginning in July that prepares

teacher candidates for OCT Membership in the

Primary/Junior and Junior/Intermediate divisions.

Limited enrollment of only 75 students.

Features over 100 practicum days, more than

double what OCT requires.

For more information and to apply:

tyndaie.ca/education

(416) 218-6757 / 1-877-TYNDALE

Information

Sessions:

Oct. 5 &
Oct. 26; 7 pm

Toronto's Christian University



The jewels of JULS

ERENE STERGIOPOULOS uncovers U of T's Journal of Undergraduate Life Sciences

The academic landscape can be,

let's face it, pretty hostile. Wheth-

er it's publications, proposals, or el-

bow-padded blazers, the adornments

of academia can feel as unattainable

as winning the lottery. But sometimes,

even in the most barren terrain, you

can stumble upon an oasis. U of T's

Journal of Undergraduate Life Sciences

(JULS, sounds like "Jules") is just that.

Established in the summer of 2006,

JULS was conceived by a small group

of students who wanted an outlet for

publishing research conducted by life

science students at U of T. Three years

and as many issues later, JULS, once

the little engine that could, is now a

full-sized freight train and a force to

be reckoned with. The journal is now
sponsored by undergraduate depart-

ments ranging from pharmacology to

physiology to molecular genetics, and

boasts an ample roster of life science

faculty advisors. Its editorial review

board also gives students the chance

to get involved in the peer-review pro-

cess. And for those who aspire to more
authorial ambitions, JULS accepts a

range of pieces for publication, includ-

ing research articles, mini-reviews,

and letters.

The JULS process includes some in-

put from faculty advisors, who provide

support and who can review articles.

But the bulk of reviewing goes to the

student editorial board, making it a

real student-run endeavour. Accord-

ing to Andy Dicks of the Department

of Chemistry, "Once you have the peer-

review process in place, that's crucial.

Because it validates the science, and

you don't just get any old stuff rearing

its head in there, stuff that hasn't been

checked properly."

JULS also emphasizes its interdisci-

plinary mandate by accepting pieces

from a wide range of sciences, some-

times extending beyond the life sci-

ences. "Although JULS is life science,

and chemistry is a physical science,"

says Dicks, "there were quite a few

chemistry articles that were published

in JULS. 1 thought that was great, be-

cause that was a real chance for our

students to showcase their chemistry

to a life science audience, partly so

that life science students realize that

chemistry is a big part of their curri-

cula and their lives generally."

But of course there's always room
for improvement. According to Ivana

Stehlik from the Department of Ecol-

ogy and Evolutionary Biology, "the

only thing 1 would, from my perspec-

tive, like to see is more articles from

the ecology or evolutionary front.

Mostly it's medical science, so 1 hope

that there will be an equal chance for

everybody to get in."

While JULS does accept non-re-

search articles, most professors are

keen about pursuing research at the

undergraduate level. Research oppor-

tunities during the summer or during

the year, like the second- and third-

year research opportunity courses

and fourth-year research projects,

are great for "giving the undergradu-

ate student a taste of what research

is like," says Physiology professor Wil-

liam MacKay. "It's a total mystery to

everybody until they actually do it. So

it's kind of pointless to aim for gradu-

ate school and then discover, once

you're in a Master's program, that you

hate it!"

"Don't think of it as something

extra, on top of your classes," adds

Dicks. "You'll learn things doing re-

search that you Ccm't possibly learn

any other way. Sometimes there's this

perspective that undergraduates can't

do research, or they're not ready for

research until they become graduate

students. I would contend that my ex-

perience and the experience of my col-

leagues is that there are plenty of very

good second-year undergraduates

who do excellent research, if they are

given the right type of project. That's

the key thing."

While one of JULS" missions is to

give students a taste of academia

outside the lab and classroom, it also

tries to promote communication, both

among scientists and with the public.

This has important implications, not

only at the student level, but also in

the world at large.

"People with a lot of power, both in

commerce and in political structures,

are having to make major decisions

about matters which are scientific,

whether it's climate, nuclear energy,

medical technology, drugs, vaccines

[or] rapid trains," says Andrew Baines,

coordinator and professor for the Vic

One life science seminar. "Pretty well

everything that creates our current

society and the high standard of living

we have is related in some way or an-

other to science and technology. And
that means that you want to have an

informed population who understand

the concepts and a good chunk of the

words that are used in science. And
part of the problem is the words—that

a lot of scientists use unnecessarily

obscure words.

"We need to educate people on the

scientific side to be able to communi-
cate to each other across disciplines

within the sciences. An engineer

talking to a psychologist: that can be

extremely important when you're de-

signing the cockpit of a train or an air-

plane. But you need to talk the same
language, and very often they don't.

SEE 'JULS' -PG 10

Publishing in JULS:
The deets

The research article

2,000-3,000 words.

The research article lets student authors who

have contributed significantly to original

research to submit a piece addressing a new

and interesting question in the life sciences.

The mini-review
1,500-2,500 words.

Students who haven't had the chance to

conduct original research can submit mini-

review articles, which present an in-depth

look at narrowed-down and intriguing topics.

Letters

1,000-1,500 words.

Letters are the more concise versions, and

allow authors to present their original

research along with a discussion of its

significance within a broader context.

Eligibility

Researdi articles and mini-reviews: eligible

candidates fall under two categories. The fi5t

consists of U of T undergraduates who have

worked with a supervisor on a fourth-year

thesis project, 299 Research Opportunity

Program course, or summer research

placement at U of T or its affiliated research

institutions. Undergraduate students outside

of U of T who have conducted research for at

least three months under the supervision of a

U of T faculty member are also eligible.

Letters: these articles are open to a

wider range of authors, including any

undergraduate enrolled in a four-year

undergraduate program at any Canadian

university.
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REAMERS, PIRATPS & MAHMEN:
The stories behind Nobel science with Lia Car

The history of atomic theory

The Prize:
The Nobel Prize in Physics in 1922 to

Niels Henrik David Bohr "for his ser-

vices in the investigation of the struc-

ture of atoms and of the radiation

emanating from them."

The Science:
Atomic theory dates back more than

7,000 years to the Ancient Greeks,

who through thought experiments

developed the idea that if you repeat-

edly split a substance in half, eventu-

ally you come to an indivisible mol-

ecule called the "atom."

In the 13th century, Pseudo-Geber

coined the theory of corpusculari-

anism, in which all physical matter

was believed to be made of divisible

particles (corpuscles). Isaac Newton
and Robert Boyle combined Pseudo-

Geber's theory with alchemy to form

a 16th century corpuscular theory of

light. As the discipline of chemistry

evolved, atomic theory and the idea

of classical elements (earth, fire, air

and water) was disproved by scien-

tific thinkers. In 1803, John Dalton

created the modern atomic theory,

defining each element as consisting of

distinct atoms that combine to form

compounds. This theory was further

validated by Robert Brown (who dis-

covered "Brownian motion"), Albert

Einstein, and physicist Jean Perrin.

Scientists Dmitri Mendeleev and

Lavoisier developed the first periodic

table in 1869, arranging the distinct el-

ements by their chemical properties

cind atomic number.

It was a long wait, however, until J.J.

Thomson made the first discovery of a

component of the atomic model—the

electron—in 1897. Thomson showed
that applying voltage between two

electrodes in a vacuum generates a

ray (known as a cathode ray) of neg-

ative-charged "corpuscles" (to use

Thomson's term). Thomson believed

that electrons were the fundamental

unit of matter, which he tried to prove

despite knowing that atoms as a whole

have no charge. To reconcile this con-

tradiction, Thomson developed his

"plum-pudding" model, wherein elec-

tron "plums" swam in a "pudding" of

positive charge that neutralized the

overall charge of the atom.

One of Thomson's students, Er-

nest Rutherford, disproved the like-

ness of the atom to a fruit-filled des-

sert through his interpretation of

the elegant "gold-foil experiment."

When positively charged alpha par-

ticles emitted from radium bromide

are shot at a piece of gold foil only a

few hundred atoms thick, instead of

passing through the gold foil as pre-

dicted by the "plum-pudding" mod-
el, some alpha particles deflect with

wide angles or reflect right back. To
explain this, Rutherford proposed a

new model in which a solar system

of "planetary" electrons encircles a

positively-charged central particle

(the nucleus). This model recon-

ciled how atoms can have a neutral

charge but also deflect an alpha par-

ticle because of the large positively-

charged nucleus.

What Rutherford's model could not

explain is how an accelerating nega-

tive charge (the electron) avoids emit-

ting electromagnetic energy, a known
property of accelerating charges. The
planetary model also does not explain

the observation that when atoms are

excited, say by heat, they emit charac-

teristic radiation spectra that can be

observed by spectroscopy.

It was around this same time that

quantum theory, developed by Max

Niels Bohr won the Nobel prize in 1922 for his work on the atomic structure.

Planck and furthered by Albert Ein-

stein, dawned on the world of phys-

ics. This model, for which Planck

won the 1918 Nobel Prize, describes

the behaviour of light and other elec-

tromagnetic waves. Light and other

types of energy exist in only discrete

bundles called quanta, with no half-

measures. The size of the bundles is

equal to Planck's constant, h, a very

small unit. Inspired by quantum the-

ory, Neils Bohr developed his atomic

model in 1913.

The Bohr model, also known as the

Bohr-Rutherford model, starts with

the planetary model, but incorporates

quantum theory into the orbits of the

electrons. Bohr postulated that like

light energy, electrons have discrete

amounts of energy. His model fur-

ther suggested that electrons cannot

travel around the positively-charged

nucleus outside specific orbits that

can be thought of as spherical "shells"

at defined distances from the nucleus.

These orbital shells are defined by a

signature energy value, the quantum
part of the theory.

In addition, the model states that

an electron can only gain or lose en-

ergy by "jumping up" or "jumping

down" into another energetic orbital

shell. When an atom is excited, an

electron can "jump up" into a new
orbital sphere. Electrons that enter

into a higher-energy orbital shell are

unstable, and can not stay there for

long. As they drop down to a lower

orbit, they release energy in the form

of radiation equivalent to the energy

difference between the two orbital

shells. These "jump downs" always

release the same amount of radiation

at frequencies that are characteristic

for that atom.

Bohr's model successfully ex-

plained many observations of the

atom circulating at that time.

What Has
Happened Since:
The Bohr-Rutherford model was
the most advanced model of the

atom for many years, but it was
refined by others including Arnold

Sommerfeld. It becomes less useful

when applied to the properties and
behaviours of large atoms. Despite

this, the Bohr-Rutherford model is

still taught to new science students

before moving on to more complex
orbital-theory models.

Current models for the movements
of electrons include complex orbital

patterns, wave-like behaviour, and
the uncertainty principle—the con-

cept that electrons aren't normally

at discrete foci and that their posi-

tion can be best described in terms

of probabilities.

We also have evidence that the nucle-

us is composed of more than just posi-

tively charged particles. Scientists now
hypothesize that its ingredients list ex-

tends to quarks, bosons, and leptons.

Niels Bohr continued working in

theoretical physics for the remainder

of his life, contributing much to the

field of atomic theory. During the Sec-

ond World War he worked with the

Americans on the Manhattan proj-

ect, but was a strong advocate for a

peaceful sharing of atomic knowledge

and against a nuclear arms race. His

son, Aage Bohr, went on to continue

the family Nobel legacy, winning the

Nobel Prize in Physics in 1975 with

two others "for the discovery of the

connection between collective mo-
tion and particle motion in atomic

nuclei and the development of the

theory of the structure of the atomic

nucleus based on this connection."

'JULS'- CONTINUED FROM P6 9

And certainly when you're talking to the politi-

cian or the CEO of a major company who wants

to exploit a particular piece of technology, he has

to understand what he's getting into."

According to William Navarre from the De-

partment of Molecular Genetics, there are also

problems in the ways in which the popular me-

dia communicates science—something that hits

home for Varsity science writers. "The problem

comes with the disconnect between how a com-

plex and nuanced subject like science gets trans-

lated to laypeople through traditional media

sources. Traditional media sources are deadline-

and headline-driven, and this is inherently in-

compatible with how science actually operates.

It's only gotten worse with the Internet as read-

ers and watchers are increasingly distracted and

at the same time news outlets are increasingly

receptive to quick sound bites with little regard

for fact-checking or complex viewpoints—in

fact they often lack the ability, time and funds

to do fact-checking. Almost every article about

science recently is hype-driven, and it does the

public little service. Go back to any health sci-

ence-related article from 1.5 years ago and see if

any of the hype was actually lived up to; 99 per

cent of the time it was a blip on the radar and

then forgotten about."

But there's also a part of science writing that

shows the science wordsmith's human side. At

the risk of sounding foolish to all the arts stu-

dents out there, most science students will admit

that science is exciting and beautiful. "People

need to see scientific writing as literature, when

it's possible to do so," says Baines.

So what makes for good science writing? Ac-

cording to Navarre, "a good science piece first

and foremost targets its audience. Second, it

poses an interesting question or mystery up
front and does so in a way that engages the

reader Then it goes about solving the mystery

through the evidence. At the end 1 hope it actu-

ally answers or almost answers the question that

was posed up front. This question-answer format

can be successfully followed for a science article

written for kids or to a highly specialized audi-

ence. Third, good writing in any field or subject

is direct and avoids being superfluous or wordy."

Baines adds, "1 think that probably one of the

first things you look at in people who are start-

ing out writing is: do they have a clear grasp of

who they're talking to and what style they should

be using? And do they have a clear grasp of what

the question is that they're dealing with? Once
they get beyond that, then they've got to marshal

their evidence and put it together in a coherent

fashion. And beware of using too many adjec-

tives. It's just very basic rhetoric."

At the end of the day, JULS serves a pretty

noble purpose. From promoting student re-

search to giving students a chance to take part

in interdisciplinary communication, it looks like

three-year-old JULS will be sticking around for

the years to come.

"I think the most important function [JULS]

serves right now is not so much for the read-

er as for the writer," says Doug Templeton of

the Department of Laboratory Medicine and
Pathobiology, "in giving the students an op-

portunity to go through the exercise of writing

up their work, and at the same time doing it in

a way that is going to have to be put in front

of the public and that they're going to have to

take responsibility for."

Who knows? Maybe thanks toJULS, that elbow-

padded blazer might even start fitting better.

JULS & communicating
science: What the experts say

ti/^ommunication is important in

science because if you simply

do science and don't communicate the

results, you haven't really contributed

anything. [It] is a very important part

of doing research. But 1 think it goes

beyond that. 1 think the exercise of

communication also helps clarify our

thinking quite a lot, and 1 often find

that I actually get new insights into the

meaning of the experiments that I'm

writing for publication."

—DOUG TEMPLETON, Department of

Laboratory Medicine and Pathobiology

" 17 specially for the undergrad level,

M-j[JULS] is this unique chance where
students can get research results out

there to a limited audience

—

to JULS—
which otherwise they would tell just

their peers in the course, or they might

tell their parents. But if they actually get

through the whole process of writing it

up and putting more thought into it, and
then seeing it printed in the paper, it's re-

ally awesome. So 1 think it adds value to

these small-scale projects they do."

—IVANA STEHLIK, Department ofEcology

and Evolutionary Biology

44 TULS provides that place where
U [undergraduate students] can

publish, even though it's not a major
piece of work that would get through in

an international peer-reviewed journal.

But still, it's well done, and there's no
reason why it shouldn't be presented,

and [JULS] provides that avenue for the

undergraduate student."

—WILLIAM MACKAY, Department of

Physiology

44 TULS is an excellent in-house journal

U of science. I think it is an invaluable

resource for students to gain experience

with writing up their results early. If

the results of an experiment don't get

published, you may as well have not

done the experiment to begin with.

I think yWLS actually has an equally

important role, however, in publishing

articles by professors to communicate
with students about things they don't

learn in class."

—WILLIAM NAVARRE, Department of

Molecular Genetics

44T think of JULS in the context of

1 research, and I'm very passionate

about undergraduate research and
giving undergraduates opportunities to

do research. 1 think we do a pretty good

job at U of T, but I think the word has to

be out there that we can do a better job.

And a lot of that is education, really. It's

explaining to professors how they can

involve second-year undergrads, and
how they can design projects so that

second-year undergrads can do them."

—ANDREW DICKS, Department of

Chemistry
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The projector-free guide

lu Nuit Blanche 200§
BYKELLI KORDUCKI

PHOTOGRAPHS FROM NUIT BLANCHE 2008

Not to knock the many talented video artists involved in the "free all-night contemporary art thing" that is Nuit

Blanche, but as students, we already spend enough time staring at screens. The night's most successful, and

memorable, past events have typically been those that eschewed visual projections in favour of community

interaction and spontaneous audience participation. And anything where people do crazy shit.

Zone A

ice Queen: Glacial Retreat Dress Tent

Toronto Eaton Centre-inside tiie north

entrance

SW comer of Yonge and Dundas

American artists Robin Lasser and
Adrienne Pao transform various

styles of tents and nomadic struc-

tures into wearable garments. Read:

clothes you can literally live in.

Battle Royal

Toronto Coach Terminal

610 Bay St.

Satisfy your Nuit Blanche bloodlust

with a blindfolded cage-fight! Shaun

"El Conquistador" Leonardo (artist

and trained fighter) and "19 elite pro-

wrestlers" will duke it out until one

man is left standing, but no worries:

after 7 p.m., audience members are in-

vited to play along! And yes, this event

has been listed as suitable for all ages.

Beautiful Uaht:

4LETTERWORD MACHINE

Toronto City Hall, Nathan Phillips Square

100 Queen St. W.

Suspended 65 metres in the air be-

tween the City Hall towers, four

seven-square-metre alphanumeric

quartz lamp arrays will display

codes, DNA sequences, and elemen-

tal words. In other words, giant

glowing messages will be floating IN

THE AIR! This is almost like a pro-

jection, but it's so damn cool we at

The Varsity simply don't care.

Le Grand Peep Show by Corpus

The stables of CasaLoma

328WalmerRd.

This is true conceptual art: two
human marionettes dressed in

black PVC bodysuits "perform an
unusual courtship ritual" inside a

large peep-show tent constructed

in the Casa Loma Stables. The two
will communicate solely through

touch, from sunset to sunrise, to

the sounds of carnival music. Com-
bined with a lack of sleep, this event

promises to be an engaging, border-

line-hallucinatory experience.

BOUNCING BRIDE:

What Goes Down Must Go Up

Music Gallery Courtyard

197 John St.

A cheesy wedding DJ dance party

combined with a mini trampoline

and a performance artist dressed

like a bride may not be everyone's

idea of a fun time, but even those

who opt out of "playing groom" atop

the bouncing bride's 10-foot wed-
ding cake might enjoy taking a break

on this installation's memory foam
"bottom cake layer" lounge.

ZoneB

PhotoSecret

Eastern Wall of Fresh and Wild Patio, Distillery

Lane, Building 32,

55 Mill St.

Embrace your inner exhibitionist

with this interactive exhibit that en-

courages visitors to anonymously
text a secret from their cell phones
and take their photos at one of the

event's custom photo booths. Se-

crets will be randomly paired with

audience photos and displayed for

all to see.

10 Scents

Outside Union station

Corner of Bay and Front (lower leveD

Visitors are invited to enter porta-

ble toilets filled with "unlikely ma-

terials and scents" intended to con-

jure a surreal sensory experience.

ZoneC

The Apology Project

Liberty Market Building Atrium Corridor, West

171 East Liberty St., Hanna Sb'eet Entrance

Creative and quintessentially To-

ronto, this event features a clus-

ter of 55 people wearing large

brown paper bags who will con-

gest a public hallway and person-

ally apologize to every person
venturing through them. As the

event description puts it, "time

will become a device that at once
tests the physical limits of the

performers and also testifies to

their will to be obnoxious and
continue to maintain a disrup-

tive posture even though they are

physically exhausted."

ASULTRY WORLD
Studio City

1 Pardee Ave., Studio #1

Japanese performance artist Nori-

co Sunayama invites you to go un-

der her skirt—literally. The artist

will be wearing a huge velvet scar-

let dress and poised on a three-

metre-high chair. The drapery of

her flowing skirt will produce the

"sensory chamber" within.

Dance of the Cranes

Liberty Towers Construction Site

East Liberty and Pirandello

Not your usual dance-off, this collab-

orative performance piece consists

of 13-minute choreographed dances

performed by two high-rise construc-

tion cranes at the beginning of every

hour, from 7 p.m. to 3 a.m.

The toxicity of our city

The animal corpses in Liz Magor's exhibition at the Doris McCarthy Gallery aren't real, but your reaction will be

MALEEHA MAJID

This month, the Doris McCarthy Gal-

lery at UTSC is exhibiting Storage

Facilities, a collection of works by
contemporary Canadian artist Liz

Magor. Magor has displayed sculp-

tures and photographs across the

country.

Now based in Vancouver, Ma-
gor studied at New York's Pearson

School of Design and the University

of British Columbia. Having exhib-

ited since the 1970s, the meanings

behind Magor's work are frequently

elusive. Recently, though, her art

has focused on provoking the hu-

man intellect with suggestions of

social and environmental decay.

Storage Facilities riffs on how the

toxins we consume every day poi-

son the planet as well as ourselves.

Magor uses polymerized gypsum,

a type of plaster, to make the highly

realistic reproductions of objects

displayed in Storage Facilities. The
reproductions are so believable that

it's easy to forget that the disturbing

objects are only simulated.

Upon entering the exhibition,

the visitor must choose between
two passages. To the right is a

room illuminated with synthetical-

ly white light, and featuring filthy,

white tables. Upon the tables lie

sculptures of animals and cloth-

ing, juxtaposed with cigarettes,

chocolate boxes, and bottles of al-

cohol. Several small animal corps-

es, including those of a raccoon,

a squirrel, and a rat, lie on top of

silver trays. Underneath the tables

lies a cut-up wooden pole oozing

toxic yellow foam.

To the left is a smaller area resem-

bling a storage room, which houses

hoarded provisions lit by a yellow,

musty glow. The room holds several

storage boxes, bookshelves, and

used household items, commenting
on the decaying properties of the

consumerist lifestyle.

If your stomach is strong, visiting

Storage Facilities is a great way to

think about sustainability and the

human impact on the environment.

Storage Facilities runs at the Doris

McCarthy Gallery at the University

of Toronto Scarborough through

October 25. For more information,

visit www.utsc.utoronto.ca/dmg or

call 416-287-7007.

I

Liz Magor proves that tweed never goes out of style.
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True Love Lies

(two blocks south of Queen)
Factory Theatre comes out of the closet for its 40th-season opener

Parents and progeny prepare to have an awkward conversation in Factory

Theatre's season opener.

JEN HANDLEY

"'Gay' is so over," says 22-year-

old Madison to her father's ex-

boyfriend. "It doesn't mean any-

thing anymore. It is like 'Negro' or

'Jewess.' It's all just sex." But even
though some of his characters offer

simple (or simplistic) truths about

sexuality, playwright and director

Brad Fraser definitely doesn't. His

latest work, True Love Lies, which
opens Factory Theatre's 40th sea-

son this Friday, tells the story of

two kids, their mom, dad, and the

first love he never told them about.
"1 think it's a very healthy play, in

fact," says Factory artistic director.

Ken Gass. The theatre, which Gass
describes as a "cultural oasis" amid
the ever-proliferating condos of To-

ronto's west side, has a reputation

not unlike Fraser's for contesting

artistic boundaries.

"It's interesting for me," says

Gass, "the way the play somehow
encapsulates both generations."

When Madison tries to get a job

from local restaurateur David,

he refuses her for a reason she

would never expect. "Just a few

minutes in, suddenly the two chil-

dren in the family become aware
that their father [Kane] had a gay

lover 23 years ago," explains Gass.

But this uncovered secret makes
way for more complicated half-

truths. "There's just one lie from

the past that becomes accidentally

revealed, and things unravel, and

unravel, and unravel," Gass grins.

"When you read the play, it's a real

page-turner."

But although he's something of

an intruder in True Love Lies, the

witty, cynical David McMillan is in-

timately familiar to fans of Fraser's

work. The changing situations of

his life, like the changing role of the

gay community, have been charted

through three of Fraser's other

plays. David's relationship with

Kane had its beginning almost 20

years ago in the darkly comic criti-

cal smash Unidentified Human Re-

mains and the True Nature of Love.

But Gass says he wouldn't describe

this as a sequel. "The play is of a

world and of a piece—that is, Fras-

er's universe—but it is 'unified' and
relevant on its own."

Because its back story spans
generations, sharp differences in

generational attitudes about sex,

like Madison's assertion that "gay

is over," colour many of the play's

conflicts. "1 think that it's some-
thing to do with the way in which
we've made a certain degree of

progress in our society. That sense

of the 'gay world' in a city like To-

ronto—it's simply integrated into

the fabric, and a sense of 'them'

and 'us'
—

'Oh, you're gay, you're

straight'—these definitions have
broken down. We're in that won-
derful, rich ambiguity of sexuality,"

says Gass.

However, there is an inevitable

tension between the sexual free-

dom the younger characters take

for granted and the struggles the

older ones have had to carry with

them. "The older generation of

characters, when they refer to their

past, when they refer to 20 years

ago [...] clearly they were segment-

ed from the mainstream," Gass
explains. As David's parents dis-

owned him when they discovered

he was gay, he's painfully aware
of the risks Kane faces when he

comes out to his children.

To match the shifting perspec-

tives of Fraser's storytelling,

Bretta Gerecke's set is designed

for rapid and smooth transforma-

tion. "There's something cinematic

about the way in which [Fraser]

moves from scene to scene. The-
atre has that fluidity if you choose
to exercise it, if you don't get stuck

with a realistic set. They've gotten

to something that's fairly simple,

but textured. 1 think it's just getting

over naturalistic sets and naturalis-

tic expectations."

Then again, those curious about
what to expect from this play could

always look to assistant director

Briana Brown's blog, which shares

rehearsal trivia (like some sur-

prising ingredients in the actors'

herbal cigarettes) and directorial

techniques (like "theme of the day:

risk failure"). Gass is pleased with

this non-traditional publicity tech-

nique. "She takes you right into the

pulse of the rehearsal. 1 think it's

a very interesting journey." How-

ever, this being True Love Lies'

Canadian premiere— it opened
in Manchester only eight months
ago—the story of its production

might take on a special signifi-

cance. "Rehearsals are a process

of discovery, particularly when a

play is new. The wonderful thing

about doing new work generally

is that there isn't a blueprint. And
so the choices that you make are

fresh, and sometimes difficult."

Another obvious benefit of the

blog is its appeal to younger audi-

ences. Gass hopes teenagers and
twenty-somethings will come to

see this play with their parents.

The young people in Fraser's play

"have to realize that their parents

have, or had, as equally complex
emotional and sexual lives as they

may currently be having." Although

that may not be a thought many
find appetizing, if anyone can make
it work, it's the playwright who
found the true nature of love in un-

identified human remains.

True Love Lies runs at the Factory

Theatre (125 Bathurst St.) from

October 1 through November 1.

$10-35, Sunday matinees PWYC.

This is our Jerry Springer moment
Hart House Theatre's second go at Jerry Springer: The Opera remains trashy and terrific

LEONICKA VALCIUS

It was a typical day in the life of talk

show host Jerry Springer until he was

"accidentally shot by a man wearing

a diaper, trying to kill a member of

the Ku Klux Klan" and all hell broke

loose. Hart House Theatre's sec-

ond run of Stewart Lee and Richard

Thomas's Jerry Springer: The Opera

had its opening night last Thursday,

and is sure to see another success-

ful season. All the debauchery and

rowdiness of the television show is

put on stage in a completely unapolo-

getic look at life—or in this case, day-

time television—as it is, rather than

how it ought to be.

Jerry Springer: The Opera seemed
a mammoth show to put on. With so

many moving parts, it was impos-

sible to contain the cacophony to the

relatively small Hart House Theatre

stage. To compensate, the produc-

tion team has made ample use of the

aisles and the front row. Thankfully,

the audience felt involved rather than

the set looking like the show had

spilled off the stage.

The lighting, effects, and costumes

were appropriately over the top. At

times, however, the lighting seemed
haphazard and did nothing to en-

Scott Gorman as Montel and Hayley Toane as Andrea share their finals thoughts.

hance the play. The costumes were

tacky, gaudy, and obnoxious, but

beautiful in their complete trashi-

ness. Shawntel (Kelly Holiff) looked

like a hot mess in the most positive

sense of the term, and the bedazzled

Ku Klux Klan member made my night.

The cast was fabulous, with the

interplay between characters an in-

tegral part to the show's success.

Jason Zinger was great as both Jona-

than (the Warm Up Guy) and Satan,

bringing levity and charisma to both

characters that had me rooting for

them instead of Jerry. And the ensem-

ble! They truly tied the performance

together. Their heckling underscored

the humour, at times becoming the

play's vehicle of satire and irony.

But what really carried this piece

was the music; I would go as far as

to say that the play was funny only

because it was set to music. Though
I have not been to a traditional op-

era to properly make the compari-

son, the music had all the extrava-

gance and ear-splitting high notes

that I associate with the genre. Even

the fervour of conductor/music di-

rector Lily Ling's keyboard playing

fit my preconceptions of what opera

should be. To have all that paired

with such scandalous lyrics result-

ed in pure magic.

"How can you watch that and call

it theatre?" someone said when I

mentioned Jerry Springer: The Op-

era. Maybe she's right. But if this

is a subpar performance, it simply

pulled the wool over my untrained

eyes. Despite its crass exterior I did

try to find some meaning behind

it all. Maybe my friend's reaction

also reflects on society as a whole

when we, like the studio audience

portrayed by the ensemble, are so

quick to judge anything that doesn't

fit into our narrow conception of

normalcy without bothering to take

a critical look at ourselves. Or may-

be it's just hella funny. If you want

to find out, feel free to dip yourself

in chocolate and get your own Jerry

Springer moment.

Jerry Springer: The Opera runs at

Hart House Theatre through Oct 10.
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HART HOUSE THEATRE PRESENTS THE RETURN OF

Jerry Springer

- The Opera
Be offended all over again.

Return of the Canadian Premiere!

Sept 24 -Oct 10, 2009

Music by Richard Thomas

Book & Lyrics by Stewart Lee &

Richard Thomas

Directed by Mark Selby

Based on the original production

by Richard Ouzounian

Musical Direction by Lily Ling

Starring Byron Rouse

$25 Adults I $15 Students & Seniors

$10 STUDENT WEDNESDAYS

^/^eVARSITYBOX OFFICE
ruoftiix.ca

,..978-8849 Insurance
Meloche Monnex

WWW.HARTHGUSETHEATRE.CA

Theatre Class #6:

THE ART OF GIVING A

SPEECH OR PRESENTATION

It's just one of many of classes &
workshops developed and delivered by

some of Canada's most accomplished

creative talent. Creative Classes &
Workshops at Hart House. Engaging,

enlightening and provocative.

www.harthouse.ca/ctasses

HART HOUSE
www.harthouse.ca

Space is limited. Register now.

This class series is proudly sponsored by

no Manulife Financial
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JOAN WAMITI
Varsity Staff

The women's hockey team showed
composure and confidence during its

first win of the Marion Milliard Wom-
en's Hockey Tournament that took

place this weekend at Varsity Arena.

Defeating the Robert Morris University

Eagles 2-1 in a far more lopsided game
than what the final score would sug-

gest, the Blues exhibited superior skat-

ing and strong teamwork.

The first period saw aggressive play

from the Blues, who dominated shots

on goal 23-0. However, it was not until

the period was almost over—with only

26 seconds left—that team captain Kar-

olina Urban capitalized on a rebound

from Brenley Jorgensen to finally score.

The Eagles got their first shot on goal

in the first minute of the second period,

and it looked as though the American

visitors were going to challenge the

Blues' dominant play. It was not to be,

as the Blues immediately got back on

the offense. A sloppy changeover from

the Eagles in the 13th minute brought

them a penalty for too many players on
the ice. The Blues' second goal came
during the ensuing power play. After an

assist from Urban, fifth-year Annie Del-

Guidice sent the puck home decisively.

There was a quick attempt from the

visitors to recover, but Eagles' goal-

tender Ashley Miller had to contend

with another barrage of shots instead.

While the Blues exhibited superior

skills, their inability to score was frus-

trating. With only nine seconds left to

go in the second, Blues goaltender Ken-

Ice queens
Blues win Marion Hilliard Women's Hodey Toumannent

The team went on to win Saturday's

game against Concordia 3-2, and Sun-

day's game against Etobicoke 1-0.

Head Coach Karen Hughes, now in

her 17th season, was pleased with the

result but had one criticism. "1 didn't

like the third period very much. [. . .] We
need to score on more opportunities,"

said Hughes.

"This year we have a good skating

team. We have 15 players back and tal-

ented new players, so it's just a matter

of how they fit in together," said Hughes
on the upcoming season. "I'm still try-

ing out different people in different

positions." Last season the Blues were

third in the league and lost in the quar-

terfinals to the sixth-place.

Urban thought that the team "was

playing aggressive, but while we had

a lot of shots, we needed to bury the

puck more. [This year's team is] more
mature, we have some good rookies

and a lot of depth—we can play four

lines. This is our goalie's second year,

and her experience will be crucial in

close games."

On Sept. 25, the Varsity Blues out-shot the Robert IVlorris University Eagles 64-1 1 in the first game of the tournament. Women's lacrosse leaves

dyl Valenta saw some action, making

an excellent save from a direct shot on

the net.

During the final period, it looked as

though the Blues were beginning to

lose focus. The Eagles came out with

all the energy they had, and were re-

warded in the 11th minute when Ra-

mey Weaver gave her team their first

goal. Rejuvenated, the next couple of

minutes showed spirited play from the

American team. It was not enough to

even the score, however, and the game
ended with the Blues out-shooting the

Eagles 64-11.
.

three-game weekend
round-robin victorious.

See full coverage in the

Oct. 6 issue of The Varsity

Magazine.

Back to the drawing board
Despite a good ganne plan, Blues football unable to execute

ROBERTA BELL

Varsity Blues fans braved the cold on

Friday night, coming out to support

their football team as they battled

against the Ottawa Gee-Gees at Var-

sity Stadium. In a 35-15 loss, the Blues

demonstrated that they may be start-

ing a trend where they open strong but

fall short in the second half.

The game got off to a positive

start with a back-and-forth struggle

to dominate the field. Neither team

could truly get their offence going or

the scoreboard moving. At the end of

the first quarter, the Blues were lead-

ing 3-0 thanks to a 15-yard field goal

from second-year kicker Andrew Lo-

masney.

However, the Gee-Gees picked up

the pace in the second quarter as they

quickly took over the scoreboard with

two field goals by Matt Falvo, and a

touchdown scored off of a one-yard

run from Matt Todd that was success-

fully converted. The Gee-Gees went

up by two more points, scoring off of a

sjJety when they conceded.

Just when it looked as if the game

had taken a turn for the worst, the

Blues called a time out and made a

daring comeback in the Icist minute

of the half. Quarterback Andrew Gil-

lis made his first touchdown pass of

the season to rookie slotback Paul de

Pass, who scored in the final seconds

of play to bring the Blues back into

contention. At halftime, the Gee-Gees

led only 15-9.

Despite a strong defensive ef-

fort by the Blues, the third quarter

brought two more field goals from

Ottawa's kicker, Falvo. But the fourth

quarter was when the game really

got interesting.

In just over a minute of play, Gee-

Gees' Cyril Adjeity scored a touch-

down when he received a 71-yard pass

from quarterback Bradley Sinopoli.

Shortly after, he did it again when he

connected with Sinopoli's 66-yard

pass. The game's top scorer, Falvo con-

verted both touchdowns.

The Blues, however, did go out with

a bang. As the game was dying and

supporters began to slowly filter out

due to the plummeting temperature,

Toronto back-up quarterback Jansen

Shrubb struck first-year wide receiver

Ben Sharpe with an outstanding 83-

yard touchdown pass to narrow the

gap on the scoreboard by six points in

the closing minutes.

"When 1 go in there, 1 know I'm not

going to do much running, so it's the

passing attack," conceded Shrubb
after the game. The "passing at-

tack" strategy contributed to the

Blues ability to control the clock for

the majority of the fourth quarter.

Shrubb's ability to connect with his

receivers was evident last week as

well when he made a 64-yard touch-

down pass to Jonathan Wright.

Despite a few spectacular offensive

plays against the Gee-Gees, the Blues

are quite a new team. They rely rather

heavily on their more solidified defen-

The Blues earn their fourth loss of the season in Friday's game against the Ottawa Gee-Gees.

sive counterparts. "The defence has

been there all year, and we're very

appreciative of it," acknowledged vet-

eran slotback Drew Meerveld. "[The

Blues] had a good game plan coming

in; it was just a matter of being able to

execute [it]."

Despite this being their fourth loss

of the season, the Blues have made
progress in their team dynamics.

The Laurier Golden Hawks blanked

them 36-0 in their season opener, at

which point coach Greg Laval had

no comments beyond, "Yeah, [they]

steamrolled us. We definitely lost the

physical battle today." Against the

Windsor Lancers, the Blues made it

onto the scoreboard, falling 30-3. Last

weekend, they scored their first touch-

down of the season, losing 53-25 to the

Guelph Gryphons.

The Blues are looking to improve

their team cohesion and to play a

complete game. They recognize that

they have fallen into the trend of

playing a strong first half that they

then fail to maintain.

Although the score may seem
bleak in the eyes of many U of T
supporters, the Blues have shown
that they are steadily improving,

and they're not giving up hope.

Meerveld was firm when he said

that the team does not want to get

used to losing. "It's back to the draw-

ing board for next week," he said.
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Sports writing:

How to piay tiie game
New course at U of T's School of Continuing Studies gives

students the l<eys to freelance sports writing

ANDREW RUSK

October 5 marks the launch of a new
sports writing course at the Univer-

sity of Toronto School of Continuing

Studies. Believed to be the first of

its kind at U of T, the course teaches

the basics of writing, reporting, and
using new media to produce work
for public consumption.

The course will be taught by Perry

Lefko, a sports reporter from Rogers

Sportsnet and a frequent Toronto Star

contributor. In preparation for the

class, The Varsity sat down with Lefko

to learn more about beginning a ca-

reer as a professional sports reporter

THE VARSITY: How did you get into

sports reporting?

PERRY LEFKO: 1 went to Ryerson in 1979

and took the journalism course, and
graduated there in 1982. [...] I knew
all along when I was growing up that

I wanted to be a sports reporter From
Ryerson, I began working profession-

ally in the business first in London
with the Free Press, and then I came
back to Toronto and worked [for] The

Hockey News. Then I worked for the

Toronto Sun for 21 years, and for the

last three years I have been working

on my own, freelancing.

rVC'What are your primary beats?

PL: Right now, I write a lot about

the Canadian Football League for

Sportsnet. I also write for Metro
News and I cover a variety of sports.

TV: Tell us a little bit about your class.

PL: The class is basically going to be

an entry point into learning about

sports writing and the various dif-

ferent ways you can do it. There's

professional writing in terms of writ-

ing for newspapers and magazines.

But there are so many new different

ways to write about sports these

days—blogs, the Internet—there are

so many forms available out there. If

you think you know a lot about sports

and you think you can impart that,

you will be able to get people to start

reading your stuff.

TV: The media is changing so quick-

ly. Where does that leave the sports

reporter?

PL: The sports reporter needs to be a

little bit more diversified. The sports

reporter now needs to be able to get

stories online much quicker There

are so many ways you can express

yourself as a sports writer

TV: What are the necessary qualities

for becoming a sports writer?

PL: 1 think the first one has to be your

ability to write. If you don't know how
to write, it will be very difficult for

people to understand what you're

trying to say. Having said that, there

are lots of people who are interested

in blogs who are not the greatest writ-

ers, but what they have to say has

value. But you still have to be a fairly

good writer Second of all, you have

to be able to tell your story for people

to want to read it. The third thing is

you have to have integrity because if

you're just going to be sloppy about

what you're putting out there and it

has no ethics, people will find it dif-

ficult to believe what you're trying to

say. The fourth thing you have to do is

be fast because in this changing atmo-

sphere of news reporting, the story

that gets out there first is going to get

the most traction. Above everything

else, there has to be passion for what
you're doing. If you don't have passion

for what you're doing, it will reflect in

the way you do your job, how other

people see you, and how your prod-

uct is presented.

TV: What's your most memorable
sports story?

PL: The one that meant the most to me
goes back to a story in '97/ '98. 1 went

to Regina to do a story about awoman
who was a curler—her name was San-

dra Schmirler She was a very promi-

nent women's curler and was very

well known in not only Canada, but

around the world as being the best

curler ever She was battling cancer,

and I approached her wanting to write

a story about her battle and how she

was winning [it] . I asked about writing

a book about her life. The first thing

she said was, "Would anybody care?"

Right there, it was an example about

how humble this woman was. Tragi-

cally, she died two months later, and
it was a big story in Canada. Her fu-

neral was covered nationally. 1 ended

up writing a book about her life and it

ended up being a national bestseller

To me, that was the most memorable
story because of how much that wom-
an meant to me as a person, as an ath-

lete, and as an icon.

Lefko's class begins on Oct 5. You

can sign up until the second week of

classes, Oct 19.

Brealdng tlie ice

Men's hockey team prepares

for upconning season

ELISABETH LARATTA

The Varsity Blues men's hockey

team is preparing for its upcoming
season. After falling to the McGill

Redmen in the quarter-finals of last

season's playoffs, the coaching staff

have brought in five rookies that will

hopefully give the team an edge.

The returning players have regained

their confidence since the postsea-

son, training on and off the ice to

prepare for their upcoming games.

Brendan Sherrard, who has cap-

tained the team for the past two

seasons, is confident in the new play-

ers. He believes that the team will be

even better than last year's. After los-

ing key veterans both on defence and

on the front end, the Blues recruited

Brent McGrail and Kyle Paige for their

speed and scoring ability up front.

Tyler Turcotte, Zack Fenwick, and

Matt Walters have been added to the

defence roster for their size and skill.

Leading point scorers Joe Rand, Ed-

die Snetsinger, Byron Elliot, and Sher-

rard will play an important role in the

team's goal to make it to the nationals

in Thunder Bay this spring.

Although Sherrard expresses

great confidence in the team, he

believes that their main focus this

year should be five-on-five scoring.

"Last year we relied on our power

play more than any of us would

have liked, so this year we need

to put up better numbers—even

strength," said Sherrard.

The team is excited to travel to

New York State, where they will

face Clarkson University and St.

Lawrence University in exhibition

matches before their regular season

begins on Oct. 9 at the University of

Ottawa. Sherrard expects that the

team's greatest challenges this year

will be the teams from the Far East.

"McGill, Concordia, UQTR, Ottawa,

and Carleton always give us a tough

game, and since we play these teams

the most they are our toughest com-

petition," said Sherrard.

The first home game will take

place at Varsity Arena on Oct. 18 at

2 p.m. The U of T hockey fan-base

has not been large in the past, but

with the new additions to the team,

more people may be drawn to sup-

port the Blues. "Judging from what's

been going on in camp, we have

four lines with eight defencemen
who can all play, and when they're

on the ice they are all dangerous,"

said Sherrard. "We have a lot of

depth that 1 don't think most teams
have, which is why we're all excited

to get the season started."

Find out alxHit the exdtlng wolid of

sportsjournalism!

Meet our special guest, SEAN HR-GOIAU), sports writer at JheNatmlPasL

:

Thursday, Oct, 1 at 7 p.m. at Tie Vmtv Offices. Zl Sussex Av8,Mf!oa

mm
SEPTEMBER 28 TO OCTOBER

Monday, September 28

Not Your Harem Girl: Cinema
and Stereotypes

Toronto Palestine Film Festival forum.

•4-5 p.m. Free!

• William Doo Auditorium (45

Willcocks St.)

Tpff.ca

That Wasn't So Tough
Learn essential maintenance skills in

this workshop on performing your

own basic bike tune-up.

•7-10 p.m. $30

• Community Bicycle Network (761

Queen St. W.)

Pre-register: 416-504-2918

Tuesday, September 29

Openjng weel<: Visual Arts

^

at York Quay Centre

Check out the newly opened

fall exhibitions at the York Quay

Centre. Featuring installations,

photography, short films, and plenty

of experimentation.

• Noon-6 p.m. Free!

• York Quay Centre at Harbourfront

(235 Queens Quay W.)

Harbourfrontcentre.com

Wednesday, September 30

Authors at Harbourfront

Centre

Tess Callahan, Liz Jensen, and Lorrie

Moore read. Rachel Harry hosts.

• 7:30 p.m. $8 (members free)

Brigantine Room, York Quay Centre

(235 Queens Quay W.)

Harbourfrontcentre.com

Searching for the Source of

Style

An evening with fashion journalist

David Livingstone.

• 7:30-9 p.m. $14 ($6 for students)

• Bata Shoe Museum

(327 Bloor St. W.)

Pre-register: programs®

batashoemuseum.ca

Thursday, October 1

Whe.reji'pu Lede: Sports

Editipn

Learn about the exciting world of

sports journalism in a Q&A session

with National Post sports reporter

Sean Fitz-Gerald and The Varsity's

own sports editor extraordinaire Sara

Quinn!

• 7-10 p.m. Free!

• The Varsity Office

(21 Sussex Ave., 2nd floor)

sports@thevarsity.ca

Forrp Nile! Live Brazilian

Fprro featurinaAline

Morales
Enjoy classic Brazilian dance jams

with one of Toronto's most talented

musicians.

• Doors at 8:30 p.m. $5

• Smiling Buddha (961 College St. W.)

Friday, October 2

Free Friday Film : Sugar
(2008)
This critically praised film chronicles

the tale of fictional Dominican

baseball star Miguel "Sugar" Santos

as he is recruited to play in the U.S.

minor-leagues.

•7 p.m. Free!

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

Cinssu.fff@utoronto.ca

Alternatiye^NuiJtBlanche

Music, spoken word, and vegan

treats kick off a weekend of

alternative Nuit Blanche events.

•$5
• CineCycle (129 Spadina Ave.

—rear entrance)

Lesruesdesrefuses.com

Saturday, October 3

Y<? La Tengo
Lo-Fi indie pioneers play Toronto.

•$25 (19-I-)

• The Opera House

(735 Queen St. E.)

Yolatengo.com/schedule

Nuit Blanche
This annual all-night contemporary

arts festival takes over the streets,

galleries, and cultural institutions

with installations and performances.

• 6:55 p.m. til sunrise Free!

Scotiabanknuitblanche.ca

Sunday, October 4

Bana Y'Afrique
Recover from Nuit Blanche with

this celebration of African music

and culture featuring food, theatre,

shopping, traditional dancers, and

local and international bands.

•1-10 p.m. Free!

• Metro Hall Square (55 John St.)

Africanewmusic.org

To haveyourU of T

campus event listed in

tills space for FREE, just

send ^e appropriate

details to

listings@thevarsity.ca
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4 C''
Girl (excited): Hey, do you remember me?

Guy (skeptical): No, but I think I remember your face...

—Overheard in Robarts

Girl: Dude, buff girls scare me. But once I saw one and I was

like, oh, she looks okay.

Girl on cell phone: Meet me at that building...you know, the

one that looks like a library? Yeah. Whatever.
—Overheard at Hoskin/Tower Road

Philosophy prof: That's sorta what the Greeks just did.

They'd castrate your parents, bake your children into a pie.

Guy: Jesus Christ loves you!

Girl 1: YOUR FACE!. ..Wait, what did he say?

Girl 2: Jesus Christ loves you...

Girl 1 : Oh. . .my bad... I thought he swore at me.

Life is too short to watch Fox News.

—Prof. Rayside, POL 315.

own 'overheards' on th^

Overheard on Campus' facebook group!

The Varsity: U of T's unofficial

journalism school

The Vdrsity b always seeking fresh talent Writers, photographers, illustrators, bloggers,

copy editors, and people who don't know how they want to get involved-yet.

DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

LITERARY TECHNIQUE COMICS
today's technique:

LEITWORTSTIL

Today is a good day I think
for leitwortstil

!

YOU mean like a catch
phrase?

sure! \

/ \

Leitwortstil is
the purposeful
repetition of
words or
phrases in a
story, you
guys

!

\

For example, a dog might always be described
as "that wacky jerk" in a story, to
underline what a wacky ierk that dog turned
out to be. or in a collection of stories,

the same phrase might
appear in each story,
which helps tie them
together as a whole!
Leitwortstil also happens
when a character says the
same word over and over
and over again.

^^^^

I'm not sure that counts as leit-
wortstil, does it? If it's just
someone saying "Gee golly jeepersi",
and there's no theme or motif
associated with it - then it's just

there for ^
laughs,
isn t it?

My friend,
believe

you are
unfortunately

TOTES
WRONG
on this
one!

MEANWHILE IN TUDOR ENGLAND
I Stubbed my toe! Frig frig
friq frig frig' ...Hey,
Shakespeare! i just leit-

wortstiled
"frig"

!

t-rex i 'm
from when
rowboat"

could be spelt
"rhowbhoatte"
and even i

don't think
eitwortstiled
s a word

... I think it '

s

broken!

(C) 2 009 Ryan North WfM. qwantz. com

A SORER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

The world Is ending
ftnd people are

taking pictares

e home and j comeau

that won't last.

asoftenArortd.com
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Open Sun - Wed 1 1 AM -12 AM and Thu Sat II AM -4 AM

Featuring a variety of iiealtliy Mediterranean/Lebanese dislies fresli from

tlie grill, the award winning dining experience of Montfort Mediterranean

Resto - Bar comes to Toronto for the first time, just 5 minutes from the U
of T campus. Enjoy affordable dining with a warm friendly sit down

experience in the heart of Little Italy or take our cuisine to-go and enjoy

hack on campus. And remember, we are open till 4 AM Thursday
through Saturday.
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VARSITY PUBLICATIONS SEEKS STUDENTS FOR PROVISIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS

We seek motivated candidates who wish to get more involved in the functioning and oversight of Canada's largest

student newspaper. In order to be eligible pursuant to our by-laws, you must be a full-time undergraduate student, or

a graduate student who pays the membership fee of $2.50 at any time.

By-elections for representatives from UTM, UTSC, and St. George campuses will be held at the end of this month.

Public notices will be posted when election dates have been set.

For further details, please contact Charles Reinhardt, CEO of the Provisional Board of Directors, at ceo@thevarsity.ca

Dates have been set for the following by-elections:

21 Sussex Avenue, Suite 306

Toronto, ON M5S1J6

• Masthead by-elections to the Board: Oct. 20 & 21

• Staff by-elections to the Board: Oct. 23 & 24

Masthead and Staff by-elections will take place at The Varsity Offices from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on their respective days.

All Varsity Staff are eligible to run in Staff by-elections, and to vote in both Masthead and Staff elections.

For further details on Staff and Masthead elections, including nominations and voting eligibility, please contact

editor@thevarsity.ca
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FROM THE EDITORS
Dear Reader,

I want you to know that I did not pick the focus of

this issue. In fact, I became an associate well after

this theme was decided on, and if I had decision-

making power enough to do so, I would have axed

it outright. I think that predicting the future is

futile, passe, and, well, predictable. In these hard

times (especially for those of us desiring a career

in journalism) it is very easy to focus on the future

because it does not involve facing the present.

There is, in fact, a whole genre of thought dedicated

to predicting the future, and a revival of the term

'futurist.' Ray Kurzweil, for example, has become
famous by predicting that human beings will merge

with machine consciousness by 2045 (Google him,

he's very interesting). A lot of thought has been

put in to what life will be like in 20 years, so when I

heard about this theme, I thought we would be just

another drop in the bucket. Consequently, all of

the possible bad things about the future popped in

to my head: cliche, hubris, kitsch, etc. Well, I was
wrong. This issue is proof enough (we've got ar-

ticles that look critically at our future and our pres-

ent, plus some funny stuff that's actually funny), but

something else really changed my perspective.

Rummaging through some of my grandparents'

old books, I came across a little gem called Here

Comes Tomorrow: Living and Working in the Year

2000 written by the staff of The Wall StreetJournal

and published in 1967. My first thought was that

they must have gotten everything wrong. And, yes,

there are mentions of robot maids, food pills, and

moon dwellings, but there are also a number of

claims that are surprisingly astute. The chapter on

communications pretty much sums up the Internet:

"By the year 2000, you will be able to do just about

everything but shake hands or kiss your wife via

electronic communications." And the chapter on

computers envisions a world in which every office,

if not every home, has its own terminal, what the

book refers to as "teletypewriters." There is even

a discussion of the antisocial consequences of a

digital lifestyle, and the possible dangers of digital

surveillance. This is pretty surprising, until you re-

alize that the Internet was already being developed

in laboratories in the United States as part of the

arms race. The first ARPANET connection—the

military-industrial prototype of the Internet—^was

made just two years after Here Comes Tomorrow

was published. But who was thinking about this

type of radical change in the 1960s? Apparently,

Cold War engineers and paranoid journalists.

Paranoia is another thing that comes up in Here

Comes Tomorrow, which connects the book

to this issue of The Varsity. The book's preface

explains that "of necessity, all the articles but

one were written on the premise that the world

would not be engulfed in a nuclear holocaust; the

one exception is the article on military develop-

ments," which stands in stark contrast to this

issue, which pretty much assumes that global

warming will end human civilization. We've got

an article on the end of travel, another on U of T's

inability to become environmentally sustainable,

and even a joke end-of-the-world scenario flow

chart. There's a piece on the decline of the artis-

tic professional, and another that pretty much
asserts that monogamy is a thing of the second

millennium. What does this say about us?

Well, it appears that in 2009, the future looks a little

more grim. The late '60s were fraught with violence,

hatred, famine, and corruption, but it seemed like

the ongoing march of progress would provide

technological solutions to the world's problems.

Now, here we are, a decade after the turn of the mil-

lennium, we still have all the above problems, cmd

we know that technology is not going to save our

asses; in fact, it will probably just take them over.

We've got a recession, a war in Afghanistan that

might just go on until the next century, Stephen

Harper, Facebook, newspapers about to fail, a

municipal workers' strike that helped nobody but

right-wing politicians and photo-bloggers, a guiding

document for the university that wemts to cut the

number of undergrads on St. George campus by the

year 2030 (seriously, see Hilary Barlow's report on

page 10), and lots and lots of condos. So grab a nice

hard drink and let's find out what the future beyond

2030 has in store.

Love,

Dan Epstein

Associate Features Editor

Tuesday, October 6

Film: Helen's War, Portrait of
a Dissident

Director Anna Broinowski, Helen

CaJdicott's niece, followed her

pugnacious aunt during a year-long road

trip through the United States to promote

her latest book, The New Nuclear

Danger: George W. Bush's Military

Industrial Complex. Helen's LVar asks

whether pacifist dissenters have a place

in today's world.

• 6:30-9 p.m. Free!

• Hart House (7 Hart House Circle)

Helencaldicott.com/films.htm

Alumni Reunion: Free Concert
Series

Get your high culture fix as the Canadian

Opera Company Ensemble vocalists

perform operatic arias and art songs.

• Noon. Free!

• Four Seasons Centre for the

Performing Arts (145 Queen St, W.)

Coc.ca

Strong Words

Writers Bruce Hunter, Terry Watada, and

Ramabai Espinet read from their work.

This is a 19+ event

• 7:30 p.m. PWYC
• Gladstone Art Bar (1214 Queen St. W.)

Strong-words.ca

Wednesday, October 7

Global Perspectives

Theatre Museum Canada panel on

collaborations between directors and

designers.

• Noon-1 p.m. Free!

• Design Exchange (234 Bay St.)

Pre-register: info®

theatremuseumcanada.ca

Free Concert: United

Steelworkers of Montreal

Montreal's beloved six-piece, The United

Steel Workers of Montreal, have wowed

audiences from coast to coast with their

infectious and unique brand of blue-

collar alt-country.

• 12:30-1:30 p.m. Free!

• Yonge-Dundas Square

Ydsquare.ca

Thursday, October 8

Blues Football v. McMaster
Support the home team as they go head-

to-head against Mac!

• 7 p.m. Free for U of T students!

• Varsity Arena

(Bioor St. W. at Devonshire)

Varsityblues.ca

Faculty of Music: Wind
Symphony Concert
Conductor Jeffrey Reynolds will lead

the U of T Wind Symphony in its first
•

concert of the season, featuring Aaron

Copland's Fanfare for the Common Man
and Norman Dello Joio's Variants on a

Medieval Theme, as well as music by Ron

Nelson, lannacone, Van der Roost, and

others.

• 7:30-9 p.m. $14

• MacMillan Theatre, Edward Johnson

Building (80 Queen's Park Crescent)

416-978-3744

Friday, October 9

Free Friday Film: Spring,

Summer, Fail, Winter... and
Spring
This Korean film is a Buddhist meditation

on life, death, and what surrounds us.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

Cinssu.ca

Documentary Film: TIte Price

ofSugar
Just a few miles inland from the

tourist-filled beaches of the Dominican

Republic, hidden from view, thousands of

dispossessed Haitians have toiled under

armed-guard harvesting sugarcane,
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much of which ends up in U.S. kitchens.

This documentary raises key questions

about where the products we consume

originate and at what human cost they

are produced. (Presented as part of The

Commodification of Illicit Flows: Labour

Migration, Trafficking and Business

conference.)

• 4 p.m. Free!

• Robert Gill Theatre

(214 College St., 3rd Floor)

Saturday, October 10

The Side Show: A Carnival-

Themed Art Exhibition

Featuring brand new original paintings,

mixed media, and digital art of all things

curious. Brought to you by Not An

Octagon!

• Free!

• 2nd Half Gallery (250 Queen St. W.)

Notanoctagon.blogspot.com

Neon Nightz
Burlesque babes Sasha Van Bon Bon and

Kitty Neptune make use of Van BB's stint

as a danseuse nue in 1990s Montreal

to draw surprising-for-some parallels

between the city's famous peeler bars

and the omnipresent Catholic Church.

From the iconic feature dancer to the

lap dance confessional. Neon Nightz

explores the human side to the world

of exotic dancing and uncovers some

surprising revelations.

• 8:30 p.m. (Doors: 8 p.m.)

$15 for students

• Buddies in Bad Times Theatre

(12 Alexander St.)

416-975-8555

Sunday, October 11

Wit in Love
Eccentric director Hillar Liitoja is the wild

man of Toronto physical theatre, always

unpredictable and ever intriguing. In Wit

in Love, developed with artistic associate

Magdalena Vasko, Liitoja has adapted a

chapter from Sky Gilbert's latest novella

by the same name.

• 8 p.m. PWYC-$20

• DNA Theatre (133 BathurstSt,

between Richmond and Adelaide)

Dnatheatre.com

To have your U of T
campus event listed in

this space for FREE, just

send the appropriate

details to

listings@thevarsity.ca
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Q^A* Douglas Coupland
From X to A: Renaissance nnan speaks to The Varsity about stories,

social nnedia. and baby boonners. We didn't nnake hinn cry.

JANE BAO

Douglas Coupland, age 48, is on the

verge of tears as he faces a lecture

hall full of expectant faces. Mo-
ments earlier, the mood was light

as the author took questions from

the audience at the University of

Toronto's Scarborough campus.
"The number one rule about Q&As
is that the first question is the best

question in the history of the uni-

verse," he says, to giggles and tim-

idly raised hands.

Coupland has lingers in quite a

few pies. With a background in vi-

sual art, he started writing nearly

two decades ago to pay studio fees.

Since then, he has released a movie,

seen his noveljPod become a TV se-

ries on CBC, and designed an urban

park in Toronto (on Front Street be-

tween Spadina and Bathurst; look

for the giant red canoe). "1 do what
1 do. It sounds like a lot, but it isn't,"

he says.

In Coupland's first novel, IQQl's

Generation X, a trio of twenty-

somethings shun mainstream so-

ciety and head to the California

desert to tell each other stories

and "make our own lives worth-

while tales in the process." His lat-

est. Generation A, again features

wheels-wit hin-wheels storytelling

in a world that's even more super-

saturated with consumerism and

technology. In the near future,

bees have gone extinct—or so we
think, until five people around the

world are stung and spin yarns to

figure out what's happening.

Ostensibly at UTSC in late Sep-

tember for a speaker series on lead-

ership, Coupland mostly did what

he does best—doling out a gener-

ous smattering of anecdotes and

one-liners as he talked about his

next project, a biography on critic

'Twitter is a silly name/ says author

Douglas Coupland. Mf only they called it

something sensible, like Susan.'

and media theorist Marshall McLu-
han—and read from his new book.

Generation A.

Then came one doozy of a ques-

tion: "You have a lot of ecological

destruction in your book. Do you
think humanity on the whole is a

positive force on the earth or a neg-

ative force?"

"1 grew up in Southern B.C., and it

was a real Dark Ages in many ways.

When 1 was in elementary school
—

"

Coupland pauses and blinks, mut-

tering several times, "This is really

hard to talk about." He starts up
again: "There was an oil spill in Cole

Harbour. And the oil washed onto

the side of the beach. We skipped

school and we went down there to

clear the oil off the beach. It was
crude oil, so it came in all these

blobs and chunks. And this bird

'Baby boomers tend
to think alike—they're

kind of like the Borg.'

came out covered in oil."

Though Coupland comes from a

hunting family, and has a taxider-

mist brother who specializes in

birds, the sight changed his life. "I

just couldn't look at human beings

the same way after that," he says.

"1 like to think there's still hope, we
have our highs and lows, but at the

very end of the story, there is the ti-

niest increment on the side of good
rather than bad. There's no excuse

anymore. You can't say 'we don't

have the technology' and disengage.

That's where the hope comes from."

Q&A

THE VARSITY: Do you believe in

God?
DOUGLAS COUPLAND: Yes.

TV: Characters in your works have a

lot of anxiety about living in a post-

God universe, but they're really into

stories. Do you see stories as a par-

allel to or as a replacement for reli-

gion?

DC: I look at stories as one way to

recognize patterns in your life, my
life, anyone's life, and make sense of

it. The device that made us look at

the world as long-form fiction is the

novel, which has reigned supreme
for 150 years. Books aren't dead, but

they certainly aren't what they used

to be in terms of cultural supremacy.

I'm curious how that's going to play

out. Students today have grown up
in a radically different environment

than I did and I wonder whether they

see their life as a story or as 67,224

friends on their Facebook page.

TV: With that many friends, doesn't

the importance of each become
diluted?

DC: That depends on sensibility.

Does there have to be a hierarchy?

There might be something demo-
cratic and noble about treating people

all the same. With a new sensibility,

there's only so much you can do to

predict the future and what's going to

happen.

This year we have Twitter, which

is a terrible name. 1 think if they gave

it a better name, it would get more
respect. It's a new thing that came
around, and kind of fun and silly and
dumb. Then the Iranian elections hap-

pened, and it's like "Oh, it has more
power than we thought."

TV: Why are you on Twitter but not

Facebook?

DC: Life's too short. The thing about

Facebook, from what 1 can see, is it

takes a lot of work and I don't have

time. What 1 like about Twitter is,

in any given day I'll have one or two
experiences—they're just moments,
that's all they are, observations. They
don't really have any other home any-

where else in my universe.

Some people use Twitter for differ-

ent things. Some people use it as a ra-

dio station. Phil Gibson, for example,

god, he's got his own news service at

this point.

TV: You go sci-fi in Generation A. Are
you looking to legitimize this form of

storytelling by having it produce phys-

ical and tangible transformations?

DC: The only legitimizing force is

time. The only way to bestow any
level of legitimacy to any book or any

art form, is by what endures and what

doesn't.

TV: Do you think your books will

endure? There are so many names,

brands, and Zeitgeist references that

it's almost anthropological. I need

footnotes reading them now.

DC: That's so funny. When 1 first be-

gan writing, I would get the question

you just asked, but phrased the other

way. People were quite cruel. It was,

"Oh, you know, with all the names

you throw in and everything, it's just

going to make everything seem dated

and old." And now you're asking, are

names a way of making sure that

something's going to endure?

1 don't know. When I look at the

books that endure, it never seems

to be the books that try to eternal-

ize themselves by living in an anony-

mous city and the general undefined

present, it seems to be books that are

firmly rooted in a time and a place and

a culture. In some cases, it's almost

rooted to the week, the headline in the

paper.

TV: Your books have been said to

define generations. Can you really at-

tribute any personality or character-

istics to a generation? Is it anything

other than a group of people around

the same age?

DC: In the old days you could've. 1

think prior to about 1975, you could

ascribe a mass psychographic onto a

large cohort of people. I think you can

say that baby boomers tend to think

alike, they're kind of like the Borg

and it's kinda scary, but after that it

doesn't make sense anymore.

Now the generation as a concept

is utterly irrelevant, especially with a

nation of individuals, a micro-genera-

tion. And it's very good that you can't

generalize about people. People are al-

ways trying to trick me into doing that,

but I won't do it because 1 don't think

it's possible.
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The Blues women's hockey team celebrate a goal against Team China during their game at Varsity Arena September 30th. The visiting team eventually won 4-3.

Sports in Brief
Dispatches from the wild worid of U of T athletics this week

TEAM CHINA BEATS BLUES

It seemed like an Olympics in miniature as the

Varsity Blues women's hockey team hosted the

Chinese national women's team on Wednesday,

September 30. Opening remarks flowed in Eng-

lish and Mandarin as the players stood at atten-

tion for the Chinese national anthem, followed

by "O Canada." Though Teeim China defeated the

Blues 4-3, the latter showed their hospitality by

keeping China on their toes.

China scored in the first three minutes into

the game with a surprise move from Sun Rui.

Toronto captain Karolina Urban returned the

favour minutes later, and a second goal by for-

ward Lindsay Hall kept the Blues in the lead into

the second period. Though the score remained

steady at 2-1, the second period saw heated end-

to-end play between the two teams with several

flashy saves from goalie Kendyl Valenta.

Only 57 seconds into the third period. Team
China captain Wang Linuo evened the score.

China refused to let up—Jin Fengling found the

net after intercepting a Toronto pass, and for-

ward Zhang Ben scored another goal, making

the score 4-2 in China's favour Annie DelGuidice

managed to score with two seconds remaining

in the third period but it wasn't enough to make
up the difference.

Players from both teams expressed gratitude

for the experience the match provided them.

"To play another team at such a high calibre [. .
.]

just to know that you played against them is an

amaizing experience," commented second-ye^lr

defenceman Alii White. The teams exchanged

gifts—a set of U of T wristbands for Team China

and pins bearing the Chinese and Canadian flags

for the Blues—and enjoyed dinner together after

the game.

"I think it's about getting our systems in play

and coming together as a team so that come

season-time we're at the next level," said Urban.

"There's still a lot that we have to work on but

we're going in the right direction."

Wednesday's game was the first loss of the

year for the Blues, who will face the University of

Ontario Institute of Technology on October 10 at

Varsity Stadium.

Chinese captain Wang Linuo also saw the

game as a learning experience. "We want some
experience, we want to play [a] good game," she

said. Team China will play a total of 21 games
during their visit to Canada against various club

and university teams, and will be participating in

the 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver. "1 really

like Canada," commented Linuo, "because this is

a hockey country."—HILARY BARLOW

DON'T 'CROSSETHE BLUES

It's nice to see an outright success story at

Varsity Stadium, and no, it's not Blues football

making a miraculous recovery. Varsity Blues

Women's Lacrosse is 5-0 this season, the only

women's lacrosse team undefeated in Ontario

University Athletics. The Blues managed to hold

the position after a round robin U ofT hosted the

weekend of September 26 and 27. After defeating

Queen's in a nail-biter on the Sunday, the Blues

are firmly in front in the OUA standings.

The home team breezed through their first

two games of the round robin, beating the Mc-

Master Marauders for an easy 19-8 win. Later

that day, the Guelph Gryphons posed even less

of a threat, with a final score of 19-5.

The story of the weekend became the Blues

versus the Golden Gaels. The Queen's game early

in the weekend against Laurier was no replay of

Laurier's championship win over the Gaels last

year The Golden Hawks seem to be having a

transitional year with their roster, and are cur-

rently middle-of-the-pack in the OUA standings.

Laurier put up some stiff competition in Satur-

day's game, but Queen's came out victorious 11-7.

Last year was a Cinderella season for the

Blues. With only four returning starters, the

team pulled athletes from other sports just to

fill the roster, yet managed to carry the bronze-

medal game. Attacker Taryn Grieder, one of the

three Blues in the OUA top ten leaders for points

(and a Neuroscience PhD to boot), often shows
her hockey experience in her approaches on the

net. Another all-arounder, Toronto middle Tory

Merrill is a pentathlete. While last year's team
finished with some success, this year's team
looks more cohesive.

Toronto went into the round robin knowing
that Queen's was the team to beat. "What we
talked about before the game was composure,

control, possession," said coach Todd Pepper
It was clear from the start that the Toronto-

Queen's game would be a close contest, though

Toronto came on strongest during the first

quarter. By half-time, the Blues had managed to

pull ahead 9-5, thanks in large part to Medicine

student Jennifer Held's back-to-back goals in

the span of a minute. Held also had an assist on
Toronto's first goal of the game. The game show-
cased Toronto's very strong roster of attack-

ers, as Yoko Murphy, Martha Ross, and Kristin

Smart brought the same work ethic to their goals

against Queen's as they've shown throughout

the season.

But the Gaels were quick to put on the pres-

sure in the second half, almost to the point of

taking the game.

Queen's dominated the opening of the second
half, shutting out Toronto and adding a quick

succession of seven goals to the score board,

turning the game to 9-12 in their favour within

the span of 12 minutes.

Of the Gaels' quick turn-around in the second

half. Pepper remarked simply, "We weren't get-

ting possession of the ball for a while there and

that hurt us." It looked for a while like the Blues

had forgotten how to pass to one another

With 12 minutes left in the game, Queen's de-

fender Kalyn Bolland was awarded a yellow card.

The turning point for the Blues morale seemed

to come shortly after with a goal by Held, her

third of four in the game. The Blues fought back

in the next eight minutes to bring the game to 14-

12 in their favour, the final score. The last bit of

play went goalless, though entirely in the Gaels'

end. The Blues made up for not passing to one

another earlier in the game by spending the en-

tire four final minutes doing nothing but passing

back and forth, tiring out the Gaels's spirit more

than anything else, in the end.

Pepper said the Blues' ability to bring back

their offensive game resulted from nothing more

than refocusing: "We controlled the ball, we
were composed, and we took control," he said.

Pepper was cautiously optimistic by the end

of Sunday afternoon. "5-0 to start the season is

very exciting," he said, though noted that the

team shouldn't get ahead of itself.

"Queen's is a very good team, but Western and

Laurier are very good teams. We have to play

Western again. We haven't played Laurier yet.

We have to play them twice, so we still have a lot

of work to do."

That Pepper is setting his sights on a second

win against Western is no surprise. Though the

Blues did not face Western over the two days, the

Mustcmgs were also undefeated in Toronto, tak-

ing on McGill (which they won 13-7) and Queen's

(which they won 13-9).—JADECOLBERT

The next Blues game is at last-place McGill on

Oct. 10. Their firstgame ofthe season against

Laurier is on Oct 11 in Guelph.
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Second Skin
Recovering Toronto's towers

Sarah Rafson

We know that we are in the midst of a global ener-

gy and climate crisis. What we sometimes forget is

that one of the biggest contributors to greenhouse
gas emissions is all around us; our buildings.

The GTA boasts the second highest concentra-

tion of concrete towers in North America. While
many of the 2,500 towers built between 1960 and
1980 are structurally sound, the exteriors are worn
down, leaky, and ineffective.

Supporting heating, cooling, lighting, and hot

water systems, running elevators and escalators,

and increasingly loaded with electrical appliances,

buildings account for half of all greenhouse gas

emissions in North America, and even more in ur-

ban areas: 79 per cent in New York, 72 per cent in

Hong Kong, 63 per cent in Toronto, and 52 per cent

in London.

Given that buildings are such a large part of

our gas-guzzling problem, they can be as much
a part of the solution. Toronto-based Zerofoot-

print has launched a campaign to break ground
in sustainable designs that will change the face

of architecture.

Ron Dembo, founder and CEO of Zerofootprint,

cites the importance of making "our buildings as

smart as our cars." He points out three key ways

to dramatically reduce the carbon footprint of our

cities through integrating technology into building

practice: closely monitoring building performance

(which, like a dashboard in a car, would be visible

to the inhabitants of the building), integrating dis-

parate systems (like heating, cooling, and lighting)

into a centrally manipulated console accessible by
Internet, and finally, wrapping buildings in a new
insulating layer—in other words, a new skin.

This last approach forms the basis of the inter-

national Zerofootprint Skin Renewal Competition

launched in April 2009. What sounds like some
kind of cosmetic challenge is actually a call to arms
for sustainable design that will have a big, and im-

mediate, impact on architecture in the GTA. Zero-

footprint's central mission is to reduce humans'

environmental impact on a global scale and the or-

ganization has honed in on the building envelope

as the site for revolution.

For a grand prize of $1 million, the largest prize

for an architectural competition to date, compet-

ing designs will strive to out-reduce one another.

But while Zerofootprint has set the goal of exte-

riors that will cut buildings' energy consumption

by 50 to 70 per cent, designs must also be smart,

reproducible, aesthetically pleasing, and cost-ef-

fective, according to the competition's guidelines.

Re-skinning a building has several benefits,

both as an extra layer of insulation and a means
of sealing leaks that allow warm indoor air to

escape in the winter. But the skins can be more
than just a barrier to the elements. They can in-

corporate technologies that actually generate

energy for the building, contribute to the active

heating or cooling of the space, diffuse sunlight,

and even support vegetation.

The five finalists in the competition were select-

ed last month, though construction on the proj-

ects will not finish until March 2010. The prizewin-

ner will be announced in March 2014.

The results from this competition have inter-

national implications as a cheap, non-invasive

renovation option that could blanket towers in

cities worldwide, improving each building's per-

formance without the cost and time of rebuilding.

Dembo suggests that "like snakes, buildings could

regularly renew their skin to keep up with evolving

technology." As much as new ideas need old build-

ings, Toronto's older buildings need new ideas.

Professor Ted Kesik of U of T's Faculty of Archi-

tecture has calculated that if all of the deteriorat-

ing buildings in Ontario were re-skinned by 2030,

it would reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 142

million tonnes, and would save $60 billion in en-

ergy spending, $3.6 billion in avoided power gen-

eration infrastructure, and $10.2 million in health

care costs. It could also generate 800,000 jobs and

create a green industry worth $95 billion annually.

For better or for worse, concrete high-rises are

part of Toronto's built heritage. The buildings of

the future can be the buildings of the past, just

with a facelift.
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The World
of Tomorrow
Joe Howell

Photography by David Pike

Illustrations by Hugh Langis

You didn't wake up this morning. No, you're not dead—thanks to the miracles of

modern medicine, you simply haven't needed to sleep for a week. Which is pretty handy,

since you've been able to perform nearly uninterrupted work on your undergraduate

thesis for the past 100 hours.

Now it's 10 a.m. and time for you to head to "class." But you're not going to some
stuffy lecture hail to hear Professor Boring drone on while you doodle in the margins

of your notebook (ugh, how 20th century). No, you're strapping on your jet pack,

ready to blast over the glittering spires of this brave new world to the educational

centre, where you'll have information downloaded directly into your brain. At 100

megabytes per second, reading the book is even faster than renting the movie.

Yeah, the life of an undergrad in 2030 sounds pretty sweet. Or at least productive.

But what aspects of this depiction are science fiction, and which might actually

become science fact?

Not a Wink of Sleep

Slumber is nice. It helps us recuper-

ate our weary bodies, sort and store

knowledge and memories, and it

just feels good. But it's also rather

inconvenient. Sleep takes up about

a third of our already too-short

time, and we have to do it with an-

noying regularity—for most of us,

every single day. Unlike flossing, we
can't keep putting it off until we get

a spare moment. Indeed, rats de-

prived of sleep for a week develop

hyperphagia (abnormally incrased

hunger), hypothermia, and other

complaints, eventually developing

septicemia (blood poisoning) and

dying. And who wants that?

Why not do away with this bio-

logical necessity?

In 2006, circadian biologist Rus-

sel Foster told New Scientist that "In

10 to 20 years we'll be able to phar-

macologically turn sleep off. Mim-
icking sleep will take longer, but I

can see it happening."

Science is making progress on

that front, as it develops drugs al-

lowing humans to go for increased

periods without the need for rest.

A decade ago, scientists kept he-

licopter pilots awake for 40-hour

stretches on the pharmaceutical

Modafinil. They found that perfor-

mance was "maintained at or near

baseline levels by modafinil, where-

as performance suffered under pla-

cebo." All this from a drug shown to

have few side effects and little ad-

dictive potential.

Modafinil was acquired by

Cephalon in 2001. In a later press

release, the company described the

drug as "first in a new class of wake-

promoting agents." Wired reported

in 2003 that pharmaceutical giant

Eli Lilly was quietly working on a

drug to surpass Modafinil, with

a lead scientist on the project

chuckling that "the first drug in its

class is rarely the best."

The Guardian noted last week that

Cephalon is set to release Nuvigil,

the successor to Modafinil, later

this year. Read: 40-hour sleepless

stretches are just the beginning.

Jetpacks: A Flight of

Fancy?

What would a vision of the future

be without the ability to fly? From
hover cars to jet packs, many sci-

ence fiction dreamers would have

us freed from the tyranny of grav-

ity.

Glenn Martin is leading the way
in making personal flight a reality.

For 28 years, Martin, of Christ-

church, New Zealand, has been
building flying machines in his ga-

rage. He's still testing and fine-tun-

ing the culmination of his work, the

Martin Jetpack, but it has broken

virtually every record in the field.

Traditional rocket belts, usually

propelled by compressed gas, have

been around for decades. However,

they've barely cracked 30-seconds

of air-time, and have found few, if

any, practical uses.

With a 200-horsepower engine

driving two rotors, Martin's

device can fly for half an hour

—

theoretically, at least. He's already

clocked around 5,000 test runs

of up to five minutes in length,

posting some impressive footage of

his feats on YouTube. The machine
should be able to soar high into the

air, though Martin has yet to take it

more than a few feet off the ground.

"You don't teach your seven-

year-old kid to swim and then have
them swim Lake Superior," Martin

told The Varsity.

"1 won't let anyone fly any higher

on this until we've done 100 hours
[of cumulative flight time] on one
frame," and after all the safety

mechanisms are finished, he said.

But Martin allows his

wife and kids to fly the

jetpack. "I wouldn't let

them if it weren't safe."

Once it's ready for the

public, he sees many
uses for the machine, in-

cluding building inspec-

tions, search and rescue

missions, and transport-

ing medical personnel to

accidents.

"In the next 10 years,

thousands will have
flown jetpacks," Martin

claims. "That doesn't

mean people will aban-

don the automobile."

He notes, though, that

one of his customers
"already owns a Lambo-
rghini, but he still gets

stuck in traffic."

Mind Over

Chatter

The idea of having that

three-hour Econ lecture

beamed directly into

your head—instead

of having to actually ^
sit there through it— f"^-^ \

sounds far-fetched. But

consider that Sony was granted

a patent in 2005 for a "device for

transmitting sensory data directly

into the human brain," as New
Scientist reported. While entirely

speculative, the corporation

imagines a day \yhen we can use
ultrasound to produce electrical

currents in small, targeted areas

of the brain, bypassing the usual

perceptual organ. Thus a stone-

deaf Beethoven could "hear" his

own symphonies, were he alive

today. Or rather, tomorrow.

It gets better. In 2008, the Tele-

graph quoted Chris Parry, chief

executive of the U.K. Independent
Schools Council, as saying "It's

a very short route from wireless

technology to actually getting

the electrical connections in your
brain to absorb that knowledge."

Parry went on to predict that

"Within 30 years, sitting down and
learning something will be a thing

of the past."

A bold claim, to be sure. But

we're perhaps inching in that di-

rection. Transcranial magnetic

stimulation is already a reality:

we can induce electrical currents

across broad areas of the brain

simply by toggling rapidly be-

tween magnetic fields. We can

also make information flow the

other way. In 2006, for example,

the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review re-

ported that a University of Pitts-

burgh neurobiologist successfully

trained a monkey to "feed itself

chunks of zucchini using a robotic

arm powered by the animal's own
brain signals."

Yes, it's a far cry from not hav-

ing to read that 500-page philoso-

phy textbook. And perhaps the

day will never come when people

can entirely forgo such "analogue"

means of education. Leslie Chan,

a lecturer at U of T Scarborough
who focuses on learning with new
technologies, explained to The
Varsity, "Information is not knowl-

edge, and knowledge is not educa-

tion." While he believes we'll even-

tually be able to "download" bits

of information directly into our

brains, it won't be enough.

"Education has to be in context

—

it's about the appropriate application

of knowledge," said Chan. He added

that while "some would argue

that memories are just

brainwaves, and that we
could digitize them [...] a

lot of what goes on inside

the classroom can't be

duplicated."

Chan says that in 20

years we'll still be using

analogue and digital edu-

cational methods "hand-

in-hand."

Claire Brett, an associ-

ate professor at OISE who
focuses on computer-me-

diated learning, is even

more skeptical of Parry's

prediction.

"When we process infor-

mation, we don't want ev-

erything in our brain. We
selectively encode things,

and we do that at the per-

ceptual level," said Brett.

"The last 50 years of

cognitive science show

that to store things in

long-term memory we

have to heavily process

it. Look at cramming for

an exam by rote—there's

so much you lose."

So the kids of the future

will probably still have to

go to school, but at least

they'll be able to con-

sole themselves by flying

there on a jetpack.
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'flight of
your life

The end of travel "^>^

as we know it

Words by Meghan Lawson
Photos by David Pike

It's
a small world, right? If you want to

visit the world's great offerings—the

Taj Mahal, the Great Barrier Reef, or

Machu Picchu—all you would need is a

few weeks and the money for your flight.

A few hours of cramped sleep, and, al-

ternatively, you're in Vancouver, seeing

your relatives.

Here's a scary thought, though—if the

price of jet fuel were to go up dramati-

cally, flights could become little more
accessible than space travel. And with a

potential oil crisis looming in the future,

you just might have already taken the last

flight of your life. But how far away is the

threat of having to spend spring break in

Niagara instead of the Bahamas?
From the perspective of only a few

decades ago, the ease of air travel that

we know today was akin to the idea of

a hover car—the whimsical Imaginings

of an improbable future. To your grand-

parents, aviation was the exclusive

domain of the super-rich. By virtue of

your birth date, though, you've prob-

ably never known such a world: air

travel is likely little more special to you
than riding Greyhound.

In our future, we probably won't

know this luxury again. If oil produc-

tion peaks, flying in a Boeing 747 will

.

be about as feasible as flying in a giant

cruise ship fuelled by coconuts. This

is the future of travel a growing num-
ber of environmentalists and econo-

mists are predicting. As they see it,

climate change and energy costs will

force our travel patterns to become
much more local.

"The reality is that there is no one big

solution," Franz Hartmann, Executive

Director of the Toronto Environmen-
tal Alliance and professor at U of T's

Centre for the Environment, told The
Varsity. "How we move ourselves is one
of those things we have to change. For

most of us, it will be changing the way
we travel on a daily basis." Deciding not

to take a car, opting instead for the train

or bike for our daily commute is a big

step for environmental conservation.

But the need for reducing our travel-

related carbon footprint reaches well

beyond the daily commute. Our depen-

dence on air travel is particularly impor-

tant, whether a plane is used for jetting

to some distant vacation spot or sending

overnight parcels.

"There's no doubt that travelling by
plane is very carbon intensive," says

Hartmann.

The International Air Transport As-

sociation points out that today's aircraft

are 20 per cent more fuel-efficient than
they were 10 years ago. Nevertheless,

air travel currently produces 700 million

tons of carbon emissions each year, ac-

counting for approximately three per
cent of global emissions. The Committee
on Climate Change, an independent body
established by the U.K. government, pre-

dicts this number could rise to as much
as 20 per cent by 2050.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 19
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Towards
2030,
and
beyond

Photos by David Pike

I

THE MAN WITH THE PLAN: U of T president David Naylor in his office, October 2, 2009. "I lool< forward to some point

when I'm sitting happily in retirement, watching the successors have the same debates, and watching The Varsity and

the student unions nave the same responses and concerns," said Naylor in an interview. "It will go on."

For aii its critics, few people have read the outline

for U of T's next 20 years. HILARY BARLOW did.

ACCORDINGTOTHE TOWARDS2030
REPORT, Come 2030, U of T will be even more competitive on
the national, and international stage. At St. George campus, 35 per

cent of the student population will be graduate students, which

will increase our research reputation but still provide quality

education to a majority of undergraduates. The population of

UTM and UTSC will have expanded and the schools developed

their respective programs, gaining a new level of prestige and
autonomy. Tuition will increase, but U of T will mitigate that

burden with more bursaries and scholarships, keeping the

university accessible to marginalized students. Corporate

partnerships will bring in additional dollars, and provide new
applications for cutting-edge research. The increased funds

derived from tuition will improve the undergraduate experience

by providing more resources for a slightly smaller student

population.

ACCORDINGTO TOWARDS2030'S CRITICS,
Increased tuition will make U of T even more inaccessible, and
financial aid will not be enough to make up the difference—if

anything, it will put more students into debt. Poor and otherwise

marginalized students will be discouraged from coming to U of T
and the student population will become less economically diverse

and more privileged. Corporate partnerships will discourage less

profitable research and study results will become skewed in the

favour of corporate interests. Potential whistleblowers will keep
quiet for fear of losing their funding. Some believe the decrease

in undergraduate presence on St. George will also mean that

undergraduate education will be less of a priority, but this is not

the view of all who criticize Towards 2030.

Though it may seem like a bolt from the

blue, the Towards 2030 report is actually

the latest in a history of long-term plan-

ning documents at U of T. Since the 1980s, univer-

sity presidents and their colleagues have drafted

similar documents to set out U of T's needs in the

years ahead.

Back in the day, president George E. Connell's

Renewal 1987 addressed many of the same is-

sues as Towards 2030: improving undergraduate

education, increasing the graduate population,

and giving the tri-campus administrations more

autonomy. The 1987 report introduced "campus-

by-campus planning," which focused on indi-

vidual campus development and received flack

for ignoring the ways many departments stretch

across campuses. Much like the current prognos-

tication for U of T, 1987 provided a venue for stu-

dents, faculty, and staff to debate the university's

future. U of T also saw Planning for 2000 in 1994,

1999's Raising Our Sights, and mostly recently

Stepping Up in 2003. It is only in its far-reaching,

20-year focus that Towards 2030 is truly an oddity

for the university.

Initially drafted in June 2007, five task forces

collected submissions from across U of T to

augment what would become the longer 7b-

wards 2030 Synthesis document, a more pol-

ished version of the original draft. Governing

Council approved a shorter outline, known as

the Towards 2030 Framework, in October 2008.

The framework outlines 2030's main ideas:
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Either the federal or provincial government
start punnping in way nnore nnoney or they will

essentially have to privatize the university.

self-regulation of student fees, increased grad-

uate enrollment on St. George campus, and in-

creased corporate partnerships.

In addition, 2030 engages a whole range of is-

sues including how to fairly administer U of T's

three campuses, how to prepare for the per-

petually increasing demand for undergraduate

education, and how to stay competitive in origi-

nal research. One of the proposed solutions is

to increase graduate presence on St. George

campus while directing more undergraduates to

UTM and UTSC. "A presumptive goal is that, by

2030, on-site graduate enrolments will comprise

at least 35 per cent of the student head-count

on the St. George campus, through a blend of

modest reductions in undergraduate enrolment

and growth in graduate numbers," reads the

framework. Despite the significant change this

idea represents, the proposed undergrad-grad

ratio is one of the least controversial aspects of

Towards 2030.

THECONTROVERSIES

U of T is certainly not the only Canadian insti-

tution looking into reforms in order to bolster

its reputation in the upper echelon of global

research universities. David Naylor, along with

the presidents of the other "Big 5" Canadian

universities—McGill, the University of Alberta,

University of British Columbia, and Univer-

sity of Montreal—recently proposed that they

should collectively concentrate more on grad-

uate-level research while smaller school focus

on undergrads.

Small and mid-sized universities called foul,

as, according to Maclean's, the Big 5 already

receive 46 per cent of the funds from Canada's

main grant councils and 47 per cent of the mon-
ey the Canada Foundation for Innovation sets

aside for research infrastructure. Why should

they be allowed to monopolize the system fur-

ther? Carleton University president Roseanne
O'Reilly Runte argued in a Globe and Mail opin-

ion piece that such a system would put smaller

universities "in a second tier, removing their

ability to compete or collaborate equally."

But, the presidents of the Big 5 counter, Cana-

da needs to compete internationally and attract

top students from around the world. Through-

out 2030, especially the longer synthesis docu-

ment, U of T is constantly compared to its peer

institutions in Canada and the United States, in-

cluding the University of California system and

the Ivy League.

Laboratory Medicine and Pathobiology pro-

fessor Paul Hamel has observed U of T's almost

inevitable look southward, and how it can be a

positive or negative influence on the university.

"In Canada 1 suppose there's a lot of compari-

sons, certainly people in the corporate classes

or the elite classes have a profound fixation on
what's going on [in the United States]," he said,

recalling that when U of T's medical school was
reorganized there was a debate over whether to

follow the path trod by Harvard. "That's always

been a point of struggle or tension in the coun-

try—how do we make our own path?" It's often

unclear whether U of T is trying to be something

it's not, drawing comparisons to know where it

stands, or a bit of both.

In the absence of sustained government fund-

ing, achieving the kind of capital necessary to

compete on this level pushes the university to

look for other sources of revenue. This is where

Towards 2030 comes in.

Given the particular aims of the framework

and the sjmthesis documents, fees are at the

centre of the furor over 2030. According to the

framework, "The University acknowledges that,

under almost every financial scenario that is

remotely feasible or that sustains an acceptable

level of academic quality, tuition fees will remain

an important source of revenue."

Before the October 23 Governing Council vote

that approved the 20.30 framework, 5,398 stu-

dents, faculty, and staff pau-ticipated in a plebi-

scite held by the full-time undergraduate and

graduate student unions. The plebiscite asked

voters if they approved of student fee deregula-

tion, and the response was an overwhelming

"no," with 93 per cent. The non-binding plebiscite

allowed the community to express its opinion on

the issue, but did not directly influence the Oc-

tober 23 vote.

"Either the federal or provincial government

start pumping in way more money [...] or alter-

natively they will essentially have to privatize the

university and make fees similar to what you get

in private colleges and universities in the United

States," Hamel explains. "Having 50,000 students

in downtown Toronto, sticking them in Con Hall

and these massive classes is really antithetical to

the purpose of the place." Hamel sees increased

funding from private sources as a trend that bar-

kens back to the 1970s, as attitudes about educa-

tion and taxation changed.

President Naylor believes the problem of fund-

ing the university is twofold: first, that post-sec-

ondary education is low on the list of provincial

priorities after health care and the fincmcial cri-

sis, among other issues; second, that the policy

of equalization is seeping money out of Ontario

to other provinces. "Something about a crowded

[university] classroom doesn't seem to grab pub-

lic attention and political capital the way that a

crowded primary school classroom does," he

said in an interview with The Varsity earlier this

month. "In essence, Ontario students and univer-

sities and colleges are paying higher tuitions that

subsidize tuitions in other provinces."

Naylor encourages students to tell their reg-

istrar if they are having monetary issues and to

work toward an alternative solution, saying that

much of the problem is that needy students

aren't made aware of the financial aid that is

potentially available to them. "We take a very

substantial portion of an increase in fees and

plunk it into bursary money right away. This is

run, depending on the program, anywhere from

some meaningful per cent to as high as 30 per

cent," he said. "We do not want anyone to leave

the university where financial concerns are the

driving force."

Towards 2030 promises to make up the dif-

ference for needy students when tuition rises.

According to the framework: "The University

will increase its efforts to ensure that incom-

ing and current students understand the avail-

able offsets to tuition fees that lead to de facto

reductions in those fees. The University will

also draw aside funds from tuition increases

to ensure that accessibility is maintained as

and when tuitions increase."

This statement has been little comfort to the

proposal's critics. "When you've had a job not

making more than $10,000 a year, you don't see

having $30,000 in debt as a viable option in your

future, no matter how easy it is to get the loan,"

notes Governing Council student representa-

tive Andrew Agnew-Iler. "If you increase tuition

fees and you increase OSAP you just increase

the debt load that students are going to come
out of the university with, and they're already

facing a gigantic debt load."

Corporate partnerships are another stickler

for 2030 critics. Both the framework and syn-

thesis note U of T's lack of such partnerships

in comparison with peer institutions in Canada
and the United States: "In responding to this op-

portunity, and more generally in relationships

with investor-owned and non-profit partners,

the University will follow its extant policies and
consider all partnerships in the light of implica-

tions for academic freedom, reputational risk

and social responsibility, and respect for exist-

ing collective agreements."

On the topic of corporate partnerships, the

University of Toronto does not have the best

track record. In 1996 U of T researcher and Sick

Kids doctor Nancy Olivieri was fired from her

post when she publicized negative side effects of

a drug she was researching for her sponsor. Ol-

ivieri fought back and her case led to a re-evalu-

ation of academic freedom at U of T. Naylor, then

Dean of Medicine and very involved in the case,

is confident that the measures currently in place

will prevent future violations.

"There's a specific publication policy that says

we expect our professors acnd students to have

the right to publish papers arising from their

research within a specified number of weeks af-

ter the sponsor has looked at the material. The

sponsor has no veto rights or censorship rights,

but can offer constructive criticism just as the

referees will, but ultimately the decision to pub-

lish has to be with the professor and students,"

Naylor explained.

In this respect, it is worth noting that civil en-

gineering professor Robert Andrews is still on

faculty. In 2000 Andrews doctored the results

of his water purification survey to the benefit

of his sponsor, ERCO Worldwide, ignoring the

complaints by locals in Wiarton, Ontario whose

water system had become a living laboratory

without their knowledge. Two years later his

work was retracted from one publication and

censured by two others when it was found he

had plagiarized off one of his students. Andrews

is still working in the civil engineering depart-

ment, and even won an award earlier this year

from the Ontario Water Works Association.

PLANNING FOR DEVIATIONS
FROM THE PLAN
"1 expect there will be ongoing issues on the

themes of 2030 for not just the next 20-plus

years but way past 2030. What's really interest-

ing to me is how recurrent the questions [are]

that have challenged this university and oth-

ers," observes Naylor.

"1 look forward to some point when I'm sitting

happily in retirement, watching the successors

have the same debates, and watching The Var-

sity and the student unions have the same re-

sponses and concerns. It will go on."

Though Towards 2030 may seem overwhelm-

ing, it is by no means set in stone. The approved

framework is very broad and specific policies

have yet to be put in place, as suggested in its

own conclusion: "These strategic directions,

as noted, constitute a framework for shorter

and longer-term institutional planning," the re-

port reads. "Their salience may well diminish

as time passes and the University's context

changes [...] For that reason, among others,

the Framework must be seen as a living docu-

ment—subject to intermittent review, with

various of the strategic directions modified as

circumstances require."

The synthesis is not strictly binding either. U
of T's next 20-odd years will be shaped by the

administrators, faculty, and students that make
it their business to shape it. No matter what side

you're on, the debate is hardly over.
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FOCUSON
THE FAMILY

Forget the wedding bei[s, the' tossed rice,

the lingering strains of "Here Connes the

Bride." The waik down the aisle nnay be

what l<i[[s a nnarriage.

WYNDHAM
BETTENCOURT-MCCARTHY

As has been widely documented, the

nature of marriage in Canada has

changed considerably in just a few

decades. A 2006 Statistics Canada report re-

vealed that for the first time in our history,

fewer than half of Canadian adults are defined

as legally married. Thousands of "I do's" are

evolving into a chorus of "I don't."

According to the same Stats Can report,

more than one-third of current Canadian mar-

riages will end in divorce before the couple's

30th anniversary.

It's easy to lay the blame on the hardships

of modern living: our lives are seemingly more
stressful than ever before, so it might make
sense that fewer marriages survive in that en-

vironment. Toronto divorce attorney Andrew
Feldstein sees many separations occur be-

cause the lives of North American adults pres-

ent more obstacles to partnership. "1 think

marriages are very challenging these days," he

says. "And now, there's an alternative option to

staying married."

Sarah Chana Radcliffe agrees. "We started

off by de-stigmatizing divorce," says the mar-

riage counsellor and author of the parenting

book Raise Your Kids Without Raising Your

Voice. "But we've gone too far. In secular soci-

ety we don't have a reason to work a marriage

through anymore. Because there's no stigma

[against separation], we've lost our values of

marriage."

But for Noel Biderman, president and

founder of AshleyMadison.com, a website

that arranges covert affairs for married

adults, it isn't just the easy exit clause that

has so many couples wanting to be singles

again. He argues that more marriages are

turning out to be semi-permanent in part be-

cause the choice to enter into wedlock in the

first place is our own.

"Not so long ago, people were married in ar-

rangements made by their parents. It's only

recently that we've fallen into marrying be-

cause of love, which isn't sustainable," Bider-

man says.

Despite the choice being our own, the 2001

census says that 80 per cent of adults 25 and

over have willfully signed on to 'til-death-do-

we-part, some more than once. How does a

person swear to love and protect, and then

have their mind change so dramatically? Af-

ter having been in the divorce business for

nearly 15 years, Feldstein has garnered a few

theories.

"The concept of marriage is that it's sup-

posed to last a lifetime," Feldstein says. "But

your interests at 30 may be different from

those at 50. Does [a couple] grow together or

do they grow in separate ways? It's very dif-

ficult to predict. You can wind up strangers

just sharing a home together."

Biderman, the man behind the slogan "Life

is short. Have an affair," and owner of the self-

proclaimed "most controversial site on the

web," argues that our society puts marriage

on an unrealistic pedestal. "Society has this

idealized version [of matrimony]," he says,

"but you have to deal with the human condi-

tion. We stray, and it hurts to be lonely, and
we are biologically driven to change things."

The moral question at the heart of Bider-

man's business is that of monogamy. Despite

the taboo of infidelity, Biderman does have

data on his side: while statistics are often

unreliable, various published studies on the

incidence of adultery place their estimates at

anywhere from 40 to 60 per cent of all mar-

riages. The massive success of Biderman's

empire speaks for itself; AshleyMadison.com

boasts over 4.7 million members, with a new
adult joining every 15 seconds.

"We definitely know that humans aren't

genetically engineered to be monogamous,"
Biderman claims. "Our society has a choice.

We can say that sex and monogamy are so im-

portant to a marriage, and then we have really

catastrophic divorce rates. If you look at oth-

er cultures—Japan and France are good ex-

amples—where there are purportedly much
higher rates of infidelity than in Canada or the

U.S., those cultures seem to have really low

divorce rates. Maybe they just have a better

paradigm."

Despite media scapegoating, Biderman
maintains that his site has actually helped

many marriages. "I hear back from my mem-
bers, 'Thank you. I'm a better partner be-

cause of [AshleyMadison], I'm a better par-

ent,'" he says.

But not everyone believes that non-monog-
amous matrimony can be beneficial. "1 don't

see how a non-monogamous marriage could

really work for anyone," Radcliffe counters.

"They [the couple] are really reducing their

intimacy—they aren't having the connection

they could have." While Radcliffe acknowledg-

es that couples will inevitably "lock horns"

and have marital issues, she maintains that

counselling and courtship efforts are solu-

tions, while infidelity is not.

"As soon as you get casual and start to take

your partner for granted you create a very

serious crack in the marriage," she advises.

"Couples need an island of protected time to-

gether. Date night once a week is mandatory."

While marriage counselling is a rapidly

growing discipline, Biderman is skeptical.

"The data shows that marriage counselling

has proven time and time again to fail people,"

he says. "Counselling fails more often than it

succeeds. Many people love their kids, love

their partner, but have a void in the bedroom.
They are one of the millions of people in sex-

less marriages. [Humans] have a need for

physical connection, for active sex lives."

For the millions of users on AshleyMadi-
son.com, infidelity could be a solution—or,

as Biderman notes, an affair can help adults

questioning their marriage realize whether
they want to remain with their spouse or not.

And while divorce is a complex procedure
that can be emotionally taxing, Feldstein

agrees that it is the best solution for an in-

dividual unhappy in their relationship. "The
ideal is to have a family with a child with two
happy parents," he says, in response to crit-

ics of divorce. "But is it better to have a child

in an unhappy home, with two parents who
are constantly fighting? What sort of educa-
tional message does that give a child?"

With the frequency of adoption, single-par-

ent households, and common-law parenting,

perhaps the ensuing generations will take

the traditional concept of marriage with a

grain of salt. But for some, the nuclear family

remains the target model for relationships.

"Children have an inborn need for their

mother and father in the same household,"

says Radcliffe. "They don't feel whole once

their parents split up." When asked about the

possible positive effects of a couple embrac-

ing an open relationship or a "swinging" life-

style, Radcliffe advocates a traditional view

of matrimony. "When people embrace weird

concepts of marriage, it's the children that

suffer the most," she says.

Biderman disagrees. Happily married,

and with two children of his own, he says

he admires the bravery that it takes to ex-

plore non-conventional options in a mar-

riage. When asked about Club Wicked, the

Toronto venue for adult swingers, he says he

approves. "Swingers have found the courage

to tell their partner that something is lack-

ing for them sexually," he says. "My guess is

the data will show that those are the couples

that end up staying together, not the ones in

monogamous marriages."

Perhaps the only thing that Feldstein, Bi-

derman, and Radcliffe agree on is that mar-

riage should be considered more seriously
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There's a much taiked-about scene in an
episode of the show Mad Men that causes

a visceral reaction in today's viewers. The
reason for the universal gasps can be

neatiy sunnmarized in two words:

piastic bag.

before couples take the leap. Radcliffe has

even compiled a pre-marrlage quiz for cou-

ples who are considering tying the knot.

"On it, there are questions about how you
manage money, how you manage anger, and
how you deal with responsibility," she says.

"When the feeling of being in love dwindles

after a few months of marriage, you are basi-

cally left with a roommate who is either go-

ing to be a good one or a bad one."

Across Canada, adults fall in love, and
fall out. They get married, and (over 30 per

cent of the time) they also get divorced. The
logic behind these patterns is hard to deci-

pher, but it may be that the problem is not

so much the marriages in question, but mar-

riage itself. As Biderman, the poster-boy for

adultery, astutely observes, "The only way
to save [many] marriages is for the institu-

tion to evolve."

KELLI KORDUCKI

In
the scene, little Sally Draper runs into the

kitchen where her mother and her mother's

(pregnant) friend are smoking cigarettes

—

already presenting a whole slew of contem-

porary social taboos—wearing a plastic dry

cleaning bag over her head. The child is ad-

monished, but not for the blaring safety haz-

ard; instead, she is scolded for tampering with

her mother's dry cleaning. It's a sly elbow-jab

on the part of the show's writers, but the audi-

ence is quickly let in on the punchline that, of

course, times change.

While the plastic bag vignette is a work of

fiction, it serves as an effective reminder of

the differences in attitudes between past and

present. Just as social trends dictate whether

or not we wear combat boots or eat carbs, they

influence the way we raise our children.

Earlier this year, New York Times reporter

Lisa Belkin wrote about the ever-changing

face of parenting, noting: "At its core, raising

children is about instinct and biology, yes, but

on top of that, we build an artificial scaffold,

which supports what we have come to think of

as parenting truths but are really only parent-

ing trends."

Once modern medicine guaranteed the av-

erage child's survival beyond infancy in the

early 20th century, pop psychology has put

forth a never-ending stream of parental strate-

gies for turning out the next potential genius.

From the rigorous feeding schedules empha-

sized in the 1920s to the mid-century focus

on child discipline, to the kinder, gentler. Dr.

Spock-approved anti-corporal punishment

approach popularized in the 1960s and 1970s

and the manic over-scheduling of children in

the 1990s and beyond, child-rearing is a realm

in constant mutation.

Lately, parenting methods that might have

been considered odd or extreme have moved
from the peripheries of public conscious-

ness and further into the mainstream. The
rise of the "mommy blog" and the growth

of online parenting communities have un-

doubtedly contributed to the permeation

of once niche child-rearing approaches into

middle and upper middle-class households

across our society. And, it seems that as in-

formation becomes more readily available

and knowledge more democratized, commu-
nication will continue to play an expanding

role in parenting.

Healthy=Happy

Dr. Joan Grusec is a developmental psy-

chologist at the University of Toronto whose

research involves the impact of parenting

methods on child development and social

well-being. She points out that that society's

approaches to parenting tend to be relatively

fluid. "Lately what's been popularised in the

media and in books on child-rearing is what

we call an attachment approach," notes Dr.

Grusec. "This means that you go with what-

ever the child needs and wants and you don't

worry about trying to get them into some kind

of a routine—which is what you would prob-

ably emphasize more 20, 30, or 40 years ago.

It's really about fashions of what's considered

'the way to do it' these days."

Attachment parenting, popularized by guru-

of-the-minute Dr. William Sears, refers to a

holistic model of parenting based on the for-

mation of a secure bond between caregivers

and their children, which often includes the

adoption of such lifestyle choices as breast-

feeding, co-sleeping, natural medicine, and the

consumption of local and organic foods.

Alexis Northwood is a student and babysit-

ting veteran who started looking after neigh-

bourhood children at age 15. Now, 10 years

later, she's been in the business long enough

to notice some major shifts in the parenting

approaches of her clients. In keeping with

Dr. Grusec's theory, among the most striking

changes Northwood has observed is a paren-

tal "obsession" with health.

She compares today's "major emphasis on

good, healthy food and organics" to her own
occasional childhood meals of SpaghettiOs

and TV dinners. Kids in middle to upper-mid-

dle-class families seem to be eating fewer

ready-made foods and a greater proportion

of whole foods and vegetables, says North-

wood. "Processed foods," she adds, "are way
out."

It's Never Too Early?

For Toronto Star reporter Daphne Gordon, the

future of parenting has as much to do with

the way children eliminate as the way they

eat.

Gordon is part of a growing movement of

parents who follow a child-rearing method
known as elimination communication, or EC,

and the philosophy of its proponents is simple:

potty training can—and maybe should—begin

as early as birth. The process involves a com-

bination of timing and reading of infant cues,

whereby the parent recognizes the child is

ready to eliminate and helps them do so over

an actual toilet. After learning about the meth-

od from a friend, Gordon and her partner de-

cided to try it out with their son, Arlo, shortly

after he was born.

"1 believe that people will start to realize that

the current methods of potty training are out-

dated, and we're going to swing back the other

way to start doing it earlier," Gordon asserts,

adding that she sees a future in which EC will

become one of the tools many parents choose

to use, from birth, to start potty training their

children.

"1 don't think it's going to be this big diaper-

less movement where we're all running to the

potty with our six-month-old baby, but it's go-

ing to start to become a choice that the child

has to start to use the potty or the diaper,

and then potty training will happen earlier

and easier."

Gordon's experience echoes the senti-

ments of many EC devotees, who are quick

to point out the benefits of the practice on

both a personal, and global, scale. For one,

fewer diapers are used by potty training ba-

bies, thus decreasing waste and lessening a

child's environmental impact. From a paren-

tal perspective, EC also reduces the power
struggles frequently involved in trying to toi-

let train an increasingly self-aware and defi-

ant toddler. Plus, it promotes an added level

of communication between parent and child

that reinforces the parental bond.

Gordon says that she has made many EC

converts of her friends, and is quick to point

out that not all of them fit into the "hippie, at-

tachment parent" mould.

Never Gonna Give You Up

Miriam Kramer is a proud, self-described at-

tachment parent. While she does not practice

EC with her 2 1/2 year-old son, Elie, she and

her partner have subscribed to many of the

other lifestyle tenets associated with the at-

tachment model of child-rearing. Babywear-

ing—literally wearing the infant in a protective

sling device—was a key component of Elie's

first year. "Literally, from the day my son was
born he lived in the sling we bought him," she

says, "and he was an extremely happy baby,

perhaps as a result of that."

Kramer describes how babywearing allowed

her the freedom to do the things she needed to,

such as working on the computer and cooking,

while still maintaining physical contact with

her child. Now, as a toddler, close parental con-

tact continues to remain a fixture of Elie's life.

Kramer explains, "My partner works part-

time and he's the one who does a lot of the

child-rearing (during the day). 1 think people

are figuring out more creative ways to balance

the career and home parts of their lives so that

parents are figuring out ways to spend more
time with their children. I think the impact of

that can be very positive."

Babysitter Northwood has also observed

increased levels of parent-child interaction

and communication in many of her clients.

"If a child asks, a parent will probably give a

straight answer, whereas before 1 think there

was this separation between parent and child

knowledge, and everything had this convo-

luted tinge to it." Northwood credits the rise

of the information age for this transformation,

noting, "Kids have a lot more ready access to

information so 1 think parents want to make
sure they get the right information straight off

the bat."

Information Nation

While particular future trends in parenting are

unclear. Dr. Grusec thinks that it will unfold

through communication and the spread of in-

formation—and people do seem to know more
now than they did in the past, even as children.

"As we study parenting and we learn more
about what works and doesn't work, and more
of this information gets out to the public, then

1 think our child-rearing methods are going to

improve. But we also have to respond to the

culture in which we find ourselves."

Ours is a society that demands knowledge
and is finding ever-more efficient ways of com-
municating it. And while there may be no quick

or easy answers for dealing with the next gen-

erations of our youth, one can find solace in a

multitude of possibilities.

"The ultimate goal is always to end up with

kids who are happy, and who fit into society,

and who are contributors to society," says Gru-

sec, "and there's no single way of ending up
with that."

And with those options, perhaps there

is hope.
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THE DEATH
OF THE ARTIST?
Copyright may be the defining issue of culture in

the 21st century But what does it nnean for the

artist, the author, and you'r'

CHRIS BERUBE

Until a few years ago, common wis-

dom held that copyright was one
of those issues—like food safety or

stock market regulations—that af-

fect everyone but are never an espe-

cially relevant political issue. Like so

many other issues taken for granted,

who has control over the images,

messages, and ideas we see every

day was only of concern to an elite

few in academia and creative indus-

tries. That is, until recently.

Then, in 2008 the Conservative

government decided it was time to

"modernize" Canada's copyright

regime to the "new realities" of digi-

tal culture. Then-Industry Minister

Jim Prentice introduced Bill C-61,

amending the Copyright Act to crack

down on illegal downloading. The
bill made it so that anyone caught vi-

olating copyright on the web would
face a mandatory $500 fine. Even
more draconian, anyone trying to

break the Digital Right Management
locks (which are employed to se-

cure files from being copied) would
be charged up to $20,000. The bill

would have treated even the most
pedestrian of copyright violations,

such as copying text for a course

packet or burning backup discs of

a CD with copyright protection, as

punishable offences.

While in the drafting stage, the bill

received little media interest. Any
plea for a more lenient copyright re-

gime was likely to fall on deaf ears,

since the issue of stronger copyright

had always engaged broad bipar-

tisan support from the Liberal and
Conservative parties. At first, it ap-

peared as though the bill would pass

uneventfully, like a previous copy-

right update had 10 years earlier.

But then something went wrong.

C-61 was not well-liked. It met intense

and unprecedented public scrutiny.

Copyright scholars—most vocally

University of Ottawa law professor

Michael Geist—compared the bill

to the American Digital Millennium

Copyright Act, a piece of legislation

that seemed to have been written

out of industry interests. Fair Copy-

right for Canada, a Facebook group

that Geist created, attracted more
than 90,000 members. Many MPs
noted that the majority of feedback

from their constituents about the

bill was negative and that copyright

had become a "top five" issue. Even-

tually, mainstream politicians de-

nounced the bill as well. Liberal MP
Scott Brison famously compared the

legislation to that of a "police state."

Minister Prentice was even greeted

with protests, including a substan-

tial turnout at the Calgary Stampede,

from citizens in every strata of soci-

ety. This level of uproar was unheard

of for this type of legislation.

By early 2009, Bill C-61 had been

publicly abandoned by the Conser-

vative government, despite their

2008 campaign promises to reintro-

duce it in the 40th parliament. With

new ministers on the file, rhetoric

from the government began to soft-

en on the illegality of copy viola-

tions. In a recent interview with The
Toronto Star, new Industry Minister

Tony Clement suggested that a bill

similar to C-61 would not be tabled

again, despite acknowledging that

"the current copyright law took

place in the world of vinyl records

and cassette tapes, and nothing like

a DVD player or iPods existed." Even
this simple rhetoric is a wild change
from Minister Prentice's promise to

place stronger digital locks on all

copyrighted works.

What exactly happened?
Why have people begun
to abandon the long-held

understanding of owner-

ship, of not only ideas

and discoveries, but also

physical reproductions,

embodied in copyright law?

And [at] times there have been dif-

ferent notions of collectivity, about

collaboration, about copying."

Zeilinger's conclusion is that the

concept of copyright has reverted to

an earlier form in the public imagina-

tion. Technology, he suggests, "has

changed the way people think about

not only genres, but also the arti-

facts themselves."

Polling data has shown that as late

as 2007, support for heavy copyright

policies like C-61 was roughly even

with that for a more open system.

Now most members of the public

seem to be in favour of more lenient

Professor Geist, for one, was
not surprised by Canadians'

response to C-6L "I've long

believed that copyright pol-

icy has rapidly emerged as a

mainstream issue," he noted,

correlating this popularity

to the recent development of

copyright law's implications

having become more con-

crete the average Canadian.

Of course, the mainstream
understanding of what type

of copying is permissible

completely changed with

the popularization of the In-

ternet. Even since the begin-

ning of this decade, illegal

downloading of artistic con-

tent has risen steadily. The U.K.'s an-

nual Digital Music Survey of Western

consumer habits found that only 33

per cent of this year's respondents

said that the threat of copyright in-

fringement at all affected their down-
loading habits, down from 42 per

cent in 2006.

There remain pockets of resis-

tance to copyright infringement

through modes like file sharing. An
Angus-Reid poll in June 2008 even

showed that as much as 45 per cent

of the country supported Bill C-61

(although many copyright reformers

criticized the poll for its preamble,

which made no mention of the maxi-

mum fines that would be implement-

ed by the bill). However, it seems
die-hard copyright advocates are be-

coming fewer and further between.

Martin Zeilinger, an instructor at

the University of Toronto, recently

completed his doctoral thesis on ar-

tistic ownership and how the public

concept of copyright has changed

over time.

"You pretty quickly arrive at the

conclusion that the idea of author-

ship is a commercial thing," says

Zeilinger. "Our ideas of the singular

author of an artifact are not natural.

It's a completely constructed notion.

copy policy. Groups with previously

no position on the issue, such as pro-

fessors, students, and even medical

science unions, have taken a political

stance.

"This isn't some divisive, touchy

topic to avoid bringing up at dinner

parties. You won't find many people

out there who think that what this

country really needs is to lock up all

the file-sharers," says Jesse Brown,

host and producer of TVO's podcast

Search Engine, which covers legal is-

sues in digital culture.

Notes Geist, "While there are ex-

tremes on either end—some who
want everything for free, some
who want to lock down or license

everything— 1 think most people

fall into a middle ground that ac-

knowledges that some fair dealing

reform is needed, WIPO [the World
Intellectual Property Organization]

should be implemented, and some
form of anti-circumvention legisla-

tion is inevitable."

While the public's perspective

has changed, a similar transition

hasn't happened in the industries

that produce copyrighted content.

"After covering copyright for a cou-

ple of years now, I can tell you that

it's almost impossible to set up a

good debate," says Brown. "On the

one side you've got tens of thousands

of Canadians from all professions

and walks of life who will argue for

a more lenient, fair, and progressive

approach to intellectual property."

The other side, as Brown de-

scribes it, consists primarily of the

"interested parties—entertainment

industry lobby groups, unions claim-

ing to represent artists (who'll often

say otherwise). People whose jobs

depend on preserving and protect-

ing the old system."

Brown's characterization may not

be entirely correct, but it seems as

if a growing consensus is

emerging that today's copy-

right is no longer functional.

"The devil is in the de-

tails," concludes Geist, "but I

think there is a compromise
to be had."

Compromise, however,

will require the acknowl-

edgement of new realities.

Asked about such a com-
prise, Brown replied, "The

weird thing is that the bridge

you suggest is being built in

the U.S. at the same time

that we're getting further

and further from it here in

Canada." Brown contends

that industry in the United

States is at least beginning

to realize that adaptation

seems more effective than

criminal prosecutions and
lawsuits, which have be-

come a PR nightmare.

"In the U.S., where they

have the ability to sue down-
loaders, they've stopped

using it! The entertainment

industry is finally trying

to work with the web and not fight

it, and they're slowly realizing that

they have more to gain by shifting

their business model than by crimi-

nalizing their own customers. But

representatives from the very same
companies here in Canada seem to

view it as a point of pride to cham-
pion failed strategies."

Though public support for more per-

missive copyright continues to grow,

the consequences of such a reform
would not be simple. As with the de-

velopment of new technologies, the

question becomes one of adaptation.

The greatest implication of a more
open copyright system is that it

would codify the way people have
begun to understand ownership.

While most copy advocates rebuff

the criticism that open copyright is

the newest frontier of modern-day
socialism (the totally democratic
spread of information that, some
neo-conservative hawks argue, rep-

resents a kind of classless society)

the issue still raises troubling ques-
tions. Of course, there is that classi-

cal criticism of an open system, that

a looser copyright will hurt com-

merce for the artist, which will in

turn discourage artistic output.

"Artists are workers just like any-

one else. We don't ask people who
make cars to work for free," notes

Joanne Deer, a representative from

ACTRA, Canada's professional ac-

tors' union. "Artists need to be able

to buy groceries and feed their fami-

lies. If they can't make a living wage
they will turn their energy to other

careers."

Deer's words reflect the sentiment

held by most artists' unions in Can-

ada. Their general position on copy-

right is continually that infringement

is wrong, and would mean the end of

professional artistry.

But in spite of the opinions of in-

dustry groups and artists organiza-

tions, studies appear to conclude

that the effects of copyright infringe-

ment are still ambiguous. New stud-

ies are beginning to contradict the

argument that downloading erodes

sales. The total number of sales is

not down substantially, though the

amount being pirated has increased.

It seems like people are just consum-
ing more in general.

Most tellingly, a recent report

from Industry Canada suggested

that sales of MP3s and physical CDs,

especially for independent artists,

have increased with new ways of

downloading. "I think there are all

kinds of studies that show that leak-

ing a pirated version of a CD before it

is released will almost certainly raise

its sales numbers," says Zeilinger. "In

that sense, maybe [the music pirat-

ing] discussion is almost redundant

to begin with. You can't really prove

that copying harms that kind of busi-

ness. I'm sure oftentimes it does on
smaller levels. It depends on what
kind of scale you're talking about."

Assuming that Zeilinger is wrong
and the industry is right, that artists

face a decrease in the amount of di-

rect revenue from album sales and

box office receipts, the argument

that freer copyright law discourages

further creativity doesn't hold up un-

der statistical analysis.

A new study from Harvard Univer-

sity released earlier this year found

that the number of albums released

had more than doubled in the last

seven years, from 35,516 albums in

2000 to 79,695 albums (including

25,159 digital albums) in 2007. The

music industry isn't alone. The num-

ber of feature films released com-

mercially in the United States each

year increased by over 100 since

the beginning of the decade, and the

publication of new books has risen

by 66 per cent between 2002 and

2007.

In all likelihood, artists them-

selves will survive a shift in copy-

right regime; however, it appears

unlikely that the industries around

them will. "I see lots of great oppor-

tunities and profit models for musi-

cians and filmmakers themselves,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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On the seventh floor of Robarts Library a new generation of digital scribes flip the pages of old books under glass

enclosures, while Canon 5Ds mounted with powerful, sharp nnacro lenses click every four seconds, feeding images of

text into a computer that churns them out as full-text searchable pdfs available for download at Archive.org. This is

the Internet Archive—well, U of T's contribution to the Internet Archive, an international, multilingual catalogue that

is the great alternative to Google for the digitization of books. The lA presents far fewer legal dilemmas than Google,

as it digitizing only those books already out of copyright. You might not think that a Farmers' Almanac from 1 884 or a

book on ornamental street lighting from 1912 would be that interesting to read, but this project is providing scholars

with research opportunities that were unimaginable just a few years ago. The archive contains material from libraries

and collections worldwide that used to be under strict lock and key. A photo series, headed "One more reason to go
digital," posted on the wall of the Robarts facility, depicts rows of library shelves fallen all over one another, the result

of some accident. There's the incentive for libraries to digitize their material, and the lA offers the framework for them
to do just that.

See full photo-essay at thevarsity.ca
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In
late September, Earthcycle, the

university's environment-themed

week, held an eco-tour of cam-

pus. Designed to highlight what U
of T is doing—or not doing—to help

the climate crisis, it began at the

concrete bastion that is Sid Smith.

The tour proceeded to guide us

through Trinity College's green roof,

the wall of corporate donors in the

mining building, and ended under

the energy inefficient lights in Ro-

barts' lobby.

From the greenhouses atop the

forestry building to the gas guz-

zling furnaces at the AC, U of T
has a wildly divergent collection

of buildings when it comes to eco-

logical footprints. It is evident,

though, that U of T has a long

way to go towards sustainability.

Looking back, the university has

made concentrated efforts at envi-

ronmental improvement in the past.

The Sustainability Office's Rewire

program, for example, has reduced

C02 emissions by 3622 tonnes per

year. The primary component of Re-

wire was the installation of energy

meters in residences and offices to

help create awareness about per-

sonal consumption habits, and to en-

courage conservation. Facilities and
Services has retrofitted a number of

buildings, including the $2.3-million

replacement of the lighting system

at Robarts, which will reduce energy

use by approximately 12,000 mega-

watt hours annually and offset 3,100

tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions

every year.

The university has also made
many efficiency gains without such

a concentrated effort. In 1973, when
statistics began to be recorded on

the topic, 53.24 gigajoules of gas

were being expended per student,

compared to 29.74 GJ per student

this year. Water, too, has been

substantially reduced from 31.46

gallons per student to 9.15 gallons

each year. Even the number of peo-

ple travelling to and from campus
by car has decreased by eight per

cent since 1991.

However, while a growing consciousness of

environmental issues and advances in some
technologies have lead to reductions, what

the university requires to ensure long term

progress is a concrete plan.

Towards 2030, President David Naylor's au-

dacious proposal for the University of Toron-

to, lays the blueprint for the institutional fu-

ture, but plans for sustainability are nowhere
to be found.

"I feel that [sustainability's] omission indi-

cates a huge lack of leadership on one of the

most crucial issues of our time, as well as a lack

of foresight as to the implications that our envi-

it's green in the face, but if the uni-

versity's population continues to

grow as planned, we won't be able

to sustain ourselves much longer.

ronment has for institutions like the University

of Toronto," says Zannah Matson, president

of University of Toronto's Environmental Re-

source Network.

Instead of making the university sustainable,

Towards 2030 is concerned with another as-

pect of the institution's future: growth. Accord-

ing to the Towards 2030 Task Force on Long-

Term Enrolment Strategy, U of T cannot grow
enough to meet the demands of undergradu-

ate education. Yet the university will focus on
increasing its graduate student population.

These efforts to boost graduate enrollment will

be concentrated at the St. George campus.

Moreover, it seems unlikely the university

will be able to substantially cut the number of

undergraduates enrolled, given current pres-

sures. Recent reports by the government of

Ontario estimate that the GTA will soon be
facing an influx of 25,000 extra students look-

ing for an undergraduate education by—con-

veniently—2030. It seems unlikely that the

University of Toronto will continue to get pref-

erential money from a provincial government
trying to ensure that these extra students get

an education. U of T's undergraduate popula-
tion will have to expand.

U of T can retrofit, rewire, and reduce until

Let's start with the obvious. The
more students there are on campus,
the more waste the university as a

whole produces, and the more en-

ergy it consumes. According to VP
Business Affairs Cathy Rigall, "We
have been successful with a variety

of initiatives that have reduced our

use of resources on a per square

foot or a per student basis. But on

an absolute basis we are using more
because we are growing."

Additionally, according to the

university's 2009 financial report,

growth has created the need for

more teaching space, office space,

student activity space, and resi-

dences. In the 2007-2008 academic

year, each student used 23.64

square metres of space on campus.

Multiply that by 62,934 students

and the total space used comes to

nearly 1,500,000 square metres.

With enrollment set to rise, the

math is obvious.

Expansion causes two problems

for sustainability. The first is quan-

tity: the more buildings there are on

campus, the more greenhouse gas-

es they produce. The second is cost.

"Even if we're able to decrease the

amount of energy use per square

foot, if there's more square footage,

you're going to have more energy

use," says Beth Savan, university's

sustainability officer.

Her office, with help from Facili-

ties and Services, is setting out to

make campus buildings energy ef-

ficient as quickly and cheaply as

possible. One good example is the

solar hot-water heater currently be-

ing built at the Athletic Centre.

Professor Danny Harvey of the

Geography department, an expert

on energy use in buildings, said

that it's possible to decrease energy

use and emissions as enrollment in-

creases, but not if U of T continues

with business as usual.

"You have to insist on very strict

standards, and it has to start from

day one when requests go out to architects.

But that's not part of their process. We're just

following the building code, which belongs in

the stone ages. The university could be us-

ing 20 per cent of the energy it's using now."

But with no plans to make energy efficiency

standards a top priority, Harvey contends,

the problem isn't going to become substan-

tially better.

'

As for the problem of funding, to get an

idea about exactly how much future expan-

sions will cost, one need only look at the vari-

ous construction projects started since 1999.

The Bahen Centre, additions to Rotman, the
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Woodsworth College residence, and 12 other

projects on St. George campus alone cost an

estimated $1.4 billion.

U of T is in serious financial trouble. The
province has cut endowment funds, and this

month the university reported it lost 31 per

cent of its endowment in hedge funds affected

by the recession. U of T also posted a reported

$146.7 million in losses, similarly caused by
the recent financial crisis.

With the goal of expanding towards 2030,

where will the money come from? Endowment
funds simply aren't there, students' tuition

costs can only rise so much—we hope—and
there are only so many times the alumni can

be tapped.

Donations from corporations are often pre-

sented as a way forward. Even with the vola-

tility of the financial system, returns on in-

vestments are still the university's best bet to

secure the funds for the goals set out in To-

wards 2030. But here's the dilemma: several

of the companies that U of T invests in either

practice or finance activities that are extreme-

ly environmentally detrimental. And by invest-

ing in them, U of T arguably funds these prac-

tices as well.

According to University of Toronto Asset

Management statistics, the university has

$10,351,000 invested in Barrick Gold, the mining

giant owned by Peter Munk. Barrick owns the

Porgera Joint Venture Mine in Papua New Guin-

ea, which according to Mining Watch is known
to leak toxic chemicals into the ecosystem, and
is responsible for human rights abuses against

workers and indigenous people. U of T has

another $10,222,000 invested in Encana Corp,

Canada's largest natural gas and oil producer

and owner of the controversial pipelines in the

native lands of northern British Columbia.

U of T's top two corporate equities are banks:

the Royal Bank of Canada ($14,894,000) and
Toronto-Dominion bank ($12,606,000), both of

which invested significantly in the Tar Sands of

Alberta, the world's largest single greenhouse
gas emitter.

It is clear that U of T is heading towards
2030 without much consideration for its en-

vironmental sustainability. Without serious

reconsideration of the university's energy,

expansion, and investment policies, growth
will exacerbate an already critical environ-

mental problem.

Granted, even if U of T recycled, divested,

and retrofitted enough to become carbon
neutral, it would represent an insignificant

change in the grand scheme of things as

measured in tonnes, gallons, and gigajoules.

However, universities can set an example for

responsibility and forward thinking, as they

have previously on issues like apartheid and
sweatshops. By putting sustainability on the

back burner, U of T delays progress.

U of T sets out to cultivate "Great minds for a

great future." But such a motto begs the ques-

tion: what future?
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Happy Birthday,

Blasphemy
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marked the second anniversary for International Blasphemy

Day last Wednesday, filling the Sidney Smith patio with

religious blasphemy and declaring it a matter of free speech.
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Resident Evil:

Scarborough

Cast and crew of Resident Evil 4 took over the science

building over the weekend. Why did the location man-

ager for Resident Evil 4 pick UTSC as the setting for the

zombie-fighting series? The Varsity has the story online.

Why students drop out

Academics are an important factor and attract the

most attention, but students leave school for plenty

of other reasons. To hear their stories and find out

what support systems you can access, pick up our
next issue on Oct. 15.
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International negotiations on climate change agreements
are set to take place in Copenhagen in December. Want a

primer on how to push movers and shakers? This Friday,

U of T will host a training session on how to get involved

in campaigns, run by the Sierra Youth Coalition and Cli-

mate Action Network Canada. For those who can't make
it out, we'll have the story in our Oct. 15 issue.
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study in Australia

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

Such figures have many airlines

thinking green. Recent initiatives by

the likes of Virgin Atlantic and British

Airways include the development of

biofuels derived from nuts and algae.

But according to Hartmann, wide-

spread adoption of fuel alternatives to

kerosene, the basis of jet fuel, remains

out of reach. "We are far from a point

where jet aircraft can fly with renew-

able fuels," he says.

Even if such alternatives were used

en masse, there is no guarantee of

their long-term feasibility. "We also

have to ask ourselves whether there

is the capacity to grow the plants to

produce the fuel. We don't know that

yet," he said.

Government regulation is an obvi-

ous alternative to low-carbon tech-

nologies. In fact, pressure is mounting

on western governments from bodies

such as the CCC to set a cap on global

aviation emissions by the end of this

year. How consumers would respond

to this type of government involve-

ment remains uncertain. Hartmann
remarks, "we are rightly or wrongly

at a point where if the government

attempted to restrict travel, people

would disagree."

As a result, shifts in travel patterns

fall to the discretion of the individual.

Hartmann was more direct: "Do we
need to curb our travel? Absolutely."

If individual will fails to produce a

change, market forces may dictate one.

The tipping point will be energy

costs, or more precisely, the price of

oil. Hartmann notes, "travel for holiday

or for business is very price depen-

dent. The big question is what will hap-

pen with ticket prices."

Discount airlines, a staple of modern
travel, may soon become untenable.

In recent decades, declining costs

allowed various airlines to emerge
through cut-rate ticket prices, includ-

ingWestJet and JetBlue in North Amer-
ica, Ryanair in Europe and Tiger Air-

ways in Australia and Southeast Asia.

As developing countries expand their

airline industries, air travel is expected

to double by mid-century. Economists

predict, however, that this boom will

turn to a bust if fuel costs climb back to

their pre-recession levels.

Rising oil prices may well be the

death knell of the discount airline. "Es-

pecially in Europe, there has been a

dramatic increase in travel because of

cheap airlines. The cost of fossil fuels

could change all this," says Hartmann.

Jeff Rubin, former Chief Economist

for CIBC World Markets, shares this

view. Now also an energy expert, Rubin

predicts that current travel patterns

will no longer be viable as the world's

oil wells dry up. According to Rubin,

oil production will peak much sooner

than we think. One figure shows,

alarmingly, the world's oil companies

extracting three times as much of the

resource as they are discovering, both

on and off shore. Such practices will

lead to higher oil prices, and the effec-

tive end of a "globalized" world. In his

new book. Why Your World is about to

Get a Whole Lot Smaller, Rubin argues,

"air travel just doesn't make sense in a

world of triple-digit oil prices."

Air travel in general will likely re-

turn to its traditionally exclusive

status. For decades, long-range jour-

neys were a luxury few could enjoy.

By the latter part of the 20th century,

increased access to cheap oil trans-

formed jet travel from a luxury into

a commonality in the west. What we
once assumed to have become the

norm turns out to have been a histori-

cal blip. Indeed, according to Rubin,

"We may retreat to the footsteps of

our parents, seeking local as opposed

to global escapes when we go on holi-

day." If economists like him are right,

the future of travel will be a return to

the past, as long-range journeys, par-

ticularly by aircraft, become a luxury

reserved for society's fortunate few.

While your wallet will suffer the im-

mediate effects of high-priced travel,

the effects on the global order will be

even more profound. Globalization

may persist due to information tech-

nologies and alternative energy inno-

vation, but it will be a shallower version

than the current levels of integration.

Reflecting on globalization, Hartmann
notes that "that whole system has de-

veloped based on certain assumptions

of fuel costs. Change those assump-

tions, and the system also changes

dramatically."

Moreover, citizenship in the so-

called "global village" will become
less of an actuality and more of an

aspiration. Forget about backpacking

through Europe, teaching English to

primary students in Japan, or learning

to surf off the coast of Costa Rica.

"To be blunt, the reality is that this

issue only affects a small number of

people. Most people around the world

do not have the means to travel in this

way." Because of this, Hartmann says,

"we need to ask: should our conve-

nience trump the global effort to curb

climate change?"

For Hartmann, the answer is clear.

For the rest of us, a chance to explore

the world might be too much to forgo.

But if global warming does not curb

current travel patterns, oil prices

threaten to end the era of affordable

travel altogether. In this vision of the

future, our world may prove not to be

so small after all. Likely, travel for busi-

ness and for pleasure will become se-

verely restricted, as populations turn

inward, and the local village supplants

the global one.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

but for the industries? I'm not sure they're

going to be able to adapt quickly enough,"

argues Brown.

Consumption of media is up across the

board, but sales of physical product are

down by as much as 60 per cent in many
industries. Experts appear skeptical that a

new and different licensing model could save

the entire thing.

Says Brown: "In order to make headway on

the web and start bringing in modest profits,

they'd have to accept major losses in their

traditional revenue streams. For example,

I think if the film industry streamed new re-

leases through iTunes or XBOX live or Netflix

or whatever for 99 cents a movie, they could

effectively kill piracy—who would bother?

But this would destroy their box office returns

and the later DVD rental market. So they'll

cling to the old models as they shrink more

and more each year."

Brown does not have much hope

for an industrial revolution of sorts.

"Hollywood seems doomed to repeat the

mistakes of the music industry, who only

jumped on board with a decent online model

when they had little other choice (and Apple

built one for them). So maybe Hollywood

will prove too slow to survive and something

new will replace it as the best way to make
money from films. I won't cry about it."

"I'm not sure there can be one that works

properly, and probably no forced licensing

model is ideal," says Zeilinger. "I'm sure that

a completely public domain is not the best

way to do it. Nobody says that. However,

there is no model that will cover all types of

artistic production."

The irony, as Zeilinger sees it, is in the

technology itself.

"I find it an absurd position that the enter-

tainment industry has maneuvered itself into.

The technology that creates these huge cul-

tures of sharing comes from that industry,"

says Zeilinger. "Doesn't matter how far you

go back—to the printing press, vinyl discs,

CDs. Every medium that has come in suc-

cession was one to facilitate the efficient and
cheap reproduction of copyrighted content so

it could be more easily sold to more people
more cheaply. It's these very same technolo-

gies that have also brought this alternative

culture of copy into existence. Zeilinger re-

marks on the evolution of media technologies

he has just outlined, "To me it seems to say
that there is no way this could ever end with

the entertainment industry winning out over

this desire to copy and share."

So perhaps more open copyright won't kill

the artist, though the industries around art-

ists appear doomed. This does not, however,

assure the future of the idea of the artist as

we know it today. While more art is being pro-

duced than ever in some ways, statistics do
not yet gauge how many of those artists still

producing can make a living at it.

Open copyright might not threaten the art-

ist so much as it suggests a change in how
we conceive of The Artist. People like Joanne
Deer, and industry groups like ACTRA, have a
very good point: open copyright has the po-

tential to imperil the idea of the professional

artist as we understand it now.

"There might be a loss of a certain kind of

aura that we used to attach to an artwork or

the genius of an artist, and the reason for that

is the technology that provides the context for

artistic creation," says Zeilinger.

But he believes that this loss of aura, of the

artistic genius, might not necessarily be a bad

thing. A new concept of copyright might even

be able to substantially break down the distinc-

tion between author and audience. Zeilinger

points out that art theory has been rethinking

this distinction since the German philosopher

Walter Benjamin wrote in "The Work of Art in

the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" that the

artist is more of a "producer," more an outlet for

creativity than its driving force. Certainly, Ben-

jamin's theory makes sense for the increasingly

popular forms of mash-up and integrated arts.
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which see entrenched

copyright laws as en-

emies to their expres-

sion.

But this type of artis-

tic thievery has a rich

history. "At some point

in time," says Zeilinger,

"copying someone's

work was the highest

level of homage or re-

spect that you could

pay to a venerable

prior author." Dada col-

lage in the early 20th

century, for example,

was one of the first instances where

artists would actually physically re-

arrange their influences into a new
work of art. Last year, the copyright

documentary RiP: a Remix Manifesto

pointed out that this ethos has been
especially present in music, which

has its own language of borrowing.

The Rolling Stones took riffs directly

from Muddy Waters, who had himself

taken them from sources in tradition-

al folk music.

And of course, mashups now take

the idea of reproducing one's influ-

ences in a much more direct way,

by recontextualizing them in a new
composition. In a given piece by
Pittsburgh "sound collagist" Girl

Talk, the lyrics from Lil' Maoma's
"Lip Gloss" play over a bed from Me-
tallica's "One," before giving way to

a mashup of beats from Soulja Boy
and yacht rock from Styx.

Today's culture of participation

in fact makes it such that everyone

can contribute to works of art. "Even

writing a blog, or commenting on
other people's postings in a forum

—

these are all creative ways of inter-

vening and writing," says Zeilinger.

But for artists working in more
traditional forms—those who create

original music or movies, and try to

make a living from touring, selling

tickets to shows, or having the pub-

lic buy their CDs and DVDs—copy-

right is a much more difficult matter.

Denis McGrath is a Canadian

television writer whose blog. Dead
Things on Sticks, covers the state of

the television industry and media is-

sues. McGrath has become a promi-

nent advocate for artists' rights in

the copy debate online.

As McGrath wrote most recent-

ly, for many artists, embracing
the "open copyright" camp is a

To me it seems to say

that there is no way this

couid ever end with the

entertainment industry

winning out over this desire

to copy and share.

difficult thing to do.

"We float a solution—maybe not a

great one—maybe not even the best

one—about moving toward collec-

tive licensing and a levy/pay system

[...] and what is the reaction to this

concrete idea from the supposed
'fair copyright' side? Instant rejec-

tion," writes McGrath.

From his experience, the propo-

nents of copyright reform tend to

unfairly lump artists trying to cope
with the situation in a reasonable

way with the draconian corporate

solutions. This bickering, he feels, is

counterproductive to progress.

"One of [the] stated goals [of

open copyright advocates] is that

consumer behavior not be criminal-

ized [...] but they play right back into

the hands of the corporate DMCA
[Digital Millennium Copyright Act]

solution. Great job, guys, on the way
to beating your drum, you're being

played like a fiddle."

For many artists though, while the

whole issue of copyright has inher-

ent value, it also remains unclear.

"The copyright laws seem arbi-

trary and ambiguous still," says Kat

Burns, principle songwriter for To-

ronto four-piece Forest City Lovers.

"They uphold a level of confusion

that doesn't allow people to under-

stand everything without doing a

significant amount of research. I just

wish that everything was levelled

out a bit and prepared in a way that

was clear and concise on first read."

Thinking about art and com-
merce, McGrath seems to sum up
the dilemma best.

"I'm a consumer too. I've been
enraged by digital locks that got in

the way of my perfectly legal use

of paid-for material. I have issues

with corporations subverting the

Public Domain [...]

but 1 don't know how
what I do will be paid

for in the future—I'm

not even sure that

the format of what 1

do will survive. But

I know in my heart

that there's a way
forward that puts the

power in the hands of

the individuals, and
doesn't favour huge
conglomerates. Be-

cause in the end, isn't

that the real point of

the digital revolution?"

A new Canadian bill on copyright

is planned for the spring of 2010,

assuming that parliament is still in

session. To prepare the new bill,

the heritage ministry held online

consultations with the public that

recently concluded. In the process,

the ministry received more than

8,000 submissions.

However, the most that copyright

reformers can muster for the new
bill is a kind of cautious optimism.

"I'm more optimistic than I was a

year ago in the immediate aftermath

of C-61," says Geist, "but we're still

a long way from a truly balanced

copyright bill."

Brown agrees, noting that "Minis-

ters [James] Moore [Minister of Ca-

nadian Heritage] and Clement strike

me as light-years beyond the last

duo, both in their understanding of

the issues and their approach to the

process. It'll be better than that last

miserable bill. But if there's another

election it'll get trashed and we'll

have to go through all this again."

A statement by the Heritage Min-

istry this week seems to acknowl-

edge their bosses' new perspective

on the issue: "our government has

said it would modernize Canada's

copyright laws, and that is what we
intend to do in the near future. The
consultation was the beginning of a

new chapter in Canada's copyright

history. The next piece of legislation

will reflect what we have heard."

What this statement means is still

unclear. But there is one certainty in

the copyright debate: for artists, in-

dustry, and the public, creative work
will never be the same.

University of Ottawa \

Study Law in the National Capital
Obtain a uOttawa LLB degree in either English or French with concentrations in

Social Justice • Law and Technology

International Law • Environmental Law

Or take advantage of our many joint programs*, including

LLB/LLL (National Program) with uOttawa's Civil Law Section

LLB/LLL (Programme de droit canadien) with uOttawa's Civil Law Section

LLB/MBA with uOttawa's Telfer School of Management

LLB/JD with Michigan State University College of Law or with American University

Washington College of Law

LLB/MA with Carleton University's Norman Paterson School of International Affairs

*You may be eligible for financial aid through the HENNICK LEADERSHIP PROGRAM.

We also offer LLM and Ph.D. programs

m u Ottawa
L'UniversitS canadienne
Canada's university

Application deadline: November 2, 2009

For more information:

www.common law.u Ottawa.ca

Get a start

AU student Marc in Toronto, Ontario. Canada

Make it happen with transfer credit from Athabasca University.

• At Athabasca University, our transfer credits can help you expand

your academic options. Just ask Marc, who is on track to finish his

degree at an Ontario university a year early. He's doing this by taking

some AU courses online during the summer while he works full-time,

and is applying his AU course credits towards his degree. • AU offers

over 700 courses delivered online and at a distance. And our flexible

start times mean you can fit your course work into your schedule.

• Transferability. Another reason why AU stands out as a global leader

in distance learning excellence.

Athabasca University^

HUMBER
The Business School

1 earned my
undergraduate degree,

now

I want a
rewardin career

^ not just a job

In less than one year, Number
postgraduate programs will help

you launch your career in:

• Financial Planning

• Human Resources

• international Development
• International Marketing

• Marketing Management
• Public Administration

Building on your university degree,

Number's postgraduate programs offer a
concentrated curriculum, career-focused

courses and practical field placements.
You'll gain the real-world experience and
skills that employers value most.

Get the career you want - apply now.

business.humber.ca
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TECHNICAL & COMMERCIAL STUDENTS

The most successful problem solvers look at things differently and see

solutions that no one else con. Who would hove thought of using fish

protein to stop gas freezing in subsea pipes? One of our people did. And
right now we're looking for students and graduates who can bring a fresh

perspective to the energy challenge. We'll provide training, support and
coreer choices to develop your potential. We'll get you working with some
of our most accomplished problem solvers. And together we can help

build a responsible energy future.

Think further Visit www.shell.ca/careers and quote

reference GGY1780 when you apply.

Shell is an equal opportunity employer.

CERTIFIED ANGUS
STEAKS & RIBS

H3
Buy one burger or pizza & get a

second burger or pizza FREE t

(Dine in only, with purchase of any beverage) ^yr

583 College Street (near cunton). 416 5321250

Book A Party • Group Discounts

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection. Major

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

TUTORING

TUTOR, 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Specializing in ECO 220, CHM 139, 247,

MATH 135, 136. Past tests and exams

with solutions available for practice.

DON'T WAIT! GET HELP NOW! (416)

785-8898.

EDITING

FOR EXPERT PROOFREADING OF

GRADUATE THESES AND POST-

DOCTORAL RESEARCH PAPERS
Contact Patricia Bishop at (416) 922-2804

or by e-mail at mpbishop@rosers.com . As

an ESL specialist, Patricia welcomes work

from both native and non-native speakers

of English.

RESUMES, COVER LETTERS, BLASTS,

AND ESSAY& APPLICATION EDIT HELP
Since 1983. Excellence Guaranteed. 416-

539-9443 (9am - 5 pm)

Advertise in the Varsity

ads@thevarsity.ca

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each additional word. Rates include one line of bold

type for the ad header. No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone.

Ads must be submitted at least four days prior to publication.

Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306, Toronto, ON, M5S 1 J6. Call 416-946-7604

or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

DREW BARRYMORE
HAS DIRECTED AWORK OF

PURE GENIUS."
AIN'T IT COOL NEWS

The Irish love
German culture.
And by culture,
we mean beer.

Come and raise a pint

for Oktoberfest.

Pioran ITlacCooLs

www.primepubs.com

70 The E.splanade ; 21 St. Glair Ave., West

181 University Avenue ! 235 Bloor Street East

310 Front St. West

Writers

Wanted.

Write for The Varsity\

Contact

recruitment@thevarsity.ca.

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weekend Schedule

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Comprehensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

Looking for

a challenge

BEYOND
the books''

Solve some of the

world's toughest problems

for cash awards ranging

from $5,000 -$1,000,000.

5&JNNOCENTIVE'

WWW.INN0CENTIVE.COM

Change Lives
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TYNDALE TYNDALE
University College Bachelor of

Education
Program

''This program is comprehensive, empowering

and ultimately relevant to shaping my career as

a teacher. I could not imagine entering any

classroom as a teacher without the benefit of

this program. 5?
-Will Gourley, B.Ed. '09

A 12-month program beginning in July that prepares

teacher candidates for OCT Membership in the

Primary/Junior and Junior/Intermediate divisions.

Limited enrollment of only 75 students.

Features over 100 practicum days, more than

double what OCT requires.

For more information and to apply:

tyndale.ca/education

(416) 218-6757 / 1-877TYN DALE

Information

Sessions:

Oct. 5 &
Oct. 26; 7 pm

Toronto's Christian University

1^1 Financial Consumer Agence de la consommation
Agency of Canada en matiere financiere du Canada

Make your money go further
W' ^ (no money was hurt in the making of this ad)

I

(aucun billet de banque n'a ete maltraite dans la creation de cette publicite)

Tirez le maximum de votre argent
Having trouble stretching your money? Our free

tools and publications can help you keep more cash

in your pocket. Visit www.KnowledgePays.ca.
It pays to know.

Des problemes a etirer votre argent? Nos outils

gratuits et nos publications peuvent vous aider a

economiser. Consultez www.CaRapporte.ca.
S'informer, c'est payant.

FCAC ACFC Canada
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WILDANDWOOLLY

P The Vdfsity's no-expectations review

Vhere the Wild ThingsAre 13
THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS

Preserving ancient biblical texts ^ ^

ON TOP OF THEWORLD CUP OF CLUBS

U of T event brings out campus diversity

^

^/^eVARSITY
Thursday, October 15, 2009

Sessional

instructors

pass strike

mandate

If contract negotiations

sour, union now lias option

to call a strike

University of Toronto's Student Newspaper Since 1880

SKULE OF ROCK

Vol. CXXX, No. 13

BARBARA DE DIOS

U of T's sessional instructors have given their

union, CUPE 3902, the option of calling a strike

if negotiations with the university are not suc-

cessful. Last week, members voted in favour

of a strike mandate by 70 per cent. While the

approved strike mandate is a bargaining chip

SEE 'CUPE'-P62

Students cry

foul over

cancelled GC

exec meeting

SAMYA KULLAB
Varstiy Staff

Thirty-five contestants came out last Friday for Skule Idol, a singing competition for

engineering students and grads. STORY ON PAGE 5

Student leaders have called into question the

cancellation of a Governing Council Executive

Committee meeting, voicing concerns over

transparency and decision-making proce-

dures. Governing Council is the highest deci-

sion-making body at U of T, and the 14-member
Executive Committee sets the agenda for meet-

ings, deciding which issues will be brought be-

fore the council.

This year's first Executive Committee meet-

ing was scheduled for Oct. 22. It was cancelled

due to lack of business, meaning there were no
items to discuss on the agenda.

EC members voted online on Sept. 8 to can-

cel the meeting, and the decision was relayed

to new GC members during an orientation

SEE 'GC'-PG4

30-hour famine raises

money for food program

New student club's fundraiser to benefit Liberian school

MEHREEN IMTIAZ
Varsity Staff

Laura Suen's stomach is grumbling, but she's

skipping lunch anyway. Suen will also skip her

next three meals as she takes part in the 30-

hour famine held by Over Bounds, starting at

10 a.m. on Thursday.

The event will raise money for Wede Kids, a

small school in Liberia, through pledges. For a

short time, participants will put themselves in

the shoes of hungry children across the world.

The money raised will go toward developing a

nutrition program for students at Wede Kids.

The group is hoping to raise $5,000.

Participants are provided with 100 grams of rice

in case they feel faint, and are allowed to drink

water. The fundraiser will be followed by a pizza

party. So far, there are 10 confirmed pcirticipants.

"We wanted the famine to coincide with

World Food Day [on Oct. 16], but realistically

speaking, these are students, and this is exam
time. Only the truly dedicated will go ahead

at this time," said Suen, a third-year studying

physics and molecular biology. In June 2007,

Suen visited Buduburam, where approximately

48,000 refugees from the Liberian Second Civil

War made their homes.

"During my time in Buduburam, I noticed an

air of appreciation for education that you don't

see here in Canada. The problem is that schools

don't have adequate resources, and if they do, the

children are too hungry to learn," said Suen, who
started Over Bounds this year, aiming to initiate

international and local development projects to

help underprivileged women and children.

This is the group's first fundraiser. Upcoming
events include the screening of a documentary
on Liberia and a winter crafts sale.

"1 realized that there's so much that we can

all do, but a lot of social advocacy groups on
campus just seem to have people [who are

there] for the titles," Suen said. "There seems to

be a lack of interest to actually make an impact."

Over Bound's website, www.overbounds.com,

has pledge sheets and info on how to donate.

Donations for the campaign can be made
outside the UTSU building today between 2 p.m.

and 4 p.m.

U of T gets a B on

sustainability

Increased student participation and energy savings boost

marks, but recycling and endowment transparency are

lacking, report card says

JANICE YEUNG AND YEAMROT TADDESE

Consumption awareness efforts and better en-

ergy efficiency at U of T have boosted the down-
town campus's environmental sustainability

grade to a B on the 2010 College Sustainability Re-

port Card, a slight improvement from its B- rating

the previous year. UTSC and UTM did not partici-

pate in the ranking.

The annual report card, produced by the U.S.-

based Sustainability Institute, measures the sus-

tainability commitment of Canadian and Ameri-

can post-secondary schools based on recycling,

green infrastructures, student involvement, and

investment in renewable energy, among other

evaluation categories.

While energy conservation and student in-

volvement in sustainability have progressed at

U of T, recycling efforts and endowment trans-

parency have declined compared to last year,

according to the report. Overall, U of T is on par

with other "B" schools, like Columbia University,

UC Berkeley, and Cornell University.

Among Canadian schools, the highest grade

was B+, going to York University, the University of

Calgary, McGill University, and the University of

British Columbia. Waterloo University received a
D+, repeating its last-place finish. Most Canadian
schools either improved or kept their grade from
last year.

Seventeen U.S. universities earned the highest

grade of an A-, thanks to highly efficient and en-

vironmentally sustainable infrastructures. They
include Harvard University, Yale University, and
University of Pennsylvania.

While there is better awcireness of environ-

mental issues at U of T, critics say sustainability

is not a part of U of T's future in president Da-
vid Naylor's Towards 2030 planning document.
Cathy Riggall, VP Business Affairs, has said that

SEE 'SUSTAINABILITY' -PG 5
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HAVE
DINNER

WITH

12

Delicious food & conversation

with alumni, faculty and ottier students

who won't be strangers by the end of the evening.

Come for dinner at an alumnus'house

& discover what a small world U ofT really is.

FOR MORE INFORMATION Of to join the invitatioH list visit:

alumni.utoronto.ca/dinnerwith12

or search for Dinner with 12 Strangers on Facebook

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE

University of Toronto Alumni Association

UNIVERSITY OF

TORONTO

UNIVERSITY
^GUELPH

Changing Uves
> improving life

Interested in learning more about Graduate Studies at Gueiph?

raduate Studies
Preview Day

Meet with faculty, staff, and students to learn more about Guelph's

graduate programs, research opportunities, admissions process,

scholarships and campus,

Saturday, October 24^^ I0am-lpm
University Centre at the University of Gueiph

Choose from over 90 graduate programs

Work with faculty who have received $100 million in external

financial support

Conduct research in world-class facilities

Live in one of Canada's best cities (Money Sense Magazine)

Graduate studies can be fully financed by scholarships, awards

and other funding

Master's or Doctoral graduates can earn up to 50% more income

than graduates with a Bachelor's degree

www.uoguelph.ca/graduatestudies

Green activism 101

Training day teaches youth how to push for climate change agreements

AUXANDRA GOULD
Varsitv Staff

Dozens of young people from across

southern Ontario trudged through

the early morning rain on Friday,

Oct. 9, for a full day of environmen-

tal activism training at University

College. As things gear up for the

UN climate change conference in

Denmark, the Countdown to Copen-

hagen Climate Action and Lobbying

Training Day aims to teach universi-

ty and high school students every-

thing they need to know about how
to make an impact.

"Youth are very creative, have a

lot of energy, and are very flexible

to move with the demands of the

movement," said Carly Joynt, re-

gional coordinator for Sustainable

Campuses of Ontario. "Especially

with Copenhagen, action needs to

be taken swiftly, and they can do
that," she said, in reference to the

panel to be held from Dec. 7 to 18,

which representatives from 190

countries are planning to attend.

Participants learned how to lobby

the government, get favourable me-

dia attention, develop a campaign

plan, and organize direct actions.

Representatives from Greenpeace,

the Sierra Youth Coalition, Climate

Action Network Canada, 350.org,

and the Rainforest Action Network

of Toronto led workshops.

Fourth-year U of T student Lau-

ryn Drainie, an organizer for the

Climate Action Network, kicked

things off by speaking about the

urgent need for a new international

climate change agreement. To avoid

irreversible climate change, global

emissions have to peak by 2015 and

then drop off from there, according

to the International Panel on Cli-

mate Change.

By refusing to sign on to signifi-

cant emission reduction targets,

the Harper government has been

holding back progress on nego-

tiations, said Drainie, who empha-
sized that youth can bring change.
"Politicians are particularly afraid

of youth," she said. "We're going to

be voting for a really long time."

"I'm from Kitchener-Waterloo,

which is a swing riding. Lobbying
MPs could really make a differ-

ence, depending on whose ear you
get," said Griffin Carpenter, the

president of Wilfrid Laurier's Green
Party campus group, who wanted
to learn more about how to lobby

elected officials.

Several participants, like U of T
botany student John Velazquez,

are new to environmental activism.

"My experience began a few hours

ago," said Velazquez.

U of T will send a delegation of

students to Copenhagen to partici-

pate in the negations. The registra-

tion is now closed, but those inter-

ested can stay informed through

the Climate Action News website at

www.climateactionnetwork.ca

'CURE' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

for the union, it does not necessarily

mean a strike will be called.

Unit 3 of CUPE 3902 represents

sessional lecturers, sessional in-

structional assistants, and writing

and music instructors, who make up
around 30 per cent of U of T instruc-

tors. The union and the university

began negotiations in August.

Job security and wages are the

main bargaining points: CUPE 3902

wants a "rolling commitment,"

where a course contract would lead

to three more equivalent contracts

in the following three years. The

union is asking for an eight per cent

raise per year for the next two years.

Bargaining spokesperson Leslie

Jermyn said a 3.5 per cent raise ac-

counts for a basic increase, and the

remaining 4.5 per cent is for a "mar-

ket increase," based on what work-

ers at other universities are paid.

"Most of our workers would still

make less than those at York, but

we'd get closer," Jermyn said. U of T
has yet to provide a counteroffer.

The union also wants U of T to set

aside funds for research grants for

sessionals, and allow them to apply

for internal funding.

"A strike is that last resort and

Looking for

a challenge

BEYOND

^^jKg books?

Solve some of th

world's toughest problems

for cash awards ranging

from $5,000 -$1,000,000.

5iA,INN0CENTIVE

Solve Problems.

Earn Cash.

Change Lives,

University College
Book Sale

2009
15 King's College Circle

Friday, Oct 16
12 to 8pm
$3 admission

Studentsfree with ID

Saturday, Oct 17
10 am to 6 pm

Sunday, Oct 18
72 noon to 8 pm

Monday, Oct 19
12 noon to 8 pm

Tuesday, Oct 20
12 noon to 6 pm

Free admission - Sat-Tues

Credit cards, interac and cheques accepted

The Book Shop
WeareinRoomBlOl
on the UC quadrangle

Mon. Fri., 1 2 noon to 4 pm
Tues. Wed. Thurs. 1 1 am to 6 pm

Online
www.abebooks.com

www.ucutoronto.calbooksale

not what we want for our members
or the university community," said

Jermyn. U of T spokesperson Lau-

rie Stephens expressed the same

sentiment. "The university remains

committed to reaching a responsive

but responsible agreement with our

CUPE colleagues," she said.

Last year, a three-month strike

at York shut down the university.

The strike halted classes for 50,000

students when around 3,000 teach-

ing assistants, contract faculty, and

researchers walked off the job. The

strike ended in January when the

provincial government issued back-

to work legislation.

According to Stephens, the condi-

tions of the York University strike

last year are vastly different from

U of T's situation. The York strike

involved a larger group of sessional

workers as well as teaching assis-

tants, while U of T is dealing mainly

with sessional instructors and con-

tract workers.

Negotiations are ongoing, and

a third-party conciliator will keep

working with both parties to reach

an agreement. The next bargaining

date is Friday, Oct. 16.

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weeliend Scliedule

• Proven Test-Taldng Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Comprehensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca
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Dropping out of sight

Despite support services, some students continue to leave

witliout degrees in hand. ELIZABETH KAGEDAN investigates why.

One in ten first-years drops out of U
of T. Across Canada, about 14 per

cent of students enrolled in a post-sec-

ondary institution leave after their first

year, and overall, 16 per cent drop out.

The reasons why these students
leave, and where they move on to, vary.

Academic difficulties are often cited, but
a number of factors can cause a student

to drop out.

"Whenever I tell someone I'm not in

school they assume it's because it was
too hard academically," said 22-year-old

Vanessa Slack, who has dropped out of

U of T twice. "Or that it just wasn't right

for me, or 1 didn't enjoy it, which is cer-

tainly not the case."

Slack started at U of T in 2004 and
dropped out after first year, uncertain

that university was right for her. She
decided to return after a semester away,

but couldn't cover costs when she re-

enrolled in 2006. Slack no longer quali-

fied for OSAP, so she wasn't eligible for

financial aid from U of T.

"When you're living on a shoe-string

budget, it's stressful," she said. "1 had
to pay my rent, 1 had my tuition mount-
ing, with interest building monthly, and
other bills." In January 2007, she started

getting calls from collection agencies
for defaulting on OSAP loans. She said

her college registrar advised her to take

a year off, work, and then come back to

school part-time.

Today, Slack is working three jobs

and saving as much as possible, but she
doesn't think she'll be able to return to

school anytime soon. "They had this

promise that if you are academically
qualified, financial barriers won't be an
issue, and they didn't live up to that,"

Slack said.

"[We] don't always have an accurate

picture of why students drop out," said

Deanne Fisher, director of the Student
Life office. She acknowledged that the

transition from high school to universi-

ty can be difficult, but maintained that U
of T provides considerable support for

struggling students.

Programs at the Academic Success
Centre include group workshops on
time management and exam stress, as

well as one-to-one coaching from learn-

ing skills counsellors. Faculties often

have their own programs, and each col-

lege has a writing centre and resources
at the registrar's office.

"We have a coordinator of student re-

tention services," Fisher said. "It's an of-

fice that normally works with the faculty

and student registrars, and if it's a life

situation we want to put all the pieces

in place."

Philosophy professor Mark Kingwell,

who teaches about 500 students in the

introductory philosophy course, said

students have to be proactive to enjoy

their time at the school.

"You really have to figure it out on
your own, and make some kind of ef-

fort," he said. "No one is knocking on
your door."

A University College don who asked
not to be named echoed this sentiment.

"If the student actively seeks out help

they will find it, but we don't go room
to room and ask them," she said of the

don's role in helping students with dif-

ficulties.

Kate Mcintosh, who did not come back
to U of T this year, had a different reac-

tion to her registrar's advice on taking

time off to work. "[The administration]

has been fantastic—really, really good,"

said Mcintosh. "They just assured me it

would be no problem [to take time off]."

Mcintosh decided not to re-enroll af-

ter two years of undergrad in English. "I

feel that an undergrad is not the key to

success, and what good is an undergrad
if you come out $40,000 in debt?" She
said her siblings have graduate degrees
that they don't use in their jobs, and se-

vere debt to boot. Nonetheless, she in-

tends to go back to school and plans to

save up for it this year.

Fortunately for Slack and Mcintosh,

the Arts and Sciences faculty has no
expiry date on course credits. Students
who leave can come back anytime to fin-

ish their degrees—if they have the moti-

vation and the finances.

WHERE TO GO FOR HELP

ACADEMIC
Your College Registrar's Office should

be the first stop—they will provide general

information, as well as counselling, on
academic, financial, and personal issues.

Most importantly, they will recommend and
arrange appointments with the appropriate

resource. Colleges and some faculties have
writing centres to offer help on how to write a

paper and give critiques.

The Academic Success Centre gives lectures

and group workshops on a wide range of

topics, such as time management, exam
preparation, stress management, and reading

and note-taking. They also offer one-on-one
counselling by appointment or on a drop-in

basis.

(Koffler Centre at College and St. George, call

416-978-7970 or check out their site at www.
asc.utoronto.ca)

FINANCIAL
U of T's UTAPS program provides funding

for students who qualify for OSAP and
whose needs exceed the maximum OSAP
amount of $350 per week.

Scholarships at U of T are for the most part

awarded automatically, and based on grades.

The Admissions and Awards Office offers

emergency assistance and lists scholarships

at adm.utoronto.ca.

HEALTH
Counselling and Psychological Health

Services offers U of T students various types
of counselling and therapy.

(Koffler Centre at College and St. George,
416-978-8070, www.caps.utoronto.ca)

HOUSING
Student Housing Services provides

advice, resources, and contact information

on residence, off-campus housing, and
emergency, summer, and temporary housing.

(Koffler Centre at College and St. George,
416-978-8045, www.housing.utoronto.ca)
-ELIZABETH KAGEDAN

UPEI student union wants a student

police force

Students attending the University of Prince

Edward Island are endangered by the lack of

campus security, their student union main-

tains. A study conducted last fall concluded

that more campus security was needed to

deal with the heavy influx of students to the

Charlottetown university.

"We need more security," union president

Tim Culten told the CBC. He cited the record

numbers of students now attending the uni-

versity and brawls that ensued outside the

campus bar. Currently, two to six officers are

responsible for the entire campus.

The student union wants to set up a secu-

rity task force composed of 10 to 20 students.

Campus security is supportive of the idea,

and hopes to have the student task force

ready by December.—ALEX ROSS

Source: CBC News

University of Waterloo voyeur acquitted

A man who photographed a female student

while she was showering has been acquitted.

A judge ruled his confession was inadmis.sible

because police had not adequately informed

him of his rights.

Alex Kim. 23, was charged with voyeur-

ism in June 2008 after he confessed to taking

a picture of a female student while she was
showering. He was a fourth-year University of

Waterloo student at the time.

Justice Colin Westman excluded the vid-

eotaped confession, which came after 45

minutes of questioning by constable Sean

Thompson. Kim had not been informed of his

rights or allowed to call a lawyer until after he

had been arrested, detained, and confessed

to looking at the image on his computer.

Westman recognized that the police had a

difficult job, but said that citizens are willing

to accept some guilty people going free if it

means preserving their rights and ensuring

police act appropriately.—AR
Source: The Waterloo Record

Roommate home? No sex for you

Sexual activity while your roommate is in the

same room is prohibited, according to a new
rule this year at Tufts University.

"Most of our students behave responsibly,"

spokesperson Kim Thurler wrote in an email

to The Varsity. "However, over the last few

years the Office of Residential Life and Learn-

ing received complaints from approximately

a dozen students regarding sexual activity

taking place in a dorm room while a room-
mate was present, making the roommate feel

uncomfortable."

The rule reads: "You may not engage in sex-

ual activity while your roommate is present

in the room. And sexual activity within your

assigned room should not ever deprive your

roommate(s) of privacy, study, or sleep time."

"We hope that our policy will facilitate com-
munication among students and serve as a

catalyst to empower roommates to initiate

conversation about what may be uncomfort-

able subjects and discuss them in a more ef-

fective manner," said Thurler.

If a student breaks the rule, the Office of

Residential Life and Learning would "help"

their roommate have a conversation with the

offending student, or intei"vene directly.

—TIM LEGAULT

URegina guarantees jobs

The University of Regina has made a job

guarantee to students in its co-op program.

Under the newly-launched UR Guarantee

program, if students don't land a job in their

field within six months of graduation, they

will have free tuition for 30 undergradu-

ate credit hours covered in the following

year.—MING LAU

Source: University of Regina release
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The men who

egged Mao
JANE BAO
News Editor

Twelve days before the Chinese army
cracked down on Tianainmen Square

protestors in 1989, three young men
from a small town in southern China

arrived in Beijing. They approached

the painting of Mao that overlooks

the square. As the tallest cleared the

crowds from the area, his friends

hurled 30 eggs filled with paint at

Mao's portrait.

At the time, Lu Decheng was 25

years old. He and friends Yu Zhijian

and Yu Dongyue (no relation), 21 and
25, had wanted to join the students

occupying the square to call for de-

mocracy. Instead, they were detained

by the students and turned over to

police. Beijing had entered its fourth

day of martial law, tanks hovered on

the outskirts of the city, and the stu-

dents had their hands full trying to

maintain a peaceful protest—they

didn't want to give the government

any excuse to bring in the army, and
thought the three friends might be

planted agitators.

Why such a provocative and risky

gesture? What did they hope to ac-

complish? In Egg on Mao, Denise

Chong tells Lu's story and the ordeals

that shaped his political awareness,

going back and forth between Lu's

background and family life, and the

fallout from the egging.

The Ottawa writer has a knack for

sifting personal stories out of his-

tory: she is best known for her fam-

ily memoir. The Concubine's Children,

published in 1994. Chong appeared at

UTSC Tuesday evening as part of the

Perspectives on Leadership lecture.

Before the talk, Chong sat down with

The Varsity at her publisher's office.

The Varsity: Lu Decheng is often

referred to as the least educated ofthe

three who threw the eggs. He seems

pretty knowledgeable, though. When
he was in prison, he even translated

passages ofclassical Chinese charac-

ters.

Denise Chong: It's extraordinary be-

cause he entered prison uneducated,

and couldn't even pick up a pen easily.

His Mandarin was heavily accented.

But he turned himself into an extraor-

dinary person. He's self-educated and
models himself after others he has

seen. The carpenter he lived next

door to was a self-educated man.

When I showed him the book and
translated the title for him, he looked

slightly wounded when it said "ordi-

nary man." [The subtitle of the book
reads. The Story of an Ordinary Man
Who Defaced an Icon and Unmasked
a Dictatorship.] He underlined those

three words and said, "But 1 worked

so hard to elevate myself!" Which is,

of course, exactly what he did.

TV: / thoughtyou were a little tough on

some ofLu's friends and family when
they didn't show the same courage as

he did. I found people who were less

brave just as compelling.

In Egg on Mao, published this September, author Denise Chong tells the story

prison for throwing paint-filled eggs at Mao's portrait in Tiananmen Square in

DC: What's driving the narrative is

that I'm using Lu Decheng as an en-

tryway to introspection about what it

mecms to become a moral being, cmd

to assert yourself as a moral being. If

all that brings is the kind of introspec-

tion you just raised, about others in

comparison to his act of defiance,

then I've achieved something.

When I talk about the prison guard.

Do you think Obama deserved to win the Nobel Peace Prize?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

the warden, or the police, I'm inter-

ested in them because they too are

trapped in a system. I'm trying to

show the humanity in the system, and
the degradation it brings.

TV: Lu didn't back down from his

actions, even in jail. Can we ask or

expect ordinary people to make that

kind ofsacrifice?

DC: China has that tradition of the

noble gesture through millennia. We
in the West might think it's reckless

—

look at the price they had to pay—but

there's the nobility of the gesture. I

think that tradition still lives. It prob-

ably happens more than you realize.

TV: Discussions over human rights

in China are very polarized, and the

government's defenders often say

of Lu Decheng, who served 16 years in

1989.

that critics are hypocritical because

the West had a head start on, and

benefited from, human rights abuses.

Is a middle ground possible?

DC: As soon as you get into the

idea of a middle ground, you're into

the idea of trading off and political

gamesmanship that the West feels

compelled to engage in. We need to

go back to the notion of inalienable

rights. Where is there no compromise

on human rights? What do they re-

ally mean? It's not only high-profile

cases. It's one thing to catalogue the

abuses and violations, another to

recognize the indignities that are not

catalogued, which are part of day-to-

day life, and to understand the effect

on those lives.

2nd Yearf^D, Political Science, "No. It

seems a bit premature. I like Obama as much

as the next guy, but you would think he would've

had to have accomplished something more

tangibly linked to lasting peace rather than just

diplomacy that Europeans agree with."

4thyear, History, "No. If you look back at

other winners of the Peace Prize, it seems like

most previous winners have done something

tangible, whereas he's tried, but it doesn't

seem like he's really done that much."

Sonva

2nil Year, Psychology, "I don't know, I'd have

to compare it to other people who have won the

Nobel Peace Prize. But hey, if he's making a

positive difference then I nave nothing against

It."

Paul

3nl Year, PoliticalScience, "He has yet

to accomplish much in the way of peace-

building, but I think the idea of the award

is to encourage him to keep working

towards it."

Rebecca

4th Year, English anii Sociology, 'Yeah, I do.

He's done a lot alreadv in such a short period of

time. Taking on the joD of being President in such

a messed-up country is difficuh."

Alexandra
i

4th Year, Political Science, "No I don't.

It's a lifetime achievement award, not

based on the potential to achieve. I think

it's unfortunate because he didn't nominate

himself."

'GC- CONTINUED FROM PGl

meeting on Sept. 10.

"The way in which the meeting was
cancelled was very problematic. An
online ballot is being used to make
a binding decision," said Joeita Gup-

ta, the representative for part-time

students on GC. She said there is no
way to scrutinize results and that the

use of email ballots sets a bad prec-

edent for how such decisions should

be made. Gupta and Adam Awad,
VP university affairs for the U of T
Students' Union, both sent letters to

GC chair John Fetch expressing their

concerns.

According to GC bylaws, a mini-

mum of four days' notice is required

to cancel meetings. The Oct. 22

meeting was cancelled a month in

advance, during which time new
agenda items could have been added,

Gupta said.

Fetch said the issue was up for de-

bate among executive members at

the informal Sept. 10 meeting, after

the online vote had taken place. "We
should have handled it in a different

fashion [by holding a regular meet-

ing]," he conceded.

Because the exec meeting was can-

celled, decisions that would normally
be voted on by GC can be approved
by U of T president David Naylor and
GC chair John Fetch, in consultation

with vice-chairs of various commit-
tees. The Summer Executive Author-

ity provision passed at the June 23

GC meeting will be extended to Dec.

10, the next time GC is set to meet.

Gupta said the provision could en-

dow Naylor with too much authority

in the event of an emergency. Fetch

responded that the Summer Execu-

tive Authority usually handles ad-

ministrative decisions, such as new
appointments. "There is no emergen-

cy to speak of," said Fetch. "It is hard

to imagine the need for urgent action

on such a short-term basis."

September saw a string of can-

celled GC meetings, including those

for the Academic Board, the Flanning

and Budget Committee, and the Uni-

versity Affairs Board.

"It really begs the question of why,

as a public university, we don't have

enough business for boards and

meetings," Gupta said. She suggested

that student groups, labour groups,

and faculty associations should be

allowed to put items on the agenda.

Greg West, a grad student repre-

sentative on GC, agreed. "The execu-

tive members are within their rights

to cancel meetings, but I wish student

unions and groups on campus had

access to put items on the GC agen-

da," he said.

"It's easier for students to express

opinions at committee level or at

board meetings," Fetch said. "To go

to the Governing Council directly

doesn't create much opportunity to

address grievances."
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Opera singers dominate Sl(ule Idol

Winners will perform with opera star Isabel Bayrakdarian in December

EMILY KELLOGG
Varsity Staff

Though it was a grey and listless day,

tension ran high at the Royal Conser-

vatory of Music's Conservatory The-

atre, where 35 contestants arrived

throughout the afternoon last Friday

to battle for the title of Skule Idol and
the chance to sing a duet with Isabel

Bayrakdarian, opera star and U ofT al-

umn. The competition was open to en-

gineering students, staff, and alumni.

First up was Anne Bornath, who
graduated from Engineering Science

in 1991. Some 10 contestants milled

the halls anxiously as Bornath pre-

pared to wow the judges with her

rendition of "Suiraria...Che soave zef-

firetto" from The Marriage ofFigaro.

"If someone tells you that they're

not nervous before an audition,

they're lying," Bornath laughed. "I've

been auditioning for about 10 years

now, but I was definitely still appre-

hensive!"

Despite a few butterflies, she came,

she sang, and she conquered—taking

the title and the duet in conjunction

with Joseph Likuski, a 1982 Engineer-

ing Science graduate from Aurora. Li-

kuski managed to win over the judges

with his performance of "Nessun

Dorma" by Giacomo Puccini. That,

and what judges described as "a lot of

panache."

The panel of local experts included

accomplished pianist Serouj Kradjian,

V

Contestants lounge around on the second floor of the Royal Conservatory of

Music last Friday, as they wait to audition for Skule Idol.

U of T music instructor Stuart Hamil-

ton, and Martin Knelman, an enter-

tainment columnist for the Toronto

Star. But there were no biting British

remarks or spacey, strung-out compli-

ments that afternoon.

"The panel was friendly and profes-

sional," Bornath said. "They were also

fairly quiet."

Bornath cind Likuski will both per-

form with Isabel Bayrakdarian on De-

cember 17, as a part of the engineer-

ing department's 75th anniversary

celebration. Bayrakdarian graduated

from U of T with a degree in biomedi-

Ccd engineering in 1997.

"Isabel dreamt up the idea of Skule

Idol years ago," said event coordinator

Sarah Steed. "To her, there's a huge

correlation between math, science,

and music, and she wanted to give an-

other engineering student the oppor-

tunity to share her passion for music."

Bayrakdarian has performed

around the world, nabbing four Juno

awards and several opera awards.

She sings on the soundtrack of Lord

of the Rings: The Two Towers and the

2002 Atom Egoyan film Ararat.

"The chance to sing with Isabel

Bayrakdarian is really exciting," Bor-

nath said. "I've been singing for my
whole life. [. . .] This is a really special

opportunity."

'SUSTAINABILITY' - CONTINUED FROM P61

although U of T has been successful in

reducing resource use per student, it is

using more on an absolute basis since

the university is growing.

"U of T's strengths in terms of sus-

tainability are its students and their

willingness to advocate for sustcdn-

'ability within the seven undergraduate

colleges, and within their own facul-

ties and programs," said Melinda Ja-

cobs, president of the Trinity Environ-

ment Club. "It is hard for sustainability

efforts to permeate U of T's substantial

bureaucracy, but more student orga-

nizations like UTERN and Rewire are

collaborating in an effort to solve this

problem," she added.

The University of Toronto Environ-

mental Resource Network promotes

environmental practices and projects

in all three campuses. Rewire is a proj-

ect under the U of T's Sustainability

Office that encourages students, staff

and faculty to reduce their environ-

mental impact by changing their be-

haviour and practices.

Both Jacobs and former TEC presi-

dent Naomi Jehlickova said sustain-

able initiatives such as the Presidents'

Climate Change Initiative, a Kyoto-like

agreement for universities, are more
feasible to adopt and implement with-

in colleges. While U of T President Da-

vid Naylor opted not to sign the PCCI,

Trinity College signed on in March

.

But for third-year U of T student

Tarkia Menzes, U of T has made signifi-

cant progress in sustainability com-

pared to University College London,

the prestigious U.K. university where

she's currently on exchange. "Recy-

cling is not enforced, awareness is not

developed, and many departments

haven't even started [reducing paper

use]. It doesn't even have an environ-

mental club," said Menzes.
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Elections Notice
The University of Toronto Students' Union (U.T.S.U.) is holding

by-elections for positions on its Board of Directors representing

the following constituencies:

Position Seat{s)

Faculty of Dentistry 1

OlSE 1

St. Michael's College 1

Toronto School of Theology 1

Transitional Year Program 1

Faculty of Engineering (to be confirmed) 1

For eligibility requirements, please consult the

University of Toronto Students' Union's Election

Procedure Code, Article III - Candidate Eligibility

(available online at www.utsu.ca). Note that all

candidates will be required to attend the

All-Candidates meeting to be scheduled soon. For

more information about the All-Candidates

meeting, please consult the University of Toronto

Students' Union's Election Procedure Code, Article

V - All-Candidates Meeting.

mportant Dates:

Election

Nomination
Period

Friday, October 1 6 at

09:00 to Wed, October
21 at 17:00 |

Election

Campaign Period

Monday, October 26 at

1 2:00 to Thurs, October
29 at 18:00

Eleaion

Voting Period

Wednesday, October 28 at

1 0:00 to Thurs, October
29 at 18:00

Nomination Pick-up & Drop-off

Times & Locations:

The U of T Students' Union represents all full-time

undergraduates at St. George and Mississauga campuses.

U.T.S.U. provides important services such as Health & Dental

Plans, book bursaries, clubs funding and discounted TTC
Metropasses. Your Students' Union also represents students

to the central U of T administration and government,

advocates for students' rights, and connects students across

all campuses to work on common goals, campaigns and

social programming.

University of Toronto Students' Union

12 Hart House Circle

Monday - Thursday, 09:00 to 1 7:00

Fridays, 09:00 to 16:00

Weekends: CLOSED

For more information, visit our Students' Union website at www.utsu.ca

or contact the Chief Returning Officer at cro@utsu.ca

Please note that, at the time of this publication, "University of Toronto Students' Union" and/or
"U.T.S.U." refers to the Students' Administrative Council of the University of Toronto, Inc. ("SAC")
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Canada in the Congo
How Canuck mining companies are linked to some of the greatest atrocities of our time

BODIA BAVUIDI

The conflict in the East Congo is one
of the greatest humanitarian crises

today, deemed by the United Na-

tions as the bloodiest war since the

Second World War. Since the conflict

started in 1996, men, women, and
children have been raped and mu-
tilated. They have experienced psy-

chological trauma, forced incest,

and the loss of loved ones. Efforts to

silence and to misinform the public

about the oppression of the Congo-
lese people are obvious in Western
media—especially in the Canadian
media.

The Democratic Republic of Congo
is located in the heart of Africa. It's

the third-largest African country by
area, and contains about 60 million

people. Besides its rich biodiversity,

the Congo was once dubbed a geo-

logical wonder because of its abun-

dance of mineral resources. It's the

storehouse of key minerals such as

diamonds, cobalt, gold, and silver,

which means it's highly coveted by
mining corporations.

The Congo's prized possession is

coltan, of which it has 64 per cent of

the world's resources. Found in all

electronic devices, coltan is a key

component of the functioning of mod-
ern Western society. As reported by a

UN Security report in 2003, such min-

erals are easily, illegally, and cheaply

accessed by Canadian, U.S., British,

and Australian mining companies.

The Canadian mining industry is in

part responsible for the horrors vis-

ited on the Congolese people. There

is a demonstrable link between the

presence of these industrial extrac-

tion companies and the militarization

of the Congo. The UN report states

that revenues from tantalum mining

An estimated 6 million people have been killed in the conflict in the Congo that began in 1996.

activities in the DRC are used to fund

militias involved in the ongoing civil

war in the northeast of the country,

with little financial benefit flowing

to the local people. This war, which

began in 1996, is described by Nobel

Peace Prize recipient Wangari Mathai

as a "resource war," as Canadian min-

ing companies are profiting from and
contributing to the political instabil-

ity and violence. These Canadian

companies are inextricably linked to

the deaths of an estimated six million

people, and the rapes of an estimated

250,000 women.
Roughly half the mining companies

operating in the Congo have their

headquarters in Canada, and take

advantage of Canada's lax position

towards the human rights violations

and environmental destruction on the

part of Canadian companies operating

abroad. Liberal MP John McKay has

drafted a private member's bill, C300,

that if passed would reign in such com-
panies by withdrawing public subsi-

dies of their operations abroad.

If there's any hope of peace in the

DRC, Canadicm mining companies

must be stopped.

In an effort to educate the public,

the student organization Friends of

the Congo at U of T (in collaboration

with student groups at York Uni-

versity and Ryerson) has initiated

Break the Silence Congo Week from

October 18 to 24 on St. George cam-
pus. In association with Congo Glob-

al Action and Friends of the Congo,

the week is part of a global initiative

led by students and community or-

ganizers around the world to raise

awareness about this humanitar-

ian crisis. Through films, lectures,

and demonstrations, the organizers

hope to promote peace and human
rights.

Bodia Macharia is a graduate

student and President ofFriends of

the Congo University of Toronto.

fotcuoft@gmail.com

Great faith

among atheists

It
takes a great amount of faith to

believe that there is no God, and

you can't help but respect a faith so

powerful ("Oh my Richard Dawkins!"

Sept. 28). Over time, however, it

becomes impossible to believe in

something that you understand, deep
down, to be false. The problem with

being an evolutionist is that you're

always looking back, trying to prove

where we once were, instead of look-

ing forward and assuring yourselves

-LETTERS-

of where you're going to go.

The greatest person to ever dis-

prove Darwin was Darwin himself.

Reading the works that consumed
his lifetime is like reading the story of

two men: a man who knows that God
exists and is frustrated that it can't

be proven in a tangible way, and a

scientist who put a twist on intelligent

design to support a fallible theory.

The same, not surprisingly, can be

said about Dawkins.

Unfortunately, the millions of

wayward evolutionists in this world

will not have the courage to pick up
the only book that contains the truth

about existence: the Bible. So many
of the fascinating, enlightening, and

immortal facts will be passed by.

Whether the minions who wrote

the article were acting alone or were

the puppets of "the Legion" makes no
difference; the case they present in

frantic defence of evolution is weak at

best. Most of the content in the article

consists of ignorant pieces of clap-

trap that constantly made me want to

wretch. And, when the authors finally

got around to analyzing their subject,

they give the impression that they

couldn't understand a word of what
Dawkins was writing about.

For creationist thinkers. The Great-

estShow on Earth gives us a well

articulated, easy to understand pre-

sentation of the immense amount of

faith behind evolutionist thinking and
beliefs. They're out there and they've

switched their campaign from subtle

theories to blatant propaganda, much
like The Varsity has switched from

journalism to sensationalism.

Mark Elias

CORRECTION

An article published in the Sept.

17 issue ("Quality of education

lacking at U of T," pg. 6) incor-

rectly stated that CURE 3902 Unit

3, is bargaining in order to make
tenure an option for sessional

instructors at U of T. The union

is seeking "rolling commitment,"
allowing senior sessional instruc-

tors teaching a course to con-

tinue with an equivalent contract

for three additional years. The
Varsity regrets the error.
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Polanski's crime and punishment

The filmmaking legend is finally brought to justice for the statutory rape charges laid against him 31

years ago. So why is Hollywood still defending him?

Roman Polanski has spent the last thirty-two years in exile in Europe.

There is something wrong with a so-

ciety when people are scampering to

defend a man who confessed to drug-

ging and having sex with a 13-year-

old girl. You'd think that in this day
and age we'd got our moral priorities

straight. But for some people, when
a celebrity is involved, the rules no
longer apply.

Acclaimed filmmaker and exiled fu-

gitive Roman Polanski has received

an astonishing deluge of support

from admirers—both in Hollywood

and the outside world—after he was
arrested late last month on a warrant

issued 31 years ago in connection

with a statutory rape charge.

As told by Polanski's alleged vic-

tim, Samantha Gailey, the story goes

something like this: An aspiring

13-year-old model/actress got her

break in 1977 when her mother set

her up for a magazine photo shoot

with the famous director Polanski.

During the course of that shoot, Gai-

ley grew uncomfortable with Polan-

ski's advances, but chose to remain

silent so as to not jeopardize her fu-

ture. Towards the end of the shoot,

Polanski started taking photos of

Gailey drinking champagne he had
spiked with a sedative, and then fi-

nally forced her into having sex with

him. After the story broke, Polanski

was arrested and served 42 days in

prison before he was released, but

the judge tried to renege on his plea

bargain (presumably to give him
a tougher sentence). It was then

that Polanski absconded to Europe
where he has remained for the past

31 years.

Since then, Polanski has done little

to curb suspicions of pedophilia. He
continued his romantic affair with

then 16-year-old actress Nastassja

Kinski (he was 41). And he explained

to British author Martin Amis in a

1977 interview that his case garnered

sympathy from the press simply be-

cause, in his opinion of course, his

crime was understandable, unlike,

say, murder. Polanski rationalized

this comment by proclaiming that

"everyone wants to f— young girls,"

though not everyone would be will-

ing to admit it.

Despite such remarks, Polanski

has had little difficulty finding sup-

porters on both sides of the Atlantic

after his arrest last month. France's

Foreign Minister Bernard Kouchner
requested of U.S. Secretary of State

Hillary Clinton that Polanski be re-

leased on bail, remarking that "a

man of such talent, recognized in the

entire world, recognized especially

in the country that arrested him—all

this just isn't nice."

In Hollywood, Polanski's apologists

were no less hasty in their attempts

to vindicate him. Whoopie Goldberg,

an Oscar-winning actress and, oddly

enough, a children's rights advo-

cate, signed a 15,000-strong petition

by Hollywood hotshots to release

Polanski, and graced us with these

words of wisdom: "I know it wasn't

rape-rape. I think it was something

else, but I don't believe it was rape-

rape." Polanski maintains the sex

was consensual.

What planet is Goldberg living

on? By that twisted logic, one could

pardon serial killer Charles Manson
(who orchestrated the slaying of Po-

lanski's wife, Sharon Tate) because

he's not guilty of murder-murder.

Thankfully, the justice system

doesn't work that way. The sooner

we see Polanski behind bars, the

sooner people can understand

that drugging and having sex with

a child is an indefensible crime,

regardless of one's other contribu-

tions to society.

It's worth noting that Polanski's

victim recently stated that she'd

"gotten over [the incident] a long

time ago," and said the "suffering"

Polanski has been through was ad-

equate punishment for his mistake.

Indeed, being forced to live in fame

and luxury in Southern France must
have been terrible.

Gailey (now Geimer) is actually

one of the strongest advocates of his

release. This is, of course, her own
prerogative, but what she needs to

understand is that there's no expiry

date on crime. The purpose of the

justice system is to deter crime, and

can only function properly if it's ap-

plied systematically to all criminals

without exceptions. No one is above

the law.

We may never see Polanski serve

time for his despicable act, or even

go to trial. Such has been the trend

with celebrity crimes in California.

But who knows? Maybe just this

once, a celebrity will pay his debt to

society—the same as everyone else.

Wliat ever happened to Marshall McLuhan?

U of T's approach to famed communications theorist's legacy a mixed bag

ALEX ROSS

In 1964, Marshall McLuhan pub-

lished Understanding Media: The

Extensions of Man, and completely

transformed the way we under-

stand communications. With his

memorable aphorisms "the medium
is the message" and "the global vil-

lage," McLuhan was one of the most

influential intellectuals of the 20th

century.

Many of McLuhan's predictions

have come true with the onset of

globalization, the rise of the Inter-

net, and continued technological

advances in the areas of computers

and telecommunications.

With such success, one would as-

sume that the University of Toronto,

where McLuhan spent most of his

teaching career, would have a larger

think tank dedicated to probing the

implications of his work—or at least

a college named after him, like his

spiritual mentor, Harold Innis, has.

Sure, St. Joseph Street is known as

"Marshall McLuhan Way," and there

is a small plaque about him pinned

to a red brick house on the same
street.

His legacy continues here at U
of T with the McLuhan Program in

Culture and Technology, which ex-

plores the nature and effects of the

things we conceive and create in all

media. A group known as the Coach
House Institute, the stewards of the

program, announced their plans

for the program at a seminar at the

Faculty for Information Studies on
Oct. 14.

But the most tangible symbol of

McLuhan's legacy is a quaint but

crumbling building at 39A Queen's

Park Crescent that houses the

McLuhan Program. The Coach
House, as it is affectionately known,

seems inadequately modest in com-
parison with the ideas of its former

occupant. If the medium is indeed

the message, then the message from

U of T appears to be one of apathy.

After his death in 1980, U of T
shut down McLuhan's program
and re-opened it only after world-

wide protest. Furthermore, it took

former program director Derrick

de Kerkchove over three years to

attach McLuhan's name to his own
graduate program. And even after

that heroic effort, the program only

received a $20,000, non-renewable,

one-year grant.

Fortunately, subsequent direc-

tors of the program have been able

to extend its intellectual influence

beyond the modest appearance
of its home. It has been mainly

through their efforts that McLuhan
has not faded from view. The pro-

gram receives significant institu-

tional support from the Faculty of

Information Studies at U of T as an
independent research and teaching

unit. It has also carried out several

educational and academic proj-

ects inspired by McLuhan's work,

and continues to operate along the

same guidelines as it did when it

first opened in the 1960s.

That causes some relief for this

unapologetic McLuhan-atic, but I

still feel more needs to be done to

promote McLuhan's legacy—name-
ly, educating the public about his

continued influence. McLuhan un-

derstood that Canada, as a country
detached from the epicent of world
affairs, is the perfect place to study
communications. Hopefully, the

Coach House Institute will be able

to shed more light on this and on
"Canada's Intellectual Comet," so
that he can shine more brightly in

the future.

fwrt^

The Coach House at 39A Queen's

Park Crescent is home to the

McLuhan Program in Culture and

Technology.
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A Nobel effort from Obama, but

is it enougii to deserve the Peace Prize?

Obama talks the talk,

but true peace building

is more than words

^ PATRICK BAUD

President Obama's Nobel Peace Prize

came as a shock to thie world. Unlike

most stories, this news was truly

ripe for punditry. Disregarding their

knowledge of the Peace Prize commit-

tee's criteria or of Obama's specific

deeds and words, anyone could

—

and did—express an opinion. Many
argued that Obama simply had not

done enough to deserve this honour,

without spelling out what they expect-

ed from him and when. The world is

right to expect Obama to make good
on his promises to revitalize Ameri-

ca's role as a global diplomatic leader

after the moral depravity of the Bush
years. However, these expectations

have not yet become reality.

Obama has said the right things.

No president. Democrat or Repub-

lican, has ever declared the intent

to eliminate nuclear weapons. This

pledge is significant not because

it will be realized within Obama's
presidency, but because it symbol-

izes his commitment to set America
on the path of a renaissance. No
president has flown to Cairo, the

heart of the Arab world, to assure

Muslims that democracy and Islam

are compatible, even complementa-

ry ideas. No president has so clearly

and publicly stated what he thinks

it takes to move Middle East peace

talks forward. For this he should be

lauded and encouraged to continue.

His deeds, however, have yet to

advance the cause of international

peace. While drastically reduc-

ing American involvement in Iraq,

Obama has stepped up the war in Af-

ghanistan with serious consequenc-

es for Pakistan. Debates continue to

rage in Washington about whether

to send more troops to Afghanistan.

Obama has yet to restore America's

prominent role in the United Nations

or to pledge support for the Inter-

national Criminal Court, the moral

legitimacy of which will remain only

partial until America joins the ranks.

Strong words on climate change are

meaningless unless backed up by

clear American commitments on
emissions target negotiations at Co-

penhagen this December.

Obama is certainly a leader unlike

any America has had in recent de-

cades. But this does not mean that

the world will or should expect only

words. The expectations, foreign and

domestic, that the president faces are

tremendous, but no president has in-

spired so many fine minds into public

service. If anyone can restore Ameri-

ca's role in the world, it is Obama. But

this prize should be seen as a chal-

lenge, rather than an affirmation that

he is inevitably on his way there.

Nobel win is just the

beginning for

Obama's peace efforts

TODD MICHAEL LANE

The Norwegian Nobel committee announced on Oct. 9 that U.S. President Brack Obama is the 2009 recipient of the

coveted Nobel Peace Prize.

Many people were dismayed when-

Barrack Obama was announced as

the recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize

this year Questions regarding what

Obama has contributed to world

peace, or even domestic reform, be-

gan swirling soon after the news from

Oslo. Health Ccire reform is still stuck

in Congress. The American economy
remains the dullard of the industrial-

ized world. Afghanistan and Iraq con-

tinue to be conflict zones, and Gitmo

stays stubbornly open.

Yet Obama has brought about a sig-

nificant amount of peace building in

his short time as president. He has ac-

cepted the fact that the United States

can no longer unilaterally project its

power, and he has sought a total elimi-

nation of nuclear weapons. He has re-

engaged the United States with Russia,

and though significant differences still

exist between the former Cold War
rivals, Russia appears willing to work
with the U.S. on major issues such as a

nuclear Iran and North Korea.

Naysayers might argue these warm
cmd fuzzy feelings cU"e irrelevant, as

they have brought about no actual

change. But in the case of Obama, the

Nobel Peace Prize has been awarded

for a change in tone, as it has been

given in the past. Willy Brandt's Ost-

politik was in its infancy when he won
the Nobel Prize, and Al Gore's win was
more about a movie than results on
climate change. Kellogg and Briand

won the award for their pact that sim-

ply renounced war as an instrument

of foreign policy.

Yet war has continued, just as the cli-

mate continues to warm. This doesn't

mean that Gore, Kellogg, and Briand's

wins were not deserved. These prize-

winners all introduced concepts to

the international community that al-

tered the status quo. Obama's presi-

dency has brought about a significant

shift in how the U.S. engages with the

rest of the world, and how the world

views the United States. No longer do
people (well, except for Republicans

and FOX news) throw eggs at the

presidential motorcade or curse the

American president. If that change
isn't deserving of the Nobel Prize, 1

don't know what is.

The |/5/5^elcomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number tO:

comment@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.
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Q^^A: Michael Ignatieff

With a federal election averted—for now, it seems—the Liberal Party leader

finally had tinne to speak to his journalistic ainna mater

LUKE SAVAGE
__Vairsit^Jtaff_

In
the late 1960s, Michael Ignatieff

was a student at the University of

Toronto and an editor at The Varsity.

Now, more than 40 years later, he
is the leader of the Liberal Party

of Canada facing a potentially

volatile parliament. In August he
stated his intention to challenge

the Conservative government on
matters of confidence, possibly

forcing an election this year

—

though the Bloc and New Democrat
support for the government, and the

Liberals sinking poll numbers, make
this prospect unlikely. With this new
break in the action, Ignatieff had
time to answer a few questions via

email for The Varsity about national

identity, the current situation in

parliament, and his experience as

an undergraduate at U of T.

The Varsity: Thanks for speaking with us. First,

on a personal note, do you have any memories

hrom your time at our newspaper—or our univer-

sity—thatyou could share with us?

Michael Ignatieff: I was at U of T in the late six-

ties. It was probably the most exciting time to be

a university student in the last century. Vietnam

was on. Mike Pearson had just kept Canada out.

There was a culture of passion and protest that

was everywhere you looked on campus. We
started doing these teach-ins, which were sort

of half-lecture, half-protest, with a good amount
of conversation thrown in. And there we were, in

our late teens and early twenties, arguing the big-

gest issues of the day and never trusting anybody

over thirty. It was incredibly exciting. And I had

the most incredible friends, who became co-con-

spirators in all this stuff—Bob Rae and Jeff Rose

and others.

TV:A common theme in your newest book.

True Patriot Love, is the notion that Canada is

somehow an "unfinished project " You assert that

Stephen Harper has approached the country as

a finished product and that this has been one of

his failings as prime minister In the last 30 years,

Canada has faced fundamental challenges to the

character of its federalism: two referenda on Que-

bec sovereignty, the failure of the Meech Lake and

Charlottetown Accords, and the recent constitution-

al crisis, among others. Couldyou comment on the

underlying problems facing Canadian federalism

and on the "unfinished" nature ofCanada as a
national project?

Ml: For as long as we've existed, Canada has

been a country of epic undertakings and national

dreams. In my great-grandfather's day, it was the

transcontinental railroad. Since then, we've had

the Trans-Canada Highway, universal health care,

The Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Big ideas,

big projects—and, above all, national projects

—

that pull the whole country together to say, yes,

we can get this done together

We're a big country. Vast. And very different,

from one end of the country to the other. And

when you've got a federation as big and broad as

Canada, you can start to pull apart if you focus on

the differences. The story of Canada is the story

of resisting that, of pulling together. Our national

Ignatieff, giving an interview to The Varsitydumg the Priestly Lectures last year.

unity is the biggest national project of them all.

So these great national endeavours are some
of the adhesive that holds this big country to-

gether, that keeps us moving forward together,

that unites us—not in spite of our differences, but

because of them.

We need to set ourselves new projects, new na-

tional undertakings. I've talked about high-speed

rail and West-East power grids. We live in a great

country, the best in the world, but as soon as we
let ourselves believe that our work is finished,

we'll start falling behind.

TV: You 've spent much ofyour career as a journal-

ist and scholar exploring some ofthe most troubled

regions in the world. Countries in the Balkans, Afri-

ca, and the Middle East are still affected by conflicts

between secular, religious, and ethnic forms of

nationalism. True Patriot Love begins with a pas-

sage about the meaning ofnational feeling as an

"act of imagination" defined collectively by a series

ofcompeting viewpoints Is the conflict between

different conceptions ofa nation the symptom ofa

healthy country or ofan unhealthy one?

Ml: This is the magic of Canada. The immigrant

who was born somewhere else but moved here, or

someone who's worked abroad and come home,

or someone who's been here all their life—we
all imagine Canada in different ways. You can be

Quebecois and a Canadian in the order that you

choose. Or Acadian or Jamaican or Indian or Chi-

nese. Our diversity is our greatest strength. We've

built a country where our different viewpoints are

more than the sum of their parts—they add up to

a richer country. This isn't just healthy, it's what

makes us Canadian.

TV: You also comment in your book that Canadian

political culture has a somewhat anti-rhetorical

tradition when compared to, say, that of the United

States-a country whose tradition ofrhetoric has

perhaps reached its apex in the age ofBarack

Obama. First of all, what do you think accounts for

this difference? /s it a strength or a weakness?

Ml: Pierre Trudeau made "reason before passion"

his motto, but that doesn't mean he wasn't pas-

sionate. Far from it. He channeled his passion

through his actions, through the arguments he

made in defense of his policies. I think Barack

Obama is similar in that respect.

In Canada, we talk about peace, order, and

good government. It's a philosophy that puts

our collective wellbeing, the health of our whole

society, first. Americans talk about life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness, which is a more in-

dividualistic take. 1 think that's where the differ-

ence between our rhetorical traditions begins.

Americans look for presidents who can rally and
inspire the nation to greatness. Canadians look

for prime ministers who take their inspiration

from our whole society, and who will move us

forward together.

TV: One ofour country's most respected politi-

caljournalists, Chantal Hebert, concluded the

introduction ofher recent book, French Kiss, by

saying: "On the left and on the right, in Quebec

and in the rest of Canada, the old coalitions that

saw Canada through the twentieth century have
broken down. The next majority government

in Canada will belong to whomever is the most

adept at reassembling the pieces of the federation

before it is broken up forgood into irreconcilable

blocks. " Canada is in the midst ofa unique period

in its political history: three successive minority

governments and the recent crisis in which, in

your own words, "the prime minister pitted region

against region, province against province. "Are

we destined for an age ofmore minority govern-

ments, or do you believe majorities are attainable

in the present circumstances?

Ml: I've said that we're a big, broad country, and
that our diversity is our strength. But there's a

deep consensus among many Canadians that we
want government to lead in growing the econo-
my, we want Canada to have a respected voice in

the world, and we want to be united as one great

people sharing one great country. That's the vi-

sion we're going to offer Canadians in the next
election, and it's very different from what we've

got from Stephen Harper.

TV: The Liberal Leadership convention held in Van-

couver in early May was different from other con-

ventions that have been held by your party in the

past What was the overall mood, and what were

some of the most important things to emerge from

the gathering?

Ml: The convention was part of a long process

of renewing and uniting the Liberal Party. In Van-

couver we came together as party and we came
out of that weekend with a resolve to do politics

differently. Vancouver was about refocusing our

energies on being the party of our national unity

and our national purpose. We also moved to a

one-member, one-vote leadership process so

that every Liberal will have a say in who leads

our party.

TV: Pierre Eliot Trudeau is often criticized for

alienating the western provinces through his

national energy program. In one ofyour first major

speeches as leaderyou said that the Liberals had

made mistakes with Alberta in the past What

kind of relationship should the Liberal Party try to

cultivate with thatprovince?

Ml: Alberta and Western Canada should never feel

like they're left out of the debates that shape our

country's future. I've spent a lot of time in Alberta,

and I work closely with a good number of Alber-

tans. They're some of the most fiercely proud Ca-

nadians you'll ever meet. The whole country has

benefited from Alberta's entrepreneurial, risk-tak-

ing, cutting-edge spirit. We need as much of that

Alberta spirit as we can get, if our economy is to

grow and create the jobs of tomorrow.

TV: Both the Liberals and the NDP had a pretty

strong showing in Atlantic Canada during the

last election. Nova Scotia has just elected the first

New Democratic government east of Ontario, and
Newfoundland PremierDanny Williams remains

one ofStephen Harper's most vociferous critics

Though your party supported the Conservative

budget, you allowedyourMPs from Newfoundland

to vote against it. Couldyou comment on this deci-

sion and on the broader picture that exists in that

part of the country?

Ml: Stephen Harper used a federal budget to

settle a personal score with Premier Williams.

That's no way for a prime minister to behave, and

Newfoundlanders and Labradorians were jus-

tifiably angry. So were we. We needed to send a

message to Stephen Harper, and to the people of

Newfoundland and Labrador, and we did.

We listen to Atlantic Canadians. We hear what

they expect from their federal government. And
Liberals are ready to deliver for Atlantic Canada.

TV: Lastly, parliament resumed on September 14

and SenatorDavidSmith indicated at the time that

the question ofEIReform is "not a defining issue

that merits bringing the government down. "How
will the Liberal Party position itselfon EIReform,

and is there still the possibility ofan immediate

election even ifthis issue is no longer central?

Ml: We believe in regional fairness for EI. We want

more Canadians who pay into the El system to be

eligible for benefits if they lose their job through

no fault of their own. The bill that the Conserva-

tives finally brought forward on EI falls well short

of these goals.

Our experience in trying to make progress on

this issue with the Conservatives tells us two im-

portant things—two things that go well beyond

EI, and that Canadians should consider when

they're asked to choose their next government.

The first is that the Conservatives have no real in-

terest in making parliament work for Canadians.

They're only interested in holding on to their own
jobs. The second is that helping laid-off workers

isn't just a matter of compassion for Liberals, it's

an integral part of our economic recovery. It puts

stimulus in the hands of people who will spend

it immediately to provide for their families while

they find their next job, and it helps to ensure we
don't leave people behind as our economy recov-

ers. But El is just another political bargaining chip

for Stephen Harper.

Canada can do better. That's why we oppose

this government.
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Top left: Entrance to the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit at the ROM. Top right: "Scroll" jar from first century BCE to 70 CE. Bottom left: Limestone fragment from the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. The inscription

in Hebrew reads: "the place of trumpeting." Bottom middle: Psalms dating back to first century CE. Bottom right: The Qumran cave where thousands of scroll fragments and books were found.

The dead letters

DYLAN ROBERTSON explores the preservation behind these ancient biblical documents

The Royal Ontario Museum's DeadSea Scrolls

exhibit is not only an encounter with antiq-

uity, but also an insight into the preservation

and restoration of ancient documents.

The Dead Sea Scrolls are a series of approxi-

mately 900 assembled documents. The manu-

scripts were written between 150 BCE and 70 CE,

and found in 11 caves in the ancient settlement

of Qumran on the Dead Sea. A fortunate mix of

humidity, temperature, and darkness kept the

scrolls intact for thousands of years.

"In caves, temperature and humidity are al-

ways stable," said Dan Rahimi, VP of Gallery De-

velopment at the ROM. Rahimi assisted with the

exhibit's curation and contributed to the excava-

tion of the scrolls.

Rahimi added that dry, dark caves preserved

scrolls well, even those that were left on the

ground, trampled on and damaged by both ani-

mals and insects.

The scrolls were removed between 1947 and

1956, and transferred to a department called the

Scrollery in Jerusalem's Rockefeller Museum.
Conservators and biblical scholars sorted and

catalogued thousands of pieces of scrolls. Al-

though some had been kept in jars and remained

mostly undamaged, most were found in thumb-

nail-sized bits. One cave alone contained more

than 10,000 fragments.

The team compared each piece by texture, co-

lour, and handwriting, assembling the pieces like

a massive jigsaw puzzle.

"You have to realize that no computers or ana-

lytical tools were used at the time," said Rahimi.

When a match was found, the pieces would be

scotch-taped together and sandwiched between

two glass panels.

This process proved to be devastating to the

scrolls. Although some were written on papyrus,

most were parchment, an organic material high-

ly sensitive to changes in temperature and light.

The natural light from the Scrollery's large win-

dows, combined with the pressure of the glass

plates and chemicals from the transparent tape,

proved to be detrimental.

One of the most surprising things at the ROM
exhibit is photographs of the scientists of the

time piecing together ancient scrolls while blithe-

ly holding lit cigarettes between their fingers.

As technology improved, so began an effort to

restore the scrolls.

First, the scrolls were recorded and pho-

tographed. Scientists then removed the ad-

hesive residue from the tape using organic

solvents. The pieces were cleaned of any oils

and stains, and the back of the scrolls were

reinforced if needed.

Conservationists then arranged the scrolls on

acid-free cardboard and attached the pieces with

hinges of Japanese tissue paper. These sheets

were then put in protective boxes in a climate-

controlled store room and checked periodically.

When being prepared for exhibition, each

scroll was cross-stitched through a frame in or-

der to hold it together

Only about one-third of the scrolls found are

biblical; some are translations but most are com-

mentary on scripture questioning the meaning of

life and the end of the world.

"The scrolls give us a look into the worldview

of the time. Many wrote about a looming apoca-

lyptic war and believed that a messiah would

come," said Rahimi. "It shows us what people

were thinking around the time Jesus of Nazareth

came around."

Rahimi added that the scrolls are valuable be-

cause prior to their discovery, the oldest known
manuscripts dated from 1,000 CE.

At the ROM, about ten framed scrolls are

placed in individual table-height window units

with just enough light to be seen. As Rabbi Ba-

ruch Frydman-Kohl of the Beth Tzedec Con-
gregation of Toronto says in one of the exhib-

it's videos, you "put your eyes, and your nose,

close to antiquity."

The room is kept dark to protect the scrolls

while a recording plays traditional Jewish

prayers sung acapella. Translations are provided,

although the scrolls are enchanting on their own.
Onewoman at the exhibit stared at a scroll seg-

ment and remarked "I can't believe that someone
penned that so long ago." Those nearby agreed.

The Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit runs until January

3, 2010. Admission for U ofTstudents is $6. All

full-time post-secondary students wfio present

their student card and photo identification

are admitted to the museum without charge

every Tuesday, and needpay only the separate

exhibition fee.
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Explain my

BRAIN
WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

The Big Sig

A patient reclining on a vast velvet divan

narrates his life history in a dimly lit room.

Meanwhile, the therapist twiddles his

thumbs through a 50-minute hour. This

classic psychoanalysis scene has become
one of the most pervasive images of thera-

py today, thanks in part to Sigmund Freud.

Freud's influence on popular culture

and the way we view psychology is unde-

niable. Ever been called "anal retentive"?

Heard about the Oedipus complex? The
image Freud left behind fails to capture the

field of psychology as it has evolved over

the decades since his work. However, the

novelty of his approach is often ignored in

favour of caricatures of a sex-obsessed old

Austrian guy.

Among his most influential ideas, Freud

hypothesized about the unconscious.

His psychoanalytic theory provided an

explcmation for behaviour based on the

interaction between conscious and un-

conscious drives.

According to Freud, personality is di-

vided into three components: the id,

the ego, and the superego. The interac-

tions between these three components

explain how our behaviour is shaped by

conscious and unconscious drives. The
conscious mind is regulated by the ego,

which interacts directly with the outside

world and acts as the decision-maker.

The subconscious is divided into the id

and the superego. The id acts as the primi-

tive and instinctive component of person-

ality, and tries to influence the ego to act

on impulses and whims, regardless of

what is proper or right. While the id acts

on the pleasure principle, the superego

counteracts it, and follows a moral prin-

ciple. The superego is the moral force be-

hind our actions, and regulates the ego's

interactions with the world. According

to Freud, all three of these components

are distributed differently in individuals,

which explains how we behave according

to unique motivations.

Freud also famously theorized about

the "psychosexual" stages of develop-

ment in childhood. He believed that per-

sonality is dependent on our experiences

as children. Each stage of development

corresponds with a part of the body that

is stimulated during that period. For ex-

ample, the second stage in development,

which occurs in children two to three

years old, is called the anal stage because

children are more aware of (and according

to Freud, derive erotic pleasure from) their

bowel movements. It is also the typical

time for potty-training in most children.

Depending on the level of stimulation re-

ceived at each stage, the child will acquire

various personality traits, or in Freudian

terms, fixations or retention. For example,

an anal retentive person is someone who
was potty-trained too early, or too strictly

in their development. The resulting per-

sonality in adulthood involves obsession

with orderliness and small details.

While many psychologists have criti-

cized Freud's views of human personality

and behaviour for being too focussed on

sex, the historical and social background

to his theories is important. When you

think of his primary clientele—affluent

and sexually repressed Austrian women in

the 1920s—his theories make more sense.

Just a theory?

Dawkins begs to differ

Bader Theatre hosts Q&A with "Darwin's Rottweiler"

Evolutionary biologist and author, Richard Dawkins, at the Isabel Bader Theatre promoting his latest book. The Greatest Show on Earth: The Evidence

for Evolution.

GREG ANGER

Richard Dawkins, arguably the world's most
famous living evolutionary biologist, was in

Toronto on September 29 to promote his lat-

est literary offering. The Greatest Show on
Earth: The Evidence for Evolution, released on
September 22.

Held at Isabel Bader Theatre and sponsored

by Indigo, Dawkins spoke briefly, read a series

of excerpts from his book, and went on to take

nearly 30 minutes of unmoderated questions

from the audience.

Dawkins' previous works, such as The Selfish

Gene (1976) and The God Delusion (2006) as-

sumed that evolution is a fact but did not ex-

plicitly provide evidence in support of it. While

reading an excerpt from his new book's first

chapter, Dawkins said, "Evolution is a fact and

this book will demonstrate it. No reputable sci-

entist disputes it. No unbiased reader will close

the book doubting it."

While his readings definitely whetted the ap-

petites of those not already working their way
through the book, it was the subsequent Q&A
period that made the event memorable.

It was obvious that Dawkins was "preaching

to the converted" as the audience's support

was palpable—nearly every question asked

revealed a firm belief in the speaker's core

tenants. There were no protesting creation-

ists in the lobby and no shouts of "liar!" from

saboteurs in the audience. In fact, questions

quickly migrated away from the evidence for

evolution toward the coexistence of atheists

and the religious.

One questioner asked for Dawkins' opinion

on Ray Comfort's plan to distribute to vari-

ous U.S. colleges copies of Charles Darwin's

On the Origin of Species with a 50-page, pro-

creationist introduction. For those unfamiliar

with him. Comfort is a controversial evan-

gelical Christian minister based in California.

Dawkins first responded by re-enacting a sig-

nificant portion of the infamous Comfort and
Kirk Cameron "banana video" for the benefit of

those who have missed it, likening the video to

a Monty Python sketch (if you haven't already,

check YouTube for this gem). "1 can't really get

that excited about it. Presumably, the people

in universities are capable of seeing through

that kind of thing and 1 imagine they would be
rather flattered to be given a free copy of the

Origin of Species. Just rip out the 50 pages [...]

and use the pages for the purpose they're best

suited," said Dawkins. His defence of Charles

Darwin's work is why many refer to Dawkins as

"Darwin's Rottweiler."

One questioner asked, "Will [religion] die

with a bang or with a whimper?" To this the

former Oxford professor replied, "There are

people whose dedication to religion, probably

largely based on childhood indoctrination, is

so strong that they seem to be literally immune
to evidence. Some of them, the more extreme
ones, will even explicitly say, '1 don't care what
the evidence shows.'" Addressing the idea of

religion dying with a bang (interpreting "bang"

to mean the possibility of armed conflict),

Dawkins said, "I hope it doesn't come to that.

If it ever did, 1 don't know whether it's any con-

solation that presumably [the scientifically in-

clined] would have everybody who knows how
to actually design weapons."

Only one question touched upon the role of

God in evolution by proposing that God created

the evolutionary process itself and then allowed
it to run its course. Dawkins replied, "This is a

point of view which is quite popular If you think

about it, evolution by natural selection is not a

process that needed inventing at all. The whole

point of it is that it just happens. It doesn't need

an ingenious inventor to put it in motion. It hap-

pens without invention. It happens without

planning. That's what it's all about. That's how
it works. So if God decided to do his creating by

inventing evolution by natural selection, he was

doing it in a way that made himself superfluous

and 1 find it, to say the least, unpersuasive."

Dawkins' demeanour throughout was cordial

and humorous. Given the grim personality of-

ten ascribed to him in the media, this came as

a surprise to some attendees. "He was actually

pretty funny," one attendee stated, while wait-

ing to have her book signed. Prompted by one

questioner to discuss the public perception of

atheists, Dawkins remarked, "The image of an

atheist is somebody rather grim, who never

laughs, has no sense of humour, that sort of

Scrooge-like figure."

It remains to be seen if The Greatest Show
on Earth will find its way into the hands of lay

readers who are unaware of the evidence for

evolution and it is unlikely that the author's

entrenched critics will allow themselves to be

swayed. In response to a question regarding the

communication of his message to such individ-

uals, he said, "1 have worked hard, and I hope

effectively, to achieve what [1 set out to do]. I

may have failed, in which case I will have to give

it another go."
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Wild Thingsmakes our hearts sing
Spike Jonze's adaptation of the IVIaurice Sendak classic provides a

dose of childhood that will resonate best with adults

WILL SLOAN
Associate A&E Editor

VVVVv

Memory has a way of stripping

down childhood to its essentials.

We have blurry images of the hap-

piest moments, as well as the times

that were particularly sad or embar-

rassing, while the more mundane
passages tending to fade away. In

the first 20 minutes of Spike Jonze's

Where the Wild Things Are, Max
(Max Records), the very young
protagonist, tries to keep himself

occupied by running around his

house in a wolf costume chasing his

cat. He wants to play with his older

sister, but she is more interested in

her friends. When he tries to get his

mother's attention, she is occupied

with a date. It is difficult for Max to

communicate in any meaningful way
to the older people who surround

him, and his life generally consists

of tedium punctuated by occasional

retreats to the world of fantasy.

"I didn't set out to make a chil-

dren's movie," says Spike Jonze in

the press notes for Where the Wild

Things Are. "I set out to make a mov-
ie about childhood."

Jonze's film is based on Maurice

Sendak's children's book, first pub-

lished in 1963. Unless I heard it dur-

ing kindergarten, I read it for the first

time standing in an Indigo bookstore

on my way to see this film. Sendak's

book is striking in its brevity: 48

mm
Carol (James Gandolfini) and Max (Max Records) enjoy a sunset in Where The Wild Things Are.

pages and, except for nine little sen-

tences, all pictures, with spare prose

that evokes the simple precision of a

haiku. I wish I had been exposed to

it when I was younger. "That very

night in Meix's room a forest grew

—

and grew—and grew until his ceiling

hung with vines." This is beautiful

imagery, but if my enthusiasm for the

book is somewhat muted, I suppose

it's because I am no longer at an age

where 1 regularly turn to fantasy for

solace. (Well, not fantasies involving

friendly monsters, anyway. . .)

The book has only as much of

a story as is needed to provide a

framework for its images and emo-
tions. The film provides Max with

an on-screen mother, played by
Catherine Keener, and gives the

big, furry "Wild Things" names and

personalities, but it remains more
interested in mood than plot. Com-
paring a feature-length movie with

a children's storybook is really

pointless, but I'd like to say that

1—a Where the Wild Things Are vir-

gin—had an easier time connecting

to the film than the book, as the

movie is a story about childhood

for adults, not children.

Hire Spike Jonze (director of Be-

ing John Malkovich and Adaptation)

to make a kids' movie, and you get. .

.

a Spike Jonze movie. I have no idea

what kids are going to make of this

thing. Just as the book drew much
of its power from a child reader's

instinctive feelings of fear of pa-

rental punishment and comfort in

imaginary friends, adult viewers of

the film will appreciate the exqui-

site sense of childhood melancholy

that Jonze evokes with his slow

pace and earthy colour palette. 1

predict many kids will be bored by
such a meditative experience, and I

suspect that childhood melancholy

is an emotion best understood by
those who are no longer children.

The story is told through Max's

perspective, to the point where our

hero has even defaced the Warner
Brothers logo ("A Time Warner Max
Production"), and we are not privy

to any information about his fam-

ily that does not immediately affect

him (in the credits, characters are

known as simply "mother" and "the

boyfriend"). How refreshing to see a

kid in a movie who's actually a kid,

with self-centeredness and irrita-

bility to match his sweetness, and

whose emotional maturation is real,

but modest enough to be believable.

The imaginary wild things are

all reflections of Max: Alexander

(Paul Dano) is small and often ig-

nored; Carol (James Gandolfini) is

big-hearted, impulsive, and naive;

Judith (Catherine O'Hara) is sharp

but casually cruel; KW (Lauren Am-
brose) is kind and loving but unsure

of her position in the world. These

are tremendously lovable charac-

ters, all the more so because of their

flaws. Unlike most voice actors in

Hollywood family movies, the fa-

mous cast members approached

the wild things as actual characters

and not excuses for star turns, and

speak their lines with real nuance

and feeling. As delivered by Am-
brose, the famous line "I could eat

you up, I love you so" achieves spe-

cial poignancy.

Where the Wild Things Are takes

its sweet time. Jonze sees no need

to hurry to the next contrived plot

point when he can just relax and

spend time with his characters.

Maybe the biggest (and most back-

handed) compliment I can pay to

this film is that I wanted even less

plot and even more of those pure

scenes where Max and the wild

things are napping together in a

great big pile, or causing the "wild

rumpus," or wandering aimlessly in

their surrounding deserts. Where

the Wild Things Are is pitch-perfect

at many things, and none more so

than its remembrance of the deep,

soothing comfort of fantasy.

Blackberry subway jam
U of T student Daniel Gray's new EP features lush, nnulti-layered instrunnentation.

How will his sound translate to the subway?

CHRIS BERUBE
^^^^^^VarsityStaf^^^

This coming week, hundreds of Ca-

nadians are planning on doing some-

thing dramatic or unusual at the be-

hest of Stephen Lewis. Dozens have

volunteered to take the plunge into

a dangerous environment, such as a

stand up comedy club, or an apiary,

and Toronto rapper K-Os will even

return to his old job at the toy depart-

ment in The Bay, but the big news on

campus is that second-year U of T
student Daniel Gray will brave the un-

seasonable cold to play catchy, thick-

layered pop music on street corners

around the city.

The Dare to Remember Cam-
paign is an organized event started

by Stephen Lewis to raise money
for Lewis's foundation to fight HIV/

AIDS. It has provided Gray with an

opportunity to do a social good in

a challenging setting.

"I heard [Lewis] speak at the

Massey Hall lecture," says Gray who
has been supporting Lewis's organi-

zation since high school. "He's so mo-
tivating. When he speaks, you want
to do something so badly. 1 figured if I

could incorporate my music with the

experience, all the better."

It's hard to envision Gray realiz-

ing the complex pop songs of his

first EP, A Future's Past, as a one-

man acoustic band.

"Given that my arrangements are

so dense, it's hard to make an appeal-

ing sound out of myself solo. I'm go-

ing to be busking with the loop pedal

and a battery-powered guitar amp,"

notes Gray.

On the EP, Gray shows off a remark-

able knack for dense, yet buoyant gui-

tar and piano pop, holding elements

of '60s sunshine and modern indie in

equal regard. While addictive melo-

dies are present throughout, what is

most striking is the complexity of his

composition. The result is obviously

born of a very particular songwriter.

"Not that I'm closed to suggestion,

but whenever I write a song, 1 hear it

in my head on a grander scale with

arrangement and instrumentation,"

says Gray. "1 dig intense layering, stuff

like Sufjan Stevens, these types of re-

ally elaborate arrangements. That's

something I love in [pop music], lay-

ering until you hit a huge crescendo."

Realizing his specific vision was

important to him, but Gray's father,

Juno-winning engineer Gary Gray

helped him with production, making

the task much easier.

"He's more in the classical world

now, but in the '70s and the '80s

he did quite a few pop records and
folk stuff. He did a lot of the early

Bruce Cockburn stuff and Gordon
Lightfoot."

In Daniel's estimate, the final

product is the outcome of their col-

lective sensibilities.

"He's so much of a perfectionist

and I prefer rough edges, so it's

kind of an interesting contrast. We
come from different styles, but we
try to combine them into some-
thing we can both agree on. He has

good suggestions, like 'this would
sound really good doubled,' in

terms of production values."

The songs, however, are distinctly

Daniel's, given that he sings and plays

guitar, drum, organ, harmonica, sam-

plers, and everything else on the

record. While his proficiency comes
from an entire life spent around mu-

sic—his mother is a professional vio-

linist—Daniel started writing songs

a few years ago, and only recently

began considering the possibility of

taking music more seriously.

"When I was younger, music to me

was the Red Hot Chili Peppers, U2,

or these huge bands who make mil-

lions of dollars. I was being realistic

about it. 1 never expected that I could

do anything like that."

However, having seen the unlikely

success of more off-kilter pop musi-

cians over the last few years has pro-

vided hope of a future career. Take

Grizzly Bear, for example.

"They write psychedelic folk songs

and somehow they became this huge
band. ..I've noticed in the last year or

so, 'indie' music has started to reach

a new fan base, unlike in the '90s or

the '80s. There's a smaller gap be-

tween the indie labels and the majors

now. [Many] people are making a

living, and touring, and having a life

with it. They're not celebrities, and
they're not making millions of dol-

lars, they're making a modest living.

But since I've been exposed to that

kind of thing, I've made records of my
own and become more ambitious in

what I can do with that."

For Gray, his expectations remain

modest, even though his ambitions

are high.

"If I can take it to a level where I

can tour as much as I can and make

a living off of it, then I think 1 prob-

ably would. It would be hard [...] but

people are discovering music they

normally wouldn't because it's so

easy to share."

Daniel Gray's EP, A Future's Past, is

available as a free digital download
at danielgraymusic.bandcamp.com.

He will be busking outside ofstations

along the Spadina subway line this

week. He is also playing a show on
Nov. 7 at the Concord Cafe.
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Book City

Authors compete to join the ranks of past Toronto Book Award recipients Davies and Atwood

NICOLE CORNESS

The winner of the 2009
Toronto Book Awards
will be announced
Thursday at 6 p.m. at

the Toronto Reference

Library. Five authors

are short-listed for

the award; each of

their novels sets out

to capture a different

essence of life in Toronto.

Maggie Heiwig's GirlsFallDown

Helwig is the associate director

of the Scream Literary Festival

and has also written six books of

poetry. Her third novel is full of

suspense and intensity. Girls Fall

Down is about a photographer
who tries to capture Toronto as it

slips into chaos after a series of

unexplained medical outbreaks.

Portraying a more chaotic scenar-

io of the city, where discomfort

turns to frantic worry and para-

noia, Helwig magnifies issues like

racism and inequality in order to

investigate them thoroughly. The
reader also vividly experiences

Toronto's cityscape through the

lens of the photographer.

MdrkOsbdldeston's(//7M

Toronto:A Historyofthe Citythat

MightHaveBeen

Unbuilt Toronto is Osbaldeston's

debut novel; he also practices law

and writes architecture reviews.

This book gets you thinking about
Toronto's architecture and what
could have been built had cer-

tain building proposals been ac-

cepted. (For instance, there could

have been a highway through the

Annex, or an entirely different

Queen Street.) Osbaldeston en-

courages the reader to creatively

envision a different kind of urban
environment, which leaves you
with a new-found awareness and
appreciation of Toronto's struc-

ture and culture.

Austin Clarke's M?re

Clarke is a Barbados-born Ca-

nadian citizen. One of the more
prolific writers of the five short-

listed, he has published 11 novels

and won a number of literary priz-

es. More explores the African Di-

aspora through the life of a black

immigrant woman in Toronto. The

Anthony De Sa

BARNACLE
LOVE

main character, a single mother
from Barbados, has struggled

endlessly to raise her son alone

after being abandoned by her

husband. She is shattered after

hearing that her son has joined

a gang, and submerges herself in

a flood of memories for the next

four days. Through her painful

recollection of the suffering in-

volved in coming to Canada, she

finds a sense of strength that is

both incredibly uplifting and in-

spiring. Clarke's illumination of

Toronto's multicultural dynamic
and the Kensington Market neigh-

bourhood resonate powerfully.

^nMrf^\kSalsBamadeLove

De Sa is an English professor
and Barnacle Love, his first nov-
el, was also short-listed for the
2008 Ciller Book Prize. De Sa's

novel is based on his own expe-
riences growing up in Toronto's

Little Portugal with parents who
clung to a culture he never fully

connected with, an issue very
relevant to those born into immi-
grant families. Following De Sa as

a little boy riding his bike around
Queen Street, College Street, and
the Annex creates a touching pic-

ture of what he saw and felt as he
ventured out into non-Portuguese
communities.

Cliaries Wilkins' In theLandof

LongFingernails:A Oravedigger's

Memoir

Wilkins has published over 12

novels, and this one is also being

considered for the Stephen Lea-

cock Medal for Humour, which
means people think it is funny. (I

most definitely do.) This story is

based on Wilkins' own experienc-

es digging graves as a teenager. It

provides a fascinating look into a

bizarre reality that's only believ-

able because the author himself

lived it. Mixing the solemnity of

death with hilarity, Wilkins' dry
wit allows him to communicate
his perspective on the fearful is-

sue of death and the way we deal

with it.

This year's contenders include Maggie Heiwig's Girls Fall Down, Austin Clarke's More, and Anthony De Sa's Barnacle

Love, as well as Mark Osbaldeston's Unbuilt Toronto and Charles Wilkins' In the Land ofLong Fingernails.

ParanormalActivity\\\q\Am horror purists

WILL SLOAN speaks to director Oren Peli about promoting his new film on an $11,000 budget

When the "Midnight Movie" was
in its heyday, the actual movie

was a mere side dish to the experi-

ence of going to a theatre at mid-

night and encountering whatever

low-budget oddity was currently in

vogue. One of the best movie trail-

ers of all time is for John Waters'

midnight movie breakthrough Pink

Flamingos (1972). The trailer shows
not a single frame of the film; in-

stead, we see interviews with peo-

ple exiting the theatre, still reeling

from what they'd seen and calling

the film things like, "The most dis-

gusting thing I've ever seen in my
whole life " Kinda makes you want to

see what all the fuss is about, right?

The trailer for Paranormal Activ-

ity—a much buzzed-about horror

film with a $11,000 budget, or just

about $1,000 more than that of the

37-year-old Pink Flamingos—works

much the same way, featuring sup-

posed night-vision documentary
footage of a preview audience being

jolted and shocked by spooky hap-

penings of the film. Through a bril-

liant Blair Witch-sty\e ad campaign,

word of mouth has been spreading

to the point where last weekend
the film hit number four on the Box

Office Top Ten, despite playing on

only 160 screens (a gargantuan

$49,379 per-screen average).

Oren Peli is a first-time director.

and so far out of left field that at

press time he didn't even have a

Wikipedia page (1 gleaned from his

sparse IMDb profile three facts:

he emigrated from Israel to the

U.S. at age 19; he studied graph-

ics and animations; and he has a

spouse whose name is unlisted).

As with Blair Witch, Paranormal Ac-

tivity has benefited from the vari-

ous myths and tall tales that have

sprung up around it. According to

lore, Peli was inspired by strange

goings-on in his own home: the

story of a couple that films their

room while they sleep to monitor

for supernatural activity is report-

edly based on an experiment Peli

himself performed. And get this:

no less than Steven Spielberg re-

putedly believed the DVD was
haunted when his bedroom doors

"locked by themselves" while he

was watching the film.

Fun stuff, but to his credit, Peli is

much more interested in the nuts

and bolts of filmmaking than per-

petuating any myths. Key to the

strength of a mockumentary hor-

ror film such as this, he stresses in

a phone interview, are naturalistic

performances. "I knew from the

very beginning that once we had
actors that could pull it off, which
was not easy to find, we wanted
to make sure that they could

speak freely and naturally. So we
gave them a little bit of an idea of

what the scene is and a little bit

of guidelines, but by having them
come up with their own dialogue

we were able to make sure that ev-

erything feels very natural in the

setting and doesn't feel like it's

some sort of a scripted, theatrical

performance."

Peli became interested in the

film when he realized the vulner-

able state we enter during sleep. "1

knew that by placing the setting of

all the scary things that are hap-

pening in the people's bed, in their

bedroom, that's the one thing that

you can't really escape. And after

people watched The Blair Witch

Project people said, 'I'm never go-

ing to go camping again.' Or after

Jaws people said, 'I'm never going

to go swim in the ocean.' But if you
set up the setting for all the hor-

rific things in someone's bedroom,
then that's what you're going to be
thinking about when you're lying

in bed trying to fall asleep."

The Blair Witch Project is invari-

ably mentioned in any discussion of

the film, a comparison Pelin takes

in stride. "It was definitely an influ-

ence. Blair Witch is the most suc-

cessful movie that employed this

kind of style, the cinema verite

mock-umentary style, but I've been

Paranormal Activity ieatares grainy night-vision footage to create a sense
of anxiety.

a fan of that since before 5p/no/ Tap."

"I think the style is similar," he
continues, "but the story and most
of the other elements are different.

So it's still a different story. And I

love that people say that it's unique
and original."

Will Paranormal Activity really

make you afraid to go to sleep at

night, as many of its fans contend?
"When people tell me they have
trouble sleeping after watching the

movie I take it as a compliment,"

Pelin says.

A pause. "Hopefully it's not go-

ing to become like a real medical

problem for anyone where they...

you know, they can't sleep at all."
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When 'Black' became 'Bilk'

1950s Trinity alumni return to their college for Theatre Month—whether Conrad Black likes it or not

JEN HANDLEY

As you can probably tell by the

title, Conrad: Lord Bilk of the

Crosspurposes isn't necessarily

geared towards a university-age

audience. When I took my seat in

George Ignatieff Theatre, packed
to capacity on opening night,

I was pretty sure 1 was the only

person there younger than the

eponymous lord. But the charm-
ing fellow in the seat next to me,
who turned out to be playwright

Jim Bacque, is anything but

stuffy. Before the play started,

he had time to tell me a story

from his student days at Trin in

the 1950s, when he was able to

convince the Varsity cheerlead-

ers to dance for a photo-op on a

table in Hart House's Great Hall.

He's teamed up with former class-

mates Peter Russell and Martin

Hunter for his latest work of mis-

chief, this one directed at a target

notoriously uncomfortable with

criticism, Conrad Black.

Conrad picks up where most of

the media left off, telling the sto-

ry of the unflappable newspaper
baron and his wacky friends and
associates, all of whom share simi-

larly skimpy pseudonyms. Bilk is

haunted, Scrooge-style, by his for-

mer headmaster, who introduces

himself as Bilk's conscience and
orders him to get his hands above
the sheets. He is also treated to

visits from his devoted and frivo-

lous wife, and former PM Lady
Thrasher (Margaret Thatcher),

who—in the funniest bit in the

play—defeats a block full of leer-

ing prisoners with her withering

glare. The scheme Bilk eventually

develops to buy the jail he's stuck

in makes more of a joke out of the

American legal system than it does
of Bilk. However, the plot takes a

turn for the sinister when Bilk de-

velops a scheme to privatize war.

Although this is, of course, not

a realistic or tender portrayal of

the man, actor Thomas Gaugh
captures the weird charisma of

the longsuffering know-it-all that

inspired the play. Likewise, the

poised and dignified Kay Mont-
gomery offers an enjoyable cari-

cature of the scariest British lady

alive. The one character who
would have benefited from a lit-

tle more depth is Lady Bilk, who
spends most of her time discuss-

ing her wardrobe and planning

the redecoration of her husband's
cell. The real Barbara Amiel has

generated plenty of poignant, in-

teresting thoughts as a columnist

for Maclean's magazine. (She also

contributed to The Varsity in the

1960s—Ed.)

Director Martin Hunter does ev-

erything he can to make Conrad's

jail cell, where most of the play is

set, roomy. The obviously simple

set consists of a wall (with graf-

fiti that unfortunately does look

as though it was composed by the

play's seventy-something creators),

bed, and toilet. For all its highbrow
references, some of the play's most
interesting humour stems from the

peculiar social situation of talking

to business associates in the place

where you pee. The other prison-

ers, among whom Conrad finds an
eager audience for his lectures on

Some of the play's most
interesting humour stems from
the peculiar social situation of

talking to business associates in

the place where you pee.

business, exist as disembodied
voices shouting from offstage.

The play begins and ends with

musical numbers, an anachro-
nistic Gilbert & Sullivan parody
that commands respect if only for

successfully rhyming "slamma"'

with "Obama." The closing piece,

also a parody, is not as strong,

but is saved by a kick-ass solo

from Lady Bilk, played by Martha
Spence.

Though the audience was
laughing through most of the

show, Bacque and producer Peter

Russell had difficulty finding a

theatre willing to test out the po-

tential legal minefield of portray-

ing the lawsuit-happy prisoner in

an unflattering light. You can't re-

ally blame them, especially see-

ing that much of the play revolves

around the main character's legal

machinations.

Russell, a pleasant 76-year-

old who eagerly guided patrons

to their seats, says there was a

definite libel chill among a few

theatres. Bacque has written a

book about trying to get his work
onstage, Putting on Conrad, due
to be released in January. "Peo-

ple who do big things have big

character flaws," says Russell. It

occurred to him that the story of

Conrad Black would make a great

play as he was watching Black's

melodramatic Chicago trial in

2007. As for the feelings of Conrad
himself, which (such as they are)

get a lot of attention in this play,

Russell isn't worried. "We think

he'll probably get a tickle out of

it," he says cheerfully.

Trinity College's Theatre Month
celebrates the 30th anniversary of

the George Ignatieff Theatre. For

more information on this month's

performances, which include Saints

Alive! and No Exit, visit

www.trinity.utoronto.ca.
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It's about time
Football team picks up its first win of the season over York

Blues defensive back Matthew D'Souza sizes up a York player during the Oct. 3 game.

ABDI AIDID

As the Varsity Blues football team marched onto

the York Stadium field on Oct. 3 to take on the

Lions, they passed two mascots, a drum en-

semble, a paid hype-woman, and a male dance

troupe that dwarfed U of T's entire cheerleading

squad. A raucous crowd of 1,155, mostly dressed

in Lions red, jeered as the Blues took their place

for the opening kickoff. On the opposite end of

the bleachers, a small but equally strident con-

tingent of Blues fans—led, of course, by the en-

gineers—blared their horns and, between plays,

chanted, "If you can't go to college, go to York."

The Lions took their place on the field after

the coin-toss, signaling the start of the grudge

match between the cross-town rivals. The stage

was set. The game was on. The fans roared.

If you closed your eyes for a moment, you'd al-

most swear they were cheering for good teams.

They weren't, of course. The 45-27 win is U of

T's only victory so far this year, as the Blues (1-

5) suffered a crushing defeat against the McMas-
ter Marauders the following Thursday. Coming
into the game against York, the team was 0-4 on

the season, a record that includes a couple of

anemic offensive showings against Windsor and
Wilfrid Laurier. And while the victory over the

Lions—who went winless last season—offered

some consolation, it did little to reassure, as the

Blues repeated many of the same mistakes that

saw them spend the better part of the last two
seasons as bottom-feeders.

"There's still a lot of things that we're doing

that we need to correct," said Blues head coach

Greg DeLaval. "We really need to clean up the

mental errors. Other teams would chew us up."

Quarterback Jansen Shrubb, a Queen's Uni-

versity graduate and U of T MBA student, made
his first start of the season in the York game.

He threw for 321 yards on 20-for-31 passing, a

particularly impressive feat considering he sat

in favour of rookie Jordan Scheltgen for much of

the fourth quarter

Shrubb got the call again later in the week
against McMaster, throwing an impressive 250

yards in a losing effort. So far In the season,

Shrubb has completed 77 passes, good enough

for fifth amongst the OUA's most accurate pass-

ers. Third-year Andrew Gillis, the Blues' start-

ing pivot for the first half of the season, did not

dress for either game.

In both matches, U of T's rushing game was
notable for its absence. Without an effective

running back, the team has had to rely primar-

ily on the passing game, which only blossomed

with Shrubb's play as of late. The team's leading

rusher for the first six games of the year, despite

competing in just four of them, is quarterback

Andrew Gillis.

The Blues host the Waterloo Warriors this

Saturday, in their final home tilt of the season. It

was a victory over Waterloo that saw the Varsity

Blues snap their 49-game winless drought last

season. Both teams will enter the match with

identical 1-5 records, with Waterloo coming off

a 43-21 trouncing at the hands of the first-place

Queen's Golden Gaels.

The cup Stops here
U of T's World Cup of Clubs Tournament celebrates cultural pride on campus

VANJA VUKOSAVLJEVIC

The first Friday of October saw the

return of a long-standing U of T
sports event: the World Cup of Clubs

Tournament. U of T students took to

King's College Circle in the cold and
early morning hoping for a warm vic-

tory, and as the rain started coming
down, male and female athletes, un-

dergrad and grad alike, slid through

the muddy field, their club jerseys

plastered to their backs.

The soccer tournament, founded

by the University of Toronto Italian-

Canadian Association, has been
running for over a decade, bringing

together a number of U of T clubs

to fight for the championship. This

year's teams were all culturally ori-

ented: competing with UTICA were
the Etudiants Francophones de

rUniversite de Toronto, the Chinese

Undergrad Association of U of T, the

university's Korean-Canadian, Portu-

guese, Croatian, and Greek students'

associations, and the Iranian Stu-

dents' Union. The tournament is not

restricted to cultural clubs, though
it began as an imitation of the World
Cup with four competitors: Italy, Por-

tugal, China, and Croatia.

Vince Messina, assistant coach of

the Portuguese team, explained that

due to restrictions, the tournament's

organizers are forced to give prior-

ity to teams that have participated

in previous years, making it difficult

to expand the event to include other

kinds of university clubs.

The mentioned restrictions include,

notably, space and play time. "The

play time is short, standard time be-

ing only forty-five minutes, cind the

field should get more protection," said

Chinese undergrad student Richard

Yako-Ming, who was playing for the

second year and was disappointed

by the conditions. The season's rainy

weather made the open Front Campus
field, in one student's words, "a mud-
pie." "The Office of Space Management
doesn't give us enough time on the

pitch," said Antonin Mongeau, coach

of the EFUT team. "We want to expand

the tournament to draw in more stu-

dents, but the administration seems

to resist that. OSM needs to step its

game up."

Increased university support, with a

designated field dedicated to the event

for an entire day, would allow a broad-

er range of clubs to participate, and

help develop a more colourful event.

Nonetheless, the only regulation

demanded of this year's participating

teams was that 11 players be on the

field at all times, and that at least one

of those players be female. Francesca

Imbrogno, an Italian student origi-

nally playing for UTICA, switched to

the Croatian team during one of their

matches in order to help them fulfill

the female player regulation and stay

in the game. "I think it's a great rule

that one girl has to be on each team,"

Imbrogno said. "It brings balance to

the teams and gives some real star fe-

male players a chance to shine."

Attention to detail on the part of

the organizers resulted in a successful

event and good sportsmanship from

the participants. Relations remained

friendly although the players showed
a great deal of dedication, many of

them not having had the opportunity

to play in a league since high school.

"After years of playing pick-up, the

World Cup of Clubs gives these guys

a chance to get competitive," added

Imbrogno.

According to Massimo Rotondo,

UTICA member and alumni advisor,

the advantage of such an event is that

"it's not just about soccer The idea is

gaining membership, exposing clubs."

As many students have learned, at a

university with such large campuses,

clubs are an important way to find

solidarity and a sense of community.

In one of the most multicultural cities

in the world, the tournament is a way
to combine school spirit with personal

cultural pride. Each team had a gath-

ering of supporters screaming words

of encouragement through the rciiny

fog. "I came out to support my team

because it's cm opportunity to see

people I know and meet new people,"

said Silvija Metelko, a member of the

Croatian club. For many students the

game carries more weight as a cultur-

al event within U of T than as a sports

championship.

The final game between Korea and

Greece ended in a 4-2 victory for the

Koreans, breaking a tug ofwar between
Italy and Croatia and marking Korea's

first year as the champion club. An-

drew Park, coach of the winning team,

embodied Korea's gracious approach

to the game. "We're very excited and

we'll definitely be back next year," he

said. The tournament's character can

be best judged by the reactions of the

Greek coach, Dimitri Kyriakakis, who
smiled under the tumbling rain after

a tough defeat: "16 players came out

at 7:30 a.m. on a Friday morning, we
played two to three girls at all times,

we brought out very passionate, young
players, most ofwhom were first-years,

we had an excellent turnout, and we're

very proud of everyone."
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Twenty20 cricket:

Sport or spectacle?

The Indian Premier League has revolutionized the world of cricket

PRASHANNTH RASAIAH

Deccan Chargers, Delhi Daredevils,

and Chennai Superkings nnight be

names worthy of exotic amusement
park rides, but they're also fran-

chises in the world's most popular

cricket tournament, the Indian Pre-

mier League.

The IPL has revolutionized the

sport since the league began in 2008.

It has exploded in popularity around

the world, despite purist critics who
argue that it is more spectacle than

sport. The IPL has had two very suc-

cessful debut seasons, capturing the

attention of the world's cricket fans

and nations. The league saw Bolly-

wood A-listers and South Asian in-

dustrialists rush for ownership of the

eight new franchises.

Although a game of English ori-

gin, cricket-crazy India was the first

country to capitalize on the sport

in a massive way. Developing coun-
tries usually have their athletes

"poached" to play in European and
North American leagues. The IPL

can take some pride in hosting the

tournament where the best cricket

players in the world make a trip to

the sub-continent to play in what
is becoming the first elite cricket

league at the club level.

The IPL adopted Twenty20 cricket

on the assumption that fans of other

sports could get excited about crick-

et if it duplicated the pace and for-

mula of other major sports. To a new
follower of the game, cricket can be
painfully slow. The joke about cricket

is that it is known as the "gentlemen's

game" but is actually the "unem-

ployed man's game," in reference to

its lengthy match times.

When the 2007 Twenty20 Cricket

World Cup reduced the length of

games, the move received a positive

reaction from current and new fans

alike. Twenty20 is essentially the

shortest form of the game and refers

to the number of overs (one over

equals six balls or deliveries by the

bowler) each team has to play. Com-
bined with a new three-hour limit on

games, the sport has become more
marketable and profitable. Since bas-

ketball is watched for jaw dropping

slam-dunks and hockey for bone-

jarring body checks and light-speed

puck play, Twenty20 cricket called for

a faster run rate and pace as well as

hard hitting. Teams need to hit 6ers

—

boundary-clearing shots that are the

equivalent of home runs—to score

the maximum amount of runs within

a team's 20 overs at bat. For this rea-

son, some cricket purists refer to the

Twenty20 as spectacle because the

time constraints and limited innings

take away from the strategy and
skill of the longer games. Twenty20's

supporters defiantly maintain that

the format is more explosive and re-

quires more athleticism and energy.

Until now, the largest prestige

and salary a cricketer could receive

was through playing for his country.

Professional cricket is very different

from the sporting culture of North

America and Europe, where NBA su-

perstars and English Premier League

footballers are constantly seen in the

colours of their club and only don na-

Fans of the IPL's Kolkata Knightrider cheer on their team.

tional jerseys for the international gig

like the World Cup or the Olympics.

Cricket was different in this regard

until the cash-rich IPL entered the

picture. With England international

Andrew Flintoff and Indian captain

Mahendra Singh Dhoni signing in

the $L5-miIlion range, the divide

between club and country widened.

Cricket doesn't pay as well as other

sports, especially internationally.

Almost all of the top cricketers in

the world wanted to play in the IPL

and were willing to sacrifice their

spots on the national squad. The
lucrative IPL has therefore in effect

forced national cricketing boards to

relax their policies to deal with play-

ers wanting to play in the IPL. Twen-
ty20 cricket now engages in the sign-

ing, drafting, selling, and trading of

players just like other franchised

sports, though it's something new
to cricket. The IPL has shown its in-

fluence in other regards as well: the

International Cricket Council now
accounts for IPL scheduling and has

attempted to reduce the number of

international tours to accommodate
for Twenty20 leagues.

It is fascinating to observe how the

Indian Premier League and Twenty20

cricket have not only reshaped the

game, but also changed certain so-

cial aspects in the sub-continent.

Cheerleading is a huge part of North

American sports franchises. The
pure sports entertainment value is

obvious: it gets the home crowd go-

ing and the rowdy fans whistling.

Conservative Indian society proba-

bly never imagined a day when cheer-

leaders would invade India, where
young women showing skin is gener-

ally frowned upon and provocative

dancing is considered taboo. The IPL

introduced cheerleading to sports in

India in 2008 to criticism and social

disapproval. The IPL even flew in

Washington Redskins cheerleaders

to represent the Bangalore Royal

Challengers franchise. Other teams

soon followed suit, and foreign cheer-

leaders became the norm in the first

season of the Indian Premier League.

Although some dancers were told

to tone it down at times, the idea of

cheerleaders slyly climbed away
from social disapproval. Indian tele-

vision networks even aired reality

shows about selecting cheerleaders

during the off-seasons. Cheerleading

is now generally accepted as part of

the Twenty20 cricket game.

Cricket apparel was also drasti-

cally altered for the IPL seasons.

Traditional cricket jerseys are often

white with minimal colour and no
advertising. Compare this with the

flashy black and gold jerseys of the

Kolkata Knightriders franchise, em-
blazoned with a golden Nokia logo, a

clear attempt on the IPL franchises'

part to duplicate the wildly success-

ful merchandising tactics of savvy
European football clubs. The ploy to

make cricket exciting is visible in the

colourful and corporate-charged

display that is IPL on TV. Nike, Ree-

bok, and Adidas all claimed pieces

of the cricket pie and the endorse-

ment deals in the first two seasons

would make even Lebron or Kobe
do a double take.

The future of Twenty20 cricket

looks very promising, and only

proves that the sport of cricket is not

immune to the effects of globaliza-

tion. Attendance has skyrocketed,

and the sport is getting the younger

audience it craved internationally.

The eight franchises modelled them-

selves after North American and Eu-

ropean clubs and teams, in the hope
of expanding into a global game, like

soccer. Although cricket is already

larger than life in India, the sport's

new and trendy image may help it

grow in other countries. It provides

younger fans with a more exciting fo-

rum to idolize their favorite stars, and

younger players to dream about the

glory and fame associated with mak-
ing it big in the sport.

South Africa, which hosted the

second season of the Indian Pre-

mier League, has since established

a popular Twenty20 league. Pakistan

and Sri Lanka have also followed suit.

Canada's own Scotiabank National

T20 Championships was also a sur-

prising success this year. The Airtel

Twenty20 Champions League tourna-

ment in India this October has picked

up from where the previous two sea-

sons of the IPL left off, glamorizing

the game even further. The Cham-
pions League, a concept like UEFA's

soccer tournament, was planned to

take place in India in the fall of 2008,

but was cancelled after the Mumbai
terrorist attacks. It debuted on Oct.

8 this year, and can be seen on ATN
Cricket Plus or ATN CBN until Oct. 23.

business.humber.ca
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Welcome back, Justine

Former world number-one Justine Henin returns to competitive tennis

NICOLE LEUNG

Justine Henin, formerly raniced num-
ber-one in the world in women's tennis,

announced on Sept. 22 that she would

return to competitive tennis next year

"I am really happy and deeply moved
to be able to announce tonight that I'm

coming back to competitive tennis,"

said Henin on live Belgian television.

In May 2008, when the Belgian play-

er still topped the Women's Tennis As-

sociation world rankings chart, Henin,

only 25 at the time, shocked the tennis

world by announcing her immediate

retirement from professional tennis.

"It's the end of a wonderful adventure,

but it's something I have been thinking

about for a long time," said Henin at a

news conference

Henin then went back to her birth-

place, and started her own tennis

academy with her long-time coach,

Carlos Rodriguez. In various inter-

views, the Belgian has repeatedly

stated that she was enjoying her life

after retirement, and had no inten-

tion of returning. When everyone was
convinced that Henin would indeed

leave professional tennis for good,

she returned to the spotlight. But this

is hardly surprising, as there is still a

place the holder of seven Grand Slam

titles has yet to conquer: the All-Eng-

land Club. "The desire to win Wimble-
don is one of the main reasons she's

come back," cinnounced Rodriguez on
Belgian television.

Henin's signature Federer-like single-

handed backhand is undoubtedly phe-

nomenal, but it was her determination

and aggressiveness that established

her as one of the most prominent fig-

ures in women's professional tennis

in recent years. Many perceive these

qualities as distinguishing Henin from

her compatriot, Kim Clijsters, who had

never beaten Henin in all three Grand
Slam finals that matched the pair The
rivalry ended abruptly when Clijsters

made a surprising retirement an-

nouncement of her own in May 2007.

Henin admitted that she was in-

spired by Clijsters' successful return

a few months ago, with the latter

winning the U.S. Open title in 2009.

"It is a source of inspiration and mo-
tivation," Henin said of the rivalry

which began when both were teen-

agers. "1 have come to realise that I

would not have been this strong if

she had not been there at the time."

But she added that it was not the

main reason for her comeback.

Since Henin's retirement, a few

players have been crowned but not

one of them has truly dominated

women's tennis. The Williams sisters'

performances were sometimes shaky

and inconsistent, and Maria Sharapo-

va suffers from a niggling shoulder

injury. Jelena Jankovic, Ana Ivanovic,

and Dinara Safina are simply no com-
parison to the Belgian player

It is very unlikely that Henin would

become a second Martina Hingis,

who made a not-so-successful return

in 2006, and finally retired in 2008 af-

ter testing positive for cocaine usage.

Power plays a large part in Henin's

playing style. When on court, Hingis,

the "Swiss Miss" well-known for her

graceful skills, found herself bom-
barded with powerful shots by teen-

age players. On the other hand, it is

widely believed that Henin still pos-

sesses what it takes to win the game,

but she will have to work hard to again

become a force to be reckoned with.

Whether Henin will become the

second Clijsters or the second Hin-

gis remains to be seen. Nevertheless,

Henin, who no longer has a world

ranking, has already been promised

a wildcard to compete in next year's

Australian Open. The date is none too

soon for tennis fans who want to see

Henin back in action.

What seems obvious is that wom-
en's tennis nowadays is lacking the

spice that attracts worldwide atten-

tion. Henin's return might be the

Justine Henin returns to tennis after year and a half retirement.

answer to that. Now that Clijsters

is back, Henin's launch of her "sec-

ond tennis career" would definitely

continue the eye-catching rivalry

between the Belgian pair Clijsters

welcomed her compatriot's return,

stating that it would be good news

not only for Belgium, but for tennis

in general.

Justine Henin's return will boost

the worldwide popularity of women's

tennis, news that everyone loves to

hear—well, perhaps everyone but

her competitors.
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the University of Ottawa this fall
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spot today!
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Canada's Largest Student

Newspaper Needs You!

Want to get involved, but you...

... can't take a good photo to save your life?
tne Varsity PUDIIcatlons

No problem!

Provisional Board of Directors

We seek motivated candidates who wish to get Involved in the

functioning and oversight of The Varsity, Canada's largest student

newspaper. In order to be eligible pursuant to our by-laws, you must
be a full-time undergraduate student, or a graduate student or part-

time student who pays the membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled

for the 2009-2010 academic year:

• St. George (four representatives)

• UTM (one representative)

• UT5C (one representative)

• Professional faculties (three

representatives)

By-elections are beginning this

month. Each constituency's by-

election will be held separately.

Public notices will be posted when
election dates have been set.

further details, please contact Charles Reinhardt, CEO of the

nal Board of Directors, at ceo@thevarsity.ca.

Dates have been set for the
following by-elections:

• Masthead (one representative): Oct. 20 & 21

• Staff (two representatives): Oct. 23 & 24

Masthead and Staff by-elections will take place at The
Varsity Offices from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on their respective

days. All Varsity Staff are eligible to run in Staff by-elections,

and to vote in both Masthead and Staff elections. To be

considered Varsity Staff, you must have contributed to 7^e

Varsity s\x times and in five issues since May 1, 2009.

For further details on Staff and Masthead by-elections,

ing nominations and voting eligibility, please

OCTOBER 15 TO 18

Thursday, October 15

Film: Fierce Light
This film explores the intersection

of spirituality and activism and

the energy created from their

collision. Part of the Conscious

Activism Doc Fest.

•6:30 p.m. Free!

• Hart House Library

(7 Hart House Circle)

Harthousemusic.com

Israel and Palestine: What's

Preventing Peace?
Lecture by Middle East scholar

Norman Finkelstein.

• 7:30 p.m. $15/$10 for students

• Health Sciences Building, Room 610

(155 College St.)

Ticketweb.ca

Dylan Murray at the_

Arbor Room
Musician Dylan Murray brings

reggae-infused vibes to Hart

House.

9 p.m. Free!

Arbor Room, Hart House

(7 Hart House Circle)

Harthousemusic.com

Friday, October 16

Tasting: Home is Where the
Fork Is

Find out why being a locavore

tastes so good at this free tasting

session! Part of 2009 World Food

Week.
• Noon-1:30 p.m. Free!

• Wilson Lounge, New College (40

Wilcocks St.)

Harthouse.ca/foodweek

Free Friday Film: The Taking
of Pelham One TWo Three
(1974)
In New York, armed men hijack

a subway car and demand a

ransom lor the passengers. How
could they get away? Directed by

Joseph Sargent, starring Walter

Matthau and Robert Shaw.
• 7 p.m. Free!

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

Cinssu.ca

Sarrah Jerrom
Check out the musician whose

work has been described

by reviewers as "stunning

sophisticated jazz."

•9 p.m. Free!

• Arbor Room, Hart House

(7 Hart House Circle)

Sarrahjerrom.com

Saturday, October 17

Hart House Farm: Cider and
Song
Experience cider making, as well

as tons of outdoor activities, food,

and sauna time at the beautiful

Hart House farm! You can opt to

pay for the bus ride, or bring your

own car if you have one. Tickets

can be purchased at the HUB
(Hart House front desk).

• Buses leave Hart House at 10:30

a.m.; expected departure from the

farm is 7 p.m.

• Advance tickets up to/including

Wed. Oct. 14: $30/person with bus.

$25 without. After Oct. 14: $37

with bus, $32 without.

Harthouse.utoronto.ca

Fall Fair

Boutique, crafts, fair-trade goods,

and a tea room. Sponsored by

the Stephen Lewis Foundation

Grandmothers Campaign.

• 1 :30-4:30 p.m. Free! (Lunch and

tea: $10)

• Bloor Street United Church

(300 Bloor St. W.)

Zombie Dance Party
Bands, a DJ, best zombie prize and

more.

•9 p.m. Free!

• Zombie Lounge (319a Oakwood
Ave.)

Viosing23@hotmail.com

Sunday, October 18

Sunday Scene
Tour the current exhibition with

Amy Uyeda and Linda Chalmers.

• 2 p.m. Free w/admission

• Power Plant (231 Queens Quay W.)

416-973-4949

Shonen Knife

The legendary all-girl Japanese

garage punk band rock out at the

Horseshoe.

• 10 p.m. $15.50 in advance ($18.00 at

the door)

• Horseshoe Tavern (370 Queen St. W.)

Horseshoetavern.com/whos_

playing.htm

To haveyourU of T

campus event listedin

this space for FREE, just

send the appropriate

details to

Iistings@thevai^i1y.ca
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Busted!
Equipment and materials

seized from local copy shop

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
AND TIM LEGAULT

Associate News Editors

Access Copyright seized over 50 boxes of copied

course packs and textbooks, as well as photo-

copying equipment, from Quality Control Copy
Centre near St. George campus last Thursday.

Access Copyright, the Canadian copyright li-

censing agency, obtained an order from the Fed-

eral Court of Canada to take away the materials.

Located at 333 Bloor St. W., Quality Control

Copy Centre has been a frequent supplier of ma-

terials for U of T students and professors. The
store could not be reached for comment; a sign

on the door said they are closed for renovations.

Access Copyright had been monitoring the

copy shop for several years. The agency regular-

ly monitors shops and looks for unlicensed ma-

terials. Legally, shops must obtain authorization

from the copyright owner before reproducing an

excerpt. Access copyright acts as a go-between

and offers licenses to copy shops. Day-to-day

photocopying doesn't have to be tracked, but

shops have to record and report course pack

photocopying.

"Since 2006 we've known that Quality Control

was infringing through copying and we collected

SEE 'COPY'-P65

U of T tests emergency

voice mail system

ABDI AIDID

Last Thursday, U of T staff and
students received a test voicemail

from U of T Emergency Alerts, a

mass-messaging system that lets

the school contact subscribers with

instructions during a crisis. Those
with a UTORID can register their

phone numbers to receive alerts.

The voicemail went out to 12,500

subscribers at U of T's St. George
and Mississauga campuses, as well

as all landlines registered in the

school's database. Aizan Technolo-

gies, a Richmond Hill-based com-
pany, charges 10 cents per call. The
university first experimented with

the service last year to send out text

and email messages, opting this

year to use voicemail exclusively.

U of T spokesperson Erin Lemon
said that while text messaging has

its advantages, a voicemail would
likely be more effective in a time of

crisis.

"We've started by voicemail in

part because the [text message]

system limits us to 140 characters,"

Lemon said. "I'm not sure whether
that's enough space to communi-
cate in an emergency." She added
that a report of Thursday's test is

expected shortly, detailing how
many people answered the call and
how many do not have voicemail

services on their phones.

"Part of the reason for the test

is to balance the need for a longer

message," Lemon said. "My instinct

is that people who are in class

—

where you obviously can't answer
your phone—they can probably

have a look and see what a text mes-

sage says."

"We need to figure out a bunch of

tools that overlap with each other

so we're confident we're reaching

as many people as possible," she

added.

U of T first signed a contract

with Aizan Technologies in Febru-

ary 2008, the same week a gunman
killed six people and wounded 18

in a murder-suicide at Northern Il-

linois University. Since then, a num-
ber of Canadian universities have

implemented mass text and voice-

mail alert services, led by Windsor
and UBC; the latter helped U of T set

up its service.

Researchers at the University of

Alberta, University of New Bruns-

wick, and Simon Fraser University

banded together to establish the

Campus Emergency Messaging

Research Group to look into the

effectiveness of mobile and social

networking emergency services.

The group will publish the results of

their three-year study in 2010.

System providers began to pro-

liferate after the 2007 shooting at

Virginia Tech, where university of-

ficials were criticized for alerting

students by email more than three

hours after the initial attack. At the

time, there were suggestions of us-

ing a more traditional mechanism,

SEE 'EMERGENCY' -PG 4

Ryerson and McMaster

students borrow for free

U of T will collect library fee directly

from the universities

SAMYA KULLAB
Varsity Staff

Two universities have struck deals

with U of T to exempt their grad stu-

dents and faculty from U of T's new
library fee. Ryerson and McMaster
borrowers will continue to check out

materials at no cost, because their

schools will pick up the tab.

Since May 2002, Canadian universi-

ties have made their library holdings

available to grad students and faculty

across the country, under the Cana-

dian University Reciprocal Borrowing

Agreement.

But U of T announced two weeks
ago that starting Oct. 1, outside us-

ers would have to pay a borrowing

fee of $200 per year. They can also

pay $130 for six months or $80 for

three months.

Ryerson will pay an estimated

$70,000 until Sept. 30, 2010, to cover

member costs. The agreement will be
re-evaluated annually.

Last year, 361 Ryerson students

and faculty used U of T library ser-

vices, taking out 7,000 items. The bor-

rowing is likely to increase as Ryerson
introduces more graduate programs.

McMaster University is also shoul-

dering borrowing costs for its stu-

dents. Mac librarian Jeff Trzeciak did

not respond to an email asking the

amount McMaster is paying.

Carole Moore, chief librarian at U of

T, has cited budget challenges as the

reason for implementing fees. Moore
could not be reached for comment for

this article.

Negotiations are underway with

other schools across Canada, in-

cluding the University of British

Columbia, the University of Alberta,

and York University.
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A large home crowd didn't help the Blues at the Homecoming game on Saturday. How did the Blues lose to the Waterloo

Warriors, one of the worst teams in the division? Check out our coverage in the sports section in the Oct. 22 issue.

With six million dead, it's

time to break the silence

U of T students organize week of awareness for deadliest conflict

since the Second World War

ANDREW RUSK

Almost six million Congolese have

died since 1996, due to the conflict

there and related causes. Forty-

five thousand continue to die each

month. Yesterday, a student group

at U of T kicked off Break the Silence

Looking for

a challenge

BEYOND
the books?

Solve some of the

world's toughest problems

for cash awards ranging

from $5,000 -$1,000,000.

sAinnocentive'

Solve Problems.

Earn Cash.

Change Lives.

Congo Week to raise awareness, hold-

ing events from Oct. 18 to 24 on the St.

George campus.

"We all have some Congolese

blood on our cheeks, on our hips,

everywhere," said Bodea Macharia,

president of the U of T chapter of

Friends of the Congo.

The Democratic Republic of the

Congo is situated in central Africa,

bordered by nine other countries.

After independence from Belgium in

1960, the country has been plagued

by conflict between Hutus and Tutsis,

an ethnic division created by their oc-

cupiers. Conflict also exists between

native and immigrant Congolese (re-

ferred to under the derogatory term

Rwandaphones), and Northern and
Southern residents. Warring militias

use techniques including child sol-

diers and rape as a weapon—atroci-

ties that president Joseph Kabila's

government is hard-pressed to stop.

Much of the conflict is fuelled by
an abundance of minerals in the re-

gion that includes diamonds, colbalt,

gold, and silver. Of particular note

is the mineral coltan, which is used

in the manufacturing of cell phones,

laptops, and many other electronics.

Congo has 65 per cent of the world's

coltan reserves, which are easily

mined compared to other minerals.

Despite the wealth of resources, 80

per cent of the population now lives

on 30 cents or less a day.

The week is part of a global move-

ment raising awareness of the crisis.

The Toronto events, held with the

help of students from Ryerson and

York, and the surrounding communi-

ty, feature a series of films and talks,

each outlining a different conflict in

the region.

BUILDING CONGOLESE CIVIL
SOCIETY
Congo has over 250 ethnic groups

and is permeated with ethnic tension.

Event: Film Lumumba and talk by

Ajamu Nangwaya. Monday, Oct. 19,

noon, O1SE4420.

SOCIAL JUSTICE ISSUES IN
THE CONGO
Eighty per cent of the Congolese

population of 65 million lives on 30

cents or less per day.

Event: Film The Greatest Silence

and talk by Alex Henry Moore and
Belinda Mbala. Monday, Oct. 19, 6

p.m., BA 1230.

PEACEKEEPERS:
UNDERSTANDING THE
CONGO CONFLICT
The United Nations has called the

conflict the deadliest since the Sec-

ond World War.

Event: Film Peacekeepers and talk

by Justin Podur. Tuesday, Oct. 20, 6

p.m. Arbor Room, Hart House.

BIODIVERSITY IN THE CONGO
Congo is part of the second largest

rainforest in the world, behind the

Amazon.
Event: Film Biodiversity in the

Congo and talk by Dr. Martin Kijazi

and Bodia Macharia, 6 p.m., Arbor
Room, Hart House.

INTERNATIONAL
INDIFFERENCE
Despite the West's reliance on
coltan from the region, the crisis

remains underreported.

Event: Talk by Yves Engler and
Ajamu Nangwaya. Thursday, Oct.

22, 6 p.m.. Arbor Room, Hart House.

HUMAN RIGHTS AND WOMEN
Friends of the Congo reports that

hundreds of thousands of women
have been raped as a weapon of

war.

Event: Talk by Jeannine Ngondo
and Maddy Tiembe. Friday, Oct. 23,

6 p.m., BA 1240.

To learn more about the week,

visit www. friendsofthecongouoft.

wordpress.com or email fotcuoft®

gmail.com.

Youtube video shows

officers pundiing

Western student

during arest

Investigations are ongoing to determine if

police force was excessive

GINASHIN

A video that shows police hitting a

University of Western Ontario student

last Wednesday has provoked strong

reactions after it was posted on You-

tube. Little is discernable through the

hazy image of half a dozen black-clad

officers surrounding Irnes Zeljkovic,

a student at the University of West-

ern Ontario. After a brief glimpse of a

white T-shirt and his pixilated head in

the middle of the struggle on the floor,

Zeljkovic is soon lost from sight. The
video shows police officers punch-

ing and kneeing the student, and one

voice repeatedly yelling, "Stop resist-

ing! Give us your arm!"

UWO campus police were alerted

when Zeljkovic, a 6'2," 220-pound

fourth-year student with no previous

police record, allegedly burst into an

office on campus, claiming to be a pro-

fessor as he attempted to drive out the

previous occupant. He was described

as being delusional and out of control

as police arrived on the scene. Elgin

Austen, director of Western's campus
security, told the Globe and Mail that

Zeljkovic suffered a minor leg injury

and was bleeding.

The Canadian Press reported that

Zeljkovic evaded the officers and bar-

ricaded himself in the office before

leading police on a chase through the

building as they attempted to bring

him into custody.

While the majority of those who
commented on the Youtube video ex-

pressed disdain for what they deemed
excessive force, eyewitnesses of the

arrest seem more lenient. The user

who posted the video on Youtube

wrote on his page, "Many things oc-

curred before the taping began. 1 wit-

nessed the suspect refusing to com-

ply and attempting to push his way

through the officers. [...]! believe the

police response was justified and rea-

sonable based on what 1 witnessed."

The few bystanders in the video re-

mained calm.

"1 could see him [Zeljkovic] trying

to fight back and holding his arms in,"

Daniel Trudgeon, a student witness,

told the Globe and Mail. "He was com-

pletely unresponsive to the officers."

Zeljkovic has been charged with

assaulting an officer, resisting ar-

rest, and mischief. He has been

fined $5,000 while investigations

continue to determine his condition

during the event, review the use of

police force, and provide counsel-

ling for those affected, including

Zeljkovic and his family.

At-risl( scliolars find

a liaven in Massey

TIM LEGAULT
Associate News Editor

Since 1999, academics facing adverse

conditions in their home countries

have found a safe harbour at U of T's

Massey College. The Scholars At Risk

program, hosted by Massey's gradu-

ate school, offers two-year fellowships

of $10,000 for academics to pursue
research work. Recipients have in-

cluded scholars from Ethiopia, Iraq,

Zimbabwe, and Azerbaijan.

John Goskell, who requested that

his name be changed, is one such pro-

fessor. "The present situation in [my
home country] was such that 1 could
not conduct teaching and field work,"

said Goskell, who applied on the ad-
vice of a colleague at U of T. The pro-

gram application assesses a scholar's

need, experience, and academic ac-

complishments.

U of T offers a better forum to com-
pare research and exchange ideas,

and the library system here grcmts ac-

cess to many valuable articles and pri-

mary sources that he could not access
at his home university, Goskell said.

"Inside Massey College, you ex-

perience gatherings, exchanges of

ideas, and book launches almost

every day," said Goskell. "You find

many people of different disciplines.

It's a different life. A life I really ad-

vise everyone to experience."

Goskell is on his second year of

the fellowship. He teaches at both

St. George and UTM.
"After two years of scholarship

you have to fend for yourself," said

Goskell. "1 have now been opened to

possible opportunities to continue

teaching [at other universities], and

I am optimistic."

Many scholars return home after

their stay, though the SAR website

says that staff work with scholars to

find more opportunities abroad when

it's not safe for them to return.

The SAR program at Massey Col-

lege is part of an international net-

work of universities, with headquar-

ters at New York University. U of T

was the only Canadian school to take

part, until the University of Western

Ontario joined in September.
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A priest and a mullah walk

into a lecture...

As Christ is to Christians, the Quran is to IVluslims, Father Burrell tells U of T

Father David Burrell's talk at 100 Wellesley Street attracted a large crowd last Friday evening.

HAMAN MAMDOUHI

When comparing Islam and Christi-

anity, it is erroneous to compare the

book to the book and the man to the

man, said Father David Burrell at an

open lecture last Friday called "God
in the World: Comparing Muslim and
Christian Theologies."

Burrell said that it is acommon mis-

conception to view the Quran as anal-

ogous to the Bible, and Jesus as the

equivalent of Mohammad. Instead, a

comparison of any kind must begin,

by recognizing that it is the revela-

tions in both religions that are analo-

gous to each other

"Christians believe that the word of

God is God [and] Jesus is the word of

God made human. This is the revela-

tion for Christians," said Burell. "[In

Islam] the Quran is the revelation. It

is the word of God as it was revealed

to the prophet [Mohammed], passed

down in Arabic."

Burrell is a professor at Ugandan
Martyrs University, and received

the Catholic Theological Society of

America's 2009 John Courtney Mur-

ray Award. The lecture, sponsored by
the University of Toronto's Lonergan

Research Institute, sought to spread a

message of unity.

"He makes jokes so that Muslims

and Christians sitting side by side

laugh together!" said Brett Salkeld, a

graduate student in theology at U of T.

Whereas Muslims recite the words

of the Quran several times daily.

Christians go to communion. This one

distinction brings about more simi-

larities between the two theologies

than one might expect, said Burrell,

who posits that Islam and Christian-

ity are far more alike than Christian-

ity cmd Judaism, which share Hebrew
scriptures.

"Judaism is meant for a specific

group—God's people. You can be a

Jew without faith, by being born to

a Jewish mother," Burrell said. "You

can't be a Christian without faith, just

like a Muslim. Christianity and Islam

are closer in that they are meant to be
believed in by the whole world."

Burrell said that to understand

their own religions, Muslims and
Christians have to open up a dialogue

with their counterparts. He rejected

the idea that these dialogues would

make believers doubt their faith and
lose their identity. Challenging our

ideals, aside from promoting frater-

nity among different ideas, can help

SEE 'THEOLOGIES' -PG
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The Friends of the Library, Trinity College

34th Annual Book Sale
October 23 -27, 2009
Friday October 23: 4 pm-9 pm
(Admission $5)

Saturday October 24: 10 am -8pm
Sunday October 25: noon - 8pm
Monday October 26: 10 am-8pm
Tuesday October 27: 10 am -8pm
(no admission charge Sat - Tues)

cash • cheque • debit • Amex • Mastercard

6 Hoskin Avenue, upstairs in Seeley HaU

Museum, St George Subway, or Wellesley Bus 94 to the door

416- 978 • 6750 www.trinity.utoronto.ca/booksale

HAVE
DINNER

WITH

12

Delicious food & conversation

with alumni, faculty and other students

who won't be strangers by the end of the evening.

Come for dinner at an alumnus'house

& discover what a small world U ofT really is.

FOR MORE INFORMATION or to joip the invitatiop list visit:

alumni.utoronto.ca/dinnerwithl 2

or search for Dinner with 12 Strangers on Facebook

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE

University of Toronto Alumni Association

UNIVERSITY OF

TORONTO

University of Toronto's first ever

BRING YOUR FAMILY TO SCHOOL DAY
Friday, November 6, 2009

Love your campus? Show it off to your family.

Invite your parents, guardians, siblings, or your own children to a

special day designed just for them.

Bring Your Family to School Day includes a lecture by one of U of T's

leading researchers, guided tours of the most intriguing spots on

the St. George campus, and a delicious 1 0-buck lunch.

Space is limited and filled on a first-come first-served basis.

Advanced registration is required.

For details and to register, visit:

www.family.utoronto.ca

UNIVERSITY OF

TORONTO
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Dai med program on probation

Dalhousie's undergraduate medi-
cal program has been put on a

two-year probation, after being

deemed non-compliant on 17 of

the 132 standards set by the U.S.

Liaison Committee for Medical

Education. Dalhousie appealed
the decision, but lost. Associate

dean John Steeves said that the

program will not be affected; the

plan is to revamp the program
in September 2010, with a new
curriculum that will be located

at the University of New Bruns-

wick's Saint John campus. The
aim is to "exceed current LCME
standards," said the school's

dean, Tom Marrie, who wants to

have "North America's best un-

dergraduate medical education

program." Steeves assured the

public that though Dai has been
put on probation, they have not

lost their accreditation, and the

students' training will not be af-

fected.—NAT COOPER
Source: Canadian Press

Ryerson wants Ottawa to ctiip in

for Maple Leaf Gardens reno

i Ryerson University wants to reno-

tvate Maple Leaf Gardens, which
ilioused the Leafs from 1930 to

1999, into a facility for their var-

sltyTfBCKey team. Ryerson presi-

dent Sheldon Levy notes that

Loblaws and Ryerson students,

via referendum last year, have

each pledged $20 million to the

$60-million project. Levy wants
the federal government to pick up
the tab for the rest.

In September, mayor David

Miller said that though it is im-

possible for the city to contribute

money to the project, he was en-

thusiastic about it.

George Smitherman, Ontario

Minister of Energy and Infrastruc-

ture, has not denied the possibil-

ity of provincial support for the

project but noted, "We haven't

had any specific funding request."

—NOLAN SHERBAN
Sources: Toronto Star, Mapleleafs.

nhl.com

Supernatural gift for U Manitoba

Peter Aykroyd, father of famed
Canadian comedian, actor, and
wine magnate Dan Aykroyd, is

donating his grandfather's notes

on paranormal activity to the

University of Manitoba. This an-

nouncement came on the heels of

the release of Aykroyd's book, A
History of Ghosts.

The eastern Ontario family has

had an interest in ghosts span-

ning three generations. Dan Ayk-

royd wrote and starred in the

The donation comes as no sur-

prise to Brian Humber, of U of M's

Archives and Special Collections

department, who describes the

archives as "world-renowned."

—NS

Source: Winnipeg Free Press

TDSB video screens could lead

to ads: critics

The Toronto District School

Board is accepting proposals for

video screens in high schools,

worrying some parents. The
school board said the signs will

make students more aware of ex-

tracurricular activities and post-

secondary opportunities. But

critics say the screens open the

door for vendors to sell advertis-

ing space.

"It's a slippery slope," said An-

nie Kidder, executive director of

the Ontario-based parents' orga-

nization People for Education.

The TDSB does not expressly

forbid commercial advertise-

ments in schools, but previous

projects involving commercial ad-

vertisement have been dropped
after opposition from parents. It

remains to be seen whether the

TDSB will choose to change, can-

cel, or retain their current request

for proposals.—CHARLEY WANG

People over

profits: panel

At global health forum, profs debate whether

the marketplace can provide adequate care

SARAH SAMWEL

Solutions to global health threats are

hampered by a lack of affordable ac-

cess to medicine in developing coun-

tries, speakers argued at the Munk
Centre last Wednesday, Oct. 14. To cap

off the conference "Global health and

global justice: Challenging the global

marketplace," a panel sat down to talk

about global health policy, featuring

the University of Ottawa's Ronald La-

bonte and Ted Schrecker and U of T's

Prabhat Jha. The event attracted a

good cross-section of attendees, from

first-year students to professionals in

the field.

An animated speaker, Labonte tack-

led the issue of whether global health

diplomacy was a real transformation

on the part of states or simply realpoli-

tik, politics based on practicality rather

than morality. Of the three elements of

diplomacy—national, economic, and

human—the human element is often

lost, he argued. According to Labonte,

governments are not doing enough to

create cohesion in their foreign policy

to deal with issues of global health.

Schrecker supported Labonte's ar-

gument by challenging the capability

of market fundamentalism to reduce

health inequity. He also emphasized

the danger of allowing the privatization

of basic necessities. "It's 'pay to play

or get out of the way,'" Shrecker said.

He added that human interests must

trump economic ones, and that it's the

government's responsibility to prevent

"marketizing" the needs of the public.

Although Jha agreed with Labonte

and Schrecker, he argued that eco-

nomic interests were also needed to

advance equity in public health. Jha

called economic growth a necessity

for using tax dollars to fund programs

and provide medicine and vaccines to

those less fortunate.

CRIME BRIEFS

The first two weeks of Octo-
ber have been busy for St.

George Campus Police, with

three assaults, seven medical
calls, 23 reports of trespassing,

and 24 emergency phone calls.

One of the assailants is de-

scribed as a male with a raspy
voice smelling of coconut. In

addition, two break-and-enters

were reported, and somebody
attempted without success to

steal a bicycle seat.

Hart House took the top spot

for crime, with University Col-

lege, Philosopher's Walk, and
McLennan Physical Labs fol-

lowing close behind. Other
locations with multiple hits

include Woodsworth College,

Rowell Jackman Hall, and Ro-

barts Library.

Seventeen thefts were report-

ed at the downtown campus, in-

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hoar Program

Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• E8L Skills Development

• Compreliensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicnm

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

eluding a wallet, three bicycles,

an iPhone and money, three

sets of textbooks, five comput-
ers and laptops, and three bags.

The UTSC campus also got its

share of incidents. On Oct. 14, a

19-year-old man reported being

mugged at 2 p.m., near Military

Trail and Morningside Avenue.
Two men with a handgun took

the man's money from his wal-

let and his chain. They are de-

scribed as black males, approx-

imately 24 to 29 years old, one
6' to 6'3

' and the other 57" to
5'9". Police are asking for help in

identifying the two assailants.

Campus Police notified stu-

dents via email and provided

tips on what to do when faced

with robbery. People should

remain calm, obey commands,
consider weapons loaded, and
note the robber's appearance,

weapon, the direction they
head in, and any other impor-

tant details. After the robbery,

call the police immediately and
remain with any witnesses un-

til the police arrive. For those

not comfortable walking alone,

each campus provides a Walk
Safe program.
Scarborough campus police

sent an email on Oct. 9 warning
students about leaving person-

al items unattended, especially

laptops. Students should keep
a detailed description of im-

portant possessions, and avoid

storing important information

such as banking info on their

computer. Students can also

consider registration programs
that let them trace their prop-

erty if stolen.

—ANNA CUNNINGHAM

'EMERGENCY' - CONTINUED FROM PG

1

like an alarm or siren. The Univer-

sity of California at Berkeley, for ex-

ample, uses a siren and tests it on
the first Wednesday of each month.

Queen's University has 22 video

screens across campus that display

information and emergency warn-

ings.

"At first glance, [a siren] looks re-

ally intuitive. Not for the St. George
Campus. We have neighbours to ac-

count for," Lemon said.

The morning after Thursday's

test, U of T Emergency Alerts re-

ported 134 new subscribers. Once
a detailed follow-up report is re-

leased, the strategic communica-
tions department will consult with

emergency management experts to

assess the results and decide next

steps.

Students can register with the service

at alert.utoronto.ca/callme.

'THEOLOGIES' - CONTINUED FROM PG 3

fortify them through thought and bet-

ter understanding, Burrell said. He
challenged Christians to discuss with

Muslims the most misunderstood

dogmas in Christianity; the Trinity,

Original Sin, and Mediation.

When asked about the Quranin

translation, he said that some crit-

ics argue that there are millions of

Muslims who recite words in their

prayers that they don't understand,

because the Quran is strictly in Ara-

bic. The Bible is still read in origi-

nal Latin in traditional services,

Burchell explained. "There is a com-

mentary in these words, which is

universal. No matter what language

they are spoken in, they bring about

an atmosphere that creates warmth
in one's heart."

As his last remarks, Burrell asked

the audience to understand their

theologies and not to let religion be

manipulated for political motives,

citing examples of conflicts in the

Gaza Strip and the Iraq War.

Remington's, a gay strip club in Toronto, has begun allowing women in

after 10 p.m. and on weekends. How do you feel about this?
PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

1st Year, Physics

If they let lesbians go to regular strip clubs,

what s the difference from letting heterosexual

women into gay strip clubsi' I just don't get it.

If the LGBTQ community wants a more open

society, they can't exclude heterosexual women.

1st Year, Computer Science

I think that by allowing women in, it ruins the

entire atmosphere of fne place. It's a gay strip

club, and having women m there ruins trie

entire purpose of the club.

Ambia

3nl Year, EastAsian Studies, PoliticalScience
andHistory

Honestly, I don't care. I don't go to strip clubs,

and I don't need to see things dangling. Ever.

Andrew

3rd Year, EastAsian StudiesandZooloiy
I think it's good because it reinforces the

strip club as spectacle as a show, rather

than something that it s not.OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca
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'COPY' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

evidence, and in 2007 we filed a state-

ment claim at the federal court," said a
spokesperson for the agency. Accord-
ing to its website. Access Copyright

won a $132,000 judgment against the

operator of the Quality Control Copy
Centre in 2008.

Access Copyright told Quality Con-
trol they were required to destroy all

illegal material, and that they were
liable for an undisclosed amount. A
representative said the amount was in

the six figures.

"Purchasing pirated textbooks is

essentially buying stolen property,"

wrote Maureen Cavan, executive di-

rector of Access Copyright, on the

agency's website. "If the price of a text-

book or coursepack sounds too good
to be true, it most likely was produced
illegally. I urge students to be ethical

and buy these items legally from a

reputable source."

Ethical behaviour isn't easy on the

wallet. For Lindsay Jensen, a third-

year film student at U of T, course

reader costs will almost triple. "The

first one that 1 bought in September
from Quality Control Copy cost $30,

and it was about 1.5 inches thick,"

Jensen said. "But my professor told us

that he can't use that place anymore
because the department's administra-

tion is really cracking down on copy-

right, so for our second course reader

he needs to go through a legitimate

place, and it's going to cost $85."

Many students also resent paying

the high prices because the course

packs cire often low quality.

"1 don't mind paying $90 for a text-

book, but 1 hate paying $90 for a col-

lection of papers that are written on,

or that aren't even legible, and that

I'll probably never use again," said

Nuria Elkout, another U of T student.

"And even if you wemt to use it again

because there was a good article in

it, there's no index, so you can't even

find it."

The Quality Control Copy Shop on Bloor Street provided cheap photocopies for

course packs, until its photocopiers and materials were seized last Thursday.

Access Copyright is also target-

ing professors who go to unlicensed

shops. In September, Edith Hillan,

the faculty and academics vice

provost, sent a memo asking pro-

fessors to use only licensed photo-

copiers. "We have been informed by

Access Copyright [...] that a course

taught by you may have used a copy
shop that does not have a licence

with Access Copyright for the pro-

duction and sale of coursepacks,"

the message reads.

Fall for our
Meatball pizzas.

Kidz' Meatball
Italian tomato sauce, meatballs, S^mr V
mozzarella + Cheddar. ^ J
10" S $6 12" M $8 14"L$10

Cheezy Meatball^
Cheezy Cheddar sauce, meatballs

mozzarella + Cheddar.

10" S $6 12" M $8 14"L$10
8

Italian Meatball
Fresh passata tomato sauce, meatballs,

fire-roasted tomatoes, red onions,

mozzarella + Cheddar.

10" S $8 12"M$10 14"L$12

$
10

Unit E - 44 Gerrard Street West TORONTO

310-0001

Canada's Largest Student Newspaper Needs You!

Want to get involved, but you...

... can't write?

... can't draw?

... can't tal(e a good plioto to save your li

No problem!

We seek motivated candidates who wish to get involved in the

functioning and oversight of The Varsity. Canada's largest student

newspaper. In order to be eligible pursuant to our by-laws, you must
be a full-time undergraduate student, or a graduate student or part-

time student who pays the membership fee of $2.50.

Consider running for

the Varsity Publications

Provisional Board of Directors

Constituencies that need to be filled

for the 2009-2010 academic year:

• St. George (four representatives)

• UTM (one representative)

• UTSC (one representative)

• Professional faculties (three

representatives)

By-elections are beginning this

month. Each constituency's by-

election will be held separately.

Public notices will be posted when
election dates have been set.

Dates have been set for the
following by-elections:

• Masthead (one representative): Oct. 20 & 21

• Staff (two representatives): Oct. 23 & 24

Masthead and Staff by-elections will take place at The
Varsity Offices from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on their respective

days. All Varsity Staff are eligible to run in Staff by-elections,

and to vote in both Masthead and Staff elections. To be
considered Varsity Staff, you must have contributed to

The Varsity six times and in five issues since May 1, 2009.
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Cutting the red tape
Scientists have to go through a bulky bureaucratic process to get funding, and it can hold them back

PETRE RADULESCU

"Disgraceful."

That's how Willard Boyle—the

Canadian-born physicist who
shared in this year's Nobel Prize

for inventing the device that paved
the way for the digital camera

—

described the bureaucratic ordeal

that scientists today undergo to

obtain funding. The global tide of

discontent against this increas-

ingly cumbersome process has

reached a high mark.

"[The UK's grant system] turns

young scientists into bureaucrats

and then betrays them," said Peter

Lawrence, a zoologist at the Uni-

versity of Cambridge, in a recently

published article in the PloS Biol-

ogy journal. "Applications have be-

come so detailed and so technical

that trying to select the best pro-

posals has become a dark art."

Lawrence charts the story of

a young researcher—Lawrence
gives him the name K—who spent

almost a year to preparing, sub-

mitting, and awaiting his initial

research grant. With the grant

money, K took on a postdoctoral

student, a graduate student, and a

lab technician. K was able to obtain

only short-term funding, which
meant that his lab always depend-
ed on the next grant for its surviv-

al. K spent the majority of the next

three years writing grant applica-

tions to ensure that he could pay
his students and technician. Even-

tually the technician left to take a

more secure job. The postdoc stu-

dent, who had a family to support,

gave up on her lifelong ambition of

being a researcher, and took job in

science publishing.

Lawrence says that K's plight

"illustrates how the present fund-

ing system in science eats its own
seed corn."

Canada's grant system is far

more generous. The Canadian
government will spend more than

$10 billion this year on scientific

research and infrastructure. And
government institutions, such as

the Natural Sciences and Engi-

neering Research Council of Can-

ada and the Canadian Institutes

of Health Research, do manage to

provide research funding, from the

undergraduate level to the full-ten-

ured professor, without unrolling

the debilitating red tape.

Last summer I received an NSERC
research award and 1 didn't find the

two-page research proposal all that

onerous.

"With each grant application that 1

write, 1 get a better understanding of

my own research, in particular from

a much broader perspective than I

am accustomed to," says Naseem
Al-Aidroos, a fifth-year PhD student

at U of T. "More importantly, 1 find

it easier to explain my research at a

level that is both accessible and in-

teresting to the general public. The

rest of the application process, how-
ever, is an incredible waste of time."

Mr. Al-Aidroos has a point. The
red tape associated with obtaining

research funding can help motivate

scientists by creating punishing

deadlines, and by forcing them to

put their research ideas in a neatly

packed proposal that can be read

and understood universally.

However, too much red tape can

kill even the best research ideas.

That's why the federal government

should not get more involved in the

grant process. The idea of fund-

ing individual projects—instead of

arms-length granting councils— is a

dangerous one. It would give Cana-

dian bureaucrats the possibility to

eradicate "pointless" research stud-

ies and give favoritism to research

with "demonstrable economic ben-

efits"—something that UK bureau-

crats have done for some time now,

though so-called "pointless" re-

search has given us many valuable

breakthroughs that have led to such

discoveries as x-rays or penicillin.

When it comes to scientific re-

search, it's better to err on the

side of too little—rather than too

much—red tape.

Endowment woes
After 31 per cent of U of T endowment funds have been squandered, the investment strategy needs to change

GAVIN NOWLAN^^^

The financial turmoil that swept the

world last year hit the University of

Toronto especially hard. Quietly, at

a September 29 meeting of the Gov-

erning Council's Business Board,

the University of Toronto Asset

Management Corporation—tasked

with investing the sizable endow-
ment that the university has been
accumulating over the past few

decades—presented their latest

report. The news that William Mo-
riarty, president and CEO of UTAM,
brought to Simcoe Hall was almost

comical in its grandeur.

In the 2008 fiscal year, the Univer-

sity of Toronto's investments lost a

total of $528.1 million. These losses

amount to a 31 per cent loss in the

total value of the university's endow-

ment, and mean that what had al-

ready been a bleak financial outlook

Editorial: Advertising

(416) 946-7600 (416) 946-7604

E-mail:

editor@thevarsity.ca

is even worse than once thought.

During the course of the presenta-

tion, Moriarty mentioned that in light

of last year's events, a fresh look at

the university's investment policy

needs to take place. Forgiving Mo-
riarty for this obvious understate-

ment, he's right in saying that the uni-

versity's investment policy needs to

be thoroughly reviewed. Currently,

it allows for hedge fund investments,

which are extremely risky in the best

of times. Twice now in the last de-

cade—between 2001 and 2003, and
now in the last year—the university

has lost considerable sums in invest-

ments. These losses lead to cutbacks

in the faculties which rely on en-

dowed teaching positions, and to the

endowed bursaries and grants which

so many students depend on to allow

them to go to school. Because of the

losses last year, there will be no pay-

out of endowment funds to any aca-

demic unit this year. The taps are off,

and the well is dry.

In many respects, the endowment
is relatively young. Unlike the major

private universities of the United

States, our university has not focused'

on seeking alumni and business do-

nations until recently. During the

1990s, U of T decided that it would

surge ahead of other Canadian public

universities and begin to seek a larger

endowment with the hopes of using

this money in the same way private

American universities do: as a capi-

tal fund that could yield a large profit

through investment. Unfortunately,

there can be no window for profit in

investing without a similar window
for risk, and this scheme possessed

much more risk than the endowment
had been exposed to in the past. The
story of why the university has lost

so much money is mirrored in how
the market crash came about in the

first place: too many people made too

many risky investments, all in the be-

lief that a little more profit could be

made before the reality of the situa-

tion could set in.

There is another question lost in the

overwhelming reality of the univer-

sity's losses on the market: should U of

T be risking these endowments in the

first place? Alumni and other donors

give money to the university because

they trust that those donations will go

towards making the university a better

place. Whether it is a few hundred dol-

lars or an endowed bursary, donations

have been made to the university on
the basis that money given to the uni-

versity will be used by the university.

In the face of such a huge loss, how can

U ofT approach donors in good faith in

an attempt to rebuild the endowment?
As long as the university seeks large

profits through exposing the endow-
ment to market risks, there will be no

guarantee that money given will actu-

ally be used to better education. Mori-

arty is right to suggest that the system

needs an overhaul, if not for the future

of current investments still exposed,

then for the satisfaction of those alum-

ni weary of handing their money over

to be squandered in the name of profit.

A good place to start would be asking

whether this institution's resources

should be used to promote learning

or profit. One of those goals has been

working nicely since 1827; to the other,

history has not been so kind.

CORRECTION

The article entitled "Polanski's

crime and punishment," on Oct. 15

ran without a byline. The author of

the article is AHMED MAHMOUD.
The l/ars/?y regrets the error.
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Welcome to India Inc.

Canada's proposed free-trade agreement with the South Asian nation spells prosperity for both countries

AAKANKSHATANGRI

Under the Conservative govern-

ment, Canada is taking aggressive

action towards its International

Trade policies outside of the United

States and South America, and has

expressed interest in developing

stronger economic ties with India,

one of the fastest emerging world

superpowers. The two countries

will be working towards establish-

ing a free-trade agreement and
developing their nuclear market,

which will help India support and
provide power to the 76 million ru-

ral households who have no access

to electricity. The result would be an
improvement in the quality of life,

creation of jobs, and an increase

in opportunities in India. Plus, Ca-

nadian companies will benefit from

cheap labour.

The agreement could also give

Canada a chance to contribute to

India through research and devel-

opment, technical know-how, and
foreign direct investments in Indian

manufacturing, infrastructure, and
financial services. Canada will be

able to carve a bigger share of "India

Inc." by supplying nuclear expertise

and technology.

Currently, Canada is India's 26th-

largest supplier of goods and ser-

vices with annual trade at $4.6 bil-

lion. The proposed trade agreement
will increase that figure, provided

there's a stable environment for in-

vestors. With India's high growth in

the manufacturing and service sec-

tor, Canadian firms are keen to tap

into this fairly unexplored market
and forge joint ventures with Indian

firms, who have developed business

outsourcing capability.

On the other hand, Canada's ap-

peal to Indian businessmen is lim-

ited, but that too is slowly changing
with one of India's largest busi-

nesses, The Aditya Birla Group. It

has recently acquired partnerships

with three Canadian companies:

AV Group (pulp and fibre), Novelis

(aluminum), and Minacs (business

process outsourcing).

With the new trade deal on the ho-

rizon, a few concerns arise. First, will

the Liberal agenda support domestic

growth or bilateral trade? If Ignati-

eff and his party do not prop up the

Harper government, the talks could

very well go by the wayside.

Second, Canadian businesses are

synonymous with those in the U.S.,

and this hurts their chances of carv-

ing a separate identity in India. Cana-

da may be unable to greatly increase

its trade flow unless it makes a con-

certed effort to differentiate itself.

There's also a concern over the

implications of the nuclear deal on
the environment. But if India abides

by the international standards of

safety, nuclear power can play an

integral part in the larger strategy to

decrease emissions that cause global

warming. India will emit less C02 in

the future if it develops its nuclear

program now.

With an ever-increasing Indian-

Canadian population, both coun-

tries could use cultural diplomacy

to pave the way for diplomatic talks.

Canada needs to relax immigration

rules, be more investor friendly, and
ease up on taxes. This might help

bridge the gap between nations half-

way around the world.

Meanwhile, India needs to move its

focus beyond the Pakistan conflict

and work towards strengthening the

country at a grassroots level. Power

needs to shift from the few elite that

currently run the nation to the ubiqui-

tous poor who are longing for change

and development. Establishing nucle-

ar facilities will help the government

achieve this goal faster and provide

better quality life to its citizens.

When Prime Minister Stephen

Harper goes to India to meet In-

dian Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh next month—a visit that is

meant to be a turning point in the

negotiations—hopefully the deal

will fall into place. Canada could

revive its economy, and India

could provide a higher quality of

life for its 1.2 billion people.

Conservatives surge ahead in the polls, but their efforts are just a front

LUKE SAVAGE
^^Assodate Comment Editor^^

What a difference a month makes.

When the fall parliamentary session

began, an election seemed imminent.

Now the Liberals still claim to op-

pose the Harper government, though

the Grits' downslide in public opinion

has likely ended their desire to rev up
the campaign buses.

Several national opinion polls now
put Stephen Harper's conservatives'

popularity above 40 per cent, rough-

ly the requisite popular vote to se-

cure a majority in Canada's first past

the post election system. The Con-

servatives seem to be rebounding

in Quebec and Ontario (two regions

where they faltered following the last

election) and Michael Ignatieff's Lib-

erals are becoming increasingly un-

popular across the country. This is a

far cry from the scenario the Liberals

desired and expected.

For the most part, Canadians seem
to think the government is doing

a good job handling the economic

crisis. Oddly enough though, the

party's response to the recession has

been contradictory to its ideologi-

cal stance. The economic strategies

cu-e many Keynesian footsteps away
from the usual conservative dogma
of small government, financial de-

regulation, and mass privatization.

What's more, the Conservatives

have compiled the largest deficit in

Canadian history, just one year after

posting record surpluses and deny-

ing that a recession was on the way.

Yet Conservative supporters have

not abandoned ship, and in fact, their

numbers are growing. This has hap-

New government cheques are adorned with the Conservative Party's logo,

angering the other parties in government.

pened for a number of reasons.

Firstly, their chief rival, the Lib-

eral Party, is weakening. Damaged
by internal strife in Quebec and

fragmented over Ignatieff's leader-

ship, the once indestructible red ma-

chine is looking awfully rusty. More
crucially, the Liberals have failed to

present themselves as a real alter-

native to the Conservatives. While

they declared their intention to op-

pose the government at the end of

August, they presented no alterna-

tive platform—no plan or manifesto

as to how they would perform better.

Their stance amounted to opposition

without substance: only vacuous

aphorisms about "nation building"

and "green energy."

Thus, the Conservatives have

been left to craft their own narra-

tive inside of the vacuum. By using

the vast resources of the federal

government, they have made the

Conservative propaganda machine
devastatingly effective. Tory MPs
have been photographed across the

country giving huge sums of money
to communities for local projects.

Many of these photo-ops feature

cheques emblazoned with the Con-

servative logo or uplifting epithets

like "protecting Canada's future" or

"Strong Leadership. A Better Cana-

da." One particularly notable shot

shows Natural Resources Minister

Lisa Raitt wearing a blue hockey

jersey branded with the Conserva-

tive "C" and the name of the Prime

Minister. The implicit suggestion

in each of these photos (there are

181 so far) is that the money is a gift

from the Conservative Party, even

though it's really government funds.

As the Liberals become increas-

ingly distracted by internal prob-

lems and unfocused in their base-

less opposition, Stephen Harper
has been hard at work convincing

Canadians that he is—despite his

reputation for partisanship and in-

transigence—a decent, fun-loving,

family man running a stable, ac-

countable government that serves

the public interest. Many have seen

his recent arts gala performance
of the Beatles classic "With a Little

Help from my Friends." This pedes-

trian approach to politics is some-
what uncommon in Canada, but

has a long and illustrious history

south of the border, where folksy

demagogues like George W. Bush
and Ronald Reagan convinced the

masses that the best leaders are the

ones you'd want to sit down with for

a drink. (These same masses also

seriously contemplated making an
inarticulate hockey mom a candi-

date for the presidency in 2012.)

It's always possible these photo-

ops will hurt the Conservatives, but

it seems unlikely they will inflict se-

rious damage until another party

presents a more attractive narra-

tive for voters to internalize. For

now, the Liberals' "grand designs"

appeal to few, and the front of sta-

bility and competent fiscal man-
agement presented by Harper will

continue to dominate the national

imagination.

LETTERS

Where are all the

righties?

Your point/counterpoint on Obama's
Nobel Peace Prize was an intramural

tiff between two liberals ("Point/

Counterpoint," Oct. 15)! Have you
no conservatives on staff? The view

espoused by Baud as the one critical

to the award is only a nuanced varia-

tion of Lane's.

A true counterpoint might have

stated that the award has long been

corrupted by an insular clique of

European pacifists who value senti-

ments over accomplishments, which
this selection perfectly epitomizes.

And what does the sham of global

warming have to do with world

peace anyway? A conservative

might have questioned the naive

proposition of a nuclear-free world,

that further commitment of blood

and treasure may be necessary in

the war against Islamic fascism in

Afghanistan, or that climate change
is the biggest fraud to come down
the pike since Y2K, based as it is on
junk science. But alas, Mr. Baud ac-

cepts all these leftist articles of faith

without question. Please indulge us

with a real debate!

Brian Janeway

Leave Polanski alone

If Polanski wasn't a celebrity no one
would care about this "statutory

rape" 31 years later ("Polanski's

crime and punishment," Oct. 15).

He's paid for the crime many times

already. What a hypocrisy! And if

you look at it in broader perspec-
tive and see what this man has
been through (Auschwitz, the bru-

tal murder of his pregnant wife): it

becomes inhumane and sinister to

persecute him now.

UwoLNijciE Go
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Preview: LG Fashion Weel( 2009
CAILIN SMART catches up with three of Toronto Fashion Weel<'s nnost exciting designers as they

scramble to get ready for Canada's biggest fashion event

Designers Nada Shepherd (left) and Jessica Biffi

The Nada woman is confident and she

doesn't just get dressed—she dresses.

TV: Where did you draw inspiration

from foryour spring collection?

NS: Inspiration is what I see around

me. My spring collection is called "In-

fatuation"—it's the excitement of first

love. I'm married, so that's kind of over

right now, but I have friends and I see it

in them. It's such a beautiful time.

TV: How doyou translate that into cloth-

ing?

NS: Leather and lace. The lingerie ele-

ment and the fetish element. It's going

to be harsh, and hopefully more sexu-

ally aggressive than our fall collection.

TV: What makes Toronto a good centre

fora fashion line?

NS: The beauty of being in Canada is

that it's a smaller market. Especially

Toronto because it's the centre of

Canada. . .it's a smaller market, so it's

easier to rise to the top.

TV: How do you feel about the Project

Runway Fashion Week take-over?

NS: I don't like the concept of the real-

ity show. I feel bad for the contestants:

theyonlyhaveoneyearto get their busi-

ness up and running and then they're

already old news. It's not fair to them.

Jessica Biffi

Jessica Biffi was last season's runner-

up on Project Runway Canada, where
she gained particular recognition for

her ironic gangster lingo and her mad
design skills. This up-and-comer is

all revved up to show Canadian fash-

ion what's she's all about this season.

THE VARSITY: What were you doing

when you became a Project Runway
Canada contestant?

JESSICA BIFFI: 1 was working at a store

at Yonge and Dundas, mounting win-

dow displays. I needed a nine-to-five

job to cover my school debts and to

make ends meet. Our first challenge

on the show was the first time I'd

made something in years! We didn't

have any patterns to work with,

which was weird.

TV: How has the show affected your

career?

JB: It definitely puts you at an advan-

tage. I can't see myself without the

press and recognition that the show
has given me. It really helped me to

get my foot in the door and now I'm

doing what I've always wanted to do.

There is a lot of pressure, though, to

live up to that expectation. Everyone

wants to see what you can do with-

out the show. That's what 1 need to do
this season: show everyone what I'm

all about.

TV: What are we going to see on the

Jessica Biffi runway this season?

JB: This collection is a jump-off from

my last show. There are going to be

pleats, box-pleats, and sheer fabric,

short hemlines. 1 really wanted to

integrate casual and formal into one

collection. The theme is going to be

digital graffiti. There are lots of fun

colours, casual with a dressed-up el-

ement. The style lines are really fun.

TV: Whose shows are you looking for-

ward to?

JB: Sunny's [Sunny Fong, winner of

Project Runway season 2] show for

sure, at the AGO. I'll try to make that

show then bolt back to work on my
own. [Laughs.] 1 always look forward

to Evan Biddell's, too.

TV: What role do you see the Fashion

Design Council of Canada [FDCC]
playing in Canadian Fashion?

JB: The FDCC is such a great thing.

Something like Fashion Week is so im-

portant and they facilitate and help

make it into something huge. 1 mean,

we're only in our 10th year, and look

at us now!

Andy The-Anh

Vietnamese-born Montrealer and

Toronto Fashion Week veteran Andy
The-Anh is one of Canada's best-

loved luxury line designers. His

eponymous label is the image of so-

phistication and elegance and has

been featured in fashion editorials

worldwide.

THE VARSITY: What is your most
memorable moment from Toronto

Fashion Week?
ANDY THE-ANH: Always my last

show.

Qulrklly compelling

Bahamas and Amy Millan bring their solo acts to

the l\^od Club for a night of mellow crooning

Toronto Fashion Week, now
in its 10th year, is still just

a toddler in the fashion universe.

This season's event, happening from

Oct. 19 to 24, has moved from its old

venue at Nathan Philips Square to a

huge new space at 1030 King St. W.,

demonstrating that the festival is

definitely on its way up. With Fash-

ion Week fast approaching, design-

ers Andy The-Anh, Jessica Biffi, and

Nada Shepherd dish about this year's

gigantic location, their hot new col-

lections, and the Project Runway colo-

nization of Canada's fashion scene.

Nada Shepherd

Nada Shepherd, creative director of

NADA Fashion Week can always be
counted on for some serious fierce-

ness. Now in her fifth season at Fash-

ion Week, this articulate designer is a

definite rising star

THE VARSITY: You originally went to U
ofTfor science. What's the story behind

that?

NADA SHEPHERD: I've actually always

been in the arts, so it was strange go-

ing into science at U of T. 1 would usu-

ally make my own clothes because we
didn't have money growing up—mon-
ey was tight at home. I had expensive

taste, so 1 had to provide for it myself. I

did well in math and science, however,

and there is cm element of that in fash-

ion design, especially in pattern draft-

ing. I went to U of T because my dad

always said "Grow up and get a real

education," by which he meant "noth-

ing in the arts." So I did: I got a quote-

unquote "real education," but I wasn't

happy. I still graduated, though—^you

can't drop out of anything in my
books.

TV: How would you describe your de-

sign aesthetic?

NS: It's proper: it's something you can

weartowork,andintotheearIyevening.

_ ANNA CUNNINGHAM

On Oct.14, the Mod Club played host

to Amy Millan and Bahamas. The
vibe was decidedly low-key and the

venue matched perfectly: the red

velvet curtains hanging around the

stage and parts of the surrounding

walls added to the more mature and
laid back atmosphere of the event. As
Afie Jurvanen, the singer and guitar-

ist of Bahamas, stated in his evening

set, this was definitely not a hectic,

frantic show for skinny jeans types.

Jurvanen showed up wearing a

plaid shirt only half tucked in, a thick

moustache and a strange swagger in

his step. Bahamas, who has also done

back-up for Feist, used to be a solo act.

Although he now plays with a variety

of drummers, he appecired alone at

this show. When parts of his songs

appeared where a drum solo would

usually occur, he filled in the dead

air with descriptions of what would

be happening, which was genuinely

hilcu-ious, and almost preferable to a

performance with actual drums.

Jurvanen's mamner was goofy and

a tad shy, only adding to his charm.

He said some ridiculous things

throughout the night and made some
ridiculous faces, but the audience just

laughed appreciatively. His banter,

which he is known for, included an

introduction where he asked the au-

dience, "Are you hippies ready to get

mellow?" When faced with a positive

response, he quipped, "ThcUiks for

the wicked claps, it's wicked nice," and

"Do you feel me? I feel you too, now."

Bahamas' music was as mellifluous

as his demeanour, but much sweeter

and more romantic during his rep-

ertoire of love songs. Particularly

endearing were a tune centered on a

pregnancy scare, in which he crooned

that he would love and take care of the

baby no matter what, and crowd fa-

vourite "Hockey Teeth," about the mo-
ment when you kiss your sweetie and

your teeth accidentally bang together

At times, his sound had a hint of a

blues influence, although for the most

part, his voice was smooth cmd lull-

ing. His guitar playing was quirky but

TV: How do you feel about the new
location?

AT: It's exciting to show in this new
venue. From what we've seen so far,

it will be spectacular. The team did

an awesome job on this new project!

TV: What show, besides your own,

are you looking forward to?

AT: Actually, every show if 1 can.

TV: What elements inspiredyou for

your spring/summer 2010 collection?

AT: The collection was based on the

Michel Pastoureau book The Story of

the Colour Blue, where a colour that

was considered barbarian and [pain-

ful to look at] by the [ancient] Greeks

and the Romans becomes the most

appreciated colour of Europeans to-

day. The collection of SSIO is based

on the variation of blue: from "true-

antique blue" to "sky blue," while

passing by the "Baltic blue." This sea-

son's silhouette is structured, mod-
ern, and definitely "athletic-glam."

TV: What are your favourite things

about designing for spring?

AT: Dresses.

TV: How have your collections

evolved since your first season at

Toronto Fashion Week?
AT: We know the location bet-

ter, [as well as] the team and the

technical parts. The FDDC is very

helpful, so we feel good creating

something different for each show
we made.
TV: How would you say the Toronto

fashion scene differs from that of

Montreal?

AT: I don't really see a difference

between both cities, as the women
coming to us adopt the Andy The-

Anh style. Wherever they come
from, they adopt our own style.

TV: How do you feel about the

"Love" theme for Toronto FW?
AT: I think it is a universal theme
that we can all interpret in our

own way, with various forms of

artistic expression.

skilled, and each song was different

and interesting, a feat many solo guitar

players cannot achieve.

Albeit clumsy and child-like in de-

meanour, Bahamas provided an excel-

lent opening act.

Amy Millan, on the other hand, is

best known for being the lead singer

of indie band Stars. She also went to

school with Emily Haines, who be-

came one of her bandmates in Bro-

ken Social Scene. Now on her second

SEE 'MILLAN' -PG 10

LG
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The discs that were good were very, very good—but the discs that were bad were just plain awful

OSSO AND SUFJAN STEVENS-
RUN RABBIT RUN

WW
Run Rabbit Run doesn't actually have much to do with composer Sufjan

Stevens, or with John Updike, for that matter. Rather, the album pres-

ents listeners with a rearranged string orchestration of Stevens' 2001 electronic album Enjoy

Your Rabbit by New York composers Michael Atkinson, Nico Muhly, Gabriel Kahane, and a hand-

ful of others. The album is performed by the Osso String Quartet, which includes a number of

musicians who contributed to Stevens' 2005 top-seller Illinois. (Have I lost you yet?)

Run Rabbit Run continues Stevens' trend of themed albums, as each song is named in accordance

with the cycle of the Chinese Zodiac. Although the orchestrated reworking flows smoother than the

synthesized static of the original, the Osso String Quartet fails to capture the variety of moods each

original track had to offer. Nevertheless, Run RabbitRun offers a playful, often enchanting atmosphere

of its own. With just a viola, a cello, and violins, the quartet creates effective, elaborate orchestrations.

Devoted Stevens fans anticipating a new addition to Sufjan's 50 states project (creating an album to

capture the mood of each of the United States) may be let down by this release. However, the inspiration

his music has breathed into these talented New Yorkers is well worth it.—KALIN SMITH

THOUSAND FOOT KRUTCH-
WELCOME TO THE MASQUERADE

WW
Thousand Foot Krutch rock harder than ever on their newest album, Wel-

come to the Masquerade. With pop and metal influences, this melodic On-

tario trio have created an album with an effective mix of genres.

Title track "Welcome to the Masquerade" is a solid rock anthem filled with gritty guitar hooks

and authentic death growls, pivotally preceding the explosion of sound in the chorus. "Look Away,"

a catchy soft-pop ballad incorporating strings, piano, acoustic guitars, and looping vocals, is gor-

geous, but seems more fitting for lead singer Trevor McNevan's side project, pop-punk band FM
Static. But the song does provide a welcome break from the distorted guitars, strong sounds, and

heavy percussion that characterizes the rest of the album.

Rounding out the track list are "Forward Motion,"—with an impeccable balance of percussion,

rising vocals, and interweaving guitars—and "Smack Down", another rock anthem reminiscent of

the group's earlier Phenomenon album. The last track, "Already Home," is similar to "Look Away"
and could be written off as overkill at the end of the album. The sweet-sounding melody is almost

too perfect, with overwhelmingly warm tones at the chorus that sound like they could be the over-

ture to a teenage TV drama. And just like that. Welcome to the Masquerade comes roaring in like a

lion and simmers out like a lamb.—JESSICA LEE

SKELETONWITCH-fi/?E4™/VG THE FIRE

V

Skeletonwitch are, at best, an acquired taste. After glancing at the cover

of Breathing the Fire, 1 immediately realized my manifest destiny was to

make fun of this thrash-revivalist band. How could 1 resist a fire-breathing

skeleton clutching a corpse with a half-shredded ribcage? Naturally, 1 was

excited at the comedic possibilities.

Unfortunately, my enthusiasm was tempered after listening to the aptly titled opener, "Submit

To The Suffering." All it took was a minute of the superfluous thrash beats and cacophonous

shrieks before I was indeed suffering, and ready to tap out to the musical equivalent of a Ken

Shamrock ankle lock. With every song title dumber than the last ("Stand Fight Die," "Gorge Upon

My Soul") 1 found myself trying desperately to seek asylum from this terrible Athens, Ohio band.

But then it hit me like a bag of bricks. Recently, 1 have been contemplating the meaning of life, vacillat-

ing between comprehending the futility of human endeavour and making sense of creation; as a matter

of happenstance, "BreathingThe Fire" clarified my deepest, darkest thoughts. While finishing the album

and attempting to interpret vocalist's Chance Gamette's incomprehensible garbling, the answer 1 was

looking for dawned on me: if bands like this have a forum for their art, there must be no meaning to life.

Skeletonwitch have managed to solve centuries of philosophical conjecture. And, if I were to grade

them strictly on their contribution to answering the academic world's most troubling questions, I

would have no choice but to award them a glowing review for their daring treatise on life's futility.

But alas, I must judge Breathing The Fire as a standalone piece of music, and as it stands alone, it

fucking sucks.—JP KAaUR

PAINT-C>\yV YOU HEAR ME?

Paint's second full-length album, Can You Hear Me? begins with "Don't

Blow Me Away" and "Madonna," two mundane rock-angst-roll tributes

with Tragically Hip-inspired vocal patterns. Creed-driven lyrics, and

Oasis-style song structure. Through their muddled attempts at capturing

new-age rock, Can You Hear Me? sounds like it should be played in the sort of vacant bar where

lonely souls drown in half-sincere sorrow. The third track is actually a charm, as "Strangers" and

its catchy guitar work pulls the album to an almost respectable level. The redundancy of the

album is overwhelming, though, and 1 found myself repeatedly wondering when the songs were

going to change.

Even the album art on Can You Hear Me? is self-indulgent. Notable artists such as Kurt Cobain

and Ian Curtis are cut from their rightful resting places and placed alongside Rosa Parks and Mal-

colm X, while Paint lurk in the background. It's less of a comparison, and more of a contrast; Paint

simply can't measure up to their self-perceived prominence in the art world. Overall, Can You Hear

Me? paints a bleak picture for the listener.—ANDY FRIESEN

Trin-side jokes

5a/nf5 /\//Ve depicts collegiate life in the 1940s with great songs, but dated humour

SEYNAAMEREE

For the last month I've dreaded having

to review the Trinity College Drama
Society's production of Saints Aliue. 1

hadn't heard of the play before, and

then when 1 Googled it, 1 came across

a synopsis that stated the show was lit-

erally about two saints. I had a picture

in my head that I'd be sitting through

a two-hour religious revival, and days

before the show, 1 begged numerous

friends to come and see it with me in

case I had no clue what was going on.

But I found myself sitting in the George

Ignatieff Theatre on Oct. 15, and lo and

behold, I not only understood what was

happening, 1 enjoyed it.

Saints Alive is a charming musical

that looks into the traditions and tales

of Trinity's St. Gilda's and Quinquag-

esima institutions. Set in the 1940s, St.

Gilda's girls are forced to earn not only

their degrees in the Arts but hope-

fully also an Mrs. degree—that is, to

make a fortunate marriage. But will

any boy do? Of course not! Only the

most irresistible, dashing, and refined

chap, like Daphnis (played by charm-

ing British native. Will Jennings) will

sweep these girls off their feet.

Trouble and comedy arrive when
Daphnis himself becomes enamoured

of new girl Chloe (Clara Rozee), a gun-

toting, beer-drinking, vulgar-speaking

tomboy from the north, who is only

trying to emulate her mother, whom
she never knew. Along with college

romance, secrets are unlocked and

schools are saved, allowing Saints Alive

to end happily despite a confusing hour

of in-between drama.

The cast showed promise, but the

quick resolution of the locket story-

line appeared rushed. While it fit the

cliche that musicals will end happily

despite an oppressive reality. Saints

Alive's conclusion came almost too

suddenly and easily. By the time

Chloe's estranged father makes his

appearance, along with the return of

a dancing statue of Bishop Strachan,

you can't help but roll your eyes at

the ridiculousness of the situation.

Many of the songs that the cast bel-

lowed out in the small theatre were hi-

larious, such as a ballad with the lyric

"If an oyster has a love life, then why
shouldn't I?" I immensely enjoyed the

song "Between the Lamppost" when

Daphnis and Chloe romantically unite

for the first time. Both the male and
female choruses performed well, in

particular Christie Bates, who por-

trayed the stuffy Hester with a fantas-

tic soprano voice. Mark Harris's high

falsetto notes were also worth hear-

ing as he disguised himself as a girl

in order to reconnect with the oppo-

site sex. For the most part, the piano-

played tunes were fun and catchy, but

the preview to Act II was irritating to

sit through. Though clearly buying

time to allow for necessary costume
and set changes, it was tiring hearing

a synopsis of what we just saw.

The choreography stayed a bit too

safe as most performers resorted to

simple folk-dancing steps. Although

the character of Louella added a sense

of Sciss and a daring edge, the dcmcing

simply wasn't very impressive. Over-

all, stage presence was lacking, proven

by the audience's mixed responses at

the end of each song. The interaction

between the actors and the audience,

though, provided a fun surprise. 1 was
shocked and amused when halfway

through her explanation of St. Gilda's

past, the character of Louella jumped

onto my lap before jumping back up
and storming the audience aisles.

The set, while simple, portrayed

the grounds of University of Toron-

to very realistically. The backdrop
painting of the George Ignatieff The-

atre illustrated immense talent and
created a crisp autumn atmosphere.

However, the set crew appeared un-

prepared during the show, as they al-

lowed curtains to drop sloppily and
took far too long to plug in a lamp.

Trinity College students may have

had an easier time understandingsome
of the jokes, such as the repeated, dra-

matic cries of "the MORTGAGE!" which
resulted in laughter almost every time.

As a University College student, I can-

not say that the musical truly touched

upon general University of Toronto hu-

mour, but I still caught myself laughing

at remarks made about the TTC and
other city elements.

As a whole. Saints Alive had a tal-

ented cast when it came to singing, but

I wouldn't recommend it as a must-see

experience. Alumni from the '40s may
understand more of the story's hu-

mour, but for my generation, this isn't

the best satire.

'MILLAN'- CONTINUED FROM P6 9

album, Miilan is making successful

solo strides as the headliner of this

small, cross-Canada tour.

Simply put, Miilan was spectacular

She began with an a cappella coun-

try bit, harmonizing with a member
of her band, which was unexpected

after the dulcet acoustics of the pre-

vious act. Many of the songs Miilan

performed throughout her set had

a slight country twang to them, al-

though others were simple and sweet.

Though technically going solo, Mil-

lan's show boasted a full band, includ-

ing performers on banjo, standup

bass, guitar, bass guitar, keyboards,

trombones and more. Her fellow per-

formers were equally talented, and

provided stunning, shiver-inducing

backup vocals.

Miilan did have her quirky moments

during the show: she spent a while de-

scribing how she found out her grand-

mother was sleeping with her sister's

husband, and ranted about how as

she got older, her voice became higher

This last addition was certainly ben-

eficial to her music, however, as her

sweet sound was clear as a bell and

well-received.

Bahamas and Amy Miilan compli-

mented each other well, and I can't

think of a venue that would have been

more appropriate for them. Both bands

seemed relaxed even while putting on

terrific performances; both artists

clearly have successful careers ahead

of them cind will continue to stand out

from the pack.
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Spite the power
Reena Katz speaks to UTAC about Orientalism and the politics of art

LEONICKA VALCIUS

A group of 30 or so members of the

community gathered at the U of T
Art Centre on a chilly October eve-

ning to attend "Cultures of Power and
the Power of Culture: An Artist Talk

with Reena Katz." The location alone

was enough to have spurred discus-

sion. The event was held in conjunc-

tion with UTAC's Rochdale College

exhibit, and the attendants were
seated among relics and remnants

of the famed alternative to higher

education. A huge tapestry of the

Mona Lisa dominated the room with

glowing cut-out eyes. Several bulletin

boards were covered in documents
from Rochdale and testimonials from

former residents.

But that was the extent of Roch-

dale's inclusion in the talk. The dis-

cussion focused more on the idea of

cultural resistance. Within the frame-

work of Edward Said's Orientalism,

and her own experience with her art

show each hand as they are called and
the controversy that surrounded it,

Katz explored the meaning of power,

struggle, and how cultural produc-

tions contribute to the artist's con-

ception of each.

Edward Said was perhaps one of the

most respected and influential Pales-

tinian intellectuals of the last 30 years,

and published the book Orientalism in

1978. Simply put, "Orientalism" is the

idea that the West has a static, dis-

torted, and grossly generalized view

of the Middle Ecist, people who come

from the Middle East, and Islam. This

view is perpetuated by the news me-
dia, pop culture, and the arts, and is

part of a greater political agenda. If

you're studying any of the humanities,

you're probably already familiar with

the concept (perhaps, to your taste,

ad nauseum). Of note, however, is

how Orientalism opened up discourse

about the nature of the Middle East

and the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Toronto artist Reena Katz has

been active in her Palestinian soli-

darity work as a vocal critic of the

Israeli government's policies and
a supporter of Israeli Apartheid

Week. She is also Jewish, devoted
to her heritage and culture, and
was originally commissioned by
the Koffler Centre for the Arts to

produce a multi-faceted art show.

Then came the controversy: al-

though the project which Katz and
her curator, Kim Simon, had been
working on for over a year was fo-

cused entirely on the Jewish tradi-

tion, culture, and history and had
nothing to do with Palestine, the

Koffler Centre chose to disassoci-

ate with Katz and the show, stating

that Katz' political views were con-

tradictory to their values.

To some, Katz's experience with

the Koffler Centre constitutes cen-

sorship, and the incident garnered

much attention from the media
as it unfolded. In her talk, Katz ex-

trapolated on her experience to the

greater issue of art censorship and
how it relates to attempts to stamp

out a people. She spoke of power as

a commodity—who has it, asks for

it, gives it, or gives it up—as it be-

comes the centre of interaction be-

tween peoples. Those in power, she

contended, maintained that power
by silencing dissident voices and
viewpoints, and in doing so erase

their culture.

For Katz, culture is what defines

a people. Language, literature, oral

history, and architecture all serve

to sustain a people's identity, and
it is through that art that the strug-

gle for survival takes place. Katz

invited the audience to share ex-

amples of and insight into cultural

resistance and struggle in the face

of extermination: book burning,

destruction of architecture, and
the restriction of passing on knowl-

edge were all cited as tell-tale signs

on suppression throughout his-

tory, including the Holocaust, the

India-Pakistan conflict, and the

current Israel-Palestine conflict.

To illustrate, Katz showed a video

of the opening day of the Palestine

Festival of Literature 2009 held in

Jerusalem. The video shows Israeli

forces shutting down the festival

minutes before it began, forcing

the organizers to relocate to the

French Consulate. Katz summed up
her experience, the examples from
the audience, and the incident at

PalFest 09 as stemming from fear,

indicating a lack of readiness on
the part of her community to en-

gage in open discourse.

Reena Katz in May 2009, when the controversy over each hand as they

are called \Nas first heating up.

Katz presented a very broad, com-
plex topic in a simple and concise

way. What was missing, it seemed,

was tangibility. The discussion felt

disconnected from not only the

Rochdale theme but also from any
application. There was a lack of ac-

tion behind the words, to the point

that it was difficult to pinpoint their

relevance. Despite the incredible

weight and importance of art and
other cultural works in creating and
preserving traditions, Katz's talk

was focused through such a narrow
lens that it failed to compel people

to action or to incite any emotional

response. Its strength came from

the simple fact that it occurred. It

provided a forum for discussion and
illumination of the importance of art

in a community and that alone made
it a success.

Reena Katz's "Cultures ofPower and
the Power of Culture" lecture was
presented as part of the UofT
Art Centre's Rochdale College

exhibition, which runs until Oct. 31.

For more information, visit

studentsutac.ning.com.

TYNDALE TYNDALE Bachclor of
University College

Education
Program

"This program is comprehensive, empowering

and ultimately relevant to shaping my career as

a teacher. I could not imagine entering any

classroom as a teacher without the benefit of

this program. " —Will Courley, B.Ed. '09

A 12-month program beginning in July that prepares

teacher candidates for OCT Membership in the

Primary/Junior and Junior/Intermediate divisions.

Limited enrollment of only 75 students.

Features over lOO practicum days, more than

double what OCT requires.

For more information and to apply:

tyndaie.ca/education

(416) 218-6757 / 1-877-TYNDALE

Information

Session:

Oct. 26; 7 pm

1
Toronto's Christian University
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Special delivery

U of T researcher engineers a unique system to enhance drug absorption

NARDIN SAMUEL

Discovering a therapeutic agent is only the

first step in developing a new drug. Even if

the drug has immensely beneficial proper-

ties, it is virtually useless if it cannot enter

the bloodstream.

Drug absorption and delivery is an obstacle

to therapy that few researchers have been

able to effectively tackle. That's where Dr.

Ping Lee, professor at the Leslie Dan Faculty

of Pharmacy at U of T, comes in. Lee has dedi-

cated his research to enhancing and modu-
lating drug delivery. "We are concentrating

on overcoming the problem of low solubility.

If something doesn't dissolve in the body, it

won t be absorbed—it's that simple," he says.

Soluble drugs dissolve readily in aque-

ous media, such as the gastrointestinal tract,

where they can ultimately pass into the blood-

stream. Alternatively, poorly soluble drugs re-

main in the lumen of the gastrointestinal tract,

are not absorbed by the bloodstream, and are

thus unavailable to the body. Therein lies the

problem. Many otherwise beneficial drugs fall

into the "poorly soluble" category of pharma-

ceutical agents.

But sometimes drug manufacturers will want

to delay a drug from coming into full effect, even

after it has been administered to the body. In such

cases, researchers will set up additional, artificial

barriers that the pharmaceutical agent will have

to surpass before entering the bloodstream.

L

Dr. Ping Lee is a professor at the Faculty of Pharmacy and the first GlaxoSmithKline Chair in

Pharmaceutics and Drug Delivery. His research focuses on enhancing drug delivery, polymeric and

matrix systems and drug release kinetics.

Lee has engineered a unique system of drug

release modulation that embeds drugs in a

polymer matrix that gradually releases drugs

into the bloodstream. The implications of such

a controlled-release system are monumental,

as it may obviate multiple dosing medication

regimens, replacing them with once-daily—or

perhaps even less frequent—dosing.

The plate-like characteristics of Lee's drug

delivery system are crucial to its function. The
polymers are like plate or glass when dry, but

once in an aqueous medium (such as the gas-

trointestinal lumen) the system is hydrated,

swells up, and forms a gel-like body. Hydration

of the system leads to slow and controlled re-

lease of the drug.

The drug remains immobile until it is com-
pletely released into the bloodstream, when
it then exerts its full effect. Lee explains, "Hy-

drophilic glassy polymers increase solubil-

ity by stabilizing the drug in its amorphous
[disordered] form. The polymer prevents the

drug from crystallizing, and its solubility is in-

creased because it does not have to overcome

the crystal lattice. This facilitates absorption in

the intestine."

Due to issues arising from the solubility of

a drug, patients sometimes need to take mul-

tiple and frequent doses in order to experience

the medication's full therapeutic effect. Patient

compliance with medication regimens is itself

often a barrier to achieving maximal thera-

peutic benefit, and for good reason: it can be

pretty inconvenient for patients to adhere to

regimens which entail frequent dosing, as op-

posed to one pill a day, which is less likely to

be overlooked.

The development coming out of Lee's work

holds larger scale promise for remedying ab-

sorption issues that have troubled medicinal

chemists and halted the advancement of phar-

maceutically active drugs for years. In addition

to improving patient-drug adherence and the

implied cost-savings for patients, this technol-

ogy can be extrapolated to enhance the deliv-

ery of many pharmaceutical agents that other-

wise do not enter the bloodstream easily.

Researchers predict the correlation between

climate change and ozone distribution

STEPHANIE PARISH

University of Toronto researchers have

identified the role of climate change on
ozone distribution and atmospheric

circulation over the earth's surface.

According to Michaela Hegglin, a

postdoctoral fellow and lead research-

er on the project, and professor Theo-

dore Shepherd from the department

of physics at U of T, UV radiation will

decrease in the northern high latitudes

by about nine per cent by the year

2100 and increase over the tropics and

southern high latitudes by roughly four

per cent. The southern high latitudes

—

mainly Antarctica—will experience

the greatest jump, however, at an esti-

mated 20 per cent, which will be most

apparent in the spring and summer.

The Toronto team made their pre-

dictions using the computer-generated

Canadian Middle Atmospheric Model.

They published their findings in the

journal Nature Geoscience last month.

Ozone distribution from the trop-

ics to the high latitudes results from

the breaking of massive atmospheric

"waves" that stir the air as they move
from the troposphere (the lowest at-

mospheric layer) into the stratosphere

(the second major atmospheric layer).

The exact mechanism by which these

waves break remains unknown, al-

though Hegglin's colleagues are cur-

rently investigating it.

The change in ozone distribution

tracked by Hegglin and her team began

in the 1960s and will continue until the

year 2095.

UV radiation acts on the skin to pro-

mote vitamin D synthesis. People living

in northern high latitudes, like north-

ern Canada, already experience above

average rates of vitamin D deficiency

diseases, such as rickets, osteoporosis,

multiple sclerosis, and seasonal affec-

tive disorder

A change in UV radiation will also

harm phytoplankton, the foundation

of the world's marine food chains,

which depend on the sun's UV rays for

survival. A decrease in UV radiation

could reduce phytoplankton popula-

tions in northern lakes and oceans,

consequently affecting organisms that

depend on them for food. Reduced

phytoplankton numbers might fur-

ther exacerbate the effects of climate

change, as the microscopic plants take

up the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide

during photosynthesis.

At the other end of Hegglin's ozone
predictions, an increase in radiation

over the tropics and southern high

latitudes could have drastic effects

on human health and ecosystems.

Too much UV radiation exposure can

increase the rate of eye cataracts and
skin cancer in humans. There is some
evidence suggesting that these ail-

ments also affect animals.

Hegglin noted that the increase in

UV radiation most likely will not af-

fect melting ice sheets, as it holds less

energy than other forms of radiation

in the sunlight spectrum.

Hegglin initially didn't set out to

study the effect of climate change and

UV on the earth's surface, although she

was intrigued by other similar studies

and decided to quantify these reported

changes. She then used mathematical

equations relating total stratospheric

ozone with UV radiation on the earth's

surface. "1 was astonished how large

the impact was," she said.

The changes that Hegglin and her

team have predicted are imminent

and irreversible. "Even if we stopped

all [carbon dioxide] emissions to-

morrow, [the predicted changes]

would still happen. This is because

of the very long lifetime of the green-

house gases that are already in the

atmosphere," said Shepherd. Accord-

ing to Shepherd, the study highlights

how climate change can have unex-

pected consequences, which should

be investigated further

This research was conducted

under a program funded by the Ca-

nadian Space Agency and the Ca-

nadian Foundation for Climate and

Atmospheric Sciences.

Shepherd explains that the CFCAS's

mandate is due to expire in approxi-

mately one year Unfortunately, the gov-

ernment does not see a reason to renew

it. Shepherd claims that as a result of

the program's closure, "Climate change

research currently going on at U of T
and elsewhere across the country will

come to a crashing halt."
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i\JKFAM IRATpC Q. MIADMEN:
The stories behind Nobe science with Lia Cardarelli

Understanding telomerase: DNA's protective shield

The Prize:

The 2009 Nobel Prize in Medicine

or Physiology awarded jointly to

Elizabeth H. Blackburn, Carol W.

Greider, and Jack W. Szostak "for

the discovery of how chromosomes
are protected by telomeres and the

enzyme telomerase."

The Science:
What do genome stability, aging, and
cancer have in common? All of these

processes can be traced back to telo-

mere function.

All cells that have a nucleus

—

including yours, but also those of

all plants and animals, and some
single-celled organisms—package

genetic DNA in the same format:

linear chromosomes. The ends, or

telomeres, of those chromosomes
have long intrigued biologists as the

potential key to remedying disease

associated with genetic instability

and chromosome degradation.

In the 1930s, Hermann J. Muller

and Barbara McClintock (Nobel Lau-

reate, 1983) proved that telomeres

are important for chromosome
integrity. McClintock showed that

without telomeres, chromosomes
tend to stick together and some-
times undergo rearrangements that

are harmful to the cell.

In 1972, James Watson (Nobel Lau-

reate, 1962) showed that the cellular

enzymes that replicate DNA in the cell

cannot faithfully replicate telomeres,

due to a quirk of DNA replication.

Cells duplicate genomes using a

parental genome as a template. As
the cell begins to duplicate, the two

strands of DNA's famous double-helix

structure pull apart. Each daughter

cell ends up with a double-stranded

DNA genome: one strand from the

original parent strand and a newly

synthesized complementary strand.

Telomerase

RNA
I template

Nucleotide

Top: The telomerase enzyme. Below: 2009 Nobel Prize winners Elizabeth H.

Blackburn, Jack W. Szostak, and Carol W. Greider.

Because DNA replication starts at the

centre of the strand, a lagging strand

is produced whereby one arm of each

of the parent strands doesn't copy all

the way to the end, resulting in telo-

mere shortening. So how does the cell

keep from shortening every chromo-

some every time it replicates itself?

Elizabeth Blackburn discovered the

clue to solving this conundrum. Be-

tween 1975 and 1977, Blackburn found

that the single-celled organism Tetra-

hymena has telomeres that consist of

a number of DNA sequence repeats.

Blackburn presented these results

at a conference where it caught the

interest of Jack Szostak. At the time

Szostak was working on linear DNA
called mini-chromosomes. He found

that these mini-chromosomes rap-

idly degraded during his experiments

when introduced into yeast cells. He

couldn't understand what made the

mini-chromosomes different from

the linear yeast chromosomes, which

don't decay in the scmie way. Together,

Blackburn and Szostak hypothesized

that the two experimental results

were connected.

Blackburn provided Szostak with

the DNA sequence repeats from Tetra-

hymena telomeres and Szostak added

them to the ends of his mini-chromo-

somes, which lacked telomere ends.

The mini-chromosomes were protect-

ed from degradation even though the

protective DNA sequence came from a

very different organism. We now know
that most organisms with a nucleus

carry telomeric repeats of almost the

same DNA sequence.

In the 1980s, Blackburn and Szostak

showed that the number of telomeric

sequences at the end of each chro-

mosome differs not only between

organisms, but also between the chro-

mosomes of different cells within the

same organism. Blackburn and her

then graduate student Carol Greider

decided to see if they could find an

enzyme that could account for these

differences in length. They discovered

telomerase (telomere polymerase) on
Christmas day, 1984.

Telomerase is an enzyme made of

both protein and RNA (ribonucleic

acid). The RNA component of the

enzyme carries the DNA repeat se-

quence which acts as a template for

the lengthening of the telomeric re-

peat sequence. Telomerase activity

allows the DNA polymerase to repli-

cate the parental strand DNA to the

end of the chromosome during cell

replication. But this process is not

always perfect.

Yeast cells with mutations that pre-

vent them from maintaining telomere

length grow poorly and eventually

stop dividing altogether. Similar ob-

servations were made in Tetrahymena.

Both of these organisms are single-

celled, and under normal conditions

can replicate uninterrupted forever

Telomerase function is central to their

immortality. What remains to be un-

derstood is how importcint telomer-

ase function is in other organisms that

have finite lifespans, like humans.

Greider went to on to found her own
research lab and, along with others,

discovered that many human cells

lack telomerase. In the 1970s, Alexey

M. Olovnikov hypothesized that chro-

mosome shortening could explain

how some cells age and die. The ob-

servation that cells of the human body
that eventually die lack telomerase ac-

tivity appears to support Olovnikov's

hypothesis. Mortal cells are known
to divide a finite number of times. In-

terestingly, their telomeres shorten

as they age. Conversely, cancer cells

(which are essentially cells that repro-

duce too well cind too quickly) have

been observed to display increased

telomereise activity.

The Significance:
When telomerase was initially linked

to cell immortality, telomerase func-

tion became a target for cancer re-

search and research to reverse or

slow the aging process. This has led

to linking some human diseases to

altered telomerase function, includ-

ing some skin and lung diseases, cmd
congenital aplastic anemia, a type of

anemia where the bone marrow does

not produce enough cells to replace

blood cells.

Overall, the evidence so far favours

a model in which telomerase function

is a contributor to cancer cell growth,

but not one of the initial changes that

turns a cell carcinogenic. The connec-

tions between telomerase and cancer,

aging, and disease are only more com-
plicated than initially hypothesized

and have opened up new avenues for

research in these fields.

This year's Nobel Prize in Medicine

or Physiology is also significant as it

is the first time that two women have

shared a Nobel, and the first time an

Australian woman has won.

Motor mouth
Infrared cameras allow people with motor disabilities to speak

NIKKI ROZARIO

People with motor disabilities have

difficulty controlling their body move-

ments, making it virtually impossible to

speak or move voluntarily. A University

of Toronto professor has developed a

new technology using infreired cameras

that allows people with such impair-

ments to communicate.

Dung Le is a patient at Bloorview

Kids Rehab with cerebral palsy who
is unable to speak. His mother is able

to tremslate his sounds, but he cannot

communicate with anyone else. Profes-

sor Tom Chau, director of the clinical

engineering program at U of T, has de-

veloped a technology that converts a

camera screen image of Le's face into a

communication board that allows him

to spell out letters.

"His only reliable movement was
opening and closing his mouth. This

is a hard movement to acknowledge,"

Chau said. "We suspected we could

detect the thermal radiation that is

emitted when he opens his mouth
with a camera."

With the help of U of T PhD student

Negar Memarian, Chau devised a sys-

tem to help Dung communicate.

"When he opens his mouth there is

a temperature difference between the

inside of his mouth and the other ar-

eas of his face. You can see an image

of the person's face where the bright

spots appear around his mouth. With

the camera, we found his face, local-

ized his mouth, and detected when
the mouth region became warm—the

brightest spot."

This detection triggers a switch on

a computer which starts to scan the

alphabet. When Dung sees the letter

that he wants, he opens and closes his

mouth to select it. The first word that

Dung typed out using this new technol-

ogy was M-U-T-H-E-R, an acknowledge-

ment to his mother, who had previously

translated all his sounds.

This technology is a customized

solution for a person with involuntary

movements.

"A few other people have tried it, but

it needs some tweaking for each indi-

vidual, since each person's temperature

profile is different," explained Chau.

The technology is extremely helpful

to Dung, who is a business student, and

no longer needs to rely on his mother

for communication.

Memarian is completing her degree

in biomedical engineering and played

a large role in developing the technol-

ogy. "This guy [Le] had a severe motor

disability emd so much intelligence," she

said.

Chau, who also holds the Canada

Research Chair in paediatric rehab en-

gineering, runs his lab out of Bloorview

Kids Rehab. "In terms of impact," he ex-

plained, "the greater the variety of solu-

tions, the better. Each person's ability is

so unique that the larger the library of

solutions, the more we have to offer."

Humans emit distinct patterns of thermal radiation as they experience different

emotions or if their mouths are open or closed. This produces temperature

changes that can be measured with a specialized infrared camera.
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The Empire Strikes Again?

The Varsity's baseball experts KEVIN DRAPER and SILVIO SANSANO predict a Yankees return to glory

NLCS: PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES
VS. LOS ANGELES DODGERS

The strength of the Philadelphia Phillies is their offense. Tre-

mendous left-handed hitters such as Ryan Howard, Chase Ut-

ley and Raul Ibanez fill their line-up, but righty Jayson Werth and
switch-hitters Jimmy Rollins and Shane Victorino also provide pop.

The Phillies' main concern will be their pitching. Cliff Lee

looked great in his first two postseason starts during the Na-

tional League Division Series, pitching 16 and Vs innings, with a

miniscule 1.10 ERA, but Cole Hamels had a very disappointing

season. Hamels did not look good against the Rockies in Game
Two of the National League Division Series, giving up four earned

runs in only five innings. Perhaps he is hiding an injury or a me-
chanical flaw, but he needs to show he is capable of being the

same dominating pitcher from last October if the Phillies want to

advance to the World Series.

The bullpen is in a state of disarray. Brad Lidge was horrendous

during the season, posting a 7.21 ERA, and a whopping 11 blown

saves. Phillies manager Charlie Manuel showed confidence in

Lidge, as the manager called upon his embattled reliever to close

out Games Three and Four of the NLDS. It remains to be seen

whether Lidge stays reliable through the rest of the postseason.

The Dodgers have a solid lineup, highlighted by Rafael Furcal,

Andre Ethier, Manny Ramirez, and future megastar Matt Kemp.

Speedy Juan Pierre and veteran hitter Jim Thome can both come
off the bench to make an impact.

The Dodgers feature unspectacular pitching, though Randy Wolf

and Hiroki Kuroda are reliable enough. Rangers cast-off Vicente

Padilla was unbeaten as a Dodger with four regular season wins,

and threw seven shutout innings against the Cardinals in the NLDS.
Chad Billingsley, an all-star in the regular season, was relegated to

the bullpen and has not made an appearance.

Clayton Kershaw must have a solid NLCS if the Dodgers are go-

ing to beat the Phillies. Kershaw can be flat-out dominant, though

he still battles control issues. In Game One of the NLCS, Kershaw
was not at his best, allowing five earned runs in four and Vi innings.

The Dodgers have two dominant relievers at the back of the

bullpen: closer Jonathan Broxton and set-up man George Sherrill,

who was acquired from Baltimore at the trade deadline. When the

Dodgers hand over the lead to the bullpen in the late innings, they

should feel safe.

Dodgers' manager Joe Torre may get the chance to face his for-

mer team, the New York Yankees, in the World Series, but must first

get past the former champions in a grind of a series.

Prediction: DODGERS in seven

NLCS MVP: Matt Kemp

—SILVIO SANSANO

The Dodgers and the Phillies battle for the National League

pennant for the second straight year. The series will be a bit

different this time, as the Dodgers enjoy home field advantage

whereas the Phillies did last year. That advantage is crucial, es-

pecially in the playoffs. It will give the Dodgers a better chance of

taking an early lead in the series, in contrast to the two games to

none disadvantage that they found themselves in after opening

the NLCS in Philadelphia last year.

Pitching is usually the deciding factor in the playoffs, and in

that department, the Dodgers hold a clear advantage. Their

pitching is first in the Majors, thanks to a sterling 3.41 staff ERA
over the regular season. The Phillies are not far behind, though,

as their 4.16 ERA gives them the eighth best pitching in the big

leagues. The Dodgers have allowed almost a hundred fewer runs

than the Phillies, and they have surrendered 62 fewer home runs.

The Phillies' only pronounced pitching advantage is in the control

department, as they issued 105 fewer walks than Los Angeles in

the regular season.

From an offensive standpoint, the teams are a bit more evenly

matched. While the Dodgers' .270 team batting average trumps

the Phillies' .258, the men in grey hit an astounding 79 more home
runs. Still trying to decide which team holds the advantage?

Consider that Philadelphia's slugging percentage was 35 points

higher than L.A.'s, even though the Dodgers drew more walks.

Philadelphia always seems to find a way to get it done, as their

offense is always unrelenting when it matters the most.

Prediction: PHILLIES in Six

NLCS MVP: Cliff Lee

—KEVIN DRAPER

ALCS: LOS ANGELES ANGELS
VS. NEW YORK YANKEES

The Yankees lineup is a powerhouse. They led the Majors in

runs, on base percentage, and home runs. The only way to de-

feat the Yankees is with pitching and defence, though the Angels

have both. The Angels rotation led by John Lackey, Jered Weaver,

and Joe Saunders, is solid and deeper than the Yankees rotation.

The Yankees will go with a three-man rotation, meaning CC
Sabathia could get three starts in the best-of-seven matchup. Sa-

bathia has been a great free-agent acquisition for the Yankees, as

the big left-hander went 19-8 with a 3.37 ERA and posted a 1.15

WHIP in 230 innings this season.

The main concern of the Yankees should be slowing down
the Angels running game. Angels third baseman Chone Figgins

had 42 stolen bases on the season, and Bobby Abreu and Torii

Hunter had 30 and 18 stolen bases respectively. The Angels like

to run and create havoc on the base paths, which will frustrate

Yankees pitchers.

However, The Yankees have a stronger bullpen than the Angels.

Mariano Rivera is the best closer in baseball. The veteran right-

hander posted a 1.76 ERA during the season, registering 44 saves

in 46 opportunities. The Yankees have a bridge to Rivera in Phil

Hughes and Joba Chamberlain, both of whom were groomed as

starters at the start of the season. As a reliever, Hughes posted a

spectacular 1.40 ERA, with 65 strikeouts in 51 H innings and allow-

ing only 31 hits.

The Angels did not have the same overpowering bullpen as

in years past. Despite recording 48 saves in 2009, Angels closer

Brian Fuentes had seven blown saves and posted a 1.40 WHIP. If

the Angels have the lead, things could get interesting in the late

innings. The Yankees have 50 come-from-behind wins, the most
in baseball.

With a powerful offense, the Yankees will defeat the Angels, and
advance to the World Series for the first time since 2003.

Prediction: YANKEES in six

ALCS MVP: CC Sabathia

—SILVIO SANSANO

The Yankees have returned to the League Championship Se-

ries for the first time since their historic collapse against

the Boston Red Sox in 2004. They revamped their team this past

off-season, adding megastars CC Sabathia, AJ Burnett, and Mark
Teixeira. While many doubted that simply throwing together so

many talented players could yield effective results right away,

2009 played out as the best-case scenario for the Yankees. They
smashed their way to 103 wins, and achieved a seemingly effort-

less American League East division title. The Angels, by contrast,

were haunted by the tragic death of rookie pitcher Nick Adenhart
in early April. They banded together to produce, to which the

team is accustomed. The Angels are consistently one of the most
technically sound teams in the majors, leading the league in effec-

tive outs under the tutelage of the brilliant and strategically sound
Mike Scioscia.

Despite the Angels owning a slightly better team batting aver-

age (.285 to .283), the Yankees seem to have an edge from an of-

fensive standpoint. They outslugged the Angels by over 30 runs,

hit 71 more home runs, drew more than a hundred more walks,

and had a greater on base percentage. The Angels' only real of-

fensive advantage is their speed, as they swiped 148 bases to the

Yankees' 111.

The pitching matches up more evenly. The Yankees' ERA is a

mere 0.19 higher than that of the Angels, and they are comparable
in most other categories. The Yankees' real advantage is their im-

pressive depth, as the front end of their starting rotation features

Sabathia, Burnett and the dangerous-in-the-postseason Andy Pet-

titte. Once the game is handed over to the bullpen, they can plug

in Phil Hughes and the invincible-in-October Mariano Rivera, and
have their opponents at their mercy. Manager Joe Girardi also en-

joys the luxury of deciding whether he wants to use young star

Joba Chamberlain out of the bullpen, or as a starter.

George Steinbrenner has spent a lot of money in search of

October glory since the Yankees' last World Series title in 2000,

and he's received very little return on his investment. This time

around, though, it would take a significant upset for the Yankees

to be denied the prize.

Prediction: YANKEES in Six

ALCS MVP: Derek Jeter

—KEVIN DRAPER
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GETTING A LEG UP

Varsity Blues defender Mel Bowen (18) gets full extension on a kick during the team's 1-1 tie against Laurentian. For further details on this game and the story of the Men's and Women's
victories over Nipissing University, see this Wednesday's issue of The Varsity.

Contact:
recruitment@thevarsity.ca

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete SO-Hour Seminars

* Convenient Weeliend Schedule

* Proven Test-Taking Strategies

* Experienced Course Instructors

• Compreliensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

* Free Repeat Policy

* Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

1 CERTIFIED ANGUS
I STEAKS & RIBS

Buy one burger or pizza & get a
second burger or pizza FREE t

(Dine-in-only, with purchase of any beverage)

583 CoUege Street (near cimton). 416 5321250

Book A Party • Group Discounts

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS& CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection. Major

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

SERVICES^

TEACH ENGLISH OVERSEAS

Information Session: Monday, October

26th, 7:00pm. Location: OlSE, 252 Bloor

Street West, 2nd Floor, Room 198. www.
teslinstitute.com. 1-877-814-1295.

TUTORING

TUTOR, 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
Specializing in ECO 220, CHM 139, 247,

MATH 135, 136. Past tests and exams

with solutions available for practice.

DON'T WAIT! GET HELP NOW! (416)

785-8898.

EDITING

FOR EXPERT PROOFREADING OF
GRADUATE THESES AND POST-

DOCTORAL RESEARCH PAPERS
Contact Patricia Bishop at (416) 922-2804

or by e-mail at mpbishop@rogers.com . As

an ESL specialist, Patricia welcomes work

from both native and non-native speakers

of English.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER WITH THREE
DEGREES

Will help you to create a logical, well

structured and strongly argued essay.

Proofreading and editing also offered.416

766-8330

RESUMES. COVER LEHERS. BLASTS,

AND ESSAY& APPLICATION EDIT HELP
Since 1983. Excellence Guaranteed. 416-

539-9443 (9am - 5 pm)

Advertise in the Varsity

ads@thevarsity.ca

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each additional word. Rates include one line of bold

type for the ad header No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone.

Ads must be submitted at least four days prior to publication.

Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306. Toronto. ON. M5S 1J6. Call 416-946-7604

or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

Include

AU too.

AU student Sarah

in Calgary, Alberta

Canada

Make your academic future more flexible with Athabasca University.

• At Athabasca University, our large selection of courses and programs

can be a big plus to your academic career, a So be sure to keep us in mind

like Sarah did. Sarah is attending university full-time in Calgary, Alberta.

But in order to maximize her schedule, she needed to tal<e some courses

that weren't available during the times she wanted. The solution? Sarah

is taking some AU courses and will transfer the credits over towards

her degree. • AU offers over 700 courses and 90 undergraduate and

graduate degree, diploma and certificate programs to select from.

If you're 16 or older, and are eager to learn, you can study at AU.

Academic choice. Another reason why AU stands out as a global leader

in distance learning excellence.

Standout ;

i

Athabasca Universityia

OXFORD seminars!
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseininars.ca
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LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, PROF. JOE LEYDON

!

Leydon: The Canadian government is spending 20 years of money on your

education and what does it get in return?

Student: [Silence]

"The government isn't funding our education because they Nice you. Because they don't."

Leydon: Why does the government spend money on health care?

Student: To keep people like you alive.

Leydon: What the hell!

"Aw, I think Angelina Jolie is a nice person . . . Actually, I think she is insane."

Leydon: What does an infant need? Food and . .

.

Student: Love?

Leydon: NO! Water. You're a hopeless romantic.

"I was teaching a first-year course, [the students were] nice but annoying, so hyped

up on life, so I wanted to show them how quickly they'll die."

"This song reminds me of the Barenaked Ladies song 'If I Had a Million Dollars.' I'd

buy you a house, leave, and maybe come back to visit."

"I sent people to the library and the library called me and said 'Why are you sending

all these people to me?' and I said, 'Well, you're a library. Maybe you should change

your name.'"

"You should always have a rubber with you, to prevent making mistakes"—Prof. Leydon on what to bring to a test

DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

I'm totally going to fake
my own death today.

The only thing suspic-
ious is how APPARENTLY
perfect my murder is!

/ And that ' s still
suspicious!

y

Everyone,
don't tell
anyone!

!

I've got it all set up. My diary today says
"I think someone's gonna murder me today!"
and I've made YouTube comments that say
"pretty sure someone wants to murder me >:!"

\ /T^'Vi there won't be a body
in my house, just a note
that says "man I guess I

got murdered, huh?".

Those sound like
pretty suspicious

-cumstances,
-Rex!

Listen, you want to fake your death,
you've got to do it right, with none
of this way-too-obvious note stuff.
Let's stop joking around here and
get down to business. y

I - okay''

this, man
we' re
making
this
happen.

Man, what if I just paid
my late fees instead

(c) 2 009 Ryan North qwant2. com

Prof. Cowen: A famous philosopher once said that a university is a sausage

factory. Does anyone know what he means by that?

Student: It's full of men?

Girl: Oh my God, I really shouldn't be drinking if I'm having babies!—Near Robarts during Nuit Blanciie

TA: Attendance is subjective.

Student: Did you actually just say that "Attendance is subjective"?

TA: Yes.

—GGR124 tutorial

Guy 1 : Just go with your heart. Don't listen to what she says. You have to go with

your heart.

Guy 2: Okay, well then, I'd have to say Batman is best.—St George

Is' on the'Overheard on Campus' facebook group!

A SOFTER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

e home and j comeau asoftenworld.com

OCTOBER 19 TO 25 __________
Monday, October 19 Wednesday, October 21

I

Movie Screening: Fresh,

directed by Ana Sofia

Joanes
This film celebrates the farmers,

thinkers, and business people across

the U.S. who are helping reinvent the

American food system. Part of Hart

House's World Food Week.

• 7 p.m. PWYC
• Arbor Room, Hart House

(7 Hart House Circle)

Harthouse.ca/foodweek

Trampoline Hall

Mini-lectures by "non-experts."

Curated by Laurie McGregor and

hosted by Misha Glouberman.

• 8 p.m. $5, $6 advance

• Garrison (1197 Dundas St. W.)

Trampolinehall.net

Tuesday, October 20

Awkward Show and Tell

Open mic night on the theme of ex-

friends and roommates.

• 8:30 p.m. Free!

• Victory Cafe (581 Marham St.)

416-516-5787

Trans Film Event

Screening of the documentary The

Aggressives and a discussion.

• 6 p.m. Free!

• Centre for Women and Trans

People (563 Spadina Ave.)

416-978-8201

Food Fair: EatLocal!

Free food, presentations,

demonstrations, and a farmer's

market. Part of World Food Week.

• Noon-4 p.m. Free!

• International Students Centre

(33 St. George St.)

Harthouse.ca/foodweek

Rock 'N' Roll

Talk by playwright Tom Stoppard.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Toronto Reference Library

(789 Yonge St.)

416-395-5577

Thursday, October 22

Guyana President

Bharrat Jagdeo: Tropical

Rainforests—An Abatement
Solution to Climate Change
Named by Time magazine and

CNN as one of their Heroes of the

Environment in 2008, President

Jagdeo discusses strategies for

Guyana that combine sustainable

forestry with accelerating a low

carbon economy to combat climate

change.

• 3 p.m. Free!

(Pre-order at uofttix.ca)

• Great Hall, Hart House

(7 Hart House Circle)

416-978-8849

Film: Bird's Nest

"A portrait of a cultural minority in

China, it also shows the rich diversity

of a country often assumed to be

culturally homogenous." Part of

the Planet in Focus International

Environmental Film & Video festival.

• 7 p.m. $10/$8 Students

• Bloor Cinema (506 Bloor St. W.)

Planetinfocus.org

Friday, October 23

Luanda Jones CD release

with Choro Brazil and

Batucada Carioca

Brazillian singer/songwriter Luanda

Jones launches her debut CD—

a

unique blend of bossa nova, jazz,

funk, and samba—backed by a

host of Toronto's leading musicians.

DJ k.suede will be peppering

the party with Brazilian music

throughout the night.

• 8 p.m. $15

• Lula Lounge (1 585 Dundas St. W.)

Lulalounge.ca

The Peep Show (part of the

International Festival of

Authors)

Toronto writer, editor, cultural

commentator, and self-styled

pontificator on "Peep Culture," Hal

Niedzviecki engages the audience,

along with writers Dani Couture,

Jennifer Cowan, and Lauren Kirshner,

in a live, interactive online event.

Featuring a live performance from

indie band Foxfire after the talk.

• 10 p.m. $15/Free for students

• Brigantine Room, Harbourfront

Centre (235 Queens Quay W.)

Pre-order at readings.org

Saturday, October 24

Cities. Bicycles, and the

Future of Getting Around
(part of the International

Festival of Authors)

Artist/musician and author of

Bicycle Diaries David Byrne, civic

leader Jack Layton, urban theorist

Ken Greenberg, and local bicycle

advocate Yvonne Bambrick discuss

bike lanes and the urban planet.

Hosted by bookseller Ben McNally.

• 1 p.m. $15/ Free for students

• Fleck Dance Theatre, Harbourfront

Centre (235 Queens Quay W.)

Readings.org

Night of Dread
Clay & Paper Theatre community

parade and celebration to banish

our darkest fears. Featuring gigantic

puppets and lots of fun.

• 6 p.m. $10 or PWYC
• Dufferin Grove Park (Dufferiri,

south of Bloor)

416-316-4461

Sunday, October 25

Performance Bus

Take a bizarre tour of the city with

Superdirectional Man.

• 12:30 p.m. Free!

• Gladstone Hotel (1214 Queen St. W.)

Yorku.ca/agyu

PS Kensington

Entertainment and activities with a

Halloween theme on Kensington's

last pedestrian-only festival of the

season.

• 1-7 p.m. Free!

• Kensington Market (College and

Augusta)

Pskensington.ca

To have your

U of T campus event

listed in this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings@thevarsity.ca
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Transitional Year Programme won't move

Admin withdraws proposal after months

of community opposition

SAMYA KULLAB
Associate News Editor

The proposal to establish the Tran-

sitional Year Programme in Wood-
sworth College under the Faculty

of Arts cind Science hcis been with-

drawn, to the delight of students and

TYP's supporters. Vice-president and

provost Cheryl Misak informed TYP
director Rhonda Love of the decision

in an email Tuesday morning, the day

after a motion to establish the TYP un-

der Arts and Science was adjourned

during a Faculty of Arts and Science

Council meeting. TYP will continue to

report directly to the provost.

"In light of the opposition expressed

at the Arts and Science Council yester-

day, 1 am again taking it off the table,

but remain open to a formal request

from TYP to re-engage the proposal,"

Miscik wrote.

TYP is a bridging program for full-

time students who do not have formal

academic qualifications. U of T first

proposed in March that TYP move to

Woodsworth College, which hcis its

own bridging program for part-time

students, and that a single office run

both programs. The proposal brought

strong reactions from students, staff,

and alumni, who said the two pro-

grams served different communities

and protested that TYP would lose its

autonomy as a result of the move.

The proposal cites a 2006 review of

TYP conducted by a provost-appoint-

ed advisory committee, where the

program was found to lack "institu-

tional linkages" that would connect it

to other units at U of T.

"It's a weak promise," said Jen-

nifer Taves, co-founder of the TYP

SEE 'TYP' -PG 5

TYP supporters at Monday afternoon's Faculty of Arts and Science Council meeting made themselves heard to those

inside the conference centre. Twice, a representative came outside to ask protestors to be quiet.

U of T, Ryerson radio stations

scrape over electridty bill

ClUT says CKLN owes $11,000 in back payments

HILARY BARLOW
Varsity Staff

CKLN, the Ryerson University radio

station, has more trouble on its hands.

CKLN is in a dispute over electricity

costs with ClUT, U of T's radio station,

which clciims the Ryerson station

owes them thousands in payments.

According to CKLN bocU-d member
Barry Johnson, two months agoCKLN
received a two-line letter from ClUT
asking for back payments amounting

to over $11,000, according to CIUT's

own calculations.

Johnson told The Varsity that he

replied, asking ClUT to work out the

discrepancy with the stations' shared

electricity provider, Brookfield Power
He heard no reply until two weeks
ago, when he said ClUT threatened to

shut off CKLN's transmitter

"It is noted in our agreement

that, yes, we are on the same power
source. However, a calculation is done

to assess CKLN's power on a monthly

basis and we pay that to the property

management," said Johnson, who
noted that Brookfield did inform him
of an accounting error, though not the

nature of the error or what it could

mean for the power dispute.

Brian Burchell, station manager
and CEO of ClUT, said that CKLN is

ignoring a longstanding cU-rangement.

"Presently and historically, we're

paying 100 per cent of the electrical

charges, inclusive of that of other us-

ers, including CKLN," he said, adding

that CIUT's recent move to Hart House
did not change the arrangement.

A representative of Brookfield Pow-

er could not be reached for comment.

CKLN is still recovering from

a year-and-a-half-long scuffle be-

tween two competing boards of di-

rectors of the station. The situation

finally found resolution when a new
board was elected in July and took

office in September.

"We're really in a very difficult pe-

riod at CKLN. To receive the demand
and then receive a threat, it's in my
opinion just disgusting. I felt they

could have handled this a lot better,"

said Johnson. "We are really strug-

gling to try and save our station, and
it's almost like he's trying to kill our

station."

Despite the confusion and dismay,

both Burchell and Johnson were

hopeful that the issue would be re-

solved and emphasized that repre-

sentatives of the stations are still

talking to each other.

"I can say, and this is good news,

that we're talking. We weren't before,

and not all the facts are known. I'm

sure that the parties will come to

some mutually satisfactory resolu-

tion," said Burchell.

Johnson agreed: "I'm just hoping

that whatever the issues, [that they

get] resolved."

UTSC eatery

opens Thursday
Student union opens Rex's Den, with more

offerings than defunct Bluff's

KAREN K. HO
Varsity Staff

There's a new restaurant on campus at

UTSC. Well, sort of.

On Tuesday, Oct. 20, dozens of stu-

dents, staff, and curious alumni packed

the lower level of the student centre to

see the grand opening of Rex's Den.

The dine-in student pub, owned by the

Scartxjrough Campus Students' Union,

is located in the space formerly occu-

pied by SCSU-owned restaurant Bluffs.

Rex's Den promises a substantial dis-

count to students with a valid T-card,

as well as residence delivery, ethnic

food options, longer hours, and regu-

larly scheduled events.

SCSU president Zuhair Syed says the

revamped space will be a great spot

for students and will improve campus
life. In a recent press release, Syed em-

phasized that many of the new features

will be in stark contrast to those pro-

vided by Bluff's, which many students

complained offered insufficient food

options and extremely limited operat-

ing hours.

Bluff's was closed down at the end

of January this year due to what Syed

called "severe financial difficulties,"

amid protests from staff about over-

time wages.

Alex Vadakojis and Ryan Hall, both

second-year students, said they were
often frustrated to discover the space

was closed cis they were leaving class,

and that the newly decorated space

has a lot of potential. "I like the jerseys

and theTVs and the karaoke," Hall said

with a grin.

Hall also cited the student discount

as a large incentive to draw customers

and stimulate campus life, despite the

current recession. "There isn't exactly

the biggest social atmosphere in this

area, so hopefully this will draw more
people in," he said.

SEE 'REX'S DEN'-PG3
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Vandana Shiva abandoned physics to advocate for organic farming in India.

The Friends of the Library, Trinity College

34th Annual Book Sale
October 23 -27, 2009
Friday October 23: 4 pm- 9 pm
(Admission $5)

Saturday October 24: 10 am-8pm
Sunday October 25: noon- 8pm
Monday October 26: 10 am-8pm
Tuesday October 27: 10 am-8pm
(no admission charge Sat-Tues)

cash • cheque debit • Amex Mastercard

6 Hoskin Avenue, upstairs in Seeiey Hall

Museum, St George Subway, or Wellesley Bus 94 to the door

41 6 • 978 • 6750 www.trinity.utoronto.ca/booksale

The 'alternative Nobel' laureate

A prominent opponent of India's Green Revolution, Vandana Shiva works

to bring back farming without pestides and genetically modified crops

NAUSHAD ALI HUSEIN
Varsity Staff

In 1961, the province of Punjab in In-

dia produced 1.76 million tonnes of

wheat. In 1971, it produced 5.6 mil-

lion tonnes. The first of the Green

Revolutions, which introduced the

large-scale use of fertilizers and

pesticides, took credit for the un-

precedented increase in wheat pro-

duction in India and Pakistan. In

1970, Norman Borlaug, the "father

of the first Green Revolution," was

given the Nobel Peace Prize for de-

veloping high-yield and disease-re-

sistant varieties of wheat, and cred-

ited with saving millions of lives in

the Global South.

Years later, Vandana Shiva (who

was doing her PhD in particle phys-

ics in Punjab) saw a world around

her that wasn't quite so optimis-

tic, and certainly not very green. "I

started my work on agriculture be-

cause I was absolutely shocked to

see what was happening in Punjab

in the 1980s," Shiva told The Varsity.

"I had never looked at agriculture,

but I had lived in that society. And I

asked, why is this society becoming

so violent?"

Shiva decided to examine the

Green Revolution and why, despite

the numbers quoted by its advo-

cates, hunger continued in the Pun-

jab region while peace remained

elusive. Since the 1990s, 20,000

debt-ridden Indian farmers have

committed suicide. Shiva blamed

the industrial farming practices that

were the result of the Green Revolu-

tions. Many farmers had become in-

debted from buying grain every year

from corporations like Monsanto,

which required additional purchas-

es of chemical fertilizers for their

genetically modified varieties. The
cotton fields of Vidharba, now most-

ly converted to Bt cotton (which is

genetically modified and insect-re-

sistant), have an especially high rate

of suicide after failed harvests. The
Toronto Star reported that accord-

ing to locals, this year, 250 farmers

in Vidharba have committed suicide

as of Sept. 1. In some cases, lack of

irrigation was blamed.

"The Green Revolution needed

much more water per unit produc-

tion—five to 10 times more water,"

said Shiva.

"1 think the Nobel Peace Prize

was highly inappropriately given,

because the jewel in the crown of

the Green Revolution is Punjab, and

Punjab has seen such huge violence:

50,000 killings. Extremism was so

intense that in the early 1980s, the

Indian army was brought out and

had to invade the Golden Temple,"

she said. Almost 300 people were

killed in 1984, when the Indian army

stormed the Golden Temple held by

Sikh militants. The two sides had

been battling for two years.

In 1993, Shiva was given the Right

Livelihood Prize, dubbed "the al-

ternative Nobel," for her grassroots

work with the Navdanya Foundation.

The foundation works to re-intro-

duce organic farming methods, ad-

vocates for organic farming, trains

farmers, and runs a university.

"If Norman Borlaug could have

seen everything his chemicals were

doing to ecosystems and people, he

would have been a little humbled,"

said Shiva. "If he had actually gone
and learned from poor Indian wom-
en how they feed their children, he

might have had a better paradigm of

feeding the world."

Shiva will deliver a talk at the Hart

House Theatre Thursday evening,

at 7 p.m. She spoke to The Varsity

about the Green Revolution, Cana-

da's role, and why technology hasn't

abolished hunger.

The Varsity: Advocates ofthe

Green Revolution say that wheat
production in India doubted within

seven years in the '60s and '70s. This

is unprecedented.

Vandana Shiva: I don't debate the

double in production. What I debate
is their association of that increase

with so-called "miracle varieties" [of

seeds] and the [pesticide] chemi-

cals. We've done calculations that

show that the increase can be totally

accounted for in terms of increased

land and irrigation to wheat cultiva-

tion.

The most important issue is that

wheat in India was always inter-

cropped. Before the 1960s, you had

wheat with channa or mustard.

Research around the worid shows

that intercropping produces more
food per capita. It's called the Land

Equivalence Ratio.

What we need to measure, as hon-

est, good scientists, is the full output

per acre.

The Green Revolution calcula-

tions cheat. It doesn't give you the

full output of food; it gives you the

increased output of a commodity,

which could have been increased by

other means. You didn't need more

chemicals.

The phrase for food used to be

Daal Chawal, Daal Roti [lentils and

rice, lentils and bread]. The daal has

just dropped as the basic staple food

of the average Indian, leading to a

massive protein deficiency in India.

TV: We're encouraged to think of

our careers when we go through

university. You studied nuclear

physics. I don't suppose that's of

much use in whatyou do?

VS: I was doing particle physics

as a PhD in India, and then 1 realized

that what I was really stirred and ex-

cited by was the Navdanya Founda-

tion. Totally unemployable subject

matter! Nobody can hire anyone

with those skills, except maybe uni-

versities. I wasn't doing a PhD for

employment. I was doing it for an

inquiry, for scientific investigation,

and for my own intellectual stimula-

tion.

I think that is a deep aspiration for

human beings. To make ourselves

intellectually dead, and to turn our-

selves into little bolts and screws in

a constantly collapsing economy, is

madness.

To read the complete interview, head

to thevarsity.ca

New timeline for academic planning

New division heads will make plans when they step in

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN

U of T has introduced a new timeline for

academic planning. Previously, the en-

tire university—all faculties, divisions,

and campuses—would simultaneously

go through a planning process every

five years. Under the new scheme, the

process will happen when a division

changes leadership.

For example, if the Faculty of Arts and
Science appoints a new dean, within

two years of that appointment the dean
must come up with a plan that "sets out

the division's vision, priorities, and
path for implementation over the me-
dium term of five to seven years," ac-

cording to a release from Cheryl Misak,

vice-president and provost.

Each plan must define its goals, come
up with a strategy to implement them.

contingency plans in case they fail, and
means of measuring success.

"[Though] the general priorities are

sketched out to help advise depart-

ments, it's really up to the depart-

ments to convene their own planning

exercise," said Meric Gertler, dean of

the arts and science faculty.

The provost's office also maintains
that the "divisional plans ought to keep
in close contact with the Towards 2030
synthesis document."

Gertler said Towards 2030's goals

will be greatly incorporated into Arts
and Science's new academic plan. He
cited smaller classes and more op-

portunities for engagement through
internships and placements within

community groups. "Instructors and
students could apply to a grant to take

courses overseas or out of town, to

take them to an actual site that they're

studying," said Gertler. "That kind of

pilot project becoming regularized is a

result of this."

While some of the goals in Towards

2030 are related to student recruit-

ment, enrolment, and experience, there

is also a heavy focus on increasing fac-

ulty members' research contributions.

Despite enthusiasm from the ad-

ministration, the approach faces chal-

lenges. Departments planning on an

increasingly individual basis could

result in a failure to co-ordinate, and

inconsistency across faculties and

campuses.

"There are risks, but they are not in-

surmountable," Gertler said.

"The provost has made it clear that

she expects all divisions to ensure that

they reach out to their relevant part-

ners on campus and across campuses

in a meaningful way."

inT.O.
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Parents of U.S. universfty and col-

lege hopefuls turn to the web

Over 90 per cent of parents in the

United States rely on the Internet

when helping their children de-

cide which universities or colleg-

es they should apply to, a recent

study suggests.

The study, Circling Over Enroll-

ment: The E-Expectations of the

Parents of College-Bound Students,

emphasizes the necessity for post-

secondary institutions to make
their websites into more effective

recruiting tools.

Chief parental concerns when
searching a college's website in-

cluded academic programs, schol-

arships, admission requirements,

tuition fees, and campus security.

Of the parents surveyed, 10 per cent

said they would discourage their

'REX'S DEN' -CONTINUED FROM P61

Tom Nowers, UTSC's dean of stu-

dent affairs, said there's no shortage

of demand for the restaurant. Nowers

pointed to the huge lines on campus
at various food vendors each day.

"There are so many students here so

under-serviced from the point of view

of food," he said.

Nowers added that students won't

be the only ones drawn back into the

space now that it's reopened. He said

after Bluff's closed, the university lost a

place often used for large staff events,

award nights, and private functions for

visiting guests and lecturers. Nowers

also stressed the importance of the

space as a place for students to learn

about working in the restaurant indus-

try: "It's a kind of learning laboratory in

food services for our SCSU."

Lilian Yeh agreed it was time for a

change. The fifth-year international

relations student said it was no se-

children from attending an institu-

tion if its website inadequately ad-

dressed these concerns.

Furthermore, 84 per cent of par-

ents preferred communication with

post-.secondary institutions by e-

mail. Myspace, Facebook, and other

social networking sites were far less

popular among parents, with only

five per cent of those surveyed hav-

ing looked at them.—ALEX ROSS

Source: Today's Campus

BCIT aeates new "Sustainability

Precinct"

The British Columbia Institute of

Technology will set up a new "Sus-

tainability Precinct" on its Bumaby
campus aimed at reducing tlie

amount of energy and materials it

uses by 90 per cent.

The school set this ambitious

target after a recent announcement

made by the World Business Coun-

cil for Sustainable Development de-

clared that there needs to be a global

reduction of energy use and material

waste to ensure future sustainability.

"Growing concerns about energy

security, coupled with evidence of

climate change, habitat degradation,

and species loss, point towards the

need for this," said BCIT director Jen-

nie Moore.

The precinct's goal is to reduce

emissions on campus while still

maintaining services to current stan-

dards. It will also conduct research

and leciming activities in an effort to

explore innovative and Integrative

ecological building designs.

—ALEX ROSS

Source: BCIT news release

Rex's Den holds its grand opening Tuesday afternoon.

cret that Bluff's had lots of problems

and was losing a lot of money. "With

regards to things like pricing and ser-

vice time and food quality, it just wasn't

meeting student demands," she said.

"It didn't reflect our demographics

here of different races and ethnicities,"

she added, describing the Bluff's menu
as being limited to mostly continental

options or "white food."

Rex's Den officially opens for business

on Thursday, October 22. For more
information go to therexsden.ca.

Day one
and you're giving back
Day one and your job Is more than a job.

It's an opportunity to do your part.

That's why Ernst & Young opens up lots of

ways to make a difference. So you can feel

good about our green workplace, tutor grade

school students or get involved with our

entrepreneur network. You can even find a

cause on our company volunteer match site.

And that makes coming to work even better.

Explore your career options in assurance,

tax, transaction or advisory services.

What's next for your future?

To learn more, visit ey.com/ca/care'- ^-

find us on Facebook.

=!t Ernst&YOUNG
Quality In Everting We Do

The United Steelworkers union pideted Simcoe

Hall on Wednesday afternoon to show support

for CURE 3092, which is in contract negotiations

for its sessional and contract instmctors.

The Steelworkers represent over 6,000

administrative and support staff at U of T.

According to CURE 3092 representative Leslie

Jennyn, the university's current offer consists

of a two per cent wage increase per year. The

wage increase varies between positions, and

the S3le of wage increase varies according to

job classification.

The offer stipulates that by 201 0, workers

with a PhD will be paid a maximum of $2.25 per

hour more than those without a PhD, regardless

of how much experience they have.

Jermyn said the offer is flawed, and that all

other unions on campus, except for sessional

instructors, have settled with the university on

a three per cent wage increase in the past year.

A U of T spokesperson could not be reached by

press time for a response.

The next bargaining date between

CUPE3092 and the university is Thursday,

October 22. The university administration

plans to discuss the university's budget, while

the union plans to address issues of research

funding and job security.—Barbara de digs
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Professor Michael

Marmura, scholar of Islamic

philosophy, dies at 79

MITCHELL GAUVIN
Varsity Staff

For over 36 years, professor Michael

Marmura devoted his life to teaching

at U of T's Department of Near and
Middle Eastern Civilization. He estab-

lished himself not only as a recognized

scholar of Islamic philosophy, but also

as an engaging and devoted teacher

who gained the admiration of his stu-

dents. A fellow of the Royal Society of

Canada, he taught at U of T from 1959

to 1995, staying on as professor emeri-

tus until 2006. On Sept. 17, he passed

away at his Maritime home in Antigon-

ish. Nova Scotia. Marmura is survived

by his wife Elizabeth, their three chil-

dren, and four grandchildren.

"1 found him to be a dedicated and
highly productive scholar of truly in-

ternational repute in his field," said

professor emeritus Richard Black-

burn, a former student and a long-

time friend. "He was an engaging, en-

thusiastic, and versatile teacher, and
a thoroughly decent person. What
more can be said short of resort to

the anecdotal?"

Bom in Jerusalem in 1929, Mar-

mura was already fluent in Arabic and
knowledgeable of the Arabic literary

tradition when he went to the Universi-

ty of Wisconsin for his undergraduate

degree. He continued onto graduate

school at the University of Michigan,

where he completed his PhD in 1959.

In late 1959, Marmura arrived at U
of T and became a staple at the De-

partment of Near and Middle Eastern

studies. He was known for his insight,

humility, and gentleness towards his

students, but also for his dedication to

his work, becoming a leading author-

ity on the philosophy of Avicenna and

al-Ghazali. His works include The Inco-

herence of the Philosophers (1997), an

annotated translation of al-Ghazali's

Tahafut al-falasifa, as well a collection

of his own writings called Probing in

Islamic Philosophy (2005)

Marmura's legacy is most notably

passed down through the people he

inspired and worked alongside. "The

study of Islamic philosophy will be

greatly impoverished by Michael's

passing but 1 am confident that the

work he left behind will continue to

inspire future scholars," said profes-

sor Deborah L. Black, another former

student, who will speak at Marmura's

memorial service. Black is now a pro-

fessor of philosophy and medieval

studies at U of T, and Marmura's influ-

ence can be seen in her classes: she

will be using some of Marmura's trans-

lated works for her graduate course.

A memorial service will be held

Thursday, October 22, at noon in the

Trinity College Chapel, 6 Hoskin Ave.

All are welcome.
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Paris, je t'aime

Globe reporter Deirdre Kelly's book chronicles her love affair with Paris

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
Associate News Editor

Deirdre Kelly has had a whirlwind 24

years with the Globe and Mail. Hired

fresh out of her Master's degree in

English, she started out as the dance

critic and was soon writing up to nine

articles a week on pop culture, music,

and art. "You name the '80s band,

1 covered them, and then some,"

Kelly said. After 2000, Kelly was re-

assigned as the Globe's senior fash-

ion reporter, travelling to Paris, New
York, and Milan. Now, she works as a

features writer based in Toronto.

Before all that, Kelly was a U of T
student for both her undergrad and

graduate studies, living at University

College (but really living in Robarts),

working out at Hart House, and writ-

ing for The Varsity. This month marks

the release of her new book, Paris

Times Eight, which chronicles her

trips to Paris over the years—first as

a 19-year-old just about to start uni-

versity, then as a student, a reporter,

and eventually as a mother. In a re-

cent interview, Kelly chatted with The

Varsity about her (sometimes rocky)

time as a journalist, her adventures

in Paris, and how U of T shaped it all.

The Varsity: You've written for

Vogue, Interview, and . . . Playgirl.^

Deirdre Kelly: Oh, yeah. I was so

desperate to crack into the New York

market I would write for anyone. I did

an interview with David Cronenberg

for Playgirl.

TV: Tell us aboutyour experience at

UofT
DK: 1 came into U of T when 1 was
19. Now I have to confess my age—it

was September of 1979. 1 chose UC for

its drama program, which is ironic,

because 1 never took a single drama
course at U of T.

1 knew I wanted to be a writer from

a very young age. I just wanted to

write, and student newspapers were

suddenly available to me. 1 was on the

UC field hockey team, and other than

that I practically lived at Hart House,

[running] 36 miles a week.

TV: You went to Paris for the first time

just before university?

'The bool< is a bit of a love letter to Paris,' says autlior Deirdre Kelly.

DK: That first trip to Paris planted

the seed for the desire for something

completely foreign to anything I knew
growing up. Paris had very instantly

and irrevocably planted in me a desire

to somehow be like that city, which is

to say cosmopolitan and sophisticat-

ed and intellectual, so I wanted to be

very versed in the humanities.

TV: And the next time you went, you
thought you would live there.

DK: I had been accepted to my M.A.

program in English, and that was
the fallback plan. Really the more
immediate plan was to live in Paris

forever and be a writer. I had actu-

ally applied to an English language

publication there and I was quite

determined to stay.

My mother in a way convinced me
to come back [to Toronto] just to do
the Master's, and as chance would
have it I got the Globe and Mail job

right then, so that's what made Paris

the dream. Toronto became the day-

to-day reality.

Maybe it was that Paris was a city

where art wasn't a frill, where art was

so valued, and so integral to the soci-

ety, that on every street corner practi-

cally was a reminder of an artistic or

creative genius who had walked there

before. There was such a celebration

of that, which was always lacking for

me in Toronto, and lacking especially

in my home life where art wasn't over-

ly valued.

TV: Was the intellectual intensity atU
ofT like your experience in Paris?

DK: The book is a bit of a love letter to

the city, [but] love isn't always rosy-

it's sometimes a very forbidding de-

sire, because the city doesn't easily

let me in. Hence it becomes the eter-

nal quest, because 1 never really can

attain the ideal that is Paris, whereas

the community that I found in those

early days at U of T was something

where you could have access.

Paris Times Eight (Douglas &
Mclntyre) is out now.
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'TYP'- CONTINUED FROM P61

Preservation Alliance. "Every aspect

of the proposal weakens the program

because TYP needs specialized sup-

port."

The FASC meeting on Monday after-

noon was filled to capacity, and the

protests of TYP supporters outside

were clearly audible inside the Munk
Centre's conference room. Around

50 protestors came and went during

the two-and-a-half-hour meeting. The
council was to vote on moving TYP
under Arts and Science jurisdiction,

but council member Hossein Moghta-

deri moved to adjourn the motion,

with Jeff Peters seconding. The ad-

journment passed by a vote of 19 to

16, which meant the issue would have

been taken up at the next scheduled

FASC meeting on Nov. 2.

Following the decision, the Wood-
sworth College Council Committee

withdrew a motion from its Oct. 21

meeting, which would have called

for a vote that TYP be established in

Woodsworth College by Jan. 1, 2010.

The motion would have been directed

to Governing Council subcommittees

and finally to Governing Council on

Dec. 10.

Advocates are happy the transfer

proposal has been withdrawn, but

say that TYP still faces challenges.

The program's budget was cut in half

last year and it needs to replace retir-

ing faculty, said Ahmed Ahmed, TYP
alum and member of theTYP Alliance.

In her email to Love, Misak wrote

that "were the program to move
administratively to Arts and Sci-

ence, there would be opportunities

for resource optimization and ad-

vancement, as well as for new and
improved space."

"We share common goals in terms

of equity and access," said Joe Deslog-

es, principal of Woodsworth College.

He added that the transfer proposal

had been in the works for nearly two

yeeu-s, with the aim of improving ac-

cess for non-traditional students.

Writers Wanted.
Write for News!

Contact

recruitment@thevarsity.ca.
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Officials say that the story of balloon boy is a iSBP^ooked up to get the family o^F^
a reality show, and expect to press charges and seek restitution for rescue costs.

Are you surprised the parents would fake something like this?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

1

Daniel

2nd Year Master's, Electrical Engineering,

"In this day and age ot reality shows, I almost

expect the father to be offered a reality show

anyway. I wasn't surprised at all by the stunt

they pulled."

Max
2nd Year, PoliticalScience and History,

"It's obviously a shocking thing, but I can

understand why someone would do it—fame is

a big motivator. It's a pretty good scheme, it's

pretry funny if that's what ticides your sense of

humour."

Ruben

1st Year, Film and English, "It doesn't

surprise me at all. Stupid people do stupid

shit, and it always ends up in the news.

People should do something about this, maybe
call child services or sometning."

Alan

3rd Year, Filmand Philosophy, "No, not really.

The dad kind of sounds like an attention whore."

3trina Sarah Denise Kyle

4th Year, Film, "\ have a theory: the balloon boy

hoax is a hoax, and the story the media would

like us to believe is false. What balloon boy saw

in the skies over Colorado, we will never know.

Free your mind!"

3rd Year, Film and Philosophy, "Yeah.

Why would someone choose to fabricate

something like that just to get on television?

It's sort of messed up. Maybe they were

desperate for media attention and money.

1 still don't think lying to the police was
justified, though

1st Year, English andPhilosophy "No, I'm not

surprised. People are insane, 1 guess everyone

wants their own reality TV show. They're sadness

monsters, so they want their own show."

3rd Year, Ecologyand Evolutionary

Biology, "I'm noTreally surprised. First

off, this family apparently is quite used to

attention. And consider tne social climate:

we're pretty permissive of people trying to

draw attention to themselves.

1

Canada's Largest Student Newspaper Needs You!

Consider running for

the Varsity Publications Provisional

Board of Directors

We seek motivated candidates who wish

to get involved in the functioning and
oversight of The Varsity, Canada's largest

student newspaper. In order to be eligible

pursuant to our by-laws, you must be
a full-time undergraduate student, or a

graduate student or part-time student

who pays the membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled for the

2009-2010 academic year:

• Staff (two representatives)

• St. George (four representatives)

• UTM (one representative)

• UTSC (one representative)

• Professional faculties (three

representatives)

By-elections are beginning this month.

Each constituency's by-election will be held

separately. Public notices will be posted when
election dates have been set.

For further details, please contact Charles

Reinhardt, Chair of the Board of Directors, at

ceo@thevarsity.ca.

Dates have been set for the following by-elections:

• Staff: Oct. 23 & 24
• UTM: Nov. 5
• UTSC: Nov. 6

STAFF BY-ELECTIONS

The nomination period for Staff by-elections is now over.

The following people have been nominated:
• Hilary Barlow
• Andrew Louis
• JoanWamiti

Staff by-elections will take place at The Varsity Offices from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m. on

Oct. 23 and 24. All Varsity Staff are eligible to vote in Staff elections. To be considered Varsity

Staff, you must have contributed to The Varsity at least six times and in five issues since May 1,

2009. According to The Varsit^s records, the following people are eligible to vote in the Staff

by-elections:

Hilary Barlow, Chris Berube, Wyndham Bettencourt-McCarthy, Lia Cardarelli, Tom Cardoso,

Cristina Diaz Borda, Kevin Draper, Dan Epstein, Alixandra Gould, Joe Howell, Naushad Ali

Husein, Mehreen Imtiaz, Elizabeth Kagedan, Kelli Korducki, Samya Kullab, Navi Lamba, Lola

Landekic, Todd Michael Lane, Tim Legault, Andrew Louis, Alex Nursall, David Pike, Sarah

Rafson, Shonrth Rajendran, Dylan Robertson, Luke Savage, Natalie Sequeira, Will Sloan,

Erene Stergiopoulos, Yeamrot Taddese, Joan Wamiti, Shoshana Wasser

If you believe that you meet the voting eligibility criteria for Varsity Staff but your name is not

listed above, please contact Jade Colbert Editor-in-Chief, at editor@thevarsity.ca or in person at

the Varsity Offices on the voting days.

The Varsity Offices are located on the 2nd floor of 21 Sussex Ave. (Huron Street and
Sussex Avenue).

UTM & UTSC BY-ELEaiONS

The nomination period for UTM and UTSC representatives close on Oct. 29 (UTM)

and Oct. 30 (UTSC) at 11:59 p.m.

For more information on UTM and UTSC nomination and election procedures, please email

Charles Reinhardt, Chair of the Board, at ceo@thevarsity.ca
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Do the Ten Commandments still matter?

LEONICKA VALCIUS explains why in our modern, pluralistic society, the ancient text is no longer the only nnoral code around

I
was surprised that there weren't

more people clamoring to see the

Ten Commandments exibit that ran

at the ROM from October 10 to 18,

displaying one of the oldest copies

of the famous edicts from the Jew-

ish Torah and Christian Old Tes-

tament, handwritten on a leather

scroll dating from sometime in the

30 years before the Common Era.

The show was part of the larger

and more popular Dead Sea Scrolls

exhibit. I spent all summer telling

my friends, family, and even tour-

ists how honoured we Torontonians

were to host such an amazing arti-

fact, and what a once-in-a-lifetime

opportunity it was to come face to

face with the "words that changed
the world."

In retrospect, my naivete was
almost charming. As it turns out,

a lot more people were awestruck

by the ROM's dinosaurs and totem

poles (which are pretty impressive,

I'm not gonna lie) than the scrolls.

Their indifference led me to wonder
if, in our modern society, the Ten
Commandments still matter.

The texts seem to appeal to aca-

demia, and to the Judeo-Christian

portion of the population. But if

someone doesn't have deep interest

in history, or a religious tie to the

texts, are they any more captivat-

ing then the Gem and Mineral Col-

lection or the Vanity Fair Portraits?

As another student at the exhibit

put it, "The only [commandment]
people might think is obvious is not

to murder. Steal too, but then again,

people are pretty loose about it,

as well as adultery [since there's]

no punishment for it. The rest just

seem to be about God pimping him-

self out, and if you're not a Christian,

you obviously don't give a shit." A
little harsh, maybe, but that seemed
to be the general consensus.

The decline in the status of the

Ten Commandments can be at-

tributed to the rise in other moral

codes. Even within the West, ideas

about karma, yin and yang, bal-

ance, and harmony have become
mainstream. Our modern morality

is not derived from the Ten Com-
mandments alone.

There are various different con-

ceptions of morality and ethics

that have developed independent

of the Judeo-Christian precepts.

The teachings of Confucius, for ex-

ample, date from about 550 to 480

BCE. Confucius was arguably as

influential to Chinese thought as

Socrates was to Western thought.

And this is just one of many ex-

One of the oldest copies of the Ten Commandments was on display at

ROM from Oct. 10 to 18.

the

amples of other moral traditions,

including the eastern religions, the

hundreds if not thousands of tribal

codes, and, lest we forget, secular

morality. Each conception is inex-

tricable from the values, culture,

and tradition of the peoples that

developed them. These concep-

tions do not necessarily contradict

each other at all, but rather compli-

ment and build upon each other.

Furthermore, in an increasingly

secular society, it's patronizing to

suggest that one cannot be moral

without a religious framework as

a guide. Morality is a human phe-

nomenon; it stems from the altru-

ism that accompanies communal

social structures. People believe

that what is good for the group is

good for the individual, and when a

member of the group is threatened,

they feel similarly at risk. Religious

texts of any kind are not needed to

recognize the humanity of another

being. To suggest that there can

only be one moral code, especially

when we live in one of the most cul-

turally diverse cities in the world,

is absurd.

As the world shrinks, and we are

introduced to different prisms by

which to judge right and wrong, it

becomes more important to ap-

preciate rather than gloss over the

stupendous plurality of moralities.

Are the Ten Commandments impor-

tant? Of course they are. They are a

testament to a people, their way of

life, and their way of thinking. But

they're not the only texts out there.

Perhaps the ROM will consider

holding an exhibit on the the Upa-

nishads—ancient Hindu scriptures

that have heavily influeced Hindu

philosophy. If it did, I'd still be wax-

ing poetic about how honoured

we are to host such an amazing

artifact, and what a once-in-a-life-

time opportunity this is to come
face to face with more "words that

changed the world!"

Reagan did it too!

Patrick Baud is not quite correct

when he writes, "No president.

Democrat or Republican, has ever de-

clared the intent to eliminate nuclear

weapons." ("Obama talks the talk, but

true peace building is more than just

words," Oct. 15). Baud obviously does

not know of the horror and conster-

nation that Ronald Reagan caused in

the State Department when he called

for the elimination of these weapons,

not their reduction. Furthermore,

during the Reykjavik Summit with

Gorbachev in 1986 Reagan said, "It

would be fine with me if we elimi-

nated all nuclear weapons," to which

Gorbachev replied, "We can do that,

let's eliminate them."

Trying to explain the position that

Rei^an had taken, then Secretary

of State George Shultz said that this

"was too much for people to absorb,

precisely because it was outside the
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bounds of conventional wisdom," and

"the world was not ready for Ronald

Reagan's boldness."

Allan Scott

Canada's

parliamentary

system wastes time

It might seem like cheering on a

certain political party is exciting and

fun, something like cheering on your

favorite hockey team ("Canadian

Content," Oct. 19). It might even make
some people feel like they belong,

and give them a sense of team spirit.

But party politics is the root of

Canada's political problem. Think

about all the time that's wasted dur-

ing parliamentary debates as one

party tries to berate the other for

their past or present mistakes.

Last December, a coalition govern-

ment was almost formed, and Prime

Minister Stephen Harper decided

to prorogue Parliament. And what

happened next? Canada's leaders

took a recess. That was bad timing,

considering the world was in the

initial stages of a global meltdown.

Canadians were very lucky that the

global crisis didn't turn out far worse

than it did.

A much better, and perhaps less

flashy, political system would be

comprised entirely of independent

Members of Parliament who could

vote with their own conscience and
without having to follow strict party

guidelines. Candidates for leadership

could be chosen from among the

more popular members who could

run for Prime Minister. The people

would still have a vote.

Canada is currently saddled with

the old British parliamentary system,

which dates back hundreds of years.

We desperately need a newer, more
modern, and more efficient form of

governance, a system that's more in

tune with today's heavy demands for

accountability and honesty. There

would be no more team to cheer on,

but perhaps we could all cheer about

a better lifestyle, more jobs for the

unemployed, and less corruption in

government.

Ted 999

Harper in the

middle

After three years in power, I think

people realize that Canada under
the Conservatives is much the same
as Canada under the Liberals. We
haven't become the 51st U.S. state,

there aren't soldiers patrolling our

streets (though Bill C-6 is probably

the worst piece of legislation intro-

duced in my lifetime), and whatever

Hedy Fry may say, we are all still

proud to be Canadian. The days of

being able to cast the Conservatives

as hardcore ideologues while viewing

the Liberals as centrist consensus-

builders are long gone.

Harper is not a centrist by birth

(one needs only to look at his back-

ground to see this), but has become

one of opportunity. Since 2006, he

has not tried to push a hard-line

right-wing legislative agenda because

he's realized that the only way he'll

keep and solidify his current power

is by moving to the centre. Power is

much more attractive than ideol-

ogy, and Harper will not sacrifice his

newfound popularity by returning to

his Reform roots. Fortunately for the

country. Harper knows which side his

bread is buttered on.
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Police brutality at UWO
Western student may have been hard to handle, but campus police went too far

JON FOSTER

The public arrest of 22-year-old

Irnes Zeljkovic by six police offi-

cers at the University of Western
Ontario Social Sciences building

on October 14 brings to the fore

concerns over what constitutes ex-

cessive force by police. As of this

writing, a crude cell phone video

of the incident shown on YouTube
has been viewed about 350,000

times. The video shows Zeljkovic

pinned to the ground and beaten

by the officers from both city and
campus police forces. Police ag-

gressively kneed Zeljikovic in the

torso five times, hit him in the

back with a baton six times, and
punched him over 25 times, reports

globalnational.com.

One can understand that it may
have taken six officers to forcibly

arrest a six-foot-two man of over

200 pounds. But once Zeljkovic was
on the ground, the kneeing, hitting,

and punching were not necessary

steps for the officers to take.

The Western student may have
been hard to handle, but campus
police took it too far. Excessive

force (and its being caught on
camera) is not new in the world of

policing. Many remember Robert

Dziekanski's case in the Vancouver
International Airport, exactly two

It took six campus police officers to subdue Irnes Zeljkovic at UWO on Oct. 14.

years before the date of Zeljkovic's

incident. Dziekanski, a Polish immi-

grant, died after police repeatedly

tasered him in the airport lounge.

Another incident that comes to

mind is the case of 18-year-old

Freddy Villanueva who was shot

by police in a north Montreal park-

ing lot on August 9, 2008. Police

claimed they were being attacked

by a group of youths, but eyewit-

ness accounts claim that was not

the case.

Fortunately for Zeljkovic, his run-in

with the police did not result in

death, though he did have an in-

jured leg and was bleeding enough
to warrant a trip to the hospital. In

both cases, authorities have stat-

ed that the limited video cannot

clearly show what truly happened.

and that the public should not

jump to conclusions. After viewing

the video, however, only one con-

clusion can be reached: a defense-

less student on the ground being

beaten by six officers. It is true

that you can't see what happened
prior to the beating, but it is in a

sense irrelevant. Zeljkovic was not

armed, and was no longer a threat

to anyone.

He may have been belligerent

and difficult to deal with, but the

police still went too far. Zeljkovic

was not putting the officers in

danger, and further, arresting him
served no interest to public safety.

Simply escorting him out of the

building, off campus, and perhaps

even taking him home could have

easily resolved the issue. Any fur-

ther action could have been taken

up through the UWO faculty. It

clearly appears that police crossed

the threshold, and did indeed use

excessive force.

There are currently plans by
UWO and the London Police Ser-

vice to investigate this incident

further, although no charges will

likely be laid against the officers in-

volved. Unfortunately, the incident

will most likely be written off as an
unruly student being taken down
by officers who were simply doing

their job.

ECONOMIC INQUIRY
Elinor Ostrom and Oliver E. Williamson split the 2009 Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic

Sciences. Their ideas can be explained by a simple lesson in booze-onomics

CRISTINA Dl'AZ-BORDA
Varsity Staff

While Obama's win might have sto-

len their thunder, Americans Elinor

Ostrom and Oliver E. Williamson

split the 2009 Sveriges Riksbank

Prize in Economic Sciences in

Memory of Alfred Nobel last week
for their work in economic gover-

nance. While technically not a No-

bel Prize, the Sveriges Riksbank
Prize is the closest equivalent in

economics, and Ostrom's win is

the first time the prize has been
awarded to a woman.
The prize was split among two

individuals dedicated to critiqu-

ing whether economic truisms are

indeed true. Both studied and de-

scribed the various ways that human
interaction affects market behaviour,

but their work was conducted inde-

pendently from one another.

As a political scientist rather than

an economist, Ostrom's win signals

that the study of economics is re-

turning from an era of pure math,

once more emerging as a multidis-

ciplinary study. On the other hand,

Williamson holds true to the disci-

pline, as he is a professor emeritus

of business, economics, and law

who retired five years ago from the

Graduate School of Business at the

University of California, Berkeley.

Considered one of the most influ-

ential scholars of the last 30 years,

Williamson's research has been
instrumental in what is now the

theory of the firm. His research is

based on the interactions of firms

and corporations, and more spe-

cifically, why they exist as a means
of interaction instead of individu-

als in the market. He argues that

businesses dominate markets be-

cause they serve as a more efficient

way to deal with conflicts. Having

management helps resolve these

conflicts, and involves intensive

negotiations. Normally, economics

doesn't even look at a field of in-

teractions that aren't governed by
contracts or laws. Williamson be-

lieves that a way to limit abuses of

power in massive businesses is to

regulate against them, rather than

limit a business's size.

To understand Ostrom's bril-

liance, we first need to understand

a classic problem in economics.

Imagine, if you will, that you're at

a party. At this party you're told to

bring some liquor, but everyone is

going to pool their liquor so that

you can drink as much as you can.

Inevitably, people bring less booze

than they normally would and try

to drink more than they should be-

cause they think the liquor is free.

You lose when the more aggressive

people at this party over-drink and

leave you and everyone else with-

out liquor. This situation, where
everyone is out for themselves

leaving everyone else worse off, is

known as the Tragedy of the Com-
mons. Now imagine this party has

instead been declared BYOB. You
will of course bring as much booze
as you want to get optimally ham-
mered, and so does everyone else.

Received economic wisdom would
determine that this is because, in

the latter example, we have clearly

defined property rights.

Ostrom evaluated the Tragedy

of the Commons and found that

property rights aren't so black

and white. Situations don't always

fit precisely into free use versus

open access, and assuming they

do is simplistic. In established com-
munities, where there is a long-

term need for common resources,

people recognize survival is more
important than the small benefits

that could be reaped from overuse.

Back to our alcohol example: imag-

ine instead of going to a party, you
are drinking with your roommates.

Everyone buys beer and everyone

shares. Instead of worrying about

who owns what, you all agree to

take turns buying two-fours. No
one monitors who is drinking what,

and no one owns the beer, but no
one takes advantage. The small

benefit gained from over-drinking

is lost when there's knowledge that

Elinor Ostrom is the first woman to win the Prize in Economic Sciences.

this would ruin the system, and
that the fridge would cease to be
stocked with beer, making you and
your roommates rather upset. In

cultures all over the world, we have

situations where common property

is better managed when common
users create and enforce rules that

prevent over-exploitation without

having to resort to private owner-

ship or government involvement.

Ostrom told the New York Times

that she ultimately hoped her work

would guide climate change policy.

Critics say Ostrom's and Wil-

liamson's findings are hard to ap-

ply without mathematical theory.

The same criticism, however, is

also used to praise the discover-

ies as a refreshing departure from
economic thinking based on pure
math. Either way, it's nice to hear
some uplifting economic news, es-

pecially when the rising Canadian
dollar is set to wreak havoc on the
economy yet again.
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Quit monkeying

around
On top of being morally wrong, aninnal testing

gives little to scientific research

PAUL YORK AND JULI KAISS

Behind closed doors at the University of To-

ronto live animals are the subjects of inhu-

mane scientific research and testing. Immu-
nologists and medical researchers conduct

cruel and unnecessary experiments on mice,

pigs, dogs, rabbits, primates, turtles, guinea

pigs, and invertebrates in the Medical Scienc-

es and MaRS buildings. The experiments are

often carried out for the purposes of research

at the behest of corporations that pay the uni-

versity to do their bidding.

But U ofT is not alone in these cruel practices.

Such means of testing is happening everywhere.
Using animals for medical experimentation,

product testing, and education is a controver-

sial and highly debated subject. While the

issues are complex, the suffering involved in

animal experimentation is painfully obvious.

Millions of animals are used in federal and
privately funded experiments in research

centres and universities across Canada each
year. For instance, non-human primates

such as rhesus monkeys (also known as ma-
caques) are tested on repeatedly and kept in

laboratories for their entire lives. They are

subjected to various research experiments

and clinical drug trials involving tremendous
pain, often leaving them with diseases such
as SARS, TB, HIV, hepatitis, and various can-

cers. Primates are also routinely subjected to

deprivation and psychological experiments
for years on end.

Most animals are euthanized following

experimentation. Their lives are viewed as

disposable.

Those who defend animal experimentation

often cite how such experiments save human
lives, but in fact most of the experiments do
not benefit humanity. There are a number of

famous cases where animal testing is alleged

to have provided necessary breakthroughs,

but upon closer examination, these allega-

tions are not so clear-cut.

One such example is the polio vaccine.

Even in the medical community itself there

are disputes over whether the vaccine was
developed before or after clinical trials on
monkeys. Additionally, the decline in cases of

polio is now believed to be due to better pub-
lic hygiene, not the vaccine. The small pox
vaccine also has a contested history, as some
claim that the major breakthrough occurred
before clinical trials even began.

"1 know of no achievement through vivisec-

tion, no scientific discovery that could not
have been obtained without such barbarism
and cruelty," said Dr. Charles Mayo, son of the
co-founder of the well-respected Mayo Clinic.

Canadian animal cruelty laws do little to

protect animal test subjects. The Canadian
Council on Animal Care is a federal organi-
zation set up to monitor and regulate the use
of research animals in Canada. It outlines
basic standards of treatment for laboratory
animals, but compliance is voluntary. In a
critique of the CCAC, David Sztybel, an ex-
pert in animal rights ethics and a professor
in Brock University's sociology department,
notes that safeguards against inhumane
treatment are inadequate for a number of
reasons. Peer-reviews by fellow experiment-
ers, for example, are conducted by those al-

ready desensitized to animal suffering. The
standards for what counts as scientific ad-
vancement are very low. Research organiza-
tions systemically fail to investigate alterna-
tive methods of experimentation. And some

researchers may also be swayed by the

financial incentive to opt for clinical trials,

which net grant money. Szybel concludes

that the CCAC legitimizes, rather than pre-

vents, unnecessary cruelty to animals.

Animal testing has led us to countless sci-

entific dead ends, while detracting attention

and funds from more humane techniques. In

reality, animal research rarely guarantees

that medications and other products will be
safe and effective for humans. Regulators

pull many drugs off the market because they

caused illness or death in humans, reactions

that were unforeseen based on previous tests

on other animals. For example, Thalidomide

was tested on thousands of animals with no

ill effect, but then caused severe deformities

in humans once marketed. In order to know
what the effect of a drug will be on a human, it

must be administered to a human. This raises

the question of whether many of the drugs

now available are sufficiently beneficial to jus-

tify the harm they could cause to any species,

in the lab or outside it.

"Most animals are

euthanized following

experimentation.

Their lives are viewed

as disposable."

Those who oppose animal experimenta-

tion on ethical grounds believe that it is mor-

ally wrong to harm one species in hopes of

benefiting another. When it comes to causing

harm, there is no substantial difference be-

tween human and non-human animals: we all

feel pain and do not wish to be held captive

and tortured. If non-consenting experimenta-

tion and torture on human beings is ethically

wrong on these grounds, it is also wrong to

do this to non-human beings. Ethicist Peter

Singer argues, "Either animals are unlike us

and hence the experiments provide no useful

data, or they are like us, in which case the ex-

periments shouldn't be done."

What's more, there are several viable

alternatives available to animal testing.

Modern and innovative methods, including

advanced computer technology and micro-

surgery models and mannequins with feed-

back mechanisms, have become the norm at

many universities. Several universities now
have medical program curricula with no live

animal laboratories.? John Hopkins Univer-

sity is working with scientists to find new

methods to replace the use of laboratory an-

imals, to reduce the number of animals test-

ed, and to refine tests to eliminate pain and

distress. The University of Toronto should

follow their lead and rid itself of these inhu-

mane, antiquated research practices.

Juli Kaiss and Paul York are administrators

ofthe Facebook group Stop Animal
Experimentation at University of Toronto.

To confidentially report harm to animals

atUofT, or for general support, contact

StopAnimalExperimentation@gmail.com
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The circus of life

AGO hosts Alexander Calder retrospective, recreating the energy of spectacle through wire and string

JANE BAO
Varsity Staff

In a childhood self-portrait, Alexan-

der "Sandy" Calder is kneeling and
sawing a block of wood, with other

carpentry tools strewn about. Years

later, the man, stout and bearded,

would continue to clamber about on
his hands and knees while perform-

ing his miniature circus in Paris and
New York.

Through levers, strings, and
springs, the circus's simple motions

brought to life a myriad of acts: tra-

peze artists swinging from rig to rig;

Fanny the Belly Dancer, with a sparse

costume and generous hips; an ele-

phant who produced droppings that

Calder covered with sand and swept

up in a mini dustpan. The delightful

acts also showed the darker side of

the spectacle: a chariot driver jerk-

ily lashed a team of horses, and the

ringmaster's inflated self-importance

was reflected in his oversized hands
and megaphone.

The circus was viewed as intellec-

tual entertainment for adults in the

early 1900s, and Calder played to art

galleries on both sides of the pond
and in Upper East Side parlours. The

Calder Circus, a labour of love that

originally included around 200 hand-

crafted pieces, is an early example
of both performance art and the use

of found objects. The circus is on
display at the Art Gallery of Ontario,

along with sketches, paintings, and
sculptures from his seven-year stay

in Paris.

Calder is best known for creating

the mobile. The term was coined by

Marcel Duchamp,
who later declared

Calder's work "pure

joie de vivre" and
"the sublimation of

a tree in the wind."

(Not to be outdone,

Jean Arp coined the

term "stabile" for

Calder's stationary

sculptures.) Calder

was born in 1898 in

Lawson, now part

of Philadelphia, to

a family of artists.

His mother was an

accomplished paint-

er; his father and
grandfather were
sculptors.

As a child, Calder

made toys and
games for himself,

and at age eight, his

parents gave him
the basement as a

workshop. But it wasn't until he was
25 that he considered art as a career.

After finishing a degree in mechani-

cal engineering, Calder bounced
around and worked odd jobs until he

decided to start painting landscapes

while working at a logging camp. (He

wrote to his mother around this time

to ask for oil paints).

After taking drawing and painting

classes in New York, Calder decided

to go to Paris, then the acknowl-

edged art capital of the world. He got

passage on a freighter by working as

a deck hand, received $75 per month
from his mother, and supported him-

self through commercial toy-making

Calder's circus-themed sculptures, such as 'Lion in a Cage' (pictured),

reflect the artist's experiences living in Paris in the 1920s.

and freelance illustration work.

By the time he landed in Paris in

1926, the 28-year-old was already

familiar with the mechanics of the

circus. The previous year, he had
sketched the Ringling Brothers and
the Barnum & Bailey Circus for the

National Police Gazette, and had pro-

duced over 250 sketches of animals

at the Bronx and Central Park zoos.

As the circus critic Legrand-Chab-

rier put it, Calder's miniature cir-

cuses were "not obliged to succeed."

(Legrand-Chabrier suggested safety

nets for the trapeze figures, and
Calder obliged.) The snafus are lam-

pooned by the novelist Tom Wolfe in

You Can't Go Home
Again, which fic-

tionalizes Calder

as "Piggy Logan,"

whose repeated at-

tempts to execute

trapeze tricks bores

the fashionable

crowd. Jean Pain-

leve's 1955 film, Le

Grand Cirque Calder

1927, doesn't edit

out unsuccessful

attempts. It takes

several tries to get a

rubber dog to jump
through a little

hoop, and a model

of a horse refuses

to be lassoed, but

Calder is still greet-

ed with laughter

and applause.

The circus's en-

ergy and motion

are evident in other

works on exhibit. Eschewing tradi-

tional sculpting materials like wood,

clay, and bronze, Calder made wire

portraits of friends and celebrities.

"1 think best in wire," he once said.

While the three-dimensional por-

traits themselves seem to change

expression when viewed from dif-

ferent angles, they cast shadows on
the wall that retain a certain look,

be it earnest and Santa-like (Calvin

Coolidge) or a knowing grin (Jimmy
Durante, the honky-tonk pianist).

Calder was taken with singer and
dancer Josephine Baker, and made at

least five figures of her. (Overheard

at the AGO, as a museum tour guide

and his lone guest watched a video

of Baker dancing wearing only feath-

ers: "Josephine Baker is doing the

Charleston without a bra. This was
not done in the United States.")

Calder used simple materials to

build his little circus—wire, cloth,

metal, string, paper, and corks

—

and had a penchant for reusing

and recycling materials from daily

life. His first metal sculpture was a

rooster sundial produced when he

was living in a tiny New York apart-

ment that faced south; after he mar-

ried Louisa James, the newlyweds
lived on a shoestring budget and

Calder made many household items

himself, including a bacon fork and

five versions of a toaster. His daugh-

ters had a wealth of homemade
toys, the highlight probably being

the six-storey dollhouse made from

packing crates and complete with

electrical lights.

It was in Paris that Calder matured

as an artist, befriending the likes of

Duchamp, Arp, Joan Miro, and Piet

Mondrian. After a visit to Mondrian's

studio in 1930, Calder wrote to his

parents that at age 32, he would be-

gin to work in the abstract and com-
bine movement with abstraction. By
the time he moved back to the U.S.

in 1933, he was an internationally ac-

claimed figure, making art out of play

and building on the body of work he

created during the Paris years.

Alexander Calder: The Paris Years

1926-1933 runs untilJan. 10 at the

Art Gallery of Ontario. Admission for

students is $10; the AGO is free on

Wednesdays from 6 to 8:30 p.m.

Before Graham Library, there was a basement

ALEX ROSS discovers the unlikely history behind the Trinity College Book Sale

Uof T has been infected with a ter-

rible case of bibliomania. Symp-
toms include an addiction to reading

and the obsessive need to purchase

lots of books at low prices. The cure

for this condition can be found at the

upcoming Trinity College Book Sale,

which runs from Oct. 23 to 27.

Now in its 34th year, the Book
Sale provides a great lesson on the

value of persistence and community
involvement. Beginning with a few

cartons of cheaply purchased books,

the Book Sale has evolved into a so-

phisticated, successful community
event that brings together students,

alumni, book collectors, and Toronto

bibliophiles.

The idea for the Book Sale came
about in 1974, when Trinity College li-

brarian Beatrice Saunders suggested

that the college form a Friends Of The
Library group like the one at Trin-

ity College in Dublin. The purpose
of the organization was "to provide

moral and financial support to the

College Library," which at that time

was located in the basement of the

college. One of the responsibilities of

the group would be the running of a

book sale to raise funds. The memo-
randum fell on deaf ears.

Fortunately, a visit by Trinity Col-

lege alumnus Jean Elliott to The

Book Barrel—a local book store

near U of T—resurrected the idea.

"He was selling Oxford Univer-

sity Press remainders for $1 to $2.

Booksellers and campus librarians

were purchasing them, but not

Trinity," Elliott recalls. When she

phoned the college and suggested

they send someone out to purchase
books, she was told that they did

not have the time or the resources.

Elliott took it upon herself to visit

The Book Barrel and buy several

cartons worth of books.

Eventually, she came across Bea-

trice Saunders' memorandum and

decided to act on her suggestion.

Four other alumnae—Lisa Balfour

Bowen, Catherine Graham, Helen

Bastedo, and Heather Bradfield

—

gathered together, forming the core

of what would become the Friends of

the Trinity College Library. Elliott and

the other members of the new group

were buoyed by letters of support

that came from alum as far away as

London and Bangkok. One letter gave

the fledgling group over $300.

That same year, the group decided

to hold the first book sale. Elliott do-

nated $60 worth of books as a foun-

dation and received more donations

from supporters. The first Book Sale

was held in Seely Hall, and was ex-

pected to raise only $500. The total

revenue came out to $2,000.

And what a difference 34 years

can make. The Book Sale now pulls

in up to $140,000 annually. Over
the years, it has raised a total of

over $3 million. Over $1 million of

this was spent in 2000 to convert

the Devonshire House residence

into the current John W. Graham
Library. Another million has gone
towards acquisitions, with the last

third funding an endowment to the

librarianship.

The selection at the Book Sale is

diverse and impressive, and almost

all items are priced between one
and two dollars. "Some book buy-

ers walk out with two bags filled

with mystery fiction—about 50

books—and declare that they have

all of their winter reading," one vol-

unteer explains. Over 30 categories

of books are offered to satisfy the

palette of any discerning reader.

From philosophy and church his-

tory to science fiction and mystery,

every unit of the Dewey Decimal

System is adequately represented.

Rare books at the sale run any-

where from $100 to $3,000. Nancy
Graham, co-coordinator for this

year's book sale, showed me a Gro-

cer's Manual from the 19th century

containing old recipes and charts,

a tome that avid chefs or historians

might find interesting.

The Book Sale is completely volun-

teer-driven. Almost 200 volunteers

spent the week before pricing books

and ensuring that they were placed

in the correct sections. Preparations

for the sale begin 10 months in ad-

vance, with student movers sorting

and transporting the books to the

college. Student movers (myself in-

cluded) had the advantage of taking

a crack at the book selection before

the sale even begcin.

Linda Corman, head librarian at

the Graham Library, has witnessed

over 29 years of the sale, and re-

marks it has "evolved into an amaz-
ingly sophisticated show."

The Book Sale "appeals to such
a wide group," she says. "Young
people just beginning to build their

libraries, students, rare book col-

lectors, and book dealers." So, how
will this year's Book Sale satisfy

your bibliomania?

The Trinity College Book Sale runs

Oct. 23 to 27 in Seely Hall.
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Bits of confusion
Khoury Levit Fong show at the Arthur Gallery fails to live up to interactivity hype

arts@thevarsity.ca

BECKY MCCLEERY

Most architectural exhibitions are

simply a display of an architect's in-

novative designs. By contrast, Mon-
uments + Bits, the current exhibit at

the Eric Arthur Gallery, is a self-pro-

claimed "installation and exhibit."

Three members of the John H.

Daniels Faculty of Architecture,

Landscape, and Design have come
together as the firm Khoury Levit

Fong (KLF). Monuments + Bits is one
of their many interactive art exhib-

its. The firm claims that this instal-

lation presents an abstract view
of the built environment through

the "problem of monuments and
collective form." As professors,

their instruction ranges from un-

dergraduate theory and practice

courses to graduate design studios

and being thesis advisors. As KLF,

they produce innovative interac-

tive art installations alongside

award-winning architecture forms

that range from "small buildings to

urban plans."

Another of their art installations

took place on Ossington Avenue dur-

ing Nuit Blanche, where a projected

digital image reproduced what was
happening on the street. The image

was created using real-time photos

from Flickr galleries, with resolution

and pixel size varying with the prox-

imity of the viewer. Another KLF in-

stallation entitled "MyCity" allowed

viewers to project their Flickr gallery

onto public space. Their installations

are intended to illustrate the way the

environment can respond to the indi-

vidual, and the influence of the indi-

vidual on their environment.

To my disappointment, as well

One of the digital environments created by Khoury Levit Fong for their current exhibition. Monuments + Bits.

as that of the many architecture

students who spend hours upon
hours in the building, Monuments
+ Bits does not live up to KLF's in-

teractive reputation. A visitor's in-

teraction with this exhibit doesn't

go beyond the rearrangement of

a model's modules. The exhibit is

driven by the theory of their work,

which surrounds the relationship

between individuals and public

space, and the individuality of

built forms and their role in collec-

tive public space.

The concept does present an in-

triguing approach to understand-

ing and defining the composition of

our built environment as a collec-

tive whole. It is conveyed through

dense text on the walls and draped
from the second-storey ceiling, ex-

plaining the relationship between
cities, institutions, and individuals,

as defined by the desire to have a

distinctive presence without com-
promising the collective whole of

the surrounding structures.

As the viewer, one wants to be

able to delve into an exhibit without

having to struggle to understand

highly intellectualized text. Since

the text accompanying the exhibit

is very difficult to grasp, its pur-

pose within the exhibit is entirely

unclear. The result is a disconnect

from the models, which then seem
out of place themselves. The mes-

sage of the installation is lost, as

there is no coherent direction. (If

only there was a roadmap to help

you navigate through the exhibit!)

Two sculptures made of red cable

descend from the ceiling to create a
funnel-like form in which the projec-

tors are suspended in space. These
are the most visually engaging ele-

ment of the exhibit, catching your
attention and bringing you in only

to find that they don't correspond
whatsoever with the text of the ex-

hibit. The structures could have
been used to create a cohesive envi-

ronment for the spatially lacking ex-

hibition, which is ironic considering

the concept of the exhibit is collec-

tive form. Perhaps the exhibit would
be more consistent if the sculptures

were used in both rooms.

Monuments + Bits suffers from

problems symptomatic of what
makes the exhibit so unique; since

it is the work of three different ar-

chitects, each with their own dis-

course, it lacks a coherent message.

Though the idea of combining in-

stallation and exhibit is intriguing,

it's hard to find consistency amidst

all the elements required to fulfill

these two very different formats.

While their concept provides

an insightful perspective into the

structures that ultimately form our

society, the heavy text makes it dif-

ficult to decipher the purpose of

the visual examples. However, the

exhibit is a great showcase of KLF's

architectural work. If you have the

patience to decipher the conun-

drum of "how to be free together"

in terms of architectural forms, or

you have time to simply enjoy the

award-winning designs of KLF, this

exhibit is worth checking out.

Monuments + Bits runs at the

Eric Arthur Gallery in the Daniels

Architecture Building through Oct. 31.

Interview: Catherine O'Hara
Where the Wild Things Are actor recounts what it was like to work with the Jackass crew on-set

WILL SLOAN
^^^^^^^Associate A&E Editor ^^^^

Catherine O'Hara is my idea of the ulti-

mate funny aunt. At the Royal York Ho-

tel for a roundtable interview with To-

ronto press promoting Where the Wild

Things Are (O'Hara is the voice behind

wild thing Judith), she is high-spirited,

fast-talking, and engaged to an extent

that is downright noble for someone
who has been woken up early for a

day of inane interviews. O'Hara first

came to prominence on the beloved

SCTV before joining the Christopher

Guest Repertory Company. With per-

formances in several of the funniest

movies of the last 20 years (particu-

larly Waiting for Guffman and A Mighty

Wind) to her name, and showing un-

expected acting ability in Guest's 2006

film For Your Consideration, in person

she's just about everything you'd

hope she would be.

"Can I ask a question?" asks a very

timid-sounding journalist.

"NO-0-0!" O'Hara replies, stretch-

ing the word somewhere close to in-

finity "I'M NOT HERE TO ANSWER
ANY QUESTIONS!"

"What was it like working with di-

rector Spike Jonze?

"If you hang out with people, like

you hcmg out with Spike Lee—Spike

JONZE!" She makes an exaggeratedly

pained face. "God, I knew I was going

to say that at some point. First time!

If you hang out with Spike Jonze, he'll

get you to play."

"The first time we met him, we
went to his house and he took us up

to the hills behind his house: 'Okay,

whaddya wanna do? You wanna play

War? Let's play War!' He doesn't talk

to you as a director [. . .] he's just Max
[the main character of Where the Wild

Things Are]. He goes, 'Uh, I don't like

the way you're talkin' to Ira, I think you

two should go in separate corners.'

Uh, excuse me? What are you talking

about? What are you saying to me? He
just demands you to be Judith—or

demanded me to be Judith—in the

moment, so he improvises like crazy."

Jonze had O'Hara and the other

voice actors (including Chris Coo-

per, James Gandolfini, and Forest

Whitaker) record together, and, in

many cases, actually act out their

scenes. "It was so smart to have us

record together [...] to set us up
with these mics so we could actual-

ly move, we could actually get in a

sleep pile, and actually have these

bread roll fights."

A journalist observes that Jonze

sounds like a big kid. This launches

O'Hara into a story about the antics

on set that she recites so breathlessly

it's as if she's telling it for the first time.

Here's the unabridged transcript: "The

crew that was shooting us was the

Jackass crew, and we had these big

foam cubes as set pieces, and they had

long foam pieces that we could use as

trees for knockin' each other down.

And the Jackass crew in between ev-

ery set-up and take were tryin' to kill

themselves. And one guy kept tryin' to

teach me to jump from cube to cube.

'No! I won't DO THAT! What are you,

INSANE?' [He says:] 'Aw, it's great,

come on! You gotta really move quick-

ly from one to the other!'

"And 1 show up at lunch that day

and say, 'Where's what's-his-face

[the crew member]?'—can't remem-
ber his name, sorry

—'Uhhhh ... he's

in the hospital.' He comes back and
he's still laughin' and he's got a cast

and he broke his collarbone. 'Oh, you
wanted me to try that, didja!?'"

Critics have observed that Where

the Wild Things Are is, with its medita-

tive pace and serious tone, an oddity

amidst the kung fu pandas dominating

family films. Indeed, O'Hara is border-

line outraged by the current state of

children's entertainment. "Y'know, the

scariest thing is, go to another room
when a kids' movie is on, and the mu-
sic that tells you what to think at ev-

ery moment, and the sound effects!

Honest to god, I come in the room, my

kids'll be watchin' those, I'll be like,

'OKAY! Turn it down! I don't want to

hear that! It's making me SI-I-ICK!"

"And of course there's a dead par-

ent at the beginning of every chil-

dren's movie now. Have you noticed

this? What is the deal!? And there's

always a lesson. A friend of mine was
at the premiere [of Wild Things] the

other night in New York and she said,

'Thank god you didn't have those two
little Borscht Belt wiseasses on the

side, y'know, TV and old movie refer-

ences shoved in there.'"

O'Hara, whose kids are 15 and 12,

has her own ideas on quality fam-

ily entertainment. "Y'know, 1 let my
kids watch TrailerPark Boys, because

it's re-e-aally funny, and they do not

swear. My 15-year-old never swears

because he knows the kind of pa-

thetic guys that talk like that. That's

where there's a really good lesson in,

'You do not wanna be these guys.'"

"But, y'know, Barney I steered

clear of! 'Cause, I'm sorry, just artisti-

cally? I want them to see good com-

edy, good art, not public domain mu-

sic and automaton children!"

Where the Wild Things Are is now in

theatres.
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This week's albums are about as average as it gets. Take it or leave it.

PETE YORN & SCARLETT
JOHANSSON-
BREAK UP

vvv

Considering the subject—perhaps
the most widely covered topic in

songwriting—one would expect something
stronger and more heart-wrenching

There is a special place in hell for actors-turned-musicians. Don
Johnson will end up there, as well as Jada Pinkett-Smith. As of

last year, it seemed inevitable that Scar-Jo was headed in that di-

rection. Surprisingly, Anywhere I Lay My Head, her debut album
of Tom Waits covers, fared better than expected, though per-

haps it's easier to surpass expectations as an unproven vocalist

who seemed only interested in indulging her own ego.

Now, nearly a year since her debut, Johansson's second effort

has come to fruition. Break Up, a "record about relationships"

and collaborative project with Pete Yorn, is easy listening. As
with Anywhere I Lay My Head, though, Johansson did not write

any of the songs on the record, and most—if not all—of its magic

comes from her collaborator (in this case, Yorn).

The songs are cute, but lack depth both lyrically and sonically.

Not that there is anything wrong with this approach, but con-

sidering the subject—perhaps the most widely covered topic in

songwriting—one would expect something stronger and more
heart-wrenching. Yorn leaves quite a few loose ends instrumen-

tation-wise, especially on his overdubs.

Scarlett Johansson's performance here is textbook Scarlett Jo-

hansson. Like her acting, her singing is pleasant to the ear, and

we let some of her more elementary mistakes slide past unno-

ticed. Her voice has a soothing, breathy quality to it, like Norah
Jones, but lacks the conviction and confidence that one would
expect from more experienced singers.

Despite the marquee name on the cover, it is likely that

Break Up will be relegated to EZ listening stations across the

continent.—MICHAEL Dl LEO

THE BALCONIES-
THE BALCONIES

VVV

If the tracks on The Balconies' self-titled album sound famil-

iar to you, it's probably because this band is about as generi-

cally indie as it gets. The Ontario trio is known for their live

shows, but the band's charming on-stage persona fails to

translate to the recording studio.

Lead singers Liam Jaeger and Stephen Neville's twangy
voices are reminiscent of Interpol's Paul Banks, Editors' Paul

Smith, and White Lies' Harry McVeigh. However, his guitar

riffs on "Lulu" lack complexity and rely far too much on repe-

tition. Jacquie Neville adds sexiness and sunshine on "Hollow

Bones" and "Serious Bedtime," and it's a real shame that you
don't hear more of her throughout the album—the band's

male/female dynamic could easily be explored in a more in-

teresting way. "Rest Up" stands out as a terrific track, but it's

lost in a sea of more mediocre songs.

Maybe it's only a coincidence thatThe Balconies' album art looks

like the inside of Dcince Cave, but this album has a lot in common
with the Bloor Street hot spot. Although both have fun and upbeat

tempos, it's pretty hard to distinguish The Balconies' work from

anyone else's in the Toronto scene.—FELICIA MOURSALIEN

DAVID GUETTA-
ONELOVE

VVV

Forget your latest bad break-up, your student loan, and any

other problems that are troubling you—David Guetta's One
Love can provide the sugary pop escapism that you need.

Guetta's fourth album, the follow up to 2007's Pop Life, over-

flows with catchy beats, infectious melodies, and hooks that

will ring in your head all day long.

The French super-DJ takes you on a fist-pumping journey

through 15 hook-filled tracks that feel more like an upbeat

singles compilation than a coherent album. Guetta's self-

produced disc brings a fusion of pop, dance, and house with

a more mainstream flow than his previous albums. Featuring

high profile collaborations from the likes of Ne-Yo, Kid Cudi,

Akon, the Black Eyed Peas, and Estelle, Love appeals to a much
broader audience than Guetta's usual dance enthusiast crowd.

Kid Cudi's catchy "Memories" is destined to dominate dance

floors, just like the album's second single, "Sexy Bitch," which

features Akon (the club anthem's hypnotic hip-hop electro blend

has been a fixture on nightclub playlists since its debut). The most

striking cut, however, is the summery hit "When Love Tcikes Over,"

which revives Destiny's Child songbird Kelly Rowland's strong vo-

cals on the most memorable collaboration on the album. It's clear

that Guetta has a knack for pairing the right vocals and melodies

with driving beats. However, the synth-heavy tracks get stale half-

way through the album, and some of the beats get redundant.

Though Will.i.am's three toxic appearances, including "1

Wanna Go Crazy," will have you skipping to the next track. One
Love is a solid effort on Guetta's part, if not exactly ground-

breaking.—LISA MARIE NAGAPEN
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Addressing a planetary emergency
Wind farms to help curb climate change

The rights to develop wind farms in Lal<e Erie were recently purchased by Canadian Hydro Developers. Large wind farms can be generated as quickly as two to three months.

We have to get off fossil fuels by the end
of the century, and the sooner the better.

We're talking three to nine degrees
warmer if we don't get off, and if we do,
only two to four degrees. That's already a
serious problem.

ROBERTA BELL

"It may not be evident to everyone that we are

in a planetary emergency situation, but we are,"

says Danny Harvey, professor in the Geography

and Planning Department at U of T. "For per-

ceptive people, the early signs are there. If you

study the science, and look at the momentum of

what's already been done, we're in big trouble."

Those are powerful words, and if they don't

get people thinking about the implications of

global warming, perhaps Harvey's forthcom-

ing books will. The planet faces global ecologi-

cal disaster and if we don't act soon, climate

change in the next hundred years will be com-

parable to the warming at the end of the last ice

age—except 100 times faster.

In 1978, when Harvey arrived at the Univer-

sity of Toronto as a Master's student, he took

a course taught by the late professor Ken Hare

investigating global warming. It didn't take him

long to recognize the severity of the situation,

and by the time he started his PhD in 1980, he

focused his work on climate modelling. Attend-

ing conferences and meeting people—specifi-

cally those who knew about energy—provided

Harvey greater education on the topic, until

eventually in mid 2006, he published a book on

the design of ultra energy-efficient buildings.

More recently, Harvey took a slightly

different angle and began to write a book on

the efficient use of energy. The volume grew

so large that he had to split it into two: Energy

and the New Reality, Volume I: Energy Efficiency

and the Demand for Energy Services looks at

how to run the world on three to four times less

energy than we use right now, and Energy and

the New Reality, Volume 2: C-Free Energy Supply

discusses how carbon-free energy sources

could meet all of our energy needs.

Harvey sees the greatest potential lying in

wind and solar energy, "There are a lot of mis-

conceptions about wind and solar energy, [such

as] they vary too much and you can't store the

energy. There are now many ways to get around

that, and it's not very expensive. Wind and so-

lar [energy] truly are viable techniques to meet

our energy needs as long as we're efficient."

Solar energy is more expensive than wind

energy, although Harvey sees the cost coming

down in the near future. In order to increase the

electricity output from sunlight, a significant

number of PV (photovoltaic) panels must be in-

stalled. For that to happen, more factories that

manufacture these panels must be established.

According to Harvey, "PV panels are good on
buildings in cities because they're producing

electricity where you need it. It becomes a

substitute for shingles or the kind of siding you
would normally have."

Concentrating sunlight with mirrors can also

produce electricity. This approach is well-suit-

ed for arid and semi-arid regions, such as the

American Southwest and Mexico.

Harvey's research shows that almost every

large population centre in the world is within

2,000 to 3,000 kilometers of a good site for con-

centrating solar or wind energy. "The bottom
line is that we have plenty of sites with strong

winds, and there's no shortage of wind energy

sufficient to generate more than the amount of

electricity we use right now," he says.

Consequently, the chapter on wind energy in

Volume 2 of Harvey's books is quite substantial.

"We need something we can ramp up fast,

and wind is probably the fastest we can ramp
up. You can build a factory to build the turbines

in six months to a year. You can install huge
wind farms in two to three months."

Canadian Hydro Developers, the country's

largest independent developer of wind-energy

projects, recently purchased the rights to de-

velop wind farms in Lake Erie. There is now
speculation that the world's largest offshore

wind farm may actually be situated there.

Recently there has been new exciting re-

search regarding the production of offshore

wind energy.

Last month, StatoilHydro of Norway installed

the first large floating wind turbine off the coun-

try's south-western coast. Because oil and gas

production from the North Sea is declining,

companies such as StatoilHydro, which is the

biggest offshore oil and gas company in the

world, have started to switch gears. They have

learned a lot about building big structures in

deep water as a result of their experiences with

floating oil platforms and are now transferring

their knowledge into what could be considered

the "floating wind industry."

This research could have exciting implica-

tions for wind energy production in the Great

Lakes region, as it will allow turbines to be ef-

fectively positioned in deeper waters. With this

new technology. Lake Ontario could be con-

sidered a practical wind farm site because its

depth would no longer be an obstacle.

The need to produce energy from sources

other than fossil fuels is becoming increasingly

important.

"We have to get off fossil fuels by the end
of the century, and the sooner the better,"

says Harvey, "We're talking three to nine de-

grees warmer if we don't get off, and if we do,

[only] two to four [degrees]. That's already a

serious problem."
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Error terror
How your reaction to mistakes affects your grades

JEANNINE PITAS

It's a scenario that many students

know all too well. It's a Wednesday
night at nine, and you have a mid-

term tomorrow. You sit at your desk

with your textbook beside you, but

haven't managed to open it. Instead,

you're on the computer checking

your email, checking the news, up-

dating your Facebook. Then your

friend calls and you talk for a half

hour. Perhaps you notice the time

slipping by, perhaps not. Suddenly,

you realize that you are going to fail

your exam if you don't open your

textbook soon.

What is that sudden flash of intu-

ition that tells us a decision we are

making is wrong? And why does it

often come too late or not at all?

These questions underpin a recent

psychological study on correlations

between academic performance

and error-related negativity (ERN),

an electro-physiological response

that our brains emit when we make
a mistake.

"ERN is like an alarm bell," ex-

plains psychology doctoral student

Jacob Hirsh, who worked on this

study with Dr. Michael Inzlicht. "We
spend most of our lives on auto-pi-

lot, applying automatic behaviours

to our daily situations. When some-
thing goes wrong, the anterior cin-

gulated cortex (the part of the brain

responsible for error detection)

kicks in to let us know that we've

made a mistake."

According to Hirsh, some people

have a higher ERN than others.

The error detection process has

two components: an emotional re-

sponse, which causes anxiety and
awareness of error, and a cogni-

tive response, which gets us to do
the right thing. He adds that differ-

ent kinds of errors, whether calling

someone by the wrong name, inad-

vertently driving your car over the

curb or making a mistake on a test

are dealt with by this same region.

"All errors show the same strate-

gic cognitive control mechanisms.
However, if the task is considered

important, it will show a higher neu-

ral response."

Conducted over a four-month

period, Inzlicht and Hirsh's research

consisted of testing 31 undergraduates

from U of T's Scarborough campus.

The researchers set the students

up with EEG caps and set them
to perform a Stroop activity on
the computer. Commonly used in

psychological testing, the Stroop

task involves looking at a series

of spelled-out names of colours

marked in a different colour (e.g. the
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word "blue" written in red ink).

"It's a difficult task because
people are used to processing
linguistic signs more frequently

than other kinds of signs, so the

contradiction between the word
and the colour throws them off.

We chose this task because we
knew that people would be prone
to make mistakes while doing it,"

Hirsh says.

After monitoring the subjects'

neurological ERN responses, Inzli-

cht and Hirsh looked at their aca-

demic transcripts and noticed a

clear correlation between ERN
and the students' academic perfor-

mance: those students with higher

ERN tended to have better marks.

Hirsh stresses that this corre-

lation is not necessarily related

to the ability to understand aca-

demic material so much as to de-

velop good study habits and main-

tain a high level of self-discipline.

"School is a complex task that

involves monitoring your own be-

haviour and making the right deci-

sions on a daily basis," he says.

According to Hirsh, ERN is one-

half genetically determined, but

the other half is influenced by en-

vironment and personal choice.

"You can change the size of this

response. It's not set in stone.

Sometimes, we have to direct our

attention to get the desired results.

This self-regulation is involved in

many processes that involve self-

control such as diet, exercise, and
checking one's impulses in social
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situations. It's related to people's

knowing when to pay attention

to their behaviour and recognize

their mistakes."

But what about all those people

who tend to make the same mis-

takes over and over again, always

falling into the same bad habits?

Hirsh states that one useful way
for students to improve their ERN
is to pay conscious attention to

mistakes, then analyze where they

went wrong and try to apply a dif-

ferent strategy in the future. "The

more you try self-regulation, the

easier it becomes," he says. "Also,

structure your environment in a

way that will help you to make bet-

ter decisions. If you're living in a

messy house, that environment

influences how you think about

things. Your mind is as cluttered

as your surroundings."

Hirsh stresses that while a low

level of ERN can lead people to

impulsive and reckless behaviour,

too much ERN is also not such a

good thing. "People who overreact

to their errors are candidates for

anxiety disorders. In our study we
found that a larger response is bet-

ter, but if it's too strong that isn't

good either because it can hinder

your performance and your ability

to change certain behaviours."

Inzlicht and Hirsh recently pub-

lished their study in the journal

Psychophysiology. While much re-

search has already been done on
ERN, this is the first study to link

it to academic performance. "We
are taking this particular brain

region out of the lab and showing
that it has real-life applications to

tasks in the world. People are see-

ing how it relates to real-life out-

comes," Hirsh says.

W Explain my BRAIN
WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

You don't have to be on a teen drama

show to experience anxiety about

your body image. But when those

worries start interfering with every-

day functioning, things start to get

problematic. In Canada, three per

cent of women experience some
form of eating disorder over the

course of their lifetime. While eat-

ing disorders are often considered

less serious than other psychologi-

cal disorders, they can be extremely

dangerous and incapacitating for

the people who experience them. In-

terestingly enough, while most psy-

chological disorders can be traced

throughout history and across cul-

tures, the pathological effort to con-

trol body weight (the key character-

istic of eating disorders) appears to

be a relatively recent phenomenon,

seen predominantly in prosperous

Western cultures.

The two most common eating dis-

orders are anorexia nervosa and bu-

limia nervosa. Both of these condi-

tions involve disturbances in eating

behaviour and harmful measures

to control weight. These two types

are very similar and can sometimes

overlap. However, the popular media

often misrepresents the differences

between the two syndromes, so

here's some clarification.

Eating disorders
The diagnostic criteria for an-

orexia nervosa include low body
weight, intense fear of gaining

weight, unhealthy body image,

and dangerous methods of losing

weight. These methods can in-

clude a massive reduction in food

intake sometimes to the point of

starvation or purging. Individuals

can purge by forcing themselves

to vomit after eating, by overus-

ing laxatives and diuretics, or

through excessive exercise. The
obsession to lose weight becomes
dangerous, while people suffering

from anorexia nervosa usually fail

to realize how unhealthy their be-

haviour and body have become.
Typically, people entering treat-

ment are 25 to 30 per cent below

their normal body weight, and are

forced to seek help by concerned

friends and family.

Bulimia nervosa is slightly dif-

ferent—it involves binge eating

followed by purging. But since

purging methods are usually inef-

fective, individuals suffering from

bulimia nervosa usually maintain a

near-normal body weight. Purging

is motivated by a sense of guilt and

a morbid fear of gaining weight.

However, vomiting only gets rid

of half of recently consumed food,

while the other half is absorbed by
the body, meaning that weight loss

in bulimic individuals is usually

not as dangerous as in cases of an-

orexia. What's more, people suffer-

ing from bulimia nervosa are more
likely to recognize that they have a

pathological problem, and will of-

ten seek treatment for themselves.

A number of physical and psy-

chological complications can re-

sult from eating disorders. These
can include everything from kid-

ney and menstrual dysfunction,

hypothermia and dental problems,

to depression, mood swings, social

isolation, and a lack of self-esteem.

Contrary to popular belief, wom-
en aren't the only ones who expe-

rience eating disorders. However,

women form the overwhelming ma-

jority as 90 to 95 per cent of people

who experience eating disorders.

This predominance is attributed

to the ideals of attractiveness in

Western culture, which empha-
size slenderness in females more
so than males. In addition, studies

show that women face greater so-

cial pressures to be attractive than

men do.

It just goes to show that the way
we eat is more than a body matter

—it's also a matter of the mind.
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Blues in tough against Nortliern Ontario
Varsity Blues women's soccer team tie Laurentian Lady Vees 1-1, edge Nipissing Lalcers 2-1

^__„_JIS9.!:E LEUNG ^^^^^^

After having their undefeated streak

broken by the Ottawa Gee-Gees, the

Varsity Blues women's soccer team
attempted to shake off the blues and
move back up in the OUA. The team
hit another roadblock last Friday, ty-

ing the Laurentian Lady Vees 1-L

Despite the defeat to Ottawa last

week, the Blues went into the game
as a favourite over the Lady Vees. In

the first half, it was no surprise that

the Blues were the bigger team, pro-

ducing six shots on goal to the Lady
Vees' two.

Then, in the 37th minute. Blues

top scorer Erica Basso lobbed a shot

over the Laurentian goalkeeper, but

a Lady Vees defender managed to

clear the ball off the baseline, which

resulted in a corner kick. As a Blues

player was fouled during the kick,

Toronto received a free kick right out-

side the penalty box. Basso stepped

up and smashed a shot over every-

one's head, and into the goal in the

38th minute.

However, the Blues failed to bring

their advantage into halftime, as Le-

anne Adams of Laurentian scored

the equalizer, thanks in part to Blues

defensive errors. The Blues defence

couldn't contain the Laurentian at-

tack, which led to several dangerous

chances close to the Toronto net.

There was more frustration for the

Blues later on in the game when their

strikers could not capitalize on some
chcuices. Juliana Bergin had a few

great opportunities to put the ball

into the net, but none of her attempts

was successful, with the closest hit-

ting the crossbar. In the final minutes,

the visitors defended well, and held

on for a 1-1 tie, which was a disap-

pointing result for Toronto.

The Blues were fundamentally sound over the weekend, but had trouble converting thier chances.

After the draw with Laurentian, the

Blues hosted the Nipissing Lakers,

who they rocked by a score of 5-1 ear-

lier in the season. The Blues took the

October 17 game, but not overwhelm-

ingly

By pressuring offensively through-

out the match and dominating the

midfield, U of T clearly outpaced the

visitors, proved to be a handful for

the Lakers defence, and constantly

forced Lakers goalkeeper Samantha
Behm into action. A collision be-

tween Behm and Blues striker Jessi-

ca Fantozzi in the 17th minute left the

goalkeeper on the ground for about

two and a half minutes. Receiving a

round of applause from the audience,

Behm got back up on her feet to play

the rest of the match. Fantozzi put the

ball past Behm three minutes later.

Towards the end of the first half,

the Blues defence was scrambling,

trying to protect the one-point lead.

The visitors created some chaos in

front of the Blues goal, moving relent-

lessly towards the equalizer, which

finally came in the 33rd minute. Amy
Laidlaw hammered the ball low from

the right, and Leesa Church, who
faced Toronto goalkeeper Mary-Ann
Barnes one-on-one, kicked it around

Barnes to tie the score. Fortunately,

a second consecutive draw was
averted three minutes later when Mel

Bowen's left-wing cross was met with

a firm header by Juliana Bergin.

In the second half, the Blues de-

fence performed much better. They
made every effort to widen the win-

ning margin, but their opportunities

were denied by the Lakers defence. In

stoppage time, Blues substitute Nata-

lie Law had a strong final effort by fir-

ing a hard shot, forcing Behm into a

full stretch to make a great save. The
2-1 score held up, sealing the home
team's first victory in three matches.

Blues head coach Eva Havaris

appeared satisfied with Saturday's

result. "1 am pretty pleased with

the game. The girls did a great

job; it was the entire team effort,"

said Havaris, commenting on her

team's performance. "To get the

two goals was nice. It probably

should have been more, but they

played well, so I am very pleased."

"We had as many opportunities

[against Laurentian] to finish the

difference, and we didn't, and to-

day we did," said Havaris, who said

the disappointment of playing to a

draw with Laurentian motivated

the team to push hard to score

against Nipissing. "The girls were
really hungry to go to goal."

Juliana Bergin's frustration with

not being able to capitalize on

chances during the Laurentian

game turned into elation after scor-

ing the winning goal in the next

match. "Something just clicked to-

day," said the Toronto striker.

The Blues now sit in second
place, behind the Queen's Golden
Gaels in the OUA East Division

with a record of 10-1-3. Toronto

will host its last two games, on Oc-
tober 24 against the RMC Paladins

and October 25 against the Ottawa
Gee-Gees.

"I am expecting to win, [...] to

build on the momentum we just

created in this game," said Hava-
ris, who was looking to end the

regular season on a high note.

Oct. 24 at 1 p.m. at Varsity

Centre vs. RMC Paladins

Homecoming Wrecl(ers

Waterloo Warriors spoil Varsity Blues party with 30-7 defeat

ABDI AIDAD

The Varsity Blues football team
saw their homecoming celebrations

spoiled when they suffered their

second straight defeat at the hands
of the Waterloo Warriors by a score

of 30-7.

A decent turnout of 1,726 fans

crowded into Varsity Stadium to

view the Saturday afternoon tilt

against the Warriors. Waterloo had
an identical record as the Blues

coming into the game. The War-
riors, at 1-5, were a beatable oppo-
nent for the home side. The Blues

were coming off a 21-3 loss to the

McMaster Marauders. The home
team struggled to keep the visitors

from gaining ground, as the War-
riors ran the ball seemingly at will.

The Blues were unable to get much
going offensively for essentially the

final three quarters.

"We didn't throw the ball very
well at all today," said Blues head
coach Greg DeLaval. "What they

showed us was what we expected,

and we could have taken advan-

tage. We just didn't convert on a lot

of our passes."

New starting quarterback Jansen

Shrubb was coming off impressive

outings at York and at McMaster,

where he threw for 322 and 250

yards respectively. However, Shrubb

struggled to find his footing early in

this game, missing his targets and

throwing a couple of errant passes.

Backup quarterbacks Andrew Gillis

and Jordan Scheltgen saw limited

action in the second half, and threw

a mere 22 yards combined.

Belleville, Ontario's Jonathan

Wright was perhaps the lone bright

spot in the Blues offense. Wright

muscled past Waterloo defenders,

making an open reception in the

corner of the end zone.

With Waterloo ahead by one point,

the Blues had an opportunity to pull

ahead. The team drove the length of

the field, only to be frustrated close

to the goal. The Blues went for it in

close, and had to turn the ball over

on downs inside Waterloo's six yard

line. The Warriors scored on their

next drive, as fourth-year pivot

Evan Martin connected with fresh-

man Matt Socholotiuk for a 41-yard

touchdown pass. That swing affect-

ed the timbre of the game for good.

"We had a real great opportunity

to have a momentum change," DeLa-

val said, of the failed attempt on
third down. "They stopped us, then

marched all the way down the field

and scored. If you're looking for a

turning point, then that was it."

The loss was an unfortunate end
to the Blues final home game of the

year. The Blues will travel to London
next week to close out their season

against the 5-2 Western Mustangs,

one of the top teams in the OUA.
"We're looking forward to playing

the best," DeLaval says of the Mus-

tangs. "The only way we're going to

get better is to play the best, contin-

ue to see how we match up, and take

a look at what we need to work on." It was that kind of day for the Blues.
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Gooden plenty
Blues men's soccer team wins 2-0 and 1-0, as Nordo Gooden provides all the scoring

GRACE IM

Fourth-year Varsity Blues striker Nor-

do Gooden can run like the wind. This

past weekend, the Kingston, Jamaica

native left his opponents in the dust.

Gooden accounted for all three goals

scored by the Varsity Blues men's soc-

cer team on the weekend. The Blues

overmatched the Laurentian Voya-

geurs 2-0, and the Nipissing Lakers 1-0

on October 16 and 17 at Varsity Centre.

Goalkeepers John Smits and Maximir

Luburic both earned shutouts, as the

Varsity Blues improved to a league

best 10-1-2. The Blues have secured

thetop spot in the East division, and

guaranteed themselves a first round

bye and home field advantage in the

quarter-finals of the 2009 OUA play-

offs. "We clinched our team goal of

the yeeu", which is 'finish in first in our

division,'" said Gooden. "We went out

gunning for the win."

The nationally ranked Varsity Blues

were in playoff form on Friday and Sat-

urday, dominating on the field over the

Voyageurs and Lakers. The combina-

tion of veteran forward Gooden and
Toronto native Alexander Raphael was
more than opposing defenders could

handle. The pair led an aggressive and

speedy offensive attack, which consis-

tently pushed their opponents deep

into their own zone.

Alongside this stunning offensive

display was a solid performance by
the Blues defence, who controlled

the momentum of the game from the

back end. On neither day could the

opposing team effectively penetrate

the Varsity Blues defence, nor was
it able to contain the Blues quick-

moving offense.

"We don't change our preparation;

it's always been the same," said as-

sistant coach Tom Lazarou, after Fri-

day's game. "And we showed it today.

We played faster than they did, it's a

bigger field than they're used to, and
1 think that mcikes a big difference in

our play."

The speed of Toronto's game re-

sulted in the Blues' first goal Friday

afternoon, at the 33rd minute. Raphael

set up Gooden on a pass and play.

Gooden, turned away on numerous

chances earlier in the game, would not

be denied, as he tipped the ball into

the open side of the goal. A sprinting

Gooden scored a second goal on a long

pass from a Blues defender. After the

ball went by Laurentian goalkeeper

Scott Cliff, the Voyageurs were visibly

deflated for the remainder of the game.

Saturday evening's game saw much
of the same fire from the Blues. A
fierce offensive strategy and constant

pressure resulted in the game's first

and only goal, scored early. Gooden

started the play on a long ball to Ra-

phael in the 15th minute of the first

half. He scored on a set-up from

Seung Bok Lee, who made no mistake

in finding Gooden in the clear, for a

beautiful finish in front of the Nipiss-

ing net. The goal put Gooden in sole

possession of second place for the

OUA's leading goal scorers, ahead of

third-ranked Raphael.

"It's always fun playing with [Rapha-

el] ," said Gooden with a grin. "We want
to be first and second in the OUA, so

we always look for each other and set

each other up. It is friendly competi-

tion, and it keeps us both going."

Though the Blues team was consid-

erably faster than Laurentian, this skill

was nearly to a fault. A number of pos-

sessions throughout the game were
conceded, as a result of an offside

called against the Blues. While assis-

tant coach Tom Lazarou agreed that

surrendering possessions is not ideal,

he noted that none of these conces-

sions were of a particularly dangerous

nature.

"It would be really nice to keep it and
not lose the ball, absolutely," admitted

Lazarou. "But when you lose posses-

sion in their third of the park, that's

not bad. It's only when you lose it in

our third of the park that's a concern."

Lazarou went on to add, "1 thought we
did well as a group. Yes, there were a

few turnovers, but they didn't hurt us."

"I've got to take some risks going up
front," explained Gooden, when asked

about the off-sides in Friday's gcime. "I

try to use my speed as much as 1 can.

So I'm always looking to play off the

last defender's shoulder. Sometimes I

get caught offside, sometimes I have a

breakaway. But 1 try to incorporate my
style into the way our coach wants us

to play."

On the strength of their speed and

overall game, the gambles made this

past weekend by the Blues appeared

to be risks worth taking.

Oct. 24 at 3:15 p.m. at Varsity

Centre vs. RMC Paladins
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Blues skate by Rams again
Varsity Blues men's hockey team wins their fourth straight versus Ryerson

GORDON ANDERSON

Toronto goalie Andrew Martin

stopped 36 shots, as the Varsity Blues

defeated the Ryerson Rams 3-1 at

Varsity Arena on Sunday afternoon.

Martin upped his save percentage to

a healthy .933 in the victory.

Bryden Teich scored what stood up

as the winning goal, just over eight

minutes into the first period. On his

winning goal, Teich drove the net and

deflected a Rob Kay pass that eluded

Rams' goalie Paul Gibson for Teich's

first goal of the year. Gibson stopped

38 shots and took the loss.

"I saw Kay with the puck on the

right wing," said Teich. "I was just try-

ing to get to the net, but I wasn't sure if

he was going to throw it over to me for

a pass or shoot it on goal. Teich added

"I was just trying to put my stick on

the ice, and luckily, it went in."

"We worked on driving to the net in

practice [Saturday]," revealed Toron-

to head coach Darren Lowe. "Our first

two goals were scored by guys going

hard to the net."

Byron Elliott and Brent McGrail

also scored for the Blues, who with

the win evened their record at 2-2.

The victory snapped a two-game los-

ing streak for the Blues, and moved

them into a tie for third place with

McGill in the Ontario University Ath-

letics East Division.

Cory Konecny scored the lone goal

for Ryerson, who fell to 1-2 with the

loss. TTie Rams have now lost four

games in a row to the Blues, dating

back to February 15 of last year

The Varsity Blues were 1-6 on the

man advantage, while the Rams were

shutout on power plays, going 0-7.

The Blues took a 1-0 lead at 2:42 into

the first period. Claudio Cowdrey skat-

ed into the Ryerson zone, and centred

the puck for Elliott. The Blues player

then deflected the shot off Gibson's

glove for his third goal of the year. Ry-

erson tied the game at 1-1 at 7:39 into

the first period. Konecny scored his

second on a quick wrist shot from the

right circle, which whizzed by Martin

and into the far side of the net. Teich

found the net from close range to make

it 2-1 for the Blues at 8:34 into the open-

ing frame.

The Varsity Blues initially thought

that they had increased their lead to

3-1 in the second period. Gibson, the

Ryerson goalie, could not control a re-

bound, and Teich banged the puck into

the net. However, there were a number
of bodies banging away at the puck in

the crease. The referee's vision was
obstructed and he blew the play dead.

"The referee said afterwards that

he lost sight of the puck," Teich

said. As unfortunate as it is that we
couldn't get that extra goal, that's just

the way it goes sometimes."

The Blues peppered the Ryerson

net with 15 shots in the second, in-

cluding numerous odd man rushes,

but could not sneak a goal past Gib-

son. "We're not a high-scoring team

or a high-rolling offensive team,"

Coach Lowe described his team's

philosophy. "A lot of the guys are

maybe not offensively gifted, but

they are hard workers, and that's

part of the reason why we didn't

bury our chances."

The Blues finally did manage to up

the lead to 3-1, with a power-play goal

at 6:31 into the third period. McGrail

got his second goal of the campaign,

redirecting a Sean Kliewer shot from

the left point.

Martin stopped 15 shots in the

third period, including five saves on a

late Ryerson man advantage, nailing

down the win for the Blues.

NEXT HOME GAME

Oct. 23 at 7:30 p.m. at Varsity

Centre vs. Carleton Ravens1
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The secret

gardens

From rooftops to Hart House, the Campus

Agriculture Project promotes urban farming

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Varsity Staff

Heather Wray, Sarah Wilson, and
Kyla Smith could have reacted in

any number of ways when their

proposal for an on-campus rooftop

garden was rejected for the TD Go
Green Challenge, an environmen-

tal contest that awards $25,000.

But rather than letting the setback

dishearten them, the three civil

engineering graduate students

scaled down their proposal and
started looking for other ways
to bring their idea to life. For the

site of their garden, the students

settled on the roof of the Galbraith

Building, where they are also con-

ducting their graduate work on
drinking water.

After receiving a $500 grant from

the University of Toronto Envi-

ronmental Research Network, a

group that funds student-run en-

vironmental projects, the students

spent the next several months
meeting with university officials

and working through bureaucracy

before getting final approval for

the project in June.
"1 think it's great that U of T is

moving forward with this more and
more because I know that there are

often barriers at universities across

Canada," said Smith.

The Galbraith Green Roof is one
of several pilot projects underway
with the University of Toronto Cam-
pus Agriculture Project, a group

that wants to promote farming as

a more efficient and sustainable

means of growing food both on
campus and in the city.

UTCAP now coordinates sev-

eral growing projects across cam-
pus, including plots at Hart House
and UTSC, a small garden next to

the UTSU building, and a larger

100-square-metre space at Hart

SEE 'GARDENS' -P6 3

The green roof project at the Galbraith building, at five weeks' development.

UTM broke ground Friday on a $37-million health sciences building. Set to open in September 2011,

it will host the biomedical communications program, as well as labs, classrooms, and office space.

Sidewalk librarians collect

donations for answers

Grad students take the reference desk out for some fresh air

CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH

Among the busy intersection's

high-end shops and hot dog carts

nestled a library reference desk.

Pedestrians passing by Bloor and
Avenue Road on Saturday had the

chance to ask any question they

liked to Master's students from
the information faculty, who set

up shop from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The students collected donations

for the Stephen Lewis Foundation,

which works to fight the HIV/

AIDS epidemic in Africa.

"People have assumptions of

librarians as passive, and we
wanted to debunk myths about
the mundane librarian," said stu-

dent Stephen Spong. The project

sprung from a class assignment
for a library sciences course.

When professor Nadia Caidi gave

her students the option of com-
piling an annotated bibliography

or fundraising for the Stephen
Lewis Foundation, Spong—along

with Katya Pereyaslavska, Cy-

bil Stephens, Sarah Jones, and
Brandon Weigel—opted for what
they called "Street Reference."

Pereyaslavska said they had a

little over eight weeks to brain-

storm ideas.

Stephens was surprised to find

out that many pedestrians did not

know that librarians requirea Mas-
ter's degree to find work. "Most li-

brarians who work on a desk have

a Master's degree," she said.

The project was advertised

through various libraries, and
librarians gave tips on how to

make the idea work. "Random li-

brarians also stopped by during

the event. One librarian brought

a box of cookies and was eager

to help out," Pereyaslavska said.

"The faculty has also been very
supportive, and the student coun-
cil had given us mugs to sell in re-

turn for donations."

Equipped with laptops from the

faculty of information, reference

books, and (most importantly) cof-

fee, the students fielded 63 ques-

tions on Saturday. Spong said they

answered all queries, including,

"Where does the name Saskatch-

ewan come from?" and "Are invest-

ments in South African farming

indicative of a larger trend?"

The team said their aim was to

raise $500, but they surpassed

their intended goal with a success-

ful turnout. They also said that the

assignment provided some on-the-

job lejkrning experience.

Library science students
answered these questions
Saturday. Can you?

• Why do musicians tune
to A (440 HZ) and why
has this changed over the
years?

• Why can some planes fly

upside down?

• How does one gain
refugee status in Canada?

• Are investments in South
African farming indicative

of a larger trend?

• When was the first

mummy discovered?

• How old is the oldest
mummy?

• What sports are part of
the decathlon?

• Where does the name
Saskatchewan come
from?

• Are there any English
language theatres in

Shanghai?
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U ofW Students want improved

access to disability centre

University of Winnipeg students say

the school is not accessible enough
to all. The Disability Resource Cen-

tre, located on a lower mezzanine
level on campus, is hard to reach

for the 200 or more students who
use it.

Jesse Turner, a member of the Dis-

ability Student Advisory Group,

says that for the past two years, the

group has been calling for a new
and less troublesome space.

Turner, who uses a wheelchair, says,

"It's a challenge because I have to

use the elevator to get down here.

Power has gone out in the past, and
I've been stuck down here." She had
to call her mom for help.

The university said it is planning to

move the centre by the summer.
—CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH

Source: CTV Winnipeg

Suspect arrested in U Manitoba

stabbing

A University of Manitoba student

is in stable condition after being

stabbed with a knife. The 23-year-

old male victim was approached

by 19-year-old suspect Danny Tru-

ong, who is now facing charges of

aggravated assault and carrying a

concealed weapon.
The stabbing occurred outside

not dll your professors

are"professors"?

Sessional faculty are currently bargaining

for a new contract, and have voted 70%
in favour of a strike.

Your teachers need your help. Sessionals

do 30% of the teaching at UofT and are

hired course by course.

Contact the provost and tell her that:

You have a RIGHT to know that good instructors will

be there to teach you next year

You want them paid well enough to have time to

meet YOU after classs

You want them to have time to write YOU a reference

letter

You want a fair contract QUICKLY so that UofT doesn't

face a STRIKE

the Extended Education Building

after a dispute. At first, the two

became involved in a conversa-

tion, but it quickly escalated to

assault.

"This appears to be an isolat-

ed incident," said John Danakas,

head of communications for the

university. "For us, it's important

to know that there is no danger,

and the Winnipeg police told us

there is no danger to anyone on

campus."—CJ

Sources: University of Manitoba

release, Winnipeg Free Press

Waterloo radio resuscitation

The University of Waterloo ra-

dio station, CKMS 100.3 Sound
FM, is looking for a second

chance after losing its funding

following a 2008 student refer-

endum. The station lost its levy

of $5.50 per student per term

after complaints that the station

was failing to meet the needs of

Waterloo students. The radio

station's board of directors has
approached the Federation of

Students with the hopes of re-

gaining funding through a new
referendum. The non-profit orga-

nization, renamed 100.3 Sound
FM, is now asking for only $2.50

per student per term and prom-
ises to be more student-centric,

accessible, and transparent in

its operations. Already running

on a tight budget, the station in-

sists its future will be uncertain

without the proposed student

funding. A letter posted on the

radio's website, soundfm.ca, de-

clared the new mandate: "We
want to return the campus radio

station to the great institution it

once was, to allow students to

have their voice heard and pro-

vide an alternative media source

to the mainstream options in the

KW [Kitchener-Waterloo]."

—SANDRA DE GRANDtS

Source: Waterloo Record

Open sciioiarsiiip

on tlie rise

U of T professors discuss the movement

that is changing the world of academia

ANDREW RUSK

The open source approach has

permeated even the dusty corners

of academia. Open scholarship

is a growing movement to make
academic research publicly ac-

cessible, instead of tucked away
in journals that are only available

by subscription. Last Thursday, U
of T professors spoke at an event

entitled "Enabling Open Scholar-

ship" to a packed hall at the Claude
Bissell Building.

Gale Moore, a senior fellow at

the Knowledge Media Design Insti-

tute, presented on the overarching

tools and the movement of open
scholarship. Moore, who also

moderated the event, focused on
how openness is beginning to take

hold at universities in the form of

increasingly open access to edu-

cational resources, data, and in-

novation. Moore pointed out an
increase in open access mandates,
including one at Harvard Universi-

ty, that require all published work
be open access.

Leslie Chan, a faculty member at

KMDl, said that the open scholar-

ship movement is the future and
requires preparation from both

universities and academics. While

students and much of society now
flourish in online, many faculty

members are dragging behind in

this adjustment, said Chan.

Gunther Eysenbach, an associate

professor in U of T's health policy

department, was the final speaker.

As the founding editor and current

editor-in-chief of the Journal of Med-
ical Intent Research, Eysenbach
provided a personal account of the

movement towards open scholar-

ship and spoke on the changing
revenue models of academic jour-

nals. Under the traditional model,

the publisher purchases the rights

to an article from the author. The

Leslie Chan says universities have

some catching up to do when it

comes to open access.

new model of publishing and distri-

bution has academics retaining the

rights to their work under Creative

Commons, and paying to submit

their articles to journals.

Thursday's talk was part of the

first international Open Access

Week, aimed at increasing aware-

ness of open access to research.

The Knowledge Media Design Insti-

tute, a research school and gradu-

ate program at U of T, organized the

week's activities at the university.

Founded in 1995, KMDl focuses on

research and graduate education

on the relationship between media

and human activity. The program

hosts over 150 faculty members, as-

sociates, and graduate students.

U of T is home to several other

open scholarship programs, includ-

ing the working group Project Open

Source/Open Access and T-Space,

a platform for the scholarly work of

faculty members.

university oftoronto

Write the provost: x-^j jpiKi
Professor Cheryl Misak AWUr C\l

provost@utoronto.ca

education workers
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Ontario students pay the highest tuition

Tuition fees across the country are rising, especially for international and graduate students

TIM LEGAULT
^Assoc^JNIews Editor

Ontario has the highest undergraduate

tuition in the country, according to fig-

ures released by Statistics Canada last

Tuesday. Universities raised undergrad-

uate fees by five per cent, the maximum
allowed under provincial legislation, to

an average of $5,951.

Tuition fees for Canadian full-time un-

dergraduate students have increased

by 3.6 per cent overall for the 2009-2010

academic year, matching last year's in-

crease. International and grad students

saw bigger tuition hikes than last year

The average undergraduate tuition fee

in Canada is now $4,917, up from $4,747

last year Students are also paying more
in additional compulsory fees, which

are up 6.8 per cent this year. This is

double the increase last year, when fees

rose by 3.3 per cent.

"1 worked all the way through uni-

versity, but have little to show for it,"

said UTSC alum Matt Mooney, who
graduated in 2009 with a degree in his-

tory and human geography. "Tuition

fees were already exorbitant and most

students incur tens of thousands of

dollars debt [...] Perhaps it will dis-

courage people from continuing their

education, exacerbate class divisions,

or cause students to seek education

outside of Ontario."

Nova Scotia's tuition fees, which

were the most expensive last year,

now stand at an average of $5,696,

down 3.1 percent.

Quebec still has the lowest fees,

with undergrads paying an average of

$2,272.

Both Newfoundland and Labrador

and New Brunswick saw no tuition fee

increases this year, while Manitoba and

Saskatchewan ended their freeze on

tuition fees, increasing their fees by 4.4

and 3.4 per cent respectively.

The fee hikes remain more moderate

than those in the 1990s, when under-

graduate students saw an annual aver-

age 9.6 per cent increcise in fees.

Undergraduate international stu-

dents are paying 7.1 per cent more this

year for tuition, compared to the 3.9 per

cent increase in fees for the 2008-2009

school year The average tuition for

these students now stands at $15,674

a year International students in gradu-

ate programs saw a slightly smaller in-

crease, at an average of 5.1 per cent.

Graduate students are paying 4.7

per cent more in fees than last year,

compared to a 3.3 per cent increase

last year.

"1 think most students would be

interested in seeing a specific break-

down of how the university spends

their money—something beyond

the basic invoice or receipt," said

Mooney. "Also, [they would be inter-

ested in] better justification for why
the fees have been rising consistently

in recent history."

—WITH FILES FROM NOLAN SHERBAN

Average undergraduate tuition fees for Canadian full-time students, by province

2008-2009 r 2009-2010

Average undergraduate tuition fees for Canadian full-time students, by faculty
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'GARDENS' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

House Farm. Eateries across cam-
pus use some of their produce.

In a recent report, UTCAP notes

that approximately 6,000 tonnes of

food have to be imported daily to

feed a city the size of Toronto. The
report argues that among other

benefits, switching to local sources

reduces the city's carbon dioxide

footprint and provides more op-

portunities for multidisciplinary re-

search in geography, engineering,

and environmental studies.

Wayne Roberts heads the Food
Policy Council, a local NGO that

advises the City of Toronto. At a

UTCAP-organized presentation last

Wednesday, Roberts congratulated

students' efforts. Local programs
like UTCAP helped make U of T the

first among North American univer-

sities to certify local and sustain-

able food for on-campus use, he
said. In 2006, the university certi-

fied 10 per cent of food served on
campus as local and sustainable.

Now that figure is at 25 per cent.

Roberts tied local and sustain-

able food models to larger food se-

curity and development issues. "We
need to move our food economies
toward more self-reliance, at least

in terms of basic staples," he said.

"The more you're dealing in a

self-reliance economy, the better

off farmers are because they don't

have middlemen who are able to

drive down prices that farmers get,

and drive up prices that consumers

pay."

Concerns have risen over wheth-

er food grown in urban areas is

safe for consumption. "Our studies

have shown that in general, a per-

son's consumption of garden-grown

vegetables is not sufficient to be of

concern," said professor Miriam

Diamond in an email. Diamond, an

expert on soil contamination, did

agree that more research is needed:

"However, we did not look at lead,

where downtown Toronto has the

legacy of leaded gasoline."

Roberts responded that there are

now adequate mechanisms in place

to check for contaminants. "The
City of Toronto provides a simple

and relatively low-cost test to find

out if there are any dangerous
contaminants in your soil that you
need to take some special measures
with," he said.

For the civil engineering stu-

dents, their rooftop garden is grow-

ing. They were recently awarded
a $5,000 grant from the City of

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hoot Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detaiied Lesson Pianning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicnm

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

'

Toronto to expand the project to

a 50-square-metre plot, and have

hopes of adding more buildings if

their next few growing seasons are

successful.

Looking for

a challenge

BEYOND
books?

Solve Problems.

Earn Cash,

ftfhange lives

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
FACULTY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION and HEALTH

Make Your
Voice Heard!

Nominations close Wednesday,
October 28 at 5:00 p.m. for the

following positions on the Council of

Athletics and Recreation:

• 2 Student Representatives (St. George Campus)

•
I Administrative FPEH Staff Representative

•
I Academic Staff Representative

All positions are for a term ending April 30, 201 1.

The Council is responsible for overall athletics and

recreation policy including: allocation of funds to

program areas; staffing policy; rental and fees policy.

Nomination forms are available in the Athletic Centre:

main office; office of the chief returning

officer program office, room 1 060.

For full information, please contact the

Chief Returning Officer, 4 1 6.946.7878.
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Fresh-faced frosh wins Gemini
Eighteen-year-old Tajja Isen lands award for voicing Atomic Betty

ALEX ROSS

While U of T proudly rattles off dis-

tinguished alumni, the university

also has budding talent among its

ranks. Tajja Isen, a first-year Eng-

lish major, has worked on over 30

animated shows. For her voice-

over role as Atomic Betty in the

show of the same name, last Tues-

day Isen won a Gemini for for Best

Individual or Ensemble Perfor-

mance in an Animated Television

Show or Series last Tuesday.

"I've always had a passion for

acting and music, and was really

encouraged by my parents at an
early age," said 18-year-old Isen.

Starting piano lessons at the age of

four, she began composing her own
songs and acting in several com-
munity shows. By nine, she wanted
an agent.

During one of her community
performances, Isen was encour-

aged by an organizer to try out for

the part of young Nala in the Lion

King production at the Princess of

Wales theatre. She got the part and
at age 10 performed in the show for

over 11 months.

Isen went on to take roles in

shows such as Jane The Dragon,

The Berenstein Bears, and Jojo Cir-

cus. She sang the theme song for

Atomic Betty, and recorded a spinoff

soundtrack of 10 songs. The com-
mercial release of the Atomic Betty

album gave her a full membership
in the National Academy of Record-

ing Arts and Sciences.

"Toronto is a rich centre for

voice-over work," Isen said. "1 was
just getting into it when they were
using kids for kids' voices instead

of adults, so I was very fortunate."

Gemini winner Tajja isen is also writers her own songs. She is currently working on an album of "very jazzy, piano-centred alternative pop."

Isen started work on Atomic Bet-

ty at age 12, and played the role of

Betty for over four years. The show
ended its last season recently, and
she faced formidable competition

from the show Grossology, which

Don't miss

Rick Mercer
Live on Take 5 Tuesday October 27^^\

Check out CIUT 89.5FM's

swanky new studio in the Map
Room at Hart House and

be a part of the LIVE
studio audience!

9am to 10am at

7 Hart House Circle!

CIUT
89.5 FM

m

had two nominees in her category.

"I couldn't believe it!" she said of

her Gemini win. "1 know it sounds
cliched, but I didn't expect it to

happen. It was a huge recognition

for me. It was very humbling."

Isen has been acting in two
other shows, recording up to two
episodes a week. She admits to

having a "killer schedule," but

keeps on top of things with what
she describes as "meticulous time

management."

"I've been balancing the act-

ing and academics long enough
to know what works for me," Isen

said. She also credits the variety

offered by acting, singing, and aca-

demics as something that has cre-

ated a sense of balance in her life.

Isen is also recording an album of

self-written songs, which she affec-

tionately calls "very jazzy, piano-

centred alternative pop." She's cur-

rently working with distinguished

producers Jon Kelly, Paul Wickens,

and Jimmy Douglass. Kelly has pro-

duced albums for Kate Bush and
Paul McCartney, while Wickens is

McCartney's keyboardist. Doug-
lass, a longtime collaborator, is a

Grammy-winning producer.

What lies ahead for Isen after un-

dergrad? "Ideally, I'd like to keeping

going with music and academics,

and 1 would love to see the English

degree through to a PhD," she said.

"But first and foremost, I'd like to

see my music career blossom."

Costumes, masks, wigs, makeup, accessories, novelties and more!
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VARSITY PUBLICATIONS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS NEWS

Board Meeting
The first Board meeting of this

academic year will be held on

Friday, Oct. 30 at 4 p.m. at the

Varsity Offices (21 Sussex Ave.,

2nd floor).

New Directors
Varsity Publications is pleased

to announce the election

of its Masthead and Staff

representatives following the

by-elections held last weel<.

Chris Berube will represent the

masthead. Andrew Louis and

Joan Wamiti will represent the

Staff.

By-elections
We seek motivated candidates

who wish to get involved in the

functioning and oversight of

The Varsity, Canada's largest

student newspaper. In order

to be eligible pursuant to our

by-laws, you must be a full-

time undergraduate student, or

a graduate student or part-

time student who pays the

membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that
need to be filled for the
2009-2010 academic
year:

• St. George (four

representatives)

• UTM (one representative)

• UTSC (one representative)

• Professional faculties

(three representatives)

By-elections are beginning this

month. Each constituency's by-

election will be held separately.

Public notices will be posted

when election dates have been

set.

Dates have been set for the

following by-elections;

• UTM: Nov. 5

• UTSC: Nov. 6

UTM & UTSC
By-elections
The nomination period for UTM
and UTSC representatives close

on Oct. 29 (UTM) and Oct. 30

(UTSC) at 11:59 p.m.

Louisiana family is upset because funeral homes mixed up

bodies and their mother was cremated instead of buried.

Do you care what happens to your remains?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

2nd Year Master's, Social Work

It would be awesome if my will was followed to

a 1 1 want to be crematea and have my organs

donated, so as long as that happens, I m happy.

Shahzeb

4th Year, Coirtmerce and Economics
I honestly don't care. My family would probably

care, but once I die, I have notning to do with

this world. I wouldn't want my remains to be

used in a way my family would disapprove of.

Michael

40f Year, Biology |tt
No, I'm not Ancient Egyptian. In that i|
particular case, I think it's unacceptable that

a funeral home disrespected the intentions of

their clients. In that industry, it's important to

have integrity.

For more information on UTM and UTSC nomination and

election procedures, please email Charles Reinhardt,

Chair of the Board, at ceo@thevarsity.ca

Steve

4tt\ Year, English

Not really one of my foremost concerns at the

moment. I'll worry about that when the time

comes, I suppose.

4th Year, Film and Economics
No, I don't care what people do with my remains.

As long as nobody has sex with them, I don't

really care.

Aneta

2nd Year Master's, Science
Yes. I would like all my organs donated,

and then I want to be cremated. It would
be nice to be able to save lives from
beyond the grave.
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Protesting the police

Police presence in liigh schools creates tension

and unease, not safety

SEMRA EYLUL SEVI

Enraged over the controversial

arrest of one of their fellow class-

mates, three students—including

Max Naylor, son of U of T president

David Naylor—organized a protest

at Northern Secondary School last

Thursday, October 22, to speak out

against the presence of police offi-

cers at their school.

Naylor began organizing the

protest after an officer arrested a

classmate on school property ear-

lier this month because the student

failed to show proper identifica-

tion that proved his enrollment at

the school. The student resisted

arrest and got into an altercation

with the police officer, which was
videotaped and placed on Youtube.

The student was indeed enrolled at

Northern.

The demonstration was not only

about the specific incident, but

rather the School Resource Officer

program in its entirety. Toronto Po-

lice introduced the SRO program to

the Toronto District School Board
about two years ago. Under the ini-

tiative, uniformed and armed police

officers are assigned to a school in

their division to help patrol the hall-

ways and ensure a "safe environ-

ment."

Because of the SRO program, a

Max Naylor—son of U of T President David Naylor—organized the protest

against police pressence at Northern Secondary School on Oct. 22.

student who would have normally

been sent to the principal's office

and received a detention is now
facing criminal charges. Students

at Northern already have to wear
identification badges, which should

be sufficient enough. Although re-

ports have shown that suspension

rates at Northern are lower due to

the SRO program, these improved
statistics come at the expense of

the constant unease and paranoia

that the students experience in the

classroom on a daily basis.

Toronto Police Chief Bill Blair

suggested the initiative after the

release in 2008 of the Falconer

Report, which was commissioned
by the TDSB to look into issues of

school safety after the tragic killing

of Jordon Manners at C.W. Jeffery's

high school in 2007. Referencing this

SEE 'POLICE PRESENCE' -PG 7

No more

mudslinging

Partisan politics in Canada must change

to get things done in Ottawa

PATRICK BAUD

Recent polls predict if an election

were held tomorrow, the Conserva-

tives would have a good chance of

securing Ottawa with a strong ma-
jority. Canadians may still head to

the polls before the new year, but

since December elections are rare

(the last was held in 1921) and the

Governor General must dissolve

Parliament at least one month be-

fore election day, such an election

would likely have to be called by
Halloween. A January vote is also

technically possible, but unlikely

with the Olympics starting Feb. 12.

Any time after that is open season.

In short, the opposition parties

have a chance to change their for-

tunes. This change is by no means
inevitable—in fact, it's unlikely

—

but it is possible.

There are a number of strategies

open to the opposition. They could

position themselves as prudent
fiscal managers and defend their

economic record while bemoaning
the rate with which the govern-

ment has contributed to the na-

tional debt. This would be a refrain

in Canadian politics, and while

this strategy may be the one that

comes most naturally to a political

elite accustomed to mudslinging

rather than reasoned debate, it is

by no means the only option.

Indeed, the opposition would be
well advised to end the recapitu-

lations of what this or that gov-

ernment did or did not do. This

country does not need more of the

same old blame game. It is toxic

and stifles creativity. It closes the

doors that it should open and only

lets in the people who are willing

to sink to that level. Public debate

should cultivate our collective in-

stincts, not lower them.

The opposition can talk all

they want about their record,

leadership, and Canada's place in

the world. They can talk about the

values that should animate and
stimulate this country's common
projects: equality, fairness,

justice, sustainability. They can
argue about who has more respect
for what traditions or who was
more corrupt than whom. And so

SEE 'MUDSLINGING' -PG7

Animal testing

saves lives

Before The Varsity puts a picture of a

monkey being forcefully restrained

accompanying an article arguing

against animal testing at U of T, The

Varsity, as well as the authors of the

article, should look into how many
researchers at U of T are actually us-

ing primates for experiments ("Quit

monkeying around," Oct. 22). 1 would

be surprised if they found an example

of one researcher The article was
so far removed from the reality of

animal research at U of T that it was
laughable.

Nematode worms, fruit flies, and
mice are the staple model animals

used in research, and the types of

high-end molecular and genetic stud-

ies conducted at universities couldn't

-LETTERS-
possibly be done on "mannequins

with feedback mechcinisms" as the

authors suggest. It would have been
enough for the authors to use Google

to find countless examples where

a significant medical breakthrough

was unquestionably attributed to

research involving animals. Heart

transplants, lung transplants, open-

heart surgery, treatments for Parkin-

son's disease and of course insulin

all depended on animal research. Dr
Banting used 56 dogs to do research

which has directly saved countless

lives, including the lives of the 180

million people worldwide who are

currently living with diabetes.

No reasonable person enjoys ani-

mal suffering, but the authors need to

acknowledge human suffering as well.

If the authors truly wish to protest

animal research, they should prob-

ably abstain from any sort of medical

treatment when they get sick, as the

vast majority of it has involved ani-

mal research in some way. The rest of

us will be hoping for a cure when our

loved ones are afflicted with a terrible

disease.

JUSTYNA BaRTOSZKO

MD Candidate Faculty ofMedicine

Authors of article

Juli Kaiss and Paul

York respond

Justyna Bartoszko provides the

example of Dr Banting's famous ex-

periments on dogs, but this provides

further evidence that animal testing

hinders medical science rather than

advance it.

Several medical historians, includ-

ing Michael Bliss in The Discovery of

Insulin, contend that Banting's tests

did not in fact lead to the discovery,

isolation, or application of insulin, and

that these accomplishments occurred

prior the tests. These historians

contend that Banting exaggerated the

effectiveness of the extract Banting

and Best originally administered to

humans, which was a failure when
used to treat human diabetes.

Such an example reinforces our

point: medical breakthroughs benefit-

ing humanity do not require animal

testing. We do not state categorically

that humans have not benefited from

such testing, but we question whether

it needs to continue when alternatives

exist.

There are a growing number of

prestigious universities increasingly

turning to alternative (non-animal)

methods. U of T will likely move in this

direction over time as well, because

science is better served by doing so.

It is easy to unthinkingly defend

an outdated paradigm, but it is much
more difficult to enter new terrain.

In the meantime, U of T should be

held accountable by making animal

research and suffering more transpar-

ent to the public, and provide data on

the number and species of animals

involved, how much they suffered,

and for what cause.
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COUNTDOWN TO COPENHAGEN
The International Day of Action on Climate Change shows that anyone can be an environmentalist

ALIXANDRA GOULD
Comment Editor

After one too many beers and two
hours of sleep the night before, I

found myself boarding a bus in the

wee hours of the morning on Satur-

day, October 24. Ottawa was my des-

tination, and after five hours—only

45 minutes of which were spent nap-

ping—of traveling the 401 and 416, I

arrived on Parliament Hill along with

hundreds of environmentalists from

across the country for 350.org's Inter-

national Day of Climate Action. Moti-

vated by the UN negotiations in Co-

penhagen this December and several

cups of coffee, I cheered and jeered

with the best of them.

Rewind to an incident about eight

months ago, when I had almost aban-

doned environmentalism altogether.

Seeking shelter from the brutal Feb-

ruary weather, I was cozied up on
one of the big red couches in UC's

JCR, enjoying a chai tea and a lively

conversation with a few environmen-

talists on campus. Not realizing the

folly I was about to make, 1 admitted I

was not a vegan. Don't get me wrong,

I try to cut back on meat, and I enjoy

a salad just as much as the next per-

son. But sometimes, nothing beats a

cheeseburger.

"You can't be a real environmen-

talist if you're not a vegan," said one
of my peers. He went on to chastise

An estimated 3,000 people filled Parliament Hill on Oct. 24 as part of the International Day of Climate Action, the

largest coordinated political protest in history.

my motives, my desire, and my
moral fibre. His comments took the

wind right out my newly unfurled

green sails.

And to be honest, I had never quite

recovered. Since then, I've felt ostra-

cized from the seemingly inclusive

movement. After all, I'm not a "real

environmentalist." Here are all these

tree-planting, MP-lobbying, direct-

action-taking vegans, and all 1 do is

bike around and write the occasional

green-themed article.

But as 1 stood among hundreds

of activists in our nation's capital, 1

looked around and realized I didn't

stick out one bit. 1 was surrounded by
a McGill student eating street meat,

a family of four enjoying hot drinks

out of disposable cups, and yes,

people wearing brand-name clothing

produced by companies that exploit

the cheap labour and resources of

impoverished countries. Yet they all

claimed to be environmentalists, so

why can't 1 do the same? I no longer

felt disqualified because I was sport-

ing a leather jacket (which, for the re-

cord, is fake). It dawned on me: you
don't need to live in a hut in the mid-

dle of the woods, and eat only leaves,

to call yourself an environmentalist.

A few unsustainable lifestyle choices

do not place you in the ranks of the

oil tycoons.

By little doing of our own, my gen-

eration was born into a world where

our meat is brought to our plates in

horribly unethical and unsustain-

able ways, where sometimes the

only way you can get somewhere
is to drive, and where creating zero

emissions is next to impossible. No
one should feel guilty about being

thrown into such a setting, or about

having the occasional chicken

breast. The point is to work towards

changing this reality.

Environmentalists are united by

an energy that transcends what they

decide to eat—we're united by our

ardent desire to protect the future of

our existence.

And if you decide that you'd like

to make difference by ceasing to eat

meat, then go for it. But there are so

many ways to drive change leading

up to Copenhagen. Whether your

game is writing your MP, purchasing

sustainable items, painting protest

signs, or writing articles, everyone

has something to contribute. But

remember, it's important to keep up
your strength for what is the fight of

our era. So get some rest and make
sure you get lots of protein, from

whatever source you choose.

Knocking on the G8 s door

Why Brazil is best suited to join the elite group

'POLICE PRESENCE' - CONTINUED FROM PG 5

report, the official Toronto Police

Services statement argues that the

program aims to build "healthy and
trusting relationships" between
police and students. Chief Blair

assures that trusting students will

be more inclined to report incidents

of offence, and more reporting will

prevent crime and violence.

Yet of the 136 recommendations

listed to improve school safety

in the Falconer Report, not one
recommended stationing police

(armed or otherwise) inside

schools. Lawyer Julian Falconer,

the author of the report, says

he is at a loss as to why school

boards implemented the SRO
program. However, the report did

criticize the school board's habit

of concealing security problems,

and recommended open dialogue

and discussion with students

and the community about safety

issues. Approval to implement the

SRO initiative in any one school

only required support from the

trustee, school principal, and

'MUDSLINGING' - CONTINUED FROM PG 5

they should. Corruption should

be tirelessly fought against and
traditions respected and valued.

But no one can build a country on

those values alone.

Neither Michael Ignatieff nor

Jack Layton are used to this kind

of politics, which is both more
constructive and forward-thinking

than the kind that we seem to have

settled for. Canadians certainly

are not. But it's what we should

come to expect from our leaders.

They can make such a commit-

ment only if we give them the tools

they need to do so.

superintendant of education.

Max Naylor told The Varsity that

organizers decided to hold the pro-

test against the wishes of school of-

ficials, in order to allow the public

to speak on this issue. Upon learn-

ing Naylor was organizing the pro-

test, school trustee Josh Matlow
and the superintendent pulled him
out of class and informed him that

should he go ahead with the pro-

test, he would be risk suspension.

The students stated two de-

mands: first, to push for a public,

open, publicized community hear-

ing on the SRO issue at Northern,

where all community members
could attend and speak. Second,

to retract Northern's involvement

with the SRO initiative.

Their hopes are that in fighting

the placement of police officers in

Northern, they will set an important

precedent for other schools, where
students will speak out as well.

Hopefully, the demonstration

does not fall on deaf ears, and the

TDSB takes a serious look into the

situation at Northern Secondary

School.

Our leaders can do their best

only if they are supported by au-

tonomous and independent parlia-

mentarians who sit in committees

empowered to oversee what they

do. Our parliamentarians can only

do so if they in turn are freed from

the shackles of strict party disci-

pline. Parliament is meant to rep-

resent our diversity of origin and
opinion. It is meant to be a place

where Canadians can talk to each

other, whether they were born in

Glace Bay, Iqualuit, Vancouver, or

Hong Kong. But parliament is also

meant to be a place where we as

Canadians come together to get

things done, and become united.

JOSH XIONG

As Canada braces for the 2010 08
Summit in Huntsville, one ques-

tion is on the mind of every per-

tinent policy maker and opinion

leader: how should the Group
of Eight expand? There are end-

lessly differing concepts of how
the G8 should enlarge itself, from
the usual talk of adding China and
India to more ambitious plans of

merging the G20 and G8 into one.

The proposals have resulted in

a Bingo-call of sorts—the G14?

G8+5? G22?—but very little con-

crete decision making.

The problems plaguing the

reform process are manifold.

Make the G8 too large and you
risk gridlocking the system,

relegating the institution to a

forum for talk and nothing more.

Including China would no doubt

create major ideological disputes

among the members on issues of

global governance, human rights,

and humanitarian intervention.

Adding India—with its economic
ascendance and democratic

nature—would seem like a prudent

move, but geopolitics could get in

the way. For example, placing India

in a new position of power would
greatly heighten China's perception

of India as a regional competitor and
threat. If the intention of western

powers is to help China buy into the

ideology of the G8, including India

without China would risk further

alienating the People's Republic.

Of the four BRIC rising powers

—

an acronym coined in 2001 by Gold-

man Sachs to include Brazil, Rus-

sia, India, and China—Brazil may
be the only member that will pass

all litmus tests set by the G8. It is

arguably the regional hegemon of

Latin America, a leader among de-

veloping countries, and a liberal,

albeit imperfect, democracy. In

the age of peak oil and global cli-

mate change, Brazil's rising profile

is evident in its innovative work
on alternative fuels. In 2008, Brazil

produced 37 per cent of the world's

ethanol (much of which was the

sugar cane variety, which is far

more energy efficient than corn).

The recent awarding of the 2016

Summer Olympic Games to Rio de
Janeiro—the first Latin American
city to ever play host—is another

indicator of Brazil's increasing rel-

evance in the world.

Moreover, Brazil does not suffer

from the same geopolitical or ideo-

logical controversies that plague a

China or India. Arguably the only

country alienated by such reform

would be Venezuela. But Ven-

ezuela, for all of strongman Hugo
Chavez's bluster and rhetoric, is

better sidelined and ignored. The

G8 must adopt a more ideologi-

cally inclusive nature on economic
matters, particularly in light of

the recent financial crisis. Chavez,

with his forced nationalization

schemes and hostile takeover of

civil institutions, represents the

wrong approach to global econom-
ic governance. Brazilian President

Luiz "Lula" De Silva's social safety

nets and sustainable development
schemes represent the right way.

Whereas Chavez is bent on inter-

vening in the affairs of democratic
neighbour Honduras and blasting

hot air against the United States,

Lula is more interested in strength-

ening Latin American institutions

and economies. At the end of the

day, if the G8 ends up empowering
a productive member of the global

community and marginalizing a re-

gional bully, it is for the better.

Eventually, the world will need
to welcome populous economic
powerhouses like China and India

to the global governing table. After

all, there may come a day when
said countries force their way in.

But for the moment, Brazil is a near
perfect fit for an aging institution

in need of voices from outside the

Global North. If the G8 cares about
its own legitimacy, values, and
ability to govern the world posi-

tively, it should welcome Brazil

into the club.
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LG Toronto Fashion Week celebrated its expansion this season by moving from its usual location at Nathan

Phillip's Square to Liberty Village, where the best of Canadian fashion converged in a great display of

talent for four consecutive days. The extra two acres

of space wasn't the only reason to be excited for

Fashion Week this season: an array of new designers

made their debut, and for the first time ever, FW
welcomed international designers. Another notable

achievement was the ethnically mixed selection of

gorgeous models, reflecting true Canadian diversity.

Here's a look at the catwalk highlights.

LOVAS
BY WESLEY BANDANJAK

Wesley Banadanjak's collection

seemed to have raided the closet of

a modern Jackie 0 prepar-

ing for a relaxing, luxuri-

ous Mediterranean holiday.

The resort wear collection

played on a polarity be-

tween classic, clean-cut sil-

houettes and flowing, baggy
garments. The beauty of the

clothes relied heavily on ex-

cellent tailoring, if lacking

in originality. Of note, in the

first few exits, was a purple-

and-yellow plaid mini-dress

with metallic strips on the

outlines and especially in-

tricate boning in the bodice.

This season's it-piece: a full-

length silk gown in a floral

print, which made an ethe-

real appearance.

The only mishap was a

dress featuring a denim

bodice and floor-length

white cotton skirt. In a nut-

shell, Banadanjak's line was

pretty, but banal. (The male

models at the end of the

runway, who acted cis locals

"checking out" the models

as they left the runway, were

however a pleaisant sight.)

EVAN BIDDELL

Evan Bidden was the winner of

the first season of Project Runway
Canada in 2008, and the judges in

the front row must
have been patting

themselves on the

back when they saw
his collection come down the run-

way on Thursday. Possibly

the most breathtaking col-

lection at FW this season,

this will surely mark the

proficient Biddell as one of

Canada's most imaginative

and groundbreaking talents

in fashion. The collection

was called "2010: Unnatural

Disaster" and claimed to be
"seasonless," a barrier that

the young Alberta virtuoso

claimed unleashed his cre-

ativity. The collection had
pieces for both women and
men, a first for Biddell.

The collection was in es-

sence otherworldly, with

lighting and music making
the runway tent feel like it

was in the core of a tumul-

tuous thunderstorm. Even

before the viewer's eye

turned to the garments, it

was drawn to luminescent

jewellery. Necklaces played

on the plated and chunky
trends, while also incorpo-

rating LG electronics. The
result was techno-tribal and
alien when combined with

the structured, fu-

turistic feel of the

collection. As al-

ways with Biddell,

the concept was
immaculate, with

as much depth

granted to the

clothes as authors

give their charac-

ters. The struc-

tured metallic garments were, for

example, futuristic soldiers, and the

flowing orange garments seemed to

represent galactic aristocracy. This

amazing collection was only further

enhanced by fantastic showmanship.

NADA
BY NADA SHEPHERD

The theme for Nada's spring/summer
collection was "infatuation." While
for some of us that might conjure

images of love notes and picnics,

for Shepherd, spring love translates

into fetishes, leather and aggressive

lingerie. The collection derived from
a gothic Marie-Antoinette look, with

heaps of black lace and ruffles. Some-
how, Shepherd still managed to keep

I
4 I

11
PHILIP SPARKS
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it looking modern by using transpar-

ent plastic underneath the lace bod-

ices, for example.

The novel combination of the

omnipresent black (tulle, lace,

leather) with a powder blue was
interesting, and kept the collection

looking fresh as opposed to

depressing. That isn't to say that

the show wasn't

aggressive: for a love-

themed collection, the

sentiment was almost

hostile, especially

with the Karen O
soundtrack blasting

in the background. A final exit with

a full tiered skirt and lace corset had
the audience in the tent gasping and
applauding, as Nada's star model—

a

spindly and apparently angry red-

head—finished off the show.

LUCIAN MATIS

Lucian Matis was arguably the last

great show of the week. Despite the

circus theme of his spring collection,

there was nothing grotesque about

these garments. Matis's pieces were,

as always, soft and feminine, thanks

to a colour palette constituting of light

greys and pastel pinks. Like many of

the designers this week, Matis payed

meticulous attention

to accessories and
jewellery. His personal

adaptation of the sea-

son's essential chunky
necklace played out

in the form of snake-

like metal chains with

plastic tassels, and a

long gold chain draped

over the shoulder and
adorned with huge

gold plates.

The most remark-

able accessory, how-

ever, was a bondage-in-

spired headpiece worn
1 by each model, made
A out of studded grey silk

ribbon that wrapped
around the head and
draped under the chin.

The collection delicately skirted the

line of femininity and edginess, and

the only potential criticisms are that

it was overly bedazzled, and that it

failed to demonstrate diversity.

PINK TARTAN
BY KIMBERLEY
NEWPORT-MIMRAN

As far as the interesting-

yet-wearable side of

fashion went last week.

Pink Tartan took the

cake. Strutting the

line between daring

and accessible, the

collection played on
many of the season's

hottest trends; the little

black jumpsuit, the fully

sequined outer layer,

and Balmain-inspired

padded shoulders, to

name a few. The black

and white stripes

were outdated and
the references to the

1950s, emphasized by
oversized shades and
heart-shaped bodices,

a little too easy.

Pink Tartan must be

commended for a

whole new take on the

female fedora trend:

the bold Robin Hood
cap sported in a few of

the looks had the same
sexy androgyny of the

classic hat with a new,

more aerodynamic

shape. The rainbow

of dresses showed
enough skin to be sexy,

yet translated into

appropriate daywear
with careful layering of

trenches and cardigans.

It was a successful

collection, as can be

expected of Pink Tartan.

SEE 'FASHION' -PG 10

Peeping dot-com
Hal Niedzviecki brings his Peep Culture theory to life at the International Festival of Authors

NAT COOPER

As 1 walked into The Peep Show,

one of the most highly anticipated

events at this year's International

Festival of Authors, I felt like I had

taken a wrong turn at the Harbour-

front and ended up in some sort

of fancy restaurant. The room was
filled with small, circular, candlelit

tables, giving off much more of a

romantic atmosphere than the fes-

tival's XXX theme (for the festival's

30th anniversary) might imply.

On the walls, however, were pro-

jections of a Facebook page, a Win-

dows XP Screensaver, and a Twitter

account. Add this to the large col-

lection of coconuts sitting inside an

inflatable kiddie pool, and I paled to

think what kind of fools the people

in the room would be making of

themselves that night.

An audio recording featuring a

Sean Connery voice introduced the

host, Hal Niedzviecki, who prom-

ised we'd "see a lot of him" that eve-

ning. Instead of asking us to turn off

all cell phones, he encouraged us to

turn them on, and, if we so pleased,

to Tweet onto his Twitter page dis-

played on the wall.

I had the good fortune of inter-

viewing Niedzviecki, a U of T grad-

uate and former Varsity editor, just

before the event. He recently pub-

lished The Peep Diaries: How We're

Learning to Love Watching Ourselves

and Our Neighbours, which discuss-

es the evolution of pop culture, and

more specifically, what
he calls peep culture.

Niedzviecki explains

this new phenomenon
as the use of Facebook,

Twitter, Youtube, and
smartphones—basical-

ly, anything that allows

people to "track" each

other—to document
one's life from cradle to

grave.

Niedzviecki was in-

spired to write the book
four years ago when he

became a father. His

social dynamic had

changed, making him
spend a good deal of

time at home on Face-

book. His previous

work, Hello, I'm Special,

ended around the time

of the peep culture rev-

olution, so a new book
seemed like the next

logical step.

Niedzviecki explains

that in a mediated

world, we grow up
learning that seeing

ourselves on TV or in the public eye

is a mark of achievement. 1 mention

the peep culture phenomenon
of the week, Balloon Boy, and

Niedzviecki points out that this

is the perfect example. In the

book, he notes, peep culture often

influences people to do things that

they might not necessarily want

to. The whole phenomenon has

to do with us using other peoples'

troubles for our pleasure—a basic

"fail" video is now schaudenfreude

entertainment.

The Peep Show, which was be-

ing broadcast live on the web, was
intended to make us aware of the

consequences, both good and bad,

of this new culture. I

asked Niedzviecki if

there was a message
he was trying to proj-

ect to his readers with

his book, and he said

that it was one of soci-

etal awareness: "Let's

think about what we're

doing," he stated, "and

why we're doing it."

We need to rethink our

habit of turning regular

Joes into celebrities

—

and that means you.

Star Wars kid.

Niedzviecki's talk on
peep culture included

the heart-wrenching

story of a failed party

he advertised on Face-

book, where he'd in-

vited all of his friends

and 60 had said they

would come. In the end,

only one guest showed
up, and even she left.

Niedzviecki pointed out

that people would rath-

er stay home and hang
out with each other on

Facebook than go out. "What are we
doing?!" he exclaimed.

According to Niedzviecki, peep
culture is not a replacement for pop
culture, but rather an evolution of

it. He explains the three types of

peep culture: peeping ourselves

(posting our pictures, tweets, and

videos); peeping by each other

(watching other people's pain with-

out intervening or helping); and fi-

nally being peeped by "the others"

(via tools like Google that allow us

to peep everyone).

Niedzviecki concluded his talk

with a reading from the conclusion

of his book: "One thing 1 know for

sure. ..is the value of not knowing. So
much of the mystery of life comes
from the mystery...People didn't

come to my Facebook party because

they felt they already knew me."

Afterwards, as local band Foxfire

prepared to take the stage, Niedz-

viecki led everyone in an exercise

where we cracked open the co-

conuts using butter knives while

watching a video of Toronto-based

artist Dean Baldwin. Foxfire then

provided musical interpretations

of several famous viral videos, in-

cluding "Star Wars Kid," "David Af-

ter the Dentist," and "Numa Numa."
They finished the set with some of

their own songs.

On the whole, it was a fun night,

but it sat strangely with me. Perhaps

the next time we consider taking out

our cell phones to film a guy we see

being beaten by the police, we'll opt

to help him out instead.

That, or tweet about it and get a

million hits on Youtube.

The International Festival of

Authors runs through Oct 31 at the

Harbourfront Centre. All events

are free for students. For more
information, visit readings.org.
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Products of their environment
Tenth annual Planet in Focus Film Festival offers a worldwide

perspective on ecological issues

BRIGIT KATZ

FINDING FARLEY (.2009)

The prospect of a 5,000-km jour-

ney across the Canadian wilder-

ness is daunting, to say the least.

In Finding Farley, Leanne Allison

and her husband Karsten Huer not

only embrace the challenge, but

do so with their dog and two-year-

old son in tow. The film follows the

family's expedition from Canmore,
Alberta to the Nova Scotian home
of Farley Mowat, one of Canada's

most beloved authors. Over the

course of three months, the fam-

ily hiked, canoed, drove and sailed

along a route inspired by the set-

tings of Mowat "s novels, exploring

first-hand the wildlife depicted in

his writing.

Finding Farley occasionally threat-

ens to become overly sentimental,

but for the most part, Allison and
Huer let the beauty of the Canadi-

an landscape speak for itself. The
couple shot the film with an HD
camera, and this simple technique

effectively captures impressive

beauty of the nature they experi-

enced. Finding Farley also features

a subtle political message, though

not an insignificant one: the film

briefly juxtaposes hydroelectric

dams and oil rigs with images of a

caribou rising majestically out of

the water and beluga whales glid-

ing alongside the family's canoe,

emphasizing the importance of

environmental conservation. Find-

ing Farley, then, is not only about

meeting Farley Mowat, but about

discovering and preserving the

natural wonders of Canada that he

celebrates in his writing.

Karsten Huer and son Zev map their way to Nova Scotia in Finding Farley.

ROSMARINUS OFFICINALIS
(2008)

Rosmarinus Officinalis opens with

a young couple driving through

the hills of Crete. In contrast to the

serene setting of the countryside,

the atmosphere inside their car

is tense. Aris (Nikos Georgakis) is

nervous about getting to a scien-

tists' convention and is unleash-

ing his anxiety on his wife, Melina

(Athina Maximou). Much to his

chagrin, their car breaks down,

forcing them to spend the night

at the home of Leutharios (Petros

Fyssoun), a mysterious old man
with an extensive collection of

herbal remedies and a particular

affinity for rosemary.

Rosmarinus Officianus clocks in

at 20 minutes. While one can't ex-

pect it to offer much in the way of

significant character development
in such a short time, the charac-

ters' lack of complexity detracts

from the film's otherwise promising

plot. Leutharios completely con-

forms to the archetype of a mys-

tical old man in his otherworldly

omniscience and failure to say any-

thing that isn't enigmatic. Melina

is completely devoid of dimension,

never really expressing any emo-
tion other than calm complacency.

By the film's end, Leutharios is

supposed to have prompted Aris

to an epiphany on the nature of life

and love, but Aris's sudden transi-

tion from a petulant grouch into an

attentive husband is not particu-

larly convincing.

BIRD'S NEST (2008)

Xiangma, the spirited young hero

of Bird's Nest, lives in a rural village

inhabited by China's Miao minority.

He receives a letter from his father,

who describes the work he is doing

in Beijing as "building a bird's nest

for the games." Xiangma's friend

bets him 750 kilograms of firewood

that this "bird's nest" is, in fact, a

house for birds. Convinced that this

isn't the case, but not entirely sure

what his father was referring to, Xi-

nangma embarks on a mission to

earn enough money to travel to Bei-

jing and see the project for himself.

In a particularly memorable
scene, Xiangma attempts to negoti-

ate a selling price for his favourite

necklace. He points out its beau-

tiful design, and simply cannot

understand why the shopkeeper

refuses to pay him for anything

beyond the value of its silver em-
bossment. This collision between a

traditional worldview and the fast-

paced, money-centric mentality of

industrialized society manifests

itself in many forms in Bird's Nest.

Xiangma's father was, of course,

describing the Bird's Nest Olympic

Stadium in his letter, but what real-

ly propels Xiangma's journey is not

simply the desire to discover the

true nature of the "bird's nest." Re-

ally, Xiangma wants to convince his

father to return home from Beijing,

where he has gone to make money.

Barring a few ridiculously cliched

scenes (think father and son run-

ning towards one another in slow

motion with music soaring in the

background), Bird's Nest is a fasci-

nating and poignant film about the

intersection of old and new within a

rapidly changing China.
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ANDY THE-ANH

Andy The-Anh is a long-standing

must-see for Fashion Week goers,

but this season the impact of his

show suffered in its move from the

main tent to the more exclusive

and much smaller Show Room. The
pieces reflected The-Anh's signature

refined eveningwear in metallic

shades, favouring champagne
tones. The-Anh told The Varsity last

week that the garments would serve

as a study of the colour blue, yet

there was a repetition of the same
cerulean shade, which got tedious

when combined with only metallics

and plain white. Immaculate

tailoring and execution managed to

save the collection from dullness,

but beyond that, it suffered from a

lack of diversity and colour. It was
a step down from The-Anh's Fall

2009 collection, which had been

praised for its imaginative melding

of traditional cocktail wear with obi

belts and asymmetrical lines.

With all the shows in the Fashion

Week tent last week, the cringe-

worthy still appeared. Gargantuan

flopping frills at the Jason Meyers
show had sculptural value, but

little else. Katrina Tuttle's debut

would have been bearable if she

hadn't insisted on a tacky fold-

and-snap detail on her otherwise

elegant dresses. Travis Taddeo's

asymmetrical fur shrug with metal

spikes, draped over beachwear,

was equally perplexing. The most
embarrassing moment, however,

had to be FW veteran Pat Mc-

donagh's gimicky cake-hats and

her inconspicuous inspiration from

Baskin-Robbins ice cream. Fashion

is an artistic sell-out by nature, but

this brought it to a new low.

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE

Kelli Korducki interviews LLOYD

KAUFMAN just as his 1984 film

Jlie Toxic Avengergets its Toronto

musical debut.

Visit thevarsity.ca

No Exittoi tlie damned
Strong actors lend depth to Trinity College Drannatic Society's Sartre production

JOAN WAMITI
^^^_^^^_^^_^_^Varsity Staff

A^o Exit is the English-language ad-

aptation of Huis Clos, an existential

play written by Jean-Paul Sartre in

1944. Initially apprehensive about

seeing an overwrought philosophi-

cal treatise, I was pleasantly sur-

prised by the script, which was
simultaneously funny, thoughtful,

and provocative. A'o Exit is set in

a hotel room in hell where, one by

one, three guests enter. Through
their interactions, we learn about

their deaths and the reasons why
they were sent to hell.

The show was directed by Emily

Hofstetter, who commented that

juggling two plays was a challenge

(she was also a part of last week's

production of Saints Alive!). Still,

she had nothing but praise for her

cast. "It wasn't too bad when I have

a cast as talented as these guys

are," she said.

In the program, Hofstetter notes

that the first time she watched a

productionf of Sartre's play it struck

a negative note. "In less than 20 min-

utes I felt like writhing in my seat. I

have never wanted to escape a play

so badly," she admitted. However,

subsequent readings of the play in

various translations captured her

interest, and further exploration of

Sartre's works changed her mind.

The first character to appear

onstage is Joseph Garcin (Dun-

can Derry) who is shown in by the

character of the Boy (Katharine

Harrison). A brief conversation

establishes the fact that residence

in the room is permanent—like the

Hotel California, you can check

out, but you can never leave. Ex-

pecting to find a torture chamber,

the Boy ominously reassures Gar-

cin that his fear is misplaced; there

will be no physical torture here.

Ines Serrano (Louisa Zhu) is

next to enter the room. A conten-

tious and aggressive character,

she quickly finds her bearings.

There is no questioning on her

part about whether or not she de-

serves to be in hell—she knows
that she has been cruel and re-

grets no part of it.

The final guest is Estelle Delau-

nay (Emma Burns), a vapid society

lady completely lacking in self-

awareness. Her first concern is

that there is no mirror in the room
and that she will never be able

to ascertain that she has put her

make-up on to her satisfaction.

The characters' past sins are ex-

plored through conversations and
their visions of what is happening

on earth in their absence. Garcin is

revealed to be an adulterer, having

shown no sensitivity to his martyr
of a wife by parading mistresses in

front of her. He recounts bringing

home a woman one night, and his

wife rising early the next morning
to cook them breakfast. His other

vice is cowardice, as he was a col-

laborator during the Second World
War and subsequently became a

deserter. He was caught on the

train to Geneva and executed for

this crime. At turns cynical, comi-

cal, and outright lascivious, Der-

ry's performance stands out from

what was already a solid cast.

Zhu gives a strong, fully-com-

mitted performance as the lesbian

secretary Ines, who cajoles a wife

into murdering her husband (who
happens to be Ines' cousin). Ines

is the first to realize that the three

characters in the room have been
put together to torture each other.

Exhibiting the most self-assurance

of the three characters, she skil-

fully pits Garcin against the object

of her affections—the insecure Es-

telle, who in turn seeks approval

from Garcin. Garcin finds that even
though he desires Estelle, it is Ines'

opinion that truly matters to him,

and he believes that absolution can
only come from convincing her that

he is not a coward.

Estelle's shallow and helpless

affectations are done justice by

Burns, who is able to convey the

character's self-serving—yet impas-

sioned—coquetry well, despite a

couple of verbal missteps. Estelle's

sin was cheating on her husband
and then murdering the resulting

illegitimate child, thus causing her

lover to commit suicide. Repelled

by Ines' determined advances, she

turns to Garcin as her protector.

Each character tries and fails

to leave the room, yet it is only

towards the end of the play that

Garcin's repeated entreaties suc-

ceed in opening the door. Despite

each character expressing a de-

sire to leave, none of them have

the courage to do so. Estelle won't

leave without Garcin, who won't

leave without Ines' approval, who
in turn won't leave until she suc-

ceeds in conquering Estelle. The
door closes on its own, leaving the

three characters together for eter-

nity. "And so we continue..." says

Garcin, closing the play with a mel-

ancholy resignation.
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E-volution
Women aren't playing video gannes. Could romantic gaming bring them into the fold?

JOAN WAMITI AND CHRIS BERUBE
Varsity Staff

"Here's an interesting idea: we need
more romance novelists making
video games."

This is the bold opening line of Col-

lin Roswell's piece from The Escapist,

"A Risk of Romance," on the evolu-

tion (or lack thereof) of the video

game industry. He brings up two
major points: first, the experimenta-

tion of publishers of romance novels

should be emulated by leading vid-

eo game publishers; second, video

game developers should be encour-

aged to team up with novelists to

include more romantic storylines in

games, which may open up gaming
to a demographic that is currently

underserved: women. "If video game
publishers want to extend their

reach beyond the standard 18- to

34-year-old male demographic, they

might want to form development

teams with fewer gamers and more
romance novelists," writes Roswell.

The idea has begun to circulate

throughout the gaming world. But

will introducing romantic narratives

be enough to draw women into gam-
ing? And if so, what kind of games
would this encourage? Is forcing

video game evolution worth it?

Industry Innovation

Roswell's article isn't so trite as

to suggest that just adding ro-

mance to games will attract wom-
en to the industry.

For one, Roswell contends that the

business model for the publishers of

romance novels has more than a cos-

metic similarity to gaming companies.

"You have high output with frequent,

addictive variations on the same
theme. You have episodic content. You

have nimble adaptation to changing

technology," Roswell writes.

The romance novel industry

is certainly a tempting model for

game developers, since romance
is big business. A recent New York

Times article estimated that ro-

mance novels make up over 50 per

cent of paperbacks sold in North

America—outselling all other fic-

tion genres and bringing in in-

creased earnings for publishers,

while sales in general adult fiction

are declining. Part of this success

is attributed to the people at Har-

lequin Enterprises, the largest

publisher of romance novels world-

wide, who have been lauded for

their willingness to innovate within

the book-publishing industry.

Harlequin has always been some-
thing of a leader in finding new rev-

enue streams. It was the first major

publisher to offer all of its new titles

as e-books available for download
online. Among its other initiatives,

it has recently developed mobile ap-

plications for women, hosts romance
blogs, offers digital-only short sto-

ries and free novels for download,

and participates in a partnership

with NASCAR to produce racing-

themed romances. As ludicrous as

the pairing may sound, the line has

proved popular with readers.

More to the point, romance novel

readers have started to come around

to the idea of using technology to in-

teract with stories. This is most prev-

alent in Japan, where Harlequin's On
the Go mobile application—which
makes content portable as a digital

graphic novel for readers—is popu-
lar. The findings suggest that women,
who are almost exclusively the con-

sumers of romantic fiction, are not

only an underserved market for other

media, but are willing to use technol-

ogy in conjunction with older media.

"It certainly seems like a wise area

is to appeal to the things women
enjoy—social frameworks, co-op-

eration instead of competition, cre-

ativity within an environment, and
attachment."

In Kinsale's estimation, what devel-

opers should be asking is "what goal

does the game provide the player?

Do male and female players respond

to different goals, or respond differ-

ently to the same goals? What's the

payoff? A happy ending for a first-per-

son shooter game is killing the boss.

more male players because men
are visually stimulated."

Indeed, a recent study by
the Stanford University School

of Medicine found that the

mesocorticolimbic centre of

the brain—associated with

the experience of reward and
addiction—is much more active

among men playing video games
than for women doing the same. The
Stanford study concluded that the

circuity of male brains is organized

Is romance the right way to get more
women playing video games? "I think
creating games for women is a waste of
time," says gamer Jessica Grierson.

for

game de-

velopers to

pursue," says

Borut Pfeifer, a

freelance game devel-

oper and former Al at Elec-

tronic Arts, the largest developer

in North America. "There's a lot of

gamers of both genders that have

significant others and would like to

play with them on a romantic date.

They may play together normally,

but being able to do so while enjoy-

ing a romantic moment could only

enhance a couple's playing together."

Perhaps this isn't such a brave

new world for romance, or gaming,

after all.

Men are from Mars?

Then again, at least a couple people

in the romance and gaming com-

munities have a problem with the

theory that you need more romantic

storylines in order to appeal to a fe-

male demographic.

New York Times bestselling ro-

mance novelist Laura Kinsale, for

one, has led the charge against "ro-

manticizing" gaming.
"1 think it's the wrong way to 'bring

women' into games," Kinsale notes

in a recent blog post. "The right way

Is

there

any other

possible way
to make the

player feel whole and satisfied? If

the player is female, is [there] an-

other angle?"

"Why separate women gamers

into an uber-feminine ghetto?" asks

Ashleigh Gardner, a self-declared

feminist gamer. "As a female gamer,

1 don't want to play games that have

been deemed 'for girls.' 1 just want to

see my own views and experiences

represented in the games 1 play."

There is also a prominent argu-

ment that expanding the appeal of

video games beyond the short swath

of women who are already playing

them is impossible.

"Men and women are different

when it comes to what appeals to

them," notes Jessica Grierson, an-

other prolific female gamer.

"It's not what the video game is

about. Video games in general have

differently

than that of females,

thus explaining the

difference in how men and
women will respond to the

particular challenges and rewards

of gaming.
"1 think creating games for women

is a waste of time," agrees Grierson.

Game Dates

Even if Kinsale and Stanford Univ-

eristy are right, the thought experi-

ment that Roswell's original piece

elicits is an enticing one nonetheless:

what would a "romantic" video game
for women look like?

"Just as 1 roll my eyes at dishon-

est romance in other media—film,

literature, music—so 1 roll my eyes

at it in games," says Andrew Gard-

ner, a recent U of T grad and bur-

geoning game developer. "Video

games are already moving away
from the uber-macho, and while 1

think there's still room to go, I think

it's gotta happen naturally, through

artistry, not artificially through

marketing and stereotypes."

Pfeifer believes that a game can

be romantic without falling into the

old tropes of television soap operas.

"To me the most interesting

definition of a 'romantic game' is a

game meant to encourage romance
between two players," says Pfeifer.

"In other words, this would be a

game you could play on a date with

someone as an alternative to an-

other romantic activity, like seeing

a [romantic] movie."

When it comes to developing such

games, Pfeifer notes, "It's not that

challenging to feature interesting

co-operative play."

Storylines where gamers have to

face complicated challenges togeth-

er could be inherently romantic. It's

just that most women aren't good
enough at gaming yet to make it vi-

able, says Pfeifer

"It's more that the variety and
types of activities need to be ap-

pealing to players with very dif-

ferent skill levels. The problem is

most co-op games don't deal well

with players of different skill lev-

els. Balancing co-operation, com-
petition, style, and different skill

levels are the hardest challeng-

es to making a romantic game."

But others still think that

maybe video games will never

be the right media for this kind

of interaction.

"Perhaps romance works well

either through contact between
real humans, or as a vicarious

narrative, but not in between," Ro-

swell concedes. "Perhaps—more
so- than most other feelings—ro-

mance is about surrendering con-

trol to some very basic emotional

forces, and this only works if you're

either immersed in it totally, when
it's your real life, or when a story

you have no control over plays you
like an instrument, any great mov-
ie, book, you name it.

"Games can't do either: they're

not your real emotional life (unless

you're interacting with someone us-

ing the game as a medium), yet they

almost always have to let you keep
some element of control, because
otherwise they wouldn't be games.
This works great for a whole bunch
of things, from kinetic thrills to

puzzles, but maybe not for the big

R—or, for that matter, death, grief,

and genuine horror."

"1 don't agree with romance being

introduced," says Mike MacKinnon,
a third-year U of T student, and self-

described recovering gamer.
"1 think the way tech has gone,

it's eliminating the need for human
contact," he says, comparing the

prospect of romantic games to the

often life-ruining isolation of World
of Warcraft. "This would just add to

that—people will use it as a surro-

gate for human contact."

Perhaps women don't want to

have it the same as men in this do-
main, after all.

Regardless, what happens next in

game development may challenge

many assumptions. And if romantic
games are a success, it will change
our total perception of what gam-
ing, and a gamer, can be.
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DREAXMERS, PIRATES & MADMEN:
The stories behind Nobel science with Lia Cardarelli

Understanding the cell's massive molecular

machine: the ribosome

The Prize:
The 2009 Nobel Prize in Chemistry

awarded jointly to Venkatraman
Ramakrishnan, Thomas A. Steitz,

and Ada E. Yonath "for studies of

the structure and function of the

ribosome."

The Science:
The central dogma of molecular bi-

ology has remained essentially the

same for decades: DNA encodes RNA
which in turn encodes protein. Every

cell's genome has the information in

it to perform all cellular activities,

but the genetic information has to be

transcribed into RNA, the blueprint

molecule, in order to be used. That

RNA can then be decoded and used

to build the proteins which carry out

the enzymatic, structural, and signal-

ing functions crucial to life.

RNA and DNA are chemically very

similar, but RNA is usually single-

stranded, whereas DNA has two
strands. The DNA genome stays in

the nucleus, but RNA (or mRNA for

message RNA) can be exported any-

where in the cell where its cognate

protein is required. The decoding of

the mRNA blueprint into a functional

protein, a process called translation,

requires the ribosome, a massive mo-
lecular machine.

The ribosome is a large complex
of specialized RNAs, known as

rRNAs, and proteins that assemble

into two subunits, small and large.

Together, the small and large sub-

units make up the functional ribo-

some, one of the largest complexes

in the cell. In cells that produce a lot

of protein, there are millions of ribo-

somes. Despite its productivity, the

ribosome is remarkably accurate:

only once in every 100,000 reactions

will a ribosome incorrectly "read"

the DNA encoding it.

The current understanding of this

process, DNA to RNA to protein, has

been shaped largely by information

gleaned through structural biology.

Structural biology is the study of the

three-dimensional chemical struc-

ture of a biological molecule. Scien-

tists discover a molecule's structure

through a number of methods in-

cluding nuclear magnetic resonance

spectroscopy. X-ray crystallography,

and electron microscopy.

Structural biology shed light on

the structure of DNA (Nobel 1962)

and that of proteins (Nobels in 1962,

1964, 1972, 2002, 2003, 2006), but

up until 2000, no one had any idea

what the ribosome looked like at the

atomic level.

Due to its large size (millions of

atomic mass units!), the structural

biology techniques most suitable

for solving the structure of the ri-

bosome are X-ray crystallography

and electron microscopy. Although

both methods can give us valu-

able information about a biological

molecule, to date, crystallography

has provided the greatest amount
of detail, or what scientists call

resolution. Structural biologists

are always striving for structural

information at the highest resolu-

tions, resolutions at which they can

visualize biological molecules at

the atomic level. This information is

available at resolutions around SA,

or three one-hundred-millionths of

a centimetre.

In the late 1970s, Ada Yonath de-

cided to use crystallography to try

to solve the atomic structure of the

ribosome. At that time this goal was
considered ambitious for a number
of reasons. Crystallography works

by concentrating a beam of X-rays on
a crystal and analyzing the diffrac-

tion pattern as the electrons in the

crystal scatter the incoming X-rays.

Each "dot," or reflection, in the pat-

tern holds structural information for

every atom in the crystal. Solving a

structure by crystallography has two

major prerequisites.

First, the molecule you want to

study has to crystallize. Today, scien-

tists manipulate conditions such as

salt concentrations and temperature

to achieve this, but crystallization is

not always possible and it is virtually

impossible to predict the conditions

that will allow it.

Second, once one has a suitable

crystal that diffracts X-rays well,

there is a "phase problem." The com-
plex math required to convert the dif-

fraction pattern into an atomic reso-

lution structure requires one to know
the "phase angle" of every reflection,

which must be calculated and is not

experimentally determined. The
common trick for solving the phase

problem is to introduce heavy atoms

into the crystal, but this does not

work in the case of ribosome crys-

talization, since the ribosome is so

large that it binds to too many heavy

atoms for proper analysis. Although

2009 Nobel Prize in Chemistry recepients Ada E. Yonath, Thomas A. Steitz

and Venkatraman Ramakrishnan.

Yonatz was able to "grow" many suit-

able crystals of the large subunit of

the ribosome in the early 1980s, the

phase problem stood in her way.

Thomas Steitz's group solved this

phase problem by approaching it

from a different angle. The group used

a lower-resolution cryo-electron mi-

croscopy structure of the large sub-

unit as a starting point. In the years

after this initial discovery, Steitz's,

Yonath's, and Ramakrishnan's groups

published structure after structure of

the ribosome. Each successive struc-

ture came closer to reconstructing

the entire ribosome, but none reached

atomic level resolution.

It wasn't until 2000—20 years after

Yonath crystallized the large sub-

unit—that a high-resolution picture

of the ribosome was revealed. Ste-

itz and his collaborators published

the structure of the large subunit at

2.4A, and Ramakrishnan's and Yon-

ath's groups published structures of

the small subunit at SA and 3.3A, re-

spectively. Since then, others have

solved the high-resolution structure

of the entire ribosome, small and
large subunit alike.

The Significance:
The structure of the ribosome re-

vealed much about the chemistry

and biology of translation. It showed
the world how the ribosome can read

the mRNA sequence and decode it

into the unique amino-acid sequence

that makes up a protein.

Knowing the structures of the

ribosome in complex with mRNA,
incoming amino acids, and the

nascent protein chain at various

stages of protein production has

allowed scientists to infer the

chemical reactions that govern

translation. The structure has

also helped guide researchers

in designing experiments to test

ribosome function and to under-

stand how the ribosome performs

its duties so faithfully.

All three of the Nobel laureates

have solved structures of the ribo-

some in complex with antibiotics

that target the ribosome. This has

improved our understanding of the

ribosome and provided insight into

the development of new antibiotics

for use in the antibiotic-resistance

race against bacteria.

Rallying pep for the Pap test

ERENE STERGIOPOULOS
Associate Science Editor

Ladies, it's that time of year again.

The Federation of Medical Women of

Canada has embarked on its second

annual Pap Test Campaign in sup-

port of Cervical Cancer Awareness

Week, which takes place from Oct.

26 to 30. The national campaign al-

lows women without a family doctor

or gynecologist to drop-in or book an

appointment for a Pap test at partici-

pating clinics across Canada, includ-

ing U of T Health Services.

Pap tests are a crucial step in pro-

tecting against cervical cancer. Every

year in Canada, 1,300 to 1,500 women
are dicignosed with cervical ceincer,

and almost 400 women die of the dis-

ease. "Cervical cancer is a preventable

cancer," says fourth-year U of T medi-

cal student and FMWC Toronto stu-

dent co-rep Grace Yeung. "If you pick it

up early enough it takes probably five

to 10 years before you actually devel-

op the cancer or cancerous lesions."

Doctors recommend women have

regular Pap tests within three years of

becoming sexually active or after age

21. The test involves removing cells

from inside and around the cervix,

which are then examined to detect cell

abnormalities in the cervix before can-

cer can develop. The test also detects

infections caused by HPV, which can

also lead to cervical cancer. Other risk

factors include smoking, HIV or Chla-

mydia infection, hormonal contracep-

tion, and family history.

Despite the Pap test's effectiveness

in preventing cervical cancer, many
women don't get tested regularly. Ac-

cording to third-year U of T medical

student and Yeung's co-rep, Kathryn

Isaac, "There's a problem with acces-

sibility. Some women may want to

have a Pap smear but may not have ac-

cess to a family physician on a yearly

basis. So they either don't have that

reminder or don't have the appoint-

ment to go and see them. And next

there may the lack of knowledge, so

a lot of women—although we assume
that Pap smears are well-known

—

may not know how important they are

in preventing cervical cancer."

"What's unique for the student pop-

ulation is that they're not from here:

their family doctors are somewhere
else," says Yeung. "We're generally

healthy, cind [cerviccil cancer] is not

a disease you can see on the outside.

The fact that you're healthy, you might

not see the need to get screened.

That's one reluctance or barrier to hav-

ing people coming it to get screened."

Now in its second year, the Pap Test

Campaign aims to reach more women
and improve access to screening. "Last

year was more of a pilot project—it was
kind of run small," says Yeung. "Five

hundred people peirticipated. This yeau^

we've increased the number of clinics

that are participating. One of the inter-

esting places that we have recruited is

Iqaluit, Nunavut. Within Toronto and

the GTA area, we have about 12 clinics."

Another addition to this year's cam-
paign is a learning experience for all

those budding gynecologists. Accord-

ing to Isaac, "we're also going to be

having [first- and second-year medi-

cal] students go out to the clinics, so

they can gain some exposure, learn

from the patients, and the patients can

learn from them. The role is teaching."

The campaign also helps to raise

awareness about women's health

issues, and reminds women to get

screened regularly. "It's for all women,"
says Isaac. "From the young, sexually-

active 16-year-old, all the way up to the

50-year-old mother that doesn't take,

the time to go to her family doctor un-

less there's a problem. It's difficult to

reach all those individuals, but hope-

fully having the Pap smear campaign
during Cervical Cancer Awareness
Week will help get the word out there."

For a list ofparticipating clinics

and information about booking an
appointment, visit fmwcca.

When was
the last time
you had a

Pap test?
The Pap test detects signs of cervical

cancer - a preventable disease.
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A 3-D degree?
KELVIN XU explores the 4,000 square foot holography lab at U of T's Institute for Optical Sciences

A floating face recoils from the im-

pact of a snowball. Pandora's Box
floods open with a shift of the head.

These are just a few examples of

holograms that mysteriously hover

around the holography lab in the

McLennan Physical Labs at U of T.

"1 guess you can think of them as

homework," laughs professor Emanuel

Istrate, who teaches and coordinates

a course called Holography for 3-D Vi-

sualization. The course has been run-

ning since 2007 with involvement from

the Ontario Academy of Design. Every

spring, students from both scientific

and non-scientific disciplines learn the

art and science of holography. Most of

them don't know very much about ho-

lography to begin with.

"A hologram is really just a very

precise three-dimensional recon-

struction of real life," says Istrate,

who did his PhD in electrical engi-

neering at U of T. Holograms work
by capturing light from an object as

grooves on a special holographic

film, in a process that is similar in

many ways to film photography.

A hologram owes its illusion of depth

to the application of two scientific prin-

ciples: interference and diffraction.

Diffraction is a term describing the

wave-bending that occurs when a wave
(whether sound, light, electromag-

netic. X-ray or radio) encounters an ob-

stacle. "[It] is the same phenomenon
that makes the back of a CD give off all

the colours of the rainbow," explains

Istrate. Light that has detracted off the

object is combined with a reference

beam (a laser used to read and write

holograms), and the result is interfer-

ence. Interference is the addition or

interaction of multiple waves to create

a new wave pattern. Interference pat-

terns can be recorded on holographic

film. When a hologram is read, the ref-

erence beam's characteristics (includ-

ing its wavelength and beam profile)

have to reproduce identical conditions

as when the beam was used to write

the hologremi. The images from a holo-

gram change as the viewer moves posi-

tion, creating the 3-D effect.

Holography has become a very

useful scientific tool, as it has broad

applications in the field of medicine.

Medical doctors can use it to pro-

duce three-dimensional images from

CAT scans. Moreover, it is possible to

conduct an endoscopy without physi-

cally touching internal organs, thus

decreasing the potential for damage
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* i>ersonai Tutoring Available
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during the procedure. On the other

hand, archeologists use the technique

to preserve ancient artifacts. It's also

one of the most accurate ways to make
physical measurements. "Mechanical

engineers use holography to measure
vibrations of surfaces," says Istrate.

Holograms may also have big

potential for storing data. In April 2009,

General Electric announced that it

had the technology to store 100 DVDs
on one disc via holograms. Currently,

holographic memory is a still only a

laboratory success, but the theoretical

limits are in the tens of terabits per

cubic centimetre. "The big challenge

with holographic data is not how much
data you can store, but how to read off

it efficiently," explains Istrate.

Before they became common on
currency and stickers, holograms

were the buzz among a number of

major avant-garde artists, such as

Salvador Dali, who recognized the

artistic potential in holography for

3-D visualization.

Istrate adds, "We teach the course

in a very nonmathematical way—we
don't throw a bunch of equations at

people." He comments that many stu-

dents come in during the summer to

produce holograms outside of class.

"Make the science applicable

to the arts student and the art

applicable to the science student,"

says Istrate. "We want [students]

to think a bit more creatively about

how to express themselves."

Holography for 3-D Visualization, a unique course at U of T, has been taught by professor Emanuel Istrate since its

inception in 2007. It offers a nonmathematical approach to understanding the art and science behind holography.
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MATT McKAY

On Saturday, Varsity Blues wom-
en's soccer team's performance
showed why they are not only one
of the top teams in the province,

but also in the country. In contrast,

the RMC Paladins' performance

showed why the "beautiful game"
isn't always so pretty.

On an overcast day on the pitch

at Varsity Stadium, dozens of fans

were treated to more of a demolition

derby than a soccer match. The big-

wheeled Varsity Blues' relentless at-

tack ran over the Paladins like they

were cheap, rusty Chevys, handing

them a lopsided 6-0 defeat.

Perhaps having the football grid

still painted on the Varsity Stadi-

um field inspired the Blues to put

up a football score against their

opponents. How badly did the

Blues outplay the Paladins? Less

then four minutes into the match,

the home side had already buried

two goals behind Paladins keeper

Olivia Clarke.

In the third minute, Melanie Sea-

bra, inexplicably left unmarked
inside the 18-yard box, buried her

sixth of the year into the twine from

15 yards out. On the Blues' very next

possession, Arin King lobbed a per-

fect pass from almost 40 yards out to

teammate Jesse Fantozzi. All alone,

at point blank range, Fantozzi made
no mistake with her team-leading

eighth goal of the season, bringing

the score to 2-0 Blues.

Those early two goals clearly

rattled the Paladins, as they looked

hesitant, sloppy, and scared on each

Perfect pitch

Women's soccer plays flawlessly, destroys RMC 6-0

Blues player Jackie Miklovich keeps the ball away from RMC in Saturday's 6-0 victory.

sports@thevarsity.ca

possession afterward. Not once in

the half did their forwards mount
anything resembling a challenge

on Blues' goalkeeper Mary Anne
Barnes.

Credit must also go to the back

four on the Blues, as they eas-

ily brushed aside any rare Paladins

venture into U of T territory, and all

match they frustrated the Paladins'

only striker, Katrina Searle. Fifth-

year defender Heidi Borgmann
added a little offence to the defence,

with several strong rushes up the

field, setting up her teammates for

several scoring opportunities.

The Blues forwards would con-

tinue to pick apart RMC's defence for

the remainder of the half, resulting in

several close calls and culminating

in a 26-minute strike with Mel Bowen
tapping in a world-class cross from

Fantozzi just inside the six-yard box.

The half-time whistle finally gave

the Paladins a chance to breath as

the Blues poured it on until the end,

forcing Clarke into action several

times, but she managed to keep the

Blues advantage stalled at three.

However, deja vu would strike

Clarke so hard in the second half that

in the 49th minute she was injured

during a collision with a teammate
on another Blues scoring chance
and had to leave the game.

After that, head coach Eva Hava-

ris' super-subs took over

In the 72nd minute, Jen Siu ran it

in from 30 yards out, crossed it to

Christina Fantozzi who tapped it to

Natalie Law. Law calmly dribbled it

by a Paladin defender, before slickly

chipping the ball to the back of the

net.

Moments later in the 74th minute,

defender Jackie Miklovich found

Siu from 20 yards out. Siu quickly

stopped and netted the ball for a

score of 5-0 Blues.

Before anyone could blink, in the

78th minute, RMC fouled Christina

Fantozzi as the Blues pressed inside

the penalty area, setting up a penalty

shot for the senior. She made no mis-

take, and the score was 6-0 Blues.

Nearing the end of the match, it

was clear the Paladins couldn't wait

to hear the final whistle and get back

to their base in Kingston. Their of-

fence was anemic—unable to man-
age a shot on Barnes all match.

The final whistle gave the Blues a

team record 11 wins, breaking last

season's total of 10. However, with

the Queen's Golden Gaels 2-0 victo-

ry over Carleton and the Ottawa Gee

Gees 2-0 win over Ryerson, the Blues

can place no better than second.

This set up a dramatic second

place showdown on Sunday: The
Blues played to a 1-1 draw with the

Gee-Gees, earning a first-round bye

in the OUA playoffs.

Ravens soar past Blues

Hockey team loses early lead, falls to Carleton

GORDON ANDERSON

As a win in October is just as important as a win

in February, the Varsity Blues may be regretting

their latest loss.

A win would have pushed the Blues into second

place in the Ontario University Athletics East Divi-

sion, with a Saturday night game against winless

Concordia looming.

The possibility of a 4-2 start was very real. But

that didn't happen.

The Blues led 2-0 after one, but watched the Ra-

vens score two in the second and two in the third

period en route to a 4-2 win at Varsity Arena on

Friday night.

Blues defenceman Brendan Sherrard was very

pragmatic about the loss.

"Every win is nice to get," said Sherrard, who
grabbed an assist on the first Blues goal. "We just

got to take [the loss] in stride. You lose on one Fri-

day and you can't really dwell on it. You have to

turn it around and come back on Saturday, and

come even harder to get that [win]."

The Blues took a 1-0 lead on a five-on-three

power play 4:05 into the opening stanza. Eddie

Snetsinger scored his first goal when he took a

pass from Sherrard and ripped a wrist shot that

whizzed by screened Ravens starter Ryan Dube.

Toronto then went 1-6 with the man advantage.

Toronto pushed the lead to 2-0 at 15:54 of the

first period, when Joe Rand cashed in a rebound

off a Byron Elliot point shot. Dube kicked the re-

bound in the high slot and Rand threw the puck

over the goalie for his second point of the year

Dube stopped 44, netting his first win of the year

The Ravens made the score 2-1 over a minute

into the second period when Derek Wells lifted a

rebound over a fallen Toronto goalie Andrew Mar-

tin for his third goal this year Martin ended the

night stopping 26 and evened his record at 2-2.

Wells was standing wide open to the right of

Martin, and had all day to lift the puck over the

Toronto goalie.

"We were puck watching," Sherrard said. "Our

second forward up high was looking at the puck

instead of looking where his man should be."

The goal was the final straw for Toronto, as

far as head coach Darren Lowe was concerned.

He thought his team sagged towards the back

end of the first period, and continued sluggishly

into the second.

"The thing that led up to that [first Carleton

goal] was we had a poor last two-and-a-half

minutes of the first period," Lowe said. "1 think it

just carried over to the second period and they

scored right away."

Following an interference call to Rand, Carleton

tied up the game at 2-2 with a power-play goal at

11:40 of the middle frame. Brett Halstead took a

pass from Andrew Self and beat Martin through

a maze of legs with a one-timer The tally was the

first power-play goal allowed by the Blues in 20

chances this year

"We just didn't get in the shooting lane," Lowe
said. "We were just a little slow to get there and
[Halstead] was able to get the puck to the net and

the goalie [Martin] couldn't see it."

Mike Byrd scored the winner on the man ad-

vantage at 9:15 of the third period. He collected

an errant shot off the backboards and deposited

the puck into the net before Martin could get his

left leg against the post. The Ravens went 2-4 with

the man advantage.

"When a team has a power play that is that

strong [nine goals in five games] you're not going

to hold them forever 1 think that was part of it,"

Lowe said.

Carlton increased the lead to 4-2 at 13:03 of the

final period when Yves Bastien picked up a loose

puck in the slot and skated around a falling Martin

before putting it into the empty net with a back-

hand for his second point of the season.

Dube turned away 17 shots in the third period,

sealing the deal.

"We kind of gave it [the victory] to them,"

Sherrard said. "They buried their chances and
we didn't."

Toronto and Carleton duke it out in Friday

night's loss.
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Pride of the Yankees goes before the fall

New York won't be crowned world champions in this year's postseason

CHARLES TRAPUNSKi

_ Varsity Staff

Stop handing the New York Yan-

kees the World Series. The 2009

team are not winning their 27th

championship this year. In fact, as

of press time, they have not even

made it into the World Series, and
the Los Angeles Angels are still in it

to win it. ESPN.com is already writ-

ing stories about how Pedro Marti-

nez will pitch against the Yankees
in Game Two. But couldn't Pedro
Martinez pitch to Vladimir Guer-

rero and the Angels? Martinez was
possibly the most dominant pitch-

er in Montreal Expos history, and
Guerrero the greatest hitter. The
loss of both players was perhaps

the final nails in the Expos' coffin.

But this is not a sad lament about a

former baseball team. This is about

how the Yankees, the Evil Empire,

will continue their streak of not

winning the World Series. Even if

they defeat the Angels, this team is

not built like a winner.

There are many stories about

how the Yankees' chemistry im-

proved when they picked up "char-

acter guys," or "clubhouse guys"

like C.C. Sabathia, A.J. Burnett,

and Nick Swisher. Sabathia has

pitched very well this off-season,

even though the Milwaukee Brew-
ers overused him last year, and
starting on short rest has not hurt

It's just a matter of time before Alex Rodriguez reverts back to his pattern of postseason futility.

his health—so far. C.C.'s a big guy,

which may allow him to go to the

well, but soon that well's going to

run dry. Burnett seems to be more
famous for his contracts and his

antics than any of his pitching

performances. Sure, Burnett has

pitched great games, but can he do
so in the pressure of the postsea-

son? Perhaps it is no surprise that

the Marlins won the World Series in

2003 with Burnett on the roster, be-

cause A.J. was hurt the whole year.

Swisher has always seemed like

one of those happy-go-lucky play-

ers that stoic teams like the Yan-

kees seemed to be lacking. But how
much fun can a player be when he
is hitting less than .100 for the post-

season? No more smiles. Swish?

The Yankees' success this post-

season seems to be measured in

part by the two hitters in the middle

of their lineup. Mark Teixeira was
the Yankees' premiere off-season ac-

quisition, bigger even than Burnett

and Sabathia But in the postseason,

one bad pitch from Darren Oliver is

all that stood between Teixeira and
a complete lack of production, as

Teixeira drove that pitch for a three

run double in Game 5. Teixeira hit

a few home runs during the regular

season at the new Yankees Stadium,

but didn't everybody? It seems un-

likely that Teixeira will be leaving

his mark in New York.

Of course, the man hitting be-

hind Tex in the order has certainly

made a splash this postseason. Yet

there must a hidden catch mark-

ing Alex Rodriguez's transforma-

tion from A-Rod (and A-Fraud) to

A-God. From allegations of sign-

stealing and steroid abuse, to re-

peated shots of new girlfriend Kate

Hudson trying to look anonymous
in the crowd, there is the lingering

sense that A-Rod is going to fail

when he is needed most. Perhaps if

the Yankees do make it to the final

and then lose, Rodriguez and Hud-

son can star together in a movie
based on real events entitled How
to Lose a World Series in Ten Days.

It couldn't be any worse than their

other performances.

Take your guys that have won it

before, your Jeter, your Posada,

your Mariano Rivera, your former

villain Johnny Damon, and all of

the other Yankees that have come
through in the past, and think back

to last year. The Yankees didn't

even make it into the playoffs. If

(and when) they fail to win it all this

year, shouldn't this season still be

considered a success?

Wrestle

mania
Men's and wonnen's

wrestling finishes fourth and

third at Toronto Open

ABDI AIDID

On Sunday, Oct. 18, the Varsity Blues men's and

women's wrestling teams opened their seasons

at the second annual Toronto Open. The event,

held at the Athletic Centre's sports gym, included

participants from McGill, Queen's, Western, and

York, as well as private clubs Teamlmpact, X-Cou-

ture, and 'VTVl-YWHA.

The Blues finished with a respectable 27 points

in the men's competition, good enough for fourth

place. Shujon Mazumder placed first in the 54 kg

category, winning a gold medal after defeating

second-ranked Santiago Duro of York University.

Mazumder, who won a bronze in last season's

OUA championship, did not concede a single

point in four matches. Dene Ringette, in the men's

76 kg category, trounced X-Couture's Andrew Mc-

Innes 6-0 to take his spot atop the podium.

U of T's Matt Fruchman (90 kg) finished fourth,

while John Feng (68 kg) and Bojan Kladnjakovic

(61 kg) placed fifth.

On the women's side, U of T's Melissa Biscardi

won silver in the 48 kg category, while Jennifer Se-

idel had a third-place finish in the 63 kg category.

Seidel, coming off a rookie season that saw her

win gold at the OUA's U21 championships, lost

to eventual gold medalist Larissa D'Alleva from

UWO. The team finished third behind Western,

who ended the competition with an impressive 35

points, 20 more than second-place Teamlmpact.

The Blues will travel to Hamilton on Oct. 31 to

compete in the McMaster Invitational, a tourna-

ment that will host OUA champions Brock Univer-

sity among its competitors

Blue Jays are a product, not a team

Toronto continues its cycle of misnnanagement

JP KACZUR

Toronto has longed for sustained sports success.

Unfortunately, Toronto's major sports franchises

are the sort of bubbles we have become accus-

tomed to on Wall Street: predictably irrational,

fraught with initial excitement, built like a house

of cards. Coincidentally, with the markets at the

moment ebbing more than they do flow, the fan

bases of our city's franchises are left wanting to

jump off the same buildings as those fair-weath-

er Wall Street types.

Yet the Toronto Blue Jays haven't even felt

the temporary euphoria of a bubble since well

before the dot-com boom. The Jays keep aiming

for the same oasis, the same mirage of grandeur.

What we have witnessed, since the back-to-back

World Series, is a repeating cycle:

Step 1: Half-heartedly cultivate prospects.

Step 2: Give up prematurely on said pros-

pects, panic, and sign free agents out-of-step

with revenues.

Step 3: Fire GM, blame him for the mess, and

repeat.

Toronto is a world-class city that desperately

wants to compete with the never-sleeping gi-

ants in their division. With fan bases firmly en-

trenched into the cultural fabric of their cities,

the Yankees and Red Sox are simply in a higher

financial class. Toronto hasn't come to grips

with its placement in the AL East caste. But this

is not to say that they cannot rise above their

social standing.

With rumours swirling about the Jays' im-

pending old boys' reunion, it seems like the

more things change, the more the Jays stay

the same. Next season could find Pat Gillick as

president, Paul Beeston as CEO, Cito Gaston as

manager, and a whiz-kid Doogie Howser type as

GM, a contrast to the old farts. I guess the idea

is to surround Doogie with seasoned baseball

men to remind him there was a time in baseball

before Michael Lewis wrote Moneyball.

When J.P. Ricciardi arrived eight years ago,

he claimed the minor league cupboard was
bare, and set out to replenish a barren develop-

ment system. Looking over the system today,

you might think he took the metaphor literally

and replenished it with cups and paper plates.

Ricciardi also went out of his way to label Car-

los Delgado's contract an albatross while Del-

gado was still productive. Ricciardi left town
responsible for the development of Adam Lind

and Aaron Hill, but he also inherited Gord Ash
draftees like Roy Halladay and Vernon Wells (in

his prime).

Eight years later, new GM Alex Anthopolous

is espousing the same rhetoric, post-Ricciardi.

Anthopolous has stated his intention to refo-

cus on scouting and development. Similarly, he

also has a problem contract on his hands, with

Vernon Wells' absurdly back-loaded deal. If Del-

gado's contract was an albatross, then Wells' is

surely the seventh sign of the apocalypse. The
parallels between past and present regimes

are numerous, with one exception: it won't take

four years to change course with Anthopolous.

With the likely appointment of Gillick, logic

would dictate the Jays won't be going under a

much-needed rebuild. His resume is undeni-

able. Gillick and Co. will be charged with con-

vincing Rogers to bring back the glory days

they once provided for the city. But that would

involve a significant payroll increase.

Now that Ted Rogers is deader than the par-

ents on Party of Five, Rogers' commitment to

the Blue Jays is at best by way of their commit-

ment to stockholders. Without the face to put

to the name, Rogers won't undergo the same
scrutiny as Ted used to. The fantasy of a payroll

developed to compete with the Yankees could

be dreamed up in only some post-surgery Vi-

codin haze.

Realistically, what we have is a faceless

ownership not far removed from the teachers'

union that owns the "Toronto Maple Laughs."

This same faceless ownership's staunchest

commitment is to Blackberry-mongering (not

unlike the teachers' union's pension-padding).

At best, Rogers will reinvest the money saved

on the Rios and Rolen contract dumps, claim-

ing a renewed financial commitment.

Jays fans won't buy it—at least not complete-

ly. Like a neurotic, unsure kid looking for a little

reassurance. Jays fans are as optimistic as a

pessimist's glass is half full. At least every Octo-

ber, hope springs eternal—even if their team is

perpetually in an autumn flux. It's understand-

able how the ignorance of the common Jays fan

can be reinterpreted as adherence to the Blue

Jay way. Well intentioned but fleeting, the fans'

commitment is like the success the organiza-

tion haphazardly plans for.

The problem lies with an ownership whose
priorities lie in its product proliferation rather

than on field success. This all too familiar set

up may seem fresh, but it is not the answer. It

is a house built on a bubble, or at best, a deck
of cards.

In a desperate attempt to compete with cit-

ies to which we feel inferior, we are destined to

fail. Repeating the same actions and expecting

different results isn't just the definition of insan-

ity, but the defining characteristic of a city over-

compensating for its inferiority complex.

The Blue Jays are only a microcosm of this

ongoing problem.
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Calculus prof: Using the quotient rule is like trying to get high by

binge drinking.

Girl 1: Yeah, that's the Hart House.

Girl 2: Oh, is that, like, a medical building?

Philosophy prof: One of the few good things about getting older

is that all the people who were around when you did stupid things

as a child are dead.

{Profspends an hour talking about what to do in lectures)

Girl: Do we have to take notes during the lecture?

Prof: Were you not here for the past hour?

—ECOlOO

Girl 1: Is it a gay poem?
Girl 2: No, just a poem.

Girl 1: Okay, I'll read it then.—Sid Smith

( Two first-year girls)

Girl 1: These guys (some upper years nearby) are always making

noise and not doing any work. Don't they have classes to attend?

Girl 2: It's because you don't do any work in upper years. All the

work is in first year and then you're free.

Girl 1: 1 don't like boys, boys, boys.

Girl 2: YEAAA!
Girl 1: 1 want a real MAN!
Girl 2: YEA, One that is clean shaven and all!

—soaol

•it

are your own overheards on the
}

erheard on Campus' Facebook group

DIVERSIONS The Varsity

DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

IT S TIME FOR ROMANCE
TIPS WITH T-REX

Yes! Today is the day for
some tips on how to convince
yourself that no matter what
you'll never find anyone
bett- ^ ^-

okay! Today
is the day
for some tips
on being
romantic!

But

!

Flowers are nice, for all sexes and genders!
They're pretty and also - smell pretty?
Also! It can be romantic to tel I someone
that you love them. Also, urn.

\ // *\ okay, so here's the thing.
probably there is someone
out there who's better
suited with you. The odds
of you both having found
the ONE person who's
absolutely best for
you, no matter what
system you
use to rank

'^^^^ "bestness'', are

say you're happy with person A
perfect) and you meet person B
s 99% perfect. It doesn't make
to leave person A for B if

e been with them for years!
YOU lose out on all
your shared
nistory, and

that's like
a times two
multiplier

!

Romance

Romance
v/ith a
times two

multiplier

OKAY
ROMANCE
TIPS WITH
T-REX WAS
A TERRIBLE
IDEA

Righty-0

(C) 2 009 Ryan North wiM. qwantz. com

A SOFTER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

e home and j comeau asoftenworld.com

Monday, October 26

Mark Lewis
This is the last chance to catch video

artist Mark Lewis's fascinating rear-

projected films at the Barnicke gallery.

• 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Free!

• Justine M. Barnicke Gallery,

Hart House (7 Hart House Circle)

Jmbgailery.ca

Film: Earthlings
An award-winning documentary

about the suffering of animals as pets,

food, fashion, entertainment, and

medical research. Narrated by Joaquin

Phoenix and featuring music by Moby,

this is considered the definitive animal

rights film by organizations around

the world. Snacks and drinks provided

for those who arrive early I

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Room 2108, Sidney Smith Hall

(100 St. George St.)

Contact Jamie Rivet at jriv@

sytnpatico.ca

Tuesday, October 27

Action 4 Food Justice
"Unconference"
This is an opportunity for all the food-

passionate people from U of T and

the surrounding community to share

ideas, collaborate, and foster action

on food issues. Delicious free lunch

will be provided by Hot Yam.

• 9a.m.-3 p.m. Free!

• Music Room, Hart House

(7 Hart House Circle)

Register at

food4health.uoft@gmail.com

Stretching Your Dollar: A
Student's Guide to Financial

Survival
Learn and exchange tips on money

management and budgeting, how
to manage credit and debt, what to

do when things go wrong, and how
to get access to scholarships, grants,

bursaries, and other resources.

• Noon-2 p.m. Free!

• Main Activity Hall, Multi-Faith

Centre (569 Spadina Ave., 2Rd

floor)

Lewis Lapharn
The legendary writer, Harper's editor,

and publishing magnate lectures at

the ROM as part of their Institute of

Contemporary Culture celebrity series.

• 7 p.m. (doors at 6 p.m.) Free!

• Royal Ontario Museum
(100 Queen's Park)

Rom.on.ca

Wednesday, October 28

Book Launch: The Best of the
Best: Becoming Elite at an
American Boarding School
For two years, Ruben Gaztambide-

Fernandez shared the life of what

he calls the "Weston School,"

an elite New England boarding

school. Through it all, observing the

experiences of a diverse group of

students, conducting interviews and

focus groups, he developed a nuanced

portrait of how these students make

sense of their extraordinary good

fortune. Co-sponsored by Harvard

University Press and the Department

of Curriculum, Teaching and Learning

atOISE.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Toronto Women's Bookstore

(73 Harbord St.)

Womensbookstore.com

Thursday, October 29

Film Screening: Keita:

Heritage of the Gript
Part of the Mandingue Summit festival

of West African dance and drums,

which runs until Nov. 1.

• 7 p.m. $3

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

Baobabafrikanarts.org

Music^fpr the Food Bank
Toronto indie band Montague Street

joins artists Kendal Thompson and On
a Rope in support of the Daily Bread

Food Bank.

• 9 p.m. $2 minimum at the door,

with all proceeds donated to the

food bank

• Clinton's Tavern (693 Bloor St. W.)

Montaguestreet.net

Friday, October 30

Indigenous Toronto: Stories

of Resistance
Toronto is home to a large urban

Indigenous community, and also has

a long history of creative Indigenous

organizing, resistance, and cultural

expression. Featuring talks by Shawn
Brant, Heather Howard-Bobiwash,

and Lee Maracle

• 7-9 p.m. Free!

• Room 103, Ryerson University

Engineering Building (245 Church St.)

Defendersoftheland.org/toronto

Free Friday Film:

The Changeling (1980)
A man staying at a secluded historical

mansion finds his life being haunted

by the presence of a spectre. Directed

by Peter Medak, Starring George C.

Scott and Trish Van Devere.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

Cinssu.ca

Saturday, October 31

• Cawthra Square Park

(519 Church St.)

Pridetoronto.com

Halloween Costume
Contest at U of T
Have the best Halloween costume

this year? On your way to a party?

Stop by to enter and win to tickets

to Halloween Haunt at Canada's

Wonderland for the night of Nov. 1

1

• 5-8 p.m. $5 to enter the contest

• Committees Room, Hart House

(7 Hart House Circle)

"Halloween Costume Contest at

UofT" on Facebook

Sunday, November 1

The Great Indian Bus Tour of Hotel Canzine
Toronto: The Trick or Treaty
Edition
Embrace past ghosts and ancestors

while re-imagining Toronto as the

original Gathering Place! Play spooky

bus bingo and win some tasty treats!

• 1-4 p.m. Adults: $15-$25 (sliding

scale); Youth and Elders: $5-$15

• Departs and returns to the Native

Canadian Centre (16 Spadina Rd.)

Seating must be reserved and paid in

advance by contacting Tannis Nielson at

416-964-9087 x326. Payment must be

made no later than Thursday, Oct. 29.

Pride Toronto Halloween
Party
Costume contest, live DJ performances,

beverage garden and more.

• Noon-11 p.m. Free!

Zine and alternative culture fair

featuring the Canzine Olympics, book

pitching, readings and more.

• 1-7 p.m. $5 (includes issue of

Broken Pencil)

• Gladstone Hotel (1214 Queen St. W.)

Brokenpencil.com

To have your

U of T campus event

listed in this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings@thevarsity.ca
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Hart trouble

Restructuring at Hart House means

uncertain future for program directors

SAMYA KULLAB
Associate News Editor

The structures that dictate how
programming at Hart House is de-

veloped and managed will undergo
administrative changes, effective

Nov. 2. Three jobs—the directors

of programs, Hart House Theatre,

and athletics and farm—will be
cut. They will be replaced by two
new jobs: a director of program de-

velopment and director of program
administration.

"The administrative change is

done with a view to cut out our

new vision statement," said Hart

House warden Louise Cowin. In

April 2009, the Board of Stewards
approved a new vision statement

that sees Hart House as "a living

laboratory of social, artistic, cul-

tural, and recreational experienc-

es where all voices, rhythms, and
traditions converge."

Cowin said the restructuring is

meant to create cohesion across

programs, consolidating func-

tions that are currently carried

out by separate administrative

units. These units—which include

the Justina M. Barnicke gallery,

the recreation and athletics pro-

gram, and Hart House Theatre

—

will be merged into one managing

structure. Cowin gave an example
where the art gallery and library

committee could run exhibitions

on themes related to a Hart House
Theatre play.

Concerns have been raised over

how quickly the decision came
about, but staff members declined

to comment for this article. The
line between the board's and the

warden's authority is unclear,

which lead to tension between the

two last year. Cowin announced
the decision to make structural

changes on Oct. 8 during a Board
of Stewards meeting. Staff and
committee members learned of

the changes the next day. Students

were not consulted.

The planned changes do not

mention student involvement in

Hart House. Currently, students

hold positions on the board and
several committees.

"1 asked how student groups
would interact with the new peo-

ple and Cowin said it would hap-

pen the same as it had before,"

said fourth-year student Sarah

Crowther, secretary for the Liter-

ary and Library Committee.

"It has created some insecurity,'

hard feelings, and a lot of rumours.

Hopefully the implemented change
will be positive," she added.

GOT GAME?

r z

Kill

DROP aBASles
1

Symbol of oppression or

matter of choice?

Head coverings for IVIuslim women are both denounced as misogynist

and uplield as a right and a freedom, reports ELIZABETH KAGEDAN

The Muslim Students' Association hands out head scarves at Sidney Smith on IVIonday. The annual Pink Hijab Day

aims to sensitize people to hijabs and raise awareness for breast cancer.

In
Arabic, the word hijab refers to

modesty in everyday life. What is

commonly called a hijab—the scarf

that covers the hair cuid neck—is in

fact called a khimar. Head-covering

practices in relation to hijab vary for

Muslim women. Some wear just the

hijab, while others wear the niqab,

which covers the whole face save the

eyes. Still others wecir a burka, which

covers the eyes as well. Whether head
coverings are necessary or appropri-

ate has generated wide-ranging de-

bates both within Muslim communi-
ties and among the general public.

At the Sidney Smith lobby Mon-
day afternoon, the Muslim Students'

Association gave away pink head
scarves as part of Pink Hijab Day.

The event's goals were two-fold:

it aimed to promote breast cancer

awareness and support, as well as

promoting better understanding of

the hijab.

Pink Hijab Day took place two
weeks after the Muslim Canadian

Congress called on the federal gov-

ernment to ban the niqab and burka

altogether. The full covering is not a

"central pillar of Islam" but rather a

"medieval misogynist practice," Far-

zana Shahid-Hassan, the MCC's com-
munications director, told the Missis-

sauga Afews. Her comments point to a

key criticism against the hijab.

Opponents of head coverings

say they are inherently oppressive,

sexist, and archaic, and argue that

many women are not given the free

choice to wear or not to wear. Anoth-

er critique holds that women who do
choose to wear the hijab do so for po-

litical reasons. Shahid-Hassan called

SEE 'HIJAB' -PG
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U of T scores a B for satisfaction

The quality of education and library resources are good,

but interaction is lacking, survey says

AMINA STELLA

The students have spoken, handing

U of T a B for overall satisfaction.

Released last week, the Globe and
Mail's Canadian University Report

surveyed university students from

across the country on categories

ranging from quality of teaching to

facilities and food.

The Globe surveyed over 43,000 un-

dergrads at 55 universities, weighted

on a 60/40 female/male split to re-

flect the gender ratios at Canadian

universities. Responses were aver-

aged and assigned a letter grade.

U of T scored a C for student-

faculty interaction, the lowest mark
given. St. George campus pubs also

go the worst score of any university,

a C. Teaching and quality of educa-
tion fared better, both scoring B+. Li-

brary facilities topped U of T's marks
with an A, second only to McGill.

"I'm not surprised that students

feel this way. Most of the classes

at U of T are quite large, and 1 find

it difficult to interact with professors

SEE 'REPORT CARD'-PG2

UTSU uses fun and games to protest against high tuition fees, with

a free arcade for students at Sidney Smith on Monday.
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Heat shock proteins keep

you skinny

Prof describes cellular

reactions to exercise

and calorie-counting

CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH

On Monday afternoon, Marius Locke

explained to a group of about 30 wfiy

exactly exercise and cutting down
calories are good for you. Locke,

who is an associate professor in the

Faculty of Physical Education and
Health, spoke as part of the Monday
Afternoon Research Series. The two-

year-old speaker series invites pro-

fessors from U of T and other schools

to lecture on their specialties, giving

students an opportunity to hear

about research and meet academics

in the field.

Locke's research focuses on cellular

response to exercise and what hap-

pens to heat shock proteins in mus-

cles. Heat shock proteins (they also go

by stress proteins) are found in almost

all living organisms. HSPs act as the

cell's chaperone and are believed to

regulate important cellular functions.

They protect cells and tissues, such as

when cells are exposed to heat, cold,

and oxygen deprivation, and rapidly

express and induce a stress response.

"The cell has its own system for pro-

tecting itself," said Locke. "Stress can

happen at the cellular level, just as it

can happen at the organismic [sic]

'When the stress proteins are inside the cell, they are friendly and protective.

Outside the cell they are quite the opposite and can be said to be inflammatory,'

says Marius Locke.

level." While some amount of stress

is necessary, certain types of stress

cause specific protein damage and

can also trigger the accumulation of

these damaged proteins.

What does this have to do with the

secret to long life? Boosted HSP activ-

ity is found in people who exercise or

cut down on calories, while still ob-

taining optimum levels of nutrients to

sustain themselves. "Calorie restric-

tion is the only known protection of

inducing the longevity of animals,"

said Locke. It also delays or prevents

age-associated diseases and has an

anti-aging effect.

But there is a "bad" side to HSPs,

Locke said. "When the stress proteins

are inside the cell, they are friendly

and protective. Outside the cell they

are quite the opposite and can be said

to be inflammatory."

Extracellular HSPs tend to react

with receptors to cause inflamma-

tion. They can also interact with

immune cells, along with other cells

and tissues.

The next Monday Afternoon Re-

search Series takes place on Nov. 2,

with "Sport for development: Pessi-

mism of the intellect, optimism of the

will" by Fred Coalter from the Univer-

sity of Stirling, Scotland.

Formore information on upcoming

talks, visit physical.utoronto.ca

What are your plans for Halloween?
PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

Kendra Spencer Nick
1

4th Year, English and History, "I'm going to a

club night on Thursday. On Halloween, I'm going

to dress up and steal candy from small children

!

Tee hee."

1st Year, Archaeology, "I'm gonna pull some
oh-so-friendly pranks with some friends. You

know, the sorts of pranks that don't really

harm anyone and make people think ana

such."

1st Year, Environmental Policyand Practice,

"My residence house is having a costume party;

then I'm going to a club night. Hopefully getting

into some fights, trying not to puke ana get

kicked out ot the club this time, then pick up

some Chinese food on Spadina on the way dome."

Derek Nathan Mike

1st Year, Urban Studies and Political

Science, "I'm going to a club night on

Thursday. On Saturday, I'm going to Guelph,

wtiich is going to be lots of tun. Fm thinkmg

of going as Dwight Schrute from Ihe Office

fwlyuMfeen!'

4th Year, Philosophy "On Friday, I'm attending

a house party ana maybe getting shitfaced.

Saturday I'm going to Sneaky Dee's to see a

lineup of punk bands, I'm going to dress up as

Phil Collins, because I'm weird like that."

1st Year. Peace and Conflict Studies,

"Thursday I'm going to a nightclub. Friday

and Saturday 1 m going to some Halloween

parties. Actually, on Saturday some friends

and 1 are going to get some sushi while in

costume!

'Get off our property!'

Lawsuit seeks to halt expansion of

Athabasca tar sands into Cree territory

ALEX ROSS

In May 2008, the Beaver Lake Cree

launched a lawsuit against the gov-

ernment of Canada and the province

of Alberta to prevent the expansion

of the tar sands into their territory,

located in Lac La Biche, Alberta. Ac-

cording to the lawsuit, an 1876 treaty

between the Cree and Alberta states

that "in exchange for the surrender

of land," the Cree have "the right to

hunt and fish through the tract sur-

rendered." But development of the tar

sands will render the land uninhabit-

able, the Cree say. Jack Woodward,

who represents the Beaver Lake Cree,

spoke Tuesday evening at the George

Ignatieff Theatre, hosted by the group

Environmental Defence.

"What this case is about, for

the Cree People, is protecting the

integrity of their land, and protec-

tion of the land in which they hunt

and fish. And they are guaranteed

that right to hunt and fish in their

treaty," said Woodward.
According to the lawsuit's 745-page

statement of claim. Alberta has grant-

ed over 16,000 permits for companies

to extract oil from the Beaver Lake

Cree's traditional territory, with the

permits representing infringements

on this treaty right. The method of ex-

traction, called steam-assisted grav-

ity drainage, destroys large swaths of

boreal forest and releases toxins that

seep into the land.

The Canadian Constitution en-

shrines Aboriginal treaty rights,

which, according to Woodward,
means no statute of Canada or Al-

berta can infringe on these rights. In

a 2005 decision, the Supreme Court

ruled in favour of the Mikisew Cree

when they sued the Canadian govern-

ment, ruling that the construction of

a winter road through their reserve

in Alberta infringed upon their treaty

right to hunt, fish, and trap. "This is

an exercise of the most potent envi-

ronmental law available in the Cana-

dian legal system," Woodward said.

Neither Canada nor Alberta have is-

sued a statement of defence, although

they are required to do so within

three weeks of the statement of claim

being filed. The Attorney General in

Ottawa declined to comment for this

article, as did representatives of BP
Canada Energy, Canada Natural Re-

sources Ltd., Conoco Phillips, Devon

Corporation, and Husky Energy.

"It's very, very difficult to do
what Beaver Lake Cree are doing,

what my community is doing, and

what hundreds of other [aboriginal

communities] are doing," said Ron
Plain, program manager of Environ-

mental Defence's aboriginal pro-

gram. Plain said that departments

in the Canadian government are

set up to work in the best interest

of the Crown, and highlighted the

personal struggles that community
members go through.

'What this case is about, for the Cree People, is protecting the integrity of

their land,' lawyer Jack Woodward tells the audience at the George Ignatieff

Theatre on Tuesday evening.

THE
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'REPORT CARD' - CONTINUED FROM PGl

because of this which in turn makes

it difficult to clarify concepts," said

Nadia Seepersaud, a fifth-year psy-

chology student.

"I also believe that there is a lot of

ambiguity as to what is expected of

students in terms of what should be

studied in preparation for exams,"

she said. "However, as a returning

alum, 1 will vouch for the high stan-

dard and quality of education U of T

provides students with."

Fourth-year student Sabbath Tau-

rozzi said professors do a good job

teaching the material, but added,

"When it comes to marking, it's very

hard to achieve exceptional results."

The report lists small, medium,

and large schools separately. As in

past years, students from smaller

schools expressed more satisfac-

tion with their experience than

their big-school counterparts.

Schools with the most satisfied

students include the University of

Western Ontario, Ryerson Univer-

sity, and McMaster University.
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burkas "political symbols of Saudi

Arabia-inspired Islamic extremism."

In 2004, the French government
banned religious apparel, includ-

ing Sikh turbans and large crosses,

in public schools, but the ban on all

forms of Muslim head scarves at-

tracted the most attention.

"The problem of the burqa is not

a religious problem," said French

President Nicolas Sarkozy. "It is a

problem of liberty and the dignity of

women. It is a sign of servitude and
degradation."

These criticisms have met with

strong resistance, in part from Mus-
lim women who say the choice of

wearing a head covering is liberating.

Alaa Al-Sayed, a spokesperson for

the Islamic Society of North America,

said that it is a woman's choice to

wear the burka. "They're actually in-

sulting the intelligence of women who
wear the burka or the niqab by telling

them they're being oppressed," Al-

Sayed told the Mississauga News.

Sharifa Khan, a Master's student

and one of the organizers of Pink

Hijab Day, said she wears a hijab for

personal reasons. "1 do live in this

world, but 1 live within certain guide-

lines, and hijab is just one of those

which helps you get closer to God,"

Khan said. "Guys factor in, but it's not

that great."

In recent interviews, three stu-

dents tell The Varsity what they think

of head coverings.

Idil Burale is in her fourth year,

doing a double major in political sci-

ence and diaspora and transnational

studies.

The Varsity: Why do you choose not

to wear a hijab?

IB: I think you have to be at a certain

point in moral development to don
hijab and it comes with great respon-

sibility. [...] If you want to wear it,

you have to be serious. My concern

is feeling like 1 will lose my sense of

self— 1 can't be as funny anymore, or

as loud. But that's not the act of wear-

ing a hijab, I just equate wearing a hi-

jab with being perfect. But the more
I hear about these controversies, 1

sometimes do get angry enough that

I want to wear it for political reasons.

TV: What do you think ofFrance's ban

on religious apparel in public schools?

IB: With that case, they had 200-

some women who came up and said

we're being harassed, so they did

that to protect women. It's not to

deny that some women are forced

into wearing it, but the exception

should not be the rule. The govern-

ment should find ways to intervene,

and if it's happening in the schools,

then do better work in the schools.

To take the choice [to cover up] away
from them is to undermine them. It's

a very lazy solution.

TV: How do you respond to the argu-

ment that wearing a head covering

assumes that men automatically see

women sexually, and that it's the

women's responsibility to fend this off?

IB: I think covering up is empower-
ing. It's a big "fuck you" to society

and to the media that sells us this

inconceivable notion of what beauty

should look like. It's like the most fem-

inist thing a woman could do. That's

why I'm confused when feminists go

against this. We live in an over-sex-

ualized world. At the end of the day,

if we want to save girls we should be

focusing on the ones who are slaves

to the media.

TV: Is that whyyou think women
wear it?

IB: It depends. I know a lot of girls

who wear it because it's a "screw

you, I'm not going to be objectified by

you." And their parents will tell them,

"Take it off, we brought you to this

country, you're free to do whatever

you want, why are you wearing this

thing that makes you look so back-

wards?" And they're like "No, I'm em-
powered in it."

Hanan Kulmlye is in her fourth

year, with a major in bioethics and
a double minor in physiology and
biology.

The Varsity: Was it your choice to

wear khimar? Do you think it is a

choice for everyone?

HK: It's a family-to-family thing. As a

mechanism of control, some people

will just use whatever, whether it's a

hijab or a curfew or whatever In my
family my mum was a big advocate of

individualism and autonomy, and we
believe God is all-knowing so what is

in your heart is known to him. [...]

To enforce it or pressure someone to

do things is going against the com-
plete idea. You can't tell someone to

be true to themselves and not know
what they're doing.

TV: What is your response to the

MCC's call to ban the burka?

HK: From my own research, they

have their own opinions on Islam.

Did we choose? Did we vote for

these people to represent us? No,

we didn't. Most importantly, every

individual is free to choose how
we should live our lives, and who
are they to dictate in the name of

liberation?

TV: How have things changed foryou
since wearing the khimar?

HK: It's like a reminder that when
you're dressed modestly—not just

khimar but covered up in general

—

it stops you from things that you
wouldn't want to engage in. Every-

one assumes you are the nun who
came from the nunnery, and even

Muslims who are choosing not to

be religious will see you wearing

the hijab and think you're super-

religious, easily offended, not a per-

son anymore.
But at the same time, I feel like 1

get more respect when I'm wearing

the hijab at U of T or at work, be-

cause they see me walking and they

know my views are probably differ-

ent from theirs, and they want to

know what I'm thinking.

Sharifa Khan is in the first year

of her Master's in political science,

after getting her undergrad degree

at U of T
The Varsity: What are your

thoughts on the MCC's call to ban the

burka?

SK: 1 think it's absolutely ridiculous,

and even if I don't agree with it from

a theological perspective, 1 support

100 per cent any Muslim woman's
decision. The assumption is these

women cover their faces and they do
not want to be a part of society, but

the fact is you see them in society.

The MCC doesn't have much trac-

tion within the society I travel in.

TV: How wouldyou react to a rule

that bans the hijab?

SK: There's no way I'm taking off
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* Free Repeat Policy

* Personal Tutoring Available
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the hijab, God willing. If you profess

liberalism, the idea that "it's okay,

1 know what's better for them"—

I

think that's a really patronizing and
very superficial understanding.

TV: How do you respond to the ar-

gument that wearing a head cover-

ing assumes that men automatically

see women sexually, and that it's

the women's responsibility to fend

this off?

SK: The idea is that I have control

of my body, and I'm the one who's

regulating it, I'm the one who gets to

say who sees what. There's this very

well-known phrase, "lower your

gaze"—it's incumbent upon men
to act in this way as well, and not

to view women as sexual objects.

Within Islam, women are not seen as

asexual, but it's confined within the

marriage. Islam is not a life of celi-

bacy, but it contains that expression

between a husband and wife, and
that's the difference.

TV: Is it possible that there are

instances where it's not the woman's
choice to wear a hijab or burka?

How can we tell if it's up to the

woman or not?

SK: Oh it's definitely possible, I don't

think anyone can deny that. But are

you going to go up to every Muslim

woman wearing the hijab or niqab

and ask them? By virtue of doing

that you are making that assump-

tion. There are many problems in

our society, it's not just Muslim

women. If you are going to do that,

don't discriminate, go to all women.

Educate yourself, and if you still de-

cide that you want to make it your

mission to save Muslim women, that

would be interesting.

TV: What can you do to fight this

generalization ?

SK: From what I say, how I act, what

1 do, people should know who 1 am.

If people seeing all that say I'm op-

pressed, I would challenge it. When 1

talk to people, there's a religious re-

sponsibility as well, because within

Islam there's a huge emphasis on
engaging in dialogue. People have

certain ideas, and even if you can't

change their views, it's important to

speak up.

do you know that

not dll your professo

"professors"
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AROUND THE WQRL
BY ARASH AZIZI

The Soviet Union fell 20 years ago, but remnants of Russian authorltarism remain strong today

rhe Economist published a story last week il-

lustrating an important fact about today's

Russian society. As a joke, a restaurant called

themselves the Anti-Soviet because of its loca-

tion opposite a hotel called the Soviet. Local au-

thorities ordered the restaurant change its name.
Spreading anti-Soviet feelings, the restaurant was
told by the local state, is not acceptable in Russia.

This is only one example of such state inter-

vention. Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, an ex-

KGB member, has repeatedly engaged in acts

that embrace the old Soviet Union ideology.

He has called the USSR's fall "the greatest geo-

political catastrophe," has re-entered pro Stalin

teachings into school curricula, and has cre-

ated a statue in honour of the cruel dictator in a

Moscow Metro station.

Putin and his administration increasingly

use methods associated with the Communist
Party of Soviet Union and the Soviet regime.

They have rigged elections, and have arrested

and harassed lawyers, journalists, activists,

trade unionists, and anybody who is in op-

position to those currently in power. They've

appointed hand puppet President Dmitry Med-
vedev, who everybody knows carries no real

weight without Putin's approval.

The traditions of the CPSU are not carried by its

legal successor, the Communist Party of Russian

Federation, but by Putin's party. United Russia.

The genealogy of United Russia goes right back to

the same CPSU and the Soviet elite. They had en-

joyed their privileges for years, while letting the

Soviet economy sink in its inability to compete on

a world scale. But they weren't content with that;

they wanted to plunder the assets of the Russian

people. That is to say, they wanted capitalism.

These poster boys only wanted western-style

democracy when it was accompanied by capital-

ism because it would let them sell national prop-

erty, knock-down prices, and become rich over-

night. They didn't really want democracy at all.

It is natural that Putin stands for a lot of what

Soviet bureaucracy stood for, while at the same
protecting the private economy and never talking

about going back to the nationalized economy of

the USSR. After all, what would be better than a

capitalist regime where bureaucrats can make
themselves wealthy by selling national assets,

accompanied by all the repressive measures

needed to silence the society? Market without de-

mocracy—that is what they stand for

It is true that Putin is popular among the peo-

ple. Tired of the miserable life they had to live,

especially in the first years after the fall, people

turned to a strongman who wouldn't talk about

boring politics and would single-handedly rule

the country. A man of common sense, who is

"one of them." Putin has been very successful

in promoting this picture of himself.

But who are the real opponents of these au-

thoritarian measures? Who has fought against

them, and who can actually put them to an end?

The right, the liberal critics, and the champi-

ons of western liberals have no base in Russian

society. Their two per cent of the vote in the

last election might be lower than what it actu-

ally was (due to rigging by the government), but

the real result couldn't have been much better.

They have failed to win any support in Russia,

which is why they're easily repressed.

It's an historical irony, then, that the only real

opposition to the Putin regime comes from the

Communist Party of Russian Federation. Work-
ers, trade unionists, youths and left radicals are

coming to the ranks of the CPRF in recent years,

and it has managed to be by far the second big-

gest party in country.

Russia's political development is still far from

a finished process. The people who are tired

of Putin's rule remain apathetic and avoid poli-

tics, or focus on NGO-style operations and hu-

man rights activism, which doesn't extend into

the realm of political power. But the CPRF has

shown that it can attract protest movements,

and maybe under better leadership, be a voice

of opposition.

The subsequent history of Russia will depend

on the degree to which the CPRF, or any other

party, could lead a mass opposition to the coun-

try's elite authoritarian rule, and demand the

political power.

ISPs throttle students

How a recent CRTC railing will restrict what you can download,

share, and learn

LETTERS

TODD MICHAEL LANE

Last week, the Canadian Radio-

television and Telecommunications

Commission made a ruling that could

change the quality of every Cana-

dian's Internet connection. On the

request of Rogers and Bell, the CRTC
allowed Internet service providers

to "shape" Internet traffic through a

process known as throttling. Throt-

tling would allow ISPs to slow down-
loading through peer-to-peer file

sharing, video streaming, and other

high-b2indwidth activities with only

marginal oversight from the CRTC.
This decision, like so many others

made at the highest echelons of our

country, disproportionately affects

students. As one of the most wired

groups in Canada, university stu-

dents tend to be the largest data con-

sumers. Our computers have ceased

being just word processors; they

now function as a library, classroom,

movie theatre, and television. We live
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in an age when global connections

are necessary and crucial for higher

education: journal articles need to be

downloaded, online courses need to

be streamed, and web-conferences

need to take place. These new restric-

tions imposed by the CRTC will re-

strict students' ability to fully utilize

their learning capabilities.

The ruling threatens the cen-

tral concept of net neutrality—an
idea that seems to be in rapid de-

cline in Canada. Net neutrality is

the basic premise that all Internet

traffic should be considered equal.

Whether we like it or not, ISPs have
gained control over when we can
access the Internet, and at what
speed. As a result of this new rul-

ing, you may no longer be able to

stream that 6 p.m. lecture at the

cost or speed you're used to. When
ISPs are able to shape how people

use the Internet, the net can no lon-

ger be considered neutral.

Throttling, in its basic form, shows
that all Internet traffic is not created

equal. Streaming of television shows
or online classes will be relegated by
acceptable, "throttled" Internet traf-

fic, which will get full bandwidth.

My question is: why haven't heavy
data users, students among them,

spoken out? Have we just accepted

that Bell, Rogers, and the other ISPs

get to increase our charges while min-

imizing our access? Have we decided

that net neutrality doesn't matter,

and that we're fine with being treated

as second-class Internet users?

Here I thought neutrality meant
unbiased usage, where according

the CRTC and the ISPs, it means
regulation. The telecommunication

companies say this is only about

ensuring better efficiency to their

customers, but in reality, it creates

two classes of users. Sadly enough,

1, like many university students, will

now be in the disadvantaged Inter-

net user category, and there's little

that I can do about it. So download,
stream, and be merry; for tomorrow
we will be throttled.

Police get a bad rep

Jon Foster castigated campus
police officers at the University

of Western Ontario for using

excessive force to apprehend
Irnes Zeljkovic ("Police brutality

at UWO," Oct. 22). Referring

only to a minute-and-a-half-long

video, Foster impetuously drew
the conclusion that this was
just another example of police

brutality in Canada.

Conveniently left out of his

argument were the circumstances

behind the arrest. At around 5

p.m. on Oct. 14, campus police

received several reports that a man
was acting erratically and making
people feel threatened. Apparently,

Zeljkovic had barged into an office

and attempted to evict its occupant.

In the video description on
Youtube, the videographer wrote,

"I witnessed the suspect refusing

to comply and attempting to push
his way through the officers. [...]

I believe the police response was
justified and reasonable based on
what I witnessed."

Since then, UWO campus police

director has told CTV that he
believes Zeljkovic may have at the

time of his arrest been under the

influence of a drug police have yet

to identify.

Foster's sharp condemnation of

law enforcement officers, which
paints them as belligerent thugs

who have it out for society, is both

irresponsible and offensive.

Every day, police officers are

forced to make tough decisions

for little pay, and get little recogni-

tion from the people they protect.

There's no doubt there are some
abusive, racist, and reckless cops

out there who should be repri-

manded, but by no means are

they representative of the police

force in general. So please, let's

try to develop some respect for

the people behind the badge. They
deserve it.

Ahmed Mahmoud
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What's up with swine flu?

JON FOSTER tells US why you shouldn't be worried

On Tuesday, October 27, 13-year-

old Evan Frustaglio died from

the HlNl virus. In response, Toronto

Public Health officials said immuni-

zation clinics will open Thursday,

four days ahead of schedule.

But what's really up with Swine

Flu? What are the stats? How does
it differ from the seasonal flu? And
most importantly, should you be

worried?

The fact is that even if an outbreak

of HlNl occurs, death is unlikely

—

even more unlikely than with the

regular seasonal flu. According to

the World Health Organization, last

season's outbreak of HlNl infected

some 35,928 people around the

world, out of which 163 died. That's

less than a half of a per cent of all

those who contracted the disease.

The WHO also reports that the sea-

sonal flu kills about 41,400 people

out of three to five million cases

each year—approximately one to

eight per cent of those who get sick.

Despite such statistics, medical

professionals across Canada say

it's time to fear being infected, and
have launched a massive advertising

campaign on how to avoid contract-

ing the virus, including television

advertisements and flyers mailed to

every address in Canada. The Ontar-

io Health Ministry has also launched

a television campaign announcing,

"This year, it's a different flu season."

I must admit, it is a new flu sea-

ROSI has a new service called "Flu Absence Declaration" so students don't have to leave home if they get sick.

son—HlNl kind of came out of no-

where and surprised many people

at the WHO and health agencies

around the world. But statistics

show it's no more risky than sea-

sonal flu. It may be a new strain, and
may have appeared suddenly, but

the facts speak for themselves.

The University of Toronto is plan-

ning for an HlNl emergency. Its web-
site, which provides similar informa-

tion to what the government had
given on proper hygiene, states that

hand sanitation stations have been
installed on all three campuses. Fur-

thermore, ROSI has a new section

that you may have noticed, entitled

"Flu Absence Declaration." The uni-

versity is hoping that those who con-

tract the flu stay home to keep the

virus from spreading.

As a result of these measures,

classes are a little extra-empty this

semester. I'm sure I'm not the only

one getting a flood of emails every

week from classmates in search of

lecture notes for a missed class due
to illness.

There have been instances where
students have come down with

HlNl, and have actually been hospi-

talized. In those cases, the universi-

ty's response has been appropriate.

Professors have been instructed to

choose the best course of action to

accommodate those affected by flu

symptoms so they do not lose marks

for their absence.

However, there's no need to fear

contracting HlNl, because even

if you do contract it, it's a rather

mild form of the flu according to

researchers at McGill University.

In fact, unless you go to the doctor

to be tested for HlNl, you probably

won't even know you have it. The
university doesn't need to do any-

thing it wouldn't do in any other

year. Students should observe a

regular regimen of hand washing

and avoiding contact with those who
have the flu (any form of the flu), but

no extra caution needs to be taken.

Basic common sense should keep

people safe.

A recent Strategic Counsel poll

taken for CTV News showed that 51

per cent of Canadians do not plan

on getting vaccinated for HlNl. Fur-

thermore, only 67 per cent perceive

the vaccine to be safe for adults,

and 59 per cent believe it is safe for

children. It seems that Canadians

in general are not overly concerned

with HlNl.

It is ultimately up to you whether

you feel the need to get the vaccina-

tion for HlNl. Whatever you decide,

make sure it's a well-informed and
safe decision. And, if you do get

swine flu, stay home!

Tougli road to democracy

in Afganistan

With a runoff election on the horizon, the Middle Eastern nation

continues to be plagued by corruption, dependance on Western forces,

and a leadership void

ED VON ADERKAS

Afghanis will soon go back to the polls

in a runoff ballot to choose between the

two leading presidential candidates fol-

lowing July's contentious election: the

incumbent, Hamid Karzai, and his rival,

Abdullah Abdullah. But one questions

if the results will even matter in a nation

plagued by corruption, decentralized

authority, and dependence on foreign

powers for protection.

One of the reasons NATO took on

the war in Afghanistan seven years

ago was to create a working democra-

cy with a framework of human rights

in a formerly theocratic and totalitar-

ian state. There is a lot of work yet to

be done.

The runoff follows an election that

was marred with corruption from the

beginning. Beyond the election results,

the process was dubious. Hamid Karzai

had already twice delayed the date of

the vote, citing security and logistical

problems, which effectively extended

his term in office past its end date set

by the constitution.

When the election finally happened,

it was marked by extensive corrup-

tion and fraud. A BBC report exposed

voter cards being sold openly in Kabul

markets, and large amounts of money
being exchanged between tribal elders

and political candidates. On top of this,

voter turnout was low, 30 to 35 per

cent—partially because of threats by

the Taliban, but also partly because of

voter apathy.

But Afghanistan's election woes
stem from before the recent elec-

tion. Perhaps NATO was grabbing

the wrong end the stick when its

member nations decided to start by

focusing on democracy. Instead, they

should have concentrated on making

Afghanistan independent through its

security forces, and bolstering the

newly-formed government's legitima-

cy among the Afghan people.

Since the fall of the Taliban as an of-

ficial ruling power, the American army

has taken a major role in outfitting and

training the Afghan army, and President

Obama has pledged to triple the num-

ber of soldiers in uniform. However, the

nascent Afghan cirmy has been plagued

by corruption, low motivation, wide-

spread desertion, and overall lack of

discipline. It simply cannot be expected

to keep the peace any time soon.

Regardless of outcome, the win-

ner of the upcoming runoff will be
completely dependent upon the

armies of NATO for security. Not

only will this do little to improve the

winner's legitimacy as leader—it

will serve to make him unpopular

with his own people.

Furthermore, the government

of Afghanistan has little sway over

most of the country due to ethnic dif-

ferences and the ubiquitous power
of local warlords, both factors that

only exacerbate the natural divisions

caused by the country's mountain-

ous geography. The leader of the

government, whether fairly chosen

or appointed by corrupt means, will

be powerless to enforce laws or over-

see development far outside the out-

skirts of Kabul without the goodwill

of local warlords or foreign armies.

The questionable legitimacy of the

Afghan political system points to a

much deeper failure in our mission in

that country. After seven years of oc-

cupation by NATO, millions of dollars

of aid, and over a hundred Canadian

army casualties, the establishment of

a stable and viable democracy con-

tinues to elude us.

FED UP WITH ALL

THIS LEFT-WING BS?

Argue the other side!

We don't edit opinions,

only writing.
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Explain my

BRAIN
WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

Fear

Fear comes in many forms. Whether it's

the pre-exam jitters or a deathly dread

of insects, fear can be an important factor

in the way we interact with the world.

A healthy dose of fright is a natural

part of any lifestyle. It can even be ex-

citing—why else watch horror movies?

But when fear starts to get in the way of

everyday functioning, it becomes prob-

lematic. Psychologists group conditions

resulting from overwhelming fear under

a diagnostic class called anxiety disor-

ders, which involve excessive apprehen-

sion and anxious behaviours.

Phobias are among the most common
anxiety disorders. They Involve an in-

tense and irrational fear of an object or

situation that does not actually present

any kind of danger. Some of the most
common phobias Involve insects and
animals, tight spaces (claustrophobia),

heights (acrophobia), and water (hydro-

phobia)—but people can develop pho-

bias for practically anything. Another

type of phobic disorder Is social phobia,

which Is the fear of social situations,

meeting new people, and feeling embar-

rassed or humiliated In front of others.

The best treatment for phoblcis Is ex-

posure to the feared object or situation.

Whether It's snakes, balloons or public

speaking, there's no need for pills or exten-

sive therapy. The most effective way to get

over It is, well, to get over it. But it's not as

easy as it sounds. Individuals with phobias

often experience panic attacks when they

are exposed to their feared object, and in

some cases suffer these attacks simply by

thinking about it. Panic attacks are marked

by an intense feeling of fear along with

physiological reactions like trembling, pal-

pitations, nausea, lightheadedness, and

even a fear of dying.

Pcinic attacks are one way the body re-

sponds to a perceived threat. In general,

this reaction mechanism is referred to as

the fight-or-flight response. This response

is regulated by the autonomic nervous

system, which controls automatic and in-

voluntary functions like heart rate and di-

gestion. When a person encounters some-

thing that Is frightening, the ANS responds

by preparing physiologically to attack or

flee. During a panic attack, a person's heart

rate goes up and digestion slows down so

energy can be used for other, more imme-

diate purposes.

Scientists who have studied the fight-

or-flight response In animals have deter-

mined that the response has evolutionary

significance. From the days when we faced

the constant threat of becoming prey for a

wide set of predators, humans adapted to

deploy the body's emergency resources

as a means of survival. But in modern hu-

mans, this response is no longer beneficial,

since most of the threats we encounter

don't require fighting or fleeing. In fact, the

fight-or-flight response can work against

us. It's why your hecu-t starts racing before

writing an exam, or why your blood pres-

sure goes up when you're stressed out.

Along with the autonomic nervous sys-

tem, a number of systems in the brain con-

tribute to the feeling of fear The cimygdala

Is a key structure for processing emotions

like fearand anger Researchers have found

that activity in the amygdala increases

when patients are exposed to frightening

objects or situations. However, while the

amygdala generates the fear response,

cmother structure of the brain Icxiated in

the frontal lobes can limit It by suppress-

ing activity in the amygdala. Without It, we
wouldn't be able to control our emotions

or fears. How's that for a reason to panic?

President of Guyana visits U of T

to speal( on climate cliange

Bharrat Jagdeo, President of Guyana, was at Hart House on Oct. 22 discussing the benefits of sustainable foresting for climate change.

NIKKI ROZARIO

Climate change due to deforestation is one of

the biggest threats facing our species today.

President Bharrat Jagdeo of the Republic of

Guyana thinks he knows how to solve It. Jagdeo

gave a lecture at Hart House on Thursday, Oc-

tober 22 discussing sustainable forestry and

climate change.

Jagdeo, who Time magazine and CNN
named as one of the heroes of the environ-

ment in 2008, spoke about the failure of past

International environmental Initiatives. "1

think we fall because the Kyoto model did not

address the crude costs of deforestation. In

Haiti and In the Dominican Republic, trees

are being cut down because people need fire-

wood to cook and eat. There is a rational in-

centive to deforest," said Jagdeo.

He argues for a new global environmental

model called Reduction of Emissions from De-

forestation and Forest Degradation, a strategy

that merges a low-carbon economy with sus-

tainable forestry. "In Guyana, we have decided

to do a large-scale pilot [study] to encompass

the whole country. We have 16 million hectares

of forest. We are prepared to save the forest if

the Incentives are there."

REDD Is based on the idea that former In-

ternational agreements, such as the Kyoto

Protocol, left out an Important detail In the

battle against climate change: the protection

of forests and their ability to preserve biodi-

versity, regulate rainfall, and act as carbon

sinks. In order to generate revenue, countries

such as Guyana that possess large areas of

rainforest will charge developed nations for

the service of removing carbon dioxide from

the atmosphere.

Jagdeo explained how the idea of REDD will

I think we fail because the Kyoto model
did not address the crude costs of

deforestation. In Guyana, we have decided
to do a large-scale pilot study to encompass
the whole country. We have 16 million

hectares of forest. We are prepared to save
the forest if the incentives are there.

work In Guyana: "What is the profit from tim-

ber, soybean production, and mining? Out of

that sum, we subtract the loss of local ecosys-

tem services." He has come up with a cost ef-

fective model that works out to a profit of $580
million per year.

"We've had a consultation process, [we

formed] a committee with Indigenous people,

loggers, miners, the private sector, every inter-

est group. We are trying to develop a broad na-

tional consensus," he explained.

He addressed where the revenue from the

low carbon model will go. "Most of our people

live below sea level, we want to spend some
of the money on bettering our control of wa-
ter management. We want to spend some re-

sources on a whole series of low carbon invest-

ment opportunities, such as ecotourism and
large-scale agriculture. To create alternative

employment for people, we want to use some
of the resources to transform the economies of

indigenous villages, find sustainable activities

for them to earn money," he said.

In a Q&A session after the lecture, Jagdeo ad-

dressed the possibility of government corrup-

tion within his low-carbon model: "We need

new government structures to deal with global

climate change funds which should have sepa-

rate procedures. A global governance struc-

ture for the government Is a vital part of the

discussion In Copenhagen."

Jagdeo also spoke earlier in the day at York

University and Trent University. When asked

why he wanted to speak at universities, he re-

sponded, "It Is Important to raise awareness

within academia and the public at large. Nego-

tiations for a replacement to Kyoto have taken

place at a technical level, but what is needed

now is a political breakthrough to have a suc-

cessful agreement. The political Incentive will

only come about If everyone gets involved In

the debate."

The Republic of Guyana plans to debut the

model at the Climate Conference In Copenha-

gen later this year. "We want to prove before

Copenhagen that we have a model that works,"

said Jagdeo. "Encourage your government to

get involved. Non-governmental organizations,

the private sector, we all need to take positions.

It will happen when we all become involved."
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Programming the brain
Newly uncovered protein could lead to future discoveries on causes of brain disease

KATARZYNA SWICA

University of Toronto researchers

have discovered a brain protein

that could shed light on the under-

lying causes of brain disease such

as Alzheimer's.

Researchers characterized a pre-

viously unknown regulatory protein

known as nSRlOO and described its

role in neuronal development. This

marks the first time this family of

proteins has been found to play a

specific role in tissue development

in the body. The findings were pub-

lished in the prestigious journal Cell

last month.

The nSRlOO protein functions

by regulating "alternative splicing

events" in target genes. It acts to in-

crease the complexity and diversity

of the nervous system's cells by tai-

loring neurons to perform the spe-

cific functions that distinguish them
from other cell types. The process

of alternative splicing is akin to ed-

iting a film: nSRlOO works with the

raw footage of the genetic code to

cut the unnecessary scenes and de-

termine which of the required seg-

ments are pasted together.

This specific type of protein is

found only in vertebrate genomes,

which suggests it evolved to enhance

cell diversity in the nervous systems.

The team's findings may partially ex-

plain why less complex organisms,

such as nematode worms, have sim-

pler nervous systems. Humans can

produce a much larger array of

cellular messages from rough-

ly the same number of genes

as nematodes through the

action of tissue-specific

splicing regulators, such

as nSRlOO. These mes-

sages can then act in

concert to orchestrate

the diversification of

functions in specific

tissue systems.

A graduate student

in the Department of

Molecular Genetics,

John Calarco, began
the search for a ner-

vous system alternative

splicing regulator over

four years ago under the

supervision of professor

Ben Blencowe (Donnelly

Centre for Cellular and Bio-

molecular Research) and
professor Mei Zhen (Samuel

Lunenfeld Research Institute,

Mount Sinai Hospital). After a

computational search of mam-
malian genomes they idenfified

nSRlOO, a member of the SR protein

family, as a potential candidate. Its

expression was then tested experi-

mentally and found to be present

specifically in the nervous tissue of

mice and zebrafish. Calarco and col-

leagues then performed a series of

additional biochemical experiments

to confirm that nSRlOO contributes

to fine-tuning the expression of

genes to customize undifferenti-

ated cells into brain-specific cells

through alternative splicing.

The authors noticed that their

computational search identified

more than 100 RS domain protein

genes, many of which are yet to

be studied. In other words,

scientists are sitting on a

potential treasure trove of

proteins that may unrav-

el some of the darkest

mysteries lurking in the

human genome.
Such discoveries are

leading the way to a

new paradigm shift

in molecular genet-

ics. Rather than sur-

vey the expression of

thousands of mRNAs
(the chemical messen-

gers that turn the info in

DNA into proteins), scien-

tists can now observe more
complicated aspects of RNA

processing, including alternative

splicing, to get at the heart of how
gene expression is regulated. Now
the race is on not only to identify

proteins that regulate cell develop-

ment, but also to describe how all

those proteins act together to de-

velop the complexity of the human
body, and particularly the brain.

According to Calarco, "The brain

is a playground for many factors

that coordinately control numer-

ous 'layers' of gene regulation.

A major goal now is to figure out

how these various layers commu-
nicate with each other to generate

the incredible degree of cellular

and molecular diversity observed

in the vertebrate nervous system.

Further investigation into the net-

work of splicing events regulated

by nSRlOO may uncover important

aspects of how neurons normally

function and also how they become
impaired in neurological diseases

like Alzheimer's.

The opportunity to study the

brain's complexity drew Calarco

to pursue research in neurogenet-

ics as a graduate student at U of T.

He began his research career as a

modest research assistant mixing

solutions in professor Blencowe's

lab. Calarco advises undergradu-

ates interested in pursuing re-

search to ask lots of questions and

get lab experience early. Learning

the ropes in a laboratory environ-

ment will help determine whether

research is a good fit and give

young researchers the skills and
contacts to become innovators in

emerging fields.

Calarco plans to continue explor-

ing neuronal gene expression with

a post-doctoral fellowship in neu-

robiology and to eventually run his

own independent 'gene searching'

lab. His work demonstrates that

great research is about asking the

right types of questions, and when
it comes to brain research, it's a lot

to wrap your head around.

Funding for this project was provid-

ed by the Canadian Institute of Health

Research, the Ontario Research

Fund, and Genome Canada (through

the Ontario Genome Project).
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Haunted hardcore
Fucked Up drummer Jonah Faico promises 'war zone hat, slam skank, omega excessive

enforcers, burning spirits, and a happy Halloween' this weekend at Sneaky Dee's

EMILY KELLOGG
Associate A&E Editor

"Our first Halloween gig was at

Wavelength six years ago," explains

Jonah Falco, the drummer for the

bloody, hardcore, emotionally-

charged, and Polaris Prize-winning

band Fucked Up. "We didn't think

that we'd go over very well and just

decided to be as ridiculous as pos-

sible. So we spent some time on my
parents' porch, carving pumpkins
to put on our heads—we all had
this kind of Ichabod Crane thing go-

ing on. And instead of indie-rockers

just staring back dumbfounded at

these five morons with pumpkins
on their heads, this brigade of our

friends stormed in. The pumpkins
got smashed, and we had one of the

best shows to date."

The band started Fucked Up
Weekend as a tribute to this perfor-

mance, and as a way to keep per-

forming and make live shows more
energetic, involved, and ridiculous.

This year, the live act notorious for

performances riddled with blood,

temper tantrums, and gratuitous

male nudity—and for smashing up
MTV Live two years in a row—will

perform at Kathedral and Sneaky
Dee's over Halloween weekend.
The year has already included

some major successes for the

band: they're coming straight off a

Polaris win, which made the band's

heads "fat, but not too fat," and a

world tour that had the band in a

castle, opening for Korn in front of

a screaming crowd of 10,000 and in

a tiny bar smeared with filth in Chi-

na. Fucked Up truly seems to be on
a rampage of the hardcore scene.

"It's a way to focus on ourselves

Fucked Up's recent Polaris Prize win made their heads 'fat, but not too fat.'

that doesn't seem so egotistical. It's

just a great excuse to push the limit

and make our own shows bigger

and better," Falco explains. When
asked what the audience has to

look forward to, he responds with

a string of cryptic phrases: "Unity

of imagery, bit of a mess, airborne,

war zone hat, slam skank, omega
excessive enforcers, burning spir-

its, and a happy Halloween."

"When the unveiling happens,

I'm sure you'll be slapping your
knees and falling over," he adds
with a smirk.

Clean-cut and smelling of after-

shave, with a black scarf and a latte

in front of him, Falco doesn't look

like he could be a member of the

controversial band that once had
to rush lead singer Damian Abra-

ham to a hospital after smashing
a pint glass into his head. This is

the same Fucked Up whose guitar-

ist once stormed offstage because
Abraham crushed a fluorescent

light bulb into him. Surprisingly

articulate and down-to-earth, Falco

seems to approach his work with

the band with equal degrees of self-

deprecating irony and fierce pride.

"There's kind of this folklore

about Fucked Up, that everybody is

a huge prick, emotionally unstable.

and genuinely just a terribly mean
person who hates puppies and all

small animals. And that on week-

ends we go to the park and shoot

pellets at ducks. But, I mean, I love

puppies," he says.

At the same time, Falco mocks the

idea of a perfect band, imitating a lov-

ing song-writing process in a high reg-

ister like a dreamy-eyed schoolgirl re-

counting her summer love. He stops.

"No, it's not like that at all. [...]

Beers and tears go into our hit sin-

gles. Straight up, there are a lot of

tears at our rehearsals."

"Almost all of the most ridiculous

things to happen onstage revolve

around one person," he continues.

"All the crazy stuff revolves around
the singer."

Falco continues to recount Abra-

ham's legendary exploits: perform-

ing a grotesque and over-the-top

striptease to the audience, tucking

himself between the legs, and turning

around to reveal himself to the audi-

ence sans genitalia.

"And see, I always [see] this

[from] behind," Falco says with a

sort of bemused bafflement. "So I'm

getting the full, reverse, nudity, and
1 just kind of try to look away. It's

difficult to concentrate. The most
ridiculous times are, of course,

when it falls apart. It'll all be go-

ing according to plan until Damian
whips around to the audience, and
I just have this naked, vulnerable

guy staring at me."

"A live show is all about confron-

tation," he explains. "We're a band
that's had a lot of tense moments,
and we thrive on conflict, so there's

a lot of tension on stage."

As for this year's Fucked Up
Weekend, what does Falco recom-

mend seeing?

"Check out The Bitters and Little

Girls on Thursday, go see the Cro-

Mags, or if you want something a

little bit less aggressive, check out

Red Bass. And my God, do not miss

D.S.B., even if you don't go, just

say you were there. First Japanese

hardcore band to play in North

America. Go to the after-parties,

leave your inhibitions at the door.

Oh, and you should probably go see

Fucked Up, too."

Fucked Up Weekend runs today

through Oct 31. For more information,

visit matadorrecords.com/fucked_up.

This Vampire requires major assistance

Weitz's latest film would benefit from picking a genre—and sticking to it

CLAUDIA LUDWIG

In The Vampire's Assistant, Darren

Shan (Chris Massoglia), is just a

regular adolescent until he attends

a freak show at an old, abandoned
theatre with his best friend Steve

(Josh Hutcherson). One thing leads

to another, and suddenly Willem

Dafoe is popping up for cameos, Dar-

ren's been turned into a half-vampire

(prompting his discovery of hair gel),

and an epic battle arises between the

Vampires and the Vampaneze (evil

vampires who—gasp—actually kill

their victims). Manipulating all this

is the ironically obese Mr Tiny (Mi-

chael Cerveris). who is changing a

book with his mind. The plot just gets

more twisted from there.

Talented actors such as Orlando

Jones appear all of a sudden and dis-

appear from the film just as quickly.

Subplots run wild, from Larten Creps-

ley's (John C. Reilly) love for bearded

lady Madame Truska (Salma Hayek)

to a convoluted storyline involving

DNA. If the movie hadn't been struc-

tured around a battle between good
and evil, it would have spun itself into

incoherence.

The animated opening sequence

was definitely the scariest, and,

unfortunately, the best part of

this film. The beginning got me all

excited, but then the real movie
started. The flashbacks and spe-

cial effects feel as inauthentic as

the film's tap-dancing vampires,

who fight with their fingernails and
knock out mere mortals with their

breath. The movie does point out

that these habits are really no more
ridiculous than believing that vam-
pires are blood addicts, afraid of

the cross, or able to turn into bats.

The bigger problem is that The

Vampire's Assistant can't seem to

figure out what genre it belongs

to. It starts off as a horror comedy,

only to become a fantasy, and then

morphs into an action film with a

great big moral pasted on at the

end, as if the director wasn't re-

ally sure how to conclude the thing.

The film really could have worked
as a horror comedy, seeing that the

humorous scenes were the most
enjoyable and given director Paul

Weitz's past work on American Pie

and About a Boy. Having John C.

Reilly in one of the main roles also

should have brought the humour
to the forefront, though he did an
excellent job given the wooden dia-

logue he had to work with. (It was
also great watching Reilly battle

Ray Stevenson, as if he was fighting

Titus Pullo from HBO's /?ome.)

With so many vampire movies

these days taking themselves too

seriously, it would have been re-

freshing to see one that tried to be

fun instead. But Vampire Assistant's

attempts at depth, including meta-

phors comparing puberty to vampire

(sorry, half-vampire) transformation,

are uninspired. At the same time, it

was hard to take this movie seriously

when Darren lies in his coffin, calmly

playing games on his cell phone and

aware that his family is mourning
him just above.

On the whole, The Vampire's Assis-

tant might be a nice way to ease kids

into the vampire genre on the way to

Twilight or The Lost Boys. It will also

resonate with fans of the books of the

same name, which I myself read as a

kid. But though the film has its laugh-

out-loud moments, it probably isn't

worth a spare afternoon.

The Vampire's Assistant is now in

theatres.
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Strokes of imagination: Mark Kingwell
U of T prof moonlighting as Glenn Gould biographer finds common ground between philosophy and music

EMILY KELLOGG
Associate A&E Editor

Louis Armstrong's crooning voice

quietly drifts from behind philoso-

pher, author, and professor Mark
Kingwell's paper-laden desk, echo-

ing across a meticulously organized

and half-empty corner office, like

the ghostly strains of a party that's

happening down the street. The
hushed quiet of the clean-cut space

seems almost incomplete in Kin-

gwell's absence. A pair of tortoise

shell Elwood wayfarers perches

atop a pile of notes and next to an

uncapped pen, static in the silence.

Kingwell enters the office with the

confidence of a graduating high school

senior. Sombre, but self-assured, he

manages to wear an ironic philosophi-

cal T-shirt and jeans—without looking

like a douche-bag. He picks up his pen

and fiddles with his computer,

"So, what can I do for you?" he
asks quietly.

In the introduction to Kingwell's

latest book, a meditation and inter-

pretation of the life of Glenn Gould,

John Ralston Saul calls Kingwell "a

philosopher of our times and of our

attempts to reinvent our existence."

And indeed, Kingwell explains with

a sheepish smile, the presence and
thought of Gould is evident on every

page of the book, though Gould cer-

tainly isn't mentioned on every page.

"A reader said something about

the book that I really liked," Kingwell

says. "Gould is less the subject of the

book, than the muse behind it."

Saul approached Kingwell to

contribute to the "Extraordinary

Canadians" series two years ago.

The series pairs an interesting and
prominent living Canadian with the

works and life of an interesting and
prominent dead Canadian.

"Unlike some other cases, he didn't

actually have someone in mind for

me," Kingwell explains, "I was pre-

pared to do Robertson Davies, but

it seemed less interesting than one

of these pairings might be. I just had

a flash one morning that maybe no-

body had taken Gould."

He continues to explain that in

his opinion, the importance of the

series isn't the facts of a narrative

life, but the interaction between the

author and their chosen subject.

"I had a sense that Gould was an

interesting thinker about music," he

says, "I didn't realize just how interest-

ing he would be until I started doing

my research. [. . .] I didn't have the intel-

lectual wherewithal to convince them
fully at the beginning that the combi-

nation of a philosopher and a musician

was a good idea. I'm not a musician.

But the whole point of the series is to

take a famous dead Canadian and a

live one, slam them together, and see

what happens. The most productive

combinations are going to be the ones

that are a little bit off. There was just

no point in writing a shorter version of

a comprehensive biography."

Instead of a comprehensive biog-

raphy, the book is structured as an
almost kaleidoscopic series of 21

"takes" on Gould's life. Each chap-

ter presents a reinterpretation

and altogether different version of

the life and the driving purposes

behind it. Approached with Kin-

gwell's signature second-person

style, the book seeks to understand

the persona behind Gould's ac-

tions and recordings, and appeals

to the reader to understand the

torrid mindset and almost frantic

search for reinvention and identity

that drove the prolific, neurotic,

enigmatic figure. Somewhat ram-
bling, and tip-toeing around the

edge of being altogether random,
Kingwell presents a meditation on
the thoughts and ideas of a musi-

cian the way he perceived them,

placing the book's emphasis on the

fruits of pairing a more disciplined

and philosophical thinker with a

talented and tortured musician.

"Gould's' music is the audible tip

of the iceberg," he says, "It's the

part you hear, hiding the part you
don't hear. You can appreciate it

for its clarity and its beauty, but it's

only one-eighth of what's going on.

The rest of it is only partly revealed

in his written work, and that's a

part of the enduring fascination

with Gould."

Kingwell took an abstract approach

to getting inside Gould's head. In a pe-

riod of four months, he spent every

day with Gould's music and his writ-

ten work. He listened to a compre-

hensive set of Gould recordings on
repeat, and tortured his close friends

with stories of the musician's life and

accounts of abstract issues of con-

sciousness and identity.

"In that fairly short period, you're

dominated by your subject's con-

cerns, and you're trying to grapple

with them from your own perspec-

tive. It does drive you a little bit

crazy," he says, "If you spend a lot

of time in his company, in a sense,

you get a real vibe of that lack of

resolution of identity. It's almost

like the picture of himself couldn't

come into focus. [...] And that, in

my opinion, is his single most con-

tribution to 20th-century culture."

In Glenn Gould, Kingwell approach-

es the tragedy and pain of his subject

with an intrigued sensitivity, using

peculiarities and eccentricities to

explain a larger philosophical sche-

ma. In person, Kingwell communi-
cates the extent of pain and passion,

which were a part of getting inside of

Gould's head with an almost fervent

tone breaking into his steadily calm

articulation. He describes Gould as a

fractured thinker, someone for whom
the tension of day-to-day life was
peppered with the burden of extraor-

dinary talent. He speaks of Gould al-

most as an acquaintance, rather them

a subject; a brother rather than a case

study. But, after cdl, they did spend

four months together.

"It's funny, because intellectual life

is supposed to be programmatic

—

you're supposed to arrive at conclu-

sions through rational reflections,"

Kingwell explains about his approach

to the book, "But these strokes of

imagination are much more impor-

tant. [...] You have to start the perfor-

mance, and see if you can pull it off."

Mark Kingwell is participating in the

IFOA's Extraordinary Canadians panel

at2 p.m. on Saturday, Oct 31 at the

Harbourfront Centre's Brigantine Room.

Tickets are free for students.

For more information, visitreadings.org.

Atlas unplugged

Bradford Cox, a.k.a. Atlas Sound, brings otherworldly melodies to Lee's Palace

Well into the evening last Saturday

night, Lee's Palace was far from ca-

pacity. The large line-up that rou-

tinely circles the wall of the venue
was nonexistent, and people wan-
dered in sparingly, casually flash-

ing their ticket stubs and thrusting

their wrists out to receive a token

"Lee's" stamp at the door. The lack

of loyal fans that usually greet a 10

p.m. set time was somewhat dis-

concerting. Inside though, there

was a relaxed atmosphere about
the few people around—a tacit un-

derstanding that what was to come
would be remarkable.

Like other indie enthusiasts, I

have loyally followed Bradford

Cox's more renowned band, Deer-

hunter, and seen their shows a

handful of times. The atmosphere

at Lee's Palace, though, told me
that his solo incarnation would
be very different. Fellow Atlantans

The Selmanaires opened the show
with an abundance of instruments,

wheezy vocals, and a psychedelic

tone. Yet despite all their experi-

mental glory, there was something

fundamentally off about this four-

person outfit, resulting in shoe-

gaze-wannabe status at best. When
they announced their last song, the

audience erupted into an ambigu-

ous cheer of support and relief.

Sure enough, come 11 p.m., the

venue had become an overcrowded

zoo, accompanied by the zealous-

ness I once doubted. There was no

calculated tardiness or boring intro-

duction: Cox walked onstage with-

out a minute to spare, grabbed his

acoustic guitar, mouthed an eerie

"hello" into the mic, and launched

into his set. Though he's been known
to wear anything from maids' dress-

es to fishnets on stage, he sported

corduroys and a knit sweater. His

tall and skinny frame loomed over

the crowd and his voice and pres-

ence were simply ethereal.

His songs, though leisurely and
basic, were far from boring. Elec-

tronic loops and overlapping gui-

tar riffs were otherworldly and
hypnotic. Already, his live perfor-

mance was far greater than my
spaced-out imagination could fath-

om. Five songs in came the much-
anticipated (thank you, Pitchfork)

Noah Lennox duet "Walkabout."

The familiar, sweet-sounding hook
of the intro was the catalyst to

make the otherwise head-bobbing
crowd start boogying.

There were a few show casual-

ties, including an onstage police

announcement asking for two gen-

tlemen to report to the doors im-

mediately. "Screw you guys," Cox
sarcastically exclaimed. "Thanks
for ruining the effing show."

The peak of the set was when
Cox calmly announced he'd like

to play a new song, to which the

crowd responded with eager ap-

plause. He strapped his acoustic

guitar back on, and began a gentle

instrumental with quiet bass and
percussion complementing him in

the background. It was then that

he finally broached the famed loop-

ing technique that Atlas Sound is

so well known for. Allowing several

chords to loop over each other

electronically, he left his guitar to

stroll to the back of the stage and
make use of an abandoned drum
set. Suddenly, the four band mem-
bers perked up again—the bass,

percussion and tambourine all

coming into play—and the room
was lit up by the hauntingly beauti-

ful orchestra.

Cox's performance was awe-in-

spiring and gorgeous, and I left at

midnight having made sense of what
1 was so unsure of only hours prior. I

was hooked. After eight years in the

spotlight, with two years of solo glo-

ry as Atlas Sound, Cox has achieved
the sort of cult audience that won't
slow down anytime soon.
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IDLE TIGERS-
PERSISTING LIKE A RACEHORSE

WW
Persisting Like a Racehorse, the second album by Idle Tigers, combines the sounds of Ste-

reolab, Syd Barrett, and Tiny Tim into one seriously unique mix. Like on his first album,

last year's The Spirit Salon, Idle Tigers (a.k.a. Ross Hawkins) experiments with electronic

sound against mandolin music and witty verse.

On Persisting, Hawkins retraces his roots to Northern England, meshing historical, contemporary, and imaginary

tales to illustrate a rural countryside on mushrooms. On stand-out tracks "Silk on My Knee," "The Adoration of the

Magi," and "Kitchen Sink," Hawkins turns traditional stories upside down, commenting on the absurdity of modern
life and sympathizing with those disappointed with their lot.

Ultimately, the lyrics are what take the spotlight in all of Hawkins' songs. Even referring to them as "songs" is a

little misleading, as this would imply some sort of melody or musical touch. The tracks are better described as a

showcase of electronic sounds paired with decorative recitation of poetry.

Listened to passively, the album doesn't really work, and delivers the same effect as a haunted house
soundtrack. (This is not only a

warning, but a suggestion. Hallow-

een is just around the corner, after

all.) But if you've got time to devote

to it, Persisting Like a Racehorse

is worth listening to at least once.

Even beyond appreciating the clev-

erly crafted lyrics, it will make for

a unique, albeit creepy listening ex-

perience.—ARIEL LEWIS

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection. IVlajor

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

SERVICES

TEACH ENGLISH OVERSEAS

Information Session: Monday, October

26th, 7:00pm. Location: OlSE, 252 Bloor

Street West, 2nd Floor, Room 198. www.
teslinstitute.com. 1-877-814-1295.

TUTORING

TUTOR, 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Specializing in ECO 220, CHM 139, 247,

MATH 135, 136. Past tests and exams

with solutions available for practice.

DON'T WAIT! GET HELP NOW! (416)

785-8898.

EDITING

FOR EXPERT PROOFREADING OF

GRADUATE THESES AND POST-

DOCTORAL RESEARCH PAPERS
Contact Patricia Bishop at (416) 922-2804

or by e-mail at mpbishop@rogers.com . As

an ESL specialist, Patricia welcomes work

from both native and non-native speakers

of English.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER WITH
THREE DEGREES

will help you create a logical, well

structured and strongly argued essay.

Proofreading and editing also offered.

416-766-8330.

RESUMES. COVER LEHERS, BLASTS,

AND ESSAY& APPLICATION EDIT HELP

Since 1983. Excellence Guaranteed. 416-

539-9443 (9am - 5 pm)

Advertise in the Varsity

ads@thevarsity.ca

Teach English

Abroad

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each additional word. Rates include one line of bold

type for the ad header No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone.

Ads must be submitted at least four days prior to publication.

Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306, Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6. Call 416-946-7604

or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

TESOL/TE8L Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Honr Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practlcum

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

VARSITY PUBLICATIONS BOARD OF DIRECTORS NEWS

Board Meeting
The first Board meeting of this academic year will be held

on Friday, Oct. 30 at 4 p.m. at the Varsity Offices (21 Sussex

Ave., 2nd floor).

New Directors

Varsity Publications is pleased to announce the election

of its Masthead and Staff representatives following the

by-elections held last week. Chris Berube will represent the

masthead. Andrew Louis and Joan Wamiti will represent

the Staff.

By-elections

We seek motivated candidates who wish to get involved

in the functioning and oversight of The Varsity, Canada's

largest student newspaper. In order to be eligible pursuant

to our by-laws, you must be a full-time undergraduate

student, or a graduate student or part-time student who

pays the membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled for the
2009-2010 academic year:

• St. George (four representatives)

• UTM (one representative)

• DISC (one representative)

• Professional faculties

(three representatives)

By-elections are beginning this month. Each constituency's

by-election will be held separately. Public notices will be

posted when election dates have been set.

Dates have been set for the following by-elections:

•UTM: Nov. 5

• UTSC: Nov. 6

UTM & UTSC
By-elections
The nomination period for UTM and UTSC representatives

close on Oct. 29 (UTM) and Oct. 30 (UTSC) at 11 :59 p.m.

For more information on UTM and UTSC nomination and election procedures,

please email Charles Reinhardt, Chair of the Board, at ceo@thevarsity.ca

bay one
and we're in this

together
bring your experience and ideas. Day one is

waiting and so is your team. At Ernst & Young,

you'll find an open and diverse environment.

You'll tap into your life experiences. Give fresh

perspective to your clients and your colleagues.

And you'll learn from others who share your

goals and aspirations.

Explore your career options in assurance,

tax, transaction or advisory services.

What's next for your future?
To learn more, visit ey.com/ca/careers and

find us on Facebook.

=!l Ernst&YOUNG
Quality In Everything We Do
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Skule Nite gears up for

Toronto Sketch Fest

Engineering comedy troupe up against 48 competitors for casli prize

Skule Nite hopes to bring the success of their annual Hart House show (as in 2008, pictured) to this year's Sketch Fest.

JEANNINE M. PITAS

What happens when you cram tons of

highly intelligent, enthusiastic, hard-

working students into one place and
try to transform them through four

years of rigour and sleep deprivation

into successful engineers?

Even non-engineers should know
that such a person requires some
sort of outlet, and for the cast of Skule

Nite, it's a musical comedy revue.

Logic should follow that overload-

ing these diligent students with even

more classes and depriving them of

even more sleep can turn them into

a world famous musical sketch com-
edy revue. At least, that is what Skule

Nite hopes will happen when they

compete in this year's Toronto Sketch

Comedy festival.

Ever since their first variety show
performance at Massey Hall in 1921,

Skule Nite has been dazzling audi-

ences with their witty scenes cmd
zany musical numbers. Featured ev-

ery March at Hart House, the group's

annual show has become a mainstay

of the university's theatre scene and
plays to packed houses every year.

According to group member Jonathan

Son, Skule Nite's brand of comedy "is

made up of short scenes touching on a

variety of different subjects that don't

necessarily have to do with one an-

other. Just think Saturday Night Live."

He adds that unlike many other

comedy groups, Skule Nite mem-
bers do not generate their material

through improvisation, but plan and
write it ahead of time. "Since we're as-

sociated with the Faculty of Engineer-

ing, we do include some engineering

jokes in our routines, but we try to

make sure that they are suitable for a

general audience."

Group member Hasan Alkabeer

adds, "At least 70 per cent of our

material has to do with other top-

ics: politics, pop culture, anything

really. We want to be accessible to

everyone." For example, one of last

year's sketches featured "Four Years

to Save the World," a song that paro-

died Barack Obama using the Ma-
donna hit "Four Minutes."

Engineering students find them-

selves joining Skule Nite through a

variety of paths. Elissa Caccavella,

a fourth-year chemical engineering

student and assistant director of this

year's March show, recounts, "In my

first year here 1 went to see the show
and could not pass up the chance to

audition. I've always been a dancer, so

I appreciated the incorporation of mu-
sical theatre elements into the show.

It's a good way to meet new people

and engage with the wider communi-
ty. It's also a nice break from school."

Not all Skule Nite members are engi-

neering students. A friend introduced

Gehe Beerhe, who studies human bi-

ology, to the group. "I auditioned be-

cause a friend who studies engineer-

ing needed someone to audition with.

1 got in, and since then, I've absolutely

fallen in love with Skule Nite," he said.

Nina Mason, who recently gradu-

ated from U of T's Drama department

and is now training to become a Mon-
tessori teacher, appreciates the laid-

back atmosphere of the group. "This

is much less formal than the kind of

work I'm used to," she says. "It's more
casual and participants have a more
direct impact on the creative process.

In the drama department I did various

kinds of classical and contemporary

theatre and I liked that. However, with

Skule Nite I get to do something com-
pletely different."

Building on the success that they

have enjoyed over the years, Skule

Nite members decided to expand
their scope by entering Sketch Fest,

an annual competition for sketch

comedy groups from across Canada
and the United States. According to

group member Peter Raimondo, "Of

about 120 entries from across Cana-

da and the U.S., 48—including Skule

Nite—were selected. We are very ex-

cited about this." Sketch Fest will al-

low Skule Nite to perform alongside

such well-established professional

groups as Toronto Second City. Prizes

include a range of cash awards, free

workshops, and further performance

opportunities.

One of the many hilarious sketches

to be featured in the performances

is entitled "Coming Soon," and tells

the story of three roommates, one

of whom has recently started a job

doing voice-overs for film previews.

Perhaps overzealous in his career,

he has begun to narrate all aspects

of his daily life as voice-overs, and
his omniscient insight into his sur-

roundings soon leads him to reveal

his two roommates' dirtiest secrets,

to his own advantage.

This year's festival features three

other groups that have attended U
of T: Statutory Jape, The Boom, and
Shoeless. But let's see how far Skule

Nite can go while they continue to

spend their days in class.

The Toronto Sketch Comedy Festival

runs November 10 to 15 at The Second

City and other venues. For more

information, visit torontosketchfest.com.
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Women's soccer ties with Ottawa, earning first-round bye in QUA playoffs

NICOLE LEUNG

In a much-anticipated clash between two of the

top teams in the OUA league, the Varsity Blues

women's soccer team played to a draw with the

Ottawa Gee-Gees 1-1 on Oct. 25 at Varsity Centre.

Nevertheless, it was more than enough to send the

Blues through to the quarterfinals of the upcoming

OUA playoffs.

Having shut out the RMC Paladins 6-0 in the

previous match, the Blues maintained a one-

point lead over the Gee-Gees in the OUA East

division table going into the clash. In order to se-

cure a first-round bye in the playoffs, the second-

ranked Toronto only needed a tie, whereas the

third-ranked visitors needed a victory.

The match thus carried more significance for the

home team. On Oct. 10, Ottawa handed Toronto its

only defeat of the season, ending the Blues' unde-

feated streak of 11 games. The Blues were look-

ing to retaliate, rather than anticipating a friendly

draw. At the beginning of the match, both sides

defended well, with neither team dominating the

midfield. Then Toronto started to put pressure

on the Gee-Gees, causing its defence to scramble

several times. The Blues finally broke through the

Ottawa defence, and took the lead in the 16th min-

ute. Following a defensive error by the visitors, the

Gee-Gees goalkeeper Melissa Peasant found her-

self facing Toronto striker Jennifer Siu one-on-one.

Attempting to clear the ball. Peasant made a criti-

cal mistake by kicking it back to Siu's feet. Siu then

comfortably sent the ball into the far post through

a low shot, scoring her second goal in two matches.

As the game went on, both teams faced danger-

ous moments in front of their goals. The Gee-Gees

scored an equalizer in the 43rd minute after some
chaos in the penalty area following cin Ottawa

corner kick. The Toronto defence blocked a few

attempts by the visitors were blocked, but finally

Tara Condos had enough space to fire a shot to the

high right corner of the Toronto goal, keeping Ot-

tawa's hopes of winning alive.

The second half saw a livelier game, with Ottawa

pressing forward in an attempt to score. Gee-Gees

striker Courtney Luscombe threatened the home
team's defence several times by racing down the

left flank. Her efforts resulted in a number of op-

portunities for Ottawa to score, but either the

shots were too wide, or the chances were denied

by Toronto goalkeeper Mary-Ann Barnes or the de-

fence line, led by Nav Deol and Alisha Lashley. The
two central defenders cleared any attacks through

firm headers and clean tackles, and were able to

start counterattacks with great passes to the front.

Toronto's counterattack saw Siu racing down the

right flank, and forward Jessica Fantozzi keeping

the pressure on the Gee-Gee's defence. Towards

the end of the match, Fantozzi fired a powerful

shot and forced Peasant to make a fine save. Even

though Ottawa were making huge efforts to score

in the final minutes, the Blues put up a solid de-

fence and kept the score of 1-1 unchanged until the

end, receiving a first-round bye in the OUA playoffs.

"It was our game plan we knew that we had to

tie, or win. [. . .] Our tactic today was just to defend

solidly, to hold your line, and the girls did just that,"

said head coach Eva Havaris.

Toronto scorer Siu was also satisfied. "It feels

great to have a good result with this team. Last

time we didn't feel good about the results, so today

we just came out here with high intensity," she said.

"It was good to get a goal. It was very unfortunate

that they scored again on us, but [. . .] we are happy

for the tie for now. It feels really good to score twice

but really it's a huge team effort and all of us con-

tributed to bring in the results. [. . .] What we focus

on is not individual results, it's a team thing, and we
work together to produce results."

The Blues finalized their second-place finish

in the OUA East division, earning 37 points in

16 matches (with an 11-1-4 record). Compared
to last year's top-place finish that saw the team

garnering 32 points in 14 matches (with a 10-2-2

record), this year the team has performed just

as well, if not better.

"We are getting stronger as we go, starting to

peak at the right times. So overall, the girls are fine,

they are coming together as a team, which is what

we want to see, so I am pleased," said Havaris. "We

finished second, we've beaten the top-placed team;

we're just looking ahead to playoffs. This team is

now ready to go."

Looking to the future, Havaris is optimistic

about the team's performance in the playoffs.

When asked about the heartbreaking 1-0 loss to

the Carleton Ravens in the quarterfinals last year,

she said, "It was the game that beat us last yeeir, not

that other team. We dominated that game, but I am
not concerned about last year This is a new team."

She claims that the team is not going to prepare for

the playoffs differently this year

"We were very disappointed with the result [last

year], the defeat to Carleton," said Siu. "So this

year, we'll come out stronger with more intensity,

and especially if we play Ottawa again, we're look-

ing to win."

Not surprisingly, the clash drew a larger crowd

than most of the previous home games. Realiz-

ing how important this game was for the Blues,

the home fans were lively throughout the match,

cheering loudly for the home team. The atmo-

sphere certainly boosted the morale of the Blues.

"The fans support is huge for us, because that re-

ally livens the spirit and keeps the girls in the game.

So that was a huge part today," said Havaris.

The Blues will now start their quest for the

OUA title, facing either Carleton or Ottawa in the

OUA quarterfinals on Saturday, Oct. 31 at 1 p.m.

at Varsity Centre.

Blues hand Concordia a stinging defeat

Men's hockey trumps winless Stingers, 5-2

GORDON ANDERSON

The Concordia Stingers limped into

Saturday night's contest against the

Varsity Blues, carrying the baggage

of a 0-5 start to the season.

To say that confidence is in short

supply for the Stingers is an un-

derstatement. You could smell it in

their game as a lack of offensive flair,

indecision with the puck in the at-

tacking zone, and mediocre goalten-

ding led to a 5-2 setback against the

Blues (who are 3-3) at Varsity Arena

on Saturday.

For a Toronto team smarting af-

ter blowing a two-goal lead against

Carleton the night before, Concordia

proved to be the salve that soothed

the Blues' soul.

That is a team that is struggling

right now, so I think their confidence

is shaken a little bit," said Toronto

head coach Darren Lowe. "When a

team doesn't have confidence every-

thing seems to go poorly."

The Blues opened the scoring at

1;24 of the first period, when Rob

Kay collected a bounce off the end

boards and roofed a shot that beat

Stingers goalie Maxime Joyal to the

short side.

The Blues took two consecutive

minors following the goal but had the

best chance to score. Toronto isn't

the most offensively gifted team, but

this chance was a tap in, literally.

Sean Fontyn took a Joel Lenius

pass and went in alone on Joyal. Fon-

tyn sent him to the deck with a slick

forehand move, went to his back-

hand and, from the top of the crease,

lifted the puck over the glass. Instead

of celebrating a goal, Fontyn looked

to the rafters in frustration.

The Blues upped the lead to two at

2:56 of the second when Bryden Tei-

ch took a pass in the slot from Brent

McGrail and one-timed a shot that

whizzed Joyal's glove for his second
goal.

David Mooney got the eventual

game-winner at 6:15 of the second
when he took a feed from Byron El-

liott to beat Joyal low to the glove

side.

"[Mooney] seems to be making
the right plays right now," Lowe said.

"He's really been a surprise and I

hope that he keeps getting better"

A goal from Eddie Snetsinger just

over four minutes later appeared to

have the home five on cruise control.

Inconsistency is becoming the

trademark of the Stingers, even early

in the season. A brief letdown, with

less than six minutes remaining in

the second, changed the Concordia

attitude from hopeless to hopeful.

Stingers right winger Marc-Andre

Element converted a Cory McGillis

pass and 13 seconds later Kyle Kelly

hit pay dirt on a rebound for his

fourth of the season.

"I'm not too sure exactly what
happened [on both goals]," said

Blues defenceman Brendan Sher-

rard. "From talking to the guys in

the room it was poor face-offs to be-

gin with and poor slot coverage, so

two breakdowns in two shifts and
two goals for Concordia."

The Stingers went on the offensive

but couldn't capitalize before the pe-

riod ended.

Toronto goalie Russ Brownell, in

his first start since Oct. 16, wasn't

severely tested late in the second but

made a few solid stops and looked

confident doing it.

"He played a strong game," said

Lowe. Brownell stopped 30 shots for

his first win of the year.

The Blues came out in the third

and re-established the formula from

the first period, giving them a four-

goal lead.

"We just had to get back to what we
were doing in the first period," Lowe

said. "Just getting the puck in deep

and playing smart hockey and show-

ing poise. Sometimes it's just a case

of bringing the guys back to a place

they were successful."

Kay put the game on ice with his

second of the night at 5:31 of the

third. He battled two Concordia de-

fencemen in the crease for position-

ing and redirected an Elliott pass into

the empty net.

"That's the kind of effort we need

from everyone at all times," Sher-

rard said. "That goal really put them
away."

"It was a great second effort," Lowe
said.

Elliott ended the night with three

assists and now has a least one point

in each game.

"[Elliott's] probably our best natu-

ral goal scorer," said Sherrard. "He

can see the ice really well and he can

make the pass."
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UC Lit Withholds

student paper's

funding

Student council says 77?e

Gargoyle spends too much

on food, booze, and parties

TIM LEGAULT
Associate News Editor

The Gargoyle, University College's student paper,

has run out of money after printing its latest issue

last Thursday.

The paper's student levies are held in trust by

the University College Literary and Athletic So-

ciety, which rejected The Gargoyle's proposed

budget on Oct. 25 over concerns that too much
money was spent on food, alcohol, and parties.

As a result, the paper does not have access to its

$13,418 student levy fund. (Full Disclosure: Gar-

goyle content editor-in-chief Rosy Rong sits on

The Varsity's board of directors as CFO. Several

Varsity staff also work for or have contributed to

The Gargoyle?)

Roughly 20 per cent of the paper's proposed

2009-10 budget of $15,030 was allocated to food,

drinks (which includes alcohol), and two end-of-

term parties, which the council felt was too high.

The UC Lit also raised concerns over whether

Gargoyle staff were allowed to drink alcohol at pro-

duction nights without using the university's food

and beverage services.

"The vote [to reject our budget] was done in

about five minutes, without any questions being

SEE 'GARGOYLE' -PG 4
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St. George stuaents canvas tne neignDournooa tor tne annua
asking for donations to Meal Exchange. With 104 volunteers, the downtown campus
collected 93 boxes of food. The UTM campus's haul weighs in at 1,877 pounds so far,

and organizers say they have yet to count contributions from several volunteers.
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U of T opens

H1N1 vaccine

dinics

The Varsity's guide to

need-to-know info for this

flu season

SAMYA KULLAB
Associate News Editor

The basics
The HlNl flu virus, also known as swine flu,

causes symptoms similar to regular flu. These

can include fever, chills, cough, sore throat,

headache, fatigue, and nausea. In rare cases,

HlNl can lead to pneumonia cU'id death, though

mortality rates are below that of seasonal flu.

According to Toronto Public Health, most
people who have contracted the flu recover

without complications. Children are more
at risk of becoming infected, as are preg-

nant women and people with pre-existing

chronic disease.

The virus typically spreads from person to

person, via coughs and sneezes that release

particles that can be inhaled by others within

six feet. The virus can also be transmitted via

hard surfaces like counters and doorknobs.

Declared a worldwide pandemic in June 2009

by the World Health Organization, HlNl first

SEE'H1N1'-PG5

After Ottawa student's suidde,

family questions university's silence

Nadia Kajouji received counselling at Carleton University. Her

parents want to know why the school never informed them.

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Varsity Staff

The parents of Nadia Kajouji, the first-year Car-

leton University student who committed suicide in

March 2008, are now trying to find out why they

were not informed when the university had re-

ceived at least one report that Kajouji was exhibit-

ing suicidal behavior, the Ottawa Citizen reported

last week.

Minnesota police discovered that a Minnesota

resident had encouraged Kajouji to commit suicide

through an Internet chat room. William Melchert-

Dinkel, a 47-year-old male nurse, presented himself

as a 28-year-old woman and formed a suicide pact

with Kajouji. He has been named as a suspect in at

least four other similar cases. Minnesota police are

considering pressing charges.

Ottawa police had decided not to press charges

against Melchert-Dinkel. "It's a very disturbing

conversation," staff sergeant Uday Jaswal, the lead

investigator on the case, told Kajouji's parents in a

tape obtained by the Ottawa Citizen. "But given the

totality of what had happened, given the totality of

the evidence that we had seen, in terms of her own
pursuit, in terms of going to a variety of sites, look-

ing at suicide methods, we couldn't establish any

sort of cause and effect between that conversation

and her suicide." Jaswal later told the Citizen that

Ottawa police are continuing to investigate new in-

formation and could end up pressing charges.

Meanwhile, questions are being raised about

how universities deal with students who are suf-

fering from depression and mental illness. Kajouji's

parents are hoping for a coroner's inquest that will,

among other things, provide answers as to why
Carleton did not inform them when the school

knew that Kajouji was acting strangely and was

receiving counselling.

Carleton declined to comment for this article.

In a statement to CTV news, Suzanne Blanchard,

associate vice-president for student support ser-

SEE 'KAJOUJI' -PG
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Students rally behind

disability studies
Prof gets contract extended,

but the stream still needs

more support, campaign says

ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

Equity studies students are happy to hear that

Rod Michalko, the only contract professor in

disability studies, will be back next year. Stu-

dents held two events last week to demand
Michalko's contract renewal and advocate for

disability studies: a town hall held by the Eq-

uity Studies Students' Union last Thursday, and

a session Friday afternoon to make buttons,

posters, and banners of support.

Disability studies is an interdisciplinary

stream within New College's equity studies

SEE 'EQUITY' -P63

Equity Studies Students' Union treasurer Laura Fraser

(in green) works on a banner for a Nov. 10 protest.
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Oh, the places we'll go
Anthropology students go to church and hit the clubs, all in the name of research

YEAMROT TADDESE
Varsity Staff

A Pentecostal church, the dance floor,

and a high-end restaurant kitchen are

a few of the settings for ethnographic

research by anthropology students at

UTSC. Field work isn't just for grad stu-

dents—after a successful pilot project

conducted by the Centre for Ethnog-

raphies, it will be a requirement next

year for the specialist program in an-

thropology.

The project had students conduct-

ing independent research in various

Toronto locations. Last Thursday,

five of them presented the highlights

of their work at an ethnographic re-

search seminar.

Students turned up a different

side of familiar places. Fifth-year

student Andree Vashit centred his

research on challenging the as-

sumption of Canadian multicultur-

alism on campus. Vashit found that

many UTSC students felt more com-
fortable hanging out with those of a

similar ethnic background, but they

also have what he calls "cosmo-
politan confidence," being "better

equipped to travel, work, and live in

other countries based on their mul-

ticultural environment and cross-

cultural experiences."

The field work took students about

a month to complete.

"I got a taste for research, and now
I want more. Being able to have the

opportunity to research and dis-

cover a topic 1 am passionate about

at the undergraduate level is a dream
come true," said Vashit.

Henry Au, also in fifth year, titled

his study "Nightclub Culture: Asian

Events, Class, and Sexuality." Ac-

cording to Au's research, aside from

giving students a chance to explore

their independence and cope with

stress, clubbing is a place to "repro-

duce their classist identity." Clubs,

he found, allows students to pres-

ent themselves as the middle-class

individuals they aspire to become.
Au also introduced the concept of

"Dance Floor Capital," the ability to

sustain the attention of the opposite

sex. "Men have less Dance Floor Cap-

ital," Au said during his presentation.

"I'm very proud of [the students],

they've all done really good work,"

said anthropology professor Girish

Daswani. Along with professor Mag-

gie Cummings, Daswani obtained

funding for the project from the Stu-

dent Experience Fund, set up by U

of T in 2006 to enhance undergradu-

ate experience. "The presentations

show how talented and promising

the new [undergraduate] scholars

are," agreed Cummings.

l!re you going to get the H1N1 vaccine?
PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

1 Kaspar Lindsay Assad Aivln Nicole i

1st Year, International Relations. "No. 1

don't believe in flu vaccinations. 1 already

had HlNl, so 1 figure 1 probably have the

antibodies to fignt the strain. If 1 get a new

strain, 1 hope my antibodies are able to fight

if off anyway."

1st Year, Social Sciences, "No, 1 don't plan

on it. I've heard some arguments against

it, and I've never gotten an actual flu shot.

1 don't really feel like I'm as at much risk as

some people would like me to believe."

2nd Year, Political Science, "Maybe. I'd

have to consult with my parents, and if so it

would be at the U of T clinic. I'm not overly

worried about it, because 1 know the vaccine

is available and HlNl is treatable. I'm

always watching out for it."

5thyear, Electrical Engineering, "Nope.
I've gotten a regular flu vaccine in the past
and It hasn't significantly helped me, so 1 see
no reason to get this one."

1st Year, Commerce, "If 1 have time, and

if it's easily available, then yes. i haven't

really heard too much about it."
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NEWS IN BRIEF
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After three elections,

Mount Allison University has held three

elections already. In April, the previ-

ously elected president resigned be-

fore entering office and the results of a

September election were discarded due

to ballot problems and appeals. A sub-

sequent runoff election in October was
also dismissed after neither of the two

candidates was able to gamer the 50 per

cent plus one required to win.

Alex MacDonald, VP external of the

council, notes that the perpetual elec-

tions have been taxing on students, par-

ticularly their patience and attention.

"Student opinion has been fairly split

all over the place, from what I gather.

It seems like there are a lot that would

just like it done and over with, and have

a president," MacDonald told the CBC.

Pressured to "follow a very, very strict

letter of the law," McDonald has raised

the possibility of a presidential election

for a fourth and fifth time this year.

—NOLAN SHERBAN

Source: CBC

'EQUITY' -CONTINUED FROM PG
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program. It analyzes disability as a

unique political, and social phenom-
enon, on par with race, class, and gen-

der, and critically questions process-

es of remediation and rehabilitation.

"1 can speak to the incredible

quality of the knowledge and the

passion for learning Professor Mi-

chalko's students bring to my class-

room," said Catherine Morgan, a

professor of philosophy and women
and gender studies, on Thursday.

When The Varsity contacted New
College admin on Friday, interim

principal Shahrzad Mojab said Mi-

chalko's contract will be extended

for another year. Asked why Mi-

chalko and his supporters weren't

aware, she chalked it up to a mis-

communication, due to a lag be-

tween New College's negotiations

with U of T admin and implementa-

CORRECTION
In "Transitional Year Pro|ramme won't move,"

The Varsity<\m\&i a member of the TYP Alliance

who said TYP's budget was cut in half last year.

In fact TYP's budget has remained constant

for the past three years and for this year—at

$1.46 million. TYP had experienced a five per

cent budget cut (the majority of TYP's budget

goes to salaries; to keep salaries constant the

program's operating budget would have been

greatly reduced), but this amount was later

returned. Tftel'araAfKregrets the error.

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weekend Scliedule

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Compreliensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

Averse trick-or-treating

You know the drill. They ring the door-

bell, say the line, and get their candy.

But this Halloween, some trick-or-

treaters may have given you a piece of

chocolate back, with a card that has a

bracing message about child labour in

cocoa fields.

Reverse trick-or-treating has made
its way to Canada from the U.S., though

it's still a "relatively small event in To-

ronto," said Michael Zelman, director

of communications at TransFair Can-

ada, to the Toronto Star. A thousand

chocolates were distributed in Toronto

on Saturday.

San Francisco resident Adrienne

Fitch-Frankel launched the campaign.

She wanted to promote fair trade choc-

olates, which ensure fair wages and en-

vironmental stability.

According to Fitch-Frankel, "We are

starting a new Halloween tradition."

—NAT COOPER

Source: Toronto Star

tion of decisions.

"The level of research and scholar-

ship Dr. Michalko brings is very im-

portant to us, and the area in which
he works is very important to the

University of Toronto," Mojab said,

adding Michalko will play a major

role in a task force to determine the

future of disability studies.

"This is fabulous news, but this

doesn't change our action or our

overall campaign," said Isabel Lay,

one of the town hall's organizers. "If

there is going to be a task force, then

our campaign needs to continue in

order for student demands for per-

manent disability studies positions

and a permanent disability studies

program to be taken seriously."

Rod Michalko will be holding a public

lecture, "Coming Face To Face With

Suffering," on Tuesday, Nov. 3, 1-3

p.m. at Sidney Smith, Room 2108.

COMFY COMMONS

Woodsworth College officially opened its Kruger Hall Commons on Wednesday, complete with a second floor

mezzanine, big TVs, and couches.

CRIME BRIEFS

In
the two weeks leading up to

Halloween, U of T's campus po-

lice responded to 30 reports of

trespassing, 16 thefts, 15 emergen-

cy calls, along with one break-and-

enter and one robbery.

• On Oct. 21, the U of T Students'

Union building was broken Into dur-

ing the wee hours of the morning.

The suspect made away with the

cashbox, but was not able to open it.

"From the report the campus police

gave, the culprit was caught with

the cashbox," said Angela Regnier,

UTSU's executive director.

• The snack vending machine at

St. Mike's was broken into during

the Thanksgiving Weekend. The
lock was completely demolished
with a crowbar, but the culprit

retrieved little money, because
the machine had been emptied
a few days prior. "The products,

such as candy bars worth five

times the amount in the change
machine, were left behind,"

said Stephen Fish, facilities and
services director. He said the

machines are worth $9,000 to

$10,000 and may not be replaced.

"This is discouraging when you

try to provide a service to stu-

dents," Fish added.
• Two break-ins in neighbour-

hoods near Dundas and Bathurst,

occurring on Sept. 29 and Oct. 21,

are believed to be linked. In both
cases, women discovered a man
in their street-level apartments,
who fled the scene after they

screamed. "Similar occurrences
have taken place throughout the

division and we are certainly giv-

ing it extra attention," said De-

tective Sergeant Brian Kelly of 14

division.

—CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH

Looking for

a challenge

BEYOND
books?

Solve some of the

world's toughest problems

for cash awards ranging

from $5,000 -$1,000,000.

5&.INNOCENTIVE

Solve Problems

Earn Cash.

Change Lives.

2 010 Qy)^ea€m€/s OF EXCELLENCE
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ALUMNI ASSOCIATION (UTAA) INVITES STUDENTS TO APPLY FOR THE FOLLOWING:

JOHN H. MOSS SCHOLARSHIP — A scholarship of up to $16,650 awarded to a graduating

student demonstrating academic achievement and extra-curricular involvement in his or her

undergraduate career.

Applicationforms and additional information on this scholarship my befound at

http://www.adm.utoronto.ca/adm-awards/html/awards/notices/moss.htm

The deadline for submissions is Friday, February 12, 2010 at 5:00 p.m.

ADEL S. SEDRA DISTINGUISHED GRADUATE AWARD: a fellowship of up to $25,000

recognizing a doctoral candidate, in second or third year, for his or her academic excellence,

extra-curricular activities and involvement in university life.

Forforms or additional information on this award, please visit www.alumni.utoronto.ca

or contact Satpal McCaughey in the Division of University Advancement at 416-946-8668 or

satpal.mccaughey@utoronto.ca

The deadline for submissions is Friday, January 15, 2010 at 5:00 pjm.

The awards will be presented at a ceremony on Monday, May 3, 2010.

UNIVERSITY OF

TORONTO
OXFORD SEMINARS

416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca
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XiJ student Marc in Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Make it happen with transfer credit from Athabasca University.

At Athabasca University, our transfer credits can help you expand

your academic options. Just ask Marc, who is on track to finish his

degree at an Ontario university a year early. He's doing this by taking

some AU courses online during the summer while he works full-time,

and is applying his AU course credits towards his degree. ' AU offers

over 700 courses delivered online and at a distance. And our flexible

start times mean you can fit your course work into your schedule.

Transferability. Another reason why AU stands out as a global leader

in distance learning excellence.

Standouts rZ^r""'/'*'"*"'* I
Athabasca Unlversltyia

Fall for our
Meatball pizzas.

kidz' Meatball
Italian tomato sauce, meatballs, IfB
mozzarella + Cheddar. ^ J
10" S $6 12" M $8 14"L$10

Cheezy Meatball*»%
Cheezy ctieddar sauce, meatballs, ^
mozzarella + cheddar.

10" S $6 12" M $8 14"L$10
8

Italian Meatball
Fresh passata tomato sauce, meatballs,

fire-roasted tomatoes, red onions,

mozzarella + Cheddar

10" S $8 12"M$10 14"L$12

$10

Unit E - 44 Gerrard Street West TORONTO

r
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Student union holds mock GC meeting

ROBERTA BELL

if you don't know much about U of

T's Governing Council, the U of T
Students' Union wants to loop you

in. After GC cancelled its first meet-

ing of the year saying it didn't have

enough business to attend to, UTSU
decided to hold their own mock GC
meeting in the Sidney Smith lobby

last Wednesday. GC is the universi-

ty's highest decision-making coun-

cil, and student leaders argued that

their input is limited.

"Students have eight seats on

[Governing] Council out of 50. If we
do show up, we get outnumbered on

any vote and all of the Governing

Council decisions affect us in some

way or another," said Carol Ro-

drigues, who sits on UTSU's Board

of Directors as one of the Wood-

sworth College representatives.

On Wednesday, demonstrators

played the roles of various GC
members, giving a performance

of how they saw this year's imple-

mentation of flat fees for full-time

arts and science students—that is,

without any real say from the stu-

dents directly affected.

Jessica Denyer, volunteer coordi-

nator at the Sexual Education Centre,

said she could easily think up mul-

tiple items for the GC to discuss. "Flat

fees, the details on the current state

of the endowment that were revealed

by their Business Board, discuss-

ing the various programs being dis-

mantled right now, the impact of the

economy on admissions ... that's four

just off the top of my head," she wrote
in an email to The Varsity.

UTSU filmed the mock meeting
and intends to show it as widely

as possible. "We're hoping to raise

awareness and have people really

[get involved with] the Reform GC
campaign, which we will be launch-

ing shortly," said UTSU president

Sandy Hudson.

'GARGOYLE' - CONTINUED FROM PG

1

asked to the two editors [of The Gar-

goyle] that were at the meeting," said

Gavin Nowlan, treasurer and politics

editor, who is also president of the

Arts and Science Students' Union.

"They just voted it down without any

discussion, which was kind of shock

to us considering that the UC Lit is fa-

mous for arguing for hours about the

spelling of people's names in their

minutes."

"I guess it wasn't fully pushed

through [at the original budget

meeting] that [the liquor, food, and
drinks] were for appreciation pur-

poses," said Daniel Tsekhman, presi-

dent of UC Lit. "1 think a big issue at

the previous meeting was that not

all the information [about the bud-

get] was given to us."

The Gargoyle, which is published

fortnightly (every two weeks), has pro-

duction nights lasting upwards of 10

hours. Staff are not paid for their work.

Several members of the UC Lit met

with Gargoyle staff last Friday to dis-

cuss the revised budget and alcohol

policies at the university. An emergen-

cy meeting will be held sometime next

week to vote on the new budget.

The Gargoyle and UC Lit have had

disputes in the past over funding. The

paper's main concern is over how
levy funds are doled out, which they

say has been inconsistent and flawed,

making it difficult to plan for the future.

According to current policy, The

Gargoyle receives 60 per cent of its

levy fund in the fall after its budget is

approved, and the remaining 40 per

cent after it is audited by UC Lit at the

end of the school year. Nowlan said

for the past two years, the paper has

received 40 per cent of funding late:

the balance for the 2008-09 school

year didn't arrive until September, and

the remaining amount for the 2007-08

school year was sent in May 2009 be-

cause the audit was late.

Tsekhman, who did the audit last

year, said the 2007-08 wasn't finished

until January 2009 because of missing

records.

According to Tsekhman, members
of the UC Lit feel The Gargoyle makes
personal attacks against them, con-

tributing to tensions between the two

groups. "This is my second year trying

to build a happy relationship [with The

Gargoyle]" said Tsekhman.

Gargoyle editors are confident

things will move forward soon, but

have considered asking other student

publications to lend the paper money

to continue printing.

"The thing is, we don't want to

stop publishing," said Nowlan.

"We've even floated the idea of do-

ing an issue in exile if we don't have

our money by next issue."

How much do other student publications spend on food, drinks, and parties?

The Varsity

Food, beverages, and parties: $10,000

($15,000-$20,000, including additional

costs for meetings, workshops, end-of-

semester parties, and open houses)

Per cent of overall budget: 2-3%

Publishing schedule: Twice weekly

EIC Jade Colbert: 'We have a policy that if

you're in the office on production night and

you're contributing to the production of the

paper, we're going to buy you dinner. We

publish 50 issues a year, and on any given

night there might be 20 people helping

put the paper together, so it certainly adds

up over the year, especially when you add

on events, workshops, our lecture series,

board meetings, pitch meetings. Very little

of our budget is spent on alcohol: we have

a thank-you party for our staff at the end of

each term.'

The Mike (St. Michael's College)

Food, beverages, and parties: $840

Per cent of overall budget: 6.5%

Publishing schedule: Once every two weeks

EIC Victoria Asikis: 'I have never purchased

beverages, alcoholic or non-alcoholic, because

I do not find it necessary to waste our money

on it. Yes, we get pizza, maybe some candy.

That, however, is the extent of it. We have not

had any parties and have not spent money

any other way as far as I know.'

The Newspaper

Food, beverages, and parties: $0

Per cent of overall budget: Not available

Publishing schedule: Weekly

EIC Helene Goderis: 'I can honestly tell you

that we spend zilch on food, booze, and par-

ties. Shoestring operation!'

The Strand (Victoria College)

Food, beverages, and parties: $1700

Per cent of overall budget: 9.4-10%

Publishing schedule: Once every two weeks

EIC Chance McAllister: We set aside $1,000

for party expenses for our masthead and

regular contributors. We have a Christmas

party and an end-of the-year party. The

$1,000 is split in half for each party. Of that

money, only 40 per cent can be spent on

booze. Also, we set aside $700 for food for

biweekly staff meetings, writer recruitment or

any other Sf/3fl(/-related event we may hold.'

VARSITY PUBLICATIONS BOARD OF DIRECTORS NEWS

By-elections

We seek motivated candidates who wish to get

involved in the functioning and oversight of The

Varsity, Canada's largest student newspaper.

In order to be eligible pursuant to our by-laws,

you must be a full-time undergraduate student,

or a graduate student or part-time student who
pays the membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled for

the 2009-2010 academic year:
• St. George (four representatives)

• UTM (one representative)

• UTSC (one representative)

• Professional faculties (three representatives)

By-elections are beginning this month.

Each constituency's by-election will be held

separately. Public notices will be posted when

election dates have been set.

UTM & UTSC By-elections

The nomination period for UTM and UTSC

representatives has been extended by a week.

The UTM nomination period closes on Nov. 5,

and the UTSC nomination period on Nov. 6, both

at 11:59 p.m.

For nnore infornfiation on UTM and UTSC nomination and election procedures,
please email Charles Reinhardt, Chair of the Board, at ceo@thevarsity.ca
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'HINT -CONTINUED FROM P61

appeared six months ago and has

spread around the globe.

The newly available vaccine is fac-

ing a "marketing challenge" among
young people, who are not persuaded

that the flu shot is important, the Ca-

nadian Press recently reported.

H1N1 in Toronto
According to government statis-

tics, 95 people have died across the

country from the virus, 30 of them
in Ontario.

Toronto has seen 115 confirmed

cases since September, of which 68

were reported last week, accord-

ing to Toronto Public Health. After a

13-year-old boy in Mississauga died of

HlNl last week, the city opened vac-

cine clinics four days early, only to

face long lines and a shortage.

As expected, an increase in HlNl
flu activity in several parts of the

country began in late October. While

some cases have been severe, most
are considered mild.

H1N1 at U of T
Currently, the Public Health Agen-

cy of Canada recommends against

the closure of schools on the

grounds that the benefits of keep-

ing schools open outweighs the

risks of transmission.

U of T does not track the number
of HlNl cases on campus. Spokesper-

son Laurie Stephens said since most

students do not get tested, tracking

the number is near impossible.

Students can use ROSI to notify

the university if they have flu-like

symptoms. "Students who live in

residence notify their don or resi-

dence assistant and someone will

touch base with them to ensure they

have appropriate supplies, including

food," said Lucy Fromowitz, assis-

tant vice-president, student life.

'KAJOUJI'- CONTINUED FROM PGl

vices, said the university could not dis-

close information to Kajouji's parents

because it was bound by privacy rules.

Blanchard said that counsellors gener-

ally need consent before discussing a

student's health with anyone.

Officials at U of T made a similar as-

sessment, noting that the university

is governed by the Freedom of Infor-

mation and Protection of Privacy Act,

which prevents it from disclosing

personal information except in rare

cases. "Our policy is that if a student

exhibits behaviour which is harmful

to themselves or others, we can ask

them to pursue counselling and we
have the resources to be able to set

that up," said Tim Worgan, dean of

students at Innis Residence.

Asked whether depression and sui-

cidal behaviour would be considered a

strong enough basis for the university

to intervene and inform parents, U of

T spokesperson Laurie Stephens said

in an email that a decision to disclose

personal information would be based

on medical assessments and advice

from specialists. But the university

would need an individual's consent,

or implied consent in an emergency.

to have access to those records in the

first place, Stephens added.

"There are questions for which

there are no ready answers as far

as Carleton is concerned, but 1 think

there is opportunity to look closely

at the procedures," said Rory But-

ler, the founder of Your Life Counts,

an online suicide prevention forum

launched with the support of the Ka-

jouji family. Butler said that Canada
was one of only two G8 countries

without a national suicide prevention

strategy and needs to take a closer

look at how it approaches the issue.

"This is especially important in uni-

versity settings," he said, "since sui-

cide is the second-leading cause of

death among youth in Canada after

road-traffic accidents."

He added, "There's a lot of very good

work [in suicide prevention] being done

across the country on campuses, but

when it comes to funding this work and

when it comes to liaisons in this work,

there's a lot to be done."

LI ofT offers various forms of

counselling, therapy, and workshops.

For more information, head to the

Counselling and Psychological Services

website at caps.utoronto.ca

FREES
CERTIFIED ANGUS
STEAKS & RIBS

Buy one burger or pizza & get a

second burger or pizza FREE t

(Dine-in-only, with purchase of any beverage) ^yr

583 CoUege Street (near cimton). 416 532-1250

Book A Party • Group Discounts

CFA®
CANDIDATES:

Prep Classes Are
Starting Soon.

Prepare yourself for the 2010

CFA® exam the most successful

way possible:

WWW.PASSMAX.ORG
The Bttimaie in CFA^ Exam Prep

Benefits from our:

• PASS Strategy: which our candidates

have found to be the most successful

in the industry.

• Lead Instructor: who's a CFA
Charterholder and an MBA School

Finance Instructor.

• Affordability.

"The PASSMAXprogram is structured

to beat the exam. it made the 6-hour

CFA exam seem likejust another class."

Arbi Khanjian, CFA Candidate, June 2008.

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

Intensive 60-HoaT Program

• Classroom Hanagement Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Pianning

• ESL Sidlls Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicum

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

U of T has asked students to pre-

pare flu kits in the event they are ill

and arrange for "flu buddies." The
university has also installed hand

sanitizers at all entrances and wash-

rooms and have met with registrars,

deans, and food preparation staff to

coordinate planning.

"I was asked to stay in my room un-

til 1 felt better. 1 stayed for about five

days, [until] my fever went away," said

fourth-year student Tori Cheifetz, Uni-

versity College's first reported case of

HlNl.

Cheifetz woke up last Friday with

a headache, which soon developed

into a fever. When she couldn't get out

of bed and sensed aches all over her

body, she went to the hospital for a

blood test and a nasal swab.

"Everyone in school backed away
when I told them and some people

have been rude," she said.

The vaccine
In line with a national government-

initiated vaccine program, U of T will

be opening clinics on campus on

Monday, Nov. 2. Each campus will

receive a set number of vaccines,

which are free to students.

The newly purchased vaccine is

adjuvanted, which means it includes

a substance that boosts the immune
system's responsiveness to the vac-

cine. This extra element is often con-

tained in other vaccines such as tet-

anus and hepatitis B. The adjuvant

in Canada's HlNl vaccine includes

water, squalene oil, and vitamin E.

The vaccine also contains a

small amount of Thimerosal, a

form of mercury, used to stabilize

and maintain the vaccine's quality

during storage.

Concerns have been raised over

recent Canadian studies suggest-

ing that people might be more sus-

ceptible to HlNl if they have been

vaccinated against the seasonal flu.

PHAC asked an international expert

panel to review the studies, which

concluded that they hold merit and

need further research.

do you know that

V dll your prof

e

"professors

Sessional faculty are currently bargaining

for a new contract, and have voted 70%

in favour of a strike.

Your teachers need your help. Sessionals

do 30% of the teaching at UofT and are

hired course by course.

Contact the provost and tell her that:

You have a RIGHT to know that good instructors will

be there to teach you next year

You want them paid well enough to have time to

meet YOU after classs

You want them to have time to write YOU a reference

letter

You want a fair contract QUICKLY so that UofT doesn't

face a STRIKE

university o^^nto

Write the provost:

Professor Cheryl Misak A^Ur t ,1

provost@utoronto.ca

education worlcers
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Debunking drop fees

What the campaign is really about, and why you should care

comment@thevarsity.ca6 MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2009

ADAM AWAD

The province-wide Day of Action

for a Poverty-Free Ontario will take

place this Thursday, and we at UTSU
and the Drop Fees Poverty Free On-
tario Coalition have spent countless

hours leafleting, speaking with stu-

dents, and getting materials ready

for the rally. We've gone around to

classes, dining halls, and residences

to speak with thousands of students,

as well as staff and faculty, about

the demands of the campaign and
why it's important. There's been an
enormously positive response, with

90,000 signatories to petitions from

across the province. But we've also

encountered a number of bizarre

myths about the campaign that I

think should be cleared up before

the big day. After all, we wouldn't

want people deciding not to come
because of faulty information.

Myth one
These campaigns happen everyyear

and nothing comes of them.

Campaigns calling for acces-

sible, well-funded education have

been happening for decades, but

certainly not every year. There
have been four in the last 10 years,

all of which produced results. In

2000, a province-wide Day of Ac-

tion resulted in the re-regulation

of tuition fees for professional fac-

ulties like law and dentistry after

they skyrocketed 200 per cent in

one year. In 2004, the campaign re-

sulted in a two-year tuition freeze,

while in 2007, the National Day of

Action produced a national system
of need-based grants (which takes

effect this year). Last year, our

campaign led to an extra $150 mil-

lion in provincial funds for post-

secondary infrastructure. That

seems like a little bit more than

nothing to me.

Myth two
The campaign demands don't apply

to international students, students

in professional faculties, or students

not on OSAP.

The campaign applies to all stu-

dents in the province regardless

of programme of study, status,

or financial background. Back in

the early '90s, international stu-

dents and those in second-entry

professional programmes like

pharmacy or law used to pay the

same amount for tuitions fees. It's

high time we end differential tu-

ition fees, because all knowledge
is important.

Myth three

The campaign is nothing but an

NDP-Ontario election platform.

The campaign is officially non-

partisan, but is supported by a

number of Members of Provincial

Parliament, including several from

the PC Party of Ontario and the

NDP. The current Critic for Col-

leges and Universities, PC member
Jim Wilson, recently lambasted
Premier Dalton McGuinty's ter-

rible record on education, and
called on MPPs to join us on Nov.

5. Supporting education and social

programmes with the goal of elim-

inating poverty is in everyone's

best interest, liberal and conser-

vative alike.

Myth four

Reduced tuition fees will reduce

the quality of my education, since

the university will be getting less

money.
The campaign calls for a fully-

funded reduction in tuition fees,

which means that any revenue

lost from the reduction would
be made up by an increase in

government funding. The bur-

den of financing public education

should be on the government,

not on students.

So 1 hope that this has cleared

a few things up. It is only by rais-

ing all our vices together and de-

manding an accessible education

for everyone that we can achieve

our goal and lower tuition fees.

Adam Awad is Vice President

University Affairs for UTSU

The CFS Day of Action for a Poverty-

Free Ontario is taking place this

Thursday, Nov. 5.

Obama takes aim at Fox

Why challenging the right-wing news source is long overdue

^^^^^JWIVAG|^AN^^^^_

Many a time, the firewall between
the White House and the media has

failed to remain intact, and 2009 is

certainly no exception. Earlier this

month, Anita Dunn, communica-
tions director for the Obama admin-

istration, made an appearance on
television decrying the propaganda
spewed by Fox News personalities,

like the blubbering Glenn Beck or

Bush sycophant Sean Hannity.

This isn't the first time the White

House has attacked the media. For-

mer Republican president George

W. Bush fought mercilessly to sup-

press negative media coverage, and

journalists who dared to voice their

criticism were dealt some heavy
blows, including illegal surveillance

of telephone conversations and

threats of criminal prosecution.

Perhaps the most well-known and
well-documented attacks against

freedom of the press came during

the Nixon presidency. Espionage,

tax auditing, intimidation, and an
"enemies list" were all part of a

grand scheme to obstruct honest

and objective reporting.

The Obama administration has

continued to single out Fox for its

conservative bias and alarmist

claims against socialism. While many
reporters and pundits disagree with

the White House's decision to take

the organization to task, this type of

public condemnation has long been

overdue. The administration is not

employing the same sinister, Nixon-

style tactics to suppress negative

coverage, but rather is standing up
for journalistic standards.

Granted, the triumvirate of

Beck, Hannity, and O'Reilly—the

leading opinion makers of the

organization—have the right to

voice their outrageous opinions.

However, the "straight news" por-

tion of Fox's programming must
be held accountable, because it is

not as fair and balanced as they

claim. Daytime anchors consis-

tently make political statements

fuelled by their ideological slant,

and interview conservative guests

without a moderate or progressive

guest to balance the discussion.

The network has purged liberal, or

at the very least moderate, voices

from airtime. Fox has also featured

mind-numbing coverage of the Tea
Parties—a series of rallies protest-

ing health care reform, stimulus

spending, and the legitimacy of

Obama's election—and one pro-

ducer was caught on video rally-

ing the crowds. It is clear that this

"news" organization is not operat-

ing like a legitimate media outlet.

The purpose of Fox News is to

advance a political agenda, and
as Bill Shine, Vice-President of Fox

News, willingly admitted, the orga-

nization is positioned as "the voice

of the opposition." How's that for

fair and balanced?

It is certainly the president's

prerogative to fight against the no-

tion that Fox News is an objective,

non-partisan member of the news
industry. Those who suggest that

Obama's criticism of the media
heavyweight is a distraction from
other pressing issues ought to re-

mind the heads of Fox News what
exactly the issues are: health care

reform, corporate welfare, and the

military escalation in Afghanistan.

The organization has never been

highly regarded for its investiga-

tive journalism, and frankly, I'd

fathom that hardly anyone there

has the intellectual curiosity to

discuss and dissect the pressing

issues at hand.

One can certainly give rational

and legitimate criticisms about the

president's policies—and there

are plenty—by using empirical

evidence and sound judgment. But

Fox's idea of news content consists

of scare tactics, Republican talking

points, and attention to the most

inane details. In order to have any

constructive dialogue, the main-

stream bystanders and passive

supporters of Fox need to quit giv-

ing the big news bully a free pass.
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Good things can grow outside Ontario
Eating locally may be good for your health and the environment, but it disadvantages farmers around the world

ALLY HENDERSON

"Buy Ontario" is part of the

$12.5-million Pick Ontario Fresh-

ness strategy aimed at increasing

the demand for Ontario produce
in both our stores and restaurants.

It's seductively crafted by policy-

makers to ensure you, the con-

sumer, feel healthier, and socially

and environmentally virtuous. "If

we buy Ontario, everyone wins, be-

cause we are supporting our farm-

ers, processors, rural economy,
environment, and ourselves with

healthy food from here at home,"

said Leona Dombrowsky, Minister

of Agriculture Food and Rural Af-

fairs. But does everyone really win?

Of course, buying local reduces

packaging, increases bio-diversity,

supports local small farmers, and
minimizes energy consumption and
pollution. But increasing the demand
for Ontario produce may put foreign

agricultural imports at a disadvan-

tage, threatening the livelihoods of

the people who produce them.

Many developing countries rely

almost entirely on agriculture for

their livelihoods. Even slight fluc-

tuations in the market can have
major socio-economic effects on
these countries.

The economies of developing

countries are already at a great dis-

advantage with regards to market

access to Canada. Canadian farm-

ers received approximately $3.3 bil-

lion in subsidies in 2008, according

to the department of Agriculture,

Food, and Rural Affairs. And Ontar-

io spent $717.1 million in direct sub-

sidies to its farmers in 2008. Canada

The 'locavore' movement has spread across Canada, the United States, and Europe in recent years.

does not import very much from

developing countries. In 2001, 0.1

per cent of our agricultural imports

were from Africa and zero from the

world's least developed countries.

Most of our agricultural imports are

actually from the United States.

Some economists argue that

buying local might benefit devel-

oping economies. By decreasing

trade between the global north

and south, poorer countries may
be encouraged to trade with one
another. Over time, this would

promote sustainable agricultural

development, food security, and a

variety of other benefits.

But because of the current global

economic set-up and the wonders of

"free" trade, many developing coun-

tries actually import more than

they export. Protectionist measures
such as agricultural subsidies make
it very difficult for a country like

Uganda to sell its rice to Kenya or

Mozambique. It's much cheaper for

Kenya to buy its rice directly from

the United States. Buying local in

Canada would thus only disadvan-

tage these countries further.

These road blocks need to be re-

moved in order to promote intra-

regional trade between African

nations. According to the United

Nations African Recovery Pro-

gram, African countries must first

eliminate trade barriers within

the African community for agri-

cultural export to become viable.

They must diversify their produce,

increase agricultural development
initiatives, include the informal

sector in their economies, and im-

prove transportation, infrastruc-

ture, and distribution. There's a

long way to go, but intra-regional

trade is on the rise and it's chang-

ing lives. However, until those

road blocks are obliterated, many
people in developing countries

will depend heavily on interna-

tional export opportunities for the

bulk of their income.

It's not just Ontario and Canada
that are developing armies of

locavores. The United States is

also urging its citizens to buy lo-

cal produce, and the boom in Eu-

rope is astounding. If this eating

local trend continues to explode
on a global scale, it could further

marginalize and harm developing

countries. Good things grow in

Ontario, but great things grow all

around the world, too.

Lacldustre leaderstiip

Vibrant federal leaders lose their edge after only a few months in

Ottawa. Can Ignatieff reverse the trend?

GABE DE ROCHE

Are Canadian politics dull? It's a

criticism lobbed at the folks in Ot-

tawa on a regular basis and at those

of us who are actively engaged in

politics in this country. Canadians

gaze longingly at the rough-and-

tumble politics of our American
neighbours. We hang "HOPE" post-

ers of Obama on our walls, and se-

cretly watch clips of Bill O'Reilly

and Keith Olbermann on Youtube.

Canadian politics just aren't as

sexy. Even Stephen Harper believes

as much, having recently admitted

to the Toronto Star that he watches

American newscasts exclusively.

Our lacklustre political situation

is one of the reasons why I was so

excited about Michael Ignatieff's

entry into politics. This is a man
who has written 17 books, who
has shown to possess an imagina-

tive political mind, and has built a

career thinking about matters of

identity, human rights, and nation-

al projects. This is a man who has

never shied away from controversy

or bold statements on public policy.

In other words, 1 have always felt

that Ignatieff had an inspiring politi-

cal imagination. And nowhere is this

more evident than in Luke Savage's

excellent interview, published by

The Varsity, in which Ignatieff shows
himself to be an eloquent and nu-

anced thinker on matters of federal-

ism and national identity.

So what the hell happened? Why
is Ignatieff sitting 15 points behind

Harper, whose only capacity for

political imagination is how to envi-

sion his next propaganda scheme to

divide Canadians and dismantle our

national institutions?

Former prime minister Paul Mar-

tin was at an event at U of T last

week, and he offered some insight. 1

was used to Martin being dull, but at

the talk, his ideas were compelling.

Martin offered an inspiring vision

for a truly global commitment to

Africa, a commitment that has been

abandoned by a number of Western

countries including our own. He
also offered a pragmatic and game-

changing approach to how the gov-

ernment treats Aboriginal Peoples,

and how through a number of initia-

tives—including an education proj-

ect co-sponsored by the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation—Martin

is continuing to make an impact

out-of-office. Yet where was all this

when he was Prime Minister?

When both men lamented on-

stage that youth were not getting

involved in politics, I asked if maybe
the reason for the lack of interest

was that our leaders aren't giving

us the kind of proposals that Martin

had just outlined.

When Martin was prime minister,

he was criticised on a daily basis

for being dull. He was even called

Mr. Dithers by The Economist. How-
ever, now that he's out of office,

he's anything but.

Compare this with Ignatieff. If

the Canadian news media is to be

believed, the once-bold Iggy has

become the hopelessly banal Iffy.

Sound familiar?

But 1 have hope. Actually, I have a

great deal of hope. The Liberal lead-

ership has been shocked into action

by the doomsday scenario in which

they are currently living. It is time

for the calls of columnists across

the country to be answered, and for

Ignatieff to present some bold poli-

cy proposals that will help Canadi-

ans recognise his national vision as

one unmatched by other Canadian

political leaders.

The risk-averse Liberal strategy

that has characterised the past few

months doesn't work. Plain and sim-

ple. It's time to be bold. And I have

faith in Ignatieff, faith that he will

stop deferring to cautious advisors.

Faith that he will engage Canadians

at the level where he is strongest:

that of our political imagination.

The country's most successful and
time-honoured leaders have been the

ones who have presented us with a vi-

sion for the future. They have known,

as leaders, that Canadians need first

to believe in it to see it. They know
that our country is existentially root-

ed in a national vision.

When Ignatieff starts to engage
Canadians at this level, 1 have no
doubt that he will achieve endur-

ing success.

Gabe De Roche is the president of

Liberals at the University of Toronto

LETTERS -

Burka harms social

interaction

One problem with head-covering

clothing that also covers the face

isn't discussed very much: it un-

dermines social interaction ("Sym-

bol of oppression or matter of

choice? Oct. 29"). A large percent-

age of social interaction involves

non-verbal cues, many in the face

and particularly the eyes, which
are completely hidden by the niqab

and especially the burka.

This may speak in part to cul-

tural and social biases on my part,

but 1 don't believe that Arabic as

a language could somehow have
solved this problem. 1 certainly

can't imagine having to work with

someone wearing a burka.

On the other hand, I tend to

find that the hijab is actually quite

elegant, and fail to see how they

represent anything more than a cul-

tural and fashion choice. France's

ban on them is beyond ridiculous.

Grant Heaslip

Tfte t^/5//K welcomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number tO:

comment@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.
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When was the last time you tried something new? TIM LEGAULT tool< a class on Ninjutsu,

and learned that he could enjoy the combat—without all the self-awareness

If
a ninja so wisfies, he can stare at a

liorse witfi the intention of killing it.

If a ninja does this for a day, the horse

will get antsy and freak out. If a ninja

does this for a week, the horse will go

insane. True story. Scout's honour
Let's give this some context. The

other weekend, 1 went to a Ninja

Combat Training course at Casa
Loma. 1 wore a black T-shirt and tight

pants. Now 1 have three hours of

deadly training and a good story to

tell people at parties.

1 should start at the beginning,

with Sensei Michael telling the class

that a ninja would have no qualms us-

ing a rusted sickle on his opponents.

"You cut someone with this?" he said

straight-faced, "Certain death. Un-

less you cut off that limb. .

."

No. That won't do. Like all good

things, let's start in the middle of

things, with the instructor telling us

ninja novices that actor/comedian Ed-

die Izzard (according to Matthew, it's

spelt like "lizard" but with an "e") and
Tony Roberts (the expletive comedian,

not Woody Allen's sidekick) both em-

body the philosophy of Ninjutsu. Their

confidence, stage presence, and com-

mand of an audience would please any

sensei, according to Matthew.

Fast-forward 10 minutes. Now 1 am
walking around in a circle, except

we're doing a balancing exercise

which requires us to move our legs

as if stepping over a high fence, or

to put it more clearly, as though ap-

plying for a government grant at the

Ministry of Silly Walks.

How ninjas got from place to place

in a punctual manner, I'll never know.

All I thought of was a ninja telling his

master, in his best John Cleese voice,

"I'm sorry to have kept you waiting,

but I'm afraid my walk has become
rather sillier recently, and so it takes

me rather longer to get to work."

Look what I've done. I've made a

mess of things. No more Monty Py-

thon. This is not a joke. Let's move
on to a more enlightening anecdote.

1 can't remember if it was before or

after Sensei Matthew punched me in

the stomach (apparently, my defen-

sive stance was not very defensive),

but it was around that time that 1 ap-

proached the course a little differently.

The punch came after Matthew
told the class a story about how he
would sneak up on his girlfriend

when he went to study Ninjutsu at

the library. Perhaps my instructor,

frat-boy demeanour and all, was not

kidding around. This was his job, and
he studied this stuff without a hint of

irony. This course wasn't some self-

aware, hipster joke.

1 took a second look at the people

around me. Among the ninjas-to-be

were a cute couple in their late twen-

ties, a young teenage boy and his old-

er sister, and an enthusiastic young
man, cleeirly a subscriber of Ninjutsu

philosophy, whom 1 heard telling his

friend, "Fear makes a coward of us all."

I had started to learn a lesson by
this point. It relates to another of Sen-

sei Matthew's sincere, sage stories.

Here it is: a ninja in command of his

emotions will hide his intentions so

as not to give himself away. The less

a ninja gives away, the better A true

ninja could be ready to chop you in

the neck and you would never know
by his demeanour

1 certainly passed the "don't give

yourself away" test. When 1 was al-

lowed to try on one of Sensei Mat-

thew's weapons, which I can only

describe as resembling Wolver-

ine's metallic claws, what else was
stopping me from jumping around

like the X-Men superhero? I really

should have strapped both sets of

claws on my hands and smiled with

an air of pure satisfaction like the

man beside me did.

We played with other ninja weap-

ons, too, which included some sort

of long, wooden hammer and a big,

wooden log (think of what a lum-

berjack would use for logrolling). 1

enjoyed myself, but I was waiting for

the punchline. I was waiting for the

comic relief. There lay my problem.

When we had to pair off with a

partner to practice defensive and
retaliatory ninja moves, including

chopping someone in the neck, 1 end-

ed up paired off with a girl of about

14 and a foot shorter than me. Yes,

the situation was a bit ridiculous, but

should 1 have been laughing or ear-

nestly practicing deadly martial arts

with her?

1 guess what I'm trying to get

across is, was I hiding behind a shield

of smugness and irony? No one else

seemed nearly as self-aware as 1

was, and they seemed to be enjoy-

ing themselves. Did 1 need to hide my
emotions, like a ninja, behind a veil of

sarcasm and pop-culture references?

Sensei Matthew made the com-
ment after class that he could al-

ready tell some of us were not

serious about mastering the

philosophy of Ninjutsu. He
wasn't tjitter and neither was
1. 1 had no intention of becom-

ing a ninja.

1 noticed my 14-year-old

partner, before leaving,

walk up to the instructor.

"Arigato, Sensei Mat-

thew," she said with a

little bow.

That confirmed it. This

course was serious. Peo-

ple wanted to try some-

thing new. It wasn't some-

thing to laugh at and in

most cases it wasn't even

something to laugh with.

As a young, city-bred

urbanite, it was about

time 1 learned this.

This ninja course

shouldn't just make
a good story or a fun-

ny joke at a party. I can
laugh when Sensei M
chael conditions

himself by beat-

ing his arms
and chests

with some sort

of specialized

bean bag, but is

that really appropriate? Would 1 be

laughing for the right reasons? Is it

bad that this ninja course incites

smirks and hyperbole among my
friends and I?

1 was having a good time. But was
1 having as good at time as the dead-
ly serious Wolverine-wannabe, or

the 5-foot-

tall, 14-year-

old? Sarcasm and

smugness can only bring so

much amusement.
Sensei Matthew taught us that a

ninja's preferred method of attack is

from behind. Surprise trumps every-

thing else. Death grips, ninja chops,

and deadly weapons aside, the thing

that truly hit me by surprise was how

important it can be to take things se-

riously sometimes.

Don't You ForgetAbout Hughes
Just before the famed director's death, local fan Austin Sadowski toured the U.S. to assess his impact on a generation

WILL SLOAN
A&E Associate Editor

Late in Don'l You Forget About Me, To-

ronto-based director Matt Austin Sad-

owski's documentary about the career

and cultural legacy of John Hughes,

one of the interviewees observes that

though Hughes's films (including The

Breakfast Club, Ferris Bueller's Day Off,

and Sbcteen Candles) are beloved by

moviegoers, they never received the

same unabashed adulation from crit-

ics. Thus, critical re-assessment was

in order And, interestingly enough,

critical re-assessment came, though

hardly under ideal circumstances,

when Hughes died of a heart attack on

Aug. 6. This sparked a wave of obitu-

aries marked by overwhelming criti-

cal praise that had generally eluded

Hughes during his career (which, aside

from a few screenplay credits, had pret-

ty much ended with 199rs Curly Sue).

"I think death brings a lot of artists

the recognition that they always de-

served," says Sadowski in an Interview

with The Varsity. "We wanted to make

this film because people seemed to

forget what a major contribution he

made cind put him off to the side. Like,

'the major filmmakers of our time,'

they'd consider Woody Allen or Martin

Scorsese or Quentin Tarantino, a whole

bunch of people, and a yeair ago if 1 were

to say, '...and John Hughes,' people

would be like, 'Uh. . . 1 dunno. I'd put him

on my B-list.' And I think a lot of people

didn't realize how they felt about these

movies until he passed away, and they

thought about him when they hadn't

though about him in a long time. Or

thought, 'Oh my god, we're never going

to get another John Hughes film.'"

Don't You ForgetAboutMe has a nifty

gimmick, following Sadowski and his

three producers as they try to track

down the reclusive Hughes ostensi-

bly for an interview, but really just

to tell him how much they miss him.

Shooting over a period of two years,

they also managed to secure an im-

pressive assortment of interviewees,

from filmmakers Kevin Smith and Ja-

son Reitman to Hughes regulars like

Ally Sheedy and Andrew McCarthy.

"To call them and be like, 'Hey, we're

a bunch of filmmakers from Canada,

we're making a documentary,' the first

question they ask is, 'Well, where's it

gonna be shown? ' And we'd say, 'Hope-

fully festivals... and we'll hopefully

sell it...' And we'd say, 'We'll come to

wherever you have time.' 1 don't want
to speak for other documentaries, but

1 think there's sometimes a schedule,

and. . . we didn't have any schedule!"

"Everyone was very generous with

their time. I think they thought they'd

come in and give us, like, five minutes

and leave, but they ended up talking

to us for a full hour."

Particularly enthusiastic was Roger

Ebert, who recorded his interview just

a week before the operation that would
lead to the removal of part of his jaw.

"He was going in for his third and final

surgery on, let's say the tenth. And we
had the interview scheduled for, like,

the thirteenth. He called us to resched-

ule, and we thought he was going to say,

'I'm having surgery, give me a call in a
month and I'll see how I'm doing.' But he

scheduled it earlier, because he really

wanted to do our interview. So it was
clear that he wanted to help us out, but

also that he really wanted to talk about

John Hughes."

The most entertaining interviewee,

however, is easily Judd Nelson, who
comes across as a middle-aged version

of his Breakfast Club character "When
he came to the interview, he was chain-

smoking, and... he was Bender And 1

thought, 'Oh my gosh, is he gonna rebel

against everything I say and be a smart-
ass?' So, he came in with the sunglass-

es, and then he took off his sunglasses

and put on his eyeglasses, and he trans-

formed into this incredible, articulate

emotional person. His interview was
definitely one of my favourites."

The documentary doesn't spend
much time on later Hughes directorial

efforts like Curly Sue and Planes, Trains

andAutomobiles, and even less time on
some of his less dignified writing cred-

its. "We just wanted to be specific. At
one point we had a six-hour rough-cut,

and then, y'know, you kill your babies
as you edit. And one of the quotes that

was cut was Roger Ebert talking about

Baby's Day Out, and how people gener-

ally go, 'John Hughes? Baby's Day Out?'

but Baby's Day Out was one of Japan's

top-grossing movies in the two years it

came out."

"But we wanted to be pretty spe-

cific about what we talked about, and

there's really no other filmmaker who

had such a focus on one sub-genre.

There are directors who always do

comedies, but there are very few di-

rectors that stick within such a spe-

cific genre and make films that aren't

sequels to each other"

Throughout the documentary peo-

ple talk about how they wish Hughes

would return to make another teen

movie. Having myself wanted to see

Hughes come out of retirement, 1 ask

Sedowski if this is perhaps a selfish de-

sire. "There's a teen towards the very

end of the film who says, 'Come back

—

we need you.' We didn't tell him to say

that. And it's kinda rare that you'd hear

someone say they need a filmmaker."

Don't You Forget About Me comes

out on DVD on Nov. 3.
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Beauty of the beasts: Graeme Gibson

Bedside Book of Beasts author probes the human fascination with our animal ancestry

JADE COLBERT
Varsity Staff

On the evening I am collecting my
thoughts on Graeme Gibson's Bed-

side Book of Beasts, to my door ar-

rives a parade of animals, some of

them not much taller than waist-high

in the night's early going. They climb

the steps and exclaim in unbelievably

high-pitched chorus, "Doritos!" when
supplied the ceremonial offering, and
then hop back into the dark to join

their friends the pirates, vampires,

ghosts, and princesses. Not a few

Pooh Bears silently size me up from

curbside strollers, along for the ride.

Beasts, a sort of follow-up to 2005's

Bedside Book of Birds, is beautiful.

Like Birds, it's a miscellany of stunning

illustrations and short readings, set in

large type, from our history of trying to

figure out the creatures that surround

us. As a miscellany, it's easy to dip

into at random, to meditate on a 17th-

century illustration, for example, of a

strange creature—from the caption-

writer's best guess, a "bear/sloth"—or

to consider the nondescript animals

that look on as a lion maws the neck of

a bull in a 14th-century Arabic version

of the Book ofKalilah andDinana. Why
do they smile so?

"I'm hoping in some sense that

people will recognize stuff in it out of

their own experience here or there

or maybe even just some dim past

that we all carry about with us," Gib-

son tells me over the phone when we
spoke a week prior to Halloween.

While Birds and Beasts are present-

ed in a similar manner. Beasts sets

itself apart not only for covering a

different set of vertebrates. Whereas

Birds was a book about how humans
wish they could fly. Beasts is a stir-

stick for the memory of our species.

Remember when we thought of our-

selves as not entirely human? The
book is rife with examples of human-
animal hybrids and shape-shifters.

Two images stood out for me.

The first is a detail from an ornate

cauldron (first century BC, Den-

mark) depicting a sitting man hold-

ing up a snake in his left hand and
wearing antlers, watched by a crowd
of deer. The other is of a somewhat
crude wooden carving that is never-

theless undoubtedly a human with a

lion's head, carved 30,000 to 34,000

years ago, according to the caption.

Jean Clottes writes of the figurine:

"This not only reinforces the great

importance of felines to Paleolithic

people, but also highlights the fluid

nature of their belief system, in

which borders separating humans
and animals were easy to cross."

I just find it amazing that humans
have been humans for so long.

"What I'm trying to get at in this

one is
—

" Gibson pauses for a mo-
ment, rethinking how he wants to

describe his purpose lor Beasts. "I'm

sitting here and we have a bunch of

trees outside my study window. All

the leaves are a wonderful colour.

What I'm trying to convey is that

—

those leaves, the recognition, what-

ever pleasure it gives us—that is a

response to an ancient experience

of ours. It's not just aesthetics. That

feeds us in some way."

A favourite quote of Gibson's is from

E.O. Wilson: "The natural world is still

imbedded in our genes and cannot

be eradicated." He makes frequent

reference in our conversation to the

deep history of human kind spanning

six millennia—a history in which,

if shrunk to the length of a day, the

Industrial Revolution and the years

since would barely last past a sneeze.

It's hardly surprising, with that per-

spective, that the image of my friend

the man-lion still resonates.

"The Pleistocene, which formed

our species, took us from being

early anthropoids to being largely

what we are now, but with different

memories and different patterns of

knowledge. We spent 80,000 genera-

tions becoming what we are now."

So we like to dress up as ani-

mals—hence the jaguar ringing my
doorbell and our ability to even

imagine a story like Where The

Wild Things Are. But we also like

to make animals in our own image.

One story later on in the book de-

clares it outright: "Bears are like

people." Anthropomorphism rears

its head—Ernest Thompson Seton

giving rabbits human thoughts and

all that, not to mention Disney.

"1 don't mean it literally, but our brain

is almost like an alien being. Because it

doesn't understand nature," Gibson

says. Will our alien brains ever really

figure out what it is to be a bear, absent

our own human thoughts? "No," Gib-

son concedes, "I don't think so."

"For the longest time, anthropo-

morphism was one of the greatest

sins anyone could think of in terms

of studying animals, and yet science

is unable to study the individual dif-

ferences within a species. [...] If you
live among wild animals, it's clear

that certain animals have different

characters. As soon as you start say-

ing this one's behaving differently,

then you're fooling around with an-

thropomorphism. But the really in-

triguing thing about human beings

to me, and to most people 1 think,

is not what we're like as a group but

what we're like individually. 1 have

no difficulty with anthropomor-

phism at all unless one's trying to

prove something scientific with it."

The animals may or may not be
laughing at us, and we'll probably

never know for sure, but that doesn't

stop us from trying to cuddle up to

them. The Bedside Book of Beasts

is a testament to how we've always

wondered why the animals smile

so, and why, on our best of days, we
might feel like an animal in disguise.

The Bedside Book of Beasts is

published by Doubleday Canada.

Clumsy Caton a Hot Tin Roof
VCDS production fails to land on its feet

Big Mama (Paige Lancaster) stood out in a largely lacklustre cast.

JOAN WAMITI
Varsity Staff

This weekend, the Victoria College

Drama Society put on a produc-

tion of Tennessee Williams' Pulitzer

Prize-winning play. Cat on a Hot Tin

Roof The play revolves around the

Mississippi-based Pollitt family: for-

mer football player, now alcoholic

Brick (Robert Bellissimo) and his

wife Maggie (Sarah King), who have

a contentious marriage; family patri-

arch "Big Daddy" Pollitt (Christopher

Mastropietro) and "Big Mama" Pollitt

(Paige Lancaster), who are both un-

aware that Big Daddy is dying of can-

cer; and Brick's older brother Gooper
(Daniel Hermann) and wife Mae (Em-
ily Johnson), who have designs on
inheriting Big Daddy's wealth.

Stage manager Jenna Koening did

an admirable job creating a simple

yet beautiful set that perfectly

evoked the Southern ranch setting

of the play. Unfortunately, the rest

of the play was not as nearly well

arranged, and the production didn't

know what it wanted to be. The faux

Southern accents were atrocious

—

one could easily believe the actors

spent so much time trying to pin

down the dialect that they forgot all

other aspects of their craft. The play

lacked strong directorial vision

—

the pacing was awkward, the acting

uneven and the three-hours in the

theatre felt more like three days. In

my estimation, there was some mis-

casting as well, and 1 felt that some of

the actors onstage would have been

better suited to other roles.

The first act starts with a seemingly

interminable monologue from Maggie

"the Cat" talking to an off-stage Brick.

King's drawl was passable, but her

portrayal of Maggie lacked evenness,

and her delivery of otherwise funny

lines fell flat. Brick's terribly accented

replies offstage were cringe-worthy,

and his appearance onstage did not in-

stil confidence. Bellissimo's laboured

performance was barely tolerable: his

accent seemed to be based on Dirty

South rap videos with his line delivery

falling into rapping at times. His over-

wrought hobbling onstage was chaot-

ic to watch, and his grimaces were far

too exaggerated to be believable.

Appearances from Mae (Emily John-

son) and Big Mama (Paige Lancaster)

were a breath of fresh air. Johnson's

acting was truly stellar with no mis-

steps, cuid any scene with her in it was

a high point of the play. Her accent was

the most convincing of the cast, cind

everything about her acting was con-

sistent—from her body language to

her tart and impeccable line delivery,

she was undoubtedly the standout of

the play. Lcinccister's performance as

Big Mama received the majority of the

laughs—her comic timing cind energy

were a joy to watch, cdthough they both

flagged slightly towards the end. While

Patrick Kelly's role as Reverend Tooker

was minor, he exhibited good humour
and was able to impart most (though

not all) of his lines with enough capa-

bility to stand out in the dismal cast.

The second act started off as a con-

fused jumble, which then degenerated

into a snore-worthy monologue, this

time from Big Daddy (Christopher Mas-

tropietro). Mastropietro's acting was
exceedingly uneven, brilliantly comic

at times, and horrifically awkward at

others. His movement on stage suc-

cessfully mimicked that of an older

man, but the effect was spoiled when he

sprawled out like a frat boy on the furni-

ture. His laughter was forced and wan-

dered into registers normally reached

by adolescent boys whose voices are

only just breaking. His interaction with

Brick, ostensibly that of father and son,

Ccmie across more like two "bros" hang-

ing out. The sudden pitch changes were

not restricted to Mastropietro—it af-

fected a number of the other actors as

well, and it seems to have been a side

effect of the attempted dialect.

The third act brought more action

than the first two, but the clumsy
pacing was far more evident as a re-

sult. A number of hesitant moments
and silences that could have been
used to great effect simply felt awk-

ward. Daniel Hermann's rendition

of Gooper was mostly incoherent.

King's voice had become screechy,

and Luke McElcheran (playing Doc
Baugh) appeared to be delivering

his lines to his feet. King did a com-
petent job during the final scene, but

it was far too little, far too late. The

remaining actors were not onstage
long enough to make an impression.

All in all, this was an overly ambi-
tious production that ended up ex-

posing the weaknesses of almost ev-

eryone involved. I can't help feeling

that if they had simply ignored the

Southern accents, the actors would
have been better able to exhibit their

talents, and director Laura Delchiaro

would have been better able to ex-

plore each character's nuances. As
it stands, this was a classic that was
butchered at the hands of amateurs.
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Gill POWER
Are women falling through

the cracks in health care?

ERENE STERGIOPOULOS
Associate Science Editor

Being a woman might be tougher than you think. A
study released this August as part of the Project for

an Ontario Women's Health Evidence-Based Report

(POWER) has pointed to some of the major gaps in

cancer screening and follow-up for Ontario women.
The study is one chapter in a comprehensive

multi-year project focusing on women's health and
differences in care based on ethnicity, geography,

and socioeconomic factors. According to principal

investigator and U of T professor Arlene Bierman,

"We looked at two of the most common causes of

cancer in women—that affect both men and wom-
en—^which was lung and colorectal cancer. We
also looked at cancers that are specific to women,
that is breast, cervical, and ovarian cancer. We
tried to get the continuum of care: from screen-

ing through diagnosis, treatment, follow-up,

as well as end-of-life care."

The study's results indicate that low-

income women are consistently less

likely to get screened for breast,

cervical, and colorectal cancer. This

pattern held across all of the Local

Health Integration Networks in

the province.

"Our study didn't look directly

at the reasons why low-income

women are less likely to be

screened," says Bierman, "but

there's actually fciirly large litera-

ture on this, and there are multiple

reasons. There are individual-lev-

el reasons [such as] more barriers

to care. There might be provider-level

reasons: low-income women might have

more medical problems; they tend to be sick-

er. And so maybe the doctors are busy taking

care of their other problems and the Pap smear
falls down the list."

But low income isn't the only factor at work: many
women of all socioeconomic backgrounds who were

found to have low-grade lesions or inadequate Pap

smears did not receive the follow-up care they needed.

"All women are falling through the cracks, whether

they're low-income or not," says Bierman. "So there are two

separate issues."

The study's findings will be used to help close the gaps in

women's health care in Ontario. "We think that there's a good
message for improvement: that we can target low-income women

to increase screening rates,

and we can also put systems
in place to make sure that

all women do get followed

once they're screened,"

says Bierman. "It's not

enough to increase

screening rates. We
also have to make sure

that once people are

screened, if something

is picked up, that the

follow-up is done."

Luckily, there was
also a bright side to the

research. "One of the

good-news findings is

that once you get in the

cancer system, the treat-

ment is fairly equitable, for

men and women, [regardless

of] income," says Bierman.

As a comprehensive report,

the POWER study looks at the

leading causes of morbidity and
mortality in women. So far, POWER

has released three chapters covering

such topics as population health and the

burden of illness, cancer, and depression.

Over the next year, the POWER research team
will release chapters on heart disease, diabetes, HIV

infection, and reproductive health.

"Our goal in doing this is to develop a tool to help poli-

cy makers and providers reduce health inequities among
women in Ontario," says Bierman. "The other thing that's

important to know is because we're looking at women and

at gender differences, we actually have data on men as well,

and we're finding areas where we really need to pay atten-

tion to men's health as well as women's health.

"I think there is a lot of interest in improving and trans-

forming the health system. We know that there have been

problems, but what we really wanted to do was find out how
well we were doing now, where there were gaps by gender,

and where there were gaps by income and other socioeco-

nomic factors like ethnicity—so that we can look at these

and make strategic decisions: what do we have to target for

improvement in Ontario?"

All the POWER study materials, including the cancer chapter

and research highlights, are available for download at

powerstudy.ca.

Stories behind Nobel science with Lia Cardarell

How fibre optics and CCD
sensors have advanced
modern communications

The Prize:
The 2009 Nobel Prize in Physics,

shared between Charles K. Kao "for

groundbreaking achievements con-

cerning the transmission of light in fi-

bres for optical communication" and

Willard S. Boyle and George E. Smith

"for the invention of an imaging semi-

conductor circuit—the CCD sensor."

The Science:
Modern communication (the Inter-

net, telephone lines, cable television,

and even medical imaging) is almost

entirely dependent on fibre optic

cables. Coupled-charged devices

(CCDs) are important in research

and industry, but are also the tech-

nology behind your vacation photos

and favourite Youtube clips.

Talking With Light
History is full of beautiful examples

of how light can be trapped in glass

and water, such as the coloured

glassware and crystal chandeliers.

Light can be trapped in water

or glass because it travels slower

in these media than it does in air

When light enters a glass of water, it

slows down, causing the light beam
to change direction. This explains

why a straw in a glass of water looks

like it has split in two. However, if the

light comes from within the water

out towards the air, much of the light

bounces off of the surface of the wa-

ter and is trapped within the aque-

ous substance.

Since the 1930s, doctors had been

SEE 'NOBEL' -NEXT PAGE

Willard Boyle (left) and George Smith (right) at Bell Labs in New Jersey with the couple-charged device in 1970. Boyle, Smith

and Charles K. Kao shared the 2009 Nobel Prize in Physics for their work on the fiber-optic cable and CCD sensor.
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using thin glass rods to transmit

light down a patient's throat to view

their stomachs, or to illuminate teeth

in dental surgery. However, these

glass fibres were only practical for

use over short distances. They often

"leaked" light, and most of the light

dissipated after only a few metres.

The invention of the laser provid-

ed scientists with a beam of light that

could be flashed on and off, creating

the ones and zeros of binary code

and providing a method for com-
munication transmission. All they

needed was a fibre that wouldn't

leak light over long distances and

they would have the technology for

optical communication.

When Shanghai-born engineer

Charles K. Kao began working in the

field of communications, the idea of

light being used as a communication

signal was only beginning to get at-

tention. Communication in the 1950s

and '60s was largely via electronics

or radio waves. Light was thought

to be a better option than the status

quo because the speed and frequen-

cies of light lend themselves well to

signal adjustment. But how to trans-

mit the light signals over long dis-

tances?

In the 1960s, Kao began studying

glass fibres at the Standard Telecom-

munications Laboratories. With the

help of junior colleague George A.

Hockham, he set a goal to improve

the transmission of light through op-

tical fibers to one per cent transmis-

sion over one kilometre. If he could

meet this goal, optical communica-
tion would become feasible.

They soon discovered that poor

transmission rates were a result of

impure glass, and in 1966 proposed
using purer starting materials for

new fibres. In 1971, the American
company Corning Glass Works un-

veiled a one-kilometre-long optical

fibre that could finally promise prac-

tical transmission rates.

Today, the world has been
wrapped many times over in opti-

cal fibre. It is light, strong, and flex-

ible and can therefore be buried or

run underwater, which is important

for trans-Atlantic communication.

Transmission rates today are as high

as 95 per cent over one kilometre,

leagues above Kao's initial one per

cent goal, and the amount of infor-

mation travelling at the speed of

light through these cables increases

every day. The Internet would not be
possible without them.

Much of the information travelling

along the world's optical fibres origi-

nates in devices using technology

that was awarded the second half of

the 2009 Nobel Prize in Physics.

The Death of Film
The CCD is today's most popular

electronic eye. You can find them in

digital cameras, video recorders, mi-

croscopes, telescopes like the Hub-
ble, and the Keppler satellites.

In 1970, Willard Boyle and George

Smith, who worked at the famous
Bell Labs, were approached by their

boss to develop a memory device

that could out-compete a device

developed by another group at Bell

Labs. Boyle and Smith sketched out

the theory and math behind the CCD
in one afternoon, and a prototype

was built within a week. Although it

was originally designed as a memory
device, the CCD's capabilities as a

camera soon took centre stage.

The CCD uses the photoelectric

effect (which won Einstein a Nobel

in 1921) to sense light. A stamp-

sized silicon plate acts as the light

VARSITY SCIENCE

sensor that covers millions of tiny

wells called photocells that are ar-

ranged in a grid. When the sensor is

exposed to light (like when you open
your camera's shutter), this excites

electrons in the silicon plate. These
then release and collect in the photo-

cells below. The amount of light the

silicon plate is exposed to results in

more or less electrons collecting in

the photocells. Applying filters to the

CCD can allow it to sense the colour

of light shining on it.

When voltage is applied to the

photocell array, the electrons can

be read, converted to binary code,

and used to recreate an image. Each

photocell read from the array corre-

sponds to a pixel in the final image.

Early cameras and video recorders

enabled with CCDs were bulky and
expensive, but the drive towards an

ever more digitized world pushed
down cost and drove the engineer-

ing behind smaller and more efficient

camera technologies.

Today, the light sensitivity and
amazing resolution power of the

CCD allows us to see the very small

and the very large, the bottom of our

oceans, and the surface of our neigh-

bouring planets.

What You May Not Know:
Willard Boyle was born in rural Nova
Scotia, and grew up in a remote log-

ging town in Quebec where he was
home schooled by his mother until

he was 15. His early life shaped his

desire to succeed. Although best

known for his contributions to the

CCD, he also helped develop the first

continuously operating ruby laser

(now used for tattoo removal) and

the semiconductor lasers that are

used in CD players. He also worked
on the NASA Apollo program that

put man on the moon.
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I CERTIFIED ANGUS
I STEAKS & RIBS

^3
Buy one burger or pizza & get a

second burger or pizza FREE i

(Dine-in only, with purchase of any beverage)

583 College Street (near ciinton). 416 532-1250

Book A Party • Group Discounts

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS& CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection. Major

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

TEACH ENGLISH OVERSEAS

Information Session: Monday, October

26th, 7:00pm. Location: OlSE, 252 Bloor

Street West, 2nd Floor, Room 198. www.
teslinstitute.com, 1-877-814-1295.

TUTORINd

TUTOR. 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Specializing in ECO 220, CHM 139, 247,

MATH 135, 136. Past tests and exams

with solutions available for practice.

DON'T WAIT! GET HELP NOW! (416)

785-8898.

EDITING

RESUMES, COVER LETTERS, BLASTS.

AND ESSAY& APPLICATION EDIT HELP

Since 1983. Excellence Guaranteed. 416-

539-9443 (9am -5 pm)

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $1 2.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each additional word. Rates include one line of bold

type for the ad header. No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone.

Ads must be submitted at least four days prior to publication.

Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306, Toronto, ON, M5S 1 J6. Call 416-946-7604

or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

Touching on issues of race, sex and class, this landmark film

powerfully recreates the events of the 1950 strike by the

International Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers against

the Empire Zinc Corporation in New Mexico. The strike is

ultimately won by the miners' wives who take over the picket

lines when a court injunction prevents the strikers from

picketing. Set against the backdrop of McCarthyism, miners

and their wives struggle against not only racism from their

bosses, but sexism within their own ranks.

TO learn more, visit
Q[*Jf Op^^^/

www.opseu.org/salt-of-the-earth ///C3SEFPO

"A movie so thoroughly suppressed on its release

in 1954 that sonne filnn historians call it the only

blacklisted American movie. " — Lee Hockstader, Washington Post

The Ontario Public Service Employees Union (OPSEU) presents

a FREE SCREENING of

SALT
OF THE
EARTH
Time: 7:00 p.m. Tuesday, November 3, 2009
Place: Innis Town Hall (U of T — 5 minute walk south
of St. George subway station), 2 Sussex Ave., Toronto
Doors open at 6:30 p.m., film begins at 7:00 p.m.

Panel discussion to follow film. Free coffee, tea, and snacks.
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Admission as a practicing
solicitor in Australia

A STEP AHEAD
IN CANADA

Be 'a step ahead' with a degree from the Newcastle Law
School which qualifies you for admission to practise as an
Australian solicitor.

Recognized for admission as a lawyer in Australia • think of

the advantages when applying for jobs in Canada.

You are invited to attend an information session on the

University of Newcastle's Professional Law Programs,

hosted by Professor Ted Wright, Dean of Law from the

Faculty of Business and Law.

Date Friday, November 6, 2009

Venue University of Toronto

Bahen Centre for Information Technology (BA)

Room 2185
40 George Street

6:00 - 7:00 p.m.

For further enquiries, or to booi< a place in the seminar, contact tfie

University's Canadian representative, OzTREKK educational services,
j

at info@o2trekk.com or 1-866-698-7355.

aodt.ca
INTERIOR DESIGN • FASHION DESIGN

FASHION MARKETING & MECHANDISING
VIDEO GAME DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
GRAPHIC DESIGN FOR PRINT AND WEB

Academy of Design
AT RCC INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

JMJ2i-Qm
CRICOS Provider 00109J UoNI 2009/0066

j

BEST
WORK workplaces

INSTITUTE OnOQ
CANADA.- ZUUO

Day fee
'

and we're in t. together
Bring your experience and ideas. Day one is waiting and so is your team. At Ernst & Young, you'l

an open and diverse environment. You'll tap into your life experiences. Give fresh perspective to

clients and your colleagues. And you'll learn from others who share your goals and aspirations.

Explore your career options in assurahg^Bx, transaction or advisory services.

What's next for your futurefP
To learn more, visit ey.com/ca/careers fnd find us on Facebook.

HI Ernst&YOUNG
n Everything We Do i
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CBC sportscaster speaks to aspiring journalists and offers keys to success

PHOTOS BY ALEXNURSALL

The key to being a successful sports journalist is

working hard and asking good questions.

That's the opinion of CBC sports broad-

caster Elliotte Friedman, a recent winner of a

Gemini Award for Sports Broadcasting, who
offered his views on the business on Oct. 26 at

a sports writing class that is part of the Univer-

sity of Toronto's School of Continuing Studies.

It wasn't long ago that Friedman was an aspir-

ing sports writer. But now a successful journal-

ist—having the opportunity to cover amazing

events such as Usain Bolt's 9.69-second world

record-breaking 100-metre finish at the 2008

summer Olympics in Beijing—he is happy to

pass along advice to others.

Friedman arrived dressed casually, a far dif-

ferent look from his regular formal attire worn
for his role as an interviewer on Hockey Night

in Canada. He was animated and didn't hold

back when he spoke to the class—even swear-

ing to emphasize certain points. He constantly

paced back and forth, blurting out that he

has Attention Deficit Disorder. There was no
pretense to what he was saying or the way in

which he was saying it. Friedman loves his job,

and was keen to pass on tips on sports writing

and broadcasting to the students, who hung
onto his every word.

"Athletes love to be challenged because
they're so used to the same questions all the

time," said Friedman.

He added that public relations staff for

teams prepare their players with media train-

ing, so in order to get good answers, sports

journalists need to be creative with their

questions. Friedman credited his success to

being able to tell people things they didn't al-

ready know about the stories he is reporting.

He said that in an industry where fans think

they know everything, producing original ma-
terial will make a writer or broadcaster stand
out from others in the industry.

"You need to think to yourself, how can I

find something fresh?" said Friedman, while

explaining that the athlete will be able to tell

if the reporter is unprepared and will appreci-

ate the questions they likely haven't already

been asked.

Friedman said broadcasters and writers are

fans just as much as they are professionals, so

it is a huge mistake to not ask what you want

to know.

"You're a fan as well, so what interests you the

most?" Friedman asked the class.

Although the interviewer needs to ask tough

questions, Friedman sadd it is paramount to

"warm someone up first, and then bring the

hammer." In some circumstcinces, he admitted,

there's no time for a warm-up.

"If you're interviewing Todd Bertuzzi the day

after the Steve Moore incident, he knows what's

coming and there's no time to waste," said Fried-

man.

He said another key component to a great in-

terview is to listen to what the person says and to

not focus automatically on your next question.

"Your power is in your listening."

Friedman advised all aspiring writers and

broadcasters to use a contact if they have it. But

he believes that even though someone may open
a door, it's the individual who ultimately decides

their own path through working hard and being

willing to make sacrifices—it is important at the

beginning of a career to do whatever it takes.

"The initial break is luck, but you have to make
your own luck afterwards," he said. "You need to

be driven."

Friedman noted that early in his career, he

received a last-minute opportunity to work on

Victoria Day weekend when he had already

made travel plans with his then girlfriend.

When he cancelled on his girlfriend he was giv-

en an ultimatum: the job or her. They haven't

spoken since.

"You're going to have to make choices like

that," said Friedman.

Friedman has moved on since the days of sac-

rificing girlfriends for work, and is now happily

married, but he noted that when they first start-

ed dating, his wife-to-be had to adjust to his hec-

tic spring schedule covering the hockey playoffs.

Although Friedman has a knack for discover-

ing interesting information through his extended

list of contacts, he doesn't report everything. "Ul-

timately it's your name out there, so you need to

ask, 'Do I trust it? Do I believe it?'" he said.

"If someone isn't

getting mad at

you at some point,

you're not doing
your job well"

He suggested it is important to have a thick

skin while in the business. Friedman inter-

viewed Pat Quinn during his days as head
coach of the Toronto Maple Leafs. Quinn hap-

pened to be in a foul mood and disparaged

many of his players. Afterwards, Quinn force-

fully requested that Friedman not run the in-

terview, but Friedman would not comply and
asked his employers to back him, knowing he
had done nothing wrong.

"If someone isn't getting mad at you at

some point, you're not doing your job well,"

he emphasized.

He said in the case of female sports re-

porters, looks used to matter more than
actual knowledge. Now, that doesn't hap-

pen as much, because there is far too much
credibility to lose for an employer. However,
he noted that female reporters are held to

higher standards.

"If a man makes a mistake, he just made a

mistake," said Friedman. "If a woman makes
a mistake, it's because she's a woman." But he
also noted that the industry has opened up to

women and visible minorities. "If you're good,

they will find room for you."

Friedman thinks the Internet, specifically

sites like Twitter, has given everyone the op-

portunity to have a voice. He believes that it

is only when you're comfortable with who you
are and who you want to be that you should

you go out and broadcast yourself because
first impressions last in the business. It's also

important for aspiring writers and broadcast-

ers to let their long-term goals be known to

their bosses and peers. Aspiring writers

should have their work looked at by a more ex-

perienced writer in order to learn from them.
Friedman emphasized the need to keep push-
ing and apply good work habits.

"The best in the business go the extra mile."

Despite his Gemini, Friedman has retained

all of his old rejections letters from early in his

career. It just proves that aspiring writers and
broadcasters need to persevere and apply the

work ethic that Friedman stresses.
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NBA Eastern Conference preview

The Varsity's basketball expert ERIK P. BARKEL breaks down the contenders and pretenders of this year's NBA season

There are three sides to the NBA season: what the teeims

want, what their fans hope for, and what actually happens.

Every year, 30 teams compete for 16 playoff spots and

the right to battle for the most inconspicuous-looking trophy

in all of professional sports. Every team begins the season

thinking it has that right, and then reality takes over and the

Clippers have competition in the draft lottery.

People are always eager to give their two cents about what

team will win it all and who that team will beat. Why get ahead

of ourselves? A guy I met on a bus once said it best: "Playoffs

are anyone's guess. The regular season, that's for intelligent

guessing." And I couldn't agree more.

BOSTON CELTICS

The Buzz
You have to respect Rasheed Wallace, because you

have no choice. He's like that guy in high school

who was sort of cool, but also really frightening,

which is just what the Celtics needed. After Kevin Garnett went

down last season, Boston experienced a waking nightmare

with Leon Powe and Brian Scalabrine. Wallace is a bigger night-

mare in virtually every respect, but clearly the lesser of two

evils where basketball is concerned. His toughness and play-

off experience will shore up the Celtics' lineup, and spare fans

from another "Scara-brine" attack.

Prognosis
Garnett and Wallace injure themselves during a heated game of

Wii Tennis in mid-February, sidelining both indefinitely. When
questioned about his injury, Wallace's only comment will be

"Both teams played hard."

CLEVELAND CAVALIERS

The Buzz
Now that Shaq and Lebron are together, prog-

nosticators won't shut up about the same
two storylines. Storyline one: Lebron James

is a free agent next summer. Is it possible he might go to an-

other team? Why yes, it is. And if you're like me, you probably

couldn't decipher all those casual remarks he made about "ex-

ploring" his "options" next summer. Storyline two: Will Shaq
foil the Cavs' chemistry and sink them for good in the playoffs?

Don't count on it. Last time 1 checked, Shaq was a basketball

player, not a villain in a Shakespeare play. Besides, if you fol-

lowed basketball, you would know that he only sabotages

teams after they trade him.

So what's the bottom line? While every team would like to have

its own Lebron James, Shaq's defence against the Raptors had less

plot and rhythm than an episode olShaq Vs., and the Cavs do most
of their player scouting at YMCAs across the Midwest. With two

guys the Raptors didn't want already in the rotation, Danny Ferry

might be a bigger bust as aGM than he was a player.

Prognosis
Eating weak divisional opponents for breakfast, the Cavs waltz

into the playoffs looking like the real deal again. Shaq takes all the

credit and then takes Lebron's idea for a reality show.

ORLANDO MAGIC

The Buzz
Rashard Lewis began the season serving a 10-

game suspension for using steroids. But that

shouldn't derail the Magic with Dwight Howard

and perennial sad-sack Vince "Grimace" Carter from carrying the

team. Expect the Magic to get on a roll around the 30-game mark.

That's when Jameer Nelson should fully rebound from his injury

and feel more in sync with the game.

Prognosis
Carter blows kisses to the Magic faithful when chants of "MVP"

breakout during a home game. An embarrassed coach pulls

Carter aside and tells him the chants are for his teammate Dwight

Howard. Upset, Carter takes the game ball and goes home.4 WASHINGTON WIZARDS

The Buzz
1 must be crazy, right? The Wizards finished

dead last in the East in 2008-09 and looked '80s-

Clippers bad (hell, current-Clippers bad) get-

ting there. Fans in the D.C. <u-ea aren't sweating it. Last season was

p ATLANTA HAWKS

i»;i,-Vi»',f 't!~>:\
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a write-off for the Wiz, who relied heavily on their young players

following an endless string of injuries. They're back to the same
lineup that won 43 games in '07-08, and have added Mike Miller

and Randy Foye to take some of the offensive load off of Gilbert

Arenas' shoulders.

Prognosis
Mike James starts 70 games for the injury-plagued Wizards, mak-

ing them the only franchise in Washington that doesn't get a bail-

out after this year.

TORONTO RAPTORS

The Buzz
It was a busy off-season for Bryan Colangelo.

After taking DeMar DeRozan with the ninth

pick in the draft, he masterfully orchestrated

a four-team deal to acquire 610 " "small" forward Hedo Turkoglu.

Throw in a series of trades and free agent signings, and you've got

the new-look Raptors—with a lot of the same problems. Despite

one of the league's biggest frontcourts, the Raptors rebound like

the ball could release tear gas at any moment.

Prognosis
After another sluggish start, Colangelo adopts the phrase "We like

our team's chances" and uses it until the Raps are mathematically

eliminated from the playoffs. Fans eventually figure out that Colan-

gelo's favorite line is doubletalk for "we don't have a shot in hell,"

begging an important question: Why don't Toronto basketball

fans like baseball?

The Buzz
With Tim Donaghy in the clink, the Hawks played

hard and learned how to win on their own last

season. They are a young and talented squad that

would rank higher if their bench weren't so spotty. That aside, Jamal

Crawford and human hand-me-down Joe Smith will give the Hawks a

strong veteran presence. But their biggest area of concern remains at

point guard, surprise, where Mike Bibby has been on the decline in

recent years and back-up Jeff Teague is only a rookie.

Prognosis
Mike Bibby's joints disintegrate and the Hawks are forced to sign Ste-

phon Marbury. The league suspends Marbury when his appetite for

Vaseline gets out of hand.

MIAMI HEAT

The Buzz
After a year and a half, the Heat convinced Mi-

chael Beasley to wake up from his nap, and were

so elated they made him a starter. Beasley in a

daze is a serious upgrade for Miami, who have been overly dependent

on Dwyane Wade for too long. Recent history suggests that the combi-

nation of one superstar and a marginal star is usually enough to make

the playoffs (see Cleveland, Dallas, New Orleans).

Prognosis
Wade tears his patellar tendon in the second week of the season and

misses four months. In the third month, he runs out of ensembles and

has a nervous breakdown.

CHICAGO BULLS

The Buzz
If you don't know who Derrick Rose is yet, go to

Youtube, take five minutes, and get familiar. Rose

is that good and stands to get a lot better. Still, the

Bulls are a hard team to figure out. On paper, they're a strong team

with excellent guards and good mixture of size and athleticism in the

frontcourt. They're also very young and may take a while to gel again

this year.

Prognosis
Scandal rocks Chicago after it's revealed that Derrick Rose's birth cer-

tificate, Memphis highlights, and 2008-09 season are all forgeries. An
infuriated Bulls management demands an explanation from Rose. He

tells them Kentucky head coach John Calipari made him do it, to which

they respond, "We thought so."

DETROIT PISTONS

The Buzz
It was really swell of Joe Dumars to give Ben Wal-

lace that contract. But starting him? Overiook-

ing their problems at centre, don't be surprised

if the Pistons sneak into the playoffs this year. Hamilton, Stuckey,

and Prince give Detroit a solid foundation, and Ben Gordon's streaky

shooting should generate more wins than losses. The X-factor for

the Pistons may come down to former Raptor Charlie Villanueva,

who showed flashes of brilliance with Milwaukee last season, but

still hasn't developed into a consistent player.

Prognosis
Head coach John Kuester encourages his team to embrace a blue-

collar spirit and take more charges. Tayshaun Prince flops harder

than Eminem's new album, as the Pistons set a single-game record

with 40 blocking fouls.

PHILADELPHIA 76ERS

The Buzz
In the East, the fate ofteams on the play-

off cusp is more often a war of attrition

than a fight to the finish. The 76ers are

perennial champs when it comes to being slightly less worse than

their middling peers, but even passable mediocrity has to end at

some point.

Prognosis
Sixers stick it to everyone and make the playoffs again. However,

they bow out early, giving recently acquired Jason Kapono time

to read Catcher in the Rye, have lunch with his uncle, and learn

to play the guitar.
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CHARLOTTE BOBCATS4^ The Buzz Kill

Emeka Okafor and Tyson Chandler
are equally adequate centres, so
why swap them? Ignoring all the

claptrap about team chemistry and fresh starts, what
the Bobcats are doing here is kind of cute. They've

traded one so-so centre for another, because the new
guy matches up "better" against Shaq and Dwight How-
ard and according to Bobcats GM Rod Higgins, "Tyson

[puts] us in a position to compete night in and night out

with the other quality centres in the league." The Bob-

cats might be pathological.

Prognosis
Declining revenues compel owner Robert Johnson to

pitch the Bobcats as a reality series to BET. Bobcat
executives remind Johnson that he owns the network,

prompting him to reply, "1 can't win, can I?"

INDIANA PACERS4^ The Buzz Kill

^^^^^^ The Pacers somehow managed
^^^^^^H to win 36 games last year. What

is more perplexing is how they

managed to nap through free agency, while the rest of

the league at least pretended to care. Let's talk about

the Colts instead.

Prognosis
Pacers dismiss Gene Hackman impostor Jim O'Brien

mid-season and hire the real Hackman as the team's in-

terim head coach. The two-time Oscar winner inspires

his players with muddled speeches about how "God
wants them to win," then switches his tune and insists

that they're already "winners in his books." Confused,

the Pacers finish the season with a 6-42 record under

the three-time Oscar loser, who really needs a good role.

NEW YORK KNICKS

The Buzz Kill

^^^^^^J Knicks fans knew they were in

^^'^^B^^^^ for a long one when they saw
^^^^^^ "Welcome to the Darko ages"

printed on their season tickets. As a franchise recog-

nized for its mismanagement and sexual harassment
lawsuits (or Isiah Thomas's indiscretions if that's easi-

er), the Knicks really know how to tell a good joke.

Prognosis
Hopeless by the 25-game mark, the Knicks sign rapper Bow
Wow to a 10-day contract. He and Nate Robinson square off im-

mediately over who was Ml' first. Robinson backs down when
Bow Wow threatens to play Z,/7?e Mike on the team bus.M MILWAUKEE BUCKS

The Buzz Kill

Over the last 15 years, the

Bucks have had their share of

talent. However, when it came
time to play, they were as listless as a Coldplay concert.

Now that they have significantly less talent and a start-

ing lineup that includes veteran fossil Kurt Thomas, the

Bucks are ready for a fresh batch of lottery picks.

Prognosis
Kurt Thomas refuses to board the team's charter flight

to Atlanta until he gets his Chex Mix and a new book of

crossword puzzles.

NEW JERSEY NETS

The Buzz Kill

^^^^^^J It's insulting when one of your

^^I^^H^^^v owners can be seen courtside
^^^^^^^ at the Knicks game, but won't

go near you or your team. The "Izod" Centre has always

looked like something out of the Twilight Zone, which

makes Rafer Alston joining the Nets kind of fitting. Alston,

an eccentric grouch, is the third point guard on the team's

depth chart, behind stud Devin Harris and robot Keyon
Dooling. While Harris should make fans shake their heads

in amazement, Rafer is always a threat to twist them off.

Either way, it's the Nets that will have the state of New Jer-

sey skipping to a loo somewhere.

Prognosis
Blowout losses become intolerable and Nets fans start pelt-

ing players with rubber marmots. Team officials collaborate

with Papa Johns to give ticket holders free pizza when the

Nets lose by 15 points or more. The pizza deal (known as

"the thin crust compromise") becomes the blueprint for

dealing with truculent sports fans everywhere.

Check out next Monday's paper for

our Western Conference preview

"Why does everybody have to come to class now? There are like

no seats left."

—Before English lecture

(Guy 1 holds out a $50 bill to Guy 2 who reaches for it hesitantly)

Guy 2: Are you sure you want that many condoms?

Prof: Alright, next week we'll be taking a look at. ..pirates.

Student: YES! (does hockey fist-pump)

Prof: Yeah, yeah, everyone loves the pirates. Oh, ah, arr.

—HIS294 (Caribbean History)

Student 1: This elevator is Communist.

Student 2: Communist? How could it be Communist?

Student 1 : It doesn't go above a certain level.

—Robarts

Student 1 : Do you know anyone in this class?

Student 2: (points to student 1) You mean you?

(Two girls talking about a friend's Halloween costume)

Girl 1 : She wants to be a serial killer?

Girl 2: Ya, so she's just got a cereal box and a plastic knife.

(They laugh)

Girl 1 : Wait, like, she knows that's not how you spell "cereal,"

right?

High school student: "Okay, so now where is Conjugation Hall?"

—Fall Campus Day, 2009

Share your own 'overheards' on the

'Overheard on Campus' Facebook group!

NOVEMBER 2 TO 8

Monday, November 2

Human Rights. Politics,

and the Hippocratic Oatii:

Exploring Physicians' Roles

in Conflict Situations

Conference and discussion.

• 5:30-7 p.m. Free!

• David Campbell Room, Munk

Centre (1 Devonshire Pi.)

Playwrights Canada Launch
NOW's Jon Kaplan and Susan G.

Cole host an evening of readings

from newly published works by Sunil

Kuruvilla, Don Hannah, and others.

• Doors at 7 p.m. Free!

• Rivoli (332 Queen St. W.)

Theatrebooks.com

Tuesday, November 3

International Student

Exchange Office: General

info sessions

Interested in studying abroad while

earning U of T credits? Come by

for one of the exchange office's

information sessions to learn about

what the experience could offer.

• 11 a.m.-Noon. Free!

• Cumberland House (on St. George,

across the street from Koffler Centre)

Women Out Loud!
Debra DiGiovanni (of Video on Trial

and Last Comic Standing fame) and

an improv team present a night of

lady laughs. Come out and celebrate

some of the funniest femmes in

Canada.

• 7:30-8:30 p.m. $3 (all proceeds go

towards the Canadian Breast

Cancer Foundation)

• Seely Hall, Trinity College

(6 Hoskin Ave.)

Wednesday, November 4

A Quest for Co-Existence:
People and Other Animals
in an Increasingly Human
World
• 4:10 p.m. Free!

• U of T Faculty Club

(41 Willcocks St.)

Learn.environment.utoronto.ca

Hooked Rugs Textile Seminar
Learn how to make your own.

• 6:30 p.m. $12, Free for students

• Textile Museum of Canada

(55 Centre Ave.)

416-599-5321

Thursday, November 5

Grand Analog
Canadian hip hop band Grand Analog

plays as part of the Make Some Noise

concert series.

• 8 p.m. Free!

• College/Shaw library

(766 College St.)

Tickled Green with Elladora

A fashion fusion of vintage-inspired,

timeless elegance and eco-

consciousness. The drinks will be

cold, the clothes will be cool, and the

dance numbers will be hot. Featuring

a titillating performance by the Rebel

Burlesque of Skin Tight Outta Sight!

• 9 p.m. Free!

• Room 222, Drake Hotel

(1150 Queen St. W.)

Thedrakehotel.ca

Friday, November 6

Workshop: Friends Make a

Difference

In 87.9 per cent of cases, the first

person someone talked to after

being assaulted was a friend. In this

workshop you will learn about the

perspective of someone who has

been assaulted and understand how

you can be of help. Strategies for risk

reduction and prevention will also be

discussed.

• 1-3 p.m. Free!

• Room 111, Koffler Centre

(214 College St.)

Register online at caps.utoronto.ca

Jazz at Oscars
Darren Sigesmund Septet-Strands II

CD Release

• 9 p.m. Free!

• Arbor Room, Hart House

(7 Hart House Circle)

Saturday, November 7

Bruce Peninsula and Timber
Timbre
Local indie rock darlings Bruce

Peninsula and Timber Timbre perform

as part of the Make Some Noise

concert series.

• 8 p.m. Free!

• North York Central Library

(5120YongeSt., at North York

Centre subway station)

The Turn of the Screw
This is the last chance to catch

Christine Home and Clinton Walker

play in this fine stage adaptation of

the Henry James story. Performed

in the historic—and allegedly

haunted—Campbell House Museum.
• 8:30 p.m. PWYC-$35
• Campbell House Museum

(160 Queen St. W.)

416-504-3898

Sunday, November 8

Film: The Day of the Dead:
A Celebration of Family and
Life

This documentary celebrates the

Day of the Dead through the eyes

of dancers, artists and historians

and reveals the festival's customs,

meaning and artistic and cultural

significance. Part of the Harbourfront

Day of the Dead Festival.

• 1:30 and 4:30 p.m. Free!

• Studio Theatre, York Quay Centre

(235 Queens Quay W.)

Harbourfrontcentre.com

Hart House Sunday Concerts

series

Carissa Klopoushak (violin), the

winner of the prestigious 2009

Eckhardt Gramatte Award, is

performing a mixed programme of

traditional and contemporary music.

Accompanied by pianist Phil Chiu.

• 3 p.m. Fr"p!

• Great Hall, Hart House

(7 Hart House Circle)

To have your

U of T campus event

listed in this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings(a)thevarsity.ca
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ALL OUT
NOV 5
DAY OF ACTION
FOR A POVERTY-FREE ONTARIO

UNIVERSITY OFTORONTO ACTION
Meet-up and Rally

1 :00 pm @ Sidney Smith Hall

City-Wide Convergence and March
2:00 pnn @ Convocation Hall, U ofT

Mass Rally

4:00 pm @ Queen's Park Legislature

Reduced tuition

fees

Affordable child

care

Public housing

A living wage

Quality public

healthcare

Ennployment

equity

Raise in social

assistance rates

Fair Ennployment

Insurance rates

Good jobs for all

Join the
nnovennent!

CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS-ONTARIO • WWW.CFSONTARIO.CA
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Strike

averted
U of T and union

expect to ratify deal

this week

ANDREW RUSK
Varsity Staff

University of Toronto's Student Newspaper Since 1880 Vol. CXXX, No. 20

Sessional instructors will not strike

on Monday, after their union, CUPE
3902, reached a tentative settle-

ment with U of T on Sunday morn-
ing at 2:45 a.m.

Details of the agreement cannot

be revealed until the union ratifies

the deal.

"Preparations will soon begin for

the ratification vote," said Leslie

Jermyn, bargaining spokesperson

for CUPE 3902. "The team will be
recommending, as we have to by
law, that the members accept the

deal." The ratification meeting is ex-

pected to occur this week.
"1 think sessionals by and large

are feeling a great deal of relief be-

cause so many of us were facing a

situation where we had to put our

students in the middle of some-
thing," Jermyn said.

The union had asked for an eight

per cent raise per year for the next

two years, better job security, and
more research funding.

Turnout drops for Drop Fees
Despite increased connnnunity involvement, weather and student apathy

puts damper on annual Day of Action

ANDREW RUSK
Varsity Staff

On Thursday, Nov. 5, protestors

braved the cold and hail for the Day

of Action for a Poverty Free Ontario.

Across the province, students, labour

unions, and social justice and anti-

poverty groups pushed the Ontario

government to support multi-year

funding for new poverty reduction

measures. The annual protest is tra-

ditionally organized by the Canadian

Federation of Students as part of the

Drop Fees campaign.

The protest's focus and community
involvement expanded this year, even

as many participants noted that atten-

dance decreased. "People are saying

it's a bit smaller," said U of T student

David Perry, playing his djembe as he

moved through the streets. "People

question why 1 support a protest, but

we need to get the message out there."

Before the event, U of T Students'

Union president Sandy Hudson pre-

dicted a higher turnout due to addi-

tional community involvement. "There

are far more groups involved this year

than there were last year. Last year

was very, very student-focused and

this year we have tied it into the broad-

er issue of poverty," Hudson said.

"The campaign is about sending a

strong message to the government to

make social services affordable and

accessible to the province," said Hadia

Akhtar, VP external for UTSU.

Protestors from Toronto universities and community groups meet at Convocation Hall before marching to Queen's

Park on Thursday.

As for the Drop Fees campaign, Hud-

son said "We're hoping to get tuition

fees reduced to 2004 levels, because

that's what the opposition parties

have signed on to. The tuition fees

framework that the government has

been using to increase our fees for the

last four years expires in December,

so we're trying to make an impact on

that."

St. George students gathered at Sid

Smith before joining contingents from

UTM, UTSC, Ryerson, and York. Other

community organizations also joined

the protest as it converged at Convo-

cation Hall. The group then marched

along Wellesley, south on Bay to Col-

lege, and back to Queen's Park.

A flatbed truck adorned with CPS

logos led the protest, blasting music.

Attendees waved placards as they

marched, and some brought props

SEE 'PROTEST' -PG 5

UTSC gets new sports

complex for Pan Am Games

Students to vote on levy referendum in March 2010

YEAMROTTADDESE
& NATALIE SEQUEIRA

Varsity Staff

U of T will host several events for the

Pan American Games in 2015, which

means new athletic facilities at UTSC
and upgrades for St. George campus.

UTSC's North Campus will be the site

of a $170-million sports complex, in-

cluding gymnasiums, fitness and train-

ing facilities, two Olympic-sized pools,

and a 10-metre diving tank. The down-

town campus will get turf upgrades at

Varsity Stadium and a double artificial

turf field on the back campus. Scar-

borough will also play host to the new
Scarborough-Malvern LRT, a direct

transit connection to the Toronto sub-

way system.

Emily Kakouris, a third-year student

who plays soccer and field hockey, is

excited about the prospect of expand-

ing sports infrastructure at UTSC.

"There are many sports and activities

coming out of UTSC, but very limited

space to accommodate them," said

Kakouris.

Franco Vaccarino, principal of UTSC,

shared her enthusiasm. "This project

speaks to the needs that I've been

hearing from the first day I got [to

UTSC]. This need refers to the present

substandard athletics facilities that ac-

commodate only 4,000 of the current

10,000-student population," he said.

The federal and provincial govern-

ments will provide 56 per cent of the

funding, while Toronto and the univer-

sity will each make a 22 per cent contri-

bution. UTSC's tab comes to $37.5 mil-

lion, and it wants students to pay $30

million through levies.

Scarborough Campus Student Union

SEE 'PAN AM'-PG6

6dw/<?gets its levy

UC student paper wants to keep year-end surpluses, challenges funding policy

TIM LEGAULT

^ Associate News Editor

7776 Gargoyle, University College's stu-

dent paper, can start publishing regu-

larly again. Its revised operating budget

was approved on Nov. 4 by the Universi-

ty College Literary and Athletic Society,

which controls the paper's levy funds.

More importantly, the two groups plan

to revisit the current funding structure,

which hands the paper's surpluses back

to the UC Lit.

The paper's previous budget was re-

jected by the UC Lit after the student

council claimed the paper allocates

too much money to food, parties, and

alcohol. The paper argues that this

spending amounts to compensation

for the volunteer staff that produce 77ie

Gargoyle. These expenses accounted

for $2,705 of the original budget, which

asked for $15,030. The approved bud-

get grants $13,418 through student lev-

ies, plus $2,000 for a new scanner.

The paper is currently talking with

college admin to sort out whether or not

they are allowed to consume alcohol at

production nights, another of the UC
Lit's concerns.

"To me it seems as if the bigger is-

sue was the consumption of alcohol

on campus, without consent or knowl-

edge given to administration," said

Daniel Tsekhman, president of the UC
Lit, in an email. "Since that was taken

away from the budget, [it] passed al-

most unanimously."

The new budget has cut out any fu-

ture spending on drinks, saving the pa-

per $532.30 this year. In its place, two

$300 honorariums were created for the

two editors-in-chief, Rosy Rong and Em-

ily Sommers. [Disclosure: both editors

sit on The Varsity's board of directors.

Several Varsity staff and contributors

have cdso contributed to The Gargoyle,

and at least one staff writer is ciffiliated

with the UC Lit.]

With the budget passed, editors main-

tain that the UC Lit has a punitive fund-

ing policy, in which the Lit takes back

any unused funds from The Gargoyle's

levy and has no obligation to reserve

it for future spending on The Gargoyle.

Last year, the paper had a surplus of

$1,000.

"The levy system right now punishes

us for good management," said Gavin

Nowlan, treasurer of 77ie Gargoyle

and president of the Arts and Science

Students' Union. "Any dollar we don't

spend, we lose."

Because of the policy, the paper does
not have a reserve fund and needs to

appeal to the UC Lit for any expensive

capital purchases.

"We already recognize the flaw in the

system, and have already decided to re-

visit it," responded Tsekhman. "A small

group of us will meet with Gargoyle staff

to hammer out a better policy, then go

to council to have it approved." He said

that over the past two years, the Lit has

contributed more to The Gargoyle's capi-

tal purchases than it has taken back in

SEE 'GARGOYLE' -PG

6
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THE

PUMP
BETTER RIBS
BETTER WINGS
BETTER PRICES
• Sunday Nite Vi Price Nachos
• Monday Nite V2 Price Wings

• Tuesday Nite V2 Price Pizzas

• Wednesday Niteh Price Pasbs

• Thursday Nite Fresfi Mussels

$4.25/lb Choice of2 delicious sauces

Weekend Brunch 11am-3pm

410 BLOORST.W.
(at Brunswick)

416-927-7337

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hoar Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detalied Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching PracUcnm

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Gnarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

Looking for

a challenge

EYOND
books?

Solve some of the

world's toughest problems

for cash awards ranging

from $5,000 -$1,000,000.

.^INNOCENTIVE'

WWW.INN0CENTIVE.COM

i
SoIveProblems.

Earn Cash.

Change Lives.

Je ne

comprends pas
Unis should prioritize bilingualism: report

CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH

Canadian universities aren't doing

enough to make sure students are

conversant in both official languag-

es, according to a recent report by
Graham Fraser, Canada's commis-
sioner of official languages.

"Language skills are an asset in

the public and private sectors,"

said Fraser, who advises the federal

government to set up financial as-

sistance to help students develop

language skills. He also called on
the heritage and official languages

minister to bring interested parties

together to discuss how to improve

matters.

Although second-language learn-

ing programs are intensively taught

during elementary and high school

levels, the study found that universi-

ties don't see language learning as

a priority.

The study, entitled "Two Lan-

guages, A World of Opportuni-

ties: Second-Language Learning in

Canada's Universities," includes an

assessment of 84 universities and
identifies "important gaps that keep

students from developing their sec-

ond-language skills as they pursue

higher education and prepare to en-

ter the workforce."

Universities got points for offer-

ing some second-language courses,

but they lack more intensive oppor-

tunities, with limited immersion-

style offerings and only a handful

of schools presenting second-lan-

guage opportunities for students in

different disciplines, such as engi-

neering, business, or nursing.

An interactive online map was re-

leased along with the report to help

students find universities that offer

programs and courses in both Eng-

lish and French.

U of T offers French-language

courses at beginner, intermediate,

and advanced or intensive levels, in-

cluding French-language instruction

in linguistics, teaching, and cinema.

The university also offers exchang-

es or visits to Quebec, France, Bel-

gium, and Switzerland. The French

Club, EFUT, hosts regular activities

and conversation clubs.

Canadian universities that of-

fer French immersion programs
include the University of Ottawa,

York University's Glendon College,

and University of Alberta's Faculte

Saint-Jean.

Fall for ou
Meatball pizzas.

Kidz' Meatball
Italian tomato sauce, meatballs, i^l
mozzarella -1- cheddar.

10" S $6 12" M $8 14"L$10

Cheezy Meatball*^$
Cheezy Cheddar sauce, meatballs, ^
mozzarella + cheddar.

10" S $6 12" M $8 14"L$10
8

Italian Meatball'^^.
Fresh passata tomato sauce, meatballs,

fire-roasted tomatoes, red onions,

mozzarella + cheddar.

10" S $8 12"M$10 14"L$12

$10

Unit E - 44 Garrard Street West TORONTO

310-0001

Families invade

university
Dozens of parents and students scoured tlie

campus for U of T's very first Family Day

Debate club members Sima Atri and David Rudin hold forth to families and kids.

CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH
Varsity Staff

U of T's first campus-wide event for fami-

lies drew around 50 participants Friday

morning, kicking off with coffee and muf-

fins and ending with a guided walk that

explored the campus's nooks and cran-

nies. Many attendees saw "Bring Your

Family to School Day" as a "Take Your

Child to Work Day" in reverse.

"1 heard about Family Day during

college orientations a few months ago.

1 marked it on my calendar and regis-

tered," said Tony Sutton, who attended

with daughter Jacqueline.

"So far it's been good. We had coffee

and met with president David Naylor,"

Sutton said. After a welcome speech

by Naylor and a talk on regenerative

medicine by professor Molly Shoichet,

families had their choice of tours and

activities.

As part of the "Hidden Hart House"

SEE 'FAMILY' -PG 4

Uel Presents,,*

rvey
Tab!
Sponaoreil by Allen and Ju
m Itosioar oS Uaevcy H<

^oonie a Meal!

Hot Kosher Dinners

WeeUms 5:30'7:0i

^eekly snabbat Dinners

lorn us at the

Woli&nd Centre

36 Hdtfbord Street

# Hillel

A^rCDLRAl ION
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Windsor Students proceed with

iiuman rights complaints

After Windsor police broke up an
on-campus Caribbean-themed party

in January 2008, students raised al-

legations of police misconduct and
formed the group Students Against

Anti-Black Racism. Now, the group
is moving forward with complaints

to the Human Rights Tribunal of On-
tario against the Windsor Police Ser-

vice. Last Wednesday, the students

and police met for a mediation ses-

sion.

Four students who filed the com-
plaint are represented by Toronto

lawyer Selwyn Pieters, who was also

the lawyer for members of U of T's

"Fight Fees 14". Lily Tekle, an SAAR
member, said the group seeks com-
pensation for damages and to affirm

"public interest in preventing police

from engaging in racial profiling."

The case of a fifth student, facing

charges for an alleged altercation

with a police officer, will be heard

separately. The charges have since

been stayed.

Windsor police Chief Gary Smith

has ordered an investigation into the

actions of the police officers.

—YASSER GHASSAN
Source: The Windsor Star

York union taken over by national

wing
Accused of sloppy bookkeeping, $1.2

million in rising debt, and a "toxic"

culture of intimidation, the union

that led York University's strike last

year, CUPE 3903, has been taken

over by the administration of CUPE
national. "All committees and coun-

cils have been dissolved [. . .] and the

locks at the local officewere changed
in order to ensure both the security

and integrity of the office and its con-

tents," writes Lynn McDougall, whom
the national union appointed as the

local's administrator. A forensic audit

is planned, as well as an investigation

into charges of intimidation and ha-

rassment of local members.

York's strike began last Novem-
ber, leaving 45,000 students without

classes for three months until the

provincial government legislated the

3,300 striking teaching assistants,

contract faculty and graduate assis-

tants back to work. The new local

executive who was voted into of-

fice after the strike soon uncovered

problems with the local's accounting

practices, including its strike records

and receipts, and thus asked the

national wing of the union to step

in.—SEMRAEYLULSEVI

Source: 77ie Globe and Mail

Rre at UCN residence

inHiompson
A fire broke out last Tuesday in a

three-storey student residence at

University College of the North in

Thompson, Manitoba. The residence

contains 35 suites along with labs

and classrooms, and accommodates
50 to 70 students. No one was injured.

Fire chief Ian Thompson said in-

vestigators are still trying to estab-

lish how the fire began. He also said

that one suite is almost completely

destroyed, and another has been

damaged. UCN officials have can-

celled all classes that usually take

place in the fire-struck building until

further notice.

—CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH

Students off the hook for satirical

posters

The University of Alberta will not

press charges against students who
put up 300 satirical posters last Tues-

day, reports the Edmonton Journal.

Students said security had threat-

ened to charge them under a section

of the student code of conduct that

prohibits the distribution of mali-

cious material. Several faculty mem-
bers wrote letters supporting the

students to the administration.

The posters mocked president

Indira Samarasekera's concern over

the declining presence of white

males in Canadian universities. Sa-

marasekera told the Journal that

women constitute about 58 per cent

of university students in Canada and
that "we will not have the benefit of

enough male talent at the heads of

companies and elsewhere."

Signed by the "Samarasekera

Response Team," one poster reads

"Women: Stop! Drop! Men: Enroll!"

while the other reads, "Women are

attacking campus. Only white men
can save our university."

—AAKANKSHATANGRI

Western commissions review of

violent arrest

In thewake of a violent arrest of a stu-

dent two weeks ago, the University

of Western Ontario has appointed

Gwen Boniface, former commission-

er of the Ontario Provincial Police, to

conduct an independent review.

UWO student Irnes Zeljkovic's

Oct. 14 arrest garnered widespread

attention after a cell phone video re-

cording of his arrest was posted on

Youtube. Zeljkovic had been behav-

ing erratically, barricading himself

in an office before leading police on a

chase through the building. The vid-

eo shows six campus police officers

holding Zeljkovic down and using

force to restrain him after his escape.

SEE 'BRIEFS' -PG 6

OPEN HOUSE
WURZWEILER
SCHOOL OF

SOCIAL WORK

Wednesday, no'vember 18, 2009

7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at

Wolfond Centre for Jewish Campus Life

(On University ofToronto campus)

36 Harbord Street

Toronto, Ontario

Yeihiva Liniversiiy lias earned a nadonal and international reputation for

its flexible study plans, dedicated faculty, and diverse student body. Over

250 Canadians liave graduated from Wurzweilers MSW program. Our

Block Program offers Canadian and other out-of-town students the

opportunity ro attend classes in June and JiJy amid the ridi culture and

diverse environment of New York Ciry, with ficidwork ixom Scptcmbt r to

Mid-May in tiieir home towns.

Please join Wurzweiler adminisiration, alumni and students at an exciting

and thought-provoking open house. R.S.V.P. w-S-swadmissions^yu-edu

or call (212) 960-0810. For more information about Wiir/wciier, vLsit

www.vu.edu/wxirzweiier

1)31 Yeshiva University

VARSITY PUBLICATIONS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS NEWS
By-elections

We seek motivated candidates who wish

to get involved in the functioning and

oversight of The Varsity, Canada's largest

student newspaper. In order to be eligible

pursuant to our by-laws, you must be

a full-time undergraduate student, or a

graduate student or part-time student who

pays the membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled

for the 2009-2010 academic year:

• St. George (three representatives)

• UTM (one representative)

• UTSC (one representative)

• Professional faculties (two

representatives)

UTM by-elections

The nomination period is now closed. The

following have been deemed eligible to

run in the UTM by-election:

• Salman Salat

• Nida Yousaf

The by-election will be held on November

12 in the South Building from 10 a.m. to

2 p.m. Members must show their T-Card

in order to vote. Pursuant to our by-laws,

only full-time undergraduate students at

UTM, or UTM graduate students or part-

time students who pays the membership

fee of $2.50 may vote in the UTM by-

elections.

UTSC by-elections

The nomination period is now closed. The

following have been deemed eligible to

run in the UTM by-election:

• Sara Anis

• Ron Leung

• Maleeha Majid

The by-election will be held on November

13 in the Student Centre from 11 a.m. to

3 p.m. Members must show their T-Card

in order to vote. Pursuant to our by-laws,

only full-time undergraduate students at

UTSC, or UTSC graduate students or part-

time students who pays the membership

fee of $2.50 may vote in the UTM by-

elections.

St. George and Professional

Faculties by-elections

The nomination period for St. George and

Professionaf Faculty by-elections is now

open, The nomination period will close on

Nov. 1 9 at 1 1 : 59 p.m. Elections will be

held on Dec. 3

Be The Change You Want To See

In The SCSU by Coming To theAGM
Scarborough Campus Students' Union
University of Toronto Scarboroiigh

1265 iMilitary Trail

Toronto, Ontario

MIC 1A4

For more information on nomination and election procedures,

please email the Chief Returning Officer at cro@thevarsity.ca

i^or more inioimaiion,

please contact

the Vice Cliair \icechair@scsLi.ca
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Christian group apologizes for 'Prayer

for Homosexual Community' at York

SAMYA KULLAB
Associate News Editor

Around 50 students protested at

York University last Thursday af-

ter the student group Campus for

Christ advertised a "Prayer for the

Homosexual Community at York."

Students felt the invitation for

the protest was blatantly homo-
phobic. The prayer was dedicated

towards "the homosexuality com-
munity [sic]" and asked them to

"pray in love for those who seek

freedom from this bondage that

they may find Jesus and turn away
from temptation."

The LGBT student community at

York organized a counter-protest,

to be held at the same time. In

response, Campus for Christ for-

mally apologized and cancelled

the event. The group met with

campus groups, including Trans,

Bi, lesbian. Gays, Allies at York. A
revised statement on their website

says the event was meant to "ad-

dress the negative relationship

that currently exists on a wide
scale between the Christian and
homosexual communities."

LGBT supporters decided to

have a peaceful protest anyway.
"We held the protest for the Cam-
pus for Christ student group, to

show them that the queer com-
munity is strong and that they

have to be educated about their

ignorance," said Evelyn Shallon-

Auslander, a protestor from U of T. Protestors leave sticl<y notes at the Campus for Christ office at York.

The student councils from St. Mike's, Victoria, and University College hosted a Halloween party. Winners of their

costume contest included a group of five guys, four in blackface and one black guy in whiteface, dressed as 'the

Jamaican Bob Sled team.' Do you find their costume idea offensive?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO AND ALEX NURSALL

4th Year, Criminologyand Psychology
'I do. I feel that tfie theme of the costume is a bit

too racialized, and by making these people the

winners of this contest, it is an endorsement of

this offensive idea.'

Michael

4Vi Year, English and History

1 definitely see it as offensive. While they were

not necessarily trying to be racist, regardless it

is still offensive, insensitive, irresponsible, and

so forth.'

Conrad

3rd Year, Computer Science

'It's pretty clear they were doing it as a joke, so

no, v»ho cares? As soon as I realize it's a joke it

no longer becomes offensive; or at least, I do not

take it to be offensive.'

Mostafa

1st Year, Ufe Science
'I think it could be mm6 as offensive, but t

don't think they meant to offend anyone.'

Aisha

3rd Year. Physical Education

It may seem to be a joke to some people,

but yeah, it would be offensive. Racism still

exists, and I can see that being offensive to

minorities.'

Haider;

1st Year Master's, Engineering

'I think it's actually pretty funny. There

should be some humour in society, especially

amongst the intellectuals at the University of

Toronto. If anything, we should discuss more

jgportant issues at university.'^

Cristina

1st YearMaster's, English

'I do find it offensive. There's a very

problematic history behind blackface. I have

a feeling they weren't aware of the history or

politics oehind it, and I'm sure if they were,

they wouldn't have done it.'

Amz
1st Year, EastAsian Studies

'I don't think it's any more offensive than

when people emulate killers and murderers

on Halloween. It's not any more offensive than

someone going as a Nazi or a person of

Jistorical relevance.'

'FAMILY' -CONTINUED FROM PG

2

photo tour, participants visited spots

like the carillon, the kitchens, and sub-

basement. "This building is quite unique

and the tour around the Soldiers' Tower

was excellent," said Hoshi Kd, father of a

first-year arts student. "Now 1 know the

history behind the tower."

They also got a lesson in public speak-

ing from Hart House Debate Club mem-
bers Sima Atri and David Rudin. "We are

a really big Hart House club and we will

be talking to people about the debate

club and what debating is in general,"

said Atri.

Some students were not able to take

part in Family Day, because they didn't

know that an event like this existed. "It

wasn't advertised and 1 didn't really hear

about it," said fourth-year English major

Sarah Wilson. "They could have caught

my attention by putting up posters,

sending emails, or even having a repre-

sentative coming to class to talk about it.

But 1 live at home and can always bring

my parents to check out the campus."

"It was a small but important step

forward in our efforts to communicate

more effectively with families of current

students," said Deanne Fisher, director

of the student life office. Eighty-two peo-

ple originally registered for the event.

"Most of the cancellations were due to

flu," said Fisher "We've already received

tremendously positive feedback from

the families who attended and we are

already thinking about ways to improve

and grow the event in the future."

Fourth-year student Imelda Chan, a

Hart House ambassador, was delighted

that students now want to get more en-

gaged with Hart House. "One student

on the tour mentioned to me how she

thought of Hart House as just another

building on campus. Now she feels as

if she can get involved with Hart House

after exploring what it has to offer its stu-

dents," she said.
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Day of Action protestors march through downtown Toronto to call for poverty reduction measures Thursday afternoon.

'PROTEST' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

and costumes. Ali Karin, a student

from UTM, dressed as Drop Fees Man,

a caped superhero battling against the

government to drop fees.

"I see so many enthusiastic people,"

said Doville Skersyte, UTM student

and protest marshal. "It's so wonderful

that no matter what kind of weather it

is, people are really enthusiastic."

While Hudson's goal may have to

reduce fees to 2004 levels, many advo-

cated for no tuition fees at all.

"We think there should be no fees

for students and in fact all students

should be paid a stipend," said Eliza-

beth Rowley, Ontario Leader of the

Communist Party. "We have always

supported students fighting for a re-

duction of fees."

At its peak, the protest stretched

roughly half a city block. Some stu-

dents, however, chose to watch the

commotion from a distance rather

than join in.

"The way to engage with the issue of

tuition is to adopt a more constructive

approach," said Shakir Rahim, an exec

on the Association of Political Science

Students. "What is actually going to

get results is to try to analyze where

these two groups can come together

and make the series of compromises

that are necessary to find a realistic

solution to the problem."

"When 1 started at U of T, the Canadi-

an Federation of Students was able to

bring out large numbers of students to

these protests," said Gabe De Roche,

international relations student and

president of the U of T Liberals. "They

didn't need to meet on the patio of Sid

Smith, they could meet on front cam-

pus. It looks like they printed too many
signs."

Student debt by
the numbers
$5,643 Average tuition in

Ontario

$13.3 million Total amount

of student debt in Canada

2.5-3.5% Forecasted rise

per annum of tuition fees in the

coming years

Over 2 years Time it takes

majority of students to repay

loans

7.5% floating rate
Average interest rate on student

loans

$7,800 Average amount of

interest paid on average student

loan, over standard 10-year

repayment period

Ontario aacks down

on illegal colleges

HAMAN MAMDOUHI

Private career colleges that offer un-

approved programs in Ontario now
face fines of up to $25,000. The mea-

sure is part of the province's Private

Career Colleges Act, which took effect

on Nov. 1.

Ontario has 580 registered private

career college campuses. Penalties

will r^nge from $250 to $1,000 daily for

a first offence and can escalate with

repeated offences.

Previously, students who enrolled

in institutions with unaccredited

programs had no protection and no
ways of getting reimbursed. Last

year, Bestech Academy simply closed

down its campuses in St. Catherines

and Stoney Creek.

"Workon the private career colleges

has been going on for quite some time.

It was one of the recommendations

that came from the ombudsman's
report [about Bestech] that was re-

leased earlier this summer," said An-

nette Phillips, media spokesperson for

the Minister of Training and Colleges.

In September, Toronto Star reporter

Diana Zlomislic went undercover at

an unlicensed college. Zlomislic ob-

tained a certificate from the Ontario

Academy of Science & Technology to

practice as a personal support worker

after watching instructional DVDs and

reading Wikipedia excerpts for two
weeks.

The McGuinty government has

appointed enforcement officers to

inspect and fine fraudulent private

colleges. Ontario has also stcu-ted a

Ccmipaign to inform students and en-

courage them to research colleges

through pamphlets, posters. Face-

book, cuid the province's website be-

fore signing any contracts.

CFA
CANDIDATES:

Prep Classes Are
Starting Soon.

Prepare yourself for the 2010

CFA® exam the most successful

way possible:

The Ultimate in CFA® Exam Prep

Benefits from our:

• PASS Strategy: which our candidates

have found to be the most successful

in the industry.

• Lead Instructor: who's a CFA
Charterholder and an MBA School

Finance Instructor.

• Affordability.

"The PASSMAXprogram is structured

to beat the exam it made the 6-hour

CFA exam seem likejust another class.

"

Arbi Khanjian, CFA Candidate, June 2008.

ARE WE GIVING UP

ICE !oROIL?
Join two of Canada's leading

authors for a discussion

about the choices that will

detej:mine the future of

Canada's Arctic and what we

can learn from the tar sands.

OIL& ICE TOUR
Featuring authors:

Andrew Nikiforuk {Tar Sands)
and Ed Struzik {The Big Thaw)

Join us in tine discussion.

The event takes place
Wednesday, November 18 at 7 p.m.
at the University of Toronto
in Room G162, OlSE.

RSVP at: events@wvy/fcanada.org
or 1-800-26-PANDA

For more info, visit wwf.ca/tour
or facebook.com/wwfcanada

© 1986 Panda symbol WWF-World Wide Fund Foi Nature (also known as World Wildlife Fund). ® WW^ is a WWF Hegislered Trademark
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'GARGOYLE' - CONTINUED FROM PG

1

unspent levies.

Rong, the content editor-in-chief for

the paper, said the paper would prefer

to save its own money and not have to

rely on appealing to the Lit for big-ticket

items.

While both parties hope to move
forward amicably, Gargoyle editors ex-

pressed apprehensions.

"We need to get rid of [the] culture

of meeting, not really coming to a con-

clusion over anything, and just reliving

all of the same conversations at the Lit

meetings," said Nowlan.

university of toronto

education workers
stay informed,stay active!

www.cupe3902.org

CURE 3902
Units

Ratification

Vote Meeting
Monday November 16,

5pm
Location TBA

www.cupe3902.org

'BRIEFS' -CONTINUED FROM PG

3

Boniface will look at policies and

procedures to determine whether the

situation was preventable. He will also

review the training and resources

available to campus police, such as

procedures for the response to calls

for assistance, securing areas where

an incident may be occurring, and co-

ordination with other responders like

the London Police Service.

London police are conducting

a separate "use of force" review

of the arrest, in accordance with

provincial stcindards and regula-

tions.—JESSICA LEE

Charges stayed against Campus

Pro-Ufe members

Anti-abortion activists in Calgary have

had their trespassing charges stayed,

after the prosecution was unable to

gather enough evidence to warrant

a trial. The University of Calgary had

pressed trespassing charges against

six members of the group Campus
Pro-Life, after the club refused to dis-

play graphic posters less visibly. The
group's lawyer said that the decision

to drop the charges was a "victory for

free speech."

Campus Pro-Life is known for us-

ing explicit images of dead foetuses

and posters that compare abortion

to genocide, displaying them in high-

traffic areas on campus.

The university raised concerns that

the posters could be too provocative

for people who do not agree with the

group's views, and said the group

seeks publicity rather than contribut-

ing to the debate.—YG

A Teacher

Training Program

to Teach English

(ESL) Overseas

January 9-24, 2010
Saturdays and Sundays only- from 9am - 6 pm

Course Fee: $998

For information: www.tdsbtefl.ca

or call 416-394-3055

Close encounters key to co-existence

Researcher John Wall assesses relations between hunfians and other animals

ROBERTA BELL^

From grad students to seniors,

young children to young couples,

a diverse crowd came out to U of

T's Faculty Club on Nov. 4 for John

Wall's talk on "A Quest for Co-Exis-

tence: People and Other Animals in

an Increasingly Human World." Wall,

who is director of the Jane Goodall

Institute and a doctoral candidate in

Carleton University's geography and
environmental studies department,

appeared as part of U of T's Centre

for Environment seminar series.

As dusk fell Wednesday evening,

Wall asked his audience: what are

the processes and prospects of liv-

ing with endangered species? How
do people adapt to living with ani-

mals, and vice versa?

"[Dr. Goodall's] research has

opened up a new view into animal

behaviour, and chimpanzee behav-

iour and ecology," Wall said. "She

doesn't see a sharp division between

what we need to for other species

and what we need to do for people.

As she often puts it, 'Let's make a

better world for the Earth and all of

its inhabitants.'"

A trip to Uganda as a volunteer de-

velopment consultant shaped Wall's

research interests. Not only did he

become more aware of complicated

conservation and economic devel-

opment issues in the region, but he

also began to wonder about how
people and animals co-exist.

"The encounter" was the motif of

Wall's talk. He pointed out that be-

cause not everyone can share the

same experiences, each individual

encounter is unique. Direct encoun-

ters as well as indirect and vicarious

experiences can shape our position

towards not only animals, but other

social groups and communities as

well.

"For me, an encounter with a chim-

panzee, Sophie, changed my mind
about people and animals. 1 was be-

ginning to see myself in her eyes,"

Wall said. "Subsequently I thought,

'Humans are animals too, and just

as our eyesight, hearing, smell, and

touch are in continuum with other

species, some of those species have

capacities in those areas that far, far

exceed our human capacity.'"

Recently, Wall has focused on the

mutual adaptations of people and

threatened species. He has investi-

gated eastern wolves in the Ottawa

Valley, grizzly bears in Canmore,

Alberta, and North Atlantic white

whales in the Bay of Fundy.

Wall said he hopes to continue

working in human-animal studies

that address conservation and de-

velopment, and to examine how
people develop their ideas of nature.

"As we learn more about [encoun-

ters], and begin to see ourselves in

the other," he said, "it completely

transforms our relationship and our

desire to live a peaceful and success-

ful co-existence."

'PAN AM' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

president Zuhair Syed, excited "be-

yond words" at the decision, said stu-

dents can vote on whether to ratify the

levies in a referendum in March 2010.

"The decision has to be made by stu-

dents but the fact that we can present

this opportunity [to them] is the first

and biggest step," said Syed. "Our job

is to present the facts to the student

body."

Asked how UTSC would pay for the

facilities if students vote against the

levy, UTSC spokesperson Laura Mat-

thews said the university is confident

the levy will be passed.

"Students need to be mindful of the

levies and vote against them," said Joe-

ita Gupta, spokesperson for No Games
Toronto, set up in early 2009 by U of

T students and the Ontario Coalition

Against Poverty to campaign against

Toronto's bid. The group argues that

resources going towards the Pan

Am Games would be better spent on
health care, childcare, education, and

poverty, among other areas. Gupta,

a U of T student who sits on Govern-

ing Council and is an exec at the As-

sociation of Part-Time Undergraduate

Students, added that the group isn't

opposed to athletics or better facilities

at UTSC.

"Although I won't be here when it's

done, it is an investment. But it's frus-

trating [because of how] we are strug-

gling with tuition as it is," said second-

year social science student Clara Price.

The UTSC campus will play host to

the Games' swimming, diving, fencing,

modern pentathlon and Parapan vol-

leyball competitions, while the down-

town campus will host field hockey,

futsal (a variation of indoor soccer),

and soccer, in addition to the opening

and closing ceremonies for the Para-

pan Am Games.

SPECIAL EVENT!
MEET FASHION INSTRUCTORS

j
AND RECENT GRADUATES FROM

THE ACADEMY OF DESIGN.

li)VEAABER 23. 5 P.AA,..

THE HYDRO ONE WILLIAM PEYTON HUBBARD
MEMORIAL AWARD is a testament to the power of one individuol to

affect positive change in our society. The son of a freed slave from Virginia,

Mr. Hubbard served as Toronto's first black Alderman, Controller and Acting

Mayor in the early port of the 20th century, where he was instrumental in the

development and public control of hydroelectric power in Ontario.

We invite applications from block undergrad students in Ontario who

hove completed at least one year in one of the following areas: Electrical,

Mechanical, Civil or Environmental Engineering/Technology, Computer

Science, Forestry, Business or Information Technology. For an oppllcation

form, visit your campus Financial Aid/Students Awards Office or our website

(click on Coreers, then Student Awards). The deadline is December 3 1 , 2009.

www.HydroOne.com

SHA

FASHION DESIGN. FASHION MARKETING & MERCHANDISING.
Hear about their careers, the excitement, the glamour, the reality.

^/l Academy of Design
^Jl^9m AT RCC INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

1835 Yonge Street at Davisville subway

DON'T MISS THIS EXCITING EVENT. Call 416 929-0121 or

RSVP Kattiy Marques: kmarques@yorkvilleu.ca
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No free press for /7)e Qarg
KAREN K. HO explains why student unions should not control student media

On Oct. 25, the University Col-

lege Literary and Athletic So-

ciety withheld The Gargoyle's ac-

cess to its student levy fund after

rejecting the student newspaper's
proposed budget. The UC Lit did

this out of concern that too much
of the budget was allocated to

food, alcohol, and parties. On his

blog, UC Lit speaker Andrew Rusk
says The Gargoyle spends 20 per

cent on food, drinks, alcohol, and
parties, compared to the two to

three per cent at The Varsity, 6.5

per cent at The Mike, and 10 per

cent at The Strand.

As someone who has worked
for various student newspapers, I

understand how food, drinks, and
year-end parties can boost morale
and show appreciation for unpaid,

overworked staff. It's especially

true for a newspaper that is com-
pletely driven by volunteers, as is

the case with The Gargoyle. This

incident shows there is a serious

problem with how much control a

student union has over the funding

of a student newspaper.

Namely, that it literally has

enough power to stop a newspaper
from printing.

No student government should

ever control funding for a student

newspaper, be it at UC, U of T, or any
educational institution. A separate

board of student directors, news-

paper ombudspersons, or a combi-

nation of both should be what pro-

vides oversight on issues like hiring

and appropriate budget funding.

Preceding the decision. The Gar-

goyle poked fun at members of the

UC Lit by annotating the minutes

from a prior Lit meeting, only further

illustrating why the paper's funding

should never have come from the

very organization the student news-

paper is responsible for criticizing.

The budget has since been re-

evaluated, and eventually approved.

Nevertheless, this incident has set

up an atmosphere of increased ani-

mosity and a "funding chill."

Unlike a "libel chill"—where news
organizations are less likely to pur-

sue specific hard-hitting investiga-

tive stories on specific people or

corporations out of fear of litiga-

tion—a "funding chill" restricts

criticism of a ruling institution out

of fear of reduced finances (just

look at the CBC and the current

Harper government!).

If The Gargoyle is to avoid a simi-

lar situation in the future, one of two
policies will need to be put in place.

Either The Gargoyle should estab-

lish itself as financially independent

from the UC Lit by taking over man-
agement of its own student levy, or

some other policy should be put in

place to ensure future levy funding

is never restricted, withheld, or fur-

ther delayed by the Lit. The $13,418

student levy fund is not a grant and
it has no other specified purpose

than to continue to finance the

50-year-old UC student newspaper.

A true student press should

never suffer ongoing fears of be-

ing shut down at any moment, es-

pecially when publishing criticism

of student politics. But if nothing

really changes in this situation.

The Gargoyle will continue to run

the risk of having their production

halted by the decisions of the UC
Lit. That's a terrible reason to stop

the presses. The UC Lit approved The Gargoyle's budget after rejecting it over a week ago.

Student Code of (mis)conduct

How student representatives stood up for your rights, and why you should continue the fight

Last Tuesday's meeting of the Gov-

erning Council's University Affairs

Board began like any other, with

the usual formalities. After pre-

miering the university's new online

strategy, Jill Matus, vice-provost

of students, moved on to address

the impending review of the Code
of Student Conduct, slated for the

next several months. Thus began
the meeting's high drama.

Part-time student representa-

tive Joeita Gupta, who had al-

ready drawn critical attention to

earlier points in the meeting, now
reached the peak of her perfor-

mance. Gupta delivered her points

with clarity and determination.

She called for the outright scrap-

ping of the code, saying that such

a disciplinary framework has been
used to restrict students' rights to

free speech, especially when such
speech challenges the university

administration. She noted the 2000

TA strike and the debacle surround-

ing the Fight Fees 14 two years ago

as examples of such misuse.

Jeff Peters, president of the Asso-

ciation for Part-time Undergradu-

ate Students, addressed the board
as a guest speaker. Peters also

questioned the Code of Student

Conduct, almost perfectly echo-

ing Gupta's sentiments from only

moments earlier. This would have
made for an unremarkable and
superfluous speech if not for the

fact that Peters has a speech im-

pediment that gives him difficulty

speaking. On this particular night,

he was also struck by a cough that

often overcame his body and ap-

peared to nearly knock him down.
As this spectacle wore on, and

Chair B. Elizabeth Vosburgh asked
Peters to wrap up his speech, he
stood his ground and starkly re-

fused. He asserted that he had
many points to make and that

he would speak for as long as he
needed. The chair was neverthe-

less firm, causing Gupta to inter-

vene and insist that Peters be
given more than the usual allot-

ted time due to his impediment.

The confrontation devolved into

a shouting match between Gupta
and the chair. In the end, Peters

did wrap up and the meeting end-

ed shortly thereafter.

Gupta and Peters are certainly

neither foolish nor naive, and their

combined spectacle entirely re-

framed the meeting. Rather than

simply paying homage to the uni-

versity's strengths, those in atten-

dance were called upon to confront

the shortcomings and inequities

perceived among members of the

student community.
Whereas U of T is undoubtedly a

world-class institution that should

proudly promote and celebrate its

virtues, a single-minded focus on
this hampers progress in the long

run. Rather, improving the experi-

ences of students requires bodies

such as the Governing Council to

realistically attend to the challeng-

es and shortcomings that persist.

Before closing the topic, Matus

responded that the code would be
done away with only if widespread
sentiment against it is made ap-

parent in the coming months. The
door to significant change there-

fore lies open, and the onus is on
all members of this university to

make their voices heard. Do we
agree that the university is a hier-

archical corporate structure and
that students, like employees, are

subject to particular rules of con-

duct? Do we instead agree that the

university is a community of equal

members, all subject to the same
rules of conduct? Or do we simply

shut up?

Maciek Lipinski-Harten is a
graduate representative on the

University Affairs Board.
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Toronto, ON MSS1J6
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COUNTDOWN TO COPENHAGEN
Students of all shapes and sizes gear up to go to Copenhagen as part of the U of T delegation

ca

MAY JEONG
Associate Comment Editor

Over 10,000 negotiators—and
many more journalists, activists,

and the lii<e—are expected to ar-

rive in Copenhagen this Decem-
ber for the United Nations Climate

Change Conference, also known
as C0P15. A little over 800 of them
have been identified as members
of the youth constituency, and you
just might recognize 10 of those

exuberant faces.

Drawn from myriad disciplines

—

Peace and Conflict Studies to engi-

neering—the 10 students make up
the University of Toronto's delega-

tion to C0P15. Selected based on our

proven dedication to environmental

activism, U of T's group will be one of

the four campus delegations present,

the others being Yale, Oxford, and
the College of the Atlantic.

If you are envisioning the cliche

of vegan liberals who wear hemp
sweaters for all occasions, you
guess wrong. Yes, some of us are

fond of plaid, and many are sus-

pected cyclists, yet we have been
thoughtfully selected to best rep-

resent the University of Toronto.

Within the delegation, there is an
architecture student, a yoga in-

structor, a former ad executive

turned PhD candidate, and myself,

a journalist. One of the members is

a soon-to-be mom. Another makes
excellent cookies (yes, vegan ones).

The delegation began with

the thought that university

students can so easily fall into the

trappings of the ivory tower, and
lack opportunities to apply their

theoretical knowledge outside the

classroom. Spearheaded by the

Centre for the Environment, the

delegation is intended to highlight

the importance of an affair in some
distant Scandinavian capital.

C0P15 is arguably the most im-

portant meeting of climate leaders.

They'll be meeting to discuss, well,

the fate of our planet. With the first

phase of the Kyoto Protocol due

to expire in 2012, C0P15 has been

set as the deadline to map out our

common post-Kyoto future. It is

imperative that the international

community band together to forge

a new international protocol that

addresses climate change.

Against this backdrop, the U of

T delegation has been formed to

serve two main purposes. One, as

members of an academic institu-

tion, we hope to engage the cam-
pus through creative means. We're

doing this in many ways, such as

our Youtube campaign allowing

students of all disciplines to upload

videos of themselves answering the

question, "What would you like for

Canada to do at the climate negotia-

tions in Copenhagen?" The videos

will be collected to become part of

a larger video installation effort.

We hope the video campaign will

enable us to carry these individual

voices with us to Copenhagen.
Two, we hope that by collaborat-

ing with the Canadian Youth Del-

egation, we will take part in holding

our government accountable, and

remind our leaders that thousands

of young Canadians are concerned
for the state of our shared environ-

ment. The delegation also hopes
to engage with the international

youth contingent to advocate for

a science-based agreement to cut

carbon emissions by 2020—the

only scenario identified by the sci-

entific community as ensuring that

humanity will avoid catastrophic

climate change.

"I am excited for the chance to get

involved directly as a member of

this delegation, and to represent and

voice the concerns of students here

at the U of T at C0P15," commented
David Gordon, who is part of a joint-

university research team studying

climate politics of Canada and the

European Union. With every effort

by these environmentally-conscious

great minds, the University of Toron-

to takes one collective step closer to

a much greater future.

May Jeong is a member to the il of

TDelegation to C0P15 and wilt be

writing for The Huffington Post on

her experiences at the climate summit

this December

For instructions on how to get

involved, email uoftcopl5@gmail.

com orgo to uoftcoplS.ca (under

construction but up soon).

All the president's deeds
Since his historic victory one year ago, Obama has done more harm than good

JOSH XIONG

The conventional liberal interpreta-

tion of current events is that, one

year after winning the U.S. presiden-

tial election, Barack Obama does not

have much to show for his presiden-

cy. In a now notorious Saturday Night

Live skit, Obama was lampooned
for doing "jack" and "squat." To the

American left he promised universal

health care, an end to the war in Iraq,

the closure of Guantanamo Bay, more
humane treatment of detained terror-

ist suspects, and serious legislation

on gay rights and the environment. A
year later, he has accomplished none

of those things.

Of course, to big-govemment-

loving liberals, accomplishment is

synonymous with "doing"—taxing,

spending, legislating, and "reform-

ing." That Barack Obama hasn't

rammed the entirety of the American

liberal agenda down people's throats

is certainly disappointing to a left-

wing movement incapable of logical-

ly defending its own views and values

in front of an opposition audience

(Fox News anyone?). Moving away
from this "doing is good" paradigm,

the conservative critique is even

more devastating. It actually focuses

on the content and substance of legis-

lation the Obama administration has

passed, and critiques him for what he

has "accomplished."

Liberals like to argue that despite

their unmet expectations, Obama
hcis done a satisfactory job in tack-

ling the most immediate crises: bail-

ing out the banks and re-stimulating

the economy. Putting aside the fact

that spending large amounts of tax-

payer money is not a particularly

courageous or praise-worthy feat, as

all governments do it, the type of bill

Obama churned out failed even these

abysmally low expectations. Instead

of taking leadership and "owning"

the bill, Obama left a majority of the

spending designs to the discretion of

Congressional Democrats. The result

was a gargantuan $787-billion stimu-

lus package replete with pork and

Obama, with wife Michelle and daughters Malia and Sasha, celebrates his presidential win on Nov. 4, 2008.

goodies for Democratic districts. The
irony is that despite the haste in as-

sembling the package, the majority of

the stimulus money will not be spent

until 2010 or 2011. It is no surprise

then that recent unemployment fig-

ures have hit the double digits.

On trade, a vital component to the

revitalization of the international

economy, Obama has turned his

back on basic economic principle.

Despite having a brilliant cabinet

of economists, from the venerated

Lawrence Summers to the compe-
tent Timothy Geitner, Obama has

instituted various protectionist

measures through "Buy American"

clauses. The Economist, a magazine

that endorsed his candidacy, at-

tacked his recent 35 per cent tariff

on imported Chinese tires as "a pro-

tectionist move that is bad politics,

bad economics, bad diplomacy and
hurts America. Did we miss any-

thing?" Obama talks about embrac-

ing international multilateralism, but

his recent measures on trade strong-

ly contradict the previous commit-

ments made to his G20 partners.

As Democratic ambitions for

single-payer health care in the

United States is debated, Barack

Obama would be wise to take into

consideration Republican propos-

als. If he wants to cut health care

costs, he could eliminate state laws

that prevent health care providers

from competing across state lines.

Canadians are used to hearing the

old refrain that the American "free-

market" system costs more, but this

is a gross misconception. With the

current regulations in place, America
does not so much have a free market

health-care system as a network of

50 health care oligopolies. If Obama
wants to expand coverage to those

who can't afford their own health

care, he should provide a simple, no-

hassle, means-tested subsidy. If he

shares the concerns of working class

citizens whose health care is at the

mercy of their employers, he should

help them establish job-independent

health care savings accounts. He has

promised to be bi-partisan and to

transcend ideology from day one, but

he has shot down all these Republi-

can ideas.

This is just a cursory glance at the

Obama administration's efforts so

far. Other disappointments include

mismanaging Chinese-American re-

lations, failing to provide solidarity

to the Iranian opposition, and leaving

his cap-and-trade bill vulnerable to

predatory special interests. One year

later, poor performance on trade,

health care, and economic stimulus

are enough to give Barack Obama
the 51.5 per cent approval rating he
deserves.

•LETTERS-

Drop fees sees whole

picture

There seems to be a consensus that

advocating for education that is ac-

cessible regardless of a person's in-

dividual or family income is a valu-

able endeavour, though I find this

antithetical to the assertion that

fees should increase ("Down with

drop fees," Nov. 5). What is missing

here is any acknowledgment that

there are multiple barriers facing

students, not just high tuition fees.

Forms of social inequity, such as

racism and sexism, also affect stu-

dents. For example, there is the fact

that women and racialized people

earn lower incomes on average.

This is why we refer to "socio-

economic inequity": inequity is not

tidily separable into economic and
social categories independent of

each other.

Given this, any argument for

accessible education that does not

take up issues of social inequity,

including poverty, not only misses

part of picture, but borders on inac-

curate. Far from lacking sophistica-

tion, the fact that [the drop fees]

campaign recognizes how these

issues are related is an enormous
strength. Strategically, working

with other organizations opposing

regressive cutbacks that dispropor-

tionally hurt marginalized people

does not dilute the message of ac-

cess; rather, it adds political clout.

Amy
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Tea Party boiling over
How the new American right is destroying public discussion south of the border

ALEX ROSS

A fierce battle is being waged for the heart and soul

of the political right within the United States. It

peaked when Republican candidate Dede Scozzafa-

va dropped out of the race for New York's 23rd dis-

trict after poll numbers revealed she was trailing

behind David Hoffmann, a candidate for the Con-
servative Party, an ultra right-wing political faction.

Scozzafava's move was precipitated by activists

within the "Tea Party" movement, a conservative

activist group of about 3,000 people opposed to

the policies of the Obama administration and what
they perceive as lacklustre leadership on the part

of moderate Republicans.

Although Hoffmann lost to Democrat Bill Owens,
we should take this as a sign of things to come. In

the 2010 elections, conservative activists plan to

challenge over a dozen Republican House and Senate

nominees who they perceive as being too moderate

or liberal. This was exactly the reason Scozzafava

dropped out of the race. She was perceived to be too

liberal because she is pro-choice and supports gay

marriage as well as some Obama policies. The Tea

Party faction will also challenge Charlie Crist in Flor-

ida for endorsing Obama's stimulus package. Everett

Wilkinson, who heads the Florida Tea Party Patriots,

told Politico that "We would lose if Charlie Crist got

elected or if another person who doesn't support

our policies got elected." The disconcerting aspect

about the movement's opposition to moderates is

not only that it seems to suggest there is no place for

moderates in the Republican Party, but in the whole

of America itself. The word "liberal" has become pe-

jorative, and usually marks someone as an enemy of

the people, as someone who is anti-American in their

support for abortion, gay marriage, and initiatives

such as the stimulus package or government-run

health care. The suggestion is that if you have any

agreement with anything liberal, than you are not an

American.

The Tea Party movement has been anything but

civil. At the town hall meetings on health care reform

organized by Democrats in August, the behaviour of

Tea Party members was not only atrocious, but un-

democratic in the sense that they were encouraged to

disrupt free political assembly. A memo circulated by

the website Tea Party Patriots encouraged support-

ers to "Yell out and challenge the Rep's statements

early. Get him off his prepared script and agenda [. . .]

The Rep should be made to feel that a majority, and

if not, a significant portion of at least the audience,

opposes the socialist agenda of Washington." As a re-

sult of such encouragements, some town halls ended

in fisticuffs, hospitalization, and arrests.

The point of these tactics is not so much to change

the nature of the debate as much as to deny debate

period. Extremists always put the conclusion before

the premise: any discussion of health care or eco-

nomic reform is socialist and therefore must be shut

down. The message of this group is clear: no freedom

of speech except for our group, no political assembly

except for our group, no political power except for

our group.

The other disturbing aspect is that this is not a

grass-roots movement. In fact, many of the larger

protests have been orchestrated by two right-wing

lobby organizations, Americans For Prosperity and
Freedom Works, who have chartered buses and giv-

en members millions of dollars. In one large protest

held in Tampa, Florida, protesters stated that they

had been encouraged to protest by the Hillsborough

County Republiccin party and had even been given

talking points. The same memo quoted earlier also

gave Tea Party members tips on how to successfully

control debates and take over the proceedings.

This is not a movement about changing the face of

government, this is a movement about taking over

government and ensuring no one else can change it.
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k A splendid eveSng'with the Prince

\ . of Wales and his Royal MilitaryJ
^^^^^^ ifltta

PHOTOS AND WORDS BY DAN EPSTEIN

The 2009 visit to Canada of Their

Royal Highnesses The Prince of

Wales and The Duchess of Cornwall is

a nationwide phenomenon. Well, at

least to anyone who cares. The Royal

Monarchy (which insists on capital-

izing any noun within three feet of

itself) has fallen under a lot of criti-

cism in this country, not the least

of which coming from our own Luke

Savage in the previous issue of this

paper. Even one of the photographers

at this event was audibly complaining

about how ironic It Is to see Prince

Charles, who has never seen combat,

play the role of Colonel-in-Chlef to

two historic Canadian regiments, the

Royal Regiment of Canada (formed in

1936, wearing red) and the Toronto

Scottish Regiment (raised In 1915 as

the "Misslssauga Battalion," wearing

grey), which Is also "Queen Elizabeth

The Queen Mother's Own" (she liked

them better).

And so a crowd of admiring post-

colonial onlookers watched an incred-

ibly colonial ceremony: the Presenta-

tion of New Colours, a tradition that

dates back to the 18th century. "Co-

lours," In this case, means not only the

colours on the uniforms, but also the

battle flags of each regiment, as well

as a historical-spiritual combination of

divine right and past accomplishment.

The Royal Media Guide puts It best:

"The Colour, then as now: was always

saluted; carefully guarded; and had an

escort to protect It. On the Regimental

Colour are emblazoned the names of

the battles In which the unit has dis-

tinguished Itself. The Colour therefore

reminds the soldiers of the past his-

tory and traditions of the Regiment.. .As

such a symbol, the Colours are the most

prized possession of the Regiment and

are held In veneration." Indeed.

To say the least. It was Interesting

that this ceremony landed Charles,

Camilla, and rows of military In 19th-

century costume, right here at U of T.

Varsity Stadium beamed as Anglican

priests Incanted and Charles gave a

heartwarming speech about remem-

bering the fallen. And despite the bitter

cold, I think even the shivering men in

kilts were given the kind of warmth and

comfort that only such an archaic Insti-

tution as the Monarchy can provide.
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When was the last time you tried something new? Self-professed carnivore DAVID PIKE spent a morning with vegan

cooking collective The Hot Yam!—and learned that it's safe to play with knives at nine in the morning

PHOTOS BY DAVID PIKE

1 doubt my mother would have

believed me if I'd told her I'd be

helping out in a kitchen, prepar-

ing a vegan lunch for myself—let

alone with the Hot Yam, who or-

ganize and serve vegwan meals

to hundreds of students weekly

at the International Student Cen-

tre. As the resident carnivore at

The Varsity, 1 was skeptical at first

about the menu and the whole op-

eration. What are they cooking?

I wondered. Tofu and bamboo?
Flax seed and grass?

Veganism, which is both a diet

and lifestyle, involves avoiding the

consumption and use of any ani-

mals or animal products. It has al-

ways left a bad taste in my mouth,
mainly for its militant ethics and
its closed-mindedness. However,

the welcoming and friendly mem-
bers of the Hot Yam certainly of-

fered a fresh perspective for those

who don't enjoy the flesh of dead

things as much as 1 do.

Hannah Sobel, a fourth-year se-

miotics and religion student, was
coordinating the kitchen as 1 ar-

rived early on the Thursday morn-
ing (much too early for my liking,

1 should add—I'm surprised I was
allowed to use any sort of sharp

utensils at that hour). Hannah
has volunteered throughout her

undergrad with the

Hot Yam, which

emerged from the

previously exist-

ing Radical Roots

group. Immediate-

ly, I inquired about

the menu and—for

fear of having the

previous night's

protein smell on
my breath—wheth-

er 1 was the only

non-vegan in the

kitchen. Hannah
reassured me: "I

know of one per-

son who is vegan.

Most people [here]

are just vegetar-

ian. We do a vegan
lunch because it's

the most accessible

for those with eat-

ing restrictions

—

you can feed the most people." So,

thankfully, 1 wasn't on the chopping

block from the start.

This particular lunch was being

prepared as part of World Food
Week, an event run in conjunction

with U of T Food Services. On the

menu was a vegetable wrap con-

sisting of homemade red kidney

bean spread, roasted yams and
zucchini, fresh cucumbers, fresh

salsa, and sprouts stuffed inside

a whole-wheat pita. Even at 9

a.m., the kitchen smelled incred-

ible—this definitely

wasn't all tofu and
bran. "These wraps are

probably going to have

too much flavour," Han-

nah joked. Served with

the wraps were muffins

prepared the night before in three

organic vegan-friendly varieties:

apple, carrot, and zucchini. "The

muffin recipe called for sugar,"

Hannah explains, "but we used

local maple syrup. We also found

a bread company out of Missis-

sauga that uses wheat from South-

ern Ontario." Even better, the Hot

Yam's flavourful, well thought-out

meals can be purchased for just

four dollars a person. There really

isn't a more filling or better-tast-

ing lunch deal downtown.

Being a bachelor, I was hesitant

about lending my services in the

kitchen, but once I was handed a

knife, 1 was surprisingly able to hold

my own—first dicing cucumbers,

then roasting the yams and splitting

the pitas. The entire operation grew,

hydra-like, as more volunteers cu^rived,

until the tiny kitchen Wcis buzzing

and functioning like an assembly

line to prepare hundreds

of these wraps. The Hot

Yam, is staffed entirely by
volunteers, who sign up
online to plan, shop for,

and prepare a meal every

week for a considerable

number of hungry people on

campus. "We're expecting

about three to four hundred

ui people today," Hannah
B^^V^^^ i warned me. Once ail the

^^^^^^Hji prep-work was complete,

^^^^H° I joined the assembly line

mm^^^^ to spread the bean dip

^^^^^^|a and stuff the pitas. Having

^^^^BIMs had my typical, modest

^^^^^B < breakfast of Red Bull and

^^^^^m ^"^^ cigarettes, the wraps

^^^^^H Pig looked more emd more
.^^^^^BjljIs tempting cind my stomach

snarling louder

cmd louder.

It was a bit sur-

real how every-

thing materialized

in just a few short

hours, and how
quickly the moun-
tains of wraps we
had prepared dis-

appeared into the

eager hands of the

customers.

1 was proud to

have been part of a

cohesive, sustain-

able food effort on
campus (because,

truth be told, most
of what's served on campus is

barely edible). This particular

lunch drew in literally hun-

dreds of students and many
people who have no immediate

attachment to U of T, but come
for the great food and support

the rationale behind it.

I was not changed by this

experience; 1 will still get my
protein the old-fashioned way.

However, the Hot Yam, taught

me two things: first, with the

right menu and ingredients,

vegetables are not nearly as

bland and secondary as I had
long considered them to be.

Second, those with different

belief systems—particularly

surrounding the stomach

—

than my own, aren't always

militant, hemp-wearing kids

from the West Coast. In fact,

I was glad to get to know all

of them, slaving over a hot stove (so

to speak). I can definitely see myself

grabbing another meal from them
sometime very soon.

The Hot Yam, serves meals on
Wednesdays from 12 to 2 p.m. at the

International Student Centre. For

information on upcoming dates and
volunteering, visit theirFaceboofi page.
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Play that funky music, ninjas
The Ninja Funk Orchestra's U of T alums return to Hart House for a free show this week

NICOLE CORNESS

You might not be familiar with the

award-winning New York saxo-

phonist David Binney, but I can
assure you that his description of

the Ninja Funic Orchestra, which
follows, is as apt as any. The NFO
is a funky five-piece, psychedelic-

progressive-jazz-rock band that

seems to defy categorization into

any specific genre.

In anticipation of their upcom-
ing concert at Hart House's Arbor
Room, tenor sax player Gordon
Hyland explains that their sound
"is hard to pin down. We're trying

to create a new kind of sonic land-

scape that transcends genres, and
doesn't just appeal to one particu-

lar niche... I'd have to say Zappa,

Phish, the Brecker Brothers, the

Bad Plus, Void, Rudder Chris Pot-

ter, and Seamus Blake have been
some of our bigger influences."

He adds that it seems there is

a stronger desire now for eclectic

art that isn't restricted to any one
classification.

Along with Hyland, the Ninja

Funk Orchestra includes Rob Chris-

tian on alto sax and keys, Neil Whit-

ford on guitar, Andrew Roorda on
bass, and Mack Longpre on drums.

Each of them has studied music at

either U of T or Humber College.

The group first got together in

April of 2007 to host the weekly

Concord Funk Jam at the Concord
Cafe on Bloor Street, and the night

began to bring in an eclectic vari-

ety of instrumentalists, singers,

and DJs from around Toronto. In

2008, the band decided to focus

more on playing gigs elsewhere

in the city and on recording their

first album. They've gone on to per-

form at the Beaches Jazz Fest, Clin-

ton's Tavern, and the Mod Club, as

well as in Waterloo and Montreal.

Shortly after getting together, they

were also sent on a Chilean music

exchange by the owner of the Con-

cord Cafe.

After all their travels, has the NFO
been able to define themselves any
better? "Fine," concedes Hyland. "We
play complex jazz harmonies on pop
progressions and rock out to funk-in-

spired bass lines. The musicianship

is high. It challenges your ears, keeps

you on your toes and makes you feel

good. Happy?" I was.

1 would definitely agree that

NFO's music is high energy. It

pumps you up and makes you
dance, but at the same time, it can
also make you space out.

The other impressive thing about

the Ninja Funk Orchestra is that

they kept the project going while en-

rolled full-time in school. What sac-

rifices did Hyland personally have

to make to keep things together?

"It took a lot of dedication and
hard work," he explains. "We re-

hearsed every other week, which
kept the momentum of the project

going. We also got together once
a week for the Concord Jam, and
then twice a week when we got a

gig at the Four Seasons hotel at

the end of 2007. That helped us

save money for out first album,

design and make the merchandise,

and travel around to places like

Montreal for Jazz fest. But we're

also music students, so of course,

knowing that the time spent was
related to our passion and career

goals helped a lot."

The Ninja Funk Orchestra plays the

Arbor Room at Hart House Nov. 13

at 9 p.m. Admission is free.

Maxed out
/ Hope They Serve Beer in f/e// creator Tucker Max explains why he wouldn't trust a studio

with his work—and why Annerican critics so disliked the result

WILL SLOAN
^^^^Associate A& E Editor^^^

When interviewing Tucker Max, be
careful about dropping the S-bomb.

To a writer assigned to deliver a story

on Max, the "sexist" issue may seem
a natural point of discussion. To a

man who has been dealing with the

adjective every day since the 2006

publication of his book / Hope They

Serve Beer in Hell, it is a topic of con-

siderable weariness.

"Define 'sexism,'" he shoots back.

1 scramble for a dictionary. "See?"

he says. "You're throwing around a

word you don't know the meaning of!"

I have found a definition: "Sexism:

discriminatory or abusive behaviour

towards members of the opposite sex."

"Okay," he pauses for a second.

"So, discriminatory behaviour,

right? That means treating women
differently simply because they are

women. It's not like I look at some-

one and say, 'Okay, because you're

a woman, I'm going to...' whatever,

'xyz' that I wouldn't do with a man.

No. I mean, like, the only people

who focus on that shit in my writ-

ing are really kind of...whatever..."

His voice trails off.

"Look. Every person in my book

takes shit. I give shit to guys just as

much as 1 give it to girls, and probably

no one ends up worse off than I do.

And yet, it's funny, no one ever says,

'Why do you make fun of yourself so

much?' or Why are you so hard on

guys?' For some reason they only fo-

cus on the aspects involving women.

1 really don't know why. But sexism

implies treating women differently.

I don't treat women any differently

than 1 treat other men or myself."

/ Hope They Serve Beer in Hell, a

raunchy collection of hook-ups gone

wrong, features a disclaimer: "My
name is Tucker Max, and 1 am an ass-

hole." This more or less establishes

the persona point-blank. As described

in his literary adventures. Tucker is cin

unapologetic narcissist with a raving

id and a shortage of shame, eager to

consume cis much sex and booze as

humanly possible. "But 1 do contrib-

ute to humanity in one very important

way," the disclaimer adds. "1 share my
adventures with the world."

Beginning as a blog, the book be-

came a bestseller many times over,

particularly on university campuses.

Everyone's favourite story seems to be

"Tucker Tries Buttsex; Hilarity Does Not

Ensue," a chapter that filled me with the

intense desire to buy Max a mop.

Now there is a feature film of the

same name, collecting many of his

most famous anecdotes into a fiction-

al story about Tucker (Matt Czuchry)

taking his friends Drew (Jessie Brad-

ford) and Dan (Geoff Stults) to a strip

club to celebrate Dan's impending

marriage. Imagine The Hangover if

you actually saw the bachelor party.

The film is belatedly opening in To-

ronto theatres following an American

theatrical run in September, where

the film was met with modest box of-

fice revenues and some of the harsh-

est reviews of the years ("The result

just might be the most hypocritical

feature in the history of film as well as

the history of hypocrisy," wrote Mi-

chael Phillips of the Chicago Tribune).

Gamely taking interviews for the Ca-

nadian release, it is clear that Max is

still smarting from the reception.

1 mention that Tucker's big re-

demptive speech didn't feel very

redemptive. His voice lightens

considerably. "So many critics to-

tally fucking missed this," he says.

"1 mean, they tried to criticize the

movie because they're like, 'Oh,

Tucker's supposed to be irredeem-

able but then he fuckin' totally

changes at the end.' And I'm like,

'No, you idiots, did you not watch

the fuckin' movie?' Because, like,

he doesn't! That's the whole point.

"This presented a lot of problems

with the critics: so much of American

film is so trite and so pat, and every-

thing's wrapped up in a little bow, and

the moral message is very clear, right?

But life doesn't work like that, cmd we
didn't make a movie like that, because

that's bullshit. We made a movie where

every character has faults—some are

more good than bad, but the movie

doesn't take a moral position on any-

one's actions. It just shows them as they

are. Sorta like The Wire, my favourite

TV show of all time."

He continues: "A lot of people took

this like, 'Oh, they're saying this [be-

haviour] is funny, this is good'—no! It's

not! Like, the movie doesn't take a posi-

tion on narcissism necessarily, and if it

did, it would be that it's bad. But a lot

of people, because they're so used to

bland pabulum, they don't get it. If you
have a good, complicated movie, some-

times it's tough to get across in the first

showing. Sometimes people have to

watch it a few times, like Fight Club, Of-

fice Space, whatever, and 1 think this

movie kinda fell into that trap."

1 was bothered by the scene where
Tucker flirts with a group of female

friends in a bar, holding an indignant

one up to ridicule. I ask if it was fair to

feel that the woman had every right to

be angry. "Yeah, dude. No one's right

or wrong. I mean, in their exchange,

sometimes she's wrong, and some-

times he's wrong, y'know? Like, there

are definitely times when she's kinda

being a fucking cunt, and then there

are other times when he crosses the

line. The barometer of where the au-

dience should be is where her friends

are...I mean, dude, it's supposed to be
like real life, and it's not always clear

what's right or wrong."

Instead of parlaying his book's pop-
ularity into a big studio movie deal.

Max went the route of independent

financing and distribution. "I turned

down $2 million for this script. There's

absolutely no way that had I filmed

the script through a major studio they

would have done anything but fuck

this movie up. They would have cut all

the balls off the comedy, they would

have put Seth Rogen and Dane Cook in

it, they would have changed Tucker to

make him fall in love, and all this stu-

pid shit that would have driven me up

a fucking wall."

Several times during the interview

Max refers to himself and his charac-

ter as a narcissist, and I tell him that

I'm surprised by his frankness. "I re-

ally am a narcissist, y'know? I'm not

quite as bad as I was in the movie.

The movie portrays me, like, 10 years

ago, when I really, truly was, like,

straight-up narcissist. Now I've kinda

thought my way out of a lot of those

issues, and 1 now maybe only have

narcissistic traits, I'm not a full-on

narcissist anymore."

TuckerMax will be appearing in-person

at ClNSSU's advance screening of I

Hope They Serve Beer in Hell on

Tuesday, Nov. 10 at 7p.m. The film

opens on Nov. 13.
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Beyond Bruce Lee
WILL SLOAN picks the best

of this year's Reel Asian Film Festival

Yoshihiro Nakamura's f\sh Story ranks high among this year's Reel Asian offerings.

Now entering its 13th year, the Toronto Reel Asian Film Festival
does not always attract the best of Asian and Asian-themed cin-

ema. (The opening night gala in 2007 was Finishing the Came?
Really?) However, it usually does provide a good chance to see
some hidden independent gems, as well as Asian-produced box
office hits unlikely to land a North American studio distribution
deal. This year's line-up is looking exciting, particularly because
of the centrepiece presentation: Red Heroine (1929), the only
surviving martial arts film of its period, will be screening Friday
at the Royal with live musical accompaniment. In addition to the
vintage kung foolery, here are three more major screenings.

OVERHEARD

vvv
The last decade has been a disastrous one for the Hong Kong film industry. Once among the most
vibrant and prolific film producers in the world, an annual output of 400-plus theatrical features

has dwindled to around 50 thanks to a combination of rampant piracy and a shortage of new talent.

Overheard, the festival's opening night gala, comes from Alex Mak and Felix Chong, two of the mak-
ers of Infernal Affairs (2002), one of the few really worthwhile and globally successful Hong Kong
films this decade. Overheard is one of the region's most successful local productions this year, and
it is indeed above average for contemporary Hong Kong commercial filmmaking. Ostensibly about

three cops (Lau Ching-Wan, Louis Koo, and Daniel Wu) tasked to spy on a business firm suspected

of insider trading and price fixing. Overheard isn't so much a suspense thriller as a slick soap opera,

with Koo tempted into corruption to support his dying son and Lau holding a secret affair with

another cop's estranged wife. The story walks the line of believability in its later scenes, and I'm

not sure I'll remember much of this a few months from now. Overheard is, however, serviceable

entertainment. And as anyone who's been following Hong Kong cinema over the last 10 years can

tell you, there's something to be said for serviceable.

FISH STORY

VVVv

A Japanese punk band primarily famous for having broken up "one year before the forming of

The Sex Pistols" (as on-screen text tells us twice) record their last single, a Dadaist oddity called

"Fish Story" based on a bit of bad translation from a paperback published just after the Second
World War. A meteor races towards Earth 37 years later, and two men in a Tokyo record store

spend their last hours attempting to decipher the meaning of the one-minute silence within

the song. Amid these book-ending plot threads, director Yoshihiro Nakamura's very deadpan
comedy (based on a novel by Kotaro Isaka) shifts to several different subplots spanning four de-

cades, the connection between them ambiguous until the final scene. Compulsively watchable

for its dry tone and enigmatic plot. Fish Story is an entertaining testament to the importance of

chance—until the ending explains how everything fits together, and the effect becomes some-
what anticlimactic. There's nothing particularly wrong with the revelation, but I wish Nakamura
had taken a cue from the film's band and left a little more to the imagination.

YANG YANG

Yang Yang is the second feature-length film from director Cheng Yu-Chieh, whose Do Over re-

ceived some acclaim on the festival circuit in 2006. The film follows its title character, a Eur-

asian teenager (Sadrine Pinna), as her mother marries Yang Yang's track and field coach and

her best friend Xiao-Ru becomes her stepsister. Shawn (Bryant Chang), Xiao-Ru's boyfriend,

takes an increasing interest in Yang Yang, and tensions rise between the two friends. Shot in

claustrophobic close-ups with a handheld camera—a technique easier to take in small doses,

admittedly

—

Yang Yang is still a strikingly intimate drama with naturalistic performances from

its three leads. Director Cheng shows considerable skill with mood: he knows how to evoke his

characters' restlessness in visual terms.

The Reel Asian Film Festival runs from Nov. 11 to 15. Locations include Innis Town Hall and
Bloor Cinema. For more information, visit reelasian.com.

HART HOUSE THEATRE PRESENTS

ITS 90TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON

A Midsummer Night's Dream
"Lord, what fools these mortals be!"

NOV 20 -DEC 5, 2009

By William Shakespeare

Directed By Jeremy Hutton

$25 Adults, $15 Students & Seniors

$10 STUDENT WEDNESDAYS

BOX OFFICE
ruefttix.ca

«978-8849

Insurance
Meloche Monnex

^/^eVARSITY
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Revolutionizing cancer diagnosis

U of T researchers develop novel microchip technology for testing cancer

PhD students Zhichao Fang (left) and Leyla Soleymani (right) are working on the project originally developed by pharmacy professor Shana 0. Kelley to detect cancer using microchip technology.

CHARLOTTE TOMBS

A team of researchers has recently devel-

oped a microchip that can detect the type

and severity of cancer in patients. As an

interdisciplinary pursuit between U of T's

biochemistry and electrical and computer

engineering departments, pharmacy faculty,

and the Princess Margaret Hospital, the mi-

crochip is bound to revolutionize the way we
test for cancer.

Pharmacy professor Shana O. Kelley origi-

nally envisioned the development of a chip-

based platform using an electrocatalytic

system (a system using an electrode as a

substrate or base for electrochemical reac-

tions) capable of detecting cancer biomark-

ers (biological molecules particular to each

kind of cancer that indicate the presence or

absence of that cancer in an individual) in

clinical samples.

In order to create this chip-based platform,

Kelley sought the help of professor Ted Sar-

gent of the Electrical and Computer Engineer-

ing Department. The two obtained funding for

the project and oversee a team of 10 graduate

students and researchers in various disci-

plines who are working on improving the chip

and using it to test different clinical samples.

PhD students Leyla Soleymani (fourth year

Electrical and Computer Engineering) and
Zhichao Fang (fifth year Pharmaceutical Sci-

ences) are the two main researchers on the

team and published a paper under the super-

vision of Sargent and Kelley that was featured

in Nature Nanotechnology.

Soleymani and Fang have been active in

this project since its inception approximate-

ly three years ago. The process of using the

chip to test for biomarkers equally involves

the expertise of Soleymani and Fang. "It was
a collaborative effort," said Soleymani. "I

would do something and then get feedback

from Fang and others about whether it's

working and usable and then we'd go back
and redesign things.

"It's an electronic chip. It has electrodes

that are decorated with nanostructures [that

are] functionalized with what we call 'capture

probes.' They're like bait attached to the elec-

trode that will capture some biomolecules in

the sample or solution we put it in," described

Soleymani. "[The biomolecules] are then as-

sociated with a specific type of cancer, which
is how it is possible to determine which can-

cer-related genes are present in the solution."

The type of probe used on the chip differs

depending on the cancer type being tested.

"The development of the probe itself is sev-

eral steps," added Fang, "but [the length of

time needed to develop each probe] depends
on the target, for example, how long the target

is or how unique the DNA sequence is. We do a

lot of experimentation to see if the probe can
bind to a target selectively, so once that is ac-

complished, the rest of the work is [easy]."

Soleymani explained that the chip is com-
posed of a silicon wafer coated and patterned

with gold via a process called photolithogra-

phy. It's then covered with an insulator (silicon

dioxide) resulting in the production of small

nanostructures on the chip. The nanostruc-

tures are then assembled and functionalized

to enable them to grab the target biomarkers
from the solution.

This method was used to create the origi-

nal "first generation" model of the chip, which
took approximately one year to produce and
was considerably bigger than the current

model with significantly fewer electrodes.

"First we put only four electrodes on the

chip," said Fang, "then the number increased

to eight and now we have 42."

Thanks to the team's collaboration with
Princess Margaret Hospital, Soleymani was
also able to use the chip to test for brain and
neck cancers. "We have clinicians who provide
us with samples and help us [prepare them].
We wouldn't be able to do any of this without
this network of researchers," said Soleymani.

Once the clinical sample is obtained from

the Princess Margaret Hospital, Fang is able

to use the chip on the clinical sample. Fang

explained how he tested for prostate cancer

using the clinical sample:

"Once we have accurately detected the tar-

get [using some sample solutions created in

the lab] we know that we are ready to test the

'real sample'—the clinical sample. So that's

when we get the sample from Princess Mar-

garet Hospital, which contains the prostate

cancer-related gene fusion. Again, the probe is

designed to detect the gene fusion sequences,

so [if the gene fusion is present], there will

be a signal increase which shows the probes

have detected the biomarkers for the cancer.

Otherwise there will be no signal increase."

Soleymani and Fang hope to start testing

the microchip on other clinical samples as

well. "Theoretically, any disease that would

have a biomarker that's a nucleic acid is de-

tectable, so in the future it could be extended

to detecting bacterial or viral diseases," men-

tioned Soleymani.

Soleymani and Fang's research is extremely

important and will have a profound influence

on the medical field. Both students plan on

expanding their work in the coming years by

testing the microchip on a variety of clinical

samples of cancers and disease.
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The stories behind Nobel science with Lia Cardarelli

Uncovering the discovery of H. Pylori

The Prize:
The 2005 Nobel Prize in Physiology

or Medicine went to Barry J. Marshall

and J. RobinWarren "for the discovery

of the bacterium Helicobacter pylori

and its role in gastritis and peptic

ulcer disease."

The Science:
Not many scientists are willing to take

the leap of faith that Barry Marshall

took to prove the hypothesis that he

and J. Robin Warren shared about the

origins of stomach ulcers and cancers:

he drank a flask of the bacteria Helico-

bacter pylori. His subsequent illness

unequivocally proved that H. pylori,

and not stress and lifestyle, cause the

painful stomach diseases that affect a

large portion of the population.

Until the 1980s, doctors believed

that ulcers and stomach inflamma-

tion were caused by stress, spicy

food, and poor eating habits. So
when Warren (a pathologist) found

that half of all biopsies taken from

patients with stomach ulcers or pain-

ful stomach inflammation were colo-

nized with a bacterium now known
as H. pylori, he was intrigued.

At the time, the stomach was
thought to be sterile as scientists

believed that no bacterium could

withstand the acidity of stomach
fluids. Warren's discovery of H. py-

lori interested Marshall (then a clin-

ical fellow) who began working with

Warren on a more thorough study

of patient biopsies.

They found that the bacterium

Warren discovered was present in al-

most all of the stomach inflammation

and ulcer biopsies they looked at.

Irrefutable causal proof came after

Warren's self-inoculation with H. py-

lori and his development of stomach
inflammation. Their clinical studies

showed that patients, including War-

ren, could be cured by antibiotics

and prescription antacids.

When Warren and Marshall's hy-

pothesis was initially published,

many doctors and scientists were
skeptical of the conclusions, but

within a few years it became firmly

established and garnered Warner
and Marshall numerous awards, in-

cluding the 2005 Nobel Prize.

We now know that over half of the

world's population has a chronic, life-

time infection of H. pylori, making it

the most common infection affecting

humans. It is thought to be acquired

in early childhood, possibly passed

down from mother to child.

Infection manifests in the helical-

shaped bacterium burying itself in

the mucosal lining of the stomach,

where it colonizes the stomach cellu-

lar lining. To withstand the extreme

conditions of the stomach, H. pylori

secretes an enzyme to neutralize

the acid. At the stomach lining, it

adheres to stomach cells and injects

proteins into those cells to induce

inflammation. This sets up a chain of

events resulting in the activation and
recruitment of immune cells to the

stomach lining, yet these cells do not

attack the H. pylori colonies. Instead,

H. pylori secrete a toxin that kills the

killer T-cells that normally recognize

and attack invaders—one of the rea-

sons it can remain in the stomach for

a lifetime. If inflammation continues

unabated, the stomach acid and en-

zymes can actually damage the stom-

ach lining, causing an ulcer. This is

thought to happen in 10 to 15 per cent

of the H. pylori infected population.

In a small percentage of the

population, stomach inflammation

and H. pylori toxin production can

progress into stomach and upper

digestive tract cancers which kill

about 800,000 people a year world-

wide. The exact mechanism of this

transformation and why only some
infections proceed to cancer is un-

known. It is thought to be a result

of the genetic predisposition of the

patient and genetic variability within

the H. pylori population. There also

appears to be a link between the

amount of acid the stomach secretes,

which can be a genetic or lifestyle ef-

fect, and the progression towards

cancer. Increased stomach acid pro-

duction seems to have a protective

effect against the progression from
inflammation or ulcers to cancer.

For now, only those patients that

have ulcers and test positive for a

simple and non-invasive breath test

for H. pylori receive antibiotic treat-

ment. This public health stance was
adopted to ensure that H. pylori

Barry J. Marshall and J. Robin Warren, winners of the 2005 Nobel Prize in

Physiology or Medicine for the discovery of the H. Pylori bacteria and its role

in stomacn ulcers and gastritis.

does not evolve resistance to antibi-

otics that may arise if used to clear

infections in all people.

Today, research aims at under-

standing not only the pathogenesis

of H. pylori, but also how we can use

it against disease. H. pylori's known
immune-generating effects have

made it an ideal candidate as a "ve-

hicle" for vaccination. By molecularly

"tying" pieces of HIV, tuberculosis,

or malaria onto the surface of an H.

pylori bacterium (that has been made
non-pathogenic) scientists may be

able to harmlessly deliver "ID tags"

of these viruses and bacteria to the

body's immune system, thus making
it easier for the body to recognize a

real infection and to prevent the pro-

gression to disease.

What you may not know:
Interestingly, where you live in the

world may affect whether or not an
H. pylori infection can proceed to

cancer. Genetic variability of the

bacterium is highest in East Africa,

and decreases with distance from

there. This indicates that H. pylori

evolved as a human pathogen be-

fore humans left Africa. The Asian

strains of H. pylori are known to be
more toxic than strains in the West-

ern world. This correlates well with

stomach cancer rates, too. In Asia,

where 95 per cent of H. pylori infec-

tions are of a toxic strain, there is

a higher rate of stomach cancer
than in the U.S., where the toxic

strain only makes up 60 per cent

of stomach infections.

Chemicals That Changed The World
Researchers establish link between

childhood abuse and cancer
NYLON: The chemical that replaced the worm

^ THIRU RATNAt^^LAN

University of Toronto researchers

have found a significant link between

child abuse, emotional trauma, and

the onset of cancer in adulthood. Ccm-

cer risk increased by 49 per cent in

participants who had been physically

abused as children when compared
with people who had not faced abuse.

The risk decreased only slightly, to 47

per cent, when the model was adjust-

ed for age, sex, and race.

Dr. Esme Fuller Thomson, re-

searcher and professor at the Factor-

Inwentash Faculty of Social Work,

and PhD student Sarah Brennensthul

looked at regional data from Mani-

toba and Saskatchewan from the

2005 Canadian Community Health

Survey. Of the 13,092 respondents,

7.4 per cent reported that they had
been physically abused as a child by
someone close to them, and 5.7 per

cent reported being diagnosed with

cancer by a health professional.

The criteria for childhood physical

abuse were based on survey ques-

tions addressing adult socioeconomic

status and experiences during child-

hood. Individuals who responded

"yes" to the question "Were you ever

physically abused by someone close

to you?" were categorized as abused.

Further research is needed to ex-

plain the connection between abuse
and cancer, although the findings are

consistent with similar research link-

ing stress with ill health.

Thomson explained, "With every

stressor, you respond with a huge

amount of this hormone [Cortisol]

which sends your heart rate up and

can cause suppression of your im-

mune system."

Brennenstuhl, co-author of the

article, echoed a similar sentiment

in an interview with News atUofT:
"One important avenue for future re-

search is to investigate dysfunctions

in Cortisol production—the hormone
that prepares us for fight or flight as

a possible mediator in the abuse-can-

cer relationship."

In a more recent study published

in the November issue of Arthritis

Care & Research, Thomson and Bren-

nensthul looked at the relationship

between childhood physical abuse

and osteoarthritis. They found that

adults had a 56 per cent increased

risk of osteoarthritis if they had been

abused as children.

"I was totally surprised that the re-

lationship was so strong, so there is

something going on, but right now it is

a black box. It is a question mark right

now," commented Thompson. "The

finding of an abuse-cancer link is fas-

cinating. As with all science, however,

these findings need to be replicated in

other samples and in longitudinal re-

search before we have a clearer idea of

what is really going on."

Abigale Miller

There are few chemicals that have caused as much
excitement in the general population as nylon.

During the 1930s, the world's population was rapidly

growing. Textile manufacturers struggled to keep up with

demand for new clothing, so chemical companies were

racing for a strong, easy to manufacture synthetic fibre.

The ultimate prize was an artificial silk that would have

the sheen and strength of the natural fibre, but could be
manufactured by machines instead of worms.

In 1935, Wallace Carothers hit that jackpot with the

invention of nylon. Nylon is a polymer (repeating units

of a chemical that form a long chain) that is quite simple

to make. Two reagents, sebacoyl chloride and hexane-

diamine, are layered carefully on top of one another in

a container. At the interface between the two layers, a

chemical reaction takes place, creating nylon. As the

nylon is pulled up and away from the interface, the two
layers continue to react, forming a continuous strand.

DuPont Laboratories, the company Carothers worked

for, realized their new fibre was going to change the fash-

ion industry. They knew that it would be an ideal fabric

for making women's stockings, replacing the easily torn

and sometimes saggy silk stockings. DuPont boasted the

arrival of their wonderful new stocking material for two
years, while they finalized their manufacture before sell-

ing them in stores. Nylon's strength was demonstrated

at the World's Fairs in 1938 and 1939, whetting consumer

appetite for this revolutionary fabric. DuPont sold

780,000 pairs of nylon stockings on the first day of nation-

wide sales in the United States on May 15, 1940.

Nylon's utUity didn't stop there. It went into wrinkle-

free suits, permanently pleated skirts, and men's socks

and ties. Starting in 1942, all the nylon produced by

DuPont went to the war effort to make tents, rope, flags,

uniforms, shoelaces, and hammocks.
Unfortunately, Carothers didn't live to see the great

impact of his discovery or even to learn the popularized

name of his invention. After suffering through depression

and alcoholism, Carothers committed suicide in 1939.

Nylon's popularity has faded somewhat from its posi-

tion during the 1940s, but this fibre retains its impor-

tance in history. Nylon's introduction not only changed
textile manufacture but also paved the way for the inven-

tion of many other synthetic fibres.

The press was buzzing in the 1930s with news about

the mystery fibre that would replace silk in women's
stockings. Nylon was going to be a revolution in

textiles. Above is a 35-ft tall leg in Los Angeles,

California, promoting the advent of nylon stockings.
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While penalty kicks may not be the

fairest way to win, you can't doubt the

drama they bring.

The entire Varsity Blues men's soc-

cer season hung in the balance on one

shot. The Western Mustangs needed

one goal to vanquish the top team in

the Ontario University Athletics reink-

ings but Blues goalkeeper Jon Smits

was having none of it.

The Mississauga, Ont. native stared

down the Mustang shooter, danced on

his line, dove to his right and swatted

the ball wide of the post. There was

elation on the field and in the stands

as Smits pumped his fist in triumph.

Midfielder Geoff Borgmann slotted

one home and the Blues were one save

away from the OUA final. It was up to

Smits to guess correctly, and make the

final save.

"1 just looked at the guy's eyes, read

him the entire time, and tried to strip

down his confidence," said Smits.

Smits went right, the ball went right,

and the celebration was on.

"What can you say about our keep-

er," said forward Nordo Gooden. "He

really showed up when we needed him

most. He had me in tears—I'm not go-

ing to lie."

With the hard-fought 3-2 win, the

Blues moved into the OUA final against

McMaster Marauders on Sunday after-

noon where they eventually lost 1-0 on
penalty kicks.

Toronto looked vastly different than

the tentative team that played Lauren-

tian last week. They played with pur-

pose, confidence, and had the strut of

the number-one ranked team in the

country.

"1 didn't have to do much in terms of

motivation," Sciid Toronto head coach

Anthony Capotosto. "Mistakes are

made by coaches arousing the players

a little too much."

Over a minute into the game, Nordo
Gooden headed a comer just past the

right post and three minutes later Al-

exander Raphael had a sure goal taken

off the line by midfielder Ryan Avola.

"We were prepcU'ing all week to have

a quick start," said Borgmann. "Our

game plan was to come out and pump
some goals early."

The Blues took a well-deserved 1-0

lead in the 18th minute when Gooden

Saving the best for last

Men's soccer beats Western on shootout, advances to OUA finals

Blues battled hard against the Western Mustangs and came out with a

victory on Saturday, Nov. 7. BLUES FALL IN FINAL TO MARAUDERS
got his second of the postseason.

Borgmann took a one-touch pass

and sprinted down the right side and
centred the bcill for Gooden, who
tapped the ball by the left hand of

Western goalie Andrew Murdoch.

The early Blues offensive surge left

the Mustangs on the back foot as it

took Western nearly 27 minutes to get

their first chance on goal.

Western tied the game in the 28th

minute. Michael Marcoccia gathered

the ball, turned, and let a screamer go

along the turf that beat a diving Smits.

It was the fourth goal the Blues al-

lowed in 11 games.

The Blues held an 8-1 shot advan-

tage at the end of the opening 45 min-

utes.

Offensively, the Blues didn't start

the second half as crisp as the first.

Their work rate and commitment was
evident but they seemed plagued by

nerves.

They moved the ball nicely from

side to side, but the touch passes,

there in the first half, were either too

strong or inaccurate.

"It was a lot of jitters," said Gooden.
"We have a lot of rookies playing in

the league who are not used to OUA
soccer and they were nervous and it

was showing out there."

The Mustangs' confidence grew.

They pushed the envelope offen-

sively but didn't trouble Smits with

anything of high quality.

Reminiscent of the first half, the

Blues strung a series of passes that

broke forward Gabe Gala through

in the 38th minute. He went in alone

on Murdoch but the keeper raced

off his line and dove to knock the

shot away.

Overtime was next.

Gooden scored his second of the

game in the eighth minute of the first

overtime session to give the Blues a

2-1 lead, but Michael Sawchuck tied

the game with four minutes left in

the second session, sending the

game to a shootout.

With Borgmann's goal and Smits'

save in the shootout, the Blues

earned an automatic spot in the CIS

men's soccer championship.

McMaster defeated Varsity Blues 1-0 in the seventh round of the

shootout in the OUA championship on Sunday, Nov. 8. See full coverage

of this game in next Monday's issue.

NBA Western Conference preview

In our second installment of our NBA preview, ERIK P. BARKEL tells you who's best in the West

Los Angeles
Lakers1 The Buzz
GM Mitch Kupchak
launched a pre-emptive

strike on teams this summer when he

signed mock rapper and proven threat

Ron Artest, who is incidentally one of

the league's best defenders. Artest is

"the only player in the world who can

contain [Lakers superstar] Kobe Bry-

ant," according to basketball analyst

Ron Artest. So logically, L.A. should

benefit from having the self-professed

"Kobe Container" instead of their best

player to guard other teams' scorers.

Prognosis
The Lakers' supporting cast will deter-

mine just how domiucmt the team is

this season. Fifth-year centre Andrew
Bynum should emerge as a reliable

scoring option and defensive presence

after knee injuries impeded his prog-

ress each of the last two seasons.

San Antonio
Spurs

^^^T^ The Buzz
^^^BHB| The Spurs are the

NBA's most intelligent

franchise on and off the court. When
injuries put a halt to their playoff run

last season, R.C. Buford and Gregg

Popovich didn't panic by chasing ev-

ery big-name free agent on the market.

Instead, they brought in veterans An-

tonio McDyess and Richard Jefferson

to address their weakness at forward,

and waited for their stars to recover

from injury. While off to a slow start

this season, the Spurs are the best

at making winning look routine and
should be in rare form soon.

Prognosis
PETA storms the Spurs' home court

and covers defamed bat-snatcher

Manu Ginobili in red paint. The
state of Texas sympathizes with

PETA and hosts its first-ever vegan
cuisine festival.

Portland Trail

Blazers3 The Buzz
Young, skilled, and

hungry, the Blazers

outplay teams at both ends of the court.

While expected to join the elite ranks of

the West this season, the Blazers have

some underlying issues that could slow

their progress. Concern still lingers

over former number-one draft pick

Greg Oden, who has suffered through

injuries each of his first two seasons in

the league. Coaches will have to moni-

tor his minutes and continue to rely on
back-up centre Joel Przybilla to pick up
the slack. Another area of concern is

point guard, as the Blazers have decid-

ed to slowly integrate newly acquired

Andre Miller into their offense rather

than start him outright. A point guard

controversy won't be far off if current

starter Steve Blake outperforms Miller.

Prognosis
Portland has a point guard controversy

on its hands when Andre Miller accus-

es Steve Blake of stealing his box DVD
set of /i//^season three. Coach Nate Mc-

Millan is beside himself, and decides to

resolve the matter through a blind vote.

His strategy backfires when Oden's Hall

& Oates: Greatest Hits CD disappears.

SEE 'NBA' -PG 18
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You win some,

you lose some
Men's basketball team plays close games against Laurier, Waterloo

ROBERTA BELL

Varsity Blues fans were not disap-

pointed this weekend as the men's

basketball team delivered nothing

but excitement in back-to-back

nail-biters. The Laurier Golden
Hawks and the Waterloo Warriors

visited the Athletic Centre on Fri-

day and Saturday, bringing the

Blues a win and a loss respectively.

Almost a year ago, U of T visited

Laurier and defeated them 80-67,

but this time around the Hawks
were well prepared and battled

the Blues into overtime. The nar-

row margin of the Blues' 92-89 vic-

tory shows that it really could have

been the other team's game.
The Blues started off strong and

opened the scoring with a bas-

ket by Patrick Sewell in the first

few seconds of play. However, the

Hawks' ability to work the inside

offensively, and their tight defence

let the Blues know early on that

the scoreboard would balance out.

Laurier was narrowly leading 25-24

at the end of the first quarter.

The Hawks soared up 44-39 in

the second quarter, although one
of the game highlights was Blue

Drazen^Glisic's fantastic break and
crowd-pleasing lay-up just as the

buzzer rang out halftime.

It didn't take long for the Blues to

narrow the gap, and with just over

a minute and a half left to go in the

third quarter, Rob Paris sunk his

fifth three-pointer of the evening,

finally giving the home team the

advantage. Laurier's Kale Harrison,

however, was not about to lose the

lead, and tied the score 62-62 going

into the final minutes of play.

With only a few seconds left in

the fourth quarter, the game was
tied yet again, the scoreboard read-

ing 79-79. Tensions were high and
the crowd was on its feet as Nick

Magalas went for the tie-breaking

point. It bounced off the rim send-

ing the game into overtime, when
the Blues stepped it up a notch and
won 92-89 causing the stands to

erupt in ecstasy.

"Both teams shot the ball really

well [and it was] highly entertain-

ing," said head coach Mike Katz,

"I'm glad the fans had an opportu-

nity to witness a great game."

The Blues, however, did not walk
away victorious for a second night

in a row as the Waterloo Warriors

narrowly overtook them 58-55.

U of T may have won the tip off,

but Waterloo racked up 12 con-

secutive points only five minutes
into the game. The Blues quickly

bounced back, and by the end of

the first quarter they were only

down 15-12. The struggle to domi-

nate the scoreboard did not die

down and going into halftime, the

home team led by a single point at

24-23.

Despite a valiant effort, the Blues

narrowly lagged behind the War-

riors 43-38 entering the final quarter

As the last 30 seconds ticked

away on the clock, the Blues were
only one basket behind the War-

riors. In an attempt to take control,

the home team incurred multiple

fouls and put Waterloo on the line

twice, tacking three points onto

their lead. The Blues couldn't catch

up to the Warriors, who walked

away with the win.

Magalas, who was named Blues

player of the game against the

Warriors, said, "[I'm] obviously

disappointed. We lost to them in

preseason too and this was a big

redemption game for us. We don't

match up well against these guys.

We have a tough time with them,

and 1 think they have a tough time

with us. We always have a lot of low-

scoring games when we play them,

and tonight we were just on the oth-

er side of that low score."

Paris, who had been named the

player of the game the night before,

summed up the weekend perfectly,

"Last night, I think we just fed off

the energy of the crowd that was
there and tonight we came up a bit

flat. Maybe we were a little tired

from that overtime game last night.

[...] Nonetheless, we're the number
six team in the country and we have

to come out and play and be much
better [than we were] tonight."

Blues supporters were in good cheer after a victory over the Laurier Golden

Hawks. Unfortunately, the Blues came up just short against the Waterloo

Warriors.

Friday niglit fights

In a game full of penalties, men's hockey secures 4-1 win over Ottawa

ELISABETH LARATTA

The Varsity Blues men's hockey team defeated

the Ottawa Gee-Gees 4-1 on Friday night at Var-

sity Arena.

Only 55 seconds into the first period, Ontario

University Athletics leading goal-scorer and
Blues forward Byron Elliott landed in the pen-

alty box, kicking off a game filled with penalty

minutes for both teams.

Shortly after successfully killing their first

penalty, second-year Blues forward David

Mooney etched the game's first goal at 4:12

into the period, past Gee-Gees goaltender Riley

Whitlock's left blocker, off passes from Sean
Fontyn and Rob Kay.

Blues defenceman and assistant captain

Eddie Snetsinger almost buried the lead on a

Blues power play at 9:15 into the period, but his

shot from the point nicked the goal post and the

play continued.

It wouldn't be until 12:06 into the game, that

Toronto's Claudio Cowdrey whipped the even-

tual game-winner into the opposing team's net.

Both teams failed to take advantage of their

respective power plays for the remainder of the

period, and the Blues headed off the ice for the

first intermission with a 2-0 lead.

After a successful first period, the Blues were
pleased with their play and confident going into

the second period.

"We played well on the offensive zone, we
cycled the puck hard, we were hard on their de-

fence, we took the puck to the net, and we also

The Blues kept pressure on the Ottawa Gee-Gee's net during the game.

buried our chances," said forward Rob Kay.

The Blues ended up in penalty trouble at the

beginning of the second as defence Mark Delost

ended up in the penalty box at 5:18, only 27 sec-

onds after teammate Matt Walters.

Ottawa took advantage of their five-on-three

power play as Gee-Gee's forward Paul Forster

buried a goal past Toronto goaltender Andrew
Martin at 5:57.

The Ottawa goal gave the opposing team
an extra burst of energy and the Gee-Gees

amped up the intensity, but it wouldn't be long

until the Blues regained their two-point lead.

With Gee-Gee defenceman Scott Ashton in

the penalty box. Blues forward Byron Elliott's

wrist-shot landed in the net off of passes from

David Mooney and Eddie Snetsinger.

With power play goals being a strong point

of the Blues' usual game tactics, it was sur-

prising to have to wait well into the second
period to see them capitalize.

"It takes us a little bit to get going in the

game. It helps when we get a couple power
plays under our belt before we really get the

confidence that we need on the power play

to make good passes and make good plays

to get the puck in the net," said Rob Kay, who
eventually scored his own power play goal

two minutes into the third. Kay, who scored

his own power play goal two minutes into the

third off passes from Eddie Snetsinger and
team captain Brendan Sherrard, ensuring a
Blues victory.

Martin made 24 saves during the game, and
forward Byron Elliott was named player of the
game.

The Blues travel to Montreal on Sunday to

face off against the unbeaten McGill Redmen
for the first time since losing to them last year
in the quarterfinals of the playoffs.

When asked if the team was nervous for the

upcoming game in Montreal, Kay responded,
"We're pretty confident. We're just going to do
what we usually do before a game and play

them like any other team and go in there look-

ing for a win. We're going to be confident on
the ice and do what we need to do to win the
game. We wouldn't look at it any differently

than any other game."

The team remains in third place in the On-
tario University Athletics East Division with
their victory over the Gee-Gees.
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I CERTIFIED ANGUS
I STEAKS & RIBS

33
Buy one burger or pizza & get a

second burger or pizza FREE t

(Dine in-only, witli purctiase of any beverage) ^yT

583 CoUege Street (near cunton). 416 532-1250

Book A Party • Group Discounts

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS
Creative individuals, locations -Downtown
Toronto. Brampton. Managers to $11.50/

hour + bonuses. Wrappers to $9.85/tiour

Full & Part Time Avail - December 1 - 24. TO
APPLY, GO TO: www.TorontoWraps.com

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS& CDs
High quality, hand-picked selection. Major

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

TUTORING

TUTOa 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
Specializing in ECO 220, CHM 139, 247,

MATH 135, 136. Past tests and exams with

solutions available for practice. DON'T
WAIT! GET HELP NOW! (416) 785-8898.

EDITING

PROFESSIONAL WRITER WITH
THREE DEGREES

will help you create a logical, well

structured and strongly argued essay.

Proofreading and editing also offered.

416-766-8330.

RESUMES, COVER LEHERS. BLASTS,

AND ESSAY& APPLICATION EDIT HELP

Since 1983. Excellence Guaranteed. 416-

539-9443 (9am - 5 pm)

Advertise in

rf^eVARSITY
ads@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7604

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS
cost $1 2.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for eacli additional word. Rates include one line of bold type

for the ad lieader. No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone. Ads must

be submitted at least four days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, IM5S 116. Call 418-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

HUMBER
The Business School

POSTGRADUATE
CERTIFICATES
FOR REWARDING CAREERS

FINANCIAL PLANNING

GLOBAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

MARKETING MANAGEMENT

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Ifiore

'NBA'- CONTINUED FROM PG 16

4 Denver
Nuggets

The Buzz
Fans who followed

Denver's playoff

run last season witnessed a talented

team come into its own. Once a "gun

then run" offense, the Nuggets learned

to close out quality opponents late in

games and watched Carmelo Antho-

ny emerge as a leader in the process.

While this team is a safe bet to win

over 50 games this season, there are

some weak areas it needs to address.

Their biggest issue is a thin bench

that doesn't eat up enough minutes,

which could leave the Nuggets start-

ers exhausted in the playoffs.

Prognosis
Mavs owner Mark Cuban calls the

Nuggets "a bunch of thugs" after they

thrash his team on Celebrity Jeopardy.

Cuban's comments miff Nuggets for-

ward Kenyon Martin, who points out

that both teams were playing for the

same charity.

Dallas
Mavericks

The Buzz
There was a mo-
ment last year

when the Mavs looked like they were

done as contenders in the West. Own-
er Mark Cuban's tantrum during the

playoffs must have inspired Dallas

management to give their team one

last try. The Mavs have added three

forwards (Drew Gooden, Tim Thom-
as, and Shawn Marion), who create

a variety of match-up problems for

other teams.

Prognosis
Another disappointing season pushes

Cuban to the brink of madness, culmi-

nating in a proposed trade that would

send his entire team to Indiana for for-

ward Troy Murphy. Indiana counters

the offer by including forward Mike

Dunleavy in the trade, making Cuban
come to his senses at last.

Utah Jazz

The Buzz
Utah has had its

share of health

problems the last

two years. However, the return of Car-

los Boozer should strengthen their

frontcourt and more importantly re-

unite point guard Deron Williams with

his favorite target.

Prognosis
The reunion of the NBA's Damon and
Affleck takes a horrible turn after

Boozer get hammered, checks into re-

hab, and Williams starts hanging out

with George Clooney.

New Orleans
Hornets

The Buzz
It's Emeka Oka-

for and Tyson

Chandler part two! I felt somewhat
validated in my prior assessment of

the two centres when Raptors' com-
mentator Jack Armstrong repeatedly

criticized Okafor during Friday night's

game. (Though using words like "ro-

botic" and "adequate" to describe

him might be going too far.) Whoever
their centre is, the Hornets are a bad

situation that could get much worse.

Players have had their fill of head

coach Byron Scott, wing players Peja

Stojakovic and Morris Peterson are

underperforming and overpaid, and

GPJyDUATE
STUDIES

Schulich
MEDICINE & DENTISTRY

Learn how yoM can help shape the future

of health care through research

business.humber.ca

Want your next degree for free?

Find out how...

Graduate Studies Open House
Saturday, November 14

11 am - 4 pm
North Campus Building

The University of Western Ontario

Meet researchers and students from 1 1 graduate

progranns and learn about our ZERO TUITION

incentive for eligible students.

Register online at:

www.schulich.uwo.ca/gradstudies

The University of

Western Ontario

then there's Okafor, of course. With all

that said, just how good is Chris Paul

if most analysts consider the Hornets
a playoff team?

Prognosis
Chris Paul goes above and beyond
the call of duty for the Hornets. In

addition to winning his first MVP, he
solves the honeybee crisis and con-

tributes to the design of the world's

most fuel-efficient car, while still find-

ing time to spread his philosophy of

love and happiness through haiku

poetry. All this and New Orleans wins
only 20 games.

Phoenix Suns

The Buzz
It's no secret that

Phoenix plays de-

fence like they're

participating in the celebrity game on
All-Star Weekend. But instead of cov-

ering Frankie Muniz and Michael Im-

perioli, the Suns are tasked with the

responsibility of controlling elite play-

ers like Chris Paul and Kobe Bryant.

It's a good thing this team can score

with the best of them.

Prognosis
Suns coach Alvin Gentry tries to

teach his team that defence is about

heart and passion. Centre Amare
Stoudemire objects to Gentry's plati-

tudes, and argues that defence is real-

ly about profuse sweating and hours

of additional practice.

Houston
Rockets

The Buzz
The Rockets repre-

sent a fading ideal

in professional sports today: a team

that buys into the idea of team. How-
ever, with Yao Ming out for the entire

year and Tracy McGrady looking un-

certain, the Rockets will have a tough

time keeping pace in the West.

Prognosis
The Rockets fire their trainer when
forward Trevor Ariza complains of

dizzy spells at the back of the team
bus.

Memphis
Grizzlies

The Buzz
Kill

I've heard the

expression "youth is wasted on the

young" before, but the Grizzlies really

should've given it more thought. As

one of the league's youngest teams,

Memphis felt it prudent to acquire

some veteran players to round out its

roster, which would have been fine if

those players didn't include oedipal

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weeliend Scliedule

• Proven Test-Taldng Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Compreiiensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca
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malcontent Allen Iverson and man-

child Zach Randolph. While Iverson is

clearly in decline as evidenced by his

poor play and crabbiness in Detroit

last season, Randolph never had it to-

gether in the first place.

Prognosis
Grizzlies coaches are optimistic when
Randolph and centre Marc Gasol box

out teammates at the T.G.I Fridays buf-

fet line. That optimism begins to wane
when Randolph and Gasol fail to grasp

the coaches' brownie analogy and the

ball later that night.

Oklahoma
City
Thunder

The Buzz
Kill

You recilly have to like Oklahoma City's

chances, just not right now. While the

Thunder has a superb trio of young

players, the rest of the team is expan-

sion grade. Kevin Durant, Jeff Green,

and Russell Westbrook will resemble a

miracle some nights, scoring most of the

team's points and producing more wins

than previous seasons in the process.

Prognosis
Forward Etan Thomas gathers the

Thunder's spare parts and leads a mu-

tiny against the team's coaching staff.

The Thunder immediately cut Thomas
and seven other players, and replace

them with stand-ins from 300. Forced

perspective is also used to enlarge

these players.

Golden
State
Warriors

State three years ago, when they upset

Dallas in the first round of the playoffs.

Then Baron Davis left as a free agent,

Monta Ellis injured himself in a moped
accident, and the Warriors were back

to square one. But why give GM Chris

Mullen "the what for"? The Golden
State has always been like a bas-

ketball purgatory, which is good if

you're Mikki Moore and astonished

that you're still playing—sort of.

Prognosis
The Warriors crash and Mullen
spends the next decade confused-

ly pondering what comes before

square one.

Los
Angeles
Clippers

The
Buzz Kill

1 have serious doubts about this

franchise that go well beyond its

players and coaching staff. A 25-

year history of blowout loses, in-

competent draft choices, and Billy

Crystal for a fan can mean only one
thing: the Clippers aren't a basket-

ball team—they're a money laun-

dering operation.

Prognosis
Blake Griffin and Eric Gordon
uncover teammate Baron Davis'

point-shaving scheme sometime
between a rerun of Scooby-Doo,

Where Are Kou.' and a 150-75 loss to

the Warriors. NBA Commissioner
David Stern hauls off the miserly

Davis, who swears he would've

gotten away with it, if it weren't for

those meddling kids!

The Buzz
Kill

Things were looking up for the Golden

Minnesota
TImberwolves

The Buzz Kill

Watching the T-

Wolves play rates

up there with in-

sufferable experiences like having

a root canal, or stop-and-chat with

some strange acquaintance from

elementary school. If you're look-

ing for some positivity, here goes

my best shot: T-Wolves rookie Jon-

ny Flynn has the second-best '30s

gangster name in the NBA next to

Rodney Stuckey.

Prognosis
Minnesotans call a local radio sta-

tion to complain about profanity

and win lunch with Wolves forward

Brian Cardinal by mistake. The line

goes dead immediately.

Sacramento
Kings

The Buzz
Kill

The Kings re-

mind me of The Odyssey only much
worse. One minute it's Chris Web-
ber playing in game seven of the

Western finals, and then fate—or

an indictment for lying to a grand

jury—takes him far away for a long

time. Fast-forward seven years and
the Kingdom of ARCO is ruled by

a bunch of D-leaguers, who spend
their afternoons trying to get recog-

nized at local shopping malls.

Prognosis
Needing inspiration, the Kings rent

all four Mighty Ducks movies, and
learn that the biggest obstacle to

winning is having no shot at all.

HUMBER
The Business School

GLOBAL BUSINESS

MANAGEMENT

I
POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE

One smart career choice.

So many opportunities.

The Choice

The Global Business Managennent progrann

prepares you for a wide range of careers.

Pursue a career in marketing, finance, advertising,

international trade, retail, wholesale or

supply chain management, in domestic or

international businesses of any size.

The Opportunities

Two years gives you the time to choose

the specific path that is right for you.

Two work placements allow you to

experience more than just one

option before you graduate.

Apply now for January or

September 2010

Ifiore
business.humber.ca

University of Ottawa

From human rights

to photonics.
Learn from Canada's leading researchers.

»

it starts here»

u Ottawa

Learn more about graduate

studies, visit

www.grad.uOttawa.ca
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rja _

Girl 1: Yeah, my stalker skills aren't that great

Girl 2: Don't worry...l'll teach you.

—SMC

Guy: So then I went to Trin, and some guy from UC was there,

attempting to challenge a guy from Trin to a duel over his ex-

girlfriend. He was wearing breeches. And carrying a British flag.

Girl: These things happen in real life?

—Vic

Guy: I paid some girl to shower me with $100 bills.

—Outside the Medical Sciences Building

John Vervaeke (PSY210): Flamingoes.. .you know what

flamingoes are, right? Big pink flying things. ..live in Florida. ..in

the '50s people used to make little plastic idols of them and place

them on their lawns. It was a dark time.

Prof: So if you want to prove you are the most beautiful girl in

the class. ..come see me after lecture.

Prof. Bothwell (HIS311): Ultimatum is a kind of diplomatic

document to which there are only two answers: "yes" or "war."

On Japanese delegation to the Paris peace talks after

WWI: Instead of the prime minister they sent their foreign

minister, because Japan did not have that much at stake there.

They only wanted a few small things, such as China.

—Prof. Bothwell (again)

DIVERSIONS The Varsity

Share your own overheards on the

'Overheard on Campus' Facebook group! I

DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

which guy just totally
shredded his phone bill'
Oh snap, looks like it
was THIS guy!

vows are meant to be
saved for the big
things, man!

I'm a dude
with a
shredder now,
ladies!

'

1

paid my phone bill and then i shredded it,
and then i shredded the envelope it came
in, and then i wrote some secrets down and
shredded them, i will never get tired of

/ shredding things with my
new shredder,
Dromiceiomimus ! i do
hereby solemnly vow and
affirm that I will be big
into shredders until the
day I die! i swear it !

!

NO, this is you infatuated with a

consumer-grade appliance, vows are
for when you get married, swear
revenge on the death of a loved one,
or become Batman! And even that is

just a special^
case of the
revenge one.

ot anymore,
utahraptor ! !

'I vow"
is the
new "I
swear to
God"

!

soon:
oh my God, this radio
station sucks so bad!

!

HOLY CRAP!

I vow

THAT THERE
CAN BE NONE
SUCKIER

CC) 2 009 Ryan North waw. qwant2. com

A SOFTER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

•

i
e home and j comeau asofterwoiid.com

NOVEMBER
Monday, November 9

Measha Brueggergosman
The soprano talks about opera,

cabaret, and life after open-heart

surgery.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Toronto Reference Library

(789 Yonge St.)

416-395-577

Facing the Lens. Seeing the
Ught
Discussion on portrait photography

with Nigel Nickson and others.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Royal Ontario Museum
(100 Queen's Park)

Rom.on.ca

fuesddy, November 10

The City as Art

Panel Discussion with columnists

Geoff Pevere, Lisa Rochon and others.

• 6 p.m. Free!

• Ryerson LIB 72 (350 Victoria St.)

Ryerson.ca/fcad

The Art of OJing
Workshop with hip hop group Grand

Analog.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• College/Shaw Library

(766 College St.)

Torontopubliclibrary.ca

The Global Economy
Discussion and post-Keynesian

analysis of current events.

• 7:30 p.m. Free!

• OlSE (252 Bloor St. W.)

416-340-1865

Wednesday, November 11

Harp Guitarist Jason Carter
Musician, storyteller, filmmaker,

and peace ambassador Jason

Carter (jasoncarter.net) brings his

world-inspired music to U of T.

Singer-songwriter Dale Nikkei opens.

Presented by Imago.

• 7:30 p.m. $10

• George Ignatieff Theatre

(15 Devonshire PI.)

Imago-arts.on.ca

Thursday, November 12

Jane Urquhart
Reading.

• 12:30 p.m. Free!

• Toronto Reference Library

(789 Yonge St.)

416-395-5577

Cory Doctorow
Launching his science fiction book

Maker.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Lillian H. Smith Library

(239 College St.)

Friendsofmerril.org

FriH-iw November ''7

Spotlight On...Learning to^

Love Winter
The ISC is inviting new international

students for a discussion on how they

can prepare for the Canadian winter.

The talk will focus on issues such as

appropriate winter clothing, how
to maintain physical and emotional

health during the cold months, and a

range of activities you can undertake

to enjoy the season.

• 10:30 a.m.-Noon Free!

• Pendarvis Room, International

Student Centre (33 St. George St.)

Isc.utoronto.ca

The Nuclear industry

An interactive, interdisciplinary

seminar on the nuclear industry and

the social and political repercussions

surrounding its past, present, and

future. Presented by the Nuclear

International Research Group (NIRG).

• 1-4 p.m. Free!

• History Department conference

room 2098, Sidney Smith Hall

(100 St. George St.)

Pre-register with

laurel.macdowell@utoronto.ca

The Campus and Palestine

Soildarity

Regardless of your stance on the

complicated issues surrounding

Middle East politics and policy,

this conference provides a forum

for discussion on the role of the

university campus within the

movement. Featuring discussions

by award-winning filmmaker and

educator John Greyson and others.

• 7:30 p.m. Free!

• Room 2-166, Ted Rogers School

of Business, Ryerson University

(55 Dundas St. W.)

lnfo@NION.ca

Saturday, November 14

Outdoor Skating
Skate to music on an outdoor ice rink

beside the lake. Through March 14.

• Daily, 10 a.m.-l 0 p.m.,

Fri & Sat to 11 p.m. (weather

permitting) Free!

• Harbourfront Centre

(235 Queens Quay W.)

416-973-4000

Fidget Video Release
followed by Pop ROCKS!
A video premiere and live

performance, followed by weekly Pop

ROCKS! dance party, featuring an

eclectic mix of indie, electro, remix,

retro, punk and more.

• Doors at 7 p.m. $5(19-1-)

• The Annex Wreckroom

(794 Bathurstat Bloor)

Theannexwreckroom.com

Sunday, November 15

To Heaven and Back Again:
Goodness in Rjwanda
A slideshow on Toronto-based

company Volcano Theatre and

their recent tour of Rwanda with

Goodness, Michael Redhill's

international award-winning play

about genocide. Hear stories of trials

and transformation from Volcano's

cast and crew. Presented by the

University of Toronto Centre for

Ethics.

• 7-9 p.m. Free!

• George Ignatieff Theatre

(15 Devonshire PI.)

Film: The Sari Soldiers
Filmed over three years during

the most historic and pivotal time

in Nepal's history, this film is an

extraordinary story of six women's

courageous efforts to shape Nepal's

future in the midst of an escalating

civil war against Maoist insurgents,

and the King's crackdown on

civil liberties. Guest Speaker: Anil

Bhattarai, Nepalise rights activist.

Part of Reel Awareness 2009.

• 7:30 pm PWYC (suggested

donation is $5)

• National Film Board Cinema

(150 John St.)

Alto.ca/reelawareness

To have your

U of T campus event

listed in this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings(a)thevarsity.ca
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Refugee camp

lands at St. George

Exhibition puts viewers in refugees' slioes

MING LAU

For millions around the world,

"refugee" is more than just a term.

Medecins Sans Frontieres esti-

mates there are 42 million people
displaced from their homes. To
raise awareness, the organisation

took its exhibit, A Refugee Camp in

the Heart of the City, on tour, stop-

ping at Winnipeg, Edmonton, Cal-

gary, Vancouver, San Francisco,

Los Angeles, Santa Monica, and
San Diego.

Last Tuesday, the tour came to

the Hart House lawn. The 24-hour

mock refugee camp featured four

tents, which were focused on sup-

plying vaccinations, food, medical

supplies, and water and sanitation.

A hospital bed with IV lines and
other equipment reflected MSF ef-

forts, which included the preven-

tion of water-borne illnesses like

cholera.

"People wanting to check out

the exhibit will first have to be
registered at the vaccination tent,

where they will receive an identity,

like an eight-year-old girl from Su-

dan," said Stephanie Tom, execu-

tive director of the U of T chapter

of Friends of MSF. "Their job is to

visit the other tents to find out

what happens to their character, to

make the exhibit more engaging."

"For example, the little girl's vil-

lage will be attacked and she'll be
disfigured, so the participant will

learn about reconstructive sur-

gery on the field at the medical
tent," said Tom.
Volunteers discussed their ex-

periences of working and living

in a refugee camp. Leo Johnson,

a third-year political science stu-

dent at McMaster University who
went to the Ivory Coast and Ghana,
spoke about how refugees needed
to find and use whatever resources

they could.

The overnight fundraiser start-

ed around 4 p.m., with a dozen vol-

unteers staying overnight in the

tents. Their dinner was a simple

meal of beans and rice.

Friends of MSF raised $1,700 to-

wards their goal of $2,500. They
are accepting donations online at

tinyurl.com/ykm2182. Until Dec. 4,

the group is also accepting dona-
tions of Aeroplan Miles to send vol-

unteers overseas, at www.msf.ca/
beyondmiles.

Friends of MSF organizer Marwan Raoof, a third-year medical student,

demonstrates how to handle dehydration on fellow organizer and aspiring

neurosurgeon Joana Dida. At Tuesday's mock refugee camp on campus,
visitors glimpsed health, nutrition, sanitation, and other issues facing those
displaced from their homes.

IN REMEMBRANCE

Town hall on blackface

draws full house
JANE BAO
News Editor

Students filled the lecture room at

Tuesday evening's discussion of

the manifestation of blackface on
campus. The town hall was orga-

nized by the Black Students' Asso-
ciation after a Halloween costume
contest prize was awarded to five

students dressed as the Jamai-

can bobsled team from the movie
Cool Runnings, with four white stu-

dents wearing brown makeup and
one Trinidadian student in white

makeup.
The party was hosted by the

student unions of St. Michael's,

Victoria, and University colleges.

SMCSU executive Deryn Robson
awarded the costume prize by
looking at photos after the party.

Robson has since apologized, as

did the five who dressed up. The
BSA wants each of the college

councils to publish apologies in

their college newspaper.
The costume provoked an up-

roar after a photo of the students

was posted on the Torontoist blog,

with mixed responses. Critics, in-

cluding the BSA and UTSU VP eq-

uity Daniella Kyei, say the costume
is an example of blackface and is

offensive. Defenders questioned

whether the portrayal constituted

blackface and cited irony, point-

ing to recent examples like 2008's

Tropic Thunder

SEE 'FULL HOUSE' -PG 5

Attendees of Tuesday's town hall crowd around the entrance, sitting on
the steps and standing at the back of the room. Emotions ran high during

discussions, bringing a few students to tears.
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CERTIFIED ANGUS
STEAKS & RIBS

Buy one burger or pizza & get a

second burger or pizza FREE t

(Dine-in only, with purchase of any beverage)

583 College Street (near cimton). 416 532-1250

Book A Party • Group Discounts

HTRAVELOnS

Book your WestJet flight home before your

parents send you on a 37 hour odyssey.

Take off for less with ^n/m^snrM^Trm
Student airfare discounts only at Travel CUTS.

Visit your local Travel CUTS or book online at travelcuts.com

187 College St, (University of Toronto), 416.979.2406

0N-4i99355«499372 | BC- 33527/34799/34798 |
00-7002238

200-n 1 Pete' Street, Toronto ON M5V 2H1

OPEN HOUSE
mJRZWEILER
SCHOOL OF
SOCIAL WORK

Wednesday, November 18, 2009

7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at

Wotfond Centre for Jewish Campus Life

(On University ofToronto campus)

36 Harbord Street

Toronto, Ontario

Yeshiva University has earned a naiiunal and inteniacionaJ repuuiion for

its flexible study plans, dedicated faculty, and diverse student body. Over

250 Canadians have graduated from Wurzweilcr's MSW program. Our

Block Program offers Canadian and other out-of-town student.'; the

opportunity to attend classes in June and July amid the rich culture and

diverse environment of New York City, widi fiddwork from September to

Mid-May in their home towns.

Please join Wurzwcilcr administration, alumni and students at an exciting

and thought-provoking open house. R.S.V.P. wsswadmissions€'yu.edu

or call (212) 960-0810. For more information about Wurzwciler, visit

www.yu.edu/w ur/weilcr

j Yeshiva University
'
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Trail of Tears
Sri Lanka's civil war, told through poetry

MARYAM MUSHARAF SHAH

In May 2009, Tamil protestors

closed down the Gardiner Ex-

pressway for the first time when
thousands turned out for a mass

demonstration to call attention

to civilian deaths. Some protes-

tors at the Gardiner had lost rela-

tives to government shelling in Sri

Lanka. Others had lost touch with

their loved ones, and believed the

Canadian government's reaction

was lukewarm at best.

The Sri Lankan civil war, arising

out of ethnic tensions between

the Sinhalese majority and the

Tamil minority, began in 1983. In

May 2009, the government took

over the last area controlled by
Tamil Tiger rebels. As of October,

Amnesty International estimates

250,000 displaced civilians are

living in government-run camps.

The stories of people caught up
in the civil war are told in Not By
Our Tears, a play produced by the

Asylum Theatre Group, shown
Saturday, Nov. 14, at U of T's Rob-

ert Gill Theatre.

Hosted by the Centre for South

Asian Studies and the Canadian Tamil

Congress, the play was part of a book
release for Wilting Laughter, a collec-

Purdue pushes Facebook in class

Student,? at Purdue University are

usinf4 Twitter, Facebook, and other

ap[)lications during class to connect

with tlieir profes.sors. The school has

deviiloped a program called Hotseat,

where students can post questions

and comments online and have them
appear on a screen at the front of the

classroom in real time.

Hotseat is currently used in two
courses, but the university alms to

include it as a major component of

all their classes by 2010.

"It does give students a lot of

\Mwer. In one class I mentioned the

wrong president during the 1929

r.kipression and immediately about

a dozen comments came In cor-

recting me," Sugato Chkravarty, a

persona! finance instructor, told the

Tlnxmlo Star, don t have a prob-

lem with students correcting me
or challenging me; this shows the

sliidents are engaged. But not ev-

ery professor may embrace this as-

pect."—MEKHALA GUNARATNE
Source: Toronto Star

Mansbridgemm\ Mount Allison

chancellor

CBC anchor Peter Mansbridge has

been named chancellor for Mount
Allison University in Sackvilie, N.B.

He will formally accept the position

in May and will hold it until Dec. 201,3.

Mansbridge is not quitting his day

job as host of The National: his duties

as chancellor will be mostly ceremo-
nial. He will head convocation com-
mittees, confer degrees, and act as

an ambassador for the university.

"Peter's re|)Utati()ri is well-suited

to Mount Allison," said university

president Robert Campbell. "He
is a recognized leader in his field

and is (oinmilted to cultivating

creative and critical thinkers with

the desire to make a meaningful

impact in the world."

Mansbridge's relationship with

Playwright R. Cheran, one of three poets

featured in Wilting Laughter, is an assistant

professor of anthropology and sociology at

the University of Windsor.

tion of Tamil poetry by R. Cheran,

V.I.S. Jayapalan, and Puthuvai Rat-

nathurai. Chelva Kanaganayakam, an

English professor at U of T, translated

the volume. On Saturday, he spoke of

Mount Allison began in the 1980s,

when he participated in a speaker's

series there. In 1997, he delivered a

lecture focusing on Canadian Stud-

ies and received an honourary doc-

torate from the university in 1999.

He has also served as part of its Ad-

visory Council since its inception in

Oct. 2001.

Said Mansbridge, "1 am thrilled

to further cement my relation-

ship with one of the country's

most respected universities, and
look forward with excitement to

meeting with students, staff, and
faculty in the months and years

ahead
.

"—RYAN TUZYK

Sources: CBC, Mount Allison news
release

McMaster Strike ends

McMaster teaching and research

assistants will be returning to work
after picketing outside the school's

front gates and negotiating a "best

offer" contract. Following two days
of voting, the members of CUPE Lo-

cal 390(>, which represents 2,700

RA's and TA's, voted 58 per cent in

favour of the two-year deal.

Benefits, reduction of pay
through tuition increases, and class

sizes were among key issues. "This

is a conflicted membership. These
is,sues will keep coming back to

haunt McMaster in years to come,"
said union spokesperson Rebecca
Strung, McMaster spokesperson
Andrea Farquhar said that the uni-

versity is pleased with the results

of the vote and feels that it offered

union members a fair contract.— IVIG

Help with aid forms inaeases

participation: study

Despite government aid, students
from low-income families are still

less likely to obtain post-secondary
degrees than their wealthier coun-
terparts.

the difficulty of transferring the

rhythms of Tamil into readable

English.

Not By Our Tears belongs to a

genre in Tamil drama called verse

play, which involves a "visual and
oral representation of poetry" on
stage, according to the program.

Performed on a practically bare

stage with few props, the play

drew its power from projected im-

ages, Tamil songs, and dance. One
particularly intriguing piece was
"The Story of a Severed Leg," in

which the leg hung from the ceil-

ing centre-stage as performers

dramatized the poem around it,

before cutting it down and laying

it to rest.

After the play, a former mem-
ber of the Sri Lankcin pariiament

shared his thoughts on how the

play comments on multicultural-

ism in Canada. "The federal con-

stitution of Canada was a lovely

constitution because it incorpo-

rated both the English and French

languages," said M.K. Eelaven-

than, 77 years old and new to

Canada. Eelaventhan said that he had

only one message for the Canadian

government: "Please do something to

exert moral and political pressure to

make Sri Lanka see reason."

A new study published by re-

searchers at the l.'niversity ot To-

ronto, Harvard University, Stanford

University, and the U.S. National

Bureau of Economic Research sug-

gests that a startling number of

lower-income families simply don't

know about government aid.

Randomly selected families earn-

ing less than $45,000 a year re-

ceived various forms of help with

financial aid, from direct assistance

completing the forms to pamphlets

explaining the mechanics of the

process.

There was a large discrepancy

between these two groups. Stu-

dents who had received direct help

with forms saw almost 29 per cent

higher enrolment in college or uni-

versity than those who did not. The

study suggests that simplification

and more information could be ef-

fective ways to improve access,

—CHARLEY WANG

Paying tuition with spare change

Sherry Benteau, a part-time student

at Dalhousie University, wants to

raise 10 million pennies to pay off

her .$100,000 debt, Since she started

collecting the coins in May, Benteau

has raised 30,000 pennies, or $300.

Benteau, 33, is completing a degree

in geology and already has a degree

in sociology, with a minor in English.

Lixst year, Phelps Bondaroff, a

University of Calgary student, paid

his tuition in nickels and dimes to

protest the university's policy of no

longer accepting credit cards.

At the University of Alberta, Grad-

uate Students' Association presi-

dent Julie Charchun told student

paper The Gateway. "When students

jjay by credit cards, it's because

they may not have the money in the

bank right up front."

U of T does not accept credit card

payments.—SEMRA EYLUL SEVl

Sources: Metro News, Calgary

Herald, The Gateway
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U of T honours war dead

at Soldiers' Tower

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2009

Writers Wanted.

Write for News!

Contact

recruitment@thevarsity.ca

ALEX ROSS
yarsity Staff

Last Wednesday, the annual Service

of Remembrance honoured Cana-

dian soldiers in past and present

conflicts. Over 1,180 men and women
from U of T gave their lives in the

First and Second World Wars.

"Each year we mourn the pass-

ing of more of our veterans. As we
do so, this tower, which was built to

honour fallen comrades, takes on an

even greater significance," said Mal-

com McGrath, chair of the Soldiers'

Tower Committee.

"There are those who at certain

times in our history stood between

us and forces of destruction, and in

that they lost their lives," said Chap-

lain W. Ebert Hobbs. "To remember
them, and to honour them, is some-

thing we owe them."

This year's Service of Remem-
brance marks the 90th anniversary

of Hart House and the laying of the

cornerstone at Soldiers' Tower At

the ceremony in 1919, the governor

general said, "Through this memorial

the great name and the great tradi-

tion established for the university by
those who died will be handed down
as long as the university endures."

The 45-minute service featured

hymns led by a choir and the engi-

neering faculty's brass ring quintet.

Buddhist chaplain Marco Mascarin

from the Multi-Faith Centre gave a

prayer offering, and Rabbi Aaron
Katchen read a memorial psalm.

In the final act of the service,

wreaths were laid on the Memorial

U of T president David Naylor speaks to a veteran at the Remembrance Day service.

Screen—which featured the names
of U of T community members killed

in the First World War—by veterans,

members of the Canadian Armed
Forces, faculty, administrators, and

heads of campus organizations.

Many attendees were there for per-

sonal reasons.

"It has great personal significance

for me. My father was wounded at

the Battle of the Somme, and luck-

ily he came back alive," said Helen

Bradfield, a Trinity College alum and

member of the Soldiers' Tower Com-
mittee. Brigadier-General H.E. Brown,

a veteran of the Second World War,

said he was deeply gratified so many
people had shown up for the service.

"1 think it's important for people to

realize the contribution the univer-

sity made to previous war efforts in

Canadian history, and take note that

U of T goes beyond its academic ac-

complishments and reputation," said

Katherine Parks, administrator of

alumni associations.

Dr. John McCrae, who composed
the famous poem "In Flanders

Fields," and Frederick Banting,

who discovered insulin along with

Dr. Charles Best, are among the

notable alumni who died in active

service with the Canadian Armed
Forces.

The service was organized by
the Soldiers' Tower Committee
and sponsored by the University

of Toronto Alumni Association.

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hoiu Prograin

• Classroom flanagement Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• E8L Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teacliing Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicnm

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Honey-Bacli Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

VARSITY PUBLICATIONS

BOARD OF OmeaORS NEWS

By-elections

We seek motivated candidates who wish to get involved in

the functioning and oversight of The Varsity, Canada's largest

student newspaper. In order to be eligible pursuant to our

by-laws, you must be a full-time undergraduate student,

or a graduate student or part-time student who pays the

membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled for the

2009-2010 academic year:

• St. George (three representatives)

• UTM (one representative)

:•- • UTSC (one representative)

• Professional faculties (two representatives)

UTM & UTSC by-elections

By-elections were held on November 12 and 13. Results will

be announced on Monday, November 16.

St. George and Professional Faculties by-elections

The nomination period for St. George and Professional Faculty

by-elections is open. The nomination period will close on

Nov. 1 9 at 1 1 : 59 p.m. Elections will be held on Dec. 3.

For more information on nomination and election

procedures, piease email the Chief Returning Officer at

cro@thevarsity.ca

SPECIAL EVENT!
MEET FASHION INSTRUCTORS t

AND RECENT GRADUATES FROM

: ACADEMY OF DESIGN. •

VEMBER 23. 5 P.M^

SHA'

FASHION DESIGN. FASHION MARKETING & MERCHANDISING.

Hear about their careers, the excitement, the glamour, the reality.

Academy of Design
.^rWm AT RCC INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

1835 Yonge Street at Davisvllle subway

DON'T MISS THIS EXCITING EVENT. Call 416 929-0121 or

RSVP Kathy Marques: kmarques@yorkvilleu.ca
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CFA
CANDIDATES:
Two FREE seminars have
been scheduled for 2010

CFA Level I candidates:

Saturday January 9"', 2010:

Quantitative Methods
Saturday January 16'\ 2010:

Derivatives

Location : University of Toronto - OlSE Building,

252 Bloor Street West (atop the St. George subway)

Room : TBA

Time : 9:30am -4:30pm, with 1-hour lunch break.

Sponsor: PASSMAX, an independent exam

preparation entity with one of the highest CFA®

Exam pass rates in the industry. The sessions will be

lead by Krikor Ghanaghounian, CFA. finance instructor

at one the nation's top-ranked MBA schools.

Seating will be limited. To register,

email your name to info@passmax.org.

"Beforeyoujoin any CFA Kxam Prep

Program, make sureyou attend thesefree

sessionsfirst!"

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weeliend Scliedule

* Proven Test-Taking Strategies

* Experienced Course Instructors

* Comprehensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

* Personal Tutoring Available

* Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

Looking for

a challenge

BEYOND
the books?

Solve some of the

world's toughest problems

for cash awards ranging

from $5,000 -$1,000,000.

5^xiNN0CENTIVE'

Solve Problems.

Earn Cash.

Change Lives.

'Non-violence Is the future of humanity'

U of T prof wins peace prize for promoting human rights

NATALIE SEQUEIRA
Varsity Staff ^

As a philosophy student in France,

Ramin Jahanbegloo admired Nel-

son Mandela and took part in "Free

Mandela" campaigns. On Nov. 5, he

was awarded the 2009 Peace Prize

by the Association for the United Na-

tions in Spain, an honour that has

gone to Mandela himself, as well as

Mikhail Gorbachev and South African

singer and civil rights activist Miriam

Makeba. The prize is awarded to in-

dividuals with exceptional records of

promoting human rights and the ob-

jectives of the UN.

Born in Iran, Jahanbegloo initially

pursued a pre-med degree. But he

grew disgusted by how science was
taught, with auditoriums full of stu-

dents who worried about good grades

rather than engaging in discussions.

He switched to philosophy in France,

influenced by post-1968 radicalism. In

1997, he came to Canada, teaching at U
of T until 2001.

Jahanbegloo made headlines in

2006, when he landed in Iran's Evin

prison for four months in 2006, ac-

cused of preparing a military revolu-

tion. He returned to U of T in 2008,

teaching political science. Jahanbe-

gloo's philosophy revolves around

the concept of dialogue and building

bridges between cultures. "People

think I am idealistic, and that politics

is about pragmatism," he said in a re-

cent interview. "I think non-violence

is one of the most pragmatic philoso-

phies today because it is about the fu-

ture of humanity."

The Varsity: Wiiy doyou think you
won the prize?

Ramin Jahanbegloo: I think there

is an intellectual conviction in what
I have been teaching and the non-

violent action that took me to prison.

I have also related very closely non-

As a Student, Ramin Jahanbegloo switched to philosophy from pre-med

because his peers were more interested in grades than discussions.

violence to inter-cultural dialogue.

TV: You have had several interviews

on your 2006 imprisonment. Do you
feel that it defines you too much in the

public eye?

RJ: I hope not, because it is a bitter

part of my life. It is no honour to go

to prison. That aspect of my life is of

course important for me, because it

has left me with a lot of consequences,

but I try to go beyond it. Non-violence

has helped me a lot to go beyond it. I

do not have any bitterness; 1 try to get

to pragmatic results from my impris-

onment. 1 think one has to go beyond

his or her own tragedies to think of

the political construction of a country

in democratic matters.

TV: Currently, there is another Iranian-

Canadian, Hossein Derakhshan, who
is being held without trial in Evin

prison. What do you think will happen

with his case?

RJ: Yes, I know him and have met
him. I hope nothing bad happens.

He is a very controversial figure in

the Iranian public sphere because he

supported the Iranian regime and at-

tacked many dissidents. I support him

because we cannot engage in dialogue

with someone in prison; there is no

use of condemning someone who is

already suffering. What we need to do

if we find individuals who are what I

call philo-tyrannical—in favor of tyr-

annies—is support and defend any-

body fighting them. It is not because

we don't agree with someone that we
should not fight for their rights.

TV: Ifyou could speak to Derakhshan

now, what advice wouldyou offer?

RJ: I would say that he needs to fight

mentally and to build up his future in

a more ethical way. I would suggest he

do some readings and writings in pris-

on if he can, and to somewhat revise

his own ideology.

TV: You talk a lot about bridging

cultures. What does this mean foryou?

RJ: I wrote a book called Clash of In-

tolerance where I explain that there

is no such thing as clashes because

of culture. The clashes come from in-

tolerance inside those cultures, from

peoplewho do not respect each other,

from lack of understanding.

We need to replace hostility with

hospitality. When you are a host for

another culture you try to understand

that culture and try to enrich your cul-

ture from that culture. This is what we
try to do in Canada.

Canadian multiculturalism, if

done in the best way, should be
an inter-cultural dialogue and not

separate communities, but sup-

port learning and listening between
communities. Creating bridges is

replacing the culture of monologue
and intolerance with a culture of

dialogue and respect.

TV: Is Canada a multicultural model

foryou?

RJ: In comparison to what is going on

in Europe, certainly, but not in com-

parison to what is going on in India.

India has been living with its diversity,

which is much more profound than in

Canada. India has never had a prob-

lem including a new religion into its

culture.

I do hope that Canada also becomes

like this, where cultures truly inter-

sect and enter a dialogue together,

and do not necessarily have a superfi-

cial meeting at the economic level.

TV: A lot ofyour work deals with India.

Where does yourpassion for India

come from?

RJ: My passion started about 30

years ago. 1 used to find books on In-

dia in the libraries of my parents, and

at around age 12 1 used to try to read

them. I have been travelling to India

practically every year for the past 20

years and I lived there for two years. It

is a country I take very seriously. I say

either 1 was born Indian in my previ-

ous life, or will be born Indian in my
next life.

For the entire interview, head to

thevarsity.ca

MP gives health care a checkup

Carolyn Bennett contrasts Canadian and American systems at U of T tall<

YEAMROT TADDESE
Varsity staff

Health care reform may be a contro-

versial issue in American politics, but

to Dr. Carolyn Bennett, a Liberal MP
who testified before the U.S. Special

Senate Committee last September, it is

a simple matter. Last Wednesday, Ben-

nett came to Trinity College to speak

with U of T students about Canadian

and American health care at an event

hosted by the International Relations

Society and U of T Liberals.

"Should a woman hit by a drunk

driver have to pay more health care

than those lucky enough to escape

such injury?" asked Bennett during

her remarks to the Senate Commit-

tee. The U.S. spends $7,421 on health

care per American compared to $5,170

spent per person in Canada. "For that

extra $2,200 per person per year, your

health outcomes should beat ours ev-

ery time," Bennett told the Senate. "But

they don't."

After students watched video foot-

age of Bennett's testimony in New
York, they asked questions and spoke

about the pros and cons of American

and Canadian health care systems,

privatization of health services, and

preventive health care. Bennett, an

animated speaker, contrasted fierce

opponents of universal health care

in the U.S., who spoke "absolute non-

sense" to make their case, with more
open Conservatives in Canada. "Even

the right-wing ministers [in Canada]

are willing to speak about sustainabil-

ity," said Bennett.

"[Bennett's] discussion of American

entrepreneurial medicine still going for

a system of 'boys with their big toys,'

versus the emerging Canadian norm
of a more team or community-based

health system, brought me to a conclu-

sion," said second-year student Jona-

than Scott, who is studying philosophy

and literature. "1 feel her argument
could be summarized by suggesting

that America remains a masculine

country whereas Canada is now much
more feminine, with the results open
for all to see and debate."

Though the Canadian health care

system does a relatively excellent job,

said Bennett, it is far from perfect. "You

can't get a job if you have a horrible

mouth," she stated, referring to the ex-

clusion of dental health care from gen-

eral health care coverage. Emphasizing

the need for a more prevention-based

care, she said, "We need to reward

preventive practices instead of giving

people the junk they don't need. The
'more is better' mentality is just not

quite true."

Bennett added that Canada needs
to go back to treating military families

and strive to make health care more eq-

uitable. "We need three things: empow-
ered patients, strong advocates, and
engaged citizens, then we can make
[health care] better in this country."

"1 found it interesting that the United

States spends a significantly higher

portion of its GDP on health care than
Canada, but that its citizens, on aver-

age, receive a lower quality of care,"

said first-year Trinity College student

Alex Ognibene. "Equally interesting

was Bennett's proposal that medical

systems focus more on maintaining

and preserving health than simply pro-

viding health care."

Dr. Carolyn Bennett is a former Min-
ister of State for public health. Prior

to her election as a member of parlia-

ment representing the Toronto riding

of St. Paul, she was the president of the
Medical Staff Association of Women's
College Hospital and an assistant pro-

fessor in the Department of Family and
Community Medicine at the University

of Toronto.

Dr. Carolyn Bennett, MP for St.

Paul's in Toronto, says Canadians get

more health care for their bucl< than

Americans.
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On Saturday, an employee of New Generation Sushi (on Bloor St.)

was stabbed to death by a co-worker after a dispute. Would you

still eat there?
PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

iiiiXm, Political Science, "I wouldn't, if it

weren't for the nasu dengaku (grilled eggplant

with miso sauce). I'll sticK with Oishi Kada [a

Japanese restaurant in Kensington Market]."

Lizzie

3rd Year, Economicsand Political Science,

"I think that after the information from the

trial comes out, as long as the stabbing wasn't

related to the restaurant or the management of

the restaurant, I would still eat there because it

is delicious."

Jessica

3rd Year, Psychologyand Health Studies,

"Well it's better than the places back at home.

I thinK I'll probably go bacK once they reopen."

1 ^UPP^

iSS Morgan Anna

3rd Year, English andPsycholo^, "I'm

vegetarian, so this won't really affect my rolls.

Also, ew, haunted sushi."

3rd Year, Semiotics and Canadian Studies,

"As long as they don't use the murder weapon to

make my sushi 1 don't mind, and I'll keep going.

Actually, 1 wish they weren't closed right now. Pm
so hungry!"

1st Year, Film and English, "1 probably would.

1 think it's difficult to screen for things such as

that, and as long as proper punishment is given

out, the establisnment shouldn't suffer from it."

'FULL HOUSE' - CONTINUED FROM P61

At the town hall, speakers out-

lined the historic and modern
manifestations of blackface and
critiqued what they saw as a lack

of response from student councils

and the university administration.

They argued that when it comes to

multiculturalism. North American
society is slow to walk the walk.

The costume incident has at-

tracted attention beyond campus,
with newspapers and publica-

tions on higher education picking

up the story. As U of T professor

Stephen Johnson, an expert on
blackface and minstrelsy, told the

Toronto Star, "If you ask 50 differ-

ent people, they'll all see 50 differ-

ent things."

Discover how YOU can

make a difference

Join us to learn more about our

16-month professional

masters program

Master of Forest

Conservation
(MFC)

information Session

Monday November 30. 2009

4:30 p.m.. Room 1016B

Earth Sciences Centre

33 Willcocks St

CLASSIFIEDS

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS
Creative individuals, locations -Downtown

Toronto, Brampton. Managers to $11.50/

hour + bonuses. Wrappers to $9.85/tiour.

Full & Part Time Avail - December 1 - 24. TO

APPLY, GO TO: www.TorontoWraps.com

GET PAID TO LOSE WEIGHT!

An industry leading Sports Nutrition

Company is looking for tiealttiy/moti-

vated MEN+WOMEN (18-27yrs) wlio

want to lose weigtit and get in shape.

Participants could receive $5,000 for a

National campaign, professional con-

sultation and training advice and supply

of diet products for a minimum 10-week

transformation program. Interested?

research@jigsawcasting.com

For more information:

call: 416.978.0474

or email: a.kenney@utoronto.ca

www.forestry.utoronto.ca

Faculty of Forestry

VINYL RECORDS& CDs

High quality hand-picked selection. Major

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

TUTOR, 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Specializing in ECO 220, CHM 139, 247,

MATH 135, 136. Past tests and exams with

solutions available for practice. DON'T

WAIT! GET HELP NOW! (416) 785-8898.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER WITH

THREE DEGREES

will help you create a logical, well

structured and strongly argued essay

Proofreading and editing also offered.

416-766-8330.

RESUMES, COVER LETTERS, BLASTS,

AND ESSAY&APPLICATION EDIT HELP

Since 1983. Excellence Guaranteed. 416-

539-9443 (9am - 5 pm)

Advertise in the Varsity

ads@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7604

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each additional word. Rates include one line of bold type

for the ad header. No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone. Ads must

be submitted at least four days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 1J8. Call 416-346-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

Include

AU too.

Make your academic future more flexible with Athabasca University.

At Athabasca University, our large selection of courses and programs

can be a big plus to your academic career. « So be sure to keep us in mind

like Sarah did. Sarah is attending university full-time in Calgary, Alberta.

But in order to maximize her schedule, she needed to take some courses

that weren't available during the times she wanted. The solution? Sarah

is taking some AU courses and will transfer the credits over towards

her degree. ' AU offers over 700 courses and 90 undergraduate and

graduate degree, diploma and certificate programs to select from.

If you're 16 or older, and are eager to learn, you can study at AU.

" Academic choice. Another reason why AU stands out as a global leader

in distance learning excellence.

Standouts X^^r""'^'^""""" Athabasca Universityia

r GREAT
,

''^98 BEST!
WORK workploces i

iv.".'.";;2008l

^ bay one
and we're in this

together
Ki^Mprinq your experience and ideas. Day one is

waiting and so is your team. At Ernst & Young,

you'll find an open and diverse environment,

f You'll tap into your life experiences. Give fresti

perspective to your clients and your colleagues.

And you'll learn from ottiers wfio sfiare your

goals and aspirations.

Explore your career options in assurance,

tax, transaction or advisory services.

What's next for your future?
To learn more, visit ey.com/ca/careers and
find us on Facebook.

sUErnst&YOUNG
Quality In Everything We Do
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Your thoughts and feedback

Obama's getting

things done

Xiong says Obama has accomplished

nothing to date on the issues of gay

rights, the environment, the end
of the war in Iraq, and health care

("All the president's deeds," Nov.

9). On Oct. 29, Obama signed the

Matthew Shepard Act, expanding

the definition of federal hate crimes

law to include sexual orientation

and gender identity. The next day he

signed the Ryan White Act, ending

the HIV travel ban. Gay rights legisla-

tion? Check.

The stimulus package contained

$7 billion for the Environmental

Protection Agency, including funds

earmarked for the long neglected

Superfund sites. In the proposed

2010 Federal Budget, the EPA will re-

ceive a 35 per cent funding increase.

Environment? Check.

On Feb. 29, Obama announced the

U.S. combat mission in Iraq would

end by late 2010 with full withdrawal

by 2011. The Green Zone has been

handed over to Iraqi authority. Plan

to withdraw troops from Iraq? Check.

On Nov. 7, the House passed a

comprehensive health care bill,

which includes the "Republican"

idea of a national health exchange.

In the Senate, Majority Leader Harry

Reid is committed to getting a bill

by Christmas and two versions are

already out of committee. Health

care reform on track? Check
There is plenty more work

to be done, but the argument
that Obama has done nothing

is about as weak as the number
of Americans who identify as

Republican: 20 per cent (ABC/Post
poll, October 2009).

Shakir Rahim

Republican party

weak on critique

"...the conservative critique is

even more devastating. It actu-

ally focuses on the content and
substance of legislation the Obama
administration has passed..." ("All

the president's deeds," Nov. 9).

Unless the Obama administra-

tion proposed a bill that includes

a complete government takeover

-LETTERS-
of the health care system, death

panels, free health care for illegal

immigrants and state-sponsored

abortion, then I'd have to disagree

with that claim.

The Democrats aren't "incapable

of logically defending [their] own
views and values," they're inca-

pable of defending the patently

false views and values attributed

to them by a right-wing movement
that has more or less given up on
the idea of a reasoned debate in

favour of pandering to the stupid.

I'm not an ardent supporter of the

Democrats, but given that they're

the only serious political party in

the U.S., it's hard not to be on their

side. And by a serious political

party, 1 mean one that doesn't

think that opposition to same-

sex marriage is anything besides

homophobia and one that doesn't

believe climate change is a liberal

conspiracy despite overwhelming
scientific evidence. Why am I to

believe that the Republicans are

honestly concerned with making
America a better place when they

maintain such backwards views?

I really wish there were two
sides to this (and other) debates,

because democracy really thrives

when a competent opposition is

present. This health care legisla-

tion most likely has a great number
of legitimate flaws, but they won't

be uncovered by a party that

seems more concerned with ap-

peasing its moronic elements with

false claims than making construc-

tive criticisms (and thus is very

easy to dismiss even when they do
have genuine arguments).

Grant Heasup

Ideology hurts

argument

As always, you write very well,

Josh ("All the president's deeds,"

Nov. 9). But I have to agree with

what Ahmed said underneath your

Facebook link: the whole argument
here would be much more per-

suasive if it didn't depend upon a

purely ideological approach. Most
Canadians don't share this outright

skepticism about government that

is such a key facet of the American

political discussion.

What's more, you don't make
any mention of the decrepit state

of the GOP or its silence (and in

some cases involvement) in these

ludicrous and desperate efforts to

discredit President Obama's poli-

cies. Furthermore, we've just expe-

rienced eight years of bad Republi-

can policies designed ostensibly to

liberate and liberalize markets, and
what happened? Rising unemploy-

ment, a shrinking middle class and,

paradoxically, obscene levels of

government expenditure. (Repub-

licans never seem to mind "big

government" where it has to do
with the military.)

Anyway, you make some good
points about a president who was
devastatingly oversold during his

election campaign and, in some
areas, I give you credit. But I do
think the argument would have

been much stronger if it didn't con-

stantly rely on the pejorative use of

the word "liberal."

Luke Savage

UC Lit should

maintain oversight of

The Garg

I somehow doubt The Gargoyle

could become financially indepen-

dent, at least not on a revenue-

neutral model ("No free press

for The Garg," Nov. 9). Maybe if it

could get sufficient donations and
fund raising.

Of course, this article seems
redundant. If The Gargoyle seeks

funding from the Lit, it should be
well aware of its financial vulner-

abilities and potential conflicts

of interest. In that case, it is the

Lit's prerogative, and perhaps
its obligation, to ensure that the

money allocated to The Gargoyle is

not spent unwisely. If The Gargoyle

is unhappy about suspension of

funding for reasons entirely inde-

pendent of student politics (didn't

the financial crisis teach them
anything?), it should have thought

twice about putting all its eggs in

one basket.

Josh Xiong

Socialism can't last

Dede Scozzafava a moderate? ("Tea

party boiling over," Nov. 9). Ha! More

liberal than a lot of Dems.

The economic bailouts and the

House health care bill are not social-

ist? I call BS. Remember, socialism

cannot sustain itself. To quote

Margaret Thatcher, "The problem

with socialism is that you eventually

run out of other people's money." If

the health care bill is so good, why is

Congress exempt?

To quote from the article: "The

message of this group is clear: no
freedom of speech except for our

group, no political assembly except

for our group, no political power
except for our group."

Sounds like you're talking about

the White House here.

Earl

Socialism's not a

dirtyword

Except Earl, you haven't made any
arguments for why any of those

things are bad (Comment on "Tea

party boiling over," Nov. 9).

Just about every major government

in the world has enacted its stimulus

program. Most countries have some
form of universal health care.

The author makes some very good
points about the increased insularity

and intransigence of the new right,

and you would do well to listen.

Remember, the word "socialist"

isn't used pejoratively by everyone!

Luke Savage

Liberal hypocrisy

Miss German falls prey to the

very thing of which she accuses
Fox News: a failure to address the

issues in favour of bombast and ad
hominem attacks ("Obama takes

aim at Fox," Nov. 2). Her article is

heavy on invective ("blubbering,"

"sycophant," "alarmist," "outra-

geous," and the like) without a

single substantive challenge on
the facts. We were lectured by
liberals during the Bush years

that dissent was the true measure

of patriotism. But it seems things

have changed now that Obama is in

the White House.

Unfortunately, Miss German's
rhetoric is all too typical of popular

leftist thinking, based as it is on
appeals to emotions and senti-

ment with only the slightest basis

in factual reality. My suggestion is

that she actually try watching the

network instead of simply parrot-

ing Democratic talking points.

Brian Janeway

Don't eat meat!

It makes sense to widen one's circle

of compassion beyond our own spe-

cies and include all life ("Countdown

to Copenhagen," Oct. 26). But con-

sider the following facts on the con-

nection between animal agriculture

and environmental degradation.

The United Nations Food and Agri-

culture Organization: "Livestock are

one of the most significant contribu-

tors to today's most serious environ-

mental problems. "Animal flesh as

a food choice is terribly inefficient,

especially with respect to water.

Confined animal feeding operations

return incredible amounts of animal

waste to our land and water. More-

over, there is considerable pollution

including pesticides that are applied

to animal feed crops.

UN FAO: "Cattle rearing is also

a major source of land and water

degradation." An estimated 70 per

cent of all agricultural land is used

for livestock production through

feed crops (grains and beans) and

grazing. Livestock use 30 per cent

of the Earth's total land surface. The

rain forests of South America are

being cleared mainly for grazing

land to raise cattle or animal feed

crops, sacrificing the world's climate

control centre for cheap hamburg-

ers. The meat industry causes more

greenhouse gas emissions than all

forms of transportation combined.

Meat, dairy, and egg production

create massive amounts of nitrous

oxide and methane, which are far

more powerful greenhouse gases

than carbon dioxide.

We can each make the decision to

leave animal products off our plate,

and be part of a real solution to the

environmental problems we face.

Jamie Rivet

TOO
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BY LUKE SAVAGE

Recent by-elections point to a slow, but profound shift in Canadian politics

By-elections in any country al-

ways elicit multitudes of exotic

viewpoints from pundits, politi-

cians, and policymakers. Anyone
exposed to the mass of commen-
tary on the recent Congressional

by-election in New York's 23rd

District will believe one of several

things. President Obama has failed

and is on the way out. Or Republi-

can radicalism is on the rise and will

eventually consume the GOP, driv-

ing it either to the White House or to

oblivion. Or the by-election was an

inadequate barometer altogether.

The same can be said for the com-
mentary that has arisen in the wake
of the Nov. 9 by-elections in Quebec,

Nova Scotia, and British Columbia.

Even though Canadian politics gen-

erally escape the state of warfare

that embroils our southern neigh-

bours, the implications of last week's

by-elections may be profound, and
could reflect tectonic shifts occur-

ring (albeit slowly) beneath the daily

fray of Question Period.

For starters, the Liberals were
not a factor in any of the four polls.

Michael Ignatieff has succeeded
in doing what many Canadians

thought impossible: performing

worse than Stephane Dion. In total,

35.7 per cent of voters cast their

ballots for the Tories, 24.2 per cent

for the New Democrats, 20.9 per

cent for the Bloc Quebecois, and
just 14.8 per cent voted for the Lib-

erals. Meanwhile, the Bloc lost the

rural seat of Montmagny-L'Islet

Kamouraska-Riviere-du-Loup to

the Tories after winning it comfort-

ably in 2008. The Conservatives

and the NDP, on the other hand,

each improved on their totals with

the former picking up a new seat,

and the latter placing a strong sec-

ond in two of the four races, while

winning another by an improved
margin. So exactly what can be
taken from these results?

An interesting place to start is

the relatively poor performance of

the Bloc. In the 2008 election they

lost nearly 6.5 per cent of their

vote in Montmagny. Last Monday
they lost another 8.3 per cent,

vacating the seat for the Conser-

vatives. This type of rural seat in

Eastern Quebec has been a safe

grab for the Bloc Quebecois since

the party's inception, and forms

the principle component of their

power base. Could it be that after

nearly 20 years of existence, the

separatist party is finally showing
its age? There hasn't been a Parti

Quebecois government in the prov-

ince since the departure of Lucien

Bouchard, and separatism hasn't

really been an issue at the forefront

since Jacques Parizeau blamed the

1995 referendum defeat on "money
and ethnic votes." Gilles Duceppe
has performed excellently as lead-

er of the Bloc, outlasting most oth-

er federal leaders by years, but the

very issue his party was created

to address, the status of Quebec
within Canada, has long been on
the backburner.

The Conservatives have won a

bitter sweet victory. Their win
in Quebec seemed impossible

only months ago—when they

were polling below the Green
Party in that province—but a

narrow victory in a relatively

conservative area is a far cry

from the breakthrough they need.

What's more, their loss to the New
Democrats in New Westminster-

Coquitlam by more than 10 per cent

does not bode well for their party

in British Columbia, where its ally

the provincial Liberal government
(liberal in name only) is becoming
increasingly unpopular. Unlike

other provinces, most of B.C. is

polarized between Conservatives

and New Democrats. If this trend

continues, the Tories may expect

to lose some critical seats in the

rural areas of the province.

As a final footnote to these numbers,

the NDP can find immense solace in its

performance in the Montreal riding

of Hochelga. Though their candidate

Jean-Claude Rocheleau finished agood

30 per cent behind Daniel Paille of the

Bloc Quebecois, it's almost unheard

of for the New Democrats to place

second anywhere in Quebec. Their

back-to-back victories in Outremont

were widely viewed as ephemeral,

but a second-place showing ahead of

the Liberals elsewhere in the city may
help solidify their position as a real

federalist alternative in the province.

By-elections are contentious

events. Many are already saying, as

some did in the United States, that

these by-elections are largely mean-

ingless. But here in Canada, this

seems unlikely given their radical

deviance from the status quo. Others

are characterizing them as a sure sign

of a looming Conservative majority.

Pundits had some interesting ideas

about the race in New York's 23rd.

Perhaps, if we are to understand the

implications of last Monday's Cana-

dian by-elections, we should just ask

Rush Limbaugh, Sarah Palin, and

Glenn Beck?

Blackface issues are more than skin deep
JOAN WAMITI on why the meeting addressing the manifestation of blacl<face at

U of T missed an opportunity to address some important questions about racism

Disclosure: Two years ago, The Varsity published

an article satirizing the University College Drama
Program in itsjoke issue. Among other theatrical

imagery depicted, students were described as using
blackface makeup in an invented production. An
image ofan actor, digitally altered to make it appear
he was in blackface, was also published. While not

intended as a satirization ofblackface, many students

took it as such, and were deeply offended. The Varsity

subsequently published a response, "A black voice on
blackface," which is available at thevarsity.ca.

Upon hearing the outrage surround-

ing a few Halloween costumes, I

was cimong those that were surprised.

Five U of T students dressed up as

characters from the movie Cool Run-

nings, four painting their faces in a dark

brown colour and one painting his

white to depict the characters' race,

sparking a huge amount of contro-

versy. What's the big deal? 1 wondered.

Not only did I think the costumes were

funny, but if I felt they were the best

costumes at the party, 1 too would

have awarded them first prize. From
what 1 knew of blackface, their cos-

tumes didn't resemble the horrible

depictions in 1930s theatre (very dark

skin and large lips). As a black person,

I wondered why people were so an-

gry. It seemed to be the equivalent of

"crying wolf"—making a false cry of

racism, guaranteeing people took the

issue less seriously than it deserved to

be taken.

I attended the Black Students' As-

sociation meeting addressing the

manifestation of blackface at U of T last

Tuesday, and came out with as many
questions as I did answers. Why did

some black students react to this so

negatively, while others didn't? Was
racism being conflated with other is-

sues some recent Caribbean immi-

grants have in integrating into Canadi-

an society? Why were we focussing on

this particular incident, when so many
people in the audience discussed far

more serious instances of racism ex-

perienced by students, their friends on

campus, professors, and other people

working at U of T?

Blackface is deeply rooted in rac-

ism. The Halloween costumes' asso-

ciation with Cool Runnings—already

full of Jamaican stereotypes—only

served to enrage those of Caribbean

and Jamaican origin. Given black-

face's roots, I could clearly see why
some students were legitimately

upset and interpreted this as a "lam-

pooning" of the Jamaican bobsled

team, and Jamaicans in general.

What I had hoped to hear, either

from the students who dressed up,

or from the speakers, was if there

were other ways to interpret these

costumes.

Before the meeting, my interpreta-

tion of the costumes was that five

friends—one black, four white—wore

The Black Students' Association held a meeting addressing blackface on Nov. 10 at the Claude T. Bissell Building.

costumes that acknowledged both the

difference in race, and the fact that rac-

ism still exists. Their message was that

they were all friends regardless of the

colour of their skin. I saw it as expos-

ing the ridiculousness of racism. What
could be more audacious than using

what was previously used to promote

racism to denounce it? When one of

the speakers at the meeting mentioned

Halloween costumes of this type seem
to be on the rise in North America, and

expressed disappointment, I felt the

exact opposite—I felt hopeful.

Those who have grown up with

friends of different races are pushing

back against those still thinking they

should be segregated. There are

people besides the U of T students who
have made similar costume choices as

a clever, albeit risky, appropriation of

blackface in order to provoke genuine

SEE 'BLACKFACE' -PG 8
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aUND E WDR' O
^ BY ARASH AZIZl

Nov. 9 marked the 20th anniversary

of the fall of the Berlin Wall, an

oppressive force in the city itself and
symbol of the larger Iron Curtain divid-

ing capitalist and communist Europe

for much of the post-war period. Origi-

nally met with triumphalism, 20 yeeirs

later, it is time to take stock of how
much has really changed. The Econo-

mist reports that, today, a large major-

ity of East Germans are not happy with

the "political arrogance" under which

the reunification happened, or with

the sharp decline in their economy.

Almost everybody interviewed by Re-

uters tcdked about the "horrors of capi-

talism" they so despise.

The crumbling wall signalled the

collapse of the Stalinist regime in

Eastern Europe. Seemingly invincible

regimes were brought down by the

power of millions in the streets, and
all that was solid melted into air in a

matter of months.

This was truly a great moment.
Eastern Germany was filled with a

sense of unparalleled euphoria. The
brutal and cruel Stalinist regime,

with its massive apparatus, inform-

ers in every bloc, horrifying Stasi se-

cret police, gross mismanagement,

and lack of consumer goods had fi-

nally come down. The future seemed
bright for the East Germans.

However, there was a period of anar-

chy when the Germein Democratic Re-

public had fallen, and there was noth-

ing to replace it. The people knew what
they didn't want, but, save for some
vague talks about democracy and civil

rights, they didn't know what they did

want for their future.

A lot of Germans were understand-

ably upset about the division of their

country in the aftermath of the Sec-

ond World War, a division which
brought suffering and pain for di-

vided families, and isolated the East

Germans from Central and Western

Europe. It was in this atmosphere

that an idea of reunification was sold

to the euphoric people.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s,

West Germany was ruled by the

Christian Democrats and their leader,

Chzmcellor Helmut Kohl. Kohl's offer of

reunification for his East German fel-

low citizens was simple; come to our

side and we will exchange your Ecist

The Berlin Wall fell on Nov. 9, 1989, uniting West and East Germany.

German Ostmarks for West German
Deutshmarks. What the East Germans
weren't told, however, was that their

standard of living was not going match

that of West Germany. They were de-

ceived by the beauties of market eco-

nomics, and were swayed by all the

fridges, blue jeans, and Coca-Colas

they could buy. But what followed was
catastrophic by any interpretation.

The East Germeui economy crum-

bled. Unemployment spiralled up-

ward, prices went up, factories closed

down, and large parts of the great in-

dustrial base that had characterized

East Germany was simply destroyed.

Their GDP went into a free fall, declin-

ing 15.6 per cent in 1990 and 22.7 per

cent in 1991. After that there was a

brief and small recovery, followed by
a long period of stagnation.

Before the Second World War, east-

ern parts of Germany were actually

richer than the western parts, and the

GDR was a richer country compared
to most Eastern European states. A
life without consumer goods, and an

existence under totalitarianism was
surely hard for East Germans. But

a nationalized economy meant full

employment, free health care, and a

standard of living that wasn't as good
as the West Germans, but not that

bad either, and it was all destroyed in

a matter of years.

Twenty years after the fall of Ber-

lin Wall, East Germany is still divided

from the western part of the country

by invisible walls. Eastern standard

of living lags behind, and the rate of

unemployment is almost double that

of the west. It is no wonder people in

the east keep voting for The Left, a

party comprised of remnants of the

old Stalinist party, and socialists and

communists in former West Germany.

The Left has been the most rapidly

growing party in the last two elections,

receiving as much as 40 per cent of the

vote in the old East.

Alongside this, many East Germans
are looked down upon as second-class

citizens by those in the former West.

Germany is anything but reunited in

substance. The great city of Berlin,

beyond its opera houses and contem-

porary art scene, is not the bustling

metropolis it once was during the

interwar period. Its two parts were

never really reunited.

Two decades after Francis Fuku-

yama declared the end of socialism

and the triumph of markets, Germany
has witnessed the total failure of capi-

talism. Not only did it fail to improve

the living conditions in post-Stalinist

Eastern Europe, but it can no longer

afford the concessions it had given to

Western German workers either, as

the Angela Merkel government cuts

social spending.

The German people shouldn't have

to choose between free-market capi-

talism and bureaucratic Stalinism.

Their tradition is one of a militant,

socialist labour struggle for a demo-

cratic socialist society. The future of

Germany is up in the air
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'BLACKFACE' -CONTINUED FROM P6 7

dialogue, and poke fun at the well-

intentioned, but inadequate claims that

we live in a multicultural, post-racial

world, made by both governments and

institutions.

That being said, the five students

and the SMCSU member who award-

ed them the best costumes prize

were naive. They did not fully think

through the ramifications of the cos-

tumes
,
leaving them open to the criti-

cism levelled against them. If you're

going to draw attention to a conten-

tious issue, you'd better be prepared

to take flack for it and defend your

stance intelligently.

While the meeting itself was called

an educational event concerning the

manifestation of blackface at U of T,

the number of angry and reactionary

responses during the discussion

—

including rants against "the white

supremacist racist unconscious," ex-

hortations that white people never ex-

perience discrimination as a result of

their race, and implications that both

the student unions involved and U of T
administration were keen to avoid the

issue—overshadowed the articulate

and intelligent statements made by the

speakers, and made me and probably

others uncomfortable.

Given that the meeting was a reac-

tion to an incident, it was no surprise

that those who showed up were full

of indignation. However, such anger

alienates those who would benefit the

most from such a meeting: those un-

sure what the fuss was about, those

unsure of what blackface is, those con-

fused about the incident, and those

who aren't even sure that racism is

still a problem on a multicultural cam-
pus in a multicultural city. Anger is a

powerful and useful emotion in help-

ing us recognise when we have been
wronged, but it is just as powerful and
destructive when trying to come up
with a solution.

I'd like us to move from the "me,
me, me" attitude so prevalent at this

meeting—my anger, my experience,

my life—to what we can do both as
individuals and as a community to

address the real issues and inequities

still facing us. Only last year, Maclean's

reported that black students at the Uni-

versity of Windsor were subjected to

racial slurs, assault, harassment, and

intimidation from police officers called

to a party where fights had broken out.

As evidenced by the speakers, the dif-

ficulties of recent immigrants in inte-

grating into Canadian society leaves

many feeling angry, isolated, and un-

welcome. There are still people who

hold onto negative stereotypes of both

new immigrants and black people, and

find it surprising when they meet a

black person who doesn't conform to

those stereotypes.

As one of the Aboriginal speakers

pointed out, we still have to live with

one another, and diplomacy is re-

quired for that. I'd like to call on the

BSA (with the involvement of the uni-

versity administration) to hold more

forums, and not just in response to a

particular incident. Hopefully this epi-

sode will lead to an ongoing discussion

at U of T on the issues surrounding rac-

ism, discrimination, and prejudice.
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Rave architecture

Dean Richard Sommer details the Faculty of Architecture's upcoming redesign

TOM CARDOSO
Varsity Staff

The John H. Daniels Faculty of

Architecture is getting a major
design overhaul over the next few

years, a move encouraged in no
small part by the faculty's new
dean, Richard Sommer.
The building located at 230 Col-

lege St. was originally home to U
of T's School of Dental Surgery. It

has housed the Faculty of Architec-

ture for over 48 years, which was
previously run out of the Practi-

cal Sciences Building (which was
demolished in 1961 to make space

for the Medical Science Building).

In recent years, 230 College has

been criticized for its lack of studio

space, both at the graduate and un-

dergraduate levels.

The renovation project comes on
the heels of the appointment of a

new dean to the architecture faculty.

Professor Richard M. Sommer of Har-

vard University recently replaced the

retiring professor George Baird as

dean, and has been hired for an ini-

tial term of five years. Sommer was
previously Director of Harvard's Ur-

ban Design Programs, a position he

held for six years.

The redesign project is being led

by architectural firm Office dA of

Cambridge, Massachussetts. Office

dA was selected through a closed

competition process; also on the

shortlist were the European firm

Sauerbruch Hutton and the Ameri-

can Steven Holl Architects. "1 wanted
an office that was younger and more
innovative, and we got it," explained

Sommer. Office dA is renowned in-

ternationally as a small, relatively

new firm that pushes modern-
looking and energy-efficient designs.

When asked about why there were
no Canadian offices on the shortlist,

the dean explained that while there

were several firms that could have

competed against the shortlisted of-

fices, the faculty was looking to hire

a firm that was younger and willing

to be more experimental. That way,

the result wouldn't necessarily be

as predictable.

Sommer made the point that the

renovation would lead to "rethink-

ing this building, but also thinking

about this building as a prototype

for the reuse of older buildings with

a mind to creating architecture that

performs better from an environ-

mental standpoint." The proposed
renovation would greatly reduce

the building's carbon footprint. Ad-

ditionally, he noted that the building

would be used as "a kind of ongoing

experiment" in emergent sustain-

able technologies, and that part of

the process would include the stu-

dents in these experiments.

Dean Sommer highlighted the im-

portance of expanding the building's

studio space as essential to the con-

tinued development of the faculty.

Among other things, he hoped that

the redesign would lead to "sharpen-

ing and to some degree redefining the

mission behind the design studios."

He noted that the studio method of

teaching architecture (designing,

drawing and building within a stu-

dio), which has existed for hundreds

of years, has chcinged considerably

in the past three decades due to the

digital revolution. As such, the rede-

sign project will also seek to retool

the studios, giving students more ac-

cess to digital design methods.

The renovation will be phased.

"We hope to start the first phase

within a year or so," he explained.

He noted the building would be oc-

cupied while the renovation was tak-

ing place. "That's one of the design

challenges, how you phase a project

while people are still in it," he added.

"We're arranging for some studio

space for the undergraduates [at One
Spadina Avenue], where the arts stu-

dents and art studios are, and we'll

maintain the studio spaces for gradu-

ate students. If they are going to be

restored or renovated, it'll happen
during the summer when students

are off." Pending completion of the

first phase, subsequent phases for

the renovation project will require

additional investments, which the

faculty is currently seeking.

The entire renovation project's

designs, as well as a scale model,

are available for public viewing in

the lobby of the John H. Daniels

Faculty ofArchitecture, across from

the Eric Arthur Gallery.

Girls on stage

Has the psychedelic San Francisco duo become a victim of its own hype?

EMILY KELLOGG
^ A&E Associate Editor

Christopher Owens, front man for

the San Franciscan duo Girls, slouch-

es into a couch at El Mocambo. His

eyelids flicker under a mass of long,

dirty blonde hair and a plaid hunting

cap. For the dynamic members of the

group celebrated by Spin magazine as

"the hottest band of 2009," Owens and
his bassist counterpart, JR White, look

downright peciked.

Owens stirs, pulls down his cap, and
slowly opens his eyes before begin-

ning to speak. Watching the 30-year-

old move, it would seem that a rough

tour and media frenzy have broken

him down—perhaps even more than

the 16-odd years Owens spent in a cult,

Children of God, travelling around Eu-

rope and busking to fundraise for the

religious organization. Owens scans

the pre-show scene at El Mo, where he

is to play a sold-out show that evening,

with a pained expression.

"Yeah, the tour's been alright, 1

guess," he says with the enthusiasm
of a resentful 13-year-old at a family

dinner. "1 mean, we've had sold out

shows every night, so that's cool."

The band is taking some time to

play the east coast fresh off the suc-

cess of their album, Album, which
gained attention from mainstream
news outlets—and major indie

cred—after Pitchfork gave it an un-

believably high nine-out-of-10 rating.

No, these women aren't in the band. Girls is actually JR White (left) and Christopher Owens.

This tour has been off to a rocky

start: the boys of Girls missed their

Montreal gig after getting stopped at

the border because some of the crew

had "legal" issues. This isn't surpris-

ing, given that their driver and crew

spend their pre-show downtime

passing around medical marijuana

certificates, and swapping tips about

how to run a dispensary.

Owens left the Children of God cult

when he was 16, buying himself a

flight from Slovenia to Texas. He lived

with his sister for nine years before

moving to San Francisco, where he

met JR White through a group of mu-

tual friends. White describes them as

"fun, aesthetics-loving people, who
are just a lot like us."

Most of the appeal of Album comes
from its liberated feeling: Owens
doesn't write about his experiences

on the streets of Slovenia. Instead, he

explains, it's all about the things he

was going through in San Francisco

and his everyday life. The album isn't

about restriction; it's about the things

one does with freedom after living in a

cult. It's about real girls, real instances,

and real life—and it decils with these

issues with a kind of joy.

"When you're starved for culture.

you find it in whatever you can,"

Owens explains, talking about his

discovery of Queen and Guns n'

Roses within the confines of the cult.

"We used to watch these movies

weekly, which were supposed to

teach us some moral lesson. I don't

remember the lesson, but Queen
did the soundtrack to Highlander

And at the beginning of Lean on Me,

they played 'Welcome to the Jungle'

by Guns n' Roses. After I heard that, 1

became obsessed."

But when Owens launches into the

role of music in his life, he speaks in a

bitter monotone, sounding a bit like a

guy rehashing cin old love to a prying

aunt. "You have to have a reason to be

alive," Owens spits out, as though the

words pain him. "I've had times in my
life when I don't have cinything to live

for, and you'd be better off dead."

"1 just want to make music, fall in

love, and then die," White pipes up,

his face stoic, with glistening eyes

set deep into cragged dark circles.

That night, at the El Mo's sold-out

show, the duo listlessly pumps out a

rendition of Album. The band is com-
pletely stationary, except for a slight

head bob during their popular single,

"Lust for Life." The crowd looks on
with disappointment and a growing

boredom. The band stares into space

and strums on their instruments,

miles away from the crowd that was
so drawn in by the hype that it didn't

mind getting drunk on a Tuesday night.

Watching Owens' despondent face as

he pumps out "Darling," the love song

he wrote to songwriting itself, 1 can't

help but think that the passion seems
to be gone from the interaction. Maybe
Owens has fallen out of love with mu-
sic. After all, the show feels like a pas-

sionless and mechciniccil sex session.

The kind where you're imagining your
partner as some kind of celebrity, and
wishing that the room was darker

Maybe the boys of Girls would
be happier smoking some of their

crew's medical marijuana back in

San Francisco—but then again,

maybe it's just a rough patch.
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Mad World
Rendezvous With Madness Film Festival challenges

viewers to reconsider stigmas

RUTIPRIKHOJI

The 17th annual Rendezvous With
Madness Film Festival ran from Nov.

5 to 14, shining a spotlight on mov-
ies that deal with mental illness and
addiction. The fear and shame that

are so often associated with these

issues can make their exploration

difficult for the general public. As
an artistic medium, however, film

allows audiences a chance to exam-
ine the subject matter from a safe

distance. The creative freedom that

comes with film also allows direc-

tors to push the boundaries of real-

ity. Viewers can enter the minds and
imaginations of those with mental

illnesses or addictions, helping to

dispel common myths about these

conditions.

CLARA (2008)

WW
Helma Sanders-Brahms' Clara re-

counts a story of passion, loyalty,

and great madness. Clara and Rob-

ert Schumann were two of the most
famous figures in 19th-century Ro-

mantic music: Robert wrote sym-
phonies, while Clara performed

them in front of thousands of ad-

miring listeners across Europe. The
family's well-being slowly begins

to fall apart as the whispers and
melodies in Robert's head become
so loud that he can no longer hear

the real world—unless he silences

the noises with drugs. Clara must
choose whether to support her hus-

band's addiction, thus allowing him
to write more music, or watch him
become trapped in the chaos of his

own mind. The film, rich in both co-

lour and overwhelming melodies,

effectively explores the link be-

tween creativity, genius, and mental

illness.

INVISIBLE
LONELINESS
(2009)

vww
HsienLinJung's/ni;/'s/b/eZ,one/(ncss

provides a stunning visual repre-

sentation of what it is like to be
completely alone as a child. The
short animated film takes the au-

dience into a little girl's dream.
Pulled in by deep reds, blues, and
browns, we follow the heroine's

journey as she flies with magical

creatures around her cardboard
world. Equipped only with a tiny

key, the paper girl must find a

way home, hoping her parents

have finally returned. Though
the central character's view-

point does not reach far beyond
an adult's waist, the world can
still seem deafeningly silent and
endlessly huge.

MARION
WOODMAN:
DANCING IN THE
FLAMES (2009)

VWW
Gender theorist Marion Wood-
man said, "I do believe we all have
a destiny. We either live it or we
escape because we are afraid to

live our own reality." Adam Grey-

don Reid's documentary about
Woodman explores her psycho-
logical "deaths" and "rebirths"

through several interviews. Al-

though Woodman has written on
the hardships of the modern con-

dition, she sees society as being

in the middle of a great birth. The
documentary feels like a definite

departure from tired New Age
philosophies: Woodman herself

is captivating to listen to, and her

theories are fascinating.

Meet my shorts

Student filmmakers present their work at the

Hart House Film Board's mini-festival

JESSICA LEE

The Hart House Film Board, an or-

ganization that assists aspiring U
of T student filmmakers, held its

bi-annual Student Film Screening

on Nov. 11 in Hart House's East

Common Room. The Student Film

Screening is an opportunity for U
of T students to have their films

shown to the public. Alumni and
students filled the East Common
Room, enjoying the complimen-
tary food and drinks provided

in the prelude to the screenings

and during intermission. The
event was a success in terms of

attendance and audience satisfac-

tion. Spectators had an exciting

chance to preview the emerging
film talent from U of T.

LUCIDITY
Directed by Sve Pavic

VWv
Lucidity centres on a lonely female

exploring an abandoned court-

yard. The story is told through the

simplicity of black and white still-

frames, which gives the short film

a poetic feel. The beautiful setting,

which juxtaposes majestic gothic

sculptures with the single girl in

an elegant black dress, is reminis-

cent of the music video for Evanes-

cence's "My Immortal:" both pieces

have an artistic polish that is lost in

many commercial works.

In Lucidity, the girl's mysteri-

ous presence is heightened by her

speechlessness. She is clearly in

distress and depressed, and the ad-

dition of wavering music gives the

film a lingering tone. In the end, the

girl dives into a pool of water, emu-
lating Virginia Woolf (minus the

rocks in her pockets). Lucidity is

not the most original film in terms

of subject matter, but the beauty of

its cinematography and story make
up for its lack of fresh ideas.

PATIENT
Directed by
Daniel Clements

WW
The opening shots show a man and

a woman meeting for the first time in

a coffee shop, presumably for a blind

date. The man is noticeably nervous,

but the audience cannot sense that

something is wrong until the image

of a bloody body suddenly appears

on screen. Little by little, the scene

around the man and women is re-

vealed to show police cars, pools of

blood, and a hostage with a gun in

her mouth held under the table.

The actors are competent and
highly believable, but what really

shines through in Patient is its mas-

terful editing and cinematography.

Though the beginning is a bit slow,

soon enough there is not a single

moment that does not draw the au-

dience in. The unfolding narrative

is impressive and shocking, but

Clements leaves a few questions

unanswered: how did the story

start? How did the scene end up
this way? And what was so peculiar

about the way that the man identi-

fied himself in the first place?

THE AUDIENCE
Directed by David Eng

WWv
This dialogue-driven short is

brilliant in both concept and

execution. The Audience shows a

SEE 'STUDENT FILMS' -PG 11

M?d/7'5spark

The Yiddish-Rwandan fusion of Noahs Great Rainbow \s well on its way to becoming a great stage show

SHOSHANA WASSER
Arts & Entertainment Editor

In a city as diverse as Toronto, it

seems evident that the annual Ho-

locaust Education Week should en-

courage dialogue between groups

affected by genocide. But, as

Noah's Great Rainbow playwright

Sam Chaiton understands, build-

ing connections between survi-

vors of different traumas can be a

difficult first step.

Noah's Great Rainbow, which
portrays two men who lived

through Auschwitz and the Rwan-
dan genocide, respectively, origi-

nated as a screenplay. (Chaiton is

no stranger to writing for film: his

tome on Rubin "Hurricane" Carter

formed the basis of the 1999 bio-

pic starring Denzel Washington.)

Chaiton later decided to adapt

Noah for the stage, but the story

remained in flux over a few years.

After a production this spring at

the Al Green Theatre, two of the

play's more extraneous charac-

ters were cut, as well as much of

its musical content.

The latest revisions to the script

came last weekend as director

Weyni Mengesha (of Soulpepper's

Raisin in the Sun) and dramaturge

Nicolas Billion (whose Greenland

found success at this year's Sum-
merworks) led a four-day workshop
at Hart House. Finally, on Thurs-

day, Nov. 12—after a final rehearsal

that ran right up until showtime

—

the Great Rainbow Company pre-

sented their inaugural reading of

the rewritten story.

After fleeing Rwanda, Lion Mu-
rigande (Mighty Popo) is hired to

work at a Toronto nursing home for

Holocaust survivors, including the

crotchety Noah Goldblum (Dan

Francks). Although fellow nurse

Zoey MacLean (Sophia Walker)

explains the significance of Nazi

Germany to Lion early on, Noah
is initially oblivious to—and later

dismissive of—the suffering in-

flicted on Lion as a Tutsi. Both men
see themselves as fundamentally

alone, relegated to silence, and un-

able to see the parallels between
their stories.

The central characters warm
up to one another only gradually,

endowing the core of Noah's Great

Rainbow with a believable sense

of tension. Popo in particular is a

master of timing, while Francks'

consistency makes him riveting to

watch. The addition of Noah's son

Phil (Daniel Kash) as a third party

to their relationship also effective-

ly raises the stakes: while Chaiton

could have limited Phil to merely

showing jealousy of Lion's rapport

with Noah, he manages to play

out the three-way conflicts in a far

more nuanced way.

Clearly, the heart of the play

is firmly in place. Its edges, how-
ever, still require some trimming.
Apart from a rousing chant led by
Lion, the story begins uncomfort-
ably slowly: the character of Mrs.

Patoka (Jane Spidell, channel-
ing Fran Drescher), and early ef-

forts at comedy and romance feel

largely irrelevant to the rest of

the story. As well, many allusions

to the Holocaust are introduced
too explicitly—much of the dia-

logue surrounding it feels stiffly

scripted, and Noah's inability to

speak about anything else gives

his character an initial sense of

one-dimensionality.

But what of the place of Noah's
Great Rainbow in the context of Ho-
locaust Education Week? When Phil

accuses Lion of harming his father,

he growls that the nursing home
was supposed to be an "institution

where survivors could feel safe"—

a

charge fully dripping in irony. The
most poignant moment of the play

is a duet between Noah and Lion in

which both of them stare at the au-

dience—not each other—lament-

ing that "this too shall never pass."

There are so many divides be-

tween present discourses on suf-

fering that even the potential

for bridges can be hard to spot.

But Noah's Great Rainbow shows
that emotional struggle is never

unique: it's perhaps paradoxical,

but the surest thing we have in

common across cultures and sto-

ries can be a sense of isolation.

Hopefully, the coming stage pro-

duction of the play will continue

to address the theme with contem-

plation and poignancy.
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FRESMUR'RESSED

Mesmerizing tunes to get you through

those last midterms

ISLANDS-
VAPOURS (ANTI)

WW
"I've put on something you can't switch off,"

begins the latest album from Islands. The
opening lyric definitely sets the stage for the

rest of the album: Vapours, the Montreal artsy

pop-rock band's third disc, isn't perfect, but

at the same time, it's awfully hard to shut off.

The mostly electronic sound provides plenty

of slick synth riffs and shuffle-your-feet beats,

and the sheer catchiness of it all is irresistible.

My gripes with the album are few and far

between, but noticeable nonetheless. Lead
man Nick Thorburn's voice (sometimes a Riv-

ers Cuomo sound-alike, sometimes Liam Gallagher, sometimes Benjamin Gibbard) sounds good,

but never great. It does the trick, but that's about it. The weakest part of the album, however, is

its lyrics: they're mostly fun, and they sound nice (Thorburn seems to love assonance and al-

literation), but meaning-wise, they're pretty bland.

Regardless of the aforementioned minor disappointments, this album is a hit. Title track "Va-

pours" is sure to get your hips moving with its Beck-ish baseline and horns, and "Tender Torture"

will have you howling along. Vapours is an expertly paced album, with the trio of slower, creep-

ing gut-wrenchers, "Shining," "On Foreigner," and "Heartbeat," coming at the perfect time. The
best part of the album, though, and the part that will keep you listening to it over and over, is its

uniqueness. Islands has assembled a collection of songs with sounds chosen from all across the

spectrum. Put together, they truly sound like nothing else.—EVAN O'DONNELL

THE FLAMING LIPS-
EMBRYONIC (WARNER)

WW
Thirty seconds into the first track on The
Flaming Lips' new album. Embryonic, I want
to get up onto the couch I'm sitting on and
start dancing crazily. Sober. And 18 glori-

ous songs later, the feeling hasn't subsided.

That's just how good the latest offering of

Wayne Coyne, Michael Ivins, Steven Drozd,

and Kliph Scurlock is.

Embryonic is the group's 12th studio album,

and it's experimental, raw, and multi-layered.

You can listen to this disc endlessly and still

hear new things each time. Although Lips fans

will be reminded of 1997's Zaireeka, it's less of an homage to the past, and more like a trip to the

future. The psychedelic-rock influence of the band's early days is evident, but now it's spiced

with a touch of Joy Division. The bass lines are haunting, but the drumbeats are danceable, and
there's even crazy hissing and animal sounds.

Embryonic has the slightly self-indulgent instrumental tracks ("Aquarius Sabotage," "Scorpio

Sword," and "Virgo Self-Esteem Broadcast") and lyrics that tell it like it is. (Think "People are evil,

it's true / But on the other side / They can be gentle too / If they decide.") "1 Can Be a Frog" makes
great use of Coyne's nursey-rhyme lyrical style, and Karen O's background vocals raise the song

up to a new level. Embryonic is missing the "Do You Realize?"-type pop tracks of recent albums,

but makes up for the loss with sincere lyrical and musical depth.

In a recent interview with Spin magazine, Coyne explained, "For our audience, this isn't go-

ing to be a leap. But if we tried to be a big rock radio band and just get a Pepsi commercial, we
wouldn't be worthy of their forgiveness." Embryonic stays true to that ideal—something I'm sure

many of us can appreciate.—MEGHAN MCCABE

'STUDENT FILMS' - CONTINUED FROM PG 10

couple in their early thirties seated in a movie
theatre, staring straight into the camera. The
two characters, along with the rest of the

moviegoers, are seemingly watching the film,

but what they presumably see is us, the real-

life audience. This idea explores a clever,

very meta concept in which viewers are

aware of themselves in relation to the film.

The two actors are well-cast, perfectly

capturing the dynamic of a bickering couple.

Plus, the dialogue is interesting and funny.

Most impressive, though, is that the whole

thing was filmed with a single shot and sin-

gle angle, leaving no room for mistakes from

the actors. Despite the surreal aspect of the

characters watching the viewer, the film is as

close to reality as it can get: at the end, to

stop the husband's complaints of the movie

they are watching, the wife threatens, "One

more word out of you and you're not getting

any!" It's always nice to see a movie culmi-

nate with the woman getting the upper hand.

HART HOUSE THEATRE PRESENTS

ITS 90TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON

A Midsummer Night's Dream
"Lord, what fools these mortals be!"

NOV 20 -DEC 5, 2009

By William Shakespeare

Directed By Jeremy Hutton

$25 Adults, $15 students & Seniors

$10 STUDENT WEDNESDAYS

BOX OFFICE

ueft«ix.ca
«978-8849 r

Insurance
Meloche Monnex

theVARSlTY

WWW.HARTHOUSETHEATRE.CA
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Side does matter
Research indicates cerebral lateralization improves task performance

MARENA MANIERKA

Throwing a ball, jotting down a

shopping list, reaching for your
phone—these are actions you
perform without even stopping
to consider what you have to do.

All of these behaviours employ a

very curious phenomenon scien-

tists term "handedness."
The majority of people claim af-

filiation to the ranks of the right or

left-handed, but why? Scientists

have found that simple divisions

such as using one hand over the

other are indicative of the activa-

tion of one cerebral hemisphere
more than the other.

According to a recent study,

humans are not the only species

demonstrating preference in hand-
edness. Animals similarly show a

distinct preference for processing

information with either the left or

right hemisphere of the brain.

Published in Proceedings of the

Royal Society B, the study inves-

tigated how the brain divides

processing tasks between hemi-

spheres depending on information

type. Researchers Culum Brown
and Marie Magat of Macquarie Uni-

versity performed several experi-

ments to test cerebral lateralization

in animals, focusing on a number of

Australian bird species. In the first

task, each bird selected seeds from

a background of seed-shaped peb-

bles. This was followed by a more
demanding test, where food was
suspended from a string, requir-

ing advanced manipulation on the

bird's part to receive the treat.

Birds that displayed an obvi-

ous preference for using the right

Australian birds, such as the lorakeets above, performed better at problem-solving tasks when they demonstrated

left or right handedness (with their eyes or legs) versus those who used both sides equally.

or left side outperformed those

that attempted to use both sides

equally. Approaching a task pref-

erentially from one side resulted

in increased activity in one hemi-

sphere, with the right side activity

of the body generally activating

the left side of the brain. There is

no evidence that one side is better

than the other, but it seems that

cerebral lateralization strongly im-

proves task performance.

According to physiology pro-

fessor William Mackay at U of T,

this unequal hemispheric divi-

sion is not an entirely new con-

cept. It has long been known that

the hemispheres of the brain can
operate independently of each

other. In radical medical cases,

patients occasionally have an en-

tire hemisphere removed and are

able to function using only a single

hemisphere. The brain is adapt-

able enough to reroute the neces-

sary pathways through whichever
hemisphere is available.

Considering the malleability of

the brain, as well as the oft-quoted

fact that we never actually make
use of our entire brain, why is lat-

eralization so important? Clearly

there is more than enough space

to mirror all of the important
pathways in both hemispheres.
In an interview with Discovery
News Brown stated, "[the division]

means that a given hemisphere
can become increasingly special-

ized at processing certain types of

information." So even though both
hemispheres are capable of taking

over tasks in an emergency (such

as a hemispherectomy), one hemi-

sphere is much more efficient.

The brain is like a computer and
hemispheric specialization is the

equivalent of a dual processor.

Having each processor handle all

the same tasks as the other serves

no purpose—information process-

ing won't be any faster or more ac-

curate—but there must be some
overlap for the processors to work
in tandem. Cerebral lateralization

allows the separate hemispheres
to tackle different parts of a prob-

lem, improving both the efficiency

and accuracy with which the task

is performed. For example, the left

hemisphere is believed to have su-

perior temporal control and thus

plays a larger role in tasks that

involve detailed manipulations of

the fingers, such as writing or play-

ing a musical instrument.

"The basic distinction of hemi-

spheres has huge ramifications

for all the associated areas of the

brain," explains Mackay. Studies

concerning lateralization in hu-

mans may reveal important clues

about IQ, intelligence, and prob-

lem-solving ability. Perhaps one

day the question "are you right

or left handed?" will reveal more
about you than simply which base-

ball glove is yours.

A high to remember

Marijuana chemicals may benefit those with Alzheimer's

TANYA DEBI^___

There has been a long debate over

legalization, but is marijuana a good
thing? Recent studies show that

while certain chemicals in mari-

juana damage adolescent brains,

they are beneficial to adults, espe-

cially those with diseases such as

Alzheimer's.

Veronica Campbell, a neurophar-

macologist from Trinity College in

Dublin, says that marijuana truly

works both ways.

A recent study conducted by

Campbell and her team used the tet-

rahydrocannabinol (THC) chemical

from marijuana—the chemical re-

sponsible for the high—and tested

it on newborn, adolescent, and adult

rats. In the newborn and develop-

ing adolescent rats, THC exposure

resulted in brain cell death. In con-

trast, it was not as detrimental to

neurons in adult rats.

Why does this happen? "We don't

know," said Campbell in an inter-

view with Scientific American Mind.

"it's still being investigated."

The most psychoactive canna-

binoid chemical [in marijuana] is

tetrahydrocannabinol," explains Dr.

Jeffrey Henderson, director of Mu-
rine Imaging and Histology at U of

T. "THC receptors in the brain are

concentrated in the hippocampus
(the part of the brain associated

with long-term memory), amygdala

(associated with processing the

memory of emotional re-

actions), and the cerebel-

lum (associated with mo-
tor controls and sensory

perception), which are

all affected when one gets

high." Henderson points out,

"the most clearly confirmed

medical benefits of

marijuana are anti-nau-

sea, enhanced appe-

tite, and pain decrease,

[yet] long term usage may
still be toxic to the brain."

Campbell's recent study

highlighted the overall effects

of THC on the human brain. The
"slaughter" of young neurons by

THC, as Campbell calls it, could

explain why some who smoked
pot while pregnant have chil-

dren with cognitive impairment and
why some adolescent marijuana us-

ers show brain damage in their still-

developing neural circuits.

As neurons mature and
cells age, their biochem-

istry also changes

Endocannabi-

noids (the

chemi-

cals

that regulate important functions in

the brain, such as thought and per-

ception) start to shift and regulate

different functions. These endo-

cannabinoids appear to assist

in the survival of neurons in

adults. This is extremely impor-

tant in patients with Alzheimer's

disease, as it improves mental func-

tion by decreasing levels of the neu-

rotransmitter acetylcholine, which
contributes to memory loss. It also

suppresses the toxic effects of the

abeta protein, which kills brain cells.

Henderson explains, "THC acts by
mimicking the

actions of endo-

cannabinoids,

which normally

exist in our brain. All

of these agents work by
suppressing a part of the nor-

mal inhibitory signals in

our brains."

"While there is

some evidence to

suggest that THC deriva-

tives may reduce Abeta aggregates

in culture, a number of the mecha-
nistic aspects of how this occurs are

3* of th(

presently unclear. There is evidence

to suggest that THC derivative com-

petitively stalls the enzyme acetyl-

cholinesterase, as well as prevents

Abeta aggregation, a key pathologi-

cal marker of Alzheimer's disease,"

says Henderson.

Before we start encouraging Al-

zheimer's patients to smoke up,

Campbell told Scientific American

Mind that "the beneficial effects of

the THC are in much lower concen-

trations of the chemical that are

found in the actual plant that people

use to get high."

A new challenge is to isolate the im-

portant chemicals of cannabinoids

in marijuana and see which ones,

including the THC molecule, have a

protective effect on neurons.

In small doses, there are some
components of marijuana that when
cultivated properly, could be poten-

tially lifesaving. Overall, raw mari-

juana is still harmful when used over

long periods of time.

Numerous studies are still being

conducted in this area, so it looks

like smoking a bowl isn't the answer
quite yet.



The stories behind Nobel science with Lia Cardarelli

The secret behind DNA cloning

The Prize:
The 1993 Nobel Prize in Chemistry

"for contributions to the develop-

ments of methods within DNA-
based chemistry" shared between
Kary B. Mullis "for his invention

of the polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) method" and Michael Smith

"for his fundamental contributions

to the establishment of oligonu-

cleotide-based, site-directed mu-
tagenesis and its development for

protein studies."

The Science:
leaking DNA in a tube
When they published the structure

of DNA in 1953, Francis Crick and
James Watson (Nobel Laureates in

Medicine, 1962) described the dou-

ble helix as lending itself easily to a

mechanism for its replication. Sub-

sequent years of study proved their

hypothesis, but it took decades for

scientists to harness this power in

the lab.

Until the mid-1980s, scientists

painstakingly sequenced genes of

interest using chemical methods
that were difficult to perform and
not suitable for long stretches of

DNA such as entire genes, let alone

an entire genome. Scientists also

wanted to be able to chemically

synthesize DNA in the laboratory,

rather than isolating it from cells,

although this process also proved

difficult.

The cell, however, has no problem
conducting either of these tasks, as

enzymes called DNA polymerases

perform this function. They "melt"

DNA into its two complementary
strands and chug along the chro-

mosome to faithfully replicate each

strand, giving rise to a duplicate ge-

nome that can produce two daugh-

ter cells in cell replication.

Double-stranded DNA is a perfect

complement of hydrogen-bonded
nucleotide bases and repetitive

units of a sugar bonded to a nitroge-

nous base. The four bases that com-
pose DNA are adenine (A), guanine

(G), cytosine (C), and thymine (T),

which differ only at the nucleotide

base. A single strand of DNA is able

to bind to its complementary strand

through hydrogen-bonding: A's bind

to T's, and G's with C's. It is this ar-

rangement that lends itself so well to

replication. Opening up the double

strand creates two templates, each

one capable of copying a new, com-
plementary strand. It is this process

that scientists had been trying to

replicate in the test tube.

Kary Mullis became interested

in the chemical synthesis of DNA
in the lab after attending a lecture

describing a success story. He hit

the library to learn all that he could

about DNA synthesis, and got a

job at Cetus in Southern California

developing DNA synthesis. Cetus

became very good at making small

DNA molecules for biologists, yet

synthesizing long stretches of DNA
still eluded them.

Mullis had his ground-breaking first

ideas about PCR one night while driv-

ing to his cabin along the Pacific Coast

Highway. No one at Cetus shared his

enthusiasm. Undaunted, Mullis per-

formed his first successful PCR reac-

tion in December 1983 by amplifying

a short bacterial sequence.

PCR has three main steps: melt-

ing, annealing, and extension. In

the first step, the PCR mixture

of template DNA, a short strand

of DNA called a primer, free DNA
bases, and polymerase enzyme
are heated to 95 degrees Celsius.

At this temperature, the double-

stranded template DNA is "melted"

into single-stranded DNA. The fol-

lowing annealing step is a cooling

step to a low temperature at which
DNA strands will begin binding

with one another again. The prim-

er DNA (that is complementary to

only one site on the template DNA)
can seek out its binding site and
anneal to it.

The next step is where the magic

happens: the sample is heated to 72

degrees Celsius and the DNA poly-

merase starts to work, extending the

length of the primer one base at a time

making a new strand complementary

to its template. These three steps can

be repeated hundreds of times to pro-

duce enough DNA material.

Mullis summarized the process:

"beginning with a single molecule

of the genetic material DNA, the

PCR can generate 100 billion similar

molecules in an afternoon. The reac-

tion is easy to execute. It requires no
more than a test tube, a few simple

reagents, and a source of heat."

This simple protocol has revo-

lutionized biology. It has changed
the way crimes are investigated,

allowed us to analyze the genetic

basis for diseases, developed the

field of paleobiology, and resulted

in the sequencing of the human ge-

nome, as well as those of countless

other species.

Playing with proteins

The cell uses proteins to perform a

multitude of functions, such as build-

ing the cell architecture. Proteins

also act as enzymes and hormones.

For decades, scientists have known
that single-point mutations in a pro-

tein sequence can have dramatic ef-

fects on the function and stability of

that protein. Many human diseases,

such as cystic fibrosis and sickle cell

anemia, are caused by a single mu-
tation in a single protein. Scientists

are therefore interested in studying

these effects in the lab by producing

point-mutant proteins to compare to

the normal protein's functions.

This type of work was not possible

before Michael Smith developed site-

directed mutagenesis. Until then, sci-

entists had to rely on studying only

naturally-occurring mutations and

could not design new ones themselves.

Smith's insight came while work-

ing at the University of British Co-

lumbia in 1978. Site-directed mu-
tagenesis involves using a short

piece of DNA (like those used as

primers in PCR) that is not fully

complementary to its target site.

The piece of DNA contains the mu-
tated DNA base(s) that will convert

a normal protein coding sequence
into the desired point-substituted

sequence. This short piece of DNA
can be injected into a target or-

ganism and at the next replication

event, one of the daughter cells will

contain the engineered mutation.

Once the genome has the desired

mutation, the protein that the cell

Kary B. Mullis (left) and Michael Smith (right) were jointly awarded the 1993

Nobel Prize in Chemistry for the discovery of the revolutionary DNA cloning

method, PCR.

makes from the newly mutated

gene will also be changed.

Using Smith's site-directed mu-
tagenesis, scientists can create

point substitutions, deletions, or

insertions to a particular protein se-

quence, thus removing part of a pro-

tein, or adding a new sequence to it.

Today this process is made even

simpler by employing PCR: the

mutation is encoded in a primer

and the reaction can take place in

a test tube rather than in the host

organism.

Most of the implications of site-

directed mutagenesis are limited to

molecular biology labs—it is used

as a method to create mutations

with which to test biological prob-

lems—but some have real world

applications as well. For instance,

the mutagenesis of an enzyme that

is commonly added to laundry de-

tergent has allowed the enzyme
to perform better at low tempera-

tures, allowing detergent to be
more efficient in cold water.

What you may not
Icnow:
Do drugs and
science mix?
Mullis is a controversial figure. He
is venerated by some as a modern-

day genius unafraid to go against

dogma, but derided by others as

an arrogant ego-maniac. He has

been open about his recreational

drug use (claiming PCR would
not have been invented without

LSD), and his alleged abduction by
aliens (they looked like raccoons).

He is also the first Nobel Laureate

surfer. There is also much contro-

versy over who actually invented

PCR, as other scientists have ear-

lier, credible claims to it.

B-students rejoice!

Smith was a mediocre student,

completing an undergraduate and
PhD degree in chemistry at the

University of Manchester. After

his graduate degree. Smith ap-

plied to many West Coast Ameri-
can Schools for post-doctoral

training and was rejected from
each one.

Smith did not let this rejection

stand in his way. He eventually

accepted a position at the labora-

tory of H. Gobind Khorana (Nobel
Laureate in Medicine, 1968), who
was new to the faculty at UBC.
It is at UBC where Smith cut his

teeth on biological chemistry and
found his academic home. Smith
died in Vancouver in 2000.

SCIENCE in M

One in seven young adults is vitamin

C deficient

A recent study's findings published

in American Journal of Epidemiol-

ogy suggest that young adults who
are vitamin C deficient have signifi-

cantly higher waist circumference,

blood pressure, and body mass, as

well as a higher rate of inflamma-
tion—characteristics indicative of

chronic disease and obesity.

The study participants were re-

cruited from the U of T campus: 692
women and 287 men. Researchers
used a comprehensive question-

naire to assess the participants'

food intake over a month.
The study measured partici-

pants height, weight, waist cir-

cumference. Body Mass Index,

as well as vitamin C intake, rate

of inflammation, and glucose,

insulin, and cholesterol levels

through blood work.

Results showed that one in sev-

en young Canadian adults has a

vitamin C deficiency.

Vitamin C must be obtained from

the diet since our bodies are inca-

pable of producing it. It has many
benefits, including burning fat for

energy, producing collagen and im-

portant hormones, and increasing

immune function. Vitamin C also

protects cells and DNA from dam-
age, which can otherwise cause in-

flammation and heart disease.

Source: U of TNews
—MALEEHA MAJID

Juggling improves connections in

the brain

Research at Oxford University has

demonstrated that learning to jug-

gle leads to changes in the white

matter of the brain. White matter

connects various parts of the brain

and is comprised of nerve fibres

which conduct electrical signals.

Only changes in the grey matter

(involved in computation and pro-

cessing in the brain) had previously

been established.

The study participants were

young adult volunteers who previ-

ously did not know how to juggle.

Half of the participants received

training, while the other half were

self-taught. Regardless of skill level,

they all demonstrated improved

connectivity in the white matter of

the brain involved with processing

movements necessary for juggling

activity. The brain can adjust its

own wiring system to operate more

efficiently as it is very adaptable.

These changes were assessed with

MRl images using novel methods cre-

ated by the Oxford Centre for Func-

tional MRl of the Brain.

The study suggests that activities

such as juggling or doing a crossword,

which enhance brain activityand path-

ways, will aid in creating new treat-

ments for neurological diseases such

as multiple sclerosis, in which certciin

pathways are destroyed throughout

the course of the disease.

Source: Science Daily

—CRISTINAOLTEANU

Researchers establish link between

genetic defect and schizophrenia

Researchers at the University of

North Carolina have discovered

the gene responsible for disrupting

brain development. A study con-

ducted on mice revealed that the

22qll gene deletion, the mutation

associated with the highest genetic

risk for schizophrenia, changes de-

velopment patterns and circuit as-

sembly in the brain.

The gene deletion causes GABAer-
gic neurons, which halt electrical ac-

tivity in mature cortical circuits, to

be misplaced within the brain's cor-

tical layers, resulting in miswiring.

In addition, the study of two types

of neural stem cells, basal and apical

progenitors, revealed that basal pro-

genitors divide slowly during brain

development in schizophrenics,

leading to an insufficient number to

comprise the cortex region (the area

of the brain associated with memo-
ry and attention).

Future studies will focus on how
alterations in brain wiring affect be-

haviour. This will help identify the

causes of diseases like schizophre-

nia, and also discover biomarkers
that can be used to provide better

diagnosis and treatment.

Source: Science Daily

—CO
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ELISABETH LARATTA

As someone who played professional football

for 23 years, Damon Allen knows all about the

impact that the media has on the athlete, and he

believes strongly in the journalism credo that

"the truth will set you free."

"The type of writers that I like are those that

put in the time," said Allen on Nov. 2 at a sports

writing class that is part of the University of To-

ronto's Continuing Studies Program. "If you can

speak the truth and do so in a creative and enter-

taining way, then it s a better story," said Allen.

Allen is 46 years old, but you would never

know it. He entered the classroom energetically,

his braces showing through his beaming warm
smile. Allen interacted immediately with the

class, asking them why they aspired to be jour-

nalists, and offered the perspective of an athlete

trying to understand the role of the media.

"As athletes, we don't know the agenda of the

writer," he said. "What is his job? What does

he have to do? 1 understand that [writers] have

to do their jobs, but what 1 don't understand is

when you're dealing with certain writers, is it

their job to go out and find and write dirt on that

person?" said Allen.

Allen expressed his issues with writers who
spin things "because [athletes] are the ones who
have to take the backlash of something like that.

The things they write also affect so many other

people, and that's why 1 have a difficult time with

writers like that."

Although Allen gets frustrated with certain

writers, he's aware that it's pointless to fight

them. "You can't fight a writer because of the

power of the pencil. [The writer] affects 400,000

to 500,000 people who read the article, and

1 can't on a one-on-one basis say that wasn't

true to half a million people," said Allen. "[The

writer] has the potential to do a lot of damage.

In a sense, 1 understand their job, but for me, if

you write the truth, it's way better than anything

else. The truth will set you free."

"We're in a culture where image is every-

thing," he added, stressing the importance of

journalists writing honestly.

"We're in a generation of image, so everyone

wants to protect their image whatever it may be.

What people perceive of you as an individual

means a lot because it is also part of their brand.

It's natural for an entertainer or an athlete to pro-

tect their brand because it is part of their poten-

tial earnings and everything else." .

During the seven years that Allen played in the

CFL for the B.C. Lions, he did not have a good

reputation among the media.

"1 had a difficult time in Vancouver because

sometimes when 1 played the game 1 made it

look too easy, so with that it looks like you don't

care. It's always been a perception that 1 play the

game like nothing bothers me and that 1 don't

show emotion and passion, which is absolutely

not true," said Allen.

"In our society, we like super flamboyant guys

that always have something to say, but in reality.

there is no depth to them."

Allen believes that the Canadian media is

just as invasive as its American counterpart,

only smaller.

"It's bigger in the States, but 1 think it's still

the same because people are passionate about

sports like hockey. Look at the [Toronto Maple]

Leafs and everything they go through. All you

have to do is lose a few games in a row."

Many athletes and entertainers say they

don't read what's written about them, but Allen

disputed that.

"Everyone reads the paper in the industry

even when they play well because they want to

see what is said about them in a good way. They

read the bad stuff if they had a tough game. The

important thing is to learn from what is written

about you for your own betterment," he said.

"1 used everything [I read] as motivation. If

I had a tough game and things were said, then

I wanted to use that as motivation for the next

game to get me even more prepared to play."

The silver lining?

Men's soccer earns silver medal, losing OUA final to McMaster

GORDON ANDERSON

The McMaster Marauders defeated

the Varsity Blues in the seventh round

of a shootout to win the OUA soccer

championship.

After Marauders midfielder Kyle

Grootenboer put the visitors ahead,

Darragh McGee stepped up with

the responsibility of extending the

shootout.

The hushed crowd watched the

Donegal, Ireland native take three

strides and slam his shot over the

crossbar. The Marauders made a noisy

beeline for their travelling supporters

while McGee lay on the ground with

his hands over his face.

For Toronto, it was a shootout ripe

with "what if." Twice they had a chcmce

to gain the advantage, but top scorers

Alex Raphael amd Nordo Gooden were

both turned away by McMaster keeper

Matthew Grant.

"There isn't much you can do in

shootouts," said Blues head coach

Anthony Capotosto. "It comes down
to five or six shooters, and you got to

step up and hit the shot but you've got

to have some luck as well."

For the second time in four years

the Blues were turned away in the

OUA final.

"[It was disappointing] in the

sense that we were playing on our

home field," said Capotosto. "It

would have been a wonderful cel-

ebration had we won."

Toronto had the best chance in the

sixth minute of the first half. Geoff

Borgmann thumped a cross-box pass,

but Grant dove to his left to touch the

ball by the post.

Raphael appeared to put the Blues

in the lead in the 17th minute. He got

behind the Marauders back line and
tucked the ball inside the far post but

the play was ruled offside.

McMaster got its best chance in the

26th minute off a corner. David Veloce

jumped above the pack and headed a

ball for the right corner but Toronto

keeper John Smits dove and caught it.

Despite those chances and a

handful of others, the first half was
a lunch pail affair as both teams

played physical. Offensive flair took

the opening 45 minutes off as play-

ers tumbled and bumped their way
through the opening half.

"[McMaster] are prepared to bat-

tle," said Capotosto. "When we tried

to get the ball forward they pressured

us in certain areas of the field and cre-

ated turnover after turnover."

"It's frustrating when a team doesn't

play, and they just kick the ball back

to you," said Borgmann. "[McMaster]

worked hard defensively and shut us

down a lot."

In the 16th minute of the second

half, Toronto got the first chance

on a free kick, but Yannis Gianniotis

clattered into Gooden and the ball

bounced harmlessly wide of the

right post.

Smits was a spectator until the 26th

minute. Off a scrambled corner, the

ball found its way to McMaster mid-

fielder Matthew Scudetto and he lined

one from five yards out, but Smits bat-

ted the ball away.

Having played 120 minutes of soc-

cer the day before, both teams were
clearly spent in the second half. Still,

there was no lack of commitment, just

a lack of chances.

"We played yesterday and we went
into overtime," said Borgmann. "[To-

day] was sloppy soccer, we were so

tired. There were no clean passes and
people weren't running off the ball.

Even more so in overtime."

Smits stopped Marauders striker

Mark Reilly in the 42nd minute and Ra-

phael mis-hit a header inside the six-

yard box in the 43rd minute, setting

up extra time.

Toronto looked more likely to

score in the first session as Gooden
became more involved in the of-

fence, but he was a split second too

late on two decent chances.

As it turned out, McMaster came
the closest on a counter attack.

Omar Nakeeb took a through ball

at the Blues 15-yard line and raced in,

but Smits charged off his line. Nakeeb

pushed the ball off the side netting,

then crashed into Smits at full blast

and went to the turf.

Despite the loss, the Blues headed

off to Langley B.C., earning a spot in

the CIS men's soccer tournament. Af-

ter losing 3-0 to the Laval Rouge et Or

on Nov. 13, the Blues faced the Trinity

Western Spartans in the bronze-med-

al game on Sunday. The Blues finished

the tournament in fourth-place, falling

2-1 to the Spartans in a shootout loss.
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McMahon should mix it up
It makes business sense for Shane McMahon to enter the MMA

Will he or won't he? After resigning from the WWE, Shane McMahon might enter the MMA.

Shockwaves were felt in the sports enter-

tainment industry in October. Shane McMa-
hon, the heir to the McMahon family empire,

abruptly resigned from his duties as execu-

tive vice president of Global Media for World
Wrestling Entertainment. His resignation will

become official on January 1, 2010.

McMahon has long been considered the

eyes and ears behind WWE's digital media
branch. He successfully made the company's

website, wwe.com, into a huge revenue stream

for WWE products and services, and has long

had the support of the company's pro wres-

tlers. However, over the past few years a com-
bination of factors have led many to suggest

that McMahon is growing disinterested in pro

wrestling and the business his father, Vince

McMahon, turned into one of the more profit-

able sports entertainment entities of the past

25 years.

Over the past four years. Mixed Martial

Arts, under companies such as PRIDE and Ul-

timate Fighting Championship, are experienc-

ing an increase in popularity and viewership.

Gone are the days when people would fork out

$44 to watch a monthly WWE Pay Per View.

These days, the same customers fork out $55

or more for a monthly UFC PPV. It's a booming
business despite the economic climate.

With all the success that former WWE
World Champion Brock Lesnar has had in the

UFC, one has to wonder if a well-known pro

wrestling business executive and part-time

on-air character like Shane McMahon would
enter the MMA.
Something tells me that McMahon will even-

tually join the UFC. However, he won't join as

a competitor, as it's hard to imagine Shane O
Mac—one of his most popular monikers—go-

ing into the octagon to take on a competitor

like Dan Henderson or Forrest Griffin and be

voluntarily ripped to shreds.

Since mid 2005, McMahon has been longing

to do something with MMA. In 2008, he was

in talks with billionaire Mark Cuban to poten-

tially start up his own MMA company to com-

pete with UFC. However, talks fell through and
nothing further transpired.

McMahon has attended a fair number of re-

cent UFC Pay Per View's live events over the

past few months. At the moment, UFC Presi-

dent Dana White hasn't commented one way
or another if he would welcome McMahon
with open arms to his company or if he would

slam the door on him. White's silence has led

many to believe that McMahon will be joining

the UFC in a business executive capacity.

As a long-time fan of both pro-wrestling and

MMA, I feel that McMahon would help make a

strong brand like UFC even stronger than it is

today, helping it increase its revenue profits.

When he was in WWE, he helped make the

monthly pay per view business a huge mon-
eymaker. UFC doesn't need the assistance in

the pay per view area right now, but McMahon
can help create a television show to potential-

ly compete with WWE Monday Night RAW or

WWE Smackdown! or TNA Impact!. UFC cur-

rently runs highly successful programs such

as Ultimate Fighter on SpikeTV, and UFC All

Access, syndicated on stations throughout the

world. Nonetheless, if McMahon were to come
up with a two-hour weekly program, showcas-

ing UFC fighters in straight matches to find out

who has the strength needed to advance to a

UFC PPV, it could bring in a lot of dough. As an

MMA fan, imagine seeing tournaments held

each week for the up-and-coming rookies in

the UFC to gain a spot for an upcoming UFC
card. Right now. Ultimate Fighter is the closest

thing to this concept, but they only make the

winner of the program go on to face an oppo-

nent at the Pay Per View.

The bottom line is that Shane McMahon
joining UFC makes business sense and is

something Dana White and ownership at UFC
simply can't turn down. In the MMA world

like everywhere else, it's all about making the

most money possible, and Shane O Mac would
get the job done.

MLB 2009 Award Predictions

SILVIO SANSANO tells you who is most deserving of baseball's highest honours

It's
that time of the year again. The voters

from the Baseball Writers' Association of

America will be selecting the winners for the

2009 MLB Awards. If 1 had a vote, here's who 1

would vote for and why:

American League MVP:
Joe Mauer
There should be no debate on which player

should take home this award, although it will

probably be close since Mark Teixeira and the

much overrated Derek Jeter are also consid-

ered MVP candidates. In my opinion, Mauer
should easily win the AL MVP award. If he

doesn't, it would be a complete travesty. Mauer
missed the first month of the season due to in-

jury. However, he came back strong: over 138

games, Mauer batted .365 with 28 home runs

and 96 RBI alongside a .444 OPB and a .587

SLG. Those numbers are incredible consider-

ing Mauer is a catcher, and that he missed the

first month of the season. Let's put it this way:

without Mauer, the Twins wouldn't have forced

game 163 versus the Tigers. Mauer meant a

lot more to the Twins than Teixeira and Jeter

meant to the Yankees, who were surrounded

by all-stars all season.

National League I^VP:
Albert Pujols
Pujols should run away with the NL MVP award
this year. The Cardinals first baseman is the

best hitter in all of baseball, and the numbers
speak for themselves. Pujols batted .327 with 47

HR, 135 RBI, and 16 SB alongside a 1.101 OPS!

Furthermore, Pujols walked 115 times, while

only striking out 64 times. Imagine where the

Cardinals would have been without Albert?

Potential AL MVP Joe Mauer swings for the fences.

AL Cy Young Award:
Zack Greinke
The race for the AL Cy Young Award will be

very close. I'd like to see Felix Hernandez win,

although Zack Greinke deserves the award.

Greinke, from the Kansas City Royals, had an

incredible year posting a 16-8 re-

cord, with a 2.16 ERA—lowest in

the American League—with 242

strikeouts and a 1.07 WHIR The
23-year-old phenom Hernandez
from the Seattle Mariners went
19-5 with a 2.49 ERA alongside

217 strikeouts and a 1.14 WHIP
over 238.2 innings. I still think

Greinke will come away with

this award, as he was the best

pitcher in the American League
this season. Greinke, who played

on a very mediocre Royals team,

still managed to win 16 games.

Despite not having as many wins

as Sabathia or Hernandez, Gre-

inke's other remarkable numbers
can't be ignored. It will be a close

battle between Greinke and King

Felix when all is said and done.

Remember Brandon Webb won
the NL Cy Young with only 16 vic-

tories in 2006, so that shouldn't

stop Greinke from capturing his

first Cy Young Award.

NL Cy Young Award:
Chris Carpenter
What a comeback story! Car-

penter missed most of 2007 and

2008, only making four starts

during that timespan due to Tommy John
surgery and nagging elbow problems. Car-

penter was sensational in 2009, posting a 17-4

record with a 2.24 ERA over 192.2 innings,

with 144 strikeouts and a 1.01 WHIP. Other

candidates include Giants right-hander Tim

Lincecum, and Carpenter's own teammate,
right-hander Adam Wainwright. But Carpen-
ter had an incredible season that stands out

over Lincecum and Wainwright.

AL Rookie of tlie Year:
Rick Porcello
The 21-year-old right-hander from Detroit

went 14-9 with a 3.96 ERA over 170.2 innings

in 2009. Porcello has a very bright future, and
considering that he didn't have the greatest

defence playing behind him, he should get

the nod over Tampa's Jeff Niemann. Also,

watch out for As closer Andrew Bailey, as

he could sneak away with the award as he
posted a 1.81 ERA with 26 saves in 2009. At

the end of the day, starters are more valuable

to a team than relievers, so Porcello would
get my vote.

NL Rookie of tiie Year:
Andrew McCutchien
There will be a debate over this selection

as it will be very close. You could make ar-

guments for every candidate, which include

Tommy Hanson, Chris Coghlan, Randy Wells,

Garrett Jones, and J.A. Happ. McCutchen
gets my vote because I think he had the best
overall season out of all NL rookies, and
because he has a vast amount of talent. Mc-
Cutchen is an impact bat, as he batted .286

with 12 HR and 54 RBI alongside with 22

stolen bases and a .836 OPS, while provid-

ing great defence in centre field. Overall, Mc-
Cutchen is a future all-star in the next year or
two, as he is a dynamic all-around player that

will be one of the bright spots for the Pirates

this decade.
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Girl 1: So, he's stupid?

Girl 2: No no, he's not actually THAT stupid, more like. ..a pigeon

kind of stupid.

Girl 1 : Urn, if you're comparing your crush to a pigeon...

Girl 2: 1 KNOW, I KNOW! This is bad!!

•

—

Sid Smith cafeteria

(girl sneezes in lecture)

Prof: That's a cute sneeze.

(class giggles)

Prof: "....Busted."

Prof: By the end of the drive my mom explained what a

prostitute was. Needless to say, that will not be on the test.

—POL 203

Girl: Hey, where can I find Sidney Smith?

Guys: Uhh, it's that building over there?

Girl: What?

Guys: That building.

Girl: Sidney Smith is a building?!

—In front of Lash Miller

Share your own 'overheards' on the

'Overheard on Campus' Facebook group!

The Varsity: U of T's unofficial

journalism school

Jhe \/dfsity is always seeking fresh talent. Wiiters, photographers,

illustrators, bloggers, copy editors, and people who don't know

how they want to get involved-yet.

DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

PHRASES THAT MEAN NOTHING
COMICS

"INSPIRED BY
A TRUE STORY"

Anything can be
"inspired" by a
true story!
One day I .

pooped to
the moon.

Hey T-Rex, want to try
my Pulitzer-prize
winning clam chowder"^

INSPIRED BY A
TRUE STORY??

AWARD-WINNING

There are awards for
/"everything awarded by

everyone, and if you don't
specify I'm going to
assume you won the "worse
Than Hitler Award For
Real Terribleness".
unless it's the Nobel or
the Pulitzer I'm really
not interested! ^

THAT ' S t
that get
is the s

you put

\

he sort of dinner experience
s people's attention. That
ort of dinner experience
on your resume!

!

(_€') 2009 Ryan North

SOON:
This chowder is good, but now
I'm uncomfortably remembering
how they only give out

\ ^g^^ Pulitzers
for books
and stuff.
NO chowders.

The story of ^

how delicious
this chowder
IS is what
won the award

<if/M. qwant2. com

A SOFTER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

Here, 1 brought shovels.

e home and j comeau asofterwoiid.com

NOVEMBER 16 TO 22

Monday, November 16

Gord Peteran: Borderline

Case
Talk by curator Glenn Adamson about

the current U of T Art Centre exhibit.

• 4:30 p.m. Free!

• Room 140, University College

(15 King's College Circle)

416-978-1838

Trampoline HaM
Mini-lectures curated by Sheila Heti.

• 8 p.m. S5 adv, $6

• Garrison (1197 Dundas St. W.)

Trampolinehall.net

Tuesday, November 17

ICraft Night Screeji Printing

Workshop: Holiday Cards
Screen printing is a print-making

method that uses stencils. Create your

own screen-printed holiday cards. All

participants will leave with five custom-

made cards, no experience necessary.

I
Workshop led by Kid Icarus.

• 6-9 p.m. $15

• Hart House Reading Room

(7 Hart House Circle)

Harthouse.ca/craft_night (Register

online or by calling 416-974-2452)

News Blackouts Save Lives

Canadian Journalism Foundation

panel discussion with diplomat Robert

Fowler, Toronto Ster publisher John

Cruickshank, and Globe and Mail

foreign editor Stephen Northfield.

• 6:30 p.m. Free!

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

416-955-0630

Adria Vasii

Speaking about her new book

Ecoholic Home with Rick Smith.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Gladstone Hotel

(1214 Queen St. W.)

Tinars.ca

Wednesday, November 18

StiKJerit Exchange Fair
Interested in studying abroad for a

year? Talk to exchange students from

universities around the world as well

as returned U of T students! Find out

how to earn credits towards your U of

T degree while studying elsewhere.

• 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Free!

• Sidney Smith Lobby

A Woman Among Warlords

Talk by Afghani author and politician

Malalai Joya.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Trinity St. Paul's Centre

(427 BloorSt. W.)

Nowar.ca

Thursday. Nov<?mber 19

Reflecting on the Daily

through Metaphors, Images,

Poems, and Advice
Students for Barrier-Free Access

and Accessibility Services discuss

developing a Student Advisory

Committee to help Accessibility

Services hear from students, identify

gaps, and develop strategies to

improve existing services and

implement new ones. Featuring

contributions from U of T's Poet in

Community, Ronna Bloom.

• 4-5:30 p.m. Free!

• Room 2296, OlSE

(at Bloor and Bedford)

RSVP to tanya.lewis@utoronto.ca,

and please let us know if we need to

arrange specific accommodations for

your participation in the meeting.

One World. Double Take:

Staging Struggle
Panel discussion with playwrights

and directors on the role of theatre

in confronting social and political

turmoil.

• 7 p.m. PWYC
• Miles Nadal JCC

(750 Spadina Ave.)

Kofflerarts.org

Break Out!

Join the Silhouettes Dance Company

for a live performance, pub night, and

dancing until the wee hours of the

morning.

• Doors at 10 p.m.

(performance at 11:30) $5

• The Brunswick House

(481 Bloor St. W.)

Silhouettesdanceompany.com

Friday, November 20

Food and Population: How
Many Can We Feed?
Forum with author Brewster Kneen

and others.

• 1-9 p.m. Free!

• Koffler Institute

(569 Spadina Ave.)

Scienceforpeace.ca

Faculty of Music: 11 O'Clock
Big Band
The rebirth of cool is alive and

well! Old school and new school

come together in a big band way.

Conducted by Terry Promane, these

faculty students represent the

brightest young stars performing

music composed and written for big

bands.

• 9 p.m. Free!

• Hart House Arbor Room
(7 Hart House Circle)

Harthousemusic.com

Saturday, November 21

LAF Light Art Food: Bloor
Street Wajk
Artists and store and restaurant

owners collaborate to turn Bloor

West into a late-fall walking

destination. Artists are creating

nightlight sculptures to light up the

street. Restaurants are opening their

kitchens to prepare tasting menus at

minimium cost for optimal restaurant-

hopping.

• 4-8 p.m. Free!

• Bloor Street West

(Between Landsdowne and

Dufferin)

Bloordale-bia.com

Film premiere: Laughology
Laughology \s a documentary that

tells the story of the rise of the

worldwide laughter movement and

the new science about the health

benefits of laughing. Join director

(and "Laughologist" forCBC Radio

and the Montreal Gazette) Albert

Nerenberg for a Q&A session

following the screening.

• 7 p.m. $8
• Bloor Cinema (506 Bloor St. W.)

Bloorcinema.com

Sunday, November 22

Judy Rebick
Speaking about issues in the Middle

East.

• 10:30 a.m. By donation

• Trinity-St. Paul's Church

(427 Bloor St. W.)

Sheryljohnson123@yahoo.ca

To have your

U of T campus event

listed in this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings(S)thevarsity.ca



UNCOVERING THE EARTH'S CRUST

^^1^^^^^ Research indicates that Earth's precious 1
metals may t]e extraterrestrial in origin |

OMAR KHADR: STRANDED

How our federal government abandoned

the sole Canadian in Guantanamo 6
GUTENBERG OR GOOGLE?

The National Reading Summit tackles

the future of reading in Canada 8

Thursday, November 19, 2009
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Students

worried for

interdisciplinary

programs
Arts and Science academic review wants

colleges to justify their programs

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Varsity Staff

With an academic review underway
at the Faculty of Arts and Science,

student groups are expecting large

spending cuts to interdisciplinary

programs at U of T. A previous

external review in May 2008 had
recommended that the university

re-evaluate the role of traditional

interdisciplinary programs and
take steps to control the growth of

new programs. The three-member
committee, comprised of faculty

from other universities, noted that

U of T had added 15 new interdis-

ciplinary programs since 2005 and
argued that such expansion was
unsustainable.

At a town hall meeting organized

by the health studies and equity

studies student unions on Tuesday,

students saw the review as part of

a general trend towards undervalu-

ing interdisciplinary programs at

U of T, especially following recent

cuts in South Asian Studies.

SEE 'REVIEW -PG 2

TTC raises fares
Student discount to start in September

ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

As expected, the Toronto Transit

Commission approved on Tuesday a

fare hike starting Jan. 3, 2010. Begin-

ning in September, post-secondary

students will be able to buy discount-

ed metropasses for $99, the same

rate as high school students. Post-

secondary students will pay $111 for

metropasses from January to August.

The adult fare will rise to $3 and

the adult metropass to $121. The
original proposal was to raise adult

metropasses to $126. But the TTC
faced a backlash, including a "rider's

strike" last Friday. The Fair Student

Fares campaign collected over 6,000

signatures to protest the price hike.

The Canadian Federation of Students,

along with its member unions in To-

ronto, organized the campaign.

CFS organizer Joel Duff said the de-

lay in getting the discount $99 passes

SEE 'TTC -PG

4

FLESH AND BONE

Geel(s in action

The Six Metre Man, an expanded body with over 80 cross-section slices of bones, organ and tissue, is unveiled

earlier this week at U of T's Gerstein science library. The piece is a part of Gunther von Hagen's Body Worlds and
The Story of the Heart exhibit at the Ontario Science Centre, which opened Oct. 9.

Computer science

researchers show off

projects

SEMRA EYLUL SEVi

Computer science students, fac-

ulty, and alumni displayed their

work Tuesday afternoon at the Ba-

hen Centre. The department's an-

nual Research in Action showcase

featured 52 projects, up from 12

in 2007. "These projects cover the

entire spectrum of computer sci-

ence, from applications-oriented

research that brings new insights

to practical problems, to ground-

breaking theoretical research that

influences the entire discipline,"

SEE'C0MPSCI'-PG2

Among the projects shown last

Tuesday is 'Interactive Performance
Control: A New Puppetry of Real and
Virtual Robots.'
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McGiii Students pay into

green fund

McGill University students
approved a Sustainable Proj-

ects Fund in a referendum last

week. Starting in January 2010,

students will pay 50 cents per
credit, for up to 15 credits, into

the fund.

The money will be collected by
student unions and the universi-

ty will match the amount raised.

The Sustainable Projects

Fund is expected to generate

about $840,000 per year over
three years. Third-year student

Jonathon Glencross led the cam-
paign, with help from student

union vice-president Rebecca
Dooley and Jim Nicell, associ-

ate vice-principal for university

services.

Glencross said the focus is on

'REVIEW -CONTINUED FROM PGl

Attendees discussed how to re-

spond to the review. In attendance

ivere members of academic stu-

dent unions for women and gender
studies, Caribbean studies, and
south Asian studies, as well as TYP
students and UTSU execs. (Disclo-

sure: Two Varsity staff members
ire also execs of the South Asian

studies Students' Association.)

"The decisions being made in the

'eview are affecting every single

ispect of student life on campus,"

said Faraz Vahid Shahidi, a third-

y'ear student. "Everything from
Afhat sort of programs are avail-

ible to how many faculty we have

ind what kind of research is avail-

ible to us."

The current review calls on each

:ollege to submit a five-year plan

:o the Dean's Office by Dec. 15. Col-

eges are asked to argue compel-

ingly for their programs and "not

:o assume that the status quo will

lecessarily apply in the future."

"If the university were to lose the

more critical programs that focus

an things like equity, the diversity

af programs offered at this school

kvould really suffer," said Marrison

5tranks, president of the Health

Studies Student Union.

University officials, however,

cautioned against speculating

about how the review will affect

individual programs.

"It is very important for students

to understand that there are no

foregone conclusions in this pro-

cess," wrote professor Suzanne

Writers

Wanted.

Write for News!

Contact

recruitment@thevarsity.ca.

; "creating a culture of sustain-

j

ability, engagement, and behav-

I

ioural change."

I

Delegates from the student

I

body and the administration will

: decide how the money is spent,

!
based on proposals from mem-

I
bers of the campus community.

\
—MEGHAN MCCABE

;
Source: Montreal Gazelle

1

I Vancouver threatens UBC's

j

autonomy, VP says

I

The city of Vancouver's proposal
to regulate the use of academic
land on the University of British

Columbia campus has sparked
cries that the city is threatening

the university's academic free-

dom and status as a research
university.

The Additional Land Use De-

Stevenson, vice dean of teaching

and learning, in an e-mail.

Stevenson, who sits on the com-
mittee that will evaluate the colleg-

es' plans, said that the allocation

of funds will depend on a case-by-

case evaluation.

"We expect detailed and feasible

plans that clearly indicate how the

unit will help us to achieve the Fac-

ulty's goals in the areas of under-

graduate and graduate education

and research," she wrote.

In response to objections

brought forth by the student

groups stating that they have not

been appropriately consulted in

the process, Stevenson said that

individual programs were explicit-

ly required to speak with students.

Stranks said many students are

still not aware that their programs
are on the chopping block.

"I think because [Health Stud-

ies is] a small program, and we
have a director who's informed

about these issues and wanted to

involve students, we were given

more background information

than other course unions," she

said. "[l]n other course unions,

having spoken to them, it was a

much more passive process where
students were giving feedback and
not aware of the repercussions of

the review."

Stranks said she thinks stu-

dent participation in this process

should be mandatory.

"We should have voices in what
programs are offered," she added.

Professor Paul Hamel, director

of health studies at University Col-

lege, also felt that the review would
entail significant changes for the

faculty.

"1 think [the review] does have

some very strong bearing on what

programs are going to be mounted
and the type of university it's go-

ing to be in the near future," he

said. "What it's doing is providing

people with an opportunity to cut

things that they've wanted to get

rid of for a long time."

The prospect of such cuts drew
impassioned reaction from the at-

tendees at Tuesday's town hall.

"Really, though, why we advo-

cate for (critical and area studies]

programs is just the emphasis on
what's intrinsic to the mandate of

the university," said Shahidi. "In

the university's mandate, it talks

about critical thinking and engag-

ing with one another in ways that

are challenging and novel. These
programs cater to this sort of en-

vironment."

The committee that evaluates

the planning submissions will meet
from January to March next year

and implement any changes on an
ongoing basis.

velopment Provisions includes

additional planning zones and
regulations. Admin voiced wor-

ries the stipulation will interfere

with UBC research projects and
studies, especially on topics

such as development of green

technology and diabetes and
cancer treatments.

"Universities are places of

discovery where the freedom to

learn must be paramount and
protected," said UBC president

Stephen Toope. He added that

the "proposal threatens UBC's
status as one of the world's best

research universities."

About 40,000 students live in

UBC's four square kilometres,

which has no municipal status.

It has no authority to make land-

use decisions, which is left to the

Vancouver's Electoral Area A.

The Electoral A Committee

'COMPSCr- CONTINUED FROM P61

said department chair Craig Boutil-

ier in a press release. Research

ranged from medicine to social net-

working.

An iPhone application that con-

veys street map patterns to visually

impaired users, using audio feed-

back from touch interaction, caught

the attention of attendees.

An emergency response system,

aimed to improve safety for the el-

derly, detects falls in the home and

and UBC have scheduled a joint

forum to discuss their concerns

on Nov. 25.

—REGINE TADURAN
Sources: Vancouver Province,

UBC news release

Gifted Ottawa professor

mourned after H1N1 death

Award-winning University of Ot-

tawa chemistry professor Keith

Fagnou passed away on Nov. 1

1

from flu-related complications,

shortly after being diagnosed
with HlNl.

The 38-year-old professor had
no underlying health conditions.

Mark Lautens, Fagnou's former

graduate supervisor and close

friend, described him as bright,

down-to-earth, and "someone
who [was] healthy and vibrant

and who took care of himself."

Fagnou joined the science fac-

ulty in 2002 after completing his

doctorate at the university.

The recipient of prestigious

awards like the Polyani Prize

and the Governor General's Gold
Medal, he most recently became
the first Canadian to win the

OMCOS award in organometallic

chemistry.

Fagnou was admired by his

students and devoted to his fam-

ily, recently passing on a confer-

ence in Quebec City to take his

daughter out for Halloween. The
University of Ottawa released a

statement Thursday to mourn
his loss. Fagnou was the fourth

flu-related death in Ottawa.

—ARIEL LEWIS

Sources: CBC News, Ottawa
Citizen

allows the senior to call for help.

"The largest burden on health care

is injuries. In 2004, they accounted

for $6.2 million [...] and so with this

project we expect to save taxpayers

money and increase the chances of

full recovery," said research manag-
er Jen Boger. This project is one of

many that is patented and search-

ing for a commercial partner.

Other projects included a system

that enhances the privacy of per-

sonal information shared on social

networking sites, context-aware

mobile devices to help those with

anomic aphasia recall words and

names, and a web application that

mimics the flexibility of grading as-

signments with pen on paper.

Associate professor Ravin Bal-

akrishnan is one of the showcase's

organizers. "[1 hope it] will provide

a channel for new partnerships and
play a role in building the City of To-

ronto as a leader in high technolo-

gy," said Balakrishnan, encouraging

students from different disciplines

to get involved in projects.

During the Research in Action Showcase at the Bahen Centre (above), an undergrad explains the project 'Spam
Detectionin IP Telophony.' The research team is comprised of professor Yashar Ganjali and grad students Hossein

Kaffash Bokharaei and Alireza Sahraei.
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Publish and perish?
Journalists and kidnapped diplonnat debate coverage of abduction cases

TIM LEGAULT
Associate News Editor

Are news blackouts necessary during

kidnapping cases? Canadian diplomat

Robert Fowler, who was kidnapped

last year, thought so. Fowler led a

pcinel discussion with heads of news
outlets at Innis College on Tuesday.

The Canadian Journalism Foundation

hosted the event.

Fowler is special envoy of the UN
Secretary-General to Niger. On Dec. 14,

2008, an al-Qaeda group in Niger kid-

napped him and his colleague, holding

him for over 4 months. Fowler criti-

cized news agencies for covering his

kidnapping, which he felt gave his cap-

tors useful information and brought

his family "gratuitous pain."

"I think the easiest solution is the

blackout [for kidnapping cases]," said

Fowler. He said a blackout worked for

Melissa Fung, the Canadian journalist

who was kidnapped by armed men
in a refugee camp near Kabul. She

was held captive for 28 days before

tribal leaders negotiated her release.

"[A news blackout] probably did have

something to do with the difference

between [her] 28 and [my] 130 days,"

Fowler noted.

Fowler said that if policies about

blackouts are not possible from a me-
dia solidarity point of view, then news
cigencies should consult the govern-

ment, other media outlets, and kidnap-

ping experts before making a decision

to run the story.

The other panellists were Ste-

phen Northfield, the foreign news
editor at the Globe and Mail, Robert

Toronto Sfar publisher John Cruikshank and Robert Hurst, president of CIV News, are among the panellists at

Tuesday's discussion.

Hurst, president of CTV News and
Current Affairs, and John Cruick-

shank, publisher of the Toronto Star

and former head of CBC News.

"Our default as a media organization

is to publish," said Northfield. "It is a

position of the Globe that we will not

knowingly publish information that

will lead to the harm of an individual.

It is impossible to be able to gauge the

unintended consequences of the publi-

cation of anything."

Northfield concluded that there

were no easy answers for holding back

on publishing, and that there is a slid-

ing scale when it comes to blackouts.

"I wish there was a rulebook, [...]

but there isn't. In each case it's com-

pletely individual. There are all sorts

of relative issues," Northfield said.

Hurst, the most commanding
voice of the discussion, defended

news organizations and underlined

how much discussion takes place

before running a story.

"I would like to offer to this room to-

day, and to Mr. Fowler, how seriously

we do take these issues in the news-

rooms. We talk about them a lot. We
discuss it. We debate it. We talk about

the pros and cons."

Cruickshank addressed the prob-

lem of containing news stories, but

defended the merits of blackouts in

certain situations.

As the head of CBC News when
Fung was kidnapped in October 2008,

Cruickshank was responsible for tak-

ing control of the situation and getting

other Canadian news organizations to

refrciin from reporting on Fung's ab-

duction.

"This is not about suppressing in-

formation," said Cruickshank. "The

term 'blackout' is an insidious term"

He then offered what he thought was

a better definition: "This is delaying."

"We do in fact suppress information

routinely: confessions, stories about

suicides, any number of the kinds of

stories that we have made by the de-

cisions in public interest to suppress."

Cruickshank added that he expects a

consensus soon on how to respond

to kidnappings of political figures and

journalists.

The last word came when Paul Hunt-

er, who reports from the CBC's Wash-

ington bureau, spoke from the audi-

ence. "We have an opportunity now to

make up a plan," said Hunter, who was
involved in keeping the Melissa Fung

kidnapping under wraps.

"Start the blcinket: no active kidnaps

get covered and then finesse it. I'm a

bit worried that we'll find ourselves

here in another year and somebody
else will be kidnapped and we won't

have a protocol or code in place."

VARSITY PUBLICATIONS

BOARDj@EDIRECTORS NEWS

By-elections
^

We seek motivated candidates who wish to get

involved In the functioning and oversight of The Varsity,

Canada's largest student newspaper. In order to be

eligible pursuant to our by-laws, you must be a full-time

undergraduate student, or a graduate student or part-

time student who pays the membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled for the
2009-2010 academic year:

• St. George (three representatives)

• Professional faculties (two representatives)

UTM & UTSC by-elections

Nida Yousaf and Ron Leung will be representing UTM
and UTSC, respectively, this year. Congratulations, Nida

and Ron!

^t. George and Professional Faculties by-

elections

The nomination period for St. George and Professional

Faculty by-elections is open. The nomination period is

open until Nov. 1 9 at 1 1 : 59 p.m. Elections will be held

on Dec. 3.

For more information on nomination and election

procedures, please email the Chief Returning Officer at

cro@thevarsity.ca

SPECIAL EVENT!
MEET FASHION INSTRUCTORS

j

AND RECENT GRADUATES FROfA

THE ACADEMY OF DESIGN. ^

VEMBER 23. 5 P.M

FASHION DESIGN. FASHION MARKETING & MERCHANDISING.
Hear about their careers, the excitement, the glamour, the reality.

^/l Academy of Design
.jt^Wm AT RCC INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

1835 Yonge Street at Davisvilie subway

DON'T MISS THIS EXCITING EVENT. Call 416 929-0121 or

RSVP Kathy Marques: kmarques@yorkvilleu.ca
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'TTC- CONTINUED FROM PGl

was due to logistical issues. Student

unions have six-month contracts

with the TTC.

Negotiations are ongoing about

the format of the discount pass.

"The TTC has stated that they do not

want to have their drivers looking at

multiple cards, so post-secondary

students will have to get the same
student IDs as high school students,"

said Duff. "We want students to be

able to use their student cards issued

by their universities."

The new passes require photos and
students would have to go to Sher-

bourne station to be photographed

by the TTC, but student unions want
to create and issue the passes them-

selves, Duff said.

"We already pay, as Ontario stu-

dents, the highest tuition fees in

Canada. This fare increase is going

to mcike higher education even less

affordable and accessible for post-

secondary students," said Hadia

Akhtar, VP external for UTSU. The
U of T student union currently sells

an average of 12,000 discount metro-

passes per month under the Volume
Incentive Program, with each pass

going for $96.

"We had meetings with Anthony
Perruzza, Maria Augimari, [TTC
Chair] Adam Giambrone, his staff and

even Joe Mihevc," said Hamid Osman,
CFS's national executive representa-

tive for Ontario and former president

of the York Federation of Students.

Perruzza, Augimari, and Mihevc are

TTC commissioners. Giambrone is

TTC chair and city councillor for Dav-

enport. He is considering a run for

mayor.

Over a breakfast meeting with

Giambrone on Monday, campaign-

ers were told that the high-school

discount would be extended to full-

time college and university students

only, with an age cap. Last-minute

negotiations convinced commission-

ers to re-draft the motion to include

part-time students and remove the

age cap, according to Dave Scrivener,

former UTSU VP external.

"The students won this," said Mi-

hevic, councillor for St. Paul's West.

"It is a testament to the power of stu-

dent organization."

v-Sj/ / A short history of fare hikes

Adult fare Adult Metropass

2007

2005

2001

1996

1990 OBI

A Universal Pass for

students has been the

subject of negotiation

between student unions

and the TTC for over

a decade. In the most
recent proposal, the pass
would cost $480 for the

eight-month academic
year, offering unlimited

travel on all regular TTC
services as well as York
Region transit services.

The pass would be a

steep discount from
the current metropass
price of $96, but the

program would require

all students to buy one.

UTM voted in favour of

the UPass in 2007, while

UTSC rejected it in 2008.
At St. George, UTSU did

not put the UPass to a

referendum, citing the

no-opt out policy and
negative views from
non-commuter students
at a town hall held last

January.

When asked about
the future of the UPass
at St. George, VP
external Hadia Akhtar
did not give a clear

answer to the status

of negotiations or

whether the project

is a priority. Akhtar
deferred questions to

last year's VP external,

Dave Scrivener, who
asked The Varsity to take
up the matter with this

year's execs.

While euthanasia is illegal in Canada, the Quebec College of

Physicians has taken a formal position endorsing it 'in certain

exceptional situations/ Do you think euthanasia should be legal?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

Beniamin

1st Year, English, "We do not have the choice

of when, where, or why we are bom, so the

capability to choose when, where, or why we
die is difficult to comprehend. Some people

want to die or end their suffenng, and if they

Mariella

1st Year, Life Sciences, "I think it depends

on the family of the person who is sick. It

depends also on what the person might have

thought before they got sick and what the

doctors think are tneir chances of survival,"

have come to that conclusion they should be

given as many options as possible

"

Heather

5tii Year, Englisli, History, Book and Media

Studies, "Quebec is a distinct society, so

of course their laws are more bitchin . Just

because something is le^al doesn't mean
everyone's gonna do it. It s not eugenics."

4tli Year, Fine Art Historyand Visual

Studies, "Yes, I think euthanasia should be

legal. People should have the choice to die

whenever they feel is nght, because thw
shouldn't suffer and make those arouna

them suffer as well."

Xaida

5tti Year, Englisli "Yes, but obviously certain

restrictions and limitations need to be

applied."

2nd Year, English, "In certain situations

it could definitely be a plausible option,

because if these people have no chance of

making a recovery the doctors should be able

to make a decision."

Got an idea?
The Good Ideas Fund celebrates its third year

of supporting cannpus life projects

ANDREW RUSK
Varsity Staff

If you have an idea that would im-

prove student life on campus, there's

a fund with your name on it. The
Good Ideas Fund gives students

and student groups awards of up
to $1,000. The application requires

background information, a project

description, a budget summary,
promotions plans, and intended

outcomes. Those who receive fund-

ing also have to submit a final report

upon completing the project.

"It's really about us fulfilling our

mandate to the university to provide

student engagement and student

programming," said Jennifer New-
combe, coordinator of programme
and assessment at Hart House.

Fund applications are evaluated by

a five-student committee, selected

every August based on past involve-

ment and diversity in demographics

and faculty affiliations.

Priority is given to activities or

projects that are open to all students

and promote cultural diversity and
collaboration among student groups.

Applications for the fund have been
steadily rising. So far, 26 have been
submitted this academic year.

"The most challenging piece for

students is the timeframe. Either

they haven't heard about the fund,

or they haven't submitted an appli-

cation far enough in advance [...] to

use the resources to the maximum,"
said Newcombe. "Budgets can [also]

be a bit of a challenge for people."

The fund currently has an annual

budget of $20,000 and finances ev-

erything from small undertakings to

large conferences. It also provides

guidance on organization. "The fund
is really committed to making sure

that students who apply are aware
of other opportunities on campus,"
Newcombe said.

A day-long conference on "Decol-

onizing our Minds," held by the Eq-

uity Studies and Caribbean Studies

student associations on Feb. 21,

received funding from the Good
Ideas Fund as well as the Arts and
Science Students' Union and the

New College Student Council. The
conference featured academics,

community activists, and artists in

a series of panel discussions and
presentations.

"The conference was looking at

education and the space that we
have for critical thought [...] and
re-analyzing it from an equity stud-

ies standpoint and looking at it as

a site of oppression for many peo-

ple," said Isabel Lay, the current

president of the Equity Studies Stu-

dent Association.

"It was very important to have

access to this fund. Especially

the location that our union and
[where] the students that we work
with are coming from—our stu-

dents are the most marginalized

body of students at this univer-

sity—it tends to be tricky to get

funding," said Lay.

Oxfam U of T also received fund-

ing, for a Women's Day documenta-

ry screening of Sisters on the Planet

and a candle-making workshop for

30 attendees. The event received

$80. Participants had the option of

donating candles to a local wom-
en's shelter.

"One of the big issues of us get-

ting money for this is that we
wanted to get materials that are

ethically sourced, which obviously

can cost a little more sometimes,"

said Leanne Rasmussen, co-presi-

dent of Oxfam U of T. "It was nice

having the Good Ideas Fund. We
could get the best materials from a

good source and not have to worry

about how we were going to come

up with the cost to cover that."
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Sex, food, and climate change
Can contraception save us from catastrophe?

a planet already suffering from eco-

logical stress near the tipping point."

In other words, even if we greatly

reduce our carbon footprints in Can-

ada while China and India continue

to urbanize and industrialize, we will

not be able to avoid the much-feared

"tipping point" of catastrophic cli-

mate change, with disastrous conse-

quences for all.

The reality is that if the practice of

contraception is not widely adopted,

another type of population control

will be implemented: mass murder.

Richard Heinberg, author of Power-

down, posits several types of future

communities. The type he calls "Last

Man Standing" neatly describes an

all too common attitude among the

over-privileged of the world: let the

developing world—namely sub-Sa-

haran Africa—die, and we will hoard

all the resources for ourselves. This

might also be called the fascist solu-

tion to overpopulation. The reality is

that corporate and government inac-

tion on climate change—including

the Harper government's failures on
this front—already represents this

morally callous depopulation pro-

gram, albeit indirectly.

A study titled Fewer Emitters,

Lower Emissions, Less Cost, says that

every seven dollars spent on family

planning over the next four decades

would reduce global C02 emissions

by more than a ton. We are still at a

critical point in history when we can

rationally discuss sane options, such

as contraception and family plan-

ning education, and implement them
with relatively little cost.

PAUL YORK

Roughly two centuries ago, British

thinker Thomas Malthus famously
predicted that human overpopula-

tion would result in food shortages

and mass famine. "The power of pop-

ulation is indefinitely greater than

the power in the earth to produce
subsistence for man," he said. For a
long time, his idea that mass famine

would overtake humanity was reject-

ed out of hand by those who pointed

to industrial agriculture and vastly

increased crop yields. Industrial ag-

riculture proved him wrong, or so

the textbooks said.

Malthus's ideas are now back in

vogue as global food futures are

uncertain, due to a devastating com-
bination of fresh water depletion;

drought caused by climate change;

the collapse of the world's oceans;

an increase in fuel prices (as glob-

al oil supplies peak); soil erosion

caused by excessive pesticide use;

and the replacement of agricultural

lands by biofuel crops.

From 1940 to the present, the

world's human population more
than doubled to about 6.6 billion,

and is projected to be about 10 bil-

lion by 2050. An International Panel

on Climate Change *eport says that

by 2080, 1.1 to 3.2 billion people will

experience water scarcity, 200 to 600

million will be starving, and 2 to 7

million people each year will expe-

rience coastal flooding. The popula-

tion is expected to plummet after the

year 2050 due to famine, drought,

disease, and war, exacerbated by cli-

mate change and peak oil.

Curbing overpopulation to mitigate

climate change is also contentious

due to the widely held view that

reproduction is an inviolable right,

and fears that coercive measures

Do your research

Josh Xiong, The Varsity's favourite

proponent of discredited neo-

conservative ideology, has

treated us to some spectacular

commentary on UC Lit-Gorgoy/e

relations ("UC Lit should maintain

oversight of The Garg," Nov.

16). Josh believes that it is the

Lit's right and duty to control

the operations and content of

will be used to limit populations, like

those used in China. The counterview
holds that reproduction ought not to

be considered an inviolable right

when we've already exceeded
the carrying capacity of the

planet, and the consequences are

inevitably so tragic.

One solution is to simply prevent

unwanted pregnancies. Contracep-

tion is widely viewed as a viable and
necessary solution by most people

who write on this subject. According

to the London School of Economics,

contraception is almost five times

cheaper as a means of preventing

climate change than conventional

green technologies.

But there's a dispute over whether
efforts to curb population growth

should be a priority while those in

the industrial north are still consum-
ing many times more than those in

the global south, and are respon-

sible for global warming to a much
greater degree.

George Monbiot, columnist for

The Guardian and environmental ac-

tivist, recently criticized those who
talk about overpopulation while ne-

glecting to mention the north-south

inequity on greenhouse gas emis-

sions. "While there's -a weak corre-

lation between global warming and
population growth, there's a strong

correlation between global warming
and wealth," he said.

Responding to Monbiot is Ryerson

physics professor Helmut Burkhardt.

He says, "It's important to expose

the misconceptions that only over-

consumption is the cause of ecologi-

cal problems, and not overpopula-

tion. A drastic reduction of the few

overconsumers, and reasonable and
just increase in consumption by the

numerous poor will raise the world

average consumption of resources in

•LETTERS-
The Gargoyle, and if he weren't

completely wrong, he might have
been completely right. 1 certainly

don't hold Josh's ignorance

against him, as learning how U of

T levy groups work would have
required basic informational

research, taking up valuable

seconds. Besides, are we really

going to demand that Josh know

Science forPeace presents a Public

Forum on Food and Population on

Friday, Nov. 20, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the

Koffler Auditorium, 569 Spadina Ave.

that the funds for The Gargoyle

do not come from the Lit itself,

but directly from a student levy?

Are we to force on Josh the fact

that the Lit's sole responsibility

in The Gargoyle's production is

to distribute said funds? Must
Josh accept that the Lit has no
say in either the paper's content

or functioning (a fact the Lit

acknowledges)? 1 say "No!" on
all counts. Thank you. Josh, for

reminding us that sometimes the

greatest gift of all is one man,
his computer, and his absurdly

misplaced sense of authority.

Alex Tepperman

TTC fee reduction

not enough

Cheers to the TTC Chair for put-

ting forward a motion to reduce

transit costs to university and
college students, but such a

proposal does not go far enough.
Let's get serious about transit

and implement a mandatory tran-

sit pass for all students. We need
not reinvent the wheel to solve

this problem. Ask UBC students;

at $23.75 per month, it's a fee

increase we can all live with.

Gordon Hawkins

21 Sussex Avenue, Suite 306

Toronto, ON M5S 1J6
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Khadr come home
How officials are twisting the truth and ignoring the facts about the sole Canadian in Guantanamo Bay

Toronto-born Omar Khadr has been detained in Guantanamo Bay for the

last seven years.

SIMON CAPOBIANCO

The Supreme Court of Canada is

currently hearing the second ap-

peal by the Harper Conservatives

on a Federal Court ruling that

found that the fundamental human
rights of Torontonian Omar Khadr
have been violated during his il-

legal detention at the infamous
U.S Bagram air base and Guan-
tanamo Bay facilities. The court

has, yet again, ordered the gov-

ernment to seek Khadr's repatria-

tion. The original Federal Court
ruling emphasized CSIS violations

of Khadr's rights, and would have
forced Harper to fulfill his consti-

tutional responsibility to the lone

Western national remaining in

Guantanamo (and the only child

soldier charged with war crimes in

modern history) had the govern-

ment not appealed, again.

Simultaneously, U.S. Attorney
General Eric Holder announced
that Khadr's case would be heard
by internal military commissions,
condemned by human rights

groups such as Human Rights

Watch as "kangaroo courts"

—

courts where verdicts are prede-

termined—while the five 9/11 sus-

pects held at Guantanamo would
be tried fairly in civilian court.

The logic behind this bizarre

disparity is simple: while tenable

charges can be brought against

the 9/11 suspects, it is correctly

expected that Khadr would be

instantly acquitted in constitutional

court. Hence, he is being tried in a

forum that will yield the authorities'

preferred result—a conviction.

The decision to render Khadr to

these farcical and secretive com-
missions—which admit they gather

evidence through torture—rather

than the constitutional, transpar-

ent civilian courts which are to try

the 9/11 suspects, translates as a

blithe admission that the Penta-

gon has absolutely no case against

Khadr, and knows it.

Military officials argue that

Khadr's alleged 2002 battlefield

killing of U.S. medic Sgt.

Christopher Speer constitutes

"murder in violation of the laws of

war" because Khadr was not part

of a regular military force. But

at the same time, these officials

refuse Khadr his Geneva and
child-soldier rights. Incidentally,

many aspects of his detention

constitute serious war crimes,

and the evidence against him is

circumstantial at best.

Although prosecutors maintain

that Khadr killed Speer, no witnesses
claim to have seen him throw the

deadly grenade. Furthermore,

there were battlefield reports

—

suppressed by the Pentagon

—

that exonerated him of the killing,

before being secretly "updated" to

implicate him after he was charged,

said the Criminal Investigation Task

Force Witness Report from March
2004. According to the Los Angeles

Times. h\s defence lawyers have

been groundlessly refused access

to exculpatory documents and key

witnesses.

Reporting his capture, a U.S. sol-

dier claimed to have shot Khadr
(then 15 years old) twice in the

back while Khadr knelt, unarmed

and wounded, in the wreckage of a

bombed-out house.

The "case" against Khadr relies

on his "confession" which was co-

erced illegally at Bagram, one of

the world's most notorious torture

labs, under the chief interrogation

of Sgt. Joshua Claus. Claus later

pled guilty to the beating-death

of an Afghani civilian, whom he

"interrogated" until the civilian's

legs were so swollen that his heart

stopped. According to The New
York Times, his torturers believed

the civilian had "simply happened
to be driving his cab past the U.S.

base at the wrong time."

Needless to say, no civilian court

would admit a confession that was
given while the defendant was
being tortured by a murderer, al-

though the military commissions,

ghoulish relics of the Bush-Cheney

era, make no such quibble. It is also

suspect that the commissions pun-

ished Sgt. Claus with five months
imprisonment, whereas Khadr fac-

es a life sentence.

Were justice universally applied,

Omar Khadr's kidnappers and
torturers would be on trial in

civilian court for a list of war
crimes, and Khadr would be freely

collecting reparations from the

U.S. and Canadian governments.
Holder has therefore opted to

prosecute Khadr via courts

established "to secure convictions

SEE 'KHADR' -PG 7

IRKS & QUIRKS^
Up top! TOM CARDOSO and JADE COLBERT give us a lesson on the high-five

Every time you perform a bad
high-five, God kills a puppy.

There's nothing more disap-

pointing than a bad high-five, even

if you are only watching from the

sidelines. Case in point: Ryan
Seacrest's humiliating perfor-

mance on American Idol, when he

held up his hand, realizing too late

his blunder in attempting to high-

five Scott Maclntyre, who is blind.

Undaunted, Seacrest made a bad
situation worse by committing the

highest of high-five faux-pas; call-

ing attention to the high-five before

the high-five itself.

"I'm giving you a high-five," he

said as the crowd went silent, and

he reached for the hand of the man
who looked clearly pained in the

knowledge that he was about to

receive a bad high-five on national

television, and there was nothing

he could do about it.

The Seacrest incident illustrates

a number of points about bad high-

five form. First, there is body po-

sitioning. Usually, the problem is

that the initiator of the high-five is

far too close to generate sufficient

momentum: there's not enough

high-five potential energy. Seacrest

took it a step further by actually

positioning himself at a right angle

to Maclntyre. Bad form.

Next: use of the elbow. The full mo-
tion of a good high-five is much like

throwing a ball—put your elbow into

it. You need to go all the way with the

high-five. Seacrest began with his

cu-m at a right angle in front of him,

as opposed to behind his head, and

then extended with a weak wrist. The
high-five was over before it began.

Finally, hand-eye coordination is

key for obvious reasons. You may
have fulfilled the first two require-

ments, but a failure to connect will

result in a bad high-five. Hand-eye
coordination will issue the right

sound. Unacceptable sounds in-

clude: the sound of one hand clap-

ping, the dull sound of you hitting

your knee on a desk, or most sadly,

the sound of silence.

You will know a good high-five

when it happens from the pleasant

sting on your hand and the deli-

cate redness of the palms. You will

inevitably want to ask: "Was it as

good for you as it was for me?" At

this moment, the high-five's initia-

tor can bask in the warmth akin to

that of holding a puppy.

SEE 'HIGH-FIVES' -PG 7
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Partisanship

everywhere you turn

Politicians should be spending less time attacking each other

and more time developing policy

^ AHMED MAHMOUD

All governments make mistakes.

It's an inextricable fact of human
nature. However, in a democracy,

people have the choice to not put

up with it. They have the right, as

citizens, to call out their elected

officials for their incompetence or

corruption. The important thing

here is how they choose to criticize

said government. Ideally, if you're a

member of an opposing party, you'd

split your time evenly between try-

ing to debate the incumbent(s) and
furthering your own agenda. Yet

sadly enough, these days it seems
the preferred method is to derail

any debate by pigeonholing all of

your opponents into one ideologi-

cal stereotype. Once that's done, all

you need to do is shout

"liberal" or "conserva-

tive" and wait for fellow

ideologues to add to the

chorus. This kind of par-

tisan orthodoxy is hard-

ly a new phenomenon
in politics, but has been
far more pronounced in

the last two years.

One of the more ex-

treme cases of such

demagogy occured in

May of last year when
then-President George

Bush travelled to Israel

to commemorate the

country's 60th birthday.

In his speech in front of

the Knesset, Bush launched what
many in Washington interpreted as

a thinly-veiled attack against Barack

Obama and the Democratic Party,

accusing them of "appeasing" Syria

and Iran.

But extreme partisanship isn't

just restricted to Republicans. Just

last year, as the recession was
starting to take its toll on the U.S.

economy, then-Secretary of the

Treasury Henry Paulson was trying

to get support for the bailout bill.

At the time, Democrats controlled

the House, and the bill was circling

the drain. Desperate, Paulson

knelt down before Minority Leader
Nancy Pelosi and literally begged
her not to "blow up" the plan by
withdrawing Democratic support

from the bailout package. However,

Pelosi was adamant in her decision

not to partake in something drafted

by Republicans.

Two months later, Obama won
the presidential election and, oddly

enough, became the chief propo-

nent of the bailout. All of a sudden,

Pelosi was promoting the bill in the

House and Senate, and not surpris-

ingly, the Republicans now derided

it as a socialist giveaway, "socialist"

having since become their buzz-

word for the Obama administration.

Next came the health care bill

disaster. Though it started off

with the usual opposition from the

If Ignatieff invested half as

much time furthering his

own agenda and reaching

out to Canadians as he did

blaming the Conservatives,

he might have been
more successful than his

predecessor, Stephane Dion

extreme right, it quickly turned

into one of the most divisive

issues in recent years. Sure, the

GOP had some good points, but

it wasn't civil discourse that was
shaping people's opinions. It was
all partisan mudslinging designed

to convolute the debate and create

a climate of confusion to mislead

people. Most detractors had no

idea what they were protesting

against (some people held signs

comparing Obama to Hitler), and

supporters dismissed criticisms

as "typical republicanism." People

on the outside, on the other hand.

had no idea what was going on. This

has become the norm in American
politics.

Here in Canada, partisan poli-

tics are no less preposterous. Take
Michael Ignatieff, a man who has

been driving the Liberal Party into

the ground ever since he took over

leadership in late 2008. He chooses
to stick to his self-defeating strat-

egy of blaming the Conservative

government for everything that

goes wrong with Canada. It is ex-

cruciating to hear him launch one
tirade after another against the

Conservatives, as if he knows all

the answers and they don't. Never
mind that Canada is faring much
better than most other countries

in the recession, especially the

United States.

If Ignatieff invest-

ed half as much time

furthering his own
agenda and reach-

ing out to Canadians

as he did blaming

the Conservatives,

he might have been
more successful

than his predeces-

sor, Stephane Dion.

Instead, he remains

an uncharismatic,

uninspiring, out-of-

touch leader who
can't promote him-

self or his party.

It's tempting, then,

to say that partisan-

ship is bad for society. But far be it

for me to say that 1 have no parti-

san leanings whatsoever. It would
also be foolish to say that partisan-

ship is altogether detrimental to a

country. On the contrary, it keeps

political discourse organized and it

provides its members with a sense

of belonging. However, putting on
the ideological blindfold and toe-

ing the party line no matter what
is an absurd tactic. Not only is it

divisive, but it also creates a hos-

tile political environment in which
people cannot reconcile their ideo-

logical differences.

'KHADR'- CONTINUED FROM PG 6

where prisoner mistreatment

would otherwise preclude them,"

as they have been described by
former commissions prosecutor

Lt.-Col. Darrel Vanderveld.

Assuming that the commissions
are willing to overlook international

law and total lack of evidence as

well as "prisoner mistreatment,"

it appears that repatriation is

Khadr's only chance at something

reminiscent of justice.

On the heels of Holder's stark

condemnation, the Harper Con-
servatives genially "acknowledged
the decision...to prosecute Omar
Khadr through the U.S. military

commission system," arguing to

the Canadian Supreme Court that

it has no jurisdiction over the case,

according to the Associated Press.

While it is disconcerting that our

leadership readily endorses Geneva
violations against a national while

refuting the judiciary's authority

to enforce the Charter of Rights

and Freedoms, the opinions of

Harper's follovrers on the matter

are explicitly irrelevant, if not

morally suspect. The executive's

prerogative of diplomatic discretion

does not supersede the human
and constitutional rights of its

citizens—or international law, for

that matter.

It is worth noting that Omar
Khadr, 23 and a Toronto native,

might plausibly be now beginning

his undergrad education at U of T
had the Pentagon had the merest

respect for international law, or

Steven Harper any sense of duty

to uphold the basic rights of

Canadian citizens. Assuming that

Harper's abandonment of Khadr
is not racially prejudicial, the

precedent that he is setting would
leave all Canadians vulnerable

to torture and arbitrary life-

imprisonment abroad. Hopefully,

the Supreme Court will rebuff

Harper's efforts.

'HIGH-FIVES' - CONTINUED FROM PG 6

No matter what happens dur-

ing the act, the responsibility for

the high-five rests on the initia-

tor. Once a high five has been put

in motion, it cannot be stopped
without losing one's honour. The
true first step of a high-five is

making the call over whether to

engage in the first place. It's like

stepping up to bat—you're not

going to swing unless you know
you're going to connect.

It's for this reason that politi-

cians don't high-five. In order to

make that call, you need to com-
mit. A handshake, on the other

hand, is a compromise. It's easier

to fake a good handshake—at

least to the outside parties. High-

fives are inherently transparent

—

they're there for all to see, and it is

for this reason we would like to see

more high-fives in government.

Would you trust a politician with

your puppy?
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CFA®
CANDIDATES:
Two FREE seminars have

been scheduled for 2010

CFA Level I candidates:

Saturday January 9\ 2010:

Quantitative Methods

Saturday January 16*, 2010:

Derivatives

Location : University of Toronto - OlSE Building,

252 Bloor Street West (atop the St. George subway)

Room: TBA

Time : 9:30am - 4:30pm, with 1-hour lunch break.

Sponsor: PASSMAX, an independent exam

preparation entity with one of the highest CFA®

Exam pass rates in the industry. The sessions will be

lead by Krikor Ghanaghounian, CFA, finance instructor

at one the nation's top-ranked MBA schools.

"Beforeyoujoin arpf CFA Exam Prep
Program, make sureyou attend thesefree

sessionsfirst!"

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weekend Scliedule

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Compreliensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

Science & Religion:
Why can't Americans be like Canadians?

MICHAEL RUSE, Lucyle T. Werkmeister Professor of Philosophy and
Director, History and Philosophy of Science Program,

Florida State University.

America is consumed by battles between secular and religious interests,

while in some respects, Canada seems more inclined to aUow religion into

the pubHc sphere. Focusing generally on the history of the science-religion

debate and specifically on the peculiarities ofAmerican history, this talk

tries to explain that paradox.

Monday, November 23, 2009
7:00 p.m.

Isabel Bader Theatre
93 Charles Street West

Free Admission
Seating is on a first-come, first-served basis

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
I ACULTY oi ARTS i. SCIENCE

For more information,

visit www.artsci.utoronto.ca,

contact events@ artscl. utoronto.ca,

or call 416-946-5937.
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A culture of readers

Dispatches from the National Reading Summit

MAY JEONG
Associate Comment Editor

What is it about reading that repels

people? I once had a friend who
used the Chapters gift card her fa-

ther religiously bought her every

Christmas to stock up on Godiva
chocolates. Despite her father's best

intentions, her trip to the bookstore

was always a short, albeit sweet,

one. There was also that friend who
Sparknoted his entire way through

an English literature degree. Or my
little brother, who treats a great

book series as an overpriced set of

door stoppers. Reading is a socially

desired activity, and yet, many of us

would rather go to great lengths to

lie about how often we read rather

than simply picking up the book.

Canada has a surprising level of

non-readers, as four in 10 Canadian

adults struggle to read at even a

high-school graduate level, accord-

ing to ABC Canada. However, the

issue of literacy in this country is a

much more complicated issue than

simply readers vs. non-readers. How
come Canadians are shying away
from reading? Or do we still read,

but not as much as we should? Has
reading been proven to have utili-

tarian value? And what constitutes

reading anyway? Do I have to curl

up with a paper-and-ink hardcover

every evening to be call myself an

avid reader, or will Us Weekly do?

These topics constituted much
of the discussion for over 100 Ca-

nadians who assembled last week
to begin work on a national read-

ing strategy. Librarians, publishers,

educators, writers, poets, and jour-

nalists convened under the theme
of "reading and democracy" to set

the groundwork on what is to be

a three-year plan to imagine and
implement a sound national policy

for reading. If done properly, such

a plan has the potential to ensure

that every Canadian is introduced

to a book (in its many forms) at a

young age, and is encouraged to

read throughout his or her learn-

ing years. Though the participants

disagreed on many things (such as

the pros and cons of Twilight), they

could all agree that this form of ear-

ly engagement builds lifelong read-

ers who, in effect, will contribute to

a healthy democracy.

The conference itself served as

a microcosm for the arguments

being waged right now among
literacy advocates. When Ana
Maria Machado, the famed

Brazilian children's author, opened

the session with the provocative

thought that literacy must be part

How come Canadians are shying away
from reading? Or do we still read, but not
as much as we should? Has reading been
proven to have utilitarian value? And what
constitutes reading anyway?

of the universal human right, Anosh
Irani, the Bombay-born, Vancouver-

based playwright and novelist,

urged that we need to not only

read, but read with a conscience.

There's also the issue of who shows
an interest in the state of national

literacy. Looking around the room,

the tables were occupied by mostly

women, presumably with Master's

degree or PhDs in literature or

library science. The median age

is much older than even other

academic symposia. Though the

homogeneity of the group was
troubling, they made a concerted

effort to pull together from their

varied expertise and experiences.

There seemed to be a general

consensus on the need to bring

business, medicine, industry, and
other institutional disciplines into

the realm of literacy at large.

Perhaps the most important is-

sue looming over the proceedings,

it seemed, was the uncertainty

among literacy advocates about
the transformative influence of

technology. Will Kindle take over

the bookshelves? Is that neces-

sarily such a terrible thought?

While the conference was marked
by a palpable uncertainty over

new media, there was also an ap-

parent sense of openness, includ-

ing from Toronto's poet laureate

Dionne Brand. As Brand declared

her undying affection for book in

its traditional form—"My romance
lies with paper and print"—she

also mentioned that reading offers

the ability to inhabit "the other."

If this is truly the case, she con-

tinued, then perhaps we should

make room for non-traditional

modes or whatever of inhabiting

this "other," whoever it may be.

That is, she pressed on against the

gasps of others, reading must be
encouraged regardless of form

—

whether it comes in a small hand-
held device (such as the Kindle or

the ipod), or on ancient Egyptian

papyrus. Reading is reading, she

argued, and even the reading pur-

ists seemed to nod along, if only

for a moment.
David Booth, a professorial David

Sedaris-like figure and Scholar in

Residence at the Ontario Institute

for Studies in Education agreed. Af-

ter leaving the audience in stitches.

Booth soberly suggested that our

mission is to celebrate the text form

of our time. He argued that instead

of grasping onto Gutenberg, perhaps

it is time to embrace Google. This,

he said, is the only way we will en-

courage true cultural literacy and
allow our schools to create engaged

citizens who will learn the delight of

the first page, and, perhaps also, of

the last scroll.

Whatever form it takes, there was
a definite urgency to the conference

in regard to the need to improve

the general climate around reading.

Chris Spence, director of educa-

tion for the Toronto District School

Board, shared a sobering thought:

penitentiaries in Virginia can now
predict how many cells they will

need based on how many second

grade children perform under the

average literacy rate. Before this

thought could settle in, Raymond
Mar, professor of Psychology at

York University, pressed on. Sharing

his research on reading. Mar began
with the hypothesis that narrative

fiction is the best simulator of social

experience. Mar is interested in the

effect of reading on social reason-

ing, and proceeded to prove this

claim through a study on measuring

empathic abilities of readers and
non-readers. His results offered em-

pirical proof to the statement that

reading correlates with knowledge,

empathy, and reason. At times,

facts and figures speak louder than

words, and it is refreshing and
heartening to see science used in

the explanation of human virtue.

As the summit wound down and

the groups began to collect their

disparate ideas into a coherent

action plan, a few points stood

out over the rest. Most important

was the necessity of a national

culture of reading that celebrates

the multicultural character of

Canadian literature. We are a nation

of Margaret Atwood's long pen

(an electronic device that allows

her to perform long distance book

signings), but also that of Margaret

MacMillan's felt-tipped ones. We
are a nation of Vincent Lam's Giller

Prize, and of Malcolm Gladwell's New
Yorker archives. We are a nation of

many, and the impromptu committee

who has taken on the role of forming

a national reading strategy has an

immense task ahead of them.

Yet, as long as the dialogue con-

tinues, as long as stories are shared,

as long as thoughts are nurtured

and emotions expressed, coming

up with a way to encourage reading

should not be too difficult. After all,

as Thomas King emphatically de-

clares, "Stories are all we are. It is

how we are known, how we imagine

ourselves." How we communicate

them, however, remains to be seen.
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Tweet justice
U of T alums explain that The Second City's Shut Up and Show Us Your Tweets

actually has little to do with social networking

CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH
Varsity Staff

The Second City's 64th revue, Shut Up
and Show Us Your Tweets, is not only

an exceptionally hilarious show—it

also features two U of T alum, Dar-

ryl Hinds and Matthew Reid. The

Varsity caught up with both of them
backstage, where they shared their

thoughts on the world of comedy and
their current show.

THE VARSITY: What was your time

like atUofT?
DARRYL HINDS: It was fantastic-

some of the best times of my life.

I went to the Erindale Campus... it's

unique in that it's a little suburban
community, a little neighbourhood,

a vacuum of people. 1 was doing a

theatre and drama program— it

was a joint practical acting pro-

gram with Sheridan College, but

we also learned theatre and drama
studies at U of T. It was the best of

both worlds. I think it has been in-

valuable in the job that we do— it

really teaches you how to appre-

ciate all the jobs that take place

in the theatre. And never to take

those jobs for granted, because [ev-

eryone] works really hard.

MATTHEW REID: It was a long

time ago. It was cool to have
long hair and goatees at the

time. {Pauses for laugh). Imagine

very little computer use—Inter-

net is pretty unheard of. Social

networks just don't exist at all.

There were some great profes-

sors. 1 took music, theory and
composition. The music scene
was very conservative in its radi-

calism. We were still living in that

world of the 1960s and 1970s.

TV: How did you get into comedy?
DH: Most people who get into

comedy will tell you that they
were a class clown or whatever.
I was a class clown, [though]

I'm not an extroverted person in

nature— I like making my friends

laugh. I never spoke out in class

and I was a pretty straight-laced

kid. I remember it was one re-

cess I started joking around and
doing some impressions of char-

acters from SCTV to my friends.

Two of my friends were there and
about 10 minutes later I noticed

that a crowd of other kids gath-

ered around and were watching
me do these impressions of these

characters. After recess was done,

I looked at my friends and said,

"Yeah. This is what I want to do."

So, it was like one of those pro-

found moments during childhood.

MR: As a toddler, I had a natural

propensity for slipping on banana
peels. Falling out of balconies. May-
be if I made it look like I was doing

these things on purpose, I would
get more attention—good atten-

tion, as opposed to bad attention

that accompanies accidents.

TV: Who were some ofyour
comedic idols?

DH: The majority of the cast of

SCTV. When I was growing up, SCTV
was my Saturday Night Live. 1 didn't

really watch SNL. I watched SCTV
and I'm glad for that. In my opinion,

SCTVhas some of the best sketches

and writing that has ever been on
television, next to Monty Python.

Bill Cosby was a huge influence.

His was actually the first comedy
album that I got. I got a record

which was The Best of Bill Cosby. I

memorized it and recited it to my
parents. Bill Cosby was huge and
Peter Sellers was a huge influence

as well. And Charlie Chaplin was
also a big influence.

MR: In the comedy world, there

[are] the SCTV guys, particularly

Jim Flaherty, Eugene Levy, the

Marx Brothers, particularly Harpo
Marx. Also, Monty Python and John
Cleese in particular. The Goon
Show's Peter Sellers and Spike Mil-

ligan. The comedy side mixed with

the profundity on the music side

kept me balanced.

TV: Give us the take on your cur-

rent show Shut Up and Show Us

Your Tweets.

DH: As most Second City shows go,

the title has very little to do with the

actual show. There is very little stuff

about tweeting in it or social net-

working, per se...rd say it's about

relationships and connections be-

tween people. There is a lot of politi-

cal satire and I think in that way, we
are getting back to The Second City

of the '60s and '70s, because they

were very socially and politically

based. We are never offensive for

[the sake of offensiveness].

MR: There is certainly a lot more in

the show that will shock or piss peo-

ple off. The play is shocking, but still

in the realm of acceptable shocking.

TV: Ifyou didn't do comedy, what

job would you like to have?
DH: Another creative outlet. It

would probably be something in

the visual arts—comic-book draw-

ing or [being] a cartoonist. Actu-

ally, there was a year I took a break

from acting in university and I went
into visual arts, because that was

Darryl Hinds (centre) gets digital in Shut Up and Show Us Your Tweets,

currently running at The Second City.

something that I always wanted to

pursue as well. So I pursued it and I

found out that I really wanted to be

a performer, as opposed to getting

into the visual arts.

MR: Some sort of polemicist, prob-

ably. Writing on economics— it's

an interesting and fascinating sub-

ject. A lot of people have opinions

on it without knowing what the

hell they are talking about. I felt it

was important to "edumacate" my-
self. So, if comedy, writing, or mu-
sic weren't available, then I would
become an economist, a social sci-

entist, or a barber.

Shut Up and Show Us Your Tweets

is now playing at the Second City. For

more info, visit thesecondcity.com.

Happily Everlea after

The friendliest alternative band ever is set to take Toronto by storm

Everlea is (left to right) Brendan Soares, Justin Dube, Casey Shea, and Pat Maclean.

JP KACZUR

On a dreary Sunday evening, I

meet with the recently-relocated

Kingston band Everlea. As I ar-

rive at the Leslieville apartment
of guitarist Casey Shea and singer

Justin Dube, Shea opens the door
and immediately offers me some
jalapeiio poppers. I notice tickets

to the band's upcoming Mod Club
show lying on the living room
floor. The band is visibly excited

to see their name on a profession-

ally printed ticket as a headliner

for the first time.

"We're trying to impress you,"

says the soft-spoken Shea, humble
and sarcastic at once.

The whole band has congregated

to be interviewed, save for the new-

est member, bassist Pat Maclean,

who hasn't yet relocated to Toronto.

(He'll be moving in with drummer
Brendan Soares next month.) I take

a quick look around the modest,

well-kept apartment, hoping to find

evidence of rock star debauchery.

I'm very disappointed—no beer pyr-

amids or coked-out groupies, just

polite girlfriends and appetizers.

We break into the interview with-

out formalities, and the conversa-

tion flows seamlessly. Dube, the

consummate androgynous front-

man, reveals a few tidbits about his

hometown, raving about Kingston's

finest restaurants. When Shea offers

me a beer, it triggers a Pavlovian

response—I finally remember to

turn on my recorder.

"So which bands do you hate?" I in-

vestigate, attempting to stir things up.

The guys politely giggle at the in-

congruity of such a question—mak-

ing fun of other bands just doesn't

make sense to them. I mention recent

emo-scene punching bags Stereos.

Every band hates Stereos, right?

"Some bands adjust their style to

what's cool at the moment— I don't

think that's a bad thing—but it's

just not us," Dube answers, without

a hint of resentment. That's the clos-

est thing to a disparaging remark I

can coax out of them. Something's

not computing—a band that won't

take cheap shots at Stereos, and has

jalapefio poppers ready for their

guests? I'm suspicious. Are they

holding a hostage captive? Have any

of them killed a man?
Why is Everlea so nice?

• • •

Despite Everlea's upcoming show,

things haven't always gone so

smoothly for the four-piece. The
band recently parted ways with

their label, Glassnote Music (home
to Parisian synth-rockers Phoenix,

among others). The story behind

their departure is all too familiar:

A&R person responsible for sign-

ing band departs label, leaving

band in limbo. But Everlea doesn't

seem to think they got a raw deal.

"Being on Glassnote afforded us

many opportunities," Dube notes.

Their relationship with Glassnote

led to them signing with power-

house booking agent The Agency
Group. It's hard not to see the bright

side when you are touring cross-

country with Secondhand Serenade

and opening up for Taking Back Sun-

day at the Kool Haus.

Dube adds, "They still own that

record, and we keep in contact. We
just won't be releasing any more re-

cords with them." Sounds like the

mythical mutual break up we've

all heard about. In Everlea's emo-
tionally stable world, being "just

friends" can work just fine. Don't ex-

pect Everlea to look for a rebound,

either—they're content biding their

time and growing independently.

"The best time to sign a deal is

when you don't need one," Dube
believes. Instead of worrying about
their label situation, Everlea has
turned their attention to honing
their craft. The band doesn't shy
away from writing songs with a

mass audience in mind.

Dube candidly describes his

developing song-writing process.

"Lately I've analyzed songs and
tried to figure out the universal el-

ements that make them great," he
explains. "I just want to find a con-
nection—a universal meaning to my

SEE 'EVERLEA' -PG 10
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Grecian dream
Director Jeremy Hutton moves the action of A Midsummer's Night Dream to turn-of-the-century Athens

EMILY KELLOGG
A&E Associate Editor

The way I see it, I'm directing Shake-

speare for my 70-year-old dad,"

laughs Jeremy Hutton, director of

Hart House Theatre's upcoming
production of A Midsummer Night's

Dream. "My dad always falls asleep

during movies, he always has, ever

since 1 was a kid. So basically when
I'm directing, I stage it as if I'm try-

ing to keep my father awake for the

whole show. And if 1 can do that, 1 feel

like it's a success."

Hutton sits in the bowels of the the-

atre, stroking a newly-sprung scruffy

beard and smiling nervously. In the

brick-laden underbelly of Hart House,

the sounds of a matinee performance

of Romeo and Juliet echo from above,

prompting Hutton to pause every so

often and scan the room thoughtful-

ly. Hutton has worked for Hart House
Theatre for five years, directing their

annual Shakespeare show. This year,

he takes on the energetic and be-

loved comedy A Midsummer Night's

Dream with what he describes as the

best cast he's ever had at Hart House.

"The cast is big, and I feel pretty

lucky to have this kind of talent.

They're strong actors who make strong

choices. I mean, we're not just standing

around and resetting Shakespeare."

WILL SLOAN

^ A&E^ssociateJEditor^^^^

Werner Herzog would like to make
something very clear about his

new film. Bad Lieutenant: Port of

Call New Orleans. You know that

1992 film called Bad Lieutenant?

The one directed by Abel Ferrara,

starring Harvey Keitel, and the

"inspiration" for Herzog's film (at

least according to the studio press

notes)? Forget about it. There's no
relation.

"I know you changed the location

from New York to New Olreans,"

says a journalist at a roundtable

interview with Herzog during this

year's Toronto International Film

Festival, "but how else did you

make this remake your own film?"

"Explain remake, " intones Herzog

gravely in his deep German accent.

"Uh..."

"What is a remake? Explain it."

"Uh...uh...''

He leans forward, and continues

talking in a foreboding monotone.

"Explain it. You are the one who is

challenged now."

"Uh... well, it's based on the film

by Abel Ferrara..."

"No, it is not. How is it based on

the film by Abel Ferrara?"

The journalist is practically

quivering. "Uh...well, it has sort of

a similar... I mean..."

"It is not. What is similar? Not one

scene."

"You're right. It's not similar," she

interjects.

"Okay, so why do you use that

term?" A pause, before his voice

lightens. "Because it is floating

His rendition of the well-known

tale of crossed lovers and fairy tricks

takes place in Athens in the late 19th

and early 20th century—a period

which Hutton believes exemplifies

the paternal and repressed society

that Shakespeare portrayed.

"It's barren, stuffy, dark, mean, pa-

triarchal, and then this gypsy cara-

van pulls up onto the stage, and this

chaos of colour enters the world. The
lovers leave this world into the forest,

where they have license and possibil-

ity," Hutton explains. "With possibil-

ity comes licentiousness. And the

fairies give them freedom. It's free,

transient, moving and flowing. They
go to a place where anything is pos-

sible and everything is permissible."

Hutton explains that they've hired

specific dancer/actors to play the

roles of the gypsy fairies. He also

promises that by the end of the play,

all four of the lovers will have lost

most of their clothing. But, he con-

tinues with a wry grin, there won't be

any breasts or genitalia in the show.
"1 mean, my original idea was

just to get them all naked and cov-

ered in body paint, but the theater

wouldn't go for it," he deadpans. "I

mean, boobies!" He stops.

"No, there's no boobies, and I

didn't actually want them naked,"

he back-peddles, as a member of

around?" Herzog's famously frown-

ing mouth breaks into a smile, and
everyone laughs. "It was just a title

that was owned by one of the pro-

ducers, and they hoped to own
some sort of a franchise. It's noth-

ing to do with the other film."

No kidding. Both films centre

around a corrupt police lieutenant

plunging into sex, drug, and gam-
bling addictions, but where the orig-

inal was gritty, intense, and charged

with Catholic guilt, Herzog's Bad
Lieutenant: Port of Call New Orleans

is more of a weird, over-the-top

ride. If the lieutenant were asked to

make a film about himself while at

his most intoxicated, it would look

something like this.

The film is set in a pungently at-

mospheric post-Katrina New Or-

leans, a nightmare version of the

city where prostitutes are on every

street corner and the sun shines on
the demolished Lower Ninth Ward
so brightly that it's almost cruel.

"The screenplay was written ei-

ther for New York or Detroit," says

Herzog, "and there was a purely fi-

nancial reason. The producer, Avi

Lerner, said, 'Could you consider to

do it in New Orleans? Because we
have these fantastic tax incentives

in Louisiana.' And I said, 'Sure!

Wonderful! Can't get any better!

Let's move it along!'"

"You can see that the city in a way
is a leading character," he contin-

ues, "but I always avoided [having]

the kinds of New Orleans cliches:

Bourbon Street, and jazz musi-

cians, and you just name it. There's

dozens of cliches that I circumnav-

igated... I think New Orleans apart

"I have had a most
rare vision. I have had
a dream, past the wit

of man to say what
dream it was: man is

but an ass, if he go
about to expound
this dream"

A Midsummer Night's Dream,
Act 4, Scene 1

the publicity team looks up from his

desk with a concerned glance.

"But seriously, the show is en-

ergetic, dead sexy, and not your

grandmother's Midsummer., there's

obviously a lot of sexual humour, and
1 have great actors who are ready to

exploit that aspect. And I'm ready

to go down that road as long as it's

hilarious—and not awkward. It's a

hard line to toe, especially because

we have a few high school mati-

nees lined up, with grade nine-ers.

If things get too risque, we get some
teacher complaints." He pauses for a

moment. "I think we might actually

get a few this time around."

"As a director, I like a sense of play,"

from the postcard cliches becomes
very palpable."

This is one of the best movies
of the year, but here's the real

surprise: it's the funniest movie
Herzog has ever made. Framed by
a brilliant, maniacal lead perfor-

mance by Nicolas Cage, Bad Lieu-

tenant starts as a standard police

procedural drama and quickly,

unashamedly descends into crazy-

town. Who but Herzog would fill a

cop drama with lines like, "Don't

you have a lucky crack pipe?" Who
else would have the lieutenant say,

"Shoot him again! His soul is still

dancing!" and then actually show
a corpse's soul dancing? Who else

would be mad enough to have our

hero hallucinate iguanas, and then

linger on the iguanas in extreme
close-up for a full minute?

Herzog describes Bad Lieuten-

ant as a new kind of film noir. "In

the classic '40s, '50s film noir, the

darkness is an all-pervading, op-

pressive force that stifles every-

thing. In this film noir, it's all joy-

ful: a bliss"—he practically licks

his lips on this word—"a bliss of

evil... [Cage] asked me why is [the

lieutenant] so bad? And I said, 'Oh

come on, don't bore me with con-

ceptual questions! Let's focus on
one single thing: there is such a

thing as the bliss of evil.'"

"It seems to me," I say, "that you
took the archetypes of film noir and
sorta kicked them into high gear."

He smiles broadly. "It's probably in

overdrive! It's somewhere beyond
it. It spins not out of control, but it

spins into a different stratum."

An octogenarian journalist

he explains. "1 find that if actors aren't

enjoying what they're doing, the au-

dience can definitely tell. Even if I'm

doing a horribly depressing tragedy,

1 want the actors to have fun, and 1

want the energy to spark."

All in all, Hutton has come a long

way from his first experience with A
Midsummer's Night Dream, where he

led a chorus of Pucks and donned

chimes in. "I don't understand this

'bliss of evil.' I've never felt it. I've

felt bliss of goodness, but 1 don't get

'bliss of evil' at all."

For a moment it appears that

Werner Herzog, that fearsome war-

rior of cinema, willing to risk life

and limb to pull a steamship over

a mountain in Fitzcarraldo or climb

an active volcano in La Soufriere,

is actually at a loss for words. He
smiles again. "Uh...you are speak-

ing of personal life, and 1 am speak-

ing of movies—figments of fan-

tasies. So, sure, we have to make
a distinction." A pause. "And you
have probably lived a blessed life

so far."

She shrugs her shoulders and
shakes her head. Herzog sighs.

"Well, whatever..."

Bad Lieutenant is in theatres

Nov. 20.

bright green trousers, a silver cape,

and nothing else.

"I got quite a few bruises during

that show," he muses.

A Midsummer Night's Dream runs

at Hart House Theatre from Nov.

20 to Dec. 5. Student tickets are

$10-15. For more information, visit

harthousetheatre.ca.

'EVERLEA'- CONTINUED FROM P69

lyrics. Take my experience and take

it from a personal to a universal lev-

el that everyone can understand. It

took me a long time to stop being in-

secure and self-conscious. The goal

is just to write good songs."

But sometimes, writing good
songs isn't enough. In a saturated

music market, simply being good
at what you do isn't going to help

you find success. But Everlea be-

lieve their honesty and commit-
ment is what separates them.

"1 think bands more thein ever have

to be genuine," Dube argues before

being interrupted. The generally sub-

dued Shea interjects, "Some bands

make great albums; they just don't

keep with it. It's all about persistence."

• • •

1 ask Everlea a more difficult ques-

tion: "Do you ever think about
fucking life and quitting this mu-
sic shit?"

In unison they agree, "Yes."

When prodded about what they

would do if they weren't in Ever-

lea, they draw a collective blank. It

appears their thoughts of quitting

aren't as legitimate as their desire

to continue.

"Casey would be a crane opera-

tor," Dube busts Shea's balls as he

shoves some homemade lentil loaf

in my mouth.
"I don't wanna be a crane op-

erator, man. If 1 wanted to be any-

thing else I wouldn't be doing this,"

Casey rebuts. Soares chimes in, "I

love this kind of lifestyle." He kept

quiet during most of the interview

but he knows when to pick his

spots: "These last few years have

been the best of my life."

Why is Everlea so nice? The an-

swer is not as sinister as I specu-

lated. They love what they do.

Everlea plays the Mod Club with Crush

Luther on Saturday, Nov. 21. For more

information, visit everlea.com.

Lieutenant Werner
Bad Lieutenant director Herzog explains 'there is such a thing as the bliss of evi
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Best poets' society
Prof. Albert Moritz searched far and wide to create his new Canadian poetry anthology

EMILY KELLOGG
A&E Associate Editor

"I don't like the idea of character-

izing my own poetry. 1 liiie sitting

in the middle of it and thinking of

it as being incomprehensibly vast

and various."

Professor Albert Moritz speaks
slowly, searching with determina-

tion for the perfect combination
of words in conversation. As the

poet, academic, and former jour-

nalist speaks about the written

word, Moritz's reverence for craft

and passionate opinions about
the role of poetry in society al-

most mask a disarmingly wry
sense of humour.
The professor of Victoria Col-

lege's Vic One program, who has

written poetry his entire life, re-

calls with irony his first poem: a

lyrical eight lines written in ballad

form, celebrating the pastoral plea-

sures of working in his garden.
"1 was very close to nature," he

states solemnly, before breaking

down into a small smile.

His passionate undertakings

have taken him from his career

as a poet working part-time gigs

in journalism and advertising to

get by to a successful publishing

career. Moritz was awarded the

Griffin Prize in poetry in June for

his collection The Sentinel. The
award honours one Canadian and
one international poet a year,

and past winners have included

Margaret Atwood and Michael

Ondaatje.

More recently, Moritz just finished

working as the guest editor for the

second annual collection. The Best

Canadian Poetry in English, which
launched on Nov. 11.

Moritz gestures to his packed
bookshelves, cluttered with stacks

of literary magazines covered in

post-it notes.

"You can see some of the re-

mains of the project on my shelf,"

he explains. "1 went through all of

the issues printed in 2008 of about
54 magazines. It was a hard work,

because it was a lot of work. But it

was good to survey a year's work
across Canada. And while you
can't claim that there isn't a lot of

material that's mediocre and bor-

ing, there's a surprising amount
that's very good."

"1 look for the combination of

energy or power with perfection,"

he continues. "Often people think

those two things are separate. But

that separation is a cliche of our

time, and represents nothing but

weak thinking. Something that is

excellent is going to maintain the

maximum power within the maxi-

mum finish. It will have both energy

and beauty."

The Best Canadian Poetry in Eng-

lish contains 50 works by 50 sepa-

rate Canadian authors. A list of the

magazines surveyed appears in

the index of the collection, as well

as a note from each author repre-

sented. Moritz also authored an
introductory essay about the state

of Canadian poetry today.

"Although there's many things

that you can discover in the

anthology, there is a kind of theme
of a great respect for being. This

respect comes through a focus on
a specific subject, and a respect

or veneration for the things that

exist, and that we see. It might be
a person observed in the street,

or some kind of an old abandoned
building, but there is this respectful

attentiveness towards the 'thing'

and its relation to reality," he says

as he begins to explain the role of

poetry in society.

"Poetry is the combination of

looking with venerating attention

at reality, and at the same time, by
that same method, provoking ship-

wreck in human concepts," he ex-

plains. "Poetry is freer than other

human endeavours. It's the place

where you'll find truth spoken.

You'll see inspiring things, and ter-

rifying things, and you'll go beyond
reality into a realm of concepts. In

this way, poetry is the most central

human endeavour. That is also why
it is the most ignored."

Moritz explains that for him,

the hallmark of good writing or

creating is complete absorption.

Writing poetry is his entrance

into "a time that is both outside of

time and before time." His passion

and reverence for the craft is

refreshing, and his rhetorical

awareness of the meaning of

poetry is compelling.

Ultimately, Moritz explains that

poetry is not limited as an intel-

lectual endeavour, and that no
creator functions under the pres-

sure of considering the impact of

their creation on society. Instead,

poetry and poetical inspiration

are available to everyone, all the

time. Often there are moments of

awareness that some notice, and

others miss.

"1 might be standing some-
where—and 1 think that almost

everybody has had this kind of

experience—and suddenly, from

up in front of you flies a bird, and
maybe it's a bright red bird, but

because you've been startled, or

because of your receptivity at

that moment, it suddenly seems
to you an appearance out of no-

where like a messenger sent to

you. And at least for a moment,
you think, you'll remember it al-

ways. And maybe you'll realize

that in every moment, and in ev-

ery appearance, there could be
the vastness and wonder that you
felt. That's inspiration."

The Best Canadian Poetry in English

is published by Tightrope Books.
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Microchip eases breast cancer monitoring

PhD student Noha Mousa is part of a research team that has developed the latest advancement in estrogen measurement. The lab-on-a-chip is a microchip that can carry out multiple lab processes

simultaneously, and analyzes tissue samples within minutes.

PHOEBE UGUY

A group of physicians and engineers at

U of T have developed a new estrogen

measurement method; the latest ad-

vancement in monitoring individuals

with a high risk of breast cancer

Using digital microfluidic technol-

ogy, resccirchers can detect high levels

of estrogen, which has been linked to

increased risk of breast cancer.

"Normally, measuring estrogen in

[humans] would require us to take a

large part of the breast and extract

the estrogen from complex breast tis-

sue to be sent for analysis," explains

Dr. Noha Mousa, a final-year PhD stu-

dent in medicine and one of the pri-

mary co-authors for the paper on the

investigation. "This is very difficult

and requires us taking quite a large

sample from the individual."

Tlie conventional method for mea-

suring estrogen levels is an invasive

and painful biopsy and the technique

is not used often. Analyzing the ex-

tracted tissue also requires hours of

laboratory work because estrogen is

embedded within a complex network

of cells.

U of T researchers developed a

method which employs the science

of microfluidics to create a "lab-on-a-

chip" that will make it easier for scien-

tists to extract and analyze estrogen.

The device electrically manipulates

tiny droplets of fluid across the surface

of a microchip. Electrical currents pu-

rify and separate these minute drop-

lets, allowing them to be analyzed. The
lab-on-a-chip enables scientists to use

only a tiny sample of blood, serum,

or breast tissue to extract hormones,

such as estrogen. The results can be

analyzed within minutes, making it

easier for scientists to monitor individ-

uals with a higher risk of breast cancer.

In addition to determining estro-

gen levels, this technique has many
other useful applications. It can iden-

tify whether breast cancer therapy is

working, test for problems like infertil-

ity, or detect illegal doping in athletes.

"We are also developing this tech-

nique to check for the efficiency of anti-

estrogen medication in patients," adds

Mousa. "Usually, the anti-estrogen

medication cannot be checked to see if

it is working properly until the patient

is diagnosed in some way, by which

time it is too late. By checking the ef-

fects of the medication earlier, the op-

tion to switch to different anti-estrogen

medication is possible."

The project, which started over two

years ago, brings together physicians,

chemists, and engineers. Aaron Wheel-

er, director of the Wheeler Microfluid-

ics Lab in the Department of Chemis-

try, and his team had been developing

the lab-on-a-chip to move generally

simple fluids prior to the collaboration.

"Something like this had not been

done before, so we wanted to use a

small amount of breast tissue, at first,"

explains Mousa. "We decided to try it

and the first experiment was success-

ful, so that certainly gave us a big push

to continue with the investigation."

While this estrogen measure-

ment method is still relatively new,

it provides a whole new range of

possibilities.

"Our long-term goals for the proj-

ect would certainly be to be able to

integrate this technique into practice,

but right now we are in our validation

stage, making sure that the technique

can cover a wide concentration of

samples, as there are varying concen-

trations of estrogen in different indi-

viduals."

Mousa works under the supervision

of Robert F. Casper of the Department

of Obstetrics and Gynecology in the

Faculty of Medicine as well as under

Wheeler Mais Jebrail, a PhD candidate

in chemistry, is another lead author of

the paper published in Science Transla-

tional Medicine.

"The most interesting part of this in-

vestigation was definitely the collabo-

ration of different types of scientists,"

says Mousa. "I am very fond of working

with them. Certainly, I don't know as

much of the engineering and chemis-

try aspect, but I think that we would

not have been able to do it alone, and

likewise [Wheeler's lab] would not

have been to do it alone, so we all ben-

efited from the collaboration."

Explain my BRAIN WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

The science behind drugs

No, we're not talking about prescription

drugs or any of that over-the-counter busi-

ness. Recreational drugs aren't exactly un-

common on a university campus, so it's al-

ways handy to know what's happening when
some of this stuff is kicking around in your

brain and body.

Recreational drugs are psychoactive

—

which means that they can alter mental, emo-
tional, or behavioural functioning by interact-

ing with neurotransmitters (chemicals that

relay signals between neurons) in the brain.

By amplifying or reducing the messages sent

to neurons, neurotransmitters modulate the

activity of certain brain systems, and as a re-

sult, change mood and behaviour

Different drugs have varying effects be-

cause they can control the release or reuptake

of specific neurotransmitters. For example,

stimulants like cocaine and amphetamines

work to increase levels of the neurotransmit-

ter dopamine. Dopamine is linked with the

reward centres in the brain, and is thought

to be responsible for the elated and energetic

high produced from stimulants. However, ex-

cessive dopamine levels are also linked with

psychosis and schizophrenia. That's why
using stimulants can cause psychotic symp-
toms, like paranoia or delusions.

Sedatives are another story. Unlike stimu-

lants which increase behavioural activity,

sedatives work to slow down activation in

the central nervous system. There's a reason

they call 'em downers. The desired effect is

a state of euphoria, relaxation, and reduced

anxiety. Sedatives tend to increase levels of

the neurotransmitter GABA, which in turn

inhibits communication between neurons to

slow down behavioural activity.

Those who take opiates exhibit similar ef-

fects. While euphoric and relaxed feelings can

result from opiates like morphine and heroin.

they also dull pain. Opiate drugs mimic the

chemical structure and action of endorphins,

the body's natural pain relievers. Strenuous

exercise, orgasm, and even eating red chilli

peppers all provide an endorphin kick. Re-

search also shows that acupuncture triggers

the release of endorphins into the body.

MDMA, or ecstasy, is a compound drug

related to amphetamines and hallucinogens.

It increases release of the neurotransmitter

serotonin, and its effects include alertness,

sensations of euphoria, and deepened insight

and empathy. Although it was chemically for-

mulated in the early 1900s, it didn't become
popular until '90s rave culture hit the scene,

and has stayed on ever since. Apart from that

short-term euphoric state, ecstasy's long-

term effects include memory problems and
depression.

But the most widely used recreational

drug, apart from alcohol, is cannabis. Wheth-
er it's hashish, THC, or your good friend Mary
Jane, cannabis produces feelings of relaxed

euphoria and enhanced sensory awareness.

While it's often seen as harmless or even ben-

eficial, cannabis can lead to diseases in the

pulmonary system, and increase the risk of

severe mental illnesses like schizophrenia

and bipolar disorder.

A lot of research goes into studying just

how we get hooked. Studies show that there

are both psychological and physiological el-

ements to drug addiction. First, there's the

psychological element of positive reward:

taking the drug feels good. In one experi-

ment, rats frantically pressed a lever to re-

ceive morphine injections, even though the

doses weren't potent enough to cause physi-

cal dependence. On the physical side, drug

users can become dependent because modi-

fying the brain's normal chemistry causes

structural and functional changes. Once drug
use stops, the user experiences extremely

unpleasant withdrawal symptoms as the

brain tries to reregulate its functions in the

absence of the drug.

So whether it's uppers or downers, cocaine

or cannabis, recreational drugs work by
changing signalling processes in your brain.

Mind-blowing, isn't it?
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The Earth's crust demystified
Geologists uncover the truth about the origin of valuable mineral

ALEXANDRA IRENA EREMIA

A recent study has revealed that

"earthly" minerals such as rhodium

and platinum did not originate from

our beloved blue planet. U of T geol-

ogy professor James Brenan collabo-

rated with William McDonough at the

University of Maryland to outline a

new theory explaining the existence

of certain metals in the Earth's crust.

Brenan and McDonough simulated

the extreme temperature conditions

that occurred during the Earth's for-

mation. This allowed them to measure
the proportion of metals that would

have remained after the Earth's tem-

perature cooled. Through their inten-

sive research, they demonstrated that

metals such as platinum, rhodium,

and iridium (from the platinum metal

group) should have been completely

eliminated from the Earth's outermost

layer as a result of high temperatures.

"The only alternative [to this con-

clusion] is that they must have come
in externally in the form of extrater-

restrial rain," says Brenan. "This mete-

orite [rain shower], which we termed

the late veneer, happened about 100

million years ago and brought back

a lot of the minerals which were [ini-

ticdly] lost to the core."

Brenan examined the platinum

metal group behaviour to verify

the effects of the late veneer. He ex-

plains, "[these metals] are the ones
which we can detect most readily.

[They] are normally present in such
low concentrations in the Earth's

crust that we can see the fingerprint

of the meteorite."

Although many types of meteor-

ites existed in the solar system at the

time of the late veneer, the chondrite

is the meteorite that is most likely to

have produced Earth's current min-

eral mix. "[A chondrite] has about the

same composition of what we think

the Earth started as. In fact, it has

about the same composition as the

sun," explains Brenan. "[If] just a little

bit of that hit the Earth and mixed in

[with the rock], it could account for all

that we see today."

The original theory of Earth's forma-

tion posed that a small planet about

the size of Mars hit the Earth and pro-

vided it enough energy to melt almost

completely. This process allowed the

metals to separate towards the centre

of the Earth while the rock separated

out to form the outer crust layer.

In order to explain the presence

of minerals on Earth's outer layer

from the traditional theory, a theory

emerged in the early '90s that at high

enough temperatures, some of these

metals would have been left at the

surface rather than concentrated

in the core. "The idea was kicked

around, yet a lot of people thought it

was wrong. It was a theoretical model,

but people still held to it because it al-

lowed a slightly different viewpoint,"

comments Brenan.

Experimental work soon followed to

verify the process and test traditional

theory. "[While the theory was] par-

tially verified, our results were much
more extensive and comprehensive.

There is no way that can happen

—

there is no internal process through

which these elements could be left be-

hind on the rocky part of the earth,"

explains Brenan.

While relatively recent geologic

events such as the creation of the

Chicxulub crater in the Gulf of Mexico

(mark of the meteorite believed to

have led to the extinction of the dino-

saurs) and the Sudbury basin in On-

tario have followed a similar pattern,

these events are much younger them

the late veneer. "[The late veneer]

occurred when there was no crust.

Sudbury was hit 1.5 billion years ago

when there was a significant amount

of this very thin layer of crust," ex-

plains Brennan. The crust is what pre-

served the meteorite's impact.

Brenan and McDonough's theory

has possible applications in the field of

resource extraction. "Certainly there

has been talk about mining asteroids,

that is simply because an asteroid that

was formally a core of planet which

would be filled with such metals [com-

pared with the Earth's crust]."

At the same time, Brenan acknowl-

edges that science is not the sole

driving factor for this type of expan-

sion. "The bottom line is how valuable

these metals are compared to the cost

of trying to get them. Before the eco-

nomic downturn, rhodium was trad-

ing at $10,000 an ounce—there is no

substance that is more valuable."

The study will be extended to cre-

ate a complete data set for all the plati-

num group metals to provide a more
complete and comprehensive picture.

Brenan adds, "In Canada, we have an

abundance of these resources, so this

research is applicable [to the resource

extraction industry]."
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The best game you can name

The Campus Police score one of four goals on Legendary Hockey Heroes goaltender and women's Olympian Sami Jo Small.

Campus Police charity

hockey event against

former NHLers was a

great success

GRACE IM

The goalies jumped, the players

bumped, and the fans all went in-

sane on Nov. 10 at Varsity Arena. The
University of Toronto Campus Police

were given the impossible challenge

of facing off against former NHL greats

and hockey legends. They were over-

matched, and in the end, the Legend-

ary Hockey Heroes, led by former

Toronto Maple Leaf Borje Salming,

proved to be too much for our under-

dogs, clobbering them 8-4.

Though the Campus Police were

short on talent, they were not short on

heart. The charity event raised around

$10,000 dollars towards Variety Village,

a sports facility that offers a variety of

programs for kids with disabilities no

matter their skill level. And at the end

of the night, that was the only number
that mattered.

"This is amazing," said Variety Vil-

lage program co-ordinator Cathy

Price, who vias in attendemce at the

event alongside other representatives

of the charity. "This will allow us to

continue developing and implement-

ing the programs for individuals with

special needs."

"It's great. Any time we could

come out and help for charity, that's

what we're here for. That's why the

guys come out," said former NHLer
Tom Fergus.

Whether you are an experienced vet-

eran of the game or a newcomer to the

experience, there was something for

everyone at this quintessentially Ca-

nadian event. If it was TSN's Rod Black

hamming up the crowd as the game's

referee and mcister of ceremonies or

the beautiful figure-skating display

from Black Ice—one of Canada's top

synchronized figure-skating teams

—

the crowd received a stunning show.

The Campus Police put up a good

battle, helped by a gift of Timbits

doughnuts from Rod Black at the start

the game. They were led by one of their

prized gems, a former Belleville Bulls

goaltender and University of Toronto

Pharmacy student Eric Tobia, the only

one brave enough to spend 60 minutes

getting shot at by Hockey Hall of Fam-

ers, particularly Glenn Anderson, who
came out of the game with a hat-trick

against him. But he also provided some
spectaculcir saves to the appreciation

of the crowd and friends who came out

to support him.

"No one actuallywanted to go against

these guys because they were way too

good. So I think I was just lucky enough

and probably a little dumb enough to

do it," laughed Tobia afterward. "1 knew
what we were going to get into."

The only team equal to the task of

facing the former NHLers entered the

game halfway through the second pe-

riod. Barely three feet tall, the team of

Tim Horton's Timbits stormed Canada's

Women's Olympic Team goalie Sami Jo

Small's crease, eliciting the evening's

loudest cheers. After we saw them slide

the puck inside the goal three times,

the NHLers conceded defeat, and the

five-year-olds skated off the ice with a

replica of the Stanley Cup to the tune of

Queen's "We Are the Champions."

"I went in the dressing room cifter-

wards with the kids, and what a thrill

for them," said a grinning Rod Black af-

ter the game. "You see these little kids'

faces and their eyes were bright and

they were all smiling."

After months of work by event orga-

nizers John Sinclair and Sean Tompa,

this unbelievable event unfolded to

wild success in its first year. Everyone

left with a smile on their face and a last-

ing memory.

"Thank you so much for having us

here. It's a great event and everyone at

Variety Village had a great time and a

special thanks to John Sinclair and his

team for organizing it. It's fantastic. Our
individuals loved it and this is a great

experience for them," beamed Price.

"It was a blast," said a giddy Tompa
afterward.

"It was awesome that 1 could be a

part of this," said Bob Probert.

And that evening, the good old

hockey game was the best game you

could name.

Hoop dreams
Men's basketball has high hopes for the season

J)ANIEL TSIOKOS

The Varsity Blues men's basketball team is deter-

mined. After a successful preseason where they

went 9-1, the Blues came into their season open-

er ranked sixth in the CIS. But for them, that still

wasn't good enough.

"We know that this is our year, and we want to

get it done this year," said fifth-year veteran Nick

Snow. Snow is one of four fifth-year starters on this

season's team, a team that also has 12 returning

players. "Everybody's on the same page. Our inten-

sity in practices this year is way better than it was

last year."

Nick Magalas, U of Ts starting point guard,

shares the same sentiment, that keeping the core

intact can yield nothing but positive results. "Con-

fidence is key, in any aspect of life," he said. "We've

been in a lot of tough games that have come down
to the wire, and earlier in our careers we lost those

games. Now, we're starting to win them."

"We're a very close-knit group of guys," added

fifth-year starter Rob Paris. "I don't know a group

of guys who want it more them we do. We're past

the individual awards, we want to make it as a

team, and we want this specific team to be solidi-

fied as one of the greatest U of T basketball teams

in history, and we have the capability of doing that.

I've been here for five or six years and we haven't

made it to Nationals once. It's going to happen now,

and it's going to happen with this group of guys be-

cause we know what it takes and we want it more

than anybody."

There is one thing Magalas would like to see

changed for the regular season from their 9-1 pre-

season record: "Minus the one," he said with com-

plete confidence.

After last season's heartbreaking loss to Ottawa

in the OUA East semifinal, the two teams met again

in the preseason, and the Blues would get their re-

venge in an overtime win. "[It] was good because

it shows we're resilient. We came back from a loss

last year, a devastating one, and we went right

down to the wire and we didn't give up," Magalas

proudly declared. "We're going to come out num-

ber one or number two in the East," said Paris,

"and we're going to be ready."

It turned out that the Blues' season opener

on Nov. 6 to the Laurier Golden Hawks at home
would be one more test of their resilience. An-

other overtime game resulted in victory for

the Blues, 92-89, spurred by an inspiring per-

formance on Paris's part. The shooting guard

scored 30 points, including six three-pointers,

had five assists, and also came up with a couple

of key blocks late in the game. "I set him up, and

he knocks them down," joked Magalas. "It's like

a domino game. He's got the touch, and if all of

us get the ball to let him do what he does best,

which is shoot, then we'll be successful."

The Blues lost the following night to the Wa-
terloo Warriors, 58-55, but over the two-game

weekend, Drazen Glisic scrambled for a com-
bined 25 rebounds, with 13 of them offensive.

"That was huge," exclaimed Snow. "When you

get those second chances, not only do you get

an extra chance to shoot, but you demoralize

the other team because they have to play de-

fence for another 24 seconds."

Unfortunately, Snow was unable to play in the

game against Waterloo due to illness, nor could he

play in the Nov. 13 game at McMasten "He's one of

the best big men in the OUA. He obviously changes

the dynamic of the game for the team," said Paris.

"1 think when one guy goes we usually pick up the

slack for them. We can win without Nick Snow, we
can win without Rob Paris, and we can win without

Nick Magalas. We're a team and we've embraced

this team concept to the fullest."

McMaster is the fourth-ranked team in the CIS,

and Paris understood the significance of this game.

"They're the best team next to Carleton in the

OUA. A lot of people are going to count us out for

that game, but I think with being the sixth-ranked

team in the country, the sky's the limit for us.

The Blues ended up winning against the Maraud-

ers without Nick Snow, 77-67, led by Pat Sewell's

21 points, six rebounds, and five steals. Despite

Snow's return to the lineup the following night in

Thunder Bay and Sewell's 20 points and eight re-

bounds, the Blues came up just short, losing 68-67

to the Lakehead Thunderwolves.

The 2-2 Blues are on the road again next

weekend, playing Brock on Nov. 20 and Guelph

on Nov. 21. The Blues play their next home
games on Nov. 27 and 28, versus Windsor and

Western, and are hoping for the same fan turn-

out as in the home opener. "It was great," said

Snow of the fan support. "They were like a sixth

man out there. They were loud, they were ex-

cited, and 1 think 1 overheard that it was our

biggest turnout for a home opener."

Snow, Glisic, and Sewell will continue to dom-
inate the glass and lock down the paint defen-

sively as they have in the first four games this

year. Glisic is averaging 9.5 rebounds per game
so far, and Sewell is contributing another 8.5

per game. Paris is scoring 17 points per game
to start the season, and Magalas is right be-

hind him with 16 points per game.

This season's Blues team is truly something to

be excited about. Paris and Magalas will look to

improve on last season's performances, when they

were voted OUA East Second-Team All-Stars, and

give the Blues one of the OUA's most potent perim-

eter offences and aggressive perimeter defence.
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Live from Toronto
GRACE IM gives you the scoop on the first CIS soccer tournament at U of T

Thursday, Nov. 12
This was a long day of soccer at

Varsity Centre. With four quarter-

final games starting at 11 a.m. and
going past 9 p.m., it perhaps was a

bit too much soccer for my tastes. I

didn't stay very long to watch all the

games or competitions live, for the

sake of a sore behind and cold feet.

It was not for lack of trying. But

when you have two overtime games
that extended the action for at

least an extra hour and a half, you
find yourself wishing for the great

indoors after awhile in what was
quickly becoming the freezing cold

concrete stadium stands. Thank-

fully, SSN Canada would provide

some very useful webcasts of all 11

games in the tournament, including

the tense back-breakers that some
of the Thursday games became. It

meant that 1 could go home, boot

up the computer and view at my lei-

sure, without worrying about freez-

ing to death as soon as the sun went
down.

I will say that the competition in

the CIS men's soccer tournament
out of British Columbia looked
absolutely top notch and are right-

fully the favourites to go to the fi-

nal. Trinity Western University is

in fact the defending champion,
and as far as 1 saw in their 1-0 win
against the University of Prince

Edward Island, they looked like a

real threat to repeat.

Friday, Nov. 13
Today was a shorter day, with only

two games. But as they were conso-

lation games played by the losers of

Thursday's games, it left me a little

less intrigued at the results.

One of the games involved both

teams from the Atlantic University

Sports conference in a battle that

thankfully did not go into overtime,

though it was close—UPEl would
manage to score the lone goal in the

93rd minute.

The other game was a familiar

all-Ontario University Athletics

meeting between Toronto and York

in the consolation semi-final, with

Toronto just managing to come out

on top of the defending OUA cham-
pions, holding on with a 1-0 win.

Needless to say, York had a disap-

pointing tournament this year. They
really should have done better, but

unfortunately, they came out on the

wrong side of the dice in both their

games this tournament.

Saturday, Nov. 14
Where did all these Trinity Western
Spartan fans come from? 1 couldn't

believe how pro-Spartan the crowd
was watching the semi-final game
against Queen's. One would have

thought that the "home" team
Queen's would have been the more
popular team of the two.

Queens led 1-0 in the game and
had they held it, it could have been

one of the biggest upsets in the

tournament. However, Trinity West-

ern tied it with only moments left,

resulting in the tournament's third

overtime game and another rear-

numbing experience. In overtime.

Trinity Western proved why they

Balls of fury
U of T heats up table tennis tournament

On Nov. 14, the U of T Table Tennis Club competed in the annual fall tournament at the Athletic Centre.

KEVIN DRAPER
Associate Sports Editor

The University of Toronto's ping-pong

enthusicists congregated on Nov. 14 in

the Upper Gym of the Athletic Centre,

to take part in the U of T Table Tennis

Club annual fall tournament. Along

with 14 other players, 1 played in the

morning's recreational event, while 33

played in the competitive bracket in

the afternoon.

Each bracket featured three games
of round robin play, after which play-

ers with winning records advanced to

one playoff bracket while those with

losing records played a separate one.

All in all, four divisions awarded med-
als to the top three finishers.

Taking the first division (the win-

ners of the competitive tournament's

round robin) was Frederick Chiu, who
beat Mahdi Hajiaghayi in the final. Ted

Liu won the match for third place after

losing in the semi-finals. All three play-

ers are provincially ranked and play

tournaments regularly. In the com-
petitive division's consolation bracket

(the second division). Sunny Zhou
triumphed over Bo Chen in the final,

while Shengqing Gu finished third.

In the recreational tournament, Wil-

bur Li beat Chris Cheung for the third

division title, and Ataa Elahi notched

third place. Jose Enrique beat me in

the final of the fourth division, and

Tony Chu won the third place medal.

UTTTC has hosted tournaments

twice a year, once in the fall semester

and once in the winter, since around

2002, according to tournament direc-

tor Oscar Del Rio. All students and

faculty are welcome to play.

In addition to the tournaments,

UTTTC also holds ping-pong practice

sessions three times a week during

the school year in the Athletic Centre.

Any member of the U of T community
can register for these sessions. The
club also hosts the men's and women's

table tennis teams, the former having

finished sixth in North America last

year and the latter, second.

Both teams are preparing for the

National Collegiate Table Tennis As-

sociation's eastern division tourna-

ment this coming Saturday, which

will determine which team represents

Canada at the North American cham-
pionship in April.

The next UTTTC tournament is

scheduled forMarch 20, 2010.

are the defending champions, large-

ly dominating the play. But they

saved all their finishes for penalty

kicks, where five players beat the

Queen's goalkeeper five times amid

huge cheers as they move on to the

championship game.

I'm not crazy about these single-

elimination tournaments. 1 under-

stand it is the best solution with re-

gards to time but 1 can't help but feel

that in doing so, it leaves a little too

much to chance in terms of which

teams move on, and which teams

get eliminated from gold medal con-

tention. Take the Montreal and UBC
semi-final game. As far as I'm con-

cerned, UBC's offensive game was
superior to Montreal's. But Montre-

al had lucky horseshoes stuffed in

their cleats. Their defence stopped

what should have been at least two

sure-fire goals as they preserved

their 1-0 lead for the win. Even the

only goal of that game seemed to

have been the product of a lucky

break.

UBC was the better team as far

as I was concerned, but because of

a bad break, they won't be playing

their biggest rivals in the gold med-
al game.

The consolation final saw the Var-

sity Blues rise above their UPEl op-

ponents. They played one of their

best games in a long time as they

put in a complete team game that

would allow them to finish in fifth

place in the tournament after not

even making the OUA semi-finals
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Good things come in twos

Men's and women's volleyball teams pick up two wins

each over weekend

MATT McKAY

The Varsity Blues men's volleyball

team capped a perfect weekend
by sweeping away a helpless York
Lions team (25-18, 25-15, 25-18) Sat-

urday night at the U of T Athletic

Centre, raising their winning streak

to three.

Looking confident and comfort-

able, the Blues clearly played off

the momentum from their thrilling

win against the Ryerson Rams (20-

25, 23-25, 25-22, 27-25, 15-9) Friday

night when they came back from

two sets down to win in five.

The team is starting to find its

identity as players such as Matthew
Stefanoff, Mike Manning, and Adam
Palmer, who struggled at the begin-

ning of the season, are starting to

play up to their potential.

Just two weeks ago you could be

excused for writing off the team
after they dropped four straight to

start the season. However, in their

Nov. I loss to the Waterloo War-

riors, a hard-fought five-set match,

the team began to show signs of life.

Three matches later, including com-

ing back twice from two sets down
to win a blowout over York, the team
has not just turned a corner, but

have done a full U-turn.

On Saturday, the Blues starters

played nearly flawlessly, denying

York the chance to score more than

18 points in any one set as they

dominated on offense (with 39 kills

to York's 23) and on defence (30 digs

to 25 and 11 blocks to three), while

winning each set by an average of

eight points.

Key to the Blues' dramatic come-
back over Ryerson on Friday was
their exploitation of their oppo-

nents' Achilles' heel: liberos Antho-

ny Kentris and Robert Earl.

Clearly targeted by Blues' serv-

ers, both Kentris and Earl struggled

mightily, highlighted by their inabil-

ity to pass the ball anywhere near

one of their teammates. This also

contributed largely to the Blues'

season-high nine service aces on
the match.

The women had a much easier

time taking care of business, need-

ing only seven sets to win both

matches over the weekend.

On Saturday, however, it was the

Lions who roared out of the gate,

taking just 20 minutes to hammer
the Blues 25-14 in the first set.

Blues head coach Kristine Dra-

kich quickly calmed down her

troops, as her team responded by
dominating the next three sets (25-

10, 25-18, 25-19).

On Friday, Blues' star player

Heather Bansley made a triumphant

return to court against Ryerson af-

ter starting the season in Thailand

competing for Canada's national

beach volleyball team. Bansley

picked up where she left off, lead-

ing the team with seven kills and 15

digs as the Blues cruised to victory

in straight sets (25-21, 25-20, 25-15).

Another positive from the week-

end was the play of rookies Alexan-

dra Hudson and Rebecca Crosier.

Both proved they are more then ca-

pable of handling the pressures that

come with being starters and both

were instrumental in the Blues vic-

tory over Ryerson, chipping in with

five kills each. Crosier also had a big

day behind the service line, leading

all players with five aces.

The Varsity Blues' Adam Palmer prepares to spike the ball in Saturday's 3-0

win against York.
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this year. And it really felt good to

see them achieve this success. After

two years of severe disappointment

in the playoffs, it was time to see

their hard work pay off on this huge
stage. 1 can only hope they will learn

from it and be able to apply the ex-

perience to the team next year.

Sunday, Nov. 14
It's finally the finals! After watching

live nine games on my computer

these past three days, I'm about

done with watching soccer for the

next little while. Too much of a good
thing isn't always a good thing.

Queen's opened the scoring in the

bronze medal game against UBC,

but like yesterday, couldn't hold

onto their lead as they eventually

fell 2-1. 1 have to give Queen's a lot

of credit. They did twice as good
as 1 expected them to in this tour-

nament, coming within a minute of

facilitating a major upset. Athough
they fell short of the podium in fall-

ing to the better team, they indi-

cated that with another year, they

probably could prove to be a dan-

gerous threat to British Columbia's

women's soccer supremacy.

The gold medal game was yet

another long affair. Trinity Western

and Montreal would play their way
to a nil-nil stalemate amid some re-

ally mind-numbing defence that was
broken only in penalty kicks won by
Trinity Western, marking them as

the third team in history to success-

fully defend a CIS women's soccer

championship title.

1 didn't expect the game to go to

penalty kicks, but 1 did expect the

final result. Trinity Western was
clearly the best team in that game
and even the best team in the tour-

nament. They play at a competition

level above what I saw from some of

the other teams in the tournament,

which was a treat to watch.

Overall, 1 was very impressed

walking away from the event, both

with the quality of the athletes and

the high standard of production

provided by the University of Toron-

to, which hosted the event. My only

wish is that the stands didn't appear

as empty as they did at times during

the tournament, which seemed to

exemplify the lack of student aware-

ness to these kinds of events at the

university. But for those that were

there to witness it, the energy was
vibrant and exciting

For complete coverage of the

Varsity Blues' CIS performance,
'

see www.thevarsity.ca

On Nov. 12, the Blues lost 3-2 to the Montreal Carabins, the eventual silver-medalists
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Colleges fume at

U1SU meeting

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
Associate News Editor

Tensions ran high at the U of T Stu-

dents' Union's annual general meet-

ing Thursday evening. College council

representatives expressed dissatis-

faction with UTSU, citing what they

regard as inappropriate priorities,

lack of transparency, and most impor-

tantly, lack of consultation and com-

munication with the colleges. Several

St. George students complained of

preferential treatment to UTM.
So many students wanted to

speak—and some spoke at length

—

that the chair finally motioned to cut

the speakers list. It was put to a vote

and passed.

The annual general meeting was
scheduled for 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. It start-

ed at 6:45 p.m., because students

from UTM were stuck in traffic, and

ended around 11 p.m. Steve Masse,

president of Woodsworth College

Students' Association, stayed until 9

p.m. "I was here on time and 1 have to

leave when it was supposed to end.

By delaying it, they're disenfranchis-

ing me and all the students who came
on time," said Masse.

Gabe De Roche, a Trinity student,

spoke about what he called a "special

arrangement" between UTSU and

UTMSU. The bulk of fees that UTM
students pay to UTSU are returned

to UTMSU. At St. George, students'

UTSU fees are not passed on to col-

lege councils. UTMSU is also allot-

ted their own student commons and

seat on the Canadian Federation of

Students, a privilege that no college

councils share in.

"Most of their campaigns come
from the CFS, and not the other way.

A lot of the campaigns do affect St

George. They are student concerns,

but they're being imposed on us, not

coming from us," Masse later told

The Varsity, adding that many people

on WCSA don't support UTSU cam-

paigns because they don't feel con-

nected to them.

Masse emphasized that he sup-

ports the content of some UTSU
campaigns and recognizes that the

executive works hard. But he took a

step back from UTSU involvement af-

ter the Nov. 5 drop fees campaign last

year "1 didn't see the commitment to

the St George campus that I wanted,"

he said.

UTSU president Sandy Hudson
said UTSU's relationship with CFS is

just the opposite. She gave the drop

fees campaign as an example. When
U of T students wanted to call on the

government to let students without

immigration status stay in school,

CFS liked the idea and included it in

their campaign.

Francesca Imbrogno, president

SEE 'UTSU' -PG 2

Man killed near St. Mike's

Victim shot in front

of Bay St. condo

Sunday nnorning

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Varsity Staff

A man was shot and killed early Sun-

day on the edge of St. George campus,

in Toronto's 53rd homicide. The vic-

tim was shot in the back at 3:20 a.m.

in front of a condo building at 1001 Bay

St., at the intersection of Bay and St.

Joseph, the Toronto 5far reported. Wit-

nesses said he was in his 30s, wearing

a hoodie and what seemed like baggy

jeans.

Megan, a resident at Sorbara Hall,

was awakened by the shots. "1 only

heard four shots, but apparently

people heard five, so 1 guess I woke up

right after the first one," said Megan,

who asked that her last name be with-

held. "Then 1 heard the guy that was
shot screaming, and a woman scream-

ing afterwards, and then it went silent

for about 10 minutes."

Other residents at Sorbara Hall and

witnesses who spoke to the Star said

theysaw an individual who might have

been the shooter run down St. Joseph

Street and get into a black Honda Civic

in front of Kelly Library. Also seen

SEE'SH00Tlf\lG'-PG5

A man was sliot at 1001 Bay St., a condo at the corner of Bay and St. Joseph,

around 3:20 a.m. Sunday.

Canada should step up marketing

for higher education, group says

Keton Motta-Freeman, a fourth-year

history and religion student raised in

Italy, doesn't think U of T needs to

market itself.

While international students bring in billions

every year, the rate of growth is slowing

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
Associate News Editor

International students are worth bil-

lions to the Canadian economy. Ac-

cording to a recent report, they con-

tributed $6.5 billion in 2008, surpassing

coal or coniferous lumber exports. The
report, commissioned by the Depart-

ment of Foreign Affairs and Interna-

tional Trade Canada, found a correla-

tion between increasing numbers of

international students and growth in

international trade as well as direct in-

ternational investment in Canada.

But report results have stated that

Canada is becoming a less desirable

location even as international demand
for education is growing. From 1998 to

2003, international student enrolment

in universities grew by double digits

each year. Since 2005, however, it has

grown less quickly than the average

enrolment for all students.

As a result, the Association of Uni-

versities and Colleges of Canada is call-

ing on DFAIT to increase spending on

marketing Canada as a hot study des-

tination, from $2 million to $20 million.

U of T has 6,563 international under-

graduate students, accounting for more

than 10 per cent of its undergraduates.

The university's long-term planning

"affirms the importance of increasing

its national and global presence by re-

cruiting, respectively, more Canadian

SEE 'INTERNATIONAL' -PG
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Province funds study

abroad scholarships

Needs-based scholarships are due Dec. 1

SEMRA EYLULSEVI
Varsity Staff

If you want to go abroad but find it

hard to make ends meet, Ontario will

pay a portion of your expenses. The
province is investing $3.5 million this

year in study abroad scholarships,

through the Ontario International

Education Opportunity Scholarships.

OlEOS is a needs-based scholarship

open to students participating in an

international academic study, work-

study, or co-op placement. Nearly

1,400 post-secondary students will

receive scholeirships this academic

year, up from 272 in 2006-2007.

U of T will be giving out $2,500

scholarships for students in programs

of two months or more, and $1,200 for

progrcims of four weeks or more.

Scholarships are awarded based on

financial need and academic merit.

Special consideration is given to appli-

cants from under-represented groups,

including Aboriginal peoples. Fran-

cophones, students with disabilities,

and those in the biotechnology sec-

tor To receive a scholarship, students

must be Canadian citizens, perma-
nent residents, or protected persons.

Application forms are currently

on U of T's website. Winter applica-

tions are due Dec. 1, 2009. Students

participating in other Ontario-spon-

sored exchange programs, such as

the Ontario-Baden Wurttemberg, are

not eligible.

In addition, the Student Refugee

Program will give those from con-

flict-torn areas an opportunity to

study at Ontario colleges and uni-

versities. To deliver the program, the

province is investing $150,000 a year

for three years in World University

Service of Canada.
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Green Gables, revisited

Anne has a lot in common with her creator,

prof says

S^EYNAAMEREE

Last Wednesday, author Irene Gam-
mel discussed perhaps the best-loved

orphan girl in Canadian literature

with two-dozen guests. Gammel, who
published Looking for Anne of Green

Gables: The Story ofLM. Montgomery&
HerLiterary Classic in 2008 appeared as

part of the Hart House Alumni Commit-
tee's dinner series.

Born and raised in Germany, Gam-
mel studied at McMaster University

on exchange in her second year of

university. She researched Anne
from 2002 to 2007, publishing Look-

ing forAnne in time for the centenary

celebrations of Montgomery's novel.

She is currently an English professor

at Ryerson University.

Since it was first published in Boston

in 1908, ^nne of Green Gables has sold

over 50 million copies worldwide, been

translated into more than 35 languag-

es, and generated a multi-million-dol-

lar tourist industry. Anne is an orphan

girl who is sent to two unmarried mid-

dle-aged siblings, who had requested a

boy, but decide to keep her. Although

Anne is ugly, she is smart, imaginative,

and a chatterbox. She eventually wins

over her adoptive parents and makes
friends in the fictional town of Avonlea,

Prince Edward Island.

Gammel's talk explored several

similarities between Lucy Maud
Montgomery and her red-headed

fictional character. Montgomery was
born in Clifton, PEI in 1874. Raised

by her maternal grandparents, she

married Ewan Macdonald, a Presby-

terian minister, and had two sons.

Some scholars argue that her death

in 1942, of apparent heart failure,

was actually a drug overdose due to

her ongoing depression.

"Anne of Green Gables became a

depository for [Montgomery's] own
childhood," said Gammel. Mont-

gomery was raised by strict grand-

parents and suffered loneliness be-

cause of the age gap. "[Montgomery]

gives Anne the ideal family. That age

gap is magically bridged; in fiction

the generations connect." She added
that the novel "celebrates that back-

ward glance and is yet a distinct

novel on the modern era."

Phillip Khaiat, chair of the dinner

series sub-committee, said he was
a fan of the spirited Anne. "My wife

convinced me to take her to visit the

Cavendish shrine in PEI this sum-
mer, and I read every word of the

panel describing Anne's origins," he

said. "It was a great pleasure for me
to meet the people [Irene Gammel
and Jean-Claude] who had created

and organized that exhibition."

Said another attendee, "We found

the images and magazines from the

early 20th century that inspired

Lucy Maud Montgomery's creation

of the character of Anne to be par-

ticularly fascinating."

'UTSU'- CONTINUED FROM PGl

of the St. Michael's College Student

Union, said defederation is a possibili-

ty. "I really can't speak officially on be-

half of my council because we haven't

discussed it, but opinions around

SMC are pretty serious because no
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one sees the cons of defederating,"

she said.

"A lot of students have been asking

me, 'What does UTSU do for us

—

why do we even have to be attached

to them?' It's really hard for me to

come up with answers other than

health benefits and metropasses,

because on this side of campus we
don't see any benefits coming from

them, only detriments."

"The process is very collaborative

and from the grassroots," Hudson
told The Varsity in a later interview.

She said UTSU has reached out to col-

lege councils, going to their meetings.

"We've told them to come and air

your grievances so we could have a

working relationship, and they don't

come to any of the commission meet-

ings," Hudson said. "I don't think it's a

priority for the folks at the colleges to

mend these relationships."

College council reps gave home-
coming as an example, arguing that

the event would have been far bet-

ter if UTSU had included them in the

planning. Danielle Sandu, VP cam-

pus life, responded that aside from a

few exceptions, the heads of college

councils did not respond to emails

and text messages inviting them to

get involved.

Catherine Brown, president of the

Victoria College Student Administra-

tive Council, pointed out that around

$500,000 in student fees intended

for health and dental care weren't

spent last year. UTSU's budget audi-

tor confirmed that that money went

into UTSU's general surplus. "I really

question the fact that they are prof-

iting off student health care plans,"

said Brown. "This is a service they

provide and it shouldn't be surplus

for them."

Doly Begum, a St. George student,

defended UTSU. Begum said she

was disappointed with the divisive-

ness, saying, "I think we need unity

across colleges—we all need to

work with each other and the UTSU
to make a difference."

U of Waterioo radio goes off the air

Students vote against financial support in referendum

CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH
Varsity Staff

The University of Waterloo radio sta-

tion is off the air after students voted

against paying $2.50 per term to

support it. According to its website,

CKMS 100.3 Sound FM started as a

cable station at the university in the

1970s and is Ontario's third campus
FM station. In February 2008, stu-

dents voted to remove the $5.50 per

term fee that went to the station.

"There are 68 on-air programmers

and seven [on the] board of direc-

tors," said CKMS vice-president Sele-

ne MacLeod. "These reflect numbers
of people who paid their member-
ship fee and kept their volunteer

cards up-to-date, which I don't be-

lieve is an accurate refection of how
many people support the station."

The station has worked with local

business owners and non-profits,

supporting independent artists since

its inception, added MacLeod.

The vote was close, with 2,005

students voting for the fee and 2,400

voting against. Although 19,000

students did not participate, the

referendum had the highest voter

turnout in the history of Waterloo's

student union.

"I believe that there are plenty of

students that support campus radio

and like the rest of us, can't imagine a

campus without a radio station," said

MacLeod. "Maybe the results would
have been different if the question

being asked was, 'Is it worth it to you

to support the arts, local music, Ca-

nadian culture and have opportuni-

ties in broadcasting, administration,

and governance of a radio station, all

for just $2.50 per term?'"

The station's licence is valid until

2014, and it has been investigating

alternative options.

"As long as there is the slightest

hope that we can sort out our finan-

cial problems, attract advertisers

and membership, and keep provid-

ing the best in quality, independent

radio programming, we're staying on

in some incarnation," said MacLeod.

"I'm frustrated, heartbroken, and

deeply disappointed that the stu-

dents ofUW won't have this resource

in future generations—I'm not losing

anything, they're losing a lot."

'INTERNATIONAL' - CONTINUED FROM PG
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students from outside the Toronto re-

gion and more students from abroad,"

according to the Towards 2030 frame-

work document.

In 2002, there were 433 international

students admitted to U of T's arts and

science faculty. In 2006, this number
had nearly doubled to 860.

While domestic undergrads at U of T
pay between $5,000 to $11,000 per year

for tuition, international students pay

between $19,000 and $25,000.

"When visiting [internationcd] re-

gions we visit high schools, schedule

meetings with counsellors, and will at

times participate in school fairs," said

David Zutautas, assistant director of

student recruitment at U of T.

When asked if U of T has increased

its recruitment, Zutautas said, "Not re-

ally. We have been active and consis-

tent in our activities."

What attracts international stu-

dents to Canada, and U of T in par-

ticular, varies.

Miguel Irene, a fourth-year under-

grad from Washington, D.C., heard

about U of T from recruiters who came
to his high school. In his experience,

its reputation outside of Canada is nil.

"No one has ever heard of U of T," said

Irene. "1 mean quite literally, when 1 say

U of T in the States, people think I go

to Texas."

Irene doesn't mind paying roughly

three times what a domestic student

would, saying he saves around $4,000-

$5,000 when total costs are taken

into account. "Plus the exchange rate

helps," he said.

Keton Motta-Freeman, another

undergrad, is a Canadian citizen

born in England and raised in Italy.

Though he chose U of T by a pro-

cess of elimination
—

"I didn't get

into Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Cor-

nell, Dartmouth, or Oxford"—he

maintains that U of T has a good

reputation abroad. "Western Europe

knows it, the States knows it, Cana-

da knows it," he said. "It's known as

the best school in Canada."

Motta-Freeman, who has not

experienced U of T recruiting or

marketing efforts, thinks they are

unnecessary. "It shouldn't market it-

self. A university should be a univer-

sity. It should teach and research,

and if it does those things well, then

its reputation will get out there."

The group Apathy is Boring is holding a contest called 1f the House Could Rock

Out' and asking, 'If Canada's political leaders were in an existing band, which

would it be?' What's your best answer?

The contest runs until Oec. 18, and five winners will be randomly drawn for prize pack. More details at tjnyurl.com/yepmdq7
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J-

3irlyear PoliticalScience, "Michael Ignatieff

should pair up with Kanye West, because they

both have the world's biggest egos."

fand Physics, "Gordon Camp-
^udd, because he is a complete

Danni

M YearPhilosophyandPhysics, "I'd

pick Gilles Duceppe, the leader of the Bloc

Quebecois, The band I'd pick him to be in would

be Bloc Party, because he has the piercing blue

eyes of an indie rocker Duh."

1 Catherine Alex Lev

1styear Religions, "Jack Layton and Jay-Z,

because he's trying so hard to appeal to the

youth."

1styear Life Science, "Jean Chretien should join

Simple Plan, because both are old men who want

the world to know how hard they had it."

4th Year Historyand Political Science,

"Stephen Harper and The Beatles, because

he played their 'With a Little Help from

My Friends' at the National Arts Centre in

Ottawa once."
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'Out in the Cold'

against tiomelessness

U of T, Waterloo host annual student-run

fundraiser

COLE CARRUTHERS

The weather cooperated for U of T's

first Out in the Cold fundraising event

Friday evening. Organizers were anx-

ious about whether it would be a wet

and muddy night spent raising aware-

ness about homelessness and pov-

erty. Luckily, fears were put to rest

with a beautiful November night, just

six degrees Celsius, the warmest night

the event has ever had.

Founded in 2007 at the University of

Waterloo, Out in the Cold is an annual

student-run event held every Novem-
ber. Participants collected pledges to-

wards their attempts to stand the cold

for a November night. This year. Out in

the Cold took place at the University of

Waterloo and the University of Toronto

from 7 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 20 to 7 a.m.

on Saturday, Nov. 21. All proceeds go

to 416 Community Support for Women
in Toronto and Lutherwood Families

in Transition in Waterloo. The Toronto

event was co-hosted by the Under-

wear Club and the Graduate Students'

Union's social justice committee.

The event started with an informa-

tion session at Sidney Smith hosted

by community worker Ann Fitzpat-

rick of the Children's Aid Society of

Toronto. Fitzpatrick shared statistics

regarding what Toronto's under-

privileged currently face. The ses-

sion highlighted tthat there is both

a visible and an invisible homeless

problem that has been developing for

years in the city, and has only wors-

ened this year due to the country's

recent economic hardships. Families

have been hard-hit by the recession,

and food bank use is at a record high.

With rent continually on the rise, Fitz-

patrick stressed that some Toronto-

nians spend between 70 and 90 per

cent of their income on shelter.

After Fitzpatrick delivered these

sombre statistics to the crowd, the

participants were ready for a night

filled with discussion and revelry.

At Hart House Circle, the group was
greeted with their bedding for the

night: cardboard boxes.

"Safety is a focus for us, we want the

fundraisers to stay warm and let the

night evolve organically" explained

Jenna van Draanen, who organized

the event, as she bustled from group

to group.

In the last three years, Out in the

Cold has raised over $8,500, Nick

Petten proudly pointed out. With

events now taking place at both

campuses, the positive momentum
is keeping the group motivated.

Petten and van Draanen, both Water-

loo grads, were confident that they

would each raise over $200 dollars

each. Another $250 was raised at a

pub night event at O'Grady's Tap and
Grill, hosted November 18.

For more information on how to get

involved, visit outinthecold.ca

SAY WATT?

Professor Evelyn Fox Keller gets into the old nature-nurture debate in her lecture, 'The Mirage of a Space between

Nature and Nurture,' at UTSC Thursday evening. Keller, a professor emerita at IVIiT, was the featured guest spealcer

at the 34th annual Watts Lecture. She is the author of The Century of the Gene and Making Sense of Life.

'SHOOTING' - CONTINUED FROM PG
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leaving the scene were a white stretch

limo, a white Hummer-style limo, and a

black 2005 or 2006 Infinity SUV.

A gun was found at Queen's Park

Crescent shortly afterwards and po-

lice are looking into whether shell

casings found at the crime scene

came from the weapon, according to

the Star

"Everyone's pretty freaked out,"

Megan said. "I guess the area seems
less secure than people found it. I

would go to Tim Hortons, which is

two seconds away, but the shooting

happened in between here and Tim
Hortons so it seems less secure."

Campus Police declined to com-
ment on their involvement in the

investigation.

Writers Wanted.

Write for News!

Contact

recruitment@thevarsity.ca.

VARSITY PUBLICATIONS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS NEWS
By-elections
We seeic motivated candidates who wish to get involved in the

^sfunctioning and oversight of The Varsity, Canada's largest student
* newspaper in order to be eligible pursuant to our by-laws, you

must be a full-time undergraduate student, or a graduate student

or part-time student who pays the membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled for the
2009-2010 academic year:

• St. George (three representatives)

• Professional faculties (two representatives)

St. George by-election
The nomination period for the St. George by-election is now
closed. The following have been deemed eligible to run in the St.

George by-election:

• Jessical Denyer

• Daniel Gatto

• Jacl<ie Linton

• Sean MacKay
• Matthew Neeman

Elections will be held on Friday, December 4 from 10:30 a.m. to

'%J :30 p.m. in Sid Smith. Members must show their T-Card in order

to vote. Pursuant to our by-laws, only full-time undergraduate St.

George students, or St. George graduate students or part-time

students who have paid the membership fee of $2.50, may vote

in the St. George by-election.

Professional faculties by-election
The Pro-Fac nomination period has been extended until Thursday,

November 26 at midnight.

For more information on nomination and election

procedures, please email the Chief Returning Officer at

cro@thevarsity.ca

SPECIAL EVENT!
MEET FASHION INSTRUCTORS .

AND RECENT GRADUATES FROM

THE ACADEMY OF DESIGN.

NOVEMBER 23. 5 P.AA^

SHA

FASHION DESIGN. FASHION MARKETING & MERCHANDISING.

Hear about their careers, the excitement, the glamour, the reality.

^/l Academy of Design
^d^Wm AT RCC INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

1 835 Yonge Street at Davisville subway

DON'T MISS THIS EXCITING EVENT. Call 416 929-0121 or

RSVP Kathy Marques: kmarques@yorkvHleu.ca
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Who you calling an anti-Semite?

The Conservatives circulated fliers that claim the Liberals don't support

Israel, but such outrageous claims couldn't be farther from the truth.

GRANT HEASLIP

Early last week, the federal Conser-

vatives distributed fliers in predomi-

nantly Jewish ridings, accusing the

Liberals of supporting Hezbollah

—

claims that, when examined, are

clearly false.

The flier makes a number of as-

sertions. The first is that the Liberal

government "willingly participated

in [the] overtly anti-Semitic Durban
1 [conference]." A diverse group of

nations, including the European
Union, the United States, and Israel

attended the 2001 World Conference

against Racism, named after the

South African city in which it took

place. The United States and Israel

withdrew from the conference mid-

way through in protest to wording

in the drafts of the declaration that

associated Zionism with racism,

as well as text that referred to "ho-

locausts" committed against non-

Jewish cultural groups. It should be

noted that references to Zionist rac-

ism were removed in the final text,

and that the word "Holocaust" ap-

pears once in the declaration, used
as a proper noun.

The Liberal presence was justi-

fied. Liberal MP Irwin Cotler, who
attended the conference as part of

the Canadian delegation, says that

the Israeli delegation asked them
to stay behind as observers. Even if

this weren't the case, to claim that

Canada attended, and remained at

the Durban conference because they

supported anti-Semitism is simply

ridiculous.

The flier's second claim is that the

Liberals "opposed defunding Hamas
and asked that Hezbollah be delisted

as a terrorist organization." On the

contrary, it was the Chretien Liberal

government that listed Hezbollah

and Hamas as terrorist organiza-

tions in 2002. Even the social wing of

Hezbollah, which foreign affairs min-

ister Bill Graham initially resisted

banning, was listed after reports that

the organization's leader had called

for more suicide bombings.

The assertion that the current Lib-

eral Party requested that Hezbollah

be delisted seems to refer to Etobi-

coke Centre MP Borys Wrzesnews-
kyj's 2006 fact-finding mission to

Lebanon, after which he proposed
reconsidering the ban on the so-

cial wing of Hezbollah, citing how
integrated it was with Lebanese so-

ciety, and expressing worries that

denouncing and refusing all contact

with every wing of the organization

might inhibit negotiations. Although

all signs indicate that Wrzesnews-
kyj's comments were made in the

interest of opening doors for a po-

tential peace agreement, he later re-

signed from his post as deputy for-

eign affairs critic.

Authority.
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The Conservatives circulated their fliers according to the 'ten-per-center'

policy, which allows MPs to send the number of fliers equal to ten per cent

of the homes in their riding.

Lastly, the flier indicates that Lib-

eral leader Michael Ignatieff "accused

Israel of committing war crimes dur-

ing the 2006 conflict [in Lebanon],"

which unlike the first two claims, is

completely true. In a 2006 interview,

Ignatieff identified an Israeli air strike

in Qana, Lebanon as a war crime. He
later backed down, saying that Israel

"may have failed to comply with the

Geneva Convention of the laws of

war," which does not necessarily

mean it committed war crimes.

Ignatieff is trying to avoid angering

potential voters, and in that respect,

his claim against Israel was unwise.

But these allegations raise a bigger

issue: why is stating that Israel has

committed war crimes considered

anti-Semitism?

In a later CTV segment, Tim Pow-

ers, a Conservative political strate-

gist, said "I mean, we only had [last]

October Omar Alghabra, the Liberal

MP from Ontario, saying things that

are somewhat in line with anti-Sem-

itism, so it's important to point this

out." Powers was referring to a blog

post by the former Mississauga-

Erindale MP in which he expressed

support for the United Nations Fact

Finding Mission on the Gaza Conflict,

which was recently endorsed by the

United Nations Human Rights Coun-

cil. The findings called for an end

to military hostility, saying that "we

must always push to end violence

and promote peaceful mediation

that respects the rule of law."

Agreeing with Judge Goldstone's

UN-backed report, which rightly

accuses both sides of the conflict

of war crimes, doesn't constitute

anti-Semitism, it indicates that Al-

ghabra bases his judgements on
reality, not on blind, immutable

support of Israeli policy. The Con-

servative government's conflation

of anything but single-minded sup-

port for Israel with anti-Semitism is

downright Orwellian, and should

be insulting not just to Jewish Ca-

nadians, but to every taxpayer

whose money was spent on these

disgusting partisan attacks.

Where's my
program?

In an eerily similar situation, exter-

nal reviews at the graduate level

at U of T's institute of education,

OISE/UT, have been used to justify

the closure/suspension of its only

doctoral-level humanities program
("Students Worried for Interdisci-

plinary Programs" Nov. 19). Despite

glowing external reviews that

found the History and Philosophy

of Education program to be "very

good" if not "excellent," the Dean
of the School of Graduate Studies,

Brian Corman, has indicated that

U of T plans to accept the "not ap-

proved" status handed down by the

external review body, the Ontario

-LETTERS-
Council of Graduate Studies, and to

suspend admissions to its Doctoral

programs.

As the first graduate program at

OISE to receive the not-approved

status, History and Philosophy of

Education is being treated like a

sacrificial Iamb to demonstrate U
of T's compliance with external

decision-making, no matter how
problematic, factually inaccurate,

and contradictory.

Ironically, at the graduate level,

this process of external review

is soon to be moved in-house to

U of T as the OCGS body is to be
disbanded in January 2010. This

leaves many people wondering

how the university will do any bet-

ter with its own neutral review of

programs if their quality assurance

processes are tied, inevitably, to

their pocketbooks and institutional

agenda. It should be noted that,

in effect, justification of program-

matic legitimacy is one step in

the process of closure. Counter to

Suzanne Stevenson's assertions

in the article that there are "no

foregone conclusions," it is all too

apparent to those of us in reviewed

programs who have spent years

trying to jump through hoops to

prove a program's legitimacy that

in the end, the issue is not about

what we are able to demonstrate as

worthwhile or rigorous, because in

fact, the criteria for legitimacy are

set within a space in which neither

diversity, nor critical examination

of the world, are valued.

The deck is stacked against hu-

manities and equity-oriented pro-

grams, based on epistemic criteria

of "what counts" as worthwhile.

Sadly, these external reviews are

better understood within a neolib-

eral context of education reform

where the university administra-

tion, populated with corporate

players, seeking to measure the

value of education in dollars and
cents, have initiated an institution-

al attack on any discipline which
dares to do critical work. This is a

sad state of affairs, and one where
the pattern of cuts to vital pro-

grams is happening widely. We

—

graduate students and undergrads

alike—need to move forward

together, and not allow the wool
to be pulled over our eyes in the

name of "quality assurance."

As the university moves towards

internal quality assurance at the

graduate level, and the Dean's

office becomes the commissary
of external reviews at the under-

graduate level, we need to demand
greater levels of accountability and

transparency. In the face of such

imminent threats, an understand-

ing of the institutional mechanisms
and decision-making patterns in

these cases is vital, as is unified

student action.

For more information on the example

ofHistory and Pfiilosophy ofEducation,

please see the SHAPFacebook group

or the blog at http://savethe

humanitiesoise.wordpress.com.

Jennifer Hompoth
MA STUDENT, Philosophy of Education

21 Sussex Avenue, Suite 306

Toronto, ON M5S1J6
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COUNTDOWN TO COPENHAGEN
A 'politically binding' agreement isn't enough to curb

dinnate change, argues MAY JEONG. If Copenhagen is

going to be a success, the treaty must be legally binding.

Last week, news from Singapore

caught many off guard and left

more disfieartened. The two-day
closed-door meeting of the Asia

Pacific Economic Co-operation

concluded that next month's UN
climate summit in Copenhagen will

not include specific targets for re-

ducing greenhouse gas emissions.

To avoid Copenhagen becoming
synonymous with "failure," Danish

Prime Minister Lars Loekke Ras-

mussen flew overnight to attend

a breakfast meeting at the APEC
summit. To a room of 44 half-awake

heads of state desperately sipping

coffee, Rasmussen proposed a "one

agreement, two steps," approach to

C0P15. Instead of the legally bind-

ing agreement that many hoped for,

Rasmussen argued for a "politically

binding" agreement to reduce emis-

sions, thus skillfully avoiding the

question of specific national targets.

Rasmussen's "one agreement two
steps" approach calls for the de-

ferral of a Kyoto-like agreement in

Copenhagen, breaking the promise

made by the international communi-
ty in Bali two years ago. Instead, the

approach opts for an inclusive talk,

with 192 countries signatories to an

agreement on the four main pillars

of the negotiations: mitigation, ad-

aptation, technology transfer, and
finance. Following Rasmussen's ap-

proach, the details will have to wait

until the next meeting of C0P16 in

Mexico City in 2010.

President Obama chimed in by
stating that the leaders "must not

let the perfect be the enemy of the

good." When pressed about why
Obama had failed to take bold ac-

tion on climate change, his adminis-

tration blamed Congress for its lack

of coordination to pass climate leg-

islation. Unfortunately, such legisla-

tion, even if successfully endorsed

before Copenhagen through divine

intervention, will still not reach the

Senate before next year.

Our own prime minister, Stephen

Harper, was eager to restate his un-

flagging line that no agreement can

come to pass without the full inclu-

sion of all nations, including the

small island states, the African con-

tinent, and all the other least devel-

oped countries of this world. Quite

a rich statement considering Cana-

da's greenhouse emissions have in-

creased by 26 per cent of 1990 level.

This APEC compromise has been
widely reported by major newspa-
pers such as the New York Times

and the Globe and Mail. However,
these reports gloss over the fact

that not all members of APEC will-

ingly endorsed Prime Minister

Rasmussen's suggestion to opt for

a short-term agreement while ex-

tending the deadline to 2010. De-

veloping countries continue to de-

mand that rich economies cut their

emissions by at least 40 per cent

below 1990 base levels by 2020,

and that the rich economies also

provide one per cent of their col-

lective GDP per year (around $400

billion) to finance various mitiga-

tion and adaptation efforts.

Needless to say, no developed

country has yet to sign on. What
they have also failed to do, howev-
er, is to counter the demands of the

developing countries with concrete

demands of their own. While Harp-

er urges India and Brazil to commit,

it remains unclear what, exactly, he

wants them to commit to.

The gap persists between what
the Copenhagen Agreement must
accomplish in principle, and what
remains realistically feasible. For-

mer Rhodes Scholar and the first

African to lead an environmental

NGO, Kumi Naidoo of Greenpeace

free
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International, argues that anything

short of a legally binding treaty

must be viewed as a failure in lead-

ership. Yet Janos Pasztor, climate

change advisor to UN Secretary

General Ban Ki-moon states that

a two-step process, much like the

one proposed by Rasmussen, is the

only possibility.

World leaders must develop a

bold and binding commitment for

real action. This will happen only

with the delivery of a miracle by a

certain head of state with the most
expendable political capital: Barack

Obama. But those who understand

this careful balancing act of interna-

tional affairs also understand that

Obama—with health care reform, a

precarious economy, and two wars

to address—is unlikely to wield

his star power for a UN treaty that

yields little political capital.

Flights to Mexico City are already

filling up with those who have giv-

en up on C0P15. But at the risk of

sounding too hopeful, Copenhagen
just might give birth to a treaty

with concrete targets.

If we are serious about holding

global warming from rising more

J//
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Barack Obama poses with Singapore Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong at the

APEC meeting on Nov. 15.

than two degrees Celsius, this

should be realized in Copenha-
gen and not elsewhere. The world

stands at a tipping point. Only in

the next few weeks will it enjoy the

charged political climate it does
now. Copenhagen need not be a by-

gone conclusion, just yet.

So get out. Participate in a cli-

mate flash mob. Go write to your

MP or submit a letter to the editor

of your favourite daily. Insist that

ministers seal the deal. Most of all,

engage in direct action.
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Room : TBA
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To be or not to be shocked
Necessary Angel's Hamletleayes nothing to the imagination—except perhaps Graham McLaren's casting choices

ANNA GALLAGHER-ROSS

The World Stage production of

Necessary Angel's Hamlet, directed

and designed by Graham McLaren
(artistic director of Scotland's The-
atre Babel and associate artist of

Necessary Angel), is a radical re-

imagining of Shakespeare's play.

Upon entering the theatre, the

audience sees Hamlet sprawled on
a chair onstage in the aftermath of

what appears to have been a wild

party. The room and table centre

stage is littered with champagne
bottles and red plastic beer cups.

Five elegant golden chandeliers hang
above, a reminder that the chaotic

setting is a royal castle, not a fra-

ternity. A radio in the corner emits

sombre old hymns. As the lights fade,

the play begins—Hamlet stands and
switches off the radio, signalling that

this will not be a traditional produc-

tion of Shakespeare's classic.

This Hamlet wears sneakers, a

black suit, and a Sex Pistols T-shirt

with the phrase "God Save the Queen"

(soon to take on a darker, more ironic

meaning). His first line, "that this too,

too solid flesh would melt" sets the

tone for a production characterized

by raw sexuality and violence; the

characters humiliate, hurt, deceive

and debase themselves and each

other. This tour-de-force significantly

cuts text and characters. The result

is 110 minutes of Shakespeare laid

bare with sex, drugs, violence, and
rock and roll.

These themes are accentuated

by the intimate playing space. Au-

dience members in the front row
are involved in the action, either

hit with beer cans kicked aside by
characters or accidentally sitting

all too close to a loaded gun. This

proximity and the potential for

violence creates a sense that any-

thing can happen. The production

also leaves nothing to the imagina-

tion—Claudius pushes Gertrude up
against a table, preparing to fuck

her from behind, while Ophelia's

muddy, half-naked dead body is

brought onstage and exhibited.

Hamlet (Gord Rand) commands
attention. He has a raspy voice that

ranges from a whisper to a ragged

yell. Initially he appears in control,

playfully traversing the line between

madness and sanity, but quickly this

line becomes blurred. He switches

from brooding to laughter, from pas-

sivity to extreme anger and violence.

The most striking moment in the play

is when he staggers onstage naked,

wearing only one sock, a perfect

picture of madness. When he reap-

pears to deliver his famous "To be or

not to be" soliloquy, he is a bit more
clothed, wearing blue underpants. In

the middle of the speech, he grabs a

plastic bag and pulls it over his head,

sealing it with duct tape. The few min-

utes that follow are tense and audi-

ence members hold their breaths as

he struggles to breathe and make his

choice. Unable to follow through, he

tears it off, exclaiming: "Aye there's

the rub!" and the audience exhales

in relief.

The quality of the performances,

however, was inconsistent. Al-

though Eric Peterson captures the

fuddy-duddy side to Polonius, he ap-

pears too old for this role. His physi-

cality and delivery are stiff and un-

focused, and in a Freudian, sexually

charged moment with Ophelia, he

seems unsure, awkward and unable

to commit to the provocative mo-

ment McLaren has staged. Although

he elicits some laughs, it is only in

his role as a foil for Hamlet.

Benedict Campbell seems less

like a king and more like a simple

man lusting after power and Ger-

trude, and although his voice ex-

udes authority, his performance

does not. However, Gertrude (Lau-

ra De Carteret) is riveting to watch.

It is clear she is performing a role

for Claudius, compromising the dig-

nity of her body and self because

the stakes are her survival. Anx-

ious tics reveal the conflict behind

her smile, as do the little white pills

that she downs. This production

emphasizes that Gertrude knows
how to play the patriarchal game,

but Ophelia (Tara Nicodemo) does
not know the rules. Nicodemo mas-

ters a variety of emotional regis-

ters, from pitiful crying to discon-

certing screams, violent anger to

gentle singing. At one point, she

head bangs to rock music, express-

ing her inner turmoil. Horatio (Ste-

ven McCarthy), in his priestly garb,

is Hamlet's only true ally in a room
full of deception. His acting is un-

derstated but he has a significant,

steadfast moral presence in this at-

mosphere of amorality.

Evocative music and sound design

by Alexander MacSween create an

ominous mood and beautiful, discor-

dant notes underscore Hamlet's ac-

tions. McLaren and lighting designer

Andrea Lundy play with light to great

effect: quick blackouts and the use of

flashlights and lanterns cast an eerie

ghost-story glow with shadows that

play along the walls.

This production makes radical

changes, refocusing and revitalizing

the classic play. However, despite

As part of the production, Gord Rand puts a plastic bag over his head,

leaving the audience in a state of unease.

developing a European aesthetic in

interesting ways, McLaren has made
some poor casting choices that un-

dermine his presentation of a brutal,

warped world.

Hamlet runs through Nov. 29 at

Harbourfront's Enwave Theatre.

For more information, visit

necessaryangel.com.

Middling Midsummer
Hart House Theatre's production abandons Elizabethan

England—and some of the show's magic

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
Varsity Staff

Often called Shakespeare's sexi-

est comedy, A Midsummer Night's

Dream, as imagined by Hart House
Theatre, falls closer to raunchy bur-

lesque than aristocratic theatre.

The show, directed by Jeremy Hut-

ton, depicts several love triangles

that, as the show goes on, shift,

transform, and cross-connect.

In Athens, Hermia is determined

to marry Lysander, who returns

her love completely. Unfortunately,

Hermia's father is equally deter-

mined that she marry Demetrius,

who claims to love her just as much
as Lysander. Meanwhile, Helena,

longtime friend of Hemia's, was for-

merly involved with Demetrius but

recently rejected by him, and has

been pining after him since.

In the forest, there is an equally

complex dynamic amongst the

fairies. Oberon, king of the fairies,

is feuding with Titania, his queen,

because she refuses to give him a

young Indian changeling. He has

his servant. Puck, drug Titania to

fall in love with an ass, so he can

kidnap the changeling.

Finally, there is a band of handy-

men or "actors" attempting to put

on a play. One of these, Nick Bot-

tom, is the beast with whom Tita-

nia becomes infatuated.

These storylines are all tied to-

gether by Theseus, King of Athens,

who has power over Hermia, Hel-

ena, Demetrius, and Lysander, who
is a former lover of Titania, and is

marrying Amazonian Queen Hip-

polyta, former lover of Oberon.

Their wedding is the reason for the

handymen's play, and the finish of

A Midsummer Night's Dream. Since

it's a comedy, I won't be spoiling it

by telling you that all loose ends are

tied, fights finished, and love trian-

gles sorted into pairs by the end.

Hutton sets the play in the 19th

century and depicts the fairies as

gypsies. As such, the sets are ap-

propriate—the play opens on a

grey afternoon with a single lamp-

post. The forest in which the fairies

frolic features an elaborate cara-

van and bonfire. Likewise, the cos-

tumes are well-executed consider-

ing the direction: the Athenians

costumes are distinctly English,

and the gypsies' costumes— full,

colourful skirts and scarves for

the women and intricate tattoos

for the men—show Hutton's par-

ticular spin on the characters in a

beautiful and effective way.

Hutton portrayed the fairies as

gypsies because he felt they shared

many qualities: both groups were

peripheral to their societies, and
fundamentally transient. He rep-

resents gypsy culture as "an imag-

ined culture cobbled together from

fragments of the music, dance, art,

and fashion of a dozen different re-

gions." The result is eclectic and

engaging song and dance, which is

perfectly timed and executed by the

fairy dancers.

Unfortunately, the portrayal

of the Athenians as members of

19th-century society is at times

problematic. The play is whimsi-

cal, magical, and openly sexual.

But this characterization is jarring,

given the emphasis on rationality

at the turn of the century; it makes
the characters' emotions and car-

ryings-on seem silly, as opposed
to light-hearted, and the sexuality

seems juvenile, as opposed to edgy.

Despite this, there is excellent

acting on the part of most of the

performers. Hermia, played by Adri-

anna Prosser, is a perfect combina-

tion of flighty and melodramatic—

a

true comedienne. Helena, played by

Carly Chamberlain, at first gives an

over-the-top, one-note presentation

of the woman scorned, but comes
into her own in the forest, where she

is sincere and deep-feeling.

Andy Cockburn and Andrew
Knowlton, playing Lysander and
Demetrius respectively, do a very

good job, especially in changing

from upright gentlemen to love-

drugged fools. Andrew Dundass

as Theseus, and Thomas Gough as

Quince, were both perfectly cast

—

their characterization and execu-

tion were dead-on.

However, the show ends on an

unfortunate note. The "play with-

in a play," Pyramus and Thisbe,

quickly digresses from silly to

ridiculous. It drags on for far too

long, and by the end seems much
more for the entertainment of the

actors than the audience. Overall,

the individual aspects of the show
are good: the lighting and sound
effects are excellent, the music

and dancing engaging, the sets ef-

fective, and the acting fine. It suf-

fers, though, from poor direction,

which makes the characters and

content seem silly and trivial.

A Midsummer's Night Dream runs

at Hart House Theatre through

December 5. For more information,

visit harthousetheatre.ca.
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The all-glowing Bob
Vic's annual sketch comedy show ranks among the best comedy on campus

ANDREW RUSK
Varsity Staff

Walking into this year's production

of The Bob at Isabel Bader Theatre,

I was greeted with a pre-show that

featured recorded jazz music and
KoLOLas, a down-under takeoff of

the infamous LOLCatz. Cute jokes

coupled with cute photos ensured

laughter in the half-filled theatre

even before the lights dimmed. The
group behind me started taking bets

on the nature of jokes that would be

made throughout the evening. 1 was
already hopeful that this was going

to be a good night.

The comedy troupe behind The

Bob, Victoria College's annual sketch

comedy show, rehearsed for two
months to prepare their eclectic, at

times shamelessly random selection

of sketches. This year's production

was directed by Brandon Hackett

and assistant directed by Chris Ber-

ube, two veterans of the show.

The title of the production, The

All-Knowing Bob, bore little relation

to most of the 20 sketches, but did

allow for an opening song that effec-

tively smothered the humour of the

preshow. Neither overly funny nor

catchy, the tune featured a pitchy

performance by the cast who missed

at least one cue. Multiple members
of the cast also experienced projec-

tion issues and were difficult to hear

even for those seated in the middle

of the theatre.

Laughter thankfully returned to

Bader with the next sketch, "Snack

Attack," which satirized CBC Kids'

programming and involved a di-

shevelled Chris Berube screaming

Thomas Edison, William Shakespeare, Isaac Newton, and Galileo get royally dissed in the opening number of The

All-Knowing 6o/? which ran this weekend at the Isabel Bader Theatre.

to a MIDI version of "Back in Black"

as he bounced around the theatre.

One of the funniest moments of the

night, it helped the show recover

from a shaky beginning.

No subject was spared as the

sketches unfolded; beauty pageants,

rural Ontario, and even David Nay-

lor were targeted throughout the

evening. The show was not afraid to

take risks, occasionally pushing the

envelope with jokes verging on of-

fensive. In the second sketch of the

evening, about a time machine, one

actor commented that they went
back in time and "punched Hitler in

the face, but it just made him hate

the Jews more." The show also saw
jokes about bulimia and the intoler-

ance of same-sex marriage in beauty

pageants.

The humour was still tame com-
pared to the jokes popular at Yuk
Yuks or Second City, and some jokes

proved cringeworthy because of

poor timing or for posing too stark

a contrast to the bubblegum "uni-

versity" jokes that dominated the

show's two hours. Still, it was re-

freshing to see the group challenge

the U of T audience with humour
that occasionally fell outside the

bounds of political correctness.

Some of the highest points of hi-

larity in the show were the "bloop-

ers." The second sketch, "Time Ma-
chine," saw the accidental knocking

over and subsequent exploding of a

beer bottle. "Theodore Pervert" in

the second Act saw the accidental

shattering of a wine glass over the

stage.

Particular congratulations must

by awarded to first-time Bob par-

ticipant Kieron Higgs, a first-year

student from Waterloo who has

performed in the Sears Drama
Festival and the Canadian Improv

Games. Near the end of the first

act, he energetically portrayed

The Mad Hatter, one of the night's

most memorable characters—only

to make a second appearance (to

the crowd's wild cheers)—near the

end of the show.

The actor of the evening, though,

was without a doubt Brandon Hack-

ett. A Classics and English student

planning to graduate in 2010, Hack-

ett's swan song with The Bob saw
him assume the roles of Profes-

sor Henry Higgins; Roy, a racist

virgin still living with his parents

who makes a online dating video;

and even a dinosaur doing stand-

up comedy. After watching his

portrayal of Tyra Banks, in which

he donned a dress that revealed

enough leg to put most girls at the

Branny to shame, it was unfortu-

nate that the reserved audience did

not give him a standing ovation.

When the show ended, the group

behind me was upset—many of the

jokes they had bet would occur did

not make appearances. But my big-

gest regret regarding The Bob is that

by the time you read this review,

the show will have already closed.

The Bob is unique on campus for

its provision of sketch comedy that

takes risks and is, for the most part,

funny and enjoyable. Sure, the pro-

duction was a little rough around

the edges. But next year, 1 would en-

courage you to give Bob a chance.

The Painter's touch
English-language premiere of Bouchard's acclaimed play both timely and resonant

RACHEL STEINBERG

Of all the techniques a skilled painter

must possess, perhaps none is so

fundamental as his or her ability to

master the art of light and dark. The

Madonna Painter is a prime example of

this notion, dramatized. Quebec play-

wright Michel Marc Bouchard's play,

in its English-language premiere at the

Factory Theatre, is a carefully shaded

composition that is both deeply funny

and acutely tragic.

Set in a remote Quebec town in 1918,

7776 Madonna Painter teWs the story of

a young, handsome priest (Marc Ben-

david) who commissions an Italian

artist (Juan Chioran) to paint a fresco

of the Virgin Mary for the town, believ-

ing that the work of art will invigorate

the town's faith and help ward off the

outbreak of the Spanish Flu. The ar-

rival of the painter, however, has the

opposite result as his presence be-

comes the catalyst for a number of

surprising turns of fate resulting in a

crisis of faith for the people of Saint-

Coeur de Marie.

The play is refreshingly rife with

complex female characters, and the

actors in Factory Theatre's produc-

tion rise to the challenge of Boucha-
rd's script, perhaps none more so

than Jenny Young as Mary of the Se-

crets, the troubled town outcast who
becomes a most reluctant muse and

model to the painter. Young carefully

crafts a Mary that is at once melan-

choly cmd mysterious and achingly

vulnerable, and it is this vulnerabil-

ity that allows the audience to invest

deeply in Mary and her journey.

Young and Chioran also share an

electrifying chemistry and keep the

audience well-engaged whenever they

share the stage. Miranda Edwards and
Shannon Taylor as Mary Frances and

Mary Anne, respectively, also give

delightful performances. Edwards'

delivery of a monologue mid-play is

nuanced and heartbreaking.

Though Taylor occasionally falters

with the dramatic material, particu-

larly at the beginning, her "audition"

for the painter is by far one of the most

hilarious moments of the production,

and her performance grows much
stronger from thereon. Of the women,
only Nicola Correia-Damude as Mary
Louise struggles consistently with the

language. Though Correia-Damude

clearly respects Bouchard's script,

the formality of her delivery is filled

in a sense with cm excess of reverence

for the poetry in her lines. She is thus

at times inconsistent in tone with the

rest of the cast, who more success-

fully balance the richness of the lan-

guage with the demands of creating

empathetic characters. Bendavid, too,

has some difficulty, delivering from
within a rather repetitive vocal range

and cadence that changes little from

the play's start to finish, and detracts

somewhat from the overall impact of

the young priest's emotional journey.

Bendavid comes alive, however, in his

scenes with Taylor; a particular scene

showcasing the two towards the end

of the play even left some members
the audience gasping.

The sound is mostly live, adding

to the immediacy of the audience ex-

perience. Some of the prerecorded

sounds, then, can be rather jarring

after one gets used to the frequency

of the live sounds being produced.

Sue LePage's set is minimalist: a sky

of stars, a forest consisting of tall gold

geometric cones topped by branches,

a table and chairs on a raised platform

in the centre functioning as the set for

indoor scenes is simple, effective, and
all that is needed to create the world

of the play. The ornate gold prosceni-

um at the Factory is cleverly and sub-

tly lighted, giving one the impression

of a gilded picture frame.

Though The Madonna Painter is

set 90 years ago, the production feels

fresh and contemporary. Bouchard's

writing is poetic indeed, but that po-

etry is also economic and rarely feels

indulgent (a testament to the actors

who speak it), and is complemented

by sharp, witty dialogue and turns of

phrase. And despite it drawing heav-

ily upon Catholicism, The Madonna

Painter is accessible for Catholics and

non-Catholics alike.

With the HlNl epidemic at the fore-

front of the contemporary audience's

conscious, the panic and frenzy sur-

rounding the Spanish Flu of 1918 is

instantly recognizable and relatable.

We find ourselves engaging with the

characters not as historical relics, but

as people struggling through crises of

humanity not at all dissimilar to our

own. Above all, Bouchard's Madonna
Painter explores the chiaroscuro of

faith—faith in institutions, faith in

love, faith in art, and faith in faith it-

self—skillfully capturing its lightest

lights, and its darkest darks and, ulti-

mately, asking us to consider what we
would do when we suddenly find our-

selves in those bewildering moments
of grey.

The Madonna Painter runs at the

Factory Theatre through Dec. 13.

For more information, visit

factorytheatre.ca.
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Runaway train

Cross-disciplinary D/5p/ace/?7e/7f illustrates the

immigrant experience with personal, nuanced touches

MAY JEONG
Varsity Staff

Multimedia dance-art show Displacement

has enough force to successfully pull the

heavy weight of its subject matter, disloca-

tion. Held at the Fleck Dance Theatre as part

of Harbourfront Centre's Next Steps Dance
Series, it closed last Saturday after a four-day

performance that combined film, musical, vi-

sual art, and contemporary dance. Curated

by three acclaimed Canadian artists, all im-

migrants themselves, the show explores the

human condition of being uprooted, placed,

and displaced.

The show was headed by Vitek Wincza, ar-

tistic director of the Hamilton Conservatory
for the Arts Dance Company, who firmly

believes that "stories of displacement are

all around us." With this all-encompassing

openness native to Canada, the show ex-

plores the immigrant experience and ben-

efits from the rich experience that the three

creators bring. When it opened last fall,

Gary Smith of the Hamilton Spectator com-
mented that the performance "assaults the

comfortable notion of what dance, art, and
music ought to be." True to these words, Dis-

placement is one part dance performance,

one part theatrical expression, and the rest

emotional release.

Displacement features choreography by
Robert Glumbek accompanied by scores writ-

ten by U of T music prof Christos Hatzis and
played by the Penderecki Quartet. The show
is set against a backdrop of film and art instal-

lations by Vessna Perunovich.

Glumbek, a graduate of the Bytom State

Ballet School in Poland, echoes the words of

Wincza when he states, "all of us have been
displaced at some point." It is through this

acute sense of empathy that his emotionally

charged choreography is born.

While the use of the suitcase as a prop

symbolizing the itinerant nomadic fate of the

dancers seemed a bit trite, Glumbek's chore-

ography easily overcomes the pitfalls of the

play's cliched movements. He does this by
weaving in the stifling feeling of not belong-

ing with the urgency of a boiling kettle. The
fantastic red elastic bands serve as props of

entrapment that the actors must fight hard to

break away from. The tug-of-war that erupts

between those who want to remain settled

and those who are desperate to escape re-

sembles the up-bow down-bow motion of the

violinists performing in the music pit below.

The burden of history hangs heavily in the

air. When the dancers yell out each other's

names, this piercing sound feeds the steady

stream of suspense that is built throughout

the performance. The theatre's small scale af-

fords the intimacy of seeing a trickle of sweat

on a performer's cheek and hearing the danc-

ers gasp for air.

The moves are reminiscent of the whirl-

ing dervishes of Turkey and also the Afro-

Brazilian-influenced capoeira forms. As
bodies tangle, embrace, and are torn apart,

music composed by Hatzis only adds to the

suspense.

Hatzis himself was born in Greece and
many of the influences in his music mirror

the Canadian immigrant experience. The first

string quartet, titled The Awakening, pro-

vides strong references to Inuit throat sing-

ers and to the locomotive engines echoed in

Perunovich's visual artwork. This influence

can be traced back to Hatzis' personal child-

hood memories of riding the rail in Volos, his

SEE 'DISPLACEMENT' -PG 12

Shooting Blanks

Dave Proctor pokes fun at both the pretension of the

local arts scene and the sterility of condo developments

NAT COOPER

Dave Proctor's recent book. Blank State Volume

Zero: Condopocalypse Now! is more than just a

dystopian story about what happens when real

estate markets crash (again), artists are left

behind in factions, self-expression becomes a

weapon, and empty, condo-riddled cities be-

come war zones. It's also an engrossing read by

a U of T grad, putting our city in the spotlight in

a very unexpected way. Proctor will be lecturing

at Hart House this Wednesday. The Varsity spoke

to him about the first book in his planned series.

THE VARSITY: Blank State sartnzes both the

Toronto condo market and art scene. Why didyou

decide to take on both things at once?

DAVE PROCTOR: It started with the art scene

being what 1 wanted to jab at. When it came to

trying to figure out how I wcmted to create the

book's world, I heard the doughnut-hole theory

of economics from a friend [wherein neighbour-

hoods become prohibitively expensive due to

increased pricing], and at that point 1 was living

in Toronto, and condos bothered me. No matter

where I lived, there was construction and new
developments everywhere that never seemed to

be finished. So the condo scene is a bit ridicu-

lous, and the art scene is ridiculous.

TV: Soyou took on the mutual ridiculousness?

DP: Exactly. I took on the dual ridiculous-

ness.There is much to be said about both.

TV: Your book is, thankfully, fictional, but how
much of it can be seen as a possible truth? Do
you ever fear something like this will happen?
DP: Every word of this book is entirely pos-

sible. As for how much could happen from

the condo side—we could get overpopu-

lated. 1 mean, even nowadays, you see little

buildings and strip malls that you thought

would be open forever being closed down.
Anything could happen. As far as the art

scene, 1 like to be prepared for anything, but

the condo side seems more plausible than an

art war.

TV: There are a lot of mentions of Toronto

streets and landmarks, and the book begins

with a hand-drawn map of a part ofdown-

town. Is Blank State solely directed at people

who Hue or have lived here?

DP: It would help to have knowledge of To-

ronto, as I'm not planning for national dis-

tribution yet. But I did send it to a friend in

London (England, not Ontario) who sees the

same pretentiousness in his art scene, so 1

like to say that there are universal themes
everyone can appreciate. 1 like to keep the

places in Toronto as well-described as pos-

sible. Toronto doesn't get enough of a spot-

light in literature. I want to create a living

map of the city and connect it to the rest of

the world.

SEE 'PROCTOR' -PG 12
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Sex, brains, and stereotype
Recent study explores whether women have a biological advantage in social situations

Is the female brain hard-wired to

be more social? A large body of re-

search has pointed to better female

performance on social informa-

tion processing, but the question of

whether this advantage represents a

sex-based difference in brain struc-

ture has remained unanswered. A se-

ries of studies conducted by Wood,
Nopoulos, and colleagues from the

University of Iowa attempted to an-

swer the question by studying sex

differences in brain regions involved

in social cognition.

Decades of research have shown
that men tend to perform better

on mathematical and visuo-spatial

reasoning, while women excel on
cognition tasks involving process-

ing and interpreting social infor-

mation. Even as young as a few

days old, baby girls make more eye

contact than boys, and by three

months, show more facial expres-

sions indicating interest, such as

wider eyes and higher eyebrows.

In line with these findings, a num-
ber of studies have documented sex-

related differences in brain structure,

including differences in the volume
of certain brain regions and different

gray and white matter ratios.

But when it comes to social inter-

actions, are male and female brains

really all that differ-

ent? Neuroimaging
studies have iden

tified regions

involved in

social cogni-

tion, in parti-

cular, the

ventral fron-

tal cortex

(VFC)

in

the frontal lobes. The VFC is criti-

cal for normal social behaviour in

humans: tasks involving facial rec-

ognition, perceiving anger in oth-

ers, and experiencing moral emo-
tions all activate this area of the

brain. Patients with a damaged VFC
lack inhibition and concern for oth-

ers, and display impaired reason-

ing about others' mental states.

In their first study, Wood and
Nopoulos looked at the relative _
VFC volumes in adult males and
females, and correlated these

measurements with individual

scores on an interpersonal per-

ception task, a common test for

social cognition. They found that

a specific subdivision of the VFC,

called the straight gyrus (SG), is

about 10 per cent larger among
women. What's more, greater SG
volume and surface area corre-

lated with higher scores on the

interpersonal perception task,

so that individuals with better

interpersonal awareness also

tended to have a larger SG.

So far, so good. While their

neuroimaging results were cor-

related with social cognition

scores in males and females,

the researchers decided to

take their work one step fur-

ther and speculate on some
of the genetic factors at work
during development. Since the

genes located on sex chromosomes
are expressed to different degrees

in the male and female brain,

could enhanced social cogni-

tion have a sex-based genetic

difference at its root?

Wood and Nopoulos ad-

dressed this issue in a second

study by testing VFC volumes
in children between seven and 17

years of age. If the straight gyrus in

female children and teens was larger

than that of males of the same age,

this would provide better evidence

for an inherent genetic difference.

But the results weren't quite

what the researchers expected.

Contrary to their first study,

they found that SG size was
actually larger in boys, while

in girls, high scores of interper-

sonal perception correlated

with a smaller SG.

Wood and
Nopoulos

explained

their

strange findings by clarifying that

female brains mature and develop

around one or two years earlier

than male brains. This means that

girls undergo pruning (the reduc-

tion of gray matter volume, which
is an important process in brain

maturation) at a younger age,

hence the smaller, more mature SG
in girls compared to boys.

Are men's lower

scores in social

cognition tasks the

result of a negative

stereotype or did

the biological

differences in

performance
provide the seed for

the stereotype to

proliferate?

But they weren't out of the water

yet. Toadd to the admitted complexity

of their findings, Wood and Nopoulos

used a questionnaire in each study

to measure the self-ratings of

masculine and feminine traits in each

of the participants, using questions

about their interests, abilities, and
personality type. They found that

much like the scores on the social

cognition test, higher levels of

identification with feminine traits,

such as preference for masculine

or feminine clothes, careers,

hobbies, and interpersonal

styles, correlated with

larger SGs in adults, and
smaller SGs in girls.

So what does all this

mean? It appears that

brain structure isn't

just a matter of being

a man or a woman, since

psychological

gender—the

possession

of masculine

or feminine traits—appears to

be correlated with SG size. So
are feminine people simply more
social? Do they have more friends

on Facebook? And can they

attribute it all to the sizeable SG
sitting in their foreheads?

The research made an important

point in showing that behavioural

differences can be biological with-

out being hard-wired. In this

case, women and men can
show brain structure-related

differences in social cognition,

but it remains unclear whether
the discrepancy is based on ge-

netic factors determined from

birth. What's more, the studies

address the issue of whether
psychological gender can in-

fluence brain structure. Wood
and Nopoulos concluded that

there is a complex relationship

between femininity, social cog-

nition and SG size, suggesting

that social learning may con-

tribute to brain structure. But

some questions still arise from

these conclusions, namely,

how might stereotypes influ-

ence performance on social

cognition tasks?

Dr. Michael Inzlicht, a psy-

chology professor at UTSC,
researches how negative ste-

reotypes affect cognitive and
emotional processes in people

belonging to a stigmatized group.

For example, "If a woman is aware
that there are negative stereotypes

about her group—say, that men are

better than women at math—if she

takes a math test,

she might risk

underper-

forming in

that task, be-

cause now,

not only is

she thinking

of the test

items, but she's

also wor-

ried about

confirming

the nega-

tive ste-

reotype,"

says

Inzlicht.

This phenomenon is called

stereotype threat and is well

studied in social psychology.

Individuals from a stigmatized

group may underperform because
of the anxiety from belonging to

a negatively stereotyped group.

"The important part about the

phenomenon of stereotype threat

is that it can affect all groups,

even dominant groups in society,

because [...] every group out there

has some stereotype that exists

about them, and there's bound to

be at least one of those that's going

to be negative," Inzlicht explains.

But what does stereotype threat

have to do with the research by
Nopoulos and Wood? One study

examined the stereotype that men
are not as emotionally sensitive as

women: when given a task to judge

the emotional expression on anoth-

er person's face, they tended to per-

form poorly when the negative ste-

reotype was active in their minds.

This raises an important ques-

tion: are men's lower scores in so-

cial cognition tasks the result of a

negative stereotype, or did the bio-

logical differences in performance

provide the seed for the stereotype

to proliferate? What's more, the

fact that people with more conven-

tionally masculine traits performed

most poorly on the social cognition

task suggests that gender stereo-

types might indeed be at work,

since more "masculine" people

would identify most with this par-

ticular male stereotype.

It's a difficult question, and one
that's not easily answered. While

many people—including a number
of researchers—would like to say

that there are inherent differences

between male and female cogni-

tion, there's a chance that these dif-

ferences are influenced by the so-

cial processes that lead to cultural

impressions about specific groups.

"It's impossible to tell unless

stereotypes are gone," says Inzli-

cht. "There's no doubt in my
mind, at least, that stereotypes

contribute to this difference.

Whether they account for all of it

is difficult to determine."
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The stories behind Nobel science with Lia

Cosmic microwave radiation

and the Big Bang

The Prize:
The 2006 Nobel Prize in Physics to

John C. Mather and George F. Smoot
"for their discovery of the blackbody

form and anisotropy of the cosmic

microwave background radiation"

which was a pivotal turn in cosmol-

ogy evolving into a precise science.

The Science:
In 1964, Arno Penzias and Robert

Wilson uncovered a strange phe-

nomenon: cosmic background ra-

diation. This radiation is the same
phenomenon that can be picked up
by your television: the "snow" you
see on channels that your television

doesn't receive. Penzias and Wilson

first thought that this effect was mere
"noise" from their radio receivers,

but later discovered it to be far more
significant. Their discovery led to the

1978 Nobel Prize in Physics.

The Big Bang model proposed

by Georges LemaTtre describes

the birth of our universe as an
expansion from an intensely hot

and dense point. Cosmic microwave
radiation had been predicted

by others as a by-product of

the Big Bang. The theory states

that the "body" that started our

universe emitted intense radiation

called blackbody radiation (the

electromagnetic radiation emitted

from an opaque object). The higher

the object's temperature, the

shorter it's emitted wavelength.

This radiation cools as time passes

and the universe expands. If the Big

Bang model is correct, we should

be able to measure the wavelength

of the radiation and check it against

a model of blackbody radiation

behaviour. Proving that the

radiation fits a blackbody radiation

model would lend significant

support to the Big Bang theory.

In 1989, NASA launched the Cosmic

Background Explorer (COBE) satellite

into orbit with a mission to measure

the spectrum of the cosmic back-

ground radiation. John Mather led

the project, which involved over 1,000

collaborators. George Smoot worked

on determining if there was any dif-

ference between the temperatures of

the radiation coming from different

directions towards Earth. Differences

in temperature could indicate how

matter and energy accumulated in

the early days of our universe.

After only nine minutes of re-

cording time, the COBE satellite

found that the wavelength distri-

bution of the background radiation

corresponded to a perfect black-

body spectrum and recorded an

average background temperature

of only 2.7 degrees above absolute

zero. The results agreed with pre-

vious ground-based and balloon-

borne instruments and offered

very convincing proof of the Big

Bang theory.

The COBE satellite also detected

minute temperature differences

(changes of less than a hundred-
thousandth of a degree!) and drew
a "sky-map" of the temperature

fluctuations. The map is lovingly

referred to by NASA as the uni-

verse's "baby picture." This map
helped astronomers understand

how matter may have aggregated

in the early days of our universe in

order to develop into galaxies and
stars, rather than being spread out

evenly throughout the universe.

The Significance:
The results of the COBE satellite

project were so revolutionary and
exciting that world-renowned physi-

cist Stephen Hawking (author of

bestseller A Brief History of Time)

George F. Smoot (left) and John C. Mather (right) were awarded the Nobel Prize

in Physics in 2006 for their groundbreaking work in the field of cosmology.

called it "the greatest discovery of

the century, if not all time."

By far the most significant

achievement of the COBE project

was to turn modern day cosmology
into an exact science. For the first

time, scientists could experimen-

tally if indirectly probe the skies

for the density of visible matter

and dark matter by measuring their

temperature.

Since the original COBE observa-

tions, other higher-resolution proj-

ects have built on COBE results,

including the Wilkinson Microwave
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Book A Party • Group Discounts

CLASSIFIEDS

TUTORING

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS
Creative individuals, locations -Downtown

Toronto, Brampton. Managers to $11.50/

hour -H bonuses. Wrappers to $9.85/hour.

Full & Part Time Avail - December 1 - 24. TO
APPLY, GO TO; www.TorontoWraps.com

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS& CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection. Major

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

SERVICES

EGYPT FEB READING WEEK
10 days, Cairo, Alexandria, Luxor $3300

flight from Toronto, visa, hotels, break-

fasts, daily transportation, entry fees (TEL)

416-727-1040www.egyptgrouptours.com

TUTOR, 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Specializing in ECO 220, CHM 139, 247,

MATH 135, 136. Past tests and exams with

solutions available for practice. DON'T

WAIT! GET HELP NOW! (416) 785-8898.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER WITH

THREE DEGREES

will help you create a logical, well

structured and strongly argued essay.

Proofreading and editing also offered.

416-766-8330.

Advertise in

eVARSITY
ads@thevarsity.ca
416-946-7604

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for eacli additional word. Rates include one line of bold type

for ttie ad tieader. No copy clianges after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or plione. Ads must

be submitted at least four days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6. Call 416-948-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

Anisotropy Probe, launched in 2001,

and most recently, the Planck space-

craft, launched in May of 2009. Al-

though alternative explanations for

the cosmic microwave background

have been put forward, to date, the

most convincing theories support

the Big Bang theory.

What you may not know:
Like many ground-breaking discov-

eries, COBE posed as many ques-

tions about the universe as it an-

swered. An unexpected result from

the COBE project is the uniformity

of the sky-map. This is surprising

because although the universe

should have eventually reached

an equilibrium, it appears to have

reached equilibrium too quickly.

Estimates put the equilibrium point

at age 380,000 years—requiring en-

ergy to move at the seemingly im-

possible rate of 100 times the speed

of light.

One explanation for the homogene-

ity of the temperature of the universe

is an "inflation" event. It is possible

that shortly after the Big Bang, the

universe experienced a dramatic

burst that expanded and filled it with

an unknown form of "primordial en-

ergy." The jury is still out on this and

other mysteries spawned by COBE.
Future missions to understand the

beginnings of the universe and deter-

mine the validity of the inflation mod-
el, by measuring gravity, for instance

(missions LISA, and the Big Bang Ob-

server), may be launched shortly.

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

* Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weeliend Schedule

• Proven Test-Taldng Strategies

* Experienced Course Instructors

* Compreliensive Study Materials

* Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

* Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseininars.ca
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Not-so-cowardly Lions

Women's hockey mauled by York, 5-1,

in aggressive game

HILARY BARLOW
Varsity Staff

A promising start turned to crushing

defeat as the Varsity Blues women's
hockey team fell to the York Lions

5-1 on Saturday. The Blues had a

strong opening in the first period,

with many close calls for York goalie

Sydney McMurter. Halfway through

however, York forward Mandy Cole

opened scoring and ended the peri-

od with York in the lead by one point.

Cole then went on a rampage, gain-

ing a hat trick in the second period.

In all three goals, two other Lions

assisted Cole. Forward Courtney Un-

ruh assisted all three times, with de-

fender Kelsey Webster assisting the

first two goals and forward Amanda
McBride the third, creating an effec-

tive three-way punch through Toron-

to's defences.

It was an aggressive game, even

by the standards of the sport. York

took 11 penalties, with everything

from interference and body checks

to hooking and slashing. The Blues

ended the game with five penal-

ties of equal variety. Blues forward

Lindsay Hill took a particularly

hard body check from York forward

Jennifer Petkovics, who took the

only five-minute penalty for the in-

fraction. Blues forward Darby Smith
also had to leave the ice after being

hit. Thankfully, neither she nor Hill

were seriously hurt.

A glimmer of hope for the Blues

came in the third period via third-

year Hill, who made the one and only

Blues goal, assisted by fellow third-

year forward Amanda Fawns. As if to

dash those hopes, York responded

less than two minutes later with a

fifth goal by Unruh, finishing the

game with a score of 5-1.

Hill, who was named Varsity Blues

player of the game, said it was a

tough loss, but she is confident that

the Blues can turn it around. "We
started off hard [but] we got down
on ourselves and then it was just

hard to come back from there," she

said. "We have two big games next

weekend, so we'll bounce back on
the road and get back on track."

The Blues will take on the Guelph

Gryphons and the Brock Badgers

next weekend.

What happened to Brock Lesnar?

Heavyweight Champion Lesnar shocks UFC world,

undergoes surgery last week

MIKE COHEN

Ultimate Fighting Championship

World Heavyweight Champion
Brock Lesnar is undergoing serious

health issues. As of last weekend's

UFC 105 in England, UFC President

Dana White said in a press confer-

ence that "I can't go into details right

now— [Brock] doesn't have cancer

or AIDS or anything like that, but

he's really, really sick."

Many wondered what caused

Lesnar to pull out of his scheduled

fight with Shane Carwin at this past

weekend's Pay Per View. There were
rumours that Lesnar was ill with

mononucleosis. Those rumours
proved to be true, as White said

that Lesnar has been battling mono,
among other things. Currently, Le-

snar is undergoing various tests at

the world renowned Mayo Clinic.

Initial reports indicate that he might

be suffering from a gastro-intestinal

problem so severe that he may have

to walk away from the UFC alto-

gether. However, as of publication,

Larry Novotny, Lesnar's friend and
personal chiropractor, told media

outlets that Lesnar will return to the

UFC when he is ready.

Ever since Lesnar debuted with

UFC in May 2008, he has gotten the

UFC brand out there to both ca-

sual and pro-wrestling fans alike.

Lesnar had a very successful run

with World Wrestling Entertainment

from March 2002 until March 2004.

He feuded with many top names in

theWWE from the Undertaker to Bill

Goldberg. Lesnar provoked a reac-

tion everywhere he went. In March

2008, he lost his first fight in UFC
against Frank Mir. But many were

impressed with how he handled

himself in his next fight against

Heath Herring.

It wasn't until his Nov. 2008 fight

against Randy "the Natural" Cou-

ture for the UFC Heavyweight Title

that Lesnar demonstrated his truly

impressive skill and force. His next

fight against Frank Mir in July 2009

was an incredible moment, as he

dominated Mir for the majority of

the match. After the fight, Lesnar

caught a "heel" promo, flipping off

the crowd, and provoking negative

responses from the fans. For his

post-fight antics, Lesnar's name was
splashed all over the media. While

Lesnar's next scheduled fight was
cancelled due to his health issues,

once he is back and healthy, he will

continue to be a force to be reckoned

with in the Heavyweight Division.

CHL versus NCAA
Different hockey career paths force players to choose between an education and a dream

Hockey superstar and Penguins captain Sidney Crosby got his

start in the CHL.

KATIE FLYNN

Because the NHL is considered the

greatest hockey league in the world,

being granted a spot in this coveted

league, calls for players to make tough

decisions. Many aspiring future NHL
greats take whatever chances they need

to make their dreams come true. This is

where education becomes secondary to

hockey, with players foregoing univer-

sity in favour of junior hockey.

The best young stars are selected

through the draft. The statistics greatly

favour junior hockey programs. Collec-

tively, all first-round draft picks from 2006

to 2009 showed there were 94 junior, 21

European, and three NCAA college play-

ers selected. Of all these athletes, over 78

per cent were products of the Canadian

Hockey League and United States Hockey
League. Unfortunately, this leaves college

players at the bottom of the heap.

Looking at the current NHL rosters of

all 30 teams, only 278 out of almost 800

players have a post-secondary educa-

tion. Keeping in mind that not all play-

ers graduated or even finished a full

year, 36.6 per cent of NHL players have,

to some extent, a university or college

education. But only 85 of the 278 hold a

degree, meaning that just 10.8 per cent

of the league's current players truly in-

vested in a post-secondary education.

Tyler Bozak was the most sought-after

NCAA free agent this spring after his im-

pressive two-season run with the Univer-

sity of Denver. Brian Burke, general man-
ager of the Maple Leafs, picked him up
along with two other shining NCAA stars.

Christian Hanson and Viktor Stalberg. So

far, all of the potential they have has been
given to the AHL's Toronto Marlies.

The statistics consistently show a break

between university hockey and making it

to the NHL. Every current player with a

university education has spent between
one to eight years in the AHL before en-

tering the big club. This is common with

draft picks, as they are sent back to their

junior clubs to develop further, but the ju-

nior hockey clubs play at a different level

than a league like the AHL.

There is immense competition in all the

CHL leagues across Canada. There are

20 OHL teams, 18 Quebec Major Junior

Hockey League teams, and 22 Western

Hockey League teams. Combined, a 60-

team league competes for the Memorial

Cup, which is the Lord Stanley of junior

hockey. This intense competition has to

ready these players for the NHL better

than the NCAA programs.

In no way are CHL players more tal-

ented than NCAA players in general, nor

do players stop developing while playing

in the NCAA. CHL games are frequently

mentioned and broadcast through the Ca-

nadian media, giving the players a chance

to experience a taste of being in the spot-

light. They learn practical skills from situ-

ations that a university student does not

experience, such as being surrounded by
media or followed by rabid fans. Univer-

sity life isn't about playing hockey—it's

about getting an education. To play on

university teams, students are required

to maintain certain grades, and cannot

devote themselves entirely to the game.

CHL can boast a lack of school pressures

as an added advantage.

As the CHL keeps sending out its star

players to the draft, those who worry

about having a backup plan are quickly

forgotten. The CHL has turned out super-

stars like Sidney Crosby, captain of the

Pittsburgh Penguins and 2009 Stanley

Cup champion. Toronto's highest draft

pick, Luke Schenn, played in the CHL for

the Kelowna Rockets and cracked the

Leafs lineup in his rookie year, impressing

the Maple Leafs organization. Hockey's

greatest players, such as Mario Lemieux
and Wayne Gretzky, were also part of the

CHL in their junior careers.

What would push someone to choose
playing junior hockey in hopes of reach-

ing the NHL over receiving a post-second-

ary education? The CHL strives to have

the best coaches, trainers, and managers
available. Its players have a schedule very

similar to the NHL, as they play from the

beginning of October until April, followed

by playoffs. An athlete competing in the

CHL might play more games in one sea-

son than a university student athlete will

play in four seasons. Does this explain

why the CHL is so successful at producing

such highly skilled players?

An education is a very important thing

to have, especially when chasing the

dream of playing in the NHL. Does a more
driven and committed player have the up-

per hand over an NCAA player who feels

more content with a degree to fall back
on? Arguably, yes. All this boils down to

is taking a chance. In the minds of many
athletes, you can choose to study when-
ever you want, but the NHL comes knock-

ing only once. Ultimately, the opportunity

to go back to school will always be there,

but the NHL is only going to keep you on
their radar for so long.
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THEY SHOOT, THEY SCOR

The Varsity Blues men's hockey team celebrate a goal in Friday night's game against the Guelph
Gryphons at Varsity Arena. The Blues eventually lost 3-2 to the Gryphons in a shootout. On Saturday,

the team didn't fare any better, falling 2-1 to the Brock Badgers. The Blues, now 5-9 on the season, will

play their next home game against the UQTR Patriotes on Nov. 27 at 7:30 p.m.

'DISPLACEMENT' - CONTINUED FROM PG 8

hometown in Greece, with his father

who woriced as a railway engineer,

seeing people on and off the train as

it snaked in and out of cities as the

main mode of travel.

The second string arrangement,

"The Gathering," involves chiming

Islamic timbre. Although the orien-

tal influence tries to slow down the

music—much of which was com-
posed during the war in Kosovo
and the bombings in Belgrade—the

violent force of the rhythm ignores

this intervention and continues to

charge forth.

Accompanying the composi-

tion and the choreography is

Perunovich's visual art installa-

tion, which revolves around the

ideas of emigration, separation,

and transition. Upon leaving the

former Yugoslavia in 1988, Pe-

runovich watched as her home
country was broken up into seven
different states, culminating in

the NATO bombing of Serbia in

1999, which in turn, has left much
of her work coloured by her per-

sonal narrative of displacement.

The dancers fall gracefully onto

the floor, wilting like flowers, after

a powerful performance. Certainly,

Displacement succeeds as a truly

thought-provoking show.

'PROCTOR' -CONTINUED FROM PG

8

TV: What can we look forward to at

your lecture?

DP: I'll be talking about a vague
topic: DIY art. I'm approaching
it from the perspective of some-
one who played in a punk rock

band growing up. We knew how
to do different things—we put

on our own shows, we made our

own records. 1 put out my own
book based on that. You can do
all these things yourself. I want
to talk about DIY versus main-

stream art. The most important

thing about creating art is to

give it the ability to be criticised.

TV: Condopocalypse Now is labelled

as Volume Zero. How many books

are you planning on writing?

DP: I am planning on eight. The last

will be volume seven. I'll also be

working on some online, free down-
load prequel-type stories.

TV: What inspired you to write

Blank State.?

DP: A lot of things were set in mo-
tion in terms of coming out of the

whole music scene and seeing

what goes on in terms of the label-

ling of people and cliques there.

There is a lot of nepotism in the

Toronto scene—very fine lines of

who gets in and who doesn't.

TV: So it's like high school.

DP: Yes. Toronto is like high school.

Everything is like high school.

Based on that observation and ap-

plying, perhaps unfairly, the same
closed-offness of the art scene, 1

was inspired to write the book and
boil these things to their bare es-

sential stereotypes. So many musi-

cians failed for no reason. And so I

began to think.

TV: Is there a message in the

book that you want the readers to

grasp?

DP: It's not super obvious in the

first volume, but there will be an
underlying message of hope—and
the possibility of everybody get-

ting along. I want people to just

kind of take a step back, and evalu-

ate what they're capable of doing,

and what the people who judge

them are capable of doing, and
make decisions based on that.

TV: What books have influenced

your life the most?

DP: The first book that 1 ever read

in less than one week was 1984. It

turned my head around. It was the

first book I read without a happy end-

ing. So then I got into the dystopian

trilogy

—

1984, Brave New World, and
Fahrenheit 451—and Kurt Vonnegut.

I liked to giggle at the disparity of

humanity. You know what works are

actually really important? Those of

Dr. Seuss. They're fun, important,

heartfelt, and critical. In such a basic

and wonderful way. I also like Happi-

ness by Will Ferguson, which is about

a self-help book that takes over the

world. You can see a recurring theme
here. I like the really ridiculous, over-

the-top fiction the best. Like Slaugh-

terhouse Five.

TV: Do you find any part of writing

particularly challenging? What was
the hardest part of writing your

book?
DP: The hardest part of writing my
book was committing to two days

at work, not going out, not party-

ing, not doing any extra spending,

and making a budget 1 could live

off of. I wrote four days a week. It's

hard to make it your job instead of

your whim. But then after that, the

writing part went okay.

TV: Any advice for budding writers

or U of T students?

DP: You're an idiot if you think you
can't do this. Anyone can. What
your parents told you—what 1 hope
your parents told you—is that you
can literally do anything. All it

takes is a few phone calls and some
legwork and some writing. You can
do anything—write a book, make a

photography album. This isn't an
unachievable frontier. People make
this into an achievement, and I love

that, but it's so doable.

Dave Proctor will be speaking at Hart

House on Wednesday, Nov. 25 at 6

p.m. For more information on Blank

State, visit woodenrocketpress.com.

www.thevarsity.cd

NOVEMBER 23 TO 29
Monday, November 23

Watertable
Tour of Lisa Steele and Kim Tomczak's

public art installation.

• 5:30-6:30 p.m. Free!

• Fort York Blvd. (under the Gardiner

Expressway W. of Bathurst)

Kimlisa@sympatico.ca

Cultural Knowledge and the
Healthy Society

Research and innovation summit on

health, art, and design.

• To Nov. 25 Free!

• OCADdOOMcCaulSt.)

Pre-register: ocad.ca/healthsummit

Tuesday, November 24

Bicycling in Toronto

Speakers, movies, and discussion on

v\/here we are, where we came from,

and where we're going.

• 8:15 p.m. Free!

• Room 5-260, OlSE

(252 Bloor St. W.)

416-707-3509

Wednesday, November 25

Uryversity of Toronto
Student Health Fair

Check out the health services

available on campus. You can find

interactive displays that provide lots

of health-related information. Lots of

door prizes and giveaways!

• 3-7 p.m. Free!

• Bahen Centre (40 St. George St.)

Healthservice.utoronto.ca

Charity Denim Sale

Designer jeans at 40-60 per cent

off retail prices at boutique stores.

Proceeds will support education for

women and A Way Out: a locally

founded charity that provides clothing

and skills training for women in

Namibia so that they can support

themselves and their children.

• 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Free!

• Gamma Phi Beta Chapter House

(26 Madison Ave.)

Charitydenim.com

Thursday, November 26

Children as Commodities:

Human Traffickinai

Transnational Flows and
Markets

Lecture by Antonela Arhin, PhD

Candidate, Privredna Akademija

(Serbia.)

Explore the concept of human

trafficking and its different forms

and causes, with an emphasis on

child trafficking for the purpose of

labour exploitation within the context

of supply and demand. Join us for

a thought, provoking discussion.

Refreshments served. Brought to you

by the Diaspora and Transnational

Studies Union.

• 2-3:30 p.m. Free!

• Room 318, Jackman Humanities

Building (170 St. George St.)

Claire.dunlop@utoronto.ca

Down from the Hills and Into

Politics: The Governance
Crisis in Nepal
The South Asian Development Council

welcomes visiting professor David M.

Malone (President of the International

Development Research Centre,

Canada's former High Commissioner

to India, and former non-resident

Ambassador to Bhutan and Nepal) to

discuss the recent political transitions

in Nepal.

• 4:30-6:30 p.m. Free!

• Room 208N, Munk Centre for

International Studies

(1 Devonshire PI.)

RSVP to sadc.rsvp@gmail.com with

"Nepal- (your name)" in the subject line

Friday, November 27

Hart House Jazz Ensemble
The HH Jazz Ensemble brings their

stellar group to centre stage!

Blues infused, classical strains, big

band sounds, and lots of rhythm

characterize this group's sound. Led

by drummer Ernesto Cervini.

• 9 p.m. Free!

• Arbor Room, Hart House

(7 Hart House Circle)

Harthousemusic.com

Gowntown
Drag contest and dance party with DJ

Dwayne Minard.

• 10:30 p.m. $5

• Buddies in Bad Times Theatre

(12 Alexander St.)

416-975-8555

Satu'-'^'-'v, November 28

Underground Craft Show
One-of-a-kind handcrafts.

• Noon-6 p.m. Free!

• 557 Queen St. W.

(through the Boba store)

Sunday, November 29

A look at the recent

struggles in Iran

Independent journalist, blogger, and

PEN International member Saeed

Valadbeigi and activist, translator,

journalist and student Arash Azizi

discuss the recent events in Iran.

• 3:30-6:30 p.m. Free!

• OlSE (252 Bloor St. W., fifth Floor)

Film: TTie Brain that Changes
Itself

An award-winning documentary

about the science of neuroplasticity

based on the book by Dr. Norman

Doidge, who will answer questions

after the screening. Dr. Doidge is

on the Faculty of the University

of Toronto's Department of

Psychiatry. Chapter 2 of his book

describes the work of Arrowsmith

School in Toronto whose program for

learning disabled students is based

on neuroplasticity.

• 4p.m. Free!

• OlSE Auditorium,

(225 Bloor St. W.)

Arrowsmithschool.org

To have your

U of T campus event

listed in this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings@thevarslty.ca
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Questions surface

over UTM proxies

ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

Proxy votes at last Thursday's UTSU
annual general meeting were subject

to last-minute and discretionary deci-

sions. The majority of UTM's votes at

the meeting came from proxies.

Proxy forms allow students who
can't attend a meeting to designate

a representative. The UTSU website

gives the location where forms can

be picked up, but does not specify

who can sign off on them. According

to Adnan Najmi, UTSU's VP inter-

nal and services, a union executive

or staff member must number the

forms and sign off on them once they

are returned. One student can hold

up to 10 proxies.

There is no late policy for proxy

forms and it is at the VP internal ser-

vices' discretion to decide what to

do with forms that are late or fail to

arrive.

Proxy forms for the AGM were both

received and returned late. They were

due from UTM on Nov. 16 and 5 p.m.,

but weren't delivered to the UTM stu-

dent union until 5:30 p.m. that day.

Najmi gave UTMSU a one-day exten-

sion to return the forms.

"The UTSU director who was given

the task to take the proxies [sic] forms

to UTM got sick and unfortunately

failed to inform me that he could not

deliver the forms," Najmi wrote in an

email. "1 heard about the forms on the

Monday the forms were due. It was my
decision to increase the deadline for

UTM proxies."

UTMSU executive director Moham-
med Hashim also made a last-minute

change over the distribution of prox-

ies. The UTSU website instructed stu-

dents to go to room 115 in the Student

Centre, run by office administrator

Linda Feener. Feener said her office did

not hand out or receive any proxies.

Nor was she informed of the changes

SEE 'PROXY' -PG 5

Victim identified in

Bay St. sliooting

Vancouverite was indicted for drug smuggling

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Varsity Staff

Toronto Police have identified Shane

Kelter, 32, from Vamcouver, as the vic-

tim of Sunday's shooting at Bay and St.

Joseph streets. Post-mortem results

determined the cause of death as mul-

tiple gunshot wounds to the torso.

Detective Graham Gibson told the

Toronto Star that investigators sus-

pected the incident was a planned hit

and not a typical gang shooting.

After partying with friends at

Musik, a waterfront nightclub, Kelter

stepped out of a limo in front of 1001

Bay at roughly 3:20 a.m. He was killed

shortly after by an individual who po-

lice believe was waiting for him.

Witnesses reported seeing some-
one run down St. Joseph Street on
Sunday morning and get into what
may have been a black Honda Civ-

ic. A spokesperson for U of T con-

firmed that Campus Police were
cooperating with investigators but

declined to elaborate.

Toronto Police are still looking into

whether a weapon found at Queen's

Park Crescent matches shell casings

found at the scene of the crime.

Kelter was well-known to Van-

couver Police and RCMP. He was
charged in September 2008 by the

U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency in an
investigation called "Operation Can-

dystore." The indictment alleged

that he oversaw a cross-border drug

smuggling operation moving ecsta-

sy, cocaine, and methamphetamine.
Although a warrant was issued

for his arrest in connection with

that indictment, U.S. and Canadian

authorities were still discussing

whether to formally request extra-

dition, a spokesperson for the U.S.

Attorney's Office told the Star. In the

meantime, Kelter was appearing in

Canadian courts for other offences.

Authorities also suspect that while

he was not a member of any group

himself, Kelter nevertheless had ties

with some of Veincouver's most dan-

gerous gangs. Vancouver police an-

nounced earlier this year that they

were in the midst of a gang war, al-

though it remains uncertain whether

this most recent shooting is related.

Lindsay Blair, U of T student and Condom Shack employee, takes it to the candy shop at the

Everything To Do With Sex Show. SEE FEATURE ON PAGE 6.

Half-fiends
Vic's student-run coffee shop to move to a smaller space

SAMYA KULLAB
Associate News Editor

Caffiends, the student-run coffee

lounge at Old Vic, is slated to move
to a less spacious room across the

hall from its current location.

The relocation is due to the on-

going construction of Vic's new
$21-million Goldring Student Cen-

tre, which will expand the Wymil-
wood Building. The construction

is slated for the next two and a

half years.

During construction, the cafe's

space will be used for administra-

tive purposes. Alumni offices in

Wymilwood will occupy what is

currently the Caffiends and the

Victoria College bookstore.

The university has assured Caf-

fiends co-managers that the origi-

nal space will be restored once
construction of the student centre

is complete.

Co-manager Emily Gilbert said

it is unclear when the move will

occur. "Originally it was sched-

uled for Christmas but that hasn't

been confirmed, so it might be
Reading Week," she said.

The new location, VClll, is a

tutorial room that is roughly half

the size of the current space. Gil-

bert said the change will definite-

Caffiends will move to room 111 in Old Vic, to make way for administrative

offices while Wymilwood undergoes construction.

ly affect the business. Last year
Caffiends initiated a "no take-out

cup" policy, which boosted sales

considerably and required more
room to accommodate custom-
ers. "With a smaller space, there

will be a different vibe," Gilbert

said.

Caffiends started four years ago
as a free-trade coffee booth by two
Victoria College students, moving
into its current space three years

ago. Opening with "equitable con-

sumerism" in mind, it is known for

its fair-trade coffee, supplied by
local cooperative Cho.

The cafe makes little profit

—

just enough to cover the cost of

supplies—and is staffed entirely

by volunteers. Over 76 volunteers

work weekly one-hour shifts.

"Any extra money made over the

year is put into our bank account
for new supplies," Gilbert said.
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Sit-in has students fearing

Hotei California
Admin have not

pressed criminal or

academic charges over

three-day occupation

of university building

ANDREW RUSK
Varsity Staff

Seventy UC Santa Cruz students oc-

cupied an administrative building last

Thursday after the university approved

a 32 per cent increase In student fees. In

June, UC's board of regents had raised

fees by 9.3 per cent effective immediate-

ly, after an earlier 10 per cent hike in the

same fiscal year.

The University of California is the

fourth largest public university system

in the U.S. Its 10 campuses have suffered

massive budget cuts, resulting in tuition

hikes and reduced student services.

Protestors issued a list of seven de-

mands, including amnesty from protest,

protection of undocumented students

and v^forkers, a freeze on all layoffs, and

guaranteed funding through employ-

ment of fee remissions for students who
have lost TA or work-study positions.

Students spoke with administration

throughout the day Saturday. Execu-

tive vice-chancellor David Klieger lat-

er decided that the university would

make no concessions until students

vacated the building.

Students and faculty could come
and go from the five-storey Kerr Hall

until Saturday night. When protes-

tors learned police had been called,

they used a refrigerator to barricade

the building.

"Ironically, the administration build-

ing was much more accessible to stu-

dents when it was occupied by students

than it normally is," said Don Kingsbury,

a media contact for the protestors.

Kingsbury added that much of

the negotiations occurred through

faculty members who supported the

student campaign.

"The way that administration treats

students and thinks of students, it is

much more effective to have faculty ap-

proach them. The administration has

been very clear that they don't really

care to interact with students."

Faculty and staff have also been se-

verely affected by cutbacks at UC, said

Bettina Aptheker, a feminist studies

Alberta students could

see massive fee hikes

Province will consider lifting tuition cap

for specific programs

After students occupied Kerr Hall at UC Santa Cruz for three days, admin
called in the police.

professor who observed the occupation

in and outside the building on Sunday

morning. All faculties received a seven

per cent pay cut earlier this year.

"Our local administration has closed

child care for faculty and staff effective

Jan. 1," said Aptheker. "We are the only

campus to do this."

Campus and local police in riot gear

announced 6:30 a.m. Sunday morning

that protestors who didn't leave would

be arrested. Students surrendered

and moved to Kresge Town Hall, a

campus student space, to have a de-

briefing meeting.

None of occupiers were arrested

or have since been arrested. One by-

stander, an assistant professor, was in-

jured after he lost footing on a railing

while trying to make room for protes-

tors exiting the building.

On Monday night, the group held

a town hall meeting that drew 300

attendees including students, fac-

ulty members, Santa Cruz residents,

members of the Brown Berets, and

Pajaro Valley educators, according to

Kingsbury. The group plans to launch

a defensive measure over American

Thanksgiving, asking friends and fam-

ily to call the university and demand
charges not be pressed.

"Future direct actions also aren't off

the table, but it's important to empha-

size we don't want this to turn into com-

mitting offensive acts throughout the

school year," said Kingsbury.

On Wednesday the Santa Cruz Sen-

tinel reported that the university has

estimated damages conservatively be-

tween $50,000 and $52,000, not includ-

ing wages of cleanup crews or police.
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Two FREE seminars have
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"That's hard dollars that have either

already been spent or we know we are

going to spend," said Barry Shiller, a

spokesperson from the university.

Kingsbury suggested that the esti-

mates may be inflated.

"The graffiti that students put up

was done with blue painters tape," said

Kingsbury, "students have been very

focused on the struggle for public edu-

cation and we aren't going to get any-

where by trashing the infrastructure of

our universities."

While neither academic nor criminal

charges have been pressed, many stu-

dents are apprehensive. Kingsbury has

expressed a concern he may face aca-

demic or criminal prosecution for his

role in the incident. Students who left

personal belongings in the building as

they fled are lobbying them to be turned

over to a third party. They are con-

cerned that the university will compile a

list of protestors as they retrieve belong-

ings from the police. Administration has

so far refused to grant this request.

REGINE TADURAN

The Alberta government Is allowing

cash-strapped universities and col-

leges to apply for tuition fee increas-

es, despite a 2006 pledge capping

tuition rates to the inflation rate for

10 years.

Doug Horner, Alberta's advanced

education minister, said tuition hikes

will be considered on a case-by-case

basis. "I have told the post-second-

ary institutions that it's our intention

to maintain the cap on tuition," he

told CTV Edmonton. "We're open to

fair and equitable proposals that are

brought forward."

The University of Alberta is re-

portedly considering applying to

the province for tuition hikes, as

is the Northern Alberta Institute of

Technology.

Increasing university revenue is

provincially regulated and tied to

the consumer price index. U of A was
expecting a six per cent funding in-

crease from the province. But due to

a record provincial deficit of about

$10 billion, the government decided

to freeze funding.

U of A is struggling to cope with a

$59 million budget shortfall. Accord-

ing to its student union, proposed

hikes for professional programs

could go as high as 66 per cent.

"A substantial tuition fee and pro-

fessional program fee hike would
discourage high school graduates

from pursuing higher education,

and may cause currently enrolled

students to drop out of school,"

said fourth-year U of A student Lau-

ra Rivera, who studies immunology
and infection. But, she said, it would

not deter her from applying to the

faculty of medicine.

The most recent Statistics Canada

data available, from 2005 to 2006,

show that Alberta had the lowest

university participation rate for stu-

dents aged 20 to 24 in the country.

At the time, only 17 per cent of Al-

bertans in the age group attended

university. By comparison, 28 per

cent of Ontarians in the age group

attended university.

Watson Scott Swail, president and

CEO of the Educational Policy Insti-

tute, said the province should have

created an education fund as a safety

net when its economy was booming,

instead of handing out cheques to

Albertans because of the budget sur-

plus. "When there's less college and

university access, there's less diver-

sity in the workforce, and society's

ability to change and evolve is lim-

ited," Swail told the Calgary Herald.

Ian Armstrong, a third-year neu-

rosclence student at U of A, took

a more sympathetic view. "I'm not

happy about the tuition hike, but 1

think that it's a reasonable response

to the deficit that the university is

facing," he said. "It's not unexpected

that Alberta's economic boom would

eventually end and the government

would make cuts in funding to post-

secondary institutions, so I'd be will-

ing to shoulder the extra fees."

What's your favourite spot on campus?

'''Ill
Taiwo

)st Year, Urban SMies, 'In the quad of

Whitney Hall, my residence on campus. There's

something so peculiar about it."

Alessandro

Jst Year, life Scl, "I'd say Hart House, mainly

because of the gym."

Lindsa

Jn/ Year Film antl Sociology, '1 thinl( the UC

Quad is really beautiful. It's a nice place to get

away from the rest of downtown."

Andreas

4Ut Year, International Relations and
Religion, 'South faculty of music, in

the practice rooms, where I practice my
bagpipes every Thursday."

1st Year, Physics, "Wymilwood Cafe. Every

weeknight I go there around 11 to 12 p.m. rm

always there. We just like to chill there, have a

sandwich and such."

Maheesha:

5th Year, English, PoliSci, anii Religion,

'The Junior Common Room at UC. The

laid-back atmosphere is great. I love the

comfy red couches and Diabolos' awesome

coffee!"
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'PROXY' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

or required to count or verify the accuracy of the

proxy forms—her responsibility for UTM's own
AGM, which toolc place last Wednesday.

According to UTMSU president Joey Santiago,

while some forms were given to Feener, the rest

were given to campaigns co-ordinator Dhananjai

Kholi in room 100. Both offices are run by UTM-
SU. Both Hashim and Kohli declined to comment
for this article.

Kholi was given full authority to distribute

and sign the forms. They were faxed back to the

UTSU office at 12 Hart House Circle instead of the

usual hand-delivery. "[The faxes] were excepted

[sic] in good faith as true copies of the original

forms," wrote Najmi in an email.

Santiago said UTM students had about 253

votes at the AGM, of which 230 were proxies

through 27 forms. Most St. George students at

the meeting did not have the maximum number
of proxies allowed. Najmi said St. George had

over 93 students with 27 carrying proxies and

did not respond with the specific number of

votes. The forms have been destroyed. "Forms

are shredded once the AGM is over due to con-

fidential student information on those forms,"

Najmi said.

In an editorial on Monday, Alain Latour, edi-

tor-in-chief of UTM student paper The Medium,

raised the issue of transparency in the proxy

collection process. Latour argued that UTSU
and UTMSU execs have too much control over

proxy distribution and collection, questioning

Kholi's authority to oversee the process inde-

pendent of Feener and why the proxies were

destroyed immediately.

UTM has seen allegations of proxy misman-

agement before. Last year. The Medium reported

accusations that UTMSU executives distributed

nameless and signed proxy forms to students

prior to their AGM, filling out many of the names
and student numbers themselves to ensure they

had enough votes to pass their own motions. At

UTSU's AGM this year, no special motions were

put to a vote. Business consisted of routine mat-

ters such as passing the budget, approving last

year's minutes, and approving the appointment

of auditors for this year's budget.

On two occasions, speaker Ashkon Hameshi

noticed students holding up voting cards that

belonged to others who had left the meeting.

"1 notice students holding up voting cards that

are not theirs—and you know who you are. If you

do it again, you'll be asked to leave."

After a quick break during the AGM, Hameshi

noted that quorum was maintained "by the slim-

mest of margins" with only 76 votes present. Sev-

enty-five votes are required for quorum, of which

50 must come from students present.

Peter Mansbridge, quizzed

Veteran newsman talks journalism and success at UTSC

NATALIE SEQUEIRA
Varsity Staff

Peter Mansbridge brought his distinct bari-

tone voice to UTSC on Tuesday morning. A
longtime journalist, Mansbridge anchors
CBC's flagship nightly newscast, The Na-

tional. He also hosts Mansbridge One-on-

One, where his guests include politicians,

musicians, and lately. Olympians. This

time, he found himself on the other side.

Mansbridge was interviewed by Drew Dud-
ley, founder of UTSC's Leadership Develop-

ment Program, which brings high-profile

speakers to campus.
Mansbridge dutifully gave his thoughts:

"Good leadership is knowing where you want
to go. It's knowing yourself and not waiting

to hear what other people think is going to

happen."

Born in 1948 in London, England, Mans-
bridge immigrated to Canada with his family.

He dropped out of high school, left the navy
after two years, and ended up in Churchill,

Manitoba, working odd jobs at an airport. A
local CBC producer who heard him making
a flight announcement asked him to work at

the radio station. Mansbridge quickly moved
up the ranks and ended up hosting The Na-

tional after Knowlton Nash, the previous

host, stepped down.
On Tuesday, Mansbridge recalled what

happened after producer Gaston Charpentier

heard his flight announcement. "1 hadn't fin-

ished high school, never went to university,"

Mansbridge told the audience. "I said yes

[and] started the next night. I had a one-hour

training course, and that's how it all started

for me."

He said much of his journalism training

was self-taught. "I had to teach myself how
to write and how to interview. 1 listened to

the shortwave radio and to other broadcast-

ers from different parts of the world [and] I

learned about different interviewing styles. It

was later that 1 went into formal CBC training."

VARSITY PUBLICATIONS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS NEWS
By-elections
We seek motivated candidates wiio wish to get involved in tlie functioning and

oversight of The Varsity, Canada's largest student newspaper. In order to be eligible

pursuant to our by-laws, you must be a full-time undergraduate student, or a graduate

student or parMime student who pays the membership fee of $2.50.
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^009-2010 academic year:

St. George (three representatives)
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The nomination period for the St. George by-election is now closed. The following

have been deemed eligible to run in the St. George by-election:

• Jessical Denyer
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Mansbridge believes his success comes
from the qualities he already had—qualities

that all budding journalists should have.

"You have to be fascinated with what is go-

ing on around you, whether it's your commu-
nity, or around the world," he said. "You have

to ask questions and challenge assumptions

about issues. You have to be able to commu-
nicate with people who are also interested.

This is then fine-tuned with education and
experience."

Nash, Mansbridge's predecessor, is credited

with keeping Mansbridge in Canada. Asked if

it was true that Nash gave up the job for him,

Mansbridge responded, "Well, he was planning

to retire in two years anyway. 1 was probably

going to take the CBS job. He called me over to

his house one [night] and said he would push
up his retirement [and that] 1 could have his

job. 1 agreed."

"It paid about a quarter of what the U.S. job

did but it wasn't about money. [. .
.]
My decision

was for other reasons. The CBC had taken a

gamble on me. [. . .] 1 still owed them."

Mansbridge initially used notes in his inter-

views, but soon ditched them. "1 found 1 was fo-

cusing on [my notes] and not listening, which
is a fatal flaw in an interviewer who doesn't

open the doors that answers present." He also

remarked that he had never drawn a blank.

Mansbridge rounded off with an anecdote

on how he deals with his "celebrity" sta-

tus. "When I want to keep myself grounded
1 think of a cop who stopped me," he said.

The officer recognized his name and remem-
bered that they were in the scouts together.

"At the end, he asked me what I did now. I still

got the ticket."

News anchor Peter Mansbridge says he had to

teach himself how to write and interview.
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Decisions, decisions
The CBC is letting you choose the news you want to watch. But is so much choice really a good thing?

CHRIS BERUBE
Varsity Staff

I have to give the CBC credit: they've

done quite a lot right to remain rel-

evant in new media circles.

The corporation's efforts to make
more content available to more peo-

ple by creating an almost universal

program for podcasting radio shows,

and developing an ever-expanding

web presence are exactly what the

national broadcaster should be doing

to fulfill its mandate in the 21st cen-

tury. Their newest experiment in the

technology of distribution, however,

may go too far in responding to the

pressures of the new media climate.

Certainly, a longer version of The

National, a news broadcast that

provides nuance and context to dis-

tinctly Canadian stories, and CBC's

new initiatives to make news avail-

able online, and for Blackberries

and IPhones, is appreciated. How-
ever, the new web version of The Na-

tional, in which users can customize

their newscast by "selecting the

news items they want to see and the

order they prefer to see them"—ad-

mittedly a secondary feature in the

Mother Corp's National reforms—is

potentially problematic. The initia-

tive is not a new one, as CNN has

had its own customizable webcasts
on-site since 2007. The ability to se-

lect your own cast is a feature born
from the idea that there is an Inter-

net fuelled consumer mindset that

pushes unfettered choice in what
viewers deem to be important.

It isn't that people have become

total dictators over content so much
as the curators feeding that con-

tent have become more numerous.

The Internet has been a boon for

the broadening of things like musi-

cal tastes, not because the people

consuming it have been given unfet-

tered choice, but because we have

access to more curators than ever

before, and the tools to create true

mass movements around particu-

lar artists and sounds have been

democratized. Bands like Grizzly

Bear and Vampire Weekend have

played arena-level shows thanks to

blog buzz. Certainly, people are con-

suming more news, too, from more
sources than ever before.

But unlike music, more gatekeep-

ers in news media have not created

a general broadening of perspective.

but instead a sharply partisan under-

standing of current events. That this

is symptomatic of the news-on-de-

mand decade suggests that perhaps,

in the end, we might not know what's

good for us after all.

This is not to infer that institu-

tional news has to remain the same.

Stagnant, "objective" news organi-

zations stand to gain nothing from

staying the course in the middle of

technological upheaval.

Instead, institutional news media

can take on a corrector's role—an

authoritative voice that can bring

prominence to issues of genuine

importance and try to rectify the

pervasive myths of hyper-partisan

blog media, rather than to re-report

them, as was so prevalent during

the 2008 U.S. presidential election.

Network news could have bfeen the

voices that helped put the Obama-
as-secret-terrorist-Muslim story

to bed, instead of being the bodies

that brought the issue into promi-

nence during an organized debate

(thanks again for that, George

Stephanopolous). There may be no

money for middle-of-the-road re-

porting any more, but I wager more
people would come to prefer a cold,

sobering shower in their news to

the "shouting across the void" as

Obama describes it.

There is certainly a role for in-

stitutional media in the age of the

Internet, and the CBC's experiment

is likely a first step in reforming the

way that institutional media provide

information to the public. However,

it cannot be the last one.

The future of arts and science

With a plenary session looming in the faculty, students have an

opportunity to actually make a difference

GAVIN NOWLAN

There are few opportunities at this

university for students to get di-

rectly involved with the apparatus

of our education. As one's years

here add up, more and more situa-

tions arise which elicit our baffled

response, "Why?" Every student

here has a similar story of a mo-
ment where some facet of our in-

stitution reared its ugly, seemingly

unplanned head. Must it be so hard

to make a distinguished university

that's obviously full of talented

people work for its students?

Currently, the faculty of arts and

science on the St. George campus

—

which represents around 26,000 stu-

dents—is undergoing an academic

planning review. What this means
is that the future of the faculty, the

largest single division at our univer-

sity, is being planned out right now.

The current plan, 2004's Stepping

Up, focused strongly on the student

experience and the role of interdis-

ciplinary programs. One of the larg-

est concerns within the faculty at

the time was the impact of the large

number of Ontario high school stu-

dents who had entered the univer-

sity after the elimination of grade 13

in 2003. The focus on smaller pro-

grams, and research-based courses

helped to assuage the influx of stu-

dents into the campus.
The financial situation of the fac-

ulty is quite different from where
it was in 2004. The recession has

cut into funding, and this budget
crunch is reflected in the mood
set out in the planning outline pro-

vided by the dean, which provides

context and a guide for depart-

ments. There is also the reality of

President Naylor's Towards 2030
document, which envisions the

St. George campus as research fo-

cused and with fewer undergradu-

ates. The priorities of 2004, which
stressed equity, interdisciplinary

programs, and connections to sur-

rounding community, will most
likely change with the new aca-

demic plan.

The eventual academic plan

is not a fait accompli. Right now,

every department, college, and
program is creating its own plans

to present to the administration.

These documents will stress where
each department sees its own fu-

ture, and how it can best accom-
plish its goals. It is these plans that

will eventually make up the fac-

ulty's next five years. As students,

one of the best ways to ensure that

final plans reflects our needs, is to

make sure each department or col-

lege program presents a document
that reflects not only the needs of

its students today, but the needs of

students five years from now.

Like much at this university, the

planning program is bloated and
convoluted at best. Course unions

are trying to cut through the bu-

reaucracy by organizing events for

students to voice their ideas for im-

proving the faculty. The success of

these events will be reflected in the

final document submitted by each

department, as, conversely, a lack

of student involvement in the plan-

ning program will show in the final

academic plan.

Along with feeling this universi-

ty could work better for students,

is the idea that hoping for change
is futile. This defeatist attitude

does a disservice to those who are

actively campaigning to change
our university for the better. The
university can work for students,

but it takes the active participa-

tion of those students to make
this change possible. This current

planning process provides a direct

and tangible outlet for students

to work to improve our learning

experience, and an opportunity

to not be dismissed out of hand. If

we ever want to see improvements
in the faculty of arts and science,

students need to engage and edu-

cate themselves about the work-

ings of the institution they belong

to. Through being involved in aca-

demic planning, we can bequeath
to future students a university that

works—a university we can take

pride in.

Gavin Nowlan is president of the Arts

and Science Students' Union.

LETTERS
UTSU and colleges

fail students

The important thing is that St.

George students are absolutely

not represented by UTSU ("Col-

leges fume at UTSU meeting," Nov.

23). The way to fix this is for the

colleges and faculty divisions to

be more proactive and actually

engage this campus—enough to

win an election.

It's totally regressive to be

fracturing the campus by having

SMC spend the year threatening to

split off (which will never happen

because it'll get shut down by admin

without UTSU having to lift a finger).

Also for a slate that once ran on

uniting the campus, Hudson is very

quick to pass the blame onto col-

lege councils being unresponsive.

I don't see anyone on either side

being proactive. Elections this

year will probably be a choice

between the lesser of two evils.

Adam Smith

Involvement goes

beyond colleges

College councils really only represent

the students that live in residence

SEE 'LETTERS' -PG 5
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Who's afraid of Sarah Palin?

With no viable alternative for leader of the Republican Party, we shouldn't

be so quick to disnniss the Alaskan hopeful

TAYLOR SCOLLON

Conservatives who value intellectual vital-

ity no longer have a party to call their own
in the United States. The line-ups outside

bookstores and endless media coverage

of Sarah Palin's new memoir Going Rogue
drives home this gloomy point.

It's easy to dismiss Palin as an outlier

in the Republican Party. Her gaffes on the

campaign trail (we all remember that she

can see Russia from her house), her affin-

ity for rural pastimes like hunting (from

her helicopter), and her repetition of buzz-

words like "maverick" make her fodder for

satirists. However, with the conservative

movement at its lowest intellectual ebb
since the 1960s, and with the Republican

Party now home to Joe-the-Plumber-style

populism, there's a credible threat that

Palin could become the next Republican
nominee for president. We shouldn't be so

quick to dismiss her.

Palin's no-apologies style of conserva-

tism has positioned her as the choice of

deeply conservative Republican activists

—

the same ones who vote in primaries and
choose presidential nominees. But she also

has the ability to engage voters who would
otherwise stay home. Republican moder-

ates have virtually been eliminated from
the party. There is the recent example of

Dede Scozzafava—a Republican Congress-

woman from New York who is pro-choice

and for gay marriage. She was forced to end
her re-election campaign due to lack of sup-

port. A far right candidate challenged Scoz-

zafava, and was subsequently endorsed by
several notable Republicans, including Pal-

in. In another election, Florida's Republican

Governor Charlie Crist, who has a moder-
ate record on environmental and economic
issues, opted to run for the Senate in 2010

and is facing a challenge in the primaries

from conservative Marco Rubio, who has

criticized Crist for being too liberal.

However, the most striking example of

the rightward Republican shift has oc-

curred in New England. The last Republi-

can members of Congress from New Eng-

land were defeated in the 2008 elections,

marking the first time in nearly 150 years

that the region has not had any Republi-

can representation. While New England
voters tend to vote Democratic, other fac-

tors have erased Republicans from the re-

gion—mainly inadequate financial support

for moderates, and challenges by more
extreme conservatives preventing moder-
ates from running at all.

While Republican moderates would be
unlikely to support Palin, the sad truth is

that very few of them exist to oppose her.

There are no credible candidates like-

ly to seek the Republican nomination

Mitt Romney is an alternative, but

the problems which plagued him
last time he sought the nomina-
tion will not disappear. He is

still an unapologetic member
of the Republican Establish-

ment—the people who official-

ly run the party—running with a

moderate record. But in a conser-

vative, anti-Establishment climate,

that record will hurt him. Newt
Gingrich has never been popular

nationally, Mike Huckabee will

once again not get the support

of the fiscal conservatives he
needs, and Tim Pawlenty barely

registers with voters outside of

his home-state of Minnesota.

All of these factors lead to the unhap-

py conclusion that Sarah Palin is a seri-

ous contender for the Republican nomi-
nation. She should not be dismissed,

lest we find ourselves with a President

Palin. That would certainly be no
laughing matter.

'LETTERS' -CONTINUED FROM PG 4

and a few hardcore commuters that

actually go play foozball in their stupid

lounges ("Colleges fume at UTSU
meeting," Nov. 23 ). Most SMC students

barely go east of Queen's Park except

to use the registrar's office.

What's the voter turnout for

SMCSU or VUSAC? Why are these

people on a high horse claiming

they are somehow more connected

to the student body?

Some students get involved at U
of T by having pub nights with their

college council, some work on an
undergrad journal with their course

union, some run equity campaigns

with UTSU and some just hang out

with their campus club. It's really

arrogant to suggest one mode of

participation or activism is more
relevant or meaningful.

EKS

Signatures come

easy

"For UTSU, this would require

over 8,000 signatures—a task

which would likely be unachiev-

able." ("An open letter to del-

egates at the CFS Annual National

General Meeting," Nov. 25)

As someone who was involved

in the Drop Fees campaign, I know
that we collected over 10,000 signa-

tures from the downtown campus
alone within a very short period.

I've never seen you collecting peti-

tions for this cause so maybe you're

unfamiliar with how it's done. Peti-

tion signatures are easier to collect

than getting people to vote in an

election because it's quick and just

requires their signature.

Captain Obvious

Resources are key

In response to Captain Obvious'

comment regarding the signa-

tures. The Drop Fees campaign
also had a far larger pool of

resources with which to work
with when getting their message
out and getting those signatures.

1 don't believe you can make the

argument that getting 8,000 sig-

natures would require anything

less in terms of man power and
advertising to inform that much
of the student body. If, however,

UTSU is willing to support such
an endeavour if people came
forward with that interest, well,

then all the power to your argu-

ment. I just don't imagine that is

terribly likely.

John
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ttF^o you mind if I mention my
J—/cause?" asks Elle Patille as I

approach her for an interview. She is

signing photos and posing for pic-

tures at this year's Everything To
Do With Sex Show, dressed in knee-

high leather boots and the tiniest

bikini imaginable.

"Sure, absolutely," I say, perhaps

too effusively, as 1 try to remain

smooth and even-tempered in the

presence of a nearly-naked woman.
"My name is Elle Patille, I'm a

former Playboy cover model, born
and raised in Toronto, and have
recently moved to Honduras...and
1 was with the locals when a little

baby leopard as well as jaguar

pelts were being sold on the black

market for $200. So, the little guy
[the jaguar] had an upper respira-

tory infection, dislocated jaw, and
now 1 am sharing a one-bedroom
condo in Honduras with. ..a jaguar.

So now I'm up in Toronto for one
week bringing awareness to en-

dangered species as well as the

illegal animal trade. All proceeds

that are made during this show
will be going toward the animals."

I have never before interviewed

someone in such a state of undress,

and journalistic etiquette goes out

the window as my eyes blatantly

dart towards her lower regions,

where her skintight bikini outlines

the crevices of a certain key body
part. I'm in way over my head.

"Uh..." 1 stumble over my words,

and she giggles. "Well, y'know, 1 got-

ta say... 1 could never imagine wear-

ing. . I point in the general direction

of her bikini. "Uh, 1 mean, don't get

me wrong, it's great that you can,

but. . . 1 mean, I'm sort of a shy guy. .

."

my voice trails off pathetically.

"Well, if you want you can try it

on!" she laughs. "Nobody'U say any-

thing. You are at the Everything To

Do With Sex Show."

The ETDWSS pretty

much lives up to its

name, with dozens

of booths offering

hundreds of goods

and services for

every conceivable

sexual sceneuio, cind

plenty of inconceiv-

able ones. There

are dildos, vibra-

tors, penis rings,

linens, meissagers,

"Sticky Dickies,"

thongs, douches,

anal douches, whips,

paddles, eind enough

condoms for a thou-

sand water balloon

fights. Though tempted by a pair of

singing plastic breasts called "Jigglin'

Jugs," I limit myself to a $3.99 sexual

energy drink called Sex Shots. "Drink

one serving, wait five minutes—FEEL
THE POWER!" promises the label.

Consumer report: it doesn't work.

There's even a booth for Glitz Pro-

fessional Teeth Whitening, whose
inexplicable presence 1 find so fas-

cinating that 1 request an interview

with a sales representative named
Keith three times before he finally

relents. "They sit for 10 minutes

under the lights,"

says Keith, point-

ing to the custom-

ers at the booth,

"then we re-apply

some gel, they sit

for another 10 min-

utes, then rinse,

and they're done.

We guarantee they

go up a minimum
two shades."

"1 guess I'm won-

dering. . .what brings

you to the sex

show?" I ask.

"Oh, it's people.

Ail we need is peo-

ple walking by."

To the side of

the convention hall is The Dungeon,
where women in thongs are tied onto

elaborate contraptions and brought

to orgasm through complicated

and 1 daresay dangerous means.

Just outside. Lady Victoria

demonstrates a vacuum-sealed,

sensation-heightening bed, though
the demonstration goes awry when
the test subject begins yelping and
wriggling with panic for release.

I'm not so sure that having an
orgasm is worth this much effort.

1 used to wonder how the rather

simple act of putting one's penis

into a partner's vagina could sus-

tain and justify an entire conven-
tion. Now 1 realize that the Sex
Show is more about contrasting

attitudes than a mere physical

act. Serious seminars on a pleth-

ora of sex-related topics are held

in makeshift auditoriums on the

sidelines, while the main stage,

where the biggest crowds gather,

is more like sex vaudeville, where
beefcake strippers alternate with

amateur pole-dancers and profes-

sional acrobats.

"Who can give me the best fake

orgasm?!" yells the emcee to a

whooping crowd. He rushes over to

an impossibly attractive brunette

woman at the side of the stage.

"Come on, baby! Give me your best

fake orgasm!"

"Ooooh baby!" she moans into

the microphone. "Uhn....Uh....

UH....UUUH...yeee-EEEEAAAHHH!
...uuuuuhhhhnnnn. .

.."

"Alright, that's a nice orgasm!" the

emcee hoots. "The guys in the audi-

ence are all like, 'Uh...do I cheer?'"

He spots another woman in the au-

dience at the front of the stage.

"Oh, baby.... Yeah... .yeah, baby...

Oh my God. ..Oh my GOD....UUUU-

HHH... Oh, baby...."

"Short and sweet!"

he says, clapping

heartily. "Short and

sweet!" Another

woman raises her

hand. "Alright, let's

have one more!

Give us your best

fake orgasm!"

She inhales, be-

fore letting out a

blood-curdling

shriek: "Uuuh-

AAAAAAAHHH-
HH!!!"

The crowd goes

wild. "That was
re-e-e-ally short!"

says the emcee. "1

wouldn't want any

of that."

More
thing,

Show
table

of porn,

expensive

than any-

the Sex
is a veri-

goldmine

From
Blu-

Ray releases to

grubby two-for-

$5 bins filled

with titles like

Black Poles Fill-

ing White Holes

and Stretchin' the

Brown Hole Is

Our Goal, you can
barely walk five

feet before be-

ing assaulted by
another extreme
close-up of anal penetration.

Good For Her, the venerable To-
ronto women's sex store, is here

selling "female friendly porn."

"It's where women get their fair

share of the pleasure," says stor-

eowner Carlyle Jansen. "Where
you don't have the long, up-close

genital shots, you see more faces

and bodies during orgasm, you
see more authentic female plea-

sure rather than fake female plea-

"Well, I

definitely love

my fetish and
bondage stuff,

right? But my
favourites are

the squirting

stuff. I lo-o-ove

to squirt."

sure. It can show a diversity of

bodies, a diversity of people of

colour, people of size, and people

of different ages without fetishiz-

ing them."

Representing more traditional

fare is porn star Maxine X, here

representing her Maxine X Pro-

ductions website (BoundToCum.

com, FYI). I find her at her booth,

holding a whip and wearing a bustier

that struggles mightily but ultimately

fails to conceal her areola.

"It says on your sign that you're

Canada's top fetish porn star. This

might be a weird question, but...

what do you specialize in?"

"Bondage and

forced orgasm!"

she says, grinning

widely. "So, ba-

sically it's like

bondage 'til you

come. There's a

lot of toys. It's a

lot of... like, for

example—" she

points to a DVD
box. "See, here

she's, like, tied

up, and say if I'm

the dog I would

make her come,

and she's tied up,

and... and there's

a lot of squirting,

that's my next

specialty. And 1

have a lot of Asian

stuff, squirting,

bondage, but 1

also have a couple

of boy-girl films."

"What do you

think is your best

work? "1 ask, acute-

ly aware that she

is being double-

penetrated on the

TV monitor.

"Well, 1 defi-

nitely love my
fetish and bond-

age stuff, right?

But my favourites

are the squirting

stuff. I lo-o-ove

to squirt." She

points to a DVD
called Hurtin' for

a Squirtin'. "This is Jada Fire, she's

a big squirter and a big porn star

in the U.S., and 1 shot this in L.A.

with her, and we both squirted

and stuff."

She happily poses with me for a

picture. In the picture she is wear-

ing her sultriest facial expression

while holding her whip against my
body. Meanwhile, I'm all-to-clearly

staring at her protruding breast.

I'm in way over my head.
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When was the last time you tried something new? EMILY KELLOGG gave contact improvisation a

shot—and was easily outperformed by sextagenarians

PHOTOS BY ALEX NURSALL

My hipbone digs into the shoul-

der of my contact improvisa-

tion dance partner. My trembling

hands are extended towards the

polished wooden floor, and as I ten-

tatively extend my legs towards the

ceiling 1 find myself balancing like a

teeter-totter in what, to me, feels like

an imminent state of freefall.

Although realistically, 1 can't be

more than five feet from the ground,

I'm overwhelmed with a boggling

head rush and a sensation of flight.

Somehow I've managed to find my-
self quite literally picked up out of

my sedentary—and largely misan-

thropic—urban lifestyle, and low-

ered into a tight-knit community of

dancers who thrive on communica-
tion with strangers through touch,

movement, and eye contact. I'm the

kind of girl who pretends to text on
the subway to avoid awkward human
interaction—and now I'm balancing

precariously on the shoulder of my
stony-faced, six-foot dance partner

as he takes slow steps around the

gym of the Trinity St. Paul Centre.

1 slide back down to the floor, and
with my feet safely planted ask my
partner sheepishly for some feed-

back. He advises me to "commit

more," which essentially means that

the next time 1 swing my weight onto

his shoulder, I need to reach for the

floor. This seems like a surefire way
to take advantage of the universal

health care system in Canada with a

smashed nose or broken neck, and,

needless to say, I'm not wild about

this critique. Instead, 1 take a mo-
ment to survey the room.

The high-ceilinged, makeshift

dance studio is

filled with about

20 other students

of contact impro-

visation, a hodge-

podge of men and
women of various

ages and physical

types. Although

I'm probably the

youngest person

in the room, I can

only watch with

envy as the part-

ners complete

their lifts with im-

possible grace,

shifting their

weight, rocket-

ing into space and
then returning to

the ground with an overriding sense
of serene concentration.

"The best contact dancers are usually

in their sixties," instructor Suzanne
Liska explained to me before the class,

"It's because they were around when
the form of dance first started. You
don't need any technical training for

contact improvisation, but it still takes

9 years to perfect."

Contact im-

prov began in

the early 1970s

as a project of

Steve Paxton

at Oberlin Col-

lege in Ohio.

For this kind

of dance there is no choreography;

instead, it requires the dancer to

engage with his or her surroundings

and partner with an emphasis on

gravity, momentum, and resistance.

In laymen's terms, that essentially

means that people support each

other's weights through lifts as they

attempt to move together through

Making eye contact, and
touching another person with
both force and sensitivity

while improvising a dance
that you want to look at

least a little bit graceful is

intimidating as hell

space, typically in groups of two.

Liska, who was introduced to

contact improvisation in St. John's,

Newfoundland, continues, "Contact

improvisation really heightens your

senses: it's all about choreography in

the moment. You have to be in touch

with your body and your partner.

There's an endless range of things

that you can do. It's really new terri-

tory in movement."

Toronto also plays host to the

longest running "Contact Jam"

series in the world, based out of

the Dovercourt House. "Jams"

are a common way for contact

improvisers to perfect their skills,

engaging in an hour or two of

completely spontaneous movement
among peers. The Dovercourt House
runs a jam on Wednesday nights

and Sunday mornings. And although

the jams are open to newcomers, I

wanted a little bit more structure for

my introduction to the postmodern

dance form.

In theory, contact improvisation is

right up my alley. It emphasizes ex-

pressing yourself through authentic

movement, without the constraints

of technicality, or having to be a

pawn in someone else's choreogra-

phy. Instead, you are completely free

to move your body in accordance to

your own vision and your own emo-
tions. With years of technical dance

training under my belt, and a pen-

chant for relaying my emotions to

friends with impromptu interpretive

dances, I thought that 1 would be the

perfect candidate for a form of dance

that just required me to express my
emotions through movement.
Turns out, the hardest part about

contact improv is the contact. Work-

ing with a partner to simultaneously

express your perspective and tell a

story requires sen-

sitivity and com-

promise. Partner-

ing happens organi-

Ccdly, which mecins

that as you start

to dance, you have

to get a feel for the

person who is mov-

ing at your pace and

moving in the same
direction. Making

eye contact, cind

touching another

person with both

force cind sensitiv-

ity while improvis-

ing a dance that you

want to look at least

a little bit graceful

is intimidating as

hell—cind when my
partner asked me what it was that 1

wanted out of this partnership, I almost

screamed that 1 wasn't ready for any-

thing serious right now.

But God, when it's done right, it's

done right. In moments, 1 managed to

lose my inhibitions and get a sense of

the organic rawness that makes this

form of dance unique. But watching

Suzanne Liska work with partner Pam
Johnson, a jam facilitator at the Do-
vercourt House, 1 realized why this is

a form of dance that, while it doesn't

necessarily require technical prow-

ess, takes years to perfect. The two
of them managed to move effortlessly

across the floor, forming shapes viith

their bodies, and hoisting each other's

weights in impossible positions, creat-

ing an emotional movement that was
both fluid and dramatic.

Inspired, I turned back to my part-

ner, this time determined to leap

onto his shoulder with the same ef-

fervescent ease. And hey, although

I'm sure it wasn't perfect, at least I

managed to commit to something
without snapping my neck.
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Rain man
Korea's top-of-the-pops takes a star turn in Jannes McTeigue's latest film, Ninja Assassin

WILL SLOAN
A&E Associate Editor

I usually think of myself as a het-

erosexual male, but let me tell

you something about Korean pop
star Rain: he is hot. He is in To-

ronto promoting Ninja Assassin,

the first American film in which he
has a starring role, and as I go up
to shake his hand before a round-

table interview, I am so struck by
his high cheekbones and perfect-

ly-styled hair that I neglect to re-

member that I'm holding a pen in

the hand I've reached out.

Here's another Rain tidbit 1 can im-

part: he's also obscenely charming.

"Thank you, thank you for coming
out," says Rain to the four assembled

journalists. "It's my honour. It's my
first time, you know, in Canada. 1 real-

ly love Toronto." I'm not sure how that

reads in print, but hearing it from the

ever-smiling most-famous-musician-

in-Asia and Stephen Colbert's arch-

nemesis...well, it's enough to make a

journalist blush.

Directed by V for Vendetta's

James McTeigue and produced
by the Wachowski brothers, Ninja

Assassin tells the simple story

of Raizo (Rain), a ninja raised in

a monastery to be an assassin

who then turns against his old

master (grindhouse legend Sho
Kosugi) and basically goes free-

lance. Ah, if there's one thing an
evil old master doesn't like, it's

betrayal, and pretty soon Raizo is

fighting off an endless stream of

enemy ninjas. The film's second
half is wall-to-wall action, with

Raizo taking more punishment
than any movie character since

The Passion of the Christ and still

managing to kick an overwhelm-
ing quantity of ninja ass.

"I loved Bruce Lee and Jackie

Chan—you know, my heroes," Rain

says. "I saw a lot of Bruce Lee mov-
ie from when 1 was young, and I'm

so powerful, I'm so faster, I'm so

young, I'm so [much more] hand-
some than them, and you know...

I'm just kidding!"

This is only Rain's third movie,

following a starring role in Park

Chan-wook's interesting but little-

seen I'm a Cyborg But That's OAT and
a supporting role in the Wachows-
kis' Speed Racer "Were you intimi-

dated at all, carrying an entire mov-
ie?" asks a journalist.

A brief moment of reflection.

"No!" he says cheerfully.

Indeed, if Rain can be described

in a single word, it would be "con-

fident." Though he is accompanied
by a translator and occasionally re-

quires his assistance, Rain speaks
English with such vigour and con-

fidence that one almost forgets he

doesn't totally understand it.

jnfl.
myoNer
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He is asked about his Hollywood

ambitions. "Yes, it's big opportunity

for me. I'll do my best... I'll do my
best...and if I'll do my best, Ameri-

cans would love me, too, and I defi-

nitely would like to continue my ca-

reer in Hollywood. That's all."

1 ask if he keeps in mind how his

Asian fanbase might react to his Hol-

lywood films. He reflects for a mo-
ment: "Uh...yes, I agree. And I hope
people like it. You know, actually, it's

hard to even walk in street in Asia. I

hope [for] the same here. I hope."

"He looks like he belongs in a

boy band," says one of Ninja As-

sassin's minor characters about

our hero, but Korea's top pop star

did his training. "1 had to make my
body fit, you know, like Bruce Lee.

I trained for...eight month? Five

days a week, eight hours a day. It

was hard, and I ate just chicken

breast and vegetable, no sugar, no
salt— it was horrible. And second
of all, I learned a lot of martial art

—

Tai Chi, Taekwando, Kung Fu, kick-

boxing—with sword and double-

sword...yeah, 1 learned a lot."

"When I was doing stunts 1 have

lots of cuts on my body. You know,

even though everybody took care

of me, I still got hurt. One day 1 pre-

tend [1] broke my legs. 1 said, after the

stunt, 'Oh my god, I can't feel my legs!'

And people said, 'Are you okay? Are

you alright?! Are you alright?!' I said,

'I'm just kidding.' It was fun—so fun."

"Are you worried that some of your

music fans might be put off my some
of the violence?" asks a journalist.

Rain responds: "I understand you. .

.

you know, 1 never worried, because I

hope they like it, and I hope that I will

have more fans after this film."

"Bruce Lee was mentioned, and

you're attached to the Enter the Dragon

remake," asks the same journalist.

"Could you tell us anything about that?

Rain shifts in his chair.

"Uuuuuuh...I haven't decide yet. I

haven't decide yet. And... I can't tell

you, because... it's secret. If I tell

SEE 'RAIN' -PG 9
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lusic from Northern Europe to match the falling temperatures

KINGS OF CONVENIENCE-
DECLARATION OF DEPENDENCE

WW
On their third studio album, childhood friends Eriend 0ye and Eirik Glambek Boe
have done something no one thought possible: they got quieter. Five years after the

success of their previous album. Riot on an Empty Street, Declaration ofDependence falls short of their stylistically

comparable, advice-driven earlier efforts. However, this is only because of the sheer excellence of the last album.

Declaration remains consistently strong and an easy, relaxing, enjoyable album.

There are no drums on this album, just a perfect balance of acoustic guitar, cello, violin, and most calming of all,

the delightfully well-matched singing voices of 0ye and B0e. Their voices are underrated and often get lost behind

the soft yet influential instruments.

Kings of Convenience set the mood early with opening track "24-25," which makes even the softest, oft-compared

Simon and Garfunkel song seem too noisy. Lead single "Mrs. Cold" is complex, offering a new favourite part upon
each listen. The album gets stronger with "Boat Behind," "Renegade," and "Freedom and its Owner," but then gets

dryer towards the end. Still, these tracks are positive overall and add to the calm mood throughout the album.

Ultimately, Declaration will suit you if you're the kind of person who thinks this world is more hectic than it needs

to be, and that life often feels like a race to a never-ending finish line. Only when listened to in solace can one can

hear the intricate guitar strums and the hard-to-replicate sound of fingers sliding on an acoustic.—JOSH STAAV

THE SCR\P1-THE SCRIPT

vw
Known to me as "the band that opened for U2," I was prepared to write about The Script as

an Irish trio of ingenious talent and versatility. Sure, they're talented, but versatile? Hell no!

In their self-titled debut album, singer Danny O'Donaghue, guitarist Mark Sheehan,

and drummer Glen Power create a fusion of rock, soul, R&B, and hip hop. Incorporat-

ing funk-inspired percussion and semi-rapped vocals, The Script mirrors a style comparable to white soulsters

SEE 'FRESHLY PRESSED' -PG

9
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Jet force

Ambient rockers Jets Overhead aim for intimacy on their current tour

EMMA SARCONI

Even before Radiohead announced
that they were offering their album
In Rainbows as a download in 2007,

British Columbia's Jets Overhead
was experimenting with online al-

bum releases. In 2006, the band re-

leased their debut record. Bridges,

as a free download, letting it hit

stores a year later. Lead singer An-
tonia Freybe-Smith explains that

the band was excited to follow a

new trend in the music industry, as

they would rather listeners down-
load a high-quality version of their

tracks than find a pilfered rip-off

on the Internet. Gaining a following

was more important than making a

profit, says Freybe-Smith, though
she does admit, "not getting paid

is frustrating."

Luckily, Jets Overhead built an
online fan base with Bridges, and
the album release was followed

by an international tour that in-

cluded destinations in China and
across the United States. In 2007,

they earned a Juno nomination for

New Group of the Year, and have
gone on to open for acts including

The Dandy Warhols, Broken Social

Scene, and Our Lady Peace.

Heavily influenced by British

bands like Pink Floyd and Radio-

Jets Overhead (from left to right) Jocelyn Greenwood, Luke Renshaw, Antonia Freybe-Smith, Piers Henwood, and Adam Kittredge.

head (and not only in promotional

strategies), Freybe-Smith explains

that Jets Overhead's sound is "am-

bient and full of swirly noises...

a

heavy but not aggressive sound."

Last May, Jets Overhead released

their second full album No Nations

and went on to play Bonnaroo and
other "twenty-something" gigs,

as Freybe-Smith calls them. She
describes this city tour as having

been "amazing but exhausting."

Jets Overhead has since turned

to smaller, more intimate venues on
their second tour, with the notable

exception of this year's Bridge Tour
Benefit. Freybe-Smith says that play-

ing with the likes of Neil Young and
No Doubt was "such an honour, and
felt like a dream— I was completely

blown away by the opportunity." It

was an honest and heartfelt musical

experience, she explains, more cen-

tred on connecting through music

than at the typical concert.

As Jets Overhead gear up for their

show in Toronto this Thursday, what
has Freybe-Smith learned from their

tour so far? "It's an interesting ex-

istence," she says. "There's lots of

thinking and meeting people. It's all

about a creative exchange."

Jets Overhead play the Kool Haus
with Lights on Nov. 26. For more
information, visitjetsoverhead.com.

'FRESHLY PRESSED'
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Robin Thicke and Jason Mraz.

The album reeks of personal

emotion, while using classic song

construction and contemporary

storytelling. But from love to break-

ups, many of the songs share lyrical

ground that's too similar. O'Donaghue
is either struggling to hold a relation-

ship together ("Talk You Down," "Be-

fore the Worst") or struggling to ac-

cept that it is over ("Break Even," "If

You See Kay"). Although the music

and lyrics are catchy—even border-

line addictive—they lack diversity.

"The Man Who Can't Be Moved"
is the only highlight of the album

—

following O'Donaghue on his mission

to win back a former lover, it is capti-

vating and powerful, and this would

be a good song to crank on your Ipod

as you lie in bed post-break-up.

The relatable lyrics and larger-

than-life choruses make it inevitable

that we'll be hearing this album all

over the radio and featured in main-

stream television shows—it's already

made appearances on The Hilts,

Ghost Whisperer, and 90210. In its en-

tirety, though, the album is nothing

more than good. Next time around.

The Script needs to deliver more
substance to match their commercial

success.—JESSICA TOMLINSON

'RAIN' -CONTINUED FROM PG
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you...my producer will kill me."

"Does a project like that seem in-

timidating to you?" I ask. "Because,

Bruce Lee is a legend, and Enter the

Dragon is his most famous movie,

and you're sorta setting yourself up
for comparison."

A long pause. "Uh...there is a real

opportunity. . .but I told you, 1 haven't

decided yet. BUT, I will very soon."

Ninja Assassin is now in theatres.

Writers Wanted.
Write for Arts!

recruitment@thevarsity.ca.

Discover how YOU can

make a difference

Join us to learn more about our

16-month professional

masters program

Master of Forest

Conservation
(MFC)

information Session

Monday November 30, 2009

4:30 p.m.. Room 1016B

Earth Sciences Centre

33 Wilicocks St

For more information:

call: 416.978.0474

or email: a.kenney@utoronto.ca

vww.forestry.utoronto.ca

Faculty of Forestry

HUMBER
The Business School

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

Teach English

Abroad

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS
Creative individuals, locations -Downtown

Toronto, Brampton. Managers to $11.50/

hour + bonuses. Wrappers to $9.85/hour

Full & Part Time Avail - December 1 - 24. TO
APPLY, GO TO: www.TorontoWraps.com

TESOL/TE8L Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

' Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicum

• IntematioDally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Noney-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

VINYL RECORDS& CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection. Major

& minor musical genres. We buy and

sell. 3 minutes S of College & St. George,

18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around Again

Records.

EGYPT FER READING WEEK
10 days, Cairo, Alexandria, Luxor. $3300

flight from Toronto, visa, hotels, break-

fasts, daily transportation, entry fees (TEL)

416-727-1040 www.egyptgrouptours.com

TUTORING

TUTOR, 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Specializing in ECO 220, CHM 139, 247

MATH 135, 136. Past tests and exams with

solutions available for practice. DON'T

WAIT! GET HELP NOW! (416) 785-8898.

MISCELLANEOUS

LOOKING TO DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING:

The death of philosophy and its replace-

ment by science, Snow's two cultures,

scientific schedule of historical eras,

solutions to every paradox, scientific

classification of knowledge. 416-481-3089

or randy.mark.toronto@syrnpatico.ca

Advertise in \h Varsity

ads@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7604

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for eacli additional word. Rates include one line of bold type

for ttie 3d header. No copy clianges after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone. Ads must

be submitted at least four days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6. Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

POSTGRADUATE
CERTIFICATES
FOR REWARDING CAREERS

FINANCIAL PLANNING

GLOBAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

MARKETING MANAGEMENT

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

ore
business.humber.ca

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/l-800-269-6719|

www.oxfordseminars.ca
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The sound of a face

_ _ DENNIS DOBROVOLSKY

The way our brains process information from vari-

ous sensory channels is one of the biggest ques-

tions in psychology. How do the two most impor-

tant senses, hearing and sight, interact with each
other to interpret stimuli?

It is clear that humans rely heavily on repre-

sentative symbols, i.e. words and language, to

communicate meaning. This information enters

through both visual and auditory channels, which
often complement each other. For example, in a

lecture it is helpful when a professor reinforces

words on a slide with a verbal explanation. While
language depends on the knowledge and recogni-

tion of words and grammar, a large part of human
communication relies on a less representative

medium: emotion.

The way we communicate emotion links visual

and sensory channels. Many facial expressions

are recognized globally for their emotional sa-

lience, to the point where they are decomposed to

simple geometry (such as the smiley face, a univer-

sal symbol of happiness). Facial expression and
speech transmit emotional information through

tone, rhythm, number of pauses, and other vocal-

ized nuances. It may follow, then, that we often

pair these auditory and visual stimuli with each
other to form a more coherent picture of a per-

son's emotional state. These simple observations

have prompted many recent behavioural and elec-

trophysiological studies.

Research has shown that music can have an ef-

fect on visual emotion (the emotional response

elicited when you see a face, for example), as well

as the post-stimulus time that it takes to recognize

a word. Earlier this year, researchers Nidhya Loges-

waran and Joydeep Bhattacharya from the Univer-

sity of London demonstrated the influence of music

on visual emotion for non-simultaneous processes.

They conducted behavioural experiments in which

human adults rated the emotional content of a face

on a scale of one to seven (where one is extremely

sad and seven extremely happy). Prior to being

shown the face, however, the subjects were played

a short musical excerpt. They found that the face

rating was often biased towards the emotion trans-

mitted by the musical prime. Moreover, neutral

face ratings had the highest variation based on the

musical stimulus.

Music has a powerful ability to evoke emotions,

though its non-representative nature can create

some confusion across cultures as to what emo-
tions a song is intended to draw forth. One way this

can be addressed is to recognize a set of fundamen-

tal, basic emotions, which can be evoked without

relying on a concrete meaning. For example, lulla-

bies are sung in cultures all around the world for

their ability to calm infants.

Some critics argue, however, that music as an art

form appeals to the imagination and not necessar-

ily to basic instinct emotions. A piece such as J.S.

Bach's "Crab Cannon" (composed of a line played

backwards and forwards simultaneously) con-

tains a geometric beauty, although most people

wouldn't recognize this aspect by simply listening

to the piece.

Keith Oatley, Professor Emeritus at the depart-

ment of applied psychology at U of T, believes that

language evolved to satisfy a social function—to

bring groups together in conversation—and that

music has a social quality that facilitates connec-

tions between individuals. In this sense, basic emo-
tions don't need to be about anything in particular,

they are similar to instinct, which draws a person

towards comfort or away from pain.

Many people, however, feel complex, "object-

oriented" emotions, such as love when they hear

music. When asked if this reveals how we con-

struct complex emotions, Oatley replied, "Yes,

probably. It has to do with a person's own experi-

ences. As music is having its affect, people find

themselves thinking different thoughts, and vari-

ous memories come to mind. It is known that in

different moods, your access to different kinds of

memories is different."

Does a person's mood prior to assessing emo-
tional face content affect their interpretation, and
is suppression of unwanted emotions beneficial?

"All the evidence [states] is that if you're feeling

bad for some reason, then someone comes in who
is important to you, then really the way to deal

with that isn't really by trying to suppress your

own emotion," Oatley explains. "As you concen-

trate on [the new stimulus], then your own emo-
tions in that interaction are likely to be more ap-

propriate." Although we are far from uncovering

all of the brain's mysteries, recent research has

provided evidence that this cross-sensual emo-
tion priming does occur.

Explain my BRAIN WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

Subliminal Persuasion

The holidays are almost here. As stores prepare for the im-

pending spending orgy, advertising is more important them

ever. It seems that behind every carefree commercial smile is

a team of frantic ad-mongers doing their best to make you buy.

The advertising industry has been notorious for using sub-

liminal persuasion to sell their products. Whether it's the words

"eat popcorn" flashed imperceptibly across a movie screen, or

the word "sex" cleverly hidden in an advert, stories of the use

and abuse of subliminal messages sound like a page out of 1950s

government conspiracy theories. From alcohol ads to rock songs

played backwards, and of course, the infamous Disney sex mes-

sages, it looks like everyone's trying to get a grip on our uncon-

scious. But does subliminal persuasion work? And if so, how?

According to theories of subliminal perception, a message is

subliminal if it is delivered below the threshold of awareness. In

other words, it can't be perceived by the conscious mind, but is

picked up by the unconscious. For example, if an image flashes at

just a few milliseconds in length, we won't be able to perceive it

consciously, but our unconscious mind will still process it.

In a classic 1957 experiment by market researcher James

Vicary, the words "eat popcorn" and "drink Coke" were flashed

at a third of a millisecond across a movie screen at five second

intervals. After six weeks, he claimed that Coca Cola sales went

up by 18 per cent, and popcorn by 58 per cent. However, when
the CBC conducted a similar experiment in 1958 by flashing

the message "phone now" 352 times during a popular Sunday

night television show, not a single viewer called. The CBC then

asked viewers to guess the message that was subliminally sent

to them. While there were no correct answers, almost half of the

viewers—aware of Vicary's study—claimed that they had felt

hungry or thirsty during the show.

Opinion polls show that most Americans believe in the per-

suasive power of subliminal messages. However, most psycholo-

gists argue that the effects of subliminal persuasion are smallto

practically non-existent. Scientific research has failed to support

claims of its effectiveness, and in general, studies show that we
can only minimally process simple subliminal messages—for ex-

ample, a single word—but not more complex messages.
JVIost studies claiming the effectiveness of subliminal persua-

sion have been proved methodologically unsound. The well-con-

structed experiments used to test subliminal persuasion have

pointed overwhelmingly to its ineffectiveness. Studies on the ef-

fects of messages played in reverse have shown that listening to

these messages does not influence subjects' judgment, and that

people can hear hidden messages even when there are none.

In the experiment, subjects couldn't even distinguish between

backward nursery rhymes, advertising messages. Christian, Sa-

tanic, or pornographic content.

So if subliminal persuasion has been disproven by so many
scientific studies, why does the general public seem to cling so

fervently to the myth? It could be the persistence of die-hard ad-

vertisers who haven't learned their lesson, or maybe it's just a

legend that never managed to die out. In any ccise, just to test

this out once and for all. The Varsity has inserted a number of

hidden subliminal messages throughout this article. So, are you
thirsty yet?

Can you detect the subliminal message?

Hint: Look at the white spaces.
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Scientists give sleepy mice a memory boost
HILARY BLACKETT

Have you ever found that after a late

night of studying, or maybe a bender

of a weekend, your brain just doesn't

seem to be running at full capacity?

Good news:it isn't all in your head.

Well, technically it is. Recent research

has found that inhibiting an enzyme
involved in cognitive functioning and

memory reverses these effects.

Sleep deprivation results in in-

creased levels of an enzyme called

phosphodiesterase 4 (PDE4). PDE4
is responsible for the breakdown of

cyclic adenosine monophosphate

(cAMP), a molecule required for vari-

ous cognitive functions. Increased lev-

els of cAMP in the hippocampus are

associated with improved memory
and learning.

An analogy to help understand

this enzymatic process is to think

of cAMP as a flower, and PDE4 as a

herbivore, such as a rabbit. If there

is an increase in the rabbit popu-

lation, the flower population will

consequently become depleted and

processes that require flowers, such

as pollination, will be limited. On the

other hand, if the rabbit population

was to decrease, this would result in

an increase in flowers and the pro-

cesses they are involved in.

This study was a collaborative ef-

fort involving many researchers,

including Dr Ted Abel from the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, and neuro-

physiologist Dr Min Zhuo from the

University of Toronto. Sleep-deprived

mice were subjected to a fear test,

which measured ability to recognize

a dcingerous environment to which
they'd previously been exposed. In

sleep-deprived mice with the PDE4
inhibitor, sleep-deprivation-induced-

deficits in cAMP signalling, neuron-

to-neuron communication and hip-

pocampus-dependent memory were

improved. Zhuo commented, "[by]

reducing phosphodiesterase activity,

[we] could actually see that memory
was being rescued."

The study's findings are pivotal for

neuroscience research in the area of

sleep disorders, such as insomnia.

People suffering from sleep depri-

vation—often ensuing from insom-

nia—are all too familiar with impaired

cognitive function. Inhibiting PDE4
provides a mechanism through which

impaired memory can be reversed,

and thus may become a target for

new pharmacological treatments.

However, as with all neuromolecular

alterations, there are likely unfavour-

able side effects.

Zhuo is an expert in chronic pain

and "memory receptors." In 1999, he

was the co-author of a momentous
neuroscience study with Princeton,

MIT, and the University of Washing-

ton, creating genetically modified

mice with improved learning and

memory. These smart mice were

named Doogie after the television pro-

gram Doogie Howser, MD.
In later studies, Zhuo determined

that Doogie's intelligence came with

a price: enhanced chronic pain. Other

studies have also found that Doogie

mice experience more instances of

emotions such as fear. There is also

evidence that the molecular pathway

responsible for providing these mice

an intellectual boost is associated

with heightened addiction, creating

yet another unintended side effect.

Although the creation of Doogie

was a significant step forward in the

ability to manipulate intelligence,

the enhancement method was at the

genetic level, which is still ethically

controversial. More recent studies in-

hibiting PDE4 use a mechanism more
appropriate for societal application.

There are already many prescrip-

tion drugs on the market that inhibit

a different PDE4 isoform that targets

sexual performcmce in addition to

brain activity.

Pill popping to enhance cognitive

performcince is not a new phenom-

enon. University campuses across

the country are stocked with count-

less students taking drugs such as

Ritalin, Adderall, and the most recent

addition, Modafinal, as study aids. It

is likely that a new pharmacological

drug targeting PDE4 will be added to

the list in the future.

As a treatment strategy for sleep-

deprived individuals such as insomni-

acs, the ramifications of this research

are extremely valuable. These find-

ings have the potential to substantial-

ly increase the quality of life for those

suffering from a sleeping disorder

The inhibitor may also have a role for

people travelling between time zones

who experience severe jet Icig.

Further studies in the area of PDE4
inhibition are imperative to allow

for the targeting of specific systems,

while reducing the risk of unintended

side effects. Zhuo cautions that "Im-

provements in memory and learning

may come at a price."

VARSITY SPORTS sports@thevarsity.ca

l^al(ing a movement

for November
Campus athletes fight cancer in unique way

DANIEL TSIOKOS

As a student, have you ever taken

the time to stop and observe your

surroundings on campus? Probably

not—most of us are speed walking

just to make it to class. During your
sprints between buildings, some of

you may think you've been halluci-

nating, saying to yourself: "Either

I've had too much Red Bull, or that

guy missed a really big spot when
he shaved this morning."

Believe it or not, you aren't hal-

lucinating. The moustache, popular
in the '80s, is making a comeback.
There is a perfectly good explanation

for this, and no, it isn't because Tom
Selleck is bringing back Magnum P.I.

November has been designated
as "Movember," an annual celebra-

tion promoting awareness of men's
health issues, particularly prostate

cancer. The idea, originating in Ad-
elaide, Australia, is for men to grow
moustaches during November to

raise money for prostate cancer
research.

A "Mo Bro" is someone who looks

for donations from friends, family, or

essentially anyone they run into. He
starts off the month clean shaven,

and over the next 30 days lets loose

the beast that his wife, girlfriend, or

mother would never allow to come
out of hibernation.

At U of T, we have quite a few "Mo
Bros," and one in particular is mak-

ing a 'stache splash. Nick Snow is a

member of a U of T's men's basket-

ball team, and is currently sporting

the horseshoe-style 'stache. "It's

[part of] a fund-raiser for Prostate

Cancer Canada, called Movember,

where guys grow moustaches for a

month and get people to sponsor

them," said Snow.

As for the rest of the team's mous-

taches. Snow said that "some of them

are a little shy, and some might not

be able to fill one out."

At the men's basketball home
opener on Nov. 6, the support for Mo-

vember was almost as strong as the

support for the team itself. The first

few rows of bleachers were full of

"Mo Sistas," females who, for obvious

reasons, can't grow a moustache but

show their encouragement by taping

on a fake one.

To date, Nick Snow and his PHE
team, made up of students from the

faculty of physical and health educa-

tion, have raised $1,230 in donations

for the promotion of prostate cancer

research, detection, and treatment, as

well as support for families of men di-

agnosed with prostate cancer.

Much like the pink ribbon for breast

cancer or the orange ribbon for leu-

kemia, the moustache is becoming

a symbol for prostate cancer aware-

ness. Money raised by Mo Bros could

potentially aid someone you know.

Who knew that a few Aussies looking

for a way to justify growing out their

moustaches over a few beers would

initiate a worldwide movement?

To make a donation, go to movember.

com, where you have the choice to

donate to the cause in general, an

individual (i.e. Nick Snow), or a team

(i.e. PHE at U of T).

One ball short

Table Tennis Club almost victorious at tournament

KEVIN DRAPER
Associate Sports Editor

The University of Toronto Table Tennis

Club men's team missed two opportu-

nities to close out critical wins at the

National Collegiate Table Tennis Asso-

ciation's Eastern Division tournament

this past Saturday, while the women's
squad finished second behind a very

competitive Western team.

The afternoon's biggest story was
the battle between the U of T, McGill,

Ottawa, and Waterloo men's teams
for supremacy. Toronto came pains-

takingly close to glory, dropping a

best-of-five set 3-2 to Waterloo in

which at one point they held a 2-0

lead in the fifth game.

A close but comfortable 3-1 vic-

tory over McGill followed, but they

were again bested in five during

their final match of the afternoon,

this time to Ottawa. While they held

a 2-1 advantage in the series and a

2-0 lead in the clinching game, they

couldn't close it out.

McGill wound up the surprise vic-

tors, cruising past Waterloo and Otta-

wa. Toronto finished fourth. The other

three schools that participated were

Queen's, York, and Western.

The women's team, despite los-

ing many members of its 2006-2008

squads to graduation, managed to

place a solid second. They were victo-

rious against McGill and York before

the experienced Western club took

them out in the final.

UTTTC joined the NCTAA in 2005

because table tennis is not a varsity

sport. The club played in the New York

division up until last year because
there were never enough teams to field

in Canada. This year, NCTAA launched

an Eastern Canada division, consisting

of seven universities. "We at UTTTC
are happy to have been and continue

to be a strong influence in the develop-

ment of table tennis in Canadian uni-

versities," said club director Oscar del

Rio in an email to TTie Varsity.

The club's teams have performed re-

markably well in the past. Represent-

ing their division in 2006 at the North

American championship, the women's
squad dropped the championship in

a 3-2 heartbreaker to Stanford to take

second place, while the men's team
finished an impressive fifth. Two years

later, the women's team fell just short

in the championship match, this time

to Texas Wesleyan, while the men
came in sixth.

The next Eastern Division tourna-

ment will be held on Feb. 6. As for

UTTTC's prospects, del Rio was coy in

his prediction. "We still have hope of

qualifying for the Nationals, although

the competition will be tough," he said.
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Favre fever fervid
Brett Favre may be the story of the year, but he's no MVP

CHARLES TRAPUNSKI
Varsity Staff

Despite my love of Detroit, The Li-

ons and the Tigers (and the Chicago

Bears—oh my) are to blame for Brett

Favre's comeback success this sea-

son. No wizard of odds would have fa-

voured the Brett Favre quarterbacked

Minnesota Vikings as the team of the

year in the National Football League.

The Detroit Tigers—a baseball

team—may seem a strange recipient

for Favre-bashing, yet their stunning

collapse at the end of the regular

season allowed the pesky Minnesota

Twins to sneak back into contention.

If the Tigers had been able to clinch

the American League Central, base-

ball fans would have been happy to

say goodbye to the biggest eyesore

of a baseball stadium, the Hubert H.

Humphrey Metrodome . Next year,

the Twins are moving to the outdoor

Target Field, though the Vikings are

going to continue playing in what

should have been only a football sta-

dium. The Twins and Tigers ended the

regular season tied, and of course, the

Twins had home field advantage for a

one-game playoff.

Traditionally, the baseball sea-

son ends on a Sunday, so sudden-

death playoffs are scheduled on the

Monday. However, the NFL already

booked the Metrodome for the Vi-

kings Monday Night game against the

Green Bay f'ackers. Because of the

Tigers' ineptitude, the Metrodome

hosted two huge games in a row. Fa-

vre playing his former team for the

first time was already a big story, but

the baseball playoff being pushed to

the Tuesday made it even bigger The

Minnesota teams won both games,

yet the Twins were much easier to

cheer for, especially after Favre re-

fused to acknowledge the difficulty of

facing the team for which he played

for 15 years. He might as well as have

been playing the Detroit Lions, for all

the emotion he demonstrated.

Placing the Favre blame on the De-

troit Lions seems to make sense, es-

pecially because it would be the first

time in a while that the Lions were on
the receiving end of anything. Last

year, as a member of the New York

Jets, Favre sat down with Lions coach-

es for over an hour before Detroit was
set to play the Packers in the second

week of the 2008 NFL season. Favre

was kind enough to donate his time, to

give the Lions a scouting report. This

would have been fine if he was retired

(which he often was), or if he played

for Lions, but Favre had an upcoming

game of his own. In the end, the Lions

lost to the Packers, 48-25.

Just for the record, how did Favre's

team, the Jets, fare in Week 2? They
lost 19-10 to the New England Patriots

in their first game featuring Matt Cas-

sel as their quarterback—the same
player that had not started a game
since high school. Naturally, the Jets

missed the playoffs last year Favre

seems to have developed a knack for

screwing over teams other than the

Green Bay Packers.

But what about the Chicago Bears?

What role did they play in the Favre

saga? Well, that will wait until they

play their upcoming games against the

Favre and the Packers. On paper, the

Bears should be tearing up the NFC
North. But the Bears have been a mid-

dling team at best this season, despite

getting a new quarterback of their

own. Jay Cutler—the pride of Santa

Claus, Indiana. Yet it has not been a

jolly year for Cutler He has already

been sacked more times than all of last

year with the Denver Broncos, and he

has seen his quarterback rating drop

10 points. Perhaps if they were a bet-

ter team, the Vikings would have some
internal competition, and Favre would

choke under the pressure.

Cutler's got it easy compared to

Green Bay's Aaron Rodgers who
was sacked an astounding 43 times

through 10 games—and Favre's re-

placement to boot. In all of Favre's last

season in Green Bay, he was sacked

only 15 times. It's not like Da Bears

managed to win the NFC North last

year when Favre was missing the play-

offs in New York.

Last year, the division was won
by—you guessed it—the Minne-

sota Vikings. Quarterback of the fu-

ture, Tarvaris Jackson, finally came
through for the Purple and Gold,

leading the Vikings to the playoffs on

the last day of the season. Now that

Favre has been brought in, Jackson

takes a seat on the bench, forced to

sit behind the legend. It is the Aaron
Rodgers story all over again.

It's still not clear what the Green

Bay Packers management did or

said to Favre to make him so bitter

and hell-bent on revenge. What is

known, is that despite having almost

all the quarterback records, the con-

secutive games streak, the come-
backs, being 40, and seeming like a

good guy in There's Something About

Mary, Brett Favre is now the enemy.

Even though a lot of bad guys seem
to be winning the championship

—

Kobe, A-Rod, Crosby—the Vikings

have never won the Super Bowl, and
Favre, for all of his career accolades,

has only won once. The MVP of that

game. Super Bowl XXXI, was kick

returner Desmond Howard, who
naturally, played at the University of

Michigan, and ended his career with

the Detroit Lions.

Fair trade
Dealing ace Roy Halladay is the smartest

move for the Jays this offseason

SILVIO SANSANO

This offseason, the best decision for

the Blue Jays will be trading Roy. Hal-

laday's contract expires after the 2010

season, and it's very unlikely that he

will sign another contract with the

Jays. Toronto is in the midst of restruc-

turing, so they should look to compete

around 2012. Halladay is the best trad-

ing chip the Blue Jays have if they want

to add young talented players.

On Friday, Blue Jays president and

CEO Paul Beeston told the New York

Post that Halladay will not remain in

Toronto when his contract expires

after the 2010 season. "We would like

to sign him. He is an original Blue Jay

and we have never had a pitcher as

good as him, but he is not inclined

to sign with us," said Beeston. Halla-

day wants to win, and so do the Jays,

though both have different timelines

to achieve that goal.

The Blue Jays franchise is not in as

complete a mess as some think. For-

mer general manager, J. P. Ricciardi

left a solid core of young players

behind, like pitchers Ricky Romero,

Brett Cecil, and Mark Rzepczynski

and hitters Adam Lind, Aaron Hill,

and Travis Snider. By trading Halla-

day this offseason, the Jays could add

more young and controllable pieces

to their core instead of losing Halla-

day to free agency and receiving only

two compensatory picks in the 2011

First-Year Player Draft.

Since Halladay becomes a free agent

after the 2010 season, teams might

not be willing to give up a lot of young

talent for just one year of Halladay.

However, rookie general manager Alex

Anthopoulos has stated he would give

teams a window to negotiate an ex-

tension with Halladay in trade talks,

which would definitely guarantee the

Blue Jays a more significant return.

Halladay should be a hot commod-
ity this offseason. He had a terrific

2009, as he went 17-10 with a 2.79 ERA,

208 strikeouts, and a 1.13 WHIP span-

ning over 32 starts and 239 innings,

with nine complete games and four

shutouts. Halladay is in a class of his

own, pitching in the toughest division

in baseball, the American League East.

Because Halladay has a no-trade

clause, he is most likely to end up on

a team that is ready to win. He should

join a team that has the payroll flex-

ibility that will allow them to sign

Halladay to a contract extension past

2010. On the open market, Halladay

could definitely command a five-year

contract worth $20-25 million per

season. Teams need solid young play-

ers and prospects with a tremendous
amount of talent to get a deal done.

It's likely that the New York Yankees,

Chicago Cubs, Philadelphia Phillies,

Boston Red Sox, Los Angeles Dodgers,

Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim, Texas

Rangers, and the New York Mets will

express interest in Halladay. Colorado

Rockies could emerge as a dark horse

in the trade talks, since Halladay is

from the Denver area and the Rock-

ies reached the playoffs two of the last

three seasons.

Rumours swirling this past week-

end spoke of Blue Jays and Cubs dis-

cussing a possible deal for Halladay.

The Cubs haven't won the World

Series since 1908, so trading for Roy
Halladay would be a start in the

right direction. The Cubs have some
solid prospects that could interest

the Blue Jays: shortstop Starlin Cas-

tro, third baseman Josh Vitters, and
starting pitchers Jay Jackson, and

Andrew Cashner The problem facing

the Cubs at the moment is that they

probably will be unable to take on

the $15.75 million owed to Halladay in

2010, since they already have several

immovable contracts, like outfielders

Alfonso Soriano and Milton Bradley.

The New York Yankees have the

best chance of putting together an al-

luring package for Roy Halladay. They
have the money to lock up Halladay

long term, and most importantly, the

best pieces to get a deal completed

with Toronto. Plus, the Yankees will

do everything in their power to keep

Roy Halladay away from the Red Sox.

The Yankees could centre a package

around one of right-handed pitchers

Phil Hughes or Joba Chamberlain, as

both would be ready to make a quick

impact. The Yankees' catching pros-

pect Jesus Montero could interest the

Jays. The young catcher batted .337

with 17 HR, 70 RBI, and a .951 OPS in

2009 between High-A Tampa and Dou-

ble-A Trenton. Trading Halladay to a

team within the same division should

not be an issue, especially if that team

has the best offer on the table.

Overall, it will be difficult for Blue Jay

fans to face the fact that Roy Halladay's

tenure in Toronto is nearing an end.

The 2003 Cy Young Award winner has

meant a lot to this franchise and will

go down as one of the greatest players

to wear a Blue Jay uniform. The Blue

Jays are unlikely to make a run for the

postseason in 2010, but trading Roy

Halladay is the best way to build the

team into a perennial contender over

the long run.

It's unlikely that we'll see Roy Halladay in a Blue Jays uniform next season.
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Former UTSU

employees allege

proxy misconduct

Students say they were given proxy votes

that they didn't collect

ALEX ROSS & JANE BAO

^ Varsity Staff

Two former employees of the U of T
Students' Union have told The Varsity

that they were given proxy votes for

last year's annual general meeting,

even though they did not sign out the

forms or collect student votes them-

selves. Both Steve Masse and Alyssa

James are executives on the Wood-
sworth College Students' Association.

Last year, Masse was associate to

UTSU president Sandy Hudson, who
is now in her second term. James was
associate to former VP equity Koat

Aleer. James and Masse said they

were given filled-out proxy forms

where the name of the representative

who was supposed to collect them
was left blank.

Adnan Najmi, last year's VP inter-

nal, is also serving his second term

this year Najmi wrote in an email to

The Varsity, "If somebody claimed to

be a Masse and James and collected

the forms and submitted with the

right information then no one have

a control on it. This in one of the is-

sue that we face with our services

like isic card which are only available

for U.T.S.U. members at our office be-

cause universitydoes not gives us our

membership list and we are not able

to verify our members to better serve

them, [sic]" Najmi did not respond to

requests for a phone interview.

Students can collect up to 10 votes

from other students who cannot at-

tend a meeting by signing out proxy

forms. Once the proxies are collected,

the form is numbered by an executive

or staff member and returned to the

UTSU office at 12 Hart House Circle,

SEE 'PROXY' -PG 3

College councils form

new association

St. George Roundtable passes constitution,

little else

ANDREW RUSK
Varsity Staff

Last Thursday, the heads of nine un-

dergraduate societies at St. George

campus ratified the constitution

for the St. George Roundtable. The
SGRT is currently composed of all

seven college council presidents, as

well as the heads of the Engineering

Society and the undergraduate as-

sociation for the faculty of physical

health and education.

The constitution outlines two key

roles for the council: to act as a forum

for collaboration and "to take the lead

in coordinating directives and policy

on mutual issues of concern." The
body started as the President's Round-

table, an informal group for dialogue.

"We aren't trying to take over the

role of the U of T Students' Union,

but complement them in providing

the best services for students," said

Catherine Brown, president of the

Victoria University Student Adminis-

trative Council.

When the constitution was debat-

ed at VUSAC, there was concern that

the SGRT has not defined its role

with UTSU. The council has not out-

lined what policy matters it will be
moving forward with, or what ser-

vices they aimed to provide. Its most
recent action in this area is a letter

sent in May concerning flat fees.

UTSU president Sandy Hudson
and VP campus life Danielle Sandhu
did not respond to calls and emails

for comment.
"The SGRT on behalf of all the col-

lege councils, sent a joint letter for the

faculty of arts and science," said Brown
. "We all know that had little impact on

SEE 'SGRT'-PG3

Christmas in January
French Club reschedules annual holiday dinner for lack of UTSU funding

EFUT's annual Christmas dinner was slated for the Cumberland Room at the International Student Centre.

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Varsity Staff

The French Club, known as EFUT, has

cancelled its annual halal Christmas

dinner, after finding out its funding

from the U of T Students' Union will

be delayed until next year.

EFUT will not find out until January

at the earliest whether they will re-

ceive funding from UTSU. At a Nov. 20

meeting, EFUT president Sitelle Ches-

key was told that the UTSU campus
clubs committee could not approve

funds for EFUT because the club had
not provided a membership list with

its application. The club had held

back the list due to privacy concerns,

but Cheskey sent in the membership
list immediately when the funding is-

sue arose.

Approximately 150 of the 300 cam-

pus clubs submitted funding requests

for the 2009-2010 academic year in

October. Clubs with complete appli-

cations will be considered for fund-

ing at a board of directors meeting

this Thursday. EFUT's request for

$17,020.64 will not be considered until

the next board of directors meeting in

January.

EFUT is already $1,000 in the hole

because its executives have been

paying for its activities themselves all

year At the halal Christmas dinner,

attendees pay $10 for a meal, non-

alcoholic drinks, and a chance to win

prizes. Fifty people attended last year.

As of Sunday, 82 members had replied

on EFUT's Facebook event page that

they would attend this year. Cheskey

said in an email to The Varsity that the

club intends to now hold the event in

January.

UTSU's clubs committee accepts

funding requests for campus clubs

SEE 'EFUT' -PGZ

GREEN REVOLUTION

or a photo shoot at the UC quad Thursday to s

and their on-campus protests. To commemorate Iran's National Student Day on Di

Ryerson, and York will hold a rally on Dec. 5. More Information is available at tinyurl.co
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Blame Canada
Author George Monbiot says Canada's role in climate change is 'systematic sabotage'

Until he came to U of T for a talk on
climate change Saturday afternoon,

George Monbiot hadn't flown in two

years. Monbiot, who has written about

climate change for a decade, had de-

cided against flying when he reflected

on the carbon footprint of air travel. A
Guardian columnist and author of Heat:

How to keep the planet from burning,

Monbiot broke his self-imposed ban to

speak in Canada in the lead-up to the

international climate change summit in

Copenhagen next week.

"So many people have pressed me to

come to Canada to help to kick up a fuss

about how the government isn't doing

anything at all to advance the [interna-

tional climate change negotiation] pro-

cess, and doing everything in its power

to obstruct the process," said Monbiot.

Canada is facing severe criticism for

refusing to release ambitious targets

for greenhouse gas emission reduc-

tions. A prominent coalition of cam-

paigners, politicians, and scientists

called for the suspension of Canada

from the Commonwealth last week.

Even UN Secretary-General Ban-Ki

Moon has rebuked Canada.

"Many countries, developed and

developing countries, have come out

with ambitious targets," said Moon.

"Canada is going to soon chair the

G8 and therefore it is only natural

that Canada should come out with

ambitious mid-term targets."

"We have seen now a story of system-

atic sabotcige," said Monbiot on Satur-

day. "At the moment, Canada is earning

a pretty bad name for itself."

l^st week, a major survey of Cana-

dians found that three quarters of the

population finds Canada's lack of lead-

ership on reducing greenhouse gas

emissions embarrassing.

"The distance between the sensibili-

ties of ordinary Canadians and those

who come to define Canada's image

George Monbiot fields questions for a packed auditorium at the Medical

Science building on Saturday, following his talk on the Copehagen climate

change negotiations.

abroad seems to be an immense and

unbreachable gulf," said Monbiot. "I've

never seen such a stark gap, such an

enormous gulf, as I see in Canada."

Speaking on a panel with Richard

Littlemore, editor of the DeSmog Blog,

and Dave Martin of Greenpeace Can-

ada, Monbiot called on Canadians to

demand action from their government.

Audience members included U of T £md

Toronto activists, as well as people

from across southern Ontario.

"As we approach the biggest and
most significant meeting there has

ever been on environmental issues

[...] this is a time for statesmanship,"

said Monbiot. "It is not a time to have

your policy determined for you by

the economic interests, particularly

of a very destructive and rapacious

industry. This is a time to stand back

and see what the wider interests of

humanity are."

On Dec. 1, Monbiot will take part in a

Munk Debate with Elizabeth May, Bjom
Lomberg, andLord NigelLawson on

how the world should respond to climate

change. The debate will take place horn

6:45 to 9 p.m. at the Royal Conservatory,

273 BloorSt W. For more details, see

munkdebates.com

Activists and detractors alil^e try to turn

up the lieat for next week's climate change
conference in Copenhagen

SEPT. 15. Greenpeace activists from Canada, France, and tlie

U.S. chained tliemselves to two tliree-storey trucks at Sliell's

Albian Sands oilsands site north of Fort McMurray, Alberta. The

group unfurled a banner that read "Tar Sands: Climate Crime." The

protestors left the site on Wednesday afternoon after Shell, the RCMP,

and protest organizers agreed no charges would be laid.

OCT. 26. Protestors disrupted question period in tiie House of

Commons, chanting, "I say '311,' you say 'sign it.'" The chant was in

reference to Bill C-311, a climate change bill put forth by the NDP. The

bill outlines strict targets for greenhouse gas emissions. Demonstrators

were removed from the viewing gallery by security.

NOV. 21. Haclters brol<e into a server of tlie Climate Researcli

Unit at th>e University of East Angiia, England. They reputedly

stole more than 1,000 emails and 3,000 documents, many of them corre-

spondences between American and British climate scientists. The items

were then published anonymously on a public website.

According to the CBC, the documents appeared to have been pub-

lished selectively, leading to suspicions that they were published to

promote skepticism towards data on global temperatures. In one email,

CRU director Phil Jones used the word "trick" in regards to temperature

data. In response, Jones said, "The word 'trick' is used colloquially as in

a clever thing to do. It is ludicrous to suggest that it refers to anj^thing

untowards."

The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has

taken a position on the published emails, saying they have "in no way

damaged the credibility of the working group."

NOV. 23. At 10 a.m., a group dubbing themselves "Citizens for

Climate Change" staged a stand-in at federal environment

minister Jim Prentice's Calgary constituency office. The group

said that Prentice has acknowledged the issue of climate change but has

yet to take action. Demonstrators were charged with criminal mischief.

NOV. 23. Students stripped for climate change at Sid Smith.

The video, available on YouTube, shows around 15 demonstrators

chanting and dancing. "Ooh, it's hot in here, there's too much carbon

in the atmosphere, take action, take action, get some satisfaction,"

chorused women in sports bras and men going topless. The video con-

cludes with an appeal: "It's time to lead. Harper!" The video is available

at thevarsity.ca.—NOLAN SHERBAN

Sources: CBC, The Economist

Calling aspiring moguls
Rotman club's business plan competition puts would-be

entrepreneurs through their paces

John Eckert, the former president of the

Canadian Venture Capitalist Associa-

tion, surveyed the 100 or so students at

the Medical Science Building's MacLeod

Auditorium last Wednesday. "How many
of you wamt to own your own business?"

he asked. All the hands shot up.

Eckert was among the speakers

lined up for the opening ceremony of

the adVenture Business Plan Competi-

tion, organized by Rotman Commerce

Students in Free Enterprise. Speakers

included two seasoned venture capital-

ists and the CEO of DreamCube Inc., a

technology start-up company.

"What you [students] must realize

is that whatever company, it was all

started by one person, one dollar, one

concept, and one good idea," said Tina

Kalogeropoulos, marketing manager

for Pizza Pizza.

The business plan competition is

open to undergraduate and grad stu-

dents from any faculty. It will take

place in March, after a four-month

program that includes mentorship

and workshops on law, accounting,

strategy, and marketing.

"The idea is to bridge the gap [for

students] between good ideas and

business know-how," said Jacob Lo-

baszewski, senior project manager

for RCSIFE.

Workshops and events are open to

all, but to enter the competition and

the mentorship program, students

must register for a fee of .$10-15 per

head (organizers have not yet decided

on the amount).

On competition day, top teams will

have the chance to pitch their finalized

business plans to a panel of judges.

Top prize is $2,000, with second and

third-place finishers receiving $1,000

and $500 respectively.

Then again, there's more than one

way to come out ahead. As Lobasze-

wski put It, "It's not about the prize

money, but the people you meet."

"At the end of all this, if we were able

to inspire even just one student, then

I would judge this competition to be a

success," he said.

The registration deadline for the adVen-

ture Business Plan Competition is Jan.

8, 2010. For more information, go to

rotmancommerce.utoronto.ca/rcsife

Montreal-based venture capitalist

Chris Arsenault speaks at the

opening ceremony for adventure

2010 on Wednesday at the MacLeod
Auditorium.

'EFUr- CONTINUED FROM P61

beginning in late October. This

year, the committee required all

clubs to submit a list of their active

members, including names, student

numbers, enrolment status, and
email addresses. EFUT, however,

maintains that providing this list

would entail releasing its members'
private information, and would vio-

late the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act.

When EFUT tried to set up an on-

line portal for its members in Septem-

ber, the club was told by the student

life office that it could not disclose the

personal information of anyone who
joins their online community.

"In lieu of an actual printed list

EFUT invited any member of the

Clubs Committee to the office to ex-

amine the membership rolls, at any
time. The UTSU ignored the offer,"

wrote Antonin Mongeau, EFUT alum-

ni chair and last year's president, in

a release entitled "UTSU Cancels

Christmas." Mongeau said that many
EFUT members do not trust UTSU
with personal information.

Danielle Sandhu, who heads the

clubs committee, said member lists

were required to make sure clubs

met UTSU requirements. Clubs

must have at least 30 members, of

which 51 per cent must be full-time

undergraduates.

Sandhu added that EFUT only told

UTSU about its privacy concerns last

Friday, three weeks after submitting

the application and after the commit-

tee had already determined that the

application was incomplete.

Mongeau said that UTSU had politi-

cal motives for denying EFUT's fund-

ing. Mongeau sat on the clubs com-

mittee last year, until he was voted

out by secret ballot in January. While

then-VP campus life Athmika Punja

called him "disruptive," Mongeau said

he was ejected because he had put in

a request for UTSU's bylaws, election

procedures, and minutes.

"From where I'm standing this is

purely political payback and frankly

of the lowest kind," he said.

Sandhu said the issue was purely

procedural. "There's nothing politi-

cal about this," she said. "The French

Club is not the only club that had an

incomplete application. It's mainly

just following the rule that I have in

front of me."

Mongeau also singled out UTSU's

budgeting calendar for criticism, say-

ing that clubs operate from Septem-

ber through January without money
from the union.

"I do think that it ends up being

later than when clubs need it most,"

said Sandhu. "Whether you're a big

club or a small club, there are a lot

of expenses that members unfortu-

nately have to bear on their own." She

said she was working with the policy

and procedures committee to get a

quicker timeline for club funding in

place. The policy committee will meet

in January.

In the meantime, EFUT and UTSU
are in discussions to get EFUT's fund-

ing in order.
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York launches degree

verification welKite
Service comes after fake degree bust last

December

IWCOOPER

York University has launched "YU Ver-

ify," an online service that will verify

whether a person received a degree

from York. To use the site, employers,

immigration officials, and others need

either a student number or basic infor-

mation, such as a first and last name.

Results are instantaneous. A test run

using actress Rachel McAdams' name
confirmed that she did, in fact, receive

a BFA in 2001. Email inquiries can be

made if the graduate has a common
name and the searcher can't provide

more details.

"We've taken appropriate steps to

detect bogus transcripts and any per-

son caught will be prevented from con-

tinuing with the application," said Alex

Bilyk, spokesman for the university.

The website's launch follows a To-

ronto Star investigation last December,

which uncovered a former York stu-

dent's fraudulent degree service.

Peng Sun was creating near-perfect

copies of York degrees for $3,000. He
also sold copies of transcripts that

were indistinguishable from the real

thing, on watermarked paper and with

the university's logo.

Sun boasted to the undercover re-

porter that he had made hundreds of

fake degrees for York and U of T in the

four yecirs he had been operating.

Sun claimed his clients were mostly

students studying on a visa, who had

skipped or failed school. They wanted
to return home with a degree that

could get them good jobs, he said.

"1 have friends in China who spent

three years here, didn't want to go to

school but got York and U of T degrees

(from me), then got a job," Sun said.

Prices for a BA, MBA, and PhD were

all the same because, to Sun, it was all

"paper and ink."

Sun, whose own degree from York

is real, was never charged for a crime.

He refunded the undercover reporter's

money and has since not been both-

ered by York or the police.

The investigation also revealed how
Quami Frederick, a 28-year-old from

Grenada, got into Osgoode Hall Law
School with a degree she had pur-

chased from a diploma mill on the In-

ternet. Frederick was in her third year

at Osgoode when the investigation

revealed that her degree in business

from St. George's University in Grenada

was a fake.

Not only did Frederick use the fake

degree to get into Osgoode, but she

then forged her transcripts for the

three years she was at school. Os-

goode Hall has since toughened its ad-

mission procedures.

The then-dean at Osgoode, Patrick

Monahan, said the integrity of the ad-

missions process was of paramount

importance at a law school.

'SGRT'- CONTINUED FROM PGl

the final decision, but I think this is one

example of policy which colleges with

the help of faculties can take a lead on

in future."

College council presidents and
UTSU execs have blamed each other

for a lack of cooperation. For home-
coming events, for example, council

reps said VP campus life Danielle

Sandhu excluded them while Sandhu
said that most college councils did

not respond to her invitations.

Winterfest, a week of events in

January, will be the next collabora-

tion. Conflict erupted over last year's

event after UTSU snatched a club

that St. Mike's had already booked.

St. Mike's then organized separate

events under "Chill Week."

Steve Masse, president of the Wood-

sworth College Students' Association,

said the SGRT is coordinating the plan-

ning meetings for this yccir's event,

something previously organized by the

UTSU. "It's going to be out of the hands

of UTSU controlling the event and more

of a collaborative effort," said Francesca

Imbrogno, president of the St. Michael's

College Student Union. "Everybody is

giving the same amount of money, ev-

eryone is putting in the same amount
of work, and everyone gets the same
amount of say rather than the colleges

being dictated to."

The SGRT has decided to extend

membership invitations to several oth-

er undergraduate student councils at St.

George, including student councils for

music, medicine, and law.

The St. George Roundtable's constitution

and minutes are available at sgrt.ca.

Ex-student cleared for 50k debt

A Nova Scotian bankruptcy court

has ruled that a former Dalhousie

University student does not have

to pay back over $50,000 that he

borrowed from the Royal Bank of

Canada.

Said registrar Richard Cregan

in a written decision, "I question

whether advancing all that money
at one time was prudent banking

on the partofRBC."

In his first year of university,

Alfredo Abdo, then 19, arranged

a $20,000 line of credit with the

bank. According to court docu-

ments, he made bad investments

with the money, and borrowed

another $30,000. At this point, he

began to experience dizzy spells

and social anxiety, which forced

him to drop out of university after

two and a half years. He was left

with no way to pay back his debt,

which came to $58,200 in total,

plus $2,613 on a loan he acquired

when he filed for bankruptcy.

It is not known whether the bank
plans to appeal the decision.

—RYAN TUZYK

Sources; CBC, Chronicle Herald

New website processes credit

card tuition payments for U

Alberta students

University of Alberta's decision to

stop accepting tuition payments
via credit card has roused com-
plaints among some students. In

response, David Murray, a third-

'PROXY'- CONTINUED FROM PGl

where it is verified.

"I showed up to the AGM, regis-

tered with my name and T-Card, and
was just handed a form, which had

proxies on it," said Masse, who is now
president of WCSA. He also sits on the

newly formed St. George Roundtable,

an association of college councils. "I

know 1 did not have any proxies my-

self. They [the staff at the registra-

tion table] said, 'Don't worry about it,

just take it.'" Masse said he was then

handed a voting card with 11 votes on
it, representing 10 proxy votes plus

his own. "No one ever explicitly told

me how to vote. I felt inclined to vote

a certain way, to vote with the execu-

tive," he said.

In a recent Varsity article, Masse
criticized UTSU's connection to the

Canadian Federation of Students,

and said he scaled back his involve-

ment after the drop fees campaign
last year

year business student, will launch
j

a third-party website called Pay4u i

that allows U of A students to use
\

their credit cards to pay tuition
j

fees. i

"People were complaining
|

about the [credit card issue] still, i

[1 thought] maybe this is some-
;

thing somebody could provide as
i

a separate entity from the school,
i

1 looked into the legalities of that,
\

which said as long as you're a sep-
j

arate entity from the U of A, you
;

can provide it," said Murray. i

Users pay their tuition fees on
[

pay4unow.ca and the company is- i

sues a cheque to U of A. Ron Ritter,
;

director and treasurer of financial
\

services at U of A, said the universi- :

tywon'tbestrikinganyagreements
|

withPay4u.—MEKHALAGUNARATNE
j

Sources: The Gateway
\

Bloc Quebecois cracks Ottawa

A third-year University of Ottawa
political science student, Tristan

Denommee, has founded the first

Bloc Quebecois student club out-

side Quebec. One key purpose of

the club is to promote the Bloc's

separatist ideas on campus by
hosting debates with other politi-

cal clubs on campus. Denommee
hopes to invite Bloc leader Gilles

Duceppe to speak on campus.
"The Bloc is an official party

in Canada, and we have the right

to express ourselves," Denom-
mee said, "If I can inform stu-

dents about my cause, it could

be a good thing, because most

James, who is WCSA's VP of assem-

bly affairs, gave a similar account. She

said she was handed a proxy form

with 10 students registered when she

arrived at the UTSU office before last

year's AGM.
"1 have no idea how they collected

the student names and numbers,"

James said. "I was just told that if I

signed out the form I would receive

proxy votes." She also had a total of

11 votes.

James said that while she was not

directly pressured into voting with

the executive, she added, "it is gen-

erally expected that as an 'employ-

ee of UTSU,' you act in solidarity

with the association."

Associates assist executives in

their work. According to Masse, an as-

sociate gets an honorarium of about

$353 per month. "You do a lot organiz-

ing for campaigns like Drop Fees and
also class-speaks," Masse said.

The UTSU website does not list

associates under staff members. Ac-

anglophone Canadians don't un-

derstand the mentality of French

separatist people."

The group currently has 25

members and receives $1,000 in

subsidies.—MG
Source: CBC

Too fat to graduate?

Along with their GPA, students of

Lincoln University, Pennsylvania,

require their body-mass index to

be calculated before graduating.

The campus's health educators

weigh and measure all freshmen

as part of the university entry reg-

ulation. BMI measures a person's

weight in relation to height.

Students who have a BMI over

30, which suggests obesity, must

enrol in a one-credit course called

"Fitness for Life" before they grad-

uate or "test out" to demonstrate a

BMI below 30.

Many academics and students

responded with skepticism. "1

didn't come to Lincoln to be told

that my weight is not in an accept-

able range," said Tiana Y. Lawson,

a three-time honours student from

Lincoln. According to J. Eric Oliver,

a political-science professor at the

University of Chicago, BMI reveals

too little about a person's lifestyle.

The chair of Lincoln's depart-

ment of health, physical educa-

tion, and recreation, James L. De-

Boy, defended the use of BMI as a

guide for health.—MING LAU

Source: Chronicle ofHigher

Education

cording to Hudson, only full-time

staffers are listed. "If positions are

open, a job listing is posted on our

website and the U ofT Career Centre's

job listings website. We also send out

emails to our listeners and Facebook

groups encouraging members to ap-

ply," wrote Hudson in an email. She

added that last year, associate posi-

tions were posted on the UTSU web-

site and the U of T careers site.

James said associate positions

are not usually listed on the UTSU
website, and that she was recom-

mended for the VP equity associ-

ate position by Athmika Punja, last

year's VP campus life. "People don't

know about the positions unless

they know someone on the UTSU
executive," she said. Masse said he

became interested in the associate

position because he was friends with

Hudson and Punja, who was also last

year's WCSA president. After an In-

terview, Masse became an associate

under Hudson.

Student unions at 13 colleges and universities started campaigns to leave the Canadian Federation of Students in August. At their

annual general meeting from Nov. 25 to 28, CFS will vote on whether to increase the amount of signatures required to start the

defederation process [by taking defederation to a student referendum], from 10 per cent to 20 per cent. What do you think?
^

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

Josh

3n} Year, Film and English, "No, I don't think

ttiey should increase the amount of signatures.

It seems unfair and immature that they'd react

in this way. I don't agree with this."

Jesse

3nl Year, African Studies, Well, in my opinion

a consensus vote should be higher than 10 per

cent in the first place, though Fdo realize that

student voting turnout is low. I think having any

kind of vote and assuming turnout will be tow

is redundant.

Graeme

3rd Year, Historyand PoliticalScience, 'I

think that this is a perversion of democracy

and the CFS is clearly trying to hold onto what

it's got to ensure its funding, it feels theatened,

and when backed into a corner it'll start doing

desperate things."

Francis

4th Year, PoliticalScience and Sociology, "I

think it seems a little strange that they would

decide to increase the number of signatures

required, however I don't feel I'm vrell-informed

enough about the situation to comment on it."

Katrina

2nd Year, Philosophyand English, 1 don't

believe the CFS should be allowed to do this. You

can't change the rules while the game is being

played."
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IRKS & QUIRKS
Why CD covers suck

ALEX NURSALL
Varsity Staff

Dear graphic design industry: we
need to talk.

For those who do CD album art, this

isn't a good time for you. Sales are

down, people are worrying less about

pretty inserts and more about their

sales on iTunes, and any idiot with a

computer and access to a torrent site

can use Photoshop and make their

own album covers. But that's no rea-

son to get sloppy. Lately, I've been no-

ticing that your attempts at remaining

relevant have been getting worse, and
I think it's time that we sit down and

discuss some of your more glaring de-

sign offenses, before it's too late.

First, your handwriting sucks.

There are many things that are

unique to each person: finger-

prints, DNA, tolerance for dairy,

and, yes, handwriting. But unfortu-

nately, artists have figured this out

and jumped on it as a way to "be

unique" when designing their CD
inserts. This would be fine if peo-

ple still studied cursive in school

for longer than 15 minutes. But

since we've moved past the point

where the teacher came around
brandishing a ruler every time you
screwed up, people put less time

into improving their writing, and
therefore most handwritten track

listings look like the artists found

a raccoon, put gloves on it, and
gave it a pen (which it then ate). Do
you know why professors ask you
not to handwrite assignments? It's

because most handwriting is to-

tally illegible—and artists are no
exception. In fact, most of them
are worse. In short, put down the

pen, and find yourself a decent

font book.

Second, the ladies have got to do
better. As the host of a radio show
that focuses on female Canadian
artists, I hear a lot of solo acous-

tic artists, the majority of whom
come armed with a piano and/or

acoustic guitar and a heartbreak-

ing story that they just have to ex-

press through song. Many of these

artists have been struck by what 1

like to call "Jewel Disease," where
it's believed that posing with a gui-

tar shows that you not only know

how to play an instrument, but

that you're cute and folky (not to

be confused with "Celine Dion Dis-

ease," where you replace emotion

with punching yourself in the chest

while you sing, or "Alanis Morri-

sette Disease," where you have sex

with Dave Coulier). Unfortunately,

Jewel Disease stopped being cute

and folky, and began being lazy

and cliche, sometime around 1964.

Frankly, I feel like it's time that we
start posing with something new,

like harpsichords, or maybe a stack

of pancakes, just for a change.

Thirdly, what's so fucking hard

about putting the tracks in order?

Shouldn't that be in the graphic de-

signer's contract? When did it be-

come okay to just randomly place

the track names throughout the back

cover like the designer had a stroke

while working and lost the ability to

count? Making it so that no one can

understand the track listings doesn't

make it cool, it makes it massively

frustrating and causes me to use the

CDs as coasters for revenge.

Finally, popular images do not

equal good images. Things I never

want to see on another CD cover

ever again: sparrows, zombies, rap-

pers posing with scantily clad wom-
en draped around their knees, Com-
ic Sans, Times New Roman, wrds
mssng thr vwls, anything "poster-

ized," Superman-style imagery, and

anyone from American Idol.

Actually, scratch that last one

—

they don't have careers anyway.

Alex Nursall is the host ofThe
Beaver Lodge on Thursdays from 11

p.m. to midnight on CIUT89.5FM.

ECONOMIC INQUIRY t

Dubai's hard economic times threaten the world at large

CRISTINA DIAZ BORDA
Varsity Staff

Take a look at the paper or the blogs

today, and you will see a myriad of

headlines asking "What went wrong
with Dubai?" How could this boom-
ing economy have succumbed to

the grips of the recession just as the

recovery started? But 1 ask, "Are you

kidding me?" and "Why didn't this

happen sooner?"

For the past two years, the desert

oasis has been building its own hous-

ing bubble out of borrowed money
and speculation. Since then, the econ-

omy's payment deferral has rocked

markets the world over. The fear is

Dubai is the Bear Sterns of indebted

countries, foreshadowing the wide-

spread disaster that is soon to come.

The city has maintained autonomy

from the other six emirates compris-

ing the United Arab Emirates due to

its status as a free port. While the rest

of the world sank deep into recession,

Dubai gorged itself into debt, borrow-

ing $59 billion to build private islands

and lavish hotels. Last week, Dubai

World (Dubai's government-owned

investment company) asked for a six-

month extension to pay back its debts,

with $3.5 billion due next month.

Dubai was never safe—the reces-

sion simply took its time arriving. If

Dubai World expected it could ride

out the recession on credit and keep

on building, it was not prepared for

markets remaining cool, or the fact

that no buyers were prepared to take

on these billion-dollar properties.

Creditors always assumed oil-rich

Abu Dhabi would bail out its fellow

emirate, but when Abu Dhabi made
no move to back its neighbour, mar-

kets took a dive. On Thursday, after

Dubai announced it needs an exten-

sion on its debt payments, stocks in

London fell 5.5 per cent, with markets

in France, England, Canada, China,

and Hong Kong all following suit. The
price of gold dropped, the Canadian

dollar fell L35 cents, and when the

markets opened in the U.S. on Friday,

the Dow Jones fell over 150 points.

Dubai had credit woes as early as

last year, but its leader. Sheikh Mo-
hammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
assured the world that all was well.

Last month, when critics asked how
Dubai planned to pay back a debt

that might be larger than 100 per

cent of its GDP, he told them to "shut

up." Last week, he demoted the

head of Dubai World, Sultan Ahmed
bin Sulayem, and Mohammed Alab-

bar, chief of Emaar Properties and
developer of the Burj Dubai, replac-

ing them with his sons.

Think back to the summer of 2008

when those people who had bor-

rowed to pay for houses they couldn't

afford were facing a situation where
those houses were now worth less

than what they owed, and who were
therefore defaulting on their loans.

Instead of people, or even companies
defaulting, we're now talking coun-

tries and bad assets instead.

The fear is not that Dubai's credit

woes will start a banking crisis, but

rather that they will seriously bring

into question the viability of other

deeply indebted nations, including the

United States. Greece, Spain, Japan,

Ireland, Lithuania, and Great Britain

are all also at historically high deficits.

Thus the international economy is

placed in a precarious situation, where

a banking crisis could start as soon as

another nation defaults—a fear that is

now considered realistic.

I doubt the chain will start just yet.

Economically conservative Abu Dha-

bi will likely bail Dubai out after let-

ting it, and the rest of the world, suf-

fer for a bit. Dubai is a special case,

linked to a wealthy emirate, but the

rest of these indebted nations have

no such allies. I'm just hoping that in

a few years, we'll look back and think

this was all excessive pessimism.

Lately though, economics has been

cruel to us, and things have only gone

from bad to worse.
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No fare!
If the TTC wants to save money, it should cut the enormous

salaries of its employees, not burden the riders

The TTC fare hike will come into effect on Jan. 3, 2010, and is expected to bring in an extra $45.5 million in revenue.

On January 3, 2010, the Toronto Tran-

sit Commission will increase adult

fares by 25 cents, student and senior

fares by 15 cents, and children's fares

by five cents. Tokens will cost $2.50,

cash fares, $3, and Metro Passes will

increase from $109 to $121. Accord-

ing to the Toronto Star, the extra rev-

enue will bring in $45.5 million. The
change will affect 4.5 million riders in

the Greater Toronto Area.

Considering the mediocre ser-

vice commuters endure—long wait

times, rude drivers, over-loaded

buses, subway delays, a lack of fire

alarms on subways, open tracks,

and technical failures—an increase

in fares does not seem justified, es-

pecially during a recession.

The TTC is currently suffering

a $100 million deficit, reports the

Toronto Star, yet instead of cutting

their own costs, the commissioners

are inflating TTC ticket prices.

The Ontario Ministry of Finance

Public Sector Salary Disclosure

for 2008 reports that the salary

for a TTC Operator ranges from

$100,065 to $128,500, with $950

in taxable benefits. A station

collector, an unskilled job, earns

roughly the same amount. Do
we really need full-time station

collectors considering that there

are automated turn-stiles at every

station which do the same thing?

Higher up on the chain of com-
mand, TTC chief general manager
Gary Webster, earns $278,576 a year

with $13,731 in taxable benefits. If

business corporations are cutting

employees and finding ways to save

on operating costs, the TTC should

learn to do the same.

Commuters
will not reap
the benefits

from the fare

changes.

What's more, commuters will

not reap the benefits from the fare

changes. The official TTC website

states that "service levels for 2010

will be preserved and maintained

at 2009 levels."

Despite the deficit, the TTC is

planning to expand its service in

2020 with the Transit City initiative,

which will provide faster, cleaner

and quieter service. But with all

the fare increases, by 2020, the TTC
may not have any customers left.

"Over time we know that when
you have a fare increase you lose a

certain percentage of your riders.

For every 10-cent fare increase you
get a three per cent loss of rider-

ship," admits Webster
According to its website, the TTC

is the third-largest public transit

system in North America, yet "at

$3.00 a ride, Toronto will tie Ottawa

for the most expensive transit in

North America," says Fair Student

Fares, a site launched by the Canadi-

an Federation for Students to lobby

for lower TTC ticket prices.

The CFS's efforts have not gone un-

rewarded. The TTC board decided

that in September 2010, college and

university students will pay the same
fare as high school students. Until

then, from Jan. 3 until September, post-

secondary students will have to pay

the same rates as adult commuters.

Given that the TTC is an essential

service, bullying citizens for their

money is unacceptable.

The i^srs/tyvietomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.) with

your full name & phone number to:

comment@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.

Defederation should

take time

Voting to join or leave the CFS is a

different ball game from regular elec-

tions ("An open letter to delegates

at the CFS Annual National General

Meeting," Nov. 25). At campus level,

people who are elected into positions

for a year tend to change things up
quite a bit. The work of the CFS is

a much bigger picture, focusing on

research and campaigning on issues

that could literally take decades to

see any real change. It becomes hard-

er and harder to do this work when
CFS must constantly deal with very

Icu-ge schools constcintly threatening

their membership. This is why local

unions who are very committed and

don't want to see that hard work go

down the drain get a little "paranoid."

I don't think it's a bad thing if

•LETTERS-
organizing and collecting signa-

tures for a petition to leave the

CFS ends up taking more than an
academic year, because at least

that will indicate it's not just a

couple of groups in "power" for a

year that are creating change for

the sake of change.

Simultaneously, I don't think it

should be harder to leave than it

is to join. If anything, that motion

should be amended to apply to

both processes.

MiKA

CERTIFIED ANGUS
STEAKS & RIBS

33
Buy one burger or pizza & get a
second burger or pizza FREE t

(Dine-in-only, with purchase of any beverage) ^yT

583 CoUege Street (near cimton). 416 5321250

Book A Party • Group Discounts

Don't shoot the

messenger
Diplomat Richard Colvin testifies that the

Harper government knew about human

rights abuses in Afghanistan

JDVONADERKAS^

Instead of reacting appropriately

to the crisis unfolding and take re-

sponsibility for one's own actions, it

is sometimes easier to castigate the

bearer of bad news. It would be nice

to pretend that this reaction has

been relegated to a more barbaric

age or somewhere else but here, but

unfortunately, the Canadian govern-

ment's treatment of diplomat Rich-

ard Colvin's testimony on the treat-

ment of Afghan detainees proves

that shooting the messenger is alive

and well in 20th-century Canada.

Colvin testified before the Mili-

tary Police Complaints Commis-
sion, implying that the Harper gov-

ernment was aware of human rights

abuses, and was indirectly respon-

sible for them. He claims that the

government knowingly turned over

Afghan detainees to prisons where
they would be tortured. If this is

true, it means our government is

guilty of breaking the Geneva Con-

vention, which forbids turning over

captured combatants to regimes

who will torture them.

Colvin's testimony is an incred-

ibly brave act, considering that it is

such a controversial and sensitive

subject for the government. As a civ-

il servant, it is against his interest to

antagonize the government and his

former employers. Revealing that

his former bosses. Associate Depu-

ty Minister of Foreign Affairs David

Mulroney and Minister of National

Defence Peter MacKay, may have

turned a blind eye to human rights

abuses is career suicide. It is also a

surefire way to make dangerous ene-

mies, and the government has been
quick to act in this capacity. Colvin

has been the subject of a smear
campaign conducted by the Prime

Minister's Office to discredit the ex-

perienced civil servant as a dupe of

the Taliban. The PMO's office sent a

letter to Conservative MPs, attempt-

ing to slant the scandal as the mach-
inations of a desperate Liberal Party

that would take any opportunity to

politicize and raise money for their

own ends.

LSAT MCAT
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The Military Police Complaints

Commission was set up in 1998 to

make the military more transpar-

ent and accountable, but has been

subject to a large degree of govern-

ment interference, especially since

the commission launched the public

interest investigation into the trans-

fer of detainees by the military po-

lice in Afghanistan. The government

has denied the commission access

to thousands of pages of evidence

for reasons of national security, and

has passed motions that try to delay

commission hearings.

Furthermore, there have also

been allegations of witness intimi-

dation. Colvin was one of 22 wit-

nesses subpoenaed by the MPCC,
all of whom received intimidating

letters from the Justice Department
threatening legal action against tes-

tifiers. Only Colvin testified.

We need the truth, even if it

comes at the cost of losing face

on the national and international

stage. Canadians have become
accustomed to believing that hu-

man rights are a cornerstone of

our foreign policy, and that our

government is accountable and
transparent. Colvin's testimony

throws both these assumptions
into question. Instead of getting

clear answers and accountabil-

ity, we have seen only denial and
personal attacks from the govern-

ment on the whistle-blower, who
deserves thanks and acclaim for

being brave enough to speak. We
shouldn't shoot the messenger

—

we should listen to him.
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1 The stories behind sc with Lia Cardarelli

The discovery of insulin

The Prize:
The Nobel Prize in Medicine or Physiol-

ogy in 1923 to Frederick G. Banting and
John J. R. Macleod "for the discovery

of insulin."

The Science:
Diabetes is a disease affecting over

171 million people worldwide, and

this number is expected to double by

2030. It was originally described by

the Greeks in the first century CE and

named for the excessive urination that

untreated diabetics suffer from. Prog-

nosis for sufferers has changed a lot

since the discovery of insulin. Those

with access to this life-saving hormon-

al treatment, can manage their diabe-

tes and lead long, full lives.

Diabetes is the result of elevated

blood sugar levels. The disease can

be divided into two subtypes: 1 and II.

Type 1 diabetes is normally diagnosed

in childhood or early adulthood. It's

caused by an auto-immune reaction

that destroys the insulin-producing

cells of the pancreas. Without the

hormone insulin, the body is unable

to tcike up sugar from the blood after

a meal. Instead, sugar builds within

the bloodstream unused by the cells

that need its energy. Eventually, the

sugar "spills over" into the urine, mak-

ing urine sweet-tasting—one of the

historical methods for diagnosis. Left

untreated, these elevated sugar levels

can cause damage to the heart, eyes,

kidneys, and nerves.

Type II diabetes is the result of low

insulin production or a reduced cellu-

lar response to insulin. This is the most

common form of diabetes in North

America. It normally develops slowly

with age and is correlated with obesity

and a sedentary lifestyle. Type II diabe-

tes can usually be managed with life-

style changes and medication if caught

in the early "pre-diabetes" stage of

slightly elevated blood sugar levels.

In 1889, Joseph von Mering and Os-

kar Minkowski discovered that when
dogs have their pancreas removed,

they develop diabetes symptoms simi-

lar to those that humans experience.

At the beginning of the 20th century,

it was proposed that the difference be-

tween healthy and diabetic individuals

lay in a single chemical called insulin,

for the Latin word insula which means
"island," because it is produced in the

b-cell islets of the pancreas.

Prognosis for Type I diabetes' pa-

tients in the early 1900s was a slow,

painful death that could only be staved

off for a short time post-diagnosis by

adherence to a rigorous low-sugar diet.

Hospital wards of the time were filled

with diabetic sufferers slowly wasting

away to their deaths.

Despite the knowledge that insulin

could be found in the pancreas, treat-

ing diabetic patients with extracts of

this tissue had no effect on the disease.

This is because the pancreas also

makes important digestive enzymes
that were breaking down the pancre-

atic stores of insulin before it was given

to patients.

A major leap forward came when
Frederick Banting read the work of

Moses Barron. Barron had shown that

tying the pancreatic duct that delivers

the digestive enzymes to the intestine

can protect the insulin-producing b-

cell islets, and therefore the insulin

they store, from digestion. Banting hy-

pothesized that if the pancreatic duct

is tied and enough time passes to allow

the amount of pancreatic enzymes to

drop, insulin could be successfully iso-

lated from healthy animal pancreases

for therapeutic use.

Banting, then a doctor and lecturer

at the University of Western Ontario,

was given permission by a senior fac-

ulty member at the University of To-

ronto, J.J.R. Macleod, to pursue his

idea at U of T in 1921. Macleod gave

Banting lab space to conduct his

work, some technical advice, and the

aid of a recent biochemistry gradu-

ate, Charles Best. Macleod then left

for a summer-long vacation.

That summer. Banting and Best

were able to create diabetic test dogs

by removing their pancreases, but

took their work one step further: they

injected pancreas islet juices into test

dogs that amcLzingly relieved the dogs'

diabetic symptoms. The first dog who
survived pancreas removal was at the

brink of death when suddenly, after an

injection of the pancreatic islet isolate,

raised its head and started wagging

its tail. The injections reduced blood

sugar levels in the test dogs and kept

them alive.

When Macleod returned from vaca-

tion to these miraculous results, he put

the biochemist J. P. Collip (on sabbati-

cal from the University of Alberta) on

the project to help Banting and Best

optimize insulin purification from cow
pancreas. Macleod also found the ex-

perimental methods of Banting and

Best questionable, and made sugges-

tions for repeating their experiments

with better lab equipment and added

experimental controls.

By January 1922, armed with a pure

and abundant source of insulin isolat-

ed from cows, the first diabetic patient

received an injection of life-saving in-

sulin. Teenager Leonard Thompson's

health improved dramatically almost

right away. Similar results were seen

in more and more patients. Elizabeth

Hughes, the 14-year-old daughter

of the American Secretary of State,

weighed only 45 lbs before receiving

her first dose of insulin. Within months
she gained a healthy weight and lived

to the age of 73.

To make insulin available cheaply

and quickly worldwide, Banting and

Best made a noble gesture and sold

their rights to insulin to U of T for one

dollar. U of T allowed pharmaceutical

companies to produce insulin with-

out royalty payments, making insulin

widely available within the year.

In 1923, Macleod and Banting were

jointly awarded the Nobel—after only

their first nomination and only a year

and a half after the discovery. This

also marked the first Canadian Nobel

Prize, putting Canadian research on

the map and Canadian researchers

into the spotlight.

Today, insulin still saves lives, but di-

abetes remains without a cure (insulin

is only a therapeutic). Diabetics must

be vigilant in monitoring their blood

sugar levels, eating a balanced diet,

and exercising.

What you may not know:
When Banting discovered that he had

co-won the Nobel prize with Ma-

cleod, he was furious and planned

to refuse the award. Banting felt that

U of T's own Banting (left) and Best (right) were awarded the Nobel Prize in

1923 for their work on the discovery of insulin as a treatment for diabetes.

the summer of hard work that he and

Best had shared working on Ban-

ting's hypothesis was not at all aided

by Macleod. While Macleod was on

vacation, they worked in a swelter-

ingly hot lab, often sleeping and

eating there in order to work longer

hours. Banting even resorted to sell-

ing his car to pay for the work.

However, supporters of Macleod

suggest that the poor experimental

methods of Banting and Best required

his advice and supervision and that

Macleod's connections are what al-

lowed the discovery of insulin to gain

widespread recognition so quickly.

Banting changed his mind about

refusing the Nobel Prize and instead

chose to share his portion of the award

with Best. Shortly afterwards, Macleod

announced that he would share his

portion with Collip. The relationship

between Macleod and Banting never

recovered, eventually reducing itself to

petty politics within the U of T Physiol-

ogy Department.

The controversy over the award-

ees does not end at U of T: another

scientist, Nicolae Paulesco, working

in Romania, has credible claims to

discovering insulin under another

name, "pancreatine," a year before

the Toronto group.

Today you can find monuments to

the discovery of insulin on campus: the

Banting and Best Institutes on College

Street, and the Macleod auditorium in

the Medical Sciences Building. Nov. 14,

Banting's birthday, is honoured around

the world as World Diabetes Day.

Fatal attraction
Australian spiders court to avoiiJ being eaten

CRYSTAL VINCENT

The Australian redback spider is one of the few animals that exhibits sexual

cannibalism when mating.

If you think dating is tough, consider

what some male spiders have to go

through. Research from Professor

Maydianne Andrade's lab at the Univer-

sity of Toronto Scarborough suggests

that in order to realize their copulatory

dreams, male spiders have to know how
to court, and must be able to do it for a

long time. Australian redback spiders,

Latrocleclus hasselli, must engage in a

courtship dance for at least 100 minutes

to avoid being eaten by their partner

Male Australian redback spiders

court by "tapping" on a female's web.

Once a female has accepted the male

as a mate, he climbs onto her abdomen
and inseminates her. Immediately fol-

lowing insemination, the male volun-

tarily catapults himself into the female's

mouth. At this point, females make the

decision to either consume the male, or

feed on only part of his body and then

release him. If released, the male will

return to the female's web and continue

to court, repeating the entire process

again (males that make it to a second in-

semination are usually consumed there-

after). However, males that courted for

more than 100 minutes were less likely

to be eaten after the first insemination.

This somewhat peculiar sequence of

events is best understood in the context

of sexual selection.

Sexual selection supposes that indi-

viduals possessing traits that are attrac-

tive to the opposite sex will acquire more

mates and therefore have more offspring

than individuals without those traits.

Generally, it is the males of a species that

are "selected," meaning females choose

which males they prefer. To understand

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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A GPS for your genome
Researchers develop the most comprehensive

map of genetic variation to date

CHARLOTTE TOMBS

This past month, scientists from the Hos-

pital for Sicic Children and the Wellcome

Trust Sanger Institute collaborated to

create a 3-D map of the human genome.

Much like a GPS, the map allows for navi-

gation through the human genome like

never before. It details genetic variation

and copy number variations (CNVs), in

particular, that scientists were unable to

detect until now.

CNVs refer to the number of genes in

a strand of DNA. Genes have two cop-

ies per genome, but some are found

to occur in three copies or more, or

sometimes not at all. Although many of

these inconsistencies are benign, oth-

ers influence predisposition to disease.

For example, individuals with a partic-

ular deletion in one of the two copies

of chromosome five are at a consider-

ably higher risk of developing Crohn's

disease. CNVs are also associated with

Parkinson's disease and Alzheimer's.

In general, the genes that tend to have

variable copy numbers are associated

with the immune system and brain de-

velopment and activity.

CNVs were first discovered in 2004
when Dr. Stephen Scherer and his re-

search team at The Hospital for Sick

Children detailed the concept of copy
number variation. At the time, little

was known about detecting disease-

causing abnormalities, and the rela-

tionship between CNVs and disease

was yet to be identified.

"It had been known for 15 years that

there were large structural changes in

chromosomes called cytogenetically

abnormal chromosomes. You see these

when people have [chronic] diseases

[and] these large changes affect millions

of base pairs of DNA," explained Scherer.

As a result of the human genome
project, information concerning the

single nucleotide base pair changes
along chromosomes became widely

available. But nothing was known
about the 500 base pair size range up
until the millionth base pair range—

a

middle class of genetic variation.

In order to focus on this middle-

class variation, Scherer and his team
used microarray technology to ana-

lyze gene expression (a term used to

describe the transcription of DNA
into messenger RNA from which
proteins are created) and identify

CNVs along the chromosome. "It

was still pretty low resolution," men-
tioned Scherer. "In any given data

sample, we found 12 or so CNVs
and that was surprising because we
had only seen these changes among
people with diseases."

In 2006, the researcher team began

a new, larger project attempting to

identify CNVs in sample populations.

The CNVs were catalogued to use as a

reference database. The first high res-

olution map of CNVs was completed

in 2006 after the DNA from 270 people

across four populations was analyzed

and catalogued. This map became the

standard across the field of biology so

that other scientists could compare
their own data to that which was cata-

logued in the map. However, this map
did not identify all of the CNVs—only

approximately 100 CNVs were found

in each genome, so another experi-

ment needed to be conducted.

The experiments had to be carried

out in steps because of the cost and

lack of data available. "We did the ex-

periment with 40 individuals first be-

cause each experiment costs us about

$20,000. And with all of the CNVs that

we identified in the so-called discov-

ery phase of that project, we then ran

DNA samples across microarrays

—

so we [genotyped] across the popula-

tion. Ultimately, we generated a great

resource of information. We actually

integrated all of the data, so now we
have an integrated genetic variation

map of the human genome." In this

third step, which took three years

with 12 people working on the proj-

ect full-time at Sick Kids, the research

teams at Sick Kids and the Singer In-

stitute equally divided the research.

The Hospital for Sick Children hous-

es the Database of Genetic Variants

(CNVs that occur in the general pop-

ulation), while the Wellcome Singer

Institute holds the database of CNVs
that are related to clinical conditions.

In an interview with News atUofT
Scherer said, "Variation is indeed the

spice of life and we now know that

nature buffers this variation by using

CNVs. We are harnessing this knowl-

edge to fight disease."

"We haven't gotten all of the CNV
variation between one nucleotide and

500 [base pair] because microarrays

can't do that, so we'd have to [ac-

complish that] by DNA sequencing,"

says Scherer. The Singer Institute is

currently working on another project

called the Thousand Genome Project

which will expand upon this research.

The team's research paper pub-

lished in the journal Nature is a ma-
jor stepping stone to the complete

analysis and cataloguing of CNVs in

the human genome.

"This paper will be the one that

scientists will use [as a compari-

son for their studies] for the next

two years. It is a quantum leap from

what we knew in 2006."

CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

this, we can imagine that if female hu-

mans developed a preference for tall

males, this preference would likely result

in a mating bias (tall guys would get all

the girls).

Male Australian redbacks stop

eating once they embark on their

journey to find a mate. Upon arrival

at a female's web, the only energy
available to a male is that which he

acquired during his development.

Individuals that can acquire a lot of

energy during development may pos-

sess good genes which can then be
passed on to their offspring. PhD can-

didate and co-author of the study Jeff

Stoltz argues that this is likely why

female redbacks display a preference

for males that can invest a lot of time

and energy in courtship.

One interesting twist to this canni-

balistic tale is the "sneaker male," who
does not invest energy into courtship,

but instead benefits from the courting

attempts of others. This behaviour has

been well documented in ecological

studies and is considered by many to

be a type of mating strategy. In the Aus-

tralian redback, sneaker males arrive

at a female's web after a courting male

and copulate and inseminate the fe-

male. Why female spiders allow these

sneaked copulations is unknown. Ac-

cording to Stoltz, the fact that "females

appear unable to discriminate between

rivals suggests that the costs may out-

weigh the benefits." But he acknowl-

edges that more research into these

sneaky copulations is warranted.

The idea of sexual selection first pro-

posed by Darwin has been illustrated

in nature time and again. The Austra-

lian redback spider provides not just

another example of sexual selection,

but also a peek into how males may
be circumventing female choice—

a

behaviour that may help explain why
preferred "types" do not dominate a

population. As the parallels between

the world of invertebrates and humans
continue to surface, we cire provided

with an opportunity to learn more
about our own behaviour. Maybe it's

just me, but I know a few cannibalistic

females and sneaker males.
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TWENTY QUESTIONS With Think About Life

CHRIS BERUBE discovers whether frontman Martin Cesar is more interested in Taxi or Beyonce

It
has been a huge year for Mon-

treal's Think About Life. Their lat-

est record, Family, which came out

in March, seemed to be a departure

from the band's low-fi fuzz in favour

of pure disco dance-party sheen.

The band's lead singer, Martin Ce-

sar, agreed to answer 20 questions

for The Varsity about life, criticism,

and high school crushes.

THE VARSITY: How have things

been since the album came out?

MARTIN CESAR: Oh my God...[you

mean] the amount of support,

especially from the press side? I

thought the press was just going

to eat up our album and spit it out,

and that nothing good would come
out of that. On that side, it's been
very good.

TV: / remember reading a blog post

by you predicting you would get a

2. 1 on Pitchfork.

MC: Still waiting for it.

TV: What has surprised you about

the media response?

MC: I don't know, it's just how the

press seems to understand what
we're doing. I always thought that

journalists didn't get us at all. For that

to change was completely surprising.

TV: /guess that Polaris Prize long-list

spot was a big part of that as well.

MC: 1 guess. I'd just like to thank all

of the journalists for help with that.

I remember one guy at the CBC who
said he was totally going to vote

for us, and he's someone I grew up
with. For that guy to say that, 1 was
totally blown away.

TV: Are you ready foryour 20

questions?

MC: Yeah, sure!

TV: What was the first record you
bought as a kid?

MC: First record was Beck's Loser.

TV: Do you still listen to it today?

MC: Once in a while, it's very nos-

talgic for me.

TV: What's the record you're listen-

ing to the most right now?
MC: I'm not much of a record

person, I don't like whole records.

Martin Cesar (left), of Think About Life, with bandmates Graham Van Pelt and Matt Shane.

But I've been listening to a lot of

Pavement's first album.

TV: So you wouldn't mind if a fan

said "I like you guys, but I've only

heard a couple ofsongs?"

MC: No, I don't mind at all.

TV: What was your favourite record

as a kid (we're talking 10 to 12 here)?

MC: Oh my! I'd say the Smashing
Pumpkins album, the one with

"1979"...Afe//on Collie [and the Infi-

nite SadnessJ7
TV: [think that's right. Now, let's get

into the hard journalism here. David
Bowie or Bob Dylan?

MC: Bowie.

TV: Does that have anything to do
with Bob Dylan's Christmas album?
Did that influence your decision at

all?

MC: Ha! Yeah, that totally changed
my mind.

TV: Who was your celebrity crush in

high school?

MC: Oh man... I would hesitantly

say Anna Nicole Smith.

TV: I guess that's era appropriate.

MC: Sheesh.

TV: How much do you think about

your music videos?

MC: None. None whatsoever.

TV: You just make them and then

they're out ofyour life?

MC: They're gone for good.

TV: What does your family think of

your music?

MC: For this album, my mom actu-

ally told me "Hey, you're doing a

good job!" That's good news to me.

And my brother also did a little cri-

tique comparing this album and the

first album - he wrote it up. He had
a lot of good things to say. And my
other brother always says, "I think

your album will work better in Eu-

rope." And 1 guess that's a good
thing.

TV: What's the worst interview ques-

tion you've ever been asked?

MC: Oh Jesus Christ. ..the question

was "So, what type of image do
you guys want to present?"

TV: How do you get out of that one,

exactly?

MC: Graham [Van Pelt, fellow band
member, who is also in Miracle For-

tress] got really mad at the interview-

er. I'm a Libra, so I'm a peacemaker. So
I just stood there. I guess 1 was trying

to make them make out or something.

TV: How seriously do you take

astrology?

MC: Pretty seriously. It's strange. I

grew up in a household where my
mom made me look up my astrology

reading every day in the morning.

TV: Do you think astrology seri-

ously affected your relationships

with other people?

MC: Completely. The last girl I

went out with was a Virgo, and let

me tell you buddy—uh-uh. Virgos

and Libras, not a good thing.

TV: What's a work of art that really

moved you recently?

MC: Oh, Taxi. The television show.

That's a work of art, right there.

TV: What would you say is your

guilty pleasure song?

MC: "I'm Not in Love" by lOcc.

TV: Beyonce: yay or nay?

MC: I'll say nay, because I read that

in her videos, she has implants aug-

menting her general curvaciousness.

TV: Is that a real thing? Could I get

in trouble for publishing that?

MC: You could blog this. Google it.

That's what I've heard!

TV: I guess I will have to.

MC: Yes you will!

MORE ONLINE

Think About Life's Family \s

among the favourite records

of 2009 for some Kars/f)' editors.

What were your faves of the year?

Join the conversation at

wvm.thevarsity.ca

Skule's in for tlie holidays

Engineering bands delight with festive tunes from across the musical spectrum

JEANNINE M. PITAS

Knox College Chapel was filled to

the brim last Friday as five ensem-

bles offered songs to satisfy every

musical taste. The evening was pre-

sented by the Skule Music Program,

which is associated with the faculty

of engineering but not restricted to

engineering students. The program
began with a stage band, founded

in 1983, and that now includes a

whole assortment of student-run

groups including the Orchestra,

Brass Ring, Jazz Combo, and Stage

Band Blue.

The concert started off with the

Orchestra's skilful rendition of the

first movement of Franz Schubert's

unfinished Symphony No. 8 in B.

Minor The group did an excellent

job of handling the piece's dramatic

contrasts between gentle interludes

and dark, sometimes frightening mo-
ments. They followed this sublime

piece with a medley of light pop num-

bers by American composer Leroy

Anderson, whose "Sleigh Ride" made
many audience members smile.

The holiday theme continued

with the seven-member Brass Ring,

which includes two trumpets, a

French horn, a trombone, and two

tubas. This lively group donned
Santa Claus hats and shared a num-
ber of holiday favourites, including

a former group member's arrange-

ment of "Carol of the Bells" and a

rendition of "The Huron Carol,"

Canada's oldest Christmas song.

The group overcame a few rough

patches in the first part of their

performance to include a moving
rendition of Handel's "Hallelujah

Chorus" and "1 Saw Three Ships."

Up next was Stage Band Blue,

which was created in 2007 to ac-

commodate the growing interest

in the Skule Stage Band. Consisting

almost entirely of freshmen and
new members, this group offered

big-band style jazz tunes including

a lively Latin piece called "Sandun-

ga," which featured excellent trum-

pet, piano, and saxophone solos.

The jazz theme continued with

the versatile six-member Jazz Com-
bo, whose first piece, "Then There
Was One" by Torontonian Chris

Terry, had an expansive, almost
New Age feel to it. The group then

took a funkier turn with Herbie

Hancock's "Tell Me a Bedtime Sto-

ry" and Hoagy Carmichael's clas-

sic, "Georgia On My Mind." These
pieces included sustained piano
and drums in the background
with various solo instruments in

the foreground, allowing the musi-

cians to show off their impressive

improvisational skills.

The concert concluded with the

Skule Stage Band, whose tunes

such as "The Chicken" by Alfred

James Ellis and "Tank!" by Yoko
Kanno had many of us tapping

our feet. Perhaps the most refined

of the ensembles, the Stage Band
offered a flawless conclusion to a

most excellent concert.

Looking for more Skule tunes this

month? Upcoming events include

the Skule Choir Concert and Sing-

Along on Dec. 3, the Jazz Combo at

Suds on Dec. 4, and the Engineering

Science 75th Anniversary Concert

on Dec. 17 with Isabel Bayrakdarian

and Julian Kuerti. For more
information, visit skulemusic.ca.
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How the West was won
The Jets and Sharks rumble it out at the Betty Oliphant Theatre
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JESSICA TOMLINSON

It was almost a full house at the Betty

Oliphant Theatre last Thursday for

the opening night of the St. Michael's

College presentation of West Side

Story, directed, choreographed, and

designed by Shakir Haq. The much-
anticipated production started slow

with a lukewarm group dance num-

ber and powerless fight scene. 1 be-

gan to dread what would come next,

but to my relief, the jitters wore off

and the cast pulled through to make
for a successful opening night.

The opening choreography was
messily performed by both the Jet

and the Shark boys, as steps were

off-time and unclean, but they im-

proved as the play went on. In "Jet

Song," Bruce Scavuzzo, who played

gang leader Riff, showed great vo-

cal and acting ability while staying

true to his character (he even had to

bleach his hair blond for the part).

Alex Morrow, who played Tony,

co-founder of the Jets, sometimes

failed to reach those hard-to-hit

high notes, but his talent and charm
always prevailed, winning over not

only the heart of his enemy's sis-

ter, but of the audience as well. The
voice of Amanda Indovina as the

young Maria was often overpowered

in Act 1, but a simple microphone

adjustment during intermission al-

lowed for her to steal the show in

Act II; her incredible vocal range

and multi-dimensional personality

was impossible to miss. Sharing the

stage with Arianna Benincasa, who
played Anita, in "A Boy Like That/1

Have A Love," the duo shared great

chemistry. Both Maria and Anita

eventually dropped their guards

and conveyed real emotion, which

continued on in the powerful "Taunt-

ing Scence" and "Finale."

The set design throughout the

show was very student-budget

(read: minimal), but still managed
to create an effect. The crate-box

stacks were simple yet creatively

incorporated in choreography,

and I heard an "aww" from every

female in the audience when the

rack of dresses was lowered down
to the stage.

Even though the Romeo and Ju-

liet-inspired musical focuses on
social problems and deals heavily

with the themes of violence, death,

and the hardships of love, the cast

was able to explore West Side Story's

lighter side. The timing and person-

ality behind comedic dialogue and

lyrics were especially evident in the

scenes "America," "Officer Krukpe,"

and "I Feel Pretty." These scenes

gave the supporting roles a chance

to shine: Action (Colin Asunction),

Rosalia (Carry Quigley), and Con-

suela (Hannah Rogal) definitely

stood out among their gangs. Fur-

thermore, the segregation between

the gangs was shown convincingly

through use of costumes, hair, and

make-up along with consistent and
realistic accents.

For such a long performance, I

was impressed at the cast's level of

memorization: there were a few mi-

nor slips here and there, but no cata-

strophic mind-blanks. The only real

problems were technical, ranging

from mic's cutting in and out to mic

packs flying off of the characters.

These setbacks were distracting at

the time, but corrected as quickly

and professionally as possible.

High praise belongs to music di-

rector Anastasia Tchernikova. Her

live orchestra brought the show to

life, producing a fun and sophisti-

cated adaption of the original Broad-

way musical. All in all, the night was
filled with music, dance, action,

laughter, and tears. Having only had

a few months to put the show togeth-

er, and overcoming technical glitch-

es on opening night, it's a thumbs up
for West Side.

FREHfETPRESSED

Smooth jazz, Norwegian pop, and a bloodless soundtrack

NORAH JONES-THE FALL

WW
Right from "Chasing Pirates," the first single off Norah Jones' latest al-

bum, you can tell that her sound has evolved. The jazzy, melancholic

tunes that dominated her previous albums have been replaced by songs

that are funkier and more upbeat, yet still heartfelt. When describing

The Fall, Jones notes in her press release, "For this record, 1 just had a

sound in my head. I wanted the grooves to be more present and heavy." It also helps that she

collaborated on the album with producer Jacquire King, who has also worked with Kings of

Leon, Modest Mouse, and Tom Waits.

The album's catchiest song, "It's Gonna Be," has a memorable opening guitar rift and melodic

chorus. Other tracks are more personal, even reminiscent of diary entries: in the soulful bal-

lad "You've Ruined Me" Jones tries to deal with a break-up, crooning, "I'm trying to part with

what's in my heart." The nostalgic "December" is a sentimental lament about yearning for the

simplicity that the end of the year brings. "Man of the Hour," however, features a pitch-perfect

parody of the concept of "the perfect man" who only appears to be so.

All in all. The Fall is a catchy, lyrically powerful album and a winning contribution to Jones'

discography to date.—MARIANNA FERRI

GAZPACHO-r/CAC TOCK

vw
Tick Tock, the sixth album from Norwegian group Gazpacho (yes, named after

the soup with a peculiar combination of ingredients), has an epic feel to it.

With the resurgence of progressive rock on their side, and following on the

heels of their highly regarded 2007 album, Night, Gazpacho (best served cold)

achieves moments of both solid musical talent and of plain, ordinary rock.

"Desert Flight" starts off with a convincing electric guitar rhythm from Jon-Arne Vilbo and an

almost egotistical drum line courtesy of Robert R. Johansen. But when Jan-Henrik Ohme belts

out the grand lyrics, his voice is, to be frank, generic. Don't get me wrong, this band has talent,

and they sound better than most other progressive rock bands out there. But they resemble

other groups a little to closely without ever hitting the same level: they have a similar feel to

Radiohead, but lack Thorn Yorke's brilliant song composition and style. Gazpacho also shares

'7

the same vocal sound as Travis, but again, are missing the trademark catchy hooks and lyrics.

Gazpacho does manage to cut across the musical spectrum, incorporating many different sounds

into a coherent whole. The album itself is put together well, including four parts with songs divided into

their own layers. (There are three in the case of "Tick Tock," which features clock sounds reminiscent

of the metronome in the piano lessons of my youth, only less annoying.) And perhaps most impres-

sively, with all the different sounds used, each track flows quite flawlessly into the next.—^JOSH STAAV

nc^^^ mom VARIOUS ARTISTS-
NEWMOON SOUNDTRACK

W
Last year's soundtrack to the Twilight film was an incompatible mix of

modern rock's hits and misses. Cuts from girl-power emo band Para-

more and nu-metal survivors Linkin Park felt as awkward as Kristen

Stewart's MTV award acceptance speech. With this year's New Moon, the saga continues, ex-

cept with a far more cohesive soundtrack featuring indie rock's trendsetters and arena fillers.

There's just one problem: will Twilight fans give a shit?

Where Twilight's first single was the appropriate "Decode" by Paramore, this year the execs

have forced Death Cab for Cutie on the millennials. Sadly, the usually reliable Death Cab deliver a

dud in "Meet Me On the Equinox." Teasing a potentially strong chorus and ending abruptly with

the line "everything ends," you can't help but have the feeling that Ben Gibbard so doesn't get

Edward's eternal love for Bella. Next, Thom Yorke continues his self-aggrandizing solo project

with "Hearing Damage." Unfortunately, the song title isn't expository in nature and it fails to

explain why Yorke hasn't written a good song since OK Computer Featuring his typical "haunt-

ing" melodies that sound more lazy than ghastly, the minimalist electronica feels like youthful

experimentation that's lost its naivete.

Still, the album isn't without highlights. Band of Skulls and Hurricane Bells deliver solid pop-

tinged indie rock that is danceable rather than dour. OK Go bring the collection's stand-out track,

the Moog-tinged acoustic "Shooting the Moon." With its awkward drumbeat and subtle keyboard

inflections, the band's trademark sense of humour is present in spirit, if not in execution.

Although the A'eu; Moon soundtrack is infinitely more cohesive than last year's dreadful Twilight

mix, the album feels like it lacks context. How do these songs relate to the hyper-emotional fans of

the Twilight series? This is less of a soundtrack than a calculated marketing plan, devised for teeny

hoppers graduating from the rank and file of hormone-imbalanced teenagers to college students

seeking acceptance via skinny jeans, angular haircuts, and sexual experimentation.—^JP KACZUR
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ERIK p. BARKEL presents an irreverant look at sports

Patriots quarterback TOM BRADY should be president now,

so we can forget about later

I
don't know Tom Brady person-

ally, but I've spent a lot of time

watching him play football. In

his role as quarterback for the New
England Patriots, I've witnessed

him do some pretty outstanding

things, like make it through an
interview with CBS analyst Jim

Nantz, after Nantz has literally

sucked the oxygen from the room.

Brady's talents on the field are

also impressive. There's no player

you'd rather have handling the

ball on fourth-down-and-two with

the game on the line. Just ask his

coach. Bill Belichick. I've also seen
him take enough hits to know he
doesn't buckle under pressure or

quit after a serious head injury.

But that's Brady for you—always

standing his ground, even if he's

not sure where it is.

When I think of Tom Brady, I

think of Sam Malone from Cheers.

Maybe it's the musky scent of

the Aqua Velva that I imagine he
wears, or the way I picture him
and his supermodel wife, Gisele

Biindchen, going tit-for-tat with

sexual innuendo a la Ted Danson
and Shelley Long. Well, actually it's

because Tom understands those

famous words in the theme song:

"Our troubles are all the same."

War, global warming, and two
shows hosted by Howie Mandel are

a lot for us to deal with. You might

even get the feeling that civilization

is down a couple of scores and enter-

ing the two-minute warning. Should

we be concerned? Well, the precari-

ous quarterback situation in Wash-
ington, D.C. doesn't exactly bode
well for the fate of humanity.

Redskins QB Jason Campbell is

terrible, but Brady is better suit-

ed for the job of president, since

Barack Obama isn't that doing

that well either. His passer rating

in Congress is woeful and I have

my suspicions that Vice President

Joe Biden is really a foam cutout of

wrestler Ric Flair—that, or some-

thing with less personality.

But as the clock winds down
and Nantz steals the Earth's air

supply, a true Patriot waits for

his opportunity to help the world.

And who are we to deny him? Ev-

erything else we've tried hasn't

worked. Hugo Chavez's in-your-

face stand-up comedy didn't make
the world laugh itself to peace.

Hillary Clinton's steely gaze

couldn't shame the polar icecaps

into re-solidifying, as physicists

once believed it would.

What the world needs is some-

one with strong instincts and ex-

cellent game management skills

—

the kind of person who isn't well

versed in foreign policy or familiar

with the finer points of climate

change. We need someone who
can do the job for now now. That's

why I nominate Tom Brady to lead

the world in a fourth quarter come-
back against, well, itself.

People are sure to question

Brady's apparent lack of experi-

ence in global affairs ("apparent"

being the imperative word). Obvi-

ously, his credentials as a football

player constitute relevant experi-

ence as both a delegator and pub-
lic servant.

In the last decade alone, he's

posted an impressive record of

service in the Greater Boston Area
including three Super Bowl cham-
pionships, four GQ covers, and
2007's Sexiest Man Alive (ceded

from Jason Bourne look-alike Matt

Damon). By contrast, the current

president's only experience prior

to election was as a senator, and
he never played golf with Turtle

on an episode of Entourage. As for

Brady's skills as a delegator, he's on
record for telling rival QB android

Peyton Manning how (and where)
he can troubleshoot his botched
programming files.

But the most convincing argument
for the New England pivot is his obvi-

ous transferable skills and the talent-

ed personnel he would bring to office.

Brady's greatest strength as a lead-

er is his ability to execute the game
plan deceivingly. In order to do that,

he'll need the assistance of an expe-

rienced coach. The logical choice

is crooked strategist Bill Belichick,

whose take no prisoners approach
has drawn comparisons to former

Secretary of Defense Donald Rums-
feld, only meaner.

In order to optimize their alliance,

Brady will need to convince Belich-

ick to illegally surveil the sidelines

of opposing countries to obtain the

secrets of their playbooks. Brady will

then divert other nations' suspicions

by lamenting the praise he often gets

for sharing the ball and getting his

teammates involved.

Having subdued the potential

for further geopolitical crisis,

mainstream media will switch

their focus to the Brady adminis-

tration's lack of environmental re-

sponsibility. Brady understands
that when the clock's running
down and no timeouts are left,

you spike the ball to force a stop-

page in play. This can't happen
literally, so he will need to use his

weapons of mass deception.

One strategy is to assemble the

offense in wildcat formation and
propose the reduction of fuel

emissions by using wide receiv-

ers Randy Moss and Wes Welker,

as "green solutions" to the trans-

portation of consumer goods
cross-country. Of course, they

needn't worry about the imprac-

ticability of this play call, as the

wildcat is primarily intended as a

decoy. Belichick will see to it that

the proposal is not effective until

2030. Close, but far enough away
that people will forget.

Pressures to improve fund-

ing for public institutions such
as schools and libraries may re-

quire a series of audibles to ward
off blitzes from suspicious citi-

zens. This is where things could

get really sticky for the Brady
administration, which could

conceivably implement budget

cuts for non-football related ac-

tivities. Secretary of Education

Tedy Bruschi might approve the

use of Belichick's biography. The

Education of a Coach, in lieu of ac-

tual textbooks in public schools.

However, this would require each
copy to bear a new cover sleeve

with either "Math" or "stuff with-

out numbers" written on it. In

public libraries, this may only

mean crossing out author David

Halberstam's name and writing

Malcolm Gladwell or Dan Brown
instead. People won't be able to

tell the difference.

Clearly, life with Brady as Presi-

dent would be the sort of "no

muss no fuss" arrangement that

barkens back to the glory days

of Reagan, where progress for

the future is believed to come at

the expense of a good time in the

present. Change is a messy pro-

cess and no one's a fan of growing

pains—the show or otherwise.

1 like Brady because he gives us

our best chance of winning now.

Although winning is an abstract

concept in the political arena,

don't you want someone who at

least gives the illusion of running

things?
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SNOW DAY

Kicking tlie competition aside

Nick Snow, seen here defending a shot, poured in a career high 30
points, as the Varsity Blues men's baslcetbail team defeated Snow's

hometown team, the Western Mustangs, 84-68. The Blues enter the

winter break with a promising 5-3 record.

U of T Taekwondo

Organization wins

11 medals at

championships

PRASHANNTH RASAIAH

With the influx of mixed martial arts

fighting into mcunstream pop culture,

it may appear that traditional martial

arts have taken the back seat. It is

quite refreshing, then, to learn of U of

T's success in taekwondo.

Originating in Korea, taekwondo,

which means the "way of kicking and

punching," is one of the most popular

cind widespread martial arts, even fea-

tured in the Olympics as a medal event

since the Sydney games in 2000.

Thanks to the University of To-

ronto Taekwondo Organization, U of

T might be able to roundhouse kick

its nerdy image goodbye. The UTTO
hauled in an impressive 11 medals

at Master Chong's World Class Tae-

kwondo Championships in New York

State on Nov. 14. The Tournament

took place at Buffalo State College and

welcomed approximately 500 partici-

pants from surrounding areas of all

different skill levels.

The tournament featured competi-

tors participating in three events:

forms, breaking, and sparring. Forms,

a choreographed set of offensive

and defensive techniques against an

imaginary opponent, has the com-
petitor evaluated on his or her degree

of proficiency, accuracy, and balance

while executing powerful cind speedy

U of T gets a leg up on the competition.

techniques. Breaking involves ac-

curate breaking of boards using in-

structor-approved techniques. Lastly,

sparring awards points for above the

belt contact through the utilization of

taekwondo techniques. While UTTO
entered this tournament as a team,

they competed individually in their

respective divisions.

From a team of 13 UTTO partici-

pants, eight captured medals. Team
captain Francis Do bagged the gold,

while Janet Tong and Kevin Jones

both brought home silver in sparring.

Jessica Suddaby and Sam Zhang took

silver, while Phillip Leal and Joyce

Kwan were awarded bronze in forms.

Suddaby also won the silver in board

breaking, while Zhang, Gil Astakhov,

and Tong topped off their count with a

bronzes and a silver in sparring. All in

all, U of T made its mark on each of the

three event divisions.

Since its creation four years ago, the

UTTO has developed into a versatile

organization that offers beginner and

intermediate classes at the Athletic

Centre. Only advanced students form

the core of their competitive squad.

Impressively, the UTTO managed to

pull off their victory as a campus orga-

nization and not as an official Varsity

team. "We're pushing to eventually

become a Varsity team. We would like

to be in that position," said UTTO
vice-president Jessica Suddaby.

U of T Athletics may wish to consid-

er establishing Varsity Taekwondo just

to capitalize on the array of raw talent

emerging from the ranks of UTTO.
"This is the first international compe-

tition for our team, but they are the

reigning Ontario champions," Sudda-

by added amid the sound of the team

in the middle of a practice session at

Hart House's Activities Rooms.

For more information on the team,

organization and offered classes, visit

the UTTO website, utto.sa.utoronto.ca.

VARSITY PUBLICATIONS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS NEWS

By-elections

We seek motivated candidates who wish to get involved in the functioning and

oversight of The Varsity, Canada's largest student newspaper. In order to be eligible

pursuant to our by-laws, you must be a full-time undergraduate student, or a

graduate student or part-time student who pays the membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled for the

2009-2010 academic year: \ >

/•St. George (three representatives)

I • Professional faculties (two representatives)

St. George by-election
The nomination period for the St. George by-election is now closed. The following

have been deemed eligible to run in the St. George by-election:

• Jessical Oenyer

• Daniel Gatto

• Jackie Linton

• Sean MacKay

• Matthew Neeman

Elections will be held on Friday, December 4 from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in Sid

Smith. Members must show their T-Card in order to vote. Pursuant to our by-laws,

only full-time undergraduate St. George students, or St. George graduate students or

part-time students who have paid the membership fee of $2.50, may vote in the St.

George by-election.

Professional faculties by-election
The Pro-Fac nomination period has been extended until Monday November 30 at

midnight.

For more information on nomination and election procedures, please

email the Chief Returning Officer at cro@thevarsity.ca

aodt.ca
INTERIOR DESIGN • FASHION DESIGN

FASHION MARKETING & MECHANDISING
VIDEO GAME DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
GRAPHIC DESIGN FOR PRINT AND WEB

Academy of Design
AT RCC INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

416 929-0121
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DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

I don't prepare for these lectures, I just dream about literature the

night before a lecture, and tell you what I've dreamt.—Prof. Lopez, Narrative lecture

Girl: She is just so full of herself.

Boy: I know, and she has no right to be, she is not pretty.

Girl: No one has the right to be.

Boy: *silence* Yeah...but ESPECIALLY her.—On the subway

Prof Mount in ENG140 introducing Flannery O'Connor, a

Catholic author: I'm not a Catholic. I don't even have a belief in

God. But I'll try to do my best to explain the bits that I think are

tremendously relevant to reading and understanding her stories.

If you ARE Catholic, feel free to correct me...*lowers voice* We can

argue about it in hell.

We are not talking about whether you are sleeping with five

persons or not, but if you wanna talk about it, I am interested!

—CSC Prof, Ethics lecture

Guy: My professor, the one who gets naked...

—In theJCR

Who's crinkling their paper!?! NO CRINKLING OF PAPER! GEEZ

people! I should have a spear or something and throw it right

at your heart! Stake through the heart.. .like that.. .that movie

everyone's excited about.. .the one with vampires. . .what's it called?

Moonl... Blue Moon!—Econ prof

Student: Could it be a metaphor for guilt?

Prof: Oh my God, what kind of a home did you grow up in?—In Modern Poetry, on W.H. Auden's "1"

TA: Please tell us how much influence the strike had.

Student: Sorry, I'm not really paying attention right now...

—HISS 12 tutorial

when a man and a woman love
each other very much, they
share a very special hug!

It's not always \

that special \

though, V
you guys

!

TRAUMATIC
INSEMINATION
COMICS

The ladies evolved some
countermeasures though,
didn't they?
Yep! In the

form of
EXTRA
GENI-
TALS.

Sometime in the past, male bedbugs realized
that since they nave an open circulatory
system, if a female doesn't want to have sex
with them they can just CRACK open her body

and inject their sperm
right into her chest, where
it will eventually reach
her ovaries! And now all
males have these hypodermic
STAB weiners, and the women
are left with fully-
functional genital
tracts that only get
used when it '

s

time to
deposit the eggs '

They
para
that
whic
lowe

\

ve got this paraqenital i a -

genitalia! - on their chests
s this target for the guys, but

h also limits their damage and
rs the chance of infection.

Wow.

_^ veah,
. when people
^ talk to '.

me about
i ntelligent
design I yell

' "BED BUGS
HAVE
INSTITUT
lONALIZED

STAB RAPES".

CC) 2009 Ryan North

That - that
normally ends
the
conversation
right there

tftW/i). qwantz. com

A SOFTER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

e home and j comeau asofterworld.com

mare your own 'overheards' on the

overheard on Campus' Facebook group!

NOVEMBER 30 TO DECEMBER 6

Monday, November 30

Worried About Program
Cuts? Town Hall on the Arts &
Science Academic review
All program and departments at U

of T are facing budget cuts. Critical

area programs, such as South Asian

Studies and Disability Studies, just

happen to be the first to be targeted,

despite popular support among the

student body. This town hall will

discuss these urgent matters.

• 6 p.m. Free!

• William Doo Auditorium

(45 Wiltcocks St.)

Saveartsci@gmail.com

Tuesday, December 1

Fictions of Justice: The ICC

and the Challenge of Legal

Pluralism in Sub-Saharan
Africa

A lecture by Kamari Clarke,

Department of Anthropology, Yale

University. Sponsored by the Centre

for Diaspora and Transnational

Studies.

• 4 p.m. Free!

• RoomJHBIOOA, Jackman

Humanities Building

(170 St. George St.)

Wednesday, December 2

La'onf

Talk by a member of the Iraqi

Nonviolence Network hosted by the

CBC's Anna Maria Tremonti.

• 7-8:30 p.m. Free!

• Royal Ontario Museum

(100 Queen's Park Crescent)

Thursday, December 3

Engineering Choir Christmas

Concert

Accompanied by Malcolm McGrath

on the Casavant organ and the

engineering brass quintet, this

performance will be a great way to

break into the Christmas spirit before

exams.

• Noon Free!

• Knox College Chapel

(59 St. George St.)

Friday, December 4

National Day of

Remembrance and Action
on Violence Against Women

1989-2009
This year marks the 20th anniversary

of the Montreal Massacre. Join

students, staff, and faculty as we
reflect on violence against women
and the steps we can take toward

change.

• 12:15 p.m. Free!

• Great Hall, Hart House

(7 Hart House Circle)

Status-women.utoronto.ca

Friday After Five

A special happy hour event by Chef

Jamie Kennedy

• 5-7:30 p.m. $15/$12 advance

(includes admission to Gardiner

Museum, one Christmas Tortiere

Routine, and one Sugar & Spice

cocktail)

• Gardiner Museum
(111 Queen's Park Crescent)

Advance tickets at:

gardinermuseum.com/

FridayAfterFive

Saturday, December 5

Winter Fling. ..A Craft Thing
Winter Fling welcomes shoppers

to an embraceable school dance-

themed afternoon filled with snowy

decorations, DJs playing tunes, and

early handmade holiday shopping to

be had.

• 11a.m.-6 p.m. $1 Admission

• St. Stephen-in-the-Fields Anglican

Church (103 Bellevue Ave.)

BRASIL: An Evening ot
Brazilian Music in Three Parts
The Art of Time Ensemble, under

the artistic direction of founder

Andrew Burashko, presents Brasil,

a beautiful and eclectic program of

Brazilian music from three musical

perspectives featuring Canadian jazz

vocalist extraordinaire Emilie-Claire

Barlow.

• 8 p.m. Tickets $19-$49

(Discounts for students and

seniors)

• Enwave Theatre, Harbourfront

Centre (231 Queens Quay W.)

Artoftimeensemble.com

Sunday, December 6

From Einstein's Intuition to

QuajitunrLBiis

Lecture by the celebrated physicist

Alain Aspect.

• 3 p.m. Free!

• Medical Sciences Building

(1 King's College Circle)

Under 30 Craft Show
Another opportunity to purchase

locally crafted holiday treasures

—

nothing over $30!

• 2:30-8:30 p.m. Free!

• Ralph Thornton Centre, 2nd floor

(765 Queen St. E.)

To have your

U of T campus event

listed In this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings@thevarsity.ca
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Poached

Eggheads

Buddhist studies profs could leave for Michigan

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
Associate News Editor

Two U of T professors fiave been

wooed by tfie University of Michigan,

and a petition is underway to ask tfiat

U of T matcfi the offer

Juhn Ahn and Amanda Goodman
both teach courses on Buddhism for

the religion department; Ahn also

teaches for East Asicin studies. Ahn
said their possible departure is "tan-

gentially related"—the two are mar-

ried. Megan Wahlberg, president of

the Buddhism, Psychology and Mental

Health Student Union, started the peti-

tion to Cheryl Misak, U of T vice-presi-

dent and provost. The petition calls on

Misak to "protect these programs that

promote diversity at our university."

The BPMSU serves an undergradu-

ate minor program with ciround 100

students and three or four faculty

members, according to Wahlberg.

Both the professors and Misak's of-

fice declined to comment, citing confi-

dentiality of ongoing negotiations.

"Right now we're in the midst of ne-

gotiations," said Ahn. "So a lot of the

ink that has been spilled on the table

is fresh."

Speaking hypothetically, Ahn
said his departure would "burden

two departments as opposed to

just one, and both departments
are relatively small so their burden
would be high."

Students have criticized U of T
for prioritizing more mainstream
programs with commercial poten-

tial, such as engineering and com-
merce, arguing they have short-

changed smaller programs like

interdisciplinary studies.

At recent town halls, a number
of representatives from academic
unions for interdisciplinary pro-

grams expressed concern over

a faculty of arts and sciences re-

view. Speakers were worried their

programs would be cut, resulting

in what they saw as the potential

loss of diversity at U of T.

Ahn expressed no such worries.

Neither did John Kloppenborg,

chair of the religion department.

"The university has a very clearly

stated priority to promote inter-

disciplinarity, diversity, and our

department has been [...] in the

forefront of promoting exactly

that," he said.

'Hey Jim!'
Student and six others arrested for occupying Flaherty's office

JANE BAO
News Editor

A U of T student was among seven

protestors arrested Monday for a day

long sit-in at finance minister Jim Fla-

herty's Whitby constituency office.

"We got the message that [Flaherty]

was too busy to speak to us. We nego-

tiated to speak to the chief of staff and

he was not interested in having any

kind of discussion," said Indra Noyes,

the fourth-year psychology student

who was among the seven.

Last Saturday marked the third such

protest in recent weeks by the group

People for Climate Change, which

formed to pressure the government to

take stronger action on climate change

as world leaders gather for negotia-

tions in Copenhagen. Demonstrators

have also occupied the offices of en-

vironmental minister Jim Prentice and

labour minister Rona Ambrose.
The group wants Canada to commit

to reducing greenhouse gas emissions

to 25 per cent of 1990 levels by 2020.

On Monday, they delivered a letter to

Flaherty, calling on him to make com-

mitments that include passing the

Climate Change Accountability Act

and signing the UN Declaration on the

Rights of Indigenous People. "Climate

change is a human rights issue, and

First Nations in Canada are feeling cli-

mate change worst and first," the let-

ter reads.

Protestors crashed the office at

9:30 a.m. and chained themselves

together, while others picketed out-

side. Police arrived shortly after but

let them stay until 4:30 p.m., when

U of T Student Indra Noyes (fourtti from left) says she is disappointed by the

response from Flaherty's office.

the office closed. Two protestors had
to be carried out.

During the day, demonstrators

sung, chanted, tweeted, and spoke to

media. Their rendition of "Hey Jim"

—

a take on "Hey Jude"—failed to net a

meeting with the minister

Flaherty's office could not be

reached for comment. Press secretary

Chisholm Pothier told CTV that occu-

pying the office was "the absolutely

worst way to get a meeting with the

minister." Pothier said the group did

not make a formal request to meet Fla-

herty before the protest.

All seven were charged with crimi-

nal mischief, trespass, cmd loitering,

according to Noyes. They also had to

sign an agreement of non-association

until their Jain. 14 court date, with ex-

emptions for thosewho work together

Noyes sits on the board of the U of

T Environmental Resource Network,

and is involved with Rainforest Ac-

tion Network Toronto and Community
Solidarity Response Team, an activist

group that works with communities

affected by Canadian mining compa-
nies. The companies have long denied

allegations of human rights abuses

from at least 30 countries.

Despite what she called an incred-

ibly disappointing response from Fla-

herty's office, Noyes said there are

more sit-ins planned, though she did

not know specifics.

"Non-violent direct action has been
a part of every single struggle of social

change," said Noyes. "If our govern-

ment doesn't lead, then the people

will lead and the government will have

to follow."



A day of sorrow and hope
U of T commemorates World AIDS Day with music, speech

U of T's 2009 Dance and Drum Ensemble perform Bambaya, a dance from

northern Ghana to give thanks at harvest time.
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Varsity Staff

A soft, melodious ringing drifted across

University College on Tuesday, Dec. 1

as the bells of Soldiers' Tower ushered

in World AIDS Day The tolling also be-

gan a series of musical performances,

followed by an address from professor,

doctor, and author Prabhat Jha in Hart

House's Great Hall.

The choice of music set the tone for

the evening.

After law student Roy Lee's tolling of

the bells, Michael Thibodeau, a piano

grad student, played Chopin's "Fourth

Ballade in F Minor, Op. 52." a piece cho-

sen for its moments of gladness but

also sorrow. Opera student Lindsay

Barrett, a soprano, belted out "Mor-

gen Opus, 27, No. 4" and "Somewhere
Over the Rainbow." Both songs con-

tained themes of looking beyond one's

current situation and believing that a

bright future is in reach. Throughout

the performances, black-and-white

photos taken in Africa and South Asia,

some of ill patients and others of chil-

dren and adults laughing and smiling,

were projected on a large screen.

An upbeat number by U of T's 2009

Dance and Drum Ensemble, led by per-

cussionist and faculty of music instruc-

tor Kwasi Dunyo, rounded out the mu-

sical acts. Called Bambaya, the dance

originated among the Dagbamba/Dag-

bani people of northern Ghana to give

thanks to divinity at harvest time.

Keynote speaker Prabhat Jha, the

medical world's equivalent of a rock star,

is a professor at U of T's school of public

health. His speech addressed the sober-

ing reality of the global AIDS pandemic

VARSITY NEWS

but also left a glimmer of optimism. A
founding director of numerous medical

institutes, Jha has written several books

on the economics of tobacco use and the

potential for a public health care system

in India.

Jha related his experiences in a Ma-

dras hospital when he realized he was

surrounded by deathly ill people who
were mostly younger than him. "As a

physician, 1 was prepared to see the trag-

edy of death," he said. "But 1 was unpre-

pared to see the tragedy of helplessness,

sorrow, and resignation." As Jha sees it,

pandemics can change the course of his-

tory, often for the worse, but doctors and

researchers can work to bring sound sci-

ence to the ill and make positive change.

AIDS once threatened to create a di-

saster in India, but the Indian govern-

ment and the World Health Organization

realized the role of sex work in spread-

ing the disease and made efforts to

increase awareness and condom use.

"[It] changed a potential catastrophe in

India into a manageable public health

problem," said Jha, adding that rates of

infection have gone down in south India

by half.

Jha called AIDS the "first big challenge

in the irreversible era of globalization."

But if universities keep the pandemic a

priority, he said, there may be hope on

the horizon.

news@thevarsity.ca

This Thursday, the UofTchapters of

Oxfam and UNICEFwill host directors

h-om various HIV/AIDS reliefand
advocacy organizations. The event,

"Withholding Hope: Canadian red tape

and the fight to getAIDS medicine to

Africa," features Canadian andAfrican
perspectives on the challenges to

exporting medicine. The discussion will

be followed by letter-writing to MPs. The

event runs Dec. 3, h-om 6:30-8:30, at

OISE room 2295.

Criminal code

endangers sex

workers: panel
MEKHALA GUNARATNE

Ambiguous laws on prostitution of-

ten leave sex workers in a Catch-22

situation, according to a panel at U
of T's law faculty held on Monday.

Two women—Marcia McFarlane and

Donna Bascom—told personal stories

about the dangers of the sex trade.

The panel also featured Alan Young, a

professor at Osgoode Law School and

a criminal lawyer.

Speakers said that criminalization

endangers sex-trade workers by in-

creasing health and safety risks and
decreasing opportunities to leave
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prostitution. Sex workers are more
vulnerable to attack when they work
in dark, abandoned areas to avoid

detection. They also have limited

options when dealing with poten-

tial customers, and have to quickly

assess risks and decide whether to

accept a client.

"I was beaten, raped, and left for

dead," recalled Boscom. A truck driver

found her naked in a ditch. McFarlane

told the audience about severe abuse

she experienced from her clients.

"1 don't care what you think about

the sale of sex," Young said. "But the

one thing everyone seems to agree

with [. . .] is that the laws we currently

have are irrational, inconsistent, hypo-

critical, and self-defeating."

In theory, prostitution is not ille-

gal in Canada. But the Criminal Code
enforces laws that criminalize every-

thing associated with it—occupying

or running a "bawdy house," procuring

or living on the avails of prostitution,

and public communication intended

for prostitution. The ostensible benefit

is to protect the public from negative

consequences of prostitution.

"There has been a 200 per cent in-

crease in the number of women in

prison in the last decade. Women who
act out in self-defence, women who
live in violence: these are the women
we send to jail," said Zahra Dhanani, le-

gal director of the Metropolitan Action

Committee on Violence Against Wom-
en, which hosted the event. "They are

experiencing being criminalized and
re-traumatized and imprisoned from
the violence they experienced."

Young spoke of Gary Ridgeway,

the "Green River serial killer" who
murdered 48 sex workers because he
knew they would not be reported as

missing. "We're walking a tightrope

where we act very liberal and allow

the sale of sex, but every avenue that a

sex worker can take to protect herself

is foreclosed by law," said Young. He
concluded, "You tell me what the ben-

efit is of trying to eradicate a trade that

will never go away."

UBC student union moves

to withdraw UN human

rights complaint

Council to expel two execs

SEMRA EYLUL SEVI

Varsity Staff

Two student union executives at the

University of British Columbia are

facing impeachment for filing a hu-

man rights complaint to the United

Nations over affordable education.

Last Thursday, Blake Frederick,

president of the Alma Mater Society,

and Tim Chu, VP of external affairs,

held a press conference to announce
that the AMS, which represents over

45,000 students, has put forward the

complaint regarding the federal and
provincial government's failure to

provide accessible post-secondary

education to all.

"Since the tuition fee freeze was
lifted in 2002, student fees in British

Columbia have more than doubled.

The high cost of tuition means that

many capable students, particularly

those from lower-income families,

are unable to get a university educa-
tion," said Frederick. The complaint
to the UN claims that the provincial

and federal governments are violat-

ing Article 13 (c) of the International

Covenant on Economic Social and
Cultural Rights, which states that

"Higher education shall be made ac-

cessible to all, on the basis of capac-
ity, by every appropriate means, and
in particular by the progressive intro-

duction of free education."

In a press release, Katrina Pacey,

counsel for the AMS, said, "We are
asking the UN to hold the govern-
ment accountable for their complete
failure to live up to their commit-
ment to provide accessible higher
education."

The UN complaint took the com-
munity, including other AMS execs,
by surprise. The AMS Council held
an emergency meeting last Saturday
and unanimously voted to retract the
complaint. The council also called
for Frederick and Chu to resign for
not consulting the council and the

student body before submitting the

complaint. Frederick and Chu did not

attend the meeting.

"This wasn't something that had

been talked about in the student

council, or in any public meetings for

that matter," Matthew Naylor, council

representative for the faculty of arts,

told The Varsity. Andrew Carne, rep-

resentative for the engineering fac-

ulty, wrote in an email, "AMS Council,

which acts as the board of directors

for the society, was completely blind-

sided by this and first heard about it

through an article in the Vancouver

Sun" He added, "[T]his is greatly

concerning [sic], as it means the en-

tire process of drafting the complaint

was carried out in secrecy without

consulting students or their elected

representatives on Council."

Frederick told The Varsity that

the executive committee was made

aware of this complaint and agreed

to go forward with the case. "We

raised the topic of the UN complaint

several times at our executive com-

mittee meetings [...] VP finance Tom

Dvorak and VP academic and univer-

sity affairs Johannes Rebane signed

the contract with Pivot Legal Society

to go forward with the complaint,"

he said. "Council would have knowl-

edge through the [minutes of the] ex-

ecutive meetings sent for approval."

Dvorak and Rebane did not respond

to calls and emails for comment.

A special council meeting is set for

next Monday to recall Frederick and

Chu. Frederick and Chu were given

until Wednesday to resign. If they do

not, the council will impeach them at

Monday's meeting. Frederick said the

pair have no intention of resigning.

Facebook groups for the two sides

have sprung up. As of press time, the

group "We oppose the AMS impeach-

ment of Blake Frederick and Tim Chu"

had 386 members, and "Impeach the

AMS President and VP External" had

1,287 members.

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca
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Double or nothing
Bigger obstacles to defederation pass at CFS annual general meeting

JANE BAO & SAMYA KULLAB
Varsity Staff

The Canadian Federation of Students

has made it harder for member unions

to leave. At the CFS annual general meet-

ing from Nov. 25 to 28, representatives

voted to double the number of signa-

tures required to hold a defederation

referendum, cap the number of referen-

da that can occur simultaneously, and

increase the mandatory waiting period

between successive referenda.

The CFS also rejected the majority

of a reform package aimed to make the

organization more transparent and ac-

countable to its members.

The CFS is a national lobby group,

made up of over 80 student unions and

representing roughly 500,000 students,

according to its website. Thirteen mem-
bers have defederation campaigns un-

derway.

Unable to go, unwilling to stay
The controversial Motion 6 passed last

week, requiring future defederation

campaigns to collect signatures from 20

per cent of the student body, up from 10

per cent.

It stipulates that only two unions

can hold defederation referenda in any

three-month period. If a defederation

referendum does not succeed, universi-

ties will have to wait five years to hold

another, and colleges will have to wait

three years. The motion was raised by

Carleton University's Graduate Students'

Association. Defederation campaigners

already complain of a too-small window
for referenda: no vote can take place

between April and Sept. 15 or between

Dec. and Jan. 15, and at least two weeks

of Ccimpaigning must precede voting.

The changes will go into effect when
CFS's national executive meets in early

January, but will not affect petitions that

have already been submitted, said CFS

nqational treasurer Dave Molenhuis, the

designated spokesperson for defedera-

tion matters. The meeting date has not

been set.

In August, defederation petitions

were circulated at 13 colleges and uni-

versities across Canada, including all

four CFS member unions in Quebec.

Eleven student unions have already for-

mally submitted petitions to the CFS.

Molenhuis confirmed that 11 peti-

tions were delivered but could not pro-

vide the names of student unions who
submitted them. He said the petitions

will be reviewed and verified by the na-

tional executive in eeirly Januciry.

"In some cases we need to review the

authenticity of the petition," he said.

This process entails checking whether

signatories are students of the school

in question, whether they belong to the

union, and whether there are duplicate

signatures. CFS often works closely with

school registrars to check student IDs

when verifying petitions.

If the petitions are verified and

passed by the national executive, the

process for referenda outlined in CFS

bylaws requires that the CFS and the

student union each delegate two repre-

sentatives to coordinate the logistics of

defederation.

An agenda for the AGM, leaked prior

to the meeting, lists all motions and the

reasons behind them. Among the argu-

ments for Motion 6 is that 10 per cent is

too small a number and that 12,000 sig-

natures (or 10 per cent from each of the

federation's smallest unions) could re-

sult in 10 referenda; that petitioning un-

derway is "a coordinated plan to desta-

bilize our Federation by a small group

of individuals;" that it is "fundamentally

anti-democratic" to hold multiple refer-

enda in a small period of time because

"the Federation and its members would

have no reasonable opportunity to pres-

ent a case for continued membership."

Molenhuis said that multiple refer-

enda would not provide any serious

financial implications for the CFS. "Our

budget reflects our current situation

and there is allocation for that," he said.

Asked what the CFS expenditures on

referenda would be—the unions are

responsible for running referenda—Mo-

lenhuis said he would have to ask CFS

national chairperson Katherine Giroux-

Bougard.

For the most part, student union

presidents whose campuses have de-

federation campaigns have not taken an

official stance.

While Rick Teller, president of West-

ern's Society of Graduate Students, said

that the union has no position on the

matter, he made disparaging remcirks

about defederation campaigners. Teller

was formerly general manager for the U

of T Students' Union.

"Those who are seeking to defederate

here at Western are closely aligned with

Conservative Party activists," Telfer

wrote in an email to The Varsity. "SOGS

is a non-partisan organization and 1 ex-

pect that graduate students at Western

will continue to support student unity,

instead of an orchestrated and partisan

attack on our Federation."

Western petition organizer Dan Dech-

ene seud that his personal reaison for

dissenting arose from a lack of trans-

parency and accountability to member
organizations from CFS, and not due to

pcirty politics.

Reforms rejected
The 43 motions that make up the CFS

reform package were put forward by

the graduate student unions at McGill,

Concordia, and the University of Cal-

gary, as well as the University of Regina

Students' Union and the Alberta College

of Art and Design Students' Association.

CFS-Quebec endorsed the package and

helped draft the proposals after it was

given a mandate to do so by members.

Proposed reforms included allowing

individual students to opt out of paying

CFS fees (Motion 74), disclosing execu-

tives' salaries (Motion 48), allowing the

media access to meetings and support-

ing their right to report without fear of

legal reprisal (Motion 20), publishing a

list of all legal action taken by CFS-Ser-

vices (Motion 47), and launching a judi-

cial board to study the implications of

CFS legal acUon, which totaled $225,000

between 2006 and 2008 (Motion 62).

"About 90 per cent of the motions

were shot down and none were accept-

ed straight-out for what they were," said

Erik Chevrier, an exec on Concordia's

Graduate Students' Association and a

petition organizer. (Concordia submit-

ted their petition on Nov. 6, with 711

valid signatures recognized by the dean

of students.)

Chevrier said two amended motions

were passed: to list boycotts online,

and to record meetings. The latter was

amended to include only the opening

and closing pleneiry, where a designated

minute-taker would type up minutes

from recordings and make the minutes

available to members.

Reform advocates say the proposals

would make the CFS more transparent

and accountable to members, and could

resolve unions' reasons for wanting

to defederate. According to the McGill

Daily, proposal authors charge the CFS

of being ligitious, authoritauian, bureau-

cratic, and run by "out-of-touch ex-stu-

dent politicos," in the first page of the

omnibus motion.

Opponents say the reforms are an at-

tempt to undermine the organization.

In a letter to CFS members, Giroux-Bou-

gard called the package "a thinly veiled

attempt, by a member, to undermine the

progressive work that the Federation

undertakes, through a campaign aimed

at discrediting the elected national lead-

ership, humiliating the unionized steiff,

and undermining the organisation and

its work."

little bird told me
Twitter opens window on CFS annual generafmeeting

JOE HOWELL & ALEX ROSS

-,„J'l^!'ty Staff ^
"The revolution will not be televised, but

it will be tweeted." Such sentiments were

expressed frequently during the turmoil

over last summer's Iranian elections.

When foreign press was bcU"red from

attending demonstrations against Presi-

dent Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, Twitter

became the easiest way for dissidents in

the country to make their voices heard.

The phrase could also apply to last

week's annual general meeting of the

Canadian Federation of Students. The

controversial Motion 6 passed, making

it hctfder for member unions to defeder-

ate. (Thirteen campuses across Canada

have defederation campaigns under-

way; 11 have already submitted peti-

tions. A spokesperson said the changes

will not affect petitions filed before the

national executive meeting in Jcinuary.)

A massive reform package, aimed at

making the CFS more transparent and

accountable to its members, was mostly

rejected.

The CFS allowed one journalist ac-

creditation to cover the AGM: Emma
Godmere, Ottawa bureau chief of the Ca-

nadian University Press. But journalists

from the McGill Daily and the Concord-

ian came as members of their student

union, and proceeded to use Twitter to

cover the event at #cfs09. Godmere also

used Twitter to live-blog the event.

The CFS stopped the unaccredited Mc-

Gill Daily auA Concordian reporters from

posting under their papers' banners;

they continued tweeting under their own
names. The reporters from the Quebec

student papers posted tweets like ". . .no

francophone media at all will be allowed

in. Shame." Godmere, with tweets such

as "Motion referral carries with amend-

ment," was allowed to continue posting

as a CUP reporter.

"I was approached by a CFS staff mem-
ber who casually mentioned that if the

other two papers kept tweeting, the of-

ficial media credentials for CUP could

be retracted in the near future," said

Godmere.

Twitter opened a floodgate of opinion

and debate from people who would not

otherwise have had a say, either because

they did not attend the AGM or because

CFS policy forbids reporters from inter-

viewing delegates until after the closing

pleuciry.

Twitter accounts covering the event

came in four categories. Pro-CFS posts

came mostly from CFS staffers or sup-

porters, while anti-CFS posts were

mostly made by student politicians and

reform supporters. Live blogs had jour-

nalists and others giving play-by-plays.

Lastly, joke accounts were designed

to disrupt, add humour, or embarrass

members on either side.

It wasn't always easy to follow the ac-

tion. Both the pro- and anti-CFS factions

would endlessly re-tweet the Scime sen-

tence, occasionally leading to a wall of

identical text.

There were also accounts with min-

ute differences in their names, making

it difficult to distinguish legitimate ac-

counts from saboteurs. For@cfsQuebec,

an account from frustrated Quebecois

students, there was @cfs_Quebec, post-

ing, "I need some gum to cover my beer

breath."

Reactions to the passing of Motion 6

elicited such responses as "Motion six

defeated, l/3rd of delegates question

top-down authoritarianism, BUT chair

fails to recognize result" from ©CFSQue-

bec.

"Thousands of students across the

country getting ready to revolt against

the CFS if motion 6 passes..." from @
TBYS.

And from ©csuconcordia, "CSU and

other schools walk out of CFS meeting!"

On the lighter side, an account claim-

ing to be the "Cdn Fed of Goats" said,

"but i wanted bleat on motion 6!!!"

"Concerned delegates cannot find hot

dog cart. Can an insider please con-

CFA
CANDIDATES:
Two FREE seminars have

been scheduled for 2010

CFA Level I candidates:

Saturday January 30'\ 2010:

Quantitative Methods

Saturday February 6'\ 2010:

Derivatives

Location : University of Toronto - OlSE Building,

252 Bloor Street West (atop the St George subway)

Room : TEA

Time : 9:30am - 4:30pni, with 1-hour lunch break.

Sponsor: PASSMAX, an independent exam

preparahon entity with one of the highest CFA®

Exam pass rates in the industry. The sessions will be

lead by Krikor Ghanaghounian, CFA, finance instructor

at one the nation's top-ranked MBA schools.

Seating will tie limited. To register,

email your name to info@passmax.org.

"Beforeyoujoin any CFA Exam Prep

Program, make sureyou attend thesefree

sessbnsfirst!"

firm where the hot dog cart is located,"

chimed in ©foodsolidarity, while @cfs-

palin contributed such tweets as "All the

mavericks in the house put your hands

up."

Joey Coleman, a blogger for Globe-

campus who was following #cfs09,

told The Varsity the social network

"broke the wall." Coleman, referencing

the CFS's reluctance to allow media

coverage, added, "Twitter is impossi-

ble for the CFS to stop, short of install-

ing cell-phone jammers."

Coleman has followed past CFS AGMs,

and said Twitter made this one differ-

ent. "[Previously] we didn't really find

out about what was going on behind the

scenes—^you heard whispers."

Godmere, at the closing plenary ses-

sion when all the motions were voted

on, used Twitter to provide up-to-the-

minute coverage. She said she enjoyed

the discussion the site facilitated, but

worried about the "negative voices in-

volved in that dialogue."

Godmere said that some of the joke

accounts added humour to the proceed-

ings, but others only added further divi-

sions. "You had no idea if it was someone

inside or outside [the AGM] tweeting,"

she said, adding that some delegates

voiced concerns of privacy violations.
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INNOCENTIVE

A moving feast

In the midst of the busy exam season, U of T student groups find time to give back

ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

Last Sunday, the Muslim Students'

Association and the Muslim Asso-

ciation of Canada gave away food and

held a dinner for over 200 families at

the Scadding Court Community Cen-

tre. Community members gathered to

commemorate Eid-Al-Ada, the Feast of

Sacrifice, which occurs the day after

pilgrims performing the Hajj in Saudi

Arabia descend from Mount Arafat.

"It's a celebration of devotion to

God and occurs at the end of the ma-

jor pilgrimage," said Anton Kurtanik,

the MSA's community affairs coordi-

nator. "To symbolize the sacrifice of

Abrahcim, they [Muslims] sacrifice an

animal."

Traditionally, Muslims will sacrifice

an animal for Eid-Al-Ada, keeping a

third of the meat for their family, giv-

ing a third to their friends, and the fi-

nal third to the less fortunate.

Volunteers distributed over 1,800

pounds of halal meat, the equivalent

of of 60 lambs cind one cow, to over

750 people. "Considering it was the

weekend before exams, it was amaz-

ing to see so many volunteers come
out," Kuratnik said. MSA members
numbered 30 among the hundred

or so volunteers. After the meat was
distributed, families dined on chicken

curry, salad, potatoes, and rice. A chil-

Wednesday December 16th, 2 p.m.

•Exclusive Student Bonus! 'Post Show
Cast Meet and Greet! 'Free Gifts!

i

1 THE MUSIC HALL • 147 Danforth Avenue

Follow Toxic Avenger at:

TWITTER.com/TOToxicAvenger
Liti

dren's table provided face-painting

and crafts.

The MSA can be reached at uoftmsa.com

and communications@uoftmsa.com

Words Action Thoughts Commu-
nity Heart, a U of T based group

with over 400 members, works with

children and youth in the Regent Park

community. WATCH sends volunteer

tutors to Lord Dufferin Public School

to work with students aged five to 18.

On Dec. 16, the group will host

its Ihh annual holiday dinner. Vol-

unteers will deck out Hart House's

Great Hall with a Christmas tree in

preparation for an evening of mu-

sic, games, food, and presents from

Santa. WATCH is aiming for over 170

children to attend, and hope to have

60 to 70 volunteers.

"We really aim to give the children

a nice Christmas, because many of

the families we help can't have a big

dinner or give the kids nice presents,"

William Sanh said, the group's spon-

sorship coordinator. Most of the toys

have been donated through six toy

drives they held this year.

"The classrooms are overcrowded

and the teacher cannot help them
one-on-one," said William Sanh, the

group's sponsorship coordinator.

WATCH also runs an after-school pro-

gram called Girls and Boys K Club,

where student volunteers run an arts

and crafts room and help kids with

homework, as well as supervising

kids whose parents work late.

"All of our volunteers find it great

because they get to a build a close

relationship with the kids," Sanh said.

WATCH holds a blood drive each

semester, and members also volun-

teer at a soup kitchen at the Church of

the Redeemer at 162 Bloor St. W.

To get involved with WATCH, check

out their Facebook page or email

uoftwatchcommunity@gmail.com

Last week, the TTC was ordered to release suicide statistics after the Toronto

5(//7 brought the request for information to the Ontario's Information and Privacy

Commission. While the TTC worried the data's release would lead to copycat attempts,

an editor for the Sur%z\^ the paper was based on concerns they heard from TTC

drivers that not enough was being done to prevent suicides. What do you think?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COIUIPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

Lama
5Ui Year, Anthropology, "Maybe if the TTC
was more affordable and accessible people

wouldn't be so upset with their lives.

'

Salma

2nd Year, Geography '1 don't think it's

the responsibility of TTC drivers to prevent

suicides, it's everyone's social obligation."

Mike

3nl Year, Political Science, 1 don't think

the TTC has to worry too much about copycat

attempts. It's not like suicide by subway is an

original idea. I'm not sure what TTC drivers

can do as individuals to prevent suicides."

Landon

3nl Year, Chemistry, '1 don't understand how
the TTC could prevent suicides, short of having

someone at each station observing everyone, ft

would be very imprachcal. People will commit

suicide regardless of whether the TTC takes

action or not."

Spencer

1st Year, "Women anii Gender Studies, I'm
not from Toronto, so when I moved here I was
unaware of how many people kill themselves on
the TTC. As for suicide prevention, publishing the
information might make suicide on the TTC look

less desirable to those trying to kill themselves."

Justin

2nd Year, Ethics, Societyand law, '^ think

they should release it. There's really not a lot

they can do about it aside from creating a

barrier, which is not realistic. If people are really

going fo commit suicide, they'll do it anywhere.

Posting the numbers will allow people to be

more watchful of potential suicides."
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To defederate, or not to defederate
How colleges and professional faculties are getting fed up with UTSU,

and why breaking away is a good idea

JOSEPH URANOWSKI AND
SEMRA EYLUL SEVI

Daniella Kyei, VP Equity for the Uni-

versity of Toronto Students' Union,

told The Newspaper in an article

published on November, "It isn't

completely realistic for any single

body to represent all 41,000 under-

graduates." This is a glaring contra-

diction to the "Welcome Statement"

on UTSU's website, which declares,

"UTSU is your students' union."

There's a conspicuous gap between
UTSU's claim to represent all U of T
undergrads, and the reality that on
a campus as diverse as St. George,

one group cannot represent all,

leaving many feeling powerless and
unrepresented.

At St. George, the sense of being

disenfranchised has grown to such

a degree that there is widespread

talk of defederation around cam-
pus. Leaders from many of the col-

leges and the professional faculties

have expressed a desire to separate

from UTSU. Jimmy Lu, president of

the Engineering Society Students'

Union, told us, "Engineers have al-

ways had a UTSU separation com-
mittee. UTSU campaigns do not

provide any benefits to engineering

students..." Francesca Imbrogno,

president of the St. Michael's Col-

lege Student Union, told The Varsity

that defederation is a possibility,

remarking, "opinions around SMC

Some college and faculty councils question whether UTSU is the best form of student representation on St. George campus.

are pretty serious because no one
sees the cons of defederating."

SMCSU will even be holding a town
hall on defederation in January. Fi-

nally, Daniel Tsekhman, president

of the University College Literary

and Athletics Association said,

"The UC Lit aims to be driven by

the opinion of the UC community.
If students want to leave, then we
will start an open discussion to see

if it's the best option."

The size of our university com-
munity is a big factor in the in-

creasing divide between UTSU
and U of T, as students generally

feel like a number within the larg-

er university community. The col-

leges and faculties, on the other

hand, promote a sense of identity.

They tend to have focused, me-
dium-sized student governments
where it's easier to feel connected

to local representatives.

Barring a road-to-Damascus-

conversion, UTSU will continue to

operate with little transparency

and accountability. The colleges

and professional faculties already

have the infrastructure to provide

the services that UTSU provides,

such as the health/dental plan and
the TTC metro-passes. Catherine

Brown, president of 'Victoria Col-

lege Students' Union told us, "At

the end of the day, before VUSAC
defederates from UTSU we need
to make sure that any services we
lose Irom defederating we could

provide ourselves." The colleges

and professional faculties could

work together to provide these

services, while being connected
more directly to the students they

represent.

If students want a mechanism
with which to exit or enter the

University of Toronto Students'

Union, the UTSU executive must
provide one.

Proxy controversy

spreads

While 1 admit it may seem weird

that we are only coming out with

this story now, I promise you that

it was due to my ignorance of

UTSU policies and bylaws ("For-

mer UTSU employees allege proxy

misconduct," Nov. 30). 1 was hired

by Sandy at the end of August
2008 and this represented my first

foray into everything UTSU. It

wasn't until the article in The Me-
dium about proxy misconduct that

I began asking questions about

proxy procedures. This is when
I realized that 1 was a party to a se-

rious violation of UTSU policies.

-LETTERS-

1 truly hope that anyone else

who has experienced similar

situations comes forward and
speaks to The Varsity, anony-

mously or otherwise.

Steve

Will the SORT
really represent

students?

I'm an engineering student and

1 see the value of co-operating

with students from other facul-

ties— it can facilitate unity within

a student movement, or help to

end some of the stupid rivalries

between some of the disciplines

("College councils form new
association," Nov. 30). Tthe
superiority complex that many
engineering students have and
their disdain towards other areas

of study is pretty ugly, especially

when manifested during frosh

week. So in that sense, I'm hopeful

about the symbolic possibility of

collaboration.

However, 1 am extremely
doubtful in terms of what
actually transpires and what
impact such an organization can
have. As far as I can tell, there's a

heavy, motivating undercurrent

of antipathy towards UTSU, some
of which I agree is well-founded

(issues about transparency,

fraud, democratic access, and
inclusion) and some 1 heartily

disagree with (moving student

leadership away from student

advocacy/protection/support

and towards service provision).

1 currently sit on the Engineering

Society Council as the Student

Issues Committee director. Never
have 1 heard a single report from
executive members about how the

engineering society or engineering

students can be involved in UTSU
campaigns or other forms of

student advocacy. The current

executives at EngSoc (and most
in the years I have been here)

clearly do not care about student

issues—how tuition fees affect

engineering students (which are

higher, by the way than arts and
science tuition), how there is

systematic racism, sexism, and
homophobia within engineering

culture, that permeates a large

part of the engineering admin,

faculty, and student body. These
are real problems, and the

engineering society is ill-equipped

to deal with them, because
the engineering society is only

focused on service provision.

In summation: cooperation and
communication, good! Inept and
self-limiting councils, bad!

JlAYI
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CLIMATE CHANGE: NOW OR NEVER?

Just a bunch

of hot air

Why signing the 'Ontario Universities

Committed to a Greener World'

pledge is greenwash

PAUL YORK

On the morning of Dec. 1, an e-bul-

letin was sent around to the U of T
community confirming that we had
signed on to the made-in-Ontario

sustainability pledge, titled On-
tario Universities: Committed to

a Greener World. Critics say this

isn't enough, deeming it a watered-

down version of the Presidents Cli-

mate Initiative.

The original PCI was drafted in

the United States, and now has 615

signatories there and 13 in Canada,

most of them in British Columbia.

In Ontario, Trinity College at U
of T signed it, but the initiative has

been met with resistance from the

Council of Ontario Universities, and
in particular, U of T's president Da-

vid Naylor.

Critics of the Ontario version say

it is less effective and less binding

than the original version. Joanna
Dafoe, who helped establish the

UTSU Sustainability Commission,

has been a strong advocate for the

older, nation-wide PCI. She criti-

cizes the newer, Ontario version as

"inconsequential for reducing the

university's carbon footprint."

A line-by-line comparison of

the two versions shows how they

differ in key respects. Unlike the

older version, Ontario's rewrite

does not specifically address

climate change, but speaks broadly

about how universities could

advance sustainability. It does not

include mention of greenhouse

gas emissions targets, it omits

Ontario colleges, and it advocates a

voluntary rather than regulatory or

binding framework.

The Canadian PCI requires "a

comprehensive inventory of all

greenhouse gas emissions." What
Dafoe is waiting for, she says, "is

the willingness on the part of the

administration to make a sustained

effort to reduce emissions."

Naylor's argument against the Ca-

nadian PCI is that U of T's campus
is too large to accurately measure
greenhouse gas emissions: "It's like

saying you're going to measure the

chemistry of chicken soup," Naylor

told The Varsity in an interview last

April, calling the PCI "more show
business than substance."

However, Dafoe points out that U of

T has already measured greenhouse

gas emissions on campus, through

a building-by-building inventory of

emissions, complied by the univer-

sity's Sustainability Office. Measure-

ments of emissions from utilities,

waste, and transportation are avail-

able on the SO website, she notes.

Danny Harvey, a climate scien-

tist and professor of geography,

says there are several ways U of T
could reduce its carbon footprint.

Creating energy-efficient facilities

should be the top priority, he says.

Some university administrators are

wary of the costs associated with

substantial building retrofits and
green design, but Harvey points

out that universities could see sig-

nificant financial savings over the

long term from energy-efficiency

retrofits and better design.

Other student leaders appear to

be split over the COU's position. The
Canadian Federation of Students

and Sierra Youth Coalition are criti-

cal of the Ontario PCI as committing

only to the "status quo." In contrast,

Dan Moulton, president of the On-

tario Undergraduate Student Alli-

ance is quoted in the COU press re-

lease as saying, "Ontario's students

appreciate this pledge."

Dafoe adds, "the adoption of

a comprehensive sustainability

framework for the entire university

is really important in terms of mak-
ing environmental gains on cam-
pus." She is skeptical whether that

will be accomplished if the Ontario

universities set the bar low for

themselves with their own version

of the PCI.

New world order

Cleo Paskal's Global H/amg explains

how climate change will alter the

geo-political landscape

TODD MICHAEL LANE

Despite prognostication from the

Mesoamerican Long Count Cal-

endar that 2012 is the world's end

date, the world's tipping point will

most likely begin around 2016. Af-

ter that, global warming, rising sea

levels, and the resulting migrations

of millions of people are thought to

be unchangeable. If Cleo Paskal's

latest work. Global Warring, holds

true, these massive changes will

only be the beginning.

In the future, Paskal envisions,

the devastation that humanity has

brought upon itself through envi-

ronmental degradation is only the

first step in escalating geopolitical

tensions that will erupt into full-

scale war. Gwynne Dyer's Climate

Wars predicts the same thing. This

change in temperature will begin

to fundamentally alter how gov-

ernments deal with each other,

turning already conflict-prone ar-

eas into powder kegs, while push-

ing the seemingly stable northern

countries into potential collision

courses.

Already, the green debate, a nice-

sounding term considering how
dirty the fight is getting, is becom-
ing increasingly polarized. The
"refuse-niks" claim that the scien-

tists and their models are wrong. In

essence, their argument is that the

world need not concern ourselves

with the goings-on of the climate

that has sustained us for millennia.

The ramifications that even a

slight temperature variation can

cause are staggering, according to

Paskal. With a generally warming
world, developing countries will

see millions of people flee their

coastal areas. Many of the smaller

states in the Pacific will simply slip

below the waves. Heat waves could

bake the cities of London, Paris and
Berlin, resulting in substantially

more deaths than the estimated

35,000 caused by the heat wave
that rolled through Europe in 2003,

according to New Scientist.

More important is the shift in

geo-political power that will re-

sult. America, ravaged by rising

ocean levels, will see a drastically

altered landscape with Manhattan,

Miami, and Los Angeles in need of

numerous dykes and dams—fright-

ening considering the substantial

failures in these very systems in

and around New Orleans. Lacking

a hegemonic power, China, Rus-

sia, India, and potentially Canada
could come into greater conflict

with each other. China and India,

with the largest populations in the

world, could face instability due

to massive migration. At the same
time, these two nations both stand

to gain from projecting their power

across the Pacific.

While the Chinese and Indians

jockey for power, Canada, Russia,

and the U.S. will be fighting over the

Arctic and the Northwest Passage.

In addition to the resources boom
thought to be hiding beneath the icy

tundra of the north, the Northwest

Passage is poised to become the

Sil'GLOBAL WARRING -?<3l

COUNTDOWN TO COPENHAGEN
As kids gain knowledge and awareness, there's hope for the climate crisis

MAY JEONG
Associate Comment Editor

Kids truly say the damdest things.

Earlier this week, 1 found myself tear-

ing down Rosehill Ave. near Yonge

and St. Clair, on my way to give a talk

to the environment group at an all-

girl's middle school. One of the teach-

ers had heard about the delegation

from the University of Toronto that

will be attending the Copenhagen cli-

mate summit from December 7 to 18,

and had inquired whether a delegate

would speak at the school.

I was soon facing a semi-circle of

youthful faces, eagerly waiting the

cardinal knowledge 1 had to share

on climate change. Because 1 had

not expected such a young crowd

(the youngest was 12), I was not

sure where to begin. 1 briefly intro-

duced myself as a student of po-

litical science and environmental

studies. 1 described the diversity of

the U of T delegation, and our hopes

of not only reporting back on the

negotiations, but also playing a part

in placing pressure on the Canadian

government, thereby holding them

accountable for their actions (or

inactions). 1 then introduced the

UN Copenhagen climate summit
as a self-imposed deadline by the

international community, aimed
at coming up with a post-2012 cli-

mate agreement that will succeed

the current one, the ill-fated Kyoto

Protocol.

I described, in my most animated

disposition, how there were fami-

lies losing their homestays in sub-

Saharan Africa and entire countries

being submerged under water in

the Pacific. I explained the seem-
ingly monolithic concept of "equal-

ity," and how it plays an important

role as we navigate between devel-

oped and the developing, rich and

the poor, north and the south. 1

even mentioned—in truth for dra-

matic effect—the Plan B scenario

of shooting sulphur dioxide into

the atmosphere to block sunlight,

which would turn the sky yellow,

but block further UV rays from

warming the Earth.

When I finished, there was a

pause. 1 was utterly terrified that

my talk of politics and science had

gone over their heads, and that

they had been falling asleep with
their eyes open. But then, they be-

gan peppering me with questions.

Do you think if there were a differ-

ent government leader, things would
be different? What will happen when
we use up all the resources on all the

continents? How much coal do we
have left? How are carbons formed? I

heard on the news that they are think-

ing ofkicking Canada out of the Com-
monwealth. Is this true? How did this

all start? Why are the poor countries

also the ones most affected? Even if

we build more wind turbines, won't

we need energy from coal and oil to

build them? How does coal mining
work? What is so terrible with the

tar sands? And the ever-endearing:

Do you think, urn, we could, maybe,
solve all of this mess someday? Fol-

lowed by the impossible-to-answer:

What can I do to help?

One girl even asked, in all earnest-

ness, whether 1 thought that the
world would end. When I answered
no, that I have faith in human inge-

nuity, she followed up by asking that

even if we did save ourselves, wheth-

er humans in the future wouldn't re-

peat its mistakes all over again.

Regarding the scientific ques-
tions, 1 muttered something about
how 1 never paid attention in

Grade 8 science class ("but you all

should!"). They patiently listened

as I attempted to explain the be-
ginning of it all with the Industrial

Revolution, and they watched atten-

tively as 1 wrestled with big themes
such as cross-generational justice.

When it came to the ubiquitous
and inevitable question of what
one little person can do to help,

I was at a loss for words. 1 am re-

ally not sure. The current political

situation does not allow for effec-

tive direct political engagement,
and perhaps it is intentionally de-
signed that way. There are only so
many times you can send letters

to the editor and strip in a flash

mob before that becomes ineffec-

tive. There are limits to how many
times you can donate to the Suzuki
Foundation or Greenpeace.
Not everyone has the privilege to

be present in Copenhagen. But that
is why students like those in the U

of T delegation are Copenhagen-

bound this weekend: to be the eyes

and ears, and hopefully voices, of

those who cannot go.

1 remain utterly amazed by how

the young environmentalist cubs

1 spoke to seem to intuitively un-

derstand that everything is in fact

political. And perhaps this sort of

willingness to ponder deeply over

an issue is what is needed. Perhaps

what we can do is to live deliber-

ately, and this doesn't need to be

accomplished through grand mea-

sures.

There is no price tag on engaging

with others, and you can ask ques-

tions too. We have youth by our

side, if not the sheer force of hope.

You can follow our blog at

uoftcoplS.ca.

MORE ONLINE

Join the conversation on

Copenhagen at

thevarsity.ca
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AROUND THE WDRL.P
Turkey: Workers move to offer a fresh solution

BY ARASH AZIZI

Analyzing and understanding

contemporary Turkey remains

one of the toughest jobs for any in-

ternational observer Observers and
analysts of international relations are

used to complex situations—where
one has to read between the lines

with regards to what political figures

say—but Turkey is an extreme case

by any measure.

How should we gauge cind evcdu-

ate the different political forces in this

country? On one side you have the

Republican People's Party (CHP, by its

Turkish initials), which has been the

party of the Turkish establishment

since the founding of modem Turkey

in the aftermath of the First World War.

The party is defined by its staunch sup-

port of secularism, oddly mixed with

militarism, statism, and Turkish nation-

alism. The ideological mix has resulted

in heavy oppression of Kurdish minori-

ties, including denying their right to

speak their language in public spheres.

Opposing this camp stands the

new Justice and Progress Party

(AKP), which is unique, and is

the subject of numerous studies.

The AKP comes from a line of

Islamic parties that have repeat-

edly won elections, but have been
suspended by the establishment

for their alleged threat to secular-

ism. While the leadership of AKP
(especially the current Presi-

dent of Turkey, Abdullah Gul) all

have a background in the same
Islamic movement and recognize

themselves as an "Islamic" party,

they have successfully conducted
good relations with the West, un-

like the previous Islamic parties.

It is a pro-EU, pro-NATO party,

has a more moderate vision, and
denies any closet designs for a

more Islamic Turkey.

Recip Tayyip Erdogan, Turkey's

AKP Prime Minister, has successfully

maintained cordial relations with

the United States, and could even

act as a possible mediator in Middle

East peace talks. He has offered a vi-

sion of the AKP as the party of the

"Average Turk." He hasn't given any

concessions to the Kurdish cause

and has thus been able to survive

any attempts of a coup d'etat by the

army. Even though there have been

clashes—on Gul's presidency and
permission to wear a hijab in univer-

sities—and even threats by the army,

Erdogan has been able to keepAKP in

power by maintaining wider regional

and western support than his rivals.

Who should we believe when
analyzing Turkey's politics? Should

we believe that CHP is a party that

promotes secularism that just hap-

pens to be less democratic, while

AKP is a party that claims to be

pro-Western and democratic, but is

also leading a closet Islamist move-
ment trying to undermine the secu-

larist foundations of the country?

Who should the West support? A
pro-Western Islamic democrat AKP
member marred by his unimpres-

sive record with the poor and work-

ing class, or a nationalist, militarist,

and ostensibly secularist CHP with

a dark track record of oppressing

working class struggles and the

rights of Kurdish people?

CHP and AKP can happily agree

on one thing: the labour laws that

say nearly two million public sector

workers can join unions but can't

go on strike. While these laws were

put in place by CHP, Recip Tayyip

Erdogan of AKP also made sure to

warn against any strike.

But the events of last week
proved that a strong voice against

both parties does exist in Turkey.

Thousands of public sector unions

broke the law with a massive one-

day walkout. Tens of thousands

stopped their jobs to remind the

country that, without them, there

would be no transport, no hospitals,

no postal service, and no schools.

Salim Uslu, the leader of the pub-

lic sector union Hak-Is, called on

the government to quickly change

the law, which is a remnant of previ-

ous military governments that sup-

pressed the workers movement in

the 1960s and '70s.

This begs a solution for the

demagogic scene of Turkish poli-

tics. The forces of labour, leftists,

and progressives have the right to

organize within their own ranks.

Only they can form a force, inclu-

sive of workers from all regions,

who can counter any attempt to

dismantle secularism, and efforts

to bring about Iran-style Islamic

rule in Turkey. At the same time,

they can oppose CHP nationalists

for their oppression in the name
of secularism. The right to self-de-

termination for the Kurdish people

should be recognized, and they

should be offered the option to

live in a inclusive, egalitarian Tur-

key which guarantees their basic

rights, including the right to speak

their mother tongue.

'GLOBAL WARRING - CONTINUED FROM P6 6

next Suez Canal. With the potential

to cut thousands of kilometres

off traditional shipping routes,

control of this straight will send

the economies of Siberia, Alaska,

and Northern Canada skyrocketing.

Future boom cities—like that of

Churchill, Manitoba, a city that is

often forgotten, ignored, or unknown

to the majority of Canadians—could

become the 21st-century version of

Rio, Rotterdam, Halifax, or Hong
Kong. However, control over this

straight will mean that Canadian

and American interest will more
than likely diverge. As both

countries bristle, the 49th parallel

may become significantly more
guarded than in years past.

Sadly enough, Cleo Paskal's dire

warnings of global warring will fall

upon deaf ears, as politicians will

be complacent on the reduction of

greenhouse gases. The Copenhagen
climate conference will most likely

bring about no significant change

on the reduction of carbon dioxide

and other greenhouse gases. At

least we can say that we have been

warned. As for myself, I'm looking

to buy property in Churchill.

CORREQION

The article titled "No fare!" (Nov. 30) originally cited the Ontario Ministry of

Finance Public Sector Salary Disclosure in stating that the salary for TTC Operators

and Station Collectors ranges from $100,065 to $128,500, and that a station

collector earns roughly the same amount. The disclosure, however, only makes

public the salaries of employees paid over $100,000 per year. In 2008, the starting

hourly wage for ticket collectors, as well as bus, streetcar, and subway operators

was $26.58. The regrets the error.

VARSITY PUBLICATIONS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS NEWS
By-elections

We seek motivated candidates who wish to get involved in the functioning

and oversight of The Varsity, Canada's largest student newspaper. In

order to be eligible pursuant to our by-laws, you must be a full-time

undergraduate student, or a graduate student or part-time student who

pays the membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled for the

2009-2010 academic year:

• St. George (three representatives)

• Professional faculties (two representatives)

St. George by-election

The nomination period for the St. George by-election is now closed. The

following have been deemed eligible to run in the St. George by-election:

• Jessica Denyer

• Daniel Gatto

• Jackie Linton

• Sean MacKay

• Matthew Neeman

Elections will be held on Friday, December 4 from 10:30 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m.

in Sid Smith. Members must show their T-Card in order to vote. Pursuant

to our by-laws, only full-time undergraduate St. George students, or

St. George graduate students or part-time students who have paid the

membership fee of $2.50, may vote in the St. George by-election.

For more information on nomination and election procedures, please

email the Chief Returning Officer at cro@thevarsity.ca

acdt.ca
INTERIOR DESIGN • FASHION DESIGN

FASHION MARKETING & MECHANDISING
VIDEO GAME DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
GRAPHIC DESIGN FOR PRINT AND WEB

Academy of Design
AT RCC INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

416 929-0121
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Too busy writing exams to find the perfect gift for that someone special?

The Varsity has you covered for this year's games, gadgets, and

goodies that are sure to please

TEXT BY SHOSHANA WASSER • PHOTOS BY DAVID PIKE • GINGERBREAD DESIGN BY JADE COLBERT

2 HOLIDAY TARTS FROM
WANDA'S PIE IN THE SKY

Stuck over what to bring to your umpteenth "school's out" potluck? Pick up
a signature mincemeat-less pie from Wanda's in Kensington Market (287
Augusta Ave.) and your guests will want to skip straight to dessert. $14-^^
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INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS (UNIVERSAL)

Quentin Tarantino's revisionist history of World War II was a hit this summer, |^
both critically and at the box office. (If you're not sure which parts were
exaggerated, next semester you might consider signing up for HIS242: Europe
in the Twentieth Century.) Available Dec. 15 at Indigo.
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Arts! The Herald Angels Sing
Make the most of your break by checking out these book fairs, concerts, and gallery shows

DJ SKATING PARTIES AT
NATHAN PHILIPS SQUARE
On Dec. 12, Promise DJs will be

spinning a set of the latest club-

worthy dance hits for skatetastic

bumping and grinding. On the 19th,

DJ Misty Rock 'n' Roll will be taking

over with an alt-rock skate set. Both
nights promise a healthy, wintry

dose of good clean fun (whether or

not you decide to bring your flask)!

—-KELLI KORDUCKI

7 p.m. Nathan Philips Square (Bay
and Queen), toronto.ca

EXTRAORDINARY
CANADIANS PANEL
Proving to the world that Canada
has more to offer than Degrassi

reruns and a funny way of saying

"about," a panel of Canadians ex-

traordinary in their own right

—

Adrienne Clarkson, Daniel Poliquin,

and Mark Kingwell—participate in

a roundtable discussion on the sub-

jects about whom they've authored

biographies: Norman Bethune, Rene

Levesque and Glenn Gould respec-

tively.—EMILY KELLOGG

Tues. Dec. 8, 7:30 p.m. $20.

Heliconian Club (35 Hazelton Ave.),

extraordinarycanadians.com

CONFRONTING
OURSELVES: AN EVENING
OF ARTISTIC EXPRESSION
Whether or not discussing the

Israeli-Palestinian conflict is your

idea of a good time, the issue is at

the centre of some hearty dialogue

among a progressive core of young

people. In Toronto, one of the best

places to find this level of discus-

sion is Yalla Journal. Their night

of reading, photography, dance,

spoken word, music, and writing

should guarantee some interesting

food for thought.—KK

Thu Dec. 10, 7:30 p.m. $5 for

students. Free Times Cafe (320

College St.). yallajournal.com

LE SALON DU LIVRE
Longing to catch up on your fave

French-lcinguage books cind perhaps

run into an author or two? Featuring

a cavalcade of writers from Canada,

France, Switzerland, and throughout

the Francophone world, the 17th To-

ronto French Book Fair promises to be

I'opportunite pariait for satisfying your

Frenchie bookworm desires.—KK

Dec. 10-13. $5 for students.

Queen Elizabeth Pauillion, CNE
Grounds (180 Princes' Blvd.).

salondulivretoronto.org

401 RICHMOND HOLIDAY
MARKETPLACE
Even if you're only going to browse,

the annual crafts showcase at micro-

enterprise funhouse 401 Richmond is

a feast for the eyes. Check out rare mu-

sical instruments from Musideum, Un-

der the Weather bike gear, and unique

felted ornaments from the Handwork

Studio.—SHOSHANA WASSER

Dec. 10-13. Free. 401 Richmond St W.

401richmond.net

CONSTANTINES lOTH
ANNIVERSARY SHOW
Beloved Canadian staples Constan-

tines meet up with their old pals and

longtime touring companions The
Weakerthans to celebrate their 10th

anniversary at Lee's Palace. The quin-

tet has packed a lot into the last 10

years, notably eciming a Juno nod in

2001. They've come a long way from

their basement in Guelph, and are sure

to excite with their classic style that's

been compared to The Clash.—EK

Dec. 11-12. Doors 9 p.m. $20 ad-

vance. Lee's Palace (529 Bloor St.

W.). leespalace.com

SOULFUL MESSIAH
Around this time of year, it seems like

every musical group (and its brother)

is presenting a rendition of Handel's

classical composition. Ballet Creole's

performance manages to stand out

from the crowd by giving the music

an R&B twist and incorporating con-

temporary African and Caribbean

dance into the show.—SW
Dec. 11-13 $20-25 for students.

Fleck Dance Theatre, Harbourfront

Centre (207 Queen's Quay W.).

harbourfrontcentre.ca

PUPPETRY OF THE PENIS
This traveling genitalia freak show
from the land down under first hit

it big in New York with an 18-month

run beginning September 2001,

which proves once and for all that

we refused to let the terrorists win.

If you think this novelty act is soooo
2001, any teenage boy will gladly

remind you that playing with one's

penis never goes out of style.

—WILL SLOAN

Dec. 11-12, 7:30 p.m. $37.50 to $47.50

Winter Garden Theatre (189 Yonge

St.). ticketmaster.ca

TORONTO SMALL
PRESS BOOK FAIR
Fans of the annual celebration of

independent Toronto print media
will doubtlessly be intrigued to

hear that this year's event has been
moved from the Toronto Reference

Library to the Gladstone Hotel, and
that means a lot more space and a

lot more alcohol.—WS
Sat Dec. 12, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Gladstone Hotel (1214 Queen St. W.).

torontosmallpressbookfair.org

DO MAKE SAY THINK
Fun fact: the psychedelic-influenced,

post-rock group Do May Say Think
recorded their eponymous debut

album at the late, great CIUT head-

quarters. Their weekend of concerts

in support of their latest disc, Qther

Truths, will also include performanc-

es from DMST side projects Happi-

ness Project (Charles Spearin) and
Years (Ohad Benchetrit).—SW
Dec. 12-14, 8:30 p.m. $16 advance.

Enwave Theatre, Harbourfront Cen-

tre (231 Queen's Quay W.). harbour-

frontcentre.ca

THE ROM'S GALLERY OF
GEMS AND GOLD
Can't get that special someone the

diamond bracelet for Christmas

she so clearly wants? Why not treat

her to this lavish exhibit of 600 rare

and beautiful gems at the Royal On-

tario Museum? Come to think of it,

that's a fairly disappointing conso-

lation present, but throw in a one of

those plastic gold rings they sell at

the gift shop and I'm sure you'll be

fine.—WS

Exhibit opens Dec. 19. Royal Ontario

Museum (100 Queen's Park),

rom.on.ca.

ELLIOTT BROOD
Coax in the new year with Elliott

Brood, the three-piece folk set with

a self-described "death-country"

sound that would be quite at home
in the backwoods of the deep

south—or on the soundtrack of a

Coen Brothers film. The guys of El-

liott Brood have also had a critically

successful year, coming fresh off of

two Juno nominations and a short-

list nod for the Polaris Prize.—EK

Dec. 31. $20 advance. Lee's Palace

(529 Bloor St W.). leespalace.com

MlADRIENNE d'ARKSONjiON

EXTRAORDINARY CANADIANS
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Straight from the Horse's mouth
Dark folk duo find inspiration in nature and western literary legends

CHRIS BERUBE

Given Chicago's proclivity for put-

ting out punk and rap artists, the

Horse's Ha's woozy, jazz-tinted

orchestral folic is a nice change
of pace. Formed by British singer

Jim Elkington and Janet Beveridge

Bean in 2002 as a way to make
money by playing cover songs in

expensive restos, they became a

genuine article in the last three

years. The band released their de-

but album. Of The Cathmawr Yards,

in 2008 and are touring with Yo La
Tengo this winter.

THE VARSITY: I understand the

band started as a plan to sing

cover songs in wine bars.

JANET BEVERIDGE BEAN: Yeah,

that was the original intent. Jim and
I met each other through music, and
he played a show, and I was really

taken by his voice. And we enjoyed

working together, so we thought,

why not do this? Fifty bucks a shot

and free wine for the night. It sort of

revealed itself that it's more difficult

to remember other people's lyrics

than your own, I found. We had this

good idea for making money and we
ended up making it a non-money-
making venture.

TV: What was the impetus for doing

this as a way ofmaking money off

of music?

JBB: It just seemed like a much
more civilized idea. People

were quiet, and you could sit

down, and it was low stress,

and there wouldn't be shit on
the stage or things that come
with playing in rock venues.

TV: So the problem was thatyou
couldn't play other people's music?

JBB: We just thought it would be a fun

side project. Nothing profound, it's

just the natural progression of musi-

cians to want to write yourown songs,

even in the face of a lucrative idea.

TV: Listening to the music, it does

sound like the collection of two
sensibilities. How did you find the

process of trying to work together?

JBB: I don't think the sensibilities

are that far removed from each oth-

er. Jim's previous band. The Zincs,

was a great pop band, and I love

great pop music. And he had been
a fan of Chicago music for a long

time, and I had been playing there

for a while. We have a similar place

where our tastes meet. He's a big fan

of folk music from England, and I like

folk music as well, but from a differ-

ent place. That in-between spot is

where we meet. Somewhere in the

middle of the Atlantic, 1 guess.

TV: As an outsider and a

Canadian, there's something

that seems distinctly Chicagoan

about the project something very

improvisational on the record.

JBB: If you're from Chicago, you're

incredibly lucky. We have this in-

credible improvisational jazz scene,

and everyone loves playing with

each other. That's pretty distinct to

the city.

TV: On the record there seems
to be a lot about nature

and the supernatural.

JBB: That's a pretty good as-

sessment. A lot of what happens
on the record happens in dark

places. That's where the most in-

teresting things happen. We're

actually working on a song-cycle

now based on a book by Llody
Chapman Andrews—he was an ex-

plorer; I think that Indiana Jones

is based on this guy. He wrote a

book for children in the '50s called

Nature's Own Way and we're writ-

ing the cycle based on the book,

about odd animals.

TV: Where does this interest stem

from?

JBB: It's certainly evocative lyrically

to sing about elements in nature. It's

ideas that sound beautiful. I can't

say I know why, it wasn't a choice.

When we got together, Tim brought

these songs and I brought mine,

and I had all of these references to

the moon, and bugs and trees. And
I thought, "Oh, that's really funny."

It's not something we had set out to

do, it just kind of emerged.

TV.The moon is pretty notable—it

seems to come up at least 10 times in

the record.

Jim Elkington (left) and Janet Beveridge Bean of Horse's Ha.

JBB: Yeah, it really does. I think

it's a good rhyming word. I don't

think it's left our repertoire for new
songs either—the moon isn't going

anywhere.

TV: What do think Jim will

write about next?

JBB: Jim is a remarkable songwriter.

I've always advocated that he write

a book of poetry, or even prose. I

think he has an incredible gift for

evocative imagery, and a way of

putting words together that kind

of reminds me of Cole Porter. Just

very smart lyrics. The new songs

we have now reference witches and
the desert wanderer. Just iconic

imagery that speaks about common

experience. It's all very mysterious.

TV: Do you find it daunting, being

referential to grand figures in

the western literary canon?

JBB: In regard to the reference to

Dylan Thomas in the band name,

it's this very inscrutable short story

about this town in Wales set upon by
zombies. I wanted to use one of the

lines from the story in the record

name as well, and I know Jim was hes-

itant at first because he thought that

was pompous or something. I was so

worn out trying to explain what the

band name was, that it would answer
the question to just explain where
it's from a bit more. I don't think it's

daunting; as he's just a great writer.

New Buzz at burtsbees.ca
Everyone at Burt's Bees has been busier than usual recently. They've just

finished building a brand new web store with over 1 50 products to purchase

online, and until Decennber 3 I st, you'll get a free Burt's Bees® product
with any online purchase you make.^

No Bad Buzz:

• No synthetic preservatives (such as parabens or DMDM hydantoin)

• No phthalates or sulfates

• No petro-chemicals (such as paraffin, petrolatum or mineral oil)

• No artificial colours ,

• No animal testing ,*

Send A Holiday Gift from

burtsbeesxa
aye^.^gijr dme for studying;*

wc "-being wii'

gift from bur

Shop ©nlir

95% Natural or Higher

You won't find a more earth-friendiy

company than Burt's Bees.They are

committed to creating natural personal

care products that help maximize your

well-being and that of the world around

you.Why? Because natural ingredients

work and they've withstood the test of

time. That's why Burt's Bees® products

are all 95% natural or higher

and get an extra iO% off your order!*

Your well-being is important to us.

jki^ It's our commitment to The Greater Good™.
BURT'S BEES

' Offer ends Dec 3 1 , 2009. No minimum purchase required. Offer open to Canadian residents only.
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Side-defective drugs
NARDIN SAMUEL sits down with professor JACK UETRECHT to discuss his research

Jack Uetrecht, professor and researcher at the faculty of pharmacy at U of T, specializes in idiosyncratic drug reactions, the unpredictable side effect of drugs.

Everyone knows that drugs cause side ef-

fects. While doctors and pharmacists

counsel patients according to their person-

al medical histories, sometimes severe and even

fatal side effects do result and the problem is that

they are usually unpredictable.

Termed idiosyncratic drug reactions, they are

often completely unrelated to the primary action

of the drug. Clinicians cannot caution patients

about these adverse effects, due to their unpre-

dictable nature,

Dr Jack Uetrecht, professor of pharmacy and

medicine at U of T, is conducting research on this

very property of idiosyncratic drug reactions.

Research in this field will help better character-

ize these reactions to caution against the use

of specific medications among "at risk" popula-

tions. The Varsity sat down with Uetrecht and dis-

cussed his research and academic background.

The Varsity: Can you tell us a bit aboutyour

research?

Dr. Uetretcht: We're trying to understand the

mechanism of idiosyncratic drug reactions. For

the pharmaceutical industry, this problem drives

them nuts because these reactions are totally

unpredictable. For patients, these types of re-

actions are extremely rare but often fatal. Drug

companies don't know that this will be a prob-

lem, at least until tens of thousands of patients

have taken the drug. The problem is that you

can't study patients prospectively to see if they'll

have a reaction because they're so rare. Also, if

the patient already had a reaction, you can't re-

ally study the events leading up to it.

TV: What kinds ofstudies are being conducted to

investigate these reactions?

DU: You really need animal models to better

understand this, but in order for this to be appli-

cable, the mechanism of the drug reaction in an-

imals must be the same as that in humans. One
approach is to take lessons from immunologists

who work on cancer. The problem is overcom-

ing immune tolerance and 1 think that's the same
problem in idiosyncratic drug reactions. We're

trying to find out mechanisms of immunity and
also develop mouse models of idiosyncratic

drug reactions. As of yet, we have been chal-

lenged the most on the mouse model aspect but

we have a few tricks up our sleeve.

TV: What is the specific mechanism by which

these reactions occur?

DU: There's a lot of controversy over what the

basic mechanisms are, especially drug-induced

liver toxicity. It may be [mediated by the im-

mune system, but] others believe that it may
involve mitochondrial mechanisms.

1 think that these are immune-mediated. Even

reactions which don't have typical features of

immune-mediated reactions, or don't develop

on rechallenge [when the medication is given a

second time] still may be immune-mediated.

TV: Why didyou decide to pursue a career in

research?

DU: I've always been curious. 1 just like to figure

out how things work. 1 went to university during

the Vietnam era and 1 really did not want to go

to Vietnam. 1 always wanted to be a chemist and

so 1 went to grad school and got a PhD in chem-

istry. 1 really liked chemistry, but 1 wanted to use

it to study biological systems. Towards the end

of my graduate degree, 1 took a course in phar-

macology and thought—this is pretty neat. 1

then wanted to apply my research to people and
animals, and applied to medical school and vet-

erinary school. 1 wanted to understand diseases

in a better way. Med school was fun, but it was
always research that I wanted to do.

TV: In medical school, didyou like the

undergraduate part better oryour residency?

DU: I went to Ohio State and there we had the

option of self-study or going to class. Let's just

say I've never played so much tennis in my life.

It was a hoot. If you talk to medical school stu-

dents now and ask them, "are you having fun?"

they would say, "what are you talking about?"

You had to be disciplined because there was no-

body making you do anything. It was fun. I didn't

enjoy my first-year residency. You got no sleep.

We would work 36 hours istraight and I don't do
well without sleep.

TV: Who was your mentorgrowing up?
DU: I didn't really have one. My brothers were
quite a bit older than I was. I grew up on a dairy

farm in Ohio and I just sort of played around and
discovered early on that I was not going to be
a farmer. My brothers had trophies from taking

animals to the fair—but you had to keep records

of the feeding, etc. When I would compete, I

would come in 11th out of 12 and that funny ex-

perience from when I was 10 or 12 years old re-

ally shifted everything, and I knew 1 did not want
to be a farmer.

TV: What advice wouldyou give to a student who
is interested in research?

DU: Research is definitely not for everyone. I

always tell people that research is the oppo-
site of medicine. Medicine is very high-energy,

learning a lot very quickly, but then with time,

you find yourself seeing the same thing over and
over again. There is a satisfaction in dealing with

people, but it's certainly not like House. Research

[on the other hand] is slow. You can spend years

and you may not make much progress, but you

will not repeat the same mistakes. In research,

you're getting interesting information all the

time. 1 think it's more interesting, but you have

to have an awful lot of patience in the beginning.

TV:How doyou define a successful researcher?

DU: One of the nice things about research is

that it takes all kinds. You can have someone
who focuses on a very narrow technique and
be very good at it or you could be like me and
have a specific problem to work on and use any
method to help solve that problem. The stu-

dents [in my lab] are doing techniques I have

never even done before. As a successful scien-

tist, you should pick a problem that's doable and
be interested and curious enough about it and
spend enough time thinking about it. It's not a

9-to-5 [workday]—it sort of becomes a part of

you. If you spend long enough at it, you will pick

the right problem.

TV: Ifyou could have any profession outside of

science, what would it be?

DU: That's tough. As I said earlier, I really want-

ed to get out of going to Vietnam. I would've

been a coastguard and been involved in the

shipment of hazardous materials. I would also

be some sort of teacher. I like teaching, but it did

not come naturally to me.

For more from this interview, visit thevarsity.ca/

science
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Pacifying explosive hydrogen leaks

Hydrogen nano-sensor offers new method for Hindenburg prevention

On May 6, 1937, the L2 129 Hindenburg, a hydrogen-filled airship, caught fire when docking at the Lakehurst Naval

Air Station in Manchester Township, New Jersey. There's controversy over the cause of fire, and several different

theories have been proposed including sabotage, a static spark or lightning igniting the hydrogen, and engine failure,

among many others.

__ALEXANDRA IRENA EREMIA

A new nano-sensor for hydrogen gas

detection promises a cheap and safe

method for identifying leaks to pre-

vent tragedies such as the Hinden-

burg disaster.

After two and a half years under the

supervision of professor Mo Mojahedi,

director of the Emerging Communica-
tions Technology Institute, and profes-

sor Stewart Aitchison, the vice dean

of research, PhD student Muhammad
Alam has developed an integrated op-

tical device to detect the presence of

hydrogen in the atmosphere.

The sensor is made up of numerous
waveguides, more commonly known
as nano-wires. coated with palladium.

Alam explains, "Palladium absorbs

hydrogen like crazy, over 900 times

its volume. When hydrogen is pres-

ent [the coating] becomes palladium

hydride."

The chemical change from palla-

dium to palladium hydroxide causes

light to grow more intense. "You can

then correlate the change in power to

the amount of hydrogen present," says

Professor Mojahedi. For the process

to work, the light field must be con-

centrated where the hydrogen is. "To

do this you make narrow silicon wave-

guides of hundreds of nano-meters in

size," Mojahedi adds.

The more common optical fibre

causes light to leak, thus it never ac-

tually passes through the palladium

coating. The nano dimensions of the

silicon waveguide, on the other hand,

allow light to come through the palla-

dium layer and a change in power can

be detected if hydrogen is present.

Mojahedi clarifies that the small

dimensions of the device increase its

functionality since hundreds of wave-

guides can be placed next to each oth-

er. By applying the same architecture,

the device can detect changes in tem-

perature, humidity, and power input,

thus eliminating experimental errors

that can cause faulty results.

When divided into its basic ele-

ments, Mojahedi says the nano-sensor

follows "a LEGO approach, [where]

you have five fundamental pieces, but

how you arrange them provides differ-

ent outcomes. You can make a very ex-

pensive and sophisticated sensor with

all the sensitivity, for people who are

willing to pay thousands of dollars, or

you can make cheap sensors [for com-

mercial use]."

The current model of the nano-sen-

sor is capable of detecting between

one and three per cent volumetric

hydrogen presence. This interval is

within the range of safe atmospheric

hydrogen levels.

Four per cent per metric cube is con-

sidered the explosive limit—if a flame

is present the hydrogen will ignite.

Past hydrogen detectors use numer-

ous methods. However, "people are

using them because there is no alter-

native solution" says Alam. "The cata-

lytic sensor is the most widely used in

the industry, but [it detects] hydrogen

even if it is present in other gases like

methane." Other techniques, like heat

conduction detectors, are not only

extremely bulky but also very expen-

sive, costing over $3,000 to detect

the presence of two to three per cent

volumetric hydrogen.

"Like any other design project, you
start by looking at what other people

have done, and you try to see if it fits

your requirements. You ask yourself

how you can improve it," says Moja-

hedi. Methods such as Micro Electric

Mechanical Systems rely heavily on
electronics, and introduce the pos-

sibility of an electric spark, which is

dangerous for hydrogen since it ig-

nites immediately. "You don't want to

detect hydrogen electronically, you
want to do it optically. Optical waves
do not have a spark. From the [per-

spective] of safety, optical sensors

are far superior."

When Ford, Boeing, and NASA ex-

pressed interest in the technology, the

design team began to see the benefits

of electronic integration of the optical

nano-sensor. With increasing demand
for eco-friendly cars. Ford is looking to

develop hydrogen-dependent automo-

tives, which means looking into reduc-

ing the risk of explosion. A sensor that

when plugged in theelectronic system

of the car, effortlessly detects possible

safety hazards, has become an obvi-

ous application for the device.

NASA uses liquid hydrogen in shut-

tles to fuel lift-off. "If a bulky hydrogen

sensor were to be used it would not be

easily integrated," says Mojahedi. At

the moment, when there is a hydrogen

leak, NASA must go through a time-

consuming process of dismantling the

tanks and filling them with helium to

determine the location of the leak. The
optical nano-sensor would provide a

fast, safe, and electronically integrat-

able approach to the inconveniences

of previous methods.

With regards to the cost of the de-

vice, Mojahedi acknowledges that

it is hard to configure a price for a

product in its research stage. How-
ever, he suspects that this technol-

ogy will be much cheaper than the

current methods. This is not only

due to the sensor itself, but the laser

light source and the power detector

which are standard technologies in

optics and telecommunication.

While the team tried many different

I
waveguides and hydrogen-attracting

substances, the current model of

I palladium-coated nano-wires remains

z the most promising. "We are currently
° in the testing phase. We have reason to

think that it should work," says Alam.

In the future, the project will be

extended to other gases such as car-

bon monoxide and dioxide. "[This

expansion] is not an easy thing to

do, particularly if you want to make it

very cheap," says Mojahedi. The de-

tection of such gases requires light

sources in the far infrared spectrum
which are expensive. Moreover,

"finding a material that captures that

substance and only that substance is

difficult [because] a material may ab-

sorb gas A, but if it also absorbs gas

B and C, it is thus not very selective,"

Mojahedi adds.

The research conducted by Aitchi-

son, Mojahedi, and Alam is applicable

to today's hydrogen production indus-

try. "There are billions of dollars spent

on hydrogen each year, [which poses]

problems of safety, storage, and trans-

mission. If there is success from [this]

technology, there is a market."

Explain my BRAIN WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

How to not fail your finals

Friends, exams are upon us. So now's as good

a time as any to look at ways to get the larg-

est bang for your educational buck. Sure, we've

all got our own tried and true studying tech-

niques. After all, what were all those years of

perfecting cram sessions for? But here's a look

at what the experts say about getting stuff in

and out of your head as efficiently as possible.

It might even help to take notes.

When psychologists talk about optimiz-

ing study habits, they're usually talking about

memory. You can think of memory as a code

for all the information you need to remember:

to get something into your memory, you need

to encode it. The process of encoding is affected

by everything from your physical environment

to the number of hours you spend learning it.

Research shows that retention is greater when
studying is spread out in smaller chunks over

a few days, rather than massed together on one
day. Crammers, take heed.

Alas, the unfortunate truth is that in some
classes, you've just got to memorize. But that

doesn't mean staring at the same page for an

hour while you wait for the memory gods to in-

tervene. According to the "levels of processing"

theory of memory, if you process the informa-

tion you're learning in a "deeper" way, you will

be able to remember it better. Using a deep level

of processing means you are making links be-

tween the information and other concepts al-

ready stored in memory. The more connections

you make, the easier it is to retrieve the informa-

tion from memory.

In a classic processing experiment, partici-

pants were asked to answer questions relating

to specific words. For example, given the word

"SHARK," they could be asked: Is the word in

capital letters? Does it rhyme with "bark"? Is

the word a type of fish? These questions repre-

sented different levels of processing, with letter-

case representing shallow processing, rhyming

corresponding to intermediate, and meaning

characterizing a deep level of processing. The
participants were then given a surprise memory
test where they had to recognize which words

they had already seen from a list of both old and

new words. The experimenters found that when
participants used deeper processing for a word
in the initial task, they were able to remember it

significantly better.

But what does that mean when you're try-

ing to memorize the anatomical features of the

ringworm? According to levels of processing

theory, instead of repeating the information

over and over, try to make sense of it by relat-

ing it to personal experiences, or by creating

a story around it. That will make for a deeper

level of processing. It also helps to structure the

information you're trying to encode, since this

elaborates the connections between concepts.

Now, when it comes to picking an environ-

ment for studying, it's best to choose only one

or two spaces. Using the same space to study

actually enhances your ability to remember
the things you learned in that environment, ac-

cording to the "encoding specificity" theory of

memory. According to the theory, which was
developed by U of T professor emeritus Endel

Tulving, you'll remember information better

when the context of encoding (in this case, your

environment) matches the context of retrieval.

In one encoding specificity experiment, par-

ticipants were asked to learn a set of words ei-

ther on land, or under water. They were then

given a memory test of those words either in

the same environment, or the opposite one. The
results showed that when the environment of

encoding matched that of retrieval, participants

remembered more words.

Thesame also goes for internal states. Ifyou're

in a good mood while you study, you'll tend to

do better if you're in the same mood when you
take the test. In fact, even your degree of sobri-

ety affects encoding specificity. So, if you have
the tendency to get intoxicated while studying,

you'll actually remember more information

while writing the test if you're also boozed up in

the exam room. That said, psychologists recom-
mend you stay sober at encoding and retrieval

for optimal results.

And one last thing. Good luck!
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Girl of summer
Softball star KARLENE HEADLEY-COOPER talks to US about her sport, success, and how she keeps busy this offseason

KEVIN DRAPER
Associate Sports Editor

The end of November and begin-

ning of December can be one of the

bleakest times for baseball fans. A
month after the end of most profes-

sional leagues in North America

and four months away from the

start of the next season, the short

days and biting cold make sun-

soaked diamonds and the pop of

a ball in a mitt seem a world away
(which they usually are, in winter

Caribbean leagues). The Varsity de-

cided to keep the hot stove sizzling

by sitting down with one of U of T's

Softball standouts, Karlene Head-

ley-Cooper, fresh off a silver medal

at the European Championship this

past summer.

The Varsity: What is your

background in softball?

Karlene Headley-Cooper:

I started playing in Mississauga

when 1 was really young. I eventu-

ally moved through all the different

levels, from house league to all-star

to rep. Later on, I played for a team

in Brampton that made the national

tournament, and then I got to go back a

couple of other times. That was really

my introduction to high-level softball.

TV: Tell us aboutyour experience

playing for Great Britain this past

summer
KHC: Actually, one of the coaches that

I played for in Ontario was the head

coach of the Canadian team, so I got

involved that way. I went through a lot

of the Canadian tryout process, but I

didn't wind up making the team. After

that, I knew I had two passports, be-

cause 1 was born in London, England,

so I thought it would be worth it to

look into playing for Great Britain, and

things wound up working out.

TV: Great Britain isn't traditionally a

softball powerhouse. Where did their

success come from?

KHC: It's true, Great Britain probably

has one of the smallest percentages of

their population playing softball com-

pared to the rest of Europe and prob-

ably even the world, too. It's a bit like

cricket in Canada. We went into the

tournament hoping to finish third, be-

cause that would allow us to play in the

World Championship in 2010. But once

we clinched at least third, our think-

ing kind of shifted to "okay, let's go out

and win this." And the Netherlands, the

team that beat us in the final have a re-

ally good national program where a lot

of girls play competitively and profes-

sionally, so we really gave them a great

fight even though they beat us. We just

had a really great week and built off of

our strong play early in the tournament.

TV: What is U of T's softball program

like and what role did itplay in your

development?

KHC: Well, the team actually formed in

my first year at U of T in 2002. They're

trying to show they're a viable league

so they can be accepted into OUA. Usu-

ally for softball players in Canada, once

September starts and you go back to

school, the season is over. But the U

of T team gave us a chance to play into

September and October, as well as our

workouts throughout the winter. That

really helped put me on even footing

with players from the States and Eu-

ropean countries with professional

organizations. That makes a huge dif-

ference in international play.

TV: What role does U of T's facilities

play in your day-to-day training and
overall development as a player?

KHC: It's great to have the Athletic

Centre and the track and weight rooms

and everything so close to me. In the

winter, it's important to keep up car-

dio and weight work. I actually started

playing squash so that I could do
my cardio work in a way that was
a bit more fun than running around

the track, and I've wound up mov-
ing through the ranks and getting

to play provincially and nationally,

and now I help coach one of the

teams as well.

TV: What are you currently doing,

and do you foresee a future in soft-

ball or sports management?

KHC: I'm working on my Masters

in the faculty of physical education.

I'm looking at coaches' attitudes

towards a new model of thinking

about coaching that has emerged

lately, where the emphasis is on

the athlete as the individual rather

than the athlete as just a physical

body that plays sports. So I hope

that from that, athletes will wind

up in programs that take care of

them in a more complete way. I also

TA some undergraduate courses in

our faculty because I have a back-

ground in education.

TV: What advice wouldyou have to

young softball or baseball players

atUofT on how to maximize their

time on campus and at school?

KHC: Use the facilities. Peopledon't

realize the kind of facilities they have

in the Athletic Centre, Hart House, and

the Varsity Centre, and that they pay

for them through their incidental fees.

The other thing is, people don't realize

that there are so many resources avail-

able at those places to help with train-

ing. A lot of people, especially athletes,

feel as if they should already know how
to work out and know what to do at the

gym, so they won't ask for advice on

specific problems. The people who
work in the weight rooms know a lot

about training, and if you have a spe-

cific problem or question they are al-

ways friendly and accessible and give

great information.

Blues are on the rebound

Men's and women's basketball teams look to bounce back from losses

DANIEL TSIOKOS

Rebounding is key for the Varsity Blues

basketball teams, and that mentality

isn't limited to snatching loose balls af-

ter missed shots.

The Blues were at home this past

weekend hosting the Windsor Lancers

on Friday night. Despite out-rebound-

ing them 51-47, the Blues came up just

short, losing 61-60. Nick Snow was in

foul trouble for most of the game, play-

ing only 19 minutes. Nick Magalas led

all players with 19 points. Drazen Glisic,

who was unstoppable on the boards,

ripped down 10 offensive rebounds and

17 in total. Despite these valiant efforts,

the loss was chalked up to shooting an

ice cold 27 per cent from the field.

"We don't usually shoot like that,"

said guard Anthony DeGiorgio. "We're

just as good as anybody else, but we

just beat ourselves some of the time

"

Saturday night's game against the

Western Mustangs was the time for the

Blues to rebound again. But this time,

the retxjunding wasn't just on the glass.

The Blues played near-flawless basket-

bcill, outplaying Western to the 84-68

win. Snow poured in a career-high 30

points, and Rob Paris, Patrick Sewell,

and Magalas chipped in with 15, 13,

and 12 respectively. The Blues were

exceptionally better than the night be-

fore, shooting with 49 per cent from the

floor, and an impressive 27-4 assist-to-

turnover ratio.

"Before the game we broke down
the word 'execute,' what It means and

how it relates to our offence and getting

good shots at the right time," explained

Snow. "We focused on what to do when
we get the ball in the post, where to cut

and where to screen."

"Coach [Mike Katz] emphasized us

making the extra pass," added DeGior-

gio. "On defence, we created a lot of

turnovers, we were active and had our

hands in the lane."

Assistant coach Mike DeGiorgio also

noted the difference. "We ran our of-

fense crisper We pushed the ball up the

court, and in the end we made shots.

We had some open looks on Friday that

we didn't knock down."

"This weekend was a bit of a gut

check," argued Magalas. "If this team

takes [Saturday night], internalizes

it, and realizes this is what we need
to do to win, we're the best team in

the country."

The Blues women's team was also at

home this weekend, looking to improve

on their 4-2 start. Nicki Schutz had an-

other impressive game, with 18 points

and nine rebounds. Schutz and Megan
Stoncius are usually notorious for suffo-

cating opposing teams' interior offence.

Unfortunately both fouled out, allowing

Windsor to come back and win 71-64,

despite the Blues leading by six after

three quarters.

On Saturday night against Western,

the Blues started off strong. However,

the 7-1 Mustangs took control midway
through the first quarter and never

looked back. Schutz's game-high 25

points and 13 rebounds were not

enough, and the Blues fell 84-67.

The 4-4 Women's team played Mc-

Master on Dec. 2 and is headed to Lake-

head on Dec. 3 to play their last regular

games of the year.

With the holiday break approaching,

the Varsity Blues men's team closes out

the first third of their schedule with a

5-3 record.

Making the cut

The Varsity gives an early forecast of who will

make the Canadian men's Olympic hockey team

_^_JLISABETH LARATTA

The roster for the 2010 Canadian

men's Olympic hockey team will

be revealed on Dec. 31. After a dis-

mal seventh-place finish at the 2006

Turin Olympics, the team will face

enormous pressure on home turf in

Vancouver. NHL Hall of Famer Steve

Yzerman has been selected as execu-

tive director Along with Team Canada
head coach Mike Babcock (current

coach of the Detroit Red Wings), Yzer-

man has been given the gruelling task

of selecting next year's squad.

Forty-six players were invited to

the Olympic try-outs that ran from

Aug. 24 to 27 at the Pengrowth Sad-

dledome in Calgary. Of those invited,

only 23 players will be selected for the

Games, based on their performance

at the try-outs and their performance
during the first half of the 2009/2010

NHL season.

A successful Olympic team needs
a few key veterans to lead. However,

youth is no longer seen as detrimen-

tal, as they were when selecting the

roster for the 2006 Games.

Who will most likely make the team:

Although Martin Brodeur (New Jer-

sey Devils) is 37 years old, he will take

the starting goalie position. He has

been on the Olympic squad in 1998,

2002, and 2006, and his experience is

crucial for the number-one position.

Roberto Luongo (Vancouver Canucks)

will make the cut, but will come second
to Brodeur as his performance during

last season's playoffs was disappoint-

ing. The third and final spot will most

likely go to Marc Andre Fleury (Pitts-

burgh Penguins) over the likes of Cam
Ward (Carolina Hurricanes), as Ward
and the Hurricanes have struggled

this season and Fleury is playing very

well coming off his Stanley Cup win.

When selecting players for the de-

fensive roster, the focus should be on

players who are smart in their own
end. When facing Russian stars Alex-

ander Ovechkin and Evgeni Malkln,

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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there is no room for error. The select-

ed defencemen need to be reliable and

their focus should be in front of their

own net. Point-scoring will need to be

left up to the forwards.

Scott Niedermayer (Anaheim

Ducks) is a shoe-in for the team, as

he is the only player to have ever won
all six major hockey championships

that Canadian players compete for,

including the Stanley Cup, the Memo-
rial Cup, a World Junior Ice Hockey
Championship gold medal, an IIHF

World Championship gold medal, an

Olympic gold medal, and a World Cup
of Hockey title. Neidermayer, along

with Chris Pronger (Philadelphia Fly-

ers), will be an experienced leader

expected to guide the seven selected

defencemen. Jay Bouwmeester (Cal-

gary Flames) is expected to make
the team as he has previous Olym-

pic experience, and Shea Weber
(Nashville Predators) and Duncan
Keith (Chicago Blackhawks) are also

likely candidates, leaving two empty
spaces to fill. Those most likely to be

considered for the remaining spots

are Mike Green (Washington Capi-

tals), Dion Phaneuf (Calgary Flames),

Brent Burns (Minnesota Wild),

Robyn Regehr (Calgary Flames), Dan
Boyle (San Jose Sharks), and Brent

Seabrook (Chicago Blackhawks).

Yzerman and Babcock may choose

Mike Green for the power play line, as

he is an excellent offensive defence-

man and racks up an inspiring amount
of cissists. His unreliability behind the

blue line and his poor performance

in last year's playoffs, however, could

work against him. Calder Memorial

trophy nominee Dion Phaneuf would

bring a physical aspect to the game,

but is prone to making too many cost-

ly mistakes. Brent Burns was named
the best defenceman of the 2008 IIHF

World Championships, but after being

diagnosed with another concussion,

his chances have fallen. Robyn Regehr
could be chosen based on his past

Olympic experience. Dan Boyle was
an alternate for the 2006 squad, so may
be given his chance this time around.

Along with having a good player rank-

ing this season, Brent Seabrook could

be a great addition to the line up if

matched with Chicago Blackhawks
partner Duncan Keith, as the duo have

experience playing together going into

the tournament.

On the front end, Jarome Iginla

(Calgary Flames) and Sidney Crosby
(Pittsburgh Penguins) are an abso-

lute guarantee to make the team and
are assumed to wear the "C" and "A"

respectively. Rick Nash (Columbus

Blue Jackets) and Shane Doan (Phoe-

nix Coyotes) are considered shoe-ins,

right after Crosby and Iginla. Former
Olympic players likely returning to

the lineup are Dan Heatley (Ottawa

Senators), Martin St. Louis (Tampa
Bay Lightning), and current NHL lead-

ing point-scorer Joe Thornton (San

Jose Sharks). Ryan Getzlaf (Anaheim

Ducks) and Mike Richards (Phila-

delphia Flyers) are solid centres and

likely to make the team, and Brendan

Morrow (Dallas Stars) could be a good
choice to pair with either of them on

the left wing. Eric Staal (Carolina Hur-

ricanes) was an alternate last Olym-

pics but could make the cut this time

around, most likely needing to be

switched over to the wing as the roster

is already heavy down the middle. Jeff

Carter (Philadelphia Flyers) could be a

possible good line-mate to NHL team-

mate Richards, but Corey Perry (Ana-

heim Ducks) could slip into the wing

spot instead of Carter or Staal. Ryan
Smyth (Los Angeles Kings) is cur-

rently out with an upper body injury,

so his chemces may be gone and re-

placed by Vincent Lecavelier (Tampa

Bay Lightning) or Brad Richards (Dal-

las Stars). Steven Stamkos (Tampa
Bay Lightning), who was picked first

in the 2008 NHL entry draft, was not

invited to the tryout camp in August,

but considering the way that he has

been scoring during the first half of

the regular season, he should be on

the team. If Stamkos is left out, look for

young star Jonathon Toews (Chicago

Blackhawks) to be the 13th forward.

Although the team will be an-

nounced on Dec. 31, official rosters

are not submitted until February

when the Olympic Games begin. Ros-

ter changes can and will be made de-

pending on injury and performance of

play during the remainder of the 09/10

NHL season.

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparaffion Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weeltend Schedule

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Comprehensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

Writers Wanted
Write for SPORTS!

recruitment@thevarsity.ca.

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS
Creative individuals, locations -Downtown

Toronto, Brampton. Managers to $11.50/

hour + bonuses. Wrappers to $9.85/hour.

Full & Part Time Avail - December 1 - 24. TO
APPLY, GO TO: vww.TorontoWraps.com

DO YOU SMOKE CIGARILLOS?

If you are 19-29 years old, smoke ciga-

rillos/little cigars, and live in the GTA
you may be eligible to participate in a

paid online survey about your cigarillo

use. Please call 416-978-2751 for more

information.

SERVICEl

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS& CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection.

Major & minor musical genres. We buy

and sell. 3 minutes S of College & St.

George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around

Again Records.

Advertise in the Varsity

ads@thevarsity.ca

EGYPT FEB READING WEEK
10 days, Cairo, Alexandria, Luxor. $3300

flight from Toronto, visa, hotels, break-

fasts, daily transportation, entry fees (TEL)

416-727-1040www.egyptgrouptours.com

HYPNOTHERAPY
Hypnosis Helps; smoking, weight-loss,

shyness, stress, depression, anxiety.

NGH Certified Practitioner

www.hypnosishelps.ca 416-909-2525

TUTOR, 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
Specializing in ECO 220, CHM 139, 247,

MATH 135, 136. Past tests and exams with

solutions available for practice. DON'T
WAIT! GET HELP NOW! (416) 785-8898.

EDITING

For the expert copy editing and

proofreading of graduate-level material

including doctoral dissertations, contact

Patricia Bishop by email at mpbishop@
rogers.com or by telephone at (416-922-

2804.) Website: (eslcopyediting.com).

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each additional word. Rates include one line of bold type

for the ad header. No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone. Ads must

be submitted at least four days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 1 J6. Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

The University of Ottawa:
among Canada's Top 10

research universities.^

Collaborating with some of the country's top nninds

in the heart of the nation's capital.

It starts here »

u Ottawa
L'Universite canadienne
Canada's university

www.grad.uOttawa.ca

*Source : RESEARCH Infosource Inc.
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The comeback

queen

ROBERTA BELL

This season U of T's Megan Brown—one of Can-

ada's most prominent distance runners—has

added a lot to her resume: a win over Olympian

Joan Benoit Samuelson at the Scotiabanic half

marathon, a first-place finish at both the OUA
and CIS cross-country championships, and a

breathtaking battle for the laurels at the AGSI Ca-

nadian XC championships. But these are hardly

indicative of Brown's tumultuous past year.

Brown, who is wrapping up her final year

at U of T, is no stranger to adversity in the

running world.

When she started running in the summer be-

fore Grade 11, she wanted to be a triathlete. After

being coerced into running in a lOK road race by

a friend's father, she garnered the attention of a

coach at her local high school, who was just as

baffled as she was when she won OFSAA cross-

country later that year.

Faced with the decision of whether or not to

run for a college in the United States, Megan
opted to stay at home in Guelph. Unfortunately,

it proved to be a negative environment for the

up-and-coming athlete, and she gradually let her

fitness slip away.

Not long after. Brown was approached by re-

nowned running coach Hugh Cameron, who had

heard about her talent. He helped her remember
what it was that she'd loved about running, and

she quickly climbed the ranks, bursting onto the

collegiate scene with multiple titles in 2006.

By early 2008, Brown had reached a peak in

her fitness and a pivotal point in her training. She

was even looking ahead to the trials for the Bei-

jing Olympics. It was at that crucial moment that

her health began to unravel, and she discovered

she had Lyme disease. In a drastic turn of events,

the rising star began to question whether on not

she'd even run ag£un.

The Varsity: How didyou contract Lyme
disease?

Megan Brown: The whole health puzzle was
crazy because 1 ended up going undiagnosed
for about eight weeks. I came back from a

training camp and 1 ran a couple of races in To-

ronto—my fitness was so good! But I woke up
one day and I felt like I'd been hit by a truck. It

got really bad really quickly, and my dad was
worried, so he got me into the Cleveland Clinic

in Toronto. 1 saw a lot of doctors, but nobody
could piece it all together. Finally a cardiac

doctor looked at my ECG and he tested me for

Lyme disease, which turned out positive. The
diagnosis took from the beginning of February

until April.

TV: You had been one of the top prospects to

make the 2008 Canadian Olympic team. How
didyou deal with losing out on the opportunity

to compete in the Olympics?

MB: Do you know what comforted me? By that

time I was so sick, the reality had changed so

much that 1 just wanted to [get better]. I think

I knew that [the Olympics were] a long shot in

a lot of ways and because it wasn't my prime

year—1 was only 22— it wasn't the end of me.

It was more a question of "Will I run again?" I

came back to things slowly and then 1 decided

to run collegiately in fall 2008. 1 was making

it through, but 1 wasn't my normal self. I was
about 70 per cent capacity. I wasn't able to get

to morning classes, but 1 was somehow getting

the training in, and it was just exhausting. 1 end-

ed up somehow running really well, but then it

unravelled. I kept getting illness after illness, flu

after flu. I just couldn't stay well. I got really sick

and then finally this April, I thought to myself,

"I can't do this anymore. I think I'm quitting."

TV: What happened next?

MB: I went back to my Lyme disease doctor and

we finally got to the bottom of it. It ends up that

as a result of the Lyme disease, a lot of dam-
age was caused to my digestive tract that was
keeping me sick. I saw a gastroenterologist who
started treating me. My health turned around.

I started back training in July and I came into

this fall thinking, "Okay, I'm starting over. I may
have a few lingering things to sort out but for

the majority, I'm really healthy." When I came
into the 2009 cross-country season, the only

goal I had was consistency. Before, I was a vi-

cious trainer—I liked to push the envelope

a lot. But this fall, I kind of stepped back and
trained a lot more cautiously. I ran more vol-

ume but did less intensity to keep my body
healthier [...] But all season long I've just been

thinking I'm not that fit.

TV: So you weren't expecting to win the OUA or

the CIS?

MB: 1 was expecting to be competitive, but 1

wasn't expecting to be my razor-sharp self. So

I'd kind of gone into the OUA with the goal of

a running a good, consistent race, but 1 ended

up feeling strong. And then going into CIS, I just

went out there and did my thing from the start.

I'm really strong right now and when I finished

I felt like the race hadn't taken a lot out of me. 1

knew that my best race was still to come.

TV: Let's talk about the nationals this weekend.

MB: I really envisioned it being a close battle

between Kendra Schaaf, Megan Metcalfe, and
myself. 1 ended up taking it out aggressively

because that's just how 1 think races should al-

ways be. I like that the fittest person wins. So
1 took it out and Megan Metcalfe just dropped
off out of nowhere. It was just Kendra and me.

Then Kendra just made a slight gap on me with-

in about 500 metres and it never lengthened

—

it was starting to get shorter. 1 just wasn't on
top of my game.

TV: So when someone steps out in front ofyou,

the fact that you would even hold back is quite

unusual?

MB: The one thing that 1 took from the race

that I questioned was why didn't I react there?

But at the other end of it, my coach pointed

out it's been over two years since I've been

in a really competitive race. I'm really under-

raced and I have so much to learn and to de-

velop in terms of race instincts. So I'm fit and
I'm strong, and I go into 2010 with the goal in

mind to race and race a lot.

TV: What are your plans for 2010? Will you be

graduating?

MB: Yeah, I'm graduating. I'm going to sit

down and talk about it, but the next two
months I'm going to work on some speed. I'm

going to work on my form. I'm going to get in

the weight room a little bit more. I'm going to

try to work on a bit of turnover and run a few

really fast indoor races. This summer I'm go-

ing to race, and 1 want to race fast. I'll work as

a miler and 5K runner because it will give me
more race experience and that's what 1 need.

Then I'll do the world cross or world FISU

Games and extend my year to October where
I'll hopefully represent Canada at the Com-
monwealth Games in the 5000.

TV: Is the 5000 what you're looking towards for

the 2012 Olympics?

MB: Yeah. I think 1 have enough speed.

TV: Is the 5000, the 5K distance, your proudest

personal record?

MB: 1 don't really feel like I have any proud

PRs at this point. I honestly feel like if I can

just be consistent for one year, I'm going to re-

write every single one of my PRs. I'm healthy

now [...] That's my goal. I'm rewriting every

one of my PRs from 800 to 5K.
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SCSU fracas

over top job

• Scarborough student union gets second

interim president in as many months

Disgraced prez removed from duties, keeps job

JESSICA LEE

& YEAMROT TADDESE
Varsity Staff

The Scarborough Campus Students'

Union has a new interim president

after much debate at an emergency
board meeting on Monday, Jan. 4.

VP external Amir Bashir is now at

the helm, replacing VP academics
Aisha Khaja.

Zuhair Syed is SCSU president in

name only—he was removed from all

presidential duties on Dec. 18, receiv-

ing a tier 3 censure from the board

of directors for "his inaction in rep-

resenting the student interest as the

President & CEO of the SCSU." Syed

told The Varsity that he is currently

speciking to bocU'd members to come
up with a compromise and get his du-

ties back.

Syed admitted to skipping meet-

ings for various governing bodies and

not producing reports, but contested

other allegations. He also denies alle-

gations from two board members who
say he threatened them.

Syed will keep his pay and title un-

less 1,000 students petition for his im-

peachment. As of Jcin. 6, there cU'e 511

signatures in an online petition to re-

move Syed as president. Campaigners

for his impeachment have also collect-

ed signatures at the Student Centre.

The allegations
The tier 3 motion to remove Syed's

duties was brought forth by Imran

Khan, the chairman of the SCSU
board of directors, after he investigat-

ed several allegations on a Facebook

group accusing Syed of neglecting his

presidential duties.

Khan learned from UTSC admin
that after Syed's second presidential

term started, he only attended one

out of four Academic Committee

meetings, two out of eight Governing

Council meetings, and has been con-

sistently late for Council of Student

Services meetings. Syed is required

to present a report on every board

meeting; Khan said that prior to Dec.

18, Syed's most recent report was on
Aug. 21. Khan also said Syed did not

carry out town hall forums planned

for the fall semester.

The allegation that Syed failed to

attend the Remembrance Day cer-

emony was not corroborated. Aisha

Khaja, VP academics, was chosen to

attend the ceremony instead.

"In no way or form am 1 denying

SEE 'SCSU' -PG 2

MUSICAL MUTINY

A

Censured SCSU president Zuhair Syed (left) has been relieved of duties; Amir

Bashir, VP external, was made interim president on Monday.

Klaus and the Voormans play to a student-heavy crowd at Lee's Palace. Wednesday's Battle of the Bands is a

part of U of T's Winterfest. The winning band will compete in the regional Warchild Canada competition. All the

proceeds go to Warchild. Get the skinny on the Battle in Monday's Varsity. For more info on Winterfest, head to

uoftwinterfest.com

Clubs get funding at

emergency UTSU meeting

Discontent remains over calendar, slashed budgets

ABDI AIDID
Varsity Staff

At an emergency meeting on Dec. 3,

the clubs committee of the U of T Stu-

dents' Union granted funding to the

French Club (EFUT), the U of T Italian-

Canadian Association, and the North

American Model UN student group.

EFUT, which in November had

their budget request tabled, was
given $8,000. The club had requested

$17,020.64 in their October applica-

tion. Last year, they received $10,000.

Sitelle Cheskey, EFUT's president,

says the club will appeal the decision.

According to Vita Carlino, UTSU's

clubs and events coordinator, EFUT
will have to submit a written state-

ment expressing their concerns,

which will be addressed once the

tabled funding requests are resolved.

UTSU warns clubs that if they do sub-

mit a statement of appeal, there is the

possibility that they will receive no

funding at all.

Clubs have expressed dissatisfac-

tion over limited funding. WATCH, a

student-run charity that serves chil-

dren, asked for $500 to help cover

costs for their annual holiday dinner

at Hart House. UTSU gave them $400

and recommended that they search

for a less expensive venue. "We are

mostly unhappy with the reason they

indicated for not giving us [the fund-

ing]," said Fei He, a WATCH member
and former president. "What better

way to inspire all these inner-city

children to go to university or college

than to give them a taste of the best at

U ofT—Hart House."

The budgeting calendar is a pri-

mary concern. Clubs submit budgets

to UTSU in October and receive the

verdict in November. Rejected clubs

were told their budgets would not

be reconsidered until January. UTSU
awards funding on a 40-30-30 sched-

ule. For clubs that are granted over

$2,000, the first 40 per cent of their

grant is given immediately, with two

remaining instalments of 30 per cent

forwarded once clubs submit receipts

to UTSU. The schedule effectively

gives clubs five months to spend what
their applications have budgeted as

a year's worth of money and forces

clubs to draw from reserves or pay
out of pocket for events in the first

semester.

"I'm not an enthusiast [of the fund-

ing schedule]," said Mueen Hakak,

UTSU's professional faculties rep-

resentative and former clubs com-
mittee member. "I've been a clubs

member and I've seen that it causes

a delay, as clubs find out how much
they are going to get very late in the

semester. By that time, half of their

activities are already done."

Club leaders echoed the sentiment.

"Our biggest problem now is that

we're having trouble reimbursing our
executives for the expenses they've

paid themselves," Fei He said.

SEE 'CLUBS' -PG

3
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Migrant workers

have right to

unionize: protestors

Activist U of T students join

Supreme Court case

SAMYA KULLAB
Associate News Editor

Two activist groups are going to the

Supreme Court over unionizing rights

for migrant workers.

Justicia for Migrant Workers and
the Industrial Accident Victims

Group of Ontario presented oral ar-

guments on Dec. 17. The arguments

were presented as a part of the ongo-

ing case Fraser vs. Attorney General

of Ontario to give Ontario's 100,000

agricultural workers the right to bar-

gain collectively.

Ontario's Agricultural Employees

Protection Act gives agricultural

workers who come to Canada yearly

with temporary visas the right to form

associations but not to bargain collec-

tively. The Fraser case is a legal chal-

lenge to that exclusion.

Justicia's main organizers are

Tzazna Miranda Leal, an undergrad

at U of T, and Chris Ramsaroop, a

former president of the Association

of Part-Time Undergraduate Stu-

dents at U of T.

Supporters, including 15 U of T
students and alumni, travelled to Ot-

tawa to attend the trial. They also

demonstrated at the house of Stephen

Harper and held a vigil at the Chinese

Railroad Monument.
"We were interveners in the case,

meaning we were a party to the

proceedings. We brought forth ar-

guments relating to the particular

experiences of migrant workers,"

Ramsaroop stated in an e-mail to The
Varsity. Ramsciroop was present for

the court proceedings.

Intervention is a legal procedure

that allows outside parties to join and

contribute to ongoing litigation. Justi-

cia was included in the intervention

because of the organization's affilia-

tion with migrant workers.

After being awarded intervener sta-

tus, Justicia and lAVGO jointly raised

nearly $5,000 to cover the cost of

buses, food, and demonstration ma-

terials. Legal representation was pro

bono.

Justicia argued that uncertain em-

ployment compounded by the lack

of immigration status denies migrant

workers the ability to exercise their

rights.

Arguments that Justicia and lA-

VGO developed were delivered by
Selwyn Pieters, who told the court

that the current model of labor re-

lations in Ontario is insufficient to

protect workers and results in sys-

tematic discrimination.

Ramsaroop said arguments also

sought to capitalize on the history of

discrimination in Canada. "We wanted
to show how history has repeated it-

self through the exploitation faced by

migrant workers," he said.

Full proceedings of the Fraser

case are expected take between six

months and a year.

A public vigil will be held for four

migrant construction workers on Thurs-

day, Jan. 7 at 7p.m, at 2757 Kipling

Avenue. They died on Christmas

Eve when the swing scaffolding they

were working on broke in two pieces,

plummeting them over 13 stories to the

street below.

With files from Naushad All Husein.

WAYS TO SAVE
@ U ofT Bookstore www.uoftbookstore.conn

1) The Bookstore has dropped the price of the most popular and

expensive textbooks. Check online for savings!

2) Take advantage of educational pricing on connputers, including

Apple & PC products. Students can save hundreds of dollars, even

connpared with big box stores. For example: This January 2010 (while

supplies last) we have a great Ultimate Bundle offer not found

anywhere else.

3) Educational pricing on software for U ofT Students, Staff & Faculty

too. Huge savings - don't buy your software before contacting

The Computer Shop

4) Students can buy textbooks used! U ofT Bookstore has increased the

volume of used textbooks and more students are buying used than ever

before. You can find them online when you search by courses.

5) Students can sell their textbooks back to the Bookstore for up to

50% of the original price (not the used price). Books can be sold anytime

of the year, leaving more cash in your pocket.

SCSU's board of directors voted to instate Amir Bashir as interim president at Monday's emergency meeting.

'SCSU'- CONTINUED FROM PGl

[the above mentioned] allegations

and 1 as a president apologize for it,"

said Syed. He said he neglected these

duties because he was busy with big

projects, such as opening a new res-

taurant after campus eatery Bluff's

was shut down in February 2009.

Syed also cited numerous meetings

about the Pan Am Games athletic fa-

cility to be built on campus.
" [Apart from those projects] , I took on

all duties of [the VP campus life] when
he was out of work for about a month

and a half [due to illness]. It has been

difficult juggling big projects so I sort of

left out other things," added Syed.

Responding to the allegation of insuf-

ficient office hours, Syed said that he ful-

filled the 35 office hours per week that

were required of him. Fatih Kurt, VP hu-

man resources, said Syed is "putting in

more thcin the recommended number

of hours because of his work load." Syed

also said two assistants were in the of-

fice to take messages when he wasn't

available.

Khan said Syed did not carry out the

Exam De-stressors program, where the

union gives out refreshments during

exam time. Syed responded that such

events and town hall forums are new
additions that he came up with, and are

not essential.

Syed also denies the accusation from

other board members that he has been

smoking shisha in the SCSU office.

"Shisha has a distinct smell, so if 1 was
smoking it in the office the police would

have smelled it and there is no report

stating that 1 have participated in illegal

activity," he said.

The power handover
VP academics Aisha Khaja took on

the duties of the president from Dec.

18 to Jan. 4. Humanities director

Maryann Raby raised a motion to re-

place Khaja with Bashir, pointing to a

conflict of interest between Syed and

Khaja because of a personal alterca-

tion between the two.

Khaja alleges that Syed threatened

her on Dec. 13 in the Scarborough

campus library after seeing that she

had joined a Facebook group advo-

cating for his removal as president

and had invited others to the group.

An excerpt of Khaja's statement

in the Dec. 14 minutes of the SCSU
board meeting reads, "After what
happened on [Dec. 13], 1 am afraid to

come to work. 1 want it to be publicly

known that 1 will lead [Syed's] im-

peachment. No apology will stop me
from making me feel scared. 1 now
have to walk around campus with a

walkie-talkie connected to the cam-

pus police because 1 don't feel safe."

Khaja says she has filed a police re-

port and that she will only meet Syed

with another exec president present

or through email.

Khaja later said she no longer

plans to lead the impeachment and
that the decision should be made by
the student body.

The board fiercely argued the mo-
tion. "I am not given the opportunity

[to take on presidential duties] be-

cause 1 was threatened and I spoke
up," Khaja said.

Khan also alleges that he was
threatened by Syed but did not go
to the police or take the threat seri-

ously. Syed apologized for his unpro-

fessional tone during his altercation

with Khaja and Khan, but denies

threatening anyone.

Prior to the tier 3 censure, Syed had

received three tier 1 censures, which

are verbal reprimands for absence

in meetings and failing to produce

reports. He also received a tier 2 cen-

sure on Dec. 14 that ordered him to

write an apology letter to Khan and

Khaja for the incidents in the library.

He has not written the letter.

"[Syed] should have never been

president in the first place," said Da-

vid Leaman, a fourth-year UTSC stu-

dent. "It's a tragedy that [the SCSU]

is an organization that takes a lot of

money from [students] and spends It

on salaries for people who don't do

their jobs."

"[The SCSU] does a lot of good that

no one knows about," said Jon Man-

drozos, a sixth-year student who led

a sit-in at Bluff's last February to chal-

lenge Syed over what Mandrozos and

others saw as mismanagement of the

student restaurant. Mandrozos said

he would like more transparency, but

added that he appreciates the SCSU's

effort in improving wireless access

on campus.

"I think that Zuhair has some flaws

[...] but I also think that [there] were

no prior warnings of the tier 3 and

that wasn't really done except for the

chair's warnings," said Bashir, the

new interim president. "As a fellow

executive, I think he was doing his

job."

Bashir said he plans to hold more

town halls, to talk to critics of SCSU,

and to ask for suggestions on how the

union can improve.
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College Students fear Strike

A strike has been a possibility

ever since talks between Colleges

Ontario and the Ontario Public

Service Employees Union, which
represents 90,000 teachers, broke

down in December. The union has

;
set a strike vote for Jan. 13.

|t; Mature students enrolled in On-
tario's Second Career program fear

potential campus strikes across

Ontario.

The program offers training and
financial support to laid-off work-

ers, and has approved 21,000 peo-

ple since 2008. Now many of these

people are worried about their situ- i

ation should the strike take place,
j

"A lot of us, after getting laid off
j

and going through all that uncer-
j

tainty, looked to the education
!

system as a place of safety," said \

Don DeSchutter, 44, who is in his
j

final year of a human resources
j

program at Fanshawe College in
|

London, Ont.

"People who are getting ready to

get into second careers may not be 1

able to do that now, [and] their life
j

is in the balance."
|

—RYAN TUZYK
|

Source: Canadian Press
|

I

Language changes how
I

Canadians see university
i

A national poll of Canadians over
j

whether a university degree is a
j

minimum requirement for success
j

shows a wide gap between French-
j

and English-speakers.
i

The survey of 1,500 Canadians
|

found that fewer than 20 per cent
i

of French speakers between the

ages of 18 and 24 said a degree

was required, whereas 40 per cent

of the English group maintained
j

it was. Notably, more than two- i

thirds of respondents whose first i

language is neither French nor (

English agreed that a degree is
|

necessary for success. i

CRIME BRIEFS
Campus police kept busy in De-

cember, investigating crimes from

theft to arson.

There were 40 counts of trespass-

ing, 32 thefts, 19 emergency calls,

and one report of elevator entrap-

ment. Out of thefts reported, six lap-

tops were stolen.

There were several reports of

mischief. On Dec. 14, campus po-

lice investigated damage inflicted

on a door at the Graduate Students'

Union pub and damage to a vending

machine.

On Dec. 1, campus police re-

Michel Perron, a professor at the

University of Quebec at Chicoutimi,

pointed out that the results of the

survey may be affected by the

importance placed on technical

degrees by many in the province.

In a poll conducted this spring for

the Menard group, when college

training was included as an option,

nearly 90 per cent of respondents

said post-secondary education was
important,

Jack Jedwab, executive director

of the Montreal-based Association

for Canadian Studies, worries that

there will be a growing incongruity

between the groups unless action

is taken to change the attitude that

education is insignificant to suc-

cess.

—CAROLYN ARNETT

Source: Globe and Mail

Separation of church and

philosophy

Plans at the University of Winnipeg

to merge the philosophy, classics,

and religious studies departments

into a singular humanities depart-

ment have been postponed. Dean
of Arts David Fitzpatrick formally

revealed the amalgamation plan

early this November, arguing that

amalgamating the departments

would effectively save the school

close to $30,000 in its Arts budget.

He maintained that each program
would still remain a separate unit

within the merger to maintain its

academic integrity. However, there

was immediate backlash from the

would-be affected communities,

and the project has been moved
back for at least another academic

year. Nevertheless, students and
faculty continue to express con-

cern over the recent disintegration

of the philosophy department in

particular, and what the merger

could mean for the department's

future at the university.—GINA SHIN

Source: Winnipeg Free Press

sponded to a complaint of a suspi-

cious package at 222 College St.,

which turned out to be a charging

battery pack. They also investigated

a report of cu^son at the Koffler Stu-

dent Centre.

Campus police responded to two

complaints of indecent acts, one at

St. George and Hoskin, and the oth-

er at St. George and College.

The St. Basil's Church park-

ing lot on Bay St. had the highest

number of reported incidents, fol-

lowed by Robarts and the Bahen
Centre.—NIKKI ROZARIO

What was most memorable for you in 2009?

t-W--jh l|!» ir7:T7Tr
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Shallni

SrdYear, BeographyandFineArt Histoiy,

Getting shitfaced during the Frosli Week ciub

nighf!

2nd Year, Economics,

The trip to Cuba. Trying cigars for the first

time. Dancing naked on the beach.

4lhyear, Anthropology,

Bea Arthur died ... ijwed the Golden Girts!

Faith Sofia Corina

1styearMA Political Science andAsia-
Pacific Studies,

Sitting in Jamaica, facing the Caribbean Sea

and receiving the news that 1 got into the UT
Master's Program.

2nd, year Women's Studies,

My trip to India—just wonderful! Being able

to stay with my mom in such an amazing

environment has been for me an immeasurable

and very peaceful experience.

4th Year, Anthropology,

Finding out there s a narrative medicine

program at Columbia University. The

program director emailed me back within

minutes telling me that I'd be perfect for the

program.

'CLUBS' -CONTINUED FROM P61

"There needs to be a profound

change in the clubs funding process,

since we had to fund all of EFUT's ac-

tivities out-of-pocket up until now,"

said Cheskey. "It is unacceptable for

[the students running a club] to have

to take such financial risks."

In an email to The Varsity, UTSU's

VP campus life Danielle Sandhu said

she has not heard from any clubs that

the budgeting calendar was flawed.

"All feedback I have received thus

far regarding funding allocations has

been positive," she wrote.

UTSU informed Cheskey that the

club's application was incomplete,

as they did not submit a member-
ship list. EFUT maintains that they

held back on the information out of

consideration for student privacy.

Alumni chair and former president

Antonin Mongeau said that the clubs

committee ignored an invitation to

examine membership lists at EFUT's

office.

"EFUT will not likely be able to host

all the events we had hoped to," Ches-

key said. "We feel that a 20 per cent

cut [in funding] from last year is not

consistent with our efforts." She said

EFUT had around 1,300 students on
their mailing list last year, and over

1,700 this year.

Hakak said that complaints are

of little significance when applica-

tions are incomplete. "We have to as

clubs make sure that what we do is

complete before we can make com-
plaints or point fingers," said Hakak.

"If EFUT was the only club denied

because they did not have member-
ship lists, then it would be a problem.

From what I can tell, the rules were

applied across the board." The Afri-

can Students Association also had

their funding delayed because of an

incomplete membership list.

With the $8,000, EFUT plans to

continue with most of their reguleu"

programming, which includes a tu-

toring program, regular movie and

pub nights, and conversation clubs

for students seeking to polish their

French language skills. Among the

events that are likely to be cancelled

are a large academic conference and
a trip to New Orleans.
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RKS c§ QUIRKS^
DAVID PIKE tells US why profiling at airports may not be such a bad thing

I
was really looking forward to go-

ing away for spring break.

1 maintain fond memories of fam-

ily vacations down south when 1

was younger. The whole process

was exciting: airports, shuttle bus-

es, locating one's departure gate,

and ultimately arriving at a termi-

nal significantly warmer than the

one we left just a few hours earlier.

Travel is a significant part of an in-

dividual's cultural upbringing, as

we mature through experiences

outside our day-to-day reality and
routine. I've always been grateful

for those experiences.

This past decade saw a break-

down in the accessibility, conve-

nience, trust, and joy of air travel.

It seems obvious to mention terror-

ism, as it has been an ever-present

(and rather ambiguous) noun in our

North American vocabulary ever

since the 2001 attacks on the World

Trade Center. Subsequent attacks

and threats, not only to Americans
but those around the world, have

turned the experience of flying

into one of fear, anxiety, and sus-

picion. This, combined with rising

oil prices, has made travel not only

an exhausting and cautious experi-

ence, but an expensive one that. As
a student, I can't always justify the

cost in my budget.

With the most recent attack on

the Christmas Day flight to Detroit,

air travel has become even more

of a grueling process.

News broadcasters warn
Travellers to be at the

airport hours and hours

before a scheduled flight

due to the "thorough" se-

curity checks and screen-

ings. Further restrictions

have been placed on

Travellers' carry-on lug-

gage, flight procedure,

and basic actions (like us-

ing the fucking restroom)

during the flight.

1 can recall a few years

ago when my family was
pulled aside for ques-

tioning before a flight

to Florida because my
mother tried to bring a

bottle of water and a few

snacks for my younger

sister. Here is the part

where I'm going to come
off as horribly bigoted

(or conservative, as

it were), but for fuck's

sake. Here is my unas-

suming Caucasian family

clearly geared up for a

relaxing March Break. I

have no idea what looks

threatening about that,

but this is just one of

many examples of families, students,

businesspeople, and the like being

harassed and accosted in the name
of "security." If this process is so

Travellers are now expected to arrive up to four

hours before their flight.

thorough, how is it that Umar Farouk

Abdulmutallab was able to bring

hydrogen peroxide onto Northwest

flight 253 and set himself on fire?

And what's more, it wasn't even

out of left field: both the U.K. and

the U.S. were warned about this

character and his links to AI Qae-

da, yet clearly, the warning wasn't

heeded in the least.

1 am by no means endorsing

racial profiling based on any kind

of prejudices or hatred, but let's

be realistic. It's not the Cauca-

sian families vacationing, nor the

African-American businessmen,

or the Japanese tourists that are

posing this security threat, nor

are they at the root of this fear.

Even in this assumption, 1 don't

believe that those originating

from countries with links to ter-

rorism are all at fault, nor should

they be the only ones searched

and questioned at an airport.

There are inevitably other secu-

rity concerns: firearms, drugs,

weird species of bugs, you name
it. But there has to be a more ef-

fective way to profile people, or

an efficient way to screen Travel-

lers before a flight. Why does the

retired couple from northern On-

tario in matching Hawaiian-print

shirts have to take off their belts,

white tennis shoes, and knee-high

socks? Statistically, Earl and Ma-
bel aren't the ones with religious-

born hatred for North America and
capitalism, and they aren't the ones

bringing explosives onto 747s.

To make a flight affordable, I often

search various websites for flights

leaving at ungodly hours of the

morning, with at least one stopover

to ease the price of the flight. These
new security "improvements" only

make this process more of a pain in

the ass. Who wants to stew in an air-

port for four hours before a 7 a.m.

flight?. Why am I potentially paying

$500 roundtrip to go through four

hours of uncomfortable hands-on

bullshit?

We already live in a society of

fear, and isolated examples of ter-

rorism or threats of terrorism, have

exponentially made this worse.

We're running out of oil, but who
wants to fly anyway? All one sees

on the news are replays of the most

recent terrorist scare, political de-

nouncement, or assurance in the

face of "terrorism," and specula-

tions on how bad things could get.

I am not trying to unearth any sort

of racial segregation or malicious

stereotyping, but the last decade

alone has proven that a certain de-

mographic, hell-bent on dying and

killing for their radical fundamen-

talist belief system—beliefs not

commonly shared by those who
practice Islam—are the only ones

posing this threat. Yet, in all of this,

all Travellers are subjected to hell

and paranoia throughout the entire

process. 1 guess what 1 learned in

grade school was true: one person

can ruin it for everyone.

Proroguing no

surprise

I'm not sure Harper (or really, any
leader) has ever truly believed

in the principle of accountable

representation—they just es-

pouse it when it's in their interest

("Canadian Content," Jan. 4). The
Conservatives are certainly hitting

new lows, but I'm not sure that

any of their actions are completely

unprecedented. And really, while

I'd love to think that they should be

responsible and not exploit loop-

holes, their goal above all is to stay

in power—the real problem is that

the loopholes exist at all.

It strikes me that prorogation

should require parliamentary ap-

proval so that it can only be done

-LETTERS-

when the majority of representa-

tives agree that the legislative ses-

sion is over, not when it's expedi-

ent for the government. That the

government is able to shut down
Parliament when it likes is a flaw

in the system, not necessarily a

flaw in any one government—as

unseemly as their actions are,

they are unfortunately legal.

Grant Heaslip

A rant on all things

GC
1 find it a little bit disappointing

that as U of T slowly approaches
its bicentennial we still can't

make any plans past five years

("Tales from Governing Council,"

Jan. 4). We're giving undergrads
the boot so we can become a "re-

search focused" institution, and
we'll accomplish that by booting

our PhDs? Who's running this

ship? Ever heard of foresight?

2030 fail, again.

1 like a low number of signatures

in electoral processes, but five

signatures? Are you serious? If

you can't get 20 people to sign

on your behalf, you're a pretty

shitty "student rep." Last year

saw a crowded GC field of 20-plus

candidates. Junking the citizen-

ship requirement, even if it means
an ex-officio posting, would be an
actual positive first step.

Ah, sweet Geoffrey Matus. Still

pimping our students for the re-

search you don't want to actually

pay for? You know what's really

disgusting? When banks and their

barons send reps into engineer-

ing classes to have undergraduate
students sign away their intellec-

tual property. How many "busi-

ness plan" assignments have you
and your ilk co-opted? Nothing
changes because all of our con-

cerns routinely fall on deaf ears.

So we repeat, repeat, repeat them.
How about for one meeting you
give us 42 votes, and we'll give

you eight?

Gotta agree with Fez on this

one. What would you like the

name changed to? "Israeli An-
nexing Week?" For as long as

Israel continues to occupy land in

defiance of UN sanctions, and well

beyond their established borders,

there is no defence.

And Israeli Apartheid Week
is actually quite a successful

event, when we contrast it to the

shenanigans that take place at

York. No fistfights, no vandalism,

no Zionist this or anti-Semite that.

U of T students carry themselves

with a certain restraint (or is it

apathy?) and 1 respect that.

Besides, even this paper re-

ferred to it as "Hate Week" in last

year's editorial, so your hand-

maidens are everywhere. "Hate"

is a strong word, but there's little

to love about Israel at this point.

Besides, they just show a few

movies and discuss an issue that's

been topical since 1967. That's not

propaganda, it's political science.

Be real.

Antonin

21 Sussex Avenue, Suite 306
Toronto, ON M5S 1J6
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The men who moil for oil

The Canadian govemnnent is putting the economy before people's lives

That such people suffer the carbon profligacy of

rich nations because major emitters refuse to reign

in industrial profiteering smacks of dystopian irony.

^^ SmOU CAPOBIANCO_ _
When celebrated Cambridge astro-

physicist Sir Martin Rees estimated

humanity's chances of surviving the

century at "no more than 50/50," Ste-

phen Harper had not yet sabotaged

the Copenhagen talks to protect the

Alberta tar sands project from bind-

ing carbon reduction goals. Sir Rees

has yet to update his estimation,

but it cannot have improved. In the

post-Copenhagen world it takes less

than PhD qualifications to calculate

the survival chances of the world's

most desperately poor at some-
where between "slim" and "nil."

After Copenhagen, it appears the

rich nations, the primary creators of

global warming, will resist emissions

cutbacks to maintain their competi-

tive advantage in the world economy.

Meanwhile, droughts will bring chol-

era, and floods will bring malaria to

the poorest peoples on earth who.

incidentally, do the least emitting. The
savage drought currently leaving a

trail of crop failures, animal corpses,

and human bodies in its weike as it rav-

ages Kenya gloomily foreshadows the

fate awaiting the pauperized masses

of the African coast and flood-prone

regions. As the drought wreaks gro-

tesque devastation on subsistence

farmers, pushing 1.3 million people

into risk of starvation, the tar sands

project contaminates over 3 million

barrels of water a day as its carbon

emissions climb steadily into the

range of mid-sized industrial states.

The anticipated decimation of fisher-

ies as oceanic PH levels decline due to

climate change could be catastrophic.

This fate now seems ever more likely.

The highly-trumpeted non-binding

agreement thrown together at the

eleventh hour of Copenhagen would
only limit the world's temperature

increase to 2 degrees Celsius above

preindustrial levels. Even if this pure-

ly voluntary target is met (by signa-

tories who displayed their abundant

good will all week by blaming each

other and the developing world for

climate change), the deal still dooms
Tuvalu and at least three other island

states to watery graves.

That such people suffer the car-

bon profligacy of rich nations be-

cause major emitters refuse to rein-

in industrial profiteering smacks of

dystopian irony. It's of little comfort

that Stephen Harper told Bloomberg,

com that this government will "put

economic recovery before efforts to

protect the environment." Nor is it

reassuring that the much-hyped Tar

Sands Boom will be a lasting gravy

train for the future economy. Leaving

aside the immorality of prioritizing

of the Canadian economic recovery

above the survival of countless Afri-

cans, the idea that the Tar Sands will

benefit the future Canadian economy
holds water only if that economy is

somehow independent of human sur-

vival past this century—a view not

likely shared far outside of the Con-
servative Cabinet cmd the corporate

oil lobby.

While Harper's myopic choosing of

oil over the planet unacceptably men-

aces our grandchildren with disaster,

others are experiencing this disas-

ter at present. Right now, Kenyans

are doubtlessly wondering what Tu-

valuans, Maldivians, and millions of

coast-dwellers will likely wonder in

the near future: "Why are the prof-

its of big Canadian oil corporations

more important than the lives of our

children?" Others, even more auda-

cious, may ask: "Why do the Cana-

dian people allow their government

to kill us for money?"
These are the questions we will

have to answer in the future, unless

we ask them now.

Islamic Republic coming down in Iran

As protests mount in the Middle Eastern nation, the oppressive regime nears an end

ARASH AZIZ!

_ Varsity Staff

It was in July of last year when 1

wrote about the commencement of

Iranian protests in the wake of an al-

legedly rigged presidential election.

"This is the beginning of the end for

the Islamic Republic," I said.

Only six months has passed

since, and the crumbling of the re-

gime is not hard to spot. As 2009

ended, masses of Iranians came to

the streets in confrontational and
violent clashes with regime forces.

Hundreds of thousands took part in

demonstrations in Tehran, Esfahan,

Shiraz, and cities all over the coun-

try, demanding an end to the rule of

Ayatollah Khamenei, their unelected

yet all-powerful Supreme Leader.

The most intense clashes thus

far occured on December 27, the

mourning day of Ashoora. The
day commemorates the time when
Imam Hossein, an old leader and
symbol of Shiite Muslims, was killed

in the seventh century by Yazid,

the khalifa who opposed him. Shi-

ites are known for their passionate

mourning on they day of Ashoora

every year.

But this time, Ashoora was a day

of the most massive protests ever in

Iran. Choosing this day to hold dem-

onstrations was a clever tactic on

the part of the protestors, who used

official government days to gather

en masse in the streets and stage

anti-government demonstrations.

Slogans were sharper than ever,

with "This is the month of blood,

Khamenei will be overthrown,"

added to the now usual "Death to

Dictator" and "Death to Khamenei."

For the first time, people succeeded

in occupying and controlling parts

of Central Tehran for many hours,

and also invaded and occupied a few

military barracks.

The day also saw unprecedented

developments that reminded many
people of the last days of the Shah's

regime in 1978-79. Just like then,

some armed forces refused to shoot

on people, disregarding the com-
mands of their superiors. It is no
longer a mystery that the days of the

Islamic Regime are numbered. One
way or another, it is doomed to fall

due to the massive force of a people

who have dared to come out and de-

mand an end to it.

Like a hurt animal, hopelessly

fighting for its survival, the Islamic

Regime is still planning on unleash-

ing its monstrous oppressive power
to stop the protests. Last week, a

number of Iranian MPs who support

the government introduced a bill to

Parliament that approves the execu-

tion of "enemies" in less than five

days, where it used to be 20. That's

in addition to killing dozens of pro-

testers in the streets.

The movement continues to grow
as people get ready for the next day
of big protests. February 11 is the an-

niversary of the 1979 Iranian Revolu-

tion itself. A general workers' strike

could ensure its victory. Meanwhile,

solidarity events and commemo-
rations are happening all over the

world, including in Canada (and es-

pecially in Toronto) where there is a

strong Iranian community.

The Islamic Regime is not only

hated inside Iran because of its op-

pressive nature, but also because it

is the head of an ugly creature that

has been sickening the world: Is-

lamist Terrorism (or "political Islam,"

or whatever term you might prefer).

Rooting up this regime will set Irani-

an people free, making Iran a beacon
of hope for everybody in the region.

Arash Azizi is an Iranian U ofTstudent

involved in organizing protests.

The Varsity welcomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

comment@ttievarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.
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Emergence, then withdrawal
Little Italy gallery Whippersnapper is on the move—but not before spotlighting new Canadian talents

BRIGIT KATZ

In recent years, independent galleries have be-

come an increasingly (although by no means
overwhelmingly) common sight on the Toronto

art scene. Still, when two young artists founded

the Whippersnapper Gallery in 2004, it was a

highly innovative project filling a significant void

in Toronto's artist community.

As young art students at the time, Luke Correia-

Damude and Patrick Struys understood the diffi-

culties of breaking into the commercial gallery

circuit. According to Correia-Damude, they saw
many of their friends become discouraged by the

highly selective nature of commercial venues.

"We realized that there was a need for indepen-

dent galleries for young artists," he says.

Supported by friends and art lovers, the duo
were able to establish the Whippersnapper Gal-

lery. Currently located at 587A College Street,

it provides emerging artists with an affordable

space to display their work. The non-profit or-

ganization is run entirely by volunteer artists,

and the gallery's rental fees cover only the

operational costs of exhibits. As a stark con-

trast to commercial galleries, which profit from

steep commissions, Whippersnapper does not

charge any commission on work sold from its

displays. The gallery has also striven to nurture

emerging talents. It grants artists extensive

control over the exhibition of their work, allow-

ing those just entering the gallery circuit to gain

experience in a professional setting.

Given the gallery's success, it comes as a sur-

prise that the Whippersnapper staff intend to

relocate to a smaller venue when the lease of the

current location terminates in May. According to

Correia-Damude, the move is part of a plcm to re-

structure the gallery so that it can better meet the

needs of young artists. "People are still emerging

artists after the first exhibit," he says, "[and we re-

alized that] there wasn't a lot of support for them."

In order to provide emerging artists with more
substantial support, the Whippersnapper staff is

working to obtain "artist-run-centre status" from

the provincial government. If formally recognized

as such, the gallery will receive greints enabling

the Whippersnapper to pay artists for their work.

Government subsidies will also allow the gallery

staff to concentrate on curatorial and artistic

programming rather than administrative issues.

They plan to narrow the focus of their exhibits

and work more intensely with artists through in-

house curating—a program that they believe is

better suited to a smaller venue.

Whippersnapper's relocation means that the

gallery will no longer function as a rental space for

the type of large-scale events that it has hosted

in the past. Correia-Damude believes, however,

that the gallery's new program will prove to be of

greater benefit to the artist community than the

current one. "We're not abandoning the commu-
nity," he says, "but we understand the need for

subsidized programming [...] we're going from be-

ing more of a facility to being a critical support for

artists."

Whippersnapper's latest show, the Emergence

Exhibition Series, illustrates the type of elevated

programming the staff intends to implement in

the future. Curated entirely by the Whippersnap-

per collective, the series showcases the work of

seven Canadian artists, all under the age of 30.

"The Emergence Exhibits are a perfect example of

the direction we would be going in," says Correia-

Damude. "[Their] focus is smaller, more intense."

The second instalment of the series, sched-

uled to run today through Jan. 22, is thematical-

ly centred on the historical and contemporary

implications of violence. It will display the work

of two young artists, Amanda Nedham and Jan-

nick Deslauriers. Nedham, an OCAD graduate

whose work has been displayed in Toronto, New
York, and Florence, will present the sculptural

installation "Generals Always Die in Bed." It fea-

tures a custom-built torture device designed to

hold an army general in place as he lies dying,

forcing him to reflect on his career. Deslauriers,

who teaches visual arts at Montreal's Marie-

Victorin College, will present the installation

"Champs de Povot," a large-scale war machine

surrounded by a field of poppies.

In addition to the Emergence exhibits, Whip-

persnapper will host a final group exhibition in

February, for which submissions are being ac-

cepted until Jan. 25. The gallery will continue to

be available for rent until its doors close in May

and the staff begin to fully pursue their plans for

Whippersnapper's new direction.

Series 2 ofthe Emergence Exhibition opens tonight

from 7 to 11 p.m. Regular viewing hours are 1-6

p.m., Wednesday to Sunday. Formore information,

visit whippersnapper.ca.

The Whippersnapper has doubled as a concert venue, hosting Matt & Kim (pictured) at NXNE
2009. In its new incarnation, the gallery will no longer hold large-scale events.

MORE ONLINE

The Varsity's been a fan of the

Whippersnapper since they were just

starting out. Read our past coverage of

the gallery's happenings at

www.thevarsity.ca

BASIA BULAT-
HEART OF MY
OWN

In September 2007, Basia

Bulat was still playing

tunes from her debut al-

bum Oh My Darling on U
of T's Back Campus. Within a year, however,

she'd been short-listed for the Polaris Prize,

signed by Secret City Records (home of Patrick

Watson and Miracle Fortress), and showered

with critical acclaim. Luckily there's no trace of

a sophomore slump on Heart of My Own as Bu-

lat explores new sounds while maintaining her

unique voice both sonically and lyrically.

Bulat's once-trademark ukulele has been

eschewed in favour of more tunes driven by

autoharp, lending a sense of optimism to "Run"

and creating optimal ambience on "If It Rains."

Heart of My Own also shows more of a Celtic in-

fluence, notably on the rollicking pace of open-

ing track "Go On" and the album's gorgeously

deliberate title track, both of which provide a

sense of meandering through lush highland

landscapes.

The most energetic songs, however, remain

the true stand-outs: early blog offering "Gold

FRESHLY PR

Rush" is endlessly replayable while "If Only

You" benefits from a lighthearted, almost

jaunty trumpet line. Coupled with a carryover

of Bulat's proven songwriting prowess—her

plaintive confessionals are rife with addresses

to a yet-unknown "you"—this album provides

an optimal balance of experimentation with

the voice we've come to love. Catch her CD
pre-release on January 16 at Trinity-St. Paul's

Church. The only thing that could make this

album better would be to hear it performed in

such an acoustically-appropriate space.

—SHOSHANAWASSER
WW

KATY PERRY-
KATY PERRY
UNPLUGGED

Has any other Zeitgeist

singer managed to pan-
der as egregiously as Ms.
Perry (as she prefers to be

called these days)? Beginning with "I Kissed a
Girl," the album starts unexpectedly with a jar-

ring rearrangement of the eponymous hit. It's

so different 1 am left wondering if I accidentally
opened up a lounge song that came with Win-
dows Media Player.

The joke's on me. This isn't some random

jam band, but rather Perry's desperate attempt

at getting cred. And who can blame her? Who
wouldn't feel insecure if their only claim to fame

was a faux gay anthem that served as the impe-

tus for straight girls to make out at res parties?

Trudging along from one clumsy re-imagin-

ing to another, the songs struggle to retain the

qualities that made them hits in the first place.

The soaring melodies of hit ballad "Thinking of

You" don't translate well into lounge reinterpre-

tation and are underwhelmed by Perry's over-

reliance on vocal histrionics beyond her pay

grade. The most blatant vocal misstep occurs

on "Brick by Brick" where she occasionally

veers into feeble Bjork imitations. (These come

off as well as Bjork homeland, Iceland, fared

during the current recession.)

Katy Perry Unplugged comes in at a meagre

seven tracks, omitting most notably her best

song, "Hot 'N' Cold." Conveniently, the DVD
component of the CD comes with 10 videos of

live tracks and an exclusive interview. 1 guess

EMI and MTV understand how important the

visual component is to the Katy Perry experi-

ence.—JP KACZUR
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Elvis lives!

Elvis Bossa Nova reinvent the King's music througli unconventional genres

Elvis Bossa Nova is (L-R): Brian Kobayakawa, Michael Davidson, Jake Oelrichs, Roman Tome, and James Robertson

SEAN MACKAY

It's been more than 30 years since the

death of Elvis Presley, one of most

famous American cultural icons of

the 20th century. Graceland remains

a significant tourist site, and his mu-

sic still evokes sentimental feelings

among a generation who grew up
with "All Shook Up" and The Ed Sul-

livan Show.

Still, his music can sound dated to

those who came of age in a world of

blogs and Barack Obama. That's why
Toronto five-piece Elvis Bossa Nova
is radically re-imagining the Elvis

catalogue, infusing classic tracks with

Latin, country, and jazz to name only

a few styles on their eclectic debut al-

bum. Hi, I'm Elvis Bossa Nova!

Each member of Elvis Bossa Nova
is well-travelled within the city's inde-

pendent music community. Guitarist

and primary musical arranger James

Robertson plays with drummer Jake

Oelrichs in the energetic indie rock

group Run With The Kittens, while

bassist Brian Kobayakawa melds

jazz, roots music, and bluegrass in

The Creaking Tree String Quartet.

Vibraphonist Michael Davidson and

percussionist Roman Tome, who
round out the group, are both heavily

involved in Toronto's jazz and experi-

mental community.

Robertson explains that the Elvis

Bossa Nova project was conceived

through somewhat unconventional

means;

"Back in 2007, Brian and I were play-

ing together in another band, and we
needed to quickly fill in some dates at

The Dakota Tavern because our band

leader was going out of town. We

were staying up late trying to figure

out what to do. As we were wracking

our brains. 'Blue Moon of Kentucky'

came on the radio, so we thought we
should do something with that. The
idea kept growing and 1 recruited

some musicians 1 had played with in

the past and began arranging songs

from there."

Interestingly, the band members
were not particulafly- large Elvis tans

prior to the creation of the group.

"We were really into the idea when
we started the band, but we didn't

think we'd still be playing together in

three years' time. It was designed to

be a quick project, but it went so well

from the get-go that we're still doing it

today," explains Kobayakawa.

"We actually lucked out because

Elvis obviously has a huge catalogue

to draw from, but what 1 hadn't real-

ized is that it's also really varied,"

Robertson continues. "At first 1 had

this image of him from the black

and white days, just shaking his hips

while all the songs had a similar

rhythm and blues style. But since he

had so many people writing music

for him, there's a huge variance in

the material he released through the

1950s, '60s and '70s."

"Bossa nova" is a Portuguese term,

meaning "new trend," and refers to

a short-lived movement in Brazil-

ian samba and jazz music that took

place between the late 1950s and the

early '60s. The band has arranged

two songs in this unique style, but

their catalogue of reinvented classics

ambitiously blends a wide variety of

styles with a flair for improvisation.

The basic familiarity with the Elvis

legacy that many people possess has

helped the band amass a consider-

able local following.

"Most people know a bunch of El-

vis' songs just because they're every-

where—it's impossible not to know
some of them," says Kobayakawa.

"It gives us the opportunity to do
pretty out-there arrangements, our

versions don't sound too similar to

the originals, but because the songs

still have those familiar hooks, people

will still recognize that we're playing

Elvis tunes," adds Oelrichs.

Describing their sound as "out

there" is an understatement. Their

expansive version of "Viva Las Vegcis"

features a slow building percussion

groove, accompanied by a deceptive-

ly laid-back guitar line. The speed in-

creases steadily, and the track seems

seconds away from flying off the

rails until the classic melody, played

through a slightly grungy, rockabilly

guitar, finally enters the fray and sta-

bilizes the group. The energy is re-

lentless through multiple crescendos

until the six-minute mark, when the

band hits a barn-burning climax. And
that is just one of eight songs that the

band has transformed for their genre-

bending, self-released debut.

Kobayakawa characterizes the

band's performances as heavily im-

provisational, ensuring that the ener-

gy present in each song never wanes.

"Our arrangements are never really

set in stone—every song has an am-

chor that we use as a base, but impro-

visation in our music is always impor-

tant. What we play can be drastically

different from night to night," he says.

The band plans on recording more
reinvented Elvis material, as Robert-

son has arranged about 14 songs,

not all of which appear on the band's

debut. For now, though, their wildly

imaginative debut and unpredictable

performances should pique the inter-

est of the Toronto music community.

Elvis Bossa Nova hosts a CD release

part for Hi, I'm Elvis Bossa Nova! on

Jan. 8 at the Lula Lounge. For more
information, visit elvisbossanova.com.

A matter of youthiness

Youth in Revolt is the ultimate Michael Cera film—in the

best possible way

Nick (IVIichael Cera) defers to first love Sheeni (Portia Doubleday) in Youth in Revolt

WILL SLOAN

_____ A&E Associate Editor

Michael Cera has become such a

ubiquitous and perhaps overexposed

media presence in the last few years

that I had forgotten how perfectly

he can evoke awkward adolescence.

There's a moment early in Youth in

Revolt where he is out for a walk with

a beautiful young girl he has just met,

and, wearing a nerdy beige polo t-

shirt tucked into his slightly-too-short

black pants, attempts to casually

cross his arms. It doesn't go well: his

right hand lingers awkwardly outside

his arm, as if he is not entirely con-

fident that the whole arm-crossing

thing is the approach he should be go-

ing for In the presence of a pretty girl,

this poor boy has forgotten the body
language of normal people.

In Youth in Revolt, Cera ostensibly

plays Nick Twisp, the hero of CD.
Payne's much-loved teen novel, who
when we first meet him is mastur-

bating furiously under the covers of

the tiny single bed he's probably had

since childhood. He is 16 years old,

enjoys Frank Sinatra, rents Fellini

movies, and considers himself an as-

piring novelist. "Needless to say," he

adds, "I'm a virgin." In his spare time,

Nick hangs out with his even more

awkward friend Lefty (Eric Knudsen),

who has the slight advantage of own-

ing an illicit book of exotic sexual

positions, and who regales Nick with

hearsay about what, exactly, one

could do with one's pinkie. 1 have not

read CD. Payne's book, but I'll bet

this characterization owes a little bit

more to Cera's well-established teen-

age Woody Allen persona than to

Payne's protagonist.

But something new has been

added. Nick meets the above-men-

tioned beautiful girl, Sheeni (Portia

Doubleday) during what can be best

described as an impromptu summer
holiday, and their resulting fling

—

particularly Nick's "first undispu-

table make-out session"—has con-

vinced him that he's found his one

and only love. Now separated in dif-

ferent towns and by Sheeni's ultrare-

ligious parents, Nick's best chance

at remaining in Sheeni's affections is

to take on the bad boy persona that

she lusts after.

Here Cera takes on a dual role as

Nick's imaginary persona "Francois

Dillinger"—or, Cera/Nick with white

dress pants, ludicrous '70s shoes, a

Cesar Romero moustache and an ev-

er-present cigarette, prone to mak-

ing aggressively sexual advances

around women and committing size-

able acts of arson. He also influences

Nick to go to extreme lengths to re-

unite with his crush and lose his vir-

ginity, up to and including recruiting

someone to put sleeping pills in her

coffee so that she may be expelled

from her boarding school.

Youth in Revolt is one of those rare

teen movies like Superbad, Adven-

tureland, or the better John Hughes

efforts that actually understand what

it's like to be a teenager Everything

has the ring of truth: Nick's repulsed

fascination with the sex manual, the

way he falls, and the unfortunate ten-

dency of a teenage male to become

easily—and visibly—aroused. Even

the tiny details are right; 1 like Cera's

stiff, tentative way of walking. Plus,

Frangois' clothing ensemble, with its

Tony-Manero-shopping-at-Goodwill

aesthetic, strikes me as exactly the

type of ensemble that Nick would

believe is smooth. Director Miguel

Arteta (Chuck & Buck) keeps things

moving at a rapid pace, and man-

ages the split-personality device with

tongue-in-cheek deftness.

Youth in Revolt regards Nick/Fran-

cois with sympathy but strict objec-

tivity until its final act, when it stum-

bles badly with its too-tidy resolution.

The double-persona keeps Nick fun-

damentally likeable by using Frangois

as a convenient scapegoat for some
pretty unforgivable deeds. A movie

this observant about teenage males,

though, should be smart enough to

show that Nick is motivated more out

of selfishness (and horniness) thcin

actual love. (The final scenes also

suggest that while Arteta and compa-
ny might know a lot about boys, girls

require a lot of guesswork.) Inciden-

tally, 1 could also have done without

the scene where the uptight parents

have an accidental mushroom high.

After seeing this joke in a few dozen
other movies, I'm starting to realize it

never really goes anywhere.

Still, this is a witty and inventive

film, and it takes Cera's well-estab-

lished comic persona into such dark

and fascinating territory that 1 dare-

say it might be the ultimate Michael

Cera film. Cera has become a master

of teenage insecurity, but after Youth

in Revolt, 1 think he would be wise to

go in a different direction. He's taken

this as far as it can go.

Youth in Revolt opens on Jan. 8.
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Body Worlds and The Story of the Heart

arrive at the Ontario Science Centre
New edition of Body Worlds exhibit features the structure and importance of the cardiovascular system

KIM TRAN

Did you know that there is such a

thing as dying from a broicen heart?

Termed broken heart syndrome,
the condition involves a weakening
of the heart muscle triggered by se-

vere emotional stress, such as the

death of a loved one. This is just one
of many facts about the heart that

can be learned at Gunther Von Ha-

gens' new exhibit, Body Worlds and
The Story of the Heart, now open at

the Ontario Science Centre.

Four years after the Canadian
premiere of Body Worlds II at the

Science Centre, Dr. Von Hagens is

back with a brand new chapter in

his Body Worlds saga. The current

exhibit presents an integrated view

of the heart using anatomy, cardi-

ology, psychology, and culture to

explain how this four-chambered

muscle regulates and sustains life.

Through the life-like and dramat-

ic poses of full-body specimens and
the detailed presentation of organs

and body parts, guests obtain in-

depth insight into the structure and

function of healthy and unhealthy

bodies. These captivating displays

use real human bodies that have

been preserved through a tech-

nique called plastination.

The organs and whole-body plas-

tinates in the exhibition came from

people who generously donated

their bodies to Von Hagens' Insti-

tute for Plastination in Heidelberg,

Germany, specifically to be used in

Body Worlds exhibitions for educa-

tional purposes. Today, more than

10,000 donors have bequeathed

their bodies for plastination, 68 of

whom are Canadian.

Plastination was developed by

Von Hagens in 1977 to enhance the

education of medical students. It

is a technique that removes wa-
ter and fat tissues from deceased
specimens and replaces them with

curable plastic polymers to halt

decomposition. Today, it is used
at more than 40 medical and den-

tal schools throughout the world

as a supplement to anatomical

dissection.

There are four steps to the plas-

tination process: fixation, dehydra-

tion, force impregnation in a vacu-

um, and hardening. The first step

entails embalming a body in formal-

dehyde to halt decomposition. After

the necessary dissections, the de-

hydration step involves placing the

specimen in an acetone bath, then

exposing it to freezing conditions.

This allows the acetone to draw out

and replace all the water from the

body's cells. In the third step, the

specimen is then placed in a liquid

polymer bath, such as silicone rub-

ber, epoxy resin, or polyester. When
placed in a vacuum, the acetone in

the cells boils at a low temperature.

As it evaporates and leaves the

cells, it draws the liquid polymer in

behind it, leaving a cell filled with

liquid plastic. The plastic must then

be cured in the last step using gas,

heat, or ultraviolet light to give the

specimen rigidity and permanence.

Once plastinated, specimens can

be manipulated and positioned.

These preserved specimens retain

their natural structure and are

identical to their pre-preservation

states, even down to the micro-

scopic level. The new exhibition in-

cludes over 200 human specimens

including whole-body plastinates,

organs, and translucent body slices.

Of particular interest are a full sized

(15-foot) sliced giraffe (a personal

favourite) and a full-body plastinate

in a delicate yoga position.

Visitors are provided with pro-

found insight into the human body,

health and disease, and the physi-

cal ramifications of unhealthy hab-

its and lifestyle choices. The exhibit

juxtaposed plastinates depicting

healthy bodies against those that de-

teriorated due to common conditions

such as arteriosclerosis, smoking,

and obesity. It also provides fasci-

nating displays featuring up-to-date

research in cardiology, including

preventive care and state of the art

treatment options such as artificial

hearts and angioplasty techniques.

The exhibit also includes a power-

ful emotional element that explores

the heart's significance in art, histo-

ry, and religion. A striking and mem-

orable example is a full body plasti-

nate named "star warrior," posed in

mid-prayer holding a perfectly pre-

served human heart up to the sky,

a poignant image representing the

historical and cultural significance

of the heart.

Body Worlds and the Story of the

Heart is designed to appeal to an

extremely diverse audience, from

health nuts, to parents with small

children wanting to learn more
about the importance of healthy life

choices, to university students of

all disciplines. No previous medical

knowledge is required and the exhib-

it acts as a fascinating aggregate for

information and discovery into your
own body. One U of T life science stu-

dent remarked on her experience:

"It's like rereading all your notes on

PSL302 [Human Physiology] again,

but it's fun and interesting because

there's no test!"

It is a must-see for anyone with a

passing interest in anatomy and the

human body. The exhibit inspires a

sense of awe at the intricacies of our

physiology. The displays motivate

visitors to learn more about the hu-

man body and empower them to

make healthier life choices.

Gunther von Hagens' Body Worlds

& The Story of the Heart runs until

February 28, 2010 and offers a

special discounted price for students

(with ID). Photos are not allowed.

In Step two of a three step plastination process, body slices are dehydrated in acetone and then placed in a polymer solution.
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Explain my BRAIN WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

Full frontal lobes

Humans love talking about their frontal

lobes. Commonly considered the seat of in-

telligence and abstract thinking, these sirloins

of the neural steak are thought to be the "most

human" part of the brain. The human prefron-

tal cortex, the most forward part of the frontal

lobes, is strikingly bigger than that of any other

animal, which has led researchers to believe

that the frontal lobes are what set humans
apart in terms of our behavioural complexity.

The first major discovery of frontal lobe func-

tion occurred in 1848 when during a construc-

tion accident an iron rod shot through the head

of a railroad worker by the name of Phineas

Gage. When doctors saw the gaping hole at the

top of Gage's skull, his injury was unanimously

considered fatal. But by some miracle. Gage

made a full physical and mental recovery—or

at least it seemed so at first. In the aptly titled re-

port "Passage of an iron rod through the head,"

Gage's doctor, John Harlow, revealed that his

patient's personality had distinctly changed

since the accident Gage had gone from a ratio-

nal, respected, and admired supervisor in rail-

road construction, to a childish and impulsive

man with a hole in his head.

Gage's injury offered the first major evidence

on the role of the frontal lobes in personality

and behavioural control. Since then, research-

ers have demonstrated that the frontal lobes

are involved in everything from language to

emotions to decision making. The PFC in partic-

ular is known for its role in executive functions.

That means it's responsible for pleinning, initiat-

ing, or inhibiting actions, for switching between

tasks, and for abstract thinking. In other words,

the PFC is a kind of boss for the brain, coordi-

nating and planning activities and our attention

toward them. We use executive functions all

the time in things like problem solving, decision

making, and reasoning.

Another part of the frontal lobes, called Br-

oca's area, is involved in speech production.

In 1861 when French anatomist Paul Pierre Br-

oca observed the postmortem brains of two
patients who had lost their ability to speak,

he noticed that a specific area of the left fron-

tal lobe was damaged. This led him to con-

The frontal lobes are located at the front of the cerebral hemisphere in mammals. They are

associated with increased maturity as humans age, including the ability to decipher right and
wrong decisions, and recognizing consequences of actions.

elude that the area was needed for speech
production. More recently, researchers have

found that Broca's area is also involved in as-

pects of speech comprehension and gestures

associated with speech.

Recent studies also show that the frontal

lobes are linked with "theory of mind," our

ability to attribute mental states, beliefs, and at-

titudes to ourselves and others. Only humans
and a few species of great apes seem to possess

theory of mind, and in humans, this begins to

develop around age two. Neuroimaging studies

show that a part of the left fronted lobe is acti-

vated when participants consider the thoughts

and feelings of characters in a narrative. Anoth-

er study suggested that the right frontal lobe is

particularly critical, especially in interpreting

social situations and empathizing with others.

But some of the most fascinating frontal lobe

research comes from studies that look at what

happens when the frontal lobes aren't working

properly. For example, the frontal lobotomy,

which involves cutting the connections

between the PFC and the rest of the brain, was

Gage had gone
from a rational,

respected, and
admired supervisor in

railroad construction,

to a childish and
impulsive man with a

hole in his head

introduced in 1935. Despite the early lesson

from Phineas Gage on the dangers of frontal

lobe damage, the procedure was incredibly

popular in the 1940s and 1950s, and became a

standard treatment for psychiatric disorders.

In fact, the 1949 Nobel Prize in Medicine was
awarded to Egas Moniz for developing the first

standard lobotomy.

By 1951, nearly 20,000 lobotomies had been

performed in the United States alone. The

I popularity of the lobotomy was thanks in part

d to Freeman and Watts, the infamous surgical

< duo who developed the "icepick lobotomy."

I This new procedure no longer involved drill-

< ing holes in the skull. Instead, the surgeon

^ inserted a long thin instrument called a leu-

" cotome through each eye socket, and drove

it deep into the brain using a mallet. The leu-

cotome was then twisted around to essentially

scramble up the frontal parts of the br^lin. Not

a pretty thought.

The frontal lobotomy eventually declined in

the 1950s and 1960s with the introduction of

antipsychotic drugs. But that has not stopped

researchers today from studying the effects of

frontal lobe dysfunction. According to neuroim-

aging studies, patients with schizophrenia dem-
onstrate less activity in the frontal lobes. The ef-

fect is seen especially during difficult cognitive

tasks that normally activate the frontal areas in

control participants.

It just goes to show that having a healthy

brain means you've got to go full frontal. Lobes,

that is.

SCIENCE in

Family matters
A recent study out of McMaster
University has shown that the

flowering plant Impatiens pal-

lida plays well in the sandbox, at

least with its siblings. The work
showed that when surrounded by
plants that it is related to, Impa-
tiens will reduce the growth of its

roots, thereby sharing food and
water with relatives. The plants

also grow longer, "branchier"

leaves that prevent the shading
of nearby siblings. When unre-

lated plants are grown together,

Impatiens instead devote more
energy for leaf growth in order

to compete with nearby non-kin

plants for access to sunlight and
shade non-family individuals. The
researchers observed Impatiens

recognition of kin versus non-kin

occurs only after growing the

plant's roots in a shared pot. This
study builds upon a mounting
body of evidence that plants, like

animals, are capable of kin selec-

tion. This knowledge may be use-

ful in boosting agriculture output
where vast tracts of farmland are

dedicated to genetically identical

crops.

Source: American Journal ofBotany
—LIA CARDARELLI

Researchers find genes
responsible for atnletic
ability
Much of how an athlete performs
in competition is a result of men-
tal and environmental factors.

The effects of genetic factors are

known, but can be more difficult to

assess. A Russian study aimed at

understanding the effect of genet-

ics on performance by testing ath-

letes for genetic markers known
to correlate with endurance.

Many of the genetic markers are

involved in metabolic pathways.

The test cohort was composed
of athletes involved in endurance
sports such as cycling, running,

and rowing. The study found that

athletes were more likely than a

control group to carry nine or 10

of these genetic markers (out of

10 markers tested for). When elite

athletes were compared to the

control group, the enrichment of

these markers was even more ap-

parent. While each of the genetic

factors has a small effect, the

combination of many endurance

markers may make the difference

between mere mortals and the

truly Herculean among us.

Source: Human Genetics

—LC

Studies find correlation
between marijuana and
alcohol abuse
Marijuana is the most commonly
used illegal drug in North America. Its

use has been linked not only to social

malfunctions but also to health risks

including cin increased chamce of

developing mental illnesses. Recent

studies have shown that marijuana

usage and dependence is caused by

a set of genes common to alcohol

abuse. A study examining over 6,000

individuals aged 24 to 36 years of age

looked at the amount of alcohol con-

sumed by subjects compared with

the frequency of marijuana use. De-

pendency levels were also measured

by symptoms indicative of addiction.

The results of this study show that

genes influencing the use and misuse

of marijuana also influences alcohol

consumption and abuse. Genetic in-

fluences on drug use are not specific

to a single drug, but rather cause a

general tendency to engage drug

use. Researchers hope to gain more

insight on the environmental factors

influencing the use of both substanc-

es to further advance this area of re-

search.

Source: Science Daily

—TAHMINA NASSERIE

A tradeoff to the
excitement of colonizing
Mars
Astronauts embarking on space jour-

neys now have an additional worry

while in space. Research at the Nan-

cy-University in France and the Uni-

versity of Luxembourg shows that

space travelers' immune systems pro-

gressively weaken during spaceflight.

Moreover, bacteria replicate faster in

micro- or zero-gravity environments,

while latent viruses, responsible for

diseases such as chicken pox and
mononucleosis, are more likely to re-

awaken. Bacteria are also more viru-

lent and antibodies are less effective

in outer space. Data reviewing more
than 150 studies from the Apollo era

show that even short-term space

journeys resulted in compromised
immune systems. NASA scientists are

still trying to identify the reasons be-

hind the immune system deficiency

syndromes astronauts experience.

Unfortunately, their first-ever com-
prehensive study of the evolution of

viruses and astronauts' immune sys-

tems was lost in 2003, as the shuttle

Columbia disintegrated while re-en-

tering the Earth's atmosphere. Louis

Montaner, editor of the Journal of Leu-

kocyte Biology, acknowledges that

with current technological achieve-

ments, disease-free survival in space

is unlikely and may pose a significant

impediment in successfully coloniz-

ing Mars or even the Moon.
Source: Popular Science

—ALBERT-RAZVAN GHEORGHITA

Teaching our bodies to
kill cancer and HIV
In a program funded by the National

Institute of Heedth, researchers at

Yale University published a break-

through discovery that proposes a

cure for two of the deadliest diseases

of the 20th century. Researcher David

Spiegel introduced synthetic mole-

cules to healthy cells that were able to

trigger the body's immune response

against prostate cancer cells and
HIV-infected cells, while preventing

healthy cells from becoming infected.

The molecules attach themselves

to antibodies already present in the

bloodstream and to proteins located

outside infected cells. Prostate cancer

synthetic molecules allow for high cell

selectivity, unlike radiation-induced

chemotherapy. The treatment can be
delivered simply in the form of a pill,

and its side effects are predicted to

be minimal since the molecules act to

enhance the body's natural immune
response. In comparison to HFV anti-

viral drugs, the synthetic molecules

targeting HIV-infected cells are less

costly to produce and easier to ad-

minister HIV affects 33 million people

worldwide, while one in six American
men will have prostate cancer, which
is the second leading cause of cancer-

related deaths.

Source: ScienceDaily

—ARG

SCIENCE

sciencePeyarsitiua
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Agassi opens up
Tennis champ overcomes troubled past in inspiring, bestselling autobiography

ELISABETH LARATTA
Varsity Staff

.

Pulling an all-nighter the night after having fin-

ished my last exam of the fall term may seem
slightly unconventional, but stopping to put

down tennis icon Andre Agassi's autobiography

Open is an even crazier thing to do. Having finally

been granted the liberty of picking my own read-

ing topics, 1 was excited to dive into the misun-

derstood world of Agassi and was grateful that 1

would have something to occupy my time on my
long trek home for the holidays. The book was

finished before 1 even boarded my plane; it's just

that good.

Open is an inspiring story about Agassi's life

on the court and his personal journey through

torment and adversity to find himself. The book

is told in a flashback of Agassi's life that he ex-

periences after a historic match in the 2006 U.S.

Open. It's written in the present tense from Agas-

si's perspective at each time in his life.

Agassi recounts stories and matches from

decades ago, accounting for every detail. His de-

scriptions are so vivid and nearly photographic

that while reading you feel as though you are

there, experiencing Agassi's life right along with

him. You usually find yourself wishing that you

could do something to help him.

Agassi, the only man to have ever won a "gold-

en slam"—all four Grand Slam tournaments and

an Olympic Gold Medal—admits in his book
that he actually hates tennis. A shoclcing confes-

sion, considering his career choice, but we learn

through his stories that he didn't have much of a

choice at all. He lives a life full of contradiction as

he hates the game but drives himself to succeed

for money.

As a young boy, Agassi is forced by his violent

and aggressive father to play tennis as he sees

it as being the shortest route to the American

Dream. His father compromises all aspects of

Andre's young life in order to push him into ten-

nis—even forcing him to skip school and ingest

speed at a young age to enhance his play. At the

age of 13, Agassi is stripped away from his best

friend Perry and is sent to Rorida to attend a ten-

nis academy that he describes as nothing short

of a prison camp. In Florida, Agassi struggles

with school and begins to rebel by changing his

image, drinking, and smoking pot. Being such a

talented tennis player, Agassi is able to wheedle

the head of the school, Nick Bollettieri, to let him
drop out of his academic classes in grade nine. At

this point, there is no option other than tennis.

There is no turning back.

Agassi's story continues into adulthood where
his journey to find himself and create a personal

identity begins. He depicts the continuous in-

ner turmoil that he faces with his hairstyle, ad-

mitting that his signature "flow" was actually a

head-piece, as well as his battle to play on with

his treacherous back pain due to being born with

spondylolisthesis. He describes all of the impor-

tant and influential people in his life, including

coaches, family, competitors, ex-wife Brooke

Shields, and even Barbra Streisand and how they

all either helped or added to his constant strug-

gle and downfall. His trainer, Gil, is given the role

of a father figure and is depicted as the hero in

Agassi's life.

After falling into depression, Agassi struggles

on tour and is caught by the Association of Ten-

nis Professionals for his use of crystal meth. After

fabricating a story about his drug use, Agassi is

given a second chance and makes a tremendous

comeback, not only on the court but in his per-

sonal life as well. He is finally able to find peace

through his wife Steffi Graf, his children, and his

foundation school in Nevada, which raises mon-

ey for underprivileged kids and gives them the

education that he was so unjustly robbed of as

a youth.

Open appeals to tennis fans and players alike,

as Agassi vividly recounts numerous matches

and offers up portraits of other star players that

he encountered during his long career Any com-

petitive tennis player will be able to understand

the solidarity and loneliness that Agassi depicts

on the court, but all readers, tennis buffs or not,

will be able to relate to the personal struggles

that Agassi faces while trying to establish his

identity and purpose in life.

The writing by ghostwriter J. R. Moehringer, is

impeccable, and a huge factor in the books suc-

cess. Every sentence is descriptive, to the point,

creative, and often times funny. I often caught

myself smiling while reading along because of

the truly outstanding craftsmanship of sentences

and how the stories are perfectly sewn together

Tennis fan or not, this book is a must read

—

a masterpiece even, and 1 suggest picking it up

before the semester gets heavy. Reading Week is

much too far away to wait for this one.

No rest for the wicked

During the holiday break, volleyball team hits the court for the National Invitation Tournament

MATT McKAY
Associate Sports Editor

While the rest of the world prepared for

the launch of a brand-new decade, the

University of Toronto hosted the 19th

edition of their National Invitational

Tournament at the Athletic Centre from

Dec. 28 to 30.

The University of New Brunswick

Varsity Reds, Winnipeg Wesman, Brock

Badgers, Dalhousie Tigers, and the Ry-

erson Rams all joined the host Varsity

Blues in the sbc-team tourney.

Dec. 28
On Monday, the Badgers and Wesmen
opened the tournament. The Wesman

got off on the right foot by taking the

first set 25-20. Brock then settled down
taking the next three sets 25-18, 25-22,

and 25-23, and the match.

Player of the Match Erin Mercer of

the Badgers led the way for her team

with 15 kills, three solo blocks, and

13 digs. For Winnipeg, southpaw Ariel

Smith matched Mercer with 15 kills

of her own to her match-high 16 digs.

Also worth mention is the Wesman's

Lauren Sears, who gave the Badgers

headaches all match behind the ser-

vice line, finishing with five aces in the

losing cause.

In the only other match on Monday,

it was the battle of the colours: the

hometown Varsity Blues versus the

Varsity Reds.

It looked like the Reds were about

to blow the Blues out of water with a

three-set sweep after taking the first

two sets, 25-18 and 29-27.

However, storming back into the

match with a dominating 25-16 third

set, comeback was clearly in the

cards for the Blues as they calmly

took the final two sets 25-21 and 15-

10, respectively.

Karlee Diesing led the Blues attack

with an astounding 18 kills and two

aces, while Heather Bansley nearly

matched Diesing's numbers with an-

other vintage performance thanks to

her 17 kills and three aces.

The Reds' six-foot-three behemoth,

Barb Vriends did most of the dam-

age for the east-coasters, finishing the

match with 12 kills and six blocks.

Dec. 29
The Varsity Reds and the Ryerson

Rams started Tuesday's 12-hour volley-

ball marathon.

The Reds, clearly not happy with

their collapse on Monday, swept

through the Rams in almost an hour,

25-20, 26-24, 25-20, to exact a little re-

venge on the other Toronto team in the

tournament.

Once again, Vriends led the Reds' at-

tack with nine kills and seven blocks.

Leah Saar did her best to keep her

Rams in it with 10 kills, one ace, and
seven digs.

Game two was an all-Ontario match-

up with the Blues taking on the Bad-

gers. Blues head coach Kristine Dra-

kich elected to rest most of her starters

for this match, and it clearly showed on

the scoreboard.

The Blues' substitutes simply

could not stop the Badgers offence.

In a blink of the eye, the match was
over with the Badgers taking it, 25-16,

25-17, and 25-10.

Rookie Rebecca Crosier led the

Blues' attack with seven kills and an

ace, while Kristina Valjas, injured all

season until the NIT, chipped in with

three kills of her own.

Brock's Shannon Anderson topped

all Badgers with 11 kills and three aces.

Game three featured the NIT's other

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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No joy in Hogtown
Is 2010 bound to be another futile year for Toronto sports teams?

Raptors star and soon-to-be free agent Chris Bosh takes a shot in a game against the IVlilwaukee Bucks.

CHARLES TRAPUNSKI
Varsity Staff

Last year was a terrible one for professional

sports in Toronto. If any other city had as bad a

year as TO. in '09, it would certainly have to be

a monumental disaster. Though there was little

good news on the Toronto sports front, the New
Year brings faint glimmers of hope. But far from

predicting a Toronto sports renaissance, or the

hope of a championship (or even a play-off berth),

each Toronto team offers a compelling story.

Toronto Blue Jays
The Jays are proof as to why losing hurts more
than winning. The Blue Jays went into the year

with very few expectations to succeed, and then

started off with a bang. They were 27-14 at the

quarter mark of the season. Then the wheels on
the bandwagon fell off. Had the Jays been knocked

out at the start of the year, rather than opening

with a flurry before being shot down, perhaps the

mood would have been less sour Luckily, the Jays

management has tried to rectify the situation by

giving the Jays no hope of competing in 2010.

Okay, that's a bit of exaggeration. The Jays fired

their longtime general manager with one game
left in the season. The replacement was forced

to trade top pitcher Roy Halladay to the Phillies

for a number of prospects, who may or may not

pan out. But it's not like the Blue Jays had brought

back their most beloved manager in history, Cito

Gaston, and the players led a silent revolt—oh,

that did happen. Gaston will be back managing

this year, before moving on to a "consulting" role,

making him a lame duck for 2010.

The Jays may not win more games than they did

in 2009, but the uncertainty provides the drama,

as it will be interesting to see which players are

giving Gaston the stink eye. Roy Halladay is gone,

but as recently as 2001 he was a complete mess.

The Jays sent him to the lowest level of the minor

leagues, where he was helped by former major

league pitching coach Mel Queen. So instead of

trying to find the next Roy Halladay, shouldn't the

Jays focus on finding the next Mel Queen?

Toronto Raptors
Though the Raptors have had a little run of suc-

cess recently, this team cannot play defence.

When the offense sputters, it's pretty much game
over. Hedo Turkoglu, Andrea Bargnani, and the

injured Jose Calderon on defence are essentially

pylons with uniforms.

But lo and behold, when Calderon got hurt and

Jarrett Jack stepped in to run the point, suddenly

the Raps had a chance.

Now, the future is about the Raptors trio of

Amir Johnson, Sonny Weems, and DeMar DeRo-

zan, who have come to be known as the Young

Guns. The nickname may have a better chance to

stick if Johnson, Weems, and DeRozan emerged

onto the court in slow motion to Jon Bon Jovi's

"Blaze of Glory."

But what about the elephant in the room? Chris

Bosh is set to be a free agent after 2010, and he

probably will not be coming back. But 1 think his

number four is appropriate, because when the

Raptors first got him, he was thought to be the

fourth best player in a three-team draft. While he

was better than advertised, (and Darko Milicic far

worse), easy come, easy go?

Toronto Maple Leafs
What could it possibly take for this team's fans to

give up hope? 1am fascinated to seewhat happens

to the Olympic men's hockey team, because the

results are going to be intriguing for Maple Leaf

fans. Since the team is coached by Ron Wilson,

managed by Brian Burke, and led by top player

Phil Kessel, the Olympics will be a chance to see

if the core Leafs have the winning formula. Let's

say the team does really poorly, finishing eighth.

Then it will be clear that Brian Burke really is a

snake oil salesman and a new direction is needed

for the team.

But what will happen if the U.S. team surpris-

es, and finishes first or second? Upon the NHL
resuming, it will be clear that the Leafs do in

fact have the right stuff, and the pressure will

be on to replicate that success. Because after

the season, especially since no high first round

draft pick is coming their way, the Leafs will es-

sentially come down to whatever Brian Burke

can secure over the open market, Phil Kessel,

Nazem Kadri, Francois Beauchemin, the hugely

overrated Mike Komisarek, and a broken-heart-

ed Jonas Gustavsson.

Toronto FC
At least the football club has the excuse of being

a recent expansion team. Except that the Seattle

Sounders FC, a first-year team, just qualified for

the playoffs. Toronto FC did make an off-season

coaching change, bringing in their fourth coach

in four years, former Chivas USA coach Predrag

Radosavljevi, known simply as "Preki." One of the

first moves by Preki weis to dump fan favourite

Amado Guevara, whom he clashed with while at

Chivas USA. Canadian championships are all well

and good, but will 2010 be the year that TFC has

MLS success?

Varsity Blues Football
Two years ago the Varsity Blues experience a re-

ally tremendous season. Slotback Mark Stinson

had a great year. Quarterback David Hamilton

won the Russ Jackson Award, and Greg DeLaval

was named the permanent head coach. Oh yeah,

and the losing streak finally ended, and the team

came that close to making the playoffs.

Stinson and Hamilton moved on in 2009

and the team struggled to find its way. It was
definitely a transitional season with a push

towards stability in 2010. However, one bright

spot emerged. The Blues lone win, against York,

was an away game. The University of Toronto is

no longer the worst team in Ontario. Naturally,

that dubious distinction now belongs to York,

who also hail from Toronto.

Toronto Argonauts
Perhaps, in retrospect, bringing in Bart Andrus,

a man with no CFL experience, along with as-

sistants with no CFL experience, was not such a

good idea. Andrus produced a 3-15 record, and

clashed with top receiver Arland Bruce III, forc-

ing the team to trade Bruce to Hamilton. It was

interesting that the team waited until the day of

the Halladay trade to fire Andrus after only one

season. The Argonauts have said that their new
focus will be hiring a coach that is familiar with

the Canadian game. Well, duh!

Buffalo Bills

Let's see, extended playoff drought, coaching

changes, top players not producing, lousy games
at the Rogers Centre, questionable signings, how
are they not a Toronto tecun again? Make sure to

check out new guard I^ichie Incognito, who the

Bills picked up off waivers from St. Louis. At 330

pounds, littered with tattoos, and having a pen-

alty called on him every play, Richie is far from

incognito.
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east coast team, the Dalhousie Tigers,

making their tourney debut against the

Wesmen.
Despite getting blown out in the third

set, Winnipeg killed the match in four

(25-23, 25-18, 14-25, 25-21) giving the Ti-

gers a rude welcome to the tournament.

The high-flying Smith led the way
again for the Wesmen with an amazing

eight aces to go with 14 kills and eight

digs.

Lousie Facca played great all-around

ball for the Tigers, finishing the match

with 13 kills and 24 digs.

Game four saw the Badgers looking

to go perfect for the NIT in their third

and final match against the Reds.

It didn't look good at all for the Bad-

gers after the first set, falling 25-11

before either team had even broken

a sweat.

That debacle of a set clearly awoke a

sleeping monster as the Badgers domi-

nated the rest of the way, winning the

match in four sets (11-25, 25-18, 25-18,

25-22).

Mercer took home her second Player

of the Match honours thanks to her 14-

kill, four-block, two-ace performance.

Tanya Paulin had a stellar match for the

Reds with 12 kills and six blocks of her

own.

The final game on Tuesday had the

hosts taking on the Wesmen at centre

court. This time Drakich went with her

starters and got the results she wanted.

A clean three-set sweep over the ladies

from Winnipeg (25-14, 25-21, 25-19)

clearly displayed what the Blues are

capable of.

Valjas, looking stronger every match,

led the Blues offensively with 12 kills

(tied with Bansley) and three aces and

blocks.

Dec. 30
From the Varsity Blues to the Varsity

Reds, the Wesman barely had any time

to catch their breath when they were

on the court again Wednesday facing

UNB on the final day of the NIT

Once again Winnipeg took it on the

chin getting swept out of the tourna-

ment 25-22, 25-19, and 25-21.

On a positive note. Smith turned in

another solid performance with seven

kills and 10 digs for the Wesman. Re-

becca Glancy and Tanya Paulin pow-

ered the Reds offence with 10 and nine

kills respectively on the match.

The grand finale of the NIT featured

the Varsity Blues and the Tigers.

After dropping the first set 25-21, the

Blues sent their fans home happy by

winning a tight second set 25-23 and

then cruising through the third and

fourth sets by identical 25-16 scores.

Bansley and Valjas continued their

two-headed monster attack with 21

combined kills. They also got solid

support from Crosier's six aces and

one block and Lauren Willoughby also

came up big with three aces and three

blocks.

Raeesa Lalani had nine kills and

three aces, while Kirstie Shephard had

eight kills, three blocks, and nine digs

in a losing effort.

The matches start counting again be-

ginning Saturday, Jan. 9 when the Blues

resume their OUA schedule by hosting

the Ottawa Gee-Gees at 4 p.m.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS&CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection.

Major & minor musical genres. We buy

and sell. 3 minutes S of College & St.

George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around

Again Records.

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!!

Tutor, 40 years' experience specializing in

MATH 135, 136, CHM 139, 247, ECO 220.

Past tests and exams available for prac-

tice. Reasonable rates. (416) 785-8898.

SERVICES

EGYPT FEB READING WEEK
10 days, Cairo, Alexandria, Luxor $3300

flight from Toronto, visa, hotels, break-

fasts, daily transportation, entry fees (TEL)

416-727-1040www.egyptgrouptours.com

EDITING

For the expert copy editing and

proofreading of graduate-level material

including doctoral dissertations, contact

Patricia Bishop by email at mpbishop@
rogers.com or by telephone at (416-922-

2804.) Website: (eslcopyediting.com).

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each additional word. Rates include one line of bold type

for the ad header. No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mall or phone. Ads must

be submitted at least four days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 116. Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.
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TAKE YOUR EDUCATION TO THE NEXT LEVEL -

UOIT GRADUATE STUDIES IN 2010
As a graduate student at the University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT), you will:

:: Have access to the most advanced and current technology, thanks to our state-of-the-art

research and computing facilities;

:: Be mentored by aw/ard-winning faculty, including globally experienced academic and industry

leaders;

:: Contribute to leading-edge research that impacts society by addressing issues of regional,

national and global significance; and

:: Be a valued member of a close-knit and supportive graduate community

Take your education to the next level. Apply today, gradstudies.uoit.ca/applytoday

UNIVERSITY OF ONTARIO INSTITUTE OFTECHNOLOGY

Oshawa, Ontario

gradstudies.uoit.ca

E: gradstudies@uoit.ca

BUOIT
CHALLENGE INNOVATE CONNECT

GRADUATE STUDIES

ma
I
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Call for Nominations:
Governing Council
Nominations Open: Friday January 8, 2010 at 12:00 noon

Nominations Close: Friday January 22, 2010 at 5:00 p.m.

Positions Available:

8 Students Seats

1-year term from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011:

• 4 full-time undergraduate students

• 2 part-time undergraduate students

• 2 graduate students

1 Administrative Staff Seat

3-year temi from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2013

4 Teaching Staff Seats

3-year term from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2013:

• Faculty of Arts and Science

(Departments of Astronomy and Astrophysics,

Cell and Systems, Biology, Chemistry,

Computer Science, Ecology and Evolutionary

Biology, Geology, Mathematics, Physics and

Statistics and Actuarial Science) - 1 teaching

staff vacancy

• Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering -1

teaching staff vacancy

• Faculty of Medicine - 2 teaching staff vacancies

Nomination Forms will be available beginning

12:00 noon, Friday January 08, 2010 at

•vww.governingcouncil.utoronto.ca/elections.htm

• Office of the Governing Council

Room 106 , Simcoe Hall

27 King's College Circle, Toronto, Ontario

Work of the Governing Council:

The Goveming Council is composed of 50

members: 25 members from within the intemal

University community, including administrative

staff, teaching staff and students, and 25 members

external to the University, including alumni and

Lieutenant-Govemor-in-Council appointees.

As the University of Toronto's senior goveming body,

the Governing Council oversees the University's

academic, business and student affairs. Decisions

approved by the Governing Council affect all

members of the University community.

Council and its Boards approve:

• Major changes in academic programs and units

• Policies on admissions and awards, tuition and

ancillary fees, research, and grading practices

• Resource allocation in support of the

University's priorities

• Long range budget guidelines and annual

budget reports

• Acquisition and/or disposal of assets and capital

plans

• Campus and student services

• Appointment of senior administrators

The membership of the Goveming Council should

reflect the diversity of the University. Nominations

are encouraged from a wide variety of individuals.

Questions? Please contact:

Chief Returning Officer at:

governing.council@utoronto.ca or 416-978-6576

or

Deputy Returning Officer at:

maeyu.tan@utoronto.ca or 416-978-8794

Further information:

Please consult the elections website for more information and review the

Election Guidelines 2010 at:

www.governingcouncil.utoronto.ca/elections.htm

GOINGS ON AROUND THE VARSITY

I.

VARSITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING: The first meeting of 2010 will be held

this Thursday, January 7 from 6 to 8 p.m. in The Varsity offices.

VARSITY OPEN HOUSE
Was your New Year's resolution to find a new home on campus, do something creative, learn a new skill,

or even just make new friends? Come out to the Varsity Open House! Meet the editors, eat our pizza,

and learn how to get involved.

This Friday, January 8 from 3 to 5 p.m. at The Varsity offices

KE
The Varsity hosts a Toronto literary mashup splicing together the likes of Margaret

Atwood, Michael Redhill, Dionne Brand, and Maggie Helwig.

PEOPLE WHO CAN CUT OUT WORDS AND PASTE THEM ON PAPER NEEDED
Cutting utensils, adhesive materials, and words provided. (Pizza, too.)

Bring: yourself and your friends!

All weekend. Check out thevarsity.ca for further details.

WHERE WE'RE AT

The Varsity is located in the Sussex Clubhouse (21 Sussex Ave., behind Roberts), Second Floor
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Undergrads

subsidize otiier

facuities: report
Author says critics who dismiss findings as old

news' miss the point

BUTT OUT

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Varsity Staff

Undergraduate students are substantial-

ly subsidizing professional faculties at U
of T, according to a new report by the

University of Toronto Faculty Associa-

tion. The report argues that out of the

19 academic divisions at U of T, those

with more undergraduate students con-

tribute significant portions of their bud-

gets to support divisions like medicine,

music, and graduate institutes.

In 2007 the university implemented a

new budget model in order to encour-

age each academic division to increase

its revenue and minimize waste.

The new model also set up a central

fund called the University Fund, which

"taxed" each division about nine per

cent of its revenue. The fund is meant

to ensure a smooth transition from the

old budget process and to provide uni-

versity officials with flexibility to fund

SEE 'REPORT' -PG 2

A group of riders at Osgoode eschewed their pants as part of the third annual No Pants Subway Ride. The event was run

by Improv in Toronto this Sunday. Organizers instructed the pantsless to reply that they were 'getting uncomfortable' to

fellow passengers' queries.

Everytliing is

connected
Author Louisa Gilder on how physicists'

personalities shaped quantum mechanics

ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

The German physicist Werner
Heisenberg, known for his uncer-

tainty principle of quantum me-
chanics, once remarked that sci-

ence is rooted in conversation.

Louisa Gilder would probably

agree. Science as communica-
tion was the major theme when
the author spoke on Thursday to

a standing-room-only audience

at McLennan Physical Laborato-

ries. Gilder is author of The Age
of Entanglement: When Quantum
Physics Was Reborn. The book
landed on the New York Times 100

Notable Books of 2009 list, making
Gilder practically a celebrity in the

physics community.

The talk is part of a regular

monthly series of colloquia hosted

by the physics department, usually

given by a notable professor in the

field on a technical subject. Gilder

is not a scientist. She has a degree

in English literature and decided

to write the book after reading N.

David Mermin's paper, "Quantum
Mysteries For Anyone, " for a philos-

ophy of science class at Dartmouth
College.

One of the mysteries in the paper

was entanglement, a phenomenon
where two particles that become
"entangled" can join together, and
it becomes impossible to measure
one without considering its coun-

terpart. This holds true no matter

the distance between the particles.

Einstein would famously refer to

this as "spooky action at a dis-

tance" and say that "no reasonable

definition of reality can be expected
to permit this."

"It's hard to remember, with pro-

fessors that have to teach you phys-

ics, that physics can be exciting,"

said Gilder, who originally wanted
to be a physics major. She said the

book was driven as much by her

passion for physics as much as the

need to tell a good story.

The personalities and problems
behind entanglement took centre

stage Thursday as Gilder took the

audience through the ranks of the

physics pantheon—Albert Einstein,

Niels Bohr, Heisenberg, and John S.

SEE 'PHYSICS' -PG
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Cliasing tlie snowflal(es

How to bike in winter

LIVIA MURRAY

Cycling during months of snow and
ice isn't so scary according to Bike-

chain, U of T's free bike repair ser-

vice. On Wednesday a small group

of cyclists nestled among tools and
bike parts in Bikechain's basement
office in the International Student

Centre. They swapped stories and
took tips for winter biking from a vol-

unteer on how to navigate Toronto's

cold, slippery streets.

1. Regular tires are fine. Winter

tires may seem like a good idea, but

regular street tires are better suited

for Toronto's conditions. Winter tires

are studded and can ride on top of

snow. They have little use on city

roads, where a slender tire is better

fitted to cut through the slush. Stud-

ded tires also have less traction on
asphalt because less of the tire's sur-

face actually comes into contact with

it, whereas a regular tire's flat surface

has full contact with the road.

2. Some days are too cold.
Exercising on days when the temper-

ature is -20 degrees Celsius or below

can damage your lungs. (The cold

crystallizes the cells, which transfer

the oxygen from your lungs to your

blood stream.) If you have to bike on

Bundle up, and keep your bike warm too.

such days, consider wearing a face

mask that covers your mouth and
nose.

3. Ride it out. if you hit an ice

patch, do not try to brake or turn. If

you absolutely have to stop, pump-
ing the brakes will slow down your

bicycle.

4. Avoid splashing. Make sure

you have fenders that protect you
from the rain, snow, and slush. Ideal-

ly, your fenders should be as close to

the ground as possible to keep water

away from your feet. Attaching piece

of plastic to the end of your fenders is

enough to keep the water at bay.

5. Be prepared to hit the
ground. Helmets are extra impor-

tant when roads are hard and icy.

Bike carefully and give yourself extra

time to get places. Streetcar tracks

get slippery, so make sure to cross

them at a 90-degree angle. Also try to

avoid snow banks and big puddles of

slush: you don't know how deep they

are.

6. Dress appropriately. Lay-

ers are the best way to stay warm,
and are easy to shed if you get over-

heated.

SEE 'TIPS' -PG

2
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'REPORT' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

priority areas.

The report looks at the contributions

each academic division has provided

to the University Fund since 2006-07,

when it was introduced, and identifies

clear winners and losers.

"This is a completely usual phenom-
enon," said VP and provost Cheryl Mi-

sak, U of T's chief budget and academic

officer. "If you hold your academic val-

ues dear, then you send money from

one part of the university to others so

you maintain a robust, excellent uni-

versity."

Student leaders had similar com-
ments. "The reality is that for some
programs, the combination of tuition

and government grants that we receive

is simply insufficient to run the pro-

gram," wrote Ryan Campbell, an engi-

neering student representing full-time

undergraduates on Governing Council,

in an email. Campbell called the report

"old news."

"The Faculty of Arts and Science

is a cash cow," said Gavin Nowlan,

the president of the Arts and Science

Students' Union. "Those sorts of high-

volume, low-cost classes [like first-year

English and history classes] allow the

university the freedom to have more
seminar-based classes in other facul-

ties and in Arts and Science as well."

"Sitting in meetings with the provost

and other budget officers at the univer-

sity, you realize these people are really

scrambling," Nowlan said.

UNEVEN ALLOCATIONS
George Luste, UTFA president and au-

thor of the report, said that these re-

sponses did not get at the heart of his

point. "The report does not argue that

within every single department rev-

enue should equal expenses," he said.

"So maybe Music will never be fully

self-supporting and we may decide as

a university that we need a good music

department and everybody has to chip

in to make it so."

Luste said the report was largely

prompted by faculty members from

some of the underfunded divisions com-

plaining about teaching very difficult

cicisses with insufficient TA support.

In 2009-10, the University Fund
collected around $47 million, out of

a total expense budget of $733 mil-

lion for all 19 divisions, according to

the report. The six undergraduate-

heavy divisions lost about 10 per

cent of their funding to the Universi-

ty Fund, while the other 13 divisions

received allocations amounting to

about 20 per cent of their total ex-

penses. "There are some other divi-

sions where I wonder if things are

not aligned a little bit," said Luste.

"Every division would like more
money," said Misak. "When 1 have

my budget meetings with the big

VARSITY NEWS news@thevarsity.ca

Net gain from University Fund, 2009-10
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undergraduate divisions we talk

about what kind of adjustments

will be made and they argue that I

should adjust in their favour every

year." UTSC principal Franco Vac-

carino and UTM principal Ian Or-

chard did not respond to requests

for interviews.

Luste said he wanted the report

to encourage debate instead of act-

ing as political ammunition. "I hope
students have a constructive, enlight-

ened debate about this and not make
a political mantra or too simplistic an

issue out of it," he said. "1 come from

experimental physics, where it's your

duty and obligation to try and under-

stand a problem before proposing a

solution. For that you need good,

energetic debate."

Train to be a Teacher f^^Y
at Edinburgh - one
of the world's

top 20 universities.

www.teach.ca

1-year Professional Graduate
Diploma in Education
(PGDE Primary or Secondary)

Presentations, and personal consultations, with University of Edinburgh staff on

Saturday January 30th and Sunday January 31st 2010. Presentations at 11 00am

and 2 00pm in the Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel, 123 Queen Street West, Toronto.

For further application/consultation arrangements and to register contact:

Teach Educational Consultants, Ontario Tel: 1-800-884-9325 Email: info@teach.ca

THE UNIVERSITY ofEDINBURGH
www.education.ed.ac.uk/pgde

CFA®
CANDIDATES:
Two FREE seminars have

been scheduled for 2010

CFA Level I candidates:

Saturday January 30'\ 2010:

Quantitative Methods

Saturday February 6'\ 2010:

Derivatives

Location : University of Toronto - OlSE Building,

252 Bloof Street West (atop ttie St. George subway)

Room : TBA

Time : 9:30am - 4:30pni, with 1-tiour lunch break.

Sponsor: PASSMAX, an independent exam

preparation entity with one of the highest CFA®

Exam pass rates in the industry. The sessions will be

lead by Krikor Ghanaghounian, CFA, finance instructor

at one the nation's top-ranked MBA schools.

Seating will be limited. To register,

email your name to irrfo@Dassmax.Ofg.

"Beforeyoujoin any CFA Exam Prep
Program, make sureyou attend thesefree

sessionsfirst!"

If you could make out with any character

from Jersey Shore, who would it be and why?
PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

gm^r W^SMmm mgg^^ wSmHm^^HK' .j^^sj^^^BH^^^^^^^Dikk ^^^^^^^^^

Jasmine Harrison

Std Year, Religion

Ttie Situation, because he's the only one people

will remember when 1 tell my granakids about it.

3nlyear, ComputerScience andMath
I'd probably avoid The Situation altogether and

go wth Na vi [from Avatar]. But 1 hear Jwoww
programs.'

Annum
3rd Year, EmploymentRelationsami
Sociology

1 don't know how to answer that question

because after watching it for 10 minutes I

started having violent tendencies and had

to turn it off.

Sarah

2nd Year, ComputerScience
From an economics point of view, if I made out

with Snooki I'd save $2,000 [what she charges

for a party appearance]. But I don't swing that

way, so probably Vinnie, because I wouldn't

have any make-up, tanning lotion, or hairspray

residue smeared on me.

Canada lags in PhDs
CAROLYN ARNETT

Canada received an A grade in the edu-

cation and skills category in a Confer-

ence Board of Canada report released

last week, second only to Finland. But

when it comes to PhD graduates, we
rank dead last among 17 peer countries.

"How Canada Performs: A Report Card

on Canada" assesses Canada's quality

of life. Canada scored well in 14 of 15

education performance indicators, but

it is one of nine countries to receive a D
grade for schooling PhDs.

For every 100,000 people aged 25 to

29 in Canada, 209 graduate with a PhD,

compared to 289 in the U.S., a fellow

D-lister. Sweden, the leading country

for PhD graduates, has three and a half

times Canada's PhD graduation rate. In

2007, the number of PhD graduates in

Canada increased by eight per cent, but

it wasn't enough to bump the country

up a grade in the standings.

"The failure to fund world-class uni-

versities is one explanation for Canada's

comparative weaknesses in high-level

academic achievement—and its associ-

ated weaknesses in innovation," reads

the report. "Furthermore, Canada offers

fewer employment and pay incentives

than do other countries to encourage

students to pursue doctoral studies.

At December's Governing Council

meeting, VP and provost Cheryl Mi-

sak had proposed replacing PhD en-

rollment spots with Master's spots.

Asked to respond to the report, Misak

said, "The gap between Canada and

our comparators is even larger when

it comes to MA recipients. So we need

to increase the number of both MA
and PhD students." According to Mi-

sak, U of T has seen a "massive expan-

sion" in PhD spots over the last few

years and now needs to respond to

the demand for MA spots.

Glen A. Jones, U of T associate dean

and chair on postsecondary educa-

tion and measurement, said the Mc-

Guinty government has emphasized

increasing PhD students. "I'm not sure

how much of a big impact that will

have nationally," he said. "We've used

immigration as a way of increasing the

number of individuals with high-level

degrees," Jones added, referring to

census data that showed the majority

of people with PhDs in Canada are not

native to the country.

'TIPS' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

7. Be good to your bike. Oil the

chain once every couple of weeks.

and don't leave it in a pile of snow

for the entire winter— it will rust. Try

and keep it warm and dry when you

are not using it.

CAMAOIAN : LE ROSEAU
AKTHRITIS CAKADIGN
NCTWODK

: Ot L-AStnKITe

Calling all medical, dental, rehab, nursing and vet students!

Career boosting summer job pays up to $6,000 for a one to three month summer

placement in a research lab working on arthritis-related projects.

The Canadian Arthritis Network and The Arthritis Society invite you to visit

www.arthritisnetwork.ca for more details. Click on Training Programs or call

416-586-4800 Ext. 4798. Deadline for applications: January 29, 2010.
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SCENES FROM WINTERFEST

Students sing their hearts out at Queer Karaoke Thursday evening; Vic's clubs fair Tuesday morning featured a

pancake chowdown.

New Brunswick puts $]miiiion

The government of Nt;w Brunswick has

announced that it will invest over M
million to assist atwriginals in pursuing

postrsficondary education.

The money will go toward recruiting

university and college students from

native communities, and to creating

native-specific curricula and outreach

programs.

With its share of funds, the Univer-

sity of New Brunswick will establish

a bachelor's degree in First Nations

governance and management, the first

undergraduate degree of its kind in

Canada. It will also hire an alwriginal

elder-in-residence to provide support

for students.

St. Thomas University plans to hire

a director of aboriginal education, and

the New Brunswick Community Col-

lege is poisetl to hire three full-time ab-

original coordinators. New Brunswick

education minister Donald Arseneault

says the funding initiative will allow

more of the province's native com-

munities '"the op)X)rtunity to obtain a

post-secondary education and be bet-

ter educated and better positioned for

success."

—KATE ADACH

Source: New Brunswick news

release

Facebook Funds PhD Feltowships for

Tediies

With tuition costs rising, PhD ap-

plicants can now apply for funding

through Facebook.

Ttie Palo Alto soc ial media comi^any

has launched a Facebook Fellowship

Program for PhD students applyiii!;; to

Author Louisa Gilder explains how
the secret of the universe is unlocked

by misnnatched socks during a talk at

U of T on Thursday.

1
U.S. universities this year. Yes, Cana-

i dian students can apply. Eligible doc-

j
toral students are those in computer

science, electrical engineering, aiKl

\ related fields, as Facebook is seeking

researchers who can help solve tech-

!

nological challe;nges.

I

In order to attract the best and

i brightest , Facebook is offering a gener-

ous package: each award will cover full

: tuition and fees for the 2010-2011 year,

a $;?0,000 stipend, and .'^,5,000 toward

I conference travel. Another $5,000 will

!
be provided for "a personal computer"

At that price, Facebf)ok researchers

i could have one sweet laptop.

Afjplical ions to the Facebook Fellow-

i ship Program are due February 15. For

more information visit www.facelTook.

! com/careers/fellowship.php

I

—KA

University of Vktoria to evict man 13

i years after liisgradudtbn

!
Alkis Gerd'son took up residence in U

I of Vic in 1991, completing his Bachelor

I of Arts degree in 1993 and his Bachelor

of Education degree in 1997. Since then

i (lerd'son lias remained in residence

for 1,3 years, registered in ttie business

1 management program und«T the divi-

sion of continuing studies.

Gerd'son challenged the university

when he received notice of eviction

August 2008, arguing he was perse-

1 cutcxl because of an unspt^cified dis-

i abilily. I'he university coujitered that

Gerdlson's room was needed for full-

! time students with disabilities living on

i campus,

B.C. Supreme Court .lustice John Trus-

! cott ruled in favour of the U of Vic, say-

ing that an updated tenancy agreement

signed by the two parties in 2007 gave

'PHYSICS' -CONTINUED FROM PG1

Bell—and explained how science is

just as much about communication
as it is about theory and experi-

mentation. Scientists even have a

sense of humour, she said, and mis-

matched socks can hold the key to

the secrets of the universe.

Bell's famous paper "Bertlmann's

Socks and the Nature of Reality,"

was born of his time at the Euro-

pean Center for Nuclear Research
where a fellow physicist, Dr. Bertl-

mann, was in the habit of wearing

mismatched socks. "Bertlmann's

socks" illustrates entanglement,

said Gilder as she quoted Bell: "If

one is pink, you can be sure the

other is not pink. There is no ac-

counting for taste, but there is no
mystery here."

the university the light to stop renew-

ing Gerd'son's lease.

Kim Hart Wensley, U of Vic's associ-

ate vice-president of faculty relations,

said she did not know how Ger'soii had

managed to stay for so long, but main-

tains university officials will try to help

him find housing.

—ARIEL LEWIS

Source: Victoria Times-C'olonist

Ex-pf accused of fraud

The University of Victoria is reviewing

its hiring practices after a former assis-

tant adjunct professor was arrested for

falsely claiming to hold two doctoral

degrees. University spokeswoman Pat-

ty Pitts confirmed Walker taught three

undeirgrad courses and one graduate

course at the university around 2006.

University policy recjuires professors

to have a doc:torate to teach a graduate

course, but the requirements for part-

time adjunct professors vary among
faculties.

"Quite often, the appointment is based

on the reputation of the individual,

recommendations from other re-

searchers, and the persons ongoing

affiliations with other institutions or

organizations." Pitts said.

The Vancouver Island Health Author-

ity also confii nie>d that Walker worked

for them from 2006 to 2008. Prior

to hiring Walker, VIHA checked his

employment references, but not his

academic credentials. Marilyn Rook,

a f(3rnier VIHA executive vice-presi-

dent and chief operating officer, who
had worked with Walker, said she's

surpri.sed that he falsified two PhDs

"because he's smart enough to have

[them]"

—ZAKIACHOWDHURY

Source: Victoria Times-Colonisl

Gilder took the audience from the

famous Einstein-Bohr debates to

quantum cryptography (now used

to secure Swiss election results).

Audience members gasped when
Gilder described how miscommuni-
cation—an unread letter, poor edit-

ing—lead to poor understanding of

entanglement for 30 years after its

discovery. Physicists' one-liners elic-

ited peals of laughter.

"What I would love is if it gave peo-

ple the sense that science is some-
thing people do because they love

it," Gildner said.

And what's going to be the subject

of her next book?

"I was originally going to do a book
about [the physicist] Gamoff, but this

book took over eight years to write,"

she said. "I'm going to take a break.

It's going to be about race horses."

I

I

I CERTIFIED ANGUS
I STEAKS & RIBS

Buy one burger or pizza & get a

second burger or pizza FREE
|

(Dine-in-only, with purchase of any beverage) ^yl

583 College Street (near cimton). 416 532-1250

Book A Party • Group Discounts

@ U of T Bookstore www.uoftbookstore.com

1) The Bookstore has dropped the price of the most popular and

expensive textbooks. Check online for savings!

2) Take advantage of educational pricing on computers, including

Apple & PC products. Students can save hundreds of dollars, even

compared with big box stores.

3) Educational pricing on software for U ofT Students, Staff & Faculty

too. Huge savings - don't buy your software before contacting

The Computer Shop.

4) Students can buy textbooks used! U ofT Bookstore has increased the

volume of used textbooks and more students are buying used than ever

before. You can find them online when you search by courses.

5) Students can sell their textbooks back to the Bookstore for up to

50% of the original price (not the used price). Books can be sold anytime

of the year, leaving more cash in your pocket.

U of T Bookstore

214 College Street • Tel: (416) 640-7900

The Computer Shop Tel: (416) 640-581

0

sales@campuscomputershop.com

Get a start

ji
ox?

AU student Marc in Toronto, Ontario. Canada

Make it happen with transfer credit from Athabasca University.

• At Atihabasca University, our transfer credits can help you expand

your academic options. * Just ask Marc, wtio is on track to finish his

degree at an Ontario university a year early. He's doing this by taking

some AU courses online during the summer while he works full-time,

and is applying his AU course credits towards his degree. AU offers

over 700 courses delivered online and at a distance. And our flexible

start times mean you can fit your course work into your schedule.

• Transferability. Another reason why AU stands out as a global leader

in distance learning excellence.

Standout: rr;^"'"''^'*'"'"'"* Athabasca Unwersityil

WAYS TO SAVE
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A survival guide to ttie new semester

LEONICKA VALCIUS tells US how to prepare for those gruelling first weeks of class

January 4, 2010 marked the start

of a new term. With this new be-

ginning came a new set of stresses,

frustrations, and bullshit bureau-
cratic procedures. It's important

when navigating this treacherous

craziness to remember our lessons

from semesters past.

First:

Bring food, drink, and maybe a

sleeping bag when visiting your
Registrar or the Admin and Awards
office. The same principles you
use for Boxing Day sales and the

premiere of a Twilight movie ap-

ply here. The first week of class

is notorious for heinous lines that

seemingly everyone needs to go

through. So come prepared. If you
bring all necessary documenta-
tion—including your SIN card, your
U of T card, your driver's license, a

certificate relinquishing your first

born child—you may move through

the line faster. Just in case the guy
in front of you didn't plan ahead, a

deck of cards and a few volumes of

Tolstoy should help pass the time.

Second:
Never let ROSI see you cry. Though
far from perfect, ROSI has become
a useful catch-all self-service site,

freeing the administration to help

those with more complex issues

and concerns. We need ROSI, and
ROSI knows this. That's the real

Many students are surprised to find out tliat once you take the shrinlc-wrap off textboolcs, you can't return them.

reason why the waitlists close

when you were this close to get-

ting in, why your OSAP fee deferral

somehow never got processed, and

why ROSI is always experiencing

"technical difficulties" when you
need it the most. The solution here

is easy. Confirm everything. "Just

calling to confirm that such and
such thingamabob went through.

What's that? ROSI says it didn't? But

you can do it now over the phone?

I'm so glad I called!" And thus you
foil ROSI's sole objective, which is

to ruin your life. Obviously.

Third:
Premature shrink-wrap removal

is almost as bad as the other pre-

mature thing. You know the one
I mean. People who buy their

books the first week of class and
remove the shrink-wrap lament

it for the rest of their lives. The
minute you open the shrink-wrap,

you hear that someone was sell-

ing their used book for half price.

Or the prof doesn't really like that

book and decides to provide links

on Blackboard for "better" learn-

ing materials. Or your roommate's
sister's BFF's cat's former owner
took that class last year and still

has all the notes and lecture slides

and will "totally let you Xerox it no
prob!" Or the class was designed

as medieval torture and you are

frantically trying to drop it before

being publicly eviscerated. But be-

cause you jumped the gun, you are

now stuck with a textbook that no
one will buy back at full price. Woe
is you.

Congratulations, you've made it

through the first week of classes.

What, a take-home midterm? Three
chemistry labs? An 80-page term
paper due Monday? Maybe the Ad-

min and Awards line isn't so bad
after all.

Profiling infiinges

upon fi-eedoms

This article is both surprising and

unfortunate ("Irks and Quirks," Jan.

7). Surprising because a university-

educated student cannot see even

the slightest problem with his own
argumentation. Unfortunate because

The Varsity has agreed to print an

article advocating for what can only be

understood as discrimination based

upon race, perceived politiccil beliefs,

and other unsuitable grounds.

1 find it extraordinarily distressing

that a Canadian is advocating for the

degradation of the simple freedoms and

most basic rights that these "terrorists"

are supposedly intent on destroying.

-LETTERS-
Even more importantly, if the moral

issue here does not sway you, profiling

doesn't work—we have had white

terrorists (cue Richard Reid, the shoe

bomber) and non-Muslim terrorists.

The author, however humble he

may be, really shouldn't wax poetic

about there having to be "a more
effective way to profile people" and

then point out that "it's not the Cau-

casian families vacationing, nor the

African-American businessmen, or

the Japanese tourists that are posing

this security threat." (I might add that

the Underwear Bomber is black and

studied Business Finance in London.)

John Gross

Islamic terrorists are

the real concern

John Gross,

I'm sorry, but the immediate threat

is Islamic terrorists ("Irks and
Quirks," Jan. 7). Given that person-

nel, equipment, and time resources

are limited, it doesn't make sense to

make elderly Chinese women and
children with Christian names take

their shoes off. Since before 9/11,

Western liberal democracies have

absolutely bent over backward to

accommodate the sensitivities of

Salafi radicals. In cases like Fort

Hood—where a card-carrying

jihadist was promoted by the Bush

Administration's military, in the

interest of "diversity"—political cor-

rectness has been deadly. Canada
committed the same PC sins with

Sikh terrorists and the Air India

bombing when Canadian MPs were

too afraid to ban Babbar Khalsa as

a terrorist group and offend Sikh

voters in crucial ridings.

As at least one security expert has

pointed out, racial (or rather ethno-

religious and geographical) profiling

is inevitable, given that a bomber
can assemble his rig post-screening

(in the duty-free area). Nobody has

a "right" to board a plane, however,

the passengers have a right to reach

their destinations alive.

Adam C. Sieracki

Accolades for

The Varsity

Luke Savage's Canadian Content is

one of the most intelligent comments
on Harper's proroguing activities

I have read ("Canadian Content,"

Jan. 4). When I read it by chance in

Starbucks on Harbord, I was happy

to see that the U of T is continuing to

lead the way in research and analysis.

Thank you, Luke, for your hard work.

I disagree that the Westminster sys-

tem lacks the checks and balances

of the American republican system,

feeling that for all its mumbling and
rhetorical idiocy, our parliamentary

SEE 'LETTERS' -PG 5
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After Copenhagen

Youth will lead the charge against climate change

C J-
DOHT KIU

Youth activists protest at the United Nations Conference on Climate Change in Copenhagen last December. May Jeong attended as a member of the U of T delegation.

MAY JEONG
^^^Associate Comment Editor ^

"How was Copenhagen?" someone
asks. "Aside from the whole utter dis-

appointment part, that is," she adds.

Since the climate change talks ended
in mid-December to a booing civil

society pitted against tepid govern-

ment responses, every other conver-

sation I had began this way. I put on a

weary smile, and tell them about my
experience as a U of T student del-

egate at the United Nations Climate

Change Conference.

All the mounting hopes from the

past two years came to an abrupt halt

as the major economies of the world

drafted a watered-down version of

the treaty many had hoped for in a

closed-door session spearheaded by
President Obama. The Copenhagen

Accord was then introduced to the

rest of the plenary, or as a negotiator

from a developing country remarked

in an informal scrum just after the re-

lease, "forced down our throats." Af-

ter painstaking hours of deliberation

that saw many journalists rushing for

the airport in a mad scramble, the Ac-

cord was finally "taken note of"—the

UN climate chief's words, not mine

—

by the remaining 180 or so countries

at the convention.

Even without policy expertise, it

was evident immediately how lacklus-

tre was the resulting document. The
three-page Copenhagen Accord con-

tains no numbers, no deadlines, and

no reference to the science that serves

as the building blocks of this multilat-

eral effort. It is, in essence, an aspira-

tional document meant to kill time

while the world leaders figure out how
to best remedy the current stalemate.

It's political filler.

Many are far from pleased with the

outcome, and youth are at the fore-

front of those voicing their opinions

in earnest. The International Youth

Climate Movement, some 800 young

activists from around the world, con-

verged in Copenhagen to ensure that

their voices would be heard on the

international stage.

And youth have been speaking

out for some time. In 1992, the envi-

ronmental community witnessed a

young activist commenting on the ur-

gent need for global action on climate

change at the Rio Earth Summit. Then
12-year-old Severn Suzuki mentioned

the lessons taught in kindergarten

—

to share, to respect others, to talk

things out—and chastised the adults

who refused to budge.

"I am only a child, yet I know that we
are one family, 5 billion and 30 million

species strong," she added, before con-

cluding on a hopeful note that the nego-

tiators might come to agree on the need

to tackle climate change in a collabora-

tive cind efficient manner.

Seventeen years later in Copenha-

gen, Taryn McKenzie-Mohr, member
of the Canadian Youth Delegation and

a first-year student at U of T, made
a similar call. In a public hearing,

McKenzie-Mohr made an open plea

to Canada's chief negotiator, Michael

Martin, asking for action on curbing

dangerous man-made climate change.

She expressed her embarrassment

towards Canada's obstructionist po-

sition at such UN negotiations, and

called on Canada to do more.

If you expand the definition of youth

activism, you will spot young academ-

ics contributing policy analysis to think

tanks, who will then advise govern-

ments on their national environmen-

tal strategies. You will also find recent

graduates working as assistants to ne-

gotiators from mcirgineilized economies.

There will be young new media experts

blogging, tweeting, and mobilizing the

online masses.

And it is through these creative av-

enues that youth activism is redefining

and reasserting itself in a world that is

seeking a renewed equilibrium that is

truly fair.

In the final hours of C0P15, many,

including Ban Ki-Moon, cautiously

pondered out loud whether Copen-

hagen might mark the beginning of a

new way of diplomacy. That what we
deem a failure will perhaps become
the way of the future.

It is too soon to tell whether this

claim holds any truth, but after witness-

ing their passionate cries in these past

few weeks, I am assured that youth ac-

tivism will carry itself well into the next

era of environmental pursuits.

Who are you calling a students' union?

Why UTSU should go back to SAC

'LETTERS' -CONTINUED FROM PG 4

system, in fact, offers more openness

and greater opportunity for opposi-

tion to speak out. It allows for daily

checks and balances.

A treasured and hard-won principle

of parliamentary procedure is that the

Opposition has the right to be heard.

When I was young, Richard Nixon

never once faced an angry House

of Commons, or opposition. Today
it seems as if Weaving Stephen is

trying to hide at his Camp David

like Tricky Dicky. 1 can only hope
today's young people will start

postering, demonstrating, and dis-

rupting future public appearances

of Mr. Hideaway Harper. Politely,

in a Canadian way, of course. But

Harper's political convenience is

not sacrosanct. Luke Savage, get

your message out.

Margaret VAN DuK

The Varsity welcomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

comment@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.

ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

The legal name of the University of

Toronto Students' Union is still the

Students' Administrative Council.

This may be curious to students

who are used to seeing UTSU on

the group's banners, website, and
the front lawn of their office at 12

Hart House Circle. Why is their le-

gal name not in plain view for all

to see? Clearly, the idea of a stu-

dent union appears more potent to

them than that of an administrative

council. A student union presents

the image of a united student body
fighting for a common cause. But at

U of T, this is hardly the reality.

The Varsity, The Strand, and

The Newspaper reported low at-

tendance to the Day of Action on
November 5, despite the fact that

over 11,000 petition cards to lower

tuition were signed, which would

suggest that students don't mind
signing a card, but are clearly apa-

thetic towards the event itself. The
Annual General Meeting this past

November showed a clear division

between the college councils and
UTSU, with criticisms aimed at the

union's lack of transparency and ac-

countability, and questions about

their ability to handle large-scale

events for students, such as home-
coming. The formation of the St.

George Roundtable is further evi-

dence that students and their col-

lege councils feel they're not receiv-

ing proper political representation

by UTSU.
The union concept presents the

false idea that all 41,000 student

members think alike. Ideas bor-

rowed from labour unions, such

as solidarity and collective orga-

nization, fall apart when applied to

students. Undergraduate students

are not workers. We are not paid a

wage by the university, we have not

signed a labour contract that must
be negotiated every three to four

years, and we cannot go on strike

to fight for better conditions. Each
labour union is based around a spe-

cific group of workers (teachers, au-

to-manufacturers, postal workers)

who must stick together when it

comes time to negotiate that wage
or that contract so they can get fair

treatment from their employer.

Whereas a union will protect a

specific group of labourers, there

is no such thing as a typical U of T
student. We all study different sub-

jects and have different outlooks

on the world. Also, each of us have

different political affiliations and
they need to be respected. These
different perspectives cannot all

be represented under the mandate
of a union.

UTSU understands the power
of a name. By presenting us with

a "students' union" rather than an
administrative council, they can
pressure us to support Drop Fees

and other related causes since

that is what students should do
as members of a union. In a way,

students are the means for UTSU's
political ends. This cheapens our
diversity, and devalues student

democracy. UTSU's political posi-

tions are the main point of conten-

tion for students, who enjoy their

services (discounted Metropasses,
the health plan) but resent this

style of politics.

A return to a Students' Admin-
istrative Council would nre-focus

the mandate of our representatives

away from an excessively politi-

cized students' union and towards
a politically neutral group provid-

ing essential services. Then we
would have a student government
that serves us rather than one
where we serve them.
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Does density determine destiny?
SHOSHANA WASSER explores how computer models link prehistoric progress to diverse, crowded spaces

In
its decade-end round up, the Globe and

reported that in 2008, for the first time in hu
man history, more people lived in cities than

in rural areas. Surely, urbanization can be

studied through many perspectives, but

researchers from University College Lon-

don's AHRC Centre for the Evolution of

Cultural Diversity have approached
the importance of population density

from a unique angle—one that com-
bines archaeology, demography, and
behavioural studies.

According to researchers Adam Pow-

ell, Stephen Shennan, and Mark G. Thom-
as, as far back as the Pleistocene era

(ending about 10,000 years ago), ideas

have been most easily transmitted

and shared in small geographic

areas inhabited by large numbers .

of people. The UCL group's report, \

published in the journal Science, \

argues that population density can \

be understood as one of the crucial

factors that helps facilitate human
progress and development over time.

How can researchers determine

how ideas got around tens of thou-

sands of years ago? It helps to start

with the brain. One of the features dis-

tinguishing Homo sapiens from the ear-

lier Homo erectus is increased cranial ca-

pacity, and to an extent, a bigger brain was
the catalyst that allowed Homo sapiens to

acquire modern human behaviour. Archaeolo-

gists can infer early examples of skill-building

when they discover artifacts such as musical in-

struments, artistic works, and food-gathering tech-

nologies as part of human remains.

So, what's the issue? Although Homo sapiens emerged

about 200,000 years ago, the archaeological record suggests

that humans have only used the skills associated with these

technologies in the last 90,000 years. Clearly, modern human
behaviour Ccmie much later them the possession of a big brain.

To examine why new capabilities emerged some 110,000

years after increased cranial size, the researchers worked

with demography as a frame of reference. They made use

of a computer program to simulate the rate at which ad-

vanced skills were adopted by populations of varying den-

sities. The team also simulated subpopulation migration to

examine the point at which diversifying groups developed

modern human behaviour.

Thomas shared a critical result in a telephone interview with Live

Science's Jeanna Bryner. "As population density increases," he

explained, "people migrate between groups more. That in-

creases the probability that any skill that's difficult to

learn doesn't get lost or decay." The archaeological

—V £3L evidence also syncs with this conclusion: similar

l/^^S^ behaviour-revealing artifacts have been uncov-

• ered in parts of Africa, Europe, and the Middle

East at points in time when these regions

had similar population densities.

Finally, Powell, Shennan, and Thomas'

findings help to explain a strange phe-

nomenon within the archaeological

record of sub-Saharan Africa. Rem-
nants of art and complex technology
have been found in the region dat-

ing to 90,000 to 65,000 years ago,

but evidence then becomes scant

until about 40,000 years ago. Is it

possible that modern human be-

haviour could disappear from an

area for 25,000 years, only to re-

emerge at a later time?

Sure, if you're considering

the issue of population density.

During these 25,000 years, sub-

Saharan Africa was experienc-

ing climate change that resulted

in human groups being fewer and
farther between. It just goes to

show that increased intellectual ca-

pacity from having a bigger brain, as

y J Homo sapiens did during this period,

% doesn't automatically result in advanced

skills—it matters just as much with whom
'^^^ and how close together people are living.

Beyond providing a solution for one par-

ticular archaeological quandary, this report

is already being cited in research across a va-

riety of disciplines from environmental psychol-

ogy to economics to cognitive science. It also lines up
nicely with contemporary urban theories that stress the

benefits of city living to promote the exchange of ideas and

to solve problems.

On the whole, however, research linking demography to develop-

ment serves to clarify that age-old maxim of social networking: it's

not what you know, but rather who you know that matters. So if you're

looking for an extra reason to go to a party this weekend where you won't

know many people, consider this study your new incentive. Co-mingling

with foreign people in tight spaces certainly proved advantageous in the long

run for those Pleistocene-era//omo sapiens.

DREAMh

The Prize:
The Nobel Prize in Physics to Antoine

Henri Becquerel for "his discovery of

spontaneous radioactivity" and to

Marie and Pierre Curie for their work

"on the radiation phenomena discov-

ered by Professor Henri Becquerel."

The Science:
Most scientific discoveries are the

result of small steps and the contri-

butions of different scientists. Many
of these steps are serendipitous and

unexpected. This is true of the initial

discovery of radioactivity.

In 1895, German physicist Wilhelm

Rontgen discovered the X-ray (called

The stories behind Nobel science with Lia Cardarelli

The discovery of radioactivity

Rontgen rays in many other languag-

es), for which he won the first Nobel

Prize in Physics in 1901. Intrigued

by the results of Rontgen, Henri

Becquerel set out to further expand
on the understanding of X-rays. Al-

though he went looking for X-rays, he

ended up discovering radioactivity.

Becquerel was interested in deter-

mining if phosphorescence (a natural

light emission that some minerals

display after being exposed to sun-

light) involved X-rays, too. Becquerel

studied uranium, a mineral known to

phosphoresce after some time in the

sun. He placed the uranium salts next

to a photographic plate to test for the

emission of X-rays. Unexpectedly, the

plate displayed the image of the ura-

nium salt even before the uranium

had been exposed to sunlight. This

indicated that the uranium salts were

emitting radiation that was indepen-

dent of their phosphorescence, and
required no external energy source.

Becquerel went on to show that the

"rays" from uranium that caused the

photographic plate to cloud could be
deflected by either electric or mag-
netic fields, a property that set them
apart from X-rays. This radiation be-

came known as Becquerel radiation,

now better known as the much-ma-
ligned radioactivity. The SI (Systeme

International) unit for radioactivity is

named for him.

After discovering radioactivity

and performing the first important

experiments, Becquerel moved on
to other work. It was at this time

that Marie Curie was looking for a

topic for her doctoral thesis.

Marie Curie had come to Paris

from her native Poland looking

to further her studies in science.

She studied math and physics and
planned to return to Poland to take

up work as a teacher. These plans

changed when she met and married
Pierre Curie, a man as excited about
science as she. After marrying, Ma-
rie decided to further her career

with a doctorate. Hearing of Bec-

querel's results, she chose to study

the radiation emitted by uranium.

As part of her doctoral thesis,

Marie showed that thorium, an-

other chemical element, gives off

the same radiation as uranium and

that the amount of radiation both

elements emit does not depend

on the molecular structure of the

mineral that uranium and thorium

were in complex with, but instead

on the amount of uranium or tho-

rium in the sample. This suggested

that radioactivity is linked to the

atom itself and not to its molecu-

lar arrangement, a revolutionary

discovery.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Marie's next step was to me-
thodically test all the natural ores

that she could find for radioactiv-

ity. Combing through samples from
geological museums, Marie found

that pitchblende (a "waste byprod-

uct" of mineral mining) had four to

five times more radioactivity than

uranium. Although Marie didn't

know it, pitchblende contains ura-

nium, radium, and polonium, all

high sources of radioactivity. Marie

(correctly) hypothesized that pitch-

blende must contain an unknown
element that gave off more radioac-

tivity then uranium alone.

Pierre Curie stopped his own re-

search at this point to join Marie in

her work. Together they proved Ma-
rie's hypothesis and discovered the

elements radium (from the Latin

word for ray) and polonium (for Po-

land). They worked long, arduous
hours, in a rudimentary lab space

(some described their first lab as

a "miserable old shed"), exposing

themselves to massive amounts of

radioactivity. In addition to their

long hours in the lab, Marie and
Pierre also had to keep up teaching

duties at the Sorbonne.

In addition to the chemistry of

radioactivity, the Curies were also

interested in the effects of radioac-

tivity on the human body. Pierre

carried out medical experiments on
himself showing that radium, when
applied to the skin, left a scar. He
suggested radium as a therapeutic

for cancer, what we now know as

radiation therapy. During their life-

time, Marie and Pierre displayed

many signs of radiation sickness:

fatigue, cracked skin, weakness.

Pierre died in 1906 in a traffic acci-

dent, but Marie continued her work
on radioactivity as a professor in

her own laboratory. During the First

World War, she was instrumental in

making X-ray machines available

for treating wounded soldiers. She
died of aplastic anemia in 1934, a

disease associated with exposure
to radioactivity.

Marie and Pierre's daughter
Irene Joliot-Curie pursued a ca-

reer in science, also focusing on
radioactivity. She shared the 1935
Nobel Prize in Chemistry with her
husband Frederic Joliot "in rec-

ognition of their synthesis of new
radioactive elements."

The Significance:
In 1903, Becquerel and the Curies

were jointly awarded the Nobel
Prize in Physics. Marie Curie alone

won the 1911 Nobel Prize in Chem-
istry for her discovery and charac-

terization of radium and polonium.
She is the only woman to have won
the Nobel Prize twice, the first fe-

male professor and laboratory head
at the Sorbonne University, and one
of the first two women to have re-

ceived her PhD in Europe—a lot of

firsts for one person.

During her lifetime, Marie faced

many challenges. Even after winning

the 1903 Nobel Prize and a recom-
mendation from leading physicists,

she was denied entry into France's

I'Academie des Sciences, based on
a combination of anti-semitism (her

maiden name may have been of Jew-

ish origin), sexism, and nationalism

(Marie was a Polish emigre). She
was also at the centre of an unsub-

stantiated sex-scandal that clouded

the announcement of her second
Nobel Prize.

Today, the darkness has faded.

Marie and Pierre's bodies rest in

the French Pantheon in Paris, a

great honour bestowed on France's

most illustrious citizens. As well,

many scientific awards today are

named for Marie, as well as a major

Cancer Care Network and Research

Institute in the United Kingdom, in

part for her independent spirit and
scientific perseverance.

Marie and Pierre Curie were pioneers in the research and discovery of

elements Polonium and Radium, as well as the property of radioactivity.

They were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics (1903), and both died of

illnesses associated with radioactivity exposure.
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Tyndale University College

tyndale.ca/education m TYNDALE
V^WV University College

416.218.6757
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Fighting a winning battle

U of T's most talented rockers wow the crowds at Lee's Palace |P
PHOTOS BY TOM CARDOSO

JEANNINE M. PITAS

There's nothing like going out on a

weeknight, especially when you can

tell people that it's for a good cause.

On Wednesday, Jan. 11, Lee's Palace

was full of U of T students starting

the semester off with some good ol'

rock 'n' roll performed by four very

talented campus bands.

Event co-organizer Danielle Sand-

hu explains that U of T's Battle of the

Bands is an annual event open to all

campus groups, where performers

are chosen to participate based on
the quality of their demo tapes.

"What's different about this year's

event, though, is that we decided to

partner up with different clubs and
promote their activities," Sandhu
said. "This year we are working with

War Child Canada, who are putting

it on as part of their Musical Mutiny

Battle of the Bands series. All pro-

ceeds from the event go to help that

organization, and 90 per cent of all do-

nations go to help the projects direct-

ly." War Child Canada is a Toronto-

based nonprofit that helps with re-

building in post-conflict situations.

The first band to perform, Klaus

and the Voormans, featured a trio

of acoustic guitar, bass, and cello,

4
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as well as some harmonica. Despite

some initial bad luck—the 18-year-

old lead singer was almost denied

entry to the 19+ venue and one of

his guitar strings broke during the

performance—the group pulled off

an excellent performance that ulti-

mately earned them second place.

They were the only band whose
lyrics could easily be understood,

with tunes ranging from the humor-

ous "Writing Love Songs in My Un-

derwear For You," to the more power-

ful "Come of the Fire" and "Radiator

Babe." Each song contained good
contrasts between loud and soft,

and the lead singer's powerful voice

provided quite the contrast to his

down-to-earth personality. Of all the

groups that performed, Klaus defi-

nitely had the most unique sound and
the greatest potential; though they

are already very strong, it's clear that

their best songs and performances

are yet to come.

The next performance was by Me,

You, and Mack, who were rocking

with traditional electric guitars, bass,

and drums. This was a band with few

words for the audience, as they let

their songs speak for them. Putting

forth a strong hard-rock sound, the

group members were completely in

tune with one another and delivered

a performance that was professional

and technically flawless.

The guitarists were both highly

skilled, and while their wailing so-

los added a lot, the group's drum-
mer really stood out. Overall, the

band evoked an energy that was
contagious and really engaged with

the audience through their music.

Their highly professional perfor-

mance ultimately earned them first

place and the prize of an eight-hour

recording session.

The third band to perform.

Enough Hats, is about to release

their first album. Pairing guitars and
keyboards with Rock Band sticks,

the group also delivered a high-

quality sound with good communi-
cation between the different instru-

mentalists. The keyboard added a

lot of depth to their sound, and the

musicians' ability to swap instru-

ments showed their adaptability.

The final group, Spenthrift, tried

to differentiate themselves by
bringing out a conga drum, but un-

fortunately the other instruments

almost completely drowned out

its sound. This band had an excep-

tionally strong, aggressive, heavy
metal sound that provided a great

THE CHAMPIONS: ME, YOU AND MACK

conclusion to another fun exposi-

tion of U of T's musical talent.

"They were all good bands,"

second-year sociology and global

health student Ryan Franks ob-

served. "But the ones that stand

out are the ones that have some-
thing special to offer. The last three

were good, but it seemed that they

had pretty much maxed out their

potential. 1 am not surprised at all

by the judges' decisions."

ENOUGH HATS

Me, You and Mack will go on to

perform at the War Child Canada
Battle ofthe Bands, which takes place

on March 18 at the Horseshoe Tavern.

MORE ONLINE

For more photos from Battle

of the Bands, check out Photo

Associate TOM CARDOSO'S blog at

thevarsity.ca

Let them see fakes!

The ROM's latest exhibit proves that even curators get it wrong sometimes

The ROM challenges visitors to discern

whether the jersey and purse are the real deal

or counterfeit.

EMILY KELLOGG
A&E Associate Editor

The $100 Canadian bills are identical. You look

them over Same brownish color, same blase

face staring from the centre of the bill. The Royal

Ontario Museum tells you that one's a counter-

feit, and the other one's real, so you look a little

closer. And closer. And if your eyes are tearing

up, and things are getting a little fuzzy, and you're

getting a little anxious in this cold museum and

you haven't had your morning coffee yet, then

the ROM's new exhibit has done its job: educat-

ing you as a consumer, and providing insight into

the mind-bogglingly detail-oriented job of muse-

um curators. Apparently, it's not all about send-

ing out Indiana Jones to steal artifacts from the

Middle East from underneath the noses of Hitler's

combat-trained archaeological diggers.

The ROM's new exhibit is really a showcase

of mistakes and relatively meaningless ob-

jects. Fakes & Forgeries; Yesterday and Today

(which opened January 9) displays 11 cases

of missteps—false artifacts purchased by

the museum, as well as counterfeit software,

money, designer clothes, and even fake male-

enhancing drugs. The exhibit is "interactive" in

the sense that the viewer has the opportunity to

"play detective" and discern between forgeries

and real artifacts.

For curators, it would seem that exhibiting

these kinds of professional mistakes would be
akin to keeping an Xtube channel devoted to

seeing what your lamentable one-night stands

really look like in the morning. But exhibit cura-

tor Paul Denis insists that the idea came from

past collections at the ROM, evolving into an
exhibition considering the role of counterfeits

in our culture and the rising urgency of recog-

nizing fakes. According to Denis, the perpetu-

ation of counterfeits has been on the rise in

recent years, perhaps given the availability of

new technologies and techniques. Supposedly

500-million-year-old fossils are shown to be
fake alongside imitation Prada bags.

There's an apparent Greek sculpture which was
billed as being from the Middle Bronze Age and
had sat in the ROM for nearly 70 years before a

scholar discovered that it had actually been man-
ufactured in the 19th century. Denis explains that

the demand for Greek artifacts escalated around

1870, and rabid demand mixed with low supply

created a serious market for fakes. In this way,

the study of forgeries is directly related to con-

sumer activity, making it all the more appropriate

that viewers take a closer look at these products.

Observing two flecked-stone statues of a woman,
the details that differentiate the real from the fake

seem miniscule. The effect, though, is pointing

out the thin line between fact and fiction.

While the concept of the exhibit suggests that

perhaps the ROM had to clear out some storage

space and is subscribing to a gung-ho "ifyou can't

fix it, feature it" attitude, the exhibition manages

to make a case for questioning authenticity. Forty

items from the collection came from the ROM it-

self—clearly, just because something is in a mu-

seum, it isn't necessarily what the plate says it is.

Fakes and Forgeries runs at the Royal Ontario

Museum through April 4. Formore information,

visit rom.on.ca
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Upward Spiral
Surrealist scenesters Spiral Beach touch down

in Toronto after European tour

vvv VvVAN

LIEM V l

In the decade of death, Spiral Beach found
life. Formed in 2003, the ragtag crew of four

has built a six-year career with their manic,

shocking bursts of trance-pop tunes both on-

stage and on record.

The band consists of singer/guitarist Airick

Woodhead, singer/keyboardist Maddy Wil-

de, drummer Daniel Woodhead, and bassist

Dorian Thornton. Together, the band recently

performed at the OnSRadio Festival in Mu-
nich, Germany with other super-indie darlings

Dance Yourself to Death and My Little Pony.

But even with the release of their third al-

bum. The Only Really Thing, Spiral Beach is

as wide-eyed and fresh as any new blog-buzz

band—minus the Wavves-like burnouts.

"Touring has been great. We actually haven't

had more than five days in Toronto for three

months," says drummer and lyricist Daniel

Woodhead while en route to a performance.

Sitting in the backseat of Spiral Beach's

16-passenger mini-bus, Woodhead is filled

with glee and excitement as he reminisces

about the band's recent tour to the land of

the Hoff, courtesy of the Hidden Camera's old

booking agent.
"1 think the show in Germany was one of

the biggest shows ever. Plus, the food there

is amazing, holy shit. You can drink on the

subway there and you can—

"

Woodhead abruptly goes silent as he finds

himself on his back. His bandmates laugh but

quietly hush after five-seconds.

"Oh shit, the whole seat just fell, the van is

falling apart. The whole thing just flipped over.

I'm on my back but I'm correcting myself."

Citing Germany's more laid-back and party-

inclined culture, Woodhead and his motley
crew partied at the hotel with other festival

bands like My Little Pony and Ebony Bones.

Partaking in what Woodhead describes as a

"multi-nation party," various music collec-

tives partied until 6 a.m.—though when they

stopped, it wasn't by choce. It was at that

time that the cops came and put a kibosh on
the festivities.

Getting busted by the police is not new
to the quartet. In 2008, EcoMedia Direct

slapped them with a $1,470 fine for covering

up paid-for advertising on their bins. The
band eventually held a benefit show at the

Whippersnapper to cover the costs.

In spite of their brief run-ins with the law,

they more often encounter colourful flashing

lights at their concerts—and these are usual-

ly the more muted elements of a Spiral Beach
show. Their stage has played host to giant

eyeball balloons, pylons, and cardboard
thought-bubbles.

"We basically started playing within our
community of friends. A good friend of ours

had a house where there would be parties

with up to 50 people, and it was the perfect

world of teenage debauchery. There were
people spray-painting on walls, taking mush-
rooms, and smoking pot. I think that house
was a big inspiration for us."

While Spiral Beach's circus-like whimsy
has informed their musical and aesthetic

from the beginning, their brand of surreal-

ism has recently leaked into mainstream mu-
sic through acts like Lady Gaga, Little Boots,

and La Roux.

"We're really scatterbrained individuals,

so we decided to go forward with a kind of

chaotic and psychedelic visual style," says

Woodhead. "The surrealist elements in mu-
sic have always been around, since the be-

ginning of pop music, but with the amount of

exposure that bands can get, visual aesthet-

ics can just blow up. If you look at someone
like Slim Twig, he has created this persona

around himself, and it's kind of like his visual

style, a classic kind of noir."

In spite of Spiral Beach's eccentric antics,

the band has and continues to focus on the

collective experience—whether it was at

their first gig in 2003 at the Free Times Cafe,

or overseas in Germany.
As the mini-bus nears the studio. Wood-

head expresses excitement about the coming
holidays, which, not surprisingly, includes a

collective jam session with his brother Airick

and folk-musician father David Woodhead.
"Every New Year's Day night, my parents

have this kind of folky jam party which is

amazing. We've been doing it for at least 10

years, where everybody gets together

—

those who are not too hungover—and sing

songs from bands like The Beatles."

With TV appearances, blog praise, and a

thwarted attempt by Pete Doherty to steal Air-

ick's hat in Germany, Spiral Beach are ready

to take on the new decade—that is, if Daniel

Woodhead ever figures out what to call it.

"We'll see what the future holds and
what opportunities are in store. I think

we're all super excited for the 2010s? The
two-thousand-teens? What do you call it? I

don't even know."

HART HOUSE THEATRE PRESENTS

ITS 90TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON

Canadian Premiere!

High Fidelity
A musical about life, love and mix tapes

JAN 15 - 30, 2010

Music by Tom Kitt

Lyrics by Amanda Green

Book by David Lindsay-Abaire

Based upon the novel by Nick Hornby

Directed by Mark Selby

Musical Direction by Lily Ling

$25 Adults, $15 Students & Seniors

$10 STUDENT WEDNESDAYS

BOX OFFICE
ruefttix.ca

™978-8849

Insurance
Meloche Monnex

theVARSlTY

WWW.HARTHOUSETHEATRE.CA/HF
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Roster revealed

KATIE FLYNN gives the lowdown on the 2010 Olympic men's hockey roster

Canada has been anticipating an-

other Olympic gold since Hock-

ey Canada invited 46 NHL athletes to

Team Canada Camp in August. The
men's Olympic hockey roster was
revealed Dec. 30. The final choices

were made with much debate as

Steve Yzerman, Team Canada's

executive director, laid awake at

night wondering how he was going

to make the necessary cuts. The 46

camp invitees are all accomplished

and successful NHL players, which
made the final roster that much
harder to finalize.

Goaltenders Martin Brodeur of

the New Jersey Devils, Marc-Andre
Fluery of the Pittsburgh Penguins,

and Roberto Luongo of the Van-

couver Canucks were unsurpris-

ing final selections. All three have

been thrust into leadership roles

on their respective teams. Brodeur

has participated in three Olympics,

won two Stanley cups, and has been

a leader in the dressing room. He is

also the new leader of the shutout

record with 105, surpassing Terry

Sawchuk's record of 103 which stood

safe for 39 years. Marc-Andre Fleury

has participated in three Stanley

Cup playoffs, two Stanley Cup finals,

and won his first Stanley Cup last

year. He was also a participant in

the World Junior Championships.

Roberto Luongo has been struggling

this season after an injury and the

disappointing playoff elimination

last season. Some would say he's

Canada's goalie, but he cracked un-

der the playoff pressure which is

why he sits in the third goalie slot.

The most surprising addition to

the team's roster would be 20-year

old Drew Doughty of the LA Kings.

He had a breakout season after

being drafted second overall and
continues to avoid the sophomore
slump. This is an incredible oppor-

tunity for Doughty, and by all means
he earned the spot. Chris Pronger,

of the Philadelphia Flyers, had a bit

of a rocky start to his season, but

has since worked through it. He is a

great leader and will be a great ad-

dition to the locker room aside Dan
Boyle (San Jose Sharks) and Shea
Weber (Nashville Predators). Mike
Green of the Washington Capitals

set a world record of eight consecu-

tive power play goals last year but

was left off the roster. Dion Phaneuf

of the Calgary Flames is a hard-

hitting favourite, but was still cut.

Stephane Robidas of the Dallas Stars

holds 27 points in 41 games, and as

a defenceman that is an accomplish-

ment, yet he was left out. The de-

fence is solid, although an alternate

defence made up of the cuts would
be just as strong.

Canada is stacked with locker

room leaders. The captain Scott

Niedermayer is an accomplished de-

fenceman who has proven he knows
how to win with four Stanley Cups
under his belt. You can argue the

other NHL captains on this team

—

Jarome Iginla, Rick Nash, Mike Rich-

ards, and the 13th forward, Jona-

than Toews—are just as qualified.

Sidney Crosby was the favourite to

captain the team. The question in

everyone's mind was how the older

and more experienced captains

would respond to a 22-year-old run-

ning their team. Crosby has been a

key component to all the teams he's

played for and been a clutch team-

mate in Junior, World Junior, and
most importantly, two Stanley Cup
Finals. Ultimately the choice was
always between Crosby and Nieder-

mayer coming down to the experi-

ence Scott Niedermayer possesses.

Up top, the goal scorers for Team
Canada could easily be replaced

if need be. Patrice Bergeron has

played such a standout first half of

his Boston Bruin season that he was
named to the roster. He was not in-

vited to the camp in the summer, but

had enough success to be too good
to pass up. He missed 72 regular sea-

son and playoff games in 2007-2008

with a concussion, but has bounced
back with enough jump to impress

Yzerman. Bergeron recently frac-

tured three bones in his hand, which
will greatly affect his performance if

he does not stay in shape while on
the injured reserve. Being left out of

this roster is a hard pill to swallow

as this opportunity may never come
up again for these players.

Pittsburgh Penguins forward Jor-

dan Staal was the most worthy play-

er left off the roster. He is a miracle

worker on the penalty kill with his

long reach and tremendous speed.

At just 21 years, he is a threat for his

short-handed goals every time he

kills a penalty. Because of his age,

other players overshadowed his

leadership, hard working attitude,

and great talent. Additionally, Mike
Fisher, also left off the roster, hasn't

been spoken about too much, but he

has been playing some of the best

hockey of his career with the Ottawa
Senators. He has racked up 32 points

in 40 games and shined as a leader.

Ryan Smyth of the LA Kings was a

shoo-in for the team until he was in-

jured. An injury was enough to scrap

a player from the running since the

Canadian talent pool is too large to

begin with.

Of all the great NHL players avail-

able for selection, the chosen roster

is almost spotless. Steve Yzerman
picked 26 Canadians deserving and
worthy of wearing the red and white

maple leaf on their chests. In Febru-

ary, the real test will come for the

Canadian selections as they start

their quest for Gold.

Anaheim Ducks defenceman Scott Niedermayer (above) beat out other

favourite Sidney Crosby to captain Team Canada.

On thin ice

Students fed up with Athletic Centre's skating lesson cancellations

GRACE IM
Associate Sports Editor

On a Tuesday afternoon in Oct. 2009,

silence filled the rink, replacing the

sounds of skate blades against ice.

The noise of steel on ice and

blades grinding to a halt was sup-

posed to have been there—but

it wasn't. Instead it had been re-

placed by the silence of people who
had forgotten about the ice, if not

the building.

I signed up for these skating les-

sons to perfect my own abilities in

this quintessential Canadian pas-

time. That lesson was cancelled,

because not enough people signed

up with me—and my class wasn't

the only one that would feel the

axe brought about by the lack of at-

tention. Of the eight instructional

classes for ice skating, all at various

levels made available by the Athlet-

ic Centre, only one survived the fall.

1 was lucky enough to have a

schedule that fit that one class, but

doubtless, there were others less

lucky than me.

My skating instructor later told

me that registration has never

been as bad as it was that fall.

While she conceded that she often

loses around half of her classes

registered for September, this was
unprecedented.

Everyone pointed in different di-

rections in placing the blame. John

Robb, the event coordinator for

Varsity Arena, emphasized that stu-

dents often do not register for these

courses in a timely fashion, leading

to its inevitable cancellation as a re-

sult of a perceived limited interest

in the course. He stressed the im-

portance of early enrolment.

My instructor was a bit more
diplomatic. She indicated that the

recession also likely created a sig-

nificant barrier for those interested.

These lessons aren't cheap. At over

one hundred dollars for 10 lessons,

there are city rinks that provide

cheaper beginner skating lessons.

What you are paying for is the con-

venience of playing hockey right in

the centre of campus.
Both also mentioned the weather

as a factor. September was unsea-

sonably warm and temperate after

a summer of rather unfavourable

weather. Both indicated that it is

unlikely that many students would
think of wrapping themselves in a

jacket and skate on cold ice.

Both addressed this problem as

something that was unfortunate but

in some ways unavoidable.

One student and fellow classmate

thought differently. She had previ-

ously felt the harsh reality of can-

celled skating lessons at the Uni-

versity of Toronto and placed the

blame on the Athletic Centre's lack

of promotion of both the universi-

ty's facilities and programs. "Lack

of interest" was not an excuse when
most U of T students are largely

unaware that the campus ice rink

even exists!

Skating is the love of her life, she

told me. And though this year she

had some financial difficulties her-

self, she consciously set aside the

money to attend these lessons. She
was devastated that her class was
cancelled, and it was only through

extreme effort that she was able to

attend the one class left available to

her. In her eyes you could see her

anger over her feelings of neglect as

well as the burdens of defeat.

There was a time when every ba-

sic skating class would be full. But

last fall, only on Wednesdays could

you hear the happy sounds of skat-

ers learning to skate.

Skating lessons start again on Jan.

12. The snow has fallen, the weather

has become colder, the economy
looking brighter, and the Olympics
are around the corner. But I still

can't help but wonder if this semes-

ter the lack of interest will be any
different.

To register for skating lessons,

visit ac-fpeh.com/athletic_
centre/reglstered.php
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Mixed week for Blues
Women's hockey scores a win and a loss against Waterloo

Blues forward Emily Milito tries to skate by Waterloo in Tuesday's 2-1 loss at Varsity Arena.

HILARY BARLOW
Varsit^^ff^

It took a sudden-death overtime pe-

riod and a shootout, but the Varsity

Blues women's hockey team fell to

the Waterloo Warriors 2-1 last Tues-

day. The Blues entered Tuesday's

game coming off a 6-4 victory over

the Guelph Gryphons the night be-

fore. But against Waterloo, it was
anybody's game right up until the

last minute.

The first period was scoreless

though not without some intense

moments to keep both goalies on
their toes. Waterloo forward Randi

Wilson, assisted by teammates
Emma McMillan and Kelly Maclean,

opened scoring halfway through

the second period. Midway into the

third, the Blues made it even on a

power play led by forward Annie

DelGuidice and assisted by forward

Emily Milito and defenceman Marlie

McLaughlin.

A five-minute sudden-death round

was called to settle the winner.

Though both teams played fiercely,

overtime was as scoreless as the

first period. The final decider was a

shootout in which Waterloo forward

Wilson scored yet again, achieving a

2-1 victory for the Warriors.

It was a frustrating loss for the

Blues after Monday's victory. The
Warriors were tailing the Blues in

the OUA rankings, and Toronto beat

Waterloo not once but thrice in the

2008-2009 season. Happily the Blues

returned the favour on Saturday at

Waterloo by defeating the Warriors

6-1. Despite Tuesday's loss, the

Blues have preserved their number-

five OUA standing and are itching

for a playoff spot.

"I think it comeS down to just play-

ing simple hockey," commented Del-

Guidice, who was named player of

the game for her efforts. "We're still

fighting for a good playoff position

right now so I think if we just play

our game and play simple Blues

hockey we can come out stronger"

At press time, the Blues are

facing the undefeated Golden

Hawks at Laurier. Their next

home game is against the UOIT
Ridgebacks on Jan. 16 at 4 p.m.

Contact: recruitment@thevarslty.ca

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

* Complete 30-Hout Seminars

* Convenient Weekend Scliedule

* Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

* Comprehensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

* Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS&CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection.

Major & minor musical genres. We buy

and sell. 3 minutes S of College & St.

George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around

Again Records.

SERVICES

EGYPT FEB READING WEEK
10 days, Cairo, Alexandria, Luxor. $3300

flight from Toronto, visa, hotels, break-

fasts, daily transportation, entry fees (TEL)

416-727-1040www.egyptgrouptours.com

TUTORfNG

GET HELP NOW!!

Tutor, 40 years' experience specializing in

MATH 135, 136, CHM 139, 247, ECO 220,

Past tests and exams available for prac-

tice. Reasonable rates. (416) 785-8898.

EDITING

For expert copy editiiig and proofreading

of academic material (graduate level)

including theses, contact Patricia Bishop

at email mpbishop@rogers.com or by

telephone at (416)922-2804. (Website:

eslcopyediting.com).

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each adilitional word. Rates include one line of bold type

for ttie ad header. No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mall or phone. Ads must

be submitted at least four days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 116. Call 416-946-7804 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

GRADUATE
STUDIES

Looking for a career in

medical research?
Get your graduate degree In

Medical Biophysics at Western

• World-class scientists at Schulich Medicine &
Dentistry and affiliated institutes

• Exceptional financial support

• Unique training in medical imaging, cellular

biophysics, biomechanics, cancer treatment

and much more

• Students accepted from a variety of science

backgrounds

• Application target date: February 1 , 201

0

www.uwo.ca/biophysics

The University of Western Ontario

UBC DAP
The gateway to accounting

Accelerate you future with the

Diploma in Accounting Program (DAP)

at the University of British Columbia.

DAP prepares university graduates with limited

or no training in accounting for entry into a

professional accounting designation (CA, CGA,

CMA or CPA in the US).

APPLICATION DEADLINES

May start: Feb 1 (International applicants)

Marl (Canadian applicants)

Sep start: Jun 1 (International applicants)

Jul 1 (Canadian applicants)

Find out how DAP can accelerate your future.

Visit www.sauder.ubc.ca/dap

UBC
|l I

SAUDER
P % School of Business

Opening Worlds

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

OXFORD SEMINARSi
416-924-3240

!

1-800-269-6719
|

www.oxfordseminars.ca;
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DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

Want to get your work
published in The Varsity?

Come to The Varsity Illustration Workshop
on January 15 at 2 p.m.

Make sure to bring samples of your work. We'll discuss how to

get published and what we expect from illustrators in terms of

deadlines, skill level, and illustrative content, as well as what
you can expect from us at the paper. We will also take a look at

portfolios and offer tips and critiques.

If you are interested in Illustrating for The Varsity

but can't make It to the workshop,

contact Cristina Diaz Borda at

illustration@thevarsity.ca

so all my talk about the
entire universe being a
simulation ignored one
pretty big question, which
is this:

YOU re proposing
simulations be used for
historical research!

why simulate
an entire
universe when
you can just
simulate one
awesome dude?

Let's assume that if we're simulating
universes, we're doing it for a reason,
sure, SOME simulations would be the whole
universe, but that's complicated and

expensive! why simulate
boring microbes galaxies
away if we ' r e j ust
interested in one dude on
Earth? And why simulate

this one dude at all, unless
you're trying to find out
more about him and his
life, get inside his
head, perhaps..,.,

—

IND OUT WHERE
HE BURIED THE
DIAMONDS??

And S

only
that
REAL
that

\

ince MY consciousness is the
one I can confirm, it means
outside this simulation, in my
life, I did something SO rad
people are still trying to

figure it out.
you' re here
to ensure I

act like I

did before,
and perhaps,
at the end,

to ask
me -

CC) 2010 Ryan North

A SOFTER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

My parents made sure

1 had a good work ethic.

'gasp"

ALSO, WHEN
PRECISELY
WILL YOU *^

GIVE ALL
YOUR MONEY
TO
UTAHRAPTOR??
FUTURE
GENERATIONS
ARE STILL,
UM, STUMPED.

gasp*

viM/v. qwantz. com

W% I still hate working, J

3T ^ 0\IM
asofterworld.com
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Monday, January 11

Pandemonium Machine
K-AMP, Christel Bartelse, Helen

Donnelly and others take park in

this one-nighter that pushes the

conventions of clowns and theatre.

• 7:45 p.m. $15

• Theatre Passe Muraille

(16Ryerson Ave.)

Trampoline Hall

Mini lectures curated by Becky

Johnson.

• 8 p.m. $5 adv, $6 at door

• Garrison (1 1 97 Dundas St. W.)

Trampolinehall.net

UkelOl
Three weeks of ukelele lessons for

beginners start tonight.

• 8-11 p.m. Free!

• Lula Lounge (1 585 Dundas St. W.)

Cujamwest.com

Tuesday, January 12

Guy Madd in: "l^lay I Blow
my Bugle Now? My Life i

I Clips"

Avant-garde filmmaker Guy Maddin

gives an illustrated lecture on his

artistic influences and favourite

films. This is the first event of a

series on Confession and the Cinema

of Uninhibition, sponsored by the

Jackman Humanities Institute and

the Cinema Studies Institute.

• 7-9 p.m. Free!

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

Wednesday, January 13

In(side) the Veins

Poetry open mic and workshop.

• 8-9:30 p.m. Free!

• Culturshoc (1205 Queen St. W.)

416-588-7462

Thursday, January 14

University of Tpronto

Cycling Club Movie Night

Join the UTCC for a fundraising

movie night for the Ride to Conquer

Cancer The films will be a surprise,

and refreshments may be provided.

Play runs through Friday January 15.

• 6-10 p.m. $5 donation

• Rm 1210, Bahen Centre

Play: Conrad. Lord Bilk of

Crosspurposes

A light-hearted comedy about a

newspaper baron who schemes to

buy the jail in which he is being held.

• 8 p.m. $30/$15 for students (10

per cent off for groups of 1 0-i-)

• George Ignatieff Theatre

(15 Devonshire PI.)

Advance tickets available at

U of T Box Office, uofttlx.ca

Friday, January 15

OPIRG Open House
Join Ontario Public Interest Research

Group for a talk on radical politics,

critical analysis, and food.

• Noon-5 p.m. Free!

• Centre for Women and Trans

People (563 Spadina Ave.)

416-978-7770

The Varsity Illustration

Workshop
Learn the skills necessary to join The

Varsity's own illustration team.

• 2-4 p.m. Free!

• The Varsity office

(21 Sussex Ave., 2nd floor)

Sultans of String

Sultans of String deliver a fusion

of Latin, Gypsy-Jazz, Middle

Eastern, and folk rhythms which

have delighted audiences from

the Canadian Arctic to the Indian

Himalayas.

• 9 p.m. Free!

• Hart House Arbor Room

Harthousemusic.com

Saturday, January 16

You Fancy Yourself

Maja Ardal's returning solo play

about an Icelandic girl who moves

to Edinburgh continues at Passe

Muraille Mainspace.

(Until January 23)

• 2:30 and 7:30 p.m. PWYC-$35

• Theatre Passe Muraille

(16Ryerson Ave.)

416-504-7529

Nocturnal
Sharpen your blades, hit the ice and

get down to an evening of house

music spun by DJs Andy Reid, Simon

Jain, and VUG.

• 8-11 p.m. Free!

(Skate rentals are $7 for adults.)

• Harbourfront Centre, Natrel Rink

(235 Queens Quay W.)

HarbouriFrontcentre.com

Sunday, January 17

Art's Birthday
International art celebration

with music, storytelling, sound

performances, an art hockey game,

clay workshops and more.

• Noon-5 p.m. Free!

• Artscape Wychwood Barns

(601 Christie St.)

Naisa.ca

To have your

U of T campus event

listed in this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

iistings(a)thevarslty.ca
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'Hot Chocolate for

Heroes' benefits

military families

Canadian Hero Fund hopes to award scholarships

GINA SHIN

Volunteers from the Canadian Hero Fund

braved the chill at Bloor an St. George on

Monday morning to give out hot choco-

late for donations.

U of T students founded the group a

month ago to help military families. They

have an ambitious goal: to raise $2.5 mil-

lion in the next five years to be put to-

Wcirds scholcirship opportunities for the

children and spouses of fallen soldiers.

"Most children who would qualify for

the scholarships are too young right

now, so the demand will be more preva-

lent 10 to 15 years down the road," said

Michael Ball, an exec and a fiucil-year U of

T student. Still, the group hopes to start

giving out awards as early as this fall.

After three hours at their sidewalk

table, the Fund is $804.39 closer to

their goal. Ball estimated 200 visitors

stopped by.

Ball said the group has been contacted

by interested students from U of T as well

as Dalhousie, the University of Alberta,

McGill, and others.

They're catching attention elsewhere,

too. Army News turned up to gather

footage to show soldiers overseas. The

L'Espresso Bar Mercurio location at the

Woodsworth residence donated the hot

chocolate; All Signs and Sign-A-Rama

gave free banners.

More information can be found at

herofundca, or by following the group's

TwitterandFacebook pages.

CANADIAN HEKO FUN

Campus flasher

on the loose
LIZ KAGEDAN

Associate News Editor

Four instances of indecent expo-

sure at U of T have been reported

in the past two months. Campus
police believe that the same person

is responsible for all four incidents,

three on St. George between Bloor

and College, and one at Hart House.

The suspect is described as a

white male around 35 years old;

5'8
"; about 142 lbs; with short dark

hair; small dark eyes; thick eye-

brows; facial hair (stubble); and a

raspy voice. He was seen in a navy

toque and a navy hoodie with the

hood up.

"We are actively investigating

this," said Sam D'Angelo, campus
police operations manager. He said

he does not believe U of T is being

"targeted, per se."

"We're a city campus, open,

and surrounded by many types

of socio-economic buildings. It's

a convenient place for all types of

individuals," he said.

D'Angelo advises students not to

engage with the individual and to

contact campus police as soon as

possible if they believe they have

seen him. He added, "If you feel

safe, and are at a safe distance, try

to get a photo of him."

Campus Community Police can
be reached at 416-978-2323 or

communitypolice@utoronto.ca

Ignatieff hits UTM
Liberal leader takes questions, gets sweatshirt

'[Harper] gambled on your cynicism [...] he gambled wrong,' Ignatieff tells students.

SEMRA EYLUL SEVI

Varsity Staff

Michael Ignatieff, U of T alum and lead-

er of the Liberal Party, stopped by the

UTM campus on Tuesday. Ignatieff is on

a week-long, 1 1-campus tour across Can-

ada to promote "Canada at 150: Rising to

the Challenge," a "non-partisan" confer-

ence in March hosted by the Liberals.

Ignatieff spoke to a full house at

UTM, with latecomers directed to an

overflow room. The crowd, mostly

students, asked about matters rang-

ing from the Middle East and the envi-

ronment to voter turnout, copyright,

and accountability.

A few protestors urged Ignatieff to go

back to Harvard. "Just so you know,"

he told everyone in the packed lecture

hall, "I'm not going anywhere, because

I'm home."

Asked for his strategy to provide af-

fordable and accessible education for

all students, Ignatieff said, "We need to

increase student grants as opposed to

loans; spread out the repayment peri-

ods; lower the interest payments; and

increase the investment we make in

student loans."

"The quick protocol—this is the part

some students don't like—is that you

got [sic] to pay something for a world-

class education. So you are not going to

get me to talk about tuition freezes and

that kind of stuff," he said. "I believe [. .
.]

passionately that if you get the grades,

you get to go."

The name of the Liberal conference

is similar to one hosted by the Institute

of Public Administration of Canada,

called "150!Canada."

In an interviewwith The Varsity, Igna-

tieff explained his reasons for the "non-

partisan" billing. "We want to open the

doors, windows, and invite people who
don't necessarily support our party to

contribute to the process of intellectual

renewal," he said. Robert Bothwell, a U

SEE 'IGNATIEFF' -PG 2

South Asian Studies reduced to a minor

Several joint specialist programs scrapped

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Varsity Staff

U of T formally scrapped several spe-

cialist programs in the Faculty of Arts

and Science at a meeting of the Aca-

demic Programs and Policy Committee

on Tuesday. Changes will take effect in

the 2010-2011 academic year, and stu-

dents already enrolled in the deleted

programs will not be affected.

The specialist and major programs

for South Asian Studies will be cut, leav-

ing only a minor program. University of-

ficials argue that the chcmge will make
the program more "cohesive, relevant.

and useful in the work place."

Judith Poe, a professor on the com-

mittee, questioned how the university

intended to strengthen the program

by cutting the specialist and majors. A
spokesperson for the university replied

that she didn't know and cited insuffi-

cient demand.

In total, 31 students are currently

enrolled in the specialist, major, and mi-

nor programs for South Asian Studies.

"I hope efforts will be made to re-es-

tablish those programs," said Matthew

Purser, a third-year student on the com-

mittee. "Even though it may not be such

a large number of students that are go-

ing to be enrolled in specialists cmd ma-
jors, it's still important for the students

who are in them now, cmd for those who
would like to have them in the future."

The other cancellations, which

passed without debate, disband joint

specialist programs between depart-

ments like English, philosophy, history,

and economics, which require the same
number of courses as double majors.

"Certainly in all the years I've been in-

volved in AP&P, this is a banner year for

program deletions," said Cheryl Regehr,

vice-provost of academic programs.

SEE 'REDUCTION' -PG

2
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Some professional graduate programs now require students to give digital

fingerprints or palm prints when writing entrance tests like the GMAT. it's

supposed to foil cheaters who have others write their exams. Students have

raised privacy concerns. What do you think?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

4tii Year, Computer Engineering,

Doesn't tMther me. What do I care if they're

looking at my face on a T-Card or my
fingerprint on a piece of ID? It's not invasive.

Arianne

4th Year, English andAfrican Studies,
I don't see it as a problem, though I haven't

taken a standardized test in forever

Fingerprinting in terms of privacy concerns is

theleast of my problems.

Mahwash
3rd Year, Sociologyand Psychology,

I think fingerprinting test-takers is intrusive

and disrespectful or people's privacv. There

should be better ways of checking ifthe right

people are taking the exam.

4th Year, Political Science and Urian
Studies,

There are laws in place protecting the privacy

of people in these situations, ana if it does

actually enhance the legitimacy or security of

these tests, then I'm alitor it.

Clara

4th Year, Civil Engineering

It's a good addition because the unskilled

cheaters will fail at cheating. Unfortunately, no

matter how much they succeed in reducing the

rate, cheating will always be a reality.

Dana

2nd Year, Political Science and History,

I think it does help to deter cheating. If

test-takers have found cheating to oe such

a problem, then I guess this is a viable

solution. Only those with something to hide

should be concerned.

University iiopefuls see competition

from mature students

CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH

Ontario's graduating high school stu-

dents are facing fierce competition as

unemployed mature students are in-

creasingly vying for university spots.

Ontario's Second Career program

gives laid-off workers a big incentive,

offering them up to $28,000 a year to

return to school and train for high-

demand jobs.

Administrators have said young-

sters won't get priority. "Colleges

shouldn't have to choose between

a secondary school student and

a student who's going to school

through Second Career," said Patrick

O'Gorman, a spokesperson for the

Ministry of Training, Colleges and

Universities. "We are not aware of

any university or college where that's

been the case."

U of T has seen an unexpected in-

crease in acceptances of offers to

enroll, which assistant dean Glenn

Loney said is probably linked to the

weak economy.

While U of T does not keep track

of the ages of applicants, Loney said

that the numbers of mature, part-time

students have dropped off noticeably

over the past 10 years. "It is hard to

know why, but it seems that thosewho
choose to do university tend more to-

ward going full-time and finishing."

Winter Liquidicious At

Burger Bar
Pabst Blue Ribbon

12oz $2.95 • 20oz $3.95 • 60oz $8.95

Sleeman
• Original Draught
• Honey Brown
• Cream Ale

12o2 $3.95 • 20oz $5.95 • 60oz $11.95

10 College Street.

Toronto Ontario MSG 1 K2
(416) 961-2227 • vvww.wburgerbar.com

Brought to you by W Burger Bar and Sleeman Breweries

Must be 19 years or older to consume alcohol. Don't drink and drive

Feds axe funding

for Canadian Council

on Learning
Education research organization vows

to keep operating

_ __,NICOLE LEUNG

The federal government has decided

to cut funding to the Canadian Coun-

cil on Learning, an independent orga-

nization that promotes and produces

reports on lifelong education prac-

tices across Canada.

Last month, CCL received a let-

ter from Human Resources and So-

cial Development stating that the

government would stop funding

the organization once the current

agreement ends on March 3L "I can

assure you that the decision not to

renew was not made lightly," writes

Human Resources Minister Diane

Finley. No explanation was given in

the minister's letter.

Created in 2004 by the previous

Liberal government, CCL received an

$85-million grant to operate for five

years. In 2009, CCL's mandate was ex-

tended to March 2010, with no more
funding promised beyond then. The
federal funding accounts for 95 per

cent of the total funding received by

the council.

CCL released a statement on Jan.

8 quoting Paul Cappon, its presi-

dent and CEO, as saying "CCL has

achieved a lot in its short life, but

there is so much more to accomplish.

We will do everything we can to con-

tinue our work in some form or an-

other because that work contributes

to Canada's prosperity."

CCL reports regularly to Canadi-

ans on progress in education, and
suggests areas that need attention.

It also helps promote lifelong educa-

tion across the country. The OECD
recently praised the Prime Minister

for supporting CCL, also lauding the

Composite Learning Index, a ground-

breaking CCL program that is now
being adapted for use in Europe.

Liberal leader Michael Ignatieff said

the Conservatives should invest more,

not less, in education at a critical time

in Canada's economic recovery. "Mak-

ing this kind of cut at this time is ridicu-

lously short-sighted. This government

is putting our country's future at risk."

"The funding of independent

research on post-secondary edu-

cation has been invaluable to the

progress of education in Canada,"

said Arati Sharma, national director

of the Canadian Alliance of Student

Associations. "Cutting our ability to

effectively evaluate post-secondary

education programs will drastically

affect Canada's ability to measure

the progress of higher learning."

"There is a need for a more compre-

hensive learning information system."

Ryan Sparrow, Finley's communica-

tions director, told CanWest News

Service. "This will help us maximize

training investments, help Canadians

make more informed decisions when

it comes to their education and their

careers, and ensure employers have

the workers with the skills they need

for the jobs of tomorrow."

Cappon would disagree. "We are the

only organization that reports inde-

pendently and reliably and impartially

to people right across this country on

the strengths and weaknesses in learn-

ing. If CCL doesn't do it, who will?"

'IGNATIEFF' -CONTINUED FROM PG
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of T Canadian history professor who
attended U of T and Harvard with Igna-

tieff, had another explanation: "It's PR
burble—euphonious and empty."

"The campus tour caused some
surprise among Liberals," Bothwell

said. "Campuses are not the area

where he needs to generate sup-

port—or to put it another way, may-
be he went there because they are

less hostile and skeptical of him than
other areas of the country."

Bigwig political science professor

Stephen Clarkson took a gentler view.

"Participants can call their thinkers

conferences non-partisan if they invite

speakers who are not pcu-ty members
or identified with the party. Having the

same title as IPAC is probably a coin-

cidence, if not a smart move," he said.

Clarkson made an unsuccessful run as

a Liberal candidate for mayor of Toron-

to in 1969, and remained active in the

party for six years afterwards. He was

formerly married to past governor gen-

eral Adrienne Clarkson.

Tuesday's talk was proudly parti-

san, as Ignatieff opened with a shot

at Prime Minister Stephen Harper for

proroguing Parliament. "He gambled

on your cynicism, he gambled on your

disillusion, he gambled on your de-

tachment from the process and, inter-

estingly, he gambled wrong," Ignatieff

said. "Your presence today is a sign

you care about politics."

Ignatieff was presented with a U of

T hooded sweatshirt before he left for

another talk at McMaster University.

"Canada at 150: Rising to the

Challenge" takes place from March 26

to March 28 in Montreal. A website is

coming soon.

'REDUCTION' - CONTINUED FROM P6
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"But they're not huge, substantive

changes in terms of student choice."

Regehr added that the decision did

not involve discontinuing any specif-

ic courses and would not entail any
additional costs, although she admit-

ted that she did not know how much
the university would save as a result.

"I don't really feel like anybody is

losing a choice, because there are

other options available to them that

would almost be equivalent to the
ones being deleted now," said Purser.

The committee also took the first

step toward starting a kinesiology

program at U of T, voting unani-

mously to refer the issue to the Aca-

demic Board. Professor Gretchen

Kerr, associate dean in the physical

education and health faculty, said

that faculty surveys indicated strong

student demand for a Bachelor's pro-

gram in kinesiology.

"Our sense is that if we have a

Bachelor's program, far more stu-

dents would be interested in com-

ing to U of T," she said. "I think it

would be very important in terms

of recruiting students to U of T, and

meeting the demand for kinesiolo-

gists in the field, for U of T to go in

this direction."
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AGdemiG

denounce

prorogue
Mark Kingwell, James Orbinski, and Joseph Heath

among those opposed to Harper's decision

ANDREW RUSK
Varsity Staff

Scholars have joined the growing num-

ber of Canadians opposed to Stephen

Harper's decision to prorogue Parlia-

ment for the second time in his term.

More than 175 academics, including 17

University of Toronto faculty members,

have signed an open letter expressing

concern about proroguing Parliament.

"It doesn't have to do so much with

party politics or Harper specifically,

but with the idea that you can suspend

Parliament, which is the only demo-

cratic part of our political system," said

signatory Lawrence LeDuc, a political

science professor who focuses on elec-

tions and party politics.

University of Montreal philoso-

phy professor Daniel Weinstock
wrote the letter and circulated it

among professors and lawyers. It

was published in several newspa-

pers on Saturday, Jan. 12.

Parliament was to resume from

Christmas break on Jan 25. On Dec.

30, Harper decided to prorogue Parlia-

ment until March 3. This delay pushes

the throne speech to March 3 and the

budget to March 4.

Prorogation closes the parliamentary

session, terminating all bills introduced

and worked on. Harper's decision wiped

away the Consumer Product Safety Act

and bills related to auto theft, email

spam, and sex offenders, as well as the

special Commons committee probing

the issue of possible Afghan detainee

torture. The Military Police Complaints

Commission, also investigating Afghan

tortures, is also effectively suspended

until a new commissioner is appointed.

"Given that our political system de-

pends on norms and conventions as

well as written rules, it's establishing

a pattern that could well define how
Parliament functions in the future.

The way this plays out will determine

whether this becomes regular practice

in our politics or whether it's a one-off

situation," said LeDuc.

This is the second time Harper has

suspended Parliament. Governor Gen-

eral Michaelle Jean previously granted

the prime minister's request to pro-

rogue Parliament from Dec. 4, 2008 to

Jan. 26, 2009, effectively eluding an ex-

pected vote of no confidence.

Harper faces criticism from not

only the ivory tower. Fifty-three per

cent of Canadians disagree with

the prorogation, according to a Jan.

7 Angus Reid poll. The Economist,

an influential right-leaning maga-
zine, slammed Harper's actions in

a Jan. 7 editorial, particularly con-

demning his decision to make the

announcement on the same day
as five Canadians were killed in Af-

ghanistan and the Olympic hockey
team was announced.

Protests across Canada are planned

forJan. 23. The Toronto protest will

take place atDundas Square, with

details to come. The rallies are being

organized through the Facebook

group Canadians Against Proroguing

Parliament, who hope they'll see better

turnout than Tuesday's protest against

college strikes, also organized through

Facebook. (Over 300 people said they

would participate; no more than 20

actually did.) Read the story online at

thevarsity.ca
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U of 0 Students take another

break

Students at the University of Ot-

tawa will now have a fall reading

week in addition to a winter break.

The university's Senate ap-

proved the decision, making it

one of only a handful of universi-

ties to offer a fall break.

"I think it's a good idea to give

students a mental health break in

the middle of the semester," Sea-

mus Wolfe, president of the Stu-

dent Federation of the University

vOf Ottawa, told the Ottawa Citizen.

"For students in their first year,

it's a big change. It allows them a

chance to clear their heads."

The break applies to most un-

dergraduate and graduate facul-

ties and will run this year from

October 24 to 30.

—TIM LEGAULT

Source: Ottawa Citizen

To the Bat Cave!

The ROM will receive $2.75 million

from Ottawa to help construct

new galleries for Byzantium and
Rome, and to reopen the Bat Cave
on Feb. 27 after it was closed for

renovation last month.

Federal transport and infra-

structure minister John Baird,

who called the ROM "one of the

jewels of Toronto," made the fund-

ing announcement on Jan. 12.

The Bat Cave, a replica of Ja-

maica's St. Clair Cave, is "the

biggest attraction at the ROM,"
said Dan Rahimi, the ROM's vice

president of gallery develop-

ment. Rahimi said the Bat Cave
will be "new and spookier."

The ROM has over 6,000 ob-

jects in its Rome collection that

have not been on exhibition in

eight years. They will be dis-

played in almost 6,000 square

feet of gallery space, with the

Byzantine gallery at around

2,000 square feet. The new gal-

leries are expected to open in

2011.

—MEGHAN MCCABE
Source: National Post

CSU says feds mismanaged

grants in Quebec

The Concordia Students' Union
is attacking the federal govern-

ment for withholding Quebec's
portion of funds from the Cana-
dian Student Grant Program.
Students in Quebec have not

seen any financial assistance

from the $350 million used to re-

place the Canadian Millennium

Scholarship Foundation after it

dissolved in 2008.

i Grant money began to be dis-

i
tributed to the rest of the coun-

1 try last fall. The CSU is accusing

1 the federal government of "mis-

j
management."
The CSGP is responsible for dis-

;

tributing non-repayable grants

: whenever a student applies for a

: national student loan.

The main reason Quebec stu-

' dents have not yet received fund-

;

ing from the CSGP is because

, Quebec has opted out of the Can-

ada Students Loan Program since

\

1964, according to Human Re-

I

sources and Skills Development

I

Canada. Instead, the province

I receives a payment from Ottawa

I
for student fintuicial assistance

! six months after the end of the

i loan year.

CSU president Amine Dabchy
: said Quebec students are entitled

: to $100 million, and expressed

I

concerns that the feds are trying

\
to negotiate with Quebec to give

less than the full amount.
"It's not true. The Government

of Canada will be making a pay-

ment to the Government of Que-
bec to compensate for actual

costs incurred in the preceding

loan year (August to July)," the

HRSDC wrote in an email to

Maclean's.

—CAROLYN ARNEH
Source: Maclean's
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The Danforth's
only eco-friendly laundromat

•Environmentally Friendly*

•Solar Powered^
•Guru Coffee^

•Organic Fair Trade Coffee Shop<

•Energy Star Efficients

•TV Lounge & Playcentre^
•Wireless Internet^

Quadruple load
WASHERS

&
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Double load washers

All washers use solar
heated water

OPEN JANUARY 16

open 365 Days a Year 6am - lOptn

2741 Dariforth Avenue
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Next to Canadian Tire

E-Mail: theecolaundryroom@gmail.com
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Toronto-Tel: (416) 640-7900
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Scarborough. Tel: (416) 724-8213

UTM Bookstore • 3359 Mississauga Road North,

South Building 1st Floor, Mississauga • Tel: (905) 828-5246
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Give me a job!

How to maintain your dignity in the job marl<et after graduation

WYNDHAM
BETTENCOURT-MCCARTHY

Varsity Staff

"Have you ever swept a floor be-

fore?" asked my new superior, a

unibrowed hiigh scfiool student

proudly wearing a shirt that read

"I pwn noobs." He was in charge
of my training at the latest of a

string of minimum wage jobs.

"Because you obviously don't

know how to do it the right way,"

he continued. "Do you have any
work experience?"

I'm 22 years old, and I have a

Bachelors of Arts Honours degree
from the University of Toronto,

where 1 majored in English Litera-

ture and German History. In the

past four years I've worked in of-

fices and restaurants, and gar-

nered four Dean's List certificates.

Yet I've been in the trenches of job

searching for a few months now.

Here's what I've learned.

Graduating from university is

scary; graduating into a recession

is even scarier. But all the warn-

ings that 1 overheard during my
university years didn't even begin

to prepare me for the reality of the

job market. My advice to current

students: lower your expectations.

It's all downhill from here.

Us university graduates are of-

ten from middle-class families,

where we were born into privilege

and viewed education as a given.

But we're a generation that has to

face the daunting possibility that

we will never achieve the financial

or economic security that we grew
accustomed to as children. While

many of our baby-boomer parents

jumped up an economic class from

their families, it's quite possible

that we'll have to abandon the up-

per and middle classes for a work-

ing class existence.

The past few months on the job

search have taught me to take less

for granted while simultaneously

being more wary. There's a lot of

shadiness out there, from illegal

unpaid training shifts to temp
agencies that demand commission
before placing you in a job. The
best defence is a good offence,

and that's gained by knowing your
rights and deciding what you will

and won't settle for.

Just by browsing through the

Ontario Ministry of Labour's web-

site, I've realized that a fair num-
ber of the employment opportu-

nities I've been offered have been

illegal. Even simple laws such as

a mandatory 30-minute break

for every five consecutive hours

worked are often violated in the

service industry. And if you work
more than 44 hours in a work
week, you qualify for overtime

—

meaning all subsequent hours are

time and a half.

Temporary employment place-

ment agencies are another risky

business. A great number of office

or administrative positions are

filtered through temp agencies,

and joining one is a helpful way
to get a leg up on the competition.

But know your rights—there are

some sketchy-ass agencies out

there. It's illegal for a temp agen-

cy to charge you for joining their

organization, and they can charge

commission only once they have

placed you in an employment op-

portunity. They are also not al-

lowed to charge you for provid-

ing you with information about a

company or for prepping you for

SEE UNEMPLOYMENT -PG 5

Our generation of grads will likely be of a lower class than our parents.

Liberal isn t a dirty word
How the Canadian and American right wing denigrate liberals

ALEX ROSS

_ Varsity Staff

The ancient Egyptians had a saying

that went, "whosoever has your name
has power over you." Initially this

may seem a strange concept, until we
consider the power of stereotypes to

inculcate prejudices against certain

groups, whether religious, political,

or racial. In the political sphere there

is one name that seems to be on ev-

eryone's lips: liberal.

Classical liberalism was a label

applied to a set of thinkers in the 18th

century (John Locke, Adam Smith)

who shared common ideas about

how private property, free trade,

and small government could lead

to greater happiness and material

wealth for the individual and society.

Anyone who weis a conservative was
allied with the aristocracy and did

not believe in the changes proposed

by liberal thinkers. Fast-forward to

the 20th century, and the meaning

has changed. A conservative believes

in the power of privatization and free

trade, while a liberal tends to look to

government to play a positive role

in people's lives through increased

social programs.

The word "liberal" is now a weap-

on, a catch-all term used by conser-

vatives to not only defame their po-

litical opponents, but to also make
voters unnecessarily fearful and
ignorant. This dialogue has perme-

ated both the Canadian and Ameri-

can political scenes, and has been

cleverly used to make people fearful

of anything "liberal."

Through television and talk ra-

dio, we have received the false no-

tion of the "tax and spend" liberal

who has no control over govern-

ment spending. We also have the

idea of a "liberal media" that is

biased and won't tell both sides

of the story. This has been the

concerted effort of commentators
like Bill O' Reilly and Glen Beck in

the United States and Mark Steyn
in Canada.
Both these stereotypes do not

hold up when subjected to closer

scrutiny. In the United States in

the 1980s, then president Ron-
ald Reagan and his famous "Re-

ganomics" reduced taxes for the

upper bracket of income earners
from 70 per cent to 28 per cent, in-

creased taxes on social services,

and increased defence spending.
The exorbitant defence spending
led to such high borrowing that

the federal deficit increased from
$700 billion to $3 trillion. The U.S.

went from being a creditor nation

to a debtor nation. By contrast.

Bill Clinton's tenure in office was
marked by balanced budgets
through a smart "pay as you go"
clause, where with each new pro-
gram introduced came a corre-

sponding tax or a cut service. The
$ll-million surplus he left George
W. Bush was destroyed quickly
by two deep tax cuts, two foreign

wars, an expansion of Medicare,
and the removal of "pay as you
go," which led to the federal deficit

ballooning to $8 trillion.

In Canada, when Paul Martin was

Finance Minister under Jean Chre-

tien, Parliament continually posted

balanced budgets. Under Jim Fla-

herty, we now have a $50-billion

deficit that 4s once again the result

of tax cuts and increased spending.

Distortion of the facts is not be-

yond the purview of right wing

media outlets that continually use

the "liberal" tag as a means to cast

doubt on any newspaper, news

channel, or news site that might

give an unfavourable rendering of

the conservative ideology.

The next time you hear "liberal"

applied to a politician, political

commentator, or news outlet, con-

sider the source of the label and the

above facts. You may finally realize

how distorted perceptions can be

become with a single name.
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What's in a name?
The Burj Dubai became the Burj Khalifa, marl<ing a political shift in the United Arab Emirates

The Burj Khalifa is now the tallest building in the world.

Profiling infringes

on human rights

I sincerely hope that this article

was not published simply to initi-

ate extensive commentary from

students, particularly Canadian

Muslims ("Irks and Quirks," Jan 27).

As to Pike's central argument
that there needs to be a more
effective way to profile people

at the airport (so that Caucasian

families, African-American busi-

nessmen, or Japanese tourists

are left undisturbed), 1 want to

paraphrase Christopher Cala-

brese from the American Civil

UNEMPLOYMENT
CONTINUED FROM PG4

a job interview—places will actu-

ally try to do this! By law, a temp
agent has to inform you of the sal-

ary of the position, including ben-

efits, hours of work, pay period.

-LETTERS-
Liberties Union: There is no one
profile for a terrorist. When you
start to pull from large pools of

people looking for a small num-
ber of people, mistaken identi-

fications grows very large and
waste resources.

To propose that a "certain

demographic" is the only one
posing a security threat (which is

inaccurate), and ergo that group

should be the only one searched

is not a solution, especially from a

human rights perspective. It would
be equally outrageous to suggest

that the rights of one group can

and complete contact information

of the position of employment so

you can contact them if you have

any further questions.

Minimum wage in Ontario right

now is $9.50, but it's going up on
March 31 to $10.25. The minimum
wage for alcohol servers is $8.25,

All eyes were on Dubai as it opened
the doors to the world's tallest

building, the Burj Khalifa, amid
speculation about the emirate's fi-

nancial crisis. Coinciding with the

fourth anniversary of the acces-

sion of the ruler of Dubai, Sheikh

Mohammed bin Rashid Al Mak-
toum, the inauguration ceremony
was nothing less than grand. Life

in the city came to a standstill as

people gathered to watch a display

of dancing fountains, a laser show,

and 10,000 fireworks. As an esti-

mated two billion people watched
the inauguration, it was Dubai's

chance to show the world it still

has what it takes.

There was, however, a looming

tension and discomfort in the air

as Sheikh Mohammed announced
a sudden name change minutes

before the ceremony. What was
originally supposed to be called

Burj Dubai was now Burj Khalifa,

named after His Highness Sheikh

Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, rul-

er of Abu Dhabi. A kind gesture?

I think not. After all, it was Abu
Dhabi that gave Dubai a $10 billion

US bailout package after the Dubai

government revealed its difficul-

ties paying off its almost $60 bil-

lion in liabilities.

As I watched the spectacular

display, my excitement was damp-
ened by the sudden rechristening

of the 828-metre tower. At a time

when Dubai needs to re-establish

its position in the world market,

naming your prized possession

after the ruler of a richer and
currently more popular neigh-

bour isn't the best PR exercise.

After a year of constant media
scrutiny, the people of Dubai had
come together to be a part of this

record-breaking event, only to be
betrayed. A total of 22 million man-
hours of labour were put in by con-

struction workers—at the peak of

construction, at least 12,000 work-

ers were on site at once. The tower

was supposed to be a symbol of

optimism and a representation of

the opulent spirit of a city that rose

from the desert sands. Instead, the

be sacrificed for the mere conve-

nience of others.

Lastly Pike ought to understand

that many "unassuming" North
American Muslims, who are

frequently subjected to additional

questioning and searching, share

his frustration. Consider the story

of Omar Rana who was traveling

with his mother when he was
pulled from the line and searched.

American airport officials took

apart one of his personal belong-

ings as part of their search. Omar
was eight years old. That per-

sonal belonging was his Boy Scout

derby car.

Fahad Tariq, UTM MSA President

and is rising to $8.90. Make sure

you remind prospective employers

about the increase, because many
will be conveniently ignorant of the

change. When you come across an
employment violation, confront the

employer about it and report it to

the Ministry of Labour.

renamed tower was stripped of all

it stood for.

Aside from the furore the re-

naming caused, many questioned

whether the Burj Khalifa was even
necessary at all in the face of the

economic crisis. In an interview

with the Globe and Mail, Carol Wil-

lis, the founder of the Skyscraper

Museum in New York, stated,

"Right now, I'm looking out my win-

dow at the Empire State Building,

which opened on May 1, 1931, as

the U.S. was sliding into the Great

Depression. Twenty years from

now, whether or not it's still the

tallest building, the Burj is going

to be an expression of an invest-

ment that was typical of its time.

It's much more likely to be seen as

a symbol of the confidence of an

age than a predictor of failure."

Even that can't justify the environ-

mental impact a building with such

a stature will have in a country that

already has the world's highest per

capita carbon footprint. The air-con-

ditioning system of the building is

said to be the equivalent of melting

12,500 tonnes of ice a day. While the

rest of the world is moving towards

promoting environmental sustain-

ability, Dubai left it out of their de-

velopment agenda.

In these tumultuous times, it

was Dubai's chance to show the

western media the world's tallest

middle finger. Instead, it left its

people disappointed and its image
once again tarnished.

At a time when Dubai needs to

re-establish its position in the

world market, naming your prized

possession after the ruler of a

richer and currently more popular
neighbour isn't the best PR exercise.
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Dissecting the Lovely Bones
Lead actor Saoirse Ronan details the difficulty in getting around the idea that her character was 'just a girl'

Saoirse Ronan plays Susie Salmon, a murdered girl who observes her family from the afterlife.

KALIN SMITH

It has become hard to trust Peter

Jackson outside of the realm of

fantasy, but don't let that deter you
from seeing his upcoming crime
drama, The Lovely Bones.

An adaptation of Alice Sebold's

best-selling novel, the film stars

15-year-old Academy Award nomi-

nee Saoirse Ronan as Susie Salmon,

a high school student murdered by
her neighbour (Stanley Tucci). The
film chronicles both Susie's death

and the trials and tribulations faced

by her family in wake of the tragedy.

With the help of CGI and the direc-

tor's notorious imagination, the au-

dience is meant to accompany Susie

on her long voyage through the "in-

between" towards the afterlife. Here,

Susie urges vengeance for the crime,

but must ultimately let go in order for

her family to heal and move forward

with their lives.

The Lovely Bones features an all-

star cast including Mark Wahlberg
as Susie's father, Susan Sarandon
as her grandmother, and Rose Mc-
Iver as her sister, Lindsey. Ronan
cites the strength of the cast and
crew as one of the major influences

that led her to take the role.

"Peter Jackson drew me to the film,

and the script was just incredibly

well-written," she explained during

an interview last week. "He's one of

my favourite directors to work with

—

he is so normal, and he is very open
to ideas, although he has a strong vi-

sion of what he wants [in the film]. He
will do anything to make the movie

come alive on screen
"

For Mclver, getting along with co-

stars was crucial to the success of

the filmmaking.

"It's always easy when you have
personalities that sync and work
well together. There is something
about Peter as a director where he

is just a great guy. It's always nice

to work with people who are just

kind human beings, but who also

do their job well."

Both Ronan and Mclver admit to

being very anxious on set, as the film

deals with sensitive subject matter

such as rape and murder. Their tension

Wcis eased, however, by working with

the experienced cast and director.

"With Peter Jackson it was such

a safe environment, and with such

subject matter you can't commit to it

unless you feel secure," says Mclver.

"I've grown as an actress be-

cause of it," Ronan adds. "For a long

time afterwards, with a lot of mov-
ies, you go into a state of depres-

sion because you're so close with

the other actors. Susie became a

part of me; it was so natural going

to this place every day."

Stanley Tucci plays the role of

George Harvey, an aging man living

in Susie's neighbourhood. Despite his

affability, he secretly harbours a his-

tory rife with horrific crimes. Never-

theless, Susie is temporarily blinded

by his warm-hearted personality.

"We needed to be comfortable

with [Stanley] to get that intense

on screen," Ronan explains. "My
scenes with him were all very in-

tense and emotional, but he makes
you feel very comfortable."

"As a person, [Stanley Tucci] is

hilarious; he is the complete op-

posite of his character. We [Ronan
and Mclver] both have this real

sense of trust with Stanley as a

person. You're able to make your-

self be vulnerable and close to him,

and when the camera rolls and he
is suddenly a horrible monstrous

character, you've given yourself to

him already, and it makes it even
more dark and frightening."

Ronan and Mclver approached
their assigned roles quite differ-

ently. As Ronan explains, "I really

related well to Susie. At the end of

the day, she is a normal girl. Teen-

age girls won't find it hard to relate

to her. It took me a while to get my
head around the fact that she was
just a girl—it was all there for me, it

just took me a while to get my head
around how normal she was."

By contrast, Mclver admits, "I don't

feel I have a lot in common with Lind-

sey. Her gestures, and the way she

acts in these tact circumstances;

she's great, daring, and courageous.

She acts honourably for her fam-

ily, and so I really respect her I'm

not necessarily as brave as her, but

because I admire her I found it very

easy to act as her."

Although the film deals with

death and the struggle to cope with

it, movie-goers will find it surpris-

ingly uplifting.

"There are two prevalent themes

in the film: acceptance and life,"

Mclver explains. "Susie dies, but it

is about the appreciation we have

for what is still here, and some-

times letting that go. If anything,

[The Lovely Bones] made me think

about the afterlife, about how pre-

cious our time here is. There isn't

a right or wrong way to [react to

death], it's nothing you can pre-

pare for, and it certainly isn't easy."

The Lovely Bones opens in theatres

January 15.

High hopes for High Fidelity

Hart House Theatre production promises Percy Sledge, gangsta rap, and every musical genre in between

EVAN O'DONNELL

When I ask the stars of Hart House's

upcoming production of High Fidel-

ity how their preparations for the

show are going, they're all smiles.

"It's going really well! It's really

been picking up fast the last little

while," says David Light, who plays

the main character, Rob. "Every-

one's really excited," adds Jamie

Arfin, who is taking on the role of

Rob's recent ex, Laura.

High Fidelity; The Musical is

based on the Nick Hornby novel

and cult film starring John Cu-

sack. The story is of a man—"a bit

of an ass-bag," as Light lovingly

describes him—suffering rather

pathetically from an existential

crisis. He's coming to hate his job,

as well as his apartment, and his

girlfriend, Laura, has recently left

him. It's only with the help of his

co-workers and his favourite tunes

that Rob can manage to pull him-

self out of his downward spiral.

Hart House Theatre's produc-

tion, which opens on Friday, marks

the Canadian premiere of the show.

The theatre has landed many
shows new to the country in recent

years, including Reefer Madness in

2006 and the wildly popular Jerry

Springer; the Opera, which ran

twice in 2009.

Both Light and Arfin note that the

musical is full of energy and tons of

fun—both for the audience and for

the actors.

"It's the kind of show you want to

be a part of, and I'm really happy
to be in it," says Arpin. "Working

on High Fidelity at Hart House has

been great. [...]There's lots of com-
ic relief."

But although the show tends to-

wards the upbeat in its examina-

tions of love and music, it's not all

sunshine and lollipops.

"There are some real punch-in-

the-stomach scenes," says Light,

whose stomach I imagine is on
the receiving end of most of those

punches.

High Fidelity has sometimes
been deemed a "jukebox musical"

in the vein of Jersey Boys or We
Will Rock You. Whether or not this

is the case, the show boasts an as-

tounding range of music that could

easily fill anybody's jukebox (or,

more likely, mp3 player). Songwrit-

ers Tom Kitts (a Tony Award win-

ner in 2009) and Amanda Green
have put together a collage of

popular music, from R&B to rock
n' roll, featuring songs in the styles

of many different artists. Whether
you're a fan of Aretha, Springsteen,

Guns N' Roses, the Beastie Boys,

or the Indigo Girls, you'll recog-

nize a song or two during the play.

(You can especially look forward
to Arpin covering Pat Benatar in a

fantasy scene of Rob's.)

Was it hard for the cast to cover
generations of popular music? After

a moment of brief consideration,

they agree it was more fun than ar-

duous. Light excitedly names all of

the genres he covers, before adding
with a grin, "And I get to do a gang-
sta rap song!"

In charge of coordinating the mu-
sic is Lily Ling, currently entering

her sixth year as musical director

at Hart House Theatre. Light and
Arfin couldn't praise Ling enough,
calling her at turns "great," "amaz-
ing," and "insanely talented." Work-
ing closely with Ling is director

Mark Selby, a Toronto-based free-

lance producer and musician. He
mentored at the theatre under Rich-
ard Ouzounian, director of Jerry

Rob (David Light) begins the story haunted by all of his exes.

Springer. Hopefully, his eye for mu-
sical flair will move seamlessly from
the sleazy set of a TV talk show to
only slightly-less-sleazy environs of
Rob's record shop.

High Fidelity opens on Friday

and runs through Jan. 30. Tickets

are $15 for students, and $10 on

Wednesdays. For more information

visit harthousetheatre.ca.
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Guy Maddin: The Truth Uninhibited
My Winnipeg director shows off a few of his favourite clips at Innis College

WILL SLOAN
Associate A&E Editor

"1 thought I would use these clips

to sort of support an answer to a

question I get every now and then:

'Why do you make movies that

look and feel the way they do?'"

This is how Guy Maddin began his

lecture/presentation May 1 Blow
My Bugle Now? My Life In Clips,

which he delivered Tuesday night

to a standing-room-only crowd
at Innis Town Hall. This isn't the

only question Maddin regularly

receives. He continues, "Or, 'Have

you ever considered making a reg-

ular Hollywood movie? '...or, 'Have

you ever considered alternating-

like, making a good, moneymaking
Hollywood movie. ..and then mak-
ing one of yours?'"

"Well...l can't. Had 1 been able to,

I probably would have quit making
my own movies a long time ago."

"I'm just a primitive," Maddin
explains afterward. "I'm a tech-

nophobe, and I'm technologically

clumsy, and that's sorta what I'm

going to be talking about tonight."

Primitive? Maybe, but the all-

around Canadian national trea-

sure and director of My Winnipeg
(2007) and The Saddest Music in

the World (2003) is the only work-

ing director whose films are genu-

inely otherworldly. His low-budget

oddities, filmed on musty
soundstages with 8mm
black-and-white film stock

and equally inspired by sur-

realist and silent movie aes-

thetics, are so bizarre and
unhinged in tone and spirit

that they look like messages
from an alternate reality.

Maddin opened a week-

long series of events at Innis

College with a collection of

clips from films that share

kinship with his own films'

heightened realities.

"1 knew I just would never

be technically proficient

—

that I would be the filmic

equivalent of my daughter at

arts and crafts hour—and 1

thought I would start watch-

ing movies that were equally

primitive. So 1 found myself

drawn again and again to

films that weren't trying to

set up a dramatic illusion,

but kind of brazenly showed
off their artifice, brazenly showed
off the very mechanisms of film."

Clips ranged from well-known
classics (King Vidor's glossy

melodrama Duel in the Sun, Fritz

Lang's The Testament of Dr. Ma-
buse) to underground film (George

Kuchar's The Devil's Cleavage,

Luis Bunuel's L'Age d'Or) to more
experimental work, like a version

of the Bela Lugosi potboiler The In-

visible Ghost with certain dialogue

and characters erased, or a sex-

free post-apocalyptic drama com-
missioned from a porn company
("I swear there's no porn in it! It's

the actors' default mode: 'I've got

this egg.. .I'd better lick it!'").

"I became a young father at 21,"

Maddin says. "Within a couple

years my daughter was
making drawings, and 1 was
astonished at how beauti-

ful they were in those days
before she knew 'the rules'-

lines, vanishing points, all

about perspective. 1 love the

stuff as much for what it ex-

cluded-a missing body now
and then, a missing nose-as

what it included."

"One of my favourite ones
was, she said she was draw-

ing a shoe, but it was a shoe
[with] a man in the shoe
driving a car with his own
shoes underneath, and then

she just glued. ..she didn't

really glue it, she just put

some Alphaghetti noodles

on top and they just sorta

dried there. And it was so

beautiful for some reason,

and there was no real logical

explanation for it, but 1 was
really moved by it."

Maddin's films, with their

outsized emotions and eccentric

mise-en-scenes, take melodrama
to the point of absurdity—and in-

deed melodrama was a concept

Maddin spent much time defend-

ing. "Good melodrama is like a

dream. In your dreams, if you're

lucky, you get to possess the per-

son, or punch the person, or cry

your eyes out, or flee someone

you fear rather than stick it out in

dread, because there's a species of

honesty that gets distorted and is

trying to express itself. So, in good
melodrama the truth is simply un-

inhibited. People who lust after

each other do something about

it; people who hate each other

do something about it; there's all

sorts of crazy coincidences that

facilitate the consummation of all

these desires."

"There's something about all

these clips that have always in-

spired me to continue as a filmmak-

er, because 1 was always scared

that since 1 had no experience in

theatre and I wouldn't be very good
at directing actors, what if I got an

actor that was just out-of-control

hammy? 1 sorta decided, Well, if 1

put something that's melodramati-

cally true on the page and then

1 couldn't control the actor, then

they would just be un-inhibiting

the truth."

"When you're expressing the

truth, over-the-top isn't too much."

Guy Maddin's week-long residency

at Innis College concludes today

with a screening ofMy Winnipeg

at Innis Town Hall at 7 p.m., and
tomorrow with a roundtable and
screening ofBrand Upon the

Brain. For more information, visit

humanities. utoronto.ca.

The Life unexamined
High Life marks a new low for pointless stoner movies

JEN ROBERTON

How many junkies does it take to

rob a bank? Canadian director/

writer Gary Yates attempts to an-

swer this question in his movie
High Life—at least, 1 think that's

what he's trying to do. The actual

point of this disjointed movie re-

mains unclear.

It starts off with a monologue on
the joys of taking morphine, and
then cuts to what appears to be a

failed robbery. The story finally

starts, three days before the first

scene takes place. We are graced

with the presence of aggressive,

greasy, newly released convict Bug
(Stephen Eric Mclntyre) who vis-

its his ex-cellmate Dick (played by
Deadwood's Timothy Olyphant) at

work. He gets Dick fired from his

job, after which both go to Dick's

apartment, shoot morphine, and
decide to rob a bank.

Dick decides they must find a

crew, and they end up recruiting

two more drug addicts: Donnie
(Across the Universe's Joe Ander-
son), who makes a living thieving

women's wallets at church only

to return them after stealing from
their accounts, and pretty boy Bil-

ly (Rossif Sutherland), who uses
his French charm to get nurses
to give him prescription opiates.

This skill is essential to the team,
as they need someone to sweet
talk one of the bank's tellers. Bug
was apparently the stud in their

past schemes, though judging by
both his physical appearance and
his violent personality, it's hard

to believe. Bug is then rejected

by Billy when he tries to kiss him
in a washroom, and this another

aspect of the movie that left me
wondering what Yates was trying

to accomplish.

The film doesn't need its dramat-

ic shootout in the opening scene to

hint at the fact that the heist will

be a bust. It does, however, make
Dick's speech to Bug about not

killing people while they rob the

bank's ATMs ironically amusing.

Truthfully, High Life isn't lacking

in funny moments. It actually makes
addiction seem like a fun time by
ignoring both the glamour and de-

spondency commonly attributed to

it. The only negative aspect shown
about the characters' drug habits is

the fact that none of them manages
to remain sober. Even when Dick

makes the crew swear to sobriety

the night before the robbery, they

all do fail at this, including him.

The day of the robbery, Donnie

shows up high, Bug gets stoned in

the car before deciding to steal an

armoured van, and Billy shoots up
while driving away from the bank.

Dick is left attempting to pick up the

pieces of his friends' drug-induced

shenanigans.

The most interesting thing

about the film is how Gary Yates

plays with the time period. Tak-

ing place in a nondescript North

American city in 1983, we get to

see how early ATMs looked, and
the era's peculiar wardrobe is

recreated well. Yates also suc-

ceeds with his selection of music,

pitting the characters' preferred

late 1960s music like Three Dog
Night against the emerging New
Wave sound, which they love to

criticize. Bug even beats up Don-
nie for stealing his April Wine
cassette tape, but it's clear that

by the early 1980s, classic rock

and opiates were already a thing

of the past. The added irony,

though, is that High Life is also

coming late to the trend—really,

junkie-inspired flicks reached
their peak two decades ago.

The motif of the lone ranger

also appears often in the film, as

Dick dreams of one day owning a

ranch. The crew watch a Western
together in Dick's apartment, and
while fleeing from the police, Bug
hops on a horse while wearing a

Stetson. These seemingly point-

less images only create more con-

fusion, though. Is Yates trying to

show how ridiculous cowboy im-

agery is, or is he praising it? The
intent of his symbolism remains
pretty unclear.

High Life attempts to transpose

one past era onto another, rely-

ing on elements from Trainspot-

ting and its ilk. Unfortunately, the

resulting mixture of comedy and
cultural relics is distorted at best.

Yates seems to be trying to revive

the past, but does not know which
parts to leave behind. This dooms
his movie as much as the charac-

ters in it. As Dick eloquently puts

it, "We're all dying, fuck." I doubt
even he'd be dying, though, to see

this film.

High Life opens in theatre on Jan. 15.
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Fringe Science: Tall(ing deatli

In part four of a multipart series, KEN EULER talks with Dr. Yvonne Kason

about the scientific validity of near-death experiences

Dr. Yvonne Kason is a retired family physician

and was an assistant professor in the De-

partment of Family Medicine at the University

of Toronto for 27 years. She is an internation-

ally recognized expert on near-death expe-

riences, and is the author of a recent book
entitled Farther Shores: Exploring how near-

death, Kundalini, and Mystical Experiences

can transform ordinary lives. (Kundalini is a

psycho-spiritual energy believed to reside in a

sleeping body.)

The Varsity: What is a near-death experience?

Dr. Kason: A near-death experience is a

mystical and/or out of body experience that

frequently happens to people when they are

near death. It can happen to people when they

are both physically near death (i.e., clinically

dead) and also when they are psychologically

near-death. For instance, if a person is in a

dangerous situation and thinks they are going

to die, but in the last minute nothing happens

to them, they can also still have a near-death

experience.

TV: What are some of the hallmarks of a

near-death experience?

DK: Research has suggested that there are

about 15 characteristic features of a near-

death experience, but on average, a near-death

experience will have around seven features.

The most frequent symptom is a feeling of

peace and calm. For instance, even though a

person is about to die and is afraid, with the

beginning of the near-death experience, there

is an immediate feeling of calmness. Another

common feature is leaving the body, which

can be experienced through either moving
through a tunnel or simply finding yourself

outside of your body, looking down and wit-

nessing what is happening around you. People

can also experience a life review, where one

very rapidly recalls a peak event or key inci-

dences in one's life. There is also commonly an

experience of being enveloped in a soft, white

light. In this place, people report being filled

with a feeling of unconditional love. Within

this light, people also report seeing deceased

loved ones, angelic beings, or religious figures,

all of whom explain what has happened to

them. Finally, there is usually a very abrupt re-

turn to the body and a very strong conviction

of the reality of the experience.

TV: Are there any long-term effects ofhaving a

near-death experience?

DK: Unlike hallucinations or dreams, the

impact of near-death experiences seem to

be permanent, ongoing, and transformative.

Firstly, it tends to make people lose their fear

of death and convinces them they will exist

in spirit following the death of their physical

body. This is generally the case even if such

beliefs are totally outside the individual's

belief system before the near-death experi-

ence. There is also usually a psychological

maturation following a near-death experi-

ence. For instance, people can quit drinking

and stop doing drugs. People's spiritual lives

are also significantly shifted as well, promot-

ing a more spiritually focused lifestyle. For

example, an atheist may become a pastor. If

a person is religious before the experience,

his or her religious views tend to become less

dogmatic, shifting toward a belief in God.

The research literature has also suggested

that the degree to which a near-death experi-

ence is transformative is dependent on whether

the person experiences the loving light. Near-

death experiences without the loving light do

not necessarily lead to transformation.

TV: How didyou become interested in this

subject?

DK: I became interested in the subject based

on my own personal experiences. When I was

a resident here at the University of Toronto, I

was assigned to Sioux Lookout [a small town

in northern Ontario] as part of my medical

training. I performed a medical evacuation of

a native Indian by airplane, and the airplane

crashed, and in that airplane crash I had a white

light near-death experience. After 1 recovered, I

wanted to discover what happened to me.

Also, once I started talking at both medical

conferences and public events about near-death

experiences and the fact that 1 had one, my medi-

cal practice became flooded with people coming

from all over who wanted to seeme as a doctor, to

tell me about various types of experiences—not

just near-death experiences, but also kundalini

and mystical types of experiences. People were
searching for a doctor who had some sort of un-

derstanding and could help them integrate what
they were experiencing. This is what drove me to

specialize in this area, and it became the focus of

my medical career.

TV: What sort ofresearch have you been

involved with in relation to near-death

experiences?

DK: I did a project with a clinic that I helped
coordinate called the Spiritual Emergence Re-

search and Referral Clinic, where we collected

case histories of the patients that were coming
to me and to a few other doctors who had ad-

vertised that we would counsel patients with

any of these diverse experiences. It was very

basic research because it was really a new for-

ay into an emerging field. The second research

project I worked on was with the Kundalini

Research Network where I was the chair of

the questionnaire project where we collected

over 600 case histories from people around the

world who had been experiencing kundalini

and/or near-death experiences.

TV:How did the academic and medical
community respond toyou andyour colleagues'

research?

DK: 1 have a two-pronged response. The first

response is advice 1 got from a very senior per-

son in the Faculty of Medicine, which was "do

research." He said as long as you are doing re-

search, it does not matter the topic and that it

was legitimate within the practice of medicine.

The second response from the medical

community was fairly positive because I al-

ways tried to present a grounded perspective,

based on clinical experience and the litera-

ture. During the '90s there was no information

about near-death experiences in the medical

curriculum. When I started talking at confer-

ences during this time, I had several doctors

tell me after how grateful they were because

they later ended up having patients who de-

scribed near-death experiences, and because

of my talk, felt qualified to diagnose them as

such. The reception was lukewarm positive!

TV: Many contemporary theories suggest

near-death experiences are hallucinations that

are by-products ofa malfunctioning or dying

brain. Do these theories satisfactorily explain the

near-death experience?

DK: No, it does not support the research. I say

this because it is very clearly documented that

people can have experiences very similar to

a near-death experience, or even a full-blown

near-death experience, when nothing has hap-

pened to their body—so their brain is not in the

least bit dying.

I will give you a story a Vietnam veteran told

me. He was a soldier, and in one particular bat-

tle, a grenade landed right in front of him and

he was absolutely certain he was going to die.

When he saw the grenade land, all of a sudden

he went out of body, he expanded, he went into

a life review, and he was seeing the tunnel with

the light, and all of a sudden he was back in his

body. The grenade malfunctioned and did not

go off. I have had similar stories from other war
veterans as well. Nothing is physically wrong
with these people, yet they still have full-blown

near-death experiences. It does not make
sense that near-death experiences are due to

chemical imbalances of a dying brain.

TV: Is there evidence to suggest individuals

actually leave their body upon experiencing a
near-death experience?

DK: Yes. There is good research evidence by

Kenneth Ring. He had people who had near-

death experiences write down what they had

observed was happening in the room when
they were out of body. For instance, one woman
noticed a shoe hiding above a large lamp in an

emergency room. The shoe was completely un-

observable from the ground. When the lady was
resuscitated and later asked by Ken Ring to de-

scribe what she had seen, she off-handedly men-

tioned the shoe and what it looked like. The shoe
was found, just as she had said. That was one of

the cases Ken presents to support as to whether

we could get confirmation of what people ob-

serve while out of the body.

More information on near-death experiences

andDr Kason's research is available at

farthershores.com and the International

Association forNear-Death Studies at iands.org.
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Persuasion: How to influence
people and get what you want

Ah, the art of persuasion. It's a subject that

has bugged everyone from Aristotle to

advertisers to the kids in your high school

debating club. But it turns out that the long-

standing pu2zle of persuasion might not be
as much an art as it is a science. Thanks to

research in psychology, we might finally be
getting some answers.

The psychology of persuasion focuses on
any message intended to shape or change

the behaviour or beliefs of others. One of the

most studied findings in the field suggests

that it is often the medium that gets the mes-

sage across (Marshall McLuhan would be
proud!)- Details about the person who is de-

livering a persuasive form of communication

are called source variables, which include the

communicator's credibility and how likeable

he or she might be. In general, the more we
like the source, the more we're persuaded by
the message. For example, in one study, stu-

dents were asked to sign a petition where only

the physical attractiveness of the petitioner

varied. The more attractive the source, the

more people signed.

Other source variables involve the exper-

tise of the communicator: is he or she credible

and trustworthy? As expected in most cases,

the greater the communicator's perceived

expertise, the more persuasive the communi-
cation. A recent study looked at the effects of

expert sources on neural activity to pinpoint

what exactly is going on in the brain when we
listen to persuasive messages from experts.

The study found that the left side of the

brain was most active in areas involving the

interpretation and elaboration of the mes-

sage. This is consistent with other research

suggesting that messages delivered to the

right ear are more persuasive, since informa-

tion entering the right ear is processed by the

left side of the brain.

The other brain areas that responded to the

expert source included the hippocampus, an

area involved in memory formation, and the

caudate nucleus, which is linked with trustful

behaviour, reward processing, and learning.

But research has also shown that in some
cases the medium isn't always the message.

According to one model, we can either process

a persuasive message through a "central,"

cinalytic and methodical route, or through a

"peripheral," more automatic route. In other

words, you either pay careful attention to

the message, or you take more notice of the

surface characteristics, like source credibil-

ity and likeability. Therefore, if you're trying

to persuade someone, your approach will de-

pend on whether your target is processing the

message centrally or peripherally.

For example, if your audience isn't pay-

ing much attention to what you're saying,

they'll be more persuaded by the number
and length of arguments, rather than quality.

But if they're in the central route, carefully

reasoned arguments will have more impact.

What's more, repetition can strengthen good
arguments, but it hurts weaker ones.

Target variables can also affect how persua-

sive the message really is. If you're in a bad

mood when someone is trying to convince

you, you're more likely to process the message
thoroughly. But if you're feeling more positive,

you'll tend to look at surface characteristics. It

has also been found that if you feel personally

involved in the issue, you will be more likely to

process in the central route, and analyze the

arguments carefully and systematically.

Remember that whenever you write a pa-

per for a class, you're exercising your pow-

ers of persuasion. Likewise when you're

trying to convince your parents to let you

use the car for the weekend, or when you're

charming a police officer out of a ticket. Per-

suasion can be a potent tool when you know
how to use it, and sometimes we might be

its target without even knowing it. You need

to look no further than political campaigns,

advertisements, and even the news of "sci-

entific breakthroughs" that assail us daily to

get the picture.

Now the question is: are you convinced yet?

Chemicals That Changed The World

The Antibiotic That Changed it Al

Tetracyline's lasting imprint

on antibiotic fabrication

Alexandra Irena Eremia

The field of pharmaceuticals

has always taken a keen
interest in antibiotics as a sort

of cure-all solution to numer-
ous infections. While the first

antibiotic, penicillin, is the most
commonly known substance for

treating of a wide range of infec-

tions, the discovery of tetracy-

cline was equally revolutionary.

During the cold war turbulence

of 1948, Dr. Benjamin Duggar
of the University of Wisconsin
discovered the first tetracycline

antibiotic. He extracted the

natural product chlorotetracy-

cline, more commonly known as

aureomycin, from soil found in

the vicinity of cemeteries. Due
to its superior ability to treat

serious bacterial infections, the

pharmaceutical company Pfizer

conducted further research,

which lead Lloyd Conoer to the

discover the tetracycline com-
pound in 1953.

Tetracycline production
involves catalytic hydrogenoly-

sis, whereby hydrogen gas is

added to the carbon-chlorine
bond present in chlorotetracycline, thus alter-

ing the characteristics of the molecule without

cleaving the chemical bonds. A first in chemi-
cal manipulations of natural antibiotics, this

development sparked further progress in such

pharmaceutical research.

Tetracycline antibiotics effectively establish

anti-bacterial protection by inhibiting bacterial

protein synthesis. This prevents bacterial ribo-

some production, thereby thwarting the growth
of bacteria cultures.

The discovery of the tetracycline antibiotic

family was important to the pharmaceutical field

since it can treat many infections that cause pink

Tetracycline, an important antibiotic, is commonly used to treat acne,

rosacea, and bacterial infections. It is also used as a marker of bone

growth in human biopsies.

eye, typhus fever, and cholera, along with certain

types of respiratory and urinary tract infections.

Tetracycline is also commonly used for treating

acne and peptic ulcers, since it reduces inflam-

mation. Additionally, it is used to treat common
infections, such as gonorrhoea and syphilis, for

patients who are allergic to penicillin.

Due to the wide range of pharmaceutical ap-

plications, it's no wonder tetracycline became
the most prescribed antibiotic within three

years of its discovery. To this day it remains the

preferred drug for numerous bacterial infec-

tions. Furthermore, its unconventional chemical

alteration of a natural antibiotic truly classifies it

as a chemical that changed the world.
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Blue swimmers dominate the Marauders in last dual meet of the season

PHOTOS BY ALEX NURSALL

ROBERTA BELL
Varsity Staff

With about a month to go until the

OUA championships, U of T's star-

studded swim team reminded Mc-
Master that they are a force to be
reckoned with. Winning 19 out of

24 events at Varsity Pool last Sun-

day more than justified both the

men's and women's victories of 89-

49 and 78-60, respectively.

"Dual meets are an important

part of our final preparation as they

force the swimmers to go one-on-

one against the other swimmers,"
said Blues' assistant coach Linda

Kiefer. Clearly the team agreed as

they delivered nothing less than

outstanding performance after

outstanding performance.

Competition opened with the

home team setting meet records

in both the men's and women's
400m medley relay and setting the

bar for the level of swimming to

be expected in the ensuing singles

events.

The men's team, by now a solid

fixture on the national swimming
scene, demonstrated exactly why
they are where they are. Astound-
ing in and of itself was the fact that

Zack Chetrat, Martyn Forde, and
Curtis Samuel all picked up a gold

in single events, and even more
impressive were the dual victories

and meet records of Mike Smerek
and Stevan Kalaba. But let's not

forget Cameron Cummings—iden-

tified as the star of the day by
coach Byron MacDonald—who
won all three of his events and
shaved .56 of a second off a record

that had stood for seven years in

the 50m backstroke.

The performance of the wom-
en's team was nothing to balk at

either. Single event winners in-

cluded Heather Maitland, Rebecca
Sharpe, and Kaleigh McKinnon
while Pamela Ruksys and Andrea
Jurenovskis were both victors two
times over. Ruksys took the gold in

both the 400m individual medley
and the 400m freestyle further em-
phasizing she has the potential to

be "a real threat in the longer races

for sure," according to coach Mac-
Donald. Jurenovskis added a meet
record in the 100m freestyle and a

meet record in the 50m backstroke

to her resume demonstrating her

supremacy in the shorter races.

Although they successfully

wrapped up their last dual meet

for the 2009-2010 season, for the

stand-out Blues swimmers things

are just heating up. Next weekend
they're slated to host the Ontario

Cup, which is a dynamic competi-

tion featuring swimmers across

the province not only at the univer-

sity level, but high school as well.

Not long after that, they'll be at

Brock University in search of OUA
titles. Head coach MacDonald sees

the pecking order as comparable to

that of last year. The men are look-

ing to defend their place on the top

of the podium and the women, who
placed second last year behind the

Western Mustangs, may face a simi-

lar fate again this year. Zsofi Bala-

zs, who was the top recruit in the

country coming into this season,

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Blue Jays lose out on pitching phenom
Pitcher Aroldis Chapman signs with Cincinnati Reds

SILVIO SANSANO

In a surprising move this past Sunday,

the Cincinnati Reds signed prized left-

hander Cuban defector Aroldis Chap-

man to a six-year contract worth $30.25

million, with a signing bonus of .$16.25

million, outbidding several other Major

League teams including the Toronto

Blue Jays. Most of the money will be

spread out over 10 years, according to

several reports.

The 21-year-old was strongly cov-

eted by the Toronto Blue Jays over the

last couple of weeks. The Blue Jays

under rookie general manager Alex

Anthopoulos have focused on scout-

ing and player development to turn To-

ronto into a perennial contender. The

Jays did their homework on Chapman,

as they saw him pitch during a private

workout at the beginning of January,

and reportedly offered him a contract

around $23 million.

While the Jays lost out on Chapman,

they did show that they were in the run-

ning as one of the heavy favourites to

sign him, along with the Angels and the

Marlins. This has shown fans that the

Jays are willing to spend money on im-

proving the team. The signing of Chap-

man would have made sense due to his

age, unlimited upside, and talent, fitting

into Toronto's long-term plan.

The signing of Chapman is unique

compared to other international free

agents who have signed with Major

League clubs over this past decade.

Cuban pitcher Jose Contreras signed a

$32 million contract with the Yankees

in the 2002 offseason, although he was

much older than Chapman. Daisuke

Matsuzaka was 25 years old when Bos-

ton signed him out of Japan. Both Con-

treras and Matsuzaka were ready for

the Majors and dominated in an elite

league for several years before they

signed with their respective MLB clubs,

whereas Chapman is still extremely

raw and hasn't dominated at an elite

level yet.

Chapman is what every scout drools

over. His fastball sits around the mid to

upper-90s with good tailing action and

has been clocked as high as 101 mph.

However, his secondary pitches and

command are inconsistent according

to scouts. He's more of a thrower than a

pitcher at this stage of his career. Chap-

man will probably require a full year or

more in the minors to work on his devel-

opment and path to the Majors. Rather

than helping a Major League team in

the short term, he is a long-term invest-

ment that will take time to develop.

However, signing Chapman does

come with some risks. He is a young

and unproven talent who hasn't yet

faced stiff competition, as he will when
he pitches in North America. Further-

more, his track record is unknown—is

he really 21 years old? There's suspi-

cion that he is older than he claims

to be. Many scouts have been split on

Chapman with some saying he has the

chance to pitch at an elite level in the

Major Leagues, while others think he

won't be able to handle the workload of

a starter, meaning a future in the bull-

pen is a possibility.

Is Chapman a good Investment for

the Reds? We'll have to wait and see.

Chapman has all the talent and up-

side to either become a number-one

starter at the Major League level or, to

become a severe mount of frustration.

It's a terrific gamble the Reds are willing

to take, since the reward is huge. The

Reds could feature one of the National

League's strongest rotations in the next

two to three years, which could possi-

bly include Chapman, Edinson Volquez,

Johnny Cueto, Homer Bailey, and 2009

first-round pick Mike Leake.

As for the Blue Jays, they lost out on

signing Chapman. However, it's not the

end of the world since they do have an

abundance of young pitching. Their se-

rious involvement does demonstrate to

fans that the money is there to be spent

if it makes sense in the near future, and

it shows that Alex Anthopoulos is will-

ing to take the necessary chances on

players like Chapman to compete in the

AL East.
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The write stuff
U of T sports writing class helps one Varsity writer pursue his dream

BRIAN O'NEILL

Ever since I was a kid, I dreamed of be-

ing a sports writer. Being immersed
in the world of professional sports

and writing about them seemed like

the ultimate fantasy. Years later, I still

have this dream, and last semester

I took a step towards following it by
taking the Freelance Sports Writing

course at the U of T's School of Con-

tinuing Studies.

The course is taught by Perry

Lefko, a Canadian Football League

columnist for Roger's Sportsnet and
former Toronto Sun journalist. The
course involves writing a weekly

article, growing in complexity, with

changing styles.

Weekly guest speakers prominent

in journalism and sports ranged

from Hockey Night in Canada jour-

nalist Elliotte Friedman to former

Toronto Argonaut quarterback Da-

mon Allen. They gave us tips on
everything from how to improve as

sports writers to how to get into the

business. Basic tips included start-

ing off with a strong lede and using

verbs with impact, but they also

talked about the sacrifices made to

follow your dream. Friedman shared

the tale of one Victoria Day when he

had to choose between working a

voluntary weekend at the FAN 590,

or spending time with his then girl-

friend. Ultimately, Friedman sacri-

ficed his relationship for voluntary

work, and hasn't looked back since.

While that one night didn't solidify

Friedman's place in the world of jour-

nalism, it was sacrifice and a strong

work ethic that made him a house-

hold name, and a recent Gemini win-

ner.

While Friedman put the work and
sacrifice of getting into the business

into perspective, there was some-
thing surreal about being able to ask

Damon Allen any question I wanted.

1 found out that Allen was drafted

as a middle relief pitcher by the De-

troit Tigers in the 1984 Major League

Baseball draft. When 1 asked why he

dropped his baseball career for foot-

ball, he said he wanted to participate

in the game regularly, and baseball

didn't allow for that. The potential

money and prestige of major league

baseball didn't deter Allen from pur-

suing football. Even when bypassed
by the NFL, he still followed his

dream. After taking the sports writ-

ing course and meeting Allen, I felt

I could truly understand the man
behind the 72,381 career passing

yards, the most in professional foot-

ball. I was able to build my own per-

spective of a player 1 previously only

knew from what I'd seen on the field.

Throughout the entire semester,

the greatest experience did not hap-

pen in the classroom, but happened
because of the classroom. The class

gave me the chance to work the

National Collegiate Athletic Asso-

ciation's International Bowl at the

Roger's Centre. Taking Friedman's

advice to not let any opportunity

pass by, I jumped at the email from

Lefko to contact the director of com-
munications about volunteering.

While the International Bowl may
not garner the same attention as the

Rose Bowl or the Cotton Bowl, the

experience was still incredible for

me. I felt like Wayne's World's Wayne
Campbell at the Alice Cooper con-

cert, thinking, "I'm not worthy! I'm

not worthy!" 1 never thought I'd be

on the field of a NCAA bowl game. I

still get chills thinking about it, and
not because 1 remember the feeling

Different shades of blue

for men's hockey

Varsity Blues score a couple of wins and losses to begin the semester

KEVIN DRAPER
^ Associate Sports Editor

The last few weeks have brought

mixed results to the Varsity Blues

men's hockey team, as they were

swept out of a tournament in New
Brunswick before storming back to

take a pair of road games to resume
the regular season.

The Blues dropped both games
in the fifth annual Pete Kelly tourna-

ment, hosted by the University of New
Brunswick over the holiday break.

Their first game was a 5-1 loss to the

hometown UNB Varsity Reds, in which

they were outshot 45-12. The Blues'

lone goal came from Mississauga na-

tive Sean Fontyn near the end of the

second period.

They came much closer in their sec-

ond game, dropping a 3-2 decision to

the St. Thomas Tommies. Kyle Paige, a

first year player, gave the Blues a 1-0

lead about halfway through the sec-

ond period, but the Tommies stormed

back with three unanswered goals,

including a shorthanded effort by Alex

Labonte. Five minutes into the third,

Andrew Kizito pulled Toronto to with-

in one, but that was as close as they

would come.

Their return to regular season ac-

tion went a bit better, as they cruised

to a 7-3 win over the Queen's Gaels

in Kingston on Friday. Byron Elliott,

Tyler Turcotte, and Paul Dupont each

tallied three points in the game, while

Joe Rand had four, with two goals

and two assists. Both of Rand's goals

came within the first three minutes of

the game and both were assisted by

Turcotte and Dupont, including the

game's opener, which came a mere 37

seconds after the puck dropped. Goal-

tender Russell Brownell notched 24

saves in the victory.

Rand was back at it the next day in

North Bay, tacking on another four

points with a goal and three assists

to give the Blues a 6-4 win over the

Nipissing Lakers. It was a see-saw

game, with Brendan Sherrard giving

U of T an early lead before two Nipiss-

ing goals wiped it away. Ed Snetsinger

evened the score in the second. Nipiss-

ing again went ahead, but Robert Kay
found the back of the net for a Blues'

equalizer Elliott then returned to the

score sheet, notching the go-ahead

goal that would give Toronto a lead it

would not relinquish.

Toronto currently sits in fifth place

in the OUA men's hockey east divi-

sion, two points behind fourth-place

Queen's and three shy of third-place

Carleton. It remains a steep climb if

they are to reach the top two, as first-

place Universite du Quebec a Trois-

Rivieres sits 10 points ahead of them,

and they are separated from second-

place McGill by nine points.

CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

suffered a concussion last fall, and
MacDonald thinks it's unlikely that

she will be able to compete for her
team as they attempt to seize the
provincial laurels.

Regardless, it's easy to see that
the Blues won't disappoint. As
they near the close of another
mind-blowing season, nothing less

than the best can be expected. It

can be guaranteed they will dive
head first into some serious sink-

or-swim competition.

U of T sports writing course gave Varsity writer Brian O'Neill (right) the oppor-

tunity to interview USF quarterback B.J. Daniels (left) at the International Bowl.

of the Gatorade bath I received be-

ing a little too close to University of

South Florida running back and MVP
Michael Ford during an interview.

The International Bowl experience

has to be one of the coolest things 1

have ever done and I owe it all to the

Freelance Sports Writing course and
the advice given to me by Lefko and
the weekly speakers.

I am by no means a fantastic writer,

nor a walking sports almanac. 1 have

learned from the course that you
can be a good writer, but not nec-

essarily a good sports writer. 1 may
seemingly know everything about

sports, but that may not translate in

print. In order to achieve my dream
of becoming a successful sports

writer, I need to take advantage of

opportunities that are offered to me.

Others may help me along the way,

but only I can achieve my dreams. I

had wrestled with the decisions to

take Lefko's course but looking back,

I don't for one minute regret taking it.

Lefko is about to start the second

running of the course from Jan. 25 to

March 22. If you have dreams like

mine, or just have a love for sports

and want a unique experience, this

course is for you.

Registration can be done byphone by

contacting the School ofContinuing

Education at 416-978-2400, or online

by searching Freelance Sports Writing

at http://learn.utoronto.ca/site3.aspx.
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TAKE YOUR EDUCATION TO THE NEXT LEVEL -

UOIT GRADUATE STUDIES IN 2010

Want to get your work
published in The Varsity?

Come to The Varsity Illustration Workshop
on January 15 at 2 p.m.

Make sure to bring samples of your work. We'll discuss how to get published

and what we expect from illustrators in terms of deadlines, skill level, and

illustrative content, as well as what you can expect from us at the paper. We
will also take a look at portfolios and offer tips and critiques.

If you are interested in illustrating for The Varsity

but can't make it to the workshop,

contact Cristina Diaz Borda at

illustration@thevarsity.ca

As a graduate student at the University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT), you will:

:: Have access to the most advanced and current technology, thanks to our state-of-the-art

research and computing facilities;

:: Be mentored by award-winning faculty, including globally

leaders;

academic and indusi

:: Contribute to leading-edge research that impacts society by addressing issues of regional,

national and global significance; and

:: Be a valued member of a close-knit and supportive graduate community.

stry

onal.

Take your dstudies.uoit.ca/applytoday
i

BUOIT
^^PF CHALLENGE INNOVATE CONNECT

GRADUATE STUDIES

UNIVERSITY OF ONTARIO INSTITUTE OFTECHNOLOGY

Oshawa, Ontario

gradstudies.uoit.ca

E: gradstudies@uoit.ca

Global Reach. Innovative Programs. Diverse Perspectives.

Master of Finance
0^

Schulich
School of Business

York University

3
'The Schulich Master of

Finance (MF) offers a highly

marketable portfolio of

knowledge in corporate

and investment finance,

including legal, governance,

regulatory and global

frameworks that impact

financial decision-making."

Pauline Shum
Associate Professor of Finance

Director, Master of Finance Program

Innovative Programs.
Teaching informed by cutting-edge research. Integration of theory and hands-on learning.

A breadth and depth of content leading to multiple career options.

Experience Schulich.

www.schulich.yorku.ca

Schulich Programs: MBA, Accelerated MBA, International MBA, MBA/JD, MPA, Master of Finance (MF)

Study Options: Full-Time, Part-Time Evenings, Days and Alternate Weekends
YORK

IL

JOIN US AND LEARN MORE

Schulich School of Business

January 26

6:00 pm-7:30 pm

To register, visit:

www.schulich.yorku.ca/infosessions

Schulich School of Business

February 6

9:00 am - 5:00 pm

To register, visit:

www.schulich.yorku.ca/experienceschulich

Schulich Leads in Rankings SchuUch is ranked in the world's top tier of business schools by The Wall Street Journal (#11 in the world in "Top

International Schools" ranking); The Economist (#12 in the world); Forbes (6th best non-US school); The Aspen Institute, a US think tank (#1 in the world in

Social and Environmental Leadership); and Expansion (#21 in the world) in their most recent global MBA surveys. They also rank the Schulich MBA #1 in Canada.
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FROM THE EDITORS
Hey folks!

when considering a full issue's worth
of arts writing, I'm reminded of a great

quotation from Mr. Burns on The Simp-
sons: "I don't know art, but I know what
I hate ... and I don't hate this!"

It's brilliant how much those words
encapsulate the aesthetic tastes of prob-
ably 80 per cent of the people I know. (I

often include myself in this category—

I

can't explain why I love Jackson Pollock,

but I know why I don't care for Rob-
ert Rauschenberg; I know Michael Bay
sucks, but the particular genius of Paul
Thomas Anderson is always just out of

my grasp.) Most of all, it captures one
of the great paradoxes of writing about
the arts in any form—it's easy to explain
where something fails in your aesthetic

opinion, but much harder to suggest
how it can be improved in a way that's

consistent with the artist's own internal

monologue. Where is it our place to sug-

gest how they feel? Or how they should
feel? Or to suggest they aren't feeling

deeply enough?
iTiis issue features several pieces that

approach the issue of what it means to

be an artist and the compromises and
challenges that entails. The difficulty

is best encapsulated in our photo shoot
about the day jobs of artists, the story of

a U of T producer trying to make it in

the competitive hip hop industry, and
a defence of the distinctly un-lucrative

proposition of getting a BFA. We also

have interviews with artists about the

struggles of their process, from Sonic
Youth's Lee Ranaldo to the legendary
Daniel Johnston and local gay film-

making icon Bruce LaBruce (the only
article in this issue, I should note, that

asks the equally provocative question
"Where is the line between art and
porn?").

One prevailing theme that runs
throughout the issue is the relation-

ship, and boundaries, between art and
the broader world. We have a brief an-

ecdotal history of Toronto's struggle to

produce public art in the face of un-
fettered development, and a profile of

Kensington galleries that shows how a

neighbourhood can become defined by
its creative spaces. Even closer to home,
two of our staffers take a tour of artwork
hidden in plain sight across campus.
And Dan Epstein's piece on transme-
dia (advertising and installations that

literally put you inside the world of a

movie) directly addresses the question
of what art becomes in the context of

public space. Where do the barriers lie

between audience and author, adver-

tising and art, reality and play? Great
art generally provokes more troubling

questions than it answers, and parts of

this magazine try to do the same.

We've included more illustrations

and fiction in the magazine this year
than in previous iterations, including
a three-page "literary mashup" that

turned out far more successfully than I

would have ever thought. We received
a remarkable number of entries from
our open call, and while I would like

to thank everyone who applied, I can
assure you, we here at The Varsity

couldn't agree on anything. And we
will be posting more stuff to the web-
site, so look out for that.

We sincerely appreciate your feed-

back on the issue, our chosen pieces, or

even your thoughts on culture in gener-

al. I hope you like the issue—I certainly

don't hate it, which, as I believe, is the

highest praise I can give.

Thanks for reading.

Chris Berube
Features Editor

'A ^
Ft ' 1'-

The residents of Double Double Land
are part of a growing movement
of artist collectives illuminating

Kensington Market

See page 20
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It
would be easy for Lee Ranaldo to become complacent or

fall into a creative holding pattern, especially since lie has
been party to some of the biggest changes in popular music
in the last 20 years. For example, Sonic Youth's decision to
release their 1988 album Daydream Nation on Capitol (they
signed with Geffen for their next release, and stayed there
for almost 20 years) inspired many counter-culture rock
bands to make the switch too, including, most prominently.
Nirvana, who directly acknowledged the influence. And yet,
the groupseems to be constantly refreshing their ethos. Last
year'sThe Eternalwasthe band's first record on Matador, the
indie distributor known for being a loving home to Belle and
Sebastian, Kurt Vile, and the late Jay Reatard. Many critics

commented that being on the new label helped contribute
to the band's reinvigorated sound; The Eternal sounds like

it should have been written by performers half their age.
Ranaldo talked to The Varsity about the music industry, who
he likes, and new beginnings.

Chris Berube: There's been a lot of talk about

movingfrom a major back to a smaller label

(Matador), and the idea that the band has beett

rejuvenated in some way by this. Do you make

anything ofthat?

Lee Ranaldo: I think we kind of rejuvenate

ourselves. We've been doing it long enough
that it's not really about the label. But I will

say that it's been exciting to move back on to

a label where people are actually interested in

music, and where we're excited about music

that's being made for the label. This was an

exciting record to make, and we were happy
to be making it for a label like Matador. The
reception both within the label and the pub-

lic has been great. And it's cemented the fact

that we're in a good place right now in that re-

spect. We had a good run at Geffen, and there

isn't too much bad we can say about them, but

as our relationship there went on, it just be-

came less and less interesting. There were less

and less people we were interested in talking

to about our music. With Matador, that's cer-

tainly a change from that.

CB: When you joined Geffen, it was an epochal

shift in music in a lot ofways. But today, the

landscape has changed enough that it makes sense

for bands to join these smaller labels.

LR: Yeah, I mean, when we moved to Gef-

fen we moved there for distribution reasons.

They were saying they could get our records in

stores when our records weren't in stores with

the labels we were on. We would travel to cities

and people would say "we love you guys, and
we can't get your records in our stores." And
the climate now is so different. First of all, you
don't need a store any more to get your records,

which is a crazy thing, but a label like Matador
has just as good a shot at selling music right

now as a major. The majors are floundering

while smaller labels like Matador know their

core audience and how to sell to them.

CB: You'd mentioned that you're now on a label

with a lot ofbands you're excited about, or possibly

admire. At this point in the progression ofSonic

Youth, do you ever wish that you were starting

out as a new band today? Or do you stillfeel

pretty liberated as an artist?

LR: Certainly we feel very liberated in terms

of what we do. We can still go in any differ-

ent direction we want. I don't know if I would
want to be starting out today. The landscape

has changed so much, there's so much more
music available and it almost seems like it's

harder for a new band to rise above the gen-

eral glut of what is out there, both good and
bad. It's always daunting when you're brand
new to figure out how to break into the busi-

ness, but when [the band] was starting [it] was
the perfect time for a band like us to sneak in

behind the lines in a way.

CB: Given that Sonic Youth has been aroundfor
so long as a project, it's interesting how you've

stuck with the same layout ofinstruments that

you've had. You're certainly known as a great,

guitar player, but has there been the consideration

ofmoving to less orthodox instrumentation?

LR: We've considered it, but we haven't. We
got into this out of the enthusiasm of being a

rock band, and to us a rock band is two gui-

tars, bass, and drums. And certainly that's

our main interest. We've gotten very good
at playing the kind of music that we do, but I

don't think any of us would profess to be good
players. We're certainly good players, but
we're also not trained multi-instrumentalists

or anything like that. There was a point where
Thurston and I were advocating for doing a

record that was two pianos, bass, and drums.
But the idea got nixed by the rhythm section.

But we were half-serious about it at one point,

we thought it would be a cool alternative and
it would still sort of pick up the same sort of

tonalities on the piano that we get on the gui-

tar. But our main interests are still being gui-

tarists and being in a rock band.

CB: Do you feel like to some extent that's so

definitional to the band that you couldn't shake off
that aesthetic while still being Sonic Youth?
LR: I guess so. It's much more about certain

sensibilities and an outlook that the four of

us have in terms of what we're after and what
we're trying for. It's

obvious after all this

time that we're not out

for fame and fortune.

We're dedicated to be-

ing a band that's dedi-

cated, that's making
new music, and stay-

ing interested in what
we're doing. I think

our outlook in terms of

the way we deal with
younger bands, this in-

clusive outlook that we
have, I think is mostly
what defines the group.

It's always been
something that
interests me about
artists I've been
drawn very close to:

how you get a sense
of who they are
through what you
hear. I like that idea.

CB: Are there any bands today you admire?
LR: Yeah, the list is broad in terms of new
bands. We tend to be turned on by all kinds of
music, from stuff that's been made this year
for the first time to stuff that's been made by
people who have been in the business way
longer than we have. As for music that's kind
of come on this year, there's a group Thur-
ston has been working with called Hush Ar-

bours that I really like a lot. I love their new

record. There's this guy that's been around

a long time. Bill Callahan, he's been putting

stuff out as Smog for a long time.

CB: He had a terrific record this year!

LR: That record has been knocking me out,

I love that record. Groups like Times New
Viking, there seems to be so much new

stuff happening right now. Our impression

is that there's great new music everywhere

you look, and it's just a matter of finding it.

Whether it's people writing songs or people

doing more noisy compositional kind of

stuff, it's all over the place.

CB: I read that your band has been taking

more ofan interest in relationships and how

relationships develop between people in your

storytelling. What has been the impetusfor

moving on to thatfocus?

LR: Not sure where that quote comes from

or who said it, but it sounds like something

I might have said about my particular lyric-

writing. I don't know if I would say that in

general about the band, though I don't know

who said it. [It was Ranaldo.] That's always

interested me to some degree to write about

people and things close to your heart, in

whatever form it's couched in. I could go in for

straightforward singer-

songwriter stuff, but

1 could also go in for

stuff that's more cryp-

tically writtea that

is still somehow very

personal seeming. It's

always been something

that interests me about

artists I've been drawn

very close to: how you

get a sense of who they

are through what you

hear. I like that idea.

I like it to be less ab-

stract, more personal in

some way.

CB: I would not get the sense ofyou as someone

who would get into singer-songwritery stuff that

much.

LR: Really? We get into all kinds of that stuff,

from Joni Mitchell to Neil Young. We love all

kinds of that stuff, younger singer-songwrit-

ers, older singer-songwriters. I mean, Chan

Marshall, it's all over the place.
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Choose your own adventure
What if books were multimedia,

able to [ink between ideas and
possibilities^ It might have
helped EMILY KELLOGG
decide whether
fiction of the future

was really her

thinR.

WARNING!!!

We all make choices. And the choices we make have

consequences. Should you have gone out for drinks

with your friends last Thursday night instead of stay-

ing in? Should you have chosen to attend York instead of the

University of Toronto? Have you ever found it unsettling to

think that you'll never know if you've made the right choices

imtil years down the line? And sometimes you will never know.

I've made many choices, some for the better, some for the

worse. And 1 spend a lot of time wishing that my life could be

defined by a series of checkpoints. Then I would be able to go
back to each checkpoint and take the road not traveled, just to

see what would have happened next. Such was the nature ofmy
involvement with Robert K. Logan, a Professor Emeritus at the

University of Toronto and chief scientist of the Strategic Innova-

tion Lab at OCAD, and with drafting a creative and interactive

work for Wooden Rocket Press, an small press started this year

by a would-be author and U ofT alum.

Dr. Logan and I worked on an independent study this year

considering the future of media. The Strategic Innovation Lab
is a dynamic research facility that offers a graduate program in

"design thinking," a catchword for using interdisciplinary ap-

proaches to issues of sustainabiUty and business models. The
Smart Book project we have been working on is a proposed way
to save the traditional book in our e-book buying, Web 2.0, AD-
HD-driven culture. The project hyperlirJcs a codex (read "nor-

mal") book to the net. This fall, I attempted to draft an interactive

and multi-media short story for publication in what would be an
experimental foray into hyperlinked fiction, an anthology with

the working title Art Meets Science.

Follow my choices, and see if you can make the right ones

—

or

even good
ones. I present

an interactive fic-

tional narrative of creative

choices I've had to make in the last

three months, reconstructing conversations and instances that

have defined my successes and failures to the best ofmy ability.

Some names have been omitted, some encounters have been

completely fabricated—^but both of the projects are ongoing.

Think carefully before you make a choice, because you never

know which one is going to lead you to an irmovative idea, or

a drunken stupor of writer's block. So, be forewarned that you
won't always like the endings you're led to, but at least, here,

you can always try again.

A.
You're hustling. Your feet are pounding, one in front of the

other, making imprints in the damp leaves that coat the side-

walk. It's October in Toronto, and you can feel the chill. You've

wrapped a scarf around your neck to keep it away, but you can

taste it in every haggard breath you take. You're late. But, then

again, that's to be expected as the would-be-artist turned phi-

losophy student that you are.

Dr. Robert K. Logan is waiting to discuss your independent

study project on the third floor of the physics department, in

a steely office that faces skyscrapers. If you crane your neck,

you can catch a glimpse of the CN Tower. Dr. Logan has the

kind of eyes that make you feel like you are free-falling from
a drop-zone tower, but the kind of smile that makes you want

to tell him every

mundane detail

about your life—like

you haven't done laundry

in a month and you're vague-

ly wondering how long you can

live off of Stouffer's Macaroni and
Cheese and Mr. Noodles before you

have to learn how to cook. The office is

decorated with posters for seminars on me-
dia ecology, awards for sustainability research, and the book-

shelves are packed with copies of his book. The Sixth Language,

and stacks of typewritten manuscripts. Dr. Logan has creden-

tials and life experience as an innovator in the field of media
research, having co-authored papers with Marshall McLuhan,
and worked to establish the field of future studies. More creden-

tials and life experience than you prefer to remember.

"So, the Smart Book project," he begins, pausing to fiddle

with his laptop, which is coated in post-it notes.

» Continue to B.

B.
"Media ecology is the study of how each meditmn affects the

next, just as each factor of the environment affects the ecology

that evolves," he explains. "The first things caught on video were
staged plays, because people simply began to dump the old me-
dium of stage acting into the new medium of the television. But

eventually television evolved to better suit the new opportuni-

ties of the medium and developed into what we see today. On-
line e-books are a similar effort. We're dumping the old mediimi

CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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From YouTube to

the dance floor

Locai rapper Scotty Dynamo taiks

about technology branding, and
how to nnake it in nnusic

Elizabeth Kagedan
V'arsitv Start

I first heard about Scotty Dynamo when he was
just Nick Wilson—a friend of mine was in his

drama class in first year She had trouble de-

scribing him, but one thing was dear there was
something about this kid.

Wilson's main project, Scotty Dynamo, is

as difficult to pigeonhole now as then. A full-

time U of T film student, he combines catchy,

electronic beats reminiscent of early-'90s Daft

Punk with witty, often ironic rhymes. In his

song "Push Me" he remixes a Benny Benassi

beat with Ace of Base, and raps "I'm educated

and might fill you with knowledge, 'Cause

you're dancing like you're planning on making
money for college," and "Homie isn't cool and I

don't care if he's a blogger."

Though his music is chock-full of pop-cul-

ture references—in one song, he references

2008's viral video "My New Haircut," Robo-

Cop, and the Three Musketeers role-playing

game—he does not engage in social commen-
tary. 'Tm not addressing political issues or

anything," maintains Wilson. "It's just kind of

really good stuff to party to . . . Ultimately, I just

call it pop music."

Most impressive, though, is Wilson's success

considering his lack of publicity and connec-

tions. He has roughly 500,000 plays onMySpace,

350,000 views on YouTube, and a growing 8,000

downloads of his new EP, FEVER.

Wilson is part of a new generation of art-

ists who exploit the technological revolution

to the fullest, substituting social networking

sites for PR, and at-home equipment for pro-

fessional mastering. "No one is making mon-
ey off album sales anymore," he says. Musi-

cians should adapt and evolve with the new
technology, as opposed to "pulling a

Metallica," he asserts

One of the biggest changes in

technology's revolutionizing of the

industry, is how potential fans con-

nect with artists. Though Wilson plays

shows in Toronto frequently, he insists,

"We're in an era where you don't need to be

a playing a show everyday. You can have a

show with 300 people in the audience, or a

YouTube video with 3 million."

He's also calculating in his song choices. "I'm

not, like, a remixer," he maintains. "Ifs strate-

gic. People will Google a popular song, and my
remix comes up under it ... if that video goes

viral, they'll go back and try to find my origi-

nal work, like, 'Alright what else does this kid

have,' and if they like it, they^ll usually buy it."

This past year, for example, he

remixed Britney Spears' "3"

—

not a song he would otherwise

listen to on his own time. Within

a day, the remix was posted on her
number-one fansite; it has over 100,000 views

on YouTube.

Wilson has made his connections in the in-

dustry in a similar way. He has connected with

producers and label executives in the States by
submitting his work to competitions in L.A.,

and contacting them online. "Everyone's reach-

able," he claims. "You can have access to any-

one's e-mail, anyone's Facebook."

And yet, it is arguably harder than ever to

get signed to a label.

Artist development has been drastically

cut, and often artists need an image,

fan base, and hit single before they start work-

ing with a major label. Canadian artists Drake

and Justin Bieber are examples—^both had sig-

nificant followings before they were signed.

Their fans weren't local supporters, but inter-

national ntmibers: fans on Facebook, friends on

MySpace, and followers on Twitter

"I've definitely had my share of phone calls,"

said Wilson, "where every time you're hoping

that this is it, this is the break. I had one guy in

L.A. say 'your stuff is gold. Five years ago you

would be in L.A. right now, being developed,

but you need that hit record.'"

Still, Wilson is hopeful, and has good reason

to be. "2010 is my take-over year," he said. "I've

claimed it as that."

PHOTOGRAPH Bt- TK LA SKY
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When you can't quit

your day job
t mm t #-

By May Jeong
Photos by David Pike

"You can have a full time job and enough money to pay all bills, but no time to

spend working in the studio. Or you can have a part time job, no money, and
enough time for studio work. The first option leads to eitlner exhaustion or a lack of

artistic productivity. The second option leads to either stress or ... eviction."

ISTOICA is comprised of Christopher Al-

torf and Jessica Hayes. They use the port-

manteau word they came up with at 16 for

the freelance photography business they

run at night and during weekends. During
the work week, though, both Altorf and
Hayes work for Hayes' mom at Engage, an
e-learning company that creates videos for

corporate internal marketing
While an artist or a fashion designer might

have a hard time selling homemade haute

couture or found object art, photography is

arguably a more market-friendly trade.

But the fact that there are photo shoots

to be done and creative faculty to be spun
can still be taxing, as they're in the stu-

dio nearly every evening after a full day
at work. "After 9 to 5, there is simply not

enough time. So even when someone ap-

proaches us with the perfect project, some-

times, because we are not organized, we
fuck up."

"We are just lucky not to have multiple

jobs," Altorf says. Hayes adds that it helps

being employed in a technology-based

industry—when Engage buys any new
equipment, Istoica also benefits.

f
<

LUKE CORREIA-DAMUDE is a

musician-cum-gallery-owner-cum-waiter
who has combined a part-time job with
full-time unpaid volunteer work for the

past five years. "I am almost unemployable
because I have music and also the gallery,"

he jokes.

Correia-Damude co-founded the Whip-
persnapper (which will be relocating this

May) with three friends in 2005. As art-

ists themselves, they recognized a lack of

space for emerging creators to work out-

side of the commercial realm. Instead of

charging commission on sales, artists pay
at-cost fees. Combined with a grant from
the Ontario Arts Council, it's just enough
to pay for the rent and the bills. The space

itself is run by an army of volunteers who
all moonlight as artists.

Correia-Damude also serves as guitar-

ist and vocalist for his band. Boys Who Say
No. "Music is an industry where, if you're

lucky, you make nothing," he explains. "If

you're unlucky, you lose money." He sup-

ports himself by working at the Rosedale

Diner, but his hours vary. "After a [band]

tour, for instance, I work more ... basically,

I'm always broke," he says.

This year, the Whippersnapper applied

for an artist run centre grant, which pro-

vides funding for spaces that exhibit work
by young, emerging artists who lack a

huge body of work.

ADAM SCOTT faces a lot of pressure as a

member of a touring band—he's the drum-
mer for Guelph dance party outfit Green
Go, whose record from last year. Borders,

caught the ears of many tastemakers.

While Adam plays with the band and
finishes his degree in environmental ge-

ography at the University of Guelph, he is

also an active campaigner for ecological

causes. Adam has worked for the Geor-
gian Bay Environmental Association for

five years, overseeing volunteer projects to

monitor the health of watersheds, forests,

and air quality in the region. He was most
recently a Canadian youth delegate at the

Copenhagen 15 Climate Conference in De-
cember 2009. Green Go is releasing a remix
CD later this year.

JONATHAN O'CALLAGHAN proves

that juggling two gigs need not be a terrible

and thankless affair. He claims that his day job

as a chef at the Royal Ontario Museum's Food
Studio and C5 is just as fulfilling as time with

his DJ duo Real Talk, which spins at Wrongbar
and The Social.

O'Callaghan, who graduated culinary

school in Vancouver, moved back to Toronto,

working at numerous restaurants through-

out the downtown core while performing
with several touring hardcore bands. Re-

cently, he was recruied to join theROM team,

and has been cooking by day and DJing by
night ever since.

Real Talk has been gaining success, and
O'Callaghan is preparing for a month-long
Asian tour in June. How will he balance it with

his commitments at the ROM? He mentions
that everyone at work is incredibly understand-

ing and that he is "super lucky" to have his job.

Slightly irritated by his zen approach, I

pressure him for confessions of bottled-up

discontent towards cooking and/or DJing

—

arguably two of the most competitive and
stressful professions out there.

"I've never had a moment when I was re-

ally upset playing music. Even at work, when
there is music involved, it's so much better. I

enjoy always having something I can tap my
foot to. And sometimes, when a song comes
on the radio that everyone knows, we all

sing together."
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WILL SLOAN talks politics, pornography, and parody

with Toronto's nnost controversial filnnnnaker

"I
've ended up making lowbrow movies for liighbrow theatres,"
wrote director John Waters in 1983 about his oeuvre, friendly to
art house and grindhouse alike. Now consider Bruce LaBruce,

the Toronto-based filmmaker often compared to Waters, who has
become a Sundance and MolN^A mainstay while receiving financing
and distribution from the porn industry. LaBruce's first three features.
No Skin Off My Ass (1991), Super 8 _ (1995), and Hustler White (1996)
were directly inspired by the '90s queercore movement (an offshoot
of punk), and their low-budget resources lent a documentary-style
intimacy to their depictions of gay life on the fringe. While these films
were sexually explicit, it wasn't until 1999 that LaBruce received actual
porn industry funds for Skin Gang. Part earnest gay porn and part gay
porn parody. Skin Gang received both mainstream and pornographic
distribution. A porn company also co-financed his 2004 film The
Raspberry Reich, but the formally-complex experiment was much

^

more a venue for radical politics than bump 'n' grind eroticism.
LaBruce's 2008 film Otto; or. Up with Dead People, about a gay zombie (or at least an alienated young guy who thinks

he's a zombie) in Berlin who stars in a left-wing underground movie, was his most polished and least sexually-explicit film

to date. Those expecting a John-Waters-directing-Hairspray-style transition from the underground to the mainstream,
however, may be caught off guard by his upcoming L.A. Zombie, to be released sometime in 2010—a scruffier undead film

with a much lower budget and a lot more zombie lovin'.

T/ie Varsity: You 're at the point in your career where

there are starting to be retrospectives and academic

writings on your work, but in your book The Re-

luctant Pornographer (1997) you spend a lot of the

first third talking about your conflicts with the gay

establishment. It seems to me that in the intervening

years, you've become.. .respectable?

Bruce LaBruce: After L.A. Zombie there will

be no chance of that. It's a film I'll be roundly

ridiculed for, because it really seems like a step

backwards. People always have an expectation

of me to work in bigger budgets, to work with

name actors, and Otto was by far my largest

budget that I've worked
with, and so I'm sure a lot

of people are just going

to say that this is a step

backwards
—

"He's going

back to porn, he's just do-

ing the same thing over

and over again"—when
in fact it was just a throw-

away project. I just want-

ed to shoot something

last summer instead of

just sitting around, and

I shot it in a week. But

it's going in the absolute

wrong direction. It's anti-

narrative, there's no plot— I got it financed on
the basis of a three-page outline, there wasn't

even a script. So I don't think at this point I'm

ready to sell out, and I'll probably get crucified

for it.

TV: Do you think people want to peg you into a

convenient box: either the porn box or the art box?

BLB: In a way, but I think it's this expecta-

tion in a capitalist society that you go on this

particular narrative arc, which is you start

out making these modest-budgeted films,

you get a reputation, you show your films at

Sundance, and then you mature and leave

your silly ideals behind and start making
serious, narrative films with bankable name
actors. People will say I just haven't grown
up, and they'll say it's so boring and tedious

to just go on making the same films. Well,

I mean, most directors just make the same
film over and over again. Robert Altman
considered that he only made one big film.

You just keep on making the same work,

and at certain points, culture shifts, and oc-

casionally it intersects with where you are

and you become fashionable.

"I don't think

at this point
I'm ready to

sell out, and I'll

probably get
crucified for it.''

TV: In Otto the zombies are used as a symbol of

conformity in Bush America, but they're also a

homophobe's nightmare version of the gay com-

munity, particularly this idea that gays recruit

members of their community.

BLB: And AIDS, too. In the original script of

Otto there was a lot of material that I ended
up having to cut out because it was way too

wordy, but Medea [the leftist film director

character] goes on and on about all these

conspiracy theories about how AIDS might
actually have been developed by the govern-

ment to weed out its "undesirable" minori-

ties, and also different

viral conspiracies hav-

ing to do with chemical

and biological warfare.

TV: Does L.A. Zombie go

after similar targets?

BLB: Yeah, L.A. Zom-
bie's kind of like a se-

quel or companion piece

to Otto, but it's way
more pornographic.

And it's more about the

homeless issue, which is

another consequence of

Bush-era economics, but

it's not as overt about it.

It's really just documenting the homeless
situation in L.A. in a porn movie, which are

two things that just totally do not go togeth-

er. The basic plot is it's about a schizophren-

ic homeless person who thinks he's an alien

zombie, who goes around and finds dead
bodies and fucks them back to life.

TV: That's a high-concept.

BLB: [Laughs] And he doesn't fuck them
into zombies. They actually come back to

life as people.

TV: A lot of the writing about you concentrates

on a transition between the early queercore films

and the later, more quasi-pornographic work. But

would you agree that your later films are also

more overtly political?

BLB: No, because my first feature-length film.

No Skin Off My Ass, had very overt political

content. The sister character in that film is

obsessed with the SLA, the Symbionese Lib-

eration Army, and she's playing this Angela
Davis record, which is a very pointed politi-

cal diatribe about the black movement. And
with the lesbian sister it's obviously drawing
parallels between the black movement and
the gay movement. And in a way. Raspberry

Reich kind of came out of that scene.

TV: I suppose it would be wrong to say the ear-

lier films are apolitical, but they're perhaps not

as in-conversation with contemporary politics as

the Bush-era ones.

BLB: It's true that Raspberry Reich and Otto
have, let's say, a broader critique that goes
outside the gay body politic. So that's prob-

ably fair. Part of it, I'd say, is the sheer per-

versity of juxtaposing pornography and poli-

tics, because they're two things that people
wouldn't expect to see together. I'm always
trying to do things that are counterintuitive

in that way. So it's almost a perverse, sadistic

thing to do to an audience: make them think
about complex political ideas at the same
time as being turned on sexually.

TV: Of course, pornography is a political issue.

BLB: Absolutely, and I always quote Go-
dard's statement, "Sex is political." And not
in a simplistic way—I mean, in a Wilhelm
Reichian way. Like Gudrun [the lead char-

acter] in Raspberry Reich says, "I don't care

about all the wars raging around the world, I

care about my orgasm." She actually believes

that sexual liberation has to be one of the cor-

nerstones of revolutionary change.
TV: A lot of critics—and Til include myself
here—are very hesitant to admit that a movie
might sexually stimulate them. We tend to write

about movies that contain erotic elements as if

we are somehow above having erotic feelings, and
approach them in a distant, intellectual ivay. Do
you think people feel somehow threatened when
pornographic and mainstreamfilms becomefluid?
BLB: It's a very select group of people who
would actually come out and say that's why
they like my films, because they engage
them intellectually and sexually at the same
time. That's a minority. Most people get re-

ally angry when I sort of interfere with the
porn. Like, they consider that I'm an inter-

loper who's spoiling their fun.

TV: I stumbled onto this weird online discussion

about The Raspberry Reich where people were
talking about the opening sex scene and saying
things like, "This great, hot sex scene is ruined be-

cause they keep superimposing stuff over." It was
funny, people venting about how your style got in

the way of their masturbation.

BLB: Right, right, which is the whole point. Ifs

the idea of distracting people with the camera,

and making people super-conscious of the

camera, and bad or erratic technique, which

can be conscious or unconscious: is it out of fo-

cus on purpose, or because the director needs a

new prescription for his contact lenses? But the

point is, a lot of people— I call them the pom
purists — don't like the film to be self-con-

scious in the presentation, to draw attention

to the mechanics behind it. And they think it's

"pretentious," that's the word they use.

TV: I get the sense from reading your shooting

diary on the L.A. Zombie website that it was an

arduous production.

BLB: Ugh! Terrible! In fact, I had to tone it

way, way down in the shooting diary be-

cause I couldn't talk about a certain individ-

ual on the shoot who made it absolute hell.

But it was a seven-day shoot, and that's the

only reason we were able to get through it,

because if it went longer than that, it would

have collapsed, or people would have just

got fed up and given up on it. It was partly

budgetary restraints, but it was mostly a

particular individual I can't name who had

serious drug problems. And also, for the re-

sources we had, it was actually a very ambi-

tious project. We shot all over L.A., largely

without permits—the permit system in L.A.

has become so convoluted and bizarre. So it

was hell, but I guess I had fun maybe three

days out of seven.

Also, I was very naive tliinking I could shoot

this very effects-heavy production and pom

on top of it, because pom takes a long time to

shoot, and it's very finicky in terms of produc-

ing an atmosphere that is conducive to sex,

and has chemistry between the lead actors and

whataiot. And we did pull it off, but just barely

TV: I keep hearing that it's hard to get a small-

budget, independent film off the ground in this

economy. Are you feeling that?

BLB: Well, I was lucky with Otto because I

got it financed and shot before the economic

collapse. So it was partly funded by the

generous contributions of the Ontario Arts

Council and the Canada Council, but a

lot through the arts community, which at

SEE 'BRUCE LABRUCE' -P6 11
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My Dinner
with Daniel
Jolinston

Kurt Cobain anc
considered anrc

TV on the Radio have been annong his fans.

jtsidefLiTiusicianZ „
Can Johnston stiiLbe

Sir

Sean MacKay

The phrase "outsider music" is an umbrella

term used to describe a diverse group of

musicians who exist separate from the com-
mercial music industry. By eschewing musi-

cal conventions—either because they lack

formal training or simply because they dis-

agree with industry standards—the works

of well-known outsider musicians, such as

dissonance-loving folk artist Jandek and
1960s avant-garde rocker Captain Beefheart,

continue to fascinate adventurous music lov-

ers. Music historian Irwin Chusid probes the

depths of this form in his book Songs in the

Key of Z, where he defines outsider musicians

as "crackpot and visionary, where all trails

lead essentially one place: over the edge."

But even by outsider music standards,

48-year-old, Texas-based folk singer Daniel

Johnston is a strange figure. He was already

a notable presence in Austin in the late

1980s, peddling cassettes of his own folk

pop recordings to the independent music

scene, when he was diagnosed with bi-polar

disorder—a condition that would lead to his

institutionalization briefly in the early 1990s.

His creativity was not stunted by these difficult

episodes, and as a result, the Daniel Johnston

catalogue is as vast as it is dense. Characterized

by deceptively simplistic lyrics that explore

themes of madness, love, evil, and hope,

Johnston remains influential to a generation

of folk singers, a fact best demonstrated by the

2004 release. The Late Great Daniel Johnston:

Discovered Covered which features Beck, Tom
Waits, and Death Cab for Cutie paying tribute

to the singer-songwriter.

Considering his history of mental health is-

sues, I wasn't sure what to expect when I met
the singer along with his older brother and
manager, Dick Johnston, for an interview at

Eggplant Studios on King Street. It was a cou-

ple of hours prior to his evening performance

at the Mod Club and Johnston was recording

readings of two Yoko Ono poems for an up-

coming collaboration with Jerry Levitan (pro-

ducer and star of the award-winning animat-

ed short I Met the Walrus). After sitting in on
the recording session, I spoke with Johnston

about his most recent album. Is and Always
Was, over plates of fish and chips from the

studio's impossibly trendy restaurant. I began
by asking if any artists had influenced the folk

singer while he wrote the songs that appear

on Is and Always Was.

"I don't know what influenced me really,"

Johnston replies. "But the record turned out

very Beatles; it even sounds like the Beatles

are playing on it. I love all their albums, so

I'll never stop listening to them."

I prod Johnston further, hoping he will elabo-

rate on his sources of inspiration, be they mu-
sicians, painters, or otherwise. But aside from

learning that his two favourite Beatles albums
are Magical Mystery Tour and the White Album,
my efforts are fruitless; the Beatles are sacred.

His music is held in high regard by many
artists who have earned considerable critical

acclaim as well as commercial success, but

this barely seems to register with the folk

singer. He thinks it's cool that Nirvana's Kurt

Cobain was photographed several times

wearing a Daniel Johnston T-shirt, explain-

ing that he learned about it through a neigh-

bour who gave him one such photo of the

90s' cultural icon. When I mention Wilco and
TV on the Radio, two groups who cite him
as an influence, Johnston admits that he has

never heard of them. He is mostly indifferent

towards contemporary music.

Apart from abruptly stopping the inter-

view to leave the room in search of his ciga-

rettes, Johnston remains good-natured and
friendly throughout our conversation, yet he
often appears to be disinterested in direct

questions. As our conversation progresses,

the disconnect that exists between the artist

and the rest of the world becomes apparent.

When I ask about his collaboration with Jerry

Levitan, Johnston is pleasantly oblivious with

regards to the background of the project.

"My brother made all the arrangements
with that," he explains.

He goes on to reveal that his favourite

part of touring is buying comic books and
records in the cities that he and his brother

visit, describing shopping as "my pay for go-

ing on the road." Upon my arrival at the stu-

dio, Dick informed me that they were behind
schedule because Daniel insisted on visiting

several comic book stores for a second time

that afternoon in Montreal, where he per-

formed the night before.

Despite his unconventional attitude toward

touring and indifference to contemporary mu-
sic, one cannot deny Johnston's passion for cre-

ativity. He hopes to someday have a studio in

his home in Waller, a town on the outskirts of

Houston, where he lives with his parents.

"I could record songs whenever I felt like

it," he says hopefully.

It's not simply his extensive list of eccen-

tricities and extraordinary life story encap-

sulated in the 2006 documentary The Devil

and Daniel Johnston that has earned him the

outsider musician label. He achieves his out-

sider status through his indifference to the

pretension and abject commercialism that

commonly affects successful artists. John-

ston focuses solely on the creation of his art,

allowing him to achieve a degree of sincerity

in his lyrics that not even the most talented

commercial artist could fake. Johnston has

endured a great deal of emotional turmoil

throughout his life, all of which he commu-
nicates through his art, and though he may
only be on tour so he can buy comics, his le-

gions of loyal admirers love him for it.

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE

Check out thevarsity.ca

for full audio from Sean's

interview with Daniel Johnston

PHOTO BY RENHUI YOONG
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Arts Fducation

ALIX GOULD outlines the

argument for why the arts

nnatter in the ciassroom.

Nearly four years ago, Courtney
Kurysh sat at a rickety desk,

overwhelmed by her CHM139
exam. After staring at the

blank page for minutes, she began
to draw a picture of a delicious

pie. In that moment, she realized

that an education in life science

wasn't for her.

Now she's in her fourth year

in the Visual Studies program.

She's even co-president of the

Fine Arts Student Union. After her

brutal first year, she was glad to

get back to what she's passionate

about studying: the arts.

"[In elementary school] I had f
classmates asking me to draw their

title pages and book report illustra-

tions for them," she says. In high

school, she went on to study classical

ballet at Cardinal Carter Academy for

the Arts, an arts school in North York.

She soon decided that there might not be
a future in dance or visual arts, so she took

math and science courses instead. "1 knew it

was the wrong choice to continue with the sci-

ences but you don't listen to anyone, let alone

yourself, right? I felt huge pressure because

of university applications." She says Grade 12

was one of the unhappiest years of her life.

What happened? Why did Kurysh, like so

many other students with an innate love and
ability for the arts, turn away from her passion?

Sir Ken Robinson, an academic author-

ity on creativity in education and author of

such studies as Arts Education in Europe

and Facing the Future: the Arts and Educa-

tion in Hong Kong, spoke at the Technology,

Entertainment, and Design (TED) conference

in 2006 saying, "Every education system on
earth has the same hierarchy of subjects.

At the top are mathematics and languages,

then the humanities, and at the bottom are

the arts, everywhere on earth. There isn't an

education system on the planet that teaches

dance every day to children the way we teach

them mathematics."

According to Robinson, the victory of sci-

ence over art started with the Industrial Rev-

olution in the 18th and 19th centuries. Rob-

inson points out that there were no public

education systems before to the 19th centu-

ry—they were all started to meet the needs

of industry. In the world of competitive capi-

talism, spending your education mastering

the oboe or the brush stroke would usually

leave you on the margins of society.

Thus children are raised to believe that an

A in math is better than an A in music. "It has

really come to dominate our view of intelli-

gence because the universities design the

system in their image," noted Robinson. "If

you think about it, the whole system of public

education around the world is a protracted

process of university

entrance. The conse-

quence is that many highly

talented, brilliant, creative people

think they're not, because the thing they

were good at in school wasn't valued, and
was actually stigmatized."

Kathleen Gallagher, Professor and educa-

tion researcher at OlSE, says that "Institu-

tionally, schools can be challenging places in

terms of their ability to acknowledge differ-

ence. They're often organized around the no-

tion of a generic student, and many students

in our schools don't fit that generic student

identity. So they tend to produce policies and
practices and
curricula that

don't have flex-

ibility to reach

a great range of

learners."

Such is the

case in most
Ontario high

schools, where
the curriculum

is geared entirely

toward univer-

sity admissions.

In non-arts high

schools, only

one out of the 30

credits needed
to graduate is a

mandatory art

course. Additional art courses may by taken,

but count only as electives.

Katherine Wynne, Former Ontario Minister

of Education [now Minister of Transport], ac-

knowledges that there's a pervasive notion

among high school students that science,

math, and technology classes are the most
important. "In order [for students] to get

their mandatory courses," she says, "they
find they don't have space." That's certainly

what happened to Kurysh.

Wynne tells me that the Ministry of Educa-

LOLA LANDEKIC

tion and-other-stalfe-

holders might, at some
point, sit down and take a comprehensive
look at the curriculum and its requirements,

but she isn't sure if restructuring those re-

quirements is the answer. She believes that

the problem starts and ends with student en-

gagement, beginning in elementary school.

"If kids don't get a grounding in elementary
school, they won't opt for it in secondary."

The $45.5-miIlion Program Enhancement
Grant, meant to increase student engage-
ment, was recently distributed among On-
tario schools. It was directed at physical edu-
cation, outdoor activities, and the arts. And
in 2007, $4 million was given to each school

board for profes-

a means to a higher end and that higher end

is a society."

However, the Star reported in 2008

that People for Education, an education

watchdog, said the changes to arts are

slow in coming. According to the group's

/annual report, there are big gaps in arts

funding from one school to another. In

Ontario, 47 per cent of high schools and

53 per cent of elementary schools

rely on parents for fundraising, with

more affluent areas having a great

advantage.

Another problem is a lack

of specialized arts teachers.

In many public schools, the

teacher who instructs math

and English will also teach

drama and music. In fact, only 14 per cent of

schools with Grades 7 and 8 have a visual arts

teacher, and only eight per cent have a drama

teacher. The government hopes the Program

Enhancement Grant will remedy the situation,

but equal access still has a long way to come.

"It is well

documented that
the intellectual

and emotional
development
of children is

enhanced through
study of the arts."

sional develop-

ment programs
for arts teachers.

Despite the pro-

vince's financial

problems, educa-

tion spending is

expected to in-

crease in 2009-

2010 by almost

$1 billion. Part

of this increase,

however, goes di-

rectly to raising

school board sal-

aries by about
13 per cent. Says

Wynne, "I'll be
doing everything

I can to protect [arts] funding. The class-
room programs are the last to be cut." The
cutbacks will mostly affect special needs aid,

educational assistance, and social workers.
Premier Dalton McGuinty has echoed

Wynne's sentiments. Responding to Stephen
Harper's infamous statement about art not
being the domain of "ordinary Canadians,"
McGuinty told the Toronto Star, "We attach
a high value to arts and culture, we under-
stand what it does for our economy but more
than just that, we understand the economy is

"It is well documented that the intellectual

and emotional development of children is

enhanced through study of the arts," states

the 2009 Ontario Ministry of Education docu-

ment on the arts curriculum for elementary

schools. Several studies, not the least of

which comes from right here in the GTA,

have shown that this is indeed the case.

In 1994, the North York District School

Board and the Royal Conservatory of Music

partnered to develop the Learning Through

the Arts program. The LTTA hires trained

musicians, actors, painters, dancers, and

writers to work with regular teachers to-

wards engaging children with class material.

By developing creative lesson plans, these

instructors integrate the arts with other sub-

jects such as using images to learn math, or

songs to learn history, for example. The pro-

gram has since spread across the country.

Beginning in 1999, Katharine Smithrim

and Rena Upitis, professors of education at

Queen's University, conducted a three-year

study of over 6,000 students in the LTTA,

their parents, teachers, and principals. Their

findings were overwhelmingly positive.

The children within the program scored

higher in reading comprehension, vocabulary,

writing, and geometry and applications. When

it came to the students' attitudes toward learn-

ing, both boys and girls were more likely to be

engaged in math, reading, and writing. Boys' en-

gagement with computers and group work went

up, and girls' engagement with the arts saw an

increase. Both sexes reported an increased de-

sire to take part in physical education. Kids in

the program, simply put, liked school more.

Furthermore, the kids learned how to work

10 the VARSITYMkGM\Hl
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well in a social environment.

One teacher commented,
"LTTA got a whole bunch
of people working together

willingly." There are even
findings that suggest the

program helped with stu-

dents' emotional develop-

ment. One Grade 6 student

said, "The arts taught us

how to bring out inner feelings, how to coop-

erate, listen, and express ourselves through

movement." Many students also reported an
increased sense of self-esteem.

The researchers concluded that the effects

of the LTTA program "could be described

as transcendent, that is, going beyond the

perceived limits of physical, cognitive, so-

cial, and emotional experience and moving
towards deep transformation of personal be-

liefs and practices."

Says Kathleen Gallagher, "The intrinsic value

of succeeding in the arts is that [students] see

themselves as competent learners, rather than

as learners who are trying to fit a mold, or are

constantly behind the eight ball trying to make
a mark that was really designed for someone
else. 1 think at a very basic level, [the arts] al-

low people in a classroom to encounter others

and themselves in very different ways that

don't box them into a certain understanding."

The arts give permission to students to be creative,

imaginative, and to make mistakes in a way that other

subjects don't. This is crucial to their development as

learners, but also as thinking, feeling human beings.

The results from programs in parts of the

developing world are even more remarkable.

In Venezuela, an internationally renowned mu-
sic education program called El Sistema has

elevated the socio-economic status of over

a million children. Founded by Jose Antonio

Abreu 34 years ago, the program emphasizes

a non-traditional, inclusive form of teach-

ing music where everyone learns as a group.

Teachers often sit with the students while

playing and older mentors help out young
hopefuls. There are currently 208 local edu-

cation centres around the country, with over

300,000 students enrolled at any one time.

Notable graduates include the internationally

renowned Simon Bolivar Youth Orchestra and
Gustavo Dudamel, whom many consider to be

the world's premier musical conductor.

The program has rescued generations of

Venezuelan children from lives of poverty,

drug abuse, and crime in the slums. Most

graduates have gone on to become produc-

tive across many fields in society and in the

workforce. El Sistema demonstrates that an

education in the arts, just like an education

in physics, engineering, or technology, can

be good for the economy.
The arts give permission to students to be

creative, imaginative, and to make mistakes

in a way that other subjects don't. This is

crucial to their development as learners, but

also as thinking, feeling human beings.

The age of Industrialism is coming to a close

and the skills and knowledge that were once

so highly regarded as integral to a functioning

economy are no longer essential. Perhaps the

hierarchy we are so used to will soon be turned

upside down.

This is not to suggest that those studying

art should get comfortable.

A study by Ohio State Uni-

versity in 2003 concluded

that even in the best of eco-

nomic times, students who
major in the arts can have

trouble getting a job and
keeping it, and are more
likely to switch jobs more
often than people in other

areas of study. And not surprisingly, the pay

is barely enough to stay afloat. Visual artists

average between $19,000 and $23,000 US a

year. Still, the possibility of living on the edge
of poverty someday still doesn't lead Kurysh
to regret leaving the life sciences behind:

"For me personally, art education is impor-

tant just like engineering or sciences are con-

sidered important—it fulfills a basic human
need," she said. "Art education provokes stu-

dents to think about the world, philosophy,

science, and politics in a whole new light, see

how it makes them think and feel, and cre-

ate something out of that to get the world to

think a new way."

"The basis of art education and why 1 love

it so much is not because it teaches me to

draw or to take photographs, but because it

teaches me to think critically about the world

and how we relate to it and to each other. It

doesn't get much more important than that."

'BRUCE LABRUCE' - CONTINUED FROM P6 8

the time was in this bubble with a lot of

disposable cash. If I had waited even six

months I couldn't have gotten Otto made.
Then I made L.A. Zombie because I wanted to

keep shooting and keep in practice, so I think

that's the trick: to be willing to make a film for

half a million dollars, and then make one for

$60,000 or one for $10,000.

I just did a theatre project in Berlin and
part of it was video, and I used this tiny little

Japanese toy camera, this plastic camera that

you can buy at Urban Outfitters for a hun-

dred and seventy bucks. And now they've

just put out a version with sound, and it has a

plastic lens, and it's a toy ... and I'm intrigued

with the idea of shooting an actual feature

with it. You just keep on working within the

limitations of what you're presented with.

TV: Is it easier to get films financed now on the

strength ofyour name and reputation?

BLB: In some ways yes, of course, but ifs not like

people are throwing millions of dollars at me. I

think that will happen, because my confidence

as a filmmaker has grown, whereas 10 years ago

I probably wasn't ready to make multimillion-

dollar filins. I am now. But making a film is like

having sex: the foreplay is really important and

really intense, and you have to really, really get

into it and get motivated and stimulated, and

you have to have this drive to get a film made.

And in many ways the hardest part is just get-

ting to that first day of principal photography.

You have to have strong motivation to get to that.

• • •

TV: L.A. Zombie is partly financed by a porn

company, right?

BLB: Yeah, two.

TV: How do you pitch them your movies? Rasp-

berry Reich was also partlyfinanced by a porn com-

pany, but it certainly doesn't have the porn aesthetic.

BLB: Well, it's all Jurgen Briining, who has

been financing my films since No Skin Off My
Ass and who actually started a porn company
that became quite famous, Cazzo Film. He's a

co-founder of that company, and it was really

the first pom company in Berlin. He founded

that partly because he had sort of gained a rep-

utation from producing my films, which is one

of the reasons I got into making more industry

porn, because my producer went in that direc-

tion and I followed. ...If you actually see pen-

etration, that's a sign that you've entered into

pornographic territory.

TV: I didn't expect you to draw the line so sharply.

BLB: I call it "The Cornhole Line."

TV: I think ofyourfilms as blurring that line. The

first half hour of Skin Gang basically looks like a

gay pornfilm, but then it gets into darker territory.

BLB: Which one did you see? [Note: the

88-minute film was also released in 67-min-

ute soft-core version re-titled Skin Flick]

TV: I saw the soft-core version.

BLB: The reason that project was, for me, an
interesting failure was that the soft-core ver-

sion looks too much like an emasculated porn
film. It just cuts out most of the penetration.

So it looks like pom, and my idea was to shoot

the video parts and make them look like ac-

tual porn, but that aesthetic somehow doesn't

work without the penetration.

TV: Ifound it rather easy to fill in the blanks...

BLB: Well, you should see the hard-core ver-

sion. It's very super hard-core.

TV: Do you tailor yourfilms to the porn market?

BLB: It's more about practicality. That's where
the money is, that's where I have the most
freedom in a way, and also I really believe

in some ways that the gay movement has be-

come so arch-conservative in the last 10 years

that it's one of the last refuges of radical gay
expression.

TV: I tend to associate the gay commuiiity with lib-

eral politics. Could you explain "arch-conservative"?

BLB: Well, for me, when a movement starts to

become fixated on becoming accepted by the

two most conservative institutions in Ameri-
ca—marriage and the military—^you can pret-

ty much safely say it's become a conservative

movement. It's not only that they want equal

rights: they are ideologically becoming conser-

vative in terms of promoting monogamy and
becoming compUcit with the ideals of a mili-

tarized society. So the idea that gays are some-
how automatically associated with left-wing

politics is wrong. When I first came to Toronto,

the free gay paper was called The Body PoUtic,

and it was a Marxist-feminist magazine, and
they wrote really dense political theory in this

bar rag. Things have changed.

TV: Has the movement gone more in the direction

ofbeing politically correct?

BLB: I don't think it's political correctness

as much as it's become assimilated into the

mainstream, and in order to do that they
feel like they have to disassociate them-
selves from their more extreme elements.

So they are totally shying away from the

extremes of leather culture, which used to

be at the forefront of the gay movement and
is now really vestigial. Or the transsexual
movement, [which] is tolerated if people
transition and become well-behaved, sexu-
ally conventional people.

TV: Your films are definitely confrontational to-

wards this attitude. Would you say that "provo-

cateur" is afair label?

BLB: Uh ... well, it's better than "aging enfant
terrible," which they're calling me now! But
yeah, provocateur is fine. I think I'm more of

a polemicist.
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WHAT IS
TRANSMEDIA

\ t

DAN EPSTEIN reports from
The Futures of Entertainment

Conference at MIT.

ILLUSTRATIONS BY CRISTINA DIAZ BORDA

YoumayhavebeenwalkingdownQueen Street

in the past few weeks and seen an oddly con-

spicuous new diner at the comer of Queen and
McCaul. Most likely the first thing you noticed

was that, despite it being the middle of the day,

this cafe is not open. As you examine the coun-

ter space, the cash register, and the interior dec-

oration, you look in the fridges at the back and
notice that they do not contain the requisite soft

drinks, but intravenous bags full of blood. The
cafe is, in fact, a vampire blood bar. The Uncle

Sam looking down at you from the awning has
fangs, accompanied by the words "CAPTURE
HUMANS," printed in big red capitals. Ifs a

scene from the new futuristic vampire movie
Daybreakers, and if the promotional strategy

worked, you should now be intrigued enough
to see the film. Maybe you will even log onto

the movie's website and install the Facebook

app that allows you to join a blood bank and
deposit the plasma of your friends. And, when
you finally see the film, your experience will be
coloured by these other media. This techruque

is known as "transmedia storytelling."

Juxtaproductions, which started as a sign-

painting company in the early '90s, owns what
used to be a convenience store at Queen and
McCaul. Since mid-2009, when they promoted
Harry Potter with a live "meet Malfoy" event,

they have vxsed the space as a sort of three-

dimensional ad. "There is a movement in film

toward 3-D," says Patrick Little, owner and
foimder of Juxtaproductions. "We're just trying

to make what we do 3-D too."

Little's first foray into 3-D marketing was in

2004, when Juxta handpainted a shuttle bus,

filled it with wax mannequins, and had Paris

Hilton ride in it down Queen Street promoting

her film. House of Wax. Juxta's other projects

have included a New York City newsstand for

Watchmen and a "Die-in," in which a num-
ber of actors and interns played corpses in the

street for Friday the Thirteenth.

For the Daybreakers display, Juxtaproduc-

tions collaborated with the filmmakers to rec-

reate a similar coffee shop to one in the film.

They even used I.V. bags from the film itself and

made exact copies of the fictional newspaper

covers. Tlie Spierig brothers, who wrote and di-

rected the film, supplied artwork saying "FDA
approved" for the coffee cups, napkiis, menus,

and signs.

When asked how he felt about contributing

to the stories in the films he promotes. Little

was modest "It might be a little bodacious to

claim that in this situation we are influencing

the narrative, but we do add our own accent"

So, what exactly
is transmedia
storytelling?

Henry Jenkins, who coined

the term in his 2006 book Con-
vergence Culture, describes

transmedia storytelling as "a

process where integral ele-

ments of a fiction get dispersed

systematically across multiple de-

livery channels for the purpose of

creating a unified and coordinated

entertainment experience." This def-

inition comes from Jenkins' keynote

speech at a conference at MIT this

past November called Futures of En-

tertainment 4. (The keynote can be
seen in its entirety at techtv.mitedu/

videos/4720.) Transmedia existed for

years before the Internet, in fact one

of Jenkins' primary examples is the

worlds created aroimd the origial

Star Wars films. Nonetheless, the

web makes this type of collaborative

storytelling much easier because

it brings all the delivery charmels

together. In the lecture, Jenkins

highlights a couple of key aspects of

transmedia: drillabUity vs spread-

ability, continuity vs multiplic-

ity, immersion, extractability, and
performance.

Jenkins used quotes from
another prominent media
theorist, Jason MitteU, to describe the

dichotomy of drillability and spreadabiUty:

"Spreadable media encourage horizontal

ripples, accumulating eyeballs without

necessarily encouraging more long-term

engagement Drillable media typically engage
for fewer people, but occupy more of their

time and energies in a vertical descent into

a text's complexifies." In practical terms,

by paraphrasing Jenkins' speech, I am
"spreading" his idea. If you, the reader, are

interested in what Jenkins has to say, you
can "drill" deeper by watching the keynote
yourself, reading Jenkins' book, and following

his blog (henryjenkins.org).

Transmedia focuses on both the continuous

story of a central narrative and on a multiplicity

of perspectives. The idea here is that through
a nimiber of different texts, a transmedia story

can be retold from multiple points of view, add-
ing depth to the narrative.

It is also an experience that relies on im-

mersion, wherein the viewer enters the story,

and extraction, wherein the viewer pulls ele-

ments of the story into the real world. To de-
scribe immersion, Jenkins quoted prominent
Japanese animator Hayao Miyazaki (Spirited

Away, Princess Mononoke), saying, 'Just as
people wished to make pictures move, they
also wished they could look inside a different

world." He went on to describe the panorama
box, of which there are many at Miyazaki's Stu-
dio Ghibli, where viewers stick their head in to

look arotmd and pretend to inhabit the world of
the story. An extractable item might be a piece
of technology for a sci-fi movie that is made as
a nor\functional real-world copy. The scene at

Queen and McCaul is a combination of both.
"The story is just the begirming, what mat-

ters is the world. The world contains more sto-
ries than a single text can," said Jenkins, turn-
ing his attention to L. Frank Baum who wrote
The Wizard of Oz as well as 20 other Oz books
over the span of as many years. Baum even

gave gxiided tours of Oz through lectures with

slides and film.

The world of a transmedia narrative is built,

sometimes by one author and sometimes by

many, through a serial of different media: one

film can lead to a nimiber of comic books, an

animation special, a few video games, and a

few more films, as in the case ofThe Matrix, the

primary example of transmedia Jerikins high-

lights in Convergence Culture. Each individual

text creates its own subjective view of the larger

story.

Finally, performance is what makes

transmedia an experience rather than a

text because it encompasses fan activity. In

performing interpretations of a story, members

of the public shape what that story is. Jenkins

uses the phenomenon of high schoolers

performing songs from Glee on YouTube, but I

prefer the Soulja Boy dance, which relies on the

performances of fans from all areas of society

coming together on YouTube.
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So, what is the future of
entertainment?

While transmedia can, of course, be a vehicle

for marketing, it's more importantly a tem-

plate for narrative that can be infinitely adapt-

ed, even applied to norrfiction forms of story-

telling such as documentary and journalism.

One point of contention around transmedia is

whether or not it can be more than just a mar-
keting tool. Could it one day become a more
integral part of storytelling? Will we see the

ideal situation that Jenkins envisions: view-

ers and producers collaborating on building

worlds? And does the incorporation of trans-

media into more established forms of enter-

tainment make a difference?

Joanna Miles, VP of Marketing at Maple
Pictures, the distribution company for Day-
breakers in Canada, describes the installation

at Queen and McCaul as an overwhelming
success. The installation included one live

event, in which actors dressed up to look like

vampire baristas gave out free passes, water

bottles, and temporary tattoos. Says Miles,

"We tried to make it more than just handing
out passes in an empty location. We actually

had some live, undead people in the room
with them." This took place the Wednesday
before opening weekend, and Miles tells me
that the Scotiabank Theatre down the street

was number two in North America for ticket

sales on opening weekend.

At Futures of Entertainment, some of Jen-

kins' ideas were met with skepticism. During
a seminar focused on quantifying usership.

Jack Wakshlag, Chief Research Officer of

Turner Broadcasting (owners of CNN, Car-

toon Network, and a number of American
cable channels) made some serious waves by
claiming, in a room full of eager tech geeks,

that the average Internet user watches three

hours of online video every month, while the

average person in North America watches 35

hours of traditional TV each week. The dis-

comfort in the audience was audible: amid
hushed insults you could hear the tweeting

of a hundred iPhones. Wakshlag also said

that the data on online media is decades be-

hind what it should be for proper business re-

search. "We don't have anything to measure

transmedia except what people say. And if

you believe what people say about transme-

dia, nobody watched the OJ trial and nobody
watches wrestling. So we simply don't believe

what people say."

"There are three things I must know: how
many, how often, and how long? If I can get

the answer for those three questions for on-

line, TV, and radio, I'd be happy, but nobody's

doing it yet." For Wakshlag, an executive at a

major television company, the new experienc-

es of transmedia are interesting experiments,

but they can only augment the television ex-

perience. "People are watching more TV on
their regular television sets, and that allows us

to create a foundation to try all kinds of new
and cool stuff. And that's what we do. We just

launched George Lopez online . . . And yes, we
know that that show has got to succeed on tele-

vision for George to make his money back . .

.

but we want to provide people that option and
that opportunity. Do we think the numbers
are going to be large? No. But we have to

accept the fact that even though the num-
bers aren't large it can still be successful

because that's where my most engaged
customers go." After enough back and

^'

forth with the audience, it was clear that

Wakshlag was not just a relic of the TV ^'

generation caught in the past; in fact he
had quite a bit of sobering and relevant

information. As one Twitter user named
@Malbonnington put it: "Jack Wakshlag
is hilarious, a brilliant addition to the

#foe4 panel; experience counts, he did

his PhD before most of us born."

As of the time of writing, Wakshlag
is a bit more hopeful, as two marks of

progress have emerged. "First, CIMM
(Council on Innovative Media Measurement)

has hired a director and posted draft propos-

als for multiplatform measurement research,"

Wakshlag wrote in an email, "Second, looking

at TV and Online, Nielsen is going to measure
computers and TV sets together by August so

that if someone watches a show on their lap-

top, it will count in the ratings."

But more to the point, there are interac-

tive diehards that see transmedia as holding

the potential to be more than just a market-

ing ploy, but a type of experience in and of

itself. Nobody wants an overt sales pitch in

this day and age; they want to feel like they

connected the dots themselves. Mike Monello,

who started in the entertainment industry as a

producer for The Blair Witch Project (the mar-
keting of which included a large email list of

fans that contributed to the project and even-

tually flooded the Sundance film festival with

enough emails that they had no choice but to

show the film), has a company called Camp-
fire (campfirenyc.com). Their campaign for

HBO's True Blood mobilized hardcore horror

fan communities on the web through various

media including blogs, message boards, and
through the distribution of fake samples of the

synthetic blood that is so crucial to the show's

plot. Their website boasted to bringing in 6.6

million viewers for True Blood's premiere.

In a panel on "Stories in a cross-platform

'

world," Monello said, "For me, transmedia is

freedom as a storyteller. It started out for me
as economic freedom, freedom from gatekeep-

ers, and now it's turned in to freedom to use

media in ways that are imconstrained." Next
to him was Brian Clark, CEO ofGMD studios,

which Clark described as an "experimental

media laboratory." Both Monello and Clark

came out of the indie film world and brought

„ "The stbryls

^
th& be§inf^ini,3A^haf

-xiji^tters iSi ttie^yvorld.

a less-money-more-story approach to the

question of transmedia. "Every place where
you're seeing what the pressures are in a big

network, for us as independents who can tell

stories in any way we want, transmedia is the

result of the freedom of palette, not necessar-

ily the goal. I tend to use the phrase 'experi-

ence design.'" Clark sees transmedia as a way
that producers can work with their audiences

throughout the production process.

The Art of the Heist, a collaborationbetween
Clark's GMD and Monello's Campfire, was an
"alternate reality game," or ARG, designed to

market Audi's A3, a compact luxury car. They
staged a theft of the only A3 in America, where
two men busted a window in the middle of the

night at an auto dealership in Manhattan, stole

the car, and were briefly chased by security

guards. After this, a series of ads searching

for the car in conspicuous places (the North
American International Auto Show, classified

ads, TV) led interested individuals to Audi's

website, where they could join the search. The

cast included real art-detectives, a fake \'ideo

game executive, a fake blogger, and videos of

the happenings of the game. Users were even

invited to secret live events where they could

join the cast of characters on missions if they

went deep enough. The user involvement

went way beyond that of a normal viewer or

reader. Clark puts it Uke this: "For me, one of

the things that's very different about transme-

dia is that I know the audience as well as the

audience knows me. If someone comes up to

me and says 'I saw one of your films,' I'm like,

'Oh, that's nice. Thanks.' If someone comes up
to me and says they played Art of the Heist, I'm

like, 'What was your username??' They're put-

ting so much of themselves out on the line."

Of transmedia storytelling Clark says, "If

you're doing it right, it's a highly iterative

process. If it hasn't launched publicly

yet, it hasn't happened." This is a crucial

principle, because ifs just as important

for the creators to respond to the audi-

ence participation as it is for the audience

to respond to what has been created. In

the process of The Art of the Heist, there

was a major event that caused the com-
panies to completely change the direc-

tion of the story due to what happened
in the real world. Clark says, "We had an
event at Coachella where people were
supposed to break into a car and steal

something from the car and when the

car got delivered, [the deliverers] didn't

unlock it. So the players literally upload-

ed signs, pictures of them with the car with a

sign saying 'We were here, where were you?'

The solution we ended up coming up with
was re-writing the villain. We came back to

the client and said 'OK—that's not the bad guy
anymore. This other guy over here is the bad
guy, this minor character. Why? Because that's

who picked up the car and locked the door.'

You have to take that event and fold it back
in to the narrative that you want to tell. And
I think in most cases the narrative is much
richer because of that. It feels more breathing,

more living, more improvisational."

As far as metrics of success go, Clark asks,

"Did you live to make another piece after

this?" Monello simply asks, "Do you have
fans? I think that's, ultimately, as a story-

teller, the metric." While it may not be the
most profitable sector of the entertainment
industry, transmedia storytelling is ripe for

creativity. If your goal is to engage people,

the model for how to do so in unprecedented
ways is emerging.
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It's
6-30 on a Monday night and The Rex, Toronto's pre-eminent

jazz and blues bar, is sparsely populated. There is no world-

renowned act playing here tonight, only a sextet of young,

amateur musicians who have brought their own audience,

composed of family and friends, to see them play. As they

struggle to find room for their equipment and instruments

on the faded brown, half-moon stage one can see "Faculty of

Music" spray-painted on the back of their music stands.

The members of the sextet are mostly students from the Uni-

versity of Toronto Jazz program and such live performances, like

toiughfs show at The Rex, are a regular part of the curriculum.

According to the group's bassist, Alex Fourruer, the experience

of playing for an audience is invaluable for a jazz musician.

"The gigs are more or less organized foryou. Atthebeginning
of the year, you're put into a couple of ensembles and you're

given various bookings that you have to work towards," he

explains. "All students have to go through it, since

performing live is something you need to mature into.

It's not as easy as it looks."

Watching the sextet's show at the Rex, their art

looks anything but easy. Fournier's fingers travel up
the neck of his bass with incredible speed and finesse

and then back down just as quickly, maintaining the

precision that can only be achieved through years of

intense training.

One of seven programs that comprise the University

of Toronto's Faculty of Music, Jazz is a small and tight-

knit community of approximately 70 students, all work-

ing toward an undergraduate or Master's degree. Pro-

fessor Paul Read established the program in 1190, and
served as director imtil 2004, when Professor Terry Pro-

mane took over the role. A lower brass specialist who
maintains an active role in Toronto's vibrant

jazz community, Promane's diverse resiime

includes work on several musical theatre

productions and collaborations with inter-

nationally renowned jazz musicians Kenny
Wheeler and Maria Schneider.

The heavily improvisational nature

of the music and images commonly associated with
the early American jazz scene, such as performances in il-

legal speakeasies and brothels in the Prohibition era, seem
to clash with the more traditional programs offered by the

Faculty of Music, such as opera and classical performance.
However, Promane points out that jazz evolved through the
20th century, becoming a complex musical style that is ideal

to pursue academically.

"Many forms of jazz, say past the 1930s, are composed of very
intricate melodic and harmonic musical systems. Much like classi-

cal music, it lends itself to an academic setting. The study of theory

and ear training is extremely important to the development of im-
provisation which is at the heart of the geru'e. Many hours of prac-

tice, rehearsal and research are required to achieve elite status,"

he explains.

Alex Foumier is well on his way to achieving this elite status.

He manages to balance his busy class schedule with the daily eight

hours of practice he believes is necessary in order to be admitted to a

graduate program in the U.S. Though he is obviously a passionate

musician, the friendly atmosphere within the program and its

low student-to-teacher ratio have helped Foumier cope with
his gruelling schedule for the past three years.

"Everyone is on a first-name basis, and some teach-

ers actually get pretty annoyed if you call them Mr.
or Ms. So-and-so, "Everyone is accessible, friendly

and willing to spend a little extra time with you
to help explain a concept or an approach. Most
teachers are not above going out for the occa-

sional beer with a student."

Clockwise from top: Winston Mastushita,
Alex Foumier and Brandon Wall are
determined to make it in the jazz world.

Now entering its third decade of existence, the program has al-

ready built an impressive roster of alimuii.A nvimber of acclaimed

contemporary jazz musicians such as pianist David Braid, drum-

mer Anthony Michelli and saxophonist Tara Davidson callU of T

Jazz their alma mater.

Davidson graduated in 2002 with a degree in jazz perfor-

mance and has since found success as a professional musician

and composer, with Jimo and National Jazz Award nominations

among her growing list of accomplishments. She foimd her expe-

rience in the program to be quite invaluable and can attest to the

virtues of the close student-teacher relationships; she still plays

in a band with her former professor, Mike Murley, who also con-

tributed his own compositions to Davidson's 2007 sophomore

album. Code Breaking.

"I defirvitely would say Mike wasmy most influential teacher in

aU aspects ofhow I approach music," she says. "He inspired me to

try to carve out a musical path for myself."

Despite the prestige the program has earned in its 20 year exis-

tence, Foumier laments the relatively small amount of real estate

that the program is allotted in the Edward Johnson Building as

well as the fact that prominent faculty member Professor Tim Ries

is being let go. Professor Promane acknowledges that U of T Jazz

has not been immune to the negative effects of the recessioa

"The faculty of music is under a great deal of pressure finan-

cially speaking," he explains.

"We have not escaped the downward trend in the economy,

so yes, we have experienced cuts. We continue to seek outside

funding from donors who feel that jazz is an important art form

for students and the community at large."
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Two weeks ago, over 20 people came
to the Varsity office to create their

own literary mashups: new worl<s

of short fiction and poetry fronn the

sliced and diced bits of books about
Toronto. Frankly the results were nnuch

nnore acconnpiished than nnost of us

would have innagined. Here are the

thoughts of our editor, JADE COLBERT
who organized this whole project.

ou learn things while cutting up
other people's babies.

For one thing, Coach House
books are very well made. Laying the scalpel

to the inside backbone of their stiff, pebbly-

textured pages, right against where the paper

meets glue to form the spine, I panicked.

Anyone who belongs to this strange army
known as "readers" understands the powerful

totemic aura that extends from the words to

their vessel, from the story to the book.

We may scuff their jackets as we stuff them
rudely into bags and hurry off the streetcar.

We may leave them face-down, butterflied on
the couch while we wander off to make dinner.

We may use all sorts of strange and inappropri-

ate objects as bookmarks. We may even leave

them in the bathroom, after which their pag-

es look like they've had a bad perm (and let's

admit it, they were dog-eared anyway). But

by god, we would never—never—intention-

ally do harm to a book. The above-mentioned

abuses are merely the rough-and-tumble

signs of our love. This is the wall that propo-

nents of e-book readers find themselves still

butting their heads against in the age of the

iPod: nowhere on a Kindle is there an app for

tearing off the corner of your favourite pages,

putting them in your mouth, and swallowing.

Such was the love that the Young Adult author

Kit Pearson had for her favourite stories as a

child: she needed to ingest them. Irrational,

maybe, but ritual has never claimed its im-

mense power from the rational world. Anyone
who has ever performed the Eucharist should

understand this.

This was the river of thought moving mias-

mic through my mind as I placed the snappy
Coach House terriers on the operating table

and viewed them there with increasing dread.

1 am a reader. Since being infected somewhere
near the age of six, 1 have daily fought to con-

trol a sometimes overwhelming appetite for

text. "What the hell am 1 doing?" 1 thought, as

1 held the knife to Maggie Helwig's Girls Fall

Down, which was shortlisted for the 2009

Toronto Book Award. 1 looked into its eyes,

knowing that someone just a block away had
put love and care into this thing and trusted

me to treat it as a friend. And now 1 was about

to cut it to shreds.

"This is going to hurt me more than it's go-

ing to hurt you," I promised, which may have

in fact been true.

How did 1 get to this point? A psychologi-

cal profile of this mass murderer might note

that balancing opposite my love of books is a

life-long status as a collector, beginning with

bottle caps, stamps, coins, then extending to

records, books, and images, and then on to

more esoteric collections, such as my collec-

tion of strange experiences. The thing about

collectors is, they aren't healthy people. They
are obsessives who stress the wrong syllable;

they love, but that love might be misplaced.

Knowing this as a reformed collector, 1 can

recognize that, while no doubt there are things

that are precious to us, 1 distrust preciousness.

1 prefer, instead, the wisdom of contemporary

forest preservation. If you want the forest to

live, sometimes you have to let it burn.

The first cut was the hardest. But after that,

the rest of the slaughter was easy.

This adventure began innocently enough
last October. The leaves were still on the

trees, there was light for a good part of the

day, and 1 was in my office, editing stories for

the last issue of The Varsity Magazine, when 1

was struck by a paragraph in Chris Berube's

article on copyright reform, "The Death of

the Artist?"

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

CHAPTER EIGHT

Zoe shruggpd. 'I dunna Terrorists or whatever. he's sooo sweet.

She muttered Jesus^
pigeons \ \ \

e 0 $

She wanted to 0^ ^* ^''^'^ «» '>*8? My ««y Whispering joe's
sot the same thing, whatever it is."

j

As for Jon, f knowswhat he offers. He offers escape, running
away from the grownups. He offers fun, and mess. He offers
mischief.

-Coine"any^fc~Yo«^ probably got a lot of good ideas

about prison conditions.*'

Ivim figure in blackleather coat, she descended the stairs.

They called him Danny the Wonder Horse^ i^^CC^AASe sex was supposed to be unpleasant the fast time.

She closed her eyes OxA gla«d»tW»»-
She doesn't love him. $Ie was a low-down hoochie-koocher and so forth.

'The girl '^^P^ )t|j^mouth in the line of work. She is like someone making herself up

as she goes along. She's improvising.
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It was nearly dusk.

In die inverted universe ofour
pap*'

in the i^Sng Ugtit,

fairly ordinary ihinfp happened

Midbaei Stipe was rinpngdut he wasSuperman and

Four streetsweepers were on a coffee break ^ Ted-onged daikness

There s^,w:S,S^i.Si^W»<>P«'*^-

The radio cracUei 'ht^ewibc^ toieground

"It's just the beginning.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

"This type of artistic thievery has a rich his-

tory," I read, as U of T instructor Martin Zeil-

inger explained to Chris how "copying some-

one's work was the highest level of homage
or respect that you could pay to a venerable

author."

Dada collage in the early 20th century, for

example, was one of the first instances where

artists would actually physically rearrange their

influences into a new work of art. Last year, the

copyright documentary RiP: a Remix Manifesto

pointed out that this ethos has been especially

present in music, which has its own language of

borrowing.

This wasn't entirely news to me, though
something about the historical aesthetic as-

sumption—copying as a form of homage

—

placed in relief against our contemporary
discussion of the mashup—which often deals

more with legalities than it does with aesthet-

ics—clicked.

1 assume you are already familiar with the

overwrought discussion plaguing the media
and entertainment industries at the moment
on whether technology is destroying culture

and the trustworthy production of informa-

tion. Here, "technology" is often defined as

that which is new, as opposed to the old, inher-

ited tools that were revolutionary at the time

of their inception, yet on which whole indus-

tries now base their livelihoods. Cue Guten-

berg. One very loud and obnoxious side of this

discussion yells over the voice of others that

it's fine that change has defined our cultural

development for the past several millennia,

but as of 2010, that evolution should come to a

stand-still for the benefit of a very few.

While reading Chris's article, 1 was struck

by how differently the cultural industries have

moved through this discussion, each at their

own different pace, with book publishing prob-

ably the slowest. And while digital books and

e-book readers are becoming more popular,

consumers do not have the technology, as

they do with sounds and images, to effortless-

ly and speedily digitize a book for themselves.

Thus, while e-book readers (essentially iPods

for books) are now available, any change in

the publishing industry still seems centered

on retail considerations, whether in-store or

online, as opposed to the aesthetic, monetary,

and legal ramifications of a mashup artist such

as Girl Talk.

Arguably, all that Girl Talk is doing with mu-
sic is highlighting the initial creative act and

treating it as a finished work, employing what

Thomas Mann called "higher cribbing." In his

essay for Harper's Magazine, "The Ecstasy of

Influence: A plagiarism," novelist Jonatham

Letham writes, "Most artists are brought to

their vocation when their own nascent gifts

are awakened by the work of a master That

is to say, most artists are converted to art by

art itself. Finding one's voice isn't just an emp-

tying and purifying oneself of the words of

others but an adopting and embracing of fili-

ations, communities, and discourses." A good

part of my initial excitement for this project

sprang from the sense garnered from years as

a reader, from essay upon academic essay, and

from learning how editors do their work that

books are made from other books; literature is

a cleaned-up text collage that has—and here's

the effort—been developed into whole new
piece of art after years of work drawing out a

source of inspiration to its logical conclusion.

What Girl Talk has done is remind us of our

debt to the history of high-cribbing, aided by

digital technology that allows him to create

and disseminate his sound collages with ease.

"What if we did that with text?" 1 asked myself.

Fast-forward to two weeks ago. It was Satur-

day around noon and 1 was preparing for

the second day of our weekend-long cut-and-

paste party by taping the fruits of the past

night's endeavors to the wall when 1 realized

that this is what it must feel like to be a kinder-

garten teacher. The day before, 1 had bought

all the materials and lugged into the office a

laundry bag full of story confetti 1 had pre-cut

over the course of the week.

Twelve books—a dash of Margaret Atwood
for dry wit, a pinch of Dionne Brand to evoke

the demographics of Toronto today, some gee-

whiz stories about the city's history to provide

historiographic material (the full list of books

is available at thevarsity.ca)—reduced to

three-line units to be further sliced and diced

as the writers (meaning anyone who cared to

take part) saw fit.

The choice to cut the pages down to three

lines had been difficult. I realized fairly soon

after selecting the books (oh-so-scientifically

at the UC and Trin book sales based on what
1 thought would work well together) that the

major difficulty with the project would be to

provide enough chaos to ensure participants

would be forced to be creative, but to also rein

it in to the extent that participants would not

feel paralyzed with choice. Breaking down the

books word by word would not only be pains-

taking, it would also remove the inspirational

element. Sure, 1 like "legerdemain" as much as

the next word nerd, but it's nothing compared
to the mashup sentence "I'm fucked in every

kind of way, not least of which was legerde-

main." Equally, a full page of text uninterrupt-

ed leaves few opportunities for the imagina-

tion to jump in. 1 was aiming for suggestibility:

just enough meaning to tell a story, but not too

much.
I was reminded of kindergarten for anoth-

er reason, and not because 1 had to remind

people to put the caps back on the glue when

they were done. I was taping the artworks to

the wall for all to see, partly out of wanting

to share the beautiful things people created

(a full slideshow is attached to the online ver-

sion of this article), partly as bulwark against

the inevitable question 1 knew was coming as

soon as we sat down to a table covered in what

looked like slips from giant fortune cookies.

"So how do we do this?"

The only honest response to which was "1

don't really know?"

With that, we began.

Common knowledge would have it that

there are some people in this world who
are creative, whereas the rest of us lack the

ability. Watching the writers—normal peo-

ple—hunker down into the quiet of concentra-

tion as we reached for narrative, a story—any

story—did a lot to dispel this myth for me.

As Lethem noted in his article, collage is a pro-

cess by which the surrealists attempted to reani-

mate objects whose intensity had been dulled by

everyday use, "an expression of the belief that

simply placing objects in an unexpected context

reinvigorates their mysterious qualities." We
saw this again and again in The Varsity cut-and-

paste project.

I don't know, said the girl, Ipickpocket. I mostly

concentrate on the downtown but everywhere I

can get to, really.

'That's good, that's great. Keep it up.'

'But I'm on cleaning systems now. It's a lot

better

And without much thought he leaned down
and kissed her forehead. She looked down and
shook her head, and didn't speak for a while. 7

guess I should go, ' she said at last.

They looked for all the world as ifthey were

engrossed in some very important conversation.

But let's be fair, rarely would they cross the

path of the public world. They don't think they

had anything at all in common of their own
lives.

'Thank you,' said the woman, her eyes filling

again with tears. 'It's very kind ofyou to come to

talk to me. God bless you. Good luck!'

Elizabeth Wood shared her husband's love ofthe
Canadian northland in Don Mills with shaved
skulls hooked up to electrodes, rabbits with their

eyes mutilated in cosmetics product tests—or

slaughtered seals, beluga whales dying in the

CANADIANSPACEPROGRAM on King Street.

The pencil was not very sharp, but he outlined a

bra ofmeaning, secretly connected atsome deep
level he could almost, almost grasp.

The question "How do we do this?" is a lot

like the question you may have received from

a pre-schooler: "How do you draw a person?"

There are some good stand-bys you can use in

such an instance
—

"Well, your person might

want a second leg"—but when it comes down
to it, you can't draw a person without taking

a stab at it. We've all been through this. "Hu-

man beings are creative by nature," Margaret

Atwood wrote in September 2008 in response

to the Harper government's slashing federal

arts funding. "To be creative is 'ordinary' It

is an age-long and normal human character-

istic: All children are born creative." Some-
where along the line, though, someone tells

us this is an innate human capacity we don't

have. We should start calling people out on

this lie.

There is an alternative ideal to the profes-

sional creator, an alternative that may find its

epoch in the digital age, with which we may
arm ourselves: the amateur. As the novelist

Michael Chabon, author of such books as

Wonder Boys and The Amazing Adventures

of Kavalier and Clay, explained in his essay

"The Amateur Family" (originally published

in Details, since reprinted in his new book.

Manhood for Amateurs):

"Perhaps there is no perfect word for the

kind of people 1 have raised my children to be:

a word that encompasses obsessive scholar-

ship, passionate curiosity, curatorial tender-

ness, and an irrepressible desire to join in the

game, to inhabit in some manner—through

writing, drawing, dressing up, or endless con-

versational riffing and Talmudic debate—the

world of the endlessly inviting, endlessly in-

habitable work of popular art."

When 1 started in on this project, I knew
that there were some questions I'd be able

to answer and some I couldn't. 1 tried to pre-

pare for both. Nevertheless, 1 was complete-

ly unprepared for the final question as the

artists gathered their coats to leave: "Can 1

take it home?"

Have Never Sneezed = Olkhon The Puppeteer

Suzanne Sutherland Eric Foley Jessica Tsang

I have never sneezed. Not once in 22 years. I've

never sneezed. It's the kind of thing some of my
closest friends have never realized but I still I feel

marked by my inability, my inexperience.

Lately I've found I'm jealous of actors who do
it in movies. I know^ they're faking it, but they

make it look so real. Like in a romantic comedy
where the main character is allergic to her future

mother-in-law's cat. Her sneezing causes a rift

between the two women, which is exacerbated

by their opposing personality types. Somehow it

all works out though and the two bond over the

experience. Mother-In-Law gives Main Character

a handkerchief, a family heirloom and now a

private joke. Husband-To-Be smiles, relieved.

I'm never going to have that.

Boys watch puppies on a windswept island.

Girls wash dishes in the deepest lake,

gardening, growing into beautiful teenage
women with acne scars and yellow-green
seaweed wrapped tight round their dreadlocks.

Seagulls sit on wooden roofs performing
Chekhov, a drunk hunchback picks weeds
against a crooked fence, a blind boy
wields his shovel like an axe. Cattle pace
dusty streets, stand staring at a sky turned pink,
while thin clouds watch tired boys feed tired puppies,
one single tired sky of the billions that have
turned to silence as the wind dies down. Then
the music of human speech, and laughter, carries

across the little valley, echoing for the ones
that still know how to throw themselves
into the arms of night, singing Siberian prison songs
'til dawn, seeking love in the form of another.

She tries on voices in the night

the way one models new dresses before the mirror

when nobody is watching.

Sometimes, when she thinks I am asleep,

I hear her take out her inventory of accents and manners,

hear her try each one on in turn

and assign personas to them all:

the Australian is her favourite

—

one she slips into as fluidly as

one eases into a well-tailored gown,
and then there is the Mexicano,

which she grates out in harsh tones

from behind the portrait of the mariachi.

She plays out conversations between the two

—

long winding arguments over whether

avocados covmt as fruits or vegetables

and whether the plural of octopus

is octopi or octopodes

("Never mind what the populace says,

the Greek base makes it octopodes.")

Sometimes, when I awake from bizarre dreams

of cephalopods declining Greek nouns,
I can still hear the Sheila and the Sefior

bickering into the night.
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WAYN
To: Stephen Thomas
From: WAYN.com
Subject Chris added you as a friend on

WAYN

Hi Steve

Chris Babcock added you as a friend on

WAYN (Where Are You Now?).

It is the third time he has done so. The first

time he added you, you ignored it, because

although, in truth, you actually are interested

in Where Chris Babcock, a guy you met in

Asia and moreover with whom you lived in

the same house in the U.K., and who even got

you a job there. Is Now, you didn't want to

join another social networking website just to

find out.

The second time he added you, you
thought, maybe I should get in touch with

Chris Babcock—^nothing to lose in keeping

in touch, right? So you searched for him on
Facebook. But you didn't find him, did you?

And, even though you stiU have his email ad-

dress—it pops right up in Gmail, all you have

to do is type chr—^you left it at that. He'll be on

Facebook eventually, you thought.

Now he's added you for a third time. What's

going on??, you might ask. Maybe he has

Facebook now? Well, he doesn't. At least, it

doesn't look like any of those Chris Babcocks

are him. You could email him. You could say

"Hey Chris! What's up??? Saw you added
me on WAYN." Or—and this one we recom-

mend—^you could yourself sign up for WAYN.
You know, just check the whole thing out.

Whaddya say?

To confirm that you are friends and join the

worlds' largest travel and lifestyle community,

click on the following link

http://www.wayn.com/waynfx.htmI?wci=Ii

nk&amp,id=1445&amp,-mks=?mx=2842719?cx=
107761150?cx_token=3

Just so you know: WAYN has changed for

the better and is now free to chat, share, search

and join. Yeah, we used to charge money. I

know, borJcers, right. Have any of our staff

even heard of advertising-as-primary-revenue

Internet business models?

By the way, you already have 3 new vmread

messages on WAYN. What could they be?

Regards,

WAYN

To: Stephen Thomas
From: WAYN.com
Subject: Welcome toWAYN

Dear Steve Thomas,

Thanks for signing up for WAYN.

So, how was old Chris Babcock? Oh, you

didn't see him? Didn't see his profile? Where

did he go! Did he really add you any of those

3 times? Or did we do some shady automated

quasi-hackerish stuff with his email contact

Ust!

Has Chris Babcock ever even had WAYN?
It's hard to tell!

Anyway, who cares. Even if you aren't

friends with Chris Babcock on WAYN, you

already have 7 friends.

Isn't that weird? Who are these people? You

don't know them. Or do you? Look at their

pictures closely; read their profiles carefully.

Have you ever met Jennifer Tan? Maybe you
did meet her? At someone's birthday party

who you didn't know? It was a potludc but you

didn't know and didn't bring anything? The

host told you not to worry? You thought you

saw a girl being amused by this exchange, sit-

ting at a table in the next room? That was Jen-

nifer Tan. She's now you're friend on WAYN.
She didn't add you either.

We hope you enjoy your time with WAYN!

TheWAYN Team:-)

Meet Anna! Meet Rod! Meet Annika! Meet

Tom! Meet Marta! Meet WAYN! Meet Carly!

What?! Rad? Annika? WAYN? You should

meet WAYN? We want you should meet our

social networking website?

Yes!

And so much more!

PS. To set up your accoimt privacy and

I

interaction options click here.

"Rad!"

To: Stephen Thomas
From: WAYN.com
Subject: Your WAYN Desktop

Hi Steve

This is another crazy email we're sending

you jiist for signing up!

YourWAYN Desktop is available for you to

download now! What the hell could a WAYN
Desktop possibly be!

Keep in touch with yourWAYN account!

See who's online and when your profile is being

viewed by other members! Is there any chance

at all it isn't the worst thing you could possibly

put on your computer?

Upload all your photos ultra fast, all at once,

and manage them into folders, whilst you get on

with something else! Was this whole software

package written in three hours by an impaid

undergraduate intern high on Snickers!

To start enjoyingWAYN Desktop now, click

here! We seriously dare you to install it without

backing up your important data!

Thanks and enjoy! We bet you five himdred

dollars this program will be crazy! Why would

you even thirJc about installing this insane

program!

WAYN

Note: WAYN Desktop is an application that

you download and install on your computer

and will work on any PC running Windows
2000, XP or Vista

To: Stephen Thomas
From: WAYN.com
Subject: WAYN sent you a message on

WAYN...

Hi Steve

WAYN has sent you a message.

Another one! For no reason! Goofy, right!?

To read the message from WAYN, click on
the following link below:

http://www.wayn.com/waynfx.html?wd=li
nk?id=llll&amp,-xid=242193675?mailbox=I&am

p;lam=13528679&amp;las=l

Thanks,

WAYN

This As It HappensWAYN Alert is brought

to you by WAYN.com, the worlds' largest

travel and lifestyle community. Some of us

really kind of believe that this latter claim is

not totally made up by Marketing, although

they have been coy about showing us the

figures. Do you believe we are the worlds'

largest travel and lifestyle commvmity? Have

you ever heard of us? Obviously we're going

for some weird semantic gambit, hoping you

won't call us on our technical disqualificafion

of say MySpace because MySpace isn't a "travel

community." On the other hand, maybe it's

true; maybeWAYN really is the worlds' [sic]

(i.e., every possible worlds') largest social net-

working thing. Were you aware that there are

tons of other really popular social networking

things in parts of the world that aren't North

America? Somewhere on the Internet there's

an interesting map of what countries each one

is popular in. We think we saw it linked on

XKCD; you can probably Google it. There's so

many! Orkus or something?

Remember, WAYN is now free to everyone!

Ha ha! Maybe we are based in a different

world! We think different worlds might be

possible!

To: Stephen Thomas
From: WAYN.com
Subject Welcome Back toWAYN

Dear Steve Thomas,

Thanks for rejoining to research a "thing"!

You still have the same 7 friends you don't

know! Even after you totally deleted your ac-

count! Or tried to!

Pretty interesting, huh? Maybe youll never

be lonely again!

To: Stephen Thomas
From: WAYN.com

,
Subject WAYN!

Hi Steve,

I

WAYN!

Thanks,

I
WAYN

"VICTORIAN DREAMING" BY CHARLOTTE LIN "RATADILO" BY EMILY SMIT DICKS
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Kids of Kensington
What's with aii the artist coiiectives springing up in

Einsingtonjy[a For young, creative types, things

are sinnn[y easier when they do it togetheri A
By Shoshana Wasser
Photos by Dan Epstein

ALICIA NAUTA, JOELE WA|INGA
GOOD BLOOD BAD BLOOD

I
Breaking into Toronto'swell-established arts scene can present a huge
challenge for even the gutsiest BFA graduate. There's the intimidation

that comes from approaching well-known artists and galleries, the

fight to get noticed in a competitive field, and rents that rise whenever
the New York Times declares your once-affordable neighbourhood
"the next big thing."

So, what's a twentysomething artist to do? Band together with

others In the same predicament, of course. Three new collective-

run artist spaces in Kensington Market prove that they can tough
It out with a little help from their friends.

THE VENUE:
DOUBLE DOUBLE LAND
(209 AUGUSTA AVE.)

"Did I mention I can bring big propane burn-

ers?" Julia makes notes to her sketchbook us-

ing a thick marker.

"Yeah, that would be great," Dan replies.

"Good, because I want to cook with them

in the back room."

Julia Kennedy is planning a barbeque

soiree, the first in a series of themed cu-

linary events that Double Double Land is

hosting this year. She's discussing her pro-

posal in the kitchen of the combined per-

formance space/apartment with residents

Jon McCurley, Daniel Vila, Rob Gordon,
and Steve Thomas. The room's industrial

appliances and vents, relics of a past life,

are softened in the presence of tattered

cookbooks and Craigslist lamps.

The loft space atop La Rosa Bakery used to

be an office, then an after-hours club. It was
Vila who discovered it after being kicked
out of Jamie's Area, a multidisciplinary

Kensington space he had co-founded with

Bonny Poon last spring. At first, Vila had
been interested in an apartment a few doors
north of their current location, but the rent

turned out to be exorbitant. The real estate

agent there recommended 209 Augusta
instead.

"The place was in awful shape," laments
Vila. "There was garbage everywhere."

"We say we've been here since September
1, but that's only when we were legally al-

lowed to move in," explains Thomas. "It was
roach-infested, and we had to paint every
surface, so it took longer."

"So far, the renovations have all been
over-budget, so we haven't been able to

put space money to rent as of yet," Vila

says. "But once everything is paid off,

we'll be fine. Really."

Double Double Land itself is no more than
a big room: 780 square feet cluttered with
amps, church-basement chairs, and cos-

tumes from McCurley's past projects. They
named the space for a performance McCur-
ley wrote and directed at Gallery TPW last

year, but the group isn't sure whether the

moniker will stick for very long.

"It's just a malleable, empty space," says

Gordon. "It's not a legit venue or anything
like that, so we can really transform it from
one week to the next."

The rest of the apartment space has liter-

ally been carved out—^Vila's room, for in-

stance, was once part of the hallway, but a

friend helped to put up walls and create a

fourth bedroom.
"Living where I work is pretty important

to me because it inspires me to put a lot of

effort into doing events," he explains. "Hav-
ing a space you live in frees you from a lot of

money issues. You can be more adventurous

with programming. The idea is that we'll

have insane things happening in the back
room. Ideally, there would be a complete

division between that and where we live."

Still, the model presents just as many
challenges as it does benefits. As Thompson
notes, "There have been three separate in-

cidents of graffiti, and somebody broke our

bathroom mirror."

"Plus," adds Gordon, "I walked into Jon's

bedroom, and someone had their penis out,

about to piss on his desk."

"It's hard because it doesn't pay for our

lives," McCurley says. "Everyone has a

shitty job, and then you come home to work
someone's birthday party, and then some-

one writes 'fuck you' on your wall. But

there's a good side, too. It's great to have this

enormous room."

Vila adds, "When you have a big room
that you have complete control over, it's pret-

ty good in terms of generating ideas."

What does the group make of the other

artist spaces cropping up around them in

Kensington?

"It's an old standby neighbourhood," says

Gordon. "Unlike the Junction, there aren't a

lot of preconceptions."

"And unlike Queen West," Vila continues,

"you couldn't just graft Kensington onto

another neighbourhood if it were to get

too gentrified. All the artists would have to

move elsewhere."

WHAT'S NEXT:
The aforementioned food series begins on Jan-

uary 3L As well. Double Double Land will

be hosting a Zeesy Powers film screening on

the 23rd and an ArtStars party on the 27th.

The quartet may or may not have a web-

site at press time (depending on whether

they've changed the name of the venue).

<x>

THE STORE:
GOOD BLOOD BAD BLOOD
(13 KENSINGTON AVE.)

Alicia Nauta and Joele Walinga have just

polished off an entire pizza and are ener-

getically changing the prints on display in

their store-gallery Good Blood Bad Blood.

It's been a typical day in terms of street traf-

fic: "We get lots of people just stopping in,"

Alicia explains. "Even families, and high

school kids who are coming here for the

first time—to Kensington Market! It's fun-

ny, their reactions to this place."

Perhaps it's because the collective operied

shop last May on a strip of Kensington Av-

enue often referred to as "vintage alley." In a

sea of neon t-shirts and vibrantly patterned

saris, their simple white store is an oasis of

calm. Sitting inside on a plush red couch,

we watch passersby on the sidewalk taking
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"You're too
young, you're too
inexperienced, you
don't have enough
schooling. But I

think it's important
to try things

anyway, to fight

those things."

ROB GpRDON, DAN VILA,
JON fSJGCURLEY, STEVE THOMAS
DOae'LE DOUBLE LAND

snapshots of the boutique, beckoned by its

outward simplicity.

It hadn't always been so pristine—in its

previous reincarnation as clothing store

The Rage, the whole place had been painted

hot pink. Good Blood Bad Blood founders

Reid Jenkins and Jesse Labreche had lived

on the second floor of the shop, and when
they heard The Rage was moving, they

snapped up the lower level. Their goal was
to create a shop where young artists could

sell their wares without being intimidated

by the gallery scene.

"It can be really hard starting out in

Toronto," Nauta explains, "especially going
down Queen Street, thinking, 'How am I

ever going to get my stuff in this gallery?'

We're just trying to create opportunities for

young artists."

"It's very easy to feel like you don't have
a place in the arts scene," she continues.

"You're too young, you're too inexperi-

enced, you don't have enough schooling.

But I think it's important to try things any-

way, to fight those things."

No member of the collective, which also

includes Zoe Fox and Sarah D'Angelo, had
any business experience before opening
shop. "We're all young, in our early twen-
ties, for the most part," Nauta says. "For all

of us, it was a totally new thing."

"We've gone through so many trials

running a business," Walinga adds. "But

being together has helped us overcome our
inexperience."

As it turns out, their struggles have had
less to do with finances and more to do with
personal differences. As Walinga explains,

"I think they were so desperate for mem-
bers initially that they took anyone, so it

didn't quite balance out. It's hard to bring a

collective together when you've never even
met five of the members before."

"It's so hard to reconcile different

views on what art should look like, or

what a space should be," Nauta agrees.

"Clashing of ideas just seems to happen,
but I think we've come out of it. There have
been yelling meetings, but that could hap-
pen anywhere."

After initial struggles, though, Walinga

feels that the group has come together.

"We're entirely supportive of each other. Be-

ing able to have your friends care about your

things, and being able to trust that there'll be

a lot of respect between us—it's great."

After hours, the store also holds exhibitions,

concerts, and reading series. "It's really not pre-

tentious," says Walinga. "People just sit on the

floor, nobody dresses up. It's just community."

Ultimately, though, the artists feel the

greatest reward is being able to run their

own practice.

"It's not Uke a job where you can phone in sick

and not feel guilty about it," Nauta says. "Ifs your

own effort, so you'd be letting yourself down."

"I like that we've done this," Walinga adds.

"For me, it's especially reassuring because

I dropped out of

high school, so

this is like a nice

pat on the back
from God! This is

like our baby."

WHAT'S
NEXT:
Good Blood Bad
Blood hosts Stop

Talking, a read-

ing night, on Jan.

29, and an instal-

lation in their

back room in Feb-

ruary. Find them
online at good-
bloodbadblood.

blogspot.com

<x>

THE STUDIO:
THE WHITE
HOUSE
(277
AUGUSTA
AVE.)

The White House
isn't the easiest

place to locate

—

ask even the artiest people hanging around on
Augusta, and they'll look at you quizzically,

guessing, "1600 Pennsylvania Avenue?" The
airy loft is actually situated in a converted ka-

rate school, with a main door offering a phone
number to sign up for lessons.

Unlike the other collectives, the White House
isn't indigenous to Kensington Market—the

group actually got started renting out afford-

able studio space in a house down at College

and Landsdowne.
"Originally, [co-founders] Xenia Benivol-

ski, Christy Kunitzky, and Jon McCurley were

looking to cheap studio space in the city, but

they couldn't find any good solutions," explains

resident artist andU ofT student Adam Cowan.

"They got a bimch of friends to all go in together

on a lease. It's hard finding a place capable of

putting even three or four people in every room
and working out to $150 a month for each per-

son, but they did it, and we're able to do it here."

Soon enough, though, a move was in order.

"We wanted to be in Kensington first and
foremost," Cowan says. "We were also jump-
ing on an opportunity, though—^it's hard to find

giant warehouse spaces like this where it won't

be completely out of the way. I found this one

posted on Craigslist at midnight, and I emailed

[the landlord] at 1215 a.m."

Spaciousness is probably one of the great-

est advantages of the White House's new
location, along with a woodshop and silk-

screening room in the works, there's ample
workspace for the collective's 25 practicing

artists. Not all of the artists participate in the

studio's operations, however.

"We realized a lot of people just wanted
studio space as opposed to doing commu-
nity outreach and all that sort of stuff," says

Cowan. "Our board of directors really helps

to streamline getting things done." They also

help to boost the collective's credibility with
their landlord.

"He did want to make sure we weren't crazy.

Imagine, you go to one and say, 'Hey, we want to

run a non-profit studio! It'll work out!" without

a business model or anything. We had to get to

know each other first, but he likes what's we're

doing here."

One thing theyhave yet to figureout though,

is how to hold events in the space.

"At our old place, it almost turned into a

house party every time. We'll probably hold

our crazy party shows at other venues—Double
Double Land is sort of meant for that—^while

having our exhibitions here."

So far, though. Cowan has loved his time at

the White House. "The biggest thing I've gotten

out of this is the networking, getting to know so

many people. Kensington is just more open [to

collectives]. Even galleries like F13 and Hotshot
are doing something different—this place isn't

typical at all."

WHATSNEXTl
The White House is aiming to host its first ex-

hibition in their new space in mid-March. Stay
tuned at theotherwhitehouse.ca.
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By Megan Lawson
PHOTOS BY ALEX NURSALL

PREACHINGART

Every Saturday afternoon for the

past thirty years Dan Donovan
scours local galleries for the latest in

contemporary art.

The 73-year-old priest has a pen-

chant for contemporary Canadian

art and a personal collection of over

300 pieces.

But the best ones of all are hang-

ing on walls across St. Michael's

campus. The hand picked artwork

is in hallways, study spaces, and of-

fices. And every piece was selected

by Donovan.

"This is what art was meant for.

The whole point of art is not to go to a

museum, or above all to go into some
great storage room; it's meant to be

lived with," he says.

What began in 1980 as a seeming-

ly one-off donation of a Kosso Eloul

sculpture, Zen West, has flourished

into a lifelong passion for the priest

and theologian who now teaches in

the Christianity and Culture pro-

gram at St. Michael's.

"It wasn't particularly religious or

spiritual," Donovan says of Eloul's

glinting sculpture of stainless steel

rectangles that now sits on the col-

lege campus. "1 just thought it looked

great and it looked good at St. Mike's

and so I bought it and donated it.

That's when I started going to the To-

ronto galleries."

Donovan's zeal for the contempo-

rary style has steered the St. Mike's

collection in a decidedly different

direction from other colleges at the

university. "I've very self-consciously

tried to get things that would be ap-

propriate for certain areas and what's

going in those areas, and what stu-

dents are doing," he explains.

The Donovan Collection, as it is

now known, spans the corridors of

nine buildings at St. Mike's, and has

swelled the college's holdings from

a handful of outdoor sculptures to

some 338 works.

In Kelly Library the recent instal-

laHon of pieces by contemporary art-

ists like Barbara Stetnman and Har-

old Klunder break the monotony of

stacks, while black and white photo-

graphs by Larry Towel I and Dianne

Bos hang outside of classrooms in

CarrHaU.
"I've never bought anything be-

cause I should have a name," Dono-

van emphasizes in an interview. "Ev-

ery piece that's in the collection has

spoken to me. And because ifs spo-

ken to me, I hope that it will speak to

other people."

THE COLLEGE
EXPERIENCE

Such a deliberate, not to mention mod-
em, focus is an anomaly among col-

leges at U of T. Only steps across cam-

pus. Trinity College is a world apart in

its approach to art acquisition. "It's not

a question of divvying up funds for

NORMAL-Ed Pien (Hart House)

Often without our realizing it, at UofT
we are surrounded by public displays of

art. Here's a quick glance at some of the
places where, if you look close enough, it's

easy to be inspired by the wallpaper.

purchase," explains archivist Sylvia

Lassam, who adds, "we didn't really

set out to acquire things."

Instead, the growth of Trinity's art

collection, which is dominated by a

who's who of 20th century Canadian
artists, is largely a product of some
serendipitous donations.

In fact, Trinit)/s most prolific do-

nor never even attended the college.

George Larkin built a fortune as the

longtime head of the Salada Tea Com-
pany, and reinvested much of it into

the bricks and mortar of the college.

For Lassam, Gerald Larkin played

a unique role in amassing what are

now considered to be some of the jew-

els of the Trinity collection. "There's

nobody who could touch him," she

says, pointing out that "he really had
a huge impact on the way things look

around here."

With nearly 650 pieces, almost all

of it on display, Trinitj^s collection is

more like an anthology of 20th centu-

ry Canadian art. A landscape by A.Y.

Jackson hangs over the fireplace in a

residence common room; Aba Bayef-

sky's Tastemakers brightens a faculty

meeting room; a luminous portiaitby
Fred Varley stares out from the hall of

the Provost's lodge.

Clearly, this haphazard approach

to collecting has paid off.

Such serendipitous acquisitions

are nothing new at Victoria College,

where archivist Gillian Pearson con-

tinues to uncover paintings and ob-

jects aroimd campus and the quirky ,

stories that accompany them.

This past November, Pearson dis-

covered an antique sword and tapes-

try in a residence house on campus,

objects that were likely brought back

from Asia in the 1930s or 1940s by a

college faculty member.
"Sometimes you find treasures -

things you don't really know about

or think aren't real and then all of a

sudden they're actually genuine," she

muses. "For me, and probably for Vic,

the stories behind it [the art] are really

important."

Pearson explains that when she

took on the archivist position over

two years ago, much of Vic's art collec-

tion, now numbering some 950 pieces,

was in disarray. "We spent the entire

summer going through nooks, cran-

nies, closets, you name it, and found

a lot of things that we didn't have on

the list."

At one point, the ongoing search

even uncovered a work by a mem-
ber of the Group of Seven. Pearson

recounts how a painting by group

member Frank Johnston was discov-

ered amongst the leftover belongings

of a retired professor.

Like Trinity, Victoria's generous

donors have allowed the college to

compile a prolific collection of Cana-

dian art and so-called objets d'art.

While St. Mike's also relies on pa-

tronage, the donor pool is on a much
smaller scale. In effect, the college's

newfound wealth in contemporary

art is funded entirely out of the pocket

ofDan Donovan.

"Because I'm a priest I don't have a

family, I don't have a home; I'm paid

by the university but I don't really

need the money to any great extent.

So what I've basically done is given

everything back to St. Michael's in the

form of the art," Donovan explains.
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I really should-Kelly Mark (Hart House)

Despite these different approaches,

the purpose of each college art collec-

tion remains much the same.

"Not having a gallery here means the

entire campus is our gallery," says Pear-

son. "I think if you took 10 people and

said what does this artmean to you, half

of them would say 'What art?'—ifs just

on the walls." And yet, she concludes:

"butmany others can be inspired by it."

Lassam is equally aware of the lim-

ited reach of art collections in a uni-

versity setting. "It's the usual stratifi-

cation of things. There's always going

to be a certain percentage of people

who are keenly aware of their visual

surroundings," she says.

Even so, the enriched learning en-

virormient is a payoff in itself. "Even if

you can have some kind of an impact

on 10 per cent of the people who come
through it's sigruficant, it's worth do-

ing."

For Donovan, art and learning are

inseparable. "Art, including and per-

haps especially contemporary art,

belongs in a university setting," he

reflects. "Contemporary Canadian art

provides a window into our culture

and into the personal and societal pre-

occupations that animate and give di-

rection to it."

A BUNCH OFART FORA
BUNCH OFSTUDENTS
Over at Hart House, there's the Justina M. Bar-

nicke Gallery, located in the north end of the

building. The gallery has hosted a number of

critically acclaimed shows, including Mark
Lewis's In a City, Shuvinai Ashoona and Shary

Boyle's Noise Ghost, and most recently. Will

Kwan's Multi-Lateral (some of which is still up
in the Great Hall.) But for those looking to in-

teract with the art in a more casual setting, the

walls of Hart House are themselves a constantly

fluctuating gallery, each room hosting works

from across Canada. Each year, the students

that make up the Hart House Art Committee
carefully add pieces to the expanding collection.

Hart House's constantly fluctuating assem-

blage can only accommodate about 400 pieces.

"We try to change art maybe every few weeks,

maybe one piece at a time, so the House gets

renewed," says Christopher Regimbal, Curato-

rial Assistant for the Bamicke Gallery. "We're

switching aU the time. We switch one room at a

time, and even if I have a long-term plan, I may
only do one or two pieces at a time."

Escalator-Michael Awad (Carr Hall)

Regimbal notes, that although the collec-

tion consists predominantly of traditional me-
dia, "we've been trying in recent years to fill

it out with things other than paintings. We've
been trying to add multimedia installations,

and we've purchased some video and photo-

graphic works."

It should also be noted that while most insti-

tutions centralize the best of their collections,

several rooms in Hart House are themed. Two of

the standouts here are the Music Room (lyrical

abstraction), and the Debates Room (geometric

abstraction).

With the tones of a grand piano constantly

resonating through the Music Room, its bright

and fluid artwork lies in stark contrast to the

more formal room across the hall. "This room
and the Debates Room are kind of in conver-

sation with each other because they both have

abstract works throughout," Regimbal explains.

While most of its art is cared for by the

HHAC, Regimbal is quick to point out that there

is a difference between how students should in-

teract with art in Hart House than in a conven-

tional gallery. "We're not a museum—^we're a

house, and we have a bunch of art that belongs

to a bunch of students."

Untitled-Guido Molinari (Hart House)
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

of stage acting into the new medium
of the television. But eventually tele-

vision evolved to better suit the new
opportunities of the medium and
developed into what we see today.

Online e-books are a similar effort.

We're dumping the old medium into

the new medium. Simply putting

books online is like making televi-

sion broadcasts nothing more than a

pale imitation of live plays."

You nod, not sure if you under-

stand, because your head's a little bit

fuzzy, but you're starting to think,

what ip What if a piece of fiction

could also host a YouTube \'ideo?

What if you could hyperlink part

of a great novel to a Wikipedia page
explaining the implications of an al-

lusion that would otherwise be over

your head? Would that destroy fic-

tion—or enhance it?

"At OCAD, we're working with

several publishers in the area to

create Smart Books: regular books
which would be able to hook up
to the Internet. Books that would
attempt to take advantage of our

new medium, and to become more
than a pale representation of the

real thing," he pauses. "I'm actu-

ally headed to a meeting now with

Tightrope books. Would you like to

join me?"
So, you have your first choice to

make. You have plans to go out for

drinks with a burgeoning writer

friend of yours who's wanted to talk

your ear off about a new project he's

working on, or you can blow him off

to check out this small press.

» Ifyou decide to go outfor drinks with

yourfriend, continue to C.

» Ifyou blow offyourfriend and con-

tinue to Tightrope Books, continue to D.

c.
"Well, you remember how I started

Wooden Rocket Press to publish my
own book," he explains, sipping

a Stella in the warm front room of

The Bedford. "I want to turn it into

something more, and I think it will

get to the heart of what fiction is all

about. I thought that Choose Your

Own Adventure Books are really

at the heart of interactive fiction. I'd

like to blend the interactive element

with literary journal element. It will

make more personal the experience

you have with a writer; you'll be
more involved.

"So the idea is that you're an ex-

con stranded in the desert with your

social worker and her boyfriend,"

he continues. "And then, I just let

the writers take it from there. The
idea is to create a huge, out of con-

trol Choose Your Own Adventure

novel, but in literary journal format.

Or actually," he pauses with a smile,

"We'll call it An Adventure of Your
Own Choosing to avoid copyright

issues. Hopefully, the anthology

will come together in the editing

process, but I think that the discon-

tinuity will sort of add to the project.

It's ambitious, yeah, but just ambi-

tious enough, I think."

Just like you, you think, laughing

because the guy who's crafting an
opus on post-apocalyptic Toronto

would create a project about being

quite literally stranded in the desert.

But you start thinking that while this

fiction is print only, it's still interac-

tive in the same way that a World of

Warcraft role-playing game would
be, or a multi-genre piece that re-

quires user participation. It's almost

a new kind of reading; it calls for

an active reading where the reader

calls the shots and has to continu-

ally think about where the narrative

is going. And the challenge is to cre-

ate something worthy of that effort

on the part of the reader. Maybe this

is looking at a medium of the past,

but maybe now's the time for our

culture to really embrace it.

You leave the pub early, deter-

mined to create your own submis-

sion. How does a person craft sus-

pense? How do you take a story

that's been set up for you, and take

it in a new and creative way? And
once it's submitted, is anybody actu-

ally going to read it?

You get back to your apartment

and start to write. Something about

an ex-con with a heart of gold and
a dark past, you think to yourself

as you stare at a blank Word docu-

ment.

THE END

D.
"We're still waiting for approval on
our grant proposal," Dr. Logan ex-

plains. "That's going to have to de-

cide how much further we get with

our project."

You're sitting in the offices of

Tightrope Books, a small office nes-

tled underneath a Vintage Shop on
Markham Street. The place is buzz-

ing with a few editors and interns,

who are working to organize the

small press's latest launch.

"We're calling the book Art

Meets Science for now," one of the

editors explains briefly. "We en-

vision it as a book of short fiction

which takes advantage of the ca-

pabilities of the Smart Book to en-

hance each piece of fiction, which
will have some kind of scientific ele-

ment—be it science fiction or some-
how concerning science. We think

that's the best way to get the writ-

ers thinking. Imagine if you could

somehow involve special effects

into your story, or if there's some
element that requires the reader's

participation. It's almost a future of

entertainment. You don't consume.

Instead, you're forced to create."

You pipe up hesitantly, "The

problem with that is that the nar-

rative has to be compelling enough
to get the reader to engage. Active

reading requires something worth

discovering. It requires suspense,

and it requires the reader to sacrifice.

Not every narrative will be able to

achieve that."

"Well, there's always that chance."

You leave Tightrope Books

twitching with creative energy, into

a bright day on Markham Street. You
feel as though you're ready to create

the next great suspense novel, except

for this time around, readers will be

forced to create their own ending. So
what is it? Will you go back to your

solitary apartment and scribble in a

Moleskine for a while? Or will you
consult the creative energies of your

friends on this project?

» Go it alone: read ontoE.

» Get by with a little helpfrom your

friends: see F.

E.
You go home and write a short story.

It isn't exactly what you'd imagined,

but it's a piece you've been mean-
ing to write for a while, and you're

proud of your pretty imagery and
fine word choice. You aren't sure

what the multimedia elements are

going to be yet, but at least you have
the basis for something that you
think could be good. Really good.

The next day you're in OCAD
visiting the Strategic Innovation Lab
with Dr. Logan. The Lab is a mini-

malist, modem, and clean space,

perched at the top of OCAD. With
circular windows and large desks

with huge Macs, this seems like the

perfect place to discuss innovation.

You take a seat at the windowsill

as Dr. Logan looks over your manu-
script. You can feel the hairs on the

back of your neck prickling, and you
feel as though you're letting your
little brother read your diary from
Grade 7.

"It's good," he finally says after

a long pause. "You're a good writer.

But what elements are you going to

incorporate into this in order to take

advantage of the new medium?"
You look back at him with an

empty stare, and your mind goes

a little bit blank. You're frantically

thinking about fanfiction, online

content, and html code. What are the

elements going to be?

» Cotitinue to G.

R
Your friends are sitting on the floor

of your store-top apartment in the

Annex listerung to your account of

the day.

"You know, I really don't get this

project," says one. "Why mess with a

good thing?"

You try to respond, but that half-

bottle of wine you've had has dulled

your mind a bit, and you can't think

of responses to their questions of

schematics. Okay, so maybe you
don't have computer skills. Maybe
you don't have a digital camera, or

painting skills. You can still do this.

Right?

Completely despondent and
sapped of any confidence in your
creative abilities, you send your
friends home and call it a night.

Maybe tomorrow will bring better

tidings.

THE END

G.
You've put up a blogspot and you're

frantically looking over your copy
of HTML for Dummies. You're on
your third cup of coffee, and you're

vaguely considering the fact that you
missed your best friend's birthday.

And that your relationship seems
to be crumbling. You're not sure if

that's because you've been spending

all of your time with a short story

about a shrinking lake in western

Saskatchewan, or whether it's the

inevitable progression of things.

You shake it off and take a long sip,

wishing that you could afford coffee

a little bit better than that huge tub

of Maxwell House you've been dip-

ping into recently. You've made a

website which should, ultimately, il-

lustrate the landscape of your story.

Each tree in the picture either has a

back-story, or has the capacity for the

user to write their own. In your vi-

sion, the place is filled with stories,

both yours and others, and the place

has the pulse of user-driven content.

It's not much, but at least it's

something to show for months of

work. You head back to the physics

department, your head held high,

this time punctual and caffeinated,

only to meet a despondent Dr. Lo-

gan. The grant wasn't approved. The
project you've been working for has

been indefinitely put on hold. The
Smart Book project is stalled. You sit

for a moment, staring at Dr. Logan's

posters. Media Ecology, they say. In-

novation, they purport.

And for a moment, you can't help

but think that your efforts have been
in vain. Your heart sinks to the bot-

tom of your chest, and you think of

hours at the library, and the excite-

ment and exhilaration of starting the

project. But then you realize things

couldn't have gone any differently.

Your actions seem inevitable in ret-

rospect, and when you're innovat-

ing, failure is the gamble that you
take. You've made all the right choic-

es, or at least, that's how it would
seem, but things still didn't work out

the way you'd planned.

Maybe that's the way the creative

process, works; you throw yourself

into things. Sometimes you sink,

sometimes you swim, and some-
times the lake just dries up. The
landscape is changing, media is

evolving, and you're pretty sure that

you're going to evolve with it. And
try to make the right choices all over

again.

THE END
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e chers: A Canadian liiad

Liem Vu

At the comer ofQueen Street and Victoria stands a quintet

of eight-foot-high iron sculptures bleeding rust. Nestled

in the bustling metropolis of downtown Toronto since

2002, these sentinels have been a part of a myriad of Canadian

landscapes from the Northwest Passage to the cliffs of Flatrock,

Newfoundland, a 37,000 kilometre Canadian journey that left

cracks and sores on the marked bodies of The Watchers.

Molded after the original wooden statues. The Watchers have

immortalized the scars, scabs, and stories of their Canadian Iliad.

In 1997, Stride Gallery's Diana Sherlock approached Peter von
Tiesenhausen, a renowned artist with a nature-based aesthetic,

to create a piece. Initially titled Forest Figures, the once-upon-a-

time doodle was brought to life when the Albertan artist, with

the help of a chainsaw, sculpted "the five guys" from home-
grown spruce and pine.

In a christening ceremony documented by the CBC series

Adrienne Clarkson Presents, von Tiesenhausen arranged the

figures around a willow-woven basket and set it ablaze 25 kilo-

metres outside of Calgary.

As both an envirorunentalist and artist in the small hamlet

of Demmitt, von Tiesenhausen decided to install the sculptures

on the roof of Calgary's Louise Block Building as a reminder to

oil companies that "there were other things going on" besides

resource extraction.

Living in Northern Alberta for the past 45 years, von Tiesen-

hausen has used both words and art to articiilate his views on
the effect of oil and timber industries on the community. In 1997,

he copyrighted his land as art so as to divert a planned pipeline

away from his property.

After six weeks on display, von Tiesenhausen hoisted the fig-

ures onto his '84 Ford pick-up and made sure that they would
always stand erect in transport.

"Just on a lark, we actually stood them up in the back of

the truck. They were ridiculously tall and . . . their effect on
other people was across the board from double over laughter

to horror, so I became very conscious all of a sudden of where
I was," he explains.

For the next several years, von Tiesenhausen toured across

Canada with The Watchers as unsuspecting Canadians wit-

nessed and added to the narrative of the piece.

"Every time it was getting more and more profound. You go
through First Nations reservations and you go through religious

communities and it became very evident that it had a completely

different meaning depending on where you were. It became em-
bedded in my mind that I [was] going to make a longer trip with

these guys."

It was a profound moment for von Tiesenhausen when on his

journey he ran into a man from the Haida Gwaii region of the

Queen Charlotte Islands. The man said to him, "You're bringing

your sculptures, your spirits to meet our spirits."

In the Spring of 2001 at the behest of friend Richard Kroek-

er, von Tiesenhausen hesitantly visited Murdena Marshall, a

Mi'Kmaq elder of the Eskasoni Reserve in Nova Scotia, to have

his pieces named.
"They had been known as The Forest Figures . . . and I [didn't]

want them named. The convincing factor was when [Richard]

said the price of gas on the reservation was way cheaper and I

said, 'okay, I'll stop at the reserve.'"

Upon first sight, Marshall simply said, "Oh, The Watchers are

here," a name that ended up sticking.

By September 9, 2001, The Watchers had spent several months

in Newfoimdland as well as traveled to Tuktoyaktuk, N.W.T, on

the Henry Larsen, a coast guard icebreaker. Weathered down
and beaten by sleet, snow and rain, the imprint of the bolts used

to repair a missing leg can t>e seen on Queen Street.

By the spring of the next year, von Tiesenhausen had driven

to Tuktoyaktuk and brought the sculptures home to Demmitt
where he received a call from Karen Mills, a public art consultant

who worked with the developers of The Maritime Life Tower in

Toronto. As part of the City's Percent for Public Art program, the

developers were required to spend one per cent of the gross cost

of the construction on public art pieces. The Watchers was cho-

sen as the outdoor piece while the other two pieces, an anchor

by Colette Whiten and Paul Kipps and a photo series by Barbara

Steinman, were displayed inside.

"I think [art that is integrated into the architecture] is both
wonderful and deplorable because sometimes it gets lost," ex-

plains Steve Smart, a member of The Maritime Life Tower's art

selection jury. 'Tirst of all, [The Watchers] has a presence. Num-
ber two, it's people, which is great because figurative art is not a

big thing...so it brought into the comer the idea of a congregation,

of people gathering in a place."

Using melted iron from several Ford engine blocks, von Tie-

senhausen created an exact mold of The Watchers and created a

boat-shaped pedestal out of granite from the Canadian Shield.

Seven years later. The Watchers have slowly msted away as a

result of being untreated, a deliberate decision on the part of von
Tiesenhausen.

"I want them to slowly escape dovm the drain. You can see

the mst stains go all the way to tihe manhole. No matterhow per-

manent something is, it'll slowly escape. I think in our society,

we're so convinced that we're permanent, [but] actually we're

just so transient."

Von Tiesenhausen concludes by explaining how his initial

wariness ofbringing The Watchers into an urban centre changed
after they passed through Tuktoyaktuk and the Northwest Pas-

sageway.

"I thought, 'Holy shit, this is all about Canada.' The joumey
was something I couldn't have predicted and I couldn't have
forced it. It was very evident that die piece was a Canadian piece.

It's all about belonging to the psyche of Canada and that's how it

had to be," he describes over a decade later.

"Every knothole and every bolt seen there has an epic
Iliad behind the journey. It's related to all kinds of stories in
Canadian history."
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The Archer-Henry Moore

D
bilC story

of Public Art in Toronto

Matthew Kupfer
PHOTOS BY TOM CARDOSO

EMBRACING MODERNITY

Michael Awad is interested in the city of

Toronto as a machine and as a system, and

public art plays a part in how ne pursues

that interest. For someone who has worked

with city officials and as an artist in the city,

he does not seem jaded. Awad believes there

is genuine public good being served by City

Hall's art policy.

He fondly recalls hanging out at Eglin-

ton Station, watching people interact with his

work. Of course, part of the appeal of having

art displayed publicly is what he calls "the

numbers game": 50, 60, 70,000 people walk-

ing by the work every day and having it be-

coming part of the fabric of their lives.

For the piece in Eglinton Station, Awad

designed subject to meet space. His installa-

tion, a panoramic photograph of Yonge Street

from Uruon Station to Finch, celebrates the

Yonge line.

Michael Awad has thought a lot about

public art in the city. In his career he has been
both a jurist selecting artwork and commis-
sioned for his own. His work is often tech-

nical, largely focused on multimedia, and
often includes the camera he built for docu-

menting streetscapes as long filmstrips. (He

uses analogue film, as his method predated

Google's popular Street View camera.) Awad
discusses the trajectory of public art such as

the move from tne civic to the more individ-

ualistic pieces—like his own—that are more
common today.

Public art sometimes conjures the im-

age of great historical and civic moments.
Tne statues that encircle the Ontario Leg-

islature—lauding the work of firefighters,

volunteers in the North-West Rebellion,

and Sir John A. Macdonald—come to mind.
In the last 40 years, however, public art in

Toronto has become an important part of

the debate about the city's self-image—par-

ticularly in its adoption of a modern, inter-

national profile.

HENRY MOORE

"It started in particular with one sculpture.

The Archer, in front ofNew City Hall," Awad
recalls. The Archer's creator, British artist

Henry Moore, was one of the most promi-
nent sculptors of the 1960s, known for his

abstract, polished granite monoliths. When
The Archer arrived in Toronto, it was not met
with universal affection. Councillors in City

Hall deemed it ugly and a waste of taxpayer

money, and there was even a movement to

get rid of the sculpture.

"Around this time, there was a huge
public groundswell of activity," Awad says.

Citizens became engaged in a dialogue about

aesthetics and modernity: "The entire city

came out, thousands and thousands of peo-

ple, to support this piece of public art because

it was considered modem and contemporary
and optimistic," he recalls. The Moore sculp-

ture symbolized the dawning of a new era

for Toronto, one where the city embraced mo-
dernity and accomplished world-class works
of art. Thousands of people signed petitions
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in support of the sculpture, which was, in

what became a heartening tale, ultimately

saved by the voice of the people.

The Archer remains in front of City Hall

to this day, and Henry Moore was so flat-

tered by the popular defence of his work that

he listed Toronto in his will as the recipient

of all the statues in his studio at the time of

his death. These are now housed at the Art

Gallery of Ontario, and Toronto still hosts the

world's largest collection of works by Moore.

CANOE LANDING PARK

"Ever since then," explains Awad, "the city

has had a policy that governs how public art

is commissioned, how artists are selected,

and where works are placed." When the for-

mer Metropolitan Toronto amalgamated in

1998, for instance, the city inherited the art

collections of its constituent parts, and the

Toronto Public Art Program released policy

statements ensuring that the tradition would
continue.

One of these policies was the Percent

for Public Art Program. PPA aimed at tying

the accumulation of public art to the devel-

opment of neighbourhoods. For buildings

requiring several million dollars to build,

developers are obliged to put aside one per

cent of gross construction costs to installing

a component of public art. If the percentage

doesn't add up to enough to construct a wor-

thy piece, ftmds can be pooled vsdth those of

other developments to invest in more expen-

sive pieces.

One art project that emerged from the

policy is Canoe Landing Park. Commonly
known for its designer, Douglas Coupland,
the Canoe Landing was scheduled to open
in 2009 and is receiving its fiiushing toucnes,

including a hydro hook-up. The 3.2-hectare

public park, situated between Spadina and
Bathurst just south of Front, was built over the

course of three years. Its most prominent
feature, a giant red canoe, can be seen

from the Gardiner Expressway. The de-

signers of the park used land excavated

during the construction of the new Con-
cord CityPlace waterfront condomiru-

ums. Concord Adex also contributed

funds for the $8-million park as part of

Section 37 of the Plaiining Act, which al-

lows developers to negotiate the zoning

of their projects in exchange for commu-
nity benefits. In essence. Concord Adex
was allowed to build higher and denser

condos in exchange for a public park.

Adam Vaughan, councillor for

Ward 20 (Trinity-Spadina) where Canoe
Landing is located, said the developer

saw Section 37 as an opportunity. Rather

than contributing to the proliferation of "plop

art"—to use Vaughan's expression—that ex-

ists because of the city's PPA policy. Concord
wanted to contribute something genuinely

useful to the ward.

MUSEUM STATION

The renovation of Museum Station, mean-
while, grew out of the Toronto Community

Foundation's Arts on Track initiative. The old

station design was replaced with a bold (and

well-received) design that reflects the collec-

tion of the Royal (Dntario Museum. The TCF
hired its own architects and raised approxi-

mately $2 million from its stakeholders, with

the TTC and the provincial government each

chipping in.

The Moore sculpture

symbolized the dawning
of a new era for Toronto,

one where the city

embraced modernity and
accomplished world-class

works of art

Awad, who has worked with the TTC as

a jurist and a contributor to their public art

initiatives, sees the Museum station make-
over as a break with the TTC's active public

art program.

"While the public has really taken to

the station," he concedes, "that, in the purest

sense, isn't really public art. It is much more
of a telegraphing of what's above down be-

low. What's strong about the TTC's public art

policy is that they are pushing public art into

not the high profile stations, but all of their

stations and it serves the public good more."

WHAT'S NEXT A BEAUTIFUL
CITY?

In December 2009, the Beautiful City Alli-

ance—a loose collection of arts organizations,

urban affairs groups, artists, and private

citizens—campaigned to secure arts fund-

ing from the recently passed Billboard Tax.

It was only recently, with the additional

revenue tools granted by the provincial

government in the new City of Toronto

Act, that this became possible.

While the Billboard Tax passed suc-

cessfully and the city directed revenue

towards improving enforcement of its

signage bylaws, the arts funding has not

been secured. Coimdllor Rob Ford called

activists and artists who supported the tax

"freeloaders," while Councillor Denizil

Minnan-Wong has said the tax should not

go towards artists but "real people."

The Beautiful City campaign will con-

tinue into 2010 as the funds from the billboard

tax are allocated. While the debate over the

value of arts spending continues, Toronto's

public art history demonstrates something

about the way Toronto's citizens see them-

selves. For artists like Michael Awad, it gives

them a chance to reflect the city back to its

citizens. Public art is something he sees as

inherently valuable, as people go about their

everyday lives

—

"Especially when they stop."

Museum Station
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Where You Lede: Science Writing

A panel discussion with some of Canada's finest science journalists.

Omar El-Akkad, technology reporter for the Globe & Mail
Matthew Braga, technology writer at blogTO
Peter Nowak, senior science and technology writer for CBC
Tim Rindlisbacher, health writer for the National Post

The Varsity Offices (21 Sussex Ave., 2nd floor)

January 28, 7:30 p.m.

Food provided.

tudents:

Tell US
wYOU

>/vant to

...JNICATE
Information + Technology Services would like to

hear from STUDENTS on e-communications. Learn

more and gives us YOUR FEEDBACK @
www.its.utoronto.ca

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparafion Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weeltend Schedule

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Compreliensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseininars.ca "LIZARD BIRD" BY EMILY SMIT DICKS

DONT LET OTHERS SPEAK FOR YOU

_

PROVINCIAL BY-ELECTION IN THE ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF TORONTO CENTRE, FEBRUARY 4, 2009

CANT GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY? VOTE AT AN ADVANCE POLL!

RETURNING OFFICE ADVANCE POLL ADDITIONAL ADVANCE POLLS
Saturday, January 23 to Thursday, January 28 Tuesday, January 26 to Thursday, January 28

10 AM to 8 PM 1 0 AM to 8 PM

77 Bloor Street West The 519 Church Street St. Lawrence Market YWCA
Suite 1205, Toronto Community Centre

519 Church Street, Toronto

South Market Basement Lobby
92 Front Street East, Toronto

80 Woodlawn Avenue, Toronto

TO VOTE YOU MUST
• be at least 18 years of age on February 4 and
- be a Canadian citizen and
• reside in the Electoral District of Toronto Centre

To receive your ballot, you will be asked to state

your nanne and place of residence and show
proof of identity to the poll officials. For a list

of acceptable ID, visit our website or call the

Returning Office.

RETURNING OFFICE:

77 Bloor Street West Suite 1205, Toronto, ON M5S 1M2

MAKE SURE YOU ARE ON THE VOTERS LIST

If you are on the Voters List, you should receive a

Notice of Registration card. Take this card and
your ID with you when you go to vote.

If your information on the card is not up-to-date, or if

you do not receive a card, please contact us.

ELECTION WORKERS WANTED

We need workers for Election Day. These are paying

jobs. To apply, please call the Returning Office.

WHAT HELP IS AVAILABLE?

TTY: 1.888.292.2312

Sign language: For an interpreter, call the Canadian

Hearing Society, Ontario Interpreting Services.

Other formats: Information is available through

VoicePrint and on our website.

Accessibility: The Returning Office and advance
poll locations are wheelchair accessible.

Published on behalf of the electoral district Returning

Officer by the Chief Electoral Officer of Ontario

To find out more www.elections.on.ca 1 .866.566.9766 OQ
ELECTIONS ONTARIO IS A
NON-PARTISAN AGENCY OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
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CFA'
CANDIDATES:
Two FREE seminars have

been scheduled for 2010

CFA Level I candidates:

Saturday January 30*, 2010:

Quantitative Methods

Saturday February 6*, 2010:

Derivatives

Location : University of Toronto - OlSE Building,

252 Bloor Street West (atop the St. George subway)

Room : TBA

Time : 9:30am - 4:30pm, with 1-hour lunch break.

Sponsor: PASSMAX, an independent exam

preparation entity with one of the highest CFA®

Exam pass rates in the industry. The sessions will be

lead by Krikor Ghanaghounian, CFA, finance instructor

at one the nation's top-ranked MBA schools.

Seating will be limited. To register,

email your name to info@passmax.org.

"Beforeyoujoin any CFA Exam Prep

Program, make sureyou attend thesefree

sessionsfirst!"

THE PUMP
410 BLOOR ST. W.

(at Brunswick)

416-927-7337

BEST WINGS
BEST PRICES
• Sunday Nite Vz Price Nachos

• Monday Nite Price Wings

• Tuesday Nite V2 Price Pizzas

• WednesdayNite V2 Price Pastas

• WursdayNiteFreslilVlussels

$4.25/lb Clwitx of2 delicious sauixs

Weekend Bruncfi 11am-3pm

Give Us A Try
We Guarantee It!

i

EARN 20.00 FOR RESEARCH SURVEY!
is your first bngnage neither English or French?

Did yon immigrate to Canada before yonr 14th birthday?
Are yon enrolled in a Canadian University?

$$$
If so, we would like to hear about your experiences in Canadian schools and universK

We win pay up to 500 students S20.00 to complete a 20 - 30 minute online questionnaire.

Please share your views at:

surveymoakey.eom/s/6SDLCVM

HUMBER
The Business School

GLOBAL BUSINESS

MANAGEMENT

I POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE

One smart career choice.

So many opportunities.

The Choice

The Global Business Management

program prepares you for a wide range

of careers. Pursue a career in marketin:

finance, advertising, international trade

retail, wholesale or supply chain

management, in domestic or

international businesses of any size.

The Opportunities

Two years gives you the time to choose

the specific path that Is right for you.

Two work placements allow you to

experience more than just one

option before you graduate.

Apply now for September 2010

ore
business.humber.ca

PUBLIC NOTICE
1^1 Industry Industrie

Canada Canada

lillllE^
CERTIFIED ANGUS
STEAKS & RIBS

Buy one burger or pizza & get a

second burger or pizza FREE t

(Dine-in-only, with purchase of any beverage)

583 College Street (near cimton). 416 532-1250

Book A Party • Group Discounts

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS& CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection.

Major & minor musical genres. We buy

and sell. 3 minutes S of College & St.

George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around

Again Records.

Advertise in

theYARSYYY
ads@thevarsity.ca
416-946-7604

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!!

Tutor, 40 years' experience specializing in

MATH 135, 136, CHM 139, 247, ECO 220.

Past tests and exams available for prac-

tice. Reasonable rates. (416) 785-8898.

EDITING

For expert copy editing and proofreading

of academic material (graduate level)

including theses, contact Patricia Bishop

at email mpbishop@rogers.com or by

telephone at (416)922-2804. (Website:

eslcopyediting.com).

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each additional word. Rates include one line of bold type

for ttie ad header. No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone. Ads must

be submitted at least four days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6. Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

Train to be a Teacher
at Edinburgh - one
of the world's

top 20 universities.

www.teach.ca

1-year Professional Graduate
Diploma in Education
(PGDE Primai7 or Secondary)

Presentations, and personal consultations, with University of Edinburgh staff on

Saturday January 30th and Sunday January 31 st 201 0. Presentations at 1 1 .00am
and 2.00pm in the Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel, 123 Queen Street West, Toronto.

For further application/consultation arrangements and to register contact:

Teach Educational Consultants, Ontario Tel: 1-800-884-9325 Email: info@teach.ca

THE UNIVERSITY ofEDINBURGH
www.education.ed.ac.uk/pgde

Work that Matters

^^•yy w- ^ Every day, talented Canadians at Industry Canada are making real

^ 5^'^ differences to the lives we lead. They're addressing Canadian

^ ^o,^ competitiveness in the global economy and supporting busi-

%/f»5invv<^ ness growth. They're developing policies and frameworks that

foster innovation in science and technology. They're conducting

science-based research in telecommunications and information tech-

nology. They're looking out for consumers and protecting intellectual

property rights. And they're looking for people like you to join them.

Industry Canada hires talented scientists, economists, engineers, analysts,

commerce officers, patent examiners, statisticians, inspectors, lawyers,

accountants, communicators, administrators, and post-secondary stu-

dents and graduates from a variety of disciplines into important roles

across Canada.

Discover work that matters.

ic.gc.ca/careers Canada
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Student groups aid

Haiti earttiqualce

relief
ANDREW RUSK

Varsity Staff

Student groups at U of T have joined

emergency relief efforts for Haiti in

tfie aftermath of a devastating earth-

quake on Jan. 12.

Haiti is the poorest country in the

Western Hemisphere. The epicentre

of the 7.0-magnitude earthquake was
approximately 25 km west of Port-au-

Prince, the nation's capital. Haiti's

government puts the death toll at

over 150,000 in Port-au-Prince alone,

and said the figure for all of Haiti

could double once reports come in

from other parts of the country. The
Canadian government has pledged

to match donations that Canadians

make to NGOs for the relief effort.

Last week, UTM Red Cross collab-

orated with the UTM Students' Union

for a project called Compassion for

Haiti. Volunteers raised funds from

Monday to Wednesday. On Thursday,

the group handed a check for $15,902

to the Red Cross at a vigil ceremony.

At the St. George campus Thursday,

students and faculty shared their ex-

periences with the nation and its cul-

ture at Hart House's Great Hall.

Also on Thursday, the student

group Party for a Cause held a

'90s themed party at Brunswick
House that raised $1,000 for Save
the Children.

WHO'S IN CHARGE?

Upcoming Events to

Support Haiti:

International Food Fair

to support UNICEF
Wednesday, Feb. 3,

11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
International Students
Centre
Haiti: What you don't
see on the News!
Feat. Prof Melanie
Newton and Alyssa
Trotz

Wednesday, Feb. 3,

6-8 p.m.
Location TBD
Students for Haiti

Benefit Concert
Friday, Feb. 5, 9 p.m.

El Mocambo
Pay Wliat You Can

The University ofToronto Students'

Union has started a group called

L'Union Fait La Force! - Strength in

Numbers! The group has the goal

of raising $52,296, the number of

students that are on the St. George

SEE 'RELIEF' -PG 4

'Do we matter?'
Students question their ability to

influence university governance

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Associate News Editor

Student governors responded
with mixed reactions when U of

T president David Naylor's term
was extended for another three

years at a closed session of Gov-
erning Council on Thursday, with

a possible further extension of

two years in April 2013.

During the open session which
followed, some student repre-

sentatives openly questioned
whether they had a meaningful

role. Students account for eight

seats out of 50 on GC. Meetings

have seen tension between GC
chair John Petch and some stu-

dent speakers, with each side

accusing the other of disrespect.

"When I first came to council

from July to December with no
duties, no effect, no purpose
whatsoever, [I was] waiting for

a briefing on what it even means
to be governor," said Andrew
Agnew-Iler, who represents

full-time undergraduates. In an
email, full-time undergrad rep
Margaret Kim wrote that GC is

highly hierarchical and can be
intimidating. "I could see why,
as some students at the meeting
have communicated, having an
impact on decision making on GC
seems like a challenge. But it is

what you make of it."

Other student leaders ex-

pressed similar frustrations.

SEE 'POWER' -P6 4

'More perogies, less

proroguing'
Thousands in Toronto tell Harper to get back to work

Toronto's rally was one of over 50 across Canada; protests also took place in New York, Dallas, San francisco, and London, England.

ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

Thousands flocked to Yonge/Dundas

Square on Saturday, Jan. 23, waving

signs denouncing Prime Minister Ste-

phen Harper's decision to suspend

Parliament until March 3. The rally or-

ganized by the Facebook group Cana-

dians Against Proroguing Parliament

drew an estimated 3,000 in Toronto.

Protests took place in over 50 Cana-

dicin cities and towns, with expats car-

rying out protests in New York, Dallas,

San Francisco, and London, England.

Advertised as a "non-partisan, fam-

ily-friendly" event, the crowd included

a mix of ages, with families marching

alongside students, seniors, and at

SEE 'RALLY' -P6 2

Naylor's term extended

by three years

Student unions give U

of T president an 'F'

TIM LEGAULT
Associate News Editor

U of T president David Naylor will

serve for another three years, after

Governing Council extended his

term in aclosed door meeting on

Thursday, Jan. 21.

Outside Simcoe Hall, demonstra-

tors protested the presidential re-

view and other matters. Several

students carried signs with slogans

such as "Nay on Naylor," while an-

SEE 'NAYLOR' -PG 2

Ik I
NAILING NAYLOR: Protestors want the U of T president expelled.
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'RALLY' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

least one puppy in a jacket and hat.

"I don't want [my] new country to

become like my old country," said co-

median Martha Chaves, who emceed
the event. Chaves is from Nicaragua,

which she said had become a dictator-

ship.

"1 have been an activist for over 40

years, and 1 have never seen a sponta-

neous protest that built like this," said

activist Judy Rebick, one of the fea-

tured speakers. Other speakers includ-

ed Marie Kelley, secretary-treasurer

from the Ontario Federation of Labour,

and Duff Conacher from Democracy
Watch.

Notable performers included the

Raging Grannies and the Wolf Woman
Singers.

"When you have Mohawk grand-

mothers at Yonge-Dundas Square in

the middle of winter, you better be

afraid. Harper," said one singer

At 2 p.m. protestors shut down traffic

as they marched down Yonge Street,

turning on Queen West, Bay, and Col-

lege streets to loop back to the square.

"A lot of media pundits thought you

can't organize a protest using Face-

book. We proved them wrong," said

Walied Khogali, protest organizer and

U of T student, to a cheering crowd. A
commitment on Facebook does not al-

ways translate to commitment on the

ground. The recent protest against the

college strike had hundreds RSVP on

Facebook, but only a handful of stu-

dents showed up.

"This started out as small, involved

group in the first week of January.

Our first meeting was at Old City Hall

on January 8 and it snowballed from

there," said Jonathan Allan, spokesper-

son for the Toronto chapter of CAPR
Over 200 volunteers helped plan the

Toronto protest, passing out leaflets,

making signs, and booking space for

the rally. Justin Arjoon, a second-year

student studying molecular plant biol-

ogy at U of T, was one of the first to get

involved and became the head orga-

nizer for the Toronto rally. "There will

be future protests. That is a certainty,"

said Arjoon.

Plans include more rallies across

major Canadian cities and an Olympic-

style torch run across Canada.
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Don Positions at the Univcisitv oi Toionto

Residence Donship Positions
for the 2010/201 1 Academic Year

We're hiring

Applications are now being accepted for the 2010/201 1 academic year.

For details Including application deadlines, application forms, job descriptions,

and information session dates, check out each college's website:

Woodsworth College

wdw.utoronto.ca/residence

Innis College

www.utoronto.ca/innis/residence ->Residence -^Employment

Victoria University

www.vicu .utoronto .ca/students/residence/

Donship_Applications.htm

St. Michael's College

www.utoronto.caystmikes/residence/donships.html

89 Chestnut

www.chestnutresidence.utoronto.ca

University College

www.uc.utoronto.ca (click on "Student Life")

Trinity College

www.trinity.utoronto.ca/Academics/donship_program.htm

New College

www, newcollege. utoronto, ca/residence/resllfe/dons .htm '

'NAYLOR'- CONTINUED FROM PGl

other group walked around King's

College Circle with an oversized re-

port card for Naylor, recommending
"expulsion."

The U of T Students' Union and

the Association of Part-Time Un-

dergraduate Students are unhappy
with Naylor and the review process.

Both have written letters to the

Committee to Review the Office of

the President.

UTSU criticized the Executive

Committee for not inviting written

submissions and "[choosing] to rely

entirely on conducting interviews

with select members of the commu-
nity." The letter also argued that the

review presents a conflict of interest

because GC chair John Petch has a

close relationship with Naylor and
his wife. It cites Fetch's donation to

the MaRS Foundation (Treurnicht

is founder and CEO of the MaRS
Discovery District). "If this [review]

process is to have any merit (and be
taken as anything more than lip ser-

vice), this issue must be addressed

accordingly," reads the letter.

"As President of U of T, Naylor has

overseen one of the greatest invest-

ment losses in the history of this

university, the arrest of 14 students

for protesting fee hikes, an incred-

ible increase in the corporatization

of the campus, the introduction

of flat fees for the Faculty of Arts

and Science, and the expansion of

Rotman at the expense of student

space," wrote Adam Awad, UTSU's
VP university affairs, in an email.

"I would hardly call that working in

At a closed meeting Thursday, Governing Council extended David Naylor's

term to 2013.

the best interests of students at a

public institution."

In March 2008, around 30 protes-

tors held a sit-in at Simcoe Hall to

protest a number of issues, includ-

ing abolishing tuition and ancillary

fees and the university's investment

strategy. Police arrested 14 protes-

tors based on allegations from uni-

versity employees that the group

forcibly confined them to their offic-

es. Charges against all 14 have since

been stayed.

APUS expressed similar con-

cerns, citing student accessibility,

academic freedom, and equity and
access on campus as areas where
Naylor has failed students.

Naylor and Petch both declined to

comment on the review process or

on student unions' concerns. A GC
representative wrote in an email,

"In developing its report and recom-

mendation to the Council, the Ex-

ecutive Committee considers all the

views that it receives. The decision

to renew a president's term is then

made by a vote of the full Governing

Council, which includes representa-

tives of the student populations and

of other vital constituencies."

Naylor has served as U of T's

president since April 2005. Prior to

his appointment, he was the dean of

medicine. He earned his MD at U of

T and his PhD at Oxford, where he

was a Rhodes Scholar.

Naylor will now serve as president

until April 2013, with an option to

extend that term another two years.
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Out with the jock,

in with the doc
Incoming phys ed dean wants you

to get off the couch

A photo of a napping TTC booth collector was posted online and

is making some people upset; the TTC says they are 'looking

into it." What do you think?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY DAVID PIKE, DAN EPSTEIN, AND ALEX NURSALL

CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH
VARSITY STAFF

York professor Ira Jacobs will replace

Bruce Kidd as dean of the physical

education and health faculty on July 1.

Jacobs has a PhD in clinical physiology

and is currently chair of York Univer-

sity's school of kinesiology and health

science. Before that, he was chief sci-

entist at the Swedish government's

human performance lab, conducting

physiology research.

"Physical inactivity is a disease state.

Exercise is medicine," Jacobs said. His

mission is simple: give U of T students

a good dose of medicine. He plans on

increasing students' awareness of the

effects of physical inactivity on their

health. "We have a great population of

students to work with, to provide an

opportunity for students to engage in

physical activity," he said.

Kidd, a former Olympian and expert

on Olympic history, is the longest-serv-

ing dean at U of T. The Varsity Stadium

was built under his tenure, and Kidd

said he expects to complete fundrais-

ing for the Goldring Centre for High Per-

formance Sport before stepping down.

"One of Ira's huge responsibilities

will be to steer the project through

construction, implementation, and ef-

fective operation," said Kidd. "[Other

challenges include] ongoing leader-

ship for the faculty, ongoing struggle

to increase resources, and imple-

^1

Nadlne

MA in Development Studies at York:

"Weren't there a few sleeping TTC wortsers?

Or was it the same guy from different angles?

Either way, it wouldn't surprise me. They get

paid so much. I understand if you are driving a

streetcar or something, but when your job is to

sit there and make change and you can't even

do that? I think their inattentiveness is a big

problem in general."

IVIoiz and Fahad

2nd Year Commerce.
Moiz (R) : "I don't think they should make such

a big deal out of it, the guy was tired."

Fahad (L): "Who was angn? Probably not the

people who got in for free 6y walking past that

guy. The TTC should be mad because they're

losing money."

3rdyear PoliSei,

"Who knows the actual story as to why he

was sleeping. In Montreal this would never

happen because we have those little scan

cards. We replaced people with machines,

and I know that if I ever saw a machine

napping, I'd be pissed."

'Physical inactivity is a disease state.

Exercise is medicine,' says Ira Jacobs,

who will be dean of phys ed and

health on July 1.

menting new programs."

"It is an exciting time to do this

[construction of the Goldring Centre],

considering the Pan American Games,"

Jacobs said.

The $58-miIlion centre, to be built on

Devonshire Place, will include athletic

space as well as labs and a medicine

clinic. The current office for the As-

sociation of Part-Time Undergraduate

Students is to be demolished to make
way for construction.

Chris Jessica Kyle

4tii YearArcliitecture,

"Other than the fact that it's probably the

most boring job on earth, you d assume
people would be honest and still pay. The

focus shouldn't be necessarily on him."

3rd YearPoliScIand Sociology,

"I'm studying right now, why is this a big deal?

Who cares?'

2nd Year Zoology, *
"No, 1 wasn't upset by it. It s his job, and he m
shouldn't be steeping, but he made a mistake, m
Somebody could nave woke him up.' p

TAKE YOUR EDUCATION TO THE NEXF LEVEL -

UOIT GRADUATE STUDIES IN 2010
As a graduate student at the University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT), you will:

:; Have access to the most advanced and current technology, thanks to our state-of-the-art

research and computing facilities;

:: Be mentored by award-winning faculty, including glotially experienced academic and industry

leaders;

:: Contribute to leading-edge research that impacts society by addressing issues of regional,

national and global significance; and

1 a valued member of a close-knit and supportive graduate community.

Take your education to tlie next level. Apply today, gradstudies.uoit.ca/applytoday

IBUOIT UNIVERSITY OF ONTARIO INSTITUTE OFTECHNOLOGY

Oshawa, Ontario

There's stili time to apply. Space is limited so apply today!

Why study at Tyndaie?

• One of the highest number of practica days in the classroom

of any B.Ed, program in the province

• Faculty are teachers, mentors, advisors and coaches

• Program is designed to create a supportive learning community

The Tyndaie Bachelor of Education program is designed to equip you to find a job.

Deadline: Feb. 16, 2010

Tyndaie University College

tyndaie.ca/education

416.218.67^7

TYNDALE
University Co//ege
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House doctor
UN Special Rapporteur shares thoughts on obstacles

to adequate housing

MING LAU

Miloon Kothari, the first United Na-

tions Special Rapporteur on the Right

to Adequate Housing, has travelled

far and wide on fact-finding missions.

On Friday, Kothciri's travels brought

him to U of T to give concluding re-

marks to the four-part Global Health

Forum on Health, Housing, and Hu-

man Rights, hosted by U of T's public

health school.

The forum cilso featured NGO
groups working in housing and home-
lessness. Topics included human
rights in civil society, Canada's prog-

ress in meeting its international hous-

ing obligations, and the intersections

between health, housing, and human
rights.

Kothari was Special Rapporteur

from 2000 to 2008. Countries he has

travelled to include Romania, Kenya,

Brazil, and Cambodia. His mandate
consists of annual reports to the UN
Human Rights Council on adequate

housing across the world as well as

finding and proposing practical solu-

tions.

When he was appointed, Kothari

realized that he needed to expand the

definition of adequate housing. In his

first report, he gives a definition of the

right to adequate housing as the "right

of everywoman, man, youth and child

[to] gain and sustain a safe and secure

Miloon Kothari says inadequate data and failure to consult data contribute to

the housing crisis.

home and community in which to live

in peace cind dignity."

In both developing cmd developed

countries, there were not enough ac-

curate assessments of the scale of

housing problems, Kothari said. In the

case of Canada's homelessness, there

were neither proper definitions from

the government nor an actual count of

homeless people.

Kothari found that policy-makers

often did not use available data and

put other government priorities first.

Obsession over home ownership and

neoliberal economic policies make for

policies that cater to the privileged, he

said, with very little participation from

people who suffer from the housing

crisis. He also noted a lack of consider-

ation for the links between health and
housing, such as the effects of living in

poor sanitary conditions.

Kothari also found that in most
countries, women face multiple forms

of discrimination. He has therefore

called for greater recognition of the

relationship between violence against

women and inadequate housing.

'POWER' -CONTINUED FROM PG1

Gavin Nowlan, president of the

Arts and Science Students' Union,

said that although university offi-

cials meet regularly with student

leaders, these meetings felt more
like information sessions than

genuine attempts to involve stu-

dents in governing. Waiting out-

side during the closed session,

Nowlan said there has been a

change in the tenor of student-

administration relations.

"Over the past couple of years

Governing Council seems more
confrontational towards stu-

dents. It's becoming more and
more clear that they don't want
students at Governing Council

meetings," he said, referring

to the presence of campus po-

lice outside. University officials

would not confirm if there were
plainclothes officers among the

protestors outside or inside Sim-

coe Hall, although student lead-

ers said that it was obvious that

there were.

Ryan Campbell, representing

full-time undergrads, disagreed.

"You have all the decision-mak-

ers there and they're all reason-

able people and if you make good
points they'll listen. That's where
the real value is in being a gov-

ernor."

"There's the problem that once
something hits the Governing
Council level, be it on the board
or at this body, it's almost a

given," said Adam Awad, VP uni-

versity affairs for the U of T Stu-

dents' Union.

Professor Cheryl Misak, VP and
provost, said that administrators

and UTSU simply do not agree on
fundamental questions. "If UTSU

wants us to go with them and
argue that there should be no tu-

ition fees, we can't do that. [...]

We can't go to the government
and say we don't want any more
tuition fees because we would
literally be advocating that we
close our doors."

Naylor struck a more concilia-

tory tone. "I think Adam does
raise an interesting point around
the tough dynamic around gov-

ernance," he said in an interview

after the meeting. "At the same
time I think it's important for us
to figure out a way to take the

temperature down a little bit and
get some constructive dialogue."

"Certainly the testiness in the

Governing Council chamber is

not something that makes me
or anyone else very happy," said

Naylor. "That being said, the

repetition of certain positions

doesn't make them true. To make
the same arguments over and
over again, when others have re-

spectfully disagreed and moved
in a different direction, also

doesn't come off as helpful and
constructive."

Naylor said he hoped that the

St. George Round Table, formed
by the presidents of college

councils and undergrad societ-

ies, would allow the university

to hear from a wide range of

students in the event that there

is difficulty communicating with

UTSU. "It's also important for us

to establish better dialogue with

UTSU," he said. "Unfortunately

there's enough adverse history

that it might be tough to get

this one mended until there's a

change in players, but I'm always
optimistic and let's see where we
end up."

HUMBER
The Business School

GLOBAL BUSINESS

MANAGEMENT

I
POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE

One smart career choice.

So many opportunities.

The Choice

The Global Business Management

program prepares you for a wide range

of careers. Pursue a career in marketing,

finance, advertising, international trade,

retail, wholesale or supply chain

management, in domestic or

international businesses of any size.

The Opportunities

Two years gives you the time to choose

the specific path that is right for you.

Two work placements allow you to

experience more than just one

option before you graduate.

Apply now for September 2010

Writers

Wanted.

Write for News!

recruitment@thevarsity.ca.

Toronto Women's

Bookstore gets a reprieve

CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH
Varsity Staff

The Toronto Women's Bookstore,

which in December faced the pros-

pect of closing, will stay open
thanks to an increase in sales and
donations. The bookstore needed to

raise $40,000 to stay open for three

more months.

"We have raised up to $30,000

and have been able to the pay the

bills," said co-manager Alex MacFa-

dyen. "We have had triple the sales

in December than in the previous

months." MacFayden added that the

store has received plenty of sugges-

tions from community members on
how to raise money.

Recent media attention helped

boost sales, but news of financial

problems has also led some sup-

pliers to sever ties with the store.

"We are having trouble with the aca-

demic course book suppliers," said

MacFadyen.

To donate, head to womensbook-
store.com or call 416-922-8744.

ore

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hoar Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practlcum

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied StndenU

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

U of T president David Naylor extendscondolences for eartfiquake victims at

a service Thursday.

'RELIEF' -CONTINUED FROM PG1

Campus, for Partners in Health and
Medicins Sans Frontieres.

"On Tuesday we decided we could

manage to get a dollar per student

from this campus," said VP external

Hadia Aktar. "We're going to have

donation boxes all over campus

starting Monday." Donation slips for

larger amounts are also available

at the UTSU office. Akhtar said the

group will approach U of T admin to

request they match the funds raised.

buslness.humber.ca
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Yorkgrad pleads guilty to

rapes oncampus

A former York University stu-

dent pleaded guilty to sexually
assaulting two women on Sept.

6, 2007, in the midst of the uni-

versity's frosh activities.

Daniel Katsnelson, 27, ad-

mitted to prowling the Vanier
residence after a night of drink-

ing with Justin Connort, who
received a three-year prison

sentence last year following

a guilty plea. Both graduated
from York in 2006,

Crown Attorney Andrew
Locke, reading from the agreed
statement of facts, said the two
men entered the building "un-

der the guise of hel|)ing an in-

toxicated resident."

The two entered several

rooms without permission.

Katsnelson raped two teens

and fondled another woman.
Katsnelson. who was emo-

tional during the Crown's read-

ing of the agreed statement of

facts, is sctieduled to be sen-

tenced on March 26.

Alex tiilyk, a spokesperson
for York University, said that

the university has since added
alarm locks and installed more
cameras around its residences.

"The message here is to always
lock your doors,'" Bilyk said.

—DAVID DE BIASI

Sources: Toronto Star, National

Post

Fight club busted at U

Manitoba

University of Manitoba officials

have broken up a fighl club op-

erating in its Frank Kennedy
Centre.

Taking part in arranged bare-

knuckle fighting was popular-

ized by the 1999 film Fight Club,

starring Brad Pitt and Edward
Norton, based a novel by Chuck
Palahniuk.

According to spokesperson
Leah Janzen, a gym member
tipped off U of M about tl>e

fights in November. The tijjster

said they had seen a person
leave a third-floor scjuash covirt

with a bloodied nose and g£we

a link to a Facebook page alleg-

edly run by the tight club.

Working from the Facebook
group's membership list, ad-

min have determined that five

people were responsible for

staging the fights. They have
been banned from the Frank
Kennedy Centre for a month.
A part-time staff member was
also involved in the club, but

Janzen would not divulge the

person's position or disciplin-

ary measures.
Janzen said the investiga-

tion is ongoing and further

discipline could follow as they
continue to monitor the .squash

courts more regularly. "This is

unacceptable behaviour. Our
concern is for the safety and
security of everyone,'' she said.

—CAROLYN ARNETT
Sources: CBC News, Winnipeg
Free Pr(?ss

Athletic centre solar panels get

to work

The biggest solar panel project

in the GTA can bf; found on ttie

roof U of T's Athletic Centre.

The 100 solar collector pan-

els were installed in late 2009
and began generating energy
on Jan. 12. Nearly 2?> per cent

of the heat for the building's

showers and laundry facili-

ties will be supplied from the

panels during peak sunshine

months. This sustainable form

of energy will reduce the build-

ing's natural gas use, decreas-

ing greenhouse gas emissions.

The reduction in annual emis-

sions is comparable to taking 1

1

cars off the road permanently.

The preliminary idea for the

panels came from Ashley Tay-

lor's student project in 2006.

Taylor was an undergrad in the

faculty of applied science. She
now works for U of T's suslain-

ability office, and partnered

with the facilities and services

division to complete tfie proj-

ect.

Ontario and the federal gov-

ernment paid for a third of the

project's costs, with U of T cov-

ering the rest.

~CA
Source: U of T news release

U Alberta switches to Gmaii

The University of Alberta re-

cently announced plans to

outsource its email system to

Google. The switch to the ser-

vice will save the imiversity $2

million annuallv.

The announcement has trig-

gered criticism from faculty,

who fear the move could open
the door to privacy violations.

Google is an American com-
pany and is subject to the U.S.

Patriot Act, which could allow

American officials to monitor
faculty emails if there is suspi-

cion of terrorist involvement.

University staff expressed con-

cern that they will be forced to

censor opinions for fear of incit-

ing ¥B\ attention.

Privacy concerns led Lake-

head University faculty to file a

grievance against using Gmail,

arguing that the university vio-

lated a collective bargaining

agreement. The grievance was
struck down six monttis ago.

U of A's vice provost of infor-

tnatlon technology, .lonathan

Schaeffer, said lawyers are cur-

rently working on a privacy

agreement with Google. Scliaef-

fer reminded critics that with

a court order, Canadian terror-

ism legislation already allows

officials to monitor emails.

—Kate Hanton
Source: Edmonton Journal

British parent creates Study

site

A British man has created liis

own social networking site with

a focus cm education. According

to Billy Fitzgerald, he was tired

of his daughter speiuling all her

time on Facebook. Fitzgerald's

site, studentsandacademics.

com, is designed to provide ac-

cess to resources for research

and lesson plans for a wide
range of subjects, as well as the

bells and whistles of a social net-

working site.

Pages boast a clean interface

and design. Some elements

(like the extra status bar on the

bottom) are reminiscent of en-

trenched social networking sites

like Facebook. While the site in-

tends to eventually attract stu-

dent and teachers alike, it is .still

in the early stages of growth and
has 21 members at press time,

Academia.edii, a more estab-

lished website, allows academ-
ics to search for researchers

with similar interests and follow

developments in their field.

-CHARLEY WANG
Source; University World News

f
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NEW OPPORTUNITIES
IN EARLY LEARNING
BE PREPARED WITH OUR

NEW ELEI^ENTARY-E.C.E. PROGRAM

In September 2010, the Ontario government will begin providing

full-day learning programs for four- and five-year olds, greatly

increasing the need for elementary and early childhood teachers.

To meet this need, Lambton College and the University of Windsor

are offering a unique, new program in Sarnia that will allow you to

earn both your education degree and ECE diploma at the same time.

This two-year program will prepare you for a rewarding career as a

teaching professional. ,

For more information on the

program or the application process,

please contact:

Lambton College:

info(g)lambton.on.ca

519-541-2403 or

519-542-7751 ext. 3261

University

of Windsor
thinking forward

University of Windsor:

educ@uwindsor.ca

519-253-3000 ext. 3804
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No vision for tlie future

The Toronto mayoral candidates don't have any real plans for the city

TODD MICHAEL LANE
J/arsity Staff

Toronto has been broken by six

years of David Miller's rule.

The Transit City future prom-
ised to Torontonians has become
a money pit, as the St. Clair light

rail has been plagued by delays

and ballooning budgets. The gar-

bage strike during the summer
did nothing to endear Miller to

voters, especially since there was
little change to how city work-
ers are paid. According to a Nov.

2009 Angus Reid poll, 67 per cent

of Torontonians have seen either

no change or negative changes in

Toronto since 2003, demonstrat-
ing pessimism among the elec-

torate. Six years is a long time for

Canada's largest city to be stag-

nant, even if this is just one point

of view.

The city is currently at a cross-

roads. Starting this summer, To-

ronto will be on the world stage

when we host the G8/G20 confer-

ence. We're in the midst of prepar-

ing for the 2015 Pan-Am Games.
This means our next choice in

mayor could be the most impor-

tant decision made by Toronto

voters in recent memory.
With Miller out of the race,

the position is wide open. Yet

the major mayoral hopefuls that

have declared their candidacy
consist of George Smitherman,
a former Liberal cabinet mem-
ber, Giorgio Mammoliti, a city

councillor, Joe Pantalone, also

a city councillor, and Rocco
Rossi, a former Liberal strate-

gist. None of these candidates

have clearly outlined their vi-

sion for Toronto.

Smitherman's temporary
campaign website provides lit-

tle detail on the Toronto that he
envisions. For Smitherman the

election seems to be more about

his credentials than it does about
a plan. Joe Pantalone's campaign
is also light on vision. The only

candidate who has a declared

agenda is Rossi, who according

to the Toronto Star intends to halt

the Transit City re-evaluation.

This lack of a discernable direc-

tion is worrying. This city faces

Clockwise from top left: Mayoral candidates Joe Pantalone, George Smitherman, Rocco Rossi, and Giorgio Mammoliti.

This lack of a discernable direction

is worrying. This city faces major

issues, but I have yet to hear how
these problems can be fixed.

major issues, but I have yet to

hear how these problems can be
fixed. For example, where is the

discussion of how the candidates

plan to cover the growing budget
shortfall? It is time to clean up the

budget and make Toronto finan-

cially viable again.

Where is the discussion about
how Toronto will update public

transit? Rossi's war against Tran-

sit City does nothing to fix the

problems of the growing inad-

equacies of the TTC. These vital

transit projects—such as the pro-

posed link between downtown
and Pearson—are key to growing
our city and making it competi-

tive globally. If Toronto wants to

compete with world-class cities,

our transit system needs some
serious updating.

Transit is only one of the

issues that Toronto faces.

Questions remain about the

gentrification of downtown
neighborhoods, the failed

Bloor One East condo build-

ing, the sale of public assets,

and countless other issues.

Candidates must declare

their positions on these mat-
ters, and soon.

Toronto is a city on the

edge. With the world's focus

about to be upon us, we can't

afford to make a mistake with
this election. The problem is

that we are cynical, annoyed,
and upset with City Hall. We
need a change towards respon-
sible and responsive public ser-

vants. This is the least we can
ask of a mayor.

LETTERS

Liberal hypocrisy

It's hard to take this article

seriously when turning its

current toward the word
"conservative" takes so
little imagination ("Liberal

isn't a dirty word," Jan. 14).

In the author's defence,

producing a partisan article

against partisanship, while

still avoiding credulity, is as

probable as a donkey giving

birth to an elephant. I applaud
the author's bravery in the face

of this insurmountable obstacle.

Well done sir, well done.

(No actual partisans were
harmed in the writing of this

comment.)

James SE Allen

UTSU cynicism

Hear hear! Great article with
a straightforward approach to

many issues surrounding the

current representation of the

student body ("Who are you
calling a students' union?" Jan.

11). The students' union needs
to start representing its diverse

members and start paying some
attention to its critics. Instead

of taking a defensive approach
to criticism, the UTSU (or SAC,
or whoever they are) should
listen to writers like Mr. Ross
and start implementing changes
that will truly represent and
positively affect U of T students
instead of continuing on as

pawns of the CFS.

Maybe they can take a

different approach this time

—

but my cynicism tells me that

the UTSU isn't capable of such
progress. We'll have to see

when their replies roll in about
this article— I doubt it will be
pretty.

Fiona Buchanan

The Varsity welcomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to-.

comment@thevarsity.ca^

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.
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The conversation starts here
How talks within the U of T community can have a larger impact on the environment

MAY JEONG
Associate Comment Editor

A factory being built just outside of

Shenzen, China has a real impact on
the lives of a Pittsburgh family. That's

globalization. Yet the hyper-global re-

ality has also necessitated communi-
ty-based solutions, as it is within these

spheres of more manageable influence

that the potentials for human ingenu-

ity are being realized.

When world leaders got together

in December to devise a global

solution to man-made climate

change, some were hopeful and
others cynical. What came of these

talks was billed as a multilateral

fail that may as well have fossilized

the concept of environmental ne-

gotiations. The post-Copenhagen
consensus is that the global cannot
work without the local.

Local actors coming up with lo-

cal solutions with local incentives

for local communities will fill the

void that global governance has
left. Local debates will bring about
a more sustainable and equitable

world, not high-level conferences
that need procedural votes just to

decide on pee breaks.

A university campus, as a micro-

cosm of the world, encapsulates the

essence of community: it is man-
ageable in size but can be meaning-
ful in impact. The same discussions

that happen on the global stage

occur in a university setting on a

smaller scale. What can we do to re-

duce greenhouse gas emissions on
campus? How do we achieve sus-

tainability with the current rate of

student growth? How do we get the

rest of campus involved in affecting

change? Are there enough financial

incentives for the government and
the administration?

It's terribly important that we
continue this great tradition, as

many of today's sustainability

projects on campus have resulted

from pooling ideas, passions, and
resources. For example, the wildly

successful Rewire program began
as a pet project of three undergrad-

uate students at Trinity College and
spread to the rest of the campus
in succeeding years. By employing
social psychology to bring about

environmentally friendly behav-

ioural change. Rewire has been ac-

knowledged on and off campus as a

powerful tool for promoting energy

reduction habits.

The Athletic Centre's solar ther-

mal project—which will power all

of the centre's showers—began as

a senior thesis project.

Another student's love for lo-

cal and organic produce and her

desire to share the joy of eating,

blossomed into what is now the

Hot Yam, which provides meals
every Thursday at the Interna-

tional Student Centre.

Though these success stories

are to be applauded, much more
needs to be done for the universi-

ty to truly decarbonize its growth.

Since students are generally only

stopping at the university for four

years before moving on to the real

world, ideas circulate in a short

period of time. Yet fundamental

institutional change that will alter

the way we live our lives requires

that we begin conversations with

each other on ideas that embrace
long-term payback loops. Students

must be willing to pursue projects

and discuss ideas that they them-

selves will not benefit from, but

that will ultimately help the univer-

sity on to the path of green growth.

And in return, the administration

must be willing to listen.

As a marketing slogan has

claimed, U of T boasts "great

minds for a great future." To
achieve greatness, students

must not bite the hand that feeds

them. Just as brute force often

fails, blindly demanding that the

administration cough up mil-

lions for retrofitting buildings or

developing sustainable curricula

will not work. The student body
must be willing to give and take,

and to think in decades, not in

months. That being said, the ad-

ministration must be willing to

talk, but more importantly, to

listen. And so, let the great con-

versations begin.

Shameful showing at UTM
Protestors at Ignatieff's visit to Mississauga made a mockery of the university and themselves

GRANT HEASLIP

On Jan. 13, Stephen Taylor—a promi-

nent Canadian conservative blog-

ger—posted a photo series docu-

menting students protesting at the

UTM stop on Michael Ignatieff's re-

cent university tour. The slogans writ-

ten on the protestors' placards were

full of blatant mistruths, outright xe-

nophobia, misspellings, brazen irony,

and a complete ignorance of reality.

These photos are absolutely shame-
ful, especially because the students

in them—some of whom are students

at our very own university—are sup-

posed to be the best and brightest

our country has to offer. They made
a mockery of Canada's youth.

One placard read "Welcome fa-

ther of the Liberal Caron Tax" and
another quoted Ignatieff as saying

"we'll have to raise taxes." Ignoring

the obvious spelling and grammati-

cal errors, these signs raise a num-
ber of questions. Firstly, consider-

ing that people around the world

have reached a near-consensus on

the reality of climate change, what

do these protestors suggest we do?

Notwithstanding the perversion of

conservatism present in neo-Con-

servative policy, right-wing values

are supposed to be about resisting

change and maintaining the status

quo when it makes sense to do so.

What could be more conservative

than fighting climate change?

Secondly, how do the protestors

suggest the Conservative govern-

ment address the structural deficit

(that is, a budget that is fundamen-

tally unbalanced, regardless of eco-

nomic conditions) that Kevin Page,

the parliamentary budget officer,

outlined in a recently-released re-

port? The Conservatives have cut

taxes and repeatedly ruled out rais-

ing them, yet seem to have no cred-

ible plan to cut spending outside of

vague talk of "discipline."

The federal government spends

the majority of its money on transfer

payments, which the government has

Michael Ignatieff spoke at UTM on Jan. 13 as part of an 11 -campus tour to promote "Canada at 150: Rising tothe Challenge," a conference hosted by the

Liberals in March.

promised to not touch. Much of the

rest of the federal funds go to federal

responsibilities such as justice, cus-

toms, agriculture, national defence,

public safety, and public works, all

areas where the government would

ticularly on national defence and jus-

tice). Cutting taxes and maintaining,

if not raising, spending is not a cred-

ible economic plan, especially not for

a government that was elected on the

promise of fiscal responsibility.

"Count," and the discourtesy of re-

ferring to him as "Iggy" (isn't polite-

ness also a conservative value?). The
slogan is brazenly ironic considering

that just weeks ago, Stephen Harper

prorogued parliament in part to

The Conservatives have cut taxes and repeatedly ruled

out raising them, yet seem to have no credible plan to cut

spending outside of vague talk of "discipline."

find it politically unpalatable to cut

spending. In some of these areas,

the government has in fact increased

spending or promised to do so (par-

Another placard read, "Count Iggy

loves torture." Let's ignore for a mo-
ment the xenophobic and anti-elite

message implicit in calling Ignatieff

avoid scrutiny over his government's

knowledge of the torture of Afghan

detainees. While Ignatieff has ex-

pressed regret for the position taken

on the issue of torture, by suspend-
ing parliament Harper has implicitly

admitted to (at best) turning a blind

eye to it.

The University of Toronto is one
of the highest ranked universities

in Canada, and its students are sup-

posed to be some of Canada's most
intelligent youth. These protestors

displayed astounding ignorance, a

lack of basic literacy (another pro-

testor proudly held up a sign saying

"Our flag is not a beer lable"), and
shameful disrespect for a high-rank-

ing public servant, honoured public

intellectual, and, more importantly, a
fellow human being. In doing so.they

made a mockery of the university

and, most of all, themselves.
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i he stories behind Nobel science with Lia Cardarelli

The Prize:
The 1949 Nobel Prize in Physiol-

ogy or Medicine was shared between
Walter Rudolf Hess for "his discov-

ery of the functional organization

of the interbrain as a coordinator of

the activities of the internal organs"

and Antonio Caetano de Abreu Freire

Egas Moniz for "his discovery of

the therapeutic value of leucotomy

(lobotomy) in certain psychoses."

The Science:
It's hard to imagine that lobotomy

was once considered a revolution-

ary achievement worthy of the Nobel

Prize considering it is so mcdigned

today. The 1962 novel, One Flew Over

the Cuckoo's Nest, characterized the

procedure as a "frontal-lobe castra-

tion" for the vegetative state that some
patients experience after surgery. Yet

between 1930 and 1970 as many as

100,000 people worldwide underwent

lobotomies, the popularity of which

peaked in the 1940s.

At the beginning of the 20th cen-

tury, there was wide acceptance that

through lobotomies, mental illness

could be reversed, that such illness

was a result of aberrant physiology,

and that the mentally ill could be

treated and cured.

Of course, the treatments of the

day were no less appealing. Patients

were shocked with a variety of mech-

anisms—insulin to induce hypogly-

cemic shock, cardiazol (a stimulant)

for seizures, malaria to induce fever

(awarded a Nobel Prize in 1927),

and of course, electro-convulsive

therapy—all as a means of treating

psychiatric disorders. Mental asy-

lums at this time were understaffed,

crowded places full of patients with

little hope of ever leaving.

In 1927, two scientists demonstrated

that chimpanzees that had undergone

The lobotomy

lobotomy (severing the neural connec-

tions to and from the front part of the

brain) were more passive than they

had been before surgery.

The same type of surgery had been

performed on humans since the late

19th century, with mixed results until

1935, when Egas Moniz began devel-

oping the modern lobotomy in Lisbon,

Portugal. Moniz's surgery, performed

by a neurosurgeon, involved drilling

through a patient's skull and into the

frontal lobe of the brain. The brain was
exposed to a solution of alcohol, or a

specialized instrument Moniz devel-

oped to destroy the brain tissue. This

resulted in a brain injury that Moniz

believed would remove the diseased

brain circuits and allow the brain to

recover healthy function.

Although Moniz was not the first to

develop this type of surgery, his work

was certainly the best received. He
was already well known in the medical

community for developing cerebral

angiography, a technique using X-rays

to view blood vessels in the brain. This

early success delivered his lobotomy

results a large, captive audience.

The patients Moniz treated with

what he called psychosurgery suf-

fered from debilitating mental ill-

nesses such as depression, mania,

schizophrenia, and panic disorder

in a time when few alternative treat-

ments existed. Among his first pa-

tients, 35 per cent saw improvement

in their symptoms. An additional 35

per cent improved little, and the final

30 per cent of patients showed no

change at all in their conditions.

After a lobotomy, patients with ob-

sessive-compulsive disorder seemed

to feel relief from their symptoms,

while patients with anxiety and mood
disorders appeared more like them-

selves. However, studies of post-op-

eration success rates are often flawed

by the doctor's bias. A lobotomy can

calm a patient to make them easier

to manage in asylums, but whether

this improved the patient's life is still

hotly debated. Many patients experi-

ence side-effects of extreme docil-

ity (almost zombie-like), childishness,

apathy, and in some cases, aggressive

tendencies.

The surgery was further developed

by neurologist-neurosurgeon team,

Walter Freeman and James Watts, in

America. Freeman and Watts heard of

Moniz's results and decided to bring

the surgery home to America—cdbeit

with some changes. The Freeman-

Watts prefrontal lobotomy became
known as the "precision" method.

Freeman, inspired by an ice pick

from his kitchen, evolved the lobot-

omy procedure using a specialized

instrument to drive through to the

brain via the eye-socket. Once in the

brain, the instrument cut the connec-

tions between the frontal lobe and

the thalamus. This became known as

the "transorbital" lobotomy. Freeman

developed this method to reduce the

expense and time required for a neuro-

surgeon to perform a lobotomy. A psy-

chiatrist could perform the transor-

bital lobotomy in the mentcd asylums

where afflicted patients lived.

Doctors sometimes performed

transorbital lobotomies on patients

that had not been anaesthetized. In-

stead, these patients were knocked un-

conscious by electroconvulsive thera-

py before their lobotomy. This new
method and turning lobotomy into a

simple "office procedure" so offended

Watts that it ended the Freeman-Watts

partnership.

In the 1940s, the lobotomy was a

popular choice for the treatment of

mental illness. In 1952, the number of

lobotomies dropped drastically with

the development of chlorpromazine,

The lobotomy was popular in the early 1900s as a procedure to treat mental

and psychiatric disorders.

the first anti-psychotic drug effective

against schizophrenia and mania.

The Significance

From its very beginnings, lobotomy

was controversial. Many psychiatrists

felt that the procedure was too crude

to be used widely. Others felt that it

had only a small chance of relieving

mental illness and a high risk of fur-

ther complicating a disorder or drasti-

cally changing the personality of the

patient. By 1950 it was banned in the

USSR and slowly phased out in many
other countries.

At its height, pre-frontal lobotomy

was performed on all types of men-

tal illness. After the Second World

War, mental asylums were full of ho-

mosexuals, women with "sexual dys-

functions," people with epilepsy, and

returning soldiers suffering from post-

traumatic stress disorder. Lobotomy

was thought of a way to manage a

large number of these patients, as well

as make them able to return home.

During the '70s and '80s, lobotomies

were performed on children with ADD,

drug addicts, cind "undesirables," al-

legedly as a method of controlling the

otherwise uncontrollable. In 1977, U.S.

Congress appointed a committee to in-

vestigate complaints from civil rights

groups that lobotomies were being

performed on minority groups as a

method of control.

It's difficult to evaluate how many
lobotomies are performed in Canada

today, as numbers on individual sur-

geries cire not readily available. They

are still performed in some difficult-to-

manage cases, but patients are thor-

oughly screened and the procedure

is much more precise. It is covered by

provincial hecdth coverage and a num-

ber of centres across the country will

perform them.

Walking mammal babies
and brain development

Human babies require a full year be-

fore starting to walk. Until recently,

scientists believed our slow motor

development was due to an unusu-

ally complex brain. However, recent

research shows that human babies

begin walking at the same stage in

brain development as most other

walking mammals. A group of re-

searchers from Lund University in

Sweden studied the motor develop-

ment of various mammals, using con-

ception as their starting point. De-

spite humans having a larger brain,

and a greater number of brain cells

than most other mammals, the study

revealed that brain development,

with respect to walking, is quite simi-

lar among all mammals. Based on

this finding, predicting when human
babies will walk is a possibility. Ad-

ditionally, the study contradicts the

assumption that humans are unique

among mammals regarding devel-

opment and evolution of the brain.

Although the final products of evo-

lution differ, the study suggests that

the building blocks of development

are not variable amongst mammals.
—TAHMINA NASSERIE

Source: Science Daily

The price of solar panels
set to fall

New tests show solar panels expect-

ed to last 20 years will likely perform

for at least 30 years, which will cause

the lifetime price of solar panels to

drop faster than expected.

Because solar panels use a free

energy source, installation and pur-

chase make up the bulk of solar proj-

ect costs. Original price calculations

spread these costs over a predicted

20 year energy-producing lifespan.

Instead, tests by the EU Energy In-

stitute show 90 per cent of the panels

installed 10 years ago will be able to

perform well after they are 30 years

old. The extra 10 years of perfor-

mance can vastly improve the profit-

ability of a solar project.

Forty-year panels are expected to

be available on the market soon.

Incentive programs have also de-

creased the cost of panels due to

rising manufacturing volume. Solar

panel prices dropped 30 per cent last

year for this reason, in addition to a

dip in orders due to the recession.

Financing the high upfront costs of

solar panels may still prove difficult.

To overcome this limitation, the EU
Energy Institute suggests that banks

offer mortgages on solar panels like

those on homes given the stability of

the investment.

—LAURA TOZER

Source: BBC News

Sperm whales act as a
carbon sink

Sperm whales are punching above
their 90,000-pound weight when it

comes to the carbon cycle.

The huge mammals have been

falsely accused of contributing to

the build-up of greenhouse gases in

the atmosphere due to the carbon

dioxide they exhale, says research-

er Trish J. Lavery of Flinders Univer-

sity in Adelaide, Australia.

While sperm whales do in fact

breathe, previous calculations

failed to take into account the im-

pact of the whales' feeding pattern.

Sperm whales dive to the icy depths

of the Southern Ocean to catch

squid. These cold, bottom layers of

the ocean act as storage for nutri-

ents like iron that are in limited sup-

ply on the ocean's surface.

The iron plumes near the surface

cause an explosion of plankton

growth. The plankton draw in car-

bon dioxide from the atmosphere
and drag it with them to the bot-

tom of the ocean for storage when
they die. This carbon sequestration

process makes the world's 210,000

sperm whales at least carbon neu-

tral, if not carbon sinks for up to 5

million metric tons of atmospheric
carbon per year.

—LT

Source: Discovery News

Tar sands mining releasing
carcinogens

There's no hiding from it: tar sands

mining is releasing carcinogens into

the Athabasca River at levels almost

two times higher than levels known

to be toxic to fish embryos. Industry

and government have long held that

carcinogens, polycyclic aromatic com-

pounds, are from natural sources and

are not a result of the mining of the

second largest oil reserve on earth.

New evidence says that is not the case.

Samples from the Athabasca River col-

lected downstream of tar sand mining

sites are 10 to 50 times more enriched

in PACs then samples collected up-

stream of the mines or from Atha-

basca tributaries. Pollution could also

be found in snow over 50 kilometres

from oil processing facilities. When the

snow melted, the pollution revealed

itself as thick, black oil. Researchers

on the study believe the current proce-

dure of allowing the industry to moni-

tor its own emissions to be insufficient

and troubling.

—LIA CARDARELLI

Source: Nature Journal, Proceedings

of the National Academy of Sciences
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'How do I know you again?'

UofTneuroscientists find

the key to figuring it out

_ DEBORAH CHAN

You bump into somebody on the street. You rec-

ognize her face, but have no idea who she is. Is

she your significant other's sister or your old TA?

After a few minutes of small talk, she gives you a

cue that provides the context of how you met, and

your mind floods with rich, vivid memories.

U of T neuropsychology researcher, Melanie

Cohn, knows this situation well: "You say, 'Oh,

hi'. . .then a minute into the conversation you real-

ize that you were their TA and you gave them a

really bad grade!" Cohn was the lead author of a

study that gave scientific insight into this phenom-
enon and provided important evidence for an on-

going debate in the neuroscience world.

Hippocampus 101

The great neuroscience debate is centered on the

part of the brain called the hippocampus. If you've

seen Christopher Nolan's psychological thriller.

Memento, then you already know about the ef-

fects hippocampal damage can have on a person.

Guy Pearce's character in Memento is incapable

of creating new long-term memories. He has to

rely on written notes. Polaroids, and body tattoos

to make sense of the world because his memory

periodically refreshes, leaving him completely un-

aware of what just happened. Pearce's character

was based on a man known as Patient HM, who
had two thirds of his hippocampus surgically re-

moved in an attempt to treat his epilepsy. HM lost

the ability to permanently remember any of his

post-surgery life events.

Cognitive psychologists call the memory of life

events "episodic memory," and see it as a process

separate from "semantic memory"— or the knowl-

edge of facts, such as the capital of France. Episod-

ic memory is different because it requires a sort of

mental time-travel. We can all rewind to moments
in our past and relive them. Semantic memory
does not require us to remember the context in

which we learned the information. We just know it.

Neuroscientists encounter trouble when they

try to pinpoint the function of the hippocampus.

According to Cohn, there are two camps: one

camp views memory as just one process involved

with the hippocampus that can be graded from

'strong' to 'weak.' The other camp thinks that the

hippocampus supports only "recollection and as-

sociations" or episodic memory.

Researchers in the U of T Department of

Psychology, in association with the Krembil

Neuroscience Institute at the Toronto Western

Hospital, provided strong evidence in support

of the latter camp.

How the study worked

The significance of Cohn's study, which was pub-

lished in December in the journal Proceedings of

the National Academy of Sciences, is based on a

simple idea: that the brain works the same with

small episodes, such as recognizing a word, as it

does with larger and more complex episodes, i.e.

remembering a person.

Participants were asked to study a long list of

180 "novel word pairs" (pairs of words that don't

usually go together, such as "alligator chair"). For

each pair, they were asked to think about how
easy it would be to generate a sentence with the

words, for example, "The alligator stole my chair."

Then they entered the MRl. They were given gog-

gles and told to watch a computer monitor while

the machine scanned their brain activity. The
screen would display a word, and participants had

to rate their confidence of having already studied

the word on a scale from one to four, with a special

fifth option, which meant not only did they study

the word, but they had extra episodic memories

associated with it ("I remember being in Melanie's

office and picturing a criminal alligator stealing

a chair"). According to Cohn, the fun part came
when a second word was displayed alongside the

first word: "If they see the second word, then it

might jolt their memory a little bit. They might be

able to retrieve even more of the context." Partici-

pants again had to make a decision about whether

or not they had studied the word.

The Astonishing Results

For half of the displayed items, the presenta-

tion of the second word (the context) jolted

participants' memories, and they chose the

fifth option. The critical finding of the study

was that only the recognition of these words

was associated with significantly greater hip-

pocampal activity. Rated memory strength, on
the scale from one to four, had no effect on the

activity of the hippocampus.

Why it matters

If you, the reader, want to better remember
this article, stop and take a look at your sur-

rounding environment. Now think about your

internal environment—what are you feeling

right now? According to Cohn, you'll be able

to remember the information in this article

better if you bring the context, using elements

called "retrieval cues," back into your con-

sciousness. "Trying to cue oneself is a good
strategy to try to remember any informa-

tion," says Cohn. What's another scientifically

proven way to encode this into your long-term

memory? Try to really understand the mate-

rial, and think about how it connects to things

in your life—things that already exist in your
long-term memory.
So the next time you run into somebody that

you almost recognize, ask, "How do we know
each other again?" or "Where did we meet?"

This way, you indicate that you do recognize

her, and are making an effort to remember
her name. It won't be a complete social faux

pas, and she will probably forgive you. Also,

according to Cohn and associates, you are

much more likely to remember if you engage
your hippocampus by considering the context

of the time that you encoded this person into

your long-term memory.

Where You Lede: Science Writing

A panel discussion with some of Canada's finest science journalists.

• Omar El-Akkad, technology reporter for the Globe & Mail
• Matthew Braga, technology writer at blogTO

• Peter Nowak, senior science and technology writer for CBC
• Tim Rindlisbacher, health writer for the National Post

The Varsity Offices (21 Sussex Ave., 2nd floor)

January 28, 7:30 p.m.

Food provided.
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Hart House's High Fidelity Is faithful to the classic

Lead actor, though, could learn a lesson from John Cusack

LIZ KAGEDAN
Varsity Staff

The stakes are high in any mu-
sical production, let alone a re-

make of a book and movie as grit-

ty, personal, and unique as High
Fidelity. Now running at Hart
House Theatre, High Fidelity is a

show based on 2000's cult classic

film of the same name, which was
based on Nick Hornby's novel.

The show does not depart
much from the plot of the film.

Rob Gordon, played by David
Light, is a young audiophile

—

cynical, insecure, self-hating,

highly elitist, undeniably endear-
ing. Think long-time employee
at Queen Vid, only a music elit-

ist. Rob owns his own record
store called Championship Vinyl,

where he works with two men,
Dick and Barry—"the musical
moron twins," as he dubs them

—

played by Carl Swanson and Bri-

an Russell respectively.

The show opens with Rob being

dumped by his live-in girlfriend,

Laura, a lawyer played by Jamie

Arfin. The play documents Rob's

breakdowns and break-ups as he
haphazardly, disastrously, and
charmingly tries to win Laura back.

Ultimately, he succeeds, and they

live existentially ever after.

The brilliance of the movie,

though, hinged on Cusack's deep
and sensitive portrayal of this

complex character. A performance

so specific it is difficult to tell what
came first: the archetypal bitter

romantic, or this portrayal that

makes us believe it exists. Akin to

Marlon Brando's Stanley, Cusack

so embodied Rob Gordon he is in-

extricable from the character. For

any actor, playing him would have

been a challenge.

David Light, though, is way off

the mark. A well-muscled, hand-

some blond, he is clearly very

confident, and enthusiastically

shouts his way through Rob's most
heart-wrenching monologues, of-

ten substituting volume for depth
of emotion. Though in most shows
a single character's performance
could be overlooked, Rob is so

central to High Fidelity that the re-

sult is nearly fatal.

Nevertheless, most aspects of

the show are excellent. The sets

and costumes are perfectly exe-

cuted. In this respect, the show is

best-suited to university theatre, as

the hipster clothing and decor are

all-too-familiar to both the actors

and audience.

The music is well-performed

by the cast, but the score itself is

lacking. Completely original and
designed to evoke the pop styles of

Bruce Springsteen, Aretha Frank-

lin, and the Beastie Boys, the intrin-

sically upbeat nature of Broadway
music is jarring when paired with

such flawed, cynical characters.

Arfin is a very strong singer and
actor. Likewise, Laura's friend Liz,

played by Ashley Keefer, is a dynam-
ic presence on stage. Jason Zinger's

characterization of Ian is dead-on,

and consistently hilarious.

Of the "musical moron twins,"

Brian Russell's Barry is effective,

though it is in large part an imita-

tion of Jack Black's defining charac-

ter. Carl Swanson's Dick, on the oth-

er hand, steals the show. Swanson
gives a sincere and original perfor-

mance that from the first makes all

his songs seem appropriate.

The choreography is strong,

and generally well executed. Most
notably, the possible outcomes of

Ian and Rob in the record store

—

doubtless very difficult to stage

—

are perfectly timed, and hilari-

ously set to '90s rap. As well, the

"top-5 break-up" girls are excel-

lently portrayed as back-up danc-

ers/video girls throughout the

show, a truly original and effective

choice.

The technical aspects of the

show are strong, and many of the

performances are excellent. Cast-

ing Light as Rob does hurt the

show, however, and for me, this is

impossible to get past.

High Fidelity runs at Hart House
Theatre through January 30.

Student tickets: $10-15. For more
information, visit

harthousetheatre.ca.

Top: Rob (David Light) reaches out to Laura (Jamie Arfin.)

Bottom: The ghosts of Rob's past girlfriends continue to haunt him.

HAWKSLEY
WORKMAN-MEAT

Ryan Corrigan, better known as the

multi-instrumentalist, producer,

and independent record label own-

er Hawksley Workman, attempts

to add Meat to his repertoire of

critically-acclaimed, fearlessly

genre-bending efforts that cement-

ed his legacy as a Canadian indie

darling. One of two albums set to

be released by Workman this year,

there's no doubt that the 34-year-

old is endlessly attempting to one-

up himself, and as such he has some
big musical shoes to fill. Meat is

the latest brainchild of a brooding,

sexually-kinetic performer with a

tireless affinity for progression and

serious creative chops.

On Meat. Workman manages to

stay true to this legacy on thought-

ful tracks such as "Song for Sarah

Jane," a sweeping ballad in memory

FRESHp^ED
of the one that got away, and "Baby

Mosquito," a measured ode that

would seem to reveal the enigma of

a doomed relationship in a decid-

edly northern Ontario fashion. "You

Don't Just Wanna Break Me (You

Wanna Tear Me Apart)" is a desper-

ate, indignant, confrontational plea

that works well with Workman's in-

termittently sensual growling and
imperfect shrieking, and is unex-

pectedly enhanced by the untidi-

ness of the production.

Unfortunately yet observably.

Meat sorely lacks the raw passion

and grittiness of Workman's earlier

efforts. Mediocre and underwhelm-
ing, its shortcomings are never

more apparent than on tracks like

"French Girl in L.A.," where Work-

man noisily and aimlessly shouts

about an obscure and alienating

subject. Tracks like "The Ground We
Stand On," however conceptually

strong, are lyrically shallow; boast-

ing empty phrases like "it's so cold

here and 1 miss you / and 1 can't help

feeling broken." 1 mean, what is this,

a Coldplay song?

While previous album Between
the Beautifuls was praised for its

depth and articulation and Los Ma-
nilicious' manic and atmospheric

sensuality won the hearts of crit-

ics nationwide. Meat is forgettable

and unbefitting of Workman's lofty

reputation. He has often been cited

as having a knack for every conceiv-

able genre, from country to pop to

indie ballads to danceable hip-hop

beats, and his fearlessness in taking

on different kinds of music is defi-

nitely commendable. But I can't help

but wish this talented singer-song-

writer would stick to what he's best

at: a quiet room, a guitar, and that

irrefutable vocal panache that made
him Canada's indie golden boy.

—ELIZABETH HAQ

vvvw

THE JUNCTION-
ANOTHER LINK IN
THE CHAIN

More than most albums I've heard.

Another Link in the Chain takes some
getting used to. The newest album
from The Junction, a follow up to their

2007 self-titled disc, can sound frus-

trating at first, but it really grows on

the listener. In order to appreciate the

solid lyrics and instrumentation at the

core of this album, one must survive

the generic indie-pop-rock sound of

the first couple tracks that tend to not

develop with further listening—un-

like some of the other ones sprinkled

across the album. Just like walnuts in

banana bread (and 1 hate walnuts in

banana bread), you take it all in be-

cause in the end it's worth it.

Changing tempos and great track

transitions towards the middle and

latter-half of the album—particularly

on the ballad-like "Miles in Denial"

and the fun, lyrically-solid "Out of

Here"—show the strength of the

downsized trio of excellent musicians.

Clearly these guys love music—^you

can hear their uplifting enthusiasm

just by listening to how they approach

their instruments. Whether it's the up-

tempo guitar, the fast drums (which

easily could be slowed down a bit), the

great bass riffs, or the horns section

that adds nice layers to the music. The

Junction has a more mature, original

sound in a genre that is typically en-

gulfed by generic rockers. Although

they sometimes fall the trap of dull-

ness, they make a conscious effort to

push across their originality.

Maybe originality is what drove

their decision to put out a disc that

starts out snooze-worthy and ends

with terrific songs. The Junction

proves you shouldn't judge the book

by opening lines.—JOSH STAAV

WWW
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The many faces of Janusz
UTAC's latest exhibition, Portrait of a Patron, stretches the limits of narcissism and self-reflection

LEONICKA VALGUS

Some people write memoirs. Ju-

nusz Dukszta commissions por-

traits. Call me crazy, but I think his

method results in a more compel-

ling narrative.

Dukszta, whose portrait collec-

tion is now on display at the Univer-

sity of Toronto Art Centre, doesn't

seem particularly fascinating on

paper. He immigrated to Toronto

from Poland, studied psychiatry at

U of T, and was an NDP member of

provincial parliament—nothing, in

short, that would warrant an exhib-

it of 70 portraits.

Instead of rows of dour head-

shots against neutral backgrounds,

the exhibit reveals an elaborate

study of a life with surprising varia-

tions in color, tone, and medium.
The gallery's layout was conducive

to the journey, providing a sense of

progress in tracing a person's life.

The smaller rooms to the side of the

main corridor were instrumental in

focusing on certain facets of Duksz-

ta's life. Perhaps most interesting,

Dukszta himself seemed to add a

creative element to the works.

There were several thematic

threads linking the diverse pieces

together. One was the use of pic-

tures within pictures. At times, 1

found myself playing 1 spy Janusz

—

for instance, in a portrait of his

brother's family, Dukszta appears

as a marble bust. In "The Tempta-

tion of Christ" by Michael Merrill, I

finally found Dukszta's scandalized

face reflecting from a pond. In other

cases, the artists blatantly referred

to another work (whether it be Re-

naissance era or from Dukszta's

own collection) by including por-

tions of them within the painting.

Religious imagery was rampant
in the Dukszta collection. 1 would
venture to guess that the playful

reinterpretation of Biblical and

Oliver Girling's "The Battle with the Angel" is just one of the many surreal representations of former MPP Janusz

Dukszta in Portrait of a Patron.

classic works of art stemmed
from Dukszta's own imagination,

as it appeared throughout. Duk-
szta bombastically took the place

of the Christ in some works, such
as Yves Tessier's "Lamentation,"

where a slain Dukszta is mourn-
ed by "disciples" represented

by friends and family. The most
grandiose example is without a

doubt Phil Richard's "Scenes from
the Life of the Virgin": the gilded

three-panelled piece dominates

the far wall of the gallery with

a sexualized revision of iconic

paintings featuring the Virgin

Mary. Dukszta himself makes an
appearance alongside Jesus and
Mary in the panel titled "Pieta".

Not all the portraits were flatter-

ing. An entire room was dedicated

to what the exhibit labelled "Sar-

donic Portraits." "The portraits,"

the description elaborates, "are

not just reflections of Dukszta's

narcissistic reflection, but instead

record the complex negotiation

between the artists' practice and
the constraint of the patron's com-
mission." If the sculptures are any
indication, these negotiations were
tense to say the least. The piece

"Head of J. Dukszta" by Max St-

reicher looks like it belongs in an
upscale haunted house, as it de-

picts Dukszta's severed head on a

silver platter. Artist Evan Penny's

retribution was less explicit but

equally embittered. His piece, "Bro-

ken Head Fragments," consists of

the bronzed shards of the mould he

used for another piece Dukszta had
commissioned.

The depth of Dukszta is revealed

most acutely when he has allowed

himself to be depicted as abased

(though never derided). A room
dedicated to more recent portraits

show Dukszta subdued, and even

humbled, by illness and old age. The
word "portrait" is stretched to en-

compass not just the outer facade,

but also the inner complexities of his

character, and the eccentric reaches

of his imagination. One such piece is

"4 artereograms," with Toronto Gen-

eral Hospital credited as the artist.

Including medical tests in a portrait

collection adds vulnerability and

openness to Dukszta especially when
contrasted to the vivacious bravado

of his other portraits.

His dark speculation of the fu-

ture in earlier works becomes even

more insightful when provided

with such a contrast. Michael Mer-

rill's "Janusz in Bedlam" foresees a

grim future. It unites all three of the

aforementioned themes by show-

ing a naked and defunct Janusz

slumped in a cell, furnished with

nothing but paintings portraying

the Stations of the Cross.

If this were indeed a memoir, its

best comparison would be Prey's A
Million Little Pieces—Dukszta's col-

lection contains laughable exaggera-

tions and fabrications that amplify

his own importance. The portraits do
not pretend to show the "true" Duk-

szta; rather, in commissioning them,

Dukszta drew upon the talent of vari-

ous artists and his own connoisseur's

eye to create a larger than life carica-

ture that, all things considered, may
be the best representation of himself.

The exhibit as a whole is aptly

described by one painting: Duktsza

stands in the center wearing a well-

tailored suit, relaxed but imposing,

as an entourage of artists paint

his form. The piece is titled "In His

Glory", and indeed, he is.

Portrait of a Patron: The Dukszta

Collection runs at the University

of Toronto Art Centre until March
13. Admission is free. For more
information, visit utac.utoronto.ca

^^^^y€mr^i€4d'- Stage

VCDS starts the^emester off right with comedy evening Tonight's Special

MERSIHA GADZO

The Victoria College Drama Soci-

ety opened its 2010 season with
three comedies, which ran at the

Isabel Bader Theatre nightly from
Jan. 14 through 16.

The evening, titled Tonight's Spe-
cial, began with David Ives' The
Philadelphia. The story took place
in a New York coffee shop where
two characters explained how they
were stuck in two different cities,

each with an accompanying state

of mind. One of them was caught
in "a Los Angeles" where he was
carefree and happy—despite hav-
ing lost his job and his wife. The
other character worried about be-
ing stuck in "a Philadelphia" where
he always got the opposite of what
he asked for.

Each character in this playwas pro-

foundly funny, including the minor

role of the waitress—her plain, mo-

notonous attitude contrasted starkly

with the Philadelphia character's

spaz-attacks. This play captured the

audience's attention with its puzzling

and unique story, as well as the im-

pressive delivery by all involved.

The next was Jonathan Rand's

Check Please. If you've ever gone on

a successful blind date, this play will

make you consider yourself lucky

—

in two different scenes, a guy and a

girl went on separate blind dates,

and both ended up matched with

lunatics. The dates continued to be

unpredictable, hilarious, and even

hazardous. One favourite moment
consisted of a girl spontaneously

screaming and cheering for the

Chicago Cubs in the middle of her

sentence and startling her date—it

turned out she had earphones in

with the game commentary broad-

casting the whole time.

Lead actor Alberta Robinet stole

the show, giving an especially stel-

lar performance. Her character had

forgotten to take her medication,

which resulted in the emergence of

multiple personalities. She rambled

on, switching her identity to depict

different family members (and even

a monkey!) having an argument. All

the while, Matthew Tanner (who

played her date), helplessly watched

on. His physical reactions and facial

expressions were amusing to watch

as he discovered just how insane

his date was. Even at the end, when
Robinet played a mime, her charac-

ter was as charming as she was silly.

Finally, there was Picasso at the

Lapin Agile, a play by Steve Mar-

tin. What would have happened if

Albert Einstein and Pablo Picasso

had met each other in a Parisian

bar on October 8, 1904? This play

explored the confrontations that

would have occurred on this date,

when both men were on the verge

of revolutionary ideas. (Einstein

would publish his theory of rela-

tivity in 1905, while Picasso would
paint "Les Demoiselles d'Avignon"

in 1907.) They debate about the

20th century and the play ends off

(quite fittingly) with a visit from El-

vis Presley.

Although the lengthiest play

of Tonight's Special, Picasso at

the Lapin Agile was a pleasure to

watch. The characters fluidly prog-

ress through the plot, while taking

advantage of the interesting turns

along the way. The actors who
played Albert Einstein and Pablo

Picasso (Stephan Ermel and Chris-

topher Mastropietro) looked as if

they could have actually been the

younger versions of the geniuses.

Every character had a specific

role, from Gaston who constantly

had to urinate, to Schmendiman,
the intended representation of

commercialism. Schmendiman's
random outbursts kept the audi-

ence in anticipation for the next
ones to arrive.

Even though the show was over

two hours in its entirety, it had no
tedious moments. Not only were
the plays well picked, but the act-

ing was exceptional throughout. It

was obvious that the actors gave
it their all and everyone put in a

strong effort to make this produc-

tion such a success. It was hilari-

ous from start to finish, and the

audience left highly amused and in

excellent spirits.
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Creation is quite

the original species

Darwin biopic forgets the nnan's scientific side and

progresses slower than evolution

Darwin's (Paul Bettany) theories challenge not only typical perceptions of creation, but also

his family life.

LISA NAGAPEN

How does Creation director Jon Amiel hope
to entice viewing audiences who could just

as easily opt to watch budget-bursting CGI

spectacles like Avatar? The answer, he
hopes, lies in the name Charles Darwin.

Though Creation lacks the glitzy special

effects and 3-D graphics rampant in this

year's new releases, its contemplative dra-

ma shines a novel light on one of the world's

best-known figures.

Creation follows Charles Darwin's per-

sonal and professional trials as he strug-

gles to write one of history's most famous
scientific texts and the cornerstone of evo-

lutionary biology. On
the Origin of Species.

Amiel harnesses the

power of storytelling to

present a relatable view
of the man textbooks

would have you believe

was far less complicated
than most of us.

Charles, played bril-

liantly by Paul Bettany,

is depicted through a

series of flashbacks

showing his younger,

idealistic self, as well

as his ailing, conflicted

present as he struggles

to cope with the mag-
nitude of his research.

The strapping Bettany
transforms marvellous-

ly from a young, healthy
family man into a sickly

and isolated theorist

grieving the death of

his daughter Annie
(Martha West), and trying to overcome the
moral uncertainties of his studies. Charles
is equally dedicated to his research on
natural selection as he is threatened by its

ramifications; he fears that evolution will

dissolve belief systems and strain his own
personal relationships.

Emma, Darwin's wife, is played in stoic per-

fection by Jennifer Connelly. A devout Chris-

tian, she is appalled at her husband's theory,
which essentially dispels God as the creator
of all living things—especially as she finds

comfort in religion and the idea of an afterlife

following Annie's passing. The theory of evo-
lution creates an increasingly widening gulf

A film about one
of the greatest

theories in

human thought
is reduced to a

family melodrama
sprinkled with

spooky Tim
Burton-esque

shots of Charles'

deceased
daughter's ghost
haunting him.

lieve that any creator could plan to rob him
of his beloved child. The battle between reli-

gion and science is felt strongly, and Charles

begins to feel that the decline of morality

rests on his shoulders. This only worsens in

an instance when Thomas Huxley tells him
bluntly, "You have killed God, sir."

Amiel quickly glides past Charles' re-

search and its cultural implications in fa-

vour of a tight focus on his personal life.

In fact, the scientist's famed field research

and overseas voyages are only alluded to

in the stories he tells his children. Creation

could work well as a large-scale period

piece, but it gets bogged down by the kind

of sentimentality usually reserved for the

Hallmark movie of the

week. A film about one

of the greatest theories

in human thought is re-

duced to a family melo-

drama sprinkled with

spooky Tim Burton-

esque shots of Charles'

deceased daughter's

ghost haunting him. So

much emotional turmoil

becomes overkill and

far too sappy, detracting

from the importance of

Darwin's text.

Amiel does, however,

craft beautifully-shot land-

scapes, contrasting the

breezy openness of his

flashbacks to his dark,

claustrophobicpresent.re-

vealing the plight of the

genius before his time.

The film chugs along pain-

fully slowly, though, at

times feeling as though it

is moving at the pace of evolution itself. Amiel

intersperses intervals of intense drama with

long stretches of meditative glances and

sighs. Stronger editing would have helped

Creation, which often uses too many words

when fewer would have been more effective.

In Creation the authoritative theorist

Charles Darwin is shrunk down to an inse-

cure man, himself evolving as a husband,

father, and naturalist. But despite its strong

performances and success at delving into

Darwin's personal journey, it lacks the vital-

ity necessary to sustain such a multitude of

heavy ideas, unfortunately becoming stodgy

and repetitive. In short. Creation is perhaps
between the two as Charles refuses to be- less evolved than it should be.
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1 Chris Paul
New Orleans Hornets
Age: 24

Currently hailed by many as the game's

greatest point guard, Paul tops this list for the

impact he's had on both ends of the floor. He
is in good shape for his third assists and steals

crown this year.

2Dwight Howard
Orlando Magic
Age: 24

Howard's defensive dominance car-

ried the Magic to the finals last year, and he's

hoping to do the same this year. The league's

top shot blocker and rebounder is held back by
only his limited offensive game.3 Kevin Durant

Oklahoma City Thunder
Age: 21

The lanky forward has made great

strides since his NBA debut in 2007 and is now
the third leading scorer in the NBA. Durant's de-

velopment defensively has enabled the Thunder

to start competing for a playoff spot this year. Ex-

pect him in the all-star game for the next decade.

4Monta Ellis

Golden State Warriors
Age: 24

The electric 6'3
' guard from Golden

State exploded this year. Averaging 27 points per

game, he is garnering some serious all-star atten-

tion despite his team's record.

5Rajon Rondo
Boston Celtics

Age: 23

With all of the injuries that Boston

withstood this year. Rondo finally stepped into

the spotlight. Boasting top-five assist and steal

numbers in the NBA, this point guard may find

himself in his first all star game this year.6 Josh Smith
Atlanta Hawks
Age: 23

Smith is the youngest player ever to

block 900 shots and now he has added a matu-

rity to his game that has elevated the Hawks to-

wards the top of the eastern ranks. He is also a

past slam dunk champion.7 Derrick Rose
Chicago Bulls

Age: 21

The reigning Rookie of the Year point

guard has the Bulls in playoff contention as he
averages 19 points and six assists per game. He
started off the year slowly as an ankle injury hin-

dered his elite athleticism, but has really come
on since December.

87Vreke Evans
Sacramento Kings
Age: 20

This versatile guard can play three

positions on either end. Evans is vying to be-

come the fourth rookie in NBA history to average

20 points, five assists, and five rebounds. The
other three: Oscar Robertson, Michael Jordan,

and LeBron James.9 Brook Lopez
New Jersey Nets
Age: 21

A second year star is one of the lone

bright spots for the horrendous Nets. His strong

offensive repertoire in the post is the point of

emphasis within the Nets offence. He should

make the leap to all-star next year.

Rudy Gay
^ Memphis Grizzlies

I ^ M Age: 23

^•^^ An elite athlete and an excel-

lent scorer has propelled Memphis from cellar

Averaging 20 points, five rebounds, and 11 assists per game. New Orleans captain and point

guard Chris Paul tops our list.

dweller to a legitimate playoff team. Memphis is

trying to sign Gay to a long-term deal with free

agency looming.

LaMarcus Aldridge
Portland Trailblazers

I ^Se: 24

m The sweet-shooting power forward

has had a bit of a statistical down year, but

considering the injuries plaguing the Blazers,

Aldridge has performed extremely well to keep

them within the playoff race.

A! Horford

JP Atlanta Hawks

flHn Atlanta's centre has been very

consistent in his first three years since leaving

Florida. Horford's improved efficiency on offense

and strong interior defence, have solidified the

Hawks inside on both ends.

4 Russell Westbrook
Oklahoma City Thunder
Age: 21

While his shooting is dread-

ful, Westbrook's athleticism at the point

guard position is difficult to match. The sec-

ond-year guard has taken a step forward this

year, increasing his assists to 7.5 per game.

15
Andrew Bynum
LA Lakers
Age: 22

Bynum's ranking takes a hit

because of his numerous injuries. Despite

that, his rebounding, efficient scoring, and
defence warrant him a spot on this list and in

the Lakers starting line-up. He is also one of

only two on this list to have a ring.

13
Marc Gasol
Memphis Grizzlies

Age: 24

A candidate for most improved

player in the league, Gasol is finally establishing

himself and stepping out from his brother Pau's

shadow. His 0.600 field goal percentage is near

the top in the entire league.

O.J Mayo
Memphis Grizzlies

Age: 22

Clearly the youth movement
is paying off in Memphis as they have three

players on this list and an over .500 record.

Mayo gives the Grizz another silky perimeter

scorer to complement Gay and Gasol.

Brandon Jennings
Milwaukee Bucks
Age: 20

Aside from the ridiculous 55

points he put up on the Golden State War-

riors this year, Jennings has brought a flair

and talent to the Bucks that they haven't had

in a long time. Despite his shooting woes,

the league's number-two rookie warrants a

ranking here.

Kevin Love
Minnesota Timberwolves
Age: 21

Despite being a tad under-

sized and a smidge un-athletic, Love has

developed into a premier rebounder partic-

ularly on the offensive end in only his sec-

ond year in the league. He has added a nice

jumper as well.

19
Joakim Noah
Chicago Bulls

Age: 24

Always an energy player,

Noah made a huge jump this year increasing

his rebounding numbers by five, placing him
in the top three in the league in that catego-

ry, and getting a spot here as one of the top

young centres.

20
Andris Biedrins
Golden State Warriors
Age: 23

A rebounder and shot-

blocker that has a career field goal percentage

greater than his career free throw percent-

age, which speaks volumes to both numbers.

Biedrins is another defensive centre who
knows his role and performs well within it.

Luol Deng,
Chicago Bulls

Age: 24

Deng's length, athleticism,

and defence are his primary attributes, but

his solid midrange jumper and rebounding
are definitely welcomed as well. At only 24,

he is still one of the leaders of a solid Bulls

squad.

22
Eric Gordon
LA Clippers
Age: 21

A great shooter and slash-

er, Gordon is a multi-talented scoring guard
who makes up for his height with good length

and strength. He is a bright spot for a Clippers

franchise currently in flux.

23
Andrea Bargnani
Toronto Raptors
Age: 24

Quietly shaking off a bust

label, Bargnani is emerging as a key piece of

the Raptors future. While never to be con-

fused with a banger, he has improved down
low and found consistency with his shot.

24
Michael Beasley
Miami Heat
Age: 21

Beasley is the classic ex-

ample of a youngster intent on scoring. While
extremely talented offensively, his lackadaisi-

cal effort defensively has cost him big time
fourth quarter minutes.

25
Jeff Green
Oklahoma City Thunder
Age: 23

Green edges Stephen
Curry, Greg Oden, and others because of his

versatility to play both forward spots and
contribute to the young but talented Thun-
der. One of the only players on this list that

can win a game knocking down a three or by
blocking a shot.
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post-secondary
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Make your academic future more flexible with Athabasca University.

At Athabasca University, our large selection of courses and programs

can be a big plus to your academic career. So be sure to keep us in mind

like Sarah did. Sarah is attending university full-time in Calgary, Alberta.

But in order to maximize her schedule, she needed to take some courses

that weren't available during the times she wanted. The solution? Sarah

is taking some AU courses and will transfer the credits over towards

her degree. AU offers over 700 courses and 90 undergraduate and
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Lucky number seven
Men's hockey on seven-ganne winning streak

after 6-2 victory over RMC

ELISABETH LARATTA
Varsity Staff

The University of Toronto's men's

hockey team earned their seventh

straight victory on Friday night as

they defeated the RMC Paladins at

Varsity Arena.

The Blues started off Friday

night's game with a quick pace and
got a couple good shots right off the

bat. The speed of the game quickly

accelerated with a lot of play in

both ends and few whistles blown.

It looked as though the Blues

would be granted an early opportu-

nity when two RMC players landed

in the penalty box just after the six-

minute mark. Although the Blues

kept it in the opposing team's end,

they were unable to put it in the net

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weeliend Schedule

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Comprehensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

due to the Paladins' impressive pen-

alty-kill and goaltending.

Blues forward Brent McGrail

etched the first goal of the night at

10:59 into the period as he skated

around the net and sent a shot

through RMC goaltender, Alex Stew-

art's five-hole.

The game quickly turned ag-

gressive, and both teams sent

players to the penalty box, though
neither team was able to capi-

talize on their respective power
plays as both teams' goalies put

on an impressive performance.
End-to-end hockey continued

into the second period and it

wasn't until the 7:44 mark that as-

sistant captain Eddie Snetsinger

walked in from the point and
put a beauty of a wrist-shot over

Stewart's left-hand glove.

The Paladins finally made a mark
at 10:24 into the period when for-

ward Matthew Pindar picked up a

rebound off a shot from the point

that bounced off the glass, wrap-
ping it around to score on Blue's

goaltender Andrew Martin.

The Blues quickly responded at

12:22 into the period when Blues

leading point scorer Byron Elliott

scored a power-play goal with a

great wrist shot from the top of the

left face-off circle.

Neither team would score for

the remainder of the period and
the Blues led 3-1 going into the

third frame.

With only 1:15 gone from the third

period, forward Rob Kay scored af-

ter cutting in from the boards and
opened the floodgate for a series of

Blues goals. At 14:50, Elliott earned
his second goal of the night and
only 19 seconds later Blues forward
Kyle Paige added the final Blues goal

of the game.

RMC never gave up but the in-

tensity of the game decreased
slightly as the Paladin's lost sight

of a victory.

Ten minutes into the third, Blues

forward Dan Brewer went to the

penalty box and RMC responded
by earning their second goal of

the night when Landon Lavictoire

scored with a shot from the point.

The Blues were far out of reach

for the Paladins to end U of T's im-

pressive winning streak since re-

turning to play for the second half

of the season. The Blues ended the

game with a 6-2 win.

Defenceman Tyler Turcotte was
named player of the game and
the Blues now sit tied for third

place with the Carleton Ravens in

the Ontario University Athletics

East division.

Defenceman and alternate cap-

tain, Andrew Kizito credits the

team's recent success to hav-

ing all players making an effort.

"We're getting production from

everyone and were getting all

lines firing," said Kizito. "We're

forechecking hard, we're estab-

lishing pressure and we're playing

a full 60 minutes. Before we would
only play for 20 minutes, and you
can't win like that. Also, in the first

half [of the season] we were get-

ting scoring from the same guys

all the time and now we're getting

scoring from everyone."

Although the team is on an excel-

lent streak, Kizito thinks that it is

important that the players not get

ahead of themselves. "[We need

to] take it one game at a time," he

said. "We can't think too far ahead
as we're just trying to secure a play-

off spot right now [...] It's not over

until the last game and we've just

got to keep that in mind."

mm
Jan. 29 at 7:30 p.m.

at VarsityArena vs. Queen's

Golden Gaels
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IN THE CLEAR

Geoff Law clears 4.55m in the men's pole vault to finish second at the annual Fred Foot Memorial meet heid

Jan. 22 to 23 at the Athletic Centre Field House.

VARSITY BOARD OF
DIRECTORS MEETING

This Friday, January 29 at 5 p.m

The Varsity, 21 Sussex Ave.,

second floor

FREE
CERTIFIED ANGUS
STEAKS & RIBS

Buy one burger or pizza & get a

second burger or pizza FREE t

(Dine-in-only, witli purcliase of any beverage)

583 College Street (near cimton). 416 532-1250

Book A Party • Group Discounts

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

VINYLRECORDS&CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection.

Major & minor musical genres. We buy

and sell. 3 minutes S of College & St.

George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822. Around

Again Records.

Advertise in

VARSITYye

ads@thevarsity.ca
416-946-7604

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!!

Tutor, 40 years' experience specializing in

MATH 135, 136, CHM 139, 247, ECO 220.

Past tests and exams available for prac-

tice. Reasonable rates. (416) 785-8898.

EOITING

For expert copy editing and proofreading

of academic material (graduate level)

including theses, contact Patricia Bishop

at email mpbishop@rogers.com or by

telephone at (416)922-2804. (Website:

eslcopyediting.com).

VARSITY CUSSIFIEDS
cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each additional word. Rates include one line of bold type

for the ad header. No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone. Ads must

be submitted at least four days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6. Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

Find The Education You Need to

Become aDOCTOR or NURSE!

FREE INFORMATION SEMINAR
SATURDAY, JANUARY 30
PARK HYATT TORONTO (Bedford Rm)

4 Avenue Road, Toronto

Tel: 4 1 6-925- 1 234 (for hotel directions)

Nursing Seminar: 10am- 12pm
Medical Seminar: 1pm - 3pm

* No Waiting List *State of theArt Campus
* Affordable Tuitions * Small Class Sizes

*FinancialAidAvailable forThoseWho Qualify*

Accepting Students for May & Sept Classes

WON offers a BSN Degree in Nursing!

UMHSfor a first rate Medical Degree!

RVSP Today: www.umhs-sk.org or www.iuon.org
Learn more about our schools by viewing the website videos!

Contact Michelle Peres

Midwest US Admissions Office

mperes@umhs-sk.net
Phone: 877-363-8558

UMHS

The University of Medicine and Health Sciences

and The International University ofNursing
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Guy: Does anyone have a link on an iTouch?

Girl: There's one at my house because my brother got one for

his birthday but he wasn't taking care of it so my mom
took it away and told him he lost it.

Guy 2: How old is he?

Girl: 25...

—Sid Smith Study Room

One guy talking to another: "So I went and talked to my

OBGYN"
—Near the Koffler Centre

"I don't need anything that says or has U of T on it. People can

tell I go here by the depresed look on my face."

—In front of Roberts

"Why am I holding your purse?! It's not like we're sleeping

together!

"

—Guy to girl outside Con Hall

"...and we all know your mothers aren't virgins."

—CLA232 prof

Guy 1: So she walks to school every day?

Guy 2: No, cause she's a lazy ass.

Guy 1: What?

Guy 2: 1 said 'No, she got a metro pass.'

—Across from UofT Bookstore

Share your own 'overheards' on the

Overheard on Campus' Facebook group!

DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

who here wants to learn a
new language by breakfast?
Any takers? . .

.

no?

so what's the language
like^

Man, you should /
/ be talking to /

Dromiceio- /

what if I told
you it was the
LANGUAGE OF
THE SEA?''

;

ill

Ah yes, seaspeak , otherwise known as the
standard Marine communication Phrases! A
set of simple English words and phrases,
designed to facilitate communication on the

open seas between speakers
of disparate languages,
where otherwise it might be

^
difficult or impossible!

YOU - you
know it?

Answer; yes
Over

.

But ,

phra
only
Ther
i nf0

It
se-f
one

e'

s

rmat

s this tiny super-simplified
ocused English. And there's
way to say each thing!
- 'I dunno dude", just "no

." And if you've got a
mysterious

I problem on
the open
sea, you
know now
you say that'
'I have prob-

lems.
"

Adorable'

I KNOWi I feel like, thanks
to "I have problems", i have
unintentionally spoken the
language of the sea many a
time.

Yarrrr.

(C) 2 010 Ryan North w,M. qwant2 . com

A SOFTER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

I

If they Invented a way
actually have sex

the internet

e horne and / comeao asofterworld.com

JANUARY 25 TO 31

Monday, January 25

In Conversation with Brian

Stewart: Afghanistan—2010

and Beyond

Brian Stewart, one of Canada's most

prominent foreign correspondents,

recently joined the Munk Centre

for International Studies as a

Distinguished Senior Fellow. He will

interview experts on Canadian and

American policies in Afghanistan.

• 4-6 p.m. Free!

• Munk Centre for International

Studies (1 Devonshire PI.)

Pre-register at

Webapp.mcis.utoronto.ca

Tuesday, January 26

Bent Beauty

Panel discussion for queers with top

health and beauty experts.

• 7-9 p.m. Free!

• Gladstone Hotel

(1214 Queen St. W.)

lnfo@themarsbar.com

Wednesday, January 27

U of T Blood Drive

Students, staff, and faculty at U

of T are invited to donate blood.

Sponsored by Faith Clubs at U of T.

• 2-7 p.m.

• Canadian Blood Services

(67 College St.)

Multifaith.utoronto.ca

WTF?! Films Season Opener:

Brewster McCloud

Brewster is an owlish, intellectual boy

who lives in a fallout shelter in the

Houston Astrodome. His dream is to

take flight within the confines of the

stadium (directed by Robert Altman).

Seating is limited. Please arrive early

as seating is first come, first serve.

• 7:30-10:30 p.m. Free!

• Rm 222, Innis College

(2 Sussex Ave.)

Thursday, January 28

Toronto Haiti Action

Committee

A talk by BC Holmes, who was part of

a fact-finding mission to Haiti.

• 8 p.m. Free!

• OlSE (252 Bloor St. W.)

Arbor Room Open Stage

New year, new lyrics! Let your voice

and talent be heard the last Thursday

of every month. Hosted by Canadian

idol contestant Victor Swift.

• 8:30 p.m. Free!

• Hart House Arbor Room

Harthousemusic.com

Friday, January 29

Free Friday Film: The Double

Ufe^of Veronique

This last Friday of January,

CINSSU will be featuring Krzysztof

Kieslowski's 1991 international

breakthrough film, The Double Life Of

Veronique. Filmed in a incandescent

style, the The Double Life employs

unique elements of the poetic and

fantastical into its highly-stylized

cinematography to bring what would

normally be boldly dramatic into the

realm of the enchanting.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

The Russell Drago Trio

Baritone Russell Drago mixes

elements of old-school standards

with a sly and swinging style that

takes jazz sensibility off the beaten

track.

• 9 p.m. Free!

• Hart House Arbor Room

Harthousemusic.com

Saturday, January 30

Winter Open House and Bike

Auctipn

Live auction of the yellow Bikeshare

bikes, a silent auction of vintage

parts, and a used parts sale.

• Noon-6 p.m. Free!

• Community Bicycle Network

(761 Queen St. W.)

416-504-2918

DJ Skate Night

Skating night with DJ L'Oquenz and

The 2 Swift Household.

• 8-11 p.m. Free!

• Harbourfront Centre Ice Rink

(235 Queens Quay W.)

Harbourfrontcentre.com

Sunday, January 31

Sunday Scene

Marc Losier and Vanessa Nicholas

speak about the current art

exhibitions at Harbourfront.

• 2 p.m. Free!

• Power Plant

(231 Queens Quay W.)

416-973-4949

To have your

U of T campus event

listed in this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings(a)thevarsity.ca
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Should he stay or

should he go?

Ousted SCSU president's impeachment referendum

tal<es place next week

KAREN K. HO
Varsity Staff

UTSC students will vote from Feb. 3 to Feb. 5

on whether to keep Zuhair Syed as president

of the Scarborough Campus Students' Union.

At an emergency meeting on Jan. 25,

the SCSU board of directors unanimously
passed a motion to hold the referendum.

Syed is president in name only. He was
removed from all his duties as president

on Dec. 18 after receiving a tier 3 censure
from the board of directors for "his in-

action in representing the student inter-

est as the President & CEO of the SCSU."

However, he is currently still being paid

by the organization.

Most of the meeting was spent discussing

referendum protocol specially written for

the occasion, which would enable UTSC stu-

dents to vote on whether to keep Syed in of-

fice as president and CEO until May 14, 2010.

The protocol was written a few days prior

by VP external and interim president Amir
Bashir and vice-chair Pagalavan Thavara-

jah, after chair Imran Khan received a de-

position containing more than 1,000 student

signatures for Syed's removal.

Bashir is the student union's second inter-

im president. VP academics Aisha Khaja was
replaced due to a potential conflict of inter-

est. Khaja alleges that Syed threatened her

after she participated in a Facebook group
calling for his removal; Syed has denied the

threats but apologized for his unprofession-

al tone.

Asked why Syed was not at the emergen-
cy meeting concerning his status, Bashir

replied, "He doesn't have to [come] and
everybody basically doesn't want him
there."

Among the arguments and debate sur-

rounding the referendum protocol was
the board's level of oversight and involve-

ment in the third-party process. Humani-
ties director Maryann Raby expressed
concern that despite a chief returning of-

ficer and referendum committees, there

was a significant possibility of tampered
or suspicious results.

Raby suggested having a referendum appeals

committee, similar to an elections appeals

committee, with members from and outside of

SCSU. Bashir countered that Raby's argument

SEE 'SCSU' -PG 2

U of T students Afton Chadwick and Lorenzo

Somma are living at Robarts this week. The

duo moved in on Jan. 23 to raise money for

literacy in developing countries.

The annual "Live-in for Literacy" event takes

place across Canada. It is spearheaded by the

student organization Discover the Reality of

Educating All Minds. This year, DREAM hopes

to raise $20,000 for Room to Read, which

will use the funds to build a school in India

and fund the publication of 10,000 copies of

children's books in the local language. Eight

campuses are participating in the event.

Chadwick and Somma have set up a tent on

the first floor of the library. They have been

selling raffle tickets for an array of gift baskets

donated from GiftCraft.

U of T students are generous and kind, says

Chadwick, "You don't have to convince them to

give, they do it on their own."

Having raised $3,200 last year, the U of

T chapter of DREAM hopes to raise at least

$3,000 this year. As of press time, they have

raised around $500.—SAMYA KULLAB

Gender studies by

any other name?
Started in the late '60s, women's studies

programs are progressing once again

HILARY BARLOW
Varsity Staff

It's not easy to encapsulate such an in-

terdiciplinary field as women's studies.

The product of second-wave feminism,

women's studies classes often delve

into issues of racism, class prejudice,

and homophobia while borrowing from

more traditional disciplines like sociol-

ogy, anthropology, and history.

In an effort to reflect this wide man-

date, many women's studies programs

across Canada have changed their

names to women and gender studies

or simply gender studies, with Queen's

University as the latest addition. The
change is a signal that their curricula

focus on constructions of masculinity

as well as femininity. A few schools,

such as Guelph University, have elimi-

nated their women's studies programs

altogether

Observers have wondered whether

women's studies programs are just

keeping up with the times, or whether

they are making their programs seem
more palatable to the mainstream

while diluting their focus on women's

issues. Some say that the change is a

SEE 'GENDER' -PG
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Creative chronology

A pliysicist, a philosoplier, and a cosmologist debate time

ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

What is time? If it exists, can it be mea-

sured? And if it can be measured, does

it occur in just one universe or several?

Over 600 curious people came out

to OlSE to hear the answers to these

questions at the Great Time Debate,

an event co-hosted by the Centre For

Inquiry and the University of Toronto

Secular Alliance. Cosmologist J. Rich-

ard Bond and philosopher James Rob-

ert Brown, both from U of T, joined Lee

Smolin, a physicist from the Perimeter

Institute in Waterloo, Ontario. Dan Falk,

a science journalist and the author of

In Search of Time, moderated the talk.

"I think it's safe to say that as long as

our species has existed, our ancestors

have been fascinated by the natural

cycles that we see, the cycles of time,"

Falk said in his introductory remarks,

citing mechanical devices and theo-

retical models that people built to mea-

sure time and to explain it.

Einstein's theory of relativity de-

stroyed Newton's idea of a "universal

now," the idea that time operates the

same way in all universes, Falk said.

Each part of the universe has its own
concept of now and its own way to

measure time. Falk also picked apart

the metaphor of time as a river

"A river flows with respect to the

shore; what could time flow with re-

spect to?" he asked. " A river flows at

a rate you can measure [...] at what rate

does time flow?"

These questions framed each pan-

elist's arguments for their position on

the event's topic.

SEE 'TIME'-PG4
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Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive GO-Hoor Program

Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicnm

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Gnarantee Included

Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseniinars.ca

SCSI) VP external and interim president Amir Bashir (left) looks for a sign

of progress during an emergency board of directors meeting on Jan. 25. A
referendum is being held at UTSC to determine if Zuhair Syed will retain his

position as president until May.

'SCSU'- CONTINUED FROM PG)

would strongly imply the board

didn't trust students.

Raby then pointed to the student

union's past. "I'm not going to lie,"

she said, "If there's ever a chance
something could go wrong [...] 1

just don't want to deny that fact

that we're students and sometimes
we screw up. And we need to make
sure we don't this time."

Frustrated at Raby's call for more
oversight, Bashir left the meeting.

The protocol was scheduled to be
approved at another meeting on
Wednesday, Jan. 27.

VP campus life John Aruldason
advised his colleagues to main-

tain perspective. "1 think you have
to remember that we're talking

about the president of the SCSU,"

he said, "not the President of the

United States."

SCSU humanities director Maryann Raby argues for more oversight in the

upcoming referendum.

DON'T LET OTHERS SPEAK FOR YOU

PROVINCIAL BY-ELECTION IN THE ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF TORONTO CENTRE, FEBRUARY 4, 2010

TORONTO CENTRE BY-ELECTION DAY IS COMING
POLLS WILL BE OPEN FEBRUARY 4 FROM 9 AM TO 9 PM

TO VOTE YOU MUST:
• be at least 18 years of age on February 4 and
• be a Canadian citizen and
• reside in the Electoral District of Toronto Centre

To receive your ballot, you will be asked to state your

name and place of residence and show proof of identity

to the poll officials. For a list of acceptable ID, visit our

website or call the Returning Office.

If you are on the Voters List, you should receive a Notice

of Registration card (sample below). Take this card and
your ID with you when you go to vote.

^iTmiunTwiii TORONTO CENTRE

|TlMra*y. MriMiy 4. 201 o]
]

L* ieudM f*wrt»r 201

0

1 •MtaotPM 1 1 0« • h 1 21 h

ELECTION DAY VOTING LOCATION
MM STREET NAME, CITY

13»s ^
JOHU A SAMPLE
Or the eledor / Ou 1 Msctsur

1 234 ANVWHERE STREET N
AffYWHERE ON EOE lOl

If your information on the card is not up-to-date, or

if you do not receive a card, please contact us.

You can get on the List or update your information at:

the Returning Office

• an advance poll voting location

• your voting location on Election Day, Thursday, February 4

To be added to the List, bring documents that show
proof of residence and proof of identity.

WHERE DO I VOTE?
To find out where you vote, visit our website or check
your Notice of Registration card.

WHAT HELP IS AVAILABLE?
TTY: 1.888.292.2312

Sign language: For an interpreter, call the Canadian
Hearing Society, Ontario Interpreting Services.

Other formats: Information is available through

VoicePrint and on our website.

Accessibility: The Returning Office and advance poll

locations are wheelchair accessible.

RETURNING OFFICE:

77 BLOOR STREET WEST
SUITE 1205

TORONTO, ON M5S 1M2

To find out more www.elections.on.ca
|
1.866.566.9766 ^C)

ELECTIONS ONTARIO IS A
NON-PARTISAN AGENCY OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
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New principal

for UTM

Eight pedestrians have been killed in Toronto this year (14 in the GTA), a quarter

of last year's death toll. What can be done to improve pedestrian safety?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY ALEX NURSALL AND TOM CARDOSO

MERSIHA GADZO
Varsity Staff

UTM will welcome a new VP
and principal starting July 1.

Hargurdeep Saini, the dean of

the environment faculty at the

University of Waterloo, will take

over the job from Ian Orchard.

As VP, Saini will be a part of

U of T's senior planning team.

As principal, he will be respon-

sible for running all aspects of

the 240-acre campus contain-

ing around 11,400 students.

In Orchard's eight years as

principal, UTM's student popu-

lation has nearly doubled. "The

world is unlikely to remain the

same, and so too, universities

are unlikely to remain the same.

The challenge is to respond to

these changes in an innovative

way," Orchard told The Varsity.

He spoke of economic restruc-

turing, demographic changes,

and globalization.

Other challenges of leading UTM
include tackling economic con-

straints, competition from other

schools, and catering to diverse edu-

cational needs, Orchard said.

Saini's solution is to establish

strong connections with the com-
munity. "The scale of the required

effort and the economics of univer-

sity funding—at least in Ontario

—

1st YearPhD in SecondLanguage Education,

"Pedestrians are responsible for their own

safety and they should definitely be careful,

make eye contact, etc. Don't trust drivers to see

you all the time."

4th YearPhilosophyand History,

"I have a feeling that cell phone use on

the part of the pedestrians specifically is

definitely a contributing factor. I have no idea

under wnat circumstances these accidents

happened, but we should be aware that there

has been a rise in these accidents."

Amina and Milca

3rd Year Pliilosophyand 3rd Year Political

Science,

Amina; "I think it's more pedestrians downtown. They

should probably enforce more serious fines for jaywalk-

ing. I've even jaywalked directly in front of police officers

and they've jusf stopped and let me continue on."

Milca: "They should enforce rules more strictly, like no

talking on cell phones and have more officers on the

road to implement this."

are such that no institution will be
able to offer significant solutions on
its own," he wrote in an email. Saini

sees the university as an ideal place

for the "honest brokers" who will be

needed to mediate conflicting ideas

and plans.

Saini said that grad programs
are also a priority, and that specific

measures would be decided through

discussions and market analysis.

Lauren Mike Janette

2ndyearPolWcslScience,
"1 guess pedestrians need to be more careful,

and there isn't really anything that the govern-

ment or 0 of T can do to stop people from

walking around at night,"

Srd YearPsychology,

"These are completely related to cars and unrelat-

ed to anything else. We have a warm January, and

people are out walking the streets in dari( clothing,

and if anyone is going to try to change people's

attitudes about it, it'I be completely bunk.

'

2nd YearMaster's ofScience,

"Not being allowed to talk on cell phones

while driving is definitely a positive change.

Pay more attention to the road; as a driver,

often you forget to check before going past a

green light."

1
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Tofui)ie terrorism?

Liberal MP Gerry Byrne says that

throwing a pie in the face of the

fisheries minister by a PETA seal

hunt protestor should be seen as a

terrorist act.

On Monday, an American woman
pushed a tofu cream pie in Gail Shea's

face while the minister was delivering

a speech at the Canada Centre for In-

land Waters in Burlington. Emily Mc-

Coy, 37, is charged with assault.

In a press release PETA said that

this act was part of a strategy "to stop

the government's ill-advised sanction

of the slaughter of seals."

"A little tofu cream pie on her face

is hardly comparable to the blood on

Ms. Shea's hands," said PETA execu-

tive vice-president TVacey Reiman.

"When someone actually coaches

or conducts criminal behaviour to

impose a political agenda on each

and every other citizen of Canada,

that does seem to me to meet the

test of a terrorist organization," said

Byrne in an interview with radio sta-

tion VOCM in St. John's, Nfld. The
member from Newfoundland and

Labrador plans to call on the federal

government to investigate whether

PETA is acting as a terrorist organi-

zation under Canadian law.

Shea says the event has further

strengthened her resolve to defend

the hunt.—CAROLYN ARNETT

Sources: Toronto Star, National Post

'GENDER' -CONTINUED FROM PG1

step forward, an acknowledgement in

the tradition of third-wave feminism

that issues of oppression go beyond

sex and gender

"The UTM program was initiated in

1996 and had 'Gender' in its title from

its inception," said Joan Simalchik, pro-

fessor and coordinator of UTM's Study

ofWomen and Gender Program. "It was

not named to attract more students,

but came from a more precise under-

standing of the content of the discipline

as taught on this campus."

More fees, please!

To help out their cash-strapped

school, two Queen's University un-

dergraduate students are proposing a

new $70 fee with the choice of opting

out. The university's 2009-10 operat-

ing budget has a projected $8.3-mil-

lion deficit.

Morgan Campbell and James Simp-

son say that Queen's would reap

more than $1 million in three years

if half of its undergraduate students

paid the fee.

Campbell, a trustee, said contribu-

tions would help pay for TA salaries,

classroom maintenance, and teaching

materials, making a difference in the

quality of education at Queen's.

The fee's proponents won't take the

issue to referendum just yet: a survey

suggested that students have little

awareness of the proposed fee. To

pass, the motion would need a vote of

50 per cent plus one, or around 5,000

students.—JANE BAG

Concordia

York University and Concordia Uni-

versity email accounts have received

messages asking for users' log-in infor-

mation. The sources of the fraudulent

messages appeared to be authentic

university accounts, such as help-

desk@yorku.ca. The accounts ofthose

who replied with their personal infor-

U of T first established a women's

studies minor at St. George in 1974,

and the women's studies program

joined New College in 1977 A graduate

program followed in 1994. In 1998, the

Women and Gender Studies Institute,

the current face of women's studies at

St. George, was established. UTSC also

has a women's studies program, though

a representative could not immediately

be reached for comment.

"'Women's Studies' sounds gender-

specific, and that can be a deterrent

for men," Ian Desjardinsan, an honours

thesis student in the Gender Equality

mation were used to send spam ema
In the past, phishing attempts tliat

resulted in extensive emailing of spam
led external e-mail services to tem-

porarily hold back messages coming
from York University accounts.

Students at York and Concordia

have been advised not to reply to

these messages, as genuine emails

coming from the universities would
never ask for passwords or other per-

sonal information.—KIMBERLY SHEK

Sources: York and Concordia news
releases

McMasterexpaiKls labour Studies

program

McMaster University unveiled plans

to start a school of labour studies on

Tuesday, expanding its program. Ap-

proved last year, the expansion was
first recommended by an external

review of McMaster's undergraduate

programs in 2008.

"Labour studies has become so

much more central to the major

changes that are going on," said Don
Wells, chair of the labour school,

in an interview with the Hamilton

Spectator.

Currently there are 1,400 students

enrolled in first-year labour studies

courses. McMaster has said it will

continue to offer non-degree cer-

tificate courses affiliated with the

Canadian Auto Workers union and

Mohawk College —KARI VIERIMAA

and Social Justice program at Nipiss-

ing University, told the National Post.

"At Nipissing, 1 think that because there

is an emphasis on social justice in the

title, more men are inclined to partake."

"We're not abandoningwomen's stud-

ies, or saying the women's movement is

dead. We're saying things are chang-

ing," said Catherine Murray, chairwom-

an of the Department of Gender, Sexu-

ality, and Women's Studies at Simon

Eraser University. "It's about moving

forward, staying ahead of the game and

recognizing the need to include broader

discussions surrounding gender."

'TIME' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

According to Bond, our universe is

one in a series of multiverses born of

eternal inflation. Eternal inflation re-

sults from oscillations in the structure

of each universe, including our own.

Each universe has its own clock—in

this case, time is completely relative

and past, present, and future collapse.

Brown's view of time rested on an

argument for "the relativity of simul-

taneity." All times are happening at

once, he said, which means that past,

present and future are all happening

simultaneously and are all real.

Smolin disputed the idea of simulta-

neous nows by positing a "Darwinian

cosmology," where laws and univers-

es evolve. The only real time is the

present. He took issue with the idea

that we happen to exist in a habitable

universe.

"We are scientists and must do bet-

ter than theology. These views do not

yield testable results and are there-

fore not science," he said.

An audience member asked each

presenter to sum up their concept of

time with the phrase "Time is." Bond

replied that time is the fourth-dimen-

sion and said, "We do not have con-

trol of the horizontal or the vertical,"

a passing reference to the sci-fi show

The Outer Limits. Brown shrugged,

threw his hands up in the air, and said,

"Time is obscure." Smolin paused for

a moment before announcing with a

smile: "Time is real."
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ECONOMIC INQUIRY
A M

Could China's rapid economic growth ultimately lead to its demise?

CRISTINA DIAZ BORDA

Two years ago at a tutoring ses-

sion for ECO200 we were learning

the basics of macroeconomics
just as the world economy was
falling apart. At the end of the

class the tutor remarked, "What
you are seeing now, as the U.S.

falls, is the rise of China."

Early this month, China overtook

Germany to become the world's

largest exporter of manufactured

goods, and is predicted to soon
overtake Japan for the world's sec-

ond largest economy. Only three

years ago China was in fifth place,

and a recession that stopped the

rest of the world seems to have done
nothing to slow its growth. While

some economists and critics fear

the negative impacts of this growth,

others worry China may drive itself

into its own recession.

To try and even begin to ex-

plain what is going on and why, we
need to understand currency and
foreign exchange. We can't talk

exports, especially not Chinese

exports, without understanding
exchange rates.

A country's economy can have
either a flexible or pegged curren-

cy. Flexible currencies, like the Ca-

nadian and American dollars, fluc-

tuate with money markets. They
respond to supply and demand.
When people buy up lots of Cana-

dian dollars, because they want to

hold their money in that currency,

the Canadian dollar rises. Likewise

when they sell off those dollars,

the dollar falls.

Economies with flexible cur-

rencies use monetary policy to

stimulate or cool down markets.

A pegged currency, on the other

hand, does not change, and forgoes

the advantage of monetary policy.

This is therefore possible only in a

country where the government has

total control over foreign exchange,

so that it can peg its currency to

that of another country. So if the

Chinese Yuan is set to $0.15 US,

then the Chinese government will

buy and sell however much Ameri-

can currency is needed to keep

their currency low in comparison.

Why does China do this? Hav-

ing a low exchange rate is very
good for exporting. If your mon-
ey is worth less, then other coun-

tries have a far greater incentive

to buy things from you because
their dollar goes further. There's

also an incentive to run factories

in your country. Ultimately, oth-

er countries will spend far more
money on you.

In December, China's exports

jumped to a whopping $130.7 billion

US—a 17.7 per cent increase—for

a total of $1.2 trillion, compared to

Germany's $1.17 trillion. This is not

news in itself. It has long been pre-

dicted that Germany would lose its

title as largest exporter in the face

of China's steadily growing export-

ing prowess. What is news is that

China is growing in spite of the re-

cession, and that the Chinese econ-

omy has proven resilient while oth-

ers, such as the United States and
Dubai, stand stagnant or worse.

China is in the midst of a boom
while most of the world is in a bust.

Aside from engaging in a serious

stimulus program, the government

used the state-run media to foster

optimism. According to The New
York Times, China's media has es-

sentially reported that "the Great

Recession has laid bare cracks in

plodding Western-style capitalism,"

and that China's recovery is a reflec-

tion of superior leadership.

What's wrong with this picture?

Well, word on the street is that this

growth is in no way sustainable.

Unsustainable growth leads to eco-

nomic bubbles.

China has been flooding its mar-

kets with cash, and critics openly

fear a housing bubble as property

values steadily climb. Others fear

that China has made bad lending

and spending decisions that will

pull the economy down in years

to come. But more importantly, as

China strengthens its economy,
there is heavy pressure on the val-

ue of the Yuan to rise and the U.S.

dollar to fall. This is only natural,

given that one would want to hold

onto the currency of a country

which was economically strong,

but it also undoes the policy that

is extremely favourable to an ex-

porting economy. Often accused of

artificially devaluing its currency,

China's trade partners (especially

the U.S.) are angry over the prac-

tise of keeping the Yuan low. China

used to be able to excuse this prac-

tise by claiming it was a develop-

ing nation trying to compete with

the west, but that simply is no lon-

ger the case.

Even the Chinese government

fears the effects of unbridled

growth. Two weeks ago, China or-

dered banks to raise both interest

and reserve rates, fearing U.S.-style

housing bubbles. Additionally, Chi-

na ordered banks to lend less and

pulled back on the stimulus in spite

of U.S. requests not to. Economists

feel China did the right thing. In an

economy where the foreign value

of currency is pegged, there is no
option to deal with inflation, be-

cause of the basic nature of money
markets. Inflation could be hugely

problematic, as China has made no
indication that it will change its cur-

rency policies any time soon.

The Chinese government has re-

assured the public that stimulus

spending will continue. I suspect

the Chinese economy is growing

so rapidly, it will simply steamroll

over the possible threats it faces.

As an American, this stage in Chi-

nese growth is both fascinating

and a little scary. I sure hope my
tutor wasn't right when he told me
this was the start of the fall for the

American economy.

-LETTERS-
Three more years!

Why U of T President David Naylor should stick around

Keep Transit

City alive

1 agree, the Transit City project

cannot be abandoned ("No vision

for the Future," Jan 25). If any-

thing, it could use a boost to en-

sure the stations are replete with

amenities that will make them
destinations as well as stops,

and that local business will not

suffer the same consequences of

prolonged construction as befell

those on St. Clair.

Greg

We're allowed to

disagree

What is quite funny is that if Ste-

phen Harper had engaged in this

same activity and he was pro-

tested, I highly doubt a Varsity

comment piece would spring up
in his defence ("Shameful show-
ing at UTM," Jan 25). Behind
the veil of lies in this article,

including the false accusation

that Conservatives had created

the deficit (when, in fact, the

Liberal coalition had threatened
to vote down the government if

Harper and his allies failed to

make a stimulus), restatement

of the torture allegations, and,

of course, resorting to the use-

less straw-man of '[IgnatieffJ's a

fellow human being!', the reality

dawns on us that if we accept the

freedom of opinion and protest,

that sometimes you'll inevitably

run into someone who disagrees

with you.

Keegan Williams

ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

David Naylor's term as president of

the University of Toronto has been
extended for three more years by
the Governing Council. The news
of this extension was met with a

negative reception from student

leaders—particularly the Universi-

ty of Toronto Students' Union and
the Association of Part-Time Un-

dergraduate Students—who cited

areas such as academic freedom,

equity and accessibility, flat fees,

and the controversial guiding doc-

ument Towards 2030 framework

as areas where Naylor had failed

students.

While Naylor's tenure as presi-

dent has not been perfect, it has

been far from an abject failure.

I approve of Naylor's renewal as

president, and U of T students

should not worry about three

more years of Naylor.

When Naylor was selected as

president in 2005, he made a com-
mitment to improving the student

experience. However, he has had to

attend to both provincial and fed-

eral governments that have placed

post-secondary education low on
their list of priorities. This has re-

sulted in what might appear to be
compromises between institutional

and student goals.

Despite that, the U of T experi-

ence has been enhanced, but not

necessarily in the way student lead-

ers expected. For them, the impor-

tance lies in lower tuition fees or

allowing more student dissent. In-

stead, Naylor's term and president

has seen small and cautious steps,

with programs like Vic One and the

increased infrastructure at the sat-

ellite campuses. He has steered U
of T toward remaining competitive,

SEE 'NAYLOR' -ON NEXT PAGE
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BY LUKE SAVAGE

Saturday's anti-prorogation rallies were just the beginning

The nation-wide rallies last Satur-

day against the Prime Minister's

prorogation of Parliament were the

most intense grassroots movement
in Canada since the nail-biting final

week of the 1995 Quebec Referen-

dum. Though no protest numeri-

cally rivalled the Unity Rally that

invaded Place du Canada on Octo-

ber 27, 1995, Canadians Against Pro-

roguing Parliament has proven that

social networking tools rival, and
even exceed, party apparatuses in

their ability to marshal grassroots

action. While the rallies greatly ex-

ceeded expectations, there remains

a lot of work to be done if the mo-
mentum has any chance of holding.

Predictably, the government has

stuck to its conventional rhetoric,

which grows more strained with

each passing day. When asked about

the rallies on Saturday morning, Ste-

phen Harper said with his character-

istic glibness, "The government has

a lot of work to do to get ourselves

prepared for the upcoming agenda
of Parliament [...] 1 would obviously

simply urge our opposition to spend

their time making constructive pro-

posals." Fortunately, the opposition

has been doing just that. Both the

Liberals and the New Democrats
have proposed measures to curb

the power of the Prime Minister and
make prorogation a matter that re-

quires debate and consensus.

Thousands gathered in downtown Toronto on Jan. 23 to protest the prorogation of Parliament.

Harper's statement is part of a

broader dismissive attitude he and
his party have adopted when an-

swering questions about democratic

accountability and governance. In

an interview with Peter Mansbridge

several days into the new year, he

claimed that the Afghan detainee is-

sue was "not on the radar for most
Canadians," and was flippant to-

wards popular concern about proro-

gation. Several days later, Minister of

Industry Tony Clement told report-

ers that only a small group of "elites"

and "the chattering classes" were in-

volved in the organization of rallies

to protest the government's move.

Immigration Minister Jason Kenney
told a group of reporters from the

CBC that he "often gets more done
when the House is not in session."

These kinds of offhand state-

ments have a twofold effect. First,

they characterize opposition to the

government (either formal or grass-

roots) as meddlesome, partisan,

and insignificant. Anti-prorogation

protestors become members of a

privileged, "elite" group that spends

its time "chattering" about such

trivialities as how the country's the

central democratic institution is be-

ing shut down for partisan reasons.

Second, these statements affirm

the mantra that the government is

working fast, hard, and effectively,

without the tyranny of a majority op-

position breathing down its necks
The crisis in Haiti fits this message.

The government's response was, in-

deed, fast, hard, and effective, and
for a very good reason. Disaster

response requires a high degree of

central control to be efficient. It re-

quires a coordinated effort on part of

cabinet ministers, and extensive col-

laboration between different govern-

ment departments that all report di-

rectly to the Prime Minister's Office.

National politics, on the other hand,

requires extensive debate, maximum
discussion, and above all, a series of

democratic votes by the people's

representatives at different stages of

the legislative process. The Conser-

vatives hope to blur the distinction

between these two processes with

their casual dismissals. Expect these

to be the standard talking points

right through until March.

Though Canadians who disap-

prove of the prorogation really got

the ball rolling on Saturday, the ral-

lies must only be the first stage in a

movement for renewal and reform.

Some six weeks lie ahead before

Parliament is set to resume, and the

government will use every means

at its disposal to push serious dis-

cussions about democracy and ac-

countability out of the national de-

bate. The elites and the chattering

classes will have their hands full.

^^^^
VARSITY BOARD OF
DIRECTORS MEETING

This Friday, January 29 at 5 p.m.

The Varsity, 21 Sussex Ave.,

second floor
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both nationally and internationally,

a course mostly outlined in the To-

wards 2030 framework.

Detractors have argued that

Towards 2030 will make the uni-

versity less accessible to the

growing undergraduate student

population by reducing the num-
ber of undergraduate positions

available. This is a limited view of

a complex situation in which the

university must remain commit-
ted to students but also increase

its research base to attract them.
Having the latest technology and
research gives U of T a competi-
tive advantage in hiring profes-

sors and training students, as

professors and students are not

going to be as attracted to a uni-

versity using outdated equipment
or working from outdated theoret-

ical paradigms. Furthermore, the

lowest percentage of undergradu-
ates out of the three possible sce-

narios outlined in the Towards
2030 document would represent

70 percent, which is still high.

Overall, St. George campus cur-

rently has about 14,000 grads and
40,000 undergrads (that's roughly

1/4 grad, 3/4 undergrad), so the

increase will be modest at best.

Criticisms of Naylor are the re-

sult of broken communication
between the administration and
student unions. As ASSU President

Gavin Nowlan indicated, many
meetings seem more like informa-

tion sessions, and greater dialogue

needs to be opened up between all

parties concerned.

The flat fees issue is a case in

point. Students were given inad-

equate opportunities to articulate

their positions on the controver-

sial measure at the final meeting
at Simcoe Hall. A decision like this

Governing Council voted to extend David Naylor's term as president for three

more years on Jan. 21.

required more input from the stu-

dent community, which can't hap-
pen until student unions and the
administration strike up a more
respectful discourse with each
other. Naylor does have the skills

to engage with students at a high
level, and increased communica-
tion will lead to a greater sense of

student representation.

Naylor will no doubt remain a

controversial figure for the next

three years. However, his request

for a more meaningful dialogue at

the Governing Council, and over-

tures to the St. George Roundtable

should be taken as positive signs.

Overall, he's far from the worst

president this university has ever

had, and if he keeps up the good

work, he may eventually be consid-

ered one of the best.

Where You Lede:
Science Writing

A panel discussion with some
of Canada's finest science

journalists.

• Omar El-Akkad, technology
reporter for the Globe & Mail

• Matthew Braga, technology
writer at bloglO

• Peter Nowak, senior science and
technology writer for CBC

• Tim Rindlisbacher, health writer

for the National Post

The Varsity Offices

(21 Sussex Ave., 2nd floor)

January 28, 7:30 p.m.

Food provided.
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Farewell to a friend
If you're from Toronto, chances are, the first-ever concert you attended was held at the all-ages Big Bop.

Slated to close on Jan. 31, JP KACZUR reminisces with owner Domenic Tassielli about what

the purple monolith at Queen and Bathurst meant to the Toronto music scene

The front entrance of Lee's Pal-

ace, wfiich was once adorned

witfi various posters illustrat-

ing the venue's history, is now home
to Big Fat Burrito. Though initially ap-

palled that a piece of Toronto history

would be altered in such a manner,

after a night at the Dance Cave, my
moral quandaries were quickly dis-

pelled by my pragmatic stomach. Af-

ter all, if America's manifest destiny

is to come north and steal our water,

then Mexico's is filling our pacifist

bellies with tortillas and guacamole.

I stood in line with a friend of mine,

discussing the merits of the remodel-

ling.

"At least Lee's Palace isn't closing

down like the Big Bop," he noted.

"The mallification of Queen Street

continues."

"You know I used to work there,"

chimed in the guy manning the coun-

ter at Big Fat Burrito.

"1 wonder what they're building

there," my friend remarked. "I'll bet

another condo."

"Nah, they can't build anything

on the land. The building is directly

over a river."

As much as I wanted to believe

the Big Fat Burrito guy, I wasn't sure

about the accuracy of his story. It

was the first thing 1 wanted to know
when I met up with Domenic Tassiel-

li, the owner of the Big Bop, to speak

about the fact that his venue will

host its last show ever at the end of

this week.

"No, there is no truth to that at all,"

Tassielli says, "although it is true that

you can't knock the walls down. This

building has been around for over

100 years—it's a historical landmark

at this point."

The original Big Bop, which began

as a dance club in the 1980s, closed

down in 1994 and was subsequently

left vacant for two years. At the time,

Queen and Bathurst wasn't exactly

a hot area for real estate. The price

was right, however, for Tassielli to

purchase it in 1996. His vision was to

create an all-ages venue that would

be distinctly open in character.

"I was more of a live band kind of

guy," he explains. "I didn't want to

keep it as a dance club. 1 found that

there was a market for this kind of

thing, and I knew I wanted to have an

environment where everyone could

come in and get a chance to play."

Some have argued that such open
venues create the opportunity for

promoters to profit off the music

scene. Tassielli, though, takes genu-

ine pride in the role that Big Bop has

played as a breeding ground for the

Southern Ontario music scene since

he took over the place.

"Many bands got their start here,"

he recalls, easily able to list them
off: "Billy Talent. Alexisonfire. Down
With Webster—they were even tell-

ing me they first got the idea to

play at our venue after riding by on
the Queen streetcar. They came in

one day and said, 'Hey, can we play

here?' And I said 'Sure!'"

What does Tassielli think Toronto

will lose when the Big Bop closes? "1

don't think a band like [Down With

Webster] could start right away at

The Horseshoe, what with their

unique sound. Venues like that usu-

ally make you jump through hoops
to get a show."

Newer bands looking for a place

to get started are already feeling

the pinch. Ask Marc Sautter, drum-

mer for Home For The Headlines.

"It seems like promoting and get-

ting shows in Toronto keeps getting

harder and harder. You could always

count on getting shows at The Big

Bop." His band is fresh out of high

school, and his friends wouldn't be

able to attend the band's shows in

the largely 19+ Toronto scene.

Local music fans of all ages,

though, have expressed concern.

Jennifer Kuhn, who estimates that

she attends 50 live shows a year, is

worried about where her favourite

bands will play. "Not every band in

the scene can justify playing The
Mod Club," she says.

Tassielli is planning to start an-

other venue, but the problem so

far has been finding an affordable

space. "We were looking at places

downtown," he says, "and you can
just forget it with the increasing

rent costs."

Still, his business model has

been profitable, and he wants to

continue hosting all-ages concerts.

Tassielli recently found a workable

(though far west) location at Dun-

das and Kipling, which he plans on
calling The Rock Pile. The all-ages

crowd can still get there easily

enough by subway, but one thing

is clear: the venue won't be a part

of what is supposed to be a vibrant

downtown arts scene.

"I think half the fun of going to

a show when you're 14, 15 years

old is the fact you get to go down-
town," explains Cindy Parreira,

The Big Bop's head booker.

Tassielli doesn't seem as con-

cerned with the placement of the

venue: "I like to believe that if you
build it, they will come."

Tassielli is clearly optimistic,

hoping his new venue will help re-

mind us of the good oV days—be-

fore gentrification reared its ugly

head on Queen Street West.

The Big Bop hosts its final series of

concerts this weefi, ending with The
Last Kathedral Show Ever on Sat

Jan. 30 beginning at 2 p.m.

For more information, visit

www. thebigbop. com.

Student-priced sophistication

During the annual Winterlicious festival, which runs from Jan. 29 to Feb. 11, upscale

Toronto restaurants offer a prix fixe menu at a cheaper price than their usual fare.

With some restaurants offering decadent lunches at $15 a person, it's not as cheap

as Tim Morton's, but still an affordable change of routine—especially to dine in the

same places that host celebrities during TIFF and Fashion Week. Even better, all these

options are within a five-minute walk from U of T so you can leisurely enjoy your quiche

campagnarde and still make it to your afternoon lecture on time.

PHOTOS BY TOM CARDOSO

THE HOST
14 PRINCE ARTHUR AVE.

Wood-panelled, candlelit, and lin-

en-draped Indian restaurant The
Host is inconspicuously nestled

near Avenue Road in a way alto-

gether different from Toronto's

excess of hole-in-the-wall naan

places. Though the clientele is

sometimes corporate—the res-

taurant is down the street from
Vera Wang, and around the corner

from The Hyatt—owners Jay and
Sanjeev Sethi have perfected the

art of high-class Indian cuisine

and run three other locations of

the restaurant in the GTA. The

Host has earned a slew of Best

Of's from a variety of Toronto
publications, including a recent

accolade from the Toronto Star as

having the best butter chicken in

the city.

—EMILY KELLOGG

SEE 'WINTERLICIOUS' - ON NEXT PAGE
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CIAO WINE BAR
133 YORKVILLE AVE.

Relatively new to Yorkville, Ciao

Wine Bar is brick-laden and glass-

walled with an impressive collec-

tion of vintage wines on display.

Ciao is the latest effort from the

Liberty Entertainment Group, the

people behind Tattoo Rock Parlor

and Velvet Underground. Their

Yorkville location is split between
a bistro and lounge downstairs,

and a dining room upstairs. While

the bottom level might be good for

catching perfectly coiffed business

types getting drunk off expensive

liquor, the dining room offers a

buzzworthy variety of stone-oven

pizzas by chef Roberto Punz, laden

with surprising ingredients such
as smoked salmon and Gorganzola

cheese.—EK

MIDI BISTRO
168 MCCAUL ST.

Midi Bistro sits steps away from the

AGO on McCaul. With a distinctive

red-panelled facade and an intimate

28-seat bistro feel, owner Pascal

Vernhes and chef Alain Tat create

an intimate (and wine-laden) French

atmosphere. The bistro offers an
auspicious two-lb plate of Moules-

Frites (steamed mussels), rotating

chef's specials, lish of the day, and
desserts. While the bistro prides it-

self on authenticity of experience

—

yes, it does serve escargots sauteed

in a creamy forest mushroom and
basil sauce—its location in Baldwin

Village keeps the cozy resto from

being too pretentious.—EK

5TH ELEMENT!
1033 BAY ST.

Planning a lunch date with a group

of friends whose food preferences

completely clash? If you can get

over the dopey spelling of this res-

taurant's name, 5th Elementt might

just be the solution to your culi-

nary conundrum. The two courses

of their $15 prix fixe Winterlicious

menu boast one vegetarian option,

one seafood option, and one spicy,

chicken-based option, which means
there's something for everyone

to enjoy. What really catches my
eye, though, is the orange mango
cheesecake with elderberry syrup

on their well-chosen dessert list.

—KELLI KORDUCKI

93 HARBORD

93 Harbord specializes in Moroccan
cuisine, a cooking style known for its

artful balance of aromatic flavours

and spices. Their $15 three-course

tasting menu presents a thoughtful

array of signature dishes, including

two tagines—slowly braised stews

cooked in a cone-shaped ceramic

pot. This might not be the restau-

rant for spice-phobes, but it is a

great choice for anyone looking to

give their tastebuds a real kick. The
menu's sumac-spiced chicken and
vegetarian tagine of spiced chick-

peas appear to be especially prom-
ising entree options for the budding

flavour fanatic.—KK

BOULEVARD CAFE
161 HARBORD ST.

I'd always been under the im-

pression that Peruvian cuisine

offers very little for vegetarians,

but upon viewing the Boulevard
Cafe's Winterlicious lunch menu,
I clearly stand corrected. Each of

the first course options are entire-

ly herbivore friendly, and the main
course features a veggie selection

as well. Nevertheless, I recom-
mend that diners at this Harbord
Street institution take advantage
of the restaurant's choros al va-

por—a bowl of mussels steamed
in wine, garlic, saffron and cilan-

tro—because, truthfully, seafood

is what Peruvians—and the Bou-
levard—do best.—KK

Senior students in the University College Drama Program showed off their classwork

at their annual Directors Showcase from Jan. 22 to 24

OH DAD, POOR DAD HAS
NOTHING TO FEEL SAD
ABOUT

The actors were in character surpris-

ingly early on the opening night of

the UCDP's Directors' Showcase—the

quirky bellboys (played by Shirley

Yip and Linn Oyen Farley) of Joy Lee's

rendition of Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mama's

Hung You in the Closet and I'm Feeling

So Sad mingled with audience members

as they took their seats in the Helen

Gardiner Phelan Playhouse. Madame
Rosepettle (Yevgeniya Falkovich) and

her son, Jonathan (Justin Miler), also

got into character onstage, offering a

smooth introduction into Arthur L. Ko-

pit's crookedly fascinating play.

The offbeat storyline took twists and

turns as Albert fell in love with a pros-

titute (Pippa Leslie), which instigated

a convoluted series of ncime changes.

The confusion was cleverly settled af-

ter an excellent monologue by Falkov-

ich. Her more-than-mildly corrupted

character clarified the incestuous rela-

tionship between herself and her son,

also revealing that she had murdered

her husband.

Miler convincingly filled his role

as the sheltered, socially-challenged

Jonathan with his Ace Ventura out-

fit and the gestures inspired by Mad
TV's Stewart character. Leslie also

portrayed her doll-like character

masterfully, showing off her versa-

tility as she went from wide-eyed to

legs-wide-open—at which point she

was left for dead.

The setting and props were simple,

yet fit well with the bizarre, exagger-

ated nature of the play. The roles of

the bellboys and the personified plants

seemed a bit redundant, and could

have used a bit more polish. Sound de-

signer Maddie Fordham, however, was

spot on. The comically morbid play

ended off with the exact thought that

was running through my head during

the entirety of the play, specifically in

the words of Freddie Mercury: "Is this

the real life? Is this just fantasy?"

—JESSICA TOMLINSON

INSOMNIA KEPT US AWAKE

The showcase's theme of struggle

between reality and fantasy contin-

ued with Insomnia, a play by Daniel

Brooks and Guillermo Verdecchia

that was directed by Joshua Perry.

It began with a series of quick and
ambiguous scenes set against the

shaky marriage of John F. (Philip

Furgiuele) and Gwen (Emily Kedar).

The pair quickly revealed a strong

chemistry in their plausible domes-
tic dispute and engaged their char-

acters very well using great tone,

volume, and clarity.

John F's insomnia was just the

cherry on top of his other burdens

—

the stress associated with his new-

born child, his financial problems,

his writer's block, and his adulterous

interest in his sister-in-law.

Furgiuele's considerable talents

shone in his nervously paranoid por-

trayal rife with twitching, trembling,

and a glossy-eyed gaze. John's broth-

er, William (Simon Gleave,) and his

wife, Kate (Becky Fallis,) were also

performed very well.

Still, the play's real strength was
its atmospheric design—the set was
worked perfectly into the perfor-

mance, with spotlights, silhouettes,

and deep, heavy drum beats all en-

hancing the dark and twisted nature

of the play. The crew did stumble

across a few glitches: there was an al-

most-hazardous candle incident and
an immovable sliding screen, while

some transitions were weak with

some off-stage voices too loud. Still,

these first-night setbacks were minor
and didn't detract too much from the

production.

William's sly and persuasive style,

combined with Kate's seductive be-

havior, causes unfortunate and sin-

ful events throughout the play, cor-

rupting John and Gwen's vulnerable

minds. Still, is the whole storyline

just a dream? Although Insomnia
was very confusing and required

the utmost attention to follow, it was
nothing less than entertaining.—JT

A SOULFUL SUCCESS

John Mighton's Body and Soul,

which was directed by Janina

Kowalski, took a fascinating look

at love, marriage, sex, and death.

Taking place within laboratories,

funeral homes, talk show sets,

and a mundane suburban home,
the play questions the notion of

desire. One of the biggest ques-

tions addressed was how new
forms of technology can be de-

signed to simulate the things we
want most.

The theatre was consistently

filled with laughter, and the set

design only enlivened things fur-

ther. The cast performed terrifi-

cally and could easily be watched
over and over again—despite be-

ing students, they're true profes-

sionals, and all likely to succeed
as dramatic artists. Definitely a

performance worth watching.

—CHRISTINE JEYARAJAH
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Spider woman
The Varsity sits down witli biology professor IVlaydianne Andrade to discuss her research

MALEEHA MAJID

They are black, two millimetres to

one centimetre in length, take part

in sexual cannibalism, and are the

subject of study for Professor Mayd-
ianne Andrade, associate professor

at U of T Scarborough and Canada
Research Chair in Integrative Behav-

ioural Ecology. Professor Andrade
researches across different habi-

tats to understand the relationship

between environment and gene ex-

pression in the mating behaviours of

spiders, including among them the

Australian redback.

The Varsity sat down with Profes-

sor Andrade to talk about her re-

search and career.

The Varsity: How didyou become
interested in research?

Professor Andrade: Just like the 99

per cent of students [who do well] in

biology, 1 thought I would go to medi-

cal school. I wanted to be a pediatri-

cian. My plans changed when I took

my first year biology course as an un-

dergraduate. The professor teaching

the course used to take a bit of time

during the lecture to talk about active

research that was going on in the field

and how it related to the course con-

tent. It was about two weeks into the

class when 1 began my inquiry and

asked him what he cind the people he

talked about did. My first year biology

professor opened my eyes to some-

thing 1 had not thought of before. It

was being turned on to this other op-

tion and being excited about the idea

of creating the knowledge contained

in textbooks that triggered my inter-

est in research. From there I discov-

ered this unusual interest in mating

within insects and spiders.

TV: Why didyou choose spiders as

the subject ofyour research?

PA: In the beginning I was interested

Dr. Maydianne Andrade is professor in the Department of Biological Sciences at U of T Scarborough. Her research focuses

include sexual selection, physiological performance, reproductive tactics, and how this impacts physical traits in mating.

In the theory of male investments

in mating and pairing. In fact, if you

look across the animal kingdom,

male investment in mating is actually

relatively rare in anything other than

just copulating and leaving. I was in-

terested in figuring out what changed
things so that the male could invest

in a particular mating, either through

giving things to the female or staying

around and helping with their off-

spring. Initially, 1 was interested in

figuring out the most extreme form

of investment imaginable, and that

involves a male letting the female

eat him instead of something that

they bring. In my initial research I

worked on insects, but when I read

a paper on these Australian spiders,

1 figured that they were the best 1

could possibly work on.

TV: Can you tell us about your past

and current research?

PA: My initial work involved trying

to understand why male Australian

redback spiders allow the females

to eat them. It's a self-sacrifice be-

haviour where males dangle their

bodies while the females copulate.

Not every organism can physically

do this, [but] spiders can because of

the way they are built.

Evolution is all about survival. The
traits that let the animal survive are

those that combine survival auid

reproduction [to] maximize the

individual's reproductive success

over his or her lifetime. The lifetime of

a male redback spider is restricted to

single mating. So if you look in terms

of benefits and costs in reproductive

success, a male that allows himself to

be killed isn't losing that much [for]

his species. It's very challenging to

find females in the first place, about

85 per cent of males die without every

finding a female, [and] once you get

there, chances of finding another

female are very slim. Females let

males mate longer if they [allow the

female to] cannibalize them. We
don't know the mechanism yet, but

they benefit because they end up

fertilizing more eggs.

During my masters and PhD, 1 stud-

ied their cost and benefit relationship

as well as the other kind of traits that

males in this kind of situation might

develop over evolutionary time.

There are two different directions

in terms of my research. [Firstly], I

am interested in sexual selection

for male traits and how female re-

productive interest or evolutionary

interests shape that. 1 am also inter-

ested in the development of those

tradeoffs during the juvenile stage,

and what kind of information they

integrate to build the success you

need in the environment.

TV: What motivates you to do further

research?

PA: Everything we do opens up all

kinds of new questions. Sometimes

I think people become scientists be-

cause they're kind of anal-retentive

control freaks: the more we don't

understand the more we try to push
forward to find answers to the unan-

swered questions.

The other aspect is the excitement

of my graduate students and
undergraduate students. One
of the great things about this

position is that I get to work with

students in my lab. At the moment,
1 have four graduate and about nine

undergraduate students in the lab,

and they're always thinking from

a different angle, suggesting new
things that we haven't thought of, so

SEE'SPIDERWOMAN'-PGIO

Explain my BRAIN WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

Aggression
wWhen was the last time you insulted

someone? How many times have you

been cut off by an aggressive driver?

Ever been slapped? Aggression can

rear its head in many of our daily in-

teractions, even when we're unaware

of it. According to psychologists, an

act of aggression is intended to hurt

another person, whether it's physi-

cal, mental, or verbal. Psychologists

distinguish between "instrumental"

aggression, which is harm inflicted

in order to achieve a certain end, like

personal gain or self-defence; and

"emotional" aggression, which is

harm inflicted for its own sake.

The biological elements of aggres-

sion are well studied but controver-

sial. It's a question of which bodily

factors—be it neurotransmitters,

hormones, or brain patterns—get us

going. As it turns out, there is a strong

association between androgens like

testosterone, and physical violence.

In seasonally breeding animals, tes-

tosterone levels change over the year,

and levels of aggression follow in tow.

When male dogs are neutered, their

androgen levels drop, along with inter-

maJe aggressive behaviour.

In humans, higher testosterone

levels have been linked with hostil-

ity and antisocial behaviour. What's

more, testosterone even seems to

play a role in "symbolic" aggression,

like sports and competitive situa-

tions. Male fans watching a sporting

event will have higher testosterone

levels if their team wins, while fans of

the losing team will see their levels

decrease. Even if you win a game of

chess, you will most likely demon-

strate an increase in testosterone.

The trouble is, we don't know wheth-

er it's the androgens causing aggres-

sion or if it's the other way around.

Another biological factor asso-

ciated with aggression is the neu-

rotransmitter serotonin. Research

suggests that higher serotonin ac-

tivity in the brain is associated with

reduced aggression. This implies

that serotonin might inhibit aggres-

sive behaviour. Diminished sero-

tonin levels are seen in people who
become violent, for example, after

alcohol consumption, U.S. marines

who are expelled for being too vio-

lent, and even children who torture

animals. Specific abnormalities in

brain activity have also been found

in aggressive people, for example,

seizures in the temporal lobes

might precipitate violent behaviour.

But the biological study of aggres-

sion is a sticky situation at best. Ag-

gression seems to be regulated by

a large number of different systems

and stems from a number of differ-

ent sources. Despite an attraction to

biological explanations, we can't for-

get that social factors also influence

aggressive behaviour in crucial ways.

in a classic study of learning and

aggression by Albert Bandura, chil-

dren observed an adult playing with a

"Bobo doll," a large inflatable toy. In one

condition, the adult acted aggressively

toward the doll, tossing it, kicking it,

hitting it with a hammer, and shouting.

The children were then left alone with

the toys while researchers observed

and rated their behaviour. The results

showed that children tended to imitate

the adult, and played more aggressive-

ly when the adult did so. Surprisingly,

the children even made "creative em-

bellishments" in their doll torture, for

example, by pounding the Bobo doll

with another baby doll.

Learning is an important compo-
nent of aggressive behaviour and

has serious implications for parents

raising children. For example, since

kids tend to imitate their adult role

models, does spanking cause in-

creased aggressive behaviour in the

child? Research suggests that while

punishment might reduce misbehav-

iour at home, it can actually increase

a child's violent tjehaviour outside

the house. Another issue which has

captured the hearts of mothers ev-

erywhere is the association between

violent music, movies, television

shows, and videogames and aggres-

sive behaviour. While it's difficult to

conclude whether violent TV actu-

ally causes aggression, a number of

studies suggest that watching violent

programming can predict aggressive

behaviour even later in life.

Another area of study looks at

the kinds of situations and envi-

ronmental conditions that make
us violent. In general, we can get

aggressive when we're interrupted

from achieving a goal—in other

words, when we're frustrated—or

when we consume too much alco-

hol. Even the environment can in-

fluence aggressive acts, especially

those factors that increase discom-

fort. More homicides are reported

during uncomfortably hot summers
than milder ones. Studies like these

can teach us a lesson or two about

how to handle conflict. So next time

you're in an argument, lay off the

booze, don't interrupt, and turn up
the AC. There are some things to

which we can all agree.
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Quantum mechanicsJiLthe real world

PHOEBE UGUY

Quantum mechanics. To non-scientists

and scientists alike, the phrase probably
conjures up complex mathematical the-

ory. Easily sidelined as something that

exists only in the theoretical realm (a

kind of imaginary oddity), recent ad-

vancements in quantum theory have
made it possible for some aspects of quan-
tum mechanics to be integrated into real-

world applications. One hot area of study

is cryptography, the study of hiding infor-

mation (or encryption), as part of quan-

tum communications and computation.

Quantum mechanics is generalized as the

study of the principles governing the be-

havior of atomic and subatomic particles.

The fundamentals of quantum mechanics
are still subject to debate today, because of

the conceptual abnormalities that differen-

tiate them from the rules that govern clas-

sical physics. Physicists still puzzle at the

theories of quantum mechanics because
the natural laws of physics so familiar in

explaining everyday behaviors cannot be
applied to particles on the smaller scale. So
how then is quantum theory applicable in

real-world technology? Although there are

still many unknowns, scientists can exploit

certain features.

To understand how cryptography works
within quantum theory, it's essential to

understand certain aspects of quantum
mechanics. Quantum cryptography, or

quantum key distribution, is unique in

that it uses quantum mechanics to ensure
secure communication between two parties

while also being capable of detecting

interference or eavesdropping from a third

party. Quantum cryptography uses both
the properties of quantum superpositions

(which defines the set of all possible

states an object could have, or probability

theory) and quantum entanglement (which

states that a system of two or more objects

cannot be described individually without

mentioning one in respect to the other) to

describe a fundamental aspect of quantum
mechanics. In other words, a quantum
system cannot be measured without

disturbing or interfering with the system.

"To measure which way [an object] be-

haves, you'd have to interact with it, bounce
some photons off of it or something," ex-

plains Professor Aephraim Steinberg of the

Department of Physics and the Institute of

Optical Sciences. "The idea is that if there's

an electron moving along here and you try

to look at it in the microscope, then at some
point some photons had to bounce off it and
that's going to change the momentum of the

outcome [...] so it turns out you can't mea-
sure anything without disturbing it."

A third party trying to gain access to the

communication between the two parties

Today's computers
vyon't be able to

solve these codes,

but the computers
in 10 years can."

therefore has to, in some way, measure
the system, thus disturbing it and cre-

ating irregularities detectable to the

two original parties.

This implementation of quantum cryp-

tography is not used to transmit messages,
but rather to produce a key for accessing

messages. One party can transmit a secure
key (with no interference from a third par-

ty) with an encryption algorithm to relay

a message along a standard communica-
tion channel.

Current uses for this type of cryptogra-

phy are primarily aimed at governments
and corporations with high security re-

quirements. Quantum cryptography has
not reached widespread adoption outside

high-security areas due to high equip-

ment costs, as well as the lack of significant

threat to current key exchange protocols.

Notable recent implementations of this

type of cryptography, however, includes a

bank transfer from the Mayor of Vienna to

an Austrian bank in 2004 and the creation

of Secure Communication Based on Quan-
tum Cryptography, the first computer net-

work protected by quantum cryptography,

in 2008.

Quantum computation is another area

that utilizes the fundamentals of quantum
superposition to create quantum comput-
ers, which are essentially super computers
capable of computations at a much faster

pace than any current computers. Integer

factorizations that are practically unsolv-

able by today's computers can be calculated

by super computers.

Professor Steinberg says "Today's com-
puters won't be able to solve these codes,

but the computers in 10 years can. So you
add a few more digits and it takes another 10

years to come up with computers that can
solve those problems. In quantum computa-
tion, the addition of one or two more extra

digits won't create much of an effect on the

computer's ability to compute efficiently."

'SPIDERWOMAN' - CONTINUED FROM PG 9

1 have all these questions and ideas creating

the underlying push forward. The more 1 do,

the more questions 1 have and it's always the

theory that drives me.

TV: What is the significance ofyour research

outside the lab?

PA: Essentially my work has no basic applica-

tion. There is always this debate of basic vs.

applied research. There are a couple ways of

thinking about research with an applied angle.

My contribution comes in terms of the peo-

ple 1 train and teach, teaching them how to ap-

ply the basic methods and to think creatively

about solutions to problems. Students that

come out of my lab [...] have gone in all sorts

of different directions, even where the ques-

tions dealt with in my lab aren't applied, but

the methodology and logic used to answer the

question is built.

A lot of insight into areas that initially

weren't the common subject of interest actu-

ally comes from basic research that [at first]

seems unrelated. For example, a lot of our
molecular methodologies, statistics for using

DNA fingerprinting techniques, came from re-

searchers who were doing something kind of

similar to me and were identifying the pater-

nity of offspring to figure out who daddy and

mommy were, and you know how widespread

that is now. So you can't really anticipate when
something that you do is going to have these

kinds of applications.

TV: You have received extensive media atten-

tion for your research, what does this liind of

recognition mean to you?
PA: It helps with public education, to correct

misconceptions about how evolution works. It

challenges how we educate children and univer-

sity students in biology. When the media takes

up your research and translates it to public con-

sumption, 1 think what's really important for me
is that they get the science right at some level.

TV: What advice wouldyou give to students

aspiring to follow a similar path as the one you

have taken?

PA: The biggest advice is that you can do it. A
lot of people feel that it takes a long time. They
feel that they will have to delay their whole life

before they're done. I got married while 1 was
in grad school and 1 have two young children.

Don't be afraid of the time commitment and
just realize that you can do it.

For more from this interview, visit

thevarsity,ca/science.
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Before the puck dropped
Hockey star Theo Fleury details troubled past and sexual abuse in autobiography

ELISABETH LARATTA
Varsity Staff

On Jan. 14, former National Hockey

League star Theo Fleury announced

that he would file a complaint against

his former junior hockey coach, Gra-

ham James, for alleged sexual abuse

throughout the 1980s.

In Fleury's autobiography Play-

ing With Fire, he claims, after years

of speculation, that James sexually

abused him, and ties his behaviour

during his NHL career to the expe-

rience. In Fleury's own words, the

alleged sexual abuse cost him his

soul, and led to "a fifty million dollar

career gone up [the] nose, down [the]

throat, and into the hands of casino

owners across the country."

In Playing With Fire, Fleury de-

scribes a childhood in Russell, Mani-

toba, raised by an alcoholic father

and a valium-addicted mother Be-

cause Fleury and his two brothers

were neglected by their parents, the

hockey community in Russell became
a support system. When Fleury was
young, sports were his only escape.

By playing sports he felt like he be-

longed somewhere for the first time.

At age 13, Fleury met James at the

Andy Murray hockey school in Bran-

don, Manitoba. Shortly after, James
became his coach and allegedly ar-

ranged things so Fleury would have

to rely on him for everything. Fleury

writes that despite his talent, James
convinced him that he was the only

person who could get Fleury to the

NHL. Since Fleury thought his only

worth was his ability to play hockey,

he believed he had no option other

than to accept James' physical and
mental manipulation. Fleury had

never told anyone about the abuse

because he did not want to jeopardize

his chances of getting to the NHL. He
truly believed that James controlled

his destiny.

Despite his small size, Fleury made
it to the NHL when he was drafted

by the Calgary Flames in 1987. Given

his size, Fleury decided he needed

to protect himself on the ice, which

he did with wild antics. He funnelled

his anger from a troubled past into

his play on the ice. Fleury quickly

tumbled into mischief, abusing alco-

hol and drugs as coping mechanisms
to deal with his past. He slept with

many "puck bunnies" and cheated on
his girlfriends and his wife, Veronica.

Women became sex trophies, as he

felt a need to prove his manhood.
Fleury writes, "when I was on the ice

I knew who I was, but I didn't have

an identity when I left the rink. I was
completely lost so I did crazy things

to try to find out who the hell I was."

In 1997, NHL player Sheldon Ken-

nedy pressed charges James for sexu-

ally abusing him in his youth. There

was speculation at the time that Fleu-

ry was also abused, but he was not

ready to speak publicly about it. At

this point, his drug abuse, specifically

his use of cocaine, became a serious

problem. He coped with his prob-

lems with coke, alcohol, and women,
but internally he wasn't dealing with

them at all.

In 1999, Fleury was traded to the

Colorado Avalanche. After the play-

offs they decided not to re-sign him
and he was traded to the New York

Rangers. His move to New York ac-

celerated his addictions, and added a

new one: gambling. Putting Fleury in

New York was like putting a child in a

candy shop. There was a lot of temp-

tation, but since he was putting up

points, no one intervened. He quit his

habits temporarily in 2002 as he was
controversially named to the gold

medal-winning Canadian Olympic

squad and the energy and adrenaline

of the Games served as his drug.

Eventually, Fleury was placed in

the NHL's substance abuse program.

Although he consistently failed his

urine tests, the NHL did not intervene

because he was a leading scorer It

was not until 2003 when he was play-

ing for the Chicago Blackhawks that

his battle with drugs and alcohol ulti-

mately forced him out of the NHL.

His addictions continued past his

time with the NHL and he almost

ended his life with a gun in 2004. It

was not until meeting his second

wife, Jennifer, in 2005 that he began to

turn his life around. Jennifer pushed

him to be a better person and a better

father to the children he had with his

high-school girlfriend and ex-wife. In

2005, his parents apologized for their

neglect during his childhood, which

helped him move on. Fleury says he

has not used drugs or alcohol since

Sept. 18, 2005 and has been able to

change from a self-harming addict

into a confident man.

The stories in Playing with Fire are

mainly about hockey, the games that

he played, and the players he played

with. Fleury speaks about the highs

and lows of the gcmie because essen-

tially, that's all his life was. The book
is appealing to hockey addicts as it

gives a great portrait of playing in

the NHL, winning a Stanley Cup, cmd
the national pride that one feels while

playing for Team Canada.

Though his book is co-written by
Kirstie McLellan Day, Fleury's person-

ality comes through in the writing.

You feel the anger in his voice. While

the book recounts many horrific and
saddening events, Fleury also re-

counts funny anecdotes and person-

ality profiles of other hockey players

off the ice. He gives an inside scoop

on many teammates he played with

during his long career, offering an

in-depth portrait of the reckless and
childish life of many NHL players. His

stories are entertaining, but are also

placed in the book to raise awareness

of the social problems in the NHL.
Fleury believes if people had provid-

ed support, he wouldn't have gotten

into so much trouble. If people knew
about his addictions and inappropri-

ate behaviour, they should have done
something to stop it.

Fleury writes like a stereotypical

hockey player, using "puck slang,"

and his ego comes through in the

book. His writing is honest, and he

personally attacks anyone who may
have wronged or insulted him in life.

Although you definitely feel pity to-

wards Fleury while reading his story,

it is hard to entirely dismiss his selfish

actions towards his loved ones, espe-

cially his children.

Fleury's story is shocking, and he
uses the book to express remorse for

his actions in the past. Most impor-

tantly, he uses the book as a means
to spread awareness about sexual

assault and urges anyone who has
been assaulted to seek help. He ends
with "so if you are a kid who is in the

situation I was in, and somebody
older is using you for sex, call for

help. You can call the police or you
can search for kids' help lines on the

Internet. Seriously, you are not alone.

Pick up the phone."

Winnipeg police say that they are

now investigating the criminal com-
plaint filed by Fleury against James.
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GEORGE LIANG

The Blues women's hockey team earned its

first win against visiting Yorit Lions this sea-

son with a hard-fought 4-2 victory on Sunday.

After being shut out by the Lions the day

before, the Blues were determined to redeem
themselves, and it showed as soon as the puck
dropped. Five minutes into the opening frame,

Annie DelGuidice scored her 10th goal of the

season on a beautiful feed from Amy Cornell.

The Blues extended their lead midway
through the period. After great team fore-

checking, the puck bounded around in the

crease and landed on the stick of Brenley Jor-

gensen, who wrested home the loose puck for

her 12th goal and team-leading 25th point of

the season. Captain Karolina Urban and for-

ward Lindsay Hill recorded the assist.

The pace continued to pick up in the later

half of the period. The Lions had a two-on-one

chance, and Blues' DelGuidice had a break-

away with one minute left. But both attempts

were thwarted by the respective goaltenders.

With under a minute to go, the Lions would

respond with a goal on the power play. After

the Blues failed to clear the zone. Lions de-

fenceman Karen Wiltshire sent a long diagonal

pass to Autumn Mills, who found a wide open
Kristie Wilson in front of the net for a tip-in

under the glove of netminder Kendyl Valenta.

The first period ended with the Blues up 2-L

About five minutes into the second period,

captain Karolina Urban wheeled her way
through centre and fired a shot on goal. The
rebound came right to Lindsay Hill, who went

around the net, came out the other side and
wristed the puck in the net to restore the

Blues' two-goal lead.

Around the 10-minute mark, the Blues ran

into penalty trouble, taking two minors a

minute apart, giving the Lions a five-on-three

advantage. The penalty kill unit, however,

weathered the storm thanks to some great

work between the pipes. Valenta made five

stops during the time, including an incred-

ible save just as the second penalty expired.

The Brampton native would make another fine

glove save late in the period, preserving the

Blues' 3-1 lead.

Blues tame Lions
Women's hockey earns first win over Yorl< tiiis season

In the final frame, the Lions almost scored

on a quirky play. After a harmless looking

shot outside the blue line towards the Blues'

net, goaltender Valenta attempted to clear the

puck with her stick. However, she missed the

puck, which trickled behind her, and just off

the base of the post.

York would cut into the lead once again just

over six minutes into the period. A turnover in

the neutral zone resulted in a partial two-on-

one for the Lions. The team's scoring leader

Mandy Cole skated down the right wing and
snapped a shot over the shoulder of Valenta

for her 15th goal of year.

A scary moment happened with just under
12 minutes gone in the third. After a collision

along the boards, York defenceman Danielle

Beach went down hard and lay motionless for

a few seconds. The training staff hurried to the

scene, and fortunately. Beach got up and skat-

ed to the bench with help from teammates.

The Lions continued to blitz the Blues' net.

With close to three minutes remaining, York
pulled its goalie. But the Blues stood their

ground and eliminated any opportunity, and
Jorgensen added an empty-net tally to seal

the deal.

With the win, the Blues remain fifth in the

OUA standings. The team will face Windsor
and Western on the road, before coming home
for an exhibition game against the Chinese na-

tional team.

Feb. 3 at 7 p.m. at VarsityArena vs.

Team China *Exliibition garrie

Feb. 6 at 4 p.m. at Varsity Arena vs.

Laurier Golden Hawl<s

Top: Toronto and York crowd Blues goalie Kendyl

Valenta, who stopped 25 of 27 shots on net.

Bottom: Blues forward Kelly O'Hanlon skates

away with the puck in Sunday's 4-2 win over York.

Clean sweep
Women's volleyball sweeps Lakehead over the weekend

NICOLE BAKER

Karlee Diesing (above) led the Blues with 12

kills and nine digs in Sunday's 3-0 win.

In an impressive match, the number-one
ranked Varsity Blues women's volleyball team
defeated the Lakehead Thunderwolves 3-0 on

Sunday, coming off an equally impressive 3-0

win on Saturday.

The first set started out as a struggle for

both teams with a few misblocks and ser-

vice errors, but the Blues stepped up with

some powerful kills from Kristina Valjas and
Heather Bansley to take the first set 25-15.

The Thunderwolves proved confident in

the second match, tying up the game ear-

ly on, but Bansley responded with three

consecutive kills. Middle Karla Brayshaw
fought back for the Thunderwolves, trying

to keep her team within striking distance

by constantly blocking the Blues' attempts

to score. Katrina Russell recorded two kills

for the Blues, bringing the score to 24-16.

Outside hitter Amy Sweetman ended the

rally 25-18.

The Blues continued to play strongly in the

third match as they maintained a six-point lead

throughout the final set, ultimately ending the

match 25-16.

Valjas and Karlee Diesing led the Blues with

a remarkable 12 kills and nine digs each, while

Bansley added an impressive six points and
four digs. Blues setter Kathleen Mahannah
tallied six digs and 41 assists, and was named
the Varsity Blues player of the game.

"Before each game, we challenge our-

selves to play at our level and in this match
we definitely played up to the challenge. Our
mindset coming into this game was to treat

the game seriously, as if it were the gold-

medal match," said Valjas.

Jan. 30 at 4 p.m. at Athletic Centre

Sports Gym vs. Queen's Golden Gaels

Jan. 31 at 2 p.m. at Athletic Centre

Sports Gym vs. RMC Paladins
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CIS all-Canadian Heather Bansley (above)

leads the league in points per game.
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Forestry faculty

to be uprooted
Provost: Merge or move

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
Associate News Editor

The Faculty of Forestry must merge

with the arts and science faculty or

move to Scarborough campus, says

VP and provost Cheryl Misak. The
decision comes in the wake of the

Towards 2030 report, which shows

the faculty as 87 per cent dependent

on university funds.

"We've desperately wanted to

change this situation so that we are

no longer a 'charity case,' and the

way to do that is to grow our under-

graduate program," said forestry

dean Tat Smith.

Smith said promoting forestry to

undergrads requires a serious re-

branding. Last year, six out of 65,000

graduating high school students

said they would choose forestry as a

program. In a survey commissioned

by the forestry faculty in September,

grade 11 students ranked forestry

as the least attractive faculty name.

The forestry faculty's undergrad

program was shut down 15 years

ago. The faculty no longer award
the Registered Professional Forester

certification. The undergraduate

Forest Conservation program, a part

of the arts and science faculty, has

around 60 students enrolled. The
majority of its courses are taught by
professors from the forestry faculty.

"The classes are really small,

which is awesome," said Seb Dal-

garno, a fourth-year specialist in

forest conservation. "If you look

at the anti-calendar, forestry profs

usually have a 100 per cent re-take

rate." After planting trees for a sum-
mer, Dalgarno became interested

in forestry and switched into the

program with two years in general

sciences under his belt. "You have

science-based ecological stuff, like

tree ID-ing, and then classes about

displacement of groups and indig-

enous communities, other classes

which focus on economics, actu-

ally figuring out how to manage a

forest," he said.

The interdisciplinary aspect

spoke to grade 11 students as well

—

a high percentage in the study said

the description of the subject mat-

ter really appealed to them—and
Smith hopes to emphasize this

when reshaping the faculty's image.

Smith said that "academic turf"

is the primary reason forestry has

not been allowed to rebrand itself

as a broader, more interdisciplin-

ary area. "There is a turf war be-

tween the environmental depart-

ments," he said. "[As a result] we
can't occupy the space that survey

says we could."

SEE 'FORESTRY' -PG 5

Former student union

prez runs for mayor
Rocco Achampong launches campaign today

Rocco Achampong, a 31 -year-old lawyer, pledges a two-year freeze on transit fares if elected.

ABDI AIDID
Varsity Staff

Rocco Achampong is running for

mayor of Toronto. The 31-year-old

lawyer and former president of U of

T's Student Administrative Council

(now known as UTSU) will officially

launch his campaign today at Hart

House, entering the thick of an

already uncertain race.

Born in Tema, Ghana, Achampong

entered U of T's Transitional Year Pro-

gramme in 1999 and went on to study

history and political science at Trinity

College. He was the president of the

SEE 'ACHAMPONG' -PG

3

Canadian activist

deported from

Indonesia
TIM LEGAULT

Associate News Editor

Refugee activist and U of T alum
Jessica Chandrashekar, along with

two Australian activists, Pamela
Curr and Saradha Nathan, were de-

tained and deported by Indonesian

authorities last week in Merak, in

Java's west.

The three activists were there to

look at a boat carrying over 240 Sri

Lankan asylum seekers that were
intercepted by Indonesian authori-

ties in October 2009. The Sri Lank-

ans have since remained docked in

Merak and refuse to leave the boat.

Indonesian officials claimed the

activists approached the boat. The
women deny these allegations and
claim they stayed in a public area,

away from the restricted area, ac-

cording to the Brisbane Times.

The women were detained and
questioned for 11 hours on Jan 26.

After being released later that night,

they were detained again for five

hours the next day, Ian Rintoul from

the Refugee Action Coalition told the

Jarkarta Post.

Rintoul told Radio Australia that he

and Nathan gave the Tamil refugees

SEE 'DEPORTED' -PG
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Colour-blind art?

Panel cites poor infrastructure, stereotypes

among obstacles to diversity in the arts

YEAMROT TADDESE
Varsity Staff

Diversity in the performing arts

took centre stage at UTSC over the

weekend, when the group Cultural

Pluralism in Performing Arts Move-
ment Ontario hosted a conference

at UTSC, with talks, workshops,

and performances.

"CPPAMO is a movement of Aborigi-

nal and ethno-racial artists working

with presenters to empower the per-

forming arts communities of Ontario,"

according to the group's website.

UTSC funds the group.

On Friday, a panel of four addressed

the triumphs and troubles of staging

artistic expressions of diverse com-

munities. The pcinel was chaired by
Kathleen Sharpe, president of Cana-

dian Conference of the Arts. The town
hall was followed by a dance solo.

Kevin Ormsby's performance, called

"Kashedance," mixed traditional Afro-

Caribbean chorography with contem-

porary movements cind bcillet.

"The barriers are not artistic,

[they're] infrastructural," said Santee

Smith, artistic director of Kaha:wi

Dance Theatre. Speaking on the

challenge of going mainstream as

SEE 'ART' -PG

3

Kevin Ormsby's performance Friday

combines traditional Afro-Caribbean

chorography, contemporary

movements, and ballet.
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Taking a stand

for Darfur

Group's T-shirt campaign a reminder of the

lives behind casualty statistics

MOE ABBAS

Students Taking Action Now: Darfur

wants to make sure that the battle-

worn region of western Sudan stays

in the public eye. Clashes between
government-backed militia and reb-

el forces have displaced 2.7 million

Darfuris, according to 2009 Human
Rights Watch estimates. Amnesty
International reports that malnutri-

tion and disease claimed the lives of

over 200,000. Another 90,000 died in

fighting. Despite public awareness of

the conflict, the numbers only seem
to be growing.

"People are uncomfortable with

the topic of genocide. And if it doesn't

affect us directly, we don't want to

bother with it," said Aviva German, a

member of STAND. Founded in 2005,

the student-led group has satellite

chapters around the world.

STAND Canada has launched

a campaign called Stand For The
Dead, selling T-shirts bearing the

names of victims on the front and
their stories on the back. This

method of raising awareness aims

to reverse the desensitizing effect

of casualty statistics, said Shauna
Keddy, another member of the U of

T chapter. "If you're passionate at a

young age, that generally carries on
into adulthood," German said.

Additionally, the group has the sup-

port of filmmaker Uwe Boll. On Mon-

day, Feb. 1, the group will screen his

film Darfur in 10 cities across Canada.

Darfur will screen at the Scotia

Bank Theatre at 7p.m. Tickets are

available at www.standcanada.org/

darfurhlm. T-shirts are available for

purchase at the screening, or online at

standforthedead.com for $30.

PETA protestor pie-faced

A PETA protestor dressed in a seal

costume took a pie to the face last

Friday in St. John's, Nfld. A man
dressed as the local mascot, a dog

in a rain slicker, removed the pro-

testor's mask and thrust a pie into

her face before fleeing the scene.

This act seems to be a response

to PETA's use of pies in a protest

last week against fisheries minister

Gall Shea, who stands in support of

seal hunting.

Emily Lavender, 21, is the PETA
protestor on the receiving end of

the retaliation pie. She says she

doesn't mind taking a pie for her

cause.

PETA said they did not find Gail

Shea's pie in the face was out of

line. But Wallace Ryan of St. John's,

who is in favour of seal hunting,

commented that the spring hunt

is important to sealers economi-

cally. Ryan wore a shirt that said:

"If seals were ugly, nobody would

give a damn."

—ZOe SEDLAK

Source: Toronto Star

Hundreds ticketed in traffic

safety campaign

As a part of their campaign to pro-

mote pedestrian and traffic safety,

Toronto police are reporting that

they have issued 295 tickets to

drivers and pedestrians, with an

additional 345 warnings handed

out in four days.

Pedestrians were cited for jay-

walking and disregarding traffic

signals. Among the tickets issued

to motorists were $40 charges for

being stuck between intersections

on red lights and $180 charges for

failing to yield to unloading street-

cars. Additionally, eight motorists

were charged for driving with sus-

pended licences.

The reports come after the GTA's

pedestrian fatality toll rose to 14

since Jan. 1, nearly half of last

year's count.

—ABDI AIDID

Source: CBC

Fees waived for l^aitian

students at U Ottawa

The University of Ottawa plans to

cover the tuition and residence

fees this semester for its 23 Hai-

tian students enrolled in the uni-

versity with student visas.

Announced on Tuesday, the

decision will save each student

$6,000 to $8,000 and cost the uni-

versity $150,000.

Allan Rock, the university's

president, said that some of the

students had lost relatives and

others were still waiting to hear

from their families. "Some of them

had depended on families in Haiti

to support them financiedly, and

those families were no longer able

to do that."

After meeting with the students

and hearing that they would not

be able to pay for the semester,

the university decided to waive

fees. U of 0 has yet to consider

whether or not it will cover costs

next fall.

"Charity begins at home, and

the people who were sitting right

in from of me were those 1 could

help themost at the very moment,"

explained Rock when asked about

the decision to cover student fees

instead of sending $150,000 to

Haitian relief. Rock pointed out

that successful fundraising for the

I

Haitian catastrophe is also taking

I

place on campus.

I

—CAROLYN ARNEH
Source: Ottawa Citizen

College union rejects offer

The Ontario Public Service Em-
ployees Union, which represents

college instructors in Ontario, has
rejected what advocacy organiza-

tion Colleges Ontario, represent-

ing 24 colleges of applied arts and
technology, has called their "fi-

nal offer." Now, Colleges Ontario

wants OPSEU to take the offer to

its members for a vote.

OPSEU spokesman Greg Hamara
said that the union would only ask

its members to vote on an offer

that is supported by union officials.

According to him, OPSEU has t^
Colleges Ontario to hold its own
vote.

"We cannot recommend this fi-

nal offer because it avoids the real

issues," he stated.

Though Colleges Ontario re-

duced the contract term to three

years from four and boosted sal-

ary increases to 5.75 per cent over

three years, OPSEU is looking for

gains in work and academic free-

dom.
Earlier this month, 57 teachers

gave OPSEU a strike mandate,

giving officials permission to call

for a strike if negotiations broke

down. Such a strike would affect

500,000 full- and part-time stu-

dents,

—RYAN TUZYK

Source: Globe and Mail

Mac arsonist sentenced

An expelled McMaster student

has been sentenced to just un-

der two years in prison and three

years of probation after pleading

guilty in November to a charge of

arson endangering human life.

The sentencing comes over a year

after Emerson Pardoe of Scarbor-

ough, then 19, caused a large fire

in a residence building. The blaze

cost $3 million in structural dam-

age and over $2 million in costs,

and left over 500 students home-

less.

Pardoe was originally charged

with both arson endangering hu-

man life and arson endangering

property. The latter charge was

dropped as a result of the guilty

plea in November.
On top of the maximum sentence,

Ontario Court Justice Timothy

Culver ordered Pardoe to submit

his DNA to be entered into Can-

ada's DNA crime database. Ad-

ditionally Pardoe is banned from

possessing weapons, ammuni-

tion, and explosives for five years.

He admitted to being under the in-

fluence of both drugs and alcohol

at the time of the crime.

—KARI VIERIMAA

Source; Hamilton Spectator

Hey, UTM.We virant you!
Join The Varsity, U of T's student newspaper. We're recruiting from UTM-writers,

photographers, illustrators, you name it. Write about events on campus while building

up a portfolio at Canada's largest student newspaper!

Join our networt( and stay afoot on upcoming events and career opportunities!

We're holding a party in the Board Room at the Student Centre

on Thursday, February 11 from 3 to 5 p.m. IVIeet tlie editors,

directors, and contributors and learn how to get involved.

If you can't attend the event but are still interested,

no worries. Contact Hilary Barlow, Director of Recruitment

and Training at recruitment@thevarsity.ca.

niRAVELOnS

Make sure you get carded to

buy your 6 pak.

ISIC (International Student Identity Card) holders

save 50% on the adult regular Economy fare with the purchase

of a VIA 6 pak - six one-way trips between any two pre-selected

stations on the VIA Rail network.

travelcuts.com
Get student discounts with

Available at Travel CUTS.

187 College St (University of Toronto). 416.979.2406

UBC Finishing a degree?

Considering teaching?

Study in Vancouver!

Bachelor of Education Program
Earn a second degree in 12 months

Earn a professional teaching certificate

Elementary options - 12 month or 2 year

12 month Middle Years option (English, Science, Sociat Studies, PE)

12 month Secondary option with 27 teaching areas

{Especially seeking: French, Math, Physics, Chemistry, Theatre,

Home Economics, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese)

Academic requirements & Application at

www.teach.educ.ubc.ca

Please apply by: February 15, 2010
Late applications accepted

Teach EnglisU

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practlcum

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca
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'DEPORTED' - CONTINUED FROM PG

1

Australian humanitarian visa appli-

cation forms on an earlier visit in De-

cember 2009. He said that authorities

questioned the women about the visa

applications, though they did not dis-

tribute any on this visit.

Nathan was suspected of being

married to a human smuggler who
shares the Scune surname, but of-

ficials realized this was an error, re-

ported the Herald Sun, an Australian

newspaper.

"My husband is a flight attendant

and his surname is not Nathan," Na-

than told the Sun, and added, "Being

detained and deported won't hide the

injustice of leaving the people on the

boat for three months without proper

support."

On Jan. 28, Indonesian officials

said the activists would be deported

the next day for violating the terms

of their tourist visas. They will not

be allowed to return to Indonesia for

six months.

"It is appalling and unacceptable

that the Indonesian authorities are

intimidating and discriminating

these young foreign women," wrote a

spokesperson in a statement for the

Coalition to Stop the War in Sri Lanka.

The CTSWSL maintains that the

asylum seekers need assistance

immediately.

"[The Sri Lankan asylum seekers]

have been living on a boat for over 100

days and are under threat of deporta-

tion back to Sri Lanka. The refugees

are suffering from a depletion of food,

medical supplies, unsanitary condi-

tions, and a lack of other basic needs."

Chandrashekar is currently a PhD
student a York University and earned

her B.Sc. and anMA inwomen's studies

at U of T. She is an active member for

the Canadian Humanitaricui Appeal

for Relief of Tamils.

The UBC student union is proposing a $5 fee for all students, to be

refunded for those who vote in student union elections. What do you think?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

Shuchee

4th Year Mental Health studies,

"I feel people will vote for the money instead of

for the relevant issues. People are really lazy, so

I don't think this is necessarily a good initiative."

Stephanie

3nl Year English,

"A lot of people don't end up voting anyway.

Th^ don t know what's going on on campus, so

ittiinkifsagoodidea,"

Cephas
2nd Year EnvironmentalPolicyand
Practice,

"I'm not down for that. People have a lot on

their plates, and not everyone is able to be

involved."

Tarek

1st Year MaterialScience Engineering,

"I'm fine with it. It'll encourage people to vote.

This will make people pay more attention to the

elections, and after the elections are over, the

students will be better represented."

Javier

1st YearMaterial Science Engineering

"I don't know if this will be more representative

because people will just vote to get their $5.

There should be a more proactive initiative to get

people involved in these elections."

Andrew

3nl YearPoll Sci,

"To be honest, I couldn't care less. $5 isn't

going to make me want to go out ofm
way and study the campaign, know who's

running, etc."

Aminder

4th Year English,

"I think it's a great idea, it gives people a

monetary incentive to vote. I think we should do

that too.''

2nd Year Commerce,
"I don't think this would work. Even if it's

refundable, if I'm not willing to pay in the

first place, then it's not a good system."

'ACHAMPONG' - CONTINUED FROM P61

Black Students Association before be-

ing elected to lead SAC in April of 2002.

Achampong says his decision to

run for office dates back to Decem-
ber 2005, after a violent year that saw
80 homicides in Toronto, 42 of them
shootings. Achampong, a student at

Osgoode Hall law school at the time,

remembers the death of Amon Beck-

les, cm 18-year-old Toronto man who
was gunned down at the funeral of his

best friend, Jamal Hemmings.

"My brother and sister were in that

church," said Achampong. "They had

to duck when they heard the gunfire."

"That's when I decided something

had to be done," he said. "It became
ominously clear to me that no politi-

cian knew how to speak to the issue.

They didn't speak the language of

the youth that were involved in these

spates of violence. They ought to have

known societal values have changed."

Achampong's campaign pledges

include a two-year freeze on rising

transit fares, a problem he believes

the city can solve internally. He also

promises to start what he calls "the

largest subway expansion in the his-

tory of Toronto since probably the

mid-to-late 1960s."

He advocates loosening regulation

to make it easier to start businesses.

His campaign materials—emblazoned

with his slogan "Leadership. For a

'ART' -CONTINUED FROM P61

a Canadian Aboriginal artist, Smith

noted inequalities in funding, and lack

of access to training, exposure, and

networking. "The pressure to conform

to preconceived notions of Aborigincd

art is also restricting," she added.

"As a contemporary artist, I carry

forward culture. My dance is not folk-

loric [or] preservation; it is continuity."

Ajay Heble, artistic director of

the Guelph Jazz Festival, talked

about "interculturalisation of

Change"—speak of his commitment
to the arts and an endorsement of a

national housing program. The rheto-

ric suggests a John Tory-like conser-

vatism. While Achampong welcomed
the comparison—he spoke of carry-

ing Tory's torch and getting started

in politics because of him—he did

so with caution. "Conservative as I

interpret it implies a certain duty to

protect, preserve, and conserve the

interests of the public," he said. "But

I'm not a banner-holding individual.

Context dictates approach."

As president of SAC, Achampong
actively supported a campaign to dis-

courage U of T's entry into the Cana-

dian Federation of Students; he still

maintains that UTSU's membership
in CFS is illegal. His leadership was
questioned after a motion of non-

confidence that saw the SAC board

vote 31-8 in favour of his resignation.

Included in the allegations against

him were insufficient office hours

and failure to comply with executive

procedures, all of which Achampong
denied as "patently false." Still, he

says his time at SAC was an impor-

tant experience.
"1 think it makes me even better

[as a candidate]," Achampong said

of his time in SAC. "I have more ex-

perience in participatory democ-
racy than most of the other candi-

dates do. I've been in the hot seat.

I've taken the shots."

jazz," which he defined as artists

from different backgrounds com-
ing together to create meaningful

music. "Our work is more than pro-

gramming," he said. "It is an op-

portunity to recast histories [...] of

marginalized people."

Charles Smith, artistic director

of CPPAMO and a lecturer at UTSC,
sees encouraging signs on campus.
"I am totally amazed that when I

walk into a classroom, about 80 per

cent of students are of colour," said

Smith. "That changes how we talk

As far as the controversy is con-

cerned, Achampong says that was a

result of his results-oriented attitude.

"I came with four promises," he said.

"I said I'd put the opt-outs online, bring

college council presidents onto the

board, bring discounted metropasses,

and fight for tuition fees. And what did

1 do? I did all four."

As someone in his early thirties and

with no background as an elected of-

ficial in the city, Achampong is likely

to face questions of inexperience. His

fellow thirty-something in the may-

oral race, Adam Giambrone, is often la-

belled as inexperienced, though his six

years on Toronto City Council and as

TTC commissioner make him far less

of a fringe candidate. (Notably, current

mayor David Miller was largely consid-

ered a fringe candidate when he kicked

off his campaign in 2002, having polled

beneath Barbara Hall and John Nunzi-

ata for the better part of his campaign.)

"Experience—and especially good

experience—is needed in situations

where the current state of affairs is

beneficial," Achampong said. "But it's

not just about being the popular guy

from Ward 19 or Ward 17. We need

a guy that will bring this city into the

next century and see things in a global-

ized context."

Rocco Achampong launches his

campaign on Monday, Feb. 1, at 5:30

p.m. at the HartHouse Debate Room.

about cultural diversity." He added
that students are in touch with their

backgrounds and bring their artis-

tic perspectives to UTSC.
Johnny Wu, a third-year arts

management student, agreed that

UTSC has artists capable of repre-

senting diverse backgrounds. "We
have the people but we lack space,"

he said. "Art needs space to create

things." Wu also said he hopes the

north campus instructional centre

will provide space for art when the

building is completed.

'FORESTRY' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

"There's no turf war," said Misak.

"That's completely wrong." Misak

agreed that the faculty needed to

change and attract a much bigger

undergraduate base, but said that

these goals would be more easily

achieved within another faculty.

"Students aren't entering into fac-

ulties of forestry. They are going

into more diverse faculties like arts

and science or engineering," Misak

said. "So my view is that they would
do much, much better if they were

in one of those diverse faculties with

thousands of students on hand who
could look at those great courses."

Smith questioned Misak's logic.

"Why can't we do that as a stand-

alone faculty? That point has not

been argued to my satisfaction." He
added that merging would result in

a loss of status and visibility, as well

as "that ability to nurture and de-

velop culture as a faculty."

For now the future of the faculty

is unclear. An external review is

underway and Misak anticipates a

more comprehensive plan by July 1.

year end
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IRKS (QUIRKS^
Why slow-walkers should be tarred and feathered

ALEX NURSALL
Varsity Staff

Of all of the topics that get people

riled up—the government, the reces-

sion, school—nothing appears to get

some people more worked up than

the mention of someone walking

slowly on a sidewalk. "1 hate them!"

they start shrieking, covering me in

a fine mist of saliva. "I hate them and
we should start beating them with

hammers!" Slow-walkers are infuri-

ating, and the wrath they incur from

pedestrians who actually need to get

somewhere in a reasonable amount
of time is totally justified.

Although it's over a topic with

significance somewhere between
"totally useless" and "David Nay-

lor's armpit hair," people get more
worked up about slow-walkers than

they do over flat fees or healthcare.

I'd like to advise all the protest

groups on campus to stop yelling at

Simcoe Hall, and start moving really

slowly on St. George. You'll get the

attention of the masses, if only for

the 30 seconds before they start us-

ing your signs to beat you to death.

I can see where they're coming

from, though. We've all been there,

rushing off to some
important class or ap-

pointment, only to be

stuck behind some
jackhole mincing along

at a pace rivalled only

by the homeless guy

that's currently asleep

on a doorstep. You
try to get around him,

only to be blocked by
one thing or another,

and then he swerves

directly in front of you,

cutting you off, caus-

ing your brain to think

up ways to just grab that branch over

there and start whacking him in the

shins, while shouting, "How you like

me now, hahaha!"

Sorry, moving on: One of my favou-

rite types of the "people who need

to get the fuck off the sidewalk now"

are those large gaggle of girls trying

to get to the club wearing giant high

heels in winter. They fan out across

most of the sidewalk—up to and in-

Although it's over a topic

with significance somewhere
between 'totally useless' and
*David Naylor's armpit hair/

people get more worked up
about slow-walkers than they do

over flat fees or healthcare.

eluding the bike lane and carpool

lane—and walk at approximately

0.0000001 km/h, all the while bitch-

ing incessantly about how much
their feet hurt. "Oh my gawwwwd,"
they screech. "My toes hurt soooo

much!" When stuck behind them, the

general reaction is usually to curse,

try to go around them by stepping out

onto the road, and (because this is

Toronto) be immediately hit by about

eight cars. Because of

these hazards facing

people who walk at a

normal pace, 1 have

some solutions that 1

hope will help remedy
the problem.

Much like how we
handle traffic viola-

tions, the city should

start cracking down
on the scourge of slow

walkers clogging our

streets. There should

be officers set up at

so-called "hot spots"

in the city, where lazy pedestrians

are known to be an issue. Using

speed guns and cameras, people

walking under a certain set speed

would be pulled over and ticketed.

Couples caught taking up an entire

sidewalk while holding hands will be
forced to separate and walk on oppo-
site sides of the street. Large groups

taking up entire parade routes worth
of walking space will each be tick-

eted, tarred and feathered, and then

released in Scarborough. The guy
on his iPhone (yes, the one talk-

ing to the tiny microphone on his

headphones) will be made to strip

naked and run through the Robarts

stacks, all while narrating it over

loudspeaker for the amusement of

others ("I'm almost done... and...

Hey, who are you? Oh my god, get

these grad students off me!")

When it comes down to it, slow-

walkers slow the rest of us down.

We have places to go and people to

see, and these dilly-dallyers prevent

us from getting there in a reasonable

amount of time.

But seriously, 1 hope that there

comes a day when we can all live to-

gether happily no matter what speed

we choose to enjoy the world at. Un-

til then, get the fuck out of my way.

Don't censor me!

How search engine restrictions in China angered Google, and what the company plans to do about it

___JLypW]KANTONJ[yK

Much had been made of the sweep-

ing changes to China's economy, but

the country may be about to undergo

another shift—this time, in the way
information is disseminated. On
Jan. 12, Google published what has

now become a famous manifesto, "A

New Approach to China." Essentially,

Google has said that it will no longer

censor itself.

For those not familiar with this is-

sue, here's the jist. Google first came
to China in January 2006 under the

condition that it would censor the

things the Chinese government told

it to. Last year, Google supplemented

its regular search tool with the "asso-

ciated word" feature—the innovation

where someone typing in a search

query can see what other people who
used similar wording have searched

for. (For example, when you start typ-

ing in "car" it suggests "cars for sale"

or "career paths" or "cartoons.")

Needless to say, the Chinese authori-

ties were furious because this al-

lowed Chinese searchers to see que-

ries that were previously censored

to them. In June, Chinese officials

blocked this feature on Google, using

the excuse that it encouraged people

to view pornography.

Additionally, a few weeks ago

Google announced that it knew of

sophisticated cyber attacks in mid-

December that targeted as many as

34 of the top Fortune 500 companies,

including companies in the Inter-

net, finance, technology, media, and

chemical sectors, such as Dow Chem-
ical Co. and Northrop Grumman
Corp. Google broke the news that the

Gmail accounts of two human rights

activists were broken into. Although

it's not clear exactly who the hack-

ers were, evidence suggests it was
done with sophisticated organization.

Later, Google discovered a command
and control server sending hacking

instructions from China. Granted,

it's difficult to say whether the hack-

ers were operating and manipulating

computers in China or elsewhere, but

nonetheless, U.S. Secretary of State

Hillary Clinton asked the Chinese gov-

ernment for an explanation.

It is with this background that David

Drummond, Google's Chief Legal Offi-

cer, posted "ANew Approach to China"

on the official Google blog. He wrote

that Google publicized its findings be-

cause these attacks are not just an In-

ternet security issue, but they go right

"to the heart of a much bigger global

debate about freedom of speech."

Google entered China believing that

the limited content it provided was

more beneficial than the censorship it

had to abide by. But now, Google has

said it is no longer willing to continue

censoring its results, and declared

its intention to operate an unfiltered

search engine within the law."

Chinese citizenswho can outsmart
the censors have organized a flower

campaign using Twitter, which
is banned in China, with slogans

such as "GoogleBye." They have
been sending flowers and cards
with messages to Google offices in

China, thanking the company for its

courage to say no to censorship.

The Chinese authorities have said

little in response, trying to downplay
the issue, even though this is arguably

the most egregious insult to the gov-

ernment from a company. What they

have said is that Google is masking a
business decision in moral language.

Google had only a 20-30 per cent mar-

ket share of Chinese Internet searches,

putting it in second place behind the

Chinese search engine Baidu, which

holds 60-70 per cent of the market.

The government scorned Google for

threatening to withdraw, claiming

that the country is too lucrative to

abandon, and that Google would soon

return on its hands and knees, comply-

ing with the government's censors.

Although Google made $22 million

in China in 2008, this was only a small

percentage of its total profits. Google

would lose much more advertisement

revenue if only a small minority of us-

ers in North America or Europe boy-

cotted it because they thought Google

was betraying its principles in China.

Even though China is a large market,

Google will likely not be returning,

as their announcement has soured

'CENSORS' - CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Do more than donate
Why it's important to be educated on Haiti's history

LEONICKAVALCIUS
Varsity Staff

I cannot pretend to be impartial.

My heart grows heavy as news from

Haiti filters in. The Haiti 1 heard

about growing up, the Haiti of my
parents' childhood, was "La pearle

de les Antilles." The Haiti of today is

much battered but still resilient. Ev-

ery image compels me to do some-
thing, to take action, to get involved.

Luckily there is no shortage of re-

sponse here at U of T. Following the

quake. President David Naylor issued

a statement and spoke at an event in

solidarity. UTSU, in conjunction with

both the Scarborough and Missis-

sauga student unions, has formed

a coalition of students, faculty, and
community members to launch a

campaign in support of Haiti. Other

student groups have hosted (and

continue to host) smaller events that

shed light on the crisis.

One such event was "Haiti up
against Neoliberalism." Hosted by
the Women and Gender Studies

Student Union on January 27, the

event was an important part of the

re-emerging discourse on Haiti. In

an email, Savitri Persaud, co-pres-

ident of WGSSU, highlighted the

many dimensions of Haiti's social

and political history "connected to

matters not only concerning gen-

der, but race, colonialism, imperial-

U of T has held several benefits for Haiti, including this one in the Hart House Great Hall on Jan. 21.

ism, globalization, and poverty to

name a few."

The heart of the event was a dis-

cussion facilitated by Dr. Rachel

Gorman—a professor in the Women
and Gender Studies program whose
courses include WGS385: Gender and

Neoliberalism—that successfully aid-

ed students in educating one another

about the issues at hand. Sitting on

couches and pulled-up chairs, munch-

ing on pizza and other snacks, stu-

dents shared their thoughts, insights,

and knowledge surrounding the earth-

qucike in Haiti and the implications it

has for the future. More than anything,

however, they were able to ask ques-

tions. The key here was that they were

not experts, nor were they expected to

be. They wanted to learn more about a

situation that affects everyone.

What was conspicuously absent

Is theUofT
Administration

meddling in

student's affairs?

Hot on the heels of an impressive

anti-prorogation protest at Dundas
Square that saw thousands of Cana-

dians protest Prime Minister Stephen

Harper's suspension of parliament,

U of T students find a democratic

deficit in their own backyard.

After reading last week's news
article "Do we matter?" (Jan. 25), 1 was
shocked by President Naylor's unprec-

edented endorsement of the entity

known as the "St. George Round
Table." This club is not a recognized

group in the university's governemce.

Naylor is now calling for a

"change in players" to silence his

critics at UTSU who campaigned
against his Flat Fee proposal for a

66 per cent fee increase.

Instead of addressing student con-

cerns, Naylor is trying to side-step

student representation by propos-

ing an "alternative" to a democratic

student union. He is desperate for

student support. The Round Table

consists largely of failed candidates

in past UTSU elections who couldn't

get elected because they were
uncritical of the university's plans

to increase tuition fees and cut

LETTERS-
programs and campaigns supported

by the majority of students.

We do have one thing to thank Nay-

lor for: in declaring support for the

hacks in the St. George Round Table,

he has helped us figure out whom
not to support. (Don't worry, I'm sure

they'll get hired by the administra-

tion soon enough.)

In this year's UTSU elections, 1

plan to vote only for candidates

who can prove to me—by word
and deed—that they will fight the

administration's vision of an elitist

and unaffordable education, every

step of the way.

Walied Khogau, anti-prorogation

rally organizer and former president

OF THE UTM Students' Union

Response

Upon reading Walied Koghali's letter

"Is the U of T administration med-
dling in student affairs?" a few points

stood out on the page. While Koghali's

opinions on the place of the St. George

Round Table in student affairs are his

own concern, a few factual errors in

his letter demand attention.

First, the SGRT is not composed
"largely of failed candidates in past

UTSU elections," as Koghali states. Not

a single representative falls into this

category. Nor are they "hacks." Each

member of the SGRT is elected in a

democratic forum by the voting public

of his or her college or faculty. Label-

ling the members as such is an insult

not only to the members of the SGRT,

but also the students who elected

them cind who put fcuth in their office.

The idea of the SGRT as an

"alternative" to the UTSU is an
interesting idea. As a body without

a budget or a mandate to effect

change in the broader sense, the

SGRT in its current state would be a

poor alternative.

The SGRT is neither unaccountable

nor undemocratic. As a body, the

SGRT exists only as the sum of its

parts. Each member represents their

respective council or meeting, and
is accountable to it. Furthermore,

in order to gain legitimacy from our

constituent bodies, each council

or meeting is required to ratify the

SORT'S charter.

While we at the SGRT do value

Koghali's commitment to student

affairs—as we do value the opinions of

all students on campus—^we wish that

he would have approached us before

he wrote this comment. A cursory

glance at our charter (found online at

sgrt.ca) would have answered many of

his questions about our organization.

Thomas Pinnington

Head of College, Trinity College

'CENSORS' - CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

relations with the powers that be. If

Google did stay, China would punish

the company with harder restrictions

and more filters. If it withdraws,

Google abandons millions of Chinese

users. More to the point, leaving China

would not stop the cyber attacks and

theft of intellectual property.

Indeed, Google's competitors are ea-

ger to see it go. Baidu will probably gain

more users from Google's departure.

Yahoo originally aligned itself with

Google in defence of Internet privacy

and against the cyber attacks, but has

since been criticized by its pcirtner in

China, the Alibaba Group, of which Ya-

hoo owns 40 per cent. Microsoft made
no mention of being disturbed by the

news, and hopes to gain users for its

new Bing interest search engine.

Although Google denies having

made a decision about its future in

China and is currently trying to nego-

tiate a compromise with China, which

would allow Google to offer unfiltered

searches within the Chinese law, ru-

mours have spread that the company
is already leaving.

In the last few days, Google has

loosened its filters. It still blocks what

it must, but has allowed searchers to

see images of the 1989 Tiananmen
Square protest, which embarrasses

the Communist regime. What will

happen is hard to say, but an article

in PC Magazine sums up the situation

nicely: "Google's purpose is to search

and find. The Chinese Government's

purpose is to control and hide. Some-

body has to change."

from this event was a donation jar.

When asked why, Persaud answered,

"It was a conscious decision not to col-

lect donations. 'Haiti up against Neo-

liberalism' was intended to educate.

Ultimately, the decision to donate is

a personal one and our hope is that

through awcireness-raising, people will

make informed decisions about where

to donate should they choose to do so."

The earthquake itself may be a natu-

ral disaster, but Haiti is going through a

man-made catastrophe too. The coun-

try has some of the worst living condi-

tions in the world, which is largely the

result of a long history of political in-

stability, foreign occupation, unequal

terms of trade, resource extraction,

imperialism, colonialism, and slavery.

Haiti's problems did not begin on Janu-

ary 12, 2010. I challenge everyone to

attend an event with depth—one that

will reshape your conceptions of the

poorest country in the Western Hemi-

sphere. Such events are not hard to

find, especially now. If your group or

organization is not already planning

something about Haiti, tell them to.

By no means do I frown upon donat-

ing money; Haiti needs as much mon-

ey as it can get. However, Persaud's

was a refreshing sentiment. Some-
times giving money is not enough.

With "proceeds will help Haiti" collec-

tion jars appearing everywhere, it is

easy to lose sight of what is at stake.

Haiti has reached a tipping point.

Whether this earthquake becomes
an opportunity for Haiti to start fresh

or a chance for the exploitation to

worsen will depend not on how much
cash is raised, but by how many peo-

ple stand to educate themselves and
defend Haiti by fighting many of the

things that have plagued the country,

and work to see her rise as the Pearl

of the Antilles once more. L'union fait

la force—In unity there is strength.
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The Awards:
Over the years, four Nobel Prizes

have been awarded for malaria-

based work. The 1902, 1907, 1927,

£ind 1948 Nobels in Physiology or

Medicine have all gone to work that

has improved our understanding of,

or ability to combat malaria.

The Science:
Malaria has been with us for over

50,000 years. Identified in the autop-

sies of Egyptian mummies, written

about in ancient China, and impli-

cated as a major factor in the fall of

Rome. Malaria most likely developed

in Africa, but quickly spread from

there with the help of travellers, ex-

plorers, and colonialists to almost

every corner of the earth by the 19th

century. Malaria has been with us for

so long that it is considered one of

the greatest modern selective pres-

sures on our species.

Today malaria infects over 250

million people a year, killing about

one million. Infants and the elderly

in the developing world are at the

greatest risk. We've come a long way
in understanding malaria over the

last 150 years, yet there is still no
vaccine. Controlling its vector, the

Anopheles mosquito, is proving to be
much more difficult in the develop-

ing world than it has been for Europe
and North America.

The mosquito can't be blamed for

malaria though. Anopheles is merely

the carrier of the pathogenic Plas-

modium, a single-celled eukaryotic

organism that lives half its lifecycle

in humans and the other half in mos-
quitoes. It was the recognition of

Plasmodium infection as the cause of

malaria that won Alphonse Laveran

the Nobel Prize in 1907. Working at a

military hospital in Algiers in 1880,

Laveran discovered Plasmodium in

the blood of a malaria victim. The
Nobel Prize honoured this discov-

ery and his other discovery that try-

panosomes, another parasite, cause

sleeping sickness.
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The Plasmodium lifecycle begins

in an infected human. An infected

person's blood carries the gametes

(male and female sex cells) of the

parasite. Once bitten by a mosquito,

the gametes are sucked up as part

of the blood meal and enter the

mosquito's gut. It is here that the

two gametes come together to form

the zygote. This phase of Plasmo-

dium's lifecycle can only happen in

the mosquito.

The zygote buries itself into the

mosquito gut lining, and after many
cellular divisions develops into a

sac of sporozoites. The sac eventu-

ally bursts, releasing the sporozoites

that migrate from the gut lining to the

mosquito's salivary glands, where
they wait for the bite that will land

them into their next human host.

Many had hypothesized that ma-
laria was linked to mosquitoes—the

ancient Romans knew that dredg-

ing swamps (mosquito breeding

grounds) reduced the incidence of

malaria—but a definitive link had
never been shown experimentally.

In 1897, after dissecting an Anoph-

eles mosquito (only genus Anopheles

can carry Plasmodium} four days

after it had fed on a malaria patient.

Sir Ronald Ross found Plasmodium
in its stomach, unequivocally link-

ing it to Anopheles. Using birds as a

model host (different strains of Plas-

modium have different animal hosts),

Ross also showed how Plasmodium

migrates towards the Anopheles sali-

vary glands to transmit malaria be-

tween birds. His work was awarded
a Nobel in 1902.

Once the Plasmodium sporozoites

reach the bloodstream of their new
host, they can colonize the liver or a

red blood cell (RBC). Those that en-

ter the liver cells stay there for only a

short time, rapidly replicating them-

selves until the infected cell bursts,

releasing Plasmodium cells into the

blood where they can enter an RBC.

Plasmodium is clever at evading

the host animal's immune system:

it is protected from the immune
cells of the bloodstream inside a

RBC. It also causes the colonized

RBC to behave differently. Instead

of circulating throughout the body,

Plasmodium species make the RBC
sticky, so that the RBC will cling to

the sides of blood vessels safe from

the spleen's "cleaning" action. Even

when free in the bloodstream, Plas-

modium is resistant to the immune
system because it has the ability to

"scramble" the proteins on its sur-

face of the cell into myriad "disguis-

es" that the immune system cannot

keep up with. Gaining a natural im-

munity to Plasmodium is virtually

impossible as a result.

Once infected, a patient can go

through cycles of coldness and fe-

ver. They may exhibit anemia (the

RBCs are occasionally broken open

by Plasmodium searching for a new
host RBC, releasing hemoglobin and
iron), vomiting, joint pain, and kidney

or liver failure, which unless treated

may result in death. In a child (whose

brain is still developing), the severe

anemia associated with malaria can

result in brain damage.

Treatment of malaria is managed

by a number of anti-malarial drugs

that are readily available in the de-

veloped world, but often are out

of reach for patients in developing

countries. Timely treatment can

assure a complete recovery. Tradi-

tionally, malaria was treated with

quinine—discovered by the people

of Peru in the bark of the cinchona

tree and brought to Europe by the

Jesuits—which works by blocking

Plasmodium's ability to reproduce it-

self in the blood, giving the body the

chance to fight it off.

Surprisingly, malaria hasn't always

been fought off; it has also been used

as a therapeutic. Before the advent

of antibiotics, Julius Wagner-Juaregg

developed a method of treating cere-

bral syphilis (caused by a sexually

transmitted bacterial infection) by
inducing a fever with malaria. Some
patients with advanced neurosyphi-

lis could spontaneously be cured

—

supposedly the induced fever helped

fight the syphilis bacterium—and
then the malaria could be treated

with quinine. Not every patient

showed full recovery, but many pa-

tients saw relief of their symptoms
(mania, dementia, depression). For

this discovery, Julius Wagner-Jauregg

won the 1927 Nobel Prize in Physiol-

ogy or Medicine. Penicillin, however,

made this treatment obsolete.

The best way to prevent contract-

ing malaria is to avoid infested areas,

and the best way to bring down infec-

tion rates is to control the Anopheles

mosquito population through im-

proved sanitation, draining or paraf-

fin-coating the wetlands that are the

breeding ground for Anopheles, or

the application of pesticides.

Historically, the most effective pes-

ticide against Anopheles has been
DDT, a contact poison that won Paul

Hermann Muller a Nobel in 1948. DDT
had been previously synthesized

by a Viennese pharmacist, but Miil-

ler resynthesized DDT and tested it

for pesticide activity. He soon found

that it was a powerful agent against

arthropods, including Anopheles,

killing them merely by contact. In the

1940s, DDT was literally painted onto

the interior walls of houses to pre-

vent the spread of typhus (its carrier

is the body louse) and malaria.

DDT, in combination with other

measures, effectively eliminated

malaria from most of the devel-

oped world in the 1950s and '60s,

but its use became progressively

less effective with the rise of DDT-
resistant mosquitoes. Eradication

has not been as successful in the

developing world, especially Af-

rica, where other political and cul-

tural factors have played a role in

stymieing eradication.

DDT has its dark side too. It is the

poster-child for the ills of biomagnifi-

cation—the process of "magnifying"

the concentration of a chemical as

it goes up a food chain—becoming
very toxic in larger organisms. One
of DDT's greatest assets and liabili-

ties is its lasting power, which means
that it remains in the environment,

and within the animals that ingest it,

decades after its application. Its use
against malaria is only the tip of the

iceberg; DDT was overused for years

Sickle cell disease, or sickle cell anemia, is a hereditary blood disorder

whereby the red blood cells have an abnormal, "sickle" or "C" shape. Those

with sickle cell anemia have substantial protection from malaria, and in

populations where malaria is endemic, the prevalence of sickle cell disease is

as high as 10 per cent.

as an agricultural pesticide and ac-

cumulated in significant quantities in

our environment. The accumulated
DDT is to blame for the eggshell thin-

ning of many now-endangered birds,

such as the bald eagle, and is a sus-

pected carcinogen. Even though the
use of DDT is now strictly controlled

and banned in most countries, it is

still used to manage malaria in some
parts of the world.

The Significance:
Malaria is now a disease affecting the
very poor and the poorest nations.

Not only is it a symptom of poverty,

but it also causes poverty by keep-
ing young, healthy people from being
productive. Malaria was eradicated
by the 1960s in affected Western na-
tions, but still plagues much of Af-

rica, South Asia, and South America.

The Bill and Melinda Gates Founda-

tion, which sponsors research and

many community programs, has set

2015 as the date for the global eradi-

cation of malaria.

Climate change (warmer tem-

peratures and rainfall changes) are

slowly affecting the boundaries of

Plasmodium-hospitable regions. This

is already resulting in the spread of

malaria to regions that have either

never dealt with malaria, or haven't

had to for decades. This may soon

pose a global health risk.

Today most efforts to quell malaria

are aimed at education and personal

protection. This includes taking anti-

malarial drugs before travelling to

an affected area, using a pesticide

embedded bed-net for sleeping, and

sporadic preventative treatment of

infants with anti-malarial drugs.
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U of T proves past eye research didn't see everything

Dr. Yeni Yucel and his team discover a new form of circulation in the eye

ROBERTA BELL
Varsity Staff

Glaucoma, the leading cause of blindness, af-

fects 67 million people worldwide and is often

associated with high pressure levels in the eye

related to fluid buildup. Although researchers

previously bought into a paradigm that viewed

the eye as being anatomically isolated from

the body's lymphatic system, U of T's Dr. Yeni

Yiicel, professor and director of ophthalmic

pathology in the Department of Ophthalmol-

ogy and Vision Sciences, sensed that something

didn't add up.

After a critical review of the existing litera-

ture, Yiicel and his research team of specialists

began to question the nature of inflammatory

diseases affecting the eye. They knew that lym-

phatics in the rest of the body drained exces-

sive fluids and proteins, and that processes

in the eye were less well understood. To date,

studies showed that the eye's drainage process

led directly to the blood, but Yiicel wanted to

know what, and if, anything from the eye was
going into the lymphatic system.

Throughout the year, the Faculty of Medicine

department heads showcase different research

projects in order to attract private donations.

"One day they talked about our research," said

Yiicel, "and that funding was critical."

The project then took off full blast. The team
ran a series of experiments assessing various

aspects of the eyeball and the lymphatic system

via chemical testing and under a microscope.

Yiicel, the corresponding author for the project,

thoroughly describes the details in the ground-

breaking study "Identification of lymphatics

in the ciliary body of the human eye: A novel

'uveolymphatic' outflow pathway" published in

the journal Experimental Eye Research.

The results of these controlled experiments

ultimately indicated that there are lymphatic

channels in the ciliary body of the eye—the

thin smooth muscle and blood vessel-filled lay-

er of the eye between the sclera (commonly re-

ferred to as the white of the eye) and the retina

(the nerve layer lining the back of the eye that

senses light and sends signals through the optic

nerve to the brain).

The implications of this scientific break-

through are huge and its relevance to the world

of medical research is several-fold.

"First, the fact we were able to find the lym-

phatics suggests that the eye is not really ana-

tomically isolated from the rest of the body re-

garding the immune system. Second, pressure

in the eye is a major risk factor for glaucoma.

Our finding suggests that there is a completely

new pathway where fluids can be drained from

in the eye to lower the pressure for glaucoma

patients. Lastly, there are tumors that can de-

velop in the eye. We think [this research] might

be importcuit for regulating the spread of tu-

mors outside of the eye," said Yiicel.

However, the discovery of lymphatic chan-

nels left the researchers facing a multitude of

open-ended questions. Their next steps will be

to try and find the extent to which lymphatics

are involved in fluid drainage in the eye.

For Yucel, this is just another integral part

of his adventure as a scientist. He attributes

much of the project's success to his collabora-

tion with renowned fellow colleagues, glaucoma

specialist and eye surgeon Dr. Neeru Gupta and

lymphatic physiologist Dr. Miles Johnston. "Ev-

erything started through the contact of teach-

ing. The environment at U of T allowed the best

minds to collaborate and work. [Dr. Gupta, my-

self and our team] showed that technically in

the human eye there are lymphatics, and aJter-

wards [Dr. Johnston and his team] were able to

show that the lymphatics were functional."

According to Yucel, one of the most impor-

tant aspects of this project is that it shows that

there are still some wonderful things in the hu-

man body to be found. "With new techniques,

markers, and fresh idecis, we Ccui make discov-

eries. We are excited about it."

Light is the answer
IVIeet the future information-processing genius: the photon

ALEXANDRA IRENA EREMIA

A new study conducted by U of T
professor Dr. Sajeev John and PhD
student Xu Ma sheds light on the

potential for future developments

in optical information processing,

which could eliminate major bottle-

necks experienced with current

electronic devices.

By researching the interaction of la-

ser beams with quantum dots (more

commonly known as artificial atoms)

within a periodic optical nanostruc-

ture called a photonic crystal, John
and Ma identified unique characteris-

tics of the quantum dots that make it

easy to excite, or unexcite, the dots

with short optical pulses.

In order for the light to propagate

through the crystal and reach the

quantum dots, a circuit path must
be established. By removing the

periodic dielectric units from the

photonic crystal, a waveguide was
created within the structure. Despite

its simplistic application, this wave-

guide is unlike conventional fibres.

Such fibres "confine light through

total internal reflection," explains

John. "A different mechanism occurs

within a photonic crystal [since] light

is not being guided through air, [but]

through a high dielectric material."

"In ordinary materials and space,

atoms would decay quickly via

spontaneous emission. [However] in

these materials, it is possible to con-

trol how these atoms can be excited,

remain excited, or be de-excited us-

ing the laser pulse," says John.

Once the quantum dots have been
excited, they can affect the propaga-

tion of another pulse. "This process

of controlling the passage of a signal

pulse with another pulse creates an
optical switch, controlling light with

light," says Ma. A similar phenome-
non occurs in electronic transistors

where one current controls another

by using a logical operation process-

ing the information. The difference

is that by using optical logic, the

process can occur at low power and
one hundred times faster than the

electronic method.

A previous project attempted to

control the quantum dot's state us-

ing a continuous laser beam. While

using a similar mechanism, these

short laser pulses can perform at

a faster speed, and at lower power
consumption than the continuous

laser beam. They can also produce

a larger switching contrast making
them more capable of switching the

optical switch on and off. Optimally,

the laser pulses would be made in

terms of solitans (a self-reinforcing

wave pulse), which preserve their

geometry during propagation; the

geometric property of solitans would
enhance the efficiency of the laser

pulses in changing the medium from

active to passive.

The problem of heat buildup expe-

rienced with electronic devices can

be avoided, since the optical materi-

als do not have a resistance to the

flow of light (as semi-conductors and
electronic processors have to the

flow of electrons). The potential heat

produced limits the size of electric

circuits because the denser they are

packed, the more heat is generated,

which could damage the device. "In

photonic devices there is no issue of

heat dissipation. "[In contrast to elec-

trons], photons have low interaction

among themselves. You can send in

many channels of information along

one waveguide; in electronics on one

metal wire you can only send one
electric current," says Ma.

The present development consists

of prototype materials. New tools

are required to lower the cost and
increase the production level to a

commercially viable output. "[Just

as when] Edison was making the

light bulb, [he thought it] would be

a niche market for a few rich people,

he said that he'd make the light bulb

so cheap that only the rich could af-

ford to burn candles. The same sort

of challenge applies now," says John.

In addition to optical information-

processing, this discovery could

vastly improve solar cell efficiency.

"The biggest bottleneck in the effi-

ciency of solar cells right now is the

amount of light that gets absorbed.

If we can improve the light trapping

and absorption efficiency, we might

improve the efficiency of these cells

by a factor of 30 or more," says John.

The study was published in the

journal Physical Review Letters in

2009. The research is noteworthy

not only because it could revolu-

tionize optical information-pro-

cessing, but also due to its applica-

tion in renewable energy advances.

"Given that technology advances
over time, there is a good chance
for breakthrough mass-production

techniques," says Ma.
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Maestro fresh guest
World-renowned composer visits U of T, but he isn't here to talk

CHARLOTTE TOMBS
J/arsity Staff

From January 25 to January 31, the

Faculty of Music's New Music Festival

hosted this year's Visitor in Composi-

tion, Krzysztof Penderecki. Acknowl-

edged as one of the greatest compos-

ers of our time, Penderecki's work
ranges from solo to orchestral and

choral music.

Born in Debica, Poland, Penderecki

was at first determined to be a virtuo-

sic violinist but didn't have the talent

to do so. His teacher suggested he

pursue composition instead, which

proved a great decision for Pend-

erecki. In 1959, when he entered three

pieces in the Polish Composer's Asso-

ciation, he managed to win first, sec-

ond, and third place.

"I knew that I had to win this com-
petition because it meant winning a

trip to the West, which I knew would

be the only way I could succeed,"

Penderecki recounted on Tuesday.

"Although I wrote compositions after

graduating from university, they were

unknown—no one was acknowledg-

ing my work. However, when I won
this competition I immediately start-

ed to get commissions and my work
was being played all around Poland.

This was the beginning of my career

as a composer."

Since then, Penderecki has garnered

accolades from Grammy Awards to

the Sibelius Prize (the musical equiva-

lent of the Nobel).

The New Music Festival began on

Jan. 25 with the Composer's Forum,

during which Penderecki played three

contrasting recordings of his music

while discussing his life and work.

Penderecki had to keep an entire audi-

ence interested for two hours and was
compelled to speak in detail.

Although he seemed a bit reticent

at first, quickly moving from piece

to piece to avoid talking too much,

he soon began to open up. All of the

composition students in

attendance hung onto

Penderecki's every word,

while festival coordina-

tor Norbert Palej, who
sat beside him, was
sometimes looking at

him so intensely that it

seemed he wanted to de-

vour his soul.

This is expected of

individuals who truly

appreciate the brilliance

of someone who has

completely mastered

his craft. Are there any

other masters, though,

who have influenced

Penderecki?

"Did Picasso care

about what anyone else

was doing? No. Did Rem-
brandt wake up every

morning and go look at

other paintings in an art

gallery before starting

his own work? No. 1 am
inspired by no one."

Penderecki does ad-

mit to having studied the

works of all of the great

composers when he was
younger—he was espe-

cially fixated on Bach

—

and thinks it's necessary

for all composition students to acquire

in-depth knowledge before even at-

tempting their own work. Among his

other influences, Penderecki cites

trees (his grandfather used to walk

him through forests in Poland while

making him memorize their Latin

names) as well as composers Proko-

fiev and Shostakovich.

Penderecki's admiration of the

latter composer is evident in many
of his pieces, though he is quick to

add, "No one does what 1 do." He is

considerably more experimental

than his contemporaries, and he

is not afraid to use every part of an

"Did Picasso care about what
anyone else was doing? No.
Did Rembrandt wake up every
morning and go look at other
paintings in an art gallery

before starting his own work?
No. I am inspired by no one."

instrument. For instance, during the

festival's chamber music concert,

Toronto Symphony Orchestra cellist

(and U of T faculty member) David

Hetherington performed "Capriccio

per Siegfried Palm" using the whole

cello, not just its strings, with perfect

command of the instrument. Coupled

with his aloof stage persona, Hether-

ington's performance was the high-

light of the evening.

Other performances were not as

impressive, showing just how chal-

lenging it is to play Penderecki's music.

TSO principal cellist Winona Zelenka

started off the concert with "Per Sla-

va" ("For Mstislav")

which cellist Mstislav

Rostropovich specifi-

cally commissioned

Penderecki to write as

the last piece he'd play

before he died. It was

easy to see that this

piece was meant for

Rostropovich; Zelen-

ka's more sweet and

reserved style did not

do it justice.

The other three

p performances that

I evening would be
y just as disappointing,

< although some indi-

< vidual players were

I fascinating to listen

to. I got the impres-

sion that some of them didn't fully un-

derstand Penderecki's music, as many
of the string players, who would be

integral to his pieces' cohesion—often

just looked confused.

The orchestral and choral music re-

cordings that Penderecki played him-

self, though, showed the full scope of

his brilliance. His orchestral music is

experimental, but with a range of in-

struments playing, his desired effect is

considerably more potent. Penderecki

only began writing symphonies at 40

years old because he felt he needed

a wealth of musical experience first.

His command of vocal and instrumen-

tal components shows in the sheer

number of musicians that he uses

—

in some compositions, up to three

orchestras and two choirs—and the

results are spectacular.

Penderecki then got to answering

some general questions about music

and composition. One student asked

him what he saw as the future of the

orchestra.

"Fifty years ago, I believed that ev-

erything would be electronic by now,

but I was wrong, so I think the orches-

tra will continue for many years. There

will be changes in the instruments

that are used, especially in the per-

cussion section with new instruments

coming out of China, but there will be

an orchestra for many years to come."

Penderecki has noticed that many
of his students now use the computer

to write music, but he doesn't think he

could do it himself.

"I still need to use paper. Because

of the computer it might be easier to

compose, but 1 am a traditionalist, so I

will never use the computer."

To many ambiguous questions

about how Penderecki composes the

way he does and how to succeed as

a composer Penderecki answered by
saying, "I don't know. I can't answer

that question."

Such an answer is only to be

expected—the real responses

are those already embodied in

Penderecki's music.

The edge of reason

Gibson's Edge of Darkness comeback is action-packed, but ultimately predictable

Mel Gibson performs admirably as Boston police detective Thomas Craven.

_^^^SSICA TOMLINSON

It's been seven years since The Sing-

ing Detective, and Mel Gibson is final-

ly back with his starring role in Edge

of Darkness. The film is helmed by

Martin Campbell, who directed the

BBC mini-series of the same name
back in 1985. On the surface, the film

is a plain ol' thriller, but it delves

deeper by mixing heavy action with

twisted suspense. It's a government

conspiracy that's full of twists, turns,

and a whole lot of corruption.

At the age of 54, Gibson has a

few more wrinkles and a lot less hair

framing his now-faded baby blues.

After a few hard years, the wildness

that once exploded from him has

dimmed, but he hasn't totally lost

his spark. After battling injustice in

Lethal Weapon, Braveheart, and The
Patriot, he's once again the martyr in

Edge of Darkness as Thomas Craven,

a Boston police detective and single

father to Emma (Bojana Novakovic).

The film starts off sharply when
Emma is unexpectedly murdered

as she and her father are exiting his

home—leading the police to believe

that he was the intended target. Cra-

ven sets out to find the killer on his

own, soon finding himself tangled in

a complex web of corporate and po-

litical scandals in which his daughter

was secretly involved. Hell-bent in a

beige raincoat. Craven proceeds to

kick some serious butt.

The film has some really great

action-packed moments—Craven's

experience in the police force allows

him to show off his crafty gunman-

ship, though his desperate state

as an unstable father is what really

triggers his willingness to stop at

nothing. Each scene pertaining to

Craven's hunt for vengeance is full

of blood, sweat, and tears, not to

mention the relatability of his raw

emotion—basically, it's exactly what

we've come to expect from Gibson.

The rest of the film fell a bit short.

though, from the buzz that had sur-

rounded it. Though I was often on

the edge of my seat, and at some
points jumping right out of it, the

plot slowly became repetitive and

ultimately predictable. The only

unforseen scenes were the ones

that lead to confusion on my part,

often due to poor delivery from

the actors. (Not to play the blame
game, but hello, could their Boston

accents be any worse? In the words
of Chandler Bing, enunciate!)

The transitions lacked flow, things

didn't always fit together, and many
ends were left loose—clearly, the

script could have been better writ-

ten. Gibson is given some pretty lame

aphorisms before he kills off each

victim and his character's sense of

humour doesn't quite mesh with

the plot. What begin as moments of

light-hearted comic relief grow to be

instances of inapropriateness. Most

of these I was able to forgive and for-

get, but there was one that was just

drilled in too deep, which begs me to

ask: what's with everything being ille-

gal in Massachusettes?

Despite the choppy plot and the

almost inevitable extra-cheesy end-
ing, I did enjoy the return of Mel. It

was a decent movie—maybe not

good enough to pay $13 to watch in

theatres, but a good random rental

for somewhere down the line.

Edge ofDarkness is now in theatres.
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Prank and file

International practical jokers the Yes Men release a new documentary about their Bush-era antics

The Yes Men successfully duped venture capitalists into investing in

their "Survivaball."

CHRIS BERUBE

^^^^^^^^ Varsity Staff

The Yes Men Fix the World opens
with a surprising admission of guilt.

The scene is a BBC studio in De-

cember 2004, where a Dow Chemical

representative is apologizing and
promising amends for the chemical

leak in Bhopal, India 20 years earlier

that killed over 3,000 people and
made over 100,000 more ill.

Those familiar with the Yes Men will

no doubt recognize the Dow Chemi-

cal rep is actually Andy Bichlbaum,

one half of the anti-globalization jest-

ers responsible for large-scale pranks

on corporations and governments

the two see as acting out of line.

The Yes Men have built their reputa-

tion on targeting corporate America

—

their first big project was a convincing

fake website for the WTO (gatt.org)

that led to their being invited to speak

at conferences around the world. They
have since produced dozens of other

sites and shown up as imposters for

companies cind cigencies, espousing

fake and often ridiculous pronounce-

ments to make a broader point.

While some of their actions have

obvious measurable consequenc-

es—the Bhopal stunt tanked Dow's

stock by $2 billion in 21 minutes

—

they are most successful at embar-
rassing the targets of their japes.

Last year, Prime Minister Harper
called the group "childish" for send-

ing out a phony press release about

Canada's environmental policy, and
they are now facing legal action

from the United States Chamber
of Commerce. (No other "victims"

have tried to sue them, apparently

fearing the attention it might bring.)

The Yes Men's new film is basically

an addendum to the self-titled previ-

ous one, a quick update on their activ-

ities since the beginning of the Bush
era. As America's politics went more
haywire, the Yes Men became bolder.

In The Yes Men Fix the World, the duo
imposters a broad range of targets, in-

cluding Haliburton, the U.S. Housing

and Urban Development department,

and in a sweeping final gesture. The
New York Times (in the form of 80,000

fake newspapers). In one especially

baffling gag at an energy conference

in Calgary, oil company executives

were shocked by the slow realization

that the keynote speakers had given

them candles made of "human flesh."

(It was actually just hair and a num-
ber of unpleasant smelling waxes.)

That gag took almost six months to

properly organize.

While their ability to deceive so

many is remarkable, it's perhaps

most interesting that the group still

hasn't been caught in the act.

"We actually did get detained by the
private security guards in Calgary,"

Bichlbaum tells The Varsity over the

phone from their promotional tour

"The conference organizer con-

vinced them to hold us in a pen. And
it was hard for the security, because

these guys are used to drunken cow-

boys, and they were being asked to

detain the keynote speakers of the

conference, and to actually drag us

off the podium. So they initially re-

fused. They held us in a holding cell,

but when the police came, they're

the ones who believed us. They were
like 'these guys are fine.'"

Regardless of the film's politics,

just watching Bichlbaum and his

partner, Mike Bonnano, work is a

masterfully tense experience. You
can almost feel their goosebumps
during each new high-wire act.

"It makes it much more inter-

esting [to include that footage in

the film], watching how genuinely

messed up we are in reality try-

ing to do one of these things," says

Bonnano. "It's like watching a really

funny train wreck. But the worse
you are as an actor, the more gen-

uine you often seem as a person.

If you're awkward, acting a little

weird, they just think you're more
genuine. Because nobody suspects

you're acting. Why should they?"

"It doesn't seem to get that much
easier each time," adds Bichlbaum.

"Weirdly, the nervousness is about

the same each time, even though
intellectually we know it's going to

work. I recommend just going into

a corporate meeting dressed really

well, and just enjoying the feeling

and the nervousness that it gives

you. What are they going to do,

doubt that you're a real person? It's

not very often there are imposters.

Unfortunately."

The new doc raises many of the

same interesting questions as the

last one—the mere presence of these

unconvincing phonies in the well-

conditioned halls of power brings up
obvious issues of authenticity and the

nature of power structures.

However, a few points don't quite

land. Their use of The Shock Doc-

trine as a kind of framing device

("We list Naomi Klein as our pri-

mary 'thought stylist' on the film,"

quips Bichlbaum) only partly works.

Plus, the duo's decision to direct the

film themselves sometimes lends it-

self to an overly self-congratulatory

tone. While there is tons of entertain-

ment value to watching corporate

America humiliate itself—there's

a great scene where Bonnano,
dressed in a ridiculous contraption

called the "Survivaball," receives an
enthusiastic response from venture

capitalists looking to invest in disas-

ter relief projects— I can see how
the catharsis doesn't reach much
beyond the already converted.

But as Bichlbaum and Bonnano
see it, the movie is much more a call

to action than an act of persuasion.

Especially one year into the

stagnant Obama administration,

the movie seems perfectly timed

to rile progressive activists lulled

into inactivity by having a liberal

Democrat in the White House.

"Even with a 'good person' [in

the White House], he needs a lot of

pressure to face the countervailing

corporate pressure," says Bonnano.

"We're not so much hopeful for his

administration, but hopeful for the

American and global public that

we'll do something. It's not just the

Obama administration. We need
some change in Canada, quickly, if

we're going to save the planet."

"There's nothing special about do-

ing these things," adds Bichlbaum.

"It's not brain science or rocket sur-

gery. It's just deciding to go out and
do something."

If that includes dressing up in a gi-

ant squishie ball to embarrass a capi-

talist in a suit, then all the better.

The Yes Men Fix the World is playing

now at the Canada Square theatre.

/
TCDS' Palpitations set our reviewer's heart aflutter

What is love? This is the ques-

tion explored in Palpitations,

a play written and directed by U of

T student Nic Makos. Originally de-

vised as a one-act play for a drama
festival, Makos extensively rewrote

the script to bring it to its current

form. The result is a simultaneously

thoughtful and vibrant production

that, for the most part, succeeds
in its ambition to provide a careful

analysis of love.

In a series of risky, stylish vi-

gnettes interspersed with music
and movement, eight characters

highlight the nuances, joys, and dis-

appointments of romance. Inspired

by music while writing the play, Ma-
kos decided to integrate it into the

production, along with some simple

but effective choreography.

The play opens with the nine ac-

tors standing motionless onstage

against an original remix of Had-

daway's "What is Love" by sound
designer Chris Pugh in collaboration

with Christie Bates. The unaffected

choreography is enhanced by the

breathtaking lighting design. "What
is love?" asks Sarah Goodman
(Emma Malm), and thus we begin.

The first scene is set in a classroom,

where teacher Anna Palmer (first-yeair

student Olivia Gagnon) is unable to

answer her students' questions about

sex and love. Only able to say that she

and her husband have been together

for over a decade, she is nonplussed

and flustered by their enquiries. Palm-

er finds herself out of love with her

husband and starts an affair with the

father of one of her students in an at-

tempt to find love again. Her role is the

most demanding, and Gagnon rises to

the occasion, giving an emotional and

courageous performance.

Anna's daughter Sam (Alyssa Hau-

er), is alternately self-pitying, cyni-

cal, and vulnerable, and convinc-

ingly portrays a teenager wounded
by the separation of her parents.

Her character raises interesting

questions about the transformative

power of love in those that witness

it, wondering whether she would be

a better person if her parents were

still enamoured of one another.

Her father, Frank (Gavin Douglas)

thinks that he has rediscovered tove

with Anna Douglas and Gagnon show
great chemistry in their scenes together,

though his expressions of fatherly con-

cern towards Hauer falter a little. How-

ever, it is during one father-daughter

scene that the choreography is used to

great effect, as the rest of the cast en-

acts a wall (with an initial foot stamp to

simulate the sound of a door slcunming)

between father and daughter, while she

questions him about the reason her

mother left. As Frank responds and Sam
accepts his answers, the cast moves fur-

ther and further apart, until there is no

wall left between the two.

The love triangle between John

(Tom Da Silva), Eve (Anna Ross),

and Joey (Lucas Durand) offers

some of the most heartfelt moments
in the play. Joey and Eve fall in love,

but Eve's faith leaves her struggling

with her newfound emotions for

Joey. In a strong performance from

Ross, she reminds us of the joys

and uncertainties of a budding

relationship—the ache to touch and
be touched, the fluttering stomach,

and the hesitation in admitting one's

feelings, even if they are returned.

Durand plays the part of the urgent

boyfriend desperate to declare his

love to his girlfriend whether or not

she is able to say the words back. In

an outstanding performance. Da Silva

plays John, who is in love with his

heterosexual best friend, Joey, and
delivers one of the many memorable
lines of the night when he declares

that "My skin crawls when he touches

her" He perfectly captures the

piercing heartache and hostility of

unrequited love.

Lexi (Pash Ahmeree) and Rachel

(Robin BuUer) highlight the lengths

women will go for love and how rose-

coloured glasses sometimes act as

blinders. Lexi has a fight with her boy-

friend and although she feels that "a

life without love isn't a life at all," she is

wcciry of always being the one to com-

promise. Rachel deals with a physically

abusive boyfriend, leaving John (who

has discovered her in the men's bath-

room trying to cover up her bruise)

to proclaim in anger "This isn't love!"

while she remains insistent that what
she has is better than nothing at all.

The musical choices between
scenes were excellent and thor-

oughly appropriate, although the

volume was inconsistent and some-
times jarring. Emily Hofstetter's

lighting design was truly inspired,

using coloured lights, a translucent

back screen, and footlights to great

effect. The music, movement, lights,

and dialogue worked well together,

reinforcing the concepts and emo-
tions expressed both verbally and
physically. Although overwhelming
at times, the play was an interesting,

cohesive whole that avoided being

pretentious or overly sentimental.

Love is a universal theme, and Ma-
kos's offbeat, multifaceted approach
engaged the audience. Fifty enter-

taining minutes after posing the

question, "What is love?" we got our
answer: "Love is everything that

makes us who we are."

—JOAN WAMITI
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Pain, no gain
PRASHANNTH RASAIAH counts down the top seven most connmon sports injuries

As students, we often lead hectic

and spontaneous lives. The con-

ditioning and training that athletes

undertake are usually overlooked by

young adults who may indulge in ex-

tracurricular sports. But anyone who
dabbles in athletic activities can tell

you that even a slight injury can be se-

verely frustrating and a giant impedi-

ment to physical routines.

The most common injuries result

from high-impact sports. Generally,

overuse of a specific muscle or body
part is the cause. Yet faulty position-

ing, collisions, and falls can all contrib-

ute equally to the buildup of an injury.

The value of stretching and practicing

proper form in each respective sport

should never be underestimated.

Prior to and after every game, ac-

tivity, or exercise, a 10 to 15-minute

warm-up and cool-down period is

necessciry. This may include a few

laps around the track.

It makes sense to see a medical pro-

fessional for serious and painful inju-

ries. Physiotherapy and surgery might

be necessities to enhance healing but

some minor injuries can be treated

with the practice of RICE, which stands

for resting, icing, compressing with an

elastic bandage to reduce swelling, and

elevating the injured area to decrease

blood flow.

Whether you are on a varsity

sports team, play intramurals, or

just jump into the occasional pickup

game, here are the top seven most
common sports injuries and how
you can prevent them.

Lower Back Pain

You may hear your elders com-
plain about this as well, but lower

back pain is an injury that strikes

athletes who play sports involv-

ing twisting, such as tennis and
golf. The straining and tearing of

lower back muscles can be an ex-

tremely restrictive injury on even
basic movement. The practice of

rotating hips instead of the back
will greatly reduce the chance of

this injury. Building overall upper

body strength with exercises like

push-ups will also prevent lower

back pain.

6 Foot Arch Pain
and Strain

Foot arch pain is an injury that

is prevalent in any activity that

involves standing. It is, however,

mostly common in runners. Arch
pain occurs when the foot's natu-

ral padding on the sole becomes
inflamed. The arch pad can also

be stretched or partially torn. In-

dividuals with high arched feet are

extremely susceptible to this injury.

The simplest way to prevent arch

pain is to buy and use specially

designed arch supports for your

athletic shoes. You can also try to

redistribute your weight evenly on

your feet when rising from a station-

ary position.

Ankle Sprains

Ankle sprains range from mild to

moderate to severe because it may
be a stretched or torn ligament

depending on the intensity of the

ankle motion. A runner's awkward
step off the curb is not as serious

as jumping on someone's foot or

lunging over a poorly planted foot.

Basketball, volleyball, and tennis

players are extremely susceptible

to this injury. Standing on a balance

board is the best way to strengthen

ankles and prevent sprains. Appro-

priate footwear that provides ade-

quate ankle support and cushioning

should be used for the sports men-
tioned above. Playing in low-cut

basketball shoes is always a risk,

as even NBA star Kobe Bryant has

sprained his ankle.

Hamstring Strain

Diving in volleyball and sliding in

baseball are two common ways in

which a hamstring muscle can be

stretched or torn, so it's crucial

to stretch before playing either of

these sports. As it can take valuable

weeks away from your chosen sport,

it is beneficial to constantly work on
strengthening your hamstrings with

hamstring curls. Most importantly,

exercises that strengthen and bal-

ance quadriceps can also prevent

hamstring strains from occurring.

Runner's Knee

Runner's knee is one of the most
common types of knee injuries and

can result in constant knee dis-

comfort, pain, and inflammation.

Runner's knee is an umbrella term

for various afflictions of the knee,

but the problem is generally due to

misalignment of the kneecap in its

groove. The knee cap will pull off

to a side and rub the other side of

the groove. This causes cartilage in

the kneecap to wear out. Running

is the primary cause of this injury.

The strengthening of quadriceps

in low impact exercises is the best

way to prevent runner's knee. If

your quads feel tight, try stretching

them out or even consider thera-

peutic massages that will prevent

further knee injuries.

2 Frozen Shoulder
Injury

A frozen shoulder injury typi-

cally occurs when the rotator cuff

muscles, which are responsible

for the shoulder's fine movements,
are stretched. The injury occurs

in sports when the muscles and
shoulders are over stressed with

the arm in an overhead position.

As such, swimmers and baseball,

volleyball, and tennis players are at

the greatest risk of a frozen shoul-

der injury. It's very painful and may
sometimes cause trouble for even

basic movement as the shoulder

becomes quite stiff. Strengthen-

ing and stretching the shoulder

muscles and tendons before engag-

ing in the sport is the best way to

avoid a frozen shoulder. Pull ups
and shoulder press exercises are

extremely beneficial. Practicing

proper shoulder movement from
the joint in each sport is also vital

to keep it from freezing.

ITorn ACL (Anterior
Cruciate Ligament)

Lastly, we come down to the three

most horrifying letters for any ath-

lete to hear. An ACL Tear is a tear

of the ligament that stabilises the

knee joint. It occurs in any sport

that involves jumping or quickly

changing directions. Athletes in

soccer, lacrosse, basketball, ski-

ing, tennis, squash, badminton, and
volleyball are most at risk. As most
sports require you to force yourself

forward with the use of your lower

body, the injury is not limited to the

mentioned activities. It is difficult

to pinpoint how to avoid an ACL in-

jury, but basic prevention involves

building strong leg muscles with leg

curls and leg stretching/strength-

ening exercises such as hopping
on one foot in a straight line for a

one minute. Wearing a knee band
or taping it to ensure alignment are

also other alternatives, but should

be done after consulting a sports

medical professional.

You can't win, you can't even tie

The Varsity details the case against referee bias in professional sports

KATIE FLYNN

Vancouver Canuck Alex Burrows (above) was recently fined $2,500 for

publically accusing Stephane Auger of referee bias.

After Vancouver Canuck Alex Bur-

rows received what he felt were
unjust penalty calls in Jan. U's 3-2

loss to the Nashville Predators, he

accused NHL referee Stephane Au-

ger of having a personal vendetta

against him. This recent accusation

of bias has sparked an investiga-

tion by the league. The case against

Auger has fans looking closer at his

calls, which isn't necessarily fair.

Since the incident. Burrows was
fined $2,500 for publically stat-

ing bias to the media, and Auger
was considered the victim by the

league.

How many other plausible cases

of bias can be found in professional

sport? Many fans can cry bias when
their team loses focus and starts to

take penalties, which the referee is

employed to catch. But when even

the home team is shaking their

heads at the call against the oppo-

nent, you can bet something funny

is going on.

Former NBA referee Tim Donaghy
has seen bias in important games,

noting that in these cases, refer-

ees call fouls to manipulate end re-

sults. In an interview on 60 Minutes,

Donaghy revealed that he would

bet on games involving Allen Iver-

son, knowing the referees disliked

Iverson and would call fouls on him.

Are the referee's calls motivated

by betting and favouritism? Some
calls can easily be thought of this

way, although it's not fair to attack

a league and a man's professional-

ism based on assumption. Referees

don't have the luxury of seeing ev-

ery angle of the game like we do at

home, as they are only human. But

Donaghy does admit to intention-

ally calling fouls to change the out-

come of games, and Burrows holds

a strong case against Auger.

As tape from the Vancouver game
against Nashville is reviewed, it be-

comes increasingly clear that Auger
may have gotten a little whistle-

happy. Burrows showed personal

frustration as he logged 16 penalty

minutes, translating into eight sepa-
rate calls. Burrows went on to speak
to the media following the game,
stating that "Refs like Auger tonight

[are] taking it [personally]. [Auger]

comes into the game and he knows
he's going to make a call against me
and give Nashville an advantage,

and I don't think that's fair for my
teammates or the fans." Burrows
also claims that Auger pulled him
aside before the game, allegedly

stating that he was going to get

even for Burrows' embellishment of

an injury in a previous game.

Ron MacLean, host of CBC's Hock-

ey Night in Canada, took Auger's side.

A certified referee himself, MacLean
feels Burrows was wrong to say any-

thing to the media about the ref
,
espe-

cially accusing him of something as

serious as bias. Vancouver Canucks

head coach Alain Vigneault stands

behind Burrows, telling the media,

"I respect the league's decision, and

I understand their decision to fine

him. I do agree that he should have

done it another way, but at the end

of the day 1 believe Alex Burrows."

Vigneault went on to say this situa-

tion is one where "You can't win, you

can't even tie." While the coach and

the fans might believe Burrows, the

league, most importantly, does not.

Because Burrows was fined for

voicing his opinion, there isn't a lot

that athletes can do or say to change

referee bias. Professional sport has

evolved into a more complex game,

which involves dealing with differ-

ent referees and learning when to

hold your tongue. Knowing when
to push and when to pull back is

another aspect of a player's game
that develops with experience, and
is something that Burrows still has

to work on. Whether you call it bias

or human error, there will always be

cause for speculation when all the

calls go one way.
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Gaels edge Blues in rivalry showdown
Men's hockey now tied for fourth after 4-3 loss to Queen's

GEORGE LIANG

The Varsity Blues men's hockey team

was looking for their eighth straight

victory coming into Friday night's

match against the Queen's Golden

Gaels. The visitors, backed up by solid

goaltending, quashed the home team's

hopes as they capitalized on Blues

mistakes to win 4 to 3.

The arena had a large crowd, in-

cluding lots of Queen's supporters

right next to the Varsity Blues Flag

on the north side. Feeding on energy

from the fans, the teams started the

game with a lot of jumps. The first five

minutes, producing one shot and four

icing calls, was a series of continuous

end-to-end rushes.

Queen's would open the scoring at

6:50 in the first, cashing in on a Blues

turnover Forward Payton Liske took

a pass from Jonathon Lawrance and

patiently dragged the puck across the

slot before flipping it over the sprawl-

ing Blues keeper, Andrew Martin, for

his team-leading 17th of the season.

Opposing keeper Steele De Fazio was
sensational in the first, stopping all 10

Blues shots, many of them high qual-

ity chances. The Blues increased pres-

sure midway through the first, and De
Fazio denied two chances in tight by

Blues forward Joe Rand, and flopped

around to cover the rebound in classic

Dominik Hasek style.

The middle frame saw the Blues

spend most of the first half on the at-

tack, including a full two-minute shift

in the offensive zone, firing from all an-

gles at the Gaels' net. They were finally

rewarded on the man-advantage just

past the 10-minute mark. Rand, who

VOLLEY GIRLS

had two great chances early on, made
no mistake this time. After De Fazio

stopped the initial wrist shot, the fifth-

year senior pounced on the rebound,

and buried his ninth of the season.

The Gaels would go up again on their

own power play. Joey Derochie wrist-

ed home a goal on the five-on-three.

The Blues, however, still shorthanded,

were able to tie the game. Blues for-

ward Bryden Teich blocked a pass

from the point and went on a partial

two-on-one with Joel Lenius. Queen's

keeper De Fazio got a piece of the puck

from Teich's blast, but Lenius, show-

ing great hand-eye-coordination, drew
the puck from behind the net and tied

the game up, top shelf.

The Blues had a glorious chance to

take the lead for the first time. A beau-

tiful feed from the side of the net found

a Blues forward just outside the blue

paint, but his stick shattered from the

impact of the shot. The Blues would

have another stick broken in the same
shift and this proved costly. Miscom-

munication, caused by these inci-

dents, led to Queen's forward Liske's

second goal of the game.

Blues' leading scorer Bryon Elliott

tied the game up again for the Blues.

A scrum behind the net resulted in the

puck bouncing in the slot, and Elliott

bulldozed his way and registered his

19th goal of the season on De Fazio.

As the final frame winded down, it

seemed like overtime was destined.

With under two minutes remaining,

the Gaels broke in two-on-one on yet

another Blues turnover. Blues net-

minder Martin made a miraculous

save when he stretched across the

crease for a left toe save, only to have

Queen's Scott Kenway crash in to tip

the rebound over his shoulder.

The crowd was now on its feet as the

Blues, with the extra attacker, battled

furiously. The Gaels kept the Blues on

the parameter and effectively cleared

the puck out of the zone. The dying sec-

onds saw another close chance in the

slot, but the Blues fanned on the shot

as the buzzer sounded. As the Gaels

poured off the bench to celebrate the

victory, the Blues looked around and

wondered what could have been.

With the loss, Toronto's season re-

cord stands at 12-8-3 for 27 points, and

they fall back into a tie with the Gaels

for fourth in the OUA East division.

Carleton moves into sole possession

of third place with a win over the Mc-

Gill Redmen.

The Blues didn't have a whole lot of

time to dwell on the loss, as they were

preparing for their Saturday night 3-2

overtime.

Feb. 5 at 7:30 p.m. at Varsity

Arena vs. Nipissing Lakers

Blues outside hitter Amy Sweetman spikes the ball in Sunday afternoon's

3-0 win against the RMC Paladins.

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weeltend Schedule

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Comprehensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

Top: The Blues celebrate one of their three goals in Friday's close game
against the Gaels.

Bottom: Blues forward Claudio Cowdrey holds his own against a Queen's

aggressor.

imiiEl
CERTIFIED ANGUS
STEAKS & RIBS

Buy one burger or pizza & get a i

second burger or pizza FREE J
(Dine-in-only, witli purchase of any beverage)

j

583 College Street (near ciinton). 416 5321250
[

Book A Party • Group Discounts i

CLASSIFIEDS

ORING

GET HELP NOW!!

Tutor, 40 years' experience specializing in

MATH 135, 136, CHM 139, 247, ECO 220.

Past tests and exams available for prac-

tice. Reasonable rates. (416) 785-8898.

EDITING

For expert copy editing and proofreading

of academic material (graduate level)

including theses, contact Patricia Bishop

at email mpblshop@rogers.com or by

telephone at (416)922-2804. (Website:

eslcopyedlting.com).

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each additional word. Rates Include one line of bold type

for the ad header. No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone. Ads must

be submitted at least four days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6. Call 416-948-7604 or email ads@thevarslty.ca.
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Student

Student

Student

Student

...{same

Student

Student

Student

1 : Well, It's getting warmer. It feels almost like

spring will be on its way.

2: Yeah, I'm tired of seeing everything just so dead

and dull, with no greenery.

1 : {points to an evergreen bush along the sidewalk)

But there are still green trees.

2: {kicks the bush) I hate those kind of trees!

students, another time) . .

.

1 : You know, U of T should put some palm trees up

in the summertime when it's sunny. They would

make the campus look really lively. They could pot

them indoors when it gets too cold.

2: That IS a good idea.

1 : I mean, the university probably does have enough

money to hire people to do the landscaping.

DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

Guy: All buildings are like penises, but the sky dome is a

giant boob.

—SMC

Student 1 : So, anyways just send me a message. Facebook

me.

Student 2: No, the medium is the message. And for sure, I

don't want Facebook to be my message.

Share your own 'overheards' on the

'Overheard on Campus' Facebook group!

Balloons are pretty cool.
Rockets are pretty rad too!
But radder than both put
together? oh, i don't
know. . . . how about -

a ROCKOON??

Man, you can t ]ust
make up transportation
methods

!

Rockoons were used
in the 50s,

A rockoon is when you just friggin' tie a
rocket to a balloon! The balloon goes up
some of the way, and then you fire the
ROCKET and it goes up the rest of the way!

\ /^f^ IT IS THE RADDEST WAY TO
ARRIVE AT WORK.

YOU
them

you can ride
into work?

Heck, Dromi cei omimus

,

you can ride them
anywhere! IT
THE MAGIC OF
ROCKOONS.

But
pret
can
Obse
skat

\

they were abandoned as aiming'

s

.y much impossible. Anyway, I

too make up new transports,
rve the DERIGITANK! And the
eboat

I And the catapubmarine,
gyrobus, and
MAGLEV
TRAIN.

-1 copter

.

^Maglev
train-
i copter

\
. . . I think
I gave
myself an
awesomeness
stroke

CC) 2010 Ryan North lAWfi. qwantz. com

A SOFTER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

e home and j comeau asafterworld.com

FEBRUARY 1 TO 7

Monday, February 1

Art Show and Reception:

Equity at U of T in Pictures

Come for refreshments and check out

art that celebrates equity victories at

the University of Toronto. Sponsored by

UTSU and SEC. Part of Xpression Against

Oppression week.

• 6-8 p.m. Free!

• International Student Centre

(33 St. George St.)

Utsu.ca

Darfur (STAND CANADA)
Screening of the film by Uwe Boll.

• 7 p.m. $10

• Scotiabank Theatre

(259 Richmond St. W.)

Standcanada.org/darfurfilm

Tuesday, February 2

Mee^LYpur EquitxPfficers

Meet the people who tackle equity issues

and concerns at the university. Part of

Xpression Against Oppression week.

• 12-2 p.m. Free!

• International Student Centre

(33 St. George St.)

Cheat or Cheated: Gender
Inequality and Sports

This contentious debate has recently

attracted media attention following

South African runner Caster Semenya's

gold medal win. With the Olympic

Games commencing shortly on Canadian

soil, this timely and controversial topic

will open and engage varied opinions.

Sociologist Dr Ann Travers will offer

commentary on the broader issue of

gender injustice in sport. Sponsored

by Hart House, Hart House Debates

Committee, FPEH, Office of LGBTQ

Resources and Programs, Positive Space

Committee, and UTSU. Part of Xpression

Against Oppression week.

• 6-8 p.m. Free!

• Hart House

Wednesday, February 3

U of T UNICEF International

Food Fah"

Join and indulge in various ethnic

delicacies prepared by cultural groups

around campus. All proceeds will goto

the Spread the Net campaign.

• 11 a,m.-3 p.m. $5 advanced

and $7 at the door

• international Student Centre

(33 St. George St.)

Contact:

andreas.kloppenborg@utoronto.ca

Hait i: What you DON'T see on
the news!
Twenty years ago in California, a 7.0

magnitude earthquake struck, some

damage was done to buildings and 63

people died. In 2010 a 7.0 magnitude

earthquake hit Haiti, the capital was

destroyed and over 200,000 casualties

are expected. Why is this the case, that

20 years later the situation could be

so much worse? A discussion on the

political and historical context of Haiti

to explain why this is the case, featuring

Prof. iVIelanie Newton and Alyssa Trotz.

Sponsored by U of T Coalition for Haiti.

Part of Xpression Against Oppression

week.

• 6-8 p.m. Free!

• Room 1130 Bahen Centre

(40 St. George St.)

Film Screening: The World
Unseen
Diasporic Indian women deal with

intersections of racism, sexism, and

homophobia while they fall in love during

1950s South African Apartheid. Part of

Xpression Against Oppression week.

• 8-11 p.m. Free!

• South dining room. Hart House

Thursday, February 4

Big Voices. New Voices
Writers Austin Clarke, George Elliott

Clarke, and others discuss the state of

writing in the black community.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Toronto Reference Library

(789YongeSt.)

Spicjng it Up: Hot . Sexy and
Sustainable Relationships

All-genders workshop.

• 7-8 p.m. Free!

• GoodforHer(175HarbordSt..)

Pre-register: 416-588-0900

Friday, February 5

Free Friday Film: Paths of Glory
Stanley Kubrick's 1957 anti-war classic

follows Colonel Dax (Kirk Douglas)

leading the French soldiers in a near

suicidal mission to take the German-held

"Anthill" and the resulting aftermath.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

Cinssu.ca

Oxfam U of T Benefit for Haiti

All proceeds of this all-ages event will

go to relief work in Haiti. Presented by

Oxfam U of T and UNICEF.

• 8 p.m. $4 cover

• Molly Bloom's

(191 College St. W.), second floor

Saturday, February 6

Interested in Learning about
Other Religions?

Join a multifaith tour of Hindu,

Aboriginal, and Orthodox Christian

houses of worship. Tickets are available

until Wednesday, Feb. 3 from the

Multi-Faith Centre, Hart House, and the

International Student Centre.

• Bus departs from Hart House at 10

a.m. and returns at 3:30 p.m.

• $5 for students, $10 for non-

students (fee includes lunch and bus)

Opera : Bernstein's Candide
Based upon Voltaire's 18*-century

satirical novella, Leonard Bernstein's

witty and original operetta first appeared

on Broadway in 1956 and has since

earned a distinguished place on the

opera stages of the world. David Briskin

conducts this Faculty of Music premiere

with choral direction by Doreen Rao

and stage direction by Michael Patrick

Albano. (Runs until Feb. 7.)

• 7:30 p.m. $26, $16 seniors/

students

• Edward Johnson Building

(80 Queens Park)

Music.utoronto.ca/events

Sunday, February 7

Film: Soul Power
A documentary about the legendary 1974

music festival featuring James Brown, BB

King, Bill Withers, Celia Cruz and others.

Part of the Kuumba festival.

• 1-3 p.m. Free!

• Harbourfront Centre studio theatre

(235 Queens Quay W.)

Harbourfrontcentre.com

Film: Rock Steady
A documentary about the roots of reggae

and the golden age of Jamaican music.

Part of the Kuumba festival.

• 4:30-6 p.m. Free!

• Harbourfront centre studio theatre

(235 Queens QuayW.)

Harbourfrontcentre.com

To have your

U of T campus event

listed in tfiis space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings(a)thevarsity.ca
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UTSU

accused of

misdirecting

funds
Health and dental

administration fees are

funding other projects, says

student-authored report

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
Associate News Editor

Two students say there are irregularities

with the U of T Students' Union's budget. Jack

Phelan and Mike Maher have filed a report

with UTSU, arguing that students' health and

dental fees are funding other projects. UTSU
denies the claim, insisting that their finances

are in good health and that there is nothing

wrong with the budget.
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Angels of the Apocalypse take up residence at Nathan Phillips Square for the WinterCity festival. Created by the Flaming Lotus Girls, the

sculptures feature a fire-breathing bird's head and body, where audience members can shoot flames out of its feathers with the push of a

button. WinterCity runs until Feb. 7. For more info, head to http://trim/MLlK

GSU exec claims

discrimination

Accusations and denial a case of she said, she said

ABDI AIDID
Varsity Staff

An executive member of the U of T Gradu-
ate Students' Union says that she is being

silenced and discriminated against be-

cause she expressed her views at the Cana-
dian Federation of Students annual general

meeting in Gatineau, QC last December.
Bodia Macharia, a PhD student in French,

has been a GSU exec-at-large and co-chair

of the women's caucus since May 2009.

In the 2008-09 academic year, she was a

GSU representative for the French course

union. Along with fellow executive Anton
Neschadim and GSU staff member Rose Da
Costa, Macharia was a delegate at the CFS
AGM. Each issued separate reports during

the GSU council meeting on Jan. 28.

"It became obvious at the [AGM] that 1

had my own views and opinions," Macharia
said. "After that, I became a pariah."

According to a source within the council,

Macharia and Ajamu Nangwaya, the GSU's

internal commissioner, have a tense rela-

tionship with most of the executive.

Macharia said she was being coerced to

vote with other GSU reps during the AGM.
"[Rose would] make me explain, over

and over, why 1 held a viewpoint," Macharia
wrote in a memo to the executive. "When 1

could not be swayed. Rose would make me
leave the room."

Macharia said she was pressured against

speaking with delegates from McGill and
Concordia universities, who came with a

package of 43 motions intending to reform
CFS practices.

"Members of other unions would follow

me, for example, and report to Rose [Da

Costa] about the nature of the discussion

and to whom I was speaking," Macharia
wrote. "Rose attempted specifically to

make sure that I don't talk to the McGill

students."

The AGM's controversial Motion 6

sought to raise the signature requirement

for starting defederation campaigns from

SEE 'GSU'-PG5

Waiting for ROSI

Students connplain about late marks; registrar says

all-electronic mark submission is on the way

ANDREW RUSK
Varsity Staff

Perennial frustrations swirl around ROSI. In

January, hundreds of students complained to

the Arts and Science Students' Union about

waiting for their marks. The Faculty of Arts and
Science tries to upload marks within 10 days

of the last day of class or the final exam. ASSU
president Gavin Nowlan has suggested that

this timeframe was compromised.

"It started last year because there was some
sort of delay that wasn't really explained to us.

A bunch of marks didn't get up from Spring

term until very late after the deadline," said

Nowlan. "We had the same problem in first se-

mester. Graduate programs need transcripts to

grant preliminary re-enrollment, and you can't

submit transcripts with grades missing."

Professors currently have the option of sub-

mitting student marks online or with a paper

form. This document is then sent to depart-

ment and upon approval is sent to the Faculty

of Arts and Science, which also signs off on the

suitability of the marks assigned. Using the pa-

per form means more lag time, as a staff mem-
ber then has to type in the marks.

"By next year all marks will come in electron-

ically," said Glenn Loney, assistant dean and
faculty registrar of arts and science. "We're

definitely over the 50 per cent mark at getting

them electronically."

Loney said the wait time for marks on ROSI
has not increased. "I think it's a bit of a misper-

ception. I think it's a gap between how soon
they hope they'll be up and when they normal-

ly are. There is nothing unusual about these

rounds of uploading marks," he said.

Nowlan disagrees. When he began receiving

complaints, he sent out a message via the ASSU
listserv and Facebook. "We got hundreds and
hundreds of responses across all years and
across all divisions of the faculty of students

who said they hadn't gotten any marks up until

mid to late January," he said.

"The faculty has been slow in addressing the

fact that the system is not satisfying the needs
of students right now: marks are getting in too

slowly and there is no good reason for it."

Students not facing graduate program dead-

lines can still be affected, as they can't reflect

on past performance when they're picking

courses. "I don't know what my marks are," said

Helenaz Hajifattahi, a first-year student at Trini-

ty College, "1 can't make my plans for next year."

With files from Jane Bao.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

It is common to see a variety of

wildlife on the UTSC campus
througfiout the year, with deer

sighting popular every winter. But
now campus police warn of sev-

eral coyote sightings, advising stu-

dents to take precautions around
campus, especially if they come
across the four-legged beasts.

While coyotes are usually wary
of humans, recent sightings and
attacks across Ontario have raised

concern over the animals' prox-

imity to humans. Last month a

pel Labrador was attacked in the

Bluffer's Park area in Scarborough,

Along with advisories not to ap-

proach the animals or offer them
food, UTSC Campus Police say to

slowly back away rather than turn

and run during an encounter.

The Ontario Ministry of Natural

Resources attributes increased

sightings in urban areas to

changes in land use, agricultural

practices, weather, and natural

food shortages. They recom-
mend the use of whistles or per-

sonal alarm devices to scare off

an approaching or threatening

animal.—NATALIE SEQUEIRA

Force justified in UWO arrest:

report

A report from the Ontario Police

College has concluded that police

did not use excessive force in the

arrest of a student at the Universi-

ty of Western Ontario. Part of Irnes

Zeljkovic's arrest was captured in

a YouTube video, which led to ac-

cusations of police brutality.

Zeljkovic's lawyer says that cam-
pus and city police failed to prop-

erly respond to the situation, as his

client could potentially have been
suffering from mental illness.

Police chief Murray Faulkner said

police were justified in using ba-

tons and pepper spray on Zeljkovic,

who was charged with mischief,

escaping lawful custody, resisting

arrest, and assaulting a police of-

ficer. Charges against the student

were stayed last week in court,

with the provision that he under-

goes a mental health program.

—SANDRA DE GRANDIS
Source: London Free Press

Privacy commissioner

investigates Facebook, again

Facebook is under another inves-

tigation by the Canadian privacy

commissioner after a user filed a

complaint about changes made to

the social networking site.

The complainant argues that the

new default personal-settings tool

would have altered the settings he
originally put in place to ones that

were less private.

In a news release, assistant pri-

vacy commissioner Elizabeth Den-

ham said that other users have

had similar concerns about the

changes made to the site in De-

cember. Facebook said they are

confident that the changes were
"transparent, consistent with user

expectations, and within the law,"

in a statement on Jan. 20. The
company claims that users were
recommended to change privacy

settings and that users had to ac-

cept the new default settings be-

fore they could be enabled.

In a report last July, privacy com-
missioner Jennifer Stoddart noted

a need for increased transparency

to aid Canadian users in their deci-

sions about sharing their personal

information. With the deadline of

a year, Facebook agreed to satisfy

the issues raised in the report.

The commissioner said it will in-

vestigate this new complaint as well

as the changes that Facebook con-

tinues to make.—CAROLYN ARNETT

Source: The Globe and Mail
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Athletic bodies confused

over gender
Gender testing debate comes to Hart House

SEMRA EYLULSEVI
Varsity Staff

In 2009, the South African runner

Caster Semenya had her gender ques-

tioned after she became the 800-metre

world champion. The International As-

sociation of Athletics Federation, the

worldwide governing body for track

and field, made Semenya undergo

gender verification tests after other

athletes complained. Australia's Daily

Telegraph reported that leaked results

showed Semenya did not have ovaries

or a uterus, and that she had three

times the testosterone of an average

female. An outraged South Africa em-

braced her as a national hero and has

condemned the international commu-
nity for invading her privacy. The lAAF

has not released the report and has

since allowed her to keep her medal

and prize money.

Semenya's case sparked further de-

bate on gender testing in elite athletics.

On Tuesday, Feb. 2, the Hart House De-

bate Club took on the topic.

Debaters were assigned a posi-

tion. Arguing for the motion, George

Trotter and Giorgio Traini argued

that self-identification should be the

only criteria for qualification, and
everything else is arbitrary. "Your

height is arbitrary and does not

give you a greater advantage over a

shorter person," said Traini.

Erin Fitzgerald and John Ashbourne

argued for gender testing. They pos-

ited that a fair game would be impos-

sible without limitations and that Se-

menya had a biological advantage over

other athletes, making it impossible for

other women to compete. "In order to

have a level playing field we need lim-

its. [...] Short people are functionally

excluded in many sports and we don't

see a meaningful distinction l)etween

this and the other," said Fitzgerald.

All four debaters represented U of

T at the World University Debating

Championships in December, where U
of T ranked as the sixth-best university

debating society in the world.

Attendees were asked before and
after the debate whether they sup-

port the resolution that gender testing

is an unjustified violation of athletes'

Caster Semenya, a 19-year-old runner from South Africa, was forced to undergo

gender verification by the International Association of Athletics Federation.

rights. Before the debate, 27 voted in

favour while 15 voted against and 17

were undecided. After the debate, 32

voted in favour, 22 against, and six

were undecided.

After the debate, sport sociologist

Ann Travers led a discussion on the

broader issue of gender injustice in

sport.

"We should eliminate all male-on-

ly sporting but maintain women-on-

ly sports," said Travers, a professor

at Simon Fraser University. "Playing

sports with men is not fun, they nev-

er pass you the ball and so in order

to compensate for that discrimina-

tion, we need to maintain women-

only sports."
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LlbrdriGS lOOkinCI for IOVG ^^^'"^ website Mancrunch.com attempted to buy a commercial slot for

^ the Super Bowl, but was turned down by CBS. The commercial depicts two

45-second video contest runs until Feb. 28 men making out while watching football at home. What do you think of this?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO & ALEX NURSALL

ZOE SEDLAK

_

For all those who call the U of T librar-

ies a second home, it's time to grab your

video gear. U of T is holding a contest

for 45-second videos on why you love

the library.

Two winners will score an iPod Touch

and all participants will be entered into

a draw to win a $25 Aramark gift cer-

tificate valid at various food stations

across cemipus. Judges will select final-

ists, and the public can vote on winners.

CRIME BRIEFS
• In January, U of T campus po-

lice responded to 29 reports of

theft, 21 reports of trespassing,

eight reports of mischief, seven

liquor offences, and two reports

of assault.

• Both assaults occurred on Jan.

20, at 81 St. Mary St. and at Ro-

bcu-ts Library.

• Four thefts occurred on Jan.

18, including laptop thefts at

University of Toronto Schools,

the Munk Centre library, and
Gerstein Library respectively.

The fourth theft was a vacuum
cleaner, taken from the Clara

Benson Building.

• Gerstein Library seemed to be

'GSU'- CONTINUED FROM P61

10 per cent to 20 per cent of their

membership. It passed.

"Many felt that Motion 6 was
introduced to specifically reduce
transparency, reduce account-

ability, and cripple the fair use

of democratic processes," wrote
Macharia. "1 told them I'm abstain-

ing from voting in favour [of the

motion]."

The reforms proposed by Que-
bec universities were mostly re-

jected, including Motion 48, which
called for disclosure of salaries

and benefits of executives and
staff. Da Costa successfully fought

for the motion to be withdrawn.

When Macharia brought up the

motion at the GSU council meet-

ing on Jan. 28, she was repeatedly

asked to restate her concerns,

eventually leading Da Costa to say

she did not understand Macha-
ria's statements.

"As students, we have a right to

know [how money is being spent],"

Macharia said of Motion 48. "Ac-

cess to information is a very impor-

One important note from the judges:

make sure all content included in your

video submission is original and avoid

any copyrighted material. They suggest

the Creative Commons website, where

you can find multimedia content that

can be reused or modified.

The competition started on Monday,

and will continue until Feb. 28. For more

contest rules and details, check out li-

brary.utoronto.ca/ilovethelibrary. The

Creative Commons website is at: http://

search.creativecommons.org

a trouble spot that month, as

seven incidents occurred there,

including the issuing of a pro-

vincial offence ticket for public

liquor consumption.
• An alert has been out since Jan.

4 on a suspect who committed

an indecent act on Jan. 2, near

75 St. George St. He is described

as Caucasicm, 5'8", around 34

years old, with short, dark hair

and small dark eyes.

• Since then, there have been
three more indecent acts. Two
occurred near Philosopher's

Walk on Jan. 10 and Jan. 20. The
third occurred near 70 St. Mary
St.—RYAN TUZYK

tant thing for me. We need to know."

"Everything I say is being met
with 'Its confusing, its not clear,'"

Macharia continued. "There was
no misunderstanding at the na-

tional general meeting. Why is

there a misunderstanding now?
This is a tactic they've been using."

Macharia recalls one instance

when she believes Da Costa specif-

ically tried to stop her from speak-

ing with the McGill delegates. "She

told me where to sit to stop me
from speaking with the McGill del-

egation," she said. "There was an
empty seat next to two McGill del-

egates, and Rose pointed to anoth-

er seat and told me to sit there."

"She was infantilizing me,"

Macharia continued. "1 asked if I

could sit at the corner because I

needed to go to the washroom a

couple of times. She said no."

Da Costa said that as far as she
knew Macharia did not express

her views against Motion 6. Da
Costa also denied allegations of

discrimination against Macharia.

With files from Samya Kullab

Sourab

4tt YearHuman BiologyandPhysioim,
"As a Canadian, I'm against it. We shoulan't

discriminate. I'm personally against it."

Samantha
mYearPtiysEd,
"\ think it's wrong that they were turned down.

They're being discriminated against. That's

very uncool.

Mark
4th Year Economics,

"For me it's all about embracing diversity, and it

would've been a nice change for the Super Bowl

to show the commercial."

1 Clare Amy Pedram

4th YearM History.

"1 think that sounds like a predictable

response from CBS."

2nd Year, Ptiarmacy

1 hope it wasn't their intent to discriminate. 1

also nope that there were other reasons for not

accepting the spot."

3ni YearPsycholo^ at York,

"I'm disappointed. But! don't find an

institution such as CBS being heterosexist at

all surprising."

'BUDGET' -CONTINUED FROM P61

The report estimates that UTSU
is spending around $160,000 on the

administration of the health and
dental plan, out of a total $360,000

earmarked for administering the

service. The authors surmise that

UTSU must be using the remainder

to finance other projects, because
they have a balanced operating

budget.

Health and dental plans cost

$54.84 and $46.71, respectively,

per semester. Out of these fees,

administration fees account for

$3.16 per semester from each plan

(around $12 per year for a full-year

student), which goes to UTSU. The
report argues that using health

and dental fees for other purposes
violates the university's Policy on
Compulsory Non-Academic Inci-

dental Fees.

"The money has simply been
placed into general revenue, pro-

viding no reliable means for con-

stituents of the Union to determine

which projects and services the fee

has funded," the report reads. The
authors say that since students can

opt out of health and dental plans,

those who paid the fee are dispro-

portionately funding activities for

the whole campus.
Maher unsuccessfully ran for VP

internal of UTSU last year, as part

of the Change slate. He is VP ex-

ternal of the Innis College Student

Society. Phelan, VP finance of the

ICSS, also wrote a report on last

year's UTSU election.

The two noticed a discrepancy in

the budget earlier this year. "When
I was looking through the UTSU's
operating budget, there was a rev-

enue line that struck me as odd,"

Maher said. "Adnan [Najmi] basi-

cally said something to the effect

of well, sometimes you get a sur-

plus in one area, and a deficit in an-

other, and you just balance it out."

UTSU rejected the report's con-

clusions. "There are a lot of as-

sumptions in this report that are

false and the allegations that are

made are made on false assump-
tions," said Angela Regnier, UTSU's
executive director.

"A lot of the realities of how the

health and dental plans are ad-

ministered are unknown to these

authors who are purporting to

be experts on the plan and [on]

budgeting."

Phelan and Maher responded
that they had no choice but to

make estimates for information, as

none of this information is avail-

able through UTSU. For example,

they used 20.5 per cent—the pro-

portion of all UTSU revenue gener-

ated by health and dental admin-
istrative funds—as their "golden

ratio" to estimate roughly how
much HR, supplies, and resources

the administration of health and
dental would require.

"For a $1.8-million budget they've

released a three-page document,"

said Maher. "This had to be uncov-

ered by sifting through a very lim-

ited body of documentation."

UTSU does not have a document
showing any breakdown of the

$360,000 allotted to health and
dental. Najmi, Regnier, and presi-

dent Sandy Hudson said there is

no surplus.

Najmi said this practice is the in-

dustry standard, and that it is nei-

ther irregular nor inappropriate.

"You're asking me, if I put three

boxes of Smarties in a bowl and dis-

tributed the Smarties, which came
from which box," said Najmi. "[It]

wouldn't make sense to present in

our budget a specific breakdown
of what goes where." Such a break-

down would involve tracking the

hours each staff member spends
on health and dental, and portion-

ing their salaries accordingly, he
said.

Phelan and Maher sent the report

to UTSU on Jan. 19 and requested a

response within 10 days. They say

the lack of response is symptomatic
of a larger problem. "It's a culture of

secrecy," said Maher. "If this wasn't

an issue of secrecy, I would have
gotten an email on Wednesday say-

ing 'Hey, this is what we do.'"

Hudson called the report mali-

cious. "To ask us to make a report

within 10 days is completely unrea-

sonable," she said. Hudson added
that UTSU is in good financial

health and that they passed their

annual financial audit.

Hey, UTM.We want you!
Join The Varsity, U of T's student newspaper. We're recruitingfrom UTIVI-writers,

photograptiers, iiiustrators, you name it. Write about events on campus while

building up a portfolio at Canada's largest student newspaper!

Join our network and stay afoot on upcoming events and career opportunities!

We're liolding a party in the Board Room at the Student Centre

on Thursday, February 11 from 3 to 5 p.m. Meet the editors,

directors, and contributors and learn how to get involved.

If you can't attend the event but are still interested,

no worries. Contact Hilary Barlow, Director of Recruitment

and Training at recruitment@thevarsity.ca.
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Frivolous spending on Fireball

Why UC's formal doesn't do enough for the student experience

RASHIN ALIZADEH

Every year the UC Lit, University

College's student government,

organizes a huge formal to cele-

brate its "community, history, and
friendships." Fireball is a way for

students to escape the stress of

university and have a good time,

and the extravagant ticket prom-
ises just that: a wonderfully memo-
rable night with live bands, a DJ, an
impersonator, chocolate fountains,

giveaways—the list goes on. I'm

glad to hear that the UC govern-

ing body is interested in engaging

the students in social events, but 1

strongly believe that the frivolous

spending involved is unnecessary.

As students, we pay not only for

courses but also for the services

offered on campus, including those

provided by our student govern-

ments. The most recent budget for

Fireball states that the dance will

cost $49,000 (an estimate likely to

increase). This amount includes

nearly $900 for printing tickets,

$500 for an ice sculpture, and
$1,800 for the visiting psychics.

Aside from ticket sale revenues, 33

per cent of Fireball's expenses are

from UC Lit funds—money coming
from our student fees. So, although

every UC student pays for Fireball,

not all can attend and benefit from

it. My question is whether this

gross over-expenditure is neces-

sary for a "good time," especially

when only a minority can actually

take advantage of it?

University College's annual Fireball commemorates the great fire of 1890, which destroyed much of the building.

When 1 inquired about the Lit's

budget last year, 1 was told by an ex-

ecutive member that the Lit's money
is from the students, and for the stu-

dents. Yet 1 have never been asked, in

my two years living at UC, how 1 wish

for my money to be spent.

Well, UC, let me tell you:

An alternative allocation of

the Lit budget could be to put to-

wards a more meaningful invest-

ment that every UC student has
the chance to experience.

The UC Lit's goal is to create a

student community in which ev-

eryone can take part. I believe

the budget should focus more
on enhancing student involve-

ment at UC. For example, the

Lit currently helps fund the UC
Outreach Commission, which

provides students with the op-
portunity to give back to chari-

table organizations in Toronto.

Although I am not in any way
associated with the commis-
sion, I believe that this is a great

concept and can be expanded
even more to include UC student

groups. With a larger budget, the

UCOC could contribute to help-

ing our student clubs organize

additional events on campus to

engage the student body. The
Lit's investment in student clubs

could not only help these groups

reach their goals, but also en-

hance the student experience

through further involvement

with the groups' initiatives.

There are many other ways in

which this money could be bet-

ter spent, but 1 think that it is not

up to me to make the choice, but

rather the whole student body.

The task for the UC Lit student

representatives is to get out

there and see what the students

really want. They should con-

nect with all of us students to get

our input as to how we want our

money spent.

I do not think that the UC Lit

money is being used to its fullest

potential to enhance the student

experience in a meaningful way,

evident with the overspending

on Fireball. A five-hour event

that costs more than many Ca-

nadians make in a year is not the

right way to go.

Achampong's past

My most telling memory of Rocco

Kusi-Achampong's term as U of T's

SAC president was his spirited defence

of then U of T president Robert Birge-

neau, who made racist claims that

"white students too often choose to go

to other universities because we are so

diverse" ("Former UTSU prez runs for

mayor," Feb. 1). Birgeneau dug himself

in deeper when he claimed that his

comments could not be interpreted as

racist because his black friends said

that he was "black on the inside
"

As president of SAC, and a black

man, Rocco leapt to Birgeneau's

LETTERS-
defence by emphatically stating that

despite the comments, Birgeneau was

no racist: "He's a man's man," said an

inarticulate Rocco.

Rocco was always friendly and

deferential towards power, so don't

expect him to rock the boat at City

Hall, at least not unless it serves his

self-interest.

Well, actually, don't expect him to

get elected to City Hall. After all, his

mayoral candidacy is just a publicity

stunt to get him noticed.

Arjunan Krisnasammy

Achampong would
hurt Toronto

"Experience—and especially good
experience—is needed in situations

where the current state of affairs

is beneficial," Achampong said

("Former UTSU prez runs for mayor,"

Feb. 1).

Reminds me of Rocco Rossi's com-
ment in The Sun last week: "Saying

you need an insider for mayor is a

little like saying you need an arsonist

to put out a fire." Only Achampong's
isn't nearly as funny.

I'm all for fresh legs in city politics.

though 1 can't say anything in

Achampong's background seems
conducive to good governance. He
may have been able to "get things

done" as SAC president, but it ap-

pears to have been mostly untactful.

That kind of approach could really

hurt our city especially in the "glo-

balized context" he speaks of.

T.W.

Rocco refreshing

He'll never win, but 1 always welcome
candidates whose background
doesn't suggest that they think po-

litical leadership is their birthright

("Former UTSU prez runs for mayor,"

Feb. 1). I've had enough of gover-

nance by people whose careers are

just an interlude between UCC and

Heenan Blaikie LLP.

RiSHi Maharaj
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UTSU and democracy
If applied to The Economist's Democracy Index, our student union doesn't measure up

GABE DE ROCHE
i/arsity

The spring UTSU elections are fast

approaching, and the rumours are

flying around about who's going

to run, whether the current UTSU
executives are going to seek re-

election, and whether U of T stu-

dents will see some fresh faces

once campaigning begins after

Reading Week.
While we all love the thrill of

campaigns and the allure of the

horse race, this all got me thinking:

what kind of chance would chal-

lenger candidates have in a cam-
paign against the group of student

politicians I've seen dominate UTSU
since I arrived at U of T in 2005?

The answer, 1 suspect, is that

the odds heavily favour the incum-

bents. But by how much?
I decided to put some of my PoliS-

ci training to good use, and do an
analysis of exactly how democratic

our student union really is.

The best measure of democracy
is done annually by The Economist.

Their methodology consists of an-

swering a 60-point questionnaire

with scores of 0, 0.5, or 1. They then

take the score from each category

(out of ten) and calculate the aver-

age across all categories, from the

fairness of the electoral process to

the openness of government. The
"Democracy Score" I arrived at was
pretty paltry. When you take the

combined average in each category,

UTSU scores only 6.54 out of 10. On
the Democracy Scale, UTSU is in the

very low end of the "Flawed Democ-
racy" category.

That's right—UTSU gets the same
democracy score as Papua New
Guinea and Colombia. They score

less than Sri Lanka, and only 0.5

more than Guatemala. And they're

only one point more than Hugo
Chavez's Venezuela.

Here's the breakdown. UTSU's

worst scores were in the "Electoral

Process" and "Functioning of Gov-

ernment" categories. Their Elec-

tions and Referenda committee is

strategically composed of UTSU
executives who resign their posi-

tions shortly before the beginning

of nomination period for the next

elections, making the committee
riddled with conflicts of interest.

And not once in my five years at U
of T has the Committee hired a CRO
that has been impartial—the CROs
have favoured executives from the

Canadian Federation of Students

and those involved with the New
Democratic Party. In fact, former

CRO Eric Newstadt was a York Grad

CFS exec while he was CRO, and
Erin Jacobson was a volunteer for

Olivia Chow's campaign. The CRO
recently hired for the upcoming
UTSU elections, Dave Blocker, used

to serve as Clubs Co-ordinator for

the Ontario New Democratic Youth.

The CROs then hand out demerit

points willy-nilly to opposition

candidates for offences that would
constitute Charter-protected free-

speech in any other jurisdiction,

and for supposed rules-violations

of what the UTSU calls—no joke

—

non-arms-length parties.

Furthermore, the last elections

saw significant irregularities that

may have affected the result. A re-

port issued by the Innis College Stu-

dent Society exposed the absurd

fact that according to 2009 CRO
Lydia Treadwell's report, more UTM
students allegedly voted on the St.

George campus than at UTM, and
voted overwhelmingly for incum-

bent candidates—an allegation

that, despite being hugely signifi-

cant to the result went unanswered
by the UTSU elections committee,

whose former committee mates

benefited from the irregularity.

In the "Functioning of Govern-

ment" category, UTSU scored worst

in areas of accountability and trans-

parency. Whether it's the scandal

involving proxies at the 2009 AGM
or the dispute over posting the min-

utes of their meetings online, UTSU
appears to be making excuse after

excuse as they go along.

UTSU executives operate with

impunity. The Executive Review
Committee—on which I sat as a

member of the Board of Directors

in 2006-07—was stacked with allies

of the then-current executive, mak-
ing objective review impossible.

The masterful politicians that make
up the current UTSU are particu-

larly adept at creating a machine
that will sustain them both while in

government and when running for

re-election, and this includes the

Board of Directors. In my two years

as a member of the board, it was
rare for a motion to pass without

near unanimous support.

Worst of all, for a supposedly
democratic student union, UTSU
elections have not seen a turnout

higher than a percentage in the

low teens in the past five years.

That's right. For all their demo-
cratic reform advocacy in pro-

vincial and federal elections, our

student union is content to run a

$2-million organisation represent-

ing over 45,000 students with only

seven per cent (less in low-turnout

years) of students casting their

ballot. No wonder student confi-

dence in UTSU is so low.

But the score isn't all bad. UTSU's
saving grace is the fact that U of T
's political landscape is vibrant,

with an active and free press, and
numerous clubs and college or-

ganisations that provide students

with the ability to get involved,

even if it's not with UTSU. U of T's

"political culture" is so good that it

received a score of 9.4 out of 10 in

that category.

UTSU has a long way to go if it

wants to raise its democracy score.

The focus should be first and fore-

most on engaging more students

in the process, and on increasing

turnout. This means better public-

ity for the elections, and more poll-

ing stations across campus and in

the colleges. The only question

is whether UTSU, which benefits

greatly from the status quo, has the

will to reform itself.

GABE DE ROCHE APPLIED THE ECONOMIST
INTELLIGENCE UNIT'S INDEX OF DEMOCRACY
TO GET UTSU'S DEMOCRACY SCORE. HERE ARE
A FEW SAMPLES OF HIS RATINGS. TO VIEW THE
FULL 60 QUESTIONS, VISIT thevarsity.ca.

Are elections for the national
legislature and hiead of
government fair?

1: No major irregularities in

the voting process
0.5: Significant

irregularities occur
(intimidation, fraud), but do
not affect significantly the
overall outcome

y/ 0: Major irregularities occur
and affect the outcome

Do opposition parties have a
realistic prospect of achieving
government?

1: Yes
0.5: There is a dominant
two-party system in which
other political forces never
have any effective chance
of taking part in national

government
V O: No

Is there an effective system
of checlts and balances on
the exercise of government
authority?

1: Yes
0.5: Yes, but there are

some serious flaws

V 0: No

Does the government's
authority extend over the full

territory of the country?

-/ 1: Yes
O: No

Voter participation/turn-out
for national elections:

(average turnout in

parliamentary and/or
presidential elections since

2000. Turnout as proportion
of population of voting age)

1: if consistently above 70
per cent
0.5: if between 50 per cent
and 70 per cent
0: if below 50 per cent

If voting is obligatory, score 0.

Score 0 if scores for questions
1 or 2 is 0.

Per cent of members of
parliament who are women

1: If more than 20 per cent
of seats
0,5: if 10-20 per cent
0: if less than 10 per cent

Is there a sufficient degree
of societal consensus and
cohesion to underpin a stable,

functioning democracy?

1:Yes
0.5: Yes, but some serious
doubts and risks

0: No

There is a strong tradition of
the separation of church and
state

1: Yes
0.5: Some residual
influence of church on state
O: No

Is media coverage robust?
Is there open and free
discussion of public issues,
with a reasonable diversity of
opinions?

/ 1: Yes
V 0.5: There is formal

freedom, but high
degree of conformity
of opinion, including
through self-censorship, or
discouragement of minority
or marginal views
0: No

The use of torture by the state

1: Torture is not used
0: Torture is used

Straightening out tlie St. George Round Table

ALEX ROSS explains why the SGRT will enhance, not challenge, the campus status quo

In
the wake of David Naylor's comments about

the possibility that the administration will

speak with the St. George Round Table if dia-

logue breaks down with the University of To-

ronto Students' Union, some have wondered

if the SGRT will usurp UTSU's authority. The
most public expression of this opinion came
from Walied Khogali, a former president of the

U of T Mississauga Students' Union, who ac-

cused Naylor of "proposing an 'alternative' to

a democratic students' union" and suggested

the SGRT "consists largely of failed candidates

in past UTSU elections." Such uninformed opin-

ions overestimate the SGRT's political ambi-

tions and denigrate the good work they do on

this campus.

The SGRT is neither a sinister shadow gov-

ernment nor a revenge council bent on exercis-

ing a political vendetta. Instead, it is a forum for

the presidents of college and faculty councils to

discuss ideas, share knowledge, and learn how
they can improve the experience of St. George

students within their respective constituencies.

As Tom Pinnington, Head of College at Trin-

ity College, pointed out in his response letter to

Khogali, the SGRT is made up of the democrati-

cally elected representatives of various college

and faculty councils here at St. George, none of

whom fit Khogali's dismissive description. Also,

any resolutions ratified by the SGRT are, ac-

cording to their charter, non-binding, and any
decisions made by the presidents need to be

discussed and approved by their councils first.

The SGRT does not set policy for the college

and faculty council, which retain their indepen-

dence and continue to be fully responsible for

their own decisions. The SGRT has no budget

and its sole mandate is to be a discussion forum,

not to provide an alternative to UTSU.

Attached to Khogali's false idea of failed can-

didacy is the notion that the SGRT consists of

students who uncritically accept university

policy. This is also false. Last year the presi-

dents of colleges and faculties wrote a joint let-

ter in which they expressed their opposition

to flat fees. This was not forced on any of the

presidents and was done with the full approval

of their councils.

It should also be pointed out that all of the

SGRT's meetings are open to anyone who wants

to attend, and all attendees are granted speaking

rights. Notably, UTSU president Sandy Hudson,

VP university affairs Adam Awad, and VP cam-

pus life Danielle Sandhu have all attended SGRT
meetings to update the round table on their

activities, provide their input, and learn what
the SGRT is doing. If UTSU thought of the SGRT
as an illegitimate and undemocratic organiza-

tion, then its executives would not be attending

their meetings or working with members of the

SGRT on campus events like Winterfest. In fact,

a body like the SGRT is not unprecedented in

U of T's history. In the 1980s a group called the

Council of Presidents of the University of To-

ronto functioned similarly to the SGRT. In a later

iteration, it would become the Council of Uni-

versity of Toronto Student Unions, and last year

they were known as the Presidents' Roundtable,

made up of EngSoc, PHEUA, and other councils.

However, this is the first year that this informal

discussion group has been formalized with its

own charter This is so future college councils

can continue the tradition of round table discus-

sions about areas of mutual concern. College

and faculty presidents meeting can only be a

boon to students on this campus.

This year's Winterfest can be taken as an
exemplar of why the SGRT should continue to

meet and share ideas. Over 35 club representa-

tives—and members of the UTSU executive

—

met for over two months to plan Winterfest and
make it a successful event. This was done with

all of the colleges cooperating and working to-

gether Such cohesiveness is possible thanks to

the existence of a body like the SGRT.
Their next meeting will be sometime in

the last week of February and I encourage St.

George students to attend if they can. The SGRT
is a great idea that should be replicated else-

where in politics and business, demonstrating
the effectiveness of conservation and shared
knowledge over bitter division and ideology.
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The lowdown on the meltdown
LAURA TOZER

Sea levels are predicted to rise by

about three quarters of a metre by
2100 due to human-induced climate

change, according to the 2007 In-

tergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change report—an increase that

would threaten millions of people

worldwide.

"That's a conservative prediction,"

says Richard Peltier, physics profes-

sor at U of T, an IPCC author, and the

first Canadian to win the prestigious

Bower Award and Prize for Achieve-

ment in Science. Considering how
little scientists actually know about

the stability of land ice when ex-

posed to global warming, the IPCC's

current predictions for how much
the sea level will rise come with very

important caveats.

Speaking as a part of the Royal

Canadian Institute for the Advance-

ment of Science lecture series, Peltier

addressed a large audience at U of

T on Jcinuary 24 about the scientific

consensus on anthropogenic global

warming and the findings from his

research on rising sea levels.

According to Peltier's research,

global warming is currently causing

the sea level to rise by one millme-

tre each year due to the melting of

the ice sheets in Greenland, Alaska,

and West Antarctica. An addition-

al one millimetre rise per year is

thought to be coming from smaller

land glaciers melting, plus 0.5 mil-

limetres annually from the thermal

expansion of the oceans.

A steadily rising sea level isn't the

only concern. Scientists understand

how the surface of a glacier will re-

act to the increased temperatures of

global warming, but they know much
less about how this will impact struc-

tural ice dynamics. As a result, the

current climate models cannot accu-

rately predict how glaciers will melt

with future warming.

Because of this uncertainty, we
may unexpectedly reach some key

threshold temperature, said Peltier.

That threshold could trigger the col-

lapse of major land ice sheets in

Greenland, Alaska, and West Antarc-

tica causing a rise up to 15 metres

in sea level. The actual threshold

temperature is unknown and ice dy-

namics are not well understood, so

researchers are yet to reach consen-

sus on a deadline.

Peltier's research group has

sought to address some of the gaps

in knowledge about global warming
and glaciers.

The group developed a theory of

how sea level rise played out after

the retreat of the glaciers 21,000

years ago. Land masses have been
slowly rebounding ever since the

weight of the ice retreated, creating

a natural background level of fall-

ing sea levels as the land rises out

of the sea. With the determination

of these ongoing cycles, Peltier's re-

search group was then in a position

to separate out the current impacts

of global warming on sea level.

They applied their theory to new
satellite data on global changes in

sea level by subtracting ongoing

hydrological cycles from the data,

which allowed them to isolate the

rate of sea level change caused sole-

ly by global warming.

The new satellite data came from

a system called GRACE (Gravity Re-

covery And Climate Experiment).

The two-satellite system is in orbit

480,000 kilometres above the earth

and is passive, which means that

it does not point any mechanisms
at the earth's surface. Instead, the

satellites measure minute changes
in the distance between the two
satellites using microwaves. The
satellites, 220 kilometres apart from
each other, can detect a change in

distance within the width of a hu-

man hair. The satellites move apart

based on changes in the earth's

gravitational field, which indicates

changes in the layer of water on the

earth's surface.

Peltier's research found that land

ice in Greenland, West Antarctica,

and Alaska is melting and ending up
in the oceans causing an increase

of one millimetre per year. His team
also found that melting ice will cause

the sea level to rise in the opposite

hemisphere from where the ice is

located. This is because without the

gravitational pull of the ice, water is

no longer disproportionately drawn
towards the large bodies of ice. If the

West Antarctic ice sheet melted, for

example, Halifax would experience

about eight metres of sea level rise.

The GRACE satellites are produc-

ing data that our climate models

cannot explain. Scientists continue

to wrestle with the stability of land

ice in a global warming era and re-

fining measurements to more accu-

rately capture the impact of global

warming on sea level.

Until they figure out more details

of this complex system, the predic-

tions for future sea level rise will be

fraught with uncertainty.

Peltier is starting work on the next

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change report and expanding his

research focus to address the still

murky numbers surrounding the

melting of the multitude of smaller

land glaciers all over the world.

Explain my BRAIN WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

Neuroaesthetics: this is your brain on art

Whenever you're in an art gallery, you'll always see that

one lone figure off in a corner, staring down a painting for

ages. You'll likely wonder what's going through his head. What's

so interesting about that one painting? What is he thinking

about when he sees it? That's where neuroaesthetics comes in.

Neuroaesthetics is the scientific study of how and why hu-

mans respond to art. The study uses imaging techniques to

look at what goes on in our brains when we take in a piece of

artwork. The term was coined by neuroscientist Semir Zeki

in 2002, and incorporates ideas from neuroscience, art his-

tory, and evolutionary biology.

According to neuroaesthetic research, humans are the only

organisms capable of appreciating and assigning different de-

grees of beauty to visual forms. Some researchers suggest that

our ability to discern beauty was important and beneficial for

human evolution, since "ugly" traits like asymmetry are biologi-

cally associated with infection and disease, and could lead to

poor mate selection.

But when it comes to studying modem-day humans, research

generally looks at how our reactions to art are mapped out on

the neural level. In one experiment, participants were asked

to judge visual stimuli as beautiful, ugly, or neutral. They were

then asked to observe these stimuli—usucdiy paintings—while

researchers used techniques like fMRI scans to study the parts

of the brain activated during the task. One study showed that

the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), an area involved in emotion and

reward, activated less in response to ugly stimuli, while beauti-

ful stimuli resulted in increased OFC activity.

In general, research has shown that aesthetic experience isn't

just about perception of visual objects. Observing art also trig-

gers emotional parts of the brciin responsible for movement and

physical sensation, or rather sensorimotor responses. These

findings suggest that our encounters with art lead to the

simulation of actions and emotions in the brain, creating a

sense of embodiment when we experience an artwork.

Another neuroaesthetics research area seeks to

answer the controversial question of what makes art

good. In other words, what makes a Picasso differ-

ent from your drawings from preschool? According to

one theory, there are eight laws of artistic experience,

which all stimulate the visual areas of the brain in ways
that enhance the aesthetic encounter.

One of these laws, called the peak shift principle, sug-

gests that in the attempt to capture the "essence" of an
object, artists will often exaggerate the related forms or

illumination of the object in ways that would otherwise

look unrealistic. This means that artists highlight the

features of objects that make them unique. According to

researchers, this process of amplifying unique features

actually mimics the way the visual areas of the brain

treat information. Observing a painting that uses this

technique should therefore amplify the neural effect.

Studies like these suggest that the craft of an artist is re-

ally just a matter of manipulating the right visual cues to

activate specific brain areas. And on some level, this seems
intuitive. Looking at cm emotional face will make you feel

similar emotions. A dark painting might create a gloomy
atmosphere. But the research also runs the risk of missing

the complexity of the aesthetic experience as it varies among
different people. After all, you might not think the Mona Lisa is

anything special. Maybe the abstract art that some people can't

stand is really what gets you going. In the end, can we really re-

duce every brush stroke to the firing of neurons and lit-up spots

on a brain scan?

According to Semir Zeki, it looks like we can. In Statement

on Neuroaesthetics, he writes, "The artist is in a sense a

neuroscientist exploring the potential and capacities of the

brain, though with different tools. How such creations can

arouse aesthetic experiences can only be fully understood
in neural terms. Such an understanding is now well within

our reach."
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Nine-spined sticklebacks outsmart the competlon

Common fish species

employs sophisticated

human social

learning strategies

PALLAVI HARIHARAN^

Human culture becomes more com-

plex by building on previously estab-

lished advances. This type of societal

evolution was once thought to be a

feature unique to human society, but

research indicates we are merely ex-

amples of a larger phenomenon.

For many organisms it is important

to develop learning strategies to com-
pete with predators. Some species

learn by observing the behaviours of

others, while others rely solely on per-

sonal experience. Complex discrimi-

natory learning mechanisms involving

memory and strategy were originally

considered a hallmark of advanced

human behavior

A 2009 study by scientist Jeremy
R. Kendal of Durham University

challenged this assumption with a

common fish species. Nine-spined

sticklebacks are found in salt and
freshwater environments world-

wide. These small fish are exposed
to high levels of predation in their

The nine-spined sticl<leback is a common fish species that measures two to three inches in length. It is one of the few freshwater animals l<nown to exhibit a

social learning strategy called hill-climbing.

habitat, thus pushing them to

evolve. They are also the first non-

human organism known to exhibit

the allegedly human social learning

strategy termed hill-climbing.

Hill-climbing is a strategy that sup-

ports the cumulative development of a

population. It involves the organism's

ability to observe and appraise the

tradeoffs of a strategy exhibited by an-

other member of its species, called its

conspecific, and grade those payoffs

by determining the costs and benefits

associated with a particular course

of action. There may also be more in-

volved considerations dictating copy-

ing behaviour regarding the payoff

of its conspecific, and the organism's
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ore

dissatisfaction with its own current

behavior

Nine-spined sticklebacks show the

ability to judge the quality of a feed-

ing site based solely on the informa-

tion they get from the relative feeding

activity of conspecifics. They can dis-

tinguish between the kinds of social

information and pick what they want

to use. For example, they will preferen-

tially draw from personal experiences

as opposed to a social learning strat-

egy. However, if they have outdated

information from personal experience,

they will most likely choose the newer

social learning information. They con-

ditionally choose between personal

and social learning.

The researchers tested the social

learning capabilities of this fish, using

other fish to demonstrate a particular

behaviour. The subject fish were ex-

posed to a specific environment with

a set amount of food at two feeding

stations, followed by the stimulus of

demonstrator fish that had different

feed levels. It was found that the stick-

lebacks tended to employ copying

behaviours more when the demonstra-

tor's feeding activity was higher them

their previous food setting, but did not

copy if the demonstrator's payoff was
less than theirs, even if all the demon-

strators fed at the same patch. More-

over, the fish were found to copy more
when they observed a higher rate of

payoff than their own. Nine-spined

stickleback used a "copy-if-better" or

proportional implementation strategy

in accordance with the hill-climbing

method.

"The ultimate implications are in the

fact that fish or other organisms that

were considered to be lower or less

sophisticated than us are actually ca-

pable of very sophisticated thinking.

In fact, organisms with so-called small

brains may have very similar methods

of learning, implying that it is not nec-

essarily size or specific kinds of brains

that lead to complex thinking. Perhaps

there are other mechanisms involved

that would influence learning," com-

ments Professor Vincent Tropepe of

the Department of Cell and Systems

Biology at U of T.

These new findings bring into ques-

tion our previously held ideas about

the differences between humans and

other animals. In fact, it seems as

though animals with tiny brains such

as these fish are capable of social

learning similar to our own.
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What did you do during the Great War, Billy?

History buffs, take note: Soulpepper's Billy Bishop Goes To War is a must-see

RACHEL STEINBERG

Many of us have had the conversa-

tion which begins with a question

posed to an aging veteran: What
did you do during the war? Whether
you've been fortunate enough to

experience the answer in person,

or have simply imagined the story

a lost relative might have told, it's

clear when Eric Peterson comes on-

stage at the Young Centre that this

was the very question asked prior to

the opening line of Billy Bishop Goes
to War. What subsequently unfolds is

a generally engaging piece of theatre

that, while not awe-inspiring nor di-

rectly relevant, still maintains itself

as a uniquely important piece to see.

Billy Bishop opened in Vancouver

in 32 years ago, and like this produc-

tion, it starred co-writer Peterson as

the eponymous character Based on
the story of the decorated Canadian

hero, Billy Bishop has since been

incarnated countless times. This

time around, Peterson is clad not In

military garb, but in a set of flannel

pajamas and a housecoat. He is sur-

rounded by trunks on various angles

and levels, all marked faintly with

Bishop's name. A worn armchair sits

at stage right and one feels as though

this is Bishop's living room. The set's

minimalism, with its scattered prop

pieces, is also reminiscent of a mu-
seum display. The object given most
scenographic importance is Bishop's

uniform jacket, displayed for the ma-
jority of the play on a mannequin up-

stage centre. The jacket suggests not

only Bishop's past, but the history of

the production itself: if not the same

costume worn by Peterson in 1978, it

is most certainly a conscious replica.

As the play progresses, Peterson

pulls out framed photos of people,

places and things embedded into

the narrative. The photos are then

placed variously onstage, illuminat-

ed with soft, focused light. The result

of the scenography is haunting: the

domesticity of the armchair and the

housecoat immediately evokes the

intimate, familiar, and in a sense,

familial as Bishop becomes grand-

father to his audience. At the same
time, the "museum" elements to the

staging also create an ephemeral

ambience—a feeling that, like the

light, this "living" story has the very

distinct possibility of fading away un-

less it is itself guarded.

The story of Billy Bishop begins at

the outset of Bishop's military career,

ending with his eventual honorary

discharge. The first act begins with

the exuberant energy of a new re-

cruit, and is, for the most part, light-

hearted and comedic. By Act Two,

however, the tone takes a turn for

the melancholy, allowing Peterson

to explore the darker colours of war
stories. Overall, the script remains

somewhat conservative in its emo-

tional breadth, and operates as a

series of historical anecdotes struc-

tured chronologically. What should

be a climactic recounting of Bishop's

favourite battle is limited by its stag-

ing atop the onstage piano, with Pe-

terson clutching a toy airplane that he

manoeuvres as he narrates the bat-

tle's highlights. Peterson is a vocally

gifted performer; in contrast with his

dynamic aural delivery of the scene,

the awkward effect of the physical

limitation is only amplified, render-

ing one of the play's final and most

climactic moments somewhat unsat-

isfactory. Peterson himself, though.

is by no means an unsatisfactory

performer. He artfully renders each

character, and moves seamlessly and

effortlessly through each one, from a

domineering aristocrat to a passive-

aggressive recruiting sergeant.

At the end of the play, the lights

fade on one final, framed image—that

of Bishop's uniform lapel, decorated

with medals. The sombre tone of this

dramatic last image is ambitious for

a production that at times feels more
like a well-made evening special on
the CBC than a stirring historical dra-

ma. That said, one is also left feeling

curiously haunted. This is a play that

itself has a great deal of history, and

this production does not deny the

age of the work, nor that of its writer-

performer. Instead, it uses the pas-

sage of time to great advantage. While

not necessarily timely, Billy Bishop is

still a vital story to tell, and Soulpep-

per, a Canadian repertory theatre

company, might just be its ideal ven-

ue. The image of the aging performer

in pyjamas and bathrobe performing,

30 years later, what has arguably be-

come a canonical piece of Canadian

theatre does not simply remind us of

the potential loss, without conscious

preservation, of Bishop's story and
war stories like it. It also shows the

need for preservation of the very

works of art themselves, works that

still preserve a sense of life well after

their subjects—and their artists

—

are long gone.

Billy Bishop Goes to War runs at the

Young Centre through February 27.

For more information,

visit soulpepper.ca.

Don t be hatin Channing Tatum

The star of Dear John talks about opening up to an autistic castnnate

—

and why he still doesn't have plans for Valentine's Day

WILL SLOAN
A&E Associate Editor

"Hi, I'm Chan," says Channing Tatum,

entering a suite at the Park Hyatt

where he will be participating in a

roundtable conversation with stu-

dent journalists. It is almost noon,

and Tatum has spent the morning

in a nonstop series of interviews for

Dear John, his new romantic weepy.

"So, Dear John is a romance, which

is perfect for Valentine's Day, which is

coming up," asks a student. "Do you

have any plans for Valentine's Day?"

"Uh..." Tatum leans forward and

clasps his hands together. "Not really,

other thcin...l mean, promoting a film

is a 24-hour job " He chuckles slightly.

"1 don't think I'll have Valentine's Day

off—I'm pretty sure I'll be having to

do something with the film."

He leans back. "But, I'm sure I'll

have something planned, set aside a

little part of the day to do something...

sweet." He raises his voice and a sin-

gle eyebrow. "It's not that hard, guys,

to do something sweet for your wives

and your girlfriends! Figure it out!"

Dear John is based on a novel by

Nicholas Sparks (author of The Note-

book) and directed by Lasse Hallstrom

(Chocolat.) 1 suppose this makes it the

ultimate romantic film. Tatum plays

John, a hard-on-the-outside, soft-on-

the-inside soldier who falls in love with

Savannah (Amanda Seyfried) on sum-

mer holiday, but must soon leave for

a year-long tour of duty. They resolve

to keep in touch, but over the better

part of a decade, their love is tested

through a variety of obstacles—not

the least of which is 9/11. Tatum is

so huge and muscled in the film that

Amanda Seyfried looks in danger of

being crushed whenever they hug. In

real life he appears leaner, with his fa-

mously broad shoulders mounted pre-

cariously over thin legs. Dressed in an

ultra-chic grey casual ensemble cmd

with a little wisp of a goatee, 1 daresay

he is almost dandy-ish.

"So, the movie Dear John is all

about love," asks a student. "Can you

tell us something about your first

love and how it helped you to get in

character for this film?"

Tatum leans forward again, clasp-

ing his hands together and twiddling

his thumbs. "Umm..." He smiles. "1

think my first one was in kindergar-

ten—Sarah Cook. I'm pretty sure 1

was in love with her. But...l won't tell

you about that one 'cause I don't think

it'll... 1 dunno, it's a bunch of finger-

painting, and, uh, things like that..."

Another student reads a ques-

tion: "How has this movie changed
your awareness and views on the

topics brought up in Dear John,

such as the situation in the Middle

East, and autism?"
"1 didn't know that much about

autism at all," he says, looking at the

floor and rubbing the pads of his

thumbs together. "I know it's a really

hot topic and debate right now, but

1 challenge anyone that wants to get

involved in the debate to go and meet
some of these kids. Like, Braeden
[Reed, his autistic co-star], he is one
of the most beautiful little kids I've

ever met in my entire life—people,

not just kids. He has such a wonder

about him...when he looks at things

you can tell that he's looking at it to

really want to know about it, which is

more than 1 can say about me when
1 was a kid. I just wanted to run and
climb trees and, 1 don't know, push
little girls down or something."

"1 know that they use 'typical' and
'non-typical' for labels for them and
1 just don't like those. As far as PC
terms for them, 1 think they just learn

different. 1 don't think they're 'spe-

cial' or 'special needs,' I just think

they're really unbelievable children

that take in life differently. And, 1 dun-
no, 1 think we should just be a little

more sensitive to that."

Another student asks, "What were
some of the funniest moments that

happened to you on the set?"

Tatum hunches forward and claps

his hands together. "It's always
funny doing a scene with Braeden,
because you never know what he's

gonna do in a scene."

"One of the funny scenes was that

he started to say everyone else's line

with them. It would have been like

telepathy if you saw it in real life, but

it was so funny because he's used to

doing repetition, and in his treatment,

where they try to work with him, they

do repetition drills. So he would start

to say Henry Thomas' lines, and my
lines, and it was hilarious, crackin'

everybody up, and then he thought

it was funny, and everyone else was
laughing, and then he wouldn't stop it,

and it was really cute."

Just as the session is nearly up, Ta-

tum is asked aboutwhat research went

into playing a soldier. "1 don't think an

actor will ever know what it's like to be

a real soldier—actually, I know that

they won't. You can talk to me about

being a soldier and I can watch the

news, read books, newspapers, you

can surround me with soldiers, I can

even go there and visit them and I'll

still never know what it's like to be a

soldier 1 don't think any of us will, and

1 think that we need to be a little more

sympathetic to their needs."

Dear John opens in theatre on

February 5.
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Things are divine on Cloud 9

Caryl Churchill's classic parody of sex and empire works wonders at the Panasonic

NAOMI SKWARNA

Who wouldn't want to find a com-
fortable place to rest for a genera-

tion? How about four? The stylishly

swift Mirvish Production of Caryl

Churchill's Cloud 9 takes up this idea

in a smart and highly entertaining

way. "It'll be fine when you reach

cloud nine," the cast sings in perfect

harmony, referring to that ideal place,

light cis air. Only moments later do
they trill that you'd also "better watch

out when you're on cloud nine."

Originally performed in 1979,

Churchill's satire on sex and imperial-

ism still works well in 2010. It may not

cut the way it did 30 years ago, but that

doesn't lessen its sense of pleeisure.

The play is magical in a rare way—tak-

ing liberties with race, gender, and time
that pay off by rendering a family that

could have just as easily been ignored.

The two acts take place 100 years

apart, only 25 of which occur during

the lives of the characters. The first act

is set in British Africa circa 1885, de-

picting the family headed by empire-

loving Clive (David Jansen) who wears

his heart—the Union Jack—on his belt

buckle. His wife Betty (Evan Buliung)

is a model of perfection, while their fey

son Edward (Ann-Marie MacDonald)

tries his unsuccessful best to be a boy.

The performances are uniformly

wonderful. As an ensemble, each ac-

tor yields to the same satiric tone and
springy physicality. Evan Buliung's cry

of "1 can't run, I can't run at all," while

lifting his dress to reveal more than a

garter belt has to be one of the most
shockingly funny things I've seen on-

stage in recent memory. Equally amus-
ing is how the closeted Harry (Blair

Williams) expresses his urges by lung-

ing in a masculine way towcirds what-

ever he desires. If anything, a slight

lessening of the humour might have

made the first act even more potent,

although the play lends itself so well

to farce that it's almost impossible to

imagine it cmy other way.

Still, some of the strongest impres-

sions come when the comedy lapses

or stumbles on itself, gesturing to-

wards the suffering underneath the

cheer Near the end of the first act,

Joshua (Ben Carlson), Clive's African

butler, sings a hymn with such lovely

simplicity that the choice to have the

other characters mine it for laughs dis-

tracted from it. Joshua's wide grin for

Clive at the song's conclusion is a re-

minder of his subjugation and possibly

an allusion to minstrelsy. It would have

bitten a little deeper had director Alisa

Palmer allowed it to stand alone.

In the second act, the family is

returned to 1980s England, specifi-

cally a loccil park where now grown-

up daughter Victoria watches over

her son Tommy. Joshua and Harry

seem to have been melded into the

gruff, seductive Gerry, who in turn

pushes Edward away with one hand
while pulling him back with the oth-

er. Sexuality is just as conflicted in

the modern age in spite of the new
freedom to explore hidden yearn-

ings. Lin, a tough-ass lesbian mom,
seems discontent, and Betty, now
older and newly separated from

Clive, is both in awe of and confused

by the way things work between
men and women. Palmer deals with

the shifting times and locations el-

egantly, and the naturalistic perfor-

mances are a real joy, particularly

during several complex monologues.
Also noteworthy are Judith

Bowden's costumes. In the first act,

they fulfill and subvert the cliches of

the way a proper British-African fam-

ily should look, with perfectly con-

structed dresses with frayed hems
or a blood-spattered bustle. In the

second act, they represent the cur-

rent time period while referring to

items worn in the past. For instance,

under his button-down, Martin

(Blair Williams) wears the shirt that

Harry was wearing in the first act

—

a very clever choice. Paul Sportelli's

original music is also a wonderful ad-

dition to the production.

The actual concept of "cloud nine"

is different for each character. For

Churchill, it is the cinnamon heart of

darkness—the fantasy of empire and

intoxication of sex that has somehow
failed to change anything significant

in the proceeding generations. This is

bleakly expressed late in the second

act through the specter of Lin's broth-

er, recently killed in Ireland. "Have

you come back to tell us something?"

asks Lin, hopefully. "No," he replies.

"I've come for a fuck."

There is a kindness to Cloud 9

that some of Churchill's later work

—

namely her minimalist pieces such as

A Number and Drunk Enough to Say

1 Love You?—is stripped of. In this

play, her critical hand is paired with

a desire to entertain; to be witty. Like

Joshua, who masks his contempt with

a smile. Cloud 9 shows the playwright

at her conflicted beginnings, and that

is a fine place to be.

Cloud 9 runs at the Panasonic Theatre

through February 21. Tickets are

$20 for students with ID. For more
information, visit cloud9toronto.com.

Stage

Acappellooza showcase proves that u of T's a cappella groups are far from Glee wannabes

Sunday nights at U of T aren't gen-

erally known for being a fun and
exciting time. Last weekend, howev-

er, the fifth annual Acapellooza—

a

concert performed by U of T's vari-

ous a cappella groups—provided

an evening of music that was both

unique and enjoyable.

Up first was Tunes Beats Awesome
(also known as TBA), who opened
the show with "Battlefield" and a

solo performance by Piya Banerjee.

Showcasing the choir's amcizing

harmonizing skills, this particular

performance set a high standard for

the rest of the show. As the show
went on, volume control presented

a problem, and the group definitely

could have been louder Still, when
second soloist Cailleah Scott-Grimes

sang "In the Waiting Line," her

engaging voice and stage presence

overcame this challenge. Scott-

Grimes also shone on "Pretty Young
Thing," donning an MJ glove and
hitting high notes that would have

made the King of Pop proud. TBA
gained strength as their performance

went on, finishing with definite crowd-

pleaser Don't Stop Believing, which

was met with claps and cheers.

The Varsity Jews sang mostly in

Hebrew, but connected well with

a unique rendition of "Black or

White" hilariously re-written by
Jordan Silverman into a tune called

"Mandelbrodt." With their high-

energy performance and fabulous

soprano section, the Varsity Jews

were a treat to watch. The choir

was expertly synchronized in terms

of pitch and timing, and it showed

plainly on each member's face just

how much they love singing togeth-

er. During the concert's second half,

the Varsity Jews brought a little bit

of soul to their performance with

"Mi Chamocha," featuring a stun-

ning solo that brought their perfor-

mance to a fantastic finish.

The New College Resonance
choir, led by the very talented John-

Michael Eriendson, started off their

set with a rendition of "Yesterday"

sung gracefully by Navid Nourian.

Unfortunately, though most group
members looked like they were try-

ing for solemnity during the perfor-

mance, they simply looked bored.

Most of their energy came from

Eriendson, who tried very hard to

keep the audience enthralled. After

the intermission, the New College

Resonance came back stronger

with "Kiss the Girl," which included

a strong tenor section and some
puppets. Overall, however, their

performance lacked resonance.

Finishing off the first act and open-

ing the second was Onoscatopoeia,

Hart House's jazz choir. Although it

took them a few minutes to hit their

stride, this choir really showcased
what a cappella music is all about,

from beautiful harmonies to remark-

able timing and a pitch-perfect con-

ductor. They performed a mash-up
titled "7 Day Fool ft. Splish Splash"

complete with bath cap and a rubber

ducky (which got thrown at the au-

dience), during which soloist Qwyn
Charter exuded confidence and joy.

On each of their songs, though, the

choir worked incredibly well togeth-

er—no one section overpowered
another as they produced admirable

renditions of already great songs.

I spoke during the intermission

with Eriendson, who divides his

time between singing with various

choirs and pursuing his Master's

degree in Mechanical Engineering.

He finds that many students pursue
a cappella as a side interest distinct

from their studies.

"Most of the students here aren't

from musical backgrounds," he says.

"Singing is their release from Engi-

neering. Plus, this is definitely the best

community I've ever been a part of!"

If only they'd perform on Sun-

day nights more often—it would
give us a real reason to look for-

ward to the end of the weekend.
—RILEY WATSON

LEIF VOLLEBEKK-INLAND
Singer-songwriter Leif VoIIebekk,

whose name rolls so nicely off

the tongue, has lived in Ottawa,

Reykjayik, and Montreal. He moved
to Montreal permanently just prior

to recording Inland, but his constant

travels have undoubtedly influenced

his alt-country-inclined album.

From the beginning. Inland

evokes feelings of nostalgia and
a deep longing. First track "In the

Morning" ironically opens with

the chastisement "you don't be-

long here," but carries on to re-

veal an earnest account of heart-

break. There's great musicianship

at play—VoUebekk uses a wide ar-

ray of instruments, from harmoni-

ca to electric violin, to back up his

powerful vocals, often turning to

muted acoustics.

VoIIebekk sings outstandingly in

French on "You Couldn't Lie To Me
in Paris," and truly, his gorgeous
voice is what primarily holds the

album together. He alludes to re-

ligious hymns in "Northernmost
Eva Maria" with a folkiness that

make this ideal listening for teeth-

chattering weather.

The best thing about this album is

that VoIIebekk truly allows us inland

to his own persona, bringing his

songs out from within, letting the lis-

tener in and then embracing us with

his crooning.—CARMEL GARVEZ VVVv\!7
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Super Bowl XLIY Preview
Super Bowl Sunday features the Indianapolis Colts, recent winners of the big game, facing

the embattled New Orleans Saints, who have never made it to the big stage before.

SHOAIB ALI and ABDI AIDID choose sides for this Sunday's match-up in Miami, Florida.

Why the Indianapolis Colts will win Why the New Orleans Saints will win

Coaching
The coach of the In-

dianapolis Colts this

year is not the famous
Tony Dungy who led the

team to Super Bowl victory

in 2006, but rather Jim Caldwell,

the former Colts quarterbacks coach/as-

sistant head coach. But from watching the

Colts play, you would never know Dungy was
gone. They have played near-perfect football

this season, pulling out wins in every fash-

ion: from the skin of their teeth to winning by
three possessions. Going 14 straight games
to lock up the NFL's number-one seed and
a first-round bye, Jim Caldwell has had the

Colts playing at a level of excellence for some
time now. While doubts arose about both

Caldwell and General Manager Bill Polian

when they decided to bench star quarter-

back Peyton Manning halfway through game
15 of the regular season, this Super Bowl
berth has erased them all.

Although Caldwell knows offense inside

and out, another familiar face who will help

Manning and the offensive line navigate the

New Orleans defence is Tom Moore, the of-

fensive coordinator who has worked with

Manning throughout his entire career. Man-
ning will certainly be getting more than a

little help from his friends in this Super Bowl.

Offence
The Colts, as many lament, have a very one-

dimensional offence, and its name is Peyton

Manning. That's not to say that Manning is

one-dimensional, but that the team is a pass-

first team. Even though running back Jo-

seph Addai and rookie running back Donald

Brown are strong players, the team will rely

on Manning and his arm to get them out of

a pinch. Because of the incredible talent of

their quarterback, the Colts have seen fit to

surround Manning with receivers of extraor-

dinary ability these past few years.

In the past, receiver Marvin Harrison was
Manning's go-to guy, but with Harrison gone,

Manning has had to look for new faces. Reg-

gie Wayne stepped up in Harrison's absence,

becoming the number-one option in wide-

outs. Pierre Garcon, after spending most of

2008 as a backup, emerged as a viable threat

on the field, catching more than 150 yards

along with a touchdown to boot in the AFC
Championship game against the Jets. Rookie

Austin Collie often plays slotback, and with

Manning throwing to him, he already looks

like a Pro Bowler. Additionally, tight end Dal-

las Clark has been a solid option for years,

catching passes and trucking defenders left

and right. Manning has no dearth of people

to throw to, and the Saints defence will defi-

nitely have their hands full come Sunday.

Defence
In the NFL standings,

the Colts rank near the

bottom of the league in stop-

ping the run. One would think

this is a bad thing, considering that

the run game is an important staple of any

offense (the Colts themselves are virtually the

only exception right now). One would also think

that this would mean problems for the Colts,

especially considering that the defensive units

for the Saints will have the triple-headed threat

of Bush, Bell, and Thomas coming at them.

However, in games where running backs were

dangerous threats, the Colts all but shut them
down. The Jets, who rank first in the league in

rushing, were ineffective during the AFC Cham-
pionship game, and were actually outgained on

the ground by the Colts.

The Colts' defensive line is nothing to laugh

at, and their notable stars include defensive

ends Robert Mathis and Dwight Freeney. Known
in the media as the two bookends, they are as

fierce as they come when the pass rush is con-

cerned. If the opposing team's quarterback can

see one of these two in his peripheral vision,

then the other is undoubtedly coming as well.

They have built a reputation as fast-flying hard

hitters and if Saints quarterback Drew Brees

somehow manages to evade both of them, then

he'll have his hands full trying to throw the ball

past Antoine Bethea, the Colts' safety.

Special Teams
Matt Stover, the kicker for the Colts, has a unique

honour heading into Sunday's Super Bowl. At 42,

he will be the oldest player ever to play in the

Super Bowl, and the oldest player to win one,

should the Colts succeed in their mission. His

age does not mean his skills have eroded, how-

ever, as Stover has come through for the Colts

consistently this season. Four-time Super Bowl

winner Adam Vinatieri is still with the Colts, but

will not be kicking due to surgery on his knee.

Final Thought
The Colts are a fantastic football team with

enormous potential for the future. Peyton Man-

ning won a record-breaking fourth MVP award

this past season, and in the AFC Championship

Game against the New York Jets, put up almost

400 yards of passing offense. With that under his

belt, he'll definitely be able to throw downfield to

his Pro Bowl receivers against New Orleans, the

26th-ranked pass defence in the league.

They call Peyton Manning one of the best QBs
to ever play the game. The Colts have his talent,

his preparation, and his knowledge. They have

his drive, and above all, they have his experi-

ence. Stats aside, having Manning on their roster

is a pretty clear-cut indication of the forthcom-

ing Colts victory this Sunday.

—SHOAIB ALI

Coaching
A former quarterbacks

coach, Sean Payton

joined the Saints in 2006

and was the NFL Coach
of the Year by the season's

end. He took a 3-13 team and
turned them into 10-6 NFC South cham-
pions in his first year as head coach

In short, he knows what he's doing. His

coaching style reflects the greats and is part

Mike Tomlin, part Tony Dungy. That is to say

he's especially strong at cultivating his quar-

terback's talent (like Dungy), but does not

necessarily shy away from deferring to his

coordinators. So much of a head coach's job

is to manage, and Payton (like Tomlin) under-

stands the importance of delegating duties

to his other coaches. Gregg Williams is an

outstanding defensive coordinator. He took a

young roster plagued by injuries and forced

them to fit into his defensive vision of contain-

ing the pass and disabling the run. Similarly,

Peter Carmichael Jr, the Saints offensive co-

ordinator, worked well with a young offence

and taught his line to protect their superstar

in Drew Brees, whose athleticism sometimes

puts him in compromising positions. From a

coaching standpoint, the Saints are more than

equipped to win.

Offence
If the offences of the last few champions are

any indication, then we know one thing: bal-

ance is key. The Saints offence, led by quarter-

back Drew Brees, is fairly diverse compared
to the Colts. Where Peyton Manning is far and
away the biggest threat in the Colts offence,

the Saints have proven unafraid to defer to

their backfield duo of Pierre Thomas and Reg-

gie Bush. Though commentators have chided

Reggie Bush for being somewhat of a bust in

recent seasons, he's proven this postseason

that he's a handful for defenders. If the Colts'

defensive performance this season is a fair in-

dication, they will have a difficult time manag-
ing the Saints' run offence. Brees, who set fran-

chise records for passing yards in 2007, is the

same type of cerebral quarterback as Peyton

Manning. Along with Manning, he is the only

quarterback in league history to throw 4,000

yards for four straight seasons, but he just

isn't as skilled. Peyton Manning is probably

the best quarterback in NFL history, but Brees

is unafraid to widen the field and spread the

ball around. Where Manning's effectiveness

resides in a narrow pass-first approach, Brees

is more comfortable in his athleticism and
running game. This is not to say he isn't an ex-

cellent passer—Brees threw 34 touchdowns
and had just 11 interceptions. With receiver

Marques Colston comfortable in his post on
the outside, and with Brees and his backfield

a threat on the

inside, the Saints

appear to have quite a

balanced offensive ap-

proach. The Saints of-

fence, in short, functions

like a unit. Each player con-

tributes to the machine, and no
one player is the machine.

Defence
The Saints defence has been fairly solid all

year. Pro Bowler Darren Sharper anchors the

unit, which protects Brees adequately, and al-

lowed only 20 sacks all year, an astonishingly

small amount considering Brees can be free-

wheeling at times. Defensive lineman Remi

Ayodele is the team's main run-stopper, hav-

ing stepped in earlier in the year when Ken-

drick Clancy went down with a knee injury.

Colts running back Joseph Addai should have

his hands full with a relatively large defensive

line, even by NFL standards. When up against

a quarterback like Peyton Manning, ability to

stop the run is secondary. The Saints need to

be able to stop the pass and pressure Man-

ning from the outside. The Saints, a markedly

better defensive unit than the Colts, will rely

on Sedrick Ellis and Anthony Hargrove to

rush the pass. Hargrove, who did not play a

single game last season, saw limited action

but racked up five sacks, 11 quarterback hur-

ries, and recovered three fumbles.

Special Teams
The Saints' special teams are unpredictable.

Still, they've been able to pull through thus

far. Kicker Garret Hartley was suspended for

the first four games of the season, then sat

inactive for the next seven, replaced by the

inconsistent John Carney. Hartley came back

for the final five games of the year, going nine

for 11. One of the misses was from 58 yards

out, so he gets a pass.

Final Thought
As important as strategy is in a game like foot-

ball, the Super Bowl is well known for being, to

borrow from a popular NBA ad, "where amaz-

ing happens." What will matter is resilience in

the face of adversity. When the Saints were

forced out of the New Orleans Superdome
in 2005 (the space was converted into a tem-

porary shelter for hurricane victims), they

battled through difficult travel schedules and

an injury-riddled roster to have one of their

best seasons ever in 2006. With a roster that

boasts only eight returning players from their

team a few years ago, the Saints have had to

rebuild and recreate the same magic that saw

them make their embattled city proud back

then. They've done it, and have had their best

season ever in the process.

—ABDI AIDID
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Tricks of the trades
Why the Leafs' blockbuster deals have changed everything

JP KACZUR
Varsity Staff

ESPN writer Bill Simmons recently

picked the Toronto Maple Leafs as

the seventh most tortured sports

franchise. He builds a strong case,

mentioning YouTube clips of fans

breaking up with the team, the Stan-

ley Cup drought, and specific

instances where the team was
terribly unlucky. Although 1 can't

disagree with his analysis, he

missed one crucial part of the

Maple Leaf experience: no matter

how bad things look. Leaf fans are

one big trade away from believing.

With Brian Burke at the helm

this summer, the Maple Leafs

made drastic changes to a team
that hadn't reached the playoffs in

four years. A rebuilt defence core

shaped around free agent pick-

ups Mike Komisarek and Francois

Beauchemin, a high draft pick

in Nazem Kadri, and a late sum-
mer trade for sniper Phil Kessel,

proved enough to bring excite-

ment to the team again. Even

Toronto's cynical media types like

Damien Cox believed the Leafs could

make the playoffs. That was enough

for a despondent Leaf fan such as my-

self to start believing again. 1 looked

at our roster with beer goggles that

would have sent me home with Susan

Boyle. 1 convinced myself that Matt

Stajan was a capable first line centre,

Mikhail Grabovski could mature into

a consistent scoring threat, and Vesa

Toskala could be motivated in a con-

tract year I went so far as to bet that

if the Leafs finished last in overall

league standings, a friend and 1 would

stay the night at the Hotel Waverley

at College and Spadina.

Fast forward to last Saturday when
the Leafs gave up a 3-0 lead at home
to the Vancouver Canucks, putting

them in 29th place overall. A de-

spondent Leaf fan once again, 1 was
left hoping to find God before being

brutally murdered inside a sketchy

downtown hotel. 1 was just hoping

1 didn't have to go before everyone

else. 1 figured a man-made apoca-

lypse would destroy our world and
all Leaf fans could be united in our

suffering, which only seemed fair

After questioning my Leaf fandom,

1 went to bed on Saturday night with
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thoughts of the Pro Bowl and the

Grammys—the NHL was dead to me.

However, 1 follow TSN sportscaster

Darren Dreger on Twitter, so my ex-

istential fit was only temporary. Ac-

cording to Dreger, there was a trade

in the works for the Leafs. No particu-

lars were mentioned. My first instinct

was that it was a salary dump of some

Then came the
tweet that justified

my constant usage
of this peculiar
social networking
application: Dion
"Sloppy Seconds"
Phaneuf is a
Maple Leaf.

sort, perhaps that long-rumoured

trade of Brent Sopel and a draft pick

coming our way in exchange for help-

ing the Chicago Blackhawks win a

Stanley Cup—their first since 1961.

1

am at the point in my Leafs fandom
where 1 am actually happy for other

long-suffering franchise fanbases.

Then came the tweet that justified

my constant usage of this peculiar

social networking application: Dion

"Sloppy Seconds" Phaneuf is a Maple

Leaf. Like most Leafs (and Flames)

fans, 1 couldn't believe this was pos-

sible. As the trade scenario came
filtering in (and the Elisha Cuthbert

jokes began), it became increas-

ingly ridiculous. The aforementioned

Kadri wasn't involved, neither was
golden boy Luke Schenn. For a pack-

age of Phaneuf, penalty killer Fredik

Sjostrom, and minor league defen-

sive prospect Keith Aulie, all it took

was soon-to-be-unrestricted forward

Matt Stajan, the servicable Ian White,

the streaky Niklas Hagman and the

barely competent Jamal Mayers.

As TSN's Jay Onrait tweeted, this

was the kind of trade proposal that

"would get you banned from a mes-

sage board."

The excitement didn't end there

on this un-lazy Sunday. Reports sur-

faced that another trade was coming:

Jean Sebastian Giguere for Vesa Tos-

kala and Jason Blake. Although this

move was an obvious salary dump
for Anaheim, Toronto acquired their

first experienced goaltender since

Ed Belfour With a Conn Smythe and

a Stanley Cup under his belt, it's fea-

sible that Giguere could undergo a

career revival under the tutelage of

his long-time goalie coach Francois

Allaire. At worst, his $6-million

cap hit comes off the books next

summer and by then Jonas Gus-

tavsson will have had some time

to develop.

Suffice it to say, 1 was excited by
this atypical Sunday afternoon. 1

was already planning the parade

route, dreaming of Tomas Kaberle

and Dion Phaneuf on a power
play together and Jean Sebastian

Giguere reclaiming his past play-

off glory. The story of how low our

franchise has sunk was replaced

by wondering what jersey num-
ber Phaneuf would use (opting

for number 3, instead of number
24 after the TV show that made
his girlfriend famous. Personally 1

would have preferred number 2 to

further solidify his place behind Sean

Avery in the annals of Cuthbert his-

tory, but 1 digress).

This is what being a Leaf fan is all

about. Two big trades, and everyone

is drinking the Kool-Aid again.

Muggles, grab

your brooms
Upper year student Ariel Garneau

is bringing quidditch to U of T

LUKE SAVAGE
Vars[ty Staff^

Muggles on campus, prepare your-

selves. Those of you who have gaped

into the wizard world with awe, who
have dreamt of soaring above a pris-

tine green pitch to hoards of cheer-

ing onlookers, you will soon get your

chance—in a manner of speaking,

anyway.

Yes, quidditch is coming to U of T.

This weekend the fictitious sport

devised by J.K. Rowling in the Harry

Potter series comes to life in Toronto.

What began as a small intramural

league at a college in Middlebury,

Vermont has evolved into an inter-

nationally recognized organization

with more than 200 teams in the U.S.

alone. Though it has a smaller follow-

ing in Canada, the sport appears to

be picking up steam. McGill's team is

ranked as one of the top clubs in the

country, something Ariel Garneau,

co-chair of the Council of Athletics

and Recreation here at U of T, no

doubt hopes to change. This week-

end marks the beginning of her effort

to bring the sport to U of T as two

sessions at the Athletic Centre on

Saturday Feb. 6 (from 2:30-3:30 and

3:30-4:30) offer a free introduction to

the sport for anyone interested.

Naturally, the flying version of

Quidditch is unavailable to us here

in the muggle world, but the game
reflects just about every other aspect

of the sport familiar to Harry Potter

fans. Positions include chasers, beat-

ers, keepers, and of course, seekers.

Players must ride around on their

brooms and the seekers must try to

capture the Golden Snitch (in this

case a long-distance runner allowed

to run far beyond the boundaries

of the pitch) to end the game. Given

these similarities, one might expect

the real-life version of Quidditch to

be more of a novelty than a sport, but

Ariel Garneau assured The Varsity

that "some people take this really

seriously." The game is full contact,

and bludgers are used just like in the

books (minus the deadly wooden
bats, of course). Sports enthusiasts

and Potter fans alike should come to

the Athletic Centre this weekend to

join in on this unique experience.

For more information, contact

uoftquidditch@gmail.com
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SHORT
HISTORY

OF THE TORONTO
WOMEN'S BOOKSTORE

1:^

91

HILARY BARLOW
Varsity Staff

Sitting on Harbord Street just west

of Spadina, is a small store with an

unassuming orange brick facade. On
the side of the building is an ageing

sign with the resolute face of an Afri-

can woman, her eyes looking straight

ahead, her features faded with time.

Inside the visitor finds a colorful ar-

ray of books and media of every imag-

inable type. Near the register is a rack

of handmade zines with titles like An-

tigone and The Haircut. Buttons and

magnets portray vintage pop art with

cheeky slogans, feminist messages,

and peace signs. Towards the back

lies everything from the latest wom-
en's studies and anti-racism antholo-

gies to children's books, little philoso-

pher dolls, and lefty magazines like

This, Adbusters, and Herizons.

What would become the Toronto

Women's Bookstore started out as a

few shelves of books at a women's
centre on Dupont Street around

1972. The aim of the project was
to promote books by and about

women at a time when such titles

were relatively scarce. By 1973 the

collection had moved to Kensington

Avenue where it was one wing of an

organization that included a femi-

nist printing press and self-defence

collective. Patti Kirk, now owner of

Parentbooks and often cited as one
of the founders of the TWB, became
active in the bookstore in 1973.

"The store consisted of bricks

and boards for shelving and sev-

eral hundred titles, many of which
were pamphlets," Kirk recalls. "Af-

ter moving to Harbord Street, the

bookstore became a much larger

and more 'serious' enterprise.

We increased the stock by a huge
amount. Much more was being pub-

lished by, for, and about women,
so it was a lot easier to stick to our

mandate and increase the stock."

Over the years the bookstore de-

veloped a rapport with local feminist

scholars who returned to the TWB
when they needed texts for their

women's studies syllabi that were
difficult to find at more mainstream

booksellers. Providing for that niche

market has been a major source of

income for the TWB throughout the

years, and at their current location

the entire second floor is devoted to

course books.

"By 1974 I was co-ordinating along

with Marie Prins," recalled Kirk. "In

that same year, the collective was
disbanded but the store remained

non-profit, which it still is today [...]

We remained [at 85 Harbord] until

the fire in 1983."

The fire was suspected to have

been an act of arson directed against

the Morgentaler Abortion Clinic,

which in July 1983 was located di-

rectly above the TWB. Miraculously,

course books for U of T women's

studies classes somehow surived the

blaze and the TWB was able to offer

them from a temporary Brunswick

Avenue location.

However, even with insurance

covering some of the damages, the

TWB lost about $35,000 in stock. In

a 1983 interview with The Varsity,

Kirk called the misfortune "over-

whelming, our worst fantasy come
true," and described their post-fire

situation as "no money, no place,

a slow insurance settlement, and a

long interruption to business."

In an effort to recoup their loss-

es the bookstore held a "fire sale"

where friends and supporters

bought the damaged merchandise.

They were able to move to the book-

store's current location at 73 Har-

bord St. the next year. The TWB's
place in local progressive move-
ments helped it stay alive and the

store became a community centre

of sorts for its lefty clientele.

In the summer of 2000 the TWB's
place as a course book supplier was
further strengthened when work-

ers at the U of T Bookstore went on
strike. When the dust cleared and the

strike ended in September an estimat-

ed 100 profs had pulled their books

from the bookstore in solidarity with

the workers, and some of them never

went back.

"When the next semester came
they just stuck to ordering with

us," explained TWB co-manager Ja-

net Romero-Leiva. The strike, and
the TWB's efforts to foster a good
working relationship with profs,

are some of the reasons the store

now carries course books for not

only women's studies but religious

studies, Spanish, English, Near and
Middle Eastern studies, and music,

among other departments.

In 2002 the bookstore attracted

some brief controversy over its politi-

cal buttons. Among the many button

designs available were slogans such

as "Stop the Occupation" in reference

to the Israeli occupation of Palestine.

When U of T then-assistant professor

of psychiatry Ari Zaretsky brought

in some buttons from the Canadian

Jewish Congress reading "Stop the

Homicide Bombings" the bookstore

refused to sell them.

What followed was harsh con-

demnation from several Jewish

groups including the Canadian Jew-

ish Congress, but many Jewish and
non-Jewish supporters defended the

bookstore. "[Njothing in my long as-

sociation with the bookstore has giv-

en me cause to view them as my ene-

my," Frieda Forman, a former director

of Women's Education Resources at

OlSE who had worked extensively

with the TWB, wrote in 2002.

"Quite the contrary: they have al-

ways carried an extensive collection

of books and periodicals by and for

Jewish women as well as significant

works on anti-Semitism and racism."

Forman was one of a group of Jewish

feminists who met with TWB staff to

discuss the issue and develop a new
button with Israeli and Palestinian

peace activists.

The TWB has received some flack

for having pricey books, but has also

tried to keep close to the market
price for textbooks.

"I don't find that the books are

more expensive than any other

place, and I find that because they

are books that are hard to come by,

I'm usually willing to pay," comment-
ed Hannah Ford, who, as a double ma-

jor in women and gender studies and

equity studies, buys a large portion of

her books at the TWB.
Alana Edun, a biology student tak-

ing women's studies courses for her

distribution credit, agreed. "Some of

the books that I saw that were listed

on the website for Indigo were actu-

ally more expensive," she said.

Now over 36 years old, the history

of the Toronto Women's Bookstore is

the history of Toronto's feminist and

progressive groups, and also very

much a part of U of T's history. How-
ever, late last year it was announced

that without tremendous additional

support, the store would be unable

to repay recent debts from previous

managerial regimes. The store has

gotten a tremendous response since

its call for donations in late 2009, but

it's not out of the woods quite yet.

"We really weren't expecting such a

huge increase in sales," said Romero-

Leiva. "Right now we're out of that

immediate danger of closing."

Having raised about $30,000 of its

$40,000 fundraising goal, the book-

store will stay open at least until

the end of its fiscal year on May 31.

After that, the future is still uncer-

tain. It would be a tragic irony if the

bookstore that survived a major

fire was felled by the changing book

market and poor economic climate,

but if the store has fought for this

long, perhaps its final page hasn't

been written just yet.
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Tell me about your first kiss.
PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY DAVID PIKE

Masters in Exercise Science

"It was orientation for kindergarten, t was really

into playing in the sandtMx. Tnis girl I didn't know

came up and kissed me on the lips. This was the

first of many in my life that would come and go."

Amreet
3rd Year Pljysiologyand Biology

"It was in grade nine, after a basketball game.

I was coming out of the change room and

some girl came up and laid one on me. And

then I found out hername."

Teresa

1st Year Toronto School ofnaturopathic

Medicine

"It's so embarassing. 1 was in grade eight, I

think. I was at my friend's house. She left the

room and this guy started touching my boobs

and I didn't think he would be going in for a kiss,

but he did. He was really awful, really aggressive

with his tongue. And then he told his friends I

was really bad. I am a great kisser."

1 Lauren Yoko Akash

4th YearEnglish

"Oh my god, it was the worst, it was on an

elevated surface, 'in da club ' with a guy who
was not exactly the Christopher Columbus of

1- finding lips."

4th Year Criminology
"1 was in kindergarten with my kindergarten

boyfriend, behind the bookshelves. 1 don't

remember, but my mom does."

3rd YearPharmacology

"My first kiss was in Borders behind some

bookshelves. She definitely had braces and

she defintely had just eaten chicken rice. There

was more braces than lips, 1 can tell you that."

Don't forget tlie lyric

Cornell prof takes on poetry in lecture series

CHRISTOPHER MASTROPIETRO

At the end of Jonathan Culler's

hour-long lecture on Tuesday
evening, an audience member
raised a question. In their works,

poets often speak of solitude, the

man said. Isn't it a paradox if the

poet expresses his isolation in a

poem that he intends others to

experience? Is that what the poet

intended?

Culler was hesitant to answer.

"Theories of the Lyric" was only

his second lecture in a series of

four, presented by University Col-

lege's 2010 Alexander Lectures.

Each lecture had been crafted as a

delicate sub-plot to a larger story,

and it was clear Culler wanted to

unravel it slowly. "The Lyric" was
his story of artists that write it, the

tradition that canonized it, and
the scholarship that has fought to

determine the hows and whys of

its genre.

The Alexander Lectures were
founded in 1928 in memory of pro-

fessor W.J. Alexander, head of the

English department at University

College from 1889 to 1926. The lec-

tures are usually a successive se-

ries featuring topics in literature.

Culler, professor of English and
Comparative literature at Cornell

University, has a background in

structuralism and literary theory.

He is completing a term as presi-

dent of the American Comparative

SEE 'LYRIC -f>6 12

Students occupy

Queen's Park

The U of T Model Parliament is now in session

LUKE SAVAGE
Varsity Staff

On Wednesday, the U of T Model
Parliament kicked off its inaugural

session at Queen's Park. The simu-

lation, chaired by Trinity College

student Michael Motola, aims to

replicate—to the smallest detail

—

the business of Ontario's parlia-

ment in two separate sessions, for

high school and university stu-

dents respectively.

UTMP hosted a mock "elec-

tion day" at the Munk Centre on
Saturday, Feb. 6, to elect party

leaders, form caucuses, and talk

smack. This week the group will

run its simulation in the legisla-

tive chamber at Queen's Park,

where the business of the prov-

ince takes place when parliament
is sitting. Participants will mimic
the political parties who occupy
the chamber, representing the

Liberals, the NDP, and the Pro-

gressive Conservatives.

"Instead of creating an artifice of

government, as many model par-

liaments do, we hope to keep the

focus on debate as much as pos-

sible," research director Patrick

SEE 'UTMP' -P6 12

Jonathan Culler delivers a modest and jittery lecture about Western lyric on
Tuesday, Feb. 9.

The tliree-day

novelist
Naylor staffer on his writing and this

one time at Boy Scout camp

HILARY BARLOW
Varsity Staff

By day, Mark Sedore works as a

communications writer for U of T
president David Naylor. The 31-year-

old is also a Master's student and a

novelist. Last year, he won the 3-Day
Novel contest over Labour Day
weekend. Sedore had placed well

in the contest in previous years. On
his third try, he won with Snowmen,
a tale of two brothers torn apart

by illness, glory, and a journey to

the Arctic. Sedore sat down with

The Varsity to talk about writing,

PhD ambitions, and his X-rated Boy
Scout zine.

THE VARSITY: Tell us about other

writing experiences. You had a zine?

MARK SEDORE: Me and my
best friend were in scouts way lon-

ger than anyone should ever be in

scouts—like until our twenties.

He works at OlSE, and actually did

the 3-Day Novel Contest with me.
We were going to camps and in the
higher levels it's co-ed. It's just a big

party and less survival skills-ish,

although the spirit of community,
helping, and service are still there.

It had been a long discussion

amongst us for years about having
this crazy zine and writing whatev-
er we wanted, just getting it out to

people. It was terribly successful.

But we didn't believe in censoring
ourselves, so if somebody sent in

something with a bunch of swear
words in it, we would just print that.

We had a cover contest one time
where people could submit their

covers and my friend's cousin,

who's kind of a prankster, sent in

his submission and it was just a full-

frontal nudity shot of a dude with

[the name of the zine written on] his

member...So we printed that and

gave them out to probably 1,800 kids

from across Ontario. This particular

cover was tremendously successful

with the girl guide leaders who were

there. Naturally, Scouts Canada

didn't think too highly [of it].

TV: What was your writing process

like?

MS: I didn't really have an outline

but the format of the novel was sort

of easy to follow. I just decided 24

chapters, 1,500 words per chapter

minimum, eight chapters a day-

regardless of when 1 woke up, what

kind of naps I took, or how much

beer 1 drank. Eight chapters before

giving in at night.

1 knew that each chapter would

alternate in time. One would take

place in the present tense and all

the even chapters would take place

in the past. 1 just put all the chapters

on sticky notes on the wall while I

was working, so I could just tear

them down as 1 was going.

TV: Do you plan to write more

novels?

MS: All along I've been writing nov-

els, it's just now being published. I

don't foresee a time when I'll be quit-

ting my day job to write novels. That

doesn't seem very economically fea-

sible, especially [since] I'm applying

to PhD programs [in political sci-

ence] in the fall and paying for that.

TV: Do you plan on becoming a

professor?

MS: David Naylor anticipates I'll be-

come a professor. I don't see that, I

SEE 'NOVEL' -PG 12
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SCSU ELECTIONS

Scarborough heir
KAREN K. HO gives you the essentials on the colleagues-turned-adversaries who want to be SCSU president

JOHN ARULDASON

SCSU involvement: Current VP
campus life.

Year and major: Third year, double major

in political science and history.

Platform: To improve the efficiency

of services SCSU already offers (like

Metropasses); increase access to board
information to ensure accountability; continue

the success of campus life events; additions to

clubs funding; push for alcohol on campus; a

revamp of Rex's Den.

Role in Zuhair Syed's impeachment:
Not very involved, save for a reminder to

coworkers at an emergency board meeting: "1

think you have to remember that we're talking

about the president of the SCSU, not the

President of the United States."

AiSHA KHAJA

SCSU involvement: She was humani-

ties director last year until she was elected VP
academics in the spring executive elections

with 664 votes, almost twice that of her nearest

opponent. For 18 days, Khaja was interim SCSU
president and CEO.

Year and major: Third year, French special-

ist and English major, part of the French Concur-

rent Teacher Education Program.

Platform: increased study space in the new
athletics facility proposed as part of the 2015

Pan Am Games; expanded food options; more
grants and bursaries; a change to UTSC identity;

more support for clubs and departmental stu-

dent associations; aweireness eind maiximum use

of resources.

Role in Zuhair Syed's impeachment:
Khaja accused Syed of threatening her for joining

a Facebook group that wanted Syed impeached

and encouraging others to join. She said she

didn't feel safe and reported the incident to

campus police. Syed denies that he threatened

Khaja but apologized for his unprofessional tone.

When Syed was elected president in the SCSU
fall by-election for the 2008-2009 year with only

212 votes (at a campus of 10,000 students), Khaja

was one of the six directors who voted in favour

of ratifying Syed as president. Six other directors

chose to abstain.

IMRAN KHAN

SCSU involvement: Current chair of

the board of directors and two years as

social science director. Khan ran for the VP
external position in the spring 2009 execu-

tive elections, but lost by just over 100 votes.

Year and major: Third year, double ma-
jor in political science and psychology.

Platform: A long list of goals, including ad-

vocating for more study space; around-the-

clock coffee and food service; more campus
jobs and a centralized job search engine;

better payment options for Metropasses and
vendors; better wireless access; more SCSU
hours of availability; improved campus life in

the student centre; more web-based course

options; a student centre expansion; more
club resources, funding, and student activity

space.

Role in Zuhair Syed's impeachment:
Khan says he was also threatened by Syed
but didn't take it as seriously as Khaja and
did not speak to the police. He is also one of

the six board members who voted to ratify

Syed's election victory in October 2008.

MARYANN RABY

SCSU involvement: Current humanities

director and chair of the SCSU subcommittee
for clubs funding. She ran for VP academics in

February 2009 and lost by 347 votes to Khaja.

Year and major: Fourth year, philosophy

and political science.

Platform: Based on one-on-one student

interaction and improving student services:

extended hours for campus food vendors;

improved efficiency for Metropass sales;

better e-resource access to the anti-calendar,

exams, and course syllabi; better marketing

of SCSU job opportunities; increased equity

training for directors and UTSC students.

Role in Zuhair Syed's impeachment:
Raby has been outspoken about Syed's

performance throughout the year. She also

pointed out a potential conflict of interest

between Syed and Khaja, causing Khaja's

removal as interim president.

Information compiled from tfie SCSU website,

Facebook pages, and Varsity archives.

Kettle, meet pot

Disqualified candidate received late notification, denied appeals

NATALIE SEQUEIRA

UTSC students have one less can-

didate to consider in this week's

executive elections. Martine Lee

was disqualified on Feb. 2 for an
"inaccurate nomination form." Lee

was sent a late notification of dis-

qualification and prohibited from

appealing. She was running for vice

president of students and equity.

To be nominated, each candidate

needs a minimum of 25 student sig-

natures. Lee got 25 signatures, but

one of her signees had dropped
courses. UTSC's chief returning of-

ficer, Hamoon Yousefzadeh, issued

a notice of disqualification after a

search through ROSl showed the

student was no longer enrolled.

Lee said she was unaware of the

situation and that the student in

question felt dropping courses

was a personal matter. "[But] they

didn't know they weren't a stu-

dent anymore [since] they were
planning to take courses later,"

she said. Lee did not reveal the

student's name.
The CRO is in charge of ensur-

ing fair candidacy, acceptable

campaigning and impartiality, and
adherence to election policies.

Yousefzadeh was hired as CRO at

the beginning of the winter semes-

ter. In the fall semester he was the

deputy returning officer, who as-

sists the CRO.
The SCSU Elections Policy states

that the CRO is meant to "ensure

that each candidate is eligible for

election within two business days

following the deadline for nomina-

tions." Lee was notified of her in-

eligibility more than five days after

the nomination deadline.

According to Yousefzadeh, much
of the elections policy is currently

at the discretion of the CRO. "Vot-

ing changes from year to year," he

said. "[This year] two days was a

little unreasonable."

Yousefzadeh said the notification

was delayed because of the refer-

endum and impeachment proceed-

ings of Zuhair Syed from the SCSU
presidency. "This year it has been
hectic so we've pushed [the notifi-

cation] a bit further."

Lee's notice stated she was not

entitled to an appeals process

"since [she was] never a candidate

to begin with." Yousefzadeh placed

the onus on Lee for "only inputting

the minimum 25 names." The Elec-

tions Policy does not have rules for

her case and does not address an
appeals process.

In other disqualification cases,

the CRO uses his discretion and
justifies his decision to the board.

"In this case 1 didn't use [my dis-

cretion ...] it was [over] a techni-

cality," said Yousezadeh. He said

Lee's unusual case limits him
from letting her go through usual

appeals procedures.
Lee approached ~ the chief of

the Appeals Committee, Sara
Bushara, who emailed her two
colleagues regarding the matter.

The committee decided Martine
should not be disqualified.

After the committee's email cor-

respondence, a meeting took place

last week between Lee, Yousefza-

deh, Bushara, elections liaison

SEE'DQ'-PG12
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The difficulties witli dating

Despite the

awkwardness,

the letdowns,

and the failures,

TOM CARDOSO
tells us why dating

is worth it in the end

As I was sitting here thinking

about how to start this ar-

ticle, reminiscing about all the

relationships, hookups, dates, and

quasi-dates that I've had, New Order's

"Leave Me Alone" started playing on
my iPod. "Oh boy," you must be think-

ing, "New Order? This is definitely

another article about how much love

sucks." Well, you're wrong—1 just re-

ally like New Order. Sure, I'll tell you
about some of my biggest dating

failures, but I'm also going to tell you

about why I think dating doesn't suck.

Let me tell you right now: 1 am quite

possibly the most clueless person

in the universe when it comes to af-

fairs of the heart. My first girlfriend

was also my first kiss, and hers

were the first boobs 1 ever saw that

weren't on the Internet or on my
mom's chest. None of my relation-

ships have lasted more than three

months, and I still get confused as

to whether an outing with a girl is a

date or just a friendly jaunt.

1 only really started going on dates

once 1 came to Canada. See, 1 grew

up in Brazil, where dating isn't really

something people do. Instead, peo-

ple meet at parties, make out, and

then agree to make out again later.

I'm not joking. This Wcis how relation-

ships were formed one hundred per

cent of the time. 1 couldn't stand it! It

also didn't help that I was "cursed" by

some old ladies outside a public mar-

ket when 1 refused to give them money.

I'm not joking about that either; they

cursed me with a life of bad luck in

love. That's no way to start your teen-

age years.

Since 1 was so far behind the curve

when it came to dating (most people

had several years of awkward expe-

rience under their belts already), I

had to play catch-up. This meant a

lot of awkward conversations, and

even more awkward silences during

my dates. Once, I went out with a girl

1 ^
Let me tell you
right now: I am
quite possibly
the most clueless
person in the
universe when it

comes to affairs

of the heart

who actually thought 1 was someone
else the entire time. She kept calling

me Steve, which I thought was some
weird pet name. Thinking back on it

now, the whole thing must have been

quite sad to watch.

In many ways, dates are intrinsically

awkward. You're supposed to go out

with someone you barely know, get

to know who they really are, get them

to be attracted to you, and somehow
make them comfortable enough with

you that they'd be okay with kissing

you. That's a pretty tall order. Maybe
that's why most dates don't go that

well—most people can't fill all of those

requirements within the allotted time.

That's probably also why dates

can be very frustrating. All too

often, I go out with a girl, find out

that we have pretty good chemis-

try, but don't have enough time

(or courage) to make a move and

seal the deal.

Heck, sometimes 1 don't even

get as far as the date, which is

quite possibly the most frustrat-

ing part of it. During the summer,

I would visit this general store al-

most every day, and sometimes

I noticed a cute girl working be-

hind the counter. I spoke to her a

couple of times and we seemed to

hit it off. Eventually, 1 asked for her

number, and we texted back and forth

for a bit. At one point she stopped an-

swering, and so I stopped trying. Now,

every time 1 go to that general store,

I'm afraid of running into her. It's really

awkward for both of us. If you're read-

ing this, general store girl, I'm sorry

things have turned out so awkwardly! 1

hope we can be friends.

But you know what? 1 don't regret

asking her out. It was fun. And that's

why dating is great. 1 find the whole

dating process really entertaining:

becoming interested in someone,
asking them out, and then meet-

ing up with them and taking it from

there. You get to meet new people.

and at the very least make some new
friends. Plus, the whole physical part

is pretty great, too.

"But Tom," you might say, "surely

you don't find the awkward moments
and let downs fun too?" Well, see,

here's the thing. Even though those

can be quite painful, they're definitely

useful. Every time 1 share an awkward
moment with someone or have an aw-

ful ending to a date, 1 learn something

new about dating. And it's these expe-

riences that ultimately lead to great

dates. And letdowns.

If you go into dates looking for fun

and experience (and not bumping ug-

lies or the like), I can guarantee you'll

have a good time. If you don't, then 1

have a few New Order CDs 1 could

probably lend you.

CORRECTION
The article "Are all disasters created

equal?" that appeared in the Feb.

8 issue of The Varsity stated that

The Israel Defense Force air strikes

on the Gaza Strip in late 2008 killed

over 14,000 Palestinian civilians and
injured 400,000 more. Several news
sources place the death toll around

1,300. The BBC cites Palestinian

medical sources as saying 5,500 were
injured. The Varsity regrets the error.

LETTERS^

UC Lit is open to

students' requests

After reading Rashin Alizadeh's

comment piece "Frivolous spending

on Fireball," (Feb. 4) I found myself

wondering if the University College

Literary and Athletic Society repre-

sents the interests of UC students.

There is still one underlying

question left unanswered: Are your
student unions doing what you want
them to?

The simple answer for the UC Lit is

that we find out what you want, and
then we do it. It would be extremely

presumptuous of me to think that 1

know what every UC student wants,

which is why we strive to give

students the opportunity to share

their ideas and feedback. This year

alone we have conducted a survey,

increased the number of commis-

sion meetings (which are open to all

UC students), and worked hard at

improving our online presence. Our
website has the names and email

addresses of all members, and we
welcome all questions about what

we do and how students can get

involved. We also held an Annual

General Meeting and a town hall,

inviting students to share with us

what they think the UC Lit should or

should not be doing. We understand

that the only way we can improve

the student experience is to find out

what students want, which is why we
thrive on feedback. I would encour-

age any UC student to email us to tell

us exactly what they want, and 1 can

promise we will do our absolute best

to make it happen.

It is unfortunate that Alizadeh feels

as if the activities that take place at

Fireball do not merit the spending on

the event, even though there are over

LOOO students that benefit from this

gala event every year (including this

past Saturday). The event itself is less

than 13 per cent of the overall UC Lit

budget, yet it hosts approximately

20 per cent of the UC student body.

If this formal does not do enough for

the student experience, why would

students continue to attend?

You can tell us what you want at

any of the following places:

uc.lit@utoronto.ca

uclit.ca

facebook.com/UCGryphon

twitter.com/UC_Lit

416-979-2500

The office is open 10 a.m. tp 4 p.m.,

Monday to Friday in the UC Junior

Common Room.

Daniel TsEKHMAN

President ofthe University College

Literary and Athletic Society

21 Sussex Avenue, Suite 306

Toronto, ON M5S 1J6
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Struggling to express your love? Cut out these cards and let pop stars do the talking for you
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^^Vo// canhavemyheart

/y^ orwecan share it

like the last slice.

You the bestIeverhad

OK,

joursex isonfire,

consumedwith

what Is* to transpire.

wantyourpsycho,

your verticalstick.

M antyou inmyroom
whenyourbaby issicL

Iwantyourlove

andI wantyourrevenge.

IwantyourlovCy

Idon'twantto befriends.

y^^y^^by, Icompareyou
L^tJ to akissfrom a rose

on thegray.

Oohy themoreIgetofyou,

thestranger itfeels.

Yeah.

L
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Soft-core Fucks You Back

A personal essay on nostalgia, irony, and The Blue Lagoon

KATE MCEDWARDS

I
have been trying to figure out

why am I obsessed with these §
films from the past that chees- .

ily allude to sexual acts and show '>

a little titty here and there. The
*

Blue Lagoon, for example, would

cut to turtles swimming whenever
the sexual tension between Brooke

Shields and Christopher Atkins

would rise. The film haunted my k

sexual fantasies as a child (and I

continues to do so) because my
^

imagination was able to take over

where the director left off. Visually,

the film left me in the middle of the

ocean, but my mind was able to

create an even dirtier and realistic

fate for my incestuous duo.

There's the popular cliche that it

is better to leave more to the imagi-

nation than give away the milk for

free, or something along those

lines—and I agree. That's not to

say that 1 am prudish or that 1 have

something against expressing one-

self. 1 simply feel that it is more fas-

cinating to navigate within the grey

area of the in-between than take an

extreme side one way or another— |
to show it all or show none.

Show what? you probably ask.

I asked the same question when
I attempted to define the term

soft-core. Even the word itself is a

limbo of sorts. Hardcore is a solid

unified word as verified by spell

check, but soft-core elicits a hy-

phen, which leads me to believe

that soft-core is somewhat of an
uncharted territory.

This year, the U of T Film Festival

will be dedicating the entire third

floor of Hart House to the investi-

gation of soft-core. The aim is to

create alternative viewing experi-

ences, based on the principles of peeping toms
and veiled perspectives. It will tie into the larger

theme presented by the festival concerning is-

sues of censorship, as we attempt to show stu-

dent films in an atmosphere that promotes cen-

sorship not only as something to be trespassed,

but also something that can give art new life.

The context in which the films will be shown,

similar to the way soft-core scenes function

within a narrative context, is key to the stimulus

created by the images.

Censorship as a constraint can have many
different effects when producing sexual feeling.

It can draw attention to that which it is censor-

ing, through the use of blurring or blacking out

parts of the image, for example. The approach

to the soft-core part of the festival is a simple

one: we want to encourage students to make
films, indulge in sexual fantasies, and make it as

fun as possible.

Yet censorship, as much as it adds to soft-core

by what it does not present—all those turtles

when I knew there should have been something

else—does not entirely explain my continued

attachment to these films. For that, I've turned

to cultural theorist Slovoj Zizek's interpretation

of pornography and nostalgia, which focuses,

for me, soft-core's relation to the spectator.

When there is something left to the imagi-

nation, the people on screen hold a power of

mystery over the spectator Through the prin-

ciples of mystery, "spectators are reduced to a

paralyzed object-gaze," says Zizek, instead of the

all-powerful gaze commonly attributed to the

observer. Zizek states that "to extract the gaze-

object in its pure, formal status, we have to turn

to pornography's opposite pole: nostalgia." This

quote hits me like a ton of bricks.

If we can go back for a moment to watching

Blue Lagoon: I have to admit the film translat-

ed a tad literally with my two cousins that one

night, but I'll leave the rest to your imagination.

The fact that I was able to watch these kinds of

films only at my cousins' house and from their

illegal TV box may have also contributed to the

"naughtiness"—kiddy-like naughtiness—of it

all, adding to the potency of this particular nos-

talgic event. We revel in images that we don't

have easy access to. I will always love Blue La-

goon, and the movies that I illegally watched in

that basement have informed the obsessions

that I still practice today.

Nostalgia consists of two parts: fascination

and ironic distance. They seem to almost coun-

ter each other because fascination diminishes

when irony takes over. It's fascination that I'm

interested in exploring. As my friend Airhead re-

marked at work, "the cultural cycle is speeding

up increasingly to the point where we experi-

ence a kind of instant nostalgia." And if things

are put so quickly in the past, they are more
susceptible to pastiche and parody. It is obvi-

ous that nostalgia is paramount to the aesthetic

and obsession with soft-core, but 1 would like to

take it more seriously. 1 want to give it the recog-

nition it deserves in relation to its influence on
the way 1 perceive sexuality and its legitimate

reflection in real life. The presence of irony in

my everyday life is becoming more and more
prevalent, and it is getting to the point where I

don't want to get it anymore.

Soft-core is dynamic, not only because it ex-

ists in a narrative context that draws us in, but

also because it brings us closer to that myste-

rious real thing. This "thing" is defined by its

ability to create desire and fascination that can

only exist through an indicated or "faked" rep-

resentation. Zizek says, "if we show the Thing

itself we necessarily lose what we were after."

This may be behind my aversion to the new sub-

genre in horror movies called "torture porn": I

don't want to hear someone screaming for an

hour and half. Of course that is going to make
you feel sick inside; it's too easy.

8mm is a good example of the sexiness of

the fake. It has not only that big hunk Nicky

Cage with his "leatha," but also Joaquin Phoe-

nix as a porn-shop skid babe who knows
everyone and is intelligent, as we are made
eye-rollingly aware, because he reads novels

behind the counter.

Even though the representation of the un-

derground porn industry in 8mm is most
likely inaccurate, it still gives something onto

which spectators can project their fantasy

of the porn world. The bondage scenes, for

instance, are completely over-

done—everyone has a European

accent—and are positioned in the

narrative as a sign that the inves-

tigators are getting close to the

real hard stuff. However, bondage
rarely includes nudity, let alone

penetration, and could easily be
considered a soft-core activity in

most instances. It is the fantasy

that matters; not the plausibility

of the act in the real world, but

in the context in which it is pre-

sented. Nicolas Cage could have

never infiltrated the snuff Mafioso

that quickly, especially with that

lame lingo, but he did and, I am
happy to say, so did we.

The film was not very good but I

bought it and I've watched it many
times because there is something

about old film stock and sexuality

that just make you want to watch

it. First of all, 8mm film brings

about notions of home movies
and amateur encounters. You feel

as if you are watching something

personal from someone else's

past. You are gaining access to

memories that you were never

meant to see. But, as this film

teaches us, you are never alone in

this activity. There will always be

others implicated. Even if you, like

Nicolas Cage, are trying to crack

the case of "who made this snuff

film," you will also be implicated

through the very watching of the

film, regardless of whether you
are getting any perverse sexual

pleasure out of it. (I did.)

I still don't know how to de-

fine soft-core, but I am slowly

realizing what it is not. I came to

the conclusion that most people

agreed that hardcore pornogra-

phy means penetration, "showing

pink," and bad plot lines. One of

the reasons why hardcore porno movies have

staggeringly horrible plots is because the

story isn't taken seriously. The actors become
lifeless objects that have no real impetus.

Soft-core, on the other hand, involves the

spectator on another level. In the same way
old film stock implicates you the viewer, you
are now engaged in an interaction. The spec-

tator becomes the object as well, instead of

simply the all-powerful observer. Through
the oscillation between concealment and
exhibition, the spectator engages in an ex-

change when watching love scenes in a mov-
ie, or by tuning into soft-core programming
late at night. In a sense, you could even say
that soft-core fucks you back.

Kate McEdwards is in her finalyear studying

cinema studies and English. "As an afterthought

and seeing as 70 per cent ofmy sexual activity

has occurred while watching a movie," she

says, "I would like to suggest a few good 'soft-

core' titles that will create some quality sexual

tension, that can be easily ignored, and will also

allow for a few bursting laughs of relief Cape
Fear, The Crush, The Dreamers, and White

Palace. " McEdwards' investigation of soft-core,

with Felix Kalmenson and Jimmy Weaver, will

take over the third floor ofHart House on March
13 as part of the U of TFilm Fest Interested in

submitting something to the exhibit?

Email k.mcedwards@utoronto.ca



We put out a call for your true tales of love and heartbreak from

around campus. Surprisingly, virtually all the submissions came from

UC and Vic. What, is no one hooking up at Trinity?
BLOOR STREET WEST

Stories selected by JOE HOWELL

MapbyLOULANDEKIC

We met at Ramsey Wright, 10 min-

I I I utes before a BIO150 final exam.
I Instead of doing last-minute cram-

ming for biology, I couldn't stop thinking about
her. I ended up getting the question wrong on the

exam, but also got her contact. She is the best

thing that has ever happened to me. 1 love you!

—ALBERT GHEORGHITA

He was gorgeous. Last year, I spent

^9 Monday night Canadian Literature

wtm class, in McLennan Physical Labs,

staring at the back of his head. I tried everything

to have him notice me: the subtle cough, the long

sigh. 1 even tried finding his name on the atten-

dance sheet—entirely without success. 1 did not

see him again until this year, while 1 was in the

middle of distributing newspapers. 1 looked like a

sweaty, stressed-out mess. He looked like sex in a

black pea coat. Why does this always happen to

me?—VICTORIA ASIKIS

I saw a gorgeous boy at a UC cof-

feehouse in my first year. He had a

guitar, and apparently had more im-

portant places to be. He left before 1 found out his

name. 1 forgot about it months later and started

dating my current boyfriend. One day over a con-

versation he mentioned that night, and we both

realized he was my mystery coffeehouse boy.

—D. MASSICOTTE

Jk It was September and the moon
was out and it was so cold. We sat

on the benches in the UC quad; you
lit a cigarette. I asked. Lies mumbled vaguely out

of your mouth as compassion did out of mine. You
told me that now was not our time—that you and

I were finished. Mascara slid down my cheeks and

for a moment the world slipped out of sight. There

was only Laidlaw and the sky and your calm, cruel

eyes.—ANONYMOUS

^™ I got dumped outside the Astrono-

my and Astrophysics building dur-

ing my first week at U of T. 1 unof-

ficially decided to stay in Toronto for university

because of this guy I was seeing. He'd just moved
into Sigma Nu, a frat house on Huron Street, and
we signed up for ASTlOl together at Con Hall. Af-

ter avoiding me all frosh week, he finally sat down
with me over a hot dog to talk.

While sitting on the cement slabs on St. George

just south of Willcocks, he said we should just be

friends. My heart was broken, obviously, and it

seemed that everyone walking by was an acquain-

tance from my new classes. When we were about

to finally part ways, he asked me if he could bor-

row $20. 1 still hate walking by that part of campus.

—LAURA K. MAIZE

My father was a UC student and my
mother was at U of T Law. After dat-

ing for a year and a half, he took her

to the UC quad and proposed. "1 don't know how
1 schemed to get her there, but 1 did, and she said

yes," my Dad said. They married that August, and

have been married for 30 years. And that's why I'm

alive—LIZ KAGEDAN

I met my boyfriend a couple years

m ago through some mutual friends.

m For the first couple of months that I

knew him, 1 would see him in Old Vic after one of

my morning classes. Even though 1 only ran into

him occasionally, 1 would spend so long getting

ready in the mornings when 1 had that class, just

in case. I hoped that he would ask me to have a

coffee at Caffiends, but it took him a couple more
months to notice me!—ANONYMOUS

I met my ex in The Gargoyle of-

fice. 1 thought he was a jackass.

He spent the night on a diatribe

about my home state: New Jersey (pre-Jersey

Shore). We met again at a UC coffee house, where
1 blocked his view. Then, he saw me working at

Reznikoff's. While talking, he went to drink and
instead spilled coffee all over himself. Being a ter-

rible person, 1 burst into roaring laughter, and af-

terwards felt so bad 1 was compelled to talk to him
again. We started hanging out and a few weeks
later, he asked me out. We're still friends today.

—CRISTINA DiAZ-BORDA

I've had the bad luck to be single

every Valentine's Day. So the best

^0 February 14 of my life was hitting

the (now defunct) Hart House shooting range with

two of my best friends.—ASHLEY CHALLINOR

tfl Back in high school when I was decid-

I ing between universities, I chose to

I spend a day at U of T. I'd asked an old-

er friend where I could inconspicuously attend a

typical class, and she'd recommended a first-year

anthropology lecture in Convocation Hall.

Fearing the prof would notice 1 didn't belong (a

funny notion in retrospect), I took a seat on a top

balcony, hidden somewhat behind a pillar. Sudden-

ly, 1 heard heavy breathing, so 1 turned around

—

and in the row behind me, there was a couple en-

gaged in a mating ritual quite different from the

one our prof was describing. Needless to say, I

was a ground floor devotee from that day onward.

—SHOSHANA WASSER

^ You were finally free of those antiseptic

I I hospital halls, and winter was retreating.

I 1 Wanting you to convalesce in the sun, I

planned an elaborate picnic on the roof of Mor-

rison Hall, accessed via a little-used maintenance
ladder. We ate candy hors d'oeuvres and basked
in our freedom, and your smile coruscated like a

shattered glass. Were we not happy then? Before

my tongue could make it through those three tiny

words it was struggling to enunciate, your don
showed up—that petite tyrant!—and promised to

write you up.—ANONYMOUS

« 1 remember us first speaking by a

I ^9 dumpster behind Wymilwood, smok-
wtm ing furtively. 1 remember suddenly be-

lieving in fatalism, your number scrawled on the

inside of the pack, a movie half-watched, a coffee

barely tasted. A dizzy sensation like heights and
glass floors. I remember lust, and love, and lies. 1

remember treating one another like garbage, and
thinking we'd come full circle.—ANONYMOUS
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Ten albums about drowning
At this time of year, despite the freezing weather, it's easy to feel like you're underwater

U of T students drown—a lot. Or, at

the very least, we like to complain

about it: we "drown" in essays, in mid-

terms, in lab reports, in recitals and
presentations, and when we're done
all that, we "drown" our worries in

club nights, pub crawls, and formals.

The intensity of schoolwork before

and after Reading Week threatens to

drown us all, so 1 put together a list of

10 albums that accurately reflect oui

collective mental state, addressing, to

varying degrees of literality, the topic

of drowning.

"That's your solution to every-

thing, to move under the sea," chides

Marge Simpson. "It's not going to hap-

pen!" "Not with that attitude it won't,"

comes Homer's reply. Hopefully, once

you give these a listen, you'll acquire

the perfect attitude to take advantage

of some underwatery respite.

BJORK—
DRAWING RESTRAINT 9
You'll find this on the soundtrack to

Matthew Barney's bizarre but beauti-

ful piece of film-art (a "movie" which

culminates in Bjork and the direc-

tor cutting off each other's legs in a

ship filling up with water and gelatin

to reveal fetal whale tails). The icy

sounds of the sho (a traditional Japa-

nese instrument), waves of droning

noise, wordless Bjork vocals, gasp-

ing throat sounds from Tanya Tagaq,

and stabs of submerged horns all

combine to make something that's

literally breathtaking.

SARAH BLASKO-
WHAT THE SEA WANTS,
THE SEA WILL HAVE
The Australian art-pop darling re-

leased this follow-up to her hugely

popular debut by going the usual

(and usually boring) route of "ma-

turing" dramatically in the process.

Luckily for us, maturing in her case

meant creating a whole bunch of in-

tricate and heartfelt songs, little fishy

wonders where you get the feeling

you'll have to scuba dive to see all

their angles properly.

KATE BUSH-
HOUNDS OF LOVE
The second side of this masterpiece

is the most explicit "drowning" al-

bum ever put to record—^The Ninth

Wave is a concept piece, a suite of

seven songs about a woman falling

through the ice and her resulting hal-

lucinations. Encounters with old lov-

ers, doppelgangers, ancient crones, a

demonic trial, and even a Gregorian

choir make this well worth a listen.

HILDUR GUDNADOTTIR-
WITHOUT SINKING
The album may be called Without

Sinking, but "sinking" is definitely

what these songs do in the pit of your

stomach. In creating alien-sounding

pieces largely for cello and electron-

ics, the Icelandic composer tried to

capture the feeling of flying through

dense clouds, with all the majestic,

watery oppression that entails.

PETER DROGE-
UNDER THE WAVES
The reclusive folk-rocker retreated

even further into himself with this

collection of songs that tilt gently

back and forth like a sentient buoy

addicted to the echo pedal. Perfectly

satisfying.

FENNESZ-
BLACK SEA
The Austrian guitarist made a

name for himself as the creator

of some of the most perfect elec-

tronic glitch/ambient albums ever

made (see: Endless Summer).
Black Sea is not so much a descrip-

tion of what the album is about, as

what the album is—it feels like a

mix that a friendly body of water

made for you, a puddle of salty wa-
ter in a jewel case that somehow
worked its way into your CD player.

JAMES NEWTON
HOWARD-THE LADY IN
THE WATER
Goddamn M. Night Shyamalan.
Not only does he make terrible

movies, but he tends to pair them
with unimpeachably gorgeous
soundtracks. This ridiculous mov-
ie starring Paul Giamatti, which
involves some sort of pool fairy

with a bunch of evil monkeys, is

blessed with a score that has ev-

erything Shyamalan's films don't:

atmosphere, emotion, restraint,

tension, horror, and beauty.

TOM WAITS-ALICE
Waits' soundtrack to Robert Wil-

son's play of the same name details

Lewis Carroll's obsession with

Alice Liddell in an appropriately

nightmarish and, well, Carrollian

descent into madness. The open-
ing title track has the "hero" skate

Alice's name into a pond again and
again, only to have the ice give way
under him. This acts as his rabbit

hole and it's a chilly reception to

Wonderland indeed.

JOANNA NEWSOM-YS
On one of its many levels of mean-
ing, this ambitious album is about
the titular city of French myth,
a metropolis doomed to sink to

the bottom of the sea due to its

sins and excess. Newsom's hyper-

literate imagery returns to these

themes throughout, as evidenced

by now-infamous turns of phrase

like "hydrocephalitic listlessness."

The album is waterlogged, burst-

ing at the seams with glorious, wet

too-muchness. Now's the perfect

time listen to it, as her new triple

album Have One On Me comes out

the Tuesday after Reading Week.

HECTOR ZAZOU-SONGS
FROM THE COLD SEAS
Zazou brought a United Nations'

worth of vocalists to this project

—

everyone from the Finnish group
Varttina to Siouxsie Sioux and Su-

zanne Vega, from Bjork to Tokiko

Kato and Lioudmila Khandi. What
ties it together, even more so than

Zazou's production, is the theme

—

each song is a gloriously shivery

ode to the seas at the edge of our

countries and our consciousness.

FRESHGPPREgED

FOUR TET-THERE IS LOVE IN YOU
In case you're not familiar with the

UK's Four Tet, allow me to bring you

up to speed: Don Van Vliet, Instellar

Space-era John Coltrane, and that

man who dances in the "Days Go
By" music video by Dirty Vegas

have suddenly morphed into one

guy, Keiran Hebden, who records

electronic music under the moniker
Four Tet.

There Is Love In You is his fifth

LP, most of it written and recorded

during (and influenced by) Hebden's
DJ residency at London dancehall

Plastic People. It's the closest Hebden
has come to making a "club" album

—

in fact, half the thrill of listening to

the record is the anticipation (or

fear) that the whole thing is going

to explode into some sort of slick

Mazda commercial at any moment.
The other half is that it never does:

just when songs like "Love Cry"

and "Sing" work themselves into

such a skitter-spatter, triumphant

female vocal loop frenzy tfiat it

feels as if the only way out is with

some tribal-tattooed alpha male
screaming "Feel The Bass!" Hebden
stirs in something unexpected like a
kalimba or the heartbeat of a fetus.

Album closer (and "best song
name" winner) "She Just Likes to

Fight" has a number of rhythmic
flourishes so engaging that 1 am pret-

ty certain that, in cooperation with
a gentle spring rain, it could induce
synesthesia. Music this smart has
never sounded so sexy.

—NICK MCKINLAY VVVVv
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Vonnegut's back, and so is Walker

Factory Theatre hosts And So It Goes, George F. Walker's first new work in 10 years

JEN HANDLEY

Just before the end of World War II,

an American POW being held in a

basement slaughterhouse in Dres-

den survived a bombing that killed

most of the city's inhabitants. The
man's name was Kurt Vonnegut and

he went on to become one of the

most beloved cult writers of the

20th century.

Vonnegut is more than an in-

fluence in And So It Goes, which
premiered at the Factory Theatre

this month—he's a persona. The
tragedy-haunted author, whose
characters are some of the greatest

hallucinators of all time, couldn't

have picked a more suitable place

to materialize than in the fantasies

of Gwen and Ned, a middle-class

couple faced with the sudden onset

of schizophrenia in their 24-year-

old daughter, Karen. Like the hero

of Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse Five

(from which the play takes its title)

they find themselves turning to a

hallucination—that of the deceased,

endearingly weird writer—to help

them process an unspeakable trag-

edy that falls in their laps.

But Vonnegut isn't the only writer

to make a return with this play; And
So It Goes is the first in 10 years from

George F. Walker, the Canadian play-

wright (and director of this produc-

tion) whose list of awards and ac-

complishments barely fits in his bio

paragraph. Walker, like Vonnegut, is

known for his ability to make us gig-

gle at very sad things, not because

we don't care about the characters,

but because we feel close enough to

them to have a laugh. For the first

part of this play, with the excep-

Peter Donaldson stars as Ned, a man wrestling with his recent downsizing and his daughter's mental illness.

tion of a few merciful one-liners, it's

impossible to laugh—it's just too

sad. As it turns out, all the grief in

the first half is a calculated wind-up

for the second half, when Walker's

trademark black comedy kicks in,

and hard.

Regardless of whether this stuff is

your cup of tea, there's no arguing

about the execution, as the perfor-

mances are gorgeous. The hijacked

thought-process of Jenny Young's

Karen is so real for her that she

presents it as practically a physi-

cal force. Karen's illness makes her

terrifyingly unpredictable: you can

never tell whether she's about to

say something illuminating or vio-

lently lash out. Lots of references

are made to the screaming voices

in Karen's head, and Young's at

times ear-piercing, wince-producing

performance gives us some idea of

what those voices might sound like.

Young is at her best not when Karen

loses control, though, but when she

tries to hold herself together. In one
scene she stands in court, clamping

her arms to her body, attempting

to keep herself still as she trembles

with rage, and tells the judge about

the list she's made of people who de-

serve imprisonment more than she

does. She's so utterly desperate to

be taken seriously that you want to

believe everything she's saying.

Her parents, meanwhile, have a

more casual relationship with their

hallucinations, but end up with near-

ly as much real-life trouble. As their

possessions dwindle, the couple

find themselves in a bizarre midlife

crisis of tragic and comical propor-

tions. Stratford patriarch Peter Don-

aldson's Ned is like a long-lost Shake-

spearian hero who's forgotten all his

big words. This genial financial advi-

sor doesn't look like he's had a rea-

son to be angry all his life. But when
he suddenly gets one, his confused

attempts at revenge—on someone,

anyone—are as sinister and pathet-

ic as his awkward but determined

use of the F-word. Martha Burns' ex-

Latin teacher Gwen, whose extreme

grief never brings her so low as to

make a grammatical error, manages
to play the role of the last sensible

person around without becoming a

controlling shrew.

Jerry Franken's Vonnegut, with fluffy

white hair and a funny cardigan, is part

Einstein, part Mr. Rogers: he knows

somethingwe don't, and we'll never re-

ally get what he's trying to say, but hav-

inghim there is reassuring all the same.

As he looks into the sky and laughs at

one of Ned's jokes (what could make
a fan more proud?) he looks exactly

like someone who's been, as Vonnegut

once claimed, where the flying saucers

come from.

And So It Goes runs at the Factory

Theatre through February 28.

For more information, visit

factorytheatre, ca.

Poor Otello-the original was better

Opera adaptation of Shakespeare's Othello falls flat at the COC

ELIAS CRISTANTE

Last week, the Canadian Opera
Company debuted its newest inter-

pretation of Giuseppe Verdi's Otello,

an operatic staple based on Shake-

speare's masterpiece. The classic

work, critically understood as one
of Verdi's finest operas, is usually

enjoyable to watch based on the in-

sight it provides into Shakespeare's

characters and its dazzling display

of vocal virtuosity.

The production currently running

at the Four Seasons Centre was de-

veloped in collaboration with the

Welsh National Opera and directed

by Paul Curran, who is no stranger to

the COC: he produced Shostakovich's

Lady Macbeth of Mtensk for them in

2007 and Puccini's Tosca last season.

The plot of Verdi's Otello differs

somewhat from the original Shake-

speare: the entire first act, in which

Brabantio learns of the secret mar-

riage of his daughter to the Moor, is

not present in the opera. This can

be somewhat frustrating for viewers

unfamiliar with the play because it

makes the story's details harder to

follow. Verdi's version also discards

several plot movements, from Roderi-

go's jealousy to lago's resentment of

Michael Cassio to the slow unfolding

of the secret elopement (which is in-

stead hurriedly announced). Though
Verdi's interpretations can often be

deeply interesting, this is where the

COC's production falters.

When I see a

Verdi opera, I want
to indulge in his

trademark bom-
bastic emotion,

political treach-

ery, dramatic

violence, and he-

roic sacrifice. As
a famous adapta-

tion of a Shake-

spearian tragedy,

1 was expecting

that Otello would

provide just that.

However, I was
not captured by

the COC's production of the opera,

though it did provide some interest-

ing slices of interpretation.

The stage's use of movement and
colour was poor, unexciting and

slightly scandalous—the choice of

so many dark red, orange, and gold

tones was often overpowering and

His performance
was so central

and enthralling

that I felt the
production
should have been
titled Verdi's

lago rather than
Verdi's Otello.

ungrounded. The props also lacked

inventiveness and reflected a poor
aesthetic: the play's famous hand-

kerchief, for instance, was nothing

but a silky, fuchsia rag. Meanwhile,

for the last few acts the major stage

element—a massive of winged lion

of St. Mark, na-

tional symbol for

the Venetian re-

public—served

little purpose
except to radiate

over the chorus.

I also personal-

ly had a problem
with the choreog-

raphy for the final

violent scene, for

instead of smoth-

ering his beloved

with a pillow,

Othello (Clifton

Forbis) stabbed

her. Without Emilia's death at lago's

hands and the tense confrontation

between lago and the Moor, the

conclusion was confusing. Overall,

Otello was severely disappointing

in its representation of the most
significant moments in Shake-

speare's plot.

The Story of Desdemona (Tiziana Caruso) and Otello (Clifton Forbis) gets

muddled in the COC's production.

On a more positive note, the singing

was quite good, with some truly stun-

ning performances (although others

fell short). The chorus did especially

well in the first and the penultimate

scenes. The true star of the show was
American baritone Scott Hendricks,

who sang lago's part. His performance

was so central and enthralling that I felt

the production should have been titled

Verdi's lago rather than Verdi's Otello.

Overall, I found that Otello did

not meet the standard set by the

COC's brilliant productions both
this season and in the past. I was not

inspired or creatively shaken at any
point in the evening. Still, I wholly

recommend a visit to our local op-

era company—based on their past

work, hopefully their next few shows
will be more enjoyable.

Otello runs at the Four Seasons
Centre through February 28.

For more information, visit coc.ca.
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'UTMP'- CONTINUED FROM PG 2

Baud told The Varsity. "Many simulations of

this kind become partisan to their detriment."

While parties will exist, opposition MPPs
will have the opportunity to amend the two
major bills presented by the Liberal govern-

ment and these amendments will be voted

on by parliament at large. No party discipline

will be enforced, so participants will be free

to vote against their parties and cross the

floor if they are dissatisfied with their party's

performance.

The two major bills in the senior session

will concern education and the environment.

While the junior session will also debate edu-

cation, its second bill will address aboriginal

healthcare. Organizers have arranged for

Cynthia Wesley-Esquimaux, an assistant pro-

fessor in U of T's social work faculty, to testify.

U of T Model Parliament's inaugural session started on Wednesday

ILAURIERMBA
EGREE THAT WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE

"The integrated teaching style and team-basj^'

approach at Laurier allowed me to functioft>'

effectively from day one in my co-op work term.

Ronald Bell, MBA Co-op

WONDERING WHAT TO DO

AFTER GRADUATION? CHOOSE THE

LAURIER MBA.

Plan to attend our upcoming

information night being held at

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY'S

TORONTO CAMPUS
St. Andrew's Club and Conference Centre

150 King St. W. (at University) j 27th Floor

Thursday, February 25, 5:30 - 7 p.m.

For more information, contact

Cheryl DIetridi
I
cdietridi@wlu.ca I

519.884.0710 x. 3499

www.wlu.ca/mba

lAlMER
Business & Economics

FULL-TIME MBA WITH CO-OP OPTION, AUGUST, 2010

No previous work experience required I
Excellent opportunity to build your professional network

Choose from 10 concentrations I Dynamic and diverse classroom experience I
Fully integrated core

Starts third week of August, 2010.

Mark Sedore's secret to the three-day novel: 'Eight chapters before giving in at night.'

'NOVEL' -CONTINUED FROM P6 2

don't know if that's what I want. But I've never

TA'd before, I've never had a class, I've never

sat down and led a discussion. The reason I'm

doing the PhD is because I like sitting around

a room talking about great books with other

people who also like the same thing and have

read them. If the only way I can keep doing

that is by being some sort of lecturer and sit-

ting down with smart kids once a week and

talking about Plato, maybe that's not a bad life.

Snowmen will be released in August 2010

by 3-Day Books and distributed by Arsenal

Pulp Press.

'LYRIC -CONTINUED FROM PG 2

Literature Association. Culler takes an inter-

disciplinary approach. He has written over

a dozen books, and his inspirations include

Ferdinand de Saussure, Claude Levi-Strauss

and Northrop Frye.

Culler's lecture series offered a close de-

construction of the Western lyric and what it

says—or doesn't say—about its subjects, lit-

erary and biographical. On Tuesday, he used
every instrument in his literary repertoire to

evoke his elusive lyric's history. Culler sought
to appraise the enigma of poetry: "Who is the

poem seeking to persuade?" His case studies

ranged from Horace to Sappho, Baudelaire,

and Frost. Complex questions followed. (One
audience member: Is poetry delimited by lan-

guage or its author?) Culler answered one ci-

tation with another. He spoke on behalf of the
lyric's greatest devotees: from Aristotle to de
Man, ancient Greek philosophers to contem-
porary literary theorists.

If you weren't aware that Culler was a deco-
rated academic, you wouldn't guess it going
into his lecture. His tone was modest and
his movements jittery. His voice often de-
scended into mutters. He had frequent mis-
haps with technology. In one instance. Culler

accidentally turned off his microphone and
retracted his projector back into the ceiling.

But the audience, clearly familiar with his

work, was on his side.

'DQ'- CONTINUED FROM PG 5

Amir Bashir, and the student whose signa-

ture was ineligible. Yousefzadeh said Bush-

ara agreed to uphold his decision after he

explained it to her. Bushara could not be

reached for comment.
Before nominations, Yousefzadeh held an

all-candidates meeting to go through the

rules and answer questions. Candidates were

asked to review the policies on their own and

email in any queries.

Maria Malik, running for the same position

as Lee, said Yousefzadeh did a good job of

explaining elections policies. But she added,

"However, there was no mention of what

would happen if there were any errors in the

nomination form." Malik said the nomination

forms should have been checked before can-

didates were allowed to campaign.

Yousefzadeh will present a report on the

elections to the board the Friday after Read-

ing Week, two weeks after the elections are

over and more than three weeks after Lee

was disqualified. The board will then decide

whether his decisions were acceptable.

SCSU executive elections take place this

Wednesday to Friday, Feb. 10-12. The remain-

ing candidates for VP students and equity are

Zahra Murji, Chanile Vines, and Maria Malik.

The SCSUElections Policy is available at

tr.im/NHPF.
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New neurons needed
Electrical brain stimulation could innprove nnennory

Neuroscience experiments use the Morris water maze, named after its creator, to test the

formation of spatial memories. A mouse or rat, placed in a pool of water, attempts to find a

hidden escape platform using visual cues such as coloured blocks. Researchers measure the time

it takes for the animal to find the platform before and after practice. Spatial memories, such as

the location of the platform and the associated cues, are stored in the hippocampus of the brain.

ALEXANDRA IRENA EREMIA

A new study shows that electrical stimulation

deep in the brain contributes to the growth

of new neurons. Dr. Andres Lozano, Canada
Research Chair in Neuroscience, and Scellig

Stone, neurosurgery resident and PhD can-

didate at U of T, have discovered that brain

stimulation often used in therapy for patients

with Parkinson's disease leads to increased

neuron growth.

The original surgical procedure was prac-

ticed for over 15 years and consisted of plac-

ing a battery into the patient's chest (similar

to a pacemaker), drilling a hole in their skull,

and stimulating the electrical circuits within

the brain to alleviate the patient's brain mal-

functions. Most often, brain disorders cause

neurons to be either over- or underactive.

By using a similar system of electrodes,

Lozano and Stone were able to regulate neu-

ronal activity. "[While] we could see that the

patient's symptoms got better, we could not

see whether or not new cells were being born

in the brain," says Lozano. Additionally, the

human brain is a difficult environment for ob-

serving neurons and their functions.

Thus researchers applied the same stimu-

lation to mice in an area of the brain called

the hippocampus. "[Through this electrical

stimulation] we could increase the normal
production of neurons by two to three times,"

says Lozano. By placing wires within the

mouse, the electrical stimulation could be

switched on or off, and thus controlled neu-

ron production. "We are [also] able to show
that the new neurons seem to grow normally.

[They] integrate into circuits of the brain and

appear to be involved in memory functions,"

says Lozano.

Old neurons were distinguished from new
ones by labelling the new DNA with a genetic

marker. All neurons made after this injection

incorporate the genetic marker into their

DNA, while the old ones did not. "When a neu-

ron is made, DNA has to be used. If a new cell

is born, the DNA [within it] will have this la-

bel, [therefore] we can identify which cells are

new," explains Lozano.

Lozano and Stone tested the activity of the

newly created neurons by teaching mice to

find a platform in what is called the Morris

water maze. Once the mouse learned the task,

the mouse was taken away, the water was
clouded, and the mouse reintroduced to find

the platform once more. "We found that dur-

ing the task, while they were remembering,

the new neurons became active."

While electrical brain stimulation has al-

ready been performed on 60,000 people in

order to control the tremors and rigidity as-

sociated with Parkinson's disease, the ability

to induce neuron production was unknown to

the neurosurgery field. "It's been known for 15

to 20 years that the adult brain, under certain

conditions, can increase or decrease the num-
ber of neurons made. For example, exercise

increases the number of neurons created in

the brain, [while] stress decreases [their pro-

duction]. When we applied electrodes to cir-

cuits within the brain, we found that we could

stimulate neuron growth."

In the future, this research will be extended

to prove whether having a greater number of

neurons is beneficial or detrimental to one's

health. While researchers suspect that new
neurons help store and acquire memory, it is

difficult to come to such conclusions because

other changes in the brain's chemistry may be

responsible for a similar outcome.

Although the mice used in the research

didn't have memory disorders, the research-

ers assumed that if neuron growth is proven

beneficial it could help not only patients with

Parkinson's and Alzheimer's disease, but also

those with memory impairment, epilepsy,

and depression.

STAR RESEARCHERS
SPEAK AT U OF T'S

ANNUAL ASX
SYMPOSIUM

f
I H\ J

On January 29, the Astronomy and Space

Exploration Society at U of T held their

seventh annual symposium at Con Hall,

this year titled "Brave New Worlds."

Renowned guest speakers included

professor Peter Schultz from the NASA
Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing

Satellite mission, professor and planetary

scientist Sara Seagerfrom MIT, Dr. Firouz

Nadera from NASA's Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, who was also the former head

of the Mars Exploration Program, and Dr.

Narenda Bhandari from the Indian Space

Research Organization.

Explain my BRAIN WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

The ins and outs of sexual arousal

We think a lot about sex. From de-

odorant commercials promising im-

mediate stud-status, to lipsticks guaran-

teeing superior kissability, our daily lives

are saturated with questions of sexual at-

traction and arousal.

An obvious scientific question arises:

what's happening in the brain and body
when we're sexually aroused, and what
are the implications?

The primary brain region responsible

for sexual arousal is the hypothalamus,
an area that regulates many of the hor-

mones in the body. The hypothalamus
stimulates the genitals to release sex hor-

mones—in this case, testosterone in men
and estrogen in women. The resulting

sexual response consists of four phases:

excitement, plateau, orgasm, and resolu-

tion, and is characterised by changes in

the genital areas. Men and women ex-

hibit differences in their response to each
phase. For example, after an orgasm, men
experience a refractory period during

which they cannot have a second orgasm.

Since women do not have this refractory

period, they can experience multiple or-

gasms in sequence.

The neurotransmitter dopamine stimu-

lates the reward centres of the brain, giv-

ing us the sensation of pleasure during

an orgasm. This reward system is also

associated with feeding and drugs like

cocaine, nicotine, and amphetamines.
One Dutch scientist recently conducted

a study where he scanned participants'

brains while they climaxed. The results

showed that their brain activity resem-

bled that of a heroin rush.

Sexual attraction is also—as you've

probably noticed—a critical factor in mate

selection. But something you might not

expect is that women tend to select differ-

ent mates depending on where they are

in their menstrual cycle. In the long-term,

women tend to select caring and respon-

sible mates, while at the most fertile peri-

ods of their menstrual cycle, they choose
partners deemed virile, commanding, and
"masculine." In other words, relationships

are for nice guys, but leave the procre^

ation part to manly men. UK scientists

attribute this pattern to women's uncon-

scious drive to produce healthy, physi-

cally fit offspring, while retaining a caring

mate who will help raise the family.

But once in the bedroom, arousal can be a
whole other story. The use of Viagra to treat

erectile dysfunction has revolutionized the

pharmaceutical sex industry, although the

drug itself was actually discovered by mis-

take. The chemical sildenafil, now sold as

Viagra and Revatio, was originally formulat-

ed to treat high blood pressure and angina

pectoris, a form of severe chest pain that

usually results from coronary artery dis-

ease. When Pfizer first held clinical trials,

researchers found little effect on patients'

angina condition, but noted that the drug
could induce marked penile erections. Pfiz-

er decided to leave the treatment of heart

disease behind in order to market their new-
ly found drug as the first oral treatment for

erectile dysfunction.

With the success of Viagra, pharmaceu-
tical researchers are desperately looking

for its female equivalent. The so-called

"pink Viagra" aims to boost low libido in

women, via pill, skin patch, injection, or

nasal spray. But the current research race
for a female sexual stimulant also has its

critics. Some doctors and psychologists

make the case for couple therapy to help

patients understand the underlying psy-

chological issues that cause their lack

of sexual desire, rather than a quick-fix

pharmaceutical option.

Whatever the case may be, sex is serious

business. And oh yes, it's business time.
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EARN 20.00 FOR RESEARCH SURVEY!
Is your first language neither English or French?

Did yoa immigrate to Canada before your 14th birthday?
Arc you enrolled in a Canadian University?

$$$
If so, wf would like to hear about your exporientcs in Canatiian schools ..

We will pr, !.- !r. <00 students S2t).(X) to complete a 20 .W minute onlir.

.

Please share your view at

:

surveymonkey.com/s/6SDLCVM

CLASSIFIEDS

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!!

Tutor, 40 years' experience specializing in

MATH 135, 136. CHM 139, 247, ECO 220.

Past tests and exams available for prac-

tice. Reasonable rates. (416) 785-8898.

Advertise in the Varsity

ads@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7604

EDITING

For expert copy editing and proofreading

of academic material (graduate level)

including theses, contact Patricia Bishop

at email mpbishop@rogers.com or by

telephone at (416)922-2804. (Website:

eslcopyediting.com).

THE PAPER EDITING SERVICE

This expert service specializes in edit-

ing/proofreading university and college

papers. Any size, any genre, any dead-

line, we can help you earn the marks you

deserve! vvww.paperediting.org

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each aiiditlonal word. Rates include one line of bold type

for the ad header No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone. Ads must

be submitted at least four days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON. M5S 1J8. Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

Europe for less, exclusively at TKAVELCUTS

You're the one with the cute

accent in Europe.

We'll give you $300.
You play, we pay coorild

Book your Contiki Holiday at Travel CUTS and get cash to spend on your vacation.

Visit your local Travel CUTS or book online at travelcuts.com

187 College St. (University of Toronto). 416.979.2406

Boo* ys'j* Cor.tiiii holttoy K Tra^' CLITS jr>o get cj 0 spef () on yooi vac-jl

' bookings. bookH sr
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The Varsity: U of Ts
unofficial journalism school

The Varsity is always seeking fresh talent. Writers, photographers,

illustrators, bloggers, copy editors, and people who don't know how

involved-yet.

Public Budget Consultation

Thurs Feb 18, 7-9pm
Jewish Community Centre

75oSpaclina Ave
(southwest corner of Bloor and Spadina)

Stephen Harper doesn't want to

hear about the issues affecting

Canadians, that's why he locked the

doors to the House of Commons.

Olivia Chow wants to listen to

your ideas and suggestions for the

upcoming federal budget.

Join Olivia and a panel of experts at

her Public Budget Consultation.

Let your voice be heard, so Olivia

can fight to make sure your

needs are fully represented in the

upcoming budget.

Olivia Chow iP^.t
Member of Parliament • Oeput^e • Oeputada • M'^S^

HUMBER
The Business School

GLOBAL BUSINESS

MANAGEMENT

1
POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE

One smart career choice.

So many opportunities.

The Choice

The Global Business Management

program prepares you for a wide range

of careers. Pursue a career in marketin;

finance, advertising, international trade

retail, wholesale or supply chain

management, in domestic or

international businesses of any size.

The Opportunities

Two years gives you the time to choose

the specific path that is right for you.

Two work placements allow you to

experience more than just one

option before you graduate.

Apply now for September 2010

ore

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour SeminaTS

• Convenient Weekend Schedule

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Compreliensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

THE PUMP
410 BLOOR ST. W.

(at Brunswick)

416-927-7337

BEST RIZZA
BEST WINGS
BEST PRICES
• SundayMe V2 Price Nachos

• Monday NiteVz Price Wings

• Tuesday NiteVz Price Pizzas

• WednesdayNiteVz Price Pastas

• Thursday NiteFreslilVlussels

$4.25/lb Choice of2 delicious sauces

WeekendBrunch 11am-3pm

Show your T-Card
and save 10%

on all regularly priced items

Teach English

Abroad

business.humber.ca

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicum

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

EVEI?Y THURSDAY AT TATTOO ROCK PARLOUR
~-r-:~z::: 567 QUEEN STREET WEST z:::::::::::::::::rr:^:zr:z:zz

FEBRUARY 11

GUEST DJ: SLATER & TY
HOSTED BY: DAVID KING

FEBRUARY 18

GUEST DJS: S&L
SOUL DRIPPIN
HOSTED BY: THE MANSION INC
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The Varsity's Olympic Gould
Varsity staffer ALIXANDRA GOULD heads out to Vancouver to report on the Games

Vancouver 2010

On July 2, 2003, 1 was sitting

in front ofmy television as

the IOC announced Vancouver
would liost the 2010 Olympic
Games. At that moment, 1 felt

the collective surge of patrio-

tism that vibrated across the

country. Canada, the country

that always seems to be over-

shadowed by bigger and more
ostentatious nations, would
be front and centre on the

world stage. My then 15-year-

old self vowed that no matter

what 1 was doing in February

2010, no matter what com-
mitments I had, I'd make my
way across the prairies and
mountains to land in the great

Pacific city to be part of this

shining moment.
Today, 1 board a plane on my

way to the Games. Not only will

I be reveling in all the exciting activities that Vancouver has to

offer, but I'll also be reporting my butt off for The Varsity in a

fittingly titled blog, Olympic Gould. 1 hope to give you a sense of

what it's like to be there on the ground as Canada steps into the

limelight. From the Olympic Village to the hills of Whistler to the

amazing cultural exhibits, performances, and late-night parties,

there will surely be hundreds of stories to tell, photos to see, and
videos to watch.

I'm extremely excited to see Canada showcase itself to the

world, and yes, 1 will most likely get overly emotional every time

I hear the national anthem played at a medal ceremony. But since

that fateful day seven years ago, I've abandoned my unbridled

patriotism. Education and experience have taught me that the

Olympics have implications that reach far beyond athleticism.

I've abandoned
my unbridled

patriotism.

Education and
experience have
taught me that

the Olympics have
implications that

reach far beyond
athleticism.

When the torch came through Toronto in December, it

was obvious that not everyone is bursting with pride over

the Games. Hundreds of protestors clogged the flame's route

down Yonge Street, shouting "No Olympics on stolen native

land!" Many aboriginal and non-aboriginal groups, led by the

Olympic Resistance Network, believe that the Vancouver Or-

ganizing Committee has built some of its Olympic infrastruc-

ture on unceded, sacred Aboriginal land. They also fear the

Games will be environmentally destructive, destroy plans for

affordable housing, overrun Vancouver with corporations,

and leave the city, province, and country reeling with debt

for years to come. Hopefully, Vancouver won't go the way of

Montreal after the 1976 Olympics, which took over 30 years

to pay off—a responsibility that fell heavily on taxpayers.

Other issues include security, media censorship, doping,

technology, and the impact the Olympics will have on the

impoverished Downtown Eastside. And don't forget that a

big reason Harper prorogued Parliament was so govern-

ment officials could go out west for the big event. Let's

hope partisanship and political manoeuvring are left half

a country away in Ottawa.

With all of these things in mind, I can no longer look at

the Games through an untainted lens. These issues are

crucial to understanding what these games mean to Cana-

da and shouldn't be left out of the public eye.

That being said, these issues shouldn't go so far as to

overshadow what the Olympic Games are supposed to

be about, at least in theory: a wonderful display of ath-

leticism. Millions will watch as Cindy Klassen tries to re-

peat her five-medal performance from Turin on the speed-

skating oval. We'll be glued to our seats as Jessica Dube
and Bryce Davison skate through their pairs routine, or

when Jenn Heil races down the moguls. And of course, the

country will come to a screeching halt as our men's and
women's hockey teams try to bring back the gold to where
it belongs.

There's also a ton of excitement in knowing that people

from all around the world will be finding out what it means
to be Canadian. The Cultural Olympiad will be putting on
hundreds of events showcasing Canada's cultural fabric,

including a Ron Sexsmith and Lou Reed concert tribute to

Neil Young, a cross-country digital dance party that links

Vancouver and Montreal through giant projectors, and the

dozens of art pieces by 90 Aboriginal artists that will line

the streets of the city. And that's just the tip of the iceberg.

So with a glowing heart, I embark upon my long-awaited

sojourn to the west coast. By the time the last medal is

presented, the last anthem sung, and the last heartbroken
athlete leaves the city without getting what they came for,

we'll have a better idea about what the legacy of these

Olympics will be.

Where fantasy meets reality

U of T brings popular Harry Potter game to life

LUKE SAVAGE
Varsity Staff

When I heard there were plans to

stage a Quidditch match at U of T,

1 leapt on the opportunity to write

about it with the same childish cu-

riosity that drives both young and
old costumed Potter fans to camp
overnight outside bookstores in

barely contained anticipation for

the latest addition to the Potter

catalogue.

Though I'm pleased to say that

I never belonged to this niche of

Rowling connoisseurs, the idea

of seeing a fictitious game involv-

ing magic broomsticks, sky-high

hoops, and soaring balls called

"quaffles" on the campus of a Mug-
gle institution was too great to pass

up. I had no idea what to expect, but

vaguely imagined the game would
be something of a novelty: Harry
Potter fans dressed in costumes
sporting the logos of Gryffindor or

Slytherin playing at something that

only worked because everyone pre-

tended it did (kind of like the sci-fi

fanatics who have mastered the art

of speaking Klingon). This intuition

was proven completely false.

Not only is the game very much
a fun and playable sport, but many
of its adherents hardly know a thing

about Harry Potter. Keane Yarish,

Toronto faces McGill at the Athletic Centre in U of T's first ever Quidditch match.

Captain of the McGill Quidditch

team, told me he'd never read a Pot-

ter book or seen a Potter film in his

life. Ariel Garneau, who organized

last weekend's match at U of T, was
far more passionate about the sport

than she was about the Harry Potter

books, which didn't even come up in

our conversations before and after

the event. Indeed the game is as in-

tense as a football or rugby match
and involves multiple lines of action

occurring simultaneously as "chas-

ers" (who are sort of like forwards)

try to score and "beaters" (who are

more like defencemen) try to slow

them, and each other Meanwhile
each team's "seekers" furiously

pursue the Golden Snitch, a cross-

country runner who is the only play-

er without a broom and is free to

move beyond the field of play. This

last rule led to some amusing con-

sequences this weekend at the Ath-

letic Centre. All in all, these various

lines of action make for an exciting,

energetic, and entertaining game.

Yet the fact that players have to

run with brooms between their legs,

or with whatever approximation

can be found, keeps things light-

hearted. Like soccer, perhaps the

greatest of grassroots sports, Quid-

ditch is inclusive of everybody. For

this reason, it has great potential

to catch on in Canada, as it already

has in the United States and Britain.

Newly minted sports often fail to

reach outside a niche market either

because they appropriate existing

sports or because they aren't vi-

able at the grassroots level and thus

never find a wide enough audience

to become popularized. Slamball,

a game resembling basketball only

with trampolines beneath each net,

tried and failed several years ago.

Quidditch, by contrast, requires

only a few rudimentary items, which
can be found or made easily. It's

also ideal for both the college and
university settings given its basis

in the fictional world of inter-house

competition at Hogwarts. What is

already a sleeper hit in the United

States is poised to invade Canada.
Grab your brooms and head to the

pitch.

The next session ofUofT Quidditch

will be at the AC in the Field House
on Saturday, Feb. 27 from 2-3 p.m.

For more information, contact

uoftquidditch@gmail.com.
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Bring your experience and ideas. Day one is waiting and so is your team. At Ernst & Young, you'll find

an open and diverse environment. You'll tap into your life experiences. Give fresh perspective to your
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It ain't over
Impeached SCSU prez threatens lawsuit over alleged bylaw violations

YEAMROT TADDESE
Varsity Staff

Zuhair Syed remains president of

the Scarborough Campus Students'

Union after the board did not ratify

his removal at a meeting on Friday,

Feb. 12. Syed said the referendum
procedures leading to his impeach-
ment vote from Feb. 3 to Feb. 5 were
"illegal and unconstitutional," and
threatened to sue SCSU if it ratifies

his removal before the end of his

term in May 2010.

The ramifications of Syed's chal-

lenge are unclear. Acting president

Amir Bashir told The Underground,
"If Zuhair doesn't get removed,

then he goes back to being presi-

dent and I return all his duties." An
inside source contradicted Bashir

and said that not ratifying the refer-

endum does not mean giving Syed

back his duties. The question on
the referendum asked students if

they wanted to remove Syed from

his presidency and not whether or

not he should get his duties back,

said the source.

According to Syed, bylaws in the

SCSU policy on referendum proce-

dures have been violated on two
counts.

SEE 'SYED' -PG 4

Zuhair Syed declares his intention to file a lawsuit if the SCSU board ratifies

his impeachment.

Jostling begins

for UTSU elections
Board amends campaign rules

Two incumbents leave elections committee

ABDI AIDID
Varsity Staff

Candidates running for executive

positions at U of T Students' Union

can now be punished for challenging

the elections officer's authority. This

amendment to the Elections Proce-

dure Code is one of several passed

at a board meeting on Feb. 12, two

weeks before nominations start for

next year's executives.

According to meeting attendees,

the amendment to the campaign

Fair Play policy was the most conten-

tious. The policy now stipulates that

"any attempt to undermine the au-

thority of the CRO and/or the [Elec-

tions and Referenda] Committee" is

a punishable offence.

Candidates eire also no longer al-

lowed to distribute goods while cam-

paigning, reversing a past rule that let

them give out items worth a maximum
of one dollar. They are forbidden to

campaign in areas where alcohol is

served, which includes Hart House,

the Cat's Eye at Victoria College, and

the Sanford Reming building, home of

the engineering faculty.

Current UTSU president Sandy Hud-

son and VP university affairs Adam
Awad both dropped out of the elec-

tions cmd referenda committee, with

Hudson saying she would likely be

unable to be impartial. The move fu-

els already lingering speculation that

Awad is angling himself for a run at the

presidency, and that Hudson will help

manage his campaign.

Hudson also announced that

she will be taking up a post as the

chair of the Canadian Federation of

Students-Ontario for the 2010-2011

academic year.

Proponents of the Fair Play amend-

ment said it would help to prevent

abuse of the election code, which

some board members say may have

happened in past years. UTSU also

hopes it will ensure that Dave Blocker,

who has been hired as chief returning

officer, won't be afraid to take action

against a candidate who is spreading

libel or slander

Other board members said the rule

unfairly empowers the CRO and plac-

es further restrictions on free speech

during election season.

"Many board members at the

SEE 'UTSU' -PG
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TVO BEST LECTURER COMPETITION

Top profs

DO NOT LICK

Steve Joordens,

the entertainer

ANDREW RUSK
Varsity Staff

Steve Joordens is once again among
the 10 finalists for the TVO 2010 Best

Lecturer Competition. Joordens re-

ceived the nomination for teaching

the 1,500 student Introduction to Psy-

chology class at U of T Scarborough.

"What I try to do in the classroom is

make [students] realize that psychol-

ogy is all around them," said Joordens.

He has taught seven undergradu-

ate courses and three graduate ones.

Teaching Intro to Psych comes with

the challenge of any large course.

"The competition is in the

classroom every minute, usually

in the form of laptops or iPhones

SEE 'JOORDENS' -PG
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Monika Havelka

'infects students with

fascination'

AMINA STELLA

Monika Havelka has been interested in

biology for as long as she can remem-

ber, and that enthusiasm evidently got

through to her students.

A senior lecturer at UTM, Havelka

was nominated for TVO's Best Lectur-

er Competition and has landed in the

top 10. As a finalist, she will appear on

TVO's Big Ideas to give a lecture. View-

ers can rate finalists and vote for an

overall winner

"Being able to open students' eyes

and infect them with fascination to

things they haven't seen before, and

knowing that it is appreciated, means
a lot to me," Havelka said. "I want

SEE 'HAVELKA' -PG
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The Taj Mahal stands among beavers, a moose, and geese in flight as part of the Canadiana Ice Sculpture

Exhibit, on display at the Village of Yorkville Park over the weekend. For a $5 donation to the Heart and Stroke

Foundation, visitors could pose for a photo with a husky-powered sled made of ice.
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UTSC students voted for next
year's Scarborough Campus
Students' Union executive

from February 10 to 12.

PRESIDENT
JohiiAruJdason: 681
Aisha Khaja: 277
Imran Khan: 269
Maryann Raby: 220
Abstain: 43

VP EXTERNAL
Pajgalayaji^Thayarajah : 780
Jordanne Amos: 407
Abstain: 288

VP ACADEMICS
Suleiman Abdus-Sarnad: 485
Muneeba Pasha: 403
Shalia Steer: 304
Abstain: 265

VP STUDENTS AND EQUITY
Zahra Murji: 584
Maria Malik: 516
Chanile Vines: 197
Abstain: 176

SNOW DAY

Dr. Valerie Stavro

Laser Dentistry

U of T Alumna

Free Whitening

Kit with New
patient Exam.

Convenient new
location.

Call us today®
(416)923-8668

Or visit

www.drvaleriestavro.com

66 Avenue Road #6

Elizabeth Legge (L), chair of U of T's art history department, with artist Michael Snow on stage at the Drake Underground last Thursday after screenings

of Snow's 1967 films Standard Time and Wavelength. Legge has just written a book on Wavelength, and the two fielded questions from the audience

on the film's structure and importance. The event was organized by the Power Plant, which is showcasing Snow's work In an exhibition that ends on

March 7.
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Elections Notice
union represent an.*;.me.nde^^^^

George and Mi«iss3uga ^''"'l"^f,t^,S aZTfi,^A^^^ and discounted TTC

Se^l^r.ferrs^!rdenru\S^^
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The University of Toronto Students' Union is holding its Spring 2010 Elections to fill the

followinq positions:
Position

Division I

Victoria College

University College

Innis College

St. Michael's College

New College

Trinity College

Woodsworth College

At-Large Arts & Science

Division It

Toronto School of Theology

Faculty of Music

Faculty of Dentistry

Faculty of Nursing

Faculty of Medicine

Faculty of Pharmacy

Faculty of Law

Faculty of Applied Science & Engir>eiei1ng

Faculty of Physical Education & Health

At-Large Professional Faculty

Division III

*

Mississauga campus

Executive

President

Vice President Internal & Services

Vice Presidem Equity

'/ice President External

Vice President University Affairs
d Ul th« (kMf<l IAIT(UM» of tfw ITMSU

1
Important 2010 Dates:

Election Nominations (All

Positions)

Monday, March 1 at 09:00 to Friday, March 5 at 1 6:00

Election Campaign Period Monday, March 8 at 1 2:00 to Thursday, March 1 8 at

19:00

Election Voting Period Tuesday, March 16 to Thursday, March 18
From 10:00 to 19:00

Election Results Monday, March 22, 201

0

Nomination Pick-up and Drop-off Locations:

St. George campus; Mississauga campus:

12 Hart House Circle UTMSU Office

hours: Monday - Thursday, 09:00 to 1 7:00 UTM Student Centre, Room 1 00

Fridays, 09:00 to 16:00 hours: Monday - Friday, 09:00 to 12:30,

13:30 to 17:00

To run for a position, pick up a nonnination package during

the nomination period at the U.T.S.U. or UTMSU office.

Please keep in mind the dates and deadlines.

For more information, visit our Students' Union website

at www.utsu.ca or contact cro(S)utsu.ca
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More Masters,

less PhDs
Province gives in, U of T gets 500 more

IVIasters spots

Toronto police are contemplating collecting statistics on the race

and ethnicity of people that police officers stop. They want to

figure out whether racial profiling is going on. What do you think?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO & DAN EPSTEIN

TIM LEGAULT
Associate News Editor

U of T will cut 250 PhD spots and cre-

ate 500 new Masters program spaces

for September 2010. The change
comes into effect for this year's ad-

missions cycle.

The university pushed for more
Masters spaces, citing student de-

mand, and the request was recently

granted by Ontario's Ministry of

Training, Colleges, and Universities.

"What we were hearing from the

ground up—from the departments

and faculties—is that there is tremen-

dous pressure on many of our MA
programs—more so than on our PhD
programs," wrote Cheryl Misak, U of T
VP and provost, in an email. Accord-

ing to Misak, the change will have no
effect on current PhD students, as the

university will transform planned-for

PhD spots into Masters spots.

Misak said she does not have a

breakdown of which divisions will

get new spots, and that the universi-

ty will re-allocate spaces as student

demand shifts.

In an internal memo, Robert Baker,

vice dean of research and graduate

programs, asked graduate chairs and
directors to adjust their intake targets

for Fall 2010.

"To ensure we don't exacerbate

our current financial difficulties it is

extremely important that we control

our intake of BlU eligible students

for 2010-2011 and beyond," reads the

memo. Each student that the univer-

sity reports to the province for funding

qualifies for a specific number of BIUs,

depending on their progrcun and level

of study.

Baker asked each unit to aim to enrol

one or two fewer than the number ex-

pected to graduate in this yeeu^'s BIU eli-

gible cohort, cind not to increase inter-

national student enrolment. "Any unit

that exceeds their 2010-2011 targets for

international students will be charged

$20,000 per student over the target for

every yecir the unit exceeds its tcu-get;

this charge reflects the difference in

cost of BIU eligible versus non-BlU eli-

gible students," he wrote.

In an email to The Varsity, Baker said

there is a need to balance the enrol-

ment in Masters and PhD programs.

"[The Faculty of Arts and Science] has

rapidly expanded its PhD enrolments

over the past five years and, now that

the government's expansion plan is

coming to an end, we are fine tuning

our numbers to help ensure other divi-

sions within the U of T have sufficient

spaces to meet their aspirations for

PhD and Masters programs," he wrote.

Maqnus
M Year PoliticalScience,

"I think it is a great idea. I don't see wtiy it

would be a proDlem, as long as they can collect

data while protecting the parties involved."

Mark
1st Year English,

"I think that if it's a way to stop racial

profiling, then its a good thing. But if it will

further racial stereotypes then it might be a

bad thins

"

Ankur

1styear Commerce,

"If they're already racially profiling, then they

have preconceived notions about ethnicity, f

don't think a study will change that."

HMH^ iHBHHH ^mmmmmmmammmmmmmmmmmb. ^mm' ij^^w

1 Jose Mike Doug

mm,
"1 think it will help because it will determine

whether or not there is racial profiling going

on. If there is, they can correct it, and if not,

even better."

1styear Commerce,
"\ don't think it's gonna make that big a

difference. Police nave a bias and it's just going

to reaffirm it."

1st Year Economics,
"\ think it's a good idea because it's an

important issue but there is more to the

demographics of who is being arrested than

just racial profiling and that nas to be taken

into account"

Royal Caribbean Auditions

oronto

K fl PflliT OF0 SHOUl!

We are auditioning singers anc] dancers who will portray roles between the ages of 18-40.

Everyone auditioning must bring a current picture and resume. Vocally, we are looking for

Sopranos and Altos who belt/mix to an F, Tenors w^ho have a solid Bb and Lyric Baritones

who sing comfortably up to an A.

Dancers — Our choreographers will teach you a short, challenging combination. Must be

technically trained and have a strong background in Jazz, Also seeking dancers who have

acrobatic and/or flying skills. Female dancers will be performing in 3" shoes onboard.

Singers - Come prepared with your best 16 bars of a ballad and uptempo. Stylistically, must

be able to sing Contemporary Broadway, Pop/Rock, and R&B. Sheet music required in the

proper key. Also, come prepared to dance.

We offer - Six-month performance contracts. Paid rehearsal period. Guest cruise privileges,

Professional working environment, Contemporary stage productions, Excellent salaries.

For more information visit us onhne at: royalcaribbeanproductions.com

Toronto

Metro Movement

833 Broadview Ave,. 2nd FL

March 12th

Dancers:

Sign in 9: 1 5 am - Audition 9:45 am

Singers:

Sign in 1 : 1 5 pm - Audidon 1 :45 pm

RoyalCaribbean
INTERNATIONAL
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Privacy commissioner abuzz

about Google

Canadian privacy commis-
sioner Jennifer Stoddart wants
Google to explain how it will

address privacy issues arising

from its new social networking
tool, Google Buzz.

Stoddart says that Google
should have consulted her of-

fice before the product's launch,

given the "clear and significant

privacy implications" of the

tool. Like all multinational com-
panies, Google must abide by
Canadian privacy law when
launching products accessible

to Canadians, she said.

Google launched Buzz last

week and has since faced wide-

spread criticism. Users have
complained that they were auto-

matically signed up for the ser-

vice and automatically assigned
"followers" based on whom they
contact most frequently. Lists of

users' followers were also pub-
licly available in their profiles.

Google has since apologized

and has already made some
changes. Buzz is now suggest-

ing followers rather than assign-

ing them. The company says

that more changes will be made
in the next week.
—ALBERT DELITALA

Source: Office of the Privacy

Commissioner of Canada

McGiil Starts Wiklpedia club

Students Supporting Wikipedia,

the first campus Wikipedia club,

was granted interim status by
the McGill University student

clubs committee in January.

The group's main purpose is to

encourage students to contrib-

ute to the free online resource.

It also plans to raise money
for the Wikimedia Foundation

through Wiki trivia contests, a

poker tournament, bake sales,

and a clubbing event.

Another fundraising tech-

nique: donation boxes across

the campus that read, "If you
used Wikipedia today, put in a

quarter" Jay Walsh, spokesper-

son for Wikimedia Foundation
in San Francisco, said the club

is an opportunity for students

to show their creativity through
media activism. He said he
hoped it would catch on in oth-

er post-secondary institutions.

—TANZEEL HAKAK
Source: McGill Tribune

U Windsor votes down deal

with private college

The University ofWindsor senate
hasvoted against contracting the
for-profit company Study Group
International to prepare courses
for international students with

weak English language skills

who are interested in Windsor's

business program. Three other

proposals of this kind in fields

including science, computer
science, science and social

science will be considered by
the U of W senate in March.

Brian E. Brown, president of

the faculty association at Wind-
sor, said there are no educa-
tional reasons for partnering

with SGI, only financial ones.

Brown said resources should

be focused on recruiting regu-

lar international students. He

I

expressed concerns that be-

I

cause SGI would hire its own
instructors, students would
be subject to less qualified in-

structors who are paid less

than regular professors.

Some Canadian universities

have started to offer private

prep college programs, run by
for-profit companies, for inter-

national students. Students that

meet a requisite GPA then have a

chance to get into the university

in second year. Eraser Interna-

tional College, affiliated with Si-

mon Eraser University, was the

first to enlist a private company.
Faculty associations across the

country have since argued that

the program outsources faculty

jobs and provides poor quality

of education to students.

—SAMYA KULLAB

Source: Maclean's
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'SYED'- CONTINUED FROM P61

First, Syed said the policy re-

quired a two-week period between

the day the referendum was called

and voting days. He said the refer-

endum was called on Jan. 28 and

voting began on Feb. 4, leaving

only six days of notice. Voting in

fact began on Feb. 3.

Second, Syed said the board

should have formally provided in-

formation about the referendum

through publication at least once

a week for two consecutive weeks
before the vote.

The SCSU policy on referen-

dum says that notice of a referen-

dum should be given in the same
manner as notice of SCSU board

meetings. Board meetings are an-

nounced through the Intranet and

meeting schedules are available on
the SCSU website.

"If the board decides to neglect

the constitution of the SCSU, I'll

be forced to [...] protect my rights

and 1 have already consulted my
legal counsel," Syed said. "I will file

a lawsuit against the SCSU [for] re-

moving me from office unlawfully

and taking away my salary and
position."

He added that he will also press

defamation and reputational

charges for the Tier 3 censure the

board gave him in December cit-

ing neglect of duties and unprofes-

sional behaviour

"I'd never want to put [the board]

or myself in this position but this is

my last resort," Syed said. Psychol-

ogy director Sarah Bushara posed
a question at the meeting for the

board to consider "Why did [Syed] tm.
campaign in the referendum if he
knew it was not going to count any-

ways?"
The board passed interim presi-

dent Amir Bashir's motion to end
the meeting and investigate the

bylaw violations Syed alleges. The
policies said to have been defied

are article 13:04 of bylaw 1, article

6:00 of bylaw 2 and article 4:04 of

bylaw 1.

The board is currently consulting

a lawyer to see if it can ratify the

referendum. It will likely not hold

another meeting until March 5.

"[Syed] has been a president for

two years. By now he should know
the policies," said humanities direc-

tor Maryann Raby who expressed

disappointment at Syed's actions.

"I hope he remembers that this is

student money [at stake]."

About five minutes into Friday's

meeting, students and reporters

were escorted out of the boardroom
for almost an hour of in-camera

meeting. Syed made his statements

once the meeting reopened for

audience.

Syed's bylaw violation claims

came on the last day of voting

and campaigning for 2010-2011

executive positions.
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Joordens is working on a peer-grading program for Fall 2010.

'JOORDENS' - CONTINUED FROM PG

1

or various electronic devices," said Joordens.

"If you slip up for five minutes and get a little

boring... it's enough time for students to get

pulled somewfiere else."

Joorden's research interests include human
memory, consciousness and attention, and ped-

agogical issues. This is his second time in the top

10 and his fourth nomination.

"You don't just need to be a person who knows
a lot and can transmit that information clearly.

You need to be part entertainer, and I think that's

the challenge I enjoy," he said.

He is the 2009 recipient of the National Tech-

nology Innovation Award, along with his gradu-

ate student Dwayne Pare for the development

and research of Peerscholar, ein online student-

marking program. Once students submit their

written work, they log on Peerscholar and are re-

quired to assign a mark and provide qualitative

feedback to the work of a subset of their peers.

"In Intro Psych we got to a point where the

course was a hundred per cent multiple choice

assessment," said Joordens. "Peerscholar was
intended to right that by allowing us to bring

back writing assignment and to do so in a way
that uses technology to provide an enhanced

educational experience."

The program wasn't so popular with CUPE
3902, the union representing U of T's teaching

assistants and sessional lecturers, who saw it

as taking away their members' paid work. In

2007, CUPE 3902 filed a grievance with the uni-

versity for the use of Peerscholar, arguing that

if undergraduates contribute to the final marks

of their peers, they should be compensated as

TAs. An arbitrator sided with the union, and

the Ontario Superior Court upheld the ruling.

The union is now in the process of obtaining

compensation for students who have used the

software in Joorden's course.

Joorden is currently reworking Peerscholar

for Fall 2010 under a licensing agreement with

Pearson Education for use in universities and

K-12 settings. He uses and does research on Web
Option, which allows students to choose wheth-

er to attend his class or view it online.

"We've shown that some students prefer the

online and some prefer the traditional," said

Joordens. "There's no performance differences

between these groups, they all tend to perform

equally well in the course."

Steve Joordens will^ive his lecture, called "You

Can Lead Students to Knowledge, ButHow to

Make Them Think?" on Sunday, March 6.

'HAVELKA'- CONTINUED FROM P61

students to understand how the material applies

to real life, for their field of inquiry to spill over

from the classroom to life itself."

Havelka loves to travel to alternate climates

and see life in different ecosystems. She spoke of

fieldwork in the Rockies, where she studied small

mammal populations.

"We would set live traps to catch and study fly-

ing squirrels—the most exciting part would be to

arrive in the morning and see what sorts of ani-

mals you had caught," she said with a laugh. "We
caught everything from deer mice to weasels,

chipmunks, and voles. It was like being a kid on

Christmas morning."

Havelka has taught classes in evolutionary bi-

ology, environmental science, biostatistics, and

landscape ecology. She completed her MSc and

PhD in zoology at the University of Western Ontar-

io, and joined UTM's biology department in 2003.

Asked about her most fascinating experiences

as a researcher, Havelka said, "You get the biggest

charge when you see a pattern emerge that you

didn't expect or a relationship between two vari-

ables from a hypothesis you predicted."

Havelka said she hasn't made dramatic changes

in teaching style over the course of her career.

What has changed is an increasing awareness of

how students receive the material. "1 try to make
sure I'm grabbing everyone in the class," she said.

She is currently doing research aimed at

teaching methodologies to students.

"My real interest in teaching is to try to

equip students with a set of skills that opens

To Study small mammal populations in the

Rockies, Havelka and her students set live

traps.

up possibilities for them—learning how to

ask good questions."

She is also involved in undergrad student proj-

ects on conservation and developing student proj-

ects in restoration ecology.

Havelka gives her lecture "Why Sex? The Evolution

ofa Paradox, " on Sunday, March 28. Viewers can

vote at tvo.org or through 1-877-792-VOTE. Voting

closes on Sunday, April U and the winner will be

announcedApril 17.

'UTSU'- CONTINUED FROM P61

meeting felt that the UTSU had essentially

criminalized dissent," said Zayne Dattu, a

representative from Victoria College. "The

concern of many of the board members was

that the CRO and/or the elections and referenda

committee could punish candidates that

criticized them."

Steve Masse, an ex-officio meeting attendee

and current president of the Woodsworth Col-

lege Students' Association, called the changes

"undemocratic" but said that the UTSU's intent

was likely not malicious.

"I believe that the intention of the elections and

referenda committee was to ensure that the CRO

was not the victim of harassment," he said. "In-

stead, they have effectively made criticism of the

CRO against UTSU policy."

Gabe De Roche said that according to the new
rule, his Feb. 4 article in The Varsity could be con-

strued as undermining the CRO. De Roche used

The Economist's Democracy Index Questionnaire

to assess how democratic the UTSU is and con-

cluded that it is a "Flawed Democracy." While arts

and science representative Dmitri Apostolopou-

los said he didn't consider the article a violation of

policy, engineering representative Rishi Maharaj

said the rule allows the CRO to deem it a violation.

"The wording is too broad and puts too

much stock in the good judgement of the CRO,"

Maharaj said.
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Opening Worlds

Mum's not the word
Doctor lauded for defying drug company

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN

^ ^ Associate News Editor

In 1998, Dr. Nancy Olivieri broke her

confidentiality agreement with drug

manufacturer Apotex and informed

patients participating in a clinical

drug trial of its potentially life-threat-

ening side effects, kicking off an ex-

tended debate over research ethics

and academic freedom.

While she initially saw negative reper-

cussions from her hospital and U of

T, Olivieri has now received the 2009

Scientific Freedom and Responsibility

Award from the American Association

for the Advancement of Science.

AAAS is the publisher of the pres-

tigious Science journal. The award

selection committee praised Olivieri

"for her indefatigable determination

that patient safety and research in-

tegrity come before institutional and
commercial interests."

Olivieri was studying deferiprone,

a pill designed to treat thassalemia, a

rare blood condition that drastically

reduces a person's life expectancy

and makes them dependent on blood

transfusions. She was taking the drug

through clinical trial at the Hospital

for Sick Children in the mid-1990s.

She went public in The New Eng-

land Journal of Medicine in 1998,

publishing her findings on dangerous

side effects and limited effectiveness

of the drug.

Sick Kids Hospital removed Olivieri

as director of one of its programs,

demanded that she stop publicly dis-

cussing the issue, and openly ques-

tioned her actions. Apotex sued Ol-

ivieri, claiming she had breached her

confidentiality agreement. U of T, at

TU|S IS WHAT YOUR
""^UND COULD
1.1 1 \

the time negotiating a $30-million do-

nation from Apotex to fund U of T and

its teaching hospitals (including Sick

Kids), publicly reprimanded Olivieri

and, in her view, attempted to silence

her findings.

After a flurry of lawsuits and coun-

tersuits, Olivieri settled with Apotex,

Sick Kids, and U of T. She was award-

ed an undisclosed amount by the

hospital and university, where she

currently works.

U of T president David Naylor, who
was dean of medicine in 2002, could

not be reached for comment. Cath-

erine Whiteside, the current dean

of medicine, wrote in an email, "The

Faculty of Medicine recognizes that

an award from the AAAS is very pres-

tigious. Professor Olivieri is a valued

faculty member and we wish her suc-

cess in all of her academic pursuits."

Arielle Rochman, a second-year U
of T medical student, said she was

surprised at U of T's conduct. "The

ethics boards are supposed to be

there to back you up," Rochman
said. "As a medical student, doing

research, I do want to know that the

ethics boards will back me up no

matter what."
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Culinary creativity goes a long way
Winter cooking will assuredly bring you surprising amounts of serendipitous joy

MAY JEONG
Associate Comment Editor

A fairly unscientific survey on stu-

dents' qualms regarding our uni-

versity yields the glaring lack of

places to grab cheap, fresh food on
campus. Of course, the situation

has starkly improved since my first

year: we now enjoy the blessings

of the Hot Yam (every Thursday at

the International Student Centre)

and Hart House lunches (every

other Wednesdays at the Great

Hall) between lines from Homer
and Principles of Mathematics. But

sadly, unless you live a short walk
from campus and are able to make
a daily pilgrimage back to your
kitchen around lunch-time, you
are stuck with sad, stale Second
Cup muffins, or cold, lonely slices

of Pizza Pizza pizza.

As I mentioned in my previous ar-

ticle, I am spending these remaining

few weeks assessing U of T's green-

ness and identifying areas that could

use some pick-me-ups. Though
"food" is not an official category in

the sustainability report card, I be-

lieve it as important as any old trans-

portation issue or shareholder con-

cern, if not closer to student needs.

As the wildly successful food writer

Michael Pollan so emphatically puts

it, food is the one thing that brings

us together, the one activity that is

common to us all despite culture,

demographic, religion, and class.

The causal relationship between
nutrition and productivity has been
proven time and time again in medi-

cal journals yet other stories, not the

dearth of savoury meals on campus,

dominate the news.

Here, the dominance of major chains

has led every morsel of public space to

be occupied by a Second Cup or a Star-

bucks, while independent operations

remain only where patrons have cared

enough to show support (Diablos is the

only one that comes to mind).

Some argue that for time-pressed

students, these ready-made snacks

and meals are not onlyconvenient, but

necessary. This seems to exaggerate

the complexities of preparing a

home-made meal. Just yesterday,

a few friends of mine decided to

get together for dinner One made
candied yam, which she had picked

up from a farmer's market earlier that

day. She also chose to boil up some
handsome-looking kale. 1 decided to

make a quinoa salad with avocados

and bell pepper. Another brought

samosas and chickpea paste from

a previous family dinner And in our

leisurely cooking—stopping ever

so often to divulge more gossip and
howl with laughter—it did not take

us longer than 45 minutes to prepare

We now enjoy the blessings of the Hot Yam every Thursday at the

International Student Centre

the whole meal. In the end, we had
protein (quinoa), greens (kale), and
starch (yam), and tupperware full

of leftovers.

It's terribly easy to fall into the diet

of overpriced sandwiches wrapped in

withering lettuce or committing the ul-

timate sin of eating from the Chinese

food trucks just outside of Robarts

(those MSG sirens). These advances

are particularly difficult to thwart

when your days involve rushing from

one lecture hcdl to another library

cubicle, not to mention impending

midterms, and the terrible month of

March that lies between us and spring.

But winter cooking will assuredly

bring you surprising cimounts of ser-

endipitous joy. This is the season

for roasting beets until they are mol-

ten magenta; the season for onions

brown, white, yellow, and red. Squash

is in vogue. So eire parsnips, potatoes,

rhubarb, and that ugly cousin of beets,

rutabaga. This year's TED Prize win-

ner, celebrity chef Jamie Oliver, an-

nounced his wish to transform the way
we perceive our food, and the way we

feed ourselves. He insists that we've

been slowly killing our communities

with the fast-paced, fast-food lifestyle

that leaves kids unable to identify a to-

mato from a potato.

I reckon everyone at the University

of Toronto is fully capable of discern-

ing a tomato from a potato, yet this

knowledge has not been put to good

use. Perhaps instead of complaining

about there being no proper food to

eat on ccunpus or growing compla-

cent and caving, it makes more sense

to take matters into our own hands

and into our own kitchens.

Maybe, during your first week back

from Reading Week, you might choose

to pack your own lunch. And maybe,

if you have a nice enough kitchen, you

might have friends over for a cook-off.

And 1 assure you, in-between peeling

those mushrooms and glazing those

zucchinis, conversation will inevitably

flow into ideas worth discussing. It is

these personal relationships forged

while breaking bread that will serve

as the mainstay of any environmental

activism that is to come.

To help you through, the Huffington

Post's Green section is hosting a

"Week ofEating In Challenge. " This

week-long experiment of cooking

your own food runs from February

22 to 28. Sign up is available on the

Green page of their website.

A flawed democracy at best

It's time for UTSU to put principles over dirty politics

-LETTERS-

ing candidates and journalists rou-

tinely receive death threats and

are beaten and murdered, while

entrenched armed interests coor-

dinate vote buying and generals

coerce massacre victims into re-

electing them. Frankly, this bares

no resemblance to anything I have

ever seen at a U of T election.

Though De Roche accuses his

opponents of bias, his own active

participation in student politics,

while concurrently holding a posi-

tion as a member of the Young
Liberals, throws his ability to

honestly gauge electoral fairness

into question. Being both an active

opponent of the candidates he

critiques and a supporter of the

political party whose educational

policies the student union has

been sharply critical of, his allega-

tions lack credibility.

Rebecca Granovsky-Larsen

Former Editor-in-Chief, Ryerson

Free Press

GABE DE ROCHE
Varsity Staff

A couple weeks ago, I assigned the

University of Toronto Students'

Union a "Democracy Score" of

6.5—a score that puts it in the low

end of the "Flawed Democracy"
category according to The Econo-

mist's Democracy Index.

And while that article was a

light-hearted attempt to put an
empirical number behind the

charges often directed at UTSU,

the response to the article and
the feedback I've received have
exposed a deeply-held conviction

among U of T students that their

student union has repeatedly

failed to represent them in any
democratic way.

This criticism is not new, unfor-

tunately. A search through The
Varsity's online archives (using,

for example, the search terms
"UTSU" and "democracy") re-

veals many articles over the past

decade with a similar critical re-

frain—and a lack of articles prais-

ing UTSU's actions in response to

those criticisms.

The main problem with UTSU
is incumbency. In my time at U
of T, the incumbents have never

lost. It's shocking when you think

about it. It's even more shocking
when you learn that some of the

"students" running our student

union are in their seventh year
of study. But please, have some

SEE 'UTSU' -P6 8

Human rights, not

Pinochet

It was jarring to see an organiza-

tion such as the University of

Toronto Students' Union that

consistently defends human
rights compared to a regime that

murdered tens of thousands of

its own civilians last fall ("UTSU's

democracy score: Worse than Sri

Lanka but better than Venezuela,"

Feb. 5). Having done human rights

accompaniment for two years in

Guatemala, I find the content of De
Roche's allegations offensive. In

Guatemalan elections—which he

alleges are comparable—dissent-
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What the Olympics are really about

By propagating expectations of "owning the podium" and "not settling for less than gold,"

organizers of these Olympics have risked these experiences and their audience along with them

MACIEK HARTEN

As the Olympics approached, promi-

nent Canadian journalists such as

Gary Mason and Ian Brown con-

veyed a growing sense of worry over

our nation's newfound fierce com-
petitiveness. Were we being bullies?

Was it contrary to both the Canadian

and Olympic spirit to announce that

we would host the world in order to

kick its collective ass?

Does aspiring to dominate these

games somehow offend the humble
and good nature of Canadians? In-

deed, the New York Times gave ex-

actly that account. Such dismissive

stereotypes assume that crossing

into the borders of this land some-
how causes one to experience sport

differently from the rest of the world.

A more plausible explanation is

that inflated expectations rob Ca-

nadian audiences of the unpredict-

ability that makes sports viewing

meaningful. We cheer for teams and

athletes precisely because we don't

know how events will unfold, and
we hope that our shouts and cries

can make some small difference.

We watch in anticipation of witness-

ing the unlikely, the unexpected, or

even the impossible. By propagat-

ing expectations of "owning the po-

dium" and "not settling for less than

gold," organizers of these Olympics
have risked these experiences and
their audience along with them.

Olympic fan shows her Canadian pride on Granville Street in downtown Vancouver.

The rookie Olympic broadcasters

at CTV and TSN have only magnified

this blunder—instructing their audi-

ences to expect medals, feats, and
even loud applause before these

events have had a chance to simply

happen on their own. In the event

that these expectations are met, the

moment seems scripted and banal.

When expectations are not met, a

feast of disappointment and excus-

es is fed to the audience.

The memorable and nearly over-

looked performance of Kristi Rich-

ards is a case in point. After falling

halfway down her mogul run and
missing out on a medal, Richards

struggled to stand up and put her

skis back on. After pausing to salute

the crowd, she went on to flawlessly

complete one of the competition's

most difficult jumps. As the crowd
cheered in support and apprecia-

tion, the commentators could only

note how unfortunate it was to see

the jump as part of a losing run.

Richards, however, is a striking

example of the ways that our

Olympians have succeeded where
organizers and broadcasters have

failed. These athletes have defied

scripts and exceeded expectations

in order to supply the spontaneous
moments that connect audiences to

these games. Before CTV played a

musical montage of her gold-medal

run, Vancouver's Maelle Riker

stood hand in hand with her fellow

competitors upon a temporary
podium. In that moment, it was
Riker's opponents who raised their

arms and encouraged the audience

to cheer for their hometown girl.

Similarly, as Alexandre Bilodeau

stood atop the podium, he

welcomed his Australian rival and

Vancouver native Daniel Begg-

Smith, to stand beside him as an

equal. Whereas Canadian media

often cast Begg-Smith as a villain

in light of his defection, this single

moment of shared glory challenged

audiences to look again.

In sport, winning only ever lasts

for a moment. If the winners and los-

ers were always the same, then the

competition would be pointless and

the victories, however many in num-

ber, would be empty. For these rea-

sons, victory cannot be owned but

must be earned in a constantly re-

newed competition among equals.

For some of our Olympians, such

competition has culminated in mo-

ments of triumph. For many others,

though, their moments have come
in simply giving their best to both

their audience and this nation.
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sympathy, it's not their fault—the rules of

the game, which they control, make it nearly

impossible for them to lose elections. It must
be hard knowing that, try as you might, no
matter how many prayers you offer to the

patron saint of "finally getting your degree,"

the stars have aligned to make sure you are

incapable of losing an election.

The latest changes to the Elections Code,
which have been reported in this newspa-
per, and which were ratified by the UTSU
Board of Directors on February 12, 2010,

make it illegal under the code to criticize the

CRO by undermining his authority or that

of the Elections Committee. So when I write

that Dave Blocker is unfit to serve as an un-

biased CRO because he once served on the

Executive of the Ontario New Democratic
Youth (the young NDP), does that mean I

can't run in the UTSU elections? Am I violat-

ing their rules? I'm certainly trying to openly
undermine his authority.

How about when I write that the Chair of

the Elections Committee, Adnan Najmi, is

grossly unqualified to serve on that commit-
tee because he maintains personal friend-

ships with many of the UTSU candidates
who will be seeking re-election? Not only

do I question his authority, but I also call for

his immediate resignation and suggest that

these elections will not be free or fair until

he steps down.
Another of the changes made on February

12, 2010 forbids campaigning anywhere that

serves alcohol. It means that I, a potential

candidate, cannot go out for a beer with my
friends and talk politics.

Why the crackdown on joviality? The
Committee's official explanation is that

UTSU wants to make sure that students are

"of sound mind" when they're receiving in-

formation. Is the committee serious? Leav-

ing aside the fact that there are plenty of

non-alcoholic ways not to be of sound mind,
it's an over-step and an abuse for UTSU to

police the mental states of its members.
Finally, and worst of all, UTSU has passed

a change to the Code that says that the

Board of Directors no longer has a role in

choosing polling stations. Not content to

have the board simply be uninvolved in the

polling station selection process, they've

taken away the board's power to ratify those

selections. And on February 12, the board

actually consented.

The official explanation they offered is of-

fensive to students and should be offensive

to their representatives. Giving the board

the power to ratify the placement of polling

stations apparently opens up the process to

"unnecessary lobbying."

Effective oversight is necessary, as is con-

sulting your members. Students at St. Mike's

or Vic have the right to say to the Elections

Committee that they want a polling station

at their college. Students at Woodsworth
College have the right to ask why their poll-

ing station was removed and replaced with

one at OISE. The answer is plain and simple:

the defenders of incumbency on UTSU's

Elections Committee suspect that a chal-

lenger candidate may come out of Wood-
sworth, and they want to neutralize his or

her attempt to "get out the vote."

These kinds of changes, made for blatant-

ly short-run political reasons, are why U of T
students have lost faith in UTSU. We no lon-

ger believe that it's possible for this group

of students to run free and fair elections. It's

time to go back to the drawing board, and

come up with an Elections Code that is free,

fair, and equitable. It's time for UTSU to put

principles over dirty politics.

The Varsity welcomes letters from our readers.

Send letters (250 words max.) with your full

name & phone number tO:

comment@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.
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Operation Wallacea
What are you doing this summer? Five U of T students share their plans

to travel to exotic locations while helping save wildlife

SARAH VANESSA BURD

Peru, Honduras, Indonesia, South

Africa, Madagascar, oh my! Despite

their geographical distance, these

countries have one thing in common:
they are all destinations for biologi-

cal conservation expeditions, where
five University of Toronto student

volunteers will be travelling in the

summer of 2010.

The students will take part in ex-

peditions organized by Operation

Wallacea, an international conser-

vation organization that runs bio-

logical and social science expedi-

tions in various countries around

the world, and works in wildlife con-

servation and the preservation of

cultural heritage. The organization's

aims include everything from identi-

fying locations that need protection

to establishing and assessing con-

servation management programs.

At a typical research location, large

teams of university academics con-

duct social, economic, and biodiversity

studies with the help of volunteers.

These expeditions allow participants

to explore diverse environments and

also offer the possibility for scientific

discovery. Scientific surveys from a

number of research locations have

been published, reporting the discov-

ery of numerous species. In fact, one

"extinct" species was rediscovered on

a Wallacea expedition.

The five U of T volunteers definite-

ly know what they're in for. What's

more, they're fundraising as a group

to get there.

Despite being a few months away,

the Operation Wallacea expeditions

are fresh on the minds of Tricia Cruz,

Shao-Peng Jin, Amber Liu, Melissa

Gryphon, and Daniel Anstett. Dur-

ing interviews with each Operation

Wallacea volunteer, 1 was taken all

over the world figuratively, as they

discussed their inspiration for join-

ing the expedition, their excitement,

trepidation, and why fundraising and
conservation matter to them.

In an email interview with Tricia

Cruz, a third-year student currently

studying animal physiology and fine

arts, she explained that part of her

This coral reef is in the Tukang Besi Archipelago in the southeast coast of Sulawesi, Indonesia. It is one of the many
places that Operation Wallacea volunteers travel to as part of biological or social science expeditions to aid wildlife

conservation.

attraction to the Operation Wallacea

expedition is that "you don't have to

be specifically studying science be-

fore you sign up. [It's] a volunteer pro-

gram for those that just want to help

with conservation research." When
asked what she is most excited about

experiencing, Cruz described her up-

coming conservation expedition to

Peru. "I'll be staying on a boat day and

night, studying dolphins and primates,

catching caimans and frequently go-

ing on hikes in the Amazon forests. 1

mean, can that sound any more amaz-

ing?" The rest of Cruz's fundraising

group might beg to differ.

Shao-Peng Jin, a third-year ecology

student, jumped right into discussing

his Honduras expedition. He joined

in order to expand his horizons: "I've

never tried to go outside of Canada or

Taiwan. 1 want to see what's really go-

ing on with what I'm studying every-

where else in the world." The Hondu-

ras expedition aims to produce data

on the socioeconomics, forest struc-

ture, and biodiversity of the Cusuco
Montane National Park. "Being a re-

search assistant, I'm not only seeing

[the forest], but learning some tech-

niques we'll be using in our research."

Melissa Gryphon, a second-year

zoology student, is heading to Mada-
gascar in June because the Mada-

gascar government has expanded
its protected park areas from three

to 10 per cent, and biodiversity re-

search in those new areas needs

further study. Gryphon says, "I'm ex-

cited to gain experience in the field

that 1 want to pursue for the rest of

my life: conservation."

The excitement for Amber Liu, a

second-year pharmacy student, in vol-

unteering for her Indonesia expedition

is in seeing nature: "it always awes me
more than anything human-made."

Lui will undergo terrain training, get a

chance to go diving, and learn about

Indonesian culture. "You get to actually

interact with the [local community]

and learn a little bit of the language and

see how they live." For Lui, the biggest

reward from this trip will be first-hand

experiences in conservation.

Daniel Anstett, a student pursuing a

specialist in evolutionary biology, has

had the first-hand conservation expe-

rience Lui is looking for, as he was an

Operation Wallacea volunteer in the

summer of 2008 in Indonesia. Dur-

ing this time, the expedition aimed

to find out more about Indonesia's

biodiversity. This led Anstett on a

variety of scientific projects, includ-

ing setting up and monitoring pitfall

traps, finding tracks of wild pigs and

monkeys, and encountering coral. For

Anstett, the biggest eye-opener from

this expedition was "[seeing] the

most pristine [coral] areas and look-

ing at the ones that have been almost

completely degraded, and realizing

that if something isn't done within the

next few years, those pristine ones

are going to be all wrecked."

This summer, Anstett plans to vol-

unteer in South Africa. The allure for

Anstett was "to actually feel more a

part of [Operation Wallacea] and do

a dissertation project and get a credit

for my work." Aside from the hard

work involved in Anstett's expedition,

he is excited to see and photograph Af-

rica's "big five," the elephant, lion, rhi-

no, leopard, and buffalo. When asked

what he is most afraid of, he confessed

"getting eaten by a lion."

Being devoured by a lion may be

the least of these volunteers' wor-

ries considering the cost of such an

expedition. An Operation Wallacea

volunteer can expect to shell out

a minimum of $5,000 to cover the

cost of field equipment, flights, in-

surance, and the expedition itself.

What's a starving student to do?

Fundraise, of course. In order to

raise as much money as they can to

cover trip costs, these students are

doing everything from approaching

businesses for donations to holding

large fundraising events.

Fundraising isn't just about raising

money and having a pint or two at a lo-

cal pub. Cruz believes that it spreads

awareness about worldwide conser-

vation efforts, like that of Operation

Wallacea, and is also a great way to

learn about students working to help

ecosystems in need.

According to Anstett, the con-

servation expedition experience is

worth the effort. "You'll see incred-

ible things, unchecked diversity. To

walk out in a particular environment

and to just know you're going to find

something strange and amazing be-

cause the diversity is so high in that

area—that's an amazing feeling."

For more information about Operation

Wallacea, visit opwall.com

For more information about these

five students' Operation Wallacea

fundraising efforts and flow

to make a donation, contact

daniel_anstett@yafioo.ca

Dying to be green?
Rest in (environmentally friendly) peace with bio-cremation

KIM IRAN

In the last 15 years, the average Canadi-

an's estimated ecological footprint has

nearly doubled from 4.3 to 7.6 hectares,

the fourth-highest national average in

the world in 2009. In part, this figure

was based on annual carbon dioxide

emissions of about 15.2 tonnes per per-

son. The global average is less than 30

per cent of this figure.

Canadians are known as big energy

users, in large part due to our lifestyle.

But what many people often overlook is

the energy that the average Canadian

uses even in death.

More than half of Canadians now
choose to be cremated when they die,

up from just three per cent 50 years

ago. In other countries, such as Japan,

this number is as high as 99 per cent.

The amount of natural gas required

to fuel the process of incineration is

equivalent to driving a gasoline-pow-

ered car over 800 kilometres and the

amount of electricity equals a single

person's energy expenditure for a

month in an industrialized country.

A standard cremation releases about

400 kilograms of carbon dioxide into

the atmosphere, along with other

smog-causing pollutants like dioxins

and mercury vapor from any silver fill-

ings or pacemakers the deceased may
have had.

People are increasingly searching for

ways to make their final resting place

a more environmentally friendly one,

and a number of alternatives, from cof-

fins made of recycled cardboard to us-

ing alternative embalming chemicals,

are emerging to fill the niche.

One such development is a new pro-

cess called alkaline hydrolysis. This is a

new form of "bio-cremation," or an eco-

logically friendly way to reduce human
remains to bone ash. Commercially the

term is called "resomation," as it was
developed by Sandy Sullivan, founder

and director of Resomation Ltd.

In resomation, the body is placed in a

silk bag within a metal cage frame and

then loaded into a resomator The ma-

chine is filled with a mixture of water

and potassium hydroxide, and heated

to 180 degrees Celsius at high pres-

sure. The pressure prevents boiling

and instead, the body (protein matter

and soft body tissues) is dissolved into

its chemical components. The process

takes about two to three hours.

Afterwards, only soft and brittle,

white, porous bones are left and a syr-

upy brown liquid (containing amino

acids, peptides, sugars, and salts) that

can be flushed down the drain or re-

cycled back into the ecosystem such as

in a garden or a forest. The bones of the

deceased can be crushed into white

ash and returned to the next of kin.

Alkaline hydrolysis is not a complete-

ly new process and was historically

used in medical schools, cmimal labs,

and other facilities to sterilize and dis-

pose animal tissues. The Mayo Clinic in

Rochester, Minnesota used the process

since 2006 to dispose of human bodies

donated for medical education.

This chemical process uses about

one-tenth of the natural gas of fire-

based cremation and one-third the

electricity. Carbon dioxide emissions

are cut by almost 90 per cent and no

mercury escapes as fillings and other

metal objects, such as hip or knee re-

placements, Ccin be recovered intact

and recycled.

The technology has expanded

throughout the world and has recently

reached North America. Transition Sci-

ence, a company in Toronto, owns the

exclusive rights to the process in Can-

ada. It is targeting a commercial launch

next spring.

As of fall 2009, Park Lawn Income
Trust, which owns six cemeteries and
four crematoriums in the GTA, has

signed on to become the first Canadian

user of the new system developed by

Resomation. The new bio-cremation

process will cost roughly the same as

a stcindard cremation.

Responses to this new alternative to

cremation (the first in over 100 years)

have been mainly positive, although

there has been some opposition by
the Catholic Church, which historically

preferred full-body burial and only ac-

cepted cremation as a burial practice

since the 1960s.
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The stories behind Nobel science with Lia Ca

The science behind particle accelerators

The Prize:
The 1938 and 1951 Nobel Prizes In Physics went
to scientists who laid the groundwork for modern
particle physics.

The Science:
Particle accelerator science, sometimes called

the science of "atom smashing," began when Er-

nest Rutherford. Rutherford (Nobel Prize, 1908)

performed what can be thought of as the first

modern atomic experiments by aiming alpha

particles at a metal target to discover the atomic

nucleus. Alpha particles are emitted during some
types of radioactive decay. They are positively

charged, so when they encounter an atom's

nucleus (which is also positively charged) they

are deflected. Rutherford was the first to see this,

allowing him to make the conclusion that the nu-

cleus is compact and positively charged.

Particle accelerators can be likened to a super-

powerful microscope. The resolution of your fi-

nal image reflects the wavelength of the particle

used to create it. When observing a cell using a

light microscope you are essentially following

the path of a beam of light (made up of photons)

to create the image. To see smaller, sub-cellular

structures, an electron microscope may be re-

quired in which a beam of electrons replaces the

photons of a light microscope. Because electrons

have much shorter wavelengths than photons,

electron microscopes can generate more detail

on a smaller scale than light microscopes.

Particles with shorter wavelengths have a

correspondingly higher energy and Rutherford

understood that "visualization" of sub-atomic

particles would require something with a shorter

wavelength, and therefore higher energy, than

the alpha particles he used to identify the atomic

nucleus. He presented his results at the Royal

Society in London, urging other researchers to

develop a method to generate more powerful

beams composed of higher energy particles in

an effort to get better resolution of the atom. So

began the race to make the first particle accelera-

tors with the ability to unlock the secrets hidden

inside the atom.

Sir John Douglas Cockcroft and Ernest T.S.

Walton were among the first to heed Ruther-

ford's call. In 1932 they published the results

from their Cockcroft-Walton high-voltage gen-

erator, which was an electrostatic accelerator.

It worked by lining a column with a number of

high-voltage condensers to accelerate protons.

They used it to add a proton to a lithium atom
and watch it decay into two helium nuclei. This

work won them the 1951 Nobel Prize in Physics.

Their experiments marked the first time that

scientists could artificially change the "chemis-

try" of an atom without using a natural source

of particles like Rutherford had. It was the first

step into a new world for physics.

In 1929, Ernest Lawrence was leafing through

a paper written by Rolf Wideroe that described

the first steps in the development of a linear ac-

celerator. Not able to read German, Lawrence fol-

lowed the mathematics and drawings. The paper

inspired Lawrence's invention of the cyclotron

(Nobel Prize, 1938), a particle accelerator that

uses magnetic charge to bend the path of par-

ticles into a circle. Protons accelerated in a cyclo-

tron can be sped up by incrementally increasing

the voltage as they spin aroimd.
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The world's biggest particle accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider is located in a tunnel 175

metres below the French-Swiss border. It was built by the European Organization for Nuclear

Research (CERN) to test fundamental physics queries and predictions.

Lawrence's work on particle accelerators,

however, did not end here. It could be said that

Lawrence was one of the early fathers of particle

acceleration as he mentored many scientists

who themselves went on to further the field. He
was very influential in attracting attention and
funding to this new field of science and has been

credited as one of the first scientists who could

effectively petition donors and government to

give science projects large donations. He was
also one of the first scientists to exploit the value

of bringing together groups of scientists with dif-

ferent sub-specialties to work towards acommon
goal. He is the founder of the Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory, the site of many discoveries

in physics with 11 of its researchers having won
the Nobel Prize.

Since the development of the early particle ac-

celerators, other types of accelerators such as

cyclotrons, betatrons, and synchrotrons have

emerged. They differ in the path that the parti-

cles take and the types of particles that are ac-

celerated, but overall, they share common design

principles with their forbears. Perhaps the most

exciting work in particle physics today is coming
from experiments performed in colliders.

A collider aims two beams of particles at

each other in opposite directions. This is in

contrast to other particle accelerators where
a beam of high-energy particles is aimed at a

fixed target. At very high speeds, subatomic

particles can be "smashed" into each other

and experimenters can observe what the high-

energy, high-speed collisions create. When two
high-energy particles slam into one another

they often create new particles.

The standard model of physics nicely ex-

plains most of what we've observed about parti-

cles such as the electron, proton, and neutrino.

It helps us to understand the forces that deter-

mine their behaviour, and the smaller "mas-

sives" that make up sub-atomic particles. What
the model is missing, however, is a description

of why sub-atomic particles have such different

masses. The current hypothesis is that another

"force" particle, called the Higgs boson, is the

missing piece. This particle has never been ob-

served but is predicted by the symmetry of sub-

atomic particles. There is only one accelerator

on earth powerful enough to create and detect

a Higgs boson: the Large Hadron Collider on the

shores of Lake Geneva.

The LHC is a massive, underground collider

that aims two beams of protons at one another

The 27-kilometre tunnel running under the

French-Swiss border became operational in Sep-

tember 2008, but has been rife with problems
ever since. The latest bad news: it will run at

only half its maximal power for at least another

two years, will be out of use in 2012 for repairs,

and not back up and running until 2013. This is

because of faulty electrical connections that

brought the LHC down for 14 months only nine

days after its first experiments were recorded.

The safer, lower power currently in use at the

LHC significantly reduces the chances of scien-

tists finding the elusive Higgs boson.

The Significance:
Certain aspects of the "string theory" of phys-

ics suggest that a high-energy collision could

potentially create a black hole within a particle

accelerator. This possibility has been jumped
on by popular culture and fueled public fear

of high-energy physics experiments. However,

top physicists assure us that the LHC, and
other colliders, are safe. Even if a black hole is

created in a collision, its lifetime is predicted

to be so short it would not pose any danger.

In his book Angels and Demons, Dan Brown
creates a plotline around the use of anti-mat-

ter, created at the LHC, as a weapon. This has

no grounding in scientific fact.

Today, dozens of large particle accelera-

tors can be found all over the world—the

cathode ray tube at the back of your old TV
is one (small) example. None of these pose
any risk of creating dangerous black holes

or sinister particles that can be used to take

over the world.

What colliders have done is offer particle

physicists the opportunity to study the small-

est objects in the universe (at least, the ones

that we know of). Particle accelerators have

aided the discovery of a whole host of sub-

atomic particles and are slowly etching the

unknown forces that keep the atom together

and influence its behaviour. The Nobel Prizes

devoted to discoveries made possible by the

particle accelerator are too many to number.

Yet not all accelerators in use study

the atom. Many accelerators are used in

medicine and industrial sterilization methods.

Lawrence's own mother's life was saved with

radiation therapy generated by an x-ray tube

that Lawrence developed with David Sloan.

Accelerators also produce radioisotopes for

use in medicine as surgical tools and in cancer

therapy. Some larger hospitals make their own
radioisotopes in basement-cyclotrons. Ironi-

cally, they have also been used to enrich ura-

nium for use in atomic bombs. Lawrence has

regretted this application as his lab provided

the American government with all of the radio-

active uranium dropped on Japan during the

Second World War.

A notable setback in accelerator science

occurred in Texas. In the early 1980s the

Department of Energy chose a site just south of

Dallas as the location for a "super-collider" that

would have been three times as powerful as

the LHC—more than enough power to discern

the putative Higgs boson. Congress scrapped

the plans for the SSC, as it was called, as the

projected cost ballooned. Almost $2 billion

had already been spent on its construction.

The loss of the SSC means that, for now, the

holy grail of particle physics rests on a fully

functional LHC. In addition to observing the

elusive Higgs boson, this collider promises to

finally experimentally challenge aspects of the

highly controversial, grand-unifying, "string

theory." Unfortunately, we likely have a few

more years to wait before these tests can truly

get underway.
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Oh, that Kevin Smith
Director hopes to bounce back from Zack and Miri with police comedy Cop Out

WILL SLOAN
A&E Associate Editor

"How's everybody doin' this morn-
ing? Waddya wanna talic about? I

know we haven't seen the movie
so it's gonna be impossible to talk

about it. We could talk about the

making of it, we could talk about me
theoretically selling out, we can talk

about any number of things. ..except

for the plot itself, apparently, but

to be fair, we would've spent about

20 seconds talkin' about the plot.

It's one of those movies. 1 love this

movie to death and you'll enjoy it—

I

think you'll enjoy it. If you're a movie
geek, 1 think you'll enjoy it."

Kevin Smith continues: "When 1

was a kid you'd always read inter-

views about Spielberg and Lucas

and when they made Raiders of the

Lost Ark and Star Wars movies they

always referred to it as, 'We just

went back to the past and took the

serials that we loved and made our

version of it.' Now, I'm not sayin' that

we got Raiders of the Lost Ark on our
hands. We don't. But I remembered
that when we were makin' this mov-
ie and 1 was like, 'Y'know, I'm gonna
approach it the same way...I'm gon-

na go back to my youth and all the

buddy cop movies 1 watched grow-

ing up—those were my serials, so to

speak, 'cause during the '80s that's

all they made—and I'm gonna try to

make that now."

This is a heavily condensed ver-

sion of the unprompted three-

minute monologue that Kevin Smith,

the Clerks director and erstwhile

Silent Bob, immediately launches

into at a roundtable interview while

promoting Cop Out, his Bruce Willis

/ Tracy Morgan action comedy. To
call him talkative is an understate-

ment: Smith has become as famous
for his Q&A tours as his films, and
being at the roundtable is like hav-

ing one's own "An Evening With

Kevin Smith."

Cop Out is the first film Smith

directed but did not write, a move
prompted by the indifferent re-

ception that greeted his last film,

Zack and Miri Make a Porno. "I was
crestfallen. I was just destroyed

by that. I was just like, 'All this

work and we just did the same
fuckin' thing we always do. What
am I doin'? There's no point, I'm

just spinnin' my wheels at this

point—nobody cares anymore. I'm

irrelevant. Judd Apatow does what
I used to do way better than I do.

I should just get out of this busi-

ness.' And I went and shut myself

in the library and started smokin'

lotsa weed. Lotsa weed, and lots

and lotsa hockey videos."

Smith is the most candid filmmaker

I have ever met. How candid? Consid-

er his response to a question about

Bruce Willis: "Working with Bruce

Willis as an actor in Live Free or Die

Hard was amazing. Working with

Bruce Willis as his director on this

movie was tough...Bruce is used to

making the movie that's in his head."

Or a random aside: "...and I'm fuckin'

around on Twitter, talkin' about eatin'

my wife's asshole or somethin'." Or
his reaction to the title change from A

Couple of Dicks to Cop Out, prompted

by TV networks' refusal to run ads

with the word "dicks" before 9 p.m.:

"23-year-old Kevin Smith woulda

been like, 'Fuck 'em! I'm gonna die

with dicks in my hand!'" Being Kevin

Smith, he also mimes giving two si-

multaneous handjobs.

Smith has a cult following as de-

voted as any filmmaker, but he has

often seemed unreasonably sensi-

tive to detractors, going so far as

to feud with critics and defend him-

self on message boards. He does
not need to be prompted to spend
several minutes explaining his new
attitude about the haters: "Look

—

you can like my shit or not like my
shit—and there are people in both

camps—but you have to agree I'm

an absolute heart player. You can sit

there and be like, 'God, movie's got

a lotta heart no talent, but a lotta

heart!' But you can see I put every-

thing into it."

He alludes to his often modest box
office performance. "Why on earth

did I think any of the bullshit I made
SHOULD make a hundred million

dollars?! Y'know what I'm sayin'?

It's not populist entertainment! It's

bloggy! I didn't make films, man—all

those years people were like, 'You're

not a director,' and I'd be like, 'Yeah

I am.' They're right, I'm not a direc-

tor—they're fuckin' dips for sayin'

it, but they're right! I wasn't a guy
who was directing, I was just rippin'

open my chest and puUin' out fatty

chunks of heart on a platter and put-

tin' it up on a projected screen." He
mimes pulling out fatty chunks of

heart from his chest.

"They're absolutely right: those

aren't films, they're blogs. This [Cop

Out] is a movie. For the first time I

can stand by this and be like, 'Hands

down this is what most everyone on
the planet agrees a movie is.' And
there'll be lotsa people goin', 'Hey,

man, you've been makin' films for

years. Chasing Amy's brilliant blah-

blahblah,' and for me it's just like, I

just wanted to test myself to see if I

could swim with sharks. You know
what I'm sayin'?"

"After Zack and Miri, that's what I

needed more than anything else: [to]

completely recharge my batteries.

And now y'all are fucked 'cause I'm

here for another 15 years. Until the

heart gives out from all the weight."

Cop Out opens in theatres February 26.

Native scenes
Filmmaker Neil Diamond challenges a century's worth of stereotypes of Aboriginals in cinema in Reel Injun

"Raised on cowboys and Indians, we cheered for the cowboys," remarks Reel

Injun director Neil Diamond, "never realizing we were the Indians."

TIM LEGAULT
Varsity Staff

Did Bugs Bunny just take a rifle and
shoot at a bunch of natives? Say it

ain't so. Bugs.

But in his latest documentary Reel

Injun, filmmaker Neil Diamond (no,

not that Neil Diamond) explores the

history of Hollywood's depiction of

Aboriginal Peoples—and there's

lots more startling stock footage

along these lines.

"Growing up on the reservation,

the only show in town was movie

night in the church basement," ex-

plains Diamond, a Cree native who
grew up in James Bay. "Raised on

cowboys and Indians, we cheered

for the cowboys, never realizing we
were the Indians."

Reel Injun marks Diamond's seventh

documentary and his first feature to

be released theatrically. He started his

career as a photographer and journal-

ist. He remains a contributor to Nation,

a Cree First Nations magazine.

First and foremost. Diamond is

out to entertain in this documenta-

ry. He keeps things light, focusing on

the absurdity of watching actors like

Burt Lancaster, Charles Bronson,

and Anthony Quinn playing stoic

Native American heroes.

"It's funny, right?" Diamond re-

marked in an interview last week,

and it is—finding out that most na-

tive peoples in movies wear head-

bands because it is a practical way
for the actor to keep his wig from fall-

ing off is pretty humorous. Learning

that, after translation, an Aboriginal

in a 1960s western is really telling

actor Troy Donanhue that "you'll be
crawling in your own shit"—that's

funny. When Sacheen Littlefeather,

the Native American who stood in

for Marlon Brando at the 1973 Os-

cars, tells us that John Wayne was
ready to pummel her—that's funny,

too, but certainly in a dark way.

Diamond successfully keeps his

movie from veering into a film of de-

spair or indignation. Oddly enough,

it is fringe director Jim Jarmusch
who comes across as the most
deadly serious about Aboriginal

culture. The First Nations peoples

Diamond interviews, such as film-

maker Chris Eyre, are mostly laid-

back and casual—just as willing

to laugh off the Hollywood stereo-

types as Diamond.

In a strange moment in the film.

Diamond visits the American Great

Plains and decides to ride a horse.

"I've always wanted to ride a horse

on the open planes," narrates Dia-

mond. "1 finally feel like a real Indian."

The moment doesn't come across

as entirely sarcastic. We see that

Diamond feels as though he's con-

necting with something with which
he feels he should connect, despite it

having nothing to do with his tribe,

his upbringing, or his way of life. The
film transcends its breezy narrative

when Diamond shows us how Holly-

wood has strangely warped Aborigi-

nal Peoples' own self-image.

The laid-back and casual approach

to the movie ends up disrupting

some of its impact. Diamond hops all

over the place, switching from an ac-

count of how native peoples were de-

picted in early silent movies (in fact,

in a quite noble manner) to indige-

nous people as depicted in revision-

ist Westerns from the 1970s, such as

Little Big Man. Diamond is then liable

to switch back to a vignette about

Wounded Knee or Crazy Horse. He
also takes time to interview a Native

American stuntman and the eldest

adopted son of Native American-
wannabe Iron Eyes Cody (actually an
American actor of Sicilian ancestry),

yet these side excursions and inter-

views fall to arouse much interest or

spark any sort of discussion.

Stereotypes or not. Diamond re-

mains optimistic about depictions of

Aboriginal Peoples in cinema, point-

ing to movies such as Atanarjuat (The

Fast Runner) as examples of pure in-

digenous cinema. However, he does
not conclude that only aboriginals

can depict indigenous peoples prop-

erly on film. Diamond applauds Clint

Eastwood's Flags of Our Fathers for

Adam Beaches' honest capturing of

native Ira Hayes. There is certainly no
call to arms in this movie.

It's too bad that the film wrapped
before Avatar dominated the box of-

fice and earned over $2 billion—in a

recent interview, Diamond points to

James Cameron's sci-fi epic as sim-

ply a variation on the white-washed
Pocahontas myth and a prime ex-

ample that these stereotypes will

not disappear any time soon. To

Diamond, the Na'vi are nothing more

than thinly disguised (and humor-

ous) aboriginal stereotypes.

With a Mohawk/Cree Romeo and

Juliet short film in the works and a

First Nations road trip movie in de-

velopment, Diamond is taking on the

challenge of dispelling or addressing

these stereotypes head-on. At the

moment though, Diamond gives us

an interesting retrospective that ca-

sually brings up some serious issues

about identity, culture, and movies.

Reel Injun is now in theatres.
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Wolf like me
Classic werewolf flick The Wolfman didn't really

need a modern day makeover

Lawrence Talbot (Benicio Del Toro) becomes a werewolf when he gets bitten in Britain.

RAE MATTHEWS

Joe Johnston's remake of The Wolfman opens
with both an homage to and a departure from
the original: Curt Siodmak's poem, which be-

gins "Even a man who's pure of heart," is read

over the image of the full moon—an image
absent from the original 1941 classic.

Johnston's film plays less like a remake of

George Waggner's work and more like a re-

boot of the entire werewolf genre. Benicio

Del Toro is an inspired choice to play the part

of Lawrence Talbot, a renowned stage actor

returning to his aristocratic English home af-

ter living in America long enough to develop
a Yank accent.

His eccentric old man (Anthony Hopkins)

reminds the audience that Lawrence has a

history of mental

illness. Are his de-

lusional tendencies

and ability to get

lost in a charac-

ter the real expla-

nation of why he
believes himself

transformed into a

beast? Well, no—
unlike the original,

there is no ambigui-

ty as to whether the

curse is entirely in

our hero's head (it

isn't). Psychology
is included in the

film only to mock
its legitimacy, al-

lowing for scenes
of torture at the

hands of short-sighted physicians.

Johnson ignores the underlying theme that

made the original so terrifying for its time

—

the idea that a hero, like any of us, can have
a beast within him—in favour of unrelenting

shock and gore. So insistent are the stomach-
lurching scares that the actors seem able to

react only with a kind of intense brooding,

with Hopkins being the occasional exception,

often looking like he's having a bit too much
fun. Del Toro barely needs the wolf make-up
given his lupine stare, but his transformation

scenes are nonetheless pretty cool.

At times, though, the film is too explicit

and exact in its details, showing the myth
without the mystery. While the original took

Johnson ignores the
underlying theme
that made the
original so terrifying

for its time—the idea
that a hero, like any
of us, can have a
beast within him— in

favour of unrelenting
shock and gore.

place in a vaguely fairy tale setting, this new
version places our tale squarely in Victorian

England, complete with Ripper investiga-

tor Abberline leading the charge against the

wolf.

Shot in Devonshire County (home of

the Hound of the Baskervilles), Johnston
crams in classic imagery in an effort to ap-

peal to genre fans. He tries to leave the pa-

gan Gypsy mythology intact, allowing the

exquisite Geraldine Chaplin to step into Ma-
ria Ouspenskaya's jingling shoes. He does,

however, omit the character of Bela (a wise
choice, given that there is currently no Lu-

gosi to fill the role).

The story is further complicated by altera-

tions to the original's father-son dynamic.

Lawrence finds his ancestral home turned

to ruin, seemingly

cursed, and his

father a shell of a

man. The remake
suggests that the

sins of the father

and son are one,

and beastliness is

the real family leg-

acy. Or something
like that.

I'm not really

sure where John-

ston is going with

this idea, but the

production of this

film has had such
a complicated

history, changing
hands so many
times, that it's ul-

timately developed a mish-mash of themes,

motifs, and messages. By the end of the

film, it seems that the creative minds be-

hind the story finally settled on "the beast

within us all" as the main idea—but only

because Emily Blunt informs us, via voice-

over, that men have souls and beasts do
not, though sometimes you can't tell which
is which.

Thanks, Emily— I was still left wondering
what this movie was about. In the end, in-

spired effects and cheap scares are no ade-

quate replacement for Lon Chaney Jr.'s long-

ing loneliness as a man who would be beast.

The Wolfman is now in theatres.

DRAMAFESTIVAL
FEB 25-27/10 / A WEEKEND OF COMPETITIVE THEATRE

COMPETING COLLEGES:
ERINDALE UTM
NEW COLLEGE
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
TRINITY COLLEGE
VICTORIA COLLEGE

Come out and show support foryour school!

ADULTS $12

STUDENTS / SENIORS Sift
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Swept away
Varsity Staffer ALIXANDRA GOULD learns to love curling at the Olympics

Vancouver 2010

999
Last Thursday, on a bright, warm

afternoon, I trekked through

suburban Vancouver on my way to

the Vancouver Olympic Centre to

see my very first curling game. Sure,

I had wanted tickets to hockey or

speed-skating, but at the price they

were going at, 1 settled for round-

robin curling instead.

Our revered national women's
team, consisting of Cheryl Ber-

nard, Susan O'Connor, Carolyn Dar-

byshire, and Cori Bartel, was about

to face off against the Germans. As
the rabid fans on their way to the

venue started to cheer louder and
ding their cow-bells harder, I got

more and more excited. Then it

dawned on me: I know absolutely

nothing about the sport I'm about

to watch.

I sat down in my $85 seat with my
$7 beer, and tried to get a sense of

what was going on. There were four

lanes. In the far one were the Cana-

dians and Germans, next to them
were the Chinese and Japanese,

then the Russians and British, then

the Americans and Danes. 1 knew
that the idea was to get your rocks

closer to the centre than the other

team's rocks. Other than that, I was
at a loss.

But to my great good fortune, I

was sitting next to perhaps the most
knowledgeable person in the rink

when it came to curling, Joy Smart
of southern Alberta, and 1 struck

up a conversation after I heard her

explaining the rules to her friend. 1

think she could tell 1 was trying to

listen in, so she asked if I wanted a

brief tutorial.

So here it is: the ins and outs of

curling in a paragraph.

There are four members of each
team, led by the "skip" (Cheryl

Bernard for Canada), who calls

the shots. There are 10 "ends" (the

equivalent to innings or periods) in

each game, and each team throws
eight rocks per end. The rocks ei-

ther curl inwards or outwards, and
the harder the sweepers sweep the

faster and straighter the rocks go.

For every rock that's closer to the

centre of the house (the part of the

lane with the circles in it) than the

other team's rocks by the time the

end is over, you get a point. But

here's the tricky part: if you pick up
a point, you give up the "hammer"
(the hugely important last rock

thrown) for the next end. Games
can be won or lost on the hammer,
so often teams will give up taking

a point in order to keep the ham-
mer for the next end. It's all very
strategic.

Unlike myself, Joy had been raised

a curling fan. She reminisced about

driving in the car with her 104-year-

old grandfather as he recited every

skip in every rink across the coun-

try, and recalled the last couple de-

cades of Breyer's Cup winners.

Obviously, I felt rather out of

place, but I decided to get into it

anyway. And to be honest, it was
actually really exciting. Canada
was ahead the whole game until the

ninth end when Germany tied it up.

But by doing so, they gave up the

all-important hammer.
The 10th end was back and forth.

Germany placed a rock just outside

the centre of the house, and placed

another guard rock at the top of the

house to protect it. Canada kept

knocking out the guard rock, and
Germany just kept placing more.

In the end, it came down to the

very last rock—the hammer. The
crowd was stomping their feet to

an almost deafening level, and Ca-

nadian flags were waving with more
enthusiasm than ever. Bernard took

her time, focused, and let the rock

go. The crowd fell silent. For a while.

it looked like the rock didn't have

enough steam to reach the centre.

But with Bernard screaming "hurry

hard," the sweepers swept with all

their might. Then, with exact pre-

cision, the rock slid just in front of

the German rock, no more than a

few inches closer to the centre. The
perfect curl.

Needless to say, the game greatly

exceeded my expectations. Not

only did I have a really good time,

but 1 learned something, too. Sure,

getting those hockey tickets would

still be great, but watching a bunch
of middle-aged women throw rocks

down a sheet of ice is a lot of fun.

As soon as the game was over,

I ran to the nearest sports bar to

watch the Canadian men's hockey

team play Switzerland. 1 guess I'm

not a total convert just yet.

Road weary
Blues women's basketball returning home following playoff elimination

DANIEL TSIOKOS

The Varsity Blues women's basket-

ball team has had a tough road ahead

of them. With a sixth-place finish in

the OUA East, the Blues were unable

to play in front of their fans for the

entire playoffs. While the women
finished the regular se<ison with an

11-11 record, only three of those wins

came on enemy territory, and since

they held the lowest seed they would

be matched up against the highest

ranked opponent.

The Blues' first stop was Kingston

on Wednesday night for the OUA
East quarter-final. While U of T and

Queen's split their season series 1-1,

the Gaels won their game at home by
18 points. The Blues made sure they

would exact their revenge with a 62-

54 win, and nothing hurts more than

being eliminated from the playoffs.

The game was tied 23-23 at half-

time, but the Blues would win the

third quarter 25-15 and never looked

back. The Gaels did make it close,

scoring eight straight points to open
the fourth quarter in the midst of

a 10-0 run and pulling within two

points. They traded baskets until

1:45 to go, when U of T went on an 8-2

run and sealed the win. Fourth-year

guard Erin McNeely scored five of

her 18 points during the run, and for-

ward Megan Stoncius pulled down
two key rebounds in that span.

Nicki Schutz had game highs with

21 points and 10 rebounds, as she

recorded her sixth straight double-

double and 13th of the season.

Coach Michele Belanger played four

of her starters at least 34 minutes.

First-year starter Katelyn McConnell

also chipped in with 10 points and

five rebounds in 29 minutes.

Saturday saw the Blues go to Otta-

wa to take on the first-seed Carleton

Ravens in the OUA East semi-final.

Carleton won the season series 2-0,

but beat the Blues by only six points

when they met last time at the Ath-

letic Centre. Saturday's game wasn't

as close, unfortunately, as the Ra-

vens handed the Blues a 68-46 loss

that ended U of T's season. Schutz

had another great game, scoring

18 points and pulling down 18 re-

bounds, and Joanna Medri added
10 points and five steals. As a team,

the Blues shot 37 per cent from the

field, while the Ravens shot 48 per

cent, including hitting 10 three-

pointers that proved to be the dif-

ference despite the Blues' defence

creating 21 turnovers.

The Blues have a young team,

with only two players in their fourth

year of eligibility. If both Schutz and
McNeely return for a fifth year, next

year's team could potentially be the

same team we watched this year.

Schutz finished the season third in

the OUA in scoring with 18 points

per game and first in rebounding

with 11 rebounds per game, and

McNeely was 12th in assists with 3.1

assists per game. Medri and Ston-

cius are the only third-year players,

and first-year players McConnell,

Alicia Van Kampen, and Amanda
Lum show a lot of promise for the

years to come. Next season will be

a good year for women's basketball

at U of T if the core group of play-

ers returns, and being a year older,

a year wiser, and with a year's worth

of experience under their belts, they

can only get better.
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Spring cleaning
With spring training just around the corner, the Jays

are set to begin yet another rebuilding year

New general manager Alex Anthopoulos's first big move in rebuilding the Jays was sending pitching ace Roy Halladay

to Philadelphia.

KEVIN DRAPER
AwociateJgortsEdjtor^

Toronto Blue Jays fans are staring

another long-term building project

straight in the face, and the equiva-

lent of the ground-breaking ceremony
takes place when pitchers and catch-

ers report to Dunedin, Florida for

spring training this Monday.
That means two things: the verdict

is in on the J.P. Ricciardi era, and the

page has been turned. It turns out the

general manager and the slick-talking

moneyball apologist from Worcester,

Massachusetts never could de-

liver on his promise of building

a team that would compete with

the big boys of pro baseball.

Many among the armies of his

detractors no doubt found great

vindication when team president

Paul Beeston dismissed him on
the second-last day of the regu-

lar season.

Ship Blue Jay will now be cap-

tained by Alex Anthopoulos,

Ricciardi's long-time assistant

GM. Young enough to have very

recently graduated from U of T
had he not gone to McMaster, his

baseball background is as non-

traditional as they come: when he
was in his early twenties, he phoned
Expos GM Jim Seattle out of the blue

and begged for any job in baseball.

Answering fan mail led to writing

scouting reports "just for fun," and
soon he was a highly-regarded base-

ball man. He now holds the destiny of

his country's only remaining profes-

sional team firmly in his hands.

What will probably be remembered
as Anthopoulos's most significant de-

cision has already been made. In De-

cember 2009, he pulled the trigger on
a deal that sent long-time Jays ace Roy
Halladay to the Philadelphia Phillies,

and in doing so he brought back two

players who will invariably be comer-

stones of any future Jays success. One
piece of the puzzle is Kyle Drabek, an

electric young pitcher ranked the 17th

best prospect in all of baseball. Anoth-

er is Brett Wallace, who actually did

not come from the Phillies—the Phils

sent the Jays Michael Taylor, who
they then instantaneously flipped to

Oakland for Wallace. Wallace ranks

one slot ahead of Drabek and prom-

ises to be a corner infielder capable

of smashing the ball in a way that's

almost scary. High-ceiling catching

prospect Travis D'Arnaud also came
over from Philadelphia, though he

won't be in the big leagues as soon as

the others.

The Jays glide

into 2010 knowing
they won't be
competing. They
bring with them
lame-duck manager
Cito Gaston

The Jays glide into 2010 know-

ing they won't be competing. They

bring with them lame-duck manager

Cito Gaston, who faced open criti-

cism from nearly every single one of

his players at the end of last season.

Gaston has only one year left on his

contract and there are probably few-

er than a dozen intelligent baseball

people outside of the Jays brass who
honestly believe it makes even a little

bit of sense to let him lead the team

this year. It isn't likely that Anthopou-

los and company believe in Gaston,

but he is the apple of the fan base's

eye, and cutting him loose, for all the

baseball sense it makes, would be a

PR disaster.

One of the season's biggest stories

will be the starting rotation. The

only thing that's predictable is that

there will be season-long change.

Consider the list of players who
could crack the rotation out of spring

training: Shaun Marcum, Brad Mills,

Brett Cecil, Ricky Romero, Brandon
Morrow, Robert Rae, Marc Rzepc-

zynski, and Scott Richmond. There's

a good chance that everyone on that

list will get a shot at starting at least

once during 2010, but who actually

sticks in the big leagues could be
key to determining how soon—and
if—the Jays will be able to contend

for the playoffs.

Which leads to the question of

how long the Jays' eternally wait-

ing fan base will have to wait this

time for a shot at October base-

ball. The top tier of prospects, led

by Drabek and Wallace, should

be making a splash in the majors

by 2012, so 2012-2015 seems the

most likely window for success.

One source of hope for Jays

fans can be drawn from the

words of team president Paul

Beeston (who led a year-long

search committee as interim

president to name himself the

permanent one). He has consis-

tently Sciid that when the team is

ready to compete, ownership will pro-

vide them with the financial resources

to do so. That's to say that as this crop

of elite prospects matures, they will

be supplemented with top-notch free

agents to fill in the missing pieces.

But a final word of warning to

those who were so visceral in their

disdain for the long-gone Ricciardi

and took such pleasure in his dis-

missal: if Anthopoulos is to enjoy

any success at all as GM, it will be on
the strength of the foundation left by
his erstwhile boss. Aaron Hill, Adam
Lind, Travis Snider, Ricky Romero,

Brett Cecil, Brad Mills: all likely key

parts of a playoff-bound Jays team,

and all Ricciardi's draft picks. That,

above all else, could be the greatest

reason to hope.

Blues get their

swag on
Men's basketball team gearing up for OUA

playoffs this Wednesday

DANIEL TSIOKOS

Following their 80-69 win on Satur-

day against the Ryerson Rams at the

Athletic Centre, the Varsity Blues

men's basketball team began getting

ready for what they've been waiting

for all season: a chance at the OUA
title and, even more, a chance to play

for the National Championship. The
Blues finished the regular season

with a 12-10 record, and hold the

third seed in the OUA East. They will

host the York Lions on Wednesday in

the OUA East quarterfinal.

With four fifth-year players, the

Blues hope to have enough experi-

ence and leadership to overcome any

opponent they face in the playoffs.

Shooting guard Rob Paris leads the

team with 15.6 points per game, while

point guard Nick Magalas is right be-

hind him averaging 15.1 ppg. The other

fifth-year players, Nick Snow and Pat

Sewell, cire averaging 11 and 8.9 ppg,

respectively. Drazen Glisic, the Blues'

third-year starting centre, is ripping

down eight rebounds per game and

averaging over one block per game.

Saturday's game was the Blues'

graduation night, and the graduating

players definitely left a lasting impres-

sion on the ferns. Player of the game
Pat Sewell was outstanding, scor-

ing 19 points and throwing down a

couple of monster dunks that got the

crowd roaring. Magalas also scored 19

points, and his nine assists gave him
101 assists for the season. Rob Paris

hit four three-pointers on his way to 18

points, and Nick Snow was solid in his

first game back from suffering a con-

cussion that sidelined him for three

games. The Blues shot a sizzling 51.6

per cent from the field and defensively

limited OUA leading scorer Boris Ba-

kovic to six of 14 shooting.

"I think this was the first game that

myself, Magalas, and Sewell all came in

and hit shots." said Paris. "It wasn't just

one guy, it was many guys. If we can

play like that, we can go far, and if we
catch a team like Carleton on a night

like tonight, we can surprise. This

team is peaking at the right time."

"I've got to do everything I can to

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparafion Seminars

* Complete 30-Hour Seminars

* Convenient Weeliend Schedule

* Proven Test-Taking Strategies

* Experienced Course Instructors

* Comprehensive Study Materials

* Simulated Practice Exams

* Limited Class Size

* Free Repeat Policy

* Personal Tutoring Available

* Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

get them motivated for the game," add-

ed Magalas, "because when they're

pumped up, we win the game."

Playoff success depends on the

contributions from every player who
touches the floor and a high level of

play and consistency from their start-

ers. "It sounds cliche, but if we play as

a team, the way we have been in the

last three or four games, we can sur-

prise a lot of teams," said Paris. "Guys

are stepping up, like Ben Garvin has,

or Andrew Wasik who's been playing

fantastically, and that can be the dif-

ference in the playoffs."

"Getting the games that we have

been from our big players all consis-

tently throughout the course of the

playoffs is big," said Magalas. "If we get

the games we need from our big play-

ers we are a Nationals-bound team."

Nick Snow is looking at the bright

side of the third-place finish, since a

top-two seed would give them a bye

for the first round of the playoffs. "I felt

pretty rusty, but it could be a blessing

in disguise to get that extra game in to

prepare for the next game in Ottawa,

assuming we win on Wednesday." Ma-

galas agreed with Snow and values

the importance of having Snow at the

top of his game during their playoff

run. "I consider us lucky to have that

game; it'll help him refine things he

isn't as sharp on that he was at the be-

ginning of the season, and it'll help us

tremendously."

The Blues were 2-0 versus the York

Lions this season, and if they can pull

out the win on Wednesday, they will be

off to play Ottawa next Saturday.

"We're peaking at the right mo-
ment," said point guard Anthony
DeGiorgio, "we were ranked as high

as fifth in the country, and if we play

to our capabilities, we have a good
chance at winning it all."
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Prof: So when there's a storm, the top floors in the tall

downtown towers fluctuate the most. So everybody's up
there, puking their guts out.

*pause*

Well, that's OK. Screw the rich. They're probably all

lawyers anyways.

Student 1 : Where's he from?"

Student 2: 1 think he's Goan.

Student 1: Where's he goin'?

Prof: This plaintiff has not died yet, unfortunately.

"Vegetarians are people who like eating living things that can't

run away."

Professor says in class he will move the mid-term a week earlier

than planned. Students moan protest loudly.

Prof: "I appreciate your opinion, but it's not like it's a

democracy."

Girl {to friend): This is why I go out. So I can get drunk and pee.

"U of T made me racist."

—Victoria College

Guy 1 : So dude, do you wanna steal a police car tonight?

Guy 2: Naw dude, I can't; I don't have my G2 yet.

—Woodsworth

Guy: She's sexy, I'd feed it to her.—Kelly Library

Share your own 'overheards' on the

'Overheard on Campus' Facebook group!

DINOSAUR COMICS By Ryan North

sometimes when you Tov
someone a lot, you're
willing to say, "I'm p
sure I m going to love
until I'm dead, even i

don't die for a totall
long time

'

'

retty
you

F I

y

Yes' ' The person who
sent this card loves
you so much!

/ They love you more
than anyone on the
PLANET I

. /

PROPOSING
MARRIAGE

a web card

sometimes you're willing to say that
although the future is unknowable, and
although our cells are replaced by new ones
so in the end the person we are at 60 isn't

really the same person we
were at 20, not really, not
even physically, although

there are elements of
continuity in personality,

"sure, but what is that except
how we respond to events, and
that's just habit —

--^

THE PERSON —
'^ZZ ^ s^)

WHO SENT
THIS CARD
LOVES YOU

Cc) 2010 Ryan North

And so it comes down to this: they
want to explore the rest of their
life with you. A marriage can be
anything you want it to be, and they
want to build one with you.

\ ('i^Hk Aww!

will you
marry the
;ender of
this , the most

^ V romantic
j \Vof the

. J] free web
) cards^

Yes

!

no.

LJwho is this,
I don't
recognize
the from
address
at all

wtM. qwant2 . com

A SOFTER WORLD By E Home and J Comeau

e norne and J comeau asoft:enMorld.com
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FEBRUARY 22 TO 28

Monday, February 22

Jewish Girl Power:

Documentary Film and Tailt

by Dr. Njora Gold
Nora Gold followed 14 Jewish girls

from age 10-14, conducting in-depth

interviews with them once a year.

In the final year of her study. Gold

filmed five of the 14-year-old girls as

they talk candidly, and sometimes

humourously, about their everyday

f
lives, their experiences of sexism and

^ antisemitism, and their thoughts on

intermarriage.

• 7-9 p.m. Free!

• Rm 2-212, OlSE (252 Bloor St. W.)

Contact: Jamie Ryckman,

L 416-978-2080

I Tuesday, February 23

Edward Burtynsky
The Manufactured Landscapes

photographer tallcs about his work.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Toronto Reference Library

(789 Yonge St.)

Torontopubliclibrary.ca

Documentary: Fresh

Documentary screening and

discussion on local food initiatives in

Toronto.

• 7:30 p.m. By donation

• Rm 2-213, OlSE (252 Bloor St. W.)

' Adam@torontothebetter.net

Wednesday, February 24

Sounds of the Soul: Concert

An evening of multi-faith music with

the Bhakti Yoga Club, First Nations

House, Ismaili Youth Choir, Mutamba

Rainos, Varsity Jews, and U of T

Gospel Choir.

• 7:15 p.m. Students $6, General

Admission $15. Proceeds go

toward malaria prevention

through spreadthenet.org

• Great Hall, Hart House

Tickets at uofttix.ca

or call 416-978-8849

Thursday, February 25

What to EAT during Black

H istory Month
Celebrate Black History Month by trying

out foods from Africa, the Caribbean,

and North America at locations across

campus. Visit UeaT.utoronto.ca for

locations, menus, and prices.

• 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Various prices

• St. George campus cafeterias and

dining halls

416-581-8182

Faculty of Music Presents-

Music and Poetry: In Praise of

the City

Canadian soprano Monica Whicher,

pianist Che Anne Loewen and

guest speaker Eric Domville present

William Walton's "A Song for the

Lord Mayor's Table."

• 12-1 p.m. Free!

• Walter Hall, Edward Johnson

Building (80 Queen's Park)

Faculty of Music Box Office:

416-978-3744

Friday, February 26

Dance Expressions

This classical Indian dance exhibition

will feature live performances by

Chitralekha Odissi Dance Creations

and Joanna De Souza. There will also

be food I Presented by the South

Asian Students Association.

• 6 p.m. Free!

• Robert Gill Theatre, Koffler Centre

Urbane Magazine Launch

Gala

Check out the launch of Urbane

Magazine, featuring a fashion show,

live music, food and drink, and a copy

of the magazine's inaugural print issue.

• 7-1 0 p.m. $1 0 (cost includes

two drink tickets)

• Debates Room, Hart House

Tickets can be purchased at http://

launch.urbanemagazine.org or at

info@urbanemagazine.org

The Skule Stage Band

Offering a wide variety of tunes

including swing, latin, ballads, and

funk, the Engineering Faculty's stage

band never fails to bring a crowd to

its feet.

• 9 p.m. Free!

• Arbor Room, Hart House

Skulemusic.ca

Saturday, February 27

Toronto Roller Derby All-Star

Travel Team
CN Power takes on Rideau Valley

Vixens in this derby extravaganza.

• 7:30 p.m. $18 door, $12 advance.

Under 9 years old: free.

• Hangar at Downsview Park

(75 Carl Hall)

Torontorollerderby.com

Body Cartography

In Body Cartography, artists Cara

Spooner and Alicia Grant use

psycho-geographical concepts,

urban cartographic methodology,

and the concept of "city as score"

as a springboard for creation and

performance, asking "How do we

experience a place through memory/

history and through our bodies?"

Part dance, part installation, and

part Q&A session.

• 8 p.m. $12 regular, $10 students/

seniors/arts workers

• York Quay Centre

(235 Queens Quay West)

Harbourfrontcentre.com

Sunday, February 28

Caroline Leonarde lli and

Julie Nesrallah

Harpist Caroline Leonardelli and

mezzo-soprano Julie Nesrallah

perform a mixed program of voice

and harp works by Reynaldo Hahn,

Debussy, Bizet, Tournier, and

Chaminade, as well as solo harp

pieces from Caroline's latest CD,

El Dorado.

• 3 p.m. Free!

• Great Hall, Hart House

Harthousemusic.com

To have your

U of T campus event

listed in this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings(a)thevarsity.ca
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Poorly endowed
After high-risk strategy led to massive losses,

U of T goes conventional

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
Associate News Editor

U ofT will tame its investing style, ac-

knowledging significant losses in its

pension and endowment funds under

the University of Toronto Asset Man-
agement Corporation. In 2008 alone,

the university lost $1.5 billion, almost

30 per cent of the fund's total value.

In a Feb. 20 letter to faculty,

staff, and alumni, U of T president

David Naylor outlined investment

recommendations from the report

of the President's Committee on
Investments, which he received in

December 2009.

"The issue is not one where we have

a conspicuous failure, but rather one

where, frankly, the returns are not at

the level of our peers, and given that

the effort is being made to use a differ-

ent strategy," Naylor told The Varsity.

"The lesson seems as clear to me as

snow on the ground: we need to fol-

low a more conventional strategy."

Naylor has largely accepted the

committee's proposals, with several

caveats. UTAM president and CEO
William Moriarty, appointed in 2008,

will become U of T's chief investment

officer. Moriarty will be accountable

directly to the president, though

Naylor maintains he has no plans to

"second-guess UTAM's day-to-day

decision-making."

Other changes proposed in the

report Include changes to UTAM's
governance, the creation of an ex-

pert committee, and advising and

overseeing UTAM to "avoid any un-

happy dips," according to Naylor. As
well, the report recommends that

the university "reassess its risk and
return targets."

Moriarty echoed this sentiment.

"The issue of risk appetite is really

something the university needs to de-

termine," he said. "And if they change

that, they also have to be willing to

make changes in terms of the rates of

return, which affect their operating

budget and capital budget."

UTAM was established in 2000

by then-president Robert Pritchard

as an in-house investment manage-

ment body similar to those seen at

Harvard and Yale. The corporation

favored risky "alternative" invest-

ments with potentially higher rates

of return. These investments were

predominantly hedge funds (invest-

ments requiring significant over-

sight and thus high fees) and private

equity, which typically refers to as-

sets and investments not listed on
the public stock exchange, such as

start-up companies.

UTAM aggressively invested in

these high-risk assets, hoping to gen-

erate the massive gains seen at U.S.

schools. But the risk hasn't paid off.

U of T had to suspend its normal en-

dowment payments to the operating

budget—meaning the budget lost $62

million or five per cent of the budget.

In the letter, Naylor said payouts will

resume next year.

UTAM's investment portfolio has

consistently underperformed in peri-

ods of economic health. According to

the December report, UTAM has con-

sistently ranked below the 95th per-

centile compared to other Canadian

universities, which have been more
conservative in their investments.

In 2008, a painful year for all inves-

tors, U of T suffered the worst losses

of any Canadian university. Aggres-

sive U.S. schools saw similar losses

in 2008, but their rates of return in

economic booms have been higher.

"We have a much smaller plan

[than Ivy League schools], and
whether you support these types

of investment strategies or not,

to do them you need to be staffed

and able to manage complexity, and
in that respect, size does matter,"

Naylor said. "A bigger plan is more
likely to be able to steer investment

in private equity."

Per cent rate of return for 2008
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No apologies
UTM professor Aurel Braun holds fast as the chair of a tumultuous

dennocracy activist group, despite staff revolt

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Associate News Editor

Aurel Braun, a political science pro-

fessor at UTM, is mired in a power
struggle at a democracy advocacy

group. Braun is chair of the board

of directors for Rights and Democ-
racy, a Montreal-based group that

focuses on the promotion of de-

mocracy and the rule of law abroad

and receives $11 million a year in

federal funding. After months of

internal strife, the group has come
under increasing scrutiny after the

death of its former president earlier

this year, when all 47 staff members
called for Braun's resignation.

The federal government has nom-
inated Gerard Latulippe as the new
president of Rights and Democracy.

Latulippe is an activist, former Que-

bec Liberal cabinet minister, and
former Canadian Alliance candi-

date. He has proposed restrictions

on Muslim immigration to Montreal.

The opposition has panned the

nomination. "You don't keep stack-

ing it with more and more Conser-

vative people, thinking that's going

to solve your problem," said Liberal

leader Michael Ignatieff at a press

conference. Paul Dewar, the NDP
foreign affairs critic, said the board

SEE 'BRAUN' -P6 2

Shape up or ship out
Improvements must be made if FNUC wants grant money: report

SAMYA KULLAB
Associate News Editor

A report on the First Nations Univer-

sity of Canada states that the school

should adopt policies that encourage

transparency and become more fi-

nancially accountable.

"It is pertinent that the university's

new board of governors be cleared

of any perceived conflict of interest"

reads the 208-page report issued

last week by consultants Manely Be-

gay and Associates, adding that the

school must "establish policies and

procedures ensuring full financial

and governance transparency."

In early February, FNUC lost both

federal and provincial funding. Its

board was dissolved. The report

states that without the recommended
changes, the university will not get

the governmental grants it requires

and will have to sell its Saskatoon

campus and other assets.

Recommendations include not pay-

ing board members, clearly establish-

ing rules for faculty, staff, and other

board members involved with the

school, and establishing internal defi-

nitions for fraud, malfeasance, and
misappropriation.

The report also emphasizes the

need for an impartial board that

does not include First Nations chiefs

and those with a potential conflict of

interest, such as students, civil ser-

vants, or officials from other univer-

sities. It proposes that the 11 voting

members of the board be made up

SEE 'FNUC -PG 2
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How do you feel about Canada losing to the U.S. last

Sunday, and their overall performance in ice hockey

during these Olympics?
PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

Gary Hadia Ben

2nd Year Chemical Eneineering,

"Canada was doing reaHy well until they hit the

United States, but they beat Germany so I'm

really happy about that".

4th Year Criminology,
"1 didn't watch the game, actually. 1 don't

watch the Olympics, 1 just hear the significant

news during the 10-o'clock broadcast."

1st Year Historyand Philsophy,

'Canadians are probably ashamed. In a time

lacking in real wars, we feel the need to justify

nationalism through arbitrary games and 1 think

we just lost a "war" with the States.'

2nd Year History,

"Canadians are lacking motivation and they

should really try to pull their act together and

win a medal."

1st Year Life Sci

"I don't know, I'm, not really into hockey."

Elizabeth

fst YearCinema Studies,

"I'm crushed that they lost. I might have

cried. Overall, though, I think they're doing

well."

Cannabis (oHege

Hundreds have graduated from Med
Grow Cannabis College, founded in

November 2009 in Detroit, Michiigan.

"Medical marijuana has the po-

tential to become probably a billion-

doliar industry in Michigan," said

Nick Tennant, the school's 24-year-

old founder. Tennant said attitudes

towards marijuana are changing

in Detroit due to troubled financial

conditions.

Michigan is one of 14 states with

medical marijuana laws. The 2008

Medical Marijuana Act allows

caregivers to care for up to five

registered patients, at a rate of 12

plants and 70 grams (2.5 ounces)

per patient.

In theory, the marijuana is in-

tended strictly for the sick patients,

such as those suffering from cancer.

In practice, said lecturer and Detroit

attorney Mathew Abel, "Anybody

who smokes pot and doesn't have a

medical marijuana card at this point

is just an idiot."

—RYAN TUZYK

Source: Healthzone.ca

Schooi shooting leaves two teens

A gunman with a hunting rifle shot

at students in a Denver middle

school parking lot on Wednesday,

injuring two before a teacher tack-

led him to the ground.

Bruco Strong Eagle Eastwood, 32

years old, has been identified as the

shooter. Police are unsure of East-

wood's motives, but revealed he

had an arrest record for domestic

abuse, assault, and driving under

the influence.

Both students survived the at-

tack. One has been released and the

other Is i ecovering in hospital.

Math teacher David Benke, a

6-foot-3 former basketball player,

was monitoring the parking lot when

'FNUC- CONTINUED FROM PGl

of four elders, six technical experts,

and one member outside Saskatch-

ewan. Of the elders, there must be
two men and two women represent-

ing each indigenous group found in

Saskatchewan.

FNUC has been accused of finan-

cial mismanagement for some time. A
Dec. 9 ruling charged former VP aca-

demics Wes Stevenson for fraud over

$5,000. Former CFO Murray Wester-

lund issued a report in November
2009 alleging hundreds of thousands

of dollars were misspent. Westerlund

left the position in December and has

since filed a wrongful dismissal suit.

For the time being, FNUC will be

he heard a loud noise. Spotting the

gunman, Benke pinned the shooter

vAth the help of another teacher on
the scene.

"He figured out that he wasn't go-

ing to he able to get another round
chambered before I got to him, so he

dropped the gun, and then we were

kind of struggling around trying to

get him subdued," said Benke.

Eastwood had a court appearance
Wednesday and could faceup to two^
counts of attempted murder 1
—TIM LEGAULT I
Source: BBC News 1

Govl funding for elite atliietes to

disappear after OiympiG

Canada's athletics training program,

Own the Podium, may become
strapped for cash. The federal gov-

ernment has indicated that it will not

chip in to fill the $ll-million funding

gap that will arise after the Olympic

Winter Games end.

According to sports minister Gary

Lunn, instead of federal support, Ot-

tawa will appeal to Canadian com-

panies and other donors for money.

"You shouldn't just always reach to

government and say 'Oh, it's your

problem,'" said Lunn.

Own the Podium launched in 2005

to help Canada become a top medal

contender for the Vancouver Olym-

pics. Ottawa covered half of the pro-

gram's annual $22 million operating

cost. The other half came from pro-

vincial governments and corpora-

tions, most of which is expected to

disappear following the end of the

2010 Olympics.

"I can honestly say that 1 would

not have this [gold medal] in my
hand vdthout the Own the Podium

program," said Canadian ice dancer

Soctt Moir, who along with his part-

ner Tessa Virtue won a gold medal

last Tuesday.—TL

Source: The Globe and Mail «a

run by the University of Regina at the

instruction of the provincial govern-

ment of Saskatchewan. An interim

board has been established as a

working group discusses the future of

the university.

Leaders of the Federation of the

Saskatchewan Indian Nations plan

to meet and discuss the report on

March 8 in Saskatoon. According

to federation leaders, chiefs will be

asked to ratify the report so that they

will be able to receive $2 million from

Indian and Northern Affairs Canada,

which has been withheld.

"Once the chiefs ratify the re-

port a new level of stability will be

achieved," said Chief Guy Lonechild

in a news release.

'BRAUN'- CONTINUED FROM PGl

remained problematic and criticized

the Conservatives' March 1 deadline

for opposition parties to respond to

the appointment.

Call for resignation
Former president Remy Beauregard

died of a heart attack the day after a tu-

multuous board of directors meeting

on Jan. 7 where two board members
resigned and another was dismissed.

Beauregard had reportedly clashed

with Braun over a review of Beau-

regard's performcince as president.

Beauregcird weis not told about the

review, and obtained a copy only after

filing a freedom of information request

with the Privy Council Office. In an op-

ed in the National Post, Braun and sev-

eral other senior members said large

sums of money being dispensed from

the presidents discretionary funds

was one of the reasons for the review.

During Beauregard's funeral, there

wcis a break-in at the organization's

Montreal office and two laptops were

stolen, including one belonging to a

media liaison, according to the Globe

and Mail. After Beauregard's death, all

47 staff members submitted a petition

calling for the resignation of Braun

and several other senior figures at

Rights and Democracy. The letter ac-

cused board members of malicious

harassment against Beauregard.

The Globe also reported that three

staff members who the board had

perceived as leaders of the staff re-

volt had been dismissed with pay

shortly after and Braun instructed

others not to speak to media without

written approval.

In a brief interview at UTM, Braun

took exception to criticisms from for-

mer board members that he had mis-

handled Beauregard's performance

review. He maintained that the organi-

zation's bylaws dictated that the per-

formance review should go directly

to the Privy Council Office. According

to Braun, the board offered to meet
with Beauregard before and after they

submitted the review, but Beauregard

said he didn't have time.

Dispute over Israel

Board members recently appointed

by the Conservative government have

been accused of a pro-Israel bias. At

the Jan. 7 meeting, the board voted

to repudiate three grants to Middle

East organizations whose activities it

viewed as suspect. Beauregard voted

in favour of the motions. "People have

to be very careful that they deal in fact

not myth," said Braun, defending his

actions from what he said was unfair

media coverage of the controversy.

"Beauregard said 'We made a mistake

in granting these. We should have

done our homework better.'"

But according to an inside source

who spokeon condition ofanonymity,

Beauregard actually changed his

vote in order to avoid what he saw
as an unnecessary confrontation

with Braun and the board majority,

who he felt were intent on seeing the

loans repudiated.

"In the case of B'Tselem [one of the

groups whose funding was repudi-

ated], we found that they were a very

biased organization, they were not

impartial, they were very one-sided,"

Braun said. The other two organiza-

tions, al-Haq and al-Mezan, were "tox-

ic" and had links to terrorist groups.

Sarit Michaeli, a spokesperson for

B'Tselem, said that Braun's charac-

terization of B'Tselem is wrong and
that the organization is well respected

in Israel. "We were outraged to read
quotes in the press in which some
members of the board referred to

B'Tselem as a 'questionable' organiza-

tion and 'Israeli in name only,'" wrote
Michaeli in an email. "Assuming these
statements are accurate, they reveal

profound even offensive ignorance

about B'Tselem's work and its role in

Israeli society."

What now?
Foreign Affairs Minister Lawrence

Cannon nominated Latulippe as the

new president on Tuesday, calling him

"the ideal candidate to return Rights

and Democracy to the promotion of

Canadian values of freedom, democra-

cy, human rights, and the rule of law."

A spokesperson for the Foreign

Ministry declined to say if it was

considering taking any action on

the staff petition, beyond support-

ing a forensic audit of Rights and

Democracy's finances by a private

firm hired by the board.

Braun said he supported Latu-

lippe as the new president and that

the board is primarily concerned

with ensuring transparency and

accountability in how the group

spends taxpayer money.
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Israeli Apartheid Week

Israeli Apartheid Week brings a compelling and

important discussion to campus

SAVANNAH S. GARMON

From March 1 to 7, Students Against Is-

raeli Apartheid will present the sixth

annual Israeli Apartheid Week with events

on the U of T campus from March 2 to 4,

and Ryerson on March 1 to 5. This year's

theme is "Solidarity in Action: Boycott, Di-

vestment, Sanctions," under which we will

discuss the global BDS campaign that SAIA
took up in response to the 2005 Call for

BDS by over 170 organizations represent-

ing Palestinian civil society. To be clear,

we took up the call because in Palestine

there is a view that the situation in Israel

and the Occupied Palestinian Territories

as apartheid—a view supported by a 2009
report by the official Human Sciences Re-

search Council of South Africa.

There are individuals and organizations

including Hillel, B'nai Brith, and even some
members of U of T faculty— who signed an
open letter in 2008 opposing the univer-

sity for allowing lAW to go forward— that

have also questioned lAW's relevancy and

whether it promotes dialogue beneficial to

the campus or the public at large. At SAIA
we strongly believe that lAW brings to

campus a relevant and compelling discus-

sion about international law and applica-

tion in real-life circumstances.

Three demands are placed on Israel, none
of which should be controversial. The first

is for equal rights between Israeli Jews and
Arab Palestinians who hold Israeli citizen-

ship. For instance, in most cases, Israeli

Arabs are not allowed to purchase land

inside Israel, resulting from restrictions on
military service. The second is to end the

occupation of the West Bank and Gaza. The
third is to dismantle the wall and the Jew-

ish-only settlements in East Jerusalem and
the West Bank. Finally, the BDS campaign
calls for Israel to respect the right of return

for Palestinians.

Respectively, the three demands correlate to

Articles 2 and 21-2 in the Universal Declaration

SEE 'PRO' -PG 4

Israeli Apartheid Week is an ineffective method

to discuss the conflict

ASHER GREENBERG

I'm
not going to pretend 1 speak for all Jews or

all supporters of Israel. 1 was asked to write

about why Israeli Apartheid Week is an ineffec-

tive method to discuss the conflict. But in doing

so, I'd like to step away from the position of the

all-seeing, all-knowing observer we're all used to

when it comes to punditry on this conflict. 1 don't

know everything that is happening over there. 1

don't speak for every rational person on the

planet. And unless you're God, neither do you.

I'm also not immune to the emotional tug, like

many of you, that comes with an upbringing on

one side—a mainstream Jewish, pro-Zionist en-

vironment in this case. Okay, it's all on the table.

Let's take a breath before continuing.

I've learned, slowly, haltingly, over the years

that the situation in Israel and Palestine is com-

plex. And, yes, I'm deeply uncomfortable with

underlying problems in Zionist history—Jews

settled on a land in which people already lived,

built a state, and were then surprised to learn

these people might oppose such a project. I also

worry how power and victimhood can warp

perceptions of morality, including past and

present injustices against Palestinians.

I've also learned that each side selects the

most agreeable facts while downplaying points

of controversy. But when one bothers to look

under the surface, to listen to the other side, the

"story" defies most simplistic descriptions.

My biggest issue with Israeli Apartheid

Week (or dogmatic advocacy in general) is

that it does not provide a week of discussion,

outreach, dialogue, and understanding. It's an

advocacy machine rolling into town to tell the

uninformed the "truth" about Israel to garner

support for the Boycotts, Divestments, and
Sanctions campaign. And, by definition, you're

either with the campaign or against it. Thus,

Arabs who believe in dialogue over BDS may
feel excluded. Bassel Al Ibrachi, former editor

of the collaborative publication Yalla Journal,

is an example. "Last year 1 went to the open-

ing event and even though the turnout was
huge, I felt that everyone in the room was the

SEE'ANTI'-PG4

Claims about UTSU's

election processes are

unfounded
While Gabe De Roche claims to speak

for all U of T students in his article "A

flawed democracy at best", his hyper-

bolic fear and panic is reminiscent

of Tea Party decries of public health

care in the United States. In this

response, 1 hope to clarify any false

allegations and misunderstandings

that De Roche has proposed.

First of all, De Roche claims are

that the new changes to the Elec-

tions Procedure Code make it illegal

to challenge the Chief Returning

Officer This is absurd. Nowhere in

the Elections Procedure Code does

it state that it is illegal for a decision

made by the CRO or the Election and
Referenda Committee to be chal-

lenged. The changes to the Elections

Procedure Code are made to ensure

that the roles of the CRO and the

•LETTERS-
Committee are not undermined. If the

authority of either is undermined, it

means that the union's bylaws eind

policies are undermined, and would

thus threaten the democracy and
transparency of the union. The Code
gives full rights to its members to

challenge the decision of the CRO as

well as the committee, and there is a

clear process laid out.

De Roche's allegations related to

my personal qualifications to chair

the Elections and Referenda Commit-

tee are illogical at best. The union's

bylaws and policies—democrati-

cally developed by members of the

union—clearly states the composi-

tion of the entire committee and

includes the Vice-President Internal

and Services. All current committee

members were democratically-elect-

ed by the union's board of directors,

who are not only held accountable,

but whose fiduciary duties are legally

binding. The duty of each member of

the Elections and Referenda Commit-

tee is to uphold the Union's bylaws

and policies. This actually means that

1 am legally obligated to uphold the

Union's bylaws and policies, just like

the other members of the Committee.

Allegations of personal relations to

candidates prior to the announce-

ment of any candidates is mere fod-

der to make constituents panic.

The idea and purpose behind no
campaigning where alcohol is being

served is to ensure fair play during

elections and it is not atypical in

students-union elections. Buying a

beer for a potential voter in hopes of

getting his or her vote not only goes

against the policy on the distribu-

tion of goods, but the committee

also finds it to be a violation of fair

play. Furthermore, to allow cam-
paigning where alcohol is served

makes it unfair for candidates who
do not drink and/or may be reli-

giously prohibited to be at a place

where alcohol is being served.

Suggestions for polling locations

have always been welcomed by the

committee. Whenever and wherever

feasible, the committee as well as the

union ensures that members get equal

opportunity to cast their ballot. The
Elections and Referenda Committee

is responsible for ensuring proper

distribution of polling locations across

both the St. George and Mississauga

campus to maximize voter turnout.

While all members are welcome to

contact committee members to make
recommendations, it is in the best

interest of a fair and unbiased election

that committee members do not feel

subject to politicized lobbying in

determining polling locations, but are

rather able to determine polling sta-

tions on informed, objective criteria.

Finally, it is surprising how De
Roche criticizes the incumbency of

the executive even though De Roche

himself served from 2006 to 2008 as

the Trinity College Representative on

the UTSU board of directors, as well

as having served two years as recruit-

ment director for the U of T Liberals,

and currently serves as president of

the club. 1 also find it alarming that

De Roche makes the claim that the

incumbents are incapable of losing.

In fact, as an incumbent executive

myself, and I'm sure De Roche can

relate, there are obvious difficulties in

running as incumbent. Why? Because

you have to prove that, while in your

term, not only have you done a good

job but also have something better to

offer the following term.

The Elections and Referenda Com-
mittee is composed of members from

colleges and professional faculties

across campus, including a member
from Woodsworth College. We are

committed to upholding a fair elec-

tions process and invite all members
to forward any suggestions or con-

cerns to erc@utsu.ca.

Adnan Najmi

UTSU's VP Internal and Services amd
chair ofthe Elections and Referenda
Committee

21 Sussex Avenue, Suite 306

Toronto, ON M5S1J6
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of Human Rights, U.N. Secu-
rity Council Resolutions 242

and 338, and U.N. General

Assembly Resolution 194.

Our opponents essentially

argue for a type of Israeli

exceptionalism to these

laws. While we view this

argument as peculiar, some
members of the campus
may find it worth consider-

ing. Thus, lAW generates

campus conversation about
human rights and the appli-

cation of international law.

Some may point out na-

tions including Sudan and
Iran also have poor human
rights records, so why sin-

gle out Israel? We respond
that Western nations have
an intimate relationship

with Israel that makes us

more directly responsible,

and gives us greater lever-

age. We can all sign peti-

tions demanding Sudan
stop the genocide, but the

unfortunate truth is Canada
has little leverage over Su-

dan; the situation is differ-

ent with Israel.

Another false and vicious

claim is that lAW and the BDS campaign
are anti Semitic. This maladroit campaign
reached a recent crescendo in the non-

governmental Canadian Parliamentary

Coalition to Combat Anti-Semitism. At

SAIA, we feel the CPCCA only follows evi-

dence that supports its agenda, while ig-

noring that paints a very different picture.

However, even cherry-picking evidence

won't support CPCCA's conclusions. Rob-
ert Steiner, Assistant VP of strategic com-
munications at U of T, stated at a CPCCA
hearing on Nov. 24 that, "There is no evi-

dence of generalized anti-Semitism on U
of T's campuses. There is no evidence of

Jewish students being systemically ha-

rassed and intimidated on our campuses."

lAW represents an exercise of free

speech rights protected by Canadian
law and campus rules. Furthermore, lAW
brings a compelling discussion to cam-
pus. Our opponents have tried to dismiss

lAW as "irrelevant" on the one hand, and
yet, on the other, as a grave threat worthy
of the attention of 22 Canadian Parliamen-

tarians. This obvious contradiction repre-

sents the difficulty our opposition has had
in finding a reasonable argument against

our campaign.

Savannah S. Garmon is a member of

Students Against Israeli Apartheid

'ANTI' -CONTINUED FROM PG
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same. They are reaching out to one group of

people." He also feels that while lAW has an

important message, BDS can enter slippery

territory. "I think that boycotting a product

because it is Israeli is not the same as boycot-

ting an Israeli human being."

But what makes lAW so difficult for me to ac-

cept is the utter lack of attention paid to the

many other ways to understand the conflict,

and to the diversity of Israeli and Jewish nar-

ratives in particular Where is the understand-

ing that when Jews created Israel, they came
from a world of deep hatred and persecution,

attempting to build an idealistic socialist en-

terprise? That many Zionist Jews and Israelis

ardently oppose the settle-

ments? How settler leaders

manipulate the state to further

their interests? Where is the at-

tempted engagement with the

mainstream Jewish communi-
ty—which sees Israel as a cul-

tural homeland—to find com-
mon grounds? Where is the

recognition of the evictions of

Jewish Arabs from all over the

Arab world, destroying thou-

sand-year-old-communities?

The apartheid label and the

accompanying tropes—while

a rich sensationalist market-

ing strategy—distances people

like myself who see Israel as a

complex summation of unique

forces (Haredi, Sephardis, Ar-

abs, Russians, peace activists,

settler activists, religious Zion-

ists, secular Zionists) all pulling

in different directions.

I believe in the process of

democratic engagement, edu-

2 cation, reform, NGO work,

g and yes, political pressure

< to help make Israel a bet-

< ter place. And I believe in

g dialogue among those with a

5 stake in the conflict to reach

compromises, to better un-

derstand each other and our-

selves. Seeds of Peace, for

example, brings together Israeli and Pales-

tinian youth to a summer camp for just that

purpose.

Most of all, I believe mainstream Israelis

and Palestinians are supportive of a peace-

ful and just two-state solution, but they are

scared of irrational hatred and violence.

We can help confirm these suspicions at

divisive events such as lAW, or we can try

to build bridges. If you want a two-state so-

lution, if you want to help the Israelis and

Palestinians who live there today, let's talk.

Asher Greenberg was formerly involved in

Israeli advocacy, and now works to improve

Jewish/Arab dialogue.

www.apcirtheldweek.org Monday, March 1, 7pnn

Five Years Since ttie BDS Call - Celebrating Our Success

Location: Ryerson University, Ted Rogers School of Management, TRS 1607,

55 DundasSt.West

Tuesday, March 2, 7pnn

Fighting Racism, Fighting Apartheid

Location: OlSE Auditorium, 252 Bloor St. West

Wednesday, March 3, 7pm
'Planning'Apartheid: Environment, Architecture, and Colonialism

Location: Medical Sciences Building, Auditorium, 1 King's College Circle

Thursday, March 4, 7pm:
Coming Out Against Apartheid: Queer Solidarity Activism

Location: OlSE Auditorium, 252 Bloor St. West

Friday, March 5, 7pm
National Liberation: From Turtle Island to Palestine

Location: Library Building, Ryerson University LIB072, 350 Victoria Street

Saturday, March 6, 9pm
ISRAELI APARTHEIDWEEK (Toronto)

PRESENTS: HIP HOP FOR PALESTINE WONT STOP 'TIL DA WALL DROPS
FEATURING: SABREENA DA WITCH, THE NARCICYST AND LOCAL DJS

The Blue Moon Pub
725 Queen St. E. (at Broadview)

Doors Open: 9 pm
Tickets $1 0 in advance, $1 2 at the door
(tickets will be availabe during lAW events)

Israeli Apartheid Week is organized by Students Against Israeli Apartheid
(SAIA-UofT), a working group of OPIRG-UofT, and Students Against Israeli Apartheid
(SAIA-York)
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Olympic athletes pushed to new,

dangerous levels

MERSIHA GADZO takes d

look at the science behind

the Winter Olympics

The Winter Olympic Games have changed

drastically since their start in 1924. They have

evolved to become faster, higher, and more dan-

gerous than ever before. Advances in equipment

and technology, along with a younger audience

that has grown up watching the X- Games, have

pushed the limits to beyond what is considered

safe. Today, athletes have to train harder than

ever in order to win their medals and still come
out alive. Greg Weils, a scientist specializing in

extreme human physiology, explains the science

behind the Olympics and human performance.

Biathlon

Biathlon is brutal because each half of the sport

has opposite effects on the body. The first part con-

sists of intense cross-country skiing. This raises

the heartbeat up to 200 beats per minute, which is

beyond the maximum for most of us.

For the second part, the athlete must suddenly

stop, drop, aim, and fire. Yet to be a good shooter,

they have to stay perfectly still, which means con-

trolling their breathing. The heart rate has to lower

drastically; normally it takes three to five minutes,

but biathletes only have 20 seconds. Their wild

swings in heart rate cU'e similar to that of cheetahs.

The heart pumps oxygen into the muscles

as fast as it can and the hard-working muscles

cause a build-up of lactic acid which makes the

muscles burn. While their bodies are burning in

pain, biathletes have to slow down and deepen

their breathing.

Luge, Skeleton, Bobsleigh
The Whistler sliding track is the fastest in the

world. Male skeleton athletes reach 148 km/h and

bobsleighs can break 160 km/h. It might seem like

fun and easy work on TV, but in reality the muscles

in the athletes' shoulders, feet, and hands are con-

stantly steering. On top of that, because of these

fast speeds, one wrong move can ruin everything.

The effect of G-force (force of gravity that pushes

onto the body during the turns) is tough on these

athletes. In Whistler, the G-forces are five to six

times the gravity we feel on earth. Athletes' heads

can weigh up to 40 kilograms, and a 200-pound

athlete will feel like 1,200 pounds during the turns.

During high-speed turns, it's normal for athletes to

have blurred vision and difficulty concentrating.

There are also vibrations which cause hearing loss,

decreased muscle control, and muscle fatigue.

For these sliding sports, muscles create an

enormous amount of power in a short time. Ath-

letes develop "fast-twitch" muscle fibres, which

are thicker and stronger than the common "slow-

twitch" fibres. Regular folks have 40 per cent fast-

twitch muscle, whereas sliding athletes have up
to 80 per cent!

Moguls
Few sports inflict more pain than moguls, with

most of the pain concentrated on the knee joint.

Mogul skier quads increase by at least half in or-

der to protect their knees from tearing apart. Their

knees absorb the impact like shock absorbers

when driving over the bumps. When a skier hits

a "kicker," the feeling is similar to jumping off of

a two-storey building twice, seconds apart. Two
thousand pounds of pressure compresses each

knee joint when the athlete reaches the ground.

"Sixty moguls, two killer jumps, and a 30-degree

slope of ice-packed snow. The human body wasn't

designed for this," Wells comments.

Halfpipe Snowboard
At 22-feet-high, the new halfpipe in Whistler is the

biggest ever. Snowboarders need to have strong

physical skills in order to pull off spectacular

tricks. They try to pick up as much speed as pos-

sible because the faster they go, the more air they

get when they're thrown off the edge. Yet, again, be-

cause of G-forces, speed has an effect on the body
as they hit the next wall. It can make you feel like

you're being crushed into the wall. The faster the

snowboarders are, the harder they'll have to fight

against this with their strong leg, core, and back

muscles. Core strength stability, muscle power,

flexibility, and balance are key.

New vaccine candidates found to control HIV progression

PHOEBE UGUY

A new study by University of Toronto reseeirchers

hcis produced importcint findings on the control of

HIV progression using new vaccine candidates.

The study, lead by Professor Kelly MacDonald of

Mount Sinai Hospital and the Department of Medi-

cine at U of T, looks at the effects of two vaccine

candidates. Delta 5 and Delta 6, on the progression

of simian immunodeficiency virus, the "monkey ver-

sion" of HIV. The two vaccine candidates, developed

in conjunction with Dr Mark Wainberg of McGill

University, are weakened forms of the HIV virus that

contain only the structural proteins.

The initicil testing of these weakened viruses on

monkeys, however, produced unsatisfactory results.

"We were disappointed," MacDonald states, "be-

cause after we gave the monkeys these viruses we
couldn't find any ongoing evidence of replication,

cind we couldn't measure their vircd load at all."

"The first thought we had was that they didn't

even replicate, that there was no effect," continues

MacDonald, "but when we actually measured the im-

mune response In the monkeys against them we saw
that their immune systems had made a very weak
response to the proteins."

MacDonald and team were unimpressed with

these initial results cmd decided to package these

wecikened viruses as DNA immunizations, to see If

it would be able to give an immune response that

had a more significant protective value. They con-

ducted these tests on monkeys again, giving them

the weakened viruses as DNA vaccines. This time

they received more encouraging results.

Scientific associate David Wilier, who is also work-

ing on the project, explains, "We had two vaccine

candidates that we were looking at and comparing

to control animals. In one of the vaccine groups we
had 100 per cent of the animals starting to control

their vired load. In the other vaccine candidate group

we had half of the animals control their viral load."

This was quite an accomplishment for the project.

Looking at those results alone, 75 per cent of the ani-

mals that were vaccinated, although they ultimately

became infected, were able to control their viral load

and maintain their immune status. "Something in

the immune response that we elicited with our vac-

cines helped these animals maintain a more healthy

disease and otherwise keep their disease in check

for longer," Wilier states.

"This really was unexpected," MacDonald says.

"We were expecting that if the vaccine were to

have any benefit, it would prevent infection. But

where the vaccine did have its benefit was that

these animals were infected but they did not show

any signs of disease. The virus was there, but they

were perfectly healthy."

These weakened viruses as vaccines draws on

the principle of triggering natural immunity to con-

trol HIV progression, something that is seen within

the HIV-infected population. Five per cent of people

who get infected with HIV are able to live quite well,

keep their virus completely suppressed, and don't

require anti-viral drugs. "Also, 75 per cent of the

monkeys that we tested were exhibiting this abil-

ity to control HIV progression, so we were quite

amazed," says MacDonald.

Wilier also details how the HIV vaccine project is

different from most vaccine approaches being re-

searched and under trials at the moment. Most tri-

als now rely on adenoviruses or pox viruses as the

mechanism of delivery for the vaccine itself. With

these viruses there is only a finite time in which the

delivery mechanism presents an antigen (needed to

stimulate antibody production in your body) before

they're completely cleared by the immune response.

Wilier explains that unlike current ongoing vaccine

trials, his team mainly uses the Herpes viruses as

the delivery mechanism.

"The biology of Herpes viruses is such that they

get into your system, but they remain in a latent

phase and every now and again they reactivate.

They are able to potentially provide antigen pre-

sentation periodically throughout the life of the in-

dividual, and boosting the immune response every

time they do so." This unique characteristic of the

Herpes viruses then provides a continuous immune
response for the individual.

"Instead of a one-shot deal, which is the case with

using adenoviruses or pox viruses," Wilier contin-

ues, "our approach hopes to take advantage of Her-

pes virus biology and provide more of a long-lived,

durable immune response."

Professor MacDonald and her group made many
significant findings through this project, but there

is still a lot of work ahead of them. "These virus-

es infect people differently at different levels, so

there's still a lot of tinkering that you need to do,"

MacDonald says.

MacDonald and her group are currently pre-

paring a team grant for future work on this proj-

ect. This grant will seek to expand the project by

bringing into the HIV vaccine area the expertise of

other scientists at the university who are working

in similar fields.

Explain my

BRAIN
WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

Neuroeconomics
These days, it seems like there's a "neu-

ro-" for just about everything. From eth-

ics to aesthetics to law, the brain buffs have

managed to infiltrate the ranks wherever

they go. And economics is no exception.

The field of neuroeconomics incorporates

methods from neuroscience, psychology,

and economics to study what happens in

the brain during everyday economic deci-

sion-making. Apparently, there's a lot going

on in there.

A typical neuroeconomics experiment

involves asking participemts to make a va-

riety of economic decisions, particularly in

a gambling situation. While this occurs, the

experimenter measures brain activity using

functional neuroimaging techniques, like

fMRI. For example, a participant might be

asked, "Would you rather have 45 cents, or

take a gamble with a 50-50 chance of getting

$1 and 50-50 chance of getting nothing?" As

the experiment continues, the parameters

of the game are changed: "What if you could

have 43 cents? What about 47 cents?"

Findings from these studies have shown
that emotion is intimately involved in eco-

nomic decision-mciking. In other words, our

emotional response to gains and losses tend

to shape our decisions. Scientists have pin-

pointed the brain areas involved In regret

by measuring brain activity in participants

who make incorrect and costly decisions

while playing economic decision games.

These participants showed increased ac-

tivity in the amygdala, an area traditionally

associated with fear, and in the orbitofron-

tal cortex, which is linked with emotion, re-

WcU'd, and decision-making.

Other studies have shown that the ante-

rior cingulate cortex, which is thought to be

involved in error detection and emotional

modulation, activates when participants

change their playing strategy in the face

of reduced rewards. A participant with a

damaged ACC makes more errors and fails

to switch strategies. The researchers sug-

gested that these participants might not be

fully experiencing the disappointment of re-

duced reward, and therefore miss the signal

to change their tactics for playing the game.

Work in neuroeconomics provides new
insights into emotion and human deci-

sions, and has lent a totally different spin

to money matters. But this isn't the first

time psychology has made its mark in

economics. The 2002 Nobel Prize in Eco-

nomics was awarded to two psychologists

for their work in decision-making under
uncertainty. As it turns out, according to

Kahneman and Smith, we aren't so ratio-

nal after all—especially when it comes to

numbers and probabilities.

Their work showed that we usually

make use of mental short cuts called

"heuristics" to reach conclusions. While

heuristics are great for making our men-
tal processes quicker and more efficient,

they can also lead us to make system-

atic errors in our decisions. Kahneman
and Smith's work made a sizeable dent

in economic theory, which until recently

assumed that humans consistently make
rational decisions about money.
But while brain science can teach us

about how we reason in economic situa-

tions, it's also being used to find the best

strategies for making us buy, thanks to the

emerging field of neuromarketing. Neuro-
marketing looks at consumers' cognitive

and emotional responses to ads and pro-

motions using functional neuroimaging.

Researchers study participants' brain

activity in response to marketing stimuli

in order to learn how consumers reason

about what to buy, and what elements of

ads they respond to best. Ad designers

than use the findings to target positive

neural responses in consumers. And the

dollars are dished out accordingly.

Thanks to these brain scientists, it looks

like money isn't so simple after all.
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Rocking the boat with YACHT
Glitch-pop duo shares their belief system and wireless passwords with the world

SEAN MACKAY
Varsity Staff

Perhaps sensing that the "isolate

yourself in a remote cabin" ap-

proach to song-writing was played

out earlier this decade by the alt-

folk crowd, Portland-based electro-

pop duo YACHT chose to construct

their latest record somewhere en-

tirely different. They opted instead

for a desolate West Texan desert,

working under the glow of a mysteri-

ous, natural light phenomenon.
"The Marfa mystery lights are an

optical phenomenon that happens

in the desert," explains Claire Evans,

who shares the YACHT name with

the founder and creative mastermind

Jona Bechtolt.

"It's been happening since the

beginning of recorded history

and certainly before that. There
have been teams of scientists

who have examined them, but so
far it's defied explanation.

"Seeing them for the first time af-

fected us profoundly. It's rare for us to

experience mystery, to witness some-

thing with no rational explanation,

and it really changed our worldview."

YACHT was originally just Bechtolt,

who has been performing and re-

cording under the moniker since

2003. It was only following some in-

tense bonding in the desert with Ev-

ans, a frequent artistic collaborator,

that he decided YACHT was meant to

be a duo.

"After our experience in Marfa, it

was all we wanted to talk about, it

was all we were thinking about, and
it was all we were working on and
around," Bechtolt says.

The pair's desert pilgrimage

eventually resulted in 2009's See
Mystery Lights, a series of chants

and mantras spoken and sung over

an exuberant set of glitchy, dance
floor-ready beats. The music press

thought their transcendental od-

yssey was worthwhile, as reviews

for the album glowed as brightly

as the Marfa lights themselves.

While praise for their work rolled in,

YACHT embarked on a comprehen-
sive tour, one that afforded them

the opportunity to share their life-

altering experience with the world.

Bechtolt has taken YACHT on tour

more than once since 2003, but it al-

ways amazes him to discover that

"the kids," as he likes to call them, in

far-flung cities across the globe know
the words to his songs. The tour pro-

moting See Mystery Lights took the

pair to exotic locales such as Seoul

and Auckland. Nevertheless, audi-

ences came out in droves for their

shows. "It's very overwhelming and

cool," Bechtolt says with a hint of

modesty in his voice.

"It really speaks to the democra-

tizing power of the Internet. It's not

about having enough money to buy

an album anymore—it's about hav-

ing access to the Internet to down-
load whatever you want and be a part

of that culture," he explains.

Clearly, much of the band's inter-

national success can be attributed

to their incredible online presence.

A quick Google search for the band
reveals a Flickr photo stream with

hundreds of pages of content, docu-

menting everything from the most
ecstatic moments of their live per-

formances to the mundane details

of touring (such as wi-fi passwords

from the various cities they've

visited). YACHT's website boasts

over a dozen free mp3s, including

samples of the band's work and re-

mixes that Bechtolt has recorded

over the years. And of course, the

band's Twitter feed is never lacking

in fresh thoughts.

YACHT has worked tirelessly to

ensure that their online community
is inclusive—as Evans points out, in-

clusivity is an essential aspect of the

band's nature.

"We think about YACHT as be-

ing a sort of collective thing. For us,

YACHT is the name for anything we
get involved with, and that includes

our friends, our colleagues, and any-

one we're working with," she says.

"One of our axioms is that 'YACHT
is whatever YACHT is, whenever

YACHT is standing before you.' So

when someone jumps on stage and

starts dancing, they're a part of

YACHT at that moment."

And as you're finishing this article,

you're a part of YACHT right now.

Be a part of YACHTagain! The band
will perform at Wrongbar on March 4.

Peeling bacl( tlie layers

of Robertson Davies

In 1986, Davies told director K. Reed Needles to leave Hart House forever.

So why is Needles returning now?

EMILY KELLOGG
A&E Associate Editor

This place is haunted," muses performer K. Reed

Needles. "1 can take you around the theatre and

point to pieces of paint and bent door handles

and tell you their stories

"

Needles muses from behind a scruffy gray

beard and a cragged face lined with indents of

emotion. The actor and teacher worked within

the bowels of Hart House Theatre as a technician,

a fight choreographer, and a director starting in

1972. In 1973, Needles met and befriended es-

teemed Canadian author, Robertson Davies, and

in 1986, Davies urged Needles to leave.

"1 lived here like a mole, underground, for 10

years," he explains, scanning the subterranean

offices of Hart House Theatre with nostalgia. "Fi-

nally Professor Davies told me, 'Reed'"—Needles

begins to slip into the voice of Davies, a slurred

and languid Oxford accent
—

"'Hart House is a

man-killer, and it has killed t)etter men than you.

So 1 suggest you go out and do something with

your life before you become another victim.' And
after that, I left."

Needles has just finished up a dress rehearsal

with director John Krisak, where, surrounded

by a simple set of office furniture and over-sized

books, he pays homage to the Canadian icon,

bringing Davies back to life in the one-man show
Robertson Davies: The Peeled I. The show ex-

plores the life and intellectual journey of the au-

thor through a series of nine monologues and two

acts and is told completely in Davies' own words.

John Krisak, a former high school teacher

and actor-tumed-director scripted the show. He

glances at Needles across the table and rebuts,

"Davies wrote the words, I just arranged them."

"Davies was the kind of man who, once you

had a conversation with him, you never forgot it,"

Needles adds. "He was majestic, charismatic, and

a terror in the classroom."

K. Reed Needles portrays Robertson Davies

using the literary icon's own words.

Needles and Krisak met when they acted op-

posite each other some 10 years ago at Stratford.

But the idea for the show came from a conversa-

tion between the two in 2007. Now the duo inter-

act with a practiced ease, having worked closely

together on this show for the past three years.

Both men speak of Davies with the reverent awe

of retelling a myth, chronicling the auspicious his-

tory of Davies' involvement in theatre, literature,

intellectual culture, and the University of Toronto

as though speaking of a fallen warrior.

"After the inception of the show, I began

to read everything. I stumbled onto an essay

called 'The Peeled Eye' by Davies, and it's

about his youth and early childhood," Krisak

explains. "He has his eyes peeled, and this is

what gives him the capacity to write, because

he has this kind of second sight, and I knew

that we had to begin here. And then very quick-

ly the piece began to fall into place."

Krisak explains that the piece is both an auto-

biographical reflection, as well as an account of

the charismatic storyteller who was once an on-

campus staple at U of T.

"It's too easyto portrayDaviesas aone-dimensional

icon and too easy to make fun of him. Yes, some
people thought of him as a pompous ass and

others as a kind and caring mentor—we present

Davies in a series of snapshots. Every anecdote

he tells is self-deprecating in some way. The inse-

curities leak through, and it's left to the audience

to pass judgment on the man."

The show, Krisak explains, is dynamic in its use

of characters from Davies' point of view. To Kri-

sak, Davies was a true raconteur, whose procliv-

ity towards peeled vision allowed him to enter a

role as a person. Needles' challenge is to reenact

that sense of embodiment and to understand his

surroundings through the Davies' lens.

"1 only know Davies through his writing," Krisak

explains. "But 1 overheard an interview with him
on CBC one day on myway to work. Davies says to

the interviewer: 'Give me a copper coin, and 1 will

tell you a golden tale.' And that's just how he was,

a wonderful storyteller It's simply a gift."

Needles picks up the thread: "It's been an entire

generation since Davies was seen with his mane
of white hair, walking around the University of To-

ronto campus, telling anecdotes and challenging

students to a fight, and something very important
has been lost since his passing. In the end, I hope
that the applause is for the man that Davies was,

and I hope that we will inspire those unfamiliar

with his work to begin to look into the writings

and thoughts of the man."
"1 feel completely opposite," Krisak laughs.

"When the applause comes, I want it to be for us.

It is a show, after all."

Robertson Davies: The Peeled Iopens at Hart

House Theatre on March 3. Formore information,

visit harthousetheatre.ca.

HOT CHIP-ONE LIFE
STAND
Hot Chip have been riding a big wave sii

their single "Ready For The Floor" soared

up the charts in 2008: they've been featured

as musical guests on several late-night talk

shows and their tours have been packed. Af-

ter all this acclaim, you'd expect the crew to

kick into high gear to capitalize on their suc-

cess. But when Alexis Taylor hinted early on

that their new album was "going to be a bit

calmer," it was actually a forewarning that

the band may have lost their steam.

It's clear that Hot Chip were aiming to

experiment with several different genres

on One Life Stand, but the dabbling nev-

er comes off feeling very accomplished.

Songs like "We Have Love" and "Thieves

In The Night" are cookie-cutter dance-

synth cut-outs, and this safe approach

quickly gets boring.

The second half isn't much better, be-

ginning with the awkward harmonies on

"Slush" that render the song unlistenable.

"Alley Cats" is the one true gem on this al-

bum, featuring great lyrics, a wide array of

instruments, and effective melodies. Still,

it's not enough to save the disc.

Taylor and bandmate Joe Goddard

clearly have strong voices and are capable

of writing lyrics that take your mind to the

clouds. Their sound is marked with a sweet

finesse, but talent alone is not enough to

make a great disc. It's time for Hot Chip to

start focusing more and taking more risl

—BEN NIEUWLAND

WWW
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SHAUNA C. KEDDY

Bright Eyes fans may be familiar with

homegrown Omaha record label

Saddle Creek. Formed in the mid-

nineties, the label has shown fierce

ties with its hometown and the Uni-

versity of Nebraska. It was there that

Bright Eyes' sometime member Mike

Mogis became better friends with fu-

ture Cursive member Ted Stevens.

"He lived in the dorm a couple

floors below me," recalled Stevens

in an interview last week. Mogis and
Stevens went on to form the band Lul-

laby for the Working Class.

It was also around this time that

Omaha music scene mainstay Tim

Kasher started punk rock band
Cursive with his childhood friend

Matt McGinn. Two albums later, the

original Cursive split up, and Kasher

moved to Oregon with his new wife.

But when Kasher's marriage fell apart

and he realized it wouldn't be so easy

for him to form a new band in Oregon,

he moved back to Omaha and restart-

ed Cursive. It was then that Stevens

was invited to join the group.

"I felt honoured. 1 always wanted to

take a shot at it," Stevens says. I was
helping with these melodic guitar

leads and riffs for the band."

"We wanted to bring back heavily

conceptual albums that work togeth-

er instead of tune-by-tune singles...
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Going loopy for Cursive

Guitarist Ted Stevens speal<s about tine rougher side of Saddle Creek

Not like the way it is now with iTunes

and file sharing. We're fighting hard

to keep albums important. We create

our own little worlds."

The first Cursive project in which

Stevens took part was Domestica, a

concept album chronicling the break-

down of a young couple's marriage.

"It blew my mind with Domestica

—

we became a band that was actually

selling tickets—so to follow up with

one that surpassed all that was cra-

zy." Their next album was the gothic,

fairy-tale inspired The Ugly Organ,

which included accompaniment from

New York cellist Gretta Cohn and fea-

tured hit song "Art is Hard."

These days. Cursive is known for

their decidedly antagonistic sound:

"We were all brought up Catholic in a

small town in the middle of the coun-

try," Stevens explains. "So we did

share a cynicism towards religion."

The band is often slapped with

the "punk" label. But how well does

Stevens think this fits? "It is naive to

think you can dismantle anything. It

is tempting, that passion and energy

in music. We were born 10 years too

late to be a punk band."

In terms of an overriding group,

Cursive is linked just as closely to the

Saddle Creek community. Stevens

has strong opinions about this par-

ticular connection.

"Originally, [Saddle Creek] was de-

signed to be a communal thing that

we all shared a part of. Those were

naive dreams. Bright Eyes was the

first band to sell lots of records, and
that was when it became obvious

that each musician had to work on

their own thing. We needed a CEO to

run major operations. It then broke

off from the community aspect."

"The sense of community is still

there, but the label, family, and bands

are not the same as they once were.

We have had to set up a new business

model, instead of this Utopian all-for-

one mentality.

"The cynic in me believes that it's

not possible, once debt and revenue

enter the picture. I started off as an

enthusiastic spokesperson of what

I wanted it to become, but now 1 am
leveling off into a realistic position,

mellowing."

But Cursive's decision to stick with

Saddle Creek has not been out of blind

loyalty. Stevens explains that they

have been tempted to feel out other
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labels, but any transition wouldn't be

simple for the band. So their latest

album, 2009's Mama I'm Swollen, was

released on their traditional label.

Many Canadian bands, including

Land of Talk and Tokyo Police Club,

have recently signed on to Saddle

Creek and Stevens is interested in

this development.

"There seems to be a lot of great

music coming out of Toronto and

Montreal," he says. "A highlight of

our last tour was an outdoor show
we played in Montreal. I definitely

want to go back there, and spend

more time in Toronto."

Wait, they'll be spending time here next

week! Cursive plays the Phoenix on

March 6.
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ROBERTA BELL
Varsity Staff

Although comparatively speaking the

U of T Equestrian Team is quite small

with only 25 or so members, they are

one of the most optimistic, generous,

and inviting clubs on campus. While

they appreciate the value of their

tight-knit community, they've had
more than their fair share of struggles

breaking into the Ontario University

Equestrian Association circuit

A fairly young club that is always

recruiting and has not yet attained

varsity status, they fundraise to cov-

er some of the administrative costs of

their riding programs. "That's part of

the reason we'd like to have the uni-

versity's official support," said Depu-

ty Captain Renee Willmon.

Last year, the inaugural year of the

club, they accomplished some amaz-

ing feats. At U of T's debut show in

fall 2008, Marissa Duda—the driving

force behind the establishment of the

organization—took first place in the

first ride of the day.

That is nothing to balk at consider-

ing that showing with the OUEA is an

interesting and unique process.

"You'll get there around 7:30 a.m.

and register while experienced open
riders, who aren't competing that

day, warm up the horses over the

course. You'll know what horse num-
ber is yours and you'll get to watch

that horse get warmed up, but you
don't get to ride them," explained

Captain Tommy Oliver. "Once they're

all warmed up you'll get on your

horse, and one at a time the horses

will be led out into the arena. The

Horsing around
U of T Equestrian Team making a name for itself in OUEA competition

horse handler, who is on the ground,

will let go and you'll be expected to

do the course as well as you can.

You'll get judged and after everyone

in their division has gone, the judge

will announce the winner. There's

more pressure and more stress when
you're riding an unfamiliar horse in

an unfamiliar barn as opposed to rid-

ing the horses that you always ride at

your home barn."

The day starts with the most ad-

vanced jumping class divisions—re-

quirements for qualification in each

division is based on riders' past

competition experience—and as the

day goes on, the jumps get progres-

sively lower. Once all of the jump-

ing classes are done, the equitation

classes begin, again starting with the

most advanced divisions first. This

time the course is flat and judging is

based on the competitors' position

and effectiveness as riders.

The team has one show left this sea-

son before finals and although they're

hoping to win the team spirit award,

they boast some riders who are defi-

nitely in contention for individual rib-

bons. "I'd like to see everyone push

themselves to meet the challenge and

do their best," said Captain Oliver.

His real pride, however, lies in the

team and the amazing memories he

takes away from riding alongside

them. "1 like the fact that I'm able

to help this team happen. I'm re-

ally glad about all the friendships

that have been made and all the fun

times. A show weekend is absolutely

an incredible experience. It's a long

day but I love it and 1 wouldn't trade

it for anything." Deputy Captain Renee Willmon takes a jump at a show in Guelph last fall.

Cheetah strikes

After his sex scandal, Tiger Woods is poised to make ultimate comeback

KEVIN DRAPER
Associate Sports Editor

Every so often a celebrity sex sccmdal

takes over an entire news cycle and

turns our perception of a famous fig-

ure sideways and upside down quicker

than a Michael Phelps bong hit. Few

stories in recent memory have been as

all-consuming as Tiger Woods' recently

exposed shenanigans, and fewer still

have reverberated after the fact in news

and lifestyle media coverage.

Like erstwhile mayoral hopefulAdam
Giambrone, Woods was caught with

his pants down: damning text mes-

sages, a slew of lovers progressively

revealed, a serious partner (wife, in Ti-

ger's case) subordinated. One thing the

Woods and Giambrone scandals share

is both men made things significantly

worse for themselves by initially lying

about their infidelity and trying to hide

from public view. That led to a feeding

frenzy befit for tabloids that took over

the most respectable of media outlets.

Tiger though, may have had a far bet-

ter reason for his literal tight lips than

the clueless councillor from Davenport.

Some reports put Tiger on an overnight

flight to Arizona for emergency dental

surgery aSter his wife, Elin, landed a

perfect chip shot on his mug on that

fateful night in late November.

Tiger has since strongly denied that

there has ever been an episode of do-

mestic violence in his relationship, but

the evidence—not to mention that his

denial was largely the same in sub-

stance and style £is his initial denial of

infidelity—make it tough for a critically

thinking person to accept that sugges-

tion at face value.

Now that the Tiger is out of

the cage, it's worth surveying

the damage. He has become an

easy punch-line, and, by some
reports, has offended some with

his almost exclusive choice of

white lovers. Other golfers on

tour haven't hesitated to criticize

his on-course etiquette—cuss-

ing and throwing clubs are to

Tiger what sunflower seeds and

chewing tobacco are to baseball

players—and register disagree-

ment with his personal choices.

But the cultural ramifications

have been great, too. A whole

slew of literature on technology

and cheating has popped up.

One article explained that tex-

ting is the new version of finding

the other woman's perfume on

his collar. Tiger's blown it for all

of us.

Executives from Ashley Madison, a

self-described affair-arranging com-

pany, have been featured in the media

talking about their services as if they

could be a North American car exec

discussing the implications of the Toy-

ota fiasco on their bottom line. Theirs

is a service that some adults want, and

(unlike Tiger's lovers) they prioritize

your need for discretion.

And what about sex addiction?

There have always been practicing

sex therapists working on the as-

sumption that sex can be as addictive

and destructive as alcohol and to-

bacco. Now Tiger's put it in the main-

stream. It's an idea most of us viscer-

ally scoff at, but according to some
reports, Elin was so enlightened by
what she learned from Tiger's ther-

apy at a Mississippi clinic that she

is seriously looking at keeping him.

No doubt there have been a few (but

probably not many) wandering lovers

around the world whose infidelity is

now being looked at in a different light

by once-wrathful wronged spouses.

Now Tiger's children will grow up,

much like Chelsea Clinton did, with

dad's infidelity always being the el-

ephant in the room. That's especially

ironic because he has always been
one of the most private celebrities in

the world relative to his stature.

Oh, and what about that whole pro-

fessional golf thing? There are prob-

ably more than a fiandful pro golfers

on the PGA circuit who are more than

slightly bitter that the biggest story

so far this season has been Tiger's

personal life. And, for now, the tour

has a somewhat mediocre feel to it,

with the biggest star at home licking

his wounds rather than focusing on

winning tournaments.

But that could soon change. Tiger

is widely reported to play a low-

key tournament in March near the

gated community where his Florida

mansion is located. That would set

him up to play the Masters in April,

Elin permitting.

So Tiger and Giambrone, both

reckless and irresponsible in their

personal conduct, come to a fork in

the road together, and that's where

they'll part. Giambrone will become

an obscure footnote in Toronto politi-

cal history. Tiger, despite having lost

more money in sponsorships than

the population of some small towns

will make combined in their lifetimes,

remains a multi-hundred-millionaire

who will get paid to play on the nic-

est golf courses in the world for the

rest of his life. And he just might get to

keep his supermodel wife, too.

This whole saga makes an escape

shot from a bunker on the back nine

of Augusta look as simple as a tee

shot on a straight par 3 during a prac-

tice round, but Tiger, ever the escape

artist and miracle worker on the

links, looks like he might somehow,

unthinkably, land on the green one

more time.
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FROM THE EDITORS
Hey everybody!

For our last magazine issue of the

year, we at The Varsity figured we'd

try something a little different.

Instead of writing about ideas and
bigger pictures, we decided we'd

try and give you something a

little less predictable, a little more
dangerous: we decided we would
give you people. Welcome to the

profile issue.

The thing that makes an
interview-based magazine so

challenging—and, we hope,

exciting—is precisely what
makes it so fun to read: the sheer

unpredictability and variability

of human beings. Part of our

inspiration came from Interview

Magazine (whose steez we may
or may not have copped for

this issue) and the fascinating

outcomes of their interview

matches made in Hell, but we
were also driven by the simple

fact that we dig a great profile

and that people—from heroes

to trainwrecks—never cease to

fascinate us.

We're bringing you a cornucopia

of perspectives, from Luke Savage's

thoughtful profile of Bob Rae and

Chris Berube's winsome snapshot

of Mercury Prize-winning rapper

Speech Debelle, to the not-so-

famous. Cristina Diaz-Borda

interviews a friend on the brink of

deployment to Afghanistan; Sarah

Rafson interviews U ofT students

about their Tupperware lunches;

Shoshana Wasser chats with

strangers about how they wish other

strangers would chat them up.

In the words of the fantastically

bizarre Icelandic musician,

Bjork, there's definitely no logic

to human behaviour, but it's so

irresistible. I hope you enjoy what
we've come up with.

Kelli Korducki

Associate Features Editor, 2009-2010

PHOTOS DAN EPSTEIN & DAVID PIKE

ell Joachim (pictured here in

his workshop) makes urban design
sound like the coolest job in the world

See page 8
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Rae Watch

BY LUKE SAVAGE
Photograph DAN EPSTEIN

Next September will

mark the 20th anni-

versary of Bob Rae's

election as Premier of On-
tario and the 43rd anniver-

sary of the beginning of his

tenure at The Varsity. Our
conversation began here, as

I asked him to share some
recollections from his time at

our newspaper and as a stu-

dent at University College.

Like most U of T students

in the late 1960s, Robert Rae
was intensely political, in-

volving himself in local and
national politics and orga-

nizing teach-ins on campus.
Going through our paper's

archives I found, among
other things, his review of

George Grant's book Tech-

nology and Empire, a report

about his election to the stu-

dent union with the headline

"SAC Consolidates to the

Left," and a piece by some
character called Mike Igna-

tieff entitled "Apocalypse"
predicting the end of civili-

zation as we know it.

There were also several

pictures of the old Varsity

team outside the office (a

wondrous architectural arti-

fact from U of T's past which
has since transformed into

that crater across from Ro-

barts). Bob and Mike are

instantly recognizable al-

though the former is smok-
ing and hunched over with a

Humphrey Bogart-esque de-

tachment. Despite their intense involvement in writing and
politics, the pair were mischievous by all accounts. Sitting

across from me, Rae recalls bringing the Mothers of Inven-

tion to Convocation Hall: "We had to pay for removing the

confetti from the organ pipes," he recalls, then amends, ".
.

.

no, it was shaving cream."

The pair worked on Pierre Trudeau's first campaign in

1968, although their opinions quickly split on Canada's phi-

losopher king. In October of that year, Ignatieff wrote an
enthusiastic endorsement, comparing the Trudeau phenom-
enon to a scrumptious meal consumed over and over again.

Rae, meanwhile, dismissed him as an intellectual conserva-

tive bereft of substance: "But the victory of style has been
an empty, if not totally disillusioning one. The conservatism

and legalism of this swinging new government have become
an almost unbearable reality," he wrote at the time.

Upon reading these words aloud for their author, I think

instantly of Barack Obama, whose irresistibly exciting presi-

dential campaign has quickly become a distant memory ob-

scured by a year of tea parties and legislative languish. Rae
acknowledges the parallel, but notes: "Obama's problem is

that he's dealing with a very obstructionist and conservative

political environment and that's very limiting. Mr. Trudeau
didn't have that problem. (. . .] One could argue that between
'68 and '72 [his] problem was that he could have done any-

thing he wanted and it wasn't entirely clear what he wanted
to do. [...] But you can see the same thing with the illusion,

the belief, and the disillusion."

I go on to ask Rae about digital and social networking

media, both of which have been critical tools in organizing

"When we went into

recession in the early

'90s we were hit

harder than anyone
else. Politically we
were more isolated."

grassroots protests against the prorogation of Parliament.
The MP is himself an avid Facebook user who posts new
status updates daily from his BlackBerry. "I don't know
what you do with Twitter", says Rae. "My status updates
on Facebook are downloaded onto Twitter so I have people
allegedly who follow [me but] I don't know who they are! I

use Facebook a lot and I have fun with [it] and try to engage
with people. [. . .] But I have this crazy problem that I've been
keeping my site as a friend site rather than a fan site but I'm
only allowed 5,000 friends and I have about 2,000 people

on the waiting list to become
friends. I've been talking to my
staff about it and we're going to

have to decide whether we just

forget about the friend site and
just [put] everybody into a fan

site in which case you have a

little less [opportunity for] dia-

logue and a little less chance to

engage with people."

Our conversation soon turns

to the topic of recession, and that

combination of erratic and often

spontaneous economic forces

that so often become the grave-

yard of governments on the right

and the left. Rae's own experi-

ence is a case in point: "When
we went into recession in the

early '90s we were hit harder

than anyone else. Politically we
were more isolated." To a much
greater extent than other govern-

ments in Canada or around the

world, the Ontario NDP decided

to spend its way out of the reces-

sion by "priming the pump," as

Rae puts it. The finance minis-

ter at the time, Floyd Laughren,

argued that such spending was

necessary because the govern-

ment refused to "fight the reces-

sion on the backs of the poor and

the most vulnerable."

The media response was less

than flattering, with commenta-

tors raging against "those tax-

happy, spend-thrift socialists

at Queen's Park." Mike Harris

would win two majority man-

dates in Ontario using this very

message and similar charges

now echo daily from David Cam-

eron across the NewWestminster chamber at the dented but

not yet defeated Gordon Brown.
Yet governments across the globe circa 2008 reacted to

the recession with the same Keynesian impulse taken by

Rae's NDP during its 1990-1995 mandate. As he emphati-

cally points out, politically "the stars were aligned different-

ly." The current Conservative government (with a little help

from its friends) has spent unprecedented sums on econom-

ic stimulus, and one rarely hears the Prime Minister referred

to as "Harpo-Marx" or "Socialist Steve," amiable titles both.

Yet there is another sense in which the political stars are

now aligned differently. Towards the end of Rae's mandate

as premier, his government alienated much of its traditional

base in the public sector through the unpopular Social Con-

tract, something he notes many state governments south

of the border have implemented and something Dalton

McGuinty is seriously considering. Yet in the 1990s, Raes

government found itself between a rock and an even big-

ger rock, resorting to measures which left a sour taste in the

mouths of both labour and business. Rae's writings reveal

he is acutely aware of this social-democratic dilemma. In his

autobiography From Protest to Power he describes the pre-

dicament: "I had long felt that I was in the unenviable posi-

tion where the left felt my brain had been captured by Bay

Street, and Bay Street thought I was some kind of Maoist."

We end on the return of Parliament which is set for just

over a week after our conversation. With a budget expected

to paradoxically contain both aggressive cuts to spending

and the continuation of an expensive stimulus program. Bob

Rae may finally have his day.
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The strange and beautiful

days of campus news
Lewko Hryhorijiw was a stu-

dent journalist and photog-
rapher at U of T from 1979 to

1983. From 1982 to 1983 he was
the editor of The Strand newspaper.
He is now a freelance photographer
who can still be found photographing
events on campus from time to time.

This interview began with one ques-

tion: "Tell me your stories from your
university journalism days." These
are Lewko's answers.

On U of T's surprising honorary
degree:
I believe in '82, U of T gave an honor-

ary degree to a very left-wing, very
radical gentleman from Zimbabwe:
Robert Mugabe.

It was at Convocation Hall. I got

him to myself in a room, and it was
just the three of us: Mugabe, myself,

and his foreign minister. Then I pho-
tographed him.

Mr. Mugabe was funny. He was
charming. He was gracious. He was
kind. And things changed, I guess,

over the course of almost 30 years.

On painting the SAC [now
UTSU] dome:
I remember a time a bunch of us de-

cided to find some ladders and go
up to paint the SAC dome. Word to

the wise: have a beer afterwards; be-

cause when you're up there, there's a

little bit of vertigo. It's quite a few feet

down and you don't want to be hurt-

ing yourself that way.

It was right before Vic convocation

so we decided to paint the dome scar-

let and gold, appropriately enough. So
we're up there, doing our thing, and
the U of T police show up. I guess it

was a slow night, because all five or

six cars showed up. We must have
had seven or eight constables waiting

down on the lawn for us.

Have you ever painted the SAC
dome, yourself? Well, put it on your
to-do list because it is a U of T thing.

You get a ladder, and you put it up to

the lower platform. Everyone climbs

up to the lower platform, and then

you pull that ladder up against the

tower and then you climb up to the

dome with all your paints and paint-

brushes—don't use rollers, because

the dome itself is curved and you'd be
there forever.

So anyway, the U of T police

showed up. They said, "You guys
come on down!" We weren't done s

yet, obviously. It was a warm summer
night just before June convocation, 1

and the orchestra was practising at $.

Hart House, so there was this beauti- .

ful music wafting through the warm
summer air. And we continued our
painting.

When we were ready, we took the ladder and climbed
back down to the lower platform and put the ladder back on
the ground, at which point one of the junior officers kicked

down the ladder and it fell to the ground with a noise that

must have woken the dead. Then he said to us: "Jump down!"
Now, we were crazy but we weren't insane, and 10 feet is 10

feet and that's broken legs. We didn't want that. So, the other

officers who were there had to help this young fella put the

ladder back up.

Now you've got to remember, we've been up and down
this ladder with scarlet and gold paint. So these poor guys,

they're getting this paint off the ladder onto their hands,

onto their uniforms, onto their pants. Needless to say, they

weren't really happy. And the rookie who had knocked the

ladder over, they weren't too happy with him.

So down we climbed and he's got to make a really good
showing. He's got to be very intimidating. So he whipped out

his flashlight and there's the eight of us—three women and

KELLI KORDUCKI talks to

Lewko Hryhorijiw about the

we were at U of T.

way

five guys, and everybody was into this—and he's shining the

flashlight in our eyes and saying [in gruff voice] "Look! I'm

going to look in your faces and I'm going to remember those

faces, and if I ever see any of you guys on campus just step-

ping on a crack in the sidewalk, I'm gonna write you up!"

He gets to the last two guys in our group, and they got a

little silly upstairs so they put on dabs of paint to make them-
selves look like they were wearing warpaint. So, the consta-

ble gets to these two guys and says "I'm gonna remember
these faces!" and we all broke out laughing. Of course, the U
of T cops—the senior guys—they'd seen this all happen be-

fore, and they were back in the car just rolling with laughter.

It was a lot of fun.

On the great newspaper rumble:
One day in the springtime, when it was just getting nice and
warm, we happened to be reading the UC Gargoyle, which
we always called "The Gargle" to be mildly insulting. You

know, because gargoyles are cool

but you gargle when you have a sore

throat or bad breath. Things that are,

you know, icky.

Anyway, I forget the exact word-

ing, but they had done an ad hoc sur-

vey of college newspapers at U of T
and somehow they had not done The
Strand justice, and we felt slagged. We
took that as a challenge, so we decid-

ed to respond to that challenge with

a very friendly duel on Philosopher's

Walk, which we thought was very po-

etic. We weren't allowed to duel with

pistols, but we figured if we showed
up with a couple of antique rapiers

and clanked some swords around it

might be fun. So they accepted our

challenge to do that, and we showed
up with some rusty old poking things.

The folks from The Gargoyle

showed up with a golf bag and they

were ready to rumble. The least in-

nocuous thing in that bag was a base-

ball bat with nails driven through the

end of it. They had nunchuks and steel

bars and chains and stuff that you'd

find in your local torture chamber.

So our first dueller went out there

with his little sword and they, you
know, smashed the tip off of it. Now
my plan was that we'd clank a few
swords around and then find a bar

that was open and drink ourselves

silly by noon—because we were cross-

ing swords at dawn—and I thought it

would be a nice way to socialize. They
thought it would be a nice way to

SPILL BLOOD!
We, of course, wrote it up in our

own fashion: we were the victors be-

cause we were the classier bunch.
But they said they were the victors

because they showed up with more
hardware than the sixth fleet. What a

hoot.

On getting started in student
journalism:
U of T is a very big place. For your
own sanity, you've got to try and
carve out your own niche. I decided

to come to Vic because they had The
Strand, an outstanding newspaper,
and they had a yearbook, and they

had a darkroom. I knew people that

were working on this very bold up-
start publication called The Newspa-
per. The guys who started this were
very gutsy, and they're still doing
things in journalism.

I did a lot of stuff for The News-
paper and The Varsity. I tended to

switch between them from year to

year depending on who had the high-

er film budget, you know, the money
to spend on a bulkload of black-and-

white film and whoever had a snazzi-

er darkroom. Back then. The Varsity's

darkroom was in a back room on the
main floor and it was kind of icky. Whereas, at The Newspa-
per, I actually helped them build a darkroom that was big
and had a nice big sink. So The Newspaper wasn't a tough
place to hang around in and take pictures for, and then do a

ton of darkroom work afterwards.

On the perils of the pre-computer newsroom:
I walk into The Newspaper office or The Varsity office now
and people are sitting at screens. For us, there used to be so
many more intermediary steps. For instance, you had some-
one called a typesetter, and he or she would sit at this ma-
chine which would spit out these long, narrow columns of

copy, and you would have to lay it down on a board. And you
were trimming the white edges off the stuff and you'd have
to be careful not to cut into the copy, and you were using ex-

acto knifes, so every now and then someone would slice off

the tip of a finger. I sliced off the end of my left index finger.

The rule was, don't bleed on anything important.

1
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Who Wants to beThe Mayor?

It
was late afternoon. I was sitting on a bench in a small parkwhen a man
approached me. He talked, bent with an incessant fervor and gripping

charisma, clad in a tan sports coat and a red bow tie. I was an impres-

sionable 15-year-old then, and though my parents had taught me not to

talk to strangers, 1 found myself captivated. The man talked about youth and
pxirpose, his words pulsing with importance as he monologued in the park,

pacing in front of picnicking famiUes and lunching shop-girls. He started

talking about invention. He wanted to create cities in the ocean, perfect cities

that were created from nothing. The idea was fantastic. The man spoke with

such conviction that the impossible, to him, seemed to be the only step to-

wards the future. He was a leader without followers, a man going for a walk

—

but he had a vision. And to him, that vision was worth confronting strangers

in the park and it was worth soimding a bit unhinged.

For the first time in the past seven years the Toronto mayoral race is with-

out an incumbent, and a staggering 24 candidates are registered and rallying

to replace the regime of David Miller. 1 spoke with nine candidates, who ran

the gamut of the fringe to respected Toronto politicians. Though some of their

campaigns seem redundant (why is science fiction writer Andrew Bamton,

who works for a communications firm with 15 fans on Facebook, bothering

to run a campaign?) and some of their platforms seem downright cracked

(truck-driver John Letonja wants to build the city using the city's trash and to

plant literal "money trees" downtown), they all speak with the same fervor as

the man in the park did of his cities in the ocean.

So what do Don Andrews, a neo-Nazi and member of the unofficial white

supremacist Canadian Nationalist Party; computer geek and software de-

signer Mark Cidade; data-analyst Stephen Peek; science fiction writer Andrew
Bamton; truck driver and self-professed "hobbyist" John Letonja; Women's
Post founder, Sarah Thompson; ex-SAC president and young lawyer Rocco

Achampong; councillor Giorgio Mammoliti; and Liberal entrepreneur Rocco

Rossi all have in common? Well, they all want to be your mayor, and they all

have a vision for Toronto. And they all think it's worth fighting for.

"People don't vote municipally, because they don't see that they have op-

tions beyond the frontrunners," says 40-year-old Stephen Peek as he emphati-

cally explains why he's decided to leave his "very quiet life" and register as

a mayoral candidate. "If you only know of two or three candidates and you

don't like what you see, you're not going to vote."

"We, as a city, have tried the politicians," he continues. "So maybe not all of

my solutions to our problems are great and not all of them will work—but an

idea will spawn other ideas. The city is doing the same thing it's been doing

for years and decades. It's like we're stuck in the '90s and we're stuck in debt.

Ifs time for a new vision."

EMILY KELLOGG examines the rogue's galiery of

oandidates for Toronto's nnayoral chair.

lUnshatiom ALEX NURSALL

Software designer Mark Cidade perks up when I ask

him about his vision of the ideal Toronto, going from blase

to impassioned. "Toronto would be a circle: it would be

clean, it would be healthy," he explains. "There would be

magnetic levitation trains to get you anywhere you want

to go quickly. There would be high-speed planes to get you

in and out of the city. There would be psycho-education in

schools to teach you how to be happy—and Toronto would

be a happy and productive dty which would create and

produce, not consume."

"Rome: it would be Rome to the power of 10," says U
of T grad and lawyer Rocco Achampong with a penetrat-

ing stare and intoxicating excitement. He looks up from a

black leather folio filled with notes and an ever-buzzing

BlackBerry in the lobby cafe of City Hall. "There would

be gold-leaf statues and art everywhere. Even the least-

fortunate person would be educated. Because why do

people continue to visit Rome? It isn't because it's still the

most powerful city in the world; it's because of the art and

because of the culture. A city can be an empire and we are

one of the most multicultural cities in the world; we have a

story to tell; we are a city to be reckoned with."

"It would be Luminato, it would be TIFF," Sarah Thom-
son, a business owner of 24 years and the publisher of The

Women's Post for the last eight years, adds in an almost

sickly-sweet tone. "It would have cultural events that are

constantly bringing the world to Toronto."

"I think the enormous opportunity comes from the fact

that we have a dty filled with city-builders, and people who
are passionate about making a difference," Rocco Rossi says,

seated next to his PR representative, clad in a pink cardigan

and pearls, in a Timothy's Coffee at Yonge and St. Clair. The
Liberal candidate has the incredible knack of making per-

fectly bottled answers sound genuine—if a bit trite. "We've

got a tremendous arts community, we have whatwe did with

Luminato, and we have what was done with the AGO, with

the ROM, with the Opera House. In all of these cases, you
never hear 'we did this because City Hall made this possible,'

instead 'we did it despite City Hall.' My ideal Toronto is a

Toronto that isn't about stopping bridges, it's about building

bridges to the enormous pool of talent and passion that we
have here to help solve problems."

"Toronto needs a stubborn mule Uke me to make sure that

we reverse some of the dedsions we've made, and isn't really

going to care about political correctness in order to do that,"

coimcillor Giorgio Mammoliti says matter-of-factly. He's a

formidable man with a thick bmld who sits next to his mag-
nanimous desk in an office busUy nestled in the upper levels

of City Hall. "I think that how we nm this dty and how our
polides shape us have to be changed. We have to think dif-

ferently onhow we collect money and how we spend money.
I mean a complete reversal of what we're used to in this sod-

ety. The first year ofmy term has to be a very autocratic, not a

democratic one. And I thirik it has to be autocratic in the sense

that we have to say no to a lot of people. We have to say that

we are starting over again, and you have to prove to us why
your expense is truly needed in the city."

"We need to fix our transit system, and we need to fix

our budget," Sarah Thomson explains more simply, before

elaborating on her plan to form citizen boards to analyze
City Hall's spending.

"My ideal city is a dty in the black," says Stephen Peek.

"The horse is out of control," adds Rocco Achampong,

"We need to limit redundancies—how many people
does the mayor really need to fetch him coffee? I plan to

take a hard line against wages and services."

While some of the candidates' proposals may sound
outlandish, it's nothing compared to the deplorable

platforms of some of their contenders. In the case of an
outspoken racist fringe-runner, there's apparently noth-

ing keeping him from rurming. The only rejection he
faces in the mayoral race is the one continually offered

him by Torontonians at the ballot box.

Don Andrews, the perennial mayoral candidate who
hopes to represent the "white man's viewpoint at City

Hall" says, "I run to bring an important message to the

city regarding race relations and the saving of the white

race and civilization. The first major issue is black crime.

The second is the graffiti from the gangs. The third is

the wild spending. And the fourth is the lack of help

from the federal government, who have thrown all of

these people from the third world into the city. I'm ask-

ing for $20 billion for three years of no taxes and no fees

for Toronto tax-payers."

John Letonja, a hobbyist and truck driver, speaks au-

thoritatively and urgently on subjects from bridge build-

ing to sports: his lack of engineering training would not

stop him from designing and building a bridge from

Toronto Island to the mainland, and he invented a new
sport called "Wacky Ball," played by hitting a ball back

and forth across a field and seeing how far it goes, which

he wants to make the new Torontonian pastime.

He also has the most creative solutions to Toronto's

fiscal crisis. Where other candidates bemoan redundant

bureaucracy and suggest cutting services, funding proj-

ects with help from corporate sponsors, and even open-

ing a casino or a circus in the GTA, Letonja suggests

that we rebuild the city using our trash and utilize our

prisoners to work on public projects, throwing them a

pittance salary to avoid the stigma of slave labour.

"We ought to run this city as a business, not as a col-

lection of people," Letonja says as he jumps into his plan

for Toronto before I've had a chance to ask a question.

"For all the recycling we have, you can make sidings,

shingles, boats out of these plastic bags and sandpaper

out of cardboard. I could say, as mayor, I'm going to be

cheaper than a Jew. We need to be a city of Jews." He re-

minds you of your hopelessly ignorant rambling uncle

who has more ideas than words to express them.

"Realistically, I know that I'm not going to win," says

Bamton, putting things into perspective, "But I have

a lot of ideas and desires, just things I'd like to see in

this city. I just want to get my ideas out there, and then

maybe someone else will look at them."

"We need youth," Achampong asserts. "We need en-

ergy, vitality, a breath of fresh air. It's about language.

We need somebody who speaks our language."

"What distinguishes me from the other candidates?"

echoes Mammoliti. "Well, for one, I have hair."

"Well, my mother loves me," Rocco Rossi retorts,

running a hand over his bald head. "If Mammoliti can

have hair, I can have the fact that my mother loves me
more than all of the other candidates."

"The fact is that Miller is stepping down," concludes

Mark Cidade. "It's time to see what the rest ofthe candidates

have to say. Toronto needs a fresh start."
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UNIVERSITY OF

TORONTO
2010 Governing Council Election for Students:

Candidates' Statements

Voting will take place on ROSI (www.rosi.utoronto.ca)-Monday, March 1, 2010 to Friday, March 12, 2010

Full-TimeUndergraduate Students, ConstituencyI

(FacultyofArtsand Science, UniversityofToronto atMississauga,

UniversityofToronto atScarborough)

ErikBracciodieta

Hi! My name is Erik Bracciodieia. You've probably never heard ofme, but don't let

that stop you from voting for me. Our university faces funding challenges and this

places oiu' student interests at risk. Howcan we stem the tide ofcorporate inlluence

and betterour university experience? You probably have some ideas and 1 will listen.

By voting Ibr me, you are voting for an open GoverningCouncil that will reduce the

bureacracy and prioritize the needs ofthe university's largestgroup: undcrgrads!

After all, don't you want to knowhowyour tuition dollars are used?

John Button
My name isJohn Button, and it is my honour to run for the Governing Council. The

University ofToronto is a world-class institution filled with some ofthe most talented

and capable people around. I am to bringastrongervoice to those people, the UolT

students. I aim to focus on the issues that matter most to you. 1 will strive to be one of

the most accessiblegovernors yet, and I will bringyourconcerns on i.ssues like tuition

and sustainability to the council. Let us make a change for the belter this time.

MaximilianCadmus
Sense ofduty and responsibility to U ofT are whatguide me in my pursuit ofoffice.

As assurance ofmy sinccrest intentions; I vow that ifyou elect me I will NEVER
include my service to the governingcouncil on my RESUME. I recognize-and

intend to address-the different needs ofcommuters versus dormers, Canadian versus

international students, and other sub-groups offull-limc undergraduate studies.

Together let us prove that the old UofT fight song "Blue& White" is not mistaken

when it declares "Yes! We! Are! Ever loyal, faithful, frank, and strong".

Milan Ceho
Milan Ceho is a native Torontonian, and full-time undergraduate student. Before

attending the University ofToronto, Milan graduated from the Law Clerk Program

at Seneca College. Milan's prior education andwork experience have given him a

great propensity towards administration. It is with utmost sincerity that he pledges

to serve his constituency with honour and integrity. Milan is the gallant face ofthe

Millennial Generation. Milan's motivation and creative visionare the hallmarks ofour

generation. Vote for Milan, define the moment or else the moment will define you!

Visit milanceho.blogs|)ot.com

RobertChu
As a first-year student, I have already taken courses across several departments,

tutored high school students through ASSU, and participated as a representative in

the Chemistry Students' Union. I would, ifelected to the GovemingCouncil, have

the unique advantage ofbeing able to learn about the issues facingundergraduate

students and how the Council can help said students by serv ing early in my
undergraduate career and having the opportunity to continue holding that position. In

short. I would with your support, be better able to serve on the Council in the future by

l)eginning to serve on itnow.

DanielCatto

Dear friends, I am proposing to create an option on ROSI for students to opt-into heath

and dental plans (no need to opt-out and wait months to get your money back), work

towards more needs-ba.scd grants, oppose unfair lee increases (i.e. flat fees), advocate

for ethical investment and a prudent fiscal policy, and promote an environmentally

friendly and sustainable university. 1 will also be regularly engaged in campus

media. My experience includes involvement in my college's smdentgovernment, in

the G8 Research Group, and work at Queen's Park. I encourage you to contact me:

danielgatto.gc@gmail.com. Let'swork together. Website: www.danielgatto.ca.

Min HecMargaretKim
Integrity. Passion. Experience. MynameisMinHeeMargaretKim,a3rdyear

student studying Poli-Sci and Ethics, Society& Law. Servingon theGC as your

studentgovernor this year has been my privilege andjoy. Universitygovernance is not

easy. There are many issues tograpplewith such as tuition fees, student services and

academic excellence. However, the key is to have respectful and open communication,

beingunitedinthesamegoal: makingour university better. With experience

and renewed dedication, I will continue to ensure diverse and strong student

representation. Vote Min Hee again!

RonLeung
As a studentwho passionately believes in student activism and betteringcampus life, I

thank you Ibr taking the time to contribute toward shapingyour university experience

by partakingin this year's GovemingCouncil elections. Listeningequally to all

three campuses is imperative and as a candidate from UTSC, I promise you thatboth

satellite campuses' concerns and ideas will be voiced. Please feel free express yourown

addendum towards my proposed platform. And needless to say, please express the

changes youwould like to see happen within our university that can be affected bymy
candidacy. Best, Ron Leung

Onaizah Onaizah
As a first-year student and partofthe University ofToronto community, I would like to

become a member ofthe GovemingCouncil and represent you (the students) who are

perhaps the most vulnerable people on campus. These are the peoplewho are affected

by every legislation that's passed, whether it's in the Parliament buildings in Ottawa

or at Simcoe Hall on the UofT campus. I am very outspoken aboutmy opinions and I

• assure thatyourconcerns about the future ofUofT will also be my concerns about the

future ofUofT because we are all in this together

JamesYongKyun Park
It is my goal to recreate a university experience where student satisfaction is the

tme measure ofthe University's success. I'll fight for issues that directly affect

the student, such as increasing the accessibility ofstudent services, and raising

awareness ofand enhancingour rights. I cannot promise to make drastic changes

like cutting tuition fees in halfor restructuring the CPA system. However. I do

believe that student leadership doesn't have to be symbolic, but can achieve practical

and demonstrable results with the right representation. VoteJames Yong Kyun Park

for Governing Council.

SaadAhmed Qidwai

Hello my fellow U olT students. My name is Saad Qidwai and I am running to be your

representative on the GovemingCouncil. It isa place where people come together

to make changes for the betterment ofthe university and it's students. Having served

as agrade representative for4 years in High schotJ and as Vice Chairofthe Mayor's

Youth Advisory Committee ofMississaugagives me valuable experience. I will bring

dedication and Hard Work to the table andwithyoursupportcan help 10 makeour

great school even better ThankYou

GregoryRcbejko

Hello University ofToronto undergrads, my name is Gregory Rebejko. I am a third

year student at the St. George campus majoringin History and Political Science. I

am heavily involved in student run organizations such as the Model United Nations

Society, North American Model United Nations and the G8 Research Group. It will be

my goal as your next voice on thegoverning council to ensure that students concerns

are heard and dealt with in a transparent and effective manner Your education is

important and so are your concerns. Be heard, get more, vote Gregory Rebejko.

Tharsini Sivananthajothy

Tharsini Sivananthajothy. a second year student in Coop Specialist Cell and Molecular

Biology at UTSC, has been involved on campus since first year with the Scarborough

Campus Students' Union's (SCSU) StandingCommittee on Students& Equity, and

Academics. Elected as the Biological Sciences Directoron the SCSU for og/10, her

presence is also felt on campus through events as the Events' Coordinator for UTSC
TSA andVP Sciences Ibr the Coop Students' Association. She believes experience and

passion will allow her U)give back to the students. "Great leader's courage to fulfill his

vision comes from passion, not position."JM

Full-TimeUndergraduateStudents, Constituency11
(Professional Faculties)

Adam Heller

My name is Adam Heller and I am the incumbent candidate. I wish to continue as

your representative for another term. 1 am a student at the Faculty ofLaw, and have

applied my academic and work experience towards representingyou with the utmost

diligence. This term I served on the Academic Appeals Committee, Academic

Board, University Affairs Board, and was invited to sit on the Tribunal Selection

Committee. With your blessing I will continue to represent you and strive to improve

the University ofToronto.

KenKuran www.kenkuran.com

I am an Engineering Student with lots ofexperience in "Skule" Politics. I am the

Treasurer ofthe Mechanical EngineeringClub, and the Founderand President of

the Yoga Club. I was the ChiefSales Officer for the EngineeringCareer Fair and

part ofthe Innis College Student Society. I believe that all .students should be equal

at University ofToronto; meaning that engineers and other professional students

should be allowed equal access to Elcctives, Residences, and Colleges. Furthermore,

university .should not bankrupt students; by balancing the books ofthe University,

cappingand re-regulating tuition is possible.

NatalieMelton

As your student representative I will make aspeeific focus on increasing student

financial support, lobbyinggovernments forinerea-sed funding, and secure the

existenceofaccessibleacademic, financial, personal, and career counselling. Drawing

upon my past experience in healthcare, jiubli.shing, and community work. I will be

an accountable and sirongvoicc l()r |)r(il'cssional students. We are an integral partof

the university, and I viill advocate for our rights and needs at all levels ofuniversity

governance. I commit to providing strong representation for professional students and

I ask thatyou cast yourvote for 'Natalie Melton', www.nataliemeltcm.info

ManveenPuri
Manveen Puri: It is difficult not to be awed by UofT, be it by its rich history, or its

promise ofexcellence. With its decentralized collegiate structure, good central

governance is vital to UofT's continued success. Two questions remain: Why me?

1 have been active with student organizations throughout my four undergraduate

years at UofT. Why now? With my added perspective from first-year medicine, I have

realized howwe students can leverage our numbers to impact key decisions. I assiuie

you that I will keep the interests ofmy constituents in mind and exercise my best

judgmenton each vote.

StevenSovran

With experience in three different university faculties at the undergraduate, graduate

and professional levels, I am able to bring a rare and valuable perspective to the

GovemingCouncil derived from an understandingofthe entirety ofthe student body.

As a medical resident and former medical student, I would promote the interests of

my constituency particularly effectively, beingwell aware ofthe needs ofprofessional

students. I would beguided by a beliefin academic freedom and honesty, institutional

integrity, and the need to continuously improve the university to better serve students,

teachers and the community at large.

MichaelWang
First Year EngineeringScience

In my high school, I was aco-president ofthe inaugural Student Activities Council and

I was aliio a vice-presidentofthe Student Athletic Cou ncil for two years. In add ition . I

alsoeamed my high school'sGovemor General Academic Medal while participating in

numerous sports teams throughout the years (i.e. volleyball, badminton, and tennis).

Vote me into the GovemingCouncil and I will make a positive impact in all

aspects ofUofT with my varied background. I will sustain our strengths and

improves our imperfections.

Part-Time UndeigraduateStudents

Ken Davy
I am a fourth year undergraduate student (Woodsworth College) in the History

Specialist program at the University ofToronto. I have represented part-time students

on the GovemingCouncil ofthe University since 2007. and am seeking re-election.

1 have used the valuable knowledge and experience I gained from memberships

on various boards and committees, as well as the GovemingCouncil, to voice the

concems ofpart-time students, such as student financial aid and course availability. I

am honoured to contribute an experienced voice to Council Chambers and represent

the interests ofpart-time students. Please re-elect me. Thank you.

JoeitaCupta
Jocita Gupta seekingre-clection to GC! I self-identify with the need for and

will continue to call for greater supports Ibr part-time study; including lower

fees/financial aid, access for students with disabilities, alTordable housingand

childcare, increased evening classes, reforms to appeals process, increased student

involvement and community for PT students. I've advocated for social justice issues

through community radio, ami-poverty groups, the Centre forWomen and Trans

people, as a member of the part-time union, as a member ofthe Academic Board, and

University Affairs Board. I'm passionate, hard-working, articulate, and determined

to collectively affect change!

Joeitaforgc.blogspotcom

JeflPeters

1 am the president ofAPUS. I am a past govemor (2008-2009). ' advocate

ofstudents fightingfor lowering tuition, access, and equity. I voted against flat

fees, tuition increases, and Towards 2030 framework. I have years ofexperience

advocatingfor part-time students. 1 have been a disability rights and anti-poverty

activist for the past 18 years. I will work hard to be a strong voice for part-time

students to lower tuition, increase accessibility, promote affordable on-campus

childcare, evening classes and access to affordable housingfor part-time students.

Vote JefT Peters! jefT.peters@utoronto.ca

GraduateStudents, Constituency'!
(Humanities and Social Sciences)

CraigMackic
I havea BA (U ofAlberta) in Psychology and an MA (U ofOttawa) in Philosophy.

As agraduate student in Social Work I believe the U ofT has a responsibility to it

students as well as the broadercommunity to reflect and influence society as awhole.

Our education needs to l>e dynamic, far seeing, and responsible economically,

environmentally and socially. Bringinga range ofexperience in student politics, social

activism and organizational change I will represent the students ofthe U ofT with

humility and an aspiration to uphold the highest possible standard ofeducation.

OlivierK.Sorin
Asyour representative on GovemingCouncil, 1 will continue to push the University to

upgrade its academic infrastructure forgraduate students (the number ofprofessors in

departments, accessible resources, space and equipment, and betteremail services).

I will also press for an increase in the fundingpackage so that students in humanities

and social sciences can be on equal footingwith their colleagues in divisions 3 and 4'.

Furthermore, 1 will ensure that there arc more scrx ices and c-ampus space forgraduate

students to help us interact and learn outside ofthe classroom. Thank you in advance

Ibryour support.

RobertSpencer
I am working towards a PhD in OlSE Curriculum Department and have previously

earned a Masters Degree in Comparative Intemational Education and a Bachelor

ofScience in Mathematics and Physics My experience includes: Chair olToronto

Board ofEducation, Research Coordinator Ontario Fair Tax Commission, member
ofthe GovemingCouncil and Executive Director for the Ontario Association of

Food Banks. I support the efforts ofstudents to access quality affordable education.

I will advocate an improvement in provincial education funding 1 want to strive foran

ecologically sustainable t-ampus and programs to improve social justice.

GraceKarram Stephen.son

Grace Karram Stephenson has worked with university programs both intemationally

(USA. Fiji Islands) and in Canada. She hasworked alongside students, faculty and

administration to refine admissions processes, assess degree programs and negotiate

institutional partnerships. Presently, Grace is enrolled in the MA in Higher Education

program at OISE/UT, adding fomial knowledge to her practical experience. As a fiill-

timegraduate student, Grace understands your position and your imporunce to the

research and teachingofthe university. Grace is the experienced and effectNe choice

to representgraduate students on the governingcouncil.

GraduateStudents, Constituency II

(PhysicalSciencesand Life Sciences)

SepehrEhsani
I joined the UniversityofToronto in 2004 and completed my undergraduate degree

in laboratory medicine and palhobiology. I am currently a Ph.D. student workingon

neurodegenerative d iseases. Although we asgraduate students may be focusingon

areas thatwould concem us mainly with certain aspects ofthe university, I believe

that the broader performance ofU ofTwould nevertheless be essential to us all, both

now and in the near future. I hope thatwith your support, I will be able to exjjress the

concems and perspectives ofgraduate students at the GovemingCouncil. Thankyou.

Gn^West
As your student represenuitive I will continue to work with students, the university

administration, and oiganizations such as the GSU and CUPE3902 on issues affecting

our academic and financial conditions. Graduate students are integral to the university

and require strong representation; in lobbyinggovemmenls for adequate investment

in research infrastructure and financial student support, in ensuringthe responsible

stewardship ofthe university's budget - comprised largely from tuition fees, and

in academic issues surrounding intellectual property and copyright. 1 commit to

continue being astrong voice forgraduate students and ask thatyou cast your vote for

'GregWest': www.gregwest.ca

For details on the voting process please see: http://www.governingcouncil.utoronto.ca/elections.htm
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MITCHELL JOACHIM on why the people who design our world shouid
piay a bigger roie in saving it. By SARAH RAFSON,

e's not a typical architect, and he is certainly not a typical academic. With

several degrees, he also has tremendous pop cred, having appeared on the

Colbert Report and last year showing up in Rollingstone's list of 100 People

Changing America, Wired Magazine's list of 15 people the President Should

Listen To, and most recently presented at the TED conference in Lortg Beach,

CA. Mitchell Joachim, PhD has effectively set out to redesign, or re-imagine, nearly every-

thing about the way our cities work.

Big problems require big solutions, and Joachim has developed proposals that, even if

they're never implemented within the nexthimdred years, open up a dialogue aboutwhat

the future will look like and offer plausible strategies for how to get there. If we can't live

without the car, at least let us live with the model Joachim helped develop at MIT: a soft,

omru-directional, shared-ownership vehicle that collapses to take up the space of a shop-

ping cart when parked. If we're not going to build houses in pristine green fields, at least

let them contribute to the ecosystem. Joachim's Terreform 1 studio has developed a "Fab

Tree Hab," a single-family dwelling that will operate within a frame of living, breathing

tree branches. His solution for suburban sprawl involves the creation of a "linear burb,"

where highways are equipped with irifrastructure to support nomadic homes on wheels

that drift slowly between communities where they might "park" for any length of time.

Prominent architects are increasingly getting involved with the social, environmental,

economic, and political processes operating beyond the bricks-and-mortar of the build-

ings themselves. The Obama administration has named an architect as head of the U.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development, for example. For Joachim, the title "Ar-

chitect" is a proud one, yet his work reflects his capacity as a mechanical and civU engi-

neer, urban planner, arborist, and philanthropist even with forays into military strategy.

Maybe Mitchell Joachim is the Architect of the future.

Sarah Rafson: So, whatdoyoudo fora living?

Mitchell Joachim: I am an architect and urban designer and I am cofounder of a non

profit organization called Terreform 1 in Brooklyn, NY. And essentially what we do is

come up with plans for people, communities, and environments that can't afford access to

elite architects and designers to do that. I also teach, I am currently the Frank Gehry Chair

at the University of Toronto, but I also teach at Syracuse.

SR: Whydidyou foundyournon-profit Terreform 1?

Mi: When I graduated MIT, I formed an organization that would give me the freedom

to think about concerns, and I'm being a bit selfish, about the environment without any

client limitations. I didn't want to work as a normal architect where I have a client and

they have a specific project and I work like a seal and jump through flaming hoops and

catch fish with my mouth. I wanted to work on projects where there were no limitations,

and respond to specific needs of the environment or a community and to do that I went

non-profit.

Sff./n terms of ttie humanitarian capacityofan architect, doyoueverfeel
powerless?
MJ: There's only so much that you can design, the rest depends on being linked up with

other systems or organizations.

I see what you're getting at, and I do think that architects are the good guys. I think that

unfortunately we have to work with developers and contractors that have more of an eco-

nomic motivation and a return on investment that drives them while architects are more

arbitrators that point out things in the context in which they"re building, i.e., the needs of

the local constituency or the needs of the flora and fauna in the area. Usually that is the

case, although in the larger firms, the mega architecture firms, those filters of reason dis-

sipate quickly. You get projects that are large glass and steel buildings with little concern

for those aspects that I just mentioned. They're all about the bottom line, the dollar.

SR: But that's notan architect's fault, right?

MJ: Exactly. That's right. Architects are usually on the

side of helping. They understand the large issues that

are motivating to make sure that the positive side of

those issues get through. However, at an academic level,

architects aren't really trained to be humanitarians per

se. One can make the argument that architecture school

is learning how to be a plastic surgeon, not a triage doc-

tor. It seems like we do specialize in the beauty and fe-

tishize the culture and the affective posture of image

and form over solving problems with the appropriate

means as a triage doctor would over a plastic surgeon.

SR: Sonow that you're a visitingprofessorhere

at the Universityof Toronto, howdo youput that

philosophyintopractice?Howdoyou encourage
students to overcome the "plasticsurgeon"
mentality?

MJ: I teach a studio and a seminar and in the seminar

we do just that, we question what it means to be a plastic

surgeon as an architect. We look at the historical figures

that have been responsible for large thoughts in urban-

ism and environmental design and we hearken back

to the 19th century and we bring it all the way back to

today. So we look at figures like Patrick Geddes, who
invented the regional planning and the concept of bio-

regionalism and the effects of man as actor and agent on
the environment. And take it it all the way to someone
like Al Gore, who is the contemporary version of Patrick

Geddes, and his effects on architects and cities and de-

velopment and infrastructure. Certainly this is extreme-

ly relevant today because Obama has made a point of

putting out a call for rethinking the American smart-

grid. Rethinking infrastructure in the United States is

extremely important. He's reviving what's called the

WPA [Works Progress Association], to have architects

on board to remake America, or to rethink America and
reform it from its previously terrible over-consumerist

and industrial practices.

SR: Somuch ofthe environmental change we
need to cope with impending environmental
crisis can 'tbe designedperse. Whatgood is it to

redesign plastic containers ifconsumerhabits
don'tchange?Howmuch of the designer's worii

is compensating for socialproblems?
MJ: It's a people problem, because plastic containers

don't design themselves, they don't purchase them-
selves. So people design the plastic containers, and the

first signal of human intention is in the design. That's

where the power comes from. So if you design some-
thing to be disposed of, it's essentially a human fault. It's

also the value system that exists. If people are interested

in purchasing this, that could be because they don't have
the option of purchasing anything else, or they enjoy

the convenience, or there's no
educational system in place

to tell you what alternatives

are available, then they're

also part of the system. But

it's definitely not the fault of

the plastic container in and
of itself. Maybe that's too ob-

vious of a statement, but it's

coming from both directions;

bottom-up and the top-down.

It's the machines feeding the

machine. And we all know
better, it's just that at some
point, to ijreak out of the

cycle, it takes a lot of inertia.

And that inertia's here. The
green revolution is done. It's

now a mainstream thought.

It's very hard to argue with

its principles. I mean "save

the earth, keep it for the chil-

dren, think about future generations, and stop polluting

the atmosphere," it's just a clear way to go. Who wants

to die? I think the inertia is just now happening with

our generation. Thank God, actually. We can head on. It

seems to be the problem of the times.

SR: A lot ofyourpropositions, although feasible,

seem lil(e they wouldbe difficult to implement.

Soft stacl(able cars, nomadic suburban homes,
houses out ofgrafted trees, to name a few. Have
anybeenproducedyet? Or which ones wouldbe
the first to enter the marliet?

MJ: Two answers to that one: one is about architectural

technologies, and the other is mobility technologies.

The car ideas that I had, for instance the soft car, it's not

meant to be built by any one manufacturer, it's meant

to be in every vehical everywhere. Like the airbag. The

airbag is just a good idea. It doesn't belong per se to

any one company in particular. Part of what I do is cre-

ate a lexicon of ideas that all car manufacturers can use

to rethink their vehicles. The soft car has already seen

reification from BMW in a car they call the Gina, the

Gina is a car that came out post the architecture of the

soft car, it's absolutely beautiful and made out of flex-

ible material.

It's still not soft in the sense that we were talking

about soft, it's still a shiny metal box, the material is

really taut like cloth wrapped around a metal frame,

but it's almost there. And it appeared on the market by

demand. Jeep came out with an omni-directional ar-

mature system that we designed. We didn't lay claim

to it, but I don't really care about who does what, these

are things that benefit all of society.

The architectural answer to your question is that I'm

not in a rush. Daniel Libeskind, the guy who did the

ROM, was 61 years old before he built his first building,

which was the Jewish Museum in Berlin, and it was a

masterpiece. So if I had the choice between being an

architect that designs 400 schlocky brick boxes for his

whole life, or do a lot of theory, practice, and research,

and by the time I get the perfect client, the perfect city

to do the perfect building and create a masterpiece, I

would choose that direction. Obama would be a pretty

good client ... if he actually had any power.

SR: Haveyou met with him yet?According to

WiredMagazine, you are one ofthe 75people he

shouldbe listening to right now.
MJ: No, I was just at the TED talks so I had the chance

to meet Al Gore. I haven't met Obama yet. I had the

chance to meet the McCain folks. That was during the

election, so a very different time. I did get to talk to the

Obama administration at the American Foundation

in Washington, DC. Still haven't met Obama yet, but

eventually it will happen.
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Nnrman Doidge
DEBORAH CHAN speaks with the worid renowned neuroscientist.

Norman Doidge thinks the most im-

portant fact about the human brain

is its degree of neuroplasticity. In

layman's terms, this means that an
adult brain is not a static object; it can change
its structvire in response to our actions, percep-

tions, thoughts, and imaginations.

Doidge's book. The Brain That Changes
Itself (which has also been made into a

documentary), deals with recovered stroke

victims, a woman with half a brain that re-

wired itself to work as a whole, and a blind

man seeing for the first time through video

input fed into his tongue.

Doidge completed both his undergraduate

degree (in Classics and Philosophy) and his

medical degree at the Uruversity of Toronto.

An award-winning poet, essayist, author, psy-

choanalyst, and research psychiatrist at U of T,

Dr Doidge is currently working on a novel and
another book on the brain.

Deborah Chan sat down with Doidge to talk

about neuroplasticity, medical school, and how
technology affects our brains.

DebOfBh Chsn: Hem has your work on The

Brain That CImnges Itselfaffected the way you think

about the brain?

Norman Doidge: I still have to pinch my-
self that the brain qan change as much as I've

been able to witness. When I'm confronted with

a new sad story—say, somebody who has had a

stroke and can't talk or move—I know now that

it might be reversible to a significant degree if

you apply the right kind of intervention. But I

still have to remind myself not to get pulled into

the kind of neurological fatalism that we were

all pulled intowhen we believed the adult brain

is unchangeable.

DC: What are the implications ofneuroplasticity

for all ofus?

ND: Neuroplasticity shows that your learn-

ing days never have to be over. Even aspects of

your character that you thought were utterly

inalterable may well be alterable, though it is

a very serious undertaking to do so. This isn't

wishful thinking like The Secret. The people

who've changed themselves in my book all had
to do a tremendous amount of hard work. But

the changes described in my book were never

thought possible. They're not simple mood
changes or short-term attitude changes, they

were changes in their brains' processing power.

That's pretty awe-inspiring.

Understanding neuroplasticity gives you
a means to an end. But the ends to which we
direct ourselves still have to be determined by
careful, wise reflection. So what you choose to

do with your brain is still ultimately a philo-

sophical question. It requires wisdom. It's not a

scientific one.

DC' Did you have any epiphanies when xvriting

your book?

ND: I remember I was walking down the train

tracks near Chaplain Crescent, and I just had a

sense that the hviman nervous system, because

it's plastic and works with electrical signals, is

xmnervingly able to combine with the electronic

media. They're such similar systems. This iswhy
we take to electronic media, and this is why
we're so vulnerable to it. Marshall McLuhan ba-

sically said that electronic media is an extension

of our nervous systems. And having studied

the brain, I was starting to see from the inside

how that might be possible. He was definitely

prophetic about this. That said, my main point is

that our brains are not machines, and this is not

a marriage made in heaven.

DC." We sort oflive in a "Big Brother" age, in

that at any moment our actions could be video-

recorded on a cell phone and uploaded to the entire

world. What do you make of the Internet, and of

our generation being the most interconnected

generation yet?

ND: The Internet makes possible the idea of

everything being recorded, and nothing being

forgotten. You could write a beautiful Greek

myth about someone—and in fact, there are

such himian beings—^who can't forget any-

thing. These people end up being very troubled

human beings. Repression and forgetting are

there for a reason. You say "sort of" a Big Broth-

er age, but half the world is either totalitarian

or a dictatorship. Ifs hard to imagine those to-

talitarian regimes not having some interest in

knowing who is looking at what. I think we
have been recklessly indifferent to the implica-

tions of the absence of forgetting in the digital

age. It probably is being abused right now. How
can you imagine organized crime being able to

resist having access to all this information, such-

as centralized medical or financial records?

The information overload we are all suf-

fering from is a lot like the condition that au-

tistic children endure. They cover their ears

to shut out stimuli. And it is interesting that

their brains are in fact "overconnected"—too

many parts talking to each other at once. It's

a form of hyperplasticity. I fear our wired

world is overconnected.

It's a cliche to say, but the wired world is very,

very distracting. Shakespeare did not have a

laptop, and he managed, by the time he was in

his mid-fifties, to write all his plays, right? Has
anything as interesting as what Shakespeare

wrote been written on a computer?

If you look at the vast majority of informa-

tion on the Internet, in general, it's pretty super-

ficial. If you say to me, "Oh yes, but I can get all

of Shakespeare's works on the Internet," I'd say,

"Okay, but that wasn'tproducedby the Internet."

DC: Yeah. And what are the page viewsfor that, as

opposed to Perez Hilton's blog, right?

ND: Right. Exactly. The electronic age allows

you to ride off in many directions at once, but

human beings only have so much energy in

their lives. And what you do with that is really

important.

I say this as a person who has a foot in both

worlds. I used to spend hours looking at one

sonnet, memorizing it, really trying to think

about it. When I was 19, 1 was in a very aural

world, very soimd-based world. Now I've got a

foot in the electronic world and I can just say

that if I had to choose between the two of them,

I would definitely choose that older world. I

think it's more conducive to himnan happiness,

in a deep way.

DC: At the age of 19, you won the E.J. Pratt Prize

for poetry, which Margaret Atwood and Michael

Ondaatje have also won. How do you think you had

wired your brain at that point, to be so productive?

ND: I was the child of a Holocaust survivor,

and people who had fled the pogroms in Rus-

sia, so at a very early age, I was very happy to

be aUve. It was a very improbable event, since

pretty much everybody in my family had been

wiped out. So I never had an existential crisis. If

I did something, I really threw myself into it. I

didn't waste time.

On the other hand, when I did read

and think, my brain was wired to go very

slowly, because when you read poetry, you

honestly savour every syllable. So switching

into medical school, where people were

memorizing vast amounts of material,

required me to rewire my brain in some
ways. It was a massive undertaking.

DC;How did youfind UofT medical school?

ND: Overall, it was like there was this large

beast without a brain. Nobody on top, seriously

thinking, "What must it be like to go through

this?" The amount of work, the number of hours

that were required, was decidedly unhealthy. By

the way, that applies to most medical schook.

DC: One thing that you mentioned in your book

was that the neuroscientist Michael Merzenich is

working on a mental eraser device that will eliminate

unwanted brain maps, which sounds like something

straight out ofsciencefiction. Do you know where

that is?

ND: I don't know where that is. But I do know
that when you're a psychiatrist, and you're deal-

ing with traimiatized patients, the idea of eras-

ing certain neuronal connections is something

that could do a lot of good.

Of course that soimds like the science fiction

writer's dream because it could be a great ex-

ample of science going awry. And probably a lot

of people would Uke to erase a lot of things, so it

will be abused. But isn't that what a lot of people

drink alcohol for? They want to erase their fears,

or their identity of themselves as a loser or the

shy one, and of course when we have terrible

pain, we want to erase pain.

There's work right now in Montreal with

people who have been raped or traumatized that

kind of uses this eraser idea. You remember the

memory at a time that you take a drug that turns

off your autonomic nervous system, so that the

memory doesn't trigger a fight-or-flight terror

response any more—that's an erasing of a con-

nection. Now, that doesn't sound so bad, does it?

For a person who was assaulted and who panics

every time he or she sees a person with a sup)er-

fidal resemblance to the attacker? So this work is

actually precise and helpful. It may seem odd to

say it in a university, but imleaming is as impor-

tant to think about as learning. They both have

different plastic chemistries as well.

The digital age, if not handled properly, will

lead to the inability to erase anything. Others

have made this point, that not only will nothing

be erased, but everything will be able to be taken

out of context, because you'U be able to take a lit-

tle bit of something someone said. So the kind of

human being who would trivimph in an age like

that would be a humourless person who never

uses irony or sarcasm, never says the opposite to

make a point, and never takes a risk.

DC: Maybe we'll become sazrvier, and more

skeptical, with all ofthe openness ofinformation.

ND: But here's the problem: a doctrinaire pas-

sion for opermess, transparency, authenticity,

and sincerity sounds high-minded, but actu-

ally leads to inauthenticity. It's my impression

that you cannot have a self if you don't have a

sense of privacy. The sense that there are non-

transparent boimdaries behind which you can

reflect, and think, and not be influenced by
what other people are thinking and their agen-

das, is absolutely essential. When everyone is

wired to everybody, it gradually decreases pri-

vacy. Right now, people are drunk with the joy

that you can come home at night and not feel

that lonely because you can get on the Internet

and reach everyone and anyone. But I suspect

that the cost of this is the collapse of that enve-

lope around ourselves that's necessary to build

and maintain a self.

So, this is a massive social experiment that's

being conducted. But when people don't have a

sense of privacy where they can develop them-
selves, they become Uke lemmings and they

start increasingly to develop all the predictable

boring concerns that everybody else has.

DC: Wliat role has spirituality played in your life?

ND: Well, talk about plastic. Spirituality is a

very plastic word, in a linguistic sense. Everyone
has a different meaning for that. I can say this

much: I'm a very soulful person, whatever that

means. And that's driven me.
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LET'S MAKE A DATE
The Varsity intervenes in the ronnantic lives of six students with sexy results? TOM CARDOSO reports

PHOTOS BY DAVID PIKE

Welcome to the Varsity Dating Game. More
NEXT than Newlyweds, but still pretty damn
wholesome. From an initial pool of over 25

interested people, we narrowed our selection

down to six final (pseudonymous) lovebirds: Bonnie, Qyde,
Thelma, Louise, Ross, and Rachel. Two of the couples were

straight and one was queer. Matches were made based on
what seemed to promise at leastsome chemistry, no pairings

that promised immediate disaster.

Thelma and Louise were the queer couple, paired based

on their common artistic interests, which included mu-
sic, film, and theatre. Bonnie and Clyde had very different

tastes, likes, and dislikes. While Bonnie is very much into

art and the Toronto music scene, Qyde prefers to watch bad

movies and keep up with NBA basketball. Pairing Bonnie

and Qyde was an attempt to find out if opposites really

could attract. Finally, Ross and Rachel were paired up based

on their romantic and emotional histories—Ross had been

in several relationships and never really dated much, while

Rachel was the opposite. With the three couples set all that

was left to do was send them off on their dates and watch

the sparks fly!

Thelma and Louise
"When I saw that woman shitting on the gnome, I just

knew," jokes Louise when I ask her about the date she had

gone on three days earlier. She has a wide, full smile that

breaks through when she pauses between sentences and
she is playing with a hole in her thick leggings as she talks

me through her date. She met Thelma at a coffee shop; from

there, the two spent some time at a small pub before finally

mo\Tng on to the Buddies In Bad Times Theatre, where they

watched several performance art pieces, including a lady

pretending to evacuate her bowels onto a garden gnome.

Though they enjoyed each other's company, there seemed

to be no real romantic connection—on either end. In fact, one

of the things they seemed to bond over the most was the fact

that they were both on this blind date and that they were

curious as to how they'd be portrayed. "I remember on the

walk out [of Buddies]," said Louise, "we were joking about

what we'd say in the interview."

"It wouldn't have been fair to say, set me up with a nice

butch dyke," Thelma explains when I ask her why there

might have been no romantic coruiection in the first place.

"[She is] a lot more mature than I am," explains Louise. "I

really enjoyed talking to her, but for me, I'm much more

goofy." The problem of "connecting" was a recurring one: all

six "datees" described several instances where they felt no

real romantic connection or chemistry with their date.

Bonnie and Clyde
In many ways, dating is like belonging to an extended, two-

way interview. People go on dates not because they already

know each other, but because they want to leam more about

each other Similarly, interviews are about exploring specific

facets of a person's life, history, and experiences. So, just as

most people are bad at doing interviews with no prior re-

search, they are also bad at going on blind dates.

Let's take the example of Bonnie and Qyde, who had

very few common interests. Boniue describes herself as the

sort of person that doesn't really say no—she's always will-

ing to try new things, and that very much influences the way
she lives her life. She tends to go out with creative types like

architects and artists. She is a very open and blunt person.

Qyde, however, is very much the opposite: he is a practical,

logical person, and a self-described cynic. He is soft-spoken,

yet feels very strongly about his likes and dislikes. The first

time I interviewed him, he was wearing a shirt for the band

Meshuggah, an almost 25-year-old experimental metal band

from Sweden; he's all over the place. Qyde's the sort of per-

son that defies easy classification.

In his pre-date interview, Qyde reveals he also suffers

from the oh-crap-did-I-just-say-that? problem: "I tend to

say stupid things, then immediately wish I hadn't." Bonnie,

however, is almost the direct opposite. She speaks opjenly,

with a minimal filter between her mind and her mouth. For

instance, Bonnie had this to say of their different tastes in

music "When I asked him if he knew Feist and he said no,

I thought 'Oh no! Where is this going?'" Talking to her feels

very easy and entertaining, as she will often blindside the

person she is talking to with a conversation topic. "Near

the end," Bormie explains, "it had the pxjtential to get super

ugly, because we were talking about the Arab-Israeli con-

fbct" They managed to avoid the touchy subject eventually,

however. "Ultimately, however, the most important question

was left for last "Would you go out with this person again?"

Qyde's answer was predictably logical: "I would never say

no to that." The reason why? "Because I'm sad and alone,"

jokes Qyde. "Don't use that!"

Ross and Rachel
Ross and Rachel, on the other hand, definitely came closest

to success. They seemed like a good enough match: Ross is

a devoted conversationalist and will do anything for a good

talk. Rachel, a student politician, really enjoys conversation,

has a dry sense ofhumour, and is extremely motivated. Ross

is a bit of a "relationship person." "Had a couple of [one-year

relationships]," he explains, "one two-and-a-half year, that

was a pretty big one, and from then on it's just really filling

in the gaps, kind of." Rachel, however, is the opposite. She

has never had a serious relationship, and as such has exten-

sive experience with dating. When asked what types of guys

she usually goes out with, her answer is simple: "assholes."

Their date went well from the very beginning. The Star-

bucks where they met turned out to be where they spent the

first hour and a half of their date, just talking to each other.

"One thing we both sort of tossed out at the very begin-

ning of the date was vety revealing," Ross explained. "She

seemed to start off quite serious, and my first impression

was, 'Okay, what am I dealing with here? This girl is high-

powered student poUtics, very intense.' She had this very

serious facial expression going on, it was very businesslike. I

was like, 'Okay, this is going to be intense, going to be wUd.'

And, of course, it was a meaningless first impression, as

most first impressions are.

"But then I think she broke thatby coming out of the blue

and saying, 'By the way, there's this thing that everyone's

told me about my face.' I said, 'What's that?' And she said, 'I

seem to have this very serious face that people always seem
to think makesme look like a bitch, and I've heard this a mil-

lion times from professors and friends and everything else.

I just happen to have a very serious, blank facial expression.

So if I'm giving you that right now, I'm sorry and I'm vety

interested in what you're saying, but this is just the way my
face is.' She said, 'There's this one prof who told me that the

way to get over that is to smile more, so as you can see, I'm

ttying to smile more.' And I said, 'That's vety illuminating,

thank you for letting me know.'

"And I said, 'I sort of have a similar problem with my
voice. Evetyone's told me for years I have this vety sarcas-

tic, condescending voice, where evetyone thinks I'm talking

down to them, all the time. And that's my thing, I just do it

naturally, its justhowmy voice sounds. I'm not talkingdown
to anyone, this is just how it is for me.'"

They got along quite well, and both of them suggested

they might be interested in going out again soon.

But why were people willing to sign up for this in the first

place? Some gave simple reasons, such as Louise: "why the

hell not?" Others argued they had nothing to lose. But we
at The Varsity think there's more to it than that. Maybe they

genuinely had some hope that their dates would turn out to

be their soulmates, or at the vety least vety compatible with

them. At the same time, people seemed interested in the way
they were being set up; the manner in which they were go-

ing on dates genuinely interested and intrigued them, be-

cause it was so different from what people usually do.

The idea that people might secretly hope to meet an im-

portant sigruficant other through such a chaotic process

points to another aspect of the dating process people were
looking forward to: serendipity. As Ross got onto the sub-

way after his date with Rachel, he noticed a red-haired girl

sitting across from him. He recognized her—she had been
one of the original people that had expressed interest in the

dating game at the very beginning.

As tiiey rode the subway north, they quietly smiled to

each other for the entire trip. Ross explained to me that it

had been a great ending to a great evening to simply have
someone smile and be nice to you as you ride the subway
home. People long for serendipitous things to happen to

them, bright spotlights on otherwise mundane and unin-
teresting days. This is also ultimately the reason why they

signed up for the Dating Game. The lack of control they had
over the dates until they were actually on the dates meant
that they had to roll with the punches, and that made the
entire experience exciting.

Maybe that was also the reason the Dating Game started

in the first place, out of a sort of compulsion to both create

and experience these serendipitous moments in other peo-
ple's lives. "Emotions," Thelma told me as we finished our
interview, "make humans do weird things."

Date 1-ROSS AND RACHEL
Name: ROSS
Age: 24
Program of Study:
Graduated, English

Random Fact: Worked
part time for four years as a

doorman at a ballet school.

Name: RACHEL
Age: 21

Program of Study:
Employment Relations

and Sociology
Random Fact: Was once
almost trampled by an
elephant.

The date began at a Starbucks east of Bloor and Avenue
Rd, Ross and Rachel spent almost two hours talking to

each other before trying to go to the ROM. It was closed,

however, so they went to Gabby 's across the street for

dinner instead. After some great food and conversation,

they wished each other a good night and went their

separate ways.

Ross: "This wasn't the kind of date where I was expecting
a marathon make-out session or anything at the end. It

wasn't that kind of night."

Rachel: "He was really easy to talk to, it was pleasant
conversation. Overall, it was a pretty decent date."

Verdict: Maybe could be more than just Friends?

Date 2-BONNIE AND CLYDE
Name: BONNIE
Age: 22
Program of Study:
Political Science and
Environmental Policy

Random Fact: Once made
out with the lead guitarist of

the band RATATAT on stage.

Name: CLYDE
Age: 21

Program of Study:
Math and Physics

Random Fact: A sucker

for cynical girls.

Bonnie and Clyde met up at a Starbucks before going out
together to a Persian restaurant called Tempus on Yonge.
After a pleasant dinner they went back to the Starbucks,
where they ended their night with some conversation and
coffee,

Bonnie: "When I asked him if he knew who Feist is, he
was like 'no,' and I was like, 'oh no, where is this going?'"

Clyde: "Occasionally, I'd throw something out just to see
what she'd think, like 'have you seen any good movies
lately"^' and stuff like that. She said, 'I'm not really a big

movie person,' and that's a pretty big thing to not have in

common."

Verdict: Ended only slightly better than the real Bonnie
and Clyde.

Date 3-THELMA AND LOUISE
Name: THELMA
Age: 22
Program of Study:
English

Random Fact: Writes comics
about sexual discussksns

between a troll and a zombie.

Name: LOUISE
Age: 20
Program of Study:

History, Political Science,

and French
Random Fact: Plays cello

for a band.

Thelma and Louise met up at Futures Bakery and Cafe
at Bloor and Brunswick, before moving to The Pump
across the street for some beer After talking for a bit, they

moved on to the Buddies In Bad Times Theatre, where
they had some drinks and were entertained by several

performances,

Thelma: "It was good, it was a nice learning experience
I think for both of us. I think both of us feel a bit more
confident. It helped me get over my own awkwardness
around dating."

Louise: "She takes the things that she enjoys very
seriously. [She] wouldn't take things too heavily. [She's]

very lighthearted and she knows what she wants."

Verdict: Buddies in good times!
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Q&A: MICIi
1^ In which I pretend to know what a lacuna is

BY NAOMI SKWARNA

Michael Redhill: I should wam you, in interviews I usually

just answer "yes" or "no."

Naomi Skwarna: That'sfine. I'llfill in the blanks.

M: You can make it up as you go along.

N: All right, Michael, I have several interrelated questions.

M : I'll be the judge of that.

N: You're the 2010 Writer-in-Residence here at the University of

Toronto. What does that meanfor you?
M: I was a student here, so it's cool to come back and serve the

community that I was once a part of. As time goes on, I get to

assume some of the roles that I once benefited from. The position

also gives me time to write and not be too harassed by the prob-

lem of making a living for the next few months. That's partly

why the position exists. U of T wants to give writers the oppor-

tunity to have a space that's quiet to work in as well as to interact

with the student body.

N: And you're teaching a seminar in creative writing.

M: Yes, but I'm also open to the university community at large. I

used the writer-in-residence when I was a student here.

N: Who was that?

M: Patrick Lane, a very important Canadian poet who lives on
the west coast. He read the manuscript of mine that went on to

become my second collection of poetry (Lake Nora Arms).

N: You've published poetry, short stories, novels, several plays, as

well as a literary journal (Brick). Do you consider yourselfone type of

writer aver another?

M: These days, I think of myself as a novelist. I haven't written

a lot of poetry in close to 10 years, partly because the pace of life

has increased. The way I wrote poetry always took a certain

amovmt of solitude, time to contemplate. I don't really have that

now. I'm also a much happier person than I once was (fie laughs).

N: Do you need to be sad or unhappy to...?

M: Well, no. But I think that poetry often enacts a battle between
the self and the world. It's a way to unravel certain kinds of mys-
teries. I'm not saying that I've unraveled them. I just think I'm

more at peace with them. I find the kinds of things I want to

work out now are best worked out in fiction and theatre.

N: Like what?

M: 1 know that one of my main obsessions [in writing] is the

problem of attachment. Not in the Buddhist sense, but in that life

has no value unless you're connected to other people, but all the

worst things that happen to you in your life come through con-

nections and through that attachment to others. I think that in

my own work, I'm constantly chewing on that particular issue.

The greater your ability to love, the more loss you'll suffer. Un-

less you're lucky enough to go first.

N: How do you work with students, knowing the instincts that

motivate are as personal as that?

M: My goal with students [in the workshop] is to get them to

react to each other's work in terms ofwhat they think the writer's

intent was. A recent story inmy seminar had a lot of lacuna* in it,

but I believed that the story might have been further developed

if the writer had followed through more on her intention, which

was to raise our heart rate, not through absence, but through ac-

tual threat and menace.

A^; Is there a correlation between developing good critical skills and

becoming a better writer?

M: Absolutely. I don't mean theory—some people think ifs just

about that—^but there are a couple of caveats: most of what I of-

fer up is subjective, and I know it's subjective. I want to instill a

sense of how important it is to have a sort of sanguine approach

to your own writing at certain stages. Be passionate, but when
you can, be as objective as possible. Try to determine whether it's

obeying its own set of rules.

N: Haw does one develop that objectivity?

M: Sometimes, it's just a question of time. It's not easy to be ob-

jective about something that you've just finished and the paint is

still wet While I'm writing a book, I'm always going back over

sections and discovering things as I go on. But when it's aU done,

I put it away for a while and try to come back to it with as cold

an eye as possible. The book that I'm working on now, I probably

won't even have a draft to read until the fall.

N: How long have you been zvorking on it?

M: Coming up on three years, which is actually a short period

of time for me. Martin Sloane took me 10 years. Consolation took

six, and by the time I finish this one, it'll be four. So I'm getting

a little faster

N: Do you have a titlefor it?

M: Ifs called The Sugar Qoud. I think the experience of read-

ing a first draft is one of great despair, usually, because you have

memories of all the good passages you thought you wrote, and

they're still good passages, but they just don't all fit together the

way you hoped they would.

N: Within the process ofmaking a book, when is it that you decide to

write a play?

M: I don't decide so much as I respond to the opportunities. I

have one particular relationship, with

Ross Manson of Volcano Theatre Compa-
ny, with whom 1 did both Building Jeru-

salem and Goodness. We meet every few

months to have a coffee and see how the

other is doing, and in both of those cases,

we had a conversation that led to sitting

in a room with actors, which led to a draft

of something. I think that theatre often

happens behind my own back.

N: But it's a bit less solitary then writing the

navels.

M : That's what I love: that I get to be with

other human beings. Keeps me sane. The

fact that I've been attracted to and have

worked in so many different forms has

been a really lucky thing for me, because

I find myself drawing on things that I've

learned from working in theatre and po-

etry and novels. Taking stuff out of all

those drawers, inixing stuff up—^that's

really great. The theatre's been important

for that. Actors keep you honest.

N: Oh hey, I've a question based on my awn
personal curiosity!

M: Hmm, okay. Five-foot-eight-and-a-half.

N: And now that I know that, what do you make ofthe relationship

between the life experience ofa writer and his or her writing work?

M: Mmmmmm.
N: I can be more specific.

M:Okay.
N: Someone I know, a writer, recently described himselfas occasionally

feeling sortof'vampiric" in the way he interacts with people.

M: I think on some level, most writers are vampires—sharpen-

ing your fangs is really important

—

N:!
M:—^not so you can do harm, but so you can drink deeply. Ex-

perience also comprises imagination. The way that you fantasize

about the world is part ofyour experience, and you draw on that,

too, when you're writing. I think part of your question also has

to do with how much real world / real people is acceptable in

your writing.

N: Yes. It can be difficult to gauge.

M : There's a famous story of HenryJames receiving a novel from
a woman he knew quite well, and he could see her entire cohort

and life in the novel. He said to her, "Madam, your novel has

not undergone the processes of art." In the work of the greatest

writers, you always see personal obsessions and experience; es-

pecially you see the mechanism that allows people to cope with

their own suffering. But the best of it has undergone the process-

es of art. The raw material has been milled into something that

can stand on its own and speak to a lot of different people.

"The only reason
we learn craft is

so we have sonne
structure around
our neuroses."

A^' The art is in the invention that comes up under the obsession?

M: I think that's a good way of putting it.

N: Do you think it's importantfor a writer to seek out experiences or

relationships—

M: That will feed their fiction? I don't think that's a very authen-
tic way to live. If you think "I'm going to go out with a bunch of

really crazy people because I think the/U be good for my fic-

tion," that's not necessarily the way to live.

N: Maybe it's better to be motivated by personal curiosity rather than

"Haw can I mine thisfor my next MASTERWORK."
M: You will end up mining it, and if this becomes your life, the

people around you will adapt to that. If you're a writer with a

good soul, people don't feel unsafe around you.

N: What do you mean by a writer with a bad soul?

M: 1 think there have been writers who really exposed people,

who made thinly veiled portraits of others as a form of revenge,
or a way of winning. There are some great books out there that

are sort of like that I mean, I wouldn't want to be Kafka's father.

i

He wrote out of love, but a very dark kind of love. One's respon-

sibility is always to the page, the choice to publish is a different

thing. And, you know, the instinct to leave things out [lacuna!] is

a great one, but you can leave too much out Something possess-

ing that balance is what I find delicious to read.

N: Speaking ofdelicious things to read, who or what has been

important in your life?

M: It changes all the time, but I have touchstones. Denis Johnson

because he's so strange; an American novelist named Norman
Rush, whose novels are absolutely astonishing. I love Alice Mun-
ro, Richard Ford, Jim Harrison. Philip Roth used to be a big one

for me, not so much anymore. Chekhov and Haubert, Stendahl.

A^; You check back in on those writersfrom time to time?

M: With someone like Mimro, she's really great at giving you

characters and situations where you can feel the weight of the

past and present. 1 think that's what good writing does: provide

things that aren't in the scene but that the reader intuits. There's

a great moment in The Sportswriter by Richard Ford where his

estranged wife has dropped off his kid to him and he's going to

take the kid on a road trip to see a bunch of baseball stadiums.

It's clear that the father and son don't know each other very well,

and the son is eight or nine years old, sort of uncomfortable, and

the father asks him, "Who are your best friends now?" Ifs a great

moment, because you see how little he knows his own child,

how much he wants to know the world that his kid lives in.

You'd expect him to say, "How are you doing in school? How's

your mother, does she have a boyfriend?" you know, questions

that would serve him on some level. Ifs a wonderful moment of

intimacy because he doesn't say, "I miss you, I don't know who
you are anymore," he doesn't say "I'm a bad father." I've always

remembered that tiny moment. We do this all the time in our

lives to protect ourselves.

N: It's so exciting tofind that infiction, but it's intensely challenging

to write.

M: When you're trying to seek authenticity, it takes a lot of en-

ergy.

N: Observing yourselfas a student, speaking to Patrick Lane and

then seeing where you are now, do youfeel like there's been a constant

process oftraining?

M: As your self-knowledge increases as a writer, you recognize

what kinds of things you need to look at What books you need

to turn to, what thoughts you need to work on. None of us die

fully formed, if you know what I mean.
N: I have one more question.

M: Mmkay.
A^; As the Writer-in-Residence, do you have some piece ofadvicefor

young writers? Something you think is really important?

M: I would encourage anybody who wants to take it seriously

to read widely and to engage in literature in a meaningful and

personal way. Studying books in imiversity is great, but reading

organically and querying how something was done is equally

important The other thing I would say is to be merciless with

yourself Work really hard, try to develop an honest editorial

frame ofmind when you look at your own work. And don't be in

a hurry. That's all. Patience, attention, and patience.

(He chuckles)

*Lacuna: "A hiatus, blank, missing portion" (OED)

For more details on the Writer-in-Residence, contact the Department of

English, Sixth Floor, Jackman Humanities Building Take the elevator.
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Two autlion in

amvenation
STEPHEN TMOMAS chats With

Montreai-based author NEILSMITH

Neil Smith was a late bloomer. "I didn't start

writing until I was in my mid-thirties. A
imiversity professor told me I'd need to study

literature before I could write. Since I would
have preferred to commit hara-kiri than go
back to school, I didn't attempt any writing for

a long time."

When he finally started writing, however,

he proved the professor's wisdom dramatically

wrong: the first story he wrote was accepted

for publication and nominated for the Journey

Prize—Canada's most prestigious award for

short fiction. Several of his following stories

were accepted for publication as well, two more
were nominated for the Journey, and before

long Smith had a deal with Knopf for a short

story collection with international distribu-

tion. The collection, 2007's Bang Crunch, won
the McAuslan First Book Prize, was a finalist

for the Hugh MacLennan Prize for Fiction, and
was named a Best Book of 2008 according to The
Washington Post, among others.

Now 45, Smith lives in Montreal, where he

works as a translator. He was able to take time out

of his work to correspond with writer Stephen

Thomas over email

Steven Thomas: I remember reading something

David Foster Wallace said about the reception to his

novel Infinite Jest. I think it was Charlie Rose asking

him how liefelt about the success he'd garnered,

which had been considerable, and he said something

like, "You know, no matter how successful you get, it

never lives up to the grand world-shattering images/

ambitions you hadfor yourself." Do youfeel the same

way?

Neil Smith: Today l got a fan email from a girl

in England and a message from a publisher in Ita-

ly who might put Bang Crunch out in Italian. Un-
like Mr. Wallace, I'm very satisfied with that kind

of success. I'm not after world domination. I'm not

after fame or the Nobel or even the GiUer. I'm far

happier getting an email from a girl in London
who liked the book.

I haven't read Wallace, but Bang Crunch just

came out in Germany, and a reviewer there men-
tioned the resemblance. I should read him.

S7; It's interesting to me that you started writing

relatively late. I wonder how youfeel about your
"career" as a writer, or,from a more personal

perspective, how youfeel about what you want to

accomplish as an artist before you, you know, die. Do
you think about these things?

NS: I have a hard time looking beyond the next

book. At the moment, I just started working on
draft two of a novel. My goal at this point is sim-

ply to finish my novel and publish it with the

same publisher, Knopf. I do think commercially.

Bang Cnmch has been published around the

world. I want my second book to please, say, my
German publisher and my British publisher. I

want the second book to attract even more read-

ers than the first. I want commercial success sim-

ply because the resulting money enables a writer

to write more books.

ST? I'm curious about the actual process ofbeing

a writer in Canada. Do you maintain your awn
website?

NS: Yes, I put together the website. I didn't have

a site when the Canadian version ofBang Crunch
came out. But my American publisher recom-

mended a site.

ST? Your story "Jaybird" depicts a competition of

sorts between the protagonist and hisfriend, Dany.

Do youfeel competitive about success withfriends

and ex-lovers, or even current lovers, or boyfriends, or

partners, or whatever, in the same way?

NS: Luckily none ofmy exes are writers! I'm sure

that the competition would kill me.

When I wrote '7aybird," I didn't actuallyknow
any other writers. But I did know about the world

of actors and theatre, thanks to a friend who
worked for a talent agency. I did imagine, though,

that backstabbing and envy existed in the writing

world, too.

When I went on tour for Bang Crunch, I start-

ed meeting other writers. I must say that the ones

that had achieved the most success—Barbara

Gowdy, Elizabeth Hay, Miriam Toews, Vincent

Lam—turned out to be the nicest people. That

said, I did meet one successful writer whose head
was the size of hot-air balloon.

ST? Are youfriends with other artists and writers?

That is, do youfeel like you're involved in any kind of

literary scene on a personal, day-to-day level? And
more broadly, do youfeel involved in some kind of

Canadian literary scene (as the Toronto literary scene

is satirized in Andrew Pyper's mystery/thriller The

Killing Circle) or in the state offiction in Canada?

NS: I haven't read The Killing Circle. I must ad-

mit that any book that focuses on writers would
probably bore me. I don't know much about the

Toronto literary scene given that I live in Mon-
treal. I don't think that there's a scene in Montreal.

The anglo community is too small here. I Uve in

the same neighbourhood as Heather O'Neill,

Rawi Hage, and Madeleine Thien. So maybe we
can start our own scene!

I don't follow the state of fiction in Canada. I

feel out of the loop most of the time. Not to say

that I don't enjoy Canadian fiction. In fact, I'm

defending Jessica Grant's whimsical novel Come,
Thou Tortoise in The National Post's Canada Also
Reads competition.

ST? Are there any other Canadian writers that you

follow?

NS: I'm fanatically obsessed with Barbara

Gowdy. She's one of the reasons I started writing.

I love how that woman puts together a sentence,

a paragraph, and a story. I also adore Douglas

Coupland. I think he's imdervalued. His novel

Eleanor Rigby is one of the most touching novels

I've read. And funny and bright. I wish he'd win
a GiUer.

ST? It's interesting that you mention Barbara Gowdy.

Total tangent, but I've been thinking lately about weird

sex in Canadian art, and Gowdy 's We So Seldom Look

on Love seems like a great example. It seems like there

arefew interesting wide-ranging phenomenafor an

ambitious artist to get into in Canada, and so we turn

inwards and try to extremify sex.

NS: What I liked most about Barbara Gowdy's

short story collectionWe So Seldom Lookon Love
is the normalcy. The book makes all these charac-

ters—a girl who floats, a mortician who has sex

with dead men, a woman who wants to change

into a man—seem so normal. The extreme nature

of their lives seems much less extreme once we
look really closely on love, as the title suggests.

Rather than turn away from the things that revolt

or frighten us, Gowdy takes a magnifying glass

to them to understand our reaction. As a result,

these things become much less revolting and
frightening. She's the kind of writer who enjoys

putting herself in other people's skins. In other

words, her work is not autobiographical. In her

novel The White Bone she even puts herselfin the
skin of elephants.

I'm not interested either in writing about my-
self. Recently the CBC asked me to write a true

first-person story to post on its website. I declined

because I've promised myself I'd never write a

story about myself, especially not in the first per-

son. I'd be more interested in writing about the

life of a potted plant.

ST? When I was reading Bang Crunch, one ofthe

things I kept thinking about was whether or not the

main character was gay, and whether or not the loca-

tion ofthe story was or was not Montreal, where you

live. Is there any particular way you can articulate

your aversion to writing about your own life? In your

interview with Xtra, the interviewer said, "Smith

made the conscious choice—refreshingfor a new
writer— to stay awayfrom autobiography." Is the gen-

eral scorn ofwriting about your oimt life part ofyour

aversion to it, or do you have your own reasons?

NSrl'm not opposed to people writing about

themselves, but I think their life has to be pretty

interesting for this to work. Take, for example,

Dave Eggers' memoir A Heartbreaking Work of

Staggering Genius. His parents died within two
months of each other and he had to bring up his

eight-year-old brother himself. Pretty interesting

story.

Still, I'm more impressed by people who use

their imagination to come up with something

completely different.

I never write about myself for a few reasons: I

want to escapemyown life when I write; I want to

see where my imagination will take me; I consid-

er it imfair to write about my family and friends

without their consent.

ST? Regarding gay characters and Canadian setting

specifically, do you think about being accessible to a

broader audience, be it straight readers or American

readers? I'm writing a novel right naiv in which the

central relationship is a gay one. Because I'm not gay,

there's this whole other issue ofwriting a different

sexual orientation. Do you worry about writing

straight characters convincingly?

NS: I imagine that you're talking about "Green
Fluorescent Protein." The main character is prob-

ably gay (although maybe bi, for all I know). The
city in the story is Montreal. In other stories, how-
ever, the dty is more ambiguous. For example, the

town in "Scrapbook" is a more generic place. The
same goes for the title story. Writing about Mon-
treal raises the whole language conundrum.How
do you portray a bilingual city accurately without

writing in bo£h languages?

I do think about commercial prospects when I

write books. Mynew novel for example, has only

American characters. Canada isn't mentioned at

all (maybe this is heresy). I'm hoping for universal

appeal.

I don't worry about writing straight characters

convincingly. After all, I've gone out with girls in

the past. Plus, I'm around straight people all the

time. Good for you for writing from a gay guy's

perspective. I'm no expert in gay lit but my fa-

vorite gay novel is Fruit by Toronto writer Brian

Francis.

ST? Sometimes I get the sense that Montreal is a

better city to be a writer in than Toronto. I think Sheila

Heti wrote her only mvel while living tlxere. Yann

Martel lives tlxere (according to an outdated website).

What is it about Montreal and writing?

NS: I have been asked this question before, but

unfortunately I can't compare the two cities be-

cause I know virtually nothing about Toronto.

Don'tyou have the cafe life onQueen StreetWest?

I loved Sheila Heti's Ticknor. For some reason,

reading that novel really relaxes me. It's like yoga.

Yarm Martel, by the way, left Montreal years ago

to live in Saskatoon. I also loved life of Pi (I'm a

sucker for any story starring animals). Also, his

parents translated his book into French. How
sweet is that!

ST? One more thing I wanted to ask you: are you able

to read anything else when you are working on a proj-

ect, or are you more ofa dabbling reader when you are

writing? Do you live your life differently when you're

deep into creating sotnething?

NS: I understand your not wanting to read other

people's writing while working on your own
project. There's always the risk that otiier voices

wiU infiltrate your own book or short story. But I

find other books inspiring, even when I'm deep
into my own book.

At the moment, I'm reworking my novel. So even
when I'm grocery shopping or jogging on the

treadmill or brushing my teeth, I'm thinking

about the world I've invented inmy novel. I'm try-

ing to solve problems in the plot or characteriza-

tion. It does become all-consuming at times.

Because my new book features only young
characters (all age 17 or imder), I've been reread-

ing novels like Lord of the Hies and The Chrysa-

Hds. I even read Harry Potter for the first time.

I don't think that writers—particularly those

of us just starting out—should worry aboutbeing

overly influenced by other writers. A writer natu-

rally finds his own voice over time.

Stephen Thomas is a writer who lives in

Toronto. You can read hisfiction on his website,

thestephenthomas.com.

Neil Smith is a writer who lives in Montreal.

His website is bangcrunch.com.
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LUNCHBOX GOURMET
CHELITO MARTIN RUBIO and SARAH RAFSON take a iook

at the best brown-baggers on cannpus
Photogt'apfixbx DAVID PIKE

I

U of T is a bleak, foodless place. Wandering around at lunchtime desperately

searching for nourishment is a disheartening effort. Do you dare brave The

Trucks and all the greasy regret that follows consumption? Or pay $7 for a

soggy, shrink-wrapped sandwich from Starbucks or Second Cup? Choosing

what to eat without destroying either your waistline or your wallet can seem
like an impossible task, as the available meal choices are limited at best.

While the cafeterias, such as Burwash, can provide some relief from the

drudgery of fast food, those are only viable options if you have a meal plan.

For the rest of us, there is a selection of cafes that offer fresh, healthy, and
palatable alternatives, such as Wymilwood, Diablos, and the Hot Yam (on

Thursdays) to name a few. The best bet, however, resides in Tupperware:

meals made at home and brought to school to be enjoyed with a healthy

seasoning of schadenfreude while watching fellow students choke down the

bile of convenient eating. Here we provide a guide for those up to the task of

bringing their own meals to school.

There are three major drawbacks to

bringing your own lunch: they some-

times spill, it can be tiring to carry

around the containers, and all of your

friends will try to "share" your meals with you.

The brave souls we encountered had inventive

solutions to these issues. Rubber bands and plas-

tic bags are two lines of defence against leaky

dishes. Collapsible containers and babushka-

style sets are excellent space-saving techniques,

but as for protecting your lunch from your envi-

ous friends: tell them to bring their own.

Some pop, some lock, some twist, others

pour; there are as many varieties of container

as there are possibilities for homemade lunch-

es. We have taken the time to appreciate some
of the meals and their receptacles, and inter-

viewed the students who brought them for their

insight on homemade lunch. Here is what we
found.

Where did you get your
TUpperware?
China
• "My container's really good. I got it in China

and it never spills. It locks, comes with this

matching bag, and it all fits together."

—Chen, first-year Commerce
• "I got mine in Chinatown. It's great, but

you've got to be careful because the tin is re-

ally sharp. I love my thermos, it doesn't leak!"

—Fletcher, final year ComputerScience

Japan
• "I went to Japan on exchange and everyone

in Japan brought their lunch to work and

school and their lunchboxes are so cute!

But too small."—Nicola, second-year

Commerce
Korea
• "My boyfriend brought this back for me."

—Jessica, fourth-yearArchitecture and
Environmental Policy

Online
• "Reuseablebags.com ... there's all sorts of

reusable stuff on there, from reusable sand-

wich bags to plastic containers to cutlery."

—Yusuf, first-year

Mom
• "My mom has a whole cabinet full of them!"

—Becky, third-year Historyand English

Why do you bring your lunch?
• "I think the food here is a bit iffy, I mean the

Subway's good but I can't eat that every day.

That's why I pack a lunch, it's cheaper also.

I prepare two sets of my dinner and eat one
the next day."—Nicola

• "I don't want to eat junk!"—Sharadha,
fourth-year Neuroscience and Psychology

• "I like to know what I eat. And it's cheaper."-

Victor, third-year Historyand Philosophy
• "I bring a lunch about three or four times a

week to save money."

—Mike, fourth-year Geography
• "It's too expensive to always buy lunch!"

—Becky

Prep time?
• "It took me five minutes to make this morn-

ing."—Becky

• "It took me about 10 minutes last night."

—Mike
• "My mom kind of helps ... I either make it

the night before or the morning depending
on the dish. I usually bring a hot flask so I

don't have to microwave anything and my
food stays warm."—Sharadlia, fourth-year

Neuroscience and Psychology

What did you have for lunch today?
Salad!

• "Salad with chicken, tomato, lettuce, cu-

cumber, and cheese. I bring the dressing in

its own separate Tupperware and mix it at

school. I bring salads almost everyday, but
usually with ham instead of chicken."

—Becky
• "Salad with eggs, celery, tomato, peppers,
mushrooms, and olives, dressed in oil."

—Mike
• "Carrot salad with avocado, beets, broccoli,

tofu, and toasted almonds. I made a ton of

this salad three days ago and it's still so good.
Plus I didn't have to do anything except heat

up this bread I made two weeks ago and
keep frozen."—Sarah, fourth-year Spanish

Sandwich
• "Sandwich with a salad, some meat, babaga-

nouch, and an orange. Sometimes I bring
pasta or rice depending on what's available

and how much time I have in the morning."
-Victor

Stir-fry

• "I bring pasta or curry normally, but I have a
sandwich today."—Fletcher

Fried Rice
• "Fried rice with broccoli, ham, and eg

made it with my dinner last night."

—Nicola
Leftovers
• "Leftover curry and carrot sticks."

—Nicky, third-year English

How would you change the eating
conditions at U of T
• "We need more microwaves! The lines

getting longer, and one of them [at Rob;

isn't even working."

—MagaU, second-year Linguistics

• "The best microwave in school is that old

at Innis. It looks like it was built in the
'

but it's pretty good."

—Mike
• "I want more variety of food options, ei

cially Asian cuisine. The lunch trucks are

oily! That's why I bring my own food."

—Jessica, fourth-year Fine Art History

Warnings?
• "Beet juice is such a problem. It turns ev

thing bright pink. But that's not necessa

a bad thing. I have a system of rubber ba

and plastic bags in effect now."

—Sarah
• "I packed an amazing curry I had made

night before, Indian style with tumeric,

tumeric somehow got into my books, i

bright orange and the smell's still there."

—Mark, second-year Physics
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pes
Here are five easy recipes provided graciously
by our expert lunchers to help you through the
rest of the year.

Hummus
(easier than you think!)

Ingredients

1 can chickpeas (about VA cups dried)

2 tbsp tahini

1 lemon squeezed

2 cloves of garlic

3 tbsp olive oil

salt to taste

paprika, cayenne optional

1. Blend all ingredients in a food proces-

sor, continually scraping mixture off of

sides to ensure smoothness.

2. Salt, lemon and tahini can be adjusted

to taste. Add paprika and cayenne at the

end if desired for added punch.

3. Serve with crudites, pita, on sandwich-
es, everything or straight.

Chickpea salad
(nourishing and healthy)

Ingredients

1 can chickpeas

cucumber cut into chunky quarter

rounds

1 tomato cubed
1 shallot minced
Handful of flat-leaf parsley coarsely

chopped
Dressing: Olive oil, lemon juice, salt and
pepper to taste

1. Combine all ingredients, add dress-
ing last. To avoid soggy mess, carry
dressing separately and add immedi-
ately before eating.

Basic winter roasted veggies
(a no-fail technique)

Ingredients

2-3 carrots cut into sticks

2 parsnips cut into coins or sticks

Russet or Fingerling potatoes, quartered

1 large white or red onion, or four shallots

quartered and separated into chunks
1 Golden or red beet peeled and cubed
Olive oil to lightly coat ingredients

1 tsp. rosemary |
Salt, pepper

1. Preheat oven to 400.

2. Mix ingredients in a bowl, ensuring even

mixing and that all vegetables are coated in oil.

3. Spread evenly on baking sheet, covering

with tin foil.

4. Roast for 30 minutes, or until vegetables are

tender. Do your reading.

5. Remove tinfoil and cook for 10 more minutes.

Carrot salad
(for two meals)

Ingredients

4 big carrots, peeled and grated (in food

processor if lazy)

1 tomato diced

Vi cup of chopped fresh cilantro

1 cup almonds, toasted and chopped

1 avocado, cubed
2 tbsps. Goat cheese (or more to taste)

Dressing: Juice of V2 a lemon, 2-3 tbsp olive oil,

salt and pepper

1. Combine ingredients, then toss in dressing.

2. Keeps well in refrigerator for several days.

Easiest cranberry sauce
(inexpensive and makes everything
taste better)

Ingredients

1 bag of cranberries (1 lb)

2 cups sugar

V2 cup water

Vi cup orange juice

2 tsp grated orange rind

Vi cup blanched and slivered almonds

1. Combine all ingredients except the almonds
in a saucepan and cook until the cranberries pop
open, about ten minutes.

2. Skim the foam from the surface (as best as you
can wath a spoon), add the almonds, and cool.
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Being
the Walrus

Illustration DAVID OWEN MORGAN

Tim Legault: Magazine sales are down across tlie board. How isThe
Walrus faring?
John Macfarlane: Newstand sales are down, but subscriptions may or may not be, because

publishers can control their subscription circulation. Basically, the more money you spend, the

higher your circulation. Some publishers have the money to kind of mitigate market trends and
some don't. In the case of The Walrus we don't, but we have a high renewal rate. We are struggling

at the newstands, like everybody. I can't put it in percentage terms, but I think I read that Maclean's

is down 15 per cent in the last year at the newstand. We would be down less than that but we are

down, yet our renewal rate is so high that our subscriptions remain relatively stable.

TL: Is there a big enough marltet in Canada fora general interest magazine
lil<e The Walrus?
JM: No, just as there's not a large enough audience in the Uruted States—a much, much bigger

country—for magazines like Harper's, The Atlantic, and The New Yorker Harper's is supported

by the McArthur Foundation. The Atlantic is owned by a dot-com kajilUonaire who's content to

continue to publish the magazine even though it loses money. If The New Yorker weren't owned
by a privately held company, Conde Nast, which has no public shareholders, I don't think The New
Yorker would be in the situation it is in today. So the answer to your question is: Canada is not a

big enough country to support a magazine like The Walrus, just as it could not support a magazine

like Saturday Night, where I worked in the '80s. The foimders of The Walrus did something really

smart they set it up as a foundation, knowing that it was going to need philanthropic support, and

put it in a position where it could go out and ask for that support and give people a tax receipt in

return for it.

TU Were there challengesyou hadn't expected when you came on as
editor of The Walrus?
JM: One of my criticisms of The Walrus in its first five years was that it seemed to me a little un-

focused. You should be able to figure out by reading a magazine what its mission is, and I couldn't

figure out what The Walrus's mission was. I couldn't have said to you, "This story belongs in The

Walrus and this one doesn't"—and you have to be in that situation. One of the first things we did

was impose a definition on the magazine. The definition the staff and I agreed upon was that The

Walrus should be a magazine about Canada and its place in the world. When I was at Saturday

Night, its definition would have been that Saturday Night is a magazine about Canada, full-stop.

[At The Walrus], we thought that the country had changed since the 1980s—that people are more
inclined to think of themselves these days as both Canadians and citizens of the world. So we
thought that last addition, "Canada and its place in the world," was an important one. That is a

huge challenge. It is a huge challenge because we have such limited resources, as you can see by

looking around, and even if we had unlimited resources, it would be a huge challenge because to

do that job, you have to have information thafs very difficult for any one person or group of people

to have.

TL: Why is it so hard for a Canadian general interest magazine to be
financially viable?
JM: General interest magazines have not been doing well anywhere for the past 25 years, and the

magazines that do well are more targeted, with some notable exceptions. I mean you'd have to de-

scribe The New Yorker as a general interest magazine. But having said that, it's a kind of general in-

terest magazine aimed at a niche—a small niche. The real answer is: in Canada, which is a tiny, tiny

country, the challenge is much bigger—because if you attract one per cent of the American reading

public, you've got a huge audience. If you attract one per cent of the Canadian reading public, and

you'd have to take Quebec out of there, so it's one per cent not of 33 million but 20-some-odd mil-

lion, you haven't got a lot of people. Proportionally, it's not a lot of people. You have to keep going

back to my comment about Harper's, The Atlantic, and The New Yorker: they are three magazines

that in a country of 350 million people, struggle. Harper's, which is 150 years old or something, has

around 200,000 paid circulation in the United States. We have 60,000 paid circulation in a country a

fraction of that size, so we're really pimching above our weight, as did Saturday Night.

TL: The magazine was granted
charitable status in 2005. Right
now the homepage for The Walrus
website features a large banner
asking for donations to help
l(eep the publication running.
Is it disheartening that a major
Canadian magazine can only exist
as a charity rather than as a purely
commercial enterprise?
JM: Not at all. Do I find it disheartening that

Harper's can only exist with MacArthur's $25

million? This is not an indication of failure. It

is just the reality that a magazine that sets out

to do what The Walrus sets out to do is not

going to have 200,000 circulation in a country

as small as Canada. Because it is designed not

to have a circulation of 200,000, the fact that

it doesn't have an audience that big doesn't

make it a failure. On the other hand, it has to

survive and so the only other revenue stream

is fundraising. Look through the ages: great

artists and great art always had to have pa-

tronage. I'm not saying The Walrus is great

art, but I'm saying there's nothing wrong
with requiring patronage in order to survive.

There's nothing inherently bad about that. It's

not a sign of weakness.

TL: I don't necessarily mean
weakness on the publisher's part.
Is it disheartening that there isn't

enough demand?
JM: This is the great reality. The sort of ele-

phant in the room, where culture and the arts

are involved in Canada, is that it is a small

country. High culture and the arts do not

have mass appeal anywhere. That's why the

Canadian Opera Company needs supporters.

That's why the Stratford Festival needs sup-

porters. There are a number of magazines in

Canada, like Canadian Art, which also re-

quire patronage in order to do what they do.

TL: Are you seeing a change in

what readers want in a Canadian
magazine?
JM: 1 don't think so, but as I said at the out-

set, we're not a magazine that goes out and
says to the marketplace, "What do you want,

and we'll give it to you." That's not the way
the process works here. The way the process
works here is that we take a look at the coun-
try and what it's doing and what the people

iK it are doing and we say, "What's signifi-

cant? What's interesting? What would I,

, as an intelligent Canadian who feels like

a stakeholder in Canada—what would I

want to know?" And that's what we give

them. As long as people write us a cheque
once a year and say, "Please send me 10

more issues ofyour magazine," we assume
they are liking what we're doing. That's

why, incidentally, paying for something is

so important. If you give it away, how do
you know if people actually like it?

TL: Is Canadian journalism
experiencing a slow death or a
gradual transformation?
JM: I think there's a lot of hysteria out

there right now about the state of journal-

ism, which has been occasioned by the

Internet, digital media, and the fact that

newspapers, which were once—I hesitate

to use the words "obscenely profitable,"

but profitable well beyond what most busi-

nesses would have thought of as healthy

profits—are no longer that profitable.

Some of them are nevertheless profitable

and many of them are not as profitable as

they should be because during the '80s and

'90s they acquired way too much debt, so

they are having to service debt. The share-

holders took out a lot of equity. Newspa-
pers are having to work on a different

business model, which is going to involve

the Internet for sure, as are magazine pub-

lishers and book publishers. All of that is

just plumbing. The Internet is just plumb-

ing and what goes into the plumbing is

what's really important. I think good jour-

nalism today is much the same as good

journalism was 25 years ago or 50 years

ago, and I think it will be the same 25 years

from now and 50 years from now. How it's

distributed and disseminated will change.

We're not seeing the death of journalism.

TL: Advances in information
technology have made the
world hungry for news not just

about local or national issues,
but the world at large. With
a growing interconnectivity
among countries, are Canadian
publications dealing with
Canadian issues as relevant as
they used to be?
JM: The Walrus, from the very beginning,

had an interest in the world and things go-

ing on outside Canada. But it doesn't make
any sense to me to attempt to do some-

thing you don't have the resources, human
or financial, to do. We do not pretend to be

telling Canadian readers about the world.

There are other publications that can do

that part better than we can. We're trying

to tell Canadian readers about Canada and

its place in the world. We go beyond Can-

ada's borders, in what we do, when there

is an obvious Canadian connection, but

beyond that, it just makes no sense for us

to compete with The Economist or Foreign

Affairs or whatever.

TL: What does the future hold
for The Walrus?
JM: I hope that when you are as old as I

am, The Walrus will still be around. I think

our country deserves its own magazine.

The problem with Harper's, The Atlantic,

or The New Yorker is that they are all great

magazines, but they're not our magazines

and they don't talk about us; they barely

know we exist. I'd like our finances to be-

come stable enough, soon enough, that we
can do things like pay interns, pay writers

more, and be able to spend more money on

our journalism—to be able to spend more

on travel, which is very difficult for us to

do now.
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Private Life

CRISTINA DIAZ BORDA
reconnects with an oid

friend and U.S. Marine,

Private First Ciass

Eric Hsia

Dressed in full camouflage, covered in yellow and pmk
paint, with welts aU over his body, Eric Hsia bursts into

laughter. "I have uniform inspection tomorrow!" he
wailed. As the rest of us peeled offour coveralls after a solid day
of paintball, Eric was trying to figure out what to do. He could

have spent the $40 for coveralls like the rest of us, but why let

fully functional camo go to waste? This was my first memory of

Private First Qass Hsia, a U.S. Marine.

Eric and I grew up in Monmouth County, New Jersey, right

off the notorious Jersey shore. We have 16 Facebook friends in

common, all of whom I've known for at least eight years. Eric

and 1 went to the same prom and once we even had a chance

encounter at a hot-air balloon show.

Eric's always been a goofy kid, although now he's not the

same guy 1 knew back in high school. He still plays video games,

but there's something intangibly different about him. He's been
in the military as long as I've known him, following in his par-

ents' footsteps. He started in Junior Navy ROTC in 2002. (The

Reserve Officers' Training Corps, for those not familiar, is a vol-

untary program in the U.S. for young people interested in get-

ting involved in the military.) He joined the U.S. Air Force Civil

Air Patrol in 2005, did Navy ROTC Marine Option in univer-

sity—though he didn't finish—and enlisted in the U.S. Marine
Corps in March 2008. When I call him up two days before he
ships out, he's laughing. "Woo! Ifs exciting being interviewed!"

Eric deployed for Afghanistan on Valentine's Day. When
asked what he named his rifle, he tells me, "The cttrrent one,

1 just named Helen. There's this girl Helen that if I wasn't de-

ploying, I can pretty much one hxmdred per cent say we'd be
together—no pressure on her . . . She's a keeper. I'll be thinking

about her while I'm away."

I ask Eric what he would have done if he hadn't pursued the

military, but the truth is that it wasn't an option. "Well, prior

to joining the Marines, I attended SUNY Maritimes College in

New York, and 1 would have been pursuing a degree in mer-
chant shipping with the Merchant Marines and doing ROTC,"
he explains. "My degree was like a business degree for imports

and exports. But then I enlisted. Either way, I was ending up in

the military, either enlisted or as an officer."

In the end, imiversity wasn't for him, but he values the col-

lege experience. "College students are people that make huge
changes in the world. They're young and they're in an environ-

ment where their brainwaves are moving. Anti-war protests in

the '60s and '70s, even if 1 didn't agree vdth them, are part of our
history; they changed the world. I really think students are a re-

flection of whafs going on in our world. If they're riled up and
really care about something, you feel it. If something's going on
and they can't be bothered to care, it means it just doesn't matter

in the culture."

Eric would have become an officer, a higher rank than Private

First Qass when he enlisted, but he didn't submit his transcript.

'Tt was the timeframe: I had to drive all the way to the Bronx.

1 would have had to pick up the transcript in person from my
imiversity and then deliver it in person."

As for why he enlisted, Eric explains that he wasn't doing
well in university. All his focus was on the military compo-
nent of his Ufe. "I realized if I had the itch that bad, it was time
to go be a Marine."

Eric's wanted to be a marine since 2000. He blames the movie
Top Gun and an experience in Grade 8. "I was in Barnes and
Noble and picked up this book and read it from cover to cover.

The title of the book was Marines. So since 1 was 12 years old,

that was my dream, just to be a Marine. The elitism, the sense

of camaradery. Giving yourself to a cause greater than yourself.

People say you don't truly appreciate freedom until you've sac-

rificed it, and as cheesy and cliche as it is, I really believe that"

Yet, he's still not sure if he'll make a career out of Marine
life. He doesn't know how the experiences ahead will shape
him, but says that what has happened so far has definitely

changed his outlook.

Basic training was not what Eric expected. "The whole
time they tried to teach you to know what a Marine really is.

I mean, I never really knew what the word 'sacrifice' meant
until I ended up there. You really don't until you get into situ-

ations like that. All three months you're yelling from the min-

ute you wake up until you go to sleep, and sometimes in your

sleep. There are really guys who go to bed and sort of sleep-

walk, going through the motions and 'sleep dress,' standing

next to their rack all night long.

"It's such a culture shock. You truly meet people who have

been shielded their whole life. People from Spanish-speaking

countries who can barely speak English. Guys who are really

meeting the first black person they've ever met. I mean, you go

in knowing that you're going to meet guys from every part ofthe

country but you don't realize that until you're there."

I realized if I liad

the itch that bad, it

was time to go be

a IVIarine

Eventually, Eric and I start talking about the past, back when
the Iraq War started. It was a big deal for us back then. I still re-

member everyone sitting in the library, huddled around the TV
during lunch. The Iraq War affected us all, but war has now af-

fected Eric's life much more drastically: "For me, I had to try to

write a v^U."

As for his civilian friends, "they are very supportive—even

the ones that aren't pro-war." But Eric's not "pro-war" either,

nor is he anti-war. "I really agree with Plato on 'only the dead

have seen the end of war.' Human coriflicts and politics are all

on the basis of war. Having gone to college, I got to see both

sides of things."

Even though Eric is deploying wdthin 36 hours of our phone
call, it's way later than he thought he'd be out there. 'Tve been
waiting to leave since November. We've been imder a lot of

stress, with things like delays and last-minute gear issue. But

overall it's like, wow, we're really doing this, seeing what it's like

to make a difference."

He adds that one thing the public just doesn't seem to grasp

is the stress that delays cause for the troops. 'Toliticians change
what they want and don't want from us: where they want us to

be, how many of us they want to send. It's stressful on the indi-

viduals when you're put on standby so long. I just want to say,

'Make up your damn mind!'"

According to Eric, another point of contention that escapes

public discourse is that of how much the troops get paid. "Pri-

vate defense contractors, basically mercenaries, make $140,000

and on our first deployment, we make $12-14,000. 1 mean, come
on, a factor of 10? We're risking oui lives here."

I ask Eric how being a Marine has changed his opinion of

what it's like to be an American. He responds: "Not to say that

people who aren't successful in life aren't good Americans, but 1

think being a citizen of any country is all about being a produc-
tive individual. That's what being a citizen is, being productive,

trying to better yourself, even if its for your own selfish reasons.

Ifs the freedom to pursue happiness. I don't care if you're pro-

war, anti-war, as long as you're pursiiing your goals and trying

to better yourself. College kids, they're there because they want
to. I feel pretty damn smug knowing they get to do that because
they don't have to do what I'm doing."

"I'd say anyone can do what we're doing in terms of being in

the military and the Marines. It's aU a mindset. Most people in

their lives don't get a chance to push themselves one hundred per
cent to their limits. In training you really have to push yourself.

No matter what type of person, you don't have to be reckless,

but push yourself as hard as you can mentally and physically to

discover a new side of yourself. That's what being a Marine is re-

ally about. I think everyone could benefit from that. The minute
you quit on yourself, that's when you've lost. You need to find

something that really matters to you."

Eric Hsia was deployed on February 14, 2010. The U.S. Marine Corps
currently leads an offensive of30,000 U.S. andNATO troops against

the Taliban stronghold in Marjah.
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Cross-Campus Conversations
Compiled by SHOSHANA WASSER Illustration by HUGH LANGIS

I
walked around campus for a week having strangers

divulge the questions they get asked the most often,

as well as those they least enjoy responding to. Unsur-

prisingly, we all get a lot of "What's up?" and "How are

you?" in our daily lives, and more than half the students I

spoke to mentioned one of these as their most hated query.

The major complaint? These supposed conversations start-

ers don't really start anything at all.

Are there questions that would initiate a more sustained con-

versation? I asked the same respondents to share what
they wish people would ask them more often. And in an
effort to test the bounds of anonymity and intimacy, I had
another group of students—entirely unknown to the first

bunch—respond to their questions.

Do you have time to go for a drink?
• Sure. I'm always down for going for a drink.

• Right now?! Is it nearby so 1 can leave my stuff in the Ro-

barts reading room? I can go for about an hour but I'll have

to come back to study after.

• Always. Especially with you.

• Only if it's a Pepsi. Coke is ubiquitous all over campus and
it pisses me off.

• Are you buying? If not, the answer is still yes.

What are your goals in life?

• To be completely at peace with myself and, in turn, the rest

of the world.

• To get a decent-paying job I enjoy, be happy, and eventually

settle down somewhere I lik^.

• To find a way to leave a dent in the world around me and

make the world a better place. Yes, it is a vague goal, but if

I was any more specific, I would not be honest. Sure there

are things 1 want to accomplish, but my only goal is to

make those accomplishments matter.

• Hahaha! You're funny. What are your goals in life?

• The only clear and well-defined goal I have right now is to

live at least until I am 34 so that I can say I outlived Jesus.

Oh, and 1 want to ride an elephant.

Do you want the answers from last night's

homework?
• Really?! That's so nice of you! Wait ... actually ... what was

the range of your GPA from last semester? Just an ap-

proximation is fine if you aren't comfortable telling me
the actual thing.

• No, I prefer to do the work myself.

• Well, last night's homework was an essay, so I don't see

how giving me the answer will be useful at this point. But

if you just want to talk about it, sure. If not, get out of my
house.

• We're not in elementary school anymore.

How are you feeling? No, seriously—how are
you feeling?
• I'm feeling suicidal. You?
• Generally good, but on an overall level, absolutely terrified.

I'm graduating. I'm poor. I don't know where I will be in a

few months. The one thing that is keeping me together is

the knowledge that if I stick to my guns, it will work out.

This keeps me content enough to press on. So yes, I'm gen-

erally good. And you?
• Fine, really, to the first. To the second, there are too many

things happening, but one always manages to cope.

• I'm not the best at describing how I feel. I never really give

it much thought—maybe out of fear of what I wiU discover.

In all honesty though, as much as I have lots of great friends,

I still can't help but feel a bit lonely. I really wouldn't mind
being in a relationship or at least having someone to cuddle

with at night. Besides that though, I am feeling alright. My
life is pretty uneventful, can't really complain.

• I am feeling fine. Seriously? I am feeling seriously fine. Oh,
but now I am feeling hilariously fine. Or is it ridiculously

fine? Seriously ridiculously fine. So "good," I guess. Why
would you ask in the first place if you weren't really inter-

ested in knowing?
Do you like what you're studying? Why?
• On some days I do ... the thing is, when you are happy

about life in general, you are happy doing everything and
nothing. But when you have one of those days when some-
thing is getting you down, everything else sucks, too. AtU
of T, my days are mostly of the latter genre, which is why
I'm rarely happy with what I'm studying.

• I love what I am studying. It is interesting, somewhat re-

warding, and just fun. It is not very useful or practical,

though.

• Yes! It involves everything, plus a healthy competition
which makes it great to watch, like a never-ending team
sport.

• Yes and no. I love history and learning about the past. I be-
lieve it is essential to understand the present. I've become
disillusioned with political science and don't like to study
it anymore and turned it into a minor. (I once planned on
majoring in it.) And I'm really enjoying the courses I've

been taking for my new minor of Book & Media Studies.

Courses titled "The Newspaper in Canadian Society" and
"Readers and Readerships" are perfect for someone like

me who is a news junkie, loves Canada, and loves books.
What do you believe in?
• If this is a religious question, I believe that there is no way

I can ever understand or know what made me or why I

am here, but if there is some sort of supreme being(s), they

would want me to treat others with respect and not be a

jackass. If this is another type of "belief" question, I believe

in the importance of the Latin phrase carpe diem, and the

fact that everyone should see Dead Poets' Society at least

once in their life.

• I was raised as a Roman Catholic (and my parents still go

to church every week), but from the time I was a teenager,

I've become lapsed from my faith and haven't really given

much thought to it. I believe in some sort of higher being

—

whether it is God, Buddha, Allah, or whoever else, remains

to be determined.
• I believe in unicorns, leprechauns, Odin, Batman, evolu-

tion, pygmy ponies, that better living is achieved through

omniscience, that to have a beard is to rehearse a battle

with the universe, and that fairies wear boots.

• Why are you asking me? I'm barely over 20!

• I don't know anymore ... [proceeds to cry]

Wanna make out?
• Sure.

• It hadn't crossed my mind. Get back to you?
• Oh my god, you're like the coolest person I've ever met.

And I think you just made my day.

• Wanna buy my drink first, or at least let me buy you a

drink?
• Yes, but don't take pictures and put them all over the In-

ternet.

What are you working on right now?
• A brutal essay which is taking forever. But that's what any

one of the 10 million students on campus would have an-

swered, so...

• Everything and nothing. It's called "multitasking."

• I've recently started making music with a new band. We're

collaborating with each other a lot and it is really turning

into something special. That is probably the most impor-

tant thing I'm working on aside from essays for class. By

the way, you should come see us play. We rock some mean

folk!

• An essay on the following topic: "Assess the extent to which

race shaped Billie Holiday's sense of personal identity."

• I am working on a comic, an essay, and trying to have a

coherent argument celebrating mediocrity.

What is your background?
• Take a guess! I usually tell people I'm a quarter Russian

simply because of my hair colour and skin tone. Some

postulate that I'm Japanese. This conversation often gets

really interesting.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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John
Mighton is a fellow at the Fields Institute For Research In

Mathematical Sciences at the University of Toronto, and the

founder ofJUMP Math, a non-profit organization that teach-

math to kids. JUMP stands for Junior Undiscovered Math
Prodigies. Mighton's key message is that anyone can do math,

that there are no inborn math geniuses. By resisting the school

system's tendency to judge children according to a hierarchy

of abilities, Mighton works with children to help develop their

latent potential. Mighton uses research on neuroplasticity—the

study of how the brain physically reorganizes itself in response

to new experiences—to inform his philosophy of "emergent
intelligence," in which rigorous, guided practice can unlock a

child's untapped talent in math.

In addition to being an accomplished mathematician, Migh-
ton is also an accomplished author and playwright. In 1992 he
won the Governor General's Award for Drama for two plays:

Possible Worlds and A Short History of Night. He won again in

2005 for his play Half Life. The jury called it "a theatrical master-

piece that is an important addition to the Canadian canon." He
was also awarded the Siminovitch Prize in Theatre for his body
of work. His two nonfiction books. The Myth of Ability and The
End of Ignorance: Multiplying Our Hirnian Potential, discuss

the development of his ideas about math and how mathematical

ability can be fostered in every child.

Mighton sat down to chat with The Varsity about JUMP, cha-

os theory, Sylvia Plath, and how he ended up with a cameo in

Good Will Hunting.

Alex Ross: The story ofhaw you came to love mathematics is

really inspiring. What started your love ofmath, and how did you come

back to it after nearlyfailing calculus infirst year university?

John Mighton: I had always been interested in math as a

kid and I also read a lot of science fiction. I read about time

travel and all of these interesting ideas that were coming out of

physics at the same time. So I thought math and physics were
very magical subjects, and I wanted to study them, but wasn't

that confident. I'd often compare myself to kids who would
write in competitions and do well at math effortlessly, so I had
some doubts I could be a mathematician. I really got back into

it when I started tutoring kids to make some money when I

started out as a playwright. Going back to the high school

material at my own pace and hav-

ing to explain things that were
mysterious to me in high

school became easier and
easier, more obvious, and
I finally thought I had the

confidence to go back and
do something, so that's why I

didn't [get my PhD in mathematics]

until my 30s.

AR: Tell us aboutJUMP Math, its

origin and purpose.

JM: It's a charity and a not-for-profit

organization. It started as a tutoring

club in my apartment, I just wanted to help some
local kids, and I asked the local principal to send
some kids who were struggling. I didn't really

anticipate what would happen with JUMP. I felt

I had a pretty privileged life and I just wanted to

give something back to kids who were struggling

in school and couldn't hire a tutor. We got such
amazing results in the first year. I saw changes in

kids that I never would have believed or expected
and I started investing more and more time into

JUMP. And gradually we began working in class-

rooms. The program has changed now, we don't

provide tutors - we work directly with teachers to

provide them with workbooks for their curricu-

lum in Grades 1 to 8.

AR: In your books, you discuss how you train your tutors, some of
whom haven't done math in a while or are afraid of it. How do you

make sure somebody who may not be as adept at math can become

involved?

JM: First, assume that everyone has the ability to learn math,
but people are easily overwhelmed by too much informa-
tion. There's a lot of research in psychology now that says our
brains can only handle one or two things at a time, new facts

or new techniques. We have to learn very slowly, and we re-

quire lots of practice. We take the exact same approach with
tutors as we do with kids. We just break the math down and
help them build their confidence. We give them lots of practice

and support. [...] We find that when you give people that support
they can become better tutors or teachers of math.
AR: What inspired you about Sylvia Plath and the way she taught

herselfpoetry?

JM: The idea that you could imitate other people and that you
could practice yoiir craft, and that you didn't necessarily have
to create ori^pnal stuff—^you just had to learn a craft. It's really

been the basis of everything that I have done since. There's this

new book I read, OutUers by Malcobn Gladwell, which looks at

very successful people, and foimd that there is usually 10,000

hours of practice that lies behind their success that's hidden, that

nobody really knows about, because they just seem to develop

these abilities out of nowhere. But that's not the case for most
people, even highly successful people. Occasionally, people just

seem to develop genius or talent or originality out of nowhere,
but usually you can trace itback to an enormous amoimt of com-
mitment. [...]

I call the JUMP method "guided discovery." It's very impor-

tant that kids learn to work independently, that they take risks,

that they be creative, that they try to discover things, that they

understand things deeply. On the other hand, we have to recog-

nize the weakness of the brain, [laughs] those things often re-

quire an enormous amount of rigorous instruction or guidance
and so you need a balance, always letting kids discover things as

much as possible, but guiding them when they need it. It's very
simple. It's not rocket science; all good teachers do that. It's not
any kind of big revelation. You always let them balance being
independent and making discoveries, and guiding them when
they need it.

AR: How do you reconcile progressive and traditionalist -perspectives

on teaching?

JM: I don't think we've commimicated that enough in JUMP,
because we're a charity and I'm always struggling to even have
the time to create the material. I believe in a balance always. The
progressivist ideas are very positive and there is an enormous
amount of value in them, because you don't want to just teach

kids in a rote way, or in a way that they don't understand, or

they have no commitment to. It's very healthy, the progressivist

movement. But what we try and balance this with atJUMP is a

recognition of how much support students sometimes need. I

think it's an easy balance.

You can structure your lessons so that you assess what your
students need to know. You let them discover things through-
out the lesson, but you make sure you're constantly assessing.

It's not a hard balance. You always have enough work for the

Crunching
Numbers

ALEX ROSS sits down
with mathematician-cum
author John Mighton

faster kids to keep them occupied, but that doesn't go too far.

We're meeting more and more teachers who can do that balance.

We have one teacher who is an absolute inspiration to me, who
within two years took a classroom that was very mixed ability,

according to standardized tests, and in two years she got them
all writing in the Pythagoras Competition. 14 of 17 students got

awards of distinction, and three came within a few marks. There

are teachers who know how to strike that balance on top of ev-

erything else.

AR: How do you overcome the tendency to separate students as

superior or inferior?

JM: I don't know the answer to that completely. One of the

problems is when you teach kids in a way that doesn't take into

account the weakness of the brain, or the fact that we need so

much practice. Ifyou neglect that, you'll get a pretty random dis-

tribution of results, it'll be a pretty wide bell curve. So that's the

number-one problem, that in university we produce these very

wide bell curves and results, and I believe I know why. Math
is like a ladder. You miss a step, you can't go on. You lose your

confidence and your brain stops working efficiently. You need to

look at why we are producing those differences and those hier-

archies. It's very hard to do that since all of the evidence seems to

suggest that there are natural differences between kids, so it's a

circular situation. The only way you can really combat that is by

gathering data and showing those very wide bell curves aren't

necessary. That's why we have been trying to publicize the re-

sults of this teacher it shows very clearly that you don't have to

have those differences.

AR: You played the character Tom in Good Will Hunting. How
did you become involved with thefilm and how did you deal with its

subject ofa born math genius, an idea that you'refirmly against?

JM: Well, I expressed that problem the minute they asked me
if I wanted me to be a math consultant. I expressed the problem

I had with the movie, and they were willing to work with me,

or at least to think about that. But through a series of miscom-

munications, I actually ended up in the movie and not being the

math consultant. But they were very, very generous, and they

let me add that little monologue in the middle of the movie that

kind of expressed my view. So that's how I reconciled it. I say in

the middle of the movie that most people never find the teachers

that believe in them and then they get convinced they're stupid

and that they can't do something. They were extremely gener-

ous and it was fun.

AR: In addition to loriting two books on mathematics, you're also an

award-winning playwright. How did you develop as a writer?

JM: My development in every field—in math, in writing—has

been very, very slow. After I discovered that Sylvia Plath imi-

tated other poets, I started imitating her work, and other poets.

In theatre, it took me years before I wrote anything that I felt had
my own voice. Ifs just been relentless practice and study of other

writers and so on. It's hard to say what worth your work has.

You can't really know, especially in the arts. It's easier in math
to know, because if you prove something, it's true unless you
made a massive mistake. In the arts it's very hard to know the

worth of your work. I certainly feel I have developed a craft,

and I am more confident that if I have an experience, or hear

about something, I can find a form for it on stage. [...]

Some ofmy best ideas in theater come from philosophy, math-

ematics or science, and I made discoveries in math that I think

came from literary training. There is a sense of analogy I have
and also I ask very strange questions, because I did philoso-

phy. People sometimes think it's unusual that I am doing

the arts and the sciences: if you're

using one half of your brain,

the other has to be left empty
for storage. It's not the case.

We should have integrated

brains. That's why I am so

passionate aboutJUMP. Kids

should be able to do the arts

and the sciences. Everything I have
done has been driven by a sense of

wonder more than anything, when
I read a really great author or see a

great mathematical proof, I get this

sense of absolute wonder about the

beauty of the universe and I think that's a kind

of birthright of kids. That's the most imfortunate

thing for me: that so many kids are shut off from
a sense of wonder.

AR: How do you maintain a sense ofwonder?

JM: If you throw away insecurities around
whether I am good or not, whether I am going

to succeed or whatever—^if you throw that away
and just start loving the process, and loving what
you're learning, then you're not going to have any
problem manufacturing a sense of wonder. The
world simply supplies it, the world is simply so el-

egant and beautiful and complex. Of course, there

are terrible aspects of the world that come main-
ly from us. But if you keep trying to look beyond those

things, it's very easy to be inspired all the time. What stops

us is our insecurities more than anything, because we feel

"if I am not going to be the best, then why bother" or "this

is beyond me." I've seen classrooms where as soon as you
take away the hierarchy and you let all the kids succeed

in the class and stop competing against each other—but

compete against the problem—^you get to a different level.

And when kids are given the support, it's magical: the

whole class ignites. You have kids who are not being mean
to each other or are competing, they're all excited about it.

AR: The TDSB produced a position paper that accusedJUMP
ofbeing too procedural and having too much rote learning. What are

they missing? Why is their opinion so misguided?

JM: I can take some blame because I haven't had time to com-
municate with people too often, so when I'm quoted in the paper,

people makemy position out to be more extreme than it actually

is. They do not communicate the subtleties ofmy argximent.

I should say first of all the school system has really opened up
to JUMP, our problems are starting to melt away. There are still

some problems, but people have begun informing themselves
about our data, about what the program really is. A lot of people
didn't know we had free teacher's guides. I talked to many peo-
ple who had problems wiih the program who didn't know they
exist and had never gone to read them, whereas if they did, they
would see it's a very balanced program.

The final thing is there is a lot of debate about the best ways
to teach kids, and there's a lot of new data and research coming
out of psychology that says people have to take account of how
much practice we need. That research will take a while coming
out of the system, and imtil people look at that research they
won't understand why JUMP is the way it is, why it has been
built in the way it has.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18

• I'm Canadian. I was born and raised in Otta-

wa and lived there until I was 18 . . . Although
very few of my extended family are fran-

cophone, I went through the French public

school system (not French immersion!) back

in Ottawa. It's because my mom did the same
when she was a kid, and because of that I

also consider myself a Franco-Ontarian.
• My mother is a working-class Calgarian

and my father descends from the British

upper-class, or says he does. It only recent-

ly occurred to me how bizarre a marriage
this was.

• My family comes from a long line of Irish

Catholics. My Grandpa came over to Canada
in the 1940s.

• Beartato. Oh, you mean, like, racially. Half-

space goat, half-awesome. Okay, fine, Jewish

Rastafarian. Okay, just Colombian. I hate

this question.

What are you doing on Saturday?
• I am having brunch with some friends. Do

you want to meet up after that?

• I'll be running experiments in my lab. I love

life. I really, really do.

• Homework, band practice, and other things.

In the evening, I may go to a pub with my
roommates ... or stay in and watch Buffy the

Vampire Slayer on DVD with them. We've
been watching them in installments. We're

on Season 2.

• Usually watching Hockey Night in Canada
with a few beers before either going out with

friends or just staying in for the night and re-

laxing / doing schoolwork. I usually don't do
too much on Saturday nights—I tend to go
out on Friday nights.

• Recuperating productively.

What are you reading these days?
• Everything but my textbooks. I also keep

on buying books that I tell myself I'll read,

but I never do because there just isn't

enough time.

• Well, a lot due to the nature of my program. I

recently finished the new Nick Hornby book

Juliet, Naked, and it was good. The best book

I've read recently was called -My Name is

Will: A Tale of Sex, Drugs, and Shakespeare

by Jess Winfeild. Seriously one of the funni-

est books ever written.

• Just philosophy essays and books for class

and webcomics. I dream of being able to read

novels in my free time again, eventually.

• Billie Holiday's autobiography—I need to

write an essay on it for one of my classes.

• Recently it occurred to me I wasn't reading

anything outside of school. Then I realized I

spend several hours a day reading things on

the linternet. Just 'cause it ain't in print don't

mean it ain't there.

Want to get out of here?
• I think I just fell in love.

• It depends if there's innuendo hiding in your

question.

• Maybe. Where are we going? I'm pretty con-

tent here in Toronto. I like to travel, but I've

come to the realization in the last year that I

like living in Canada.
• Sure. Let's go for an adventure.

• Yes, just let me finish my drink.

What kind of music are you Into right

now?
• I'm really liking Datarock. They are Norwe-

gian and very fun, danceable, and have ridic-

ulously silly lyrics. I'm also listening to the

song "Chavas" by Molotov (a cover of "Girls"

by the Beastie Boys) at least once a day be-

cause the bass is awesome.
• I'm always listening to a mix of everything.

On heavy rotation on my iPod at the moment:
the new Hot Chip album, Brandi Carlile, Ari-

ane Moffatt, Jean Leloup, Charlotte Gains-

bourg, Kate and Anna McGarrigle, Grizzly

Bear, St. Vincent, Mumford and Sons, Thrush
Hermit, and Illadelph Halflife by The Roots.

• I always listen to my iPod on the way to class,

so I like stuff that pumps the adrenaline in

preparation for the imminent hours of som-
bre focus.

• Well, a lot. I really like the most recent Jens

Lekman album, A Night Falls over Korteda-
la. It really is brilliant. Belle and Sebastian is

are a constant favourite, as is St. Vincent. But
most recently I've been getting really into the
Nostalgia 77 sound. Long live jazz revivals!

• I listen only to lecture recordings.

Can I have your phone number?
• I dunno. Do you have a girlfriend?

• Not if you publish it. Ask me later.

• I thought you already had it? If you lose it

again I will de-friend you on Facebook.
• Sure. I'm having fun and this conversation is

quite stimulating, if not one-sided. I'd like to

ask you these same questions another time.

Do you want to go shopping?
• I can't ... I just went yesterday ... I can't spend

any more money.
• Uh, ok. But you then have to help me find

rare comic books throughout the city after-

wards.
• Probably not. Never been a fan, really.

• Are you kidding? I'm a s-t-u-d-e-n-t. Don't
get me wrong, I'm quite privileged. I just

don't have any spare money to go shopping,
as much as I'd enjoy your company.

In all honesty, what do you think of
me?
• why don't you add me on Facebook first?

• I think you are a great person. One of the

best people I know. You are a great friend

that will always be there to help. But I think

that unless you change parts of your life-

style, you will be dead in less than 10 years,

and this worries me.
• If I'm answering your questions this honest-

ly? Quite a lot!

• I think that you are an easy going person

[who is] , curious about those around them.

I like that you care about the answers to the

questions you are asking. You seem warm-
hearted and kind, but don't be offended if it

takes me a while to trust you. It usually takes

me a bit of time to really warm up to people.

• What do I think of you? What do you think

of ME?

An average refund with us is $1,000.
We get you an average of ^1,000 on your tax refund,

so you can do more of what you want to do. Get It Right.™

student Tax Prep

$2995
plus FREE SPC Card.*

H&R BLOCK*

Click, call or come over, j hrblock.ca | 800-HRBLOCK

e 2009 H&R Block Canada, Inc. '$29.95 valid for regular student tax preparation only.

Student tax preparation with Cash Back option is $34.95. To qualify for student pricing,

student must present either (i) a T2202a documenting 4 or more months of full-time

attendance at a college or university during 2009 or (ii) a valid high school identification

card. Expires July 31, 2010. Valid only at participating H&R Block locations in Canada.

ELECTIONS NOTICE
Varsity Publications seeks motivated candidates
who wisin to sit on the Varsity Board of Directors.

In order to be eligible pursuant to our bylaws, you
must be a full-time undergraduate student, or a

graduate student or part-time student who pays
the membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled

for the 2010-2011 academic year:

* St George (four representatives)
* UTM (one representative)
* UTSC (one representative)

* Professional faculties (three representatives)

The nomination period runs from March 4 to 18.

Elections will be held on April 1. For more info

on the nomination procedure and election rules,

please contact the Chief Returning Officer

at cro@thevarsity.ca
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Proposed SCSU Student Referendum Question

Sports and Recreation Complex
March 2010

The Preamble:

The SCSU proposes to establish a new Special Levy representing the student contribution of $30 million (being

18% of the total $170 million capital costs - all costs in 2008 figures) of the Pan Am Games legacy facilities to

be located on University of Toronto Scarborough and adjacent City of Toronto lands. It is well known that

physical and mental wellbeing are intricately related. A major sports and recreation complex will promote

wellness and a healthy lifestyle amongst our students. In recognition for this investment and in concert with

other partners, UTSC students will replace the current aging Recreation Centre built 38 years ago for 4000

students with one of the best University sports complexes in Canada built to International standards. This new
Sports and Recreation Complex is expected to feature, amongst other facilities:

• multi-purpose gymnasia

• fitness/cardio/weights/training centre

• sports medicine clinic

• 200 metre indoor running track

• racquet sports

• teaching studios (dance fitness/martial arts)

• 2x52 meter competition pool (with spectator seating)

• 10 metre dive tank

• women-only-spaces

In parallel, UTSC will pursue a plan to create a self-funded, covered all-season turf field and twin ice pad multi-

venue arenas, which are envisioned as an additional but complementary part of the Complex.

* Special Levy

The Special Levy is to be collected on behalf of the SCSU and provided by it to the University as the full and

total UTSC student capital contribution to the new Sports & Recreation Complex. It will be compulsory and will

be assessed per session but only for the sessions in which a student is registered as follows:

> Beginning in the Summer 2010 session, until and Including the Winter 2014 session, $40 per full-time

student, and $8 per part-time student, both increased annually at 4%, to assist with initial capital costs.

All these contributions can be credited in full toward a future Alumni membership.

> Beginning in the Summer 2014 session, until and including the Summer 2039 session, $140 per full-

time student, and $28 per part-time student, both increased annually at 4% over the course of a 25-

year mortgage period (the period over which internal and/or external University financing will be

required).

The Special Levy will be subject to University approval processes and will be irrevocable, and bind SCSU and its

successors and will apply to all future full and part-time students registered during the specified time-frame.

The SCSU will also work with the UTSC administration to explore expansion of student activity space on

campus, including the optimization of the use and assignment of existing spaces.

The Question:

Are you in favour of establishing a new Special Levy as the student contribution to

the UTSC Sports & Recreation Complex as set out in the preceding Preamble?

YES NO Abstain

/0AM-7PM
Bring your T-card

For more Information contact

e/ections@scsu.ca

roRo\ro SCSI!
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Attention Students!

15%off l^ed Cross

First Aid courses

Prepare for summer job opportunities

and post-secondary requirements.

Canadian Red Cross

(416)480-2500

www.redcross.ca/firstaid

Red Cross First Aid. Prepare for Life.®

Meel

^ , The Wonders
'

^ / ...deep trance channeled by R6n6 Gaudette. The most profound and
^ extensive source ofpersonal growth and self-development material.

Saturday, March 20^2010
2pm to 4:30pm • 7pm to 9:30pm

Macmillan Theatre, U of T

Faculty of Music (north), Edward Johnson Building

Saturday, April 24*^,2010

7:30pm to 10:00pm

River Grove Community Centre

Kaneff 1 & 2, Mississauga

Go to

or 1.888.718.GIR ^438)
to find out about channeling, for event info an6 tickets.

ickets $20 online or by phone. $25 at the door.

portion of proceeds to be donated to the Uof T.

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

* Complete 30-Hour Seminars

* Convenient Weeliend Schedule

* Proven Test-Taking Strategies

* Experienced Course instructors

* Compreliensive Study Nateriais

* Simulated Practice Exams

* Limited Class Size

* Free Repeat Policy

* Personal Tutoring Available

* Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca
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re(ruitment(S)thevarsity.ca.

E c Oi Environmental Commissioner

of Ontario

Facebook TOU||ili^
if:

Where are the answers to YOUR questions?

www.eco.oii.ca

The online resource for information on legislation, regulation and discussion

of today's most pressing environmental issues.
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GLUBAL BUSINESS

MANAGEMENT

I
POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE

One smart career choice.

So many opportunities.

The Choice

The Global Business Management

program prepares you for a wide range

of careers. Pursue a career in marketing

finance, advertising, international trade,

retail, wholesale or supply chain

management, in domestic or

international businesses of any size.

The Opportunities

• Two years gives you the time to choose

the specific path that is right for you.

Two work placements allow you to

experience more than just one

option before you graduate.

Apply now for September 2010
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business.humber.ca
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Want to Represent your Program at UTSC?

Become A Voice

Director Elections:

Voting Period:

Date: March 17th ~ 19th

Time: 10:00am - r-.OOpm

Location: UTSC Student Centre

Director Positions:

Social Science Director (4)

Management Director (2)

Humanities Director (3)

Psychology Director (3)

Environmental & Physical Sciences Director (1)

Computers St Mathematical Sciences Director (1)

Biological Sciences Director (1)

Part-time Students Director (1>

HART HOUSE THEATRE PRESENTS

ITS 90TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON

Arbitrary Angle Theatre Company's

Robertson Davies:

The Peeled I
Toronto Premiere!

A Canadian literary icon revealed.

MAR 3 -6, 2010
Scripted and Directed by John Krisak

Starring K.Reed Needles

$25 Adults, $15 Students & Seniors

$10 STUDENT WEDNESDAYS

BOX OFFICE
ruofUix.ca

...978-8849 r

Insurance
Meioche Monnex

theVAKSlTY

WWW.HARTHOUSETHEATRE.CA/DAVIES
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Hot Kosher Dinners

WeeMdys 5M00
Weekly Shamt Sinners

Join us at the

Woffond Centre

36 Hmbord Street

One Year to a

Great Career
Your degree or diploma is a great foundation
- now get the job-specific skills employers are

looking for in as little as eight months.

Sheridan offers 23 post-graduate programs

that will prepare you for a career in business,

management, communications, or digital media.

Co-op, internships or work placements are

available in many programs.

Get the rewarding job you want
& shine brighter.

Sheridan
postgrad. Sheridan institute, ca

12.30AM
I'm standing in a bar on Bloor Street West. There are more people here than

I thought there would be for this time of night on a Tuesday. I'm a little im-

sure of where I should start, so I take a seat at the bar and get, of all things, a

Strongbow. Maybe it's the fact that I'm already feeling tired, but I feel like I

should go for the wimpy drink to start things off, and I just can't bring myself

to buy a Corona.

I watch the hockey game for a bit, until someone sits down beside me.

He's a younger guy, shaved head, diamond studs in his ears, and—with glar-

ing prominence—a gold tooth in the front of his mouth. I dedde to break the

seal on the night and strike up a conversation. He tells me his name is Duel.

I can't stop staring at the tooth.

12.57AM
"Ok, it's 1 on a Tuesday night. Why are you hanging out alone in a bai-?"

He thinks it over for a moment. "Well, actually I have an exam on Thurs-

day, a couple of essays due next week, and I just needed some time to un-

wind. I'm a student, but I need to enjoy life to its fullest."

I'm really bad at trying to mix work and bars, so I ask the obvious, "Isn't

it pretty late at this point?"

"I came here for a couple of drinks and I met these people [^esfures to

group at the back of the bar yelling about }agerbombs] and suddenly I'm drinking

Uke, five pints of beer."

"Well it's good to get out and get away from all that school crap, it kind

of ruins you after awhile. How much longer are you going to stay out here?"

He gestures to his half-empty beer "This is my last drink 'cause I just got

a shot. I don't know what it is." I look at the tiny glass of dark green liquid

and scowl.

"That's Jagermeister," I say, furrovwng my brow. God, I hate Jagermeister.

"I have no idea what that is," he says. I'm not entirely sure what it is either,

but I want to guess that ifs made out of herbs, vodka, and garbage.

"I don't know, it's repulsive. Tastes like old feet." IDuel laughs, and looks

back at the group behind us, who are now cheering on their friends who are

doing Jagerbombs. I hold my tongue as I think about what a waste of beer

that it.

"Well, these guys [gestures again to the Jagerbombers] are students as well.

I've never met them, but I got a shot, I had a smoke with them outside ... It

really humanizes you. They say U of T is a very anti-social school because

everyone's so focused on what needs to be done, so when you come here,

that doesn't matter because you're a person here. Thafs what's fundamental

about being here so late."

1.30AM
The bartender is a girl maybe a few years older than me, with long, brown
hair and a nice smile. I'm considering talking to the Jagerbombers behind

me, but instead dedde to strike up a conversation with her. She introduces

herself as Ashley.

As the first professional night-timer I talk to that night I ask her if she

could tell me any stories. She laughs, and gestures to the groups sitting

around us. "A good story about working here at night? Honestly, you're look-

ing at it right now." She pauses for a second, "Uh, there's fights. Fights hap-

pen, they're regular around here." I try to press for more, but that appears to

be all the detail I'm going to get. It would become a running theme through

the night that while people are more than willing to talk aboutwhy they love

being up at all hours, the fine details are lost to the daytime.

Ashley wants to step outside for a smoke, so I follow. Since it's a Tuesday

night, there are a few people milling around in the front, all ofwhom Ashley

seems to know. 'Industry folk," she says. At first I think journalists, but then

I realize that she means other bartenders. "On Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays,

it's a lot of industry people because that's when we get our days off, unfor-

tunately. We have to work weekends and we can't afford to take days off."
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A random guy smoking nearby chimes in, "No real week-

ends." He sees the recorder in my hand and turns away, back

to his cigarette.

"Does this mess with your schedule? It feels like it should."

"Oh, totally, completely. I start at 7 and I work till 3 a.m., and by
the time I head home, I don't get to bed till 6 or 7 in the morning,

and I get up around 4 or 5, so I never see daylight." She takes a drag,

and blows a thin line of smoke in front of the door. "All I really do is

eat, sleep, and work. Last week, one of our girls was sick and I was
coming in at like, 5 p.m. . . 1 leftmy house at 10 minutes to 5, and that

was the first time I had seen sunlight in years."

I contemplate this. I love the night, and haven't seen a bed before

2 a.m. in my entire university career, but I wonder what it would be
like to stop seeing the sun. It's starting to get cold out, and as she

heads back in, I take my leave to head further west, dovm a much
emptier street than I'm used to.

2.05AM
One thing that I'm beginning to notice is that there are a lot of cabs

on the road. There are lots of cabs normally, mind you, but by this

fime, they are all that is out there. Also, while I'm still running into

the occasional person on the street, pretty much everyone I've seen

since I left the bar has been a particular type of guy, usually be-

tween the ages of 25-40. 1 see a younger guy coming out of a nearby

grocery store with an armful of bags. I jog up to him, assuming
that if he doesn't want to talk and takes a swing at me, I should at

least have enough time to duck—thanks to the plastic bags hanging
from his mitts.

I run over and explain what I'm doing, and how I'd like to talk

to him. He looks at me like I'm crazy, and goes, "Sure, why not. I'm

. . . Will." I guess that he's giving me a fake name, but I don't bother

pushing him. Without warning, he launches into his story. For him,

the night had started at a bar with his friends, and had taken a turn

for the dramatic. His girlfriend had called him asking where he
was, and here he was, at 2 a.m., with groceries. But why?

"111 make this interesting: she called me up about how I never

take her out and got all angry at me, from which I inferred that I

should go back home so we could spend the night together. But one
beer and another beer led to another ... I had promised her that I

was going to pick up groceries, and that is the reason why I'm car-

rying three bags of groceries right now. I don't want to have to be

carrying groceries right now.

"Writing a paper on rughtlife . . . there's going to be a lot of

drama involved. I live with [my girlfriend] which makes things

complicated. The relationship is kind of going stagnant and I didn't

want to have to go home right away," he says. I can already feel any

of my set questions slipping away from me, into the dark void of

relationship drama. I keep quiet and hold the recorder up a little

closer as we walk together.

He continues on, "I got a call around 10 to come out to a show,

and I could be at a show probably right now having a really good
time, and I'm in fact FORCED to go back home to my girlfriend,

whom I love and built a relationship with, and we really do in fact

love each other, but we never have time alone anymore." I'm start-

ing to wonder if the stress in his voice is from the relationship is-

sues, fatigue, beer, or a mixture of all three.

We walk a little farther, and split up at Bathurst Street. Before he

goes, I ask him whafs been on my mind the whole time: "What did

you get frorri the grocery store?"

"Uh . . . mushrooms, Mr. Noodles, onions, some organic potato

soup, and some cheese, and a whole lot ofjunk."

3.06AM
I pull up to Robarts just after 3 a.m. I'm really starting to get

tired now, and plan to start chugging as much caffeine as I can

once I get inside. By the front door there are two guys standing

and smoking. Since fatigue leads me to have far less tact than

I normally should, I stand in between them and say, "Hey! Do
either of you want to do an interview for The Varsity?"

The taller guy near the Robarts sign stares at me for a sec-

ond, and then agrees. He tells me his name is Ghirmay, and
offers me a smoke. As I'm lighting it, I remember the fact that

I don't smoke. However, the nicotine buzz will probably help

to keep me alert.

I blow a line of smoke into the wind, and ask, "Why are you
at Robarts at 3 a.m.?"

"I think the TV is so bad sometimes, [laughs] at home I can't

study, and I'm a night person." His voice is incredibly soft, and
I have to lean in to hear him.

"When do you think you'll be done at Robarts?"

"I'll be up until 7, and I'll nap for about an hour, and then

start my day, and I'll do it all week. I've adapted." He finish-

es his cigarette before me and walks inside. I stand out there

smoking for a little bit longer, only to remember again that I

don't smoke. I stub out the cig on the wall, but I feel myself

starting to get jittery, and for the rest of the night my coat

would smell like tobacco.

3.48AM
Upstairs on the second floor of Robarts, there's the usual smatter-

ing of quiet studiers and people passed out on chairs and bench-

es. I walk over to the west entrance, only to find three people

sitting at a table with hula hoops. I sit down on a bench and open
my cola. They introduce themselves as Melissa, Kasia, and Re-

hanna. I start off with the most obvious question: It's 3 a.m. and
you're in Robarts with a hula hoop. Why?

Kasia: "We all have exams that we aren't studying for."

Melissa: "Stress relief."

Kasia: "It's good exercise, especially after eating pizza."

Rehanm: "Hula hoops make studying normal."

Kasia: "If Michelle Obama can do it, it's good. Someone's got

the right idea somewhere."

Oh-kay ... so, why Robarts at 3 a.m.?

Rehanm: "It's a night out to go to Robarts."

Melissa: "We prepare food, hoops, caffeine ..."

Kasia: "Aspirin ..."

Rehanna: 'Tatigue, headache, the hunger ... It's the Robarts

hangover."

Does it feel better or worse than drinking?

Melissa: "It's more depressing."

Kasia: "I don't know, I kind of like it At least you feel useful

afterwards."

Ever see anything weird?

Melissa: "We tried to get the security guard to hula hoop."

Rehanm: "We had a friend sleep under the table onoe."

Any tips for being here late at night?

Kasia: "Save yourself a spot, and run away for an hour when
the cleaners come around."

Do they run you over with the sweepers or something?

Melissa: "There's no point in being here with the vacuum
cleaners, they vidll eat you."

Rehanm: "Oh, don't forget your TCard ever, they v^rill eat you."

Melissa: "Even ifyou come here every day and you don'thave

your TCard once ..."

Kasia: "You know you're here a lot when the security guard

compliments you onhow nice you look with your hair

dovm."

As I leave, they pull out the hula hoops and start doing tricks by the

revolving doors. I'm starting to get really hungry, so I decide to

find food as my last stop on my trip.

5.16AM
I've been wandering around for a while, and I'm starting to get

hungry. I pop in at Fran's on College, and I'm the lone customer

in the place. I order a breakfast plate from a waiter with giant

gages in his ears, and after severely burning the inside of my
mouth on a very hot home fry, I invite Ryan (the server) to come
join me. I can feel my mouth blistering on the inside as I talk.

"How'd you end up doing this job?"

"I got into the restaurant industry as a basic job about 15 years

ago. It just works for me with my life, because I also do music,

and the days and the evenings are the only two times when re-

hearsals and auditions are. I've got my own project right now,

and I'm playing in an Aerosmith tribute band that hires me on
weekends, and I also do freelance session work when it comes
around. I'm busy as I can be."

"How much sleep do you get in a week?"
"I get off at 8 in the morning. If I'm really tired, then some-

times I'll rehearse from 8 at night, so I'll get up at 6 in the evening

and go to rehearsal from 11 until midnight, and then work 'til

8 a.m., so I'm dead by 4 a.m., but I'll have a few coffees and get

through it."

I'm tired just thinking about that. "Do you miss having some
sort of a normal schedule?"

He laughs, "I don't even know what that is. On my days off

I'll reverse my schedule so I can feel a little bit normal and get

stuff done. I'm just not a 9-to-5 person. Besides the look," he ges-

tures to his ears, "it's the mentality I can't deal with. The people

at rughttime, they're more relaxed and they relate to me better."

I decide to ask him about stories he might have from working
night shifts. He responds, "I've seen pretty much everything. I'm

sure there's many things I haven't seen, but the late-night scene

downtown in a big city and you serve so many people; some are

sober, some are high, some are drunk, some are a mix of every-

thing. You don't know what's going to come through the door."

It's late enough that I'm starting to feel contemplative and
dozy. I start the trek home, passing more and more people as the

night winds down. It's still dark, my legs are freezing, and the

caffeine has worn off. I'm now sick of this article, and just want
to get into bed.

6.15AM
At home, I crawl into bed beside my boyfriend. I jab him hard
in the side.

"Steve, why are you awake at this hour? The Varsity wants
to know."

Steve looks at me, bleary-eyed. "I'm awake because you just

woke me up, what the fuck?" He gives me a look and rolls over.

"I don't understand you or your journalism stuff."

Wrapping my arms around him, I ask, "What would you like

to tell the readers?" He doesn't respond, and has already fallen

back asleep. I try to join him in rest, but my body won't relax,

and instead I lie there, watching the hours tick by in silence. The
rest of the world is getting ready for their day, welcoming the

sunshine and enjoying the brightness like it's their first time in

the sun.
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SPEECH PERCEPTION
English rapper, and Mercury Prize winner

Speech Debelle confounds as she tries

to break through

BY CHRIS BERUBE
Illustration AMANDA CICCORITTI

Rapper Speech Debelle is a complicated

cultural figure to get your head around.

Born Corynne Elliott, Debelle rose to

global prominence last year after an upset

victory at The Mercury Prize, a British mu-
sic industry award that is subject to intense

cultural scrutiny and curiosity. Because her

first record chronicles her teen years spent

sleeping in hostels and friends' basements
after being kicked out by her single mother,

it's tempting to consider her story an arche-

typal rags-to-riches narrative. But her child-

hood was decidedly

middle class, even
"spoiled."

Winning the

£20,000 prize and
being annoited by
the cultural elite

in Debelle's coun-

try would suggest

a star on the rise.

And yet her album
has sold poorly,

moving only 10,000

units in her native

country and barely registering here. The
backlash to her victory has also been fierce,

including some hushed accusations of "to-

kenism" in giving a black woman the prize

(Ms. Dynamite and Dizzee Rascal received

similar backlash as the other two black rap-

pers to have been picked for the Mercury)
over more likely candidates, like Florence

and the Machine and Glasvegas.

Debelle's public remarks following the

award would suggest an arrogant new talent

poisoned by immediate success: she predict-

ed "five Grammy nominations" within the

year and declared that she had been "expect-

ing" the prize all along. Yet in our conversa-

tion, she comes across as a pragmatist, wor-

ried about the fleeting nature of success in

mainstream pop music. Complicating things

further is her music—verbose, deeply confes-

sional poetry overlaid with unconventional

beats. Live drumming, oboe, and acoustic

guitar take prominence instead of samples

and drum machines. In all these ways, De-

belle seems caught between worlds: success

and obscurity, confidence and anxiety, hope
and uncertainty.

Before her first North American show
DETAILS during Canadian Music Week, De-

belle talked to Chris Berube about the music

industry, taking advice, and making art that

lasts.

Chris Berube: How have things been recently?

Speech Debelle: Very recently I've been

recording for my second album. The Art of

Speech.

CB: What 1 really like about thefirst record is

that it sounds introspective, but not self-pitying.

SD: It's something that just came out of the

reason I was writing in the first place. It was
just expression. It came from a time of pain

and confusion, but also the need to get some
sort of clarity out of it. Without intending it to

be like that, the songs all kind of end trium-

phantly, because that was the process for me.

CB: They end on a very hopeful note. Looking at

the time when you were writing these songs, you

were living in hostels andfriends' homes. How
did you find enough hope to write them?

SD: I don't know, how does anybody find

hope in a lot of things? All you have to do is

switch on the news and all you can do is ask

that question. You hear what happens to peo-

ple and how they find hope is just beyond me.

"When I listen to

myself, I get stuff

done. When I listen to

everybody else, I just

can't function."

CB: You seem like a very self-

confident rapper, but not in a

bravado kind ofway.

SD: I think I have a quiet confi-

dence. I don't really want competition.

I don't fare well in competition. Win-
ning the Mercury is probably one of the

only competitions I've ever won. I don't

like competition, but that doesn't mean
I'm not confident in my own abilities.

CB: Yourfirst record is so much about

where you were in your life at that

time. What do you want to talk

about on your next record?

SD: The second one is called

The Art of Speech. It's ba-

sically about me trying to

make what I think is a reflec-

tion of me as an artist, or what I

think an artist should be trying to achieve.

For me, that's a mixture of the way I write

songs, the words from the last album, and
this time mixing that with music that affects

you a lot more strongly. I'm trying to make it

seem more complete, and in unison.

CB: After winning the Mercury Prize on your

first record, I imagine the pressure other people

put on you was probably tremendous. How do

you deal with getting all of this advice, especially

a lot you probably didn't askfor?

SD: Yeah, at first you have to take everything

on board, and your opinion keeps changing
all of the time. Maybe someone has a really

eloquent way of saying something, and you
start to believe that, and you go back and
forth. Generally, what happens at that point

is that I'm not in the studio, I'm not record-

ing music. When I listen to myself, I get stuff

done. When I listen to everybody else, I just

can't function.

CB: What do you feel the reaction was from peo-

ple in the traditional music industry to you when

you won? 1 got the sense it was very surprised.

SD: Oh, certainly. There were important peo-

ple in that room from the music industry who
would have never given me a second look, es-

pecially going into the music industry with-

out ever having recorded a song.

CB: The reaction seems to have been more of

"Who is this?" then "This is something new!"

SD: I did hear one story of a chair of a re-

cord label there who said to his president or

something, "Why didn't you think of this?"

[laughs] And I think it's because record labels

tend to learn by example. We've seen right

now that the big artists in England are Amy
Winehouse, who goes back to '60s music, and
La Roux, who goes back to '80s music in such

a big way, and Florence and the Machine's

new song is a big '80s song. Record labels

are going back and making retro music, and
that's what's popular at the moment. My al-

bum kind of made that impression because it

represents change.

CB: What I heard is that you wanted to make
music combining Ray Charles and Pink Floyd.

What has your process been like, thinking about

how this new record is going to sound?

SD: That's just like studying for an exam.
I went to the library and got some refer-

ence books; this is exactly the same thing. I

study artists, particularly ones good at what
they do. The Pink Floyd album, the thing

that stood out is how much it sounded like

a contemporary piece of music. It wasn't just

laden with singles. There are themes that run
through it and parts where the songs join

on with each other. Ray Charles, later Ray
Charles, creates a really interesting sound-
scape. So I just study that.

CB: It sounds like your process is very deliberate

and itfeels like music culture today is so much about

instant gratification—getting hooked on something

and then moving on. Do youfeel like your philosophy

is at odds ivith that ethos?

SD: Sade's new album came out in America
at number one in it's first week, and she's

like, 40-something. I've seen a lot of stuff on
Twitter and you think, hooray! As human be-

ings we need music and we need things that

help us escape, and the songs that we like

last a long time. People get the Sade album
and they think, "Great, I'm going to escape

to that for another 10 years."

CB: I mean, her career would seem like a good

modelfor yours.

SD: For sure. For the next one, I want to do
even more of that. I just want to take two
years off and just travel and stuff. I'd be hard

pressed to do that, but that would be my
dream, just to take some time off before re-

cording the album.
CB: How has your life changed since the prize?

SD: I think the biggest one is that people

hold my opinion a lot higher than ever be-

fore in my life. The thing I've realized, from

early on is that people really do hear what I

want to say, even though sometimes I have

no idea what I'm talking about. When you're

confident, when you speak, people will listen

and assume that you know what you're talk-

ing about. It's an honour.
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THE PUMP
410 BLOOR ST. W.

(at Brunswick)

416-927-7337

BEST PIZZA
BEST WINGS
BEST PRICES
• Sunday Nite V2 Price Nachos

• Monday Nite V2 Price Wings

• Tuesday Nite V2 Price Pizzas

• Wednesday Nite V2 Price Pastas

• Ttiur^ayNite Fresli Mussels

$4.25/lb Choice of2 delicious sauces

Weekend Bruncti 11am-3pm

Show your T-Card
and save 10%

on ail regularly priced items

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hoar I'rogTam

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• bteractive Teaching i>racticam

> Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

CAMP JOBS:

Hip/hop Dance Show choreographer,

Extreme In-Line Skate instructors, Rock-

Wall Climbing, Swim, Sail, Kayak, Wind-

surf, Waterski, Canoe, Ice Hockey, Golf,

Tennis, Arts, Crafts, Pottery, Nursing Stu-

dent 2nd yr.-i-. Driver/Errands, Laundry.

Camp@mishmar.com

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!!

Tutor, 40 years' experience specializing in

MATH 135, 136, CHM 139, 247, ECO 220.

Past tests and exams available for prac-

tice. Reasonable rates. (416) 785-8898.

EDITING

PROFESSIONAL WRITER WITH
THREE DEGREES

will help you create a logical, well

structured and strongly argued essay.

Proofreading and editing also offered.

416-766-8330.

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS
cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for

each additional word. Rates include one line of

bold type for tlie ad lieader. No copy changes

after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or

phone. Ads must be submitted at least four

days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21

Sussex Ave, Suite #306. Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6.

Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

Writers Wanted.
Write for The Varsity!

Contact: recruitnnent@thevarsity.ca.

Khaled Abu Toameh
Israeli Arab Journalist

Tuesday, March 2, 7pm
Library building

Room 72(Ryerson University)

TALK-ThePlay
rhnnnesEverythn^

Wed, March 3, 7pm
Innis Hall

Come and hear the captivating story

of how a former PLO terrorist

reolized the errors in his woys.

Wed, March 3-20

The lone Mallett Theatre
^

v\r>ww.siz<

HUMBER
Tfie Business School

POSTGRADUATE
CERTIFICATES
FOR REWARDING CAREERS

FINANCIAL PLANNING

GLOBAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

MARKETING MANAGEMENT

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

ore
business. humber.ca

the most diverse stand up comedy

0^ • r 'or a most diverse campus

ROBERT GILL T
3rd FLOOR KOFFL

214 College Street, TORO
Sponsored by:

t s this easy.

QuickTax Student Edition
Get it right and get it FREE* at quicktax.ca/student.

The only online tax software designed for students.

QuickTax is Canada's #1 best-selling tax software.'

From the Makers of TbrboTSur

As presented by Intuit Canada. ^Free for students whose gross household income does not exceed $20,000.
' Based on aggregate retail software soles, as sourced by NPD for year ending June 2009.
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How's March

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS
First, sign up at cga-ontario.org/contest

and obtain a user name, password,

and choose your level of difficulty for

the contest by Tuesday, March 16, 2010.

On Wednesday, March 17, 2010 login

by 3 p.m.

The competition begins promptly at

4 p.m. (on that same day) and lasts

one hour.

Eligibility is restricted to students

currently enrolled at an Ontario

university or college.

CHOOSE YOUR LEVEL OF
CHALLENGE
Eligible and registered students

choose between two levels of difficulty;

both levels offer cash and scholarship

prizes (see 'A Rewarding Experience'

ipor details). Choose your level carefully

- this decision could earn or cost you

cash, that is, a realistic chance at being

in the winners' circle.

A REWARDING EXPERIENCE

100 Multiple Choice Financial

Accounting Questions

1st place = $4,000 cash and a $5,000

scholarship towards the CGA program

of studies.

2nd place = $2,000 cash and a

$5,000 scholarship towards the CGA
program of studies.

3rd place = $1,000 cash and a $5,000

scholarship towards the CGA program

of studies.

Intermediate and Advanced:

100 Multiple Choice Financial

Accounting Questions

1st place = $5,000 cash and a $5,000

scholarship towards the CGA program

of studies.

2nd place = $3,000 cash and a

$5,000 scholarship towards the CGA
program of studies.

CGA ONTARIO ONLINE ACCOUNTING CONTEST
FOR UNIVERSITY & COLLEGE STUDENTS.

Over $50,000 in prizes and scholarships.

To qualify, visit: cga-ontario.org/contest

3rd place = $1,500 cash and a $5,000

scholarship towards the CGA program

of studies.

EVEN MORE INCENTIVE
TO WIN
The university or college that boasts

a first-place winner in either level

receives a donation of $5,000 from

CGA Ontario awarded to its

accounting department.

INDIVIDUAL INSTITUTION
PRIZES
A cash prize of $100 and a scholarship

worth $1 ,000 towards the CGA program

will be awarded to the winning student

from each institution that has students

registered.

SIGN UP TODAY
Additional information about the

contest and the rules and regulations

is available at cga-ontario.org/contest.

CERTIFIED

GENERAL
ACCOUNTANTS

We see more than numbers.



BRAIN DRAIN

Despite memory impairment, adults improve

their decision-making ability with age 6
FILM FEST PREVIEW

Cinema Studies grad Babak Payami returns

to Hart House as an accomplished filmmaker 8

Voo^- loo

GOT THE BALLS?

How to pby basketball

anywhere, anytimeoncampus 11
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Accessibility

threatened by GC

decision: Candidates

Two Students say GC is skimping on their

campaign assistance

University of Toronto's Student Newspaper Since 1880

ORANGE YOU GLAD IT'S ELECTION SEASON?

Vol. CXXX, No. 42

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Associate News Editor

Two GC candidates with disabilities

say U of T is failing its equal opportu-

nity mandate by denying them suit-

able campaign support. Joeita Gupta

and Jeff Peters appeared before elec-

tion officials on March 9 to appeal a

decision by the CRO, Anwar Kazemi,

that gave their attendants less paid

hours and a lower rate of pay than

requested.

Gupta and Peters each asked for

$20-25 per hour for their attendants

at 12 hours per day for the three-week

campaign period. Kazemi responded

that they each would receive $15 per

day for a total of 28 hours per week.

After the appeal, Gupta said she was
told the university would revisit the

issue around the rate of pay, but was
keeping the 28 hours per week limit.

Both candidates are running for

a part-time student representative

seat. Gupta has a visual impairment

and Peters has a speech impediment.

"Given that 1 really need an at-

SEE 'ACCESSIBILITY' -P6 3

Ontario wants

more students

Postsecondary education, water opportunities,

and nortliern resources on tine map for

province's plan to economic recovery

ANDREW RUSK
Varsity Staff

Ontario plans to add 20,000 post-

secondary students this year as

part of its ambitious five-year

plan, announced lieutenant gov-

ernor David Onley in the Throne
Speech Monday, opening the

second session of the province's

29th parliament.

"That's the equivalent of a

whole new University of Guelph,"

read the speech. "Every quali-

fied Ontarian who wants to go

to college or university will find

a place."

The Open Ontario Plan aims to

raise Ontario's postsecondary
education rate from 62 per cent

to 70 per cent, adding to an in-

crease of 180,000 spaces in col-

lege, universities, and appren-

ticeships since 2003.

The plan will also see the de-

velopment of a new Ontario

Online Institute that will allow

students to take courses from a

number of colleges and univer-

sities from home. Positions for

international students, who cur-

rently spend $1 billion per year
in Ontario on rent, groceries,

and clothing, will increase by 50

per cent in the next five years.

The plan got mixed reviews

from student leaders at U of T.

"When they make an announce-
ment like this that they are ex-

panding the education system
and making it more accessible to

more students, that is pretty ex-

citing for us," said James Finlay,

running for VP external in the

upcoming UTSU elections. "But

1 think we're waiting to see the

fine print and the details. We're

not strangers to good news, but

SEE 'ONTARIO' -PG 2

At a heated UTSU election fomm Wednesday evening at the Bahen Centre, the incumbent slate Stronger Together and

challengers running under Change U of T faced off. Both sides had to fend off criticisms of past perfomnances of slate

members. The debate became chaotic at times, with moderator Dave Meslin stepping in late to tell students to keep their

questions short and to refrain from personal attacks. Current VP external Hadia Ahktar made multiple accusations, including

a charge of negligence against Steve Masse, the presidential candidate for Change. Change candidates and supporters,

sporting orange, called for "reality-based questions." Find out what else went down online at www.thevarsity.ca and in

Monday's issue.

Gimme GC
Tine Varsity checl<s out the competition for part-time and graduate reps

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Associate News Editor

Graduate Constituency I—
Humanities and Social Sciences:

4 candidates, 1 seat

Olivier Sorin, the incumbent candi-

date, said that one of his accomplish-

ments was improving communication

between students and admin by setting

up regular meetings with deans and

vice-deans. His goals for next year are

to increase support for first-time TAs.

Sorin said he was putting the finishing

touches on a proposal with fellow gov-

ernor Greg West to provide funding for

sixth- and seventh-year grad students,

and that the lack of funding beyond the

fifth year contributed to attrition rates.

Grace Karram Stephenson, one of

the challengers, is a Master's student

in the higher education program at

OlSE. She said she turned down en-

dorsements from student groups

because she wanted to be judged on
her merits. Karram Stephenson cited

experience working in university ad-

ministration at Eastern University in

Pennsylvania and that she studies uni-

versity governance in her program.

She said she wanted to sit on the

Academic Board and work with the

School of Graduate Studies to make fa-

cilities like OlSE's Centre for Research

Design and Analysis accessible to stu-

dents in other departments.

Part-Time Undergraduate
Students: 3 candidates, 2 seats

Jeff Peters, APUS president and

former governor, is challenging in-

cumbents Joeita Gupta and Ken
Davy. Peters, who is a reliable guest

presence at nearly all GC meetings,

has a speech impediment. He was
recently denied speaking requests

by GC and asked to submit his state-

ments in writing. "1 believe the issues

facing today's student are perennial,

and 1 have been a good steward in

advancing these by carrying on the

work of previous colleagues," wrote

Peters in an email. Asked about his

relationship with other GC members,

Peters said his role would be to do
what is best for students and not to

make friends. "My ability to influ-

ence the other members of the GC is

sometimes hampered by my radical

views," he conceded. "However, 1 try

and change the direction of GC to be

more student-focused."

Davy has been a governor for three

years. He said he was in the process

of completing a proposal to extend

financial aid to part-time students,

which he plans to submit to the pro-

vost by June.

Gupta echoed many of Peters' pri-

orities. She also has a tense relation-

ship with Jack Petch, the GC chair.

She said how well a candidate got

along with other members should

not necessarily be a consideration for

voters. Asked how she felt about criti-

cisms that her governing style was
too confrontational, she said, "It's not

because I'm belligerent. It's because

Governing Council is a space that is

so intolerant of any kind of dissenting

view [it] is automatically dealt with in

the harshest way possible."

Graduate Constituency II—

Physical Sciences and Life

Sciences: 2 candidates, 1 seat

Incumbent Greg West, whose vic-

tory last year came as voter turnout

nearly doubled, said he would con-

tinue his efforts to get Governing

Council to host open town halls in

order to deal with some of the ten-

sion at recent meetings. "1 think what
the Governing Council needs to do
is open up the doors a little bit and
let in the community members and
let them speak," he said. "I think it's

clear at all the Governing Council

meetings that you can feel the frus-

tration in the room from people not

being able to participate in a way that

they want to."

Challenger Sepehr Ehsani is a PhD
student working on neurodegenera-

tive diseases. Asked about his pri-

orities, Ehsani said that he will act ac-

cording to constituents' wishes and
that as a governor he would not have
the right to act on his own initiative.
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Five students are blogging about eating on $7.50 a day, the amount OSAP provides,

for three weeks. They'll be blogging on the Ontario Undergraduate Students' Alliance

website to underscore that the student loan limit has stayed the same for four years.

What do you think? How much do you estimate you spend per day on food and drink?

PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO
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Cameron
4th Year PoliSciand Film,

I think it's hard for students living on $7.50 a

day to actually get things done. It adds to the

stress of trying to live day to day. I'd spend

alMut $20 a day, or try to anyway.

Khrvstvna

1st Year Criminology,

I don't think that's enough at all. If I were

living alone, I think I'd spend over $20 a day

on food. I mean, just one coffee is $5, and

that's almost the entire OSAP allowance.

4th Year Philosophy,

I'd say 1 spend about $15 a day, not including

alcohol, but that changes during exam time

due to time constraints. I certainly couldn't

live on $7.50 a day

Aaron

3ni Year Criminolo^,

A meal itself is $5-1(1 so I'd say I spend $30-

40 a day. If they can do it, gooa forthem—if

they're not thin and gaunt By the end, that is.

no English,

I'd say I spend at least $15, and I cook a lot,

so that's not even eating out. Good food costs

more than junk food, too.

Peter

Srd Year History,

That's definitely way too low for food. It's

possible but a bit of a stretch. I probably

spend about $15 a day.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

A panel stopped by Hart House on Tuesday afternoon to discuss how food relates to art and social justice. Artist

Ron Benner and geography professor Sarah Wakefield joined Arlene Stein, the co-chair of Slow Food, and Dulcie

Vousden from the Hot Yam.

York Student suspended for anti-

Semitic postings

Salman Hossain, a student at York

University, has Ijeen suspended

from school for posting anti-Semitic

messages online.

Hossain, a former U of T stu-

dent, is also currently under inves-

tigation by the OPP Hate Crimes

and Extremism unit for writing on-

line material promoting genocide

against Jews.

The Canadian Jewish Congress

urged police for the past year to

Investigate Hossain. Bernie Farber,

the group's CEO, told the National

Post that the Jewish community is

"now breathing a sigh of relief and

that "York has done the right thing."

Hossain was known to police as

long as three years ago, and was

facing charges last year for similar

online messages. Ontario Attor-

ney General Chris Bentley did not

proceed with the case last year be-

cause the postings were removed

and Hossain was undergoing reha-

bilitation at the time.

A hearing to determine Hossain's

fate at York will be held within the

next two months.

—LOUISE DAURIO

Source: National Post

Red Loin (rffendssome

The University of Manitoba's eq-

uity service office is examining

the latest issue of the engineering

student magazine to determine if it

is offensive.

For the past 35 years, U of M's

Engineer Society has published

a magazine three times a year

called Red Lion. The magazine is

specifically for engineers and is

only available in the engineermg

faculty buildings. Their fourth is-

sue IS a joke issue, called Red Loin.

CRIME BRIEFS
• While most of February saw

routine offences, two major in-

cidents occurred at the end of

the month. On Feb. 28, campus
police investigated a report of

sexual assault at 44 Devonshire

Ave. A car crash happened the

same day at King's College Cir-

cle.

• The month turned up 26 thefts,

15 counts of mischief, 16 occur-

rences of trespassing, 12 medi-

cal assists, and a single noise

complaint.

• Five unattended laptops and a
bike were stolen, as was $400
in cash. Another count of grand

'ONTARIO' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

good news isn't always how we
expect it to pan out."

Zexi Wang, Finlay's opponent
in the UTSU race, wrote in an
email, "Without additional fund-
ing for full-time professors and
quality in smaller class sizes

[this plan] will exacerbate exist-

ing problems of large class sizes

and inaccessible professors and
teaching staff. [...] I am also con-
cerned that the plan to increase
international student spaces...

it's ridiculous that they basically

become treated as cash cows in

our system."

Hadia Akhtar, the current VP
external at UTSU, was unavail-

able for comment on this story.

The Throne Speech and the
Open Ontario Plan have both
faced criticism from Ontario's

opposition parties.

"They remain wedded to the

This year's issue contains sexu-

ally explicit articles in which
male engineers tell women how
to pleasure them. It also contains

statistics on the speed of ejacula-

tion, duration of erections, penis

length, average size of nipples and
vaginas, average duration of maie
orgasm, and erection angles.

Megan Lusty, the head of the En-

gineering Society council, said the

magazine is meant to entertain,

not offend. Faculty members have

stepped forward to say they find the

magazine offensive, that it objecti-

fies women and is a clear example

of why engineering continues to be a
male-dominated profession,

—CHARLOnE TOMBS
Source: Winnipeg Free Press

U Windsor investigates

cheating

The University of Windsor is

looking into possible cheating

on a first-year psychology mid-

term, which could mean 1,100

students will have to rewrite the

test. According to a student, the

Feb. 26 midterm had 80 ques-

tions derived from the profes-

sor's course kit and 40 derived

from course lectures. This Icit.

provided by the publisher, con-

tained a disc of the answers to

multiple choice test questions.

The disc is believed to be the

source of the answers.

The course's professor, Ken-

neth Cramer, sent an email to all

students after the exam stating

that the Academic Integrity Of-

fice has "substantial evidence to

show that the test bank for [the]

Lefton text has been compro-

mised, circulating among the

students."

—CT

Source: The Windsor Star

theft under $5,000 was reported.

Six thefts happened on Feb. 8

alone, when the lockers of three

students in Morrison were raid-

ed and three similar thefts oc-

curred in other buildings.

• On Feb. 24, as a blizzard gave

way to slippery roads, medical

assistance was required for a

person who slipped on the side-

walk and another who fell off his

bike.

• Robarts Library took the

prize for the most active spot,

followed by Gerstein and 70

Harbord St.

—HAMAN IMAMDOUHI

same out-of-control job-killing

taxes, spending, and new debt

that turned Ontario into a have-

not province in the first place,"

said Tim Hudak, leader of the

Progressive Conservative Party

of Ontario.

"Ontario families worried

about their jobs, their health

care, and the growing cost of

living got a Throne Speech that

offers lots of talk, but little ac-

tion," said NDP Leader Andrea
Horwath.
The Open Ontario Plan also

proposed a Water Opportunities

Act to capitalize on the prov-

ince's clean-water technology; to

increase chromite mining while

working with Aboriginal commu-
nities and mining companies to

protect 50 per cent of the boreal

forest; a Green Energy Act; and a

$32 billion investments in roads,

bridges, public transit, and en-

ergy retrofits for schools.
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Rebel prof not done yet

Student journalist spied on me, says the physics professor

fired after giving A+ to an entire class

TIM LEGAULT
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Denis Rancourt, a former tenured

University of Ottawa professor who
was fired last year after giving every-

one in his fourth-year physics class

an A+, wants his job back. Rancourt

hopes to win a labour law arbitration

case against the university so he can
recover his job and laboratory.

"The truth is my dismissal was a

political firing to remove a dissident

professor," Rancourt wrote in an

email. "In the case of a devoted inde-

pendent thinker and dissident com-
mitted to exposing the Lie of higher

education, any conflict leading to

dismissal will always be complex and
involve many factors and incidents."

Rancourt has accused Maureen
Robinson, a U of O undergrad and
student journalist, of being a "covert

information gatherer" for the univer-

sity between 2006 and 2008 and hav-

ing collected information about him.

The University of Ottawa told The
Varsity it could not comment on
Rancourt and must respect confi-

dentiality and its legal obligations

in the case.

In an email to Maclean's, Robinson

said Rancourt's allegations were "li-

bellous" and that "there was no
covert surveillance." She said she

worked for U of O in an assistant ad-

ministrative role and declined to say

whether she worked on Rancourt's

case, citing legal proceedings.

Rancourt, who taught physics at

the university for 22 years, is a critic

of the grading systems used by most

universities. Instead, he advocates

a non-conventional grading system

that is meant to focus exclusively on
discussion and independence, rather

than marks.
"1 chose to use a student-centred

grading method based [on] individu-

al progress and effort and 1 expected

high grades from the approach based

on my experience with student re-

sponse to this non-competitive self-

motivated learning," wrote Rancourt.

"In my professional opinion every

student deserved their grade.

While Rancourt's dismissal con-

cerned only one of two fourth-year

physics courses given to him in

the winter 2008 semester, in which
all students who did not drop
these courses received A+, he has

handed out very high grades on
other occasions.

The class average in a large

first-year physics course that Ran-

court taught in 2007 was over 90
per cent.

Rancourt argues that his treat-

ment at the university was unjust

because the university's Executive

Committee of the Board of Gover-

nors made its decision to fire him
in the early afternoon on March 31,

2009, hours before the midnight

deadline to submit his final docu-

ments to the board to consider.

"The Committee minutes about

the decision state and confirm that

the final brief was NOT considered

by the Committee," said Rancourt.

"This was noted as one of several

significant breaches in my rights

and of natural justice by the union

lawyers assigned to the case."

In November 2009, Rancourt
filed a union grievance accusing

the university of engaging in co-

vert surveillance.

Rancourt said he remains active

in university affairs despite his on-

going legal matters: "1 continue to

write, to co-host a campus radio

show, to expose university mal-

feasance, and to give lectures and
teach in my colleagues' classes."

'ACCESSIBILITY' - CONTINUED FROM PG

1

tendant to help me campaign, this

severely restricts the amount that

1 could campaign," Gupta told The
Varsity. She said that Ken Davy, the

third candidate in the part-time stu-

dent constituency, was not subject

to the same restrictions since he

was not disabled. Davy and Gupta
are incumbents. Peters, the presi-

dent of the Association of Part-Time

Undergraduate Students, is a former

student governor.
"1 wasn't shocked at how unac-

commodating the university was. I

thought they would at least appear

to make it look like they were trying

to make accommodations," Peters

wrote in an email. "1 found it to be an

oppressive experience."

The Office of the Governing Coun-

cil could not immediately be reached

for comment.
Gupta called the response to the

appeal patronizing and paternalis-

tic, and said the university had laid

down a "take-it-or-leave-it" deal that

left no room for further consultation.

"I felt that what 1 was asking for was
reasonable and that 1 had to con-

stantly justify myself," she said.

According to Gupta, the universi-

ty's rationale was that they needed

to account for her academic com-
mitments when calculating her

campaign hours, which she found

offensive. "I don't think it was their

place to do that," she said, adding

that it was her responsibility to

balance academic obligations and
extra-curricular activities.

Gupta said she is calling atten-

tion to the issue partly out of regret

that she didn't say anything last

year when she encountered the

same problem. "I'm even disheart-

ened that 1 had to appeal because

it meant that I had to talk about it

publicly, which was uncomfortable

for me. My hope is that by having

put myself through the appeals pro-

cess, this discussion will at least get

on the public record."

ELECTION NOTICE
Varsity Publications seeks motivated candidates who wish to sit on
the Varsity Board of Directors. In order to be eligible pursuant to our
bylaws, you must be a full-time undergraduate student, or a graduate
student or part-time student who pays the membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled for the 2010-2011 academic year:

• St George (four representatives)
• UTM (one representative)
• UTSC (one representative)

• Professional faculties (three representatives)
• Varsity Staff (two representatives)

The nomination period for St George, UTM, UTSC, and ProFac reps runs from
March 4 to 18 with elections on April 1. The nomination period for Staff reps runs from
March 11 to 24 with elections on March 25. To qualify as Varsity Staff, you must have
made at least six contributions to The Varsity over the course of five issues this year.

For more info on the nomination procedure and election rules, please contact
the Chief Returning Officer at cro(S-thevarsity.ca
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BY LUKE SAVAGE

How the federal budget is just one big distraction

Finance Minister Jim Flaherty announced the 2010 federal budget on March 4.

It
may have been a while since Parliament last

sat, but things seemed pretty much back to

normal last week as MPs returned to the House
after nearly three months of prorogation. Op-
position critics questioned the government
aggressively and were consequently met with

the same glibness and condescension that has

become characteristic of the Conservative gov-

ernment. Same old story.

One might have expected to experience a

sense of anticipation surrounding the federal

budget—a document that allocates billions of

dollars for public expenditure, which is meant
to set the national course for years to come,
and which undoubtedly represents the most
important moment in the annual parliamentary

cycle. Furthermore, given that the Prime Minis-

ter's pretext for his highly dubious prorogation

was that his government needed time to "re-

calibrate," it was reasonable to expect an am-
bitious budget, or at least one that addressed

major national issues in an interesting manner.

Not really. The rationale behind this unbe-

lievably boring document is that reducing the

federal deficit is the primary concern of the gov-

ernment. And certainly, the deficit is a major is-

sue that needs to be confronted. In addition to

the billions spent on economic stimulus, an ag-

ing generation of baby boomers is expected to

greatly reduce the federal tax pool and, once re-

tired, will need major investments in pensions

that will further deplete government resources.

In response, the Tories have proposed to radi-

cally shrink the size of the federal government
by freezing salaries and departmental growth.

They've refused to hike taxes and have instead

lowered corporate taxes to their lowest rate in

at least 10 years.

There's a real logic to this kind of policy—it's

predicated on a particular notion of "growth"

which it assumes happens from the top down
and not from the bottom up. The only problem

is that "growth," of this kind usually relegates

its benefits to a select few, while doing nothing

to combat deficits or fund social programs to

help those who really suffer during a recession.

Slashing the deficit by shrinking government

also gives small-c conservatives something

scrumptious to chew on. (Who needs a govern-

ment anyway when there are nice, friendly cor-

porations who care about public welfare and
the environment?)

Perhaps as a distraction from this drab and
unimaginative document, the Conservatives

threw in a little motion to amend the lyrics to

our national anthem to make them more "gen-

der neutral." Unsurprisingly, the most angry

reactions came from the party's own base,

with the proposal prompting a small grassroots

insurrection on Facebook and in the blogo-

sphere. Two days after announcing it, the PMO
cancelled the plan, releasing a statement saying

the government had "gotten the message loud

and clear" that there was no desire among Ca-

nadians to change the national anthem. It's like-

ly most of the Conservative caucus, including

Harper himself, would have been against such a

move, but, being the shrewd tactician that he is,

the Prime Minister successfully controlled the

news cycle for a couple of days and deflected

attention from his lacklustre budget. His only

sacrifice was a minor, and quickly forgettable,

squabble with a tiny portion of his base.

Yet one burning question remains unan-

swered. The small issue of the Afghan detainee

memos, demanded by a majority of MPs in Par-

liament in December, is yet to be resolved. In

delaying the release of these memos, the Prime

Minister is not only disobeying a direct order

from the country's democratic representatives,

but is hinting strongly that the government has

evidence that will seriously injure their cred-

ibility when made public. There seems to be no
other explanation for a move that could result

in members of the government being held in

contempt of Parliament. During the parliamen-

tary break, former Conservative chief-of-staff

and Harper mentor Tom Flanagan made head-

lines when he criticized the explanations given

by the government for its prorogation during

a CBC interview. "The government's talking

points don't have much credibility. Everyone

knows that parliament was prorogued in or-

der to shut down the Afghan inquiry," he said.

Last week's developments, which have seen the

Conservatives increasingly on the defensive

about releasing the documents and desperate-

ly trying to downplay the issue, lend even more
weight to this argument.

Though not much has changed since Decem-
ber in the House's daily proceedings, at least

on the surface, the government now sits about

12 percentage points below its comfort zone in

the national polls. It also faces two sustained

efforts by all three opposition parties—one to

check the powers of the Prime Minister's Office

by regulating the rules of prorogation, and an-

other to secure the release of un-redacted ver-

sions of the documents concerning the Afghan
detainee issue. For the first time since the early

days of December 2008, the Conservatives find

themselves in some very hot water.

LETTERS-

Gym non-essential

There seems to be some sort of erroneous

perception among many students that things that

are rolled into compulsory ancillary fees (like

the AC or Hart House) are "free" ("The Pan-Am

panhandle," March 8). Maybe they are free if your

parents pay your fees.

No one is debating whether it would be nice to

have high-quality athletic facilities on campus

—

that is a no-brainer Rather, the question that

UTSC students should ask themselves is whether

they feel comfortable imposing their view on gen-

erations of students who will not have a choice.

The only reason that the full levy (after the com-

"

plex opens) is so low relative to private facilities is

that the silent majority of students who do not use

it will subsidize services for a minority. 1 bet the

few students who are enthusiastic about having

more athletic facilities on campus wouldn't be so

happy if they had to pay the cost of making those

services available to all students, rather than be-

ing able to work out on someone else's dime.

This sort of scheme is acceptable for essential

services where the alternative is catastrophic,

but 1 cannot support a $280 per year mandatory

levy for a service as non-essential as a gym. I'm

confident that this university will not spontane-

ously implode if students don't have access to a

swimming pool.

My annual incidental and ancillary fees are

22.5 per cent of my tuition fees, or almost $2000 a

year. That's not money you find behind the couch,

and ancillary fee increases are even worse than

tuition increases since we are actually doing this

to ourselves. A lot of that money goes to making

sure 1 have access to two athletic facilities and

a raft of other (mostly useless) services. I think

1 speak for a lot of students when I say that I'd

rather have the money instead.

The mistake here is not having students fund

an athletic facility—if they want one, they should

pay for it—it's thinking that a university is

somehow incomplete unless it has an impressive

athletic complex.

RisHi Maharaj

SCSU just as bad

SCSU split from UTSU so they wouldn't be in the

political mess that UTSU's in ("Emotions run high

as SCSU ratifies election results," March 8). They

didn't want to be like UTSU's band of bloodthirsty

dogs. Looks like all that doesn't matter anymore

as SCSU is just as bad.

Student Affairs should have stepped in years

ago when Zuhair first broke the rules and forced

his brigade into power.

UTSC Alumni
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Hunger pains
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Why food on campus

is largely unethical,

and what you can do

to avoid it

INDRA NOYES

How often do you find yourself hun-

gry and stuck on St. George Campus
with nowhere to go? Finding an af-

fordable and healthy meal on cam-
pus is a challenge we struggle with

all too often. Given that campus
is almost as large as a small town,

one would think healthy, afford-

able food would be readily avail-

able to students. Instead we are

confronted with the usual limited

choices: Second Cup, Tim Morton's,

and Starbucks for coffee and snacks,

and for lunch, Subway, Pizza Pizza,

street vendors selling junk food, and
cafeterias. Unless you can afford to

spend an average of eight dollars a

meal at Hart House or a cafeteria, or

you bring your own food to campus,
you're stuck with a diet of fast food

and coffee. 1 came to the conclusion

in my first year that the answer to

the question of where to buy afford-

able healthy food on campus was a

resounding "no-where!"

Aside from obvious health con-

cerns associated with a diet com-
prised primarily of sugars and fat,

there are a myriad of environmental

and ethical problems with the cor-

porate food system in place. These
concerns are largely symptomatic of

having lost touch with the life cycle

of our meals and the people that

make them possible. Do you know
who grows the food you eat, who
picks it, and who cooks it? If you buy
your meals from Sodexo (the main
operator of U of T's campus cafete-

rias), you can't possibly know. This

multinational corporation present

on 33,900 sites in 80 countries em-
bodies the opposite of the princi-

ples driving the food justice move-
ment, which are based on a system

of consumption that puts people

and communities before free trade

and corporations. The food justice

movement aims to bring about

a local system of trade in which

farmers receive livable wages and
consumers' dietary habits become
more sustainable.

Students grab a bite to eat at the cafeteria in Sid Smith, one of many places on campus where commercial food is available.

Why does knowing the people

who make your food bring you
closer to a sustainable diet? First, it

localizes your diet as you eliminate

processing and packaging factories,

middle men, supermarkets, and all

the transportation associated with

these, enabling you to cut down on
transport and waste-related emis-

sions in your diet, thereby reducing

your ecological footprint. Second,

buying your food from local farm-

ers allows you to help sustain local

economies, making sure that the

people who grow the ecologically

sustainable food will be able to do
so in the future.

But back to the question of where
to buy affordable, healthy food on

U of T's St. George campus: Over
time 1 have learned that a few dedi-

cated people in the campus com-
munity are busy sowing the seeds

of change in the food desert we find

ourselves in. A few days a week
there are alternative possibilities

for students to access both healthy

and ethical food.

Every Wednesday afternoon from

2 to 5, local farmers sell goods at a

small farmers market at University

College. Every Thursday from 12 to

2, Hot Yam serves the most delicious

local vegan organic meal in town for

only four dollars at the International

Student Centre on St. George Street.

Thursdays from 12 to 3 you can also

join "The Spice," a free participatory

cooking social promoting commu-
nity-building organized through the

Centre for Women and Trans People.

Another way you can get involved is

by joining U of T's Urban Agriculture

Project and learn how to grow your

own food. And while you are snoop-

ing around U of T's alternative food

options, don't forget to keep an eye on

Hart House, which regularly does five

buck lunches and hosts interesting

food-related events.

What are your options during the

rest of the week? Cafeterias have com-

mitted to purchasing 10 per cent of their

produce from sources approved by Lo-

cal Food Plus, ensuring the produce

comes from certified loccd sustainable

agriculture. So next time you're in the

cafeteria, look for the sticker that en-

sures you're supporting local farmers.

And last but not least, there are the

student-run initiatives at the individu-

al colleges that are always there with

coffee, snacks, and sandwiches to tide

you over. These include Diabolos in

University College's Junior Common
Room, Caffiends in Victoria College,

and New College's Coffee Shed in Wet-

more Hall, which provides progres-

sive and equitable employment for

persons with intellectual disabilities.

So if you look in the right places,

eating consciously and sustainably

at U of T isn't that hard. You can feel

better about you choices, save a few

bucks, and be healthier too. So fight

that urge to grab the commercial

stuff, and get a bit creative.

Bloor & Dundas Square

Dental Office

DR. F. FANIAN

DR. L. FREUDMAN

General & Cosmetic

Dentistry

• Green Shield Canada Student Dental Plan

• Convenient Subway Access

• Extended Evening and Saturday Appointments available

Tel: 416-533-2555

2333 Dundas Street West, Suite 204
(Bloor Subway line, Dundas West Subway Station)

One Year to a

Great Career
Your degree or diploma is a great foundation
- now get the job-specific skills employers are

looking for in as little as eight months.

Sheridan offers 23 post-graduate programs
that will prepare you for a career in business,

management, communications, or digital media.

Co-op, internships or work placements are

available in many programs.

Get the rewarding job you want
and shine brighter.

Sheridan
postgrad. sheridaninstitute.ca

Live Webchat!
on Sheridan's post-grad programs

March 16 at 6 p.m.
Register today on our website!
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Memory-impairing distractions improve

decision-making abilities in older brains
lORAH THAN i
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A U of T study shows that the same
brain dysfunction that leads to mem-
ory impairment in older adults might

actually contribute to their ability to

make wiser everyday decisions.

"As we get older, our ability to ig-

nore distractions gets worse. Often

that leads to memory problems, but

this study showed that it is also ad-

vantageous," says Karen Campbell,

co-author of a research article on
"hyper-binding" published in Psy-

chological Science in January.

Hyper-binding is what happens
when an aged brain makes "overly

broad associations" between events

that happen close to one another.

It is caused by a brain dysfunction

that hinders the mind's ability to

memorize only relevant details. But

as this study showed, relevance

is subjective. The details that you
don't want to focus your attention

on in the present can actually help

you in the future.

"Older adults pick up on more sub-

tle causes and effects, giving them
more knowledge of how things go

together. And the more stuff you do
pick up on might lead to the ability to

make better decisions," says Camp-
bell. "Say you're in a workplace and
trying to make a decision about who
you're going to promote. If you're

only focused on somebody's work
performance, you might not notice

other things about their character

[. . .] that could help you make a more
informed decision."

The Experiments
The authors of "Hyper-Binding: A
Unique Age Effect," published in the

journal Psychological Science in Jan-

uary, drew this remarkable conclu-

sion from two related experiments

that studied 44 young adults (with

an average age of 19) and 44 older

adults (with an average age of 67).

In both studies, participants ob-

served a series of pictures on a

computer screen and were asked to

press the spacebar every time they

saw the same picture twice in a row.

But there was a twist. Each picture

had a word superimposed on top.

Participants were told to ignore the

distracting words and to focus on the

task at hand.

After a 10-minute interval, partic-

ipants were shown another series

of pictures with words overtop.

A fraction of these word-pictures

were the same as in the first task

("preserved pairs"), while an
equal fraction contained the same
pictures and words, but in a new

combination ("disrupted pairs").

According to the paper, "no con-

nection to the prior task was men-
tioned." Immediately afterward,

participants were shown the pic-

tures again in a random order and
were asked to recall each picture's

previously superimposed word.

The Results
In both experiments, young adults

remembered both the preserved

pairs and the disrupted pairs equal-

ly. They had completely ignored the

superimposed words in the first task,

so their brains were unaffected by

irrelevant information. In contrast,

older adults performed much better

for the previously seen word-pic-

tures, and much worse for the new
combinations. Oddly, participants

reported being unaware of a connec-

tion between the two tasks. This im-

plies that the older adults didn't have

a conscious memory of the distract-

ing words—only an implicit memory.

A follow-up study confirmed that nei-

ther young nor older adults had any

explicit memories of the pairs in the

first task.

The Implications
Contemporary psychologists con-

cede that everyday reasoning and

problem solving relies on implicit

knowledge and intuition. While

older adults are not explicitly aware

of the distracting details they wire

into their memory, these details still

help them intuitively. Their brains'

tendency to "hyper-bind" might

make them more implicitly aware of

a bigger, more holistic picture than

younger adults.

Unfortunately, the older adults of-

ten failed to remember the new, "dis-

rupted" word-pairs. The old associa-

tions they had wired into their brains

made it harder for them to learn new
associations.

SEE 'MEMORY' -P6 11

Explain my BRAIN WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

Right brain, left brain

When it comes to the brain, side really

does matter. The study of hemispheric

specialization is based on the idea that the

right and left sides of our brains are dedi-

cated to different functions. While popular

conceptions of brain function tend to look

at the right brain as the artistic side and the

left as the logical side, the in-depth picture is

considerably more complex.

In general, research has shown that the left

hemisphere of the brain tends to handle more

verbal tasks, which involve language, writing,

logic, and math, while the right hemisphere

deals more with spatial tasks, such as music,

art, and creativity.

Evidence for hemispheric specialization of-

ten arises from studies of patients with brain

injuries. For example, individuals with dam-

age to one part of the left hemisphere can de-

velop a syndrome called dyscalculia, the in-

ability to manipulate numbers or understand

mathematical concepts.

As early as the 19th century, scientists be-

gan to observe patients with brain injuries

in order to link brain areas with specific cog-

nitive functions. Paul Broca, a French physi-

cian practicing in the mid-1800s, noted that

one of his patients suffered from a severe

speech deficit for 30 years, leaving him un-

able to speak despite being able to under-

stand words. In autopsy, Broca noticed that

part of the patient's left hemisphere had

been damaged due to a syphilis-induced le-

sion. His finding was one of the first cases

to link language function to the left side of

the brain. Later studies by Carl Wernicke

showed that in addition to speech produc-

tion, language comprehension is also depen-

dent on the left side of the brain.

The study of motor and sensory function led

to further discoveries in the field of hemispher-

ic specialization. As Canadian neuroscientist

Wilder Penfield famously noted, electrical stim-

ulation of the brain areas responsible for move-

ment on one side of the brain caused muscles

on the opposite side of the body to contract.

While early research localized functions in

the brain, it did not explain how each side of

the brain works independently. This changed
in the 1960s, thanks to the Nobel-winning

split-brain experiments by Roger Sperry and
Michael Gazzaniga.

Split-brain research examines patients who
have had their corpus callosum surgically re-

moved as a last resort to reduce the severity of

epileptic seizures. The corpus callosum is the

bundle of neural fibres that connects the right

and left hemispheres of the brain. Without it,

information cannot travel from one side of the

brain to the other, therefore eliminating any
communication between hemispheres.

In the study by Sperry and Gazziniga, split-

brain patients were asked to watch a screen

where words and pictures flashed briefly in

either the left or right visual field. Since each
side of the eye communicates information to

the opposite side of the brain, stimuli in the

right visual field are processed by the left

side of the brain, and vice versa. The experi-

ment showed that when words or pictures

were presented on the right, patients had no
trouble naming them since the visual informa-

tion reached the left hemisphere, responsible

for language. However, when stimuli were
presented on the left, patients were no longer

able to name or describe the exact same stim-

uli. This was because the visual information

went to the right hemisphere, but could not

be transferred to the left hemisphere where it

could be processed in terms of language.

Research on hemispheric specialization

has gained a great deal of attention, both in

the scientific community and in popular cul-

ture. It has even been picked up by advertis-

ers who promote products like "right-brain

diets" or "brain training" equipment, which

claim to provide a balanced workout to both

sides of the brain. The trouble is, popular me-

dia sources usually exaggerate and misrepre-

sent the right-brain left-brain distinction.

One popular myth is that you can be "right-

brained" or "left-brained" and that your prefer-

ence for a particular hemisphere determines

your thinking, personality, and even career

choices. No evidence has been put forth to

support this idea. And while research shows

that the cerebral hemispheres are specialized

for handling different cognitive tasks, most

tasks engage both sides.

The oversimplification of hemispheric spe-

cialization in popular media has led to some

annoyance in the scientific community. Ac-

cording to Hooper and Teresi, "the duplex

house that Sperry built grew into the Kmart of

brain science. Today our hairdresser lectures

us about the 'Two Hemispheres of the Brain.'"
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Invading pythons threaten the Rorida Everglades

KIM TRAN

The Burmese python, one of the

six largest snakes in the world, was
first brought into the U.S. as a pet

but now threatens to take over the

Everglades.

In Asia, where the Burmese py-

thon is a threatened species, they

are captured as pets and killed for

their skins and organs to be used

in traditional medicines. In recent

years, they have become extremely

popular as exotic pets in the U.S.

According to the U.S. Fish and Wild-

life Service, 6,140 Burmese pythons

were imported into the U.S. and
thousands more were bred in cap-

tivity in 2004 alone.

The Burmese python can be easi-

ly purchased and can grow in a year

from 20 inches to eight feet long.

They can grow up to 20 feet, live 30

years, and weigh up to 200 lbs.

Naturally, as these pets grow,

they needed larger prey to feed

on, from small mice to rabbits.

Many owners became tired of their

pet pythons (and their expensive

feeding regimens) and resorted to

dumping them into the Florida Ever-

glades. These abandoned pets suc-

cessfully found food, shelter, water,

and started breeding.

The Burmese python is native to

South East Asia and is a carnivo-

rous predator that normally preys

on birds and smaller mammals.
They capture their victim by seizing

it with their teeth, wrapping their

bodies around it, and contracting

their powerful muscles to crush it

to death. This hunting mechanism
means that a Burmese python can

eat almost anything that moves.

Now that they have infested the Ev-

erglades, they may end up eating to

extinction some of the sensitive eco-

system's most endangered species.

The Burmese python has bred

and colonized to the extent that it is

now considered an invasive species.

Other members of invasive species

are the famous zebra mussel in

North America and parts of Europe,

and the brown tree snakes in Guam
that wiped out 10 of the 12 native

bird species in the territory. Inva-

sive species are the second-largest

threat to endangered species after

habitat loss. They are defined as

non-indigenous species that heav-

ily colonize a specific habitat they

invade and threaten to adversely

affect these habitats economically,

environmentally, or ecologically.

Invasive species colonize so rap-

idly because they have no proper

competitors in their new environ-

ment. In Asia, jackals, monitor liz-

ards, disease, and parasites limit

the number of Burmese pythons,

but in the Everglades, once they

reach up to two years old, they

have very few predators. A single

snake can lay one hundred eggs

every three months. Once an adult,

the snakes will strangle and swal-

low anything that lives in the Ever-

glades. Since they began colonizing

the Everglades, the pythons have

risen to the top of the Florida food

chain, competing for the top spot

with native alligators.

Dead pythons have been found

with the remains of bobcats, deer,

and the previously endangered alli-

gator in their bellies. A 15-foot dead
python was found split open at the

gut with the remains of a six-foot al-

ligator bursting out of its stomach.

More concerning ecological cases

have arisen, include one python
being caught and killed with the re-

mains of two Key Largo wood rats in

its gut—representing one per cent

of the 200 members of the species

believed to still be alive. There is

concern that one day the Burmese
python will even kill one of the 100

precious Florida panthers thought

still to exist.

Burmese pythons, however,

are usually fairly docile towards

humans. They tend to lay in wait

for their prey and shy away from

people. The bad news is that now
other pythons have started ap-

pearing in the Everglades, and
they are not as gentle.

A report released by the U.S. Geo-

logical Survey in the fall of 2009

identified two other python species,

the Northern and Southern African

pythons, also pose similar threats

to the area. In addition to these are

six other reticulated pythons, in-

cluding boa constrictors and four

species of anacondas that could

potentially become a threat. The
Southern African python has been
known to kill small children.

To combat this problem, wildlife

officials are using traps and other

eradication methods and are con-

sidering offering bounties to skilled

hunters. As of yet, hunters are free

to sell the skin and the meat of cap-

tured snakes (which can be worth

up to $35 per pound) with the guts

being kept for analysis. Scientists

are also experimenting with ways
to lure the snakes into traps using of

pheromones as bait.

New regulations are being con-

sidered to limit the amount of

abandoned pets, such as requir-

ing proper licensing and implant-

ing the snakes with identification

microchips.

Let this be a lesson: if you're going

to buy a cool and carnivorous pet,

go small. What are you going to do if

it grows bigger than you?

SCIENCE '"BRIEF
Typing rhythms decode stress

levels

Stressed? Logging in faster just to

get it over with? You are not alone.

Similar to a person's handwriting,

typing rhythms become stable over

time. Consequently, your typing

fingerprint (the interval between

pressing and releasing keys) can

reveal if you are under a stressful

situation.

A recent study conducted by the

University of Alberta asked 35 peo-

ple to sign onto a computer 36 times

in separate sessions. The study re-

corded the subjects' typing finger-

print after listening to sounds that

are known to provoke stress (such

as arguing couples and emergency

sirens), and compared with their fin-

gerprint during a calm state.

On average, stress caused users

to press keys for a shorter time. The
team also created software capable

of identifying users solely based on

their typing style. While this meth-

od of identification could detect if a

user is forced to log onto a system,

further research is necessary to dif-

ferentiate between a stressful work-

day and a gunman threat.

— ALEXANDRA IRENA EREMIA

Source: New Scientist

The growing immensity of the

universe

Astronomers at the European South-

ern Observatory have found 32

new exoplanets, thereby increasing

the number of planets beyond the

boundaries of our solar system to

400. Although the majority of the

newly discovered planets ranges

from five times the size of the Earth

up to 10 times larger than Jupiter

(the largest planet in our solar sys-

tem), the discoveries further con-

firm the possibility of life outside our

blue planet.

The discoveries were accom-

plished using the High Accuracy

Radial Velocity Planet Searcher pro-

gram, which sniffs out planets by de-

tecting changes in the radial velocity

of a star as it experiences gravita-

tional tugs from the exoplanets in its

vicinity. The HARPS program has

also suggested that the majority of

newly found planets orbit low mass,

metal-deficient stars. This result

poses significant constraints on the

traditional beliefs that planet forma-

tion depends on metal-rich discs

present around young stars.

The sheer number of exoplanets is

a significant confirmation that planet

formation is common, thus increas-

ing the probability of the existence

of Earth-like planets in the universe.

— AIE

Source: Discovery News

Excess fat found in bone marrow

ofanorexiG
A study published in February 2009

by researchers at the Children's Hos-

pital Boston found that people with

anorexia nervosa have a remarkably

high fat content within their bone

marrow.

The findings are based on studies

of MRl images of the knees, lower

thigh bones, and upper shinbones

of 40 women averaging age 16, half

of which have anorexia and the oth-

er half being healthy.

Compared with the healthy MRl
scans, radiologists determined that

patients suffering from anorexia ex-

hibited strikingly high levels of fat

in their bone marrow, and had un-

der half as much healthy red bone
marrow in their knees.

A possible explanation for the in-

creased bone marrow fat is the hor-

monal instability that accompanies

malnutrition. Previous studies have

shown that malnutrition triggers

bone marrow stem cells to deviate

into fat cells rather than bone-form-

ing cells. These hormonal altera-

tions could lead to bone fractures

and the development of osteoporo-

sis. Researchers believe that pro-

moting fat content in the bone mar-

row is the body's attempt to create

insulation and energy storage at

the expense of losing bone density.

— SHERINEENSAN

Source: Science Daily

Paying now for your future

prescriptions

A rapid growth rate in spending on
prescription drugs has prompted
the idea of a plan in which Canadi-

ans would contribute to a fund dur-

ing their working years to pay for

drugs upon turning 65.

According to Mark Stabile, as-

sociate professor of Business

Economics at Rotman School of

Management, this rapid growth in

prescription spending could cause
the crowding out of other ser-

vices within provincial budgets.

He believes that the plan must be
put into place to ensure that indi-

viduals are able to afford their pre-

scription drugs when they retire.

SEE 'BRIEFS' -P6 11
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Payami it forward
Acclaimed director and U of T alum Babak Payami returns to Hart House for this weekend's U of T Film Festival

ELIZABETH HAQ

.

How often does one encounter a hyper-eloquent,

highly gracious filmmakerwho studied cinema at

U of T? What about one who continues to receive

praise for his groundbreaking films, one of which

was confiscated by authorities in Iran under pain

of arrest? And what if this person also places Ira-

nian singer-songwriter Mohsen Namjoo and Lil'

Wayne at the top of his current playlist? Clearly,

Babcik Payami is a pretty rare breed.

Payami, a revered writer-director whose
work has earned frequent praise—including a

Best Director nod at the Venice Film Festival

—

is back at his old stomping grounds for the U
of T Film Festival, happening March 13 at Hart

House. He will be in attendance for screenings

of his films One More Day, Secret Ballot, and
Silence Between Two Thoughts. Payami took

time out from his dizzyingly hectic schedule

last week to chat with The Varsity.

1 begin by asking how Payami is doing, and he

informs me that a close friend of his has been

curested that morning in Iran. The control in his

voice and the authority with which this news was
relayed to me was disquieting. For a manwho has

been ruffling feathers and taking on the seeming-

ly unconquerable all his life, the news must have

been as foreseeable as it was disheartening.

Payami's thinking seems to be defined by
two opposing frames of mind: his home of

many years has been Toronto, particularly its

g arts and cultural community, but he remains

2 connected with Iran, his country of birth.

2 "I'm proudly Iranian by natural necessity," he

I
stated with striking clarity and resonance,

g "but proudly Canadian by adult choice." Still,

his lifelong passion for Iran has provided him
with his identity and inspiration.

While on a trip back to Iran in 2003, Payami

took a bus ride and witnessed a man and a

woman separated by a metal bar, a typical

sight in the country. It unexpectedly ignited

a creative flame for him, and the plot of his

next film was mentally scripted before he left

the vehicle.

"[Filmmaking is all about] contradictions and

restrictions and how people deal with that,"

he explains. "I could not sit and quietly watch

without reacting to it. What the hell does [that

metal rod] mean? Some people would tell me
women are molested, fondled, mistreated and

the best solution is this metal rod. It wouldn't

occur to them that maybe there has to be more
profound social remedies. People sometimes

resort to the easiest and worst solution to an

existing social problem. [It was] inhibition that

was so oppressive and so overwhelming."

Though Payami moved away from Iran as a

child, he maintains that his connection to the

country and sensitivity to its people's plight

remain intact.

"It was very frustrating for me that [acquain-

tances from Iran] would accuse me of igno-

rance since I've been away for such a time," he

remarked. "I find myself very fascinated and in

some aspects very sensitive and more detailed

towards the situation. The fact that I've been

away from the country has only reinforced the

connection and made it stronger."

Payami is also reverent towards U of T, and
the Hart House Film Board in particular He
cites several influential players the university's

film and theatre community as close friends

and mentors.

"Hart House is fascinating for me. The first

time I laid my hands on a 16mm camera was
the Hart House 16mm camera." Still, he makes
a clear distinction between academic filmmak-

ing and the knowledge gained from life experi-

ence: "You can't learn to become a filmmaker.

What made [U of T] unique to me was the at-

mosphere—the colleagues and the friends, the

time that we spent scraping up resources. We
always reminisce about it."

Payami is an artist—a man who sticks to his

guns and refuses to follow the crowd. "1 wanted

to make a film about bin Laden," he recounts,

"then 9/11 happened and [1 was] at the risk of

appealing to the media frenzy. My approach to

filmmaking is not sensationalizing something

everything is interested in.

"For me, artistic endeavour can be likened to

pregnancy. It's part of your being and you have

to get it out. Then something comes out that is

beautiful and has a life of its own and influences

people. [Throughout the experience] you fol-

low your own nature and trust your instincts."

Payami's positive influence and passion

will hopefully prove to be beneficial for the

struggling artistic community in Iran. "We
are faced with a government that is allergic

to culture and art. Culture and art in their

essence have a tendency to go against dog-

ma and break boundaries. It is anarchy that

fuels art, and anarchy cannot sit within the

structure of a regime."

After conversing for nearly an hour and a

half, 1 ask the innovative director, writer, father,

political crusader, and eternal artist if he has

any advice for would-be filmmakers.

"1 am the perfect example of what you

shouldn't do with your career," he says, laugh-

ing. And that was the one thing Payami said

that 1 didn't take seriously.

The Uof TFilm Festival takes place atHartHouse

on Saturday, March 13. For more information,

visit uofthlmfestca.

Mister Darcys
Romantic rockers take on Canadian Music Week with a brand-new vocalist

EMILY KELLOGG
A&E Associate Editor ^

"On Thursday, some people might be

turned off by us forever," shrugs Wes
Marskell, drummer for Toronto-based

indie darlings The Darcys. "1 mean, we
are a band going through a change

and there's always going to be the cli-

che opposition to that."

Recently-appointed frontman and

long-time guitarist Jason Couse joins

Marskell, nestling in a booth at the

Red Room. They have the timed syn-

chronicity of people who have spent

an obscene amiount of time together

in the back of a cramped van.

Given that The Darcys have played

about 110 shows in the past year, and

have been touring Canada almost

non-stop since the release of their

2007 debut album. Endless Waters,

it's pretty obvious that the boys have

seen each other at their worst. They

interact with the intimacy that comes

from taking care of a bandmate when

he's puking in his sleep, ganging up on

a knife-bearing 16-year-old who's try-

ing to steal their van in Guelph, and

pushing that same van through -42"

weather in Kingston to the only repair

shop in town.

On March 11 the band, clad in their

usual formal attire of vests and bow
ties, will take the stage at El Mocambo
for Canadian Music Week. They're ex-

perimenting with both material from

their upcoming album. Young Believ-

er, and guitarist Couse replacing Kirby

Best as their new singer

"This chcmge is inevitable," Marskell

explains. "Jason's always been one of

the musical backbones of the band."

"I'm not nervous," Couse says

finally, after a slightly longer than

usual pause. "I'm more excited than

anything. It's a lot to wrap my head
around

—

"

"But he's manned up. He can han-

dle the guitar parts and the vocals

now," Marksell finishes.

"The live show has become more
of a force than the old live show,"

says Marskell. "It's definitive, loud,

and brazen. It forces you to listen to

it. The new record's not boring. Peo-

ple might not like it, but it definitely

won't be boring."

"The last eight months have been
intense work—all day, every day,"

Couse adds. The band recorded

their new album in Montreal with

producer Murray Lightburn from

Canadian indie outfit The Dears. Set

to be released in August of this year,

Young Believer also features guest

spots from members of Broken So-

cial Scene, Islands, and Stars.

"It was great having Murray Light-

burn on board, because at least we
knew that the album wasn't going

to suck," says Marskell. "We liked

The Dears so much growing up as

a band, and we really had an inher-

ent trust in him. It was our first step

towards knowing that this was going

to be something worthwhile."

Endless Waters had been a roman-
tic experiment for a guitar-based

band that uses creative elements

to make influences from Radiohead
to My Bloody Valentine sound fresh

and unique. But on the brink of re-

leasing their sophomore album.

The Darcys seem piqued for change
and—dare 1 say it—professionalism.

"Musically, 1 think it was all about

progress and going from being a

university student to being a guy in

a band who has to work a crappy

day job just to get by," Marskell

continues. Couse nods, likely think-

ing about his day job as a waiter.

"We're not just going to make pop
songs. If we're doing this, we have

to do something that we can really

stand behind."

"It's always about pushing our-

selves and pushing the limits of our

abilities," adds Couse.

"Our priorities have changed.

We're not just trying to pass school

and get in essays," says Marskell.

Couse launches into the story of

how he wrote his philosophy thesis

at the back of their tour van while

driving from Halifax to Vancouver.

"And now we're just excited to

get the new album out there, and

then we'll be touring until we die.

Jason first."

"Yeah, 1 am allergic to peanuts,"

Couse quips. "That's kind of bound

to catch up with me."

The Darcys play the El Mocambo
tonight as part of Canadian Music

Week. For more information, visit

cmw.net
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Where art meets activism

Don't be scared off by the big words in this exhibition—Extra-curricular is accessible and inspiring

MAY JEONG
Varsity Staff

Between designing Grammy-winning

album covers, Stefan Sagmeister, the

media darling of tfie graphic design

world, teaches at the School of Visual

Arts. The course spends an entire se-

mester exploring the parameters of

the question, "Is it possible to touch

someone's heart with design?" The
pursuit, Sagmeister says, has yielded

extraordinary results. One student

realized that sanitary engineers were

not revered the way firefighters or

police officers were, and designed a

character—the Supergarbageman

—

in honour of the often neglected

profession. She then embroidered a

design onto the gloves used by em-

ployees of the Department of Sanita-

tion, and went one step further in im-

printing the names of workers of her

district onto the individual gloves.

The Supergarbagemen were touched.

It is this sense of civic activism

and creative force that the workshop
"Extra-curricular: between art and
pedagogy" explores. The second in-

stallment of a two-part series, "Extra-

curricular" studies the space that

goes "behind institutions". Billed as a

curatorial project that maps out the

relationship between art, education,

activism, and the role of an audience,

"Extra-curricular" ambitiously sets

sail on a week-long journey into ad-

dressing the issue of what it meeins

to anchor oneself as an artist and an

activist in this tumultuous world.

Annette Krauss (artist-in-residence

at the Justina M. Barnicke Gallery)

opened the workshop last Monday
with a thought-provoking lecture that

weighed in on the word "and" that

binds ideas (the example given is the

"and" found in the phrase 'between art

and education and activism'). Within

this contained space, Krauss suggests

the possibility for civic liberty and
societal reform. More esoteric discus-

sions follow under scary-sounding

titles such as "between autonomy and
heteronomy", and "feminist pedagogy

as artistic intervention".

But fear not—the workshop chal-

lenges the very assumption that

pedagogy is boring with its more
than colourful lineup (though frankly,

it could use a bit more hoopla). The
conference has a truly exceptional

cast, including the Centre for Urban
Pedagogy from New York—a bril-

liant after-school programme that

promotes access to creative curri-

cula—and the colourschool, a col-

lective from Vancouver dedicated to

the study of five colours: black, white,

brown, yellow, and red.

Not to mention the Pinky Show, a

project by Honolulu-based education-

al non-profit Associated Animals that

produces super low-tech, cheap-cost,

and effortlessly educational shows for

posting on YouTube. And then there is

the proudly left-leaning HIV/AIDS ad-

vocacy group Ultra-red from London,

whose work is reminiscent of General

Idea (a group of Canadian artists who
remixed Robert Indiana's iconic sculp-

ture "Love" to read "AIDS" ).

These collectives bill themselves

as halfway between art, activism,

and urban design. In all, many rep-

resent a hybrid form of art not as a

museum relic, but an active agent

in promoting a cause, sustaining a

dialogue, and rallying up a crowd.

To a society that has been taught

to uphold art as that object behind

ropes, glass, and do-not-touch signs,

"Extra-curricular" is a riot. In a world

that keeps art—in all its incarna-

tions—just outside the reach of the

public, "Extra-curricular" is exhila-

rating in its drive to urge participants

into engaging their local communi-
ties. Here, art serves as the catalyst

for cultivating social relations, where
the outcome of such encounters is a

public affair. It's nice to get to mingle,

to wrestle, to get a little bit messy
with art for a change.

Take, for example, the "model for

a public space [knot]" installation

by Adrian Blackwell, assistant pro-

fessor of architecture at U of T. On
display in the Reading Room of Hart

House, this plywood construction

was inspired entirely by a single ex-

perience: Blackwell wanted to recre-

ate his impressions of participating

in an unconventional meeting where
consensus drove the debate and

where hierarchical structures were

rendered meaningleWss. Blackwell

destabilizes the ubiquitous hierarchy

by building the bleachers so that

when sitting at the top, you are in fact

sitting on the periphery, and once in

the centre, you are ensconced by the

crowd that surrounds you. The asym-
metrical line-up also means that the

participants will find themselves in

a more intimate setting where shoul-

ders may brush. In such human en-

counters, an ideal for public space

begins to take shape.

Extra-curricular continues through

Friday at Hart House. For more
information visit extra-curricular info.

Verdecchia and the University

College Drama Program confuse

and delight with As Five Years Pass

Upon entering the Helen Gardiner

Phelan Playhouse, you're greet-

ed by an elaborately painted clown

dressed in drag. You're handed a

sealed envelope containing hand-

drawn postcards and photographs

depicting exchanges between the

playwright, Frederico Garcia Lorca

and the play's main character, John.

You sit down and the play begins.

It's an appropriate beginning to what

Lorca himself described as a "legend

of time in three acts and five scenes."

As Five Years Pass, the latest produc-

tion from the UC Drama Program's

Dramaturgy class, is surreal from start

to finish.

Directed by Guillermo Verdecchia,

the play opens on a conversation

between a young man named John,

played by Joshua Perry, and an old

one, played by Christopher Ross-

Ewart. The two discuss John's love

for a girl, but agree that he must wait

five years before he marries her.

The rest of the play skips around

those five years, dipping in and out of

consciousness, as a dead bride man-

nequin comes to life, a boy dies and is

buried constantly, and a sinister trio

of card-players stab bleeding aces of

hearts. These comprise only some
of the series of bizarre events, which

take place in erratic sequence. Consid-

ering the unconventional plotline of

the play, though, this production is by

and large a success.

The dialogue is at times weak, caus-

ing some of the beauty and insight of

the words to be lost in their delivery.

Specifically, Perry's performance is

lacking and despite his best efforts, de-

tracts from the energy and dynamism

of the show. The rest of the acting,

however, is strong—Emily Derr and

Clara Pasieka, who both play a number

The countess and the typist lament the excessive amounts of love they each

receive in As Five Years Pass at the Helen Gardiner Phelan Playhouse.

of roles, are consistently impressive in

all their incarnations and demonstrate

considerable range. Derr's portrayal of

a young boy is especially remarkable

as she provides a gentle and nuanced

reading of the character.

Lorca was close with surrealist

painters such as Salvador Dali, and

their influence is evident in the play's

excellent set. This includes the play's

beautiful tableaux, which are them-

selves surrealist works of art. Lighting

and sound are both employed effec-

tively, creating an ethereal, disquieting

environment using little material.

Credit must be given to Verdecchia,

a well-decorated playwright, director,

and actor with considerable experi-

ence in theatre. Certain scenes that

are particularly well executed, such

as a strange, life-or-death poker game,

stand out as a testciment to his good
direction cind vision.

The production stays true to Lor-

ca's strange, haunting tale, which is

purposely confusing cmd anxious. So
while this show may be difficult to

watch, its quality is definitely quite

remarkable.

Interestingly, though the play was
written in the 1930s the UCDP's stag-

ing feels very contemporary. There
are distinctly postmodern aspects

to the show as a function of both the

text and the direction. For instance,

the lighting can become self-aware,

while the circus tricks are clearly out-

of-place. The play also closes on cin

appropriate note by featuring a well-

choreographed dance reminiscent of

Michael Jackson's Thriller.

—ELIZABETH KAGEDAN

As Five Years Pass runs at the Helen

Gardiner F^elan Playhouse through

March 13. Formore information, visit

uc.utoronto.ca.
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Off the record
NICOLE LEUNG critiques Olympic media coverage

The Vancouver 2010 Olympic Games will

be remembered not only for Canada's

record-breaking gold medal grab and the

outpouring of patriotism throughout the

country. Canadians will also remember the

media's extensive coverage of the Games.
Never in the country's history have there been

so many channels covering the Games. Canada's

Olympic Media Consortium, a media corpora-

tion formed to cover the 2010 Vancouver Winter

Olympics and the 2012 London Summer Olym-

pics, consisted of CTV, Canada's largest private

broadcaster, and Rogers Media, a unit of Rog-

ers Communications Inc. The consortium paid

US$90 million, thus outbidding CBC, which has

a long tradition of covering the Olympic Games.

"Consortiums have begun to spring up over

the last few Olympics. It is a way of sharing your

labour power; it's a way of sharing your tech-

nology," said Margaret MacNeill, Associate Pro-

fessor at U of T's Faculty of Physical Education

and Health. "And it also happens in the context

in which you've seen with the global fall in the

market the last two years, [when] advertising

revenues dived."

But MacNeill does not like this idea. "The fact

that you have to pay for the right to be in an

event, that's a huge change in journalism. [Not

only] the broadcasters, but the print media wor-

ry about that too. [. . .] The Globe and Mail would

have access to athletes before anybody else did."

The Globe and Mail, owned by CTVglobe-

media, became the official national newspa-

per of the Vancouver Games. Because of the

Globe's affiliation with CTV, almost every ar-

ticle in the Globe's Olympics online section

linked to the CTV Olympics website, annoying

some people. But this is exactly what MacNeill

called a media mogul.

CBC and the National Post formed a me-
dia partnership in providing coverage on the

Games, given that the two corporations have

started sharing sports and business news con-

tent since last October. CBC had broadcasted

the previous five Olympics, but is no longer

"Canada's Olympic network."

"CBC traditionally has been well-funded to do
what they do because they get the public sector

money from tctxes, but they also get advertising

revenue," said MacNeill. "CBC has been cover-

ing [the Games] pretty well, but there are some
things that aren't that much different, because

[CTV] stole Brian Williams, the face, the host."

"When you get to the Olympic Games, there's

very few people that work full-time for those

networks, so they are hiring the best people in

the industry. So sometimes it's the exact same
people. [.. .] You are not going to see an awful lot

of difference."

The consortium did invest a lot in all aspects

of Olympics coverage. According to J-Source, a

project of the Canadian Journalism Foundation

in collaboration with journalism schools and

organizations across the country, CTV and Rog-

ers Media together sent approximately 1,400

staffers to the Olympics, which means that

about one in eight media workers sent to Van-

couver worldwide to cover the Games is from

the broadccisting consortium.

This allowed the audience to watch pretty

much cmy event on TV, gospel for people who do

not have access to the Internet.

In addition, the broadcast consortium covered

the Olympics in 22 languages to reflect Canada's

multiculturalism and diversity. The Aboriginal

Peoples Television Network, Asian Television

Network, and OMNI Television were among the

broadcasting networks that provided multilin-

gual commentary and analysis.

The CTV-affiliated channels kept the ratings

high; 13.3 million viewers tuned in to watch the

Opening Ceremony. Ninety-nine per cent of the

Canadian population experienced the Vancouver

Olympics through the consortium's platforms.

One could argue that ratings do not mean any-

thing, as there was basically no other choice for

the viewers, and that the Olympics were held on

CTV and Rogers Media together

sent approximately 1,400 staffers

to the Olympics, which means that

about one in eight media workers

sent to Vancouver worldwide
to cover the Games is from the

broadcasting consortium.

Canadian soil helped bolster the ratings. How-
ever, it is hard to deny that CTV has put in a lot of

effort in covering the Games.

Nevertheless, the mainstream media came
under fire for a lack of coverage on critical sto-

ries, in large part due to corporate sponsorship

of the Games.
"Newspapers have what I called 'barricaded

access,' which is sad. If you pay for the exclusive

rights, you have the right to interview athletes

first after the gold medal, before the print jour-

nalists," said MacNeill. "There is this hierarchy

of rights; you can't be a full watchdog if there

is [inequality]. This is not equal freedom of the

press for the different media. Ifyou are an athlete,

you don't have the right to really choose who you

want to talk to. And that's all come down because

of the power of big corporations."

The IOC and the VANOC have been under fire

for imposing media censorship.

"The Olympic protests weren't well covered.

[They] were not front page news. If it was Bei-

jing, you believe it would have been on the front

page," said MacNeill. "There is a lack of critical

investigation. There is very little of what goes on

at the biggest level of this incredibly big machine.

It sells papers, too. When newspaper readership

is going down, you want to have a story that

gets people to buy something. The Olympic gold

makes people feel good; doesn't necessarily im-

prove their lives, but it makes people feel good

in this crappy economy. [...] People like winners."

The Vancouver Olympics also received sticks

from British media. Notably, at the beginning of

the Games, Lawrence Donegan, a journalist from

the Guardian, called the Vancouver Olympics

the worst Games ever, due to the large number
of negative and tragic stories popping up in the

early going.

"[England is] going to be the next Olympic or-

ganizers for the Summer Games, so their media

is quite critical of our organization, because it's

the same thing that's going on," said MacNeill.

"There were people questioning, 'shall we be put-

ting in this amount of money into security, into

buildings when we are not building new parks

and recreational facilities for the kids?'"

The Olympic torch relay, the longest in history

to be contained within Canada, sparked contro-

versy over the media's approach to covering the

event. Many journalists from the mainstream

media participated in the torch relay.

In a critique on j-source.ca, Stephan J. A. Ward,

Professor of Journalism Ethics from the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin-Madison, refused to call the

torch relay "Canadian journalism's shining mo-
ment," and claimed that reporters running in

the relay compromised journalism ethics, as the

action violates the general principle of indepen-

dence. David Eby, executive director of the B.C.

Civil Liberties Association, echoed Ward's opin-

ions, and argued that journalists have sacrificed

independence in journalism, and served up for

the IOC as "mascots for the Olympics."

The debate was brought on CBC Radio's The
Current. A panel featuring Gary Mason (The
Globe and Mail), Tom Harrington (CBC), and
Frances Bula (freelance journalist) responded to

Eby's comments. While Mason called Eby's con-

cerns "ridiculous," Harrington denied that CBC
has relieved its responsibilities for journalism

when covering the Games.

Frances Bula claimed that journalists live with

conflict of interest all the time, and that the Olym-

pics are no different from the other occasions.

She also responded to Ward's article, "It really

surprises me that, for example, a respected jour-

nalism professors like Stephen Ward will say that

journalists have been compromised, but there is

not a shred of evidence to say they [held] back

on this story."

But MacNeill said she also had problems with

journalists participating in the torch relay. "If you

are covering the news, you are making your own
news, and then covering it. Now that's the real

mediascape at this point; the political economy
is the one that has shifted. So the role of the me-

dia as watchdog has come into question."

Perhaps this may be the perfect time for

other media sources to fill the gap. Indeed, so-

cial media did just that, and flourished in the

world's biggest sporting occasion. The citizen

bloggers reported on Olympic protests and

social issues surrounding the Games, among
many other issues.

This was the first time social media was
widely deployed in an Olympics hosted by a

democratic country. People are free to criti-

cize the IOC, VANOC, the Games itself, the

mainstream media, etc. on their own plat-

forms. "Communication has never been solely

one way, but [now] it's much more interactive,

much more engaged," said MacNeill, explain-

ing that the use of social media has broadened

the audiences and that the public now has

"multiple ways of engaging in the media." In

2012, London will probably set the stage for an

even bigger boom in social media, given the

scope of the Summer Olympics.

The Games organizers also turned to social

media to disseminate public information. Face-

book and Twitter.com/2010Tweets attracted 1.1

million fans and 14,000 followers respectively.

In addition, athletes shared their feelings and

emotions on the computer through these net-

working tools. "What a fabulous way. In the past,

athletes only got represented through their of-

ficial press kit and now you can follow your fa-

vourite athlete online," said MacNeill.

But MacNeill criticized the Olympic organiz-

ers for controlling what the athletes say on-

line. "They've tried to clamp down on athletes

blogging, unless they are officially represent-

ing something. I think that athletes' rights to

expression have been dampened quite a bit by

them putting strict rules around their use of

social media."

"We need to question why they get that voice.

Do they represent the nation, or aspects of

sports, or aspects of the media, or aspects of

the sponsors that are aligned with the values

of those bigger powerbrokers? 1 find it a very

serious issue when the freedom of expression

of athletes gets signed away in their contracts.

They should be able to criticize when the facili-

ties are dangerous. Those are serious issues of

stifling, not just freedom of speech, but then

freedom to intervene in ways that make changes

that make sport healthier, that make sport more

democratic, and certainly in a bigger picture, to

make it more accessible."

Despite the golden ratings, CTV repeatedly

came under fire, mainly for instilling too many
elements of entertainment into the Games cov-

erage. But this might prove that there is now

more of an intersection between entertainment,

sports, and news. When you see entertainment

reporters going to the Olympics, you know that

the audience now has different demands.

Having said that, perhaps the 2012 London

Summer Olympics would be the right time to

assess the media consortium's coverage of

the Games, as the consortium should have

gained a lot of experience from covering the

Vancouver Olympics.
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The pickup artist

The Varsity's guide for

enjoying recreational

basketball at U of T

LEARN TO PLAY BASKETBALL!

Step 1 : Identify the correct ball.

ERIK p. BARKEL

If you've never heard of pickup basketball,

allow me to explain this perfect disaster.

Pickup basketball is essentially the same
as organized basketball, only it's not orga-

nized at all. There's no timer, no scoreboard,

and nobody judging your performance.

In other words, it doesn't have any of the

pressures or constraints that have made or-

ganized sports a drag for some people and a

complete nightmare for many others.

There are also no referees, meaning there

aren't any real rules, which is especially

helpful for people who don't know them.

What's more, only half the people partici-

pating in pickup games have played com-
petitive basketball before, which drastically

reduces your chances of being the worst

player there.

Pickup games run throughout the week
at both Hart House and the Athletic Centre,

during scheduled hours.

But the best games on campus happen by
fluke during evenings and weekends, when
a few people observe a few others shooting

a basketball aimlessly. One party asks the

other if they can join, and sweet beautiful

chaos ensues.

Pickup basketball is appealing for a num-
ber of reasons, but most of all because it

lowers the stakes, while maintaining a sense

of competition. That isn't to say that people

aren't playing to win and won't do what they

need to in order to feel superior. It's just that

no one cares.

Here are some tips that will help even re-

luctant players find their game:

1
If you've been accepted to
university, playing pickup
basketball shouldn't be a
problem.

Unlike intramural sports, pickup games re-

quire minimal to zero organization. If you
can separate bodies evenly and understand

that the objective of basketball is to score

on the other team's basket and stop them
from scoring on yours, then you're ready to

play. If this is still too complicated for you,

don't worry. I've seen some pretty miserable

pickup games turn into ultimate Frisbee

with a basketball.

2
There's no secret handshake or
criteria for playing.

The Free Meisons don't finance pickup basket-

ball games like they do, say, bingo or beer league

baseball. That means you can't eat, drink, or

hurl vulgarities at other players on someone
else's dime. Now here's the bright spot: no one

playing pickup will ever discriminate against

you for doing any of these things. Moreover,

they won't exclude you because you don't fit the

mould of what a basketball player should be.

If you think you'll be the worst player there,

consider the point I made earlier about most
players being inexperienced and shaky on the

rules. Now imagine that you're Waldo in a gym

full of slightly altered faux-Waldos. Is an hour of

basketball really enough time to positively ID

the worst player?

Or take me, for instance.

Other participants have asked me on sev-

eral occasions if I'm well enough to play, be-

cause my appearance gave them the impres-

sion that 1 could collapse at any moment and
would require one of them to perform CPR.

I would explain that my red face and heavy
breathing was because I smoke cigarettes and
not the result of some health problem that I

knew about. So while they may have lost their

ability to sympathize with my dry heaving,

they didn't say, "Go home," which was enough
to make me confident that they would perform

CPR if push came to shove.

3
Rules insult your intelligence.

Pickup is about thinking

outside of the box.

You probably heard it a million times from your

high school guidance counsellor: rules are

made to be broken. Now obscure the context of

that remark, so you can use it to justify actions

you know are wrong.

1 once played a game at Hart House where

one person decided that travelling should be

after three steps instead of two. There was no

reasoning behind this, just as there shouldn't

have been. Like they say, "When in Rome, do as

the Martians do."4 Dennis Rodman wasn't a
successful basketball player

because he was good at it.

He was successful because he
understood his opponents' boundary
issues.

The quality of competition in the average

pickup game at U of T ranges from very poor

to very good. If you happen to be on the very

poor end and are covering someone who is

very good, you need a competitive advantage.

1 recommend a variety of disruption techniques

that will improve your play at both ends of the

court.

Defence: The key to playing good defence is

unsettling your opponent without making it

clear to everyone that you've crossed a line.

Here's what a coach taught me. Look into your

opponent's eyes longingly until that person is

visibly uncomfortable. Then, when he drops his

guard, make a play for the ball. Seriously, this is

what a coach taught me.

Another technique is to talk to your oppo-
nent like a celebrity you knew prior to being

famous, e.g. "1 guess you're too good to talk to

regular people now" or "What's your problem
anyway?" At the very least, this will compel
your opponent to raise his arms and swivel

his head uncontrollably—the universal sign

for "This guy's nuts!" Everyone there will

think you're a little strange, too. Look, what-

ever, go for the ball.

Offence: On offence you can be a little more
creative and even adlib if that's your thing.

One of the best distraction-method players

I ever faced used the seagull technique. Sim-

ply, the seagull technique is where you make
squawking noises, like a seagull, and waltz to

the basket while everyone else tries to put the

pieces back together.

Of course, 1 realize that some people have

limits to what they'll do, and since you might

play with the same people again, you probably

want to avoid lasting nicknames like "seagull

guy" or "gully." In that case, a little physical play

never hurt anyone. Just don't get yourself in a

real pickle by drawing someone else's blood.

'MEMORY' -CONTINUED FROM PG 6

The Bottom Line:
"Life Lessons"
First, try to find a middle ground be-

tween focusing your attention and

noticing the little details that can help

you make more informed decisions.

Younger brains may not memorize

distractions implicitly, but they can

still choose to notice and remember
more things explicitly. Second, don't

stay satisfied with the same old rigid

associations you have wired in your

mind. Try to keep yourself open to per-

ceiving new data that will create new
connections. This will make you more
informed, and hopefully more ratio-

nal in your behaviour In the words of

maverick psychiatrist R. D. Laing: "The

range of what we think and do is lim-

ited by what we fail to notice."

'BRIEFS' -CONTINUED FROM PG 7

However, the plan poses a challenge

such that healthy individuals may
choose to opt out, which would un-

dermine cost- and risk-sharing.

The benefits and disadvantages to

this type of fund are being further

examined in a study by the Institute

for Research on Public Policy, "Pro-

viding Pharmacare for an Aging Pop-

ulation: Is Prefunding the Solution?"

— TAHMINANASSERIE

Source: News atUofT

Puppy-dog eyes proven effective

Your young child or family pet has

broken an important heirloom; you

proceed with your punishment, and

then notice their glossy-eyed, doleful

gaze. After a trickle of emotion, you

reconsider the punishment for a less

severe one, but why? A recent exper-

iment at the University of Japan has

revealed that oxytocin, more com-
monly known as the trust hormone,

may be the answer to this behavior.

The experiment observed the in-

teraction between individuals and

their dogs in 30-minute sessions. In

the initial session, dog owners were

allowed to interact freely with their

dogs, and in the second session they

were instructed to avoid the dog's

gaze. Oxytocin levels in an indi-

vidual's urine were measured both

before and after the sessions. The
results showed that oxytocin levels

are directly correlated with the pres-

ence of the dog's gaze.

Although in the past it was unclear

whether the bonding behavior of

the dog's gaze (or that of different

species) was linked with oxytocin

production, this study demonstrates

that such manifestations induce the

trust hormone's production.

--AIE

Source: World Science

Testosterone promotes fair

behaviour in women

The "manly" hormone testosterone

is commonly linked to negative traits

such as aggression. In contrast to

this popular view, researchers have

proven that testosterone in women
might actually promote fair and
conciliatory behaviour. However,

the myths about testosterone are so

overwhelming that in a recent study

women behaved aggressively re-

gardless of whether they were given

a dose of testosterone.

In a study conducted at the Uni-

versity of Zurich in Switzerland,

women were given either a pill con-

taining testosterone or a placebo.

Those who received the testoster-

one showed an increase in fair bar-

gaining behaviour On the other

hand, those who were told they re-

ceived testosterone, whether it was
the actual pill or the placebo, began
behaving more unfairly. This study

demonstrates that the social percep-

tion of the hormone as a promoter of

aggressiveness is enough to induce

negative behaviour, despite the bio-

logical evidence which proves that

the hormone should instead cause
an opposite effect.

—TN

Source: World Science
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The teacher
education program
you choose really does

make a difference

For over 150 years, Niagara University

has offered outstanding educational

opportunities to students fronn Canada

and the United States. Today you can find

bachelor's or master's degree programs

at our Canadian or New York locations.

Bachelor of Teacher Education

• Programs in Primary/Junior and

Intermediate/Senior

• Accredited by the Ontario College of Teachers

• Convenient on-site classes in the Greater Toronto Area

Master of Teacher Education

• Programs in Priman/ZJunior and Intermediate/Senior

• NCATE-accredited

• Convenient U.S. location across the Lewiston-Queenston Bridge

Check it out! Call 1.800.462.2111 or visit niagara.edu/advance today.

NiagaraW University
Education That Makes a Difference

College of Education

Academic Complex

Niagara University, NY 14109

1-800-778-3450

It'sth is easy.

QuickTax Student Edition
Get it right and get it FREE' at quicktax.ca/student.

The only online tax software designed for students.

QuickTax Is Canada's #1 best-selling tax software.'

QuickTax
From the Makers of TurhoTax

As [xesented by Intuit Canada. *Ffee for students whose gross household income does not exceed S?0,000

Bosed on aggregote retoil software sales, os sourced by NPD for year ending June 2009

CATERING $P

Ml ORDERS FOR STUDENT & FACULTY CEUBS

BLOOR & BATHURST
504 BLOOR ST. WEST

416-537-4417

CHURCH & WELLESLEY
78 WELLESLEY ST.

^ ' 416-922-4417

GRACE & COLLfiSi
661 COLLEGE ST

416-534-7441 ^ ,

KIPLING & LAKE SHORE
3180 LAKE SHORE BLVD. W.

416-252-4417

WWW.GHAZALE.CA

THE PUMP
410 BLOOR ST. W.

(at Brunswick)

416-927-7337

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED TUTORING

CAMP JOBS:

Hip/hop Dance Show choreographer,

Extreme In-Line Skate instructors, Rock-

Wall Climbing, Swim, Sail, Kayak, Wind-

surf, Waterski, Canoe, Ice Hockey, Golf,

Tennis, Arts, Crafts, Pottery, Nursing Stu-

dent 2nd yr.-H. Driver/Errands, Laundry.

Camp@mishmar.com

GET HELP NOW!!

Tutor, 40 years' experience specializing in

MATH 135, 136, CHM 139, 247, ECO 220.

Past tests and exams available for prac-

tice. Reasonable rates. (416) 785-8898.

EDITING

SERVICES

www.TorontoDrinksWeekly.com

Your guide to finding great drink specials

in Toronto - GET OUT HAVE FUN. SAVE

MONEY.

EXPERT EDITOR

Thorough editing of theses, term

papers, and applications on hard copy

or computer file. Expertise in human

rights, world business, bestediting.ca

Call V Smith, 416 690-2576.

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS
cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for each additional word. Rates include one line of bold type

for the ad header. No copy changes after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or phone. Ads must

be submitted at least four days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Ave, Suite #306,

Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6. Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

BEST WINCS
BEST PRICES
• Sunday Nite Vz Price Nachos
• Monday Nite Vz Price Wings

• Tuesday Nite Vz Price Pizzas

• Wednesday Nite Vz Price Pastas

• nursdayNiteFresiiH/lussels

$4.25/lb Choiix of2 delicious sauces

Weekend Brunch 11am-3pm

Show your T-Card
and save 10%

on all regularly priced items

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

* Complete 30-Hour Seminars

* Convenient Weekend Scliedule

* Proven Test-Taking Strategies

* Experienced Course instructors

* Compreliensive Study Materials

* Simulated Practice Exams

* Limited Class Size

* Free Repeat Policy

* Personal Tutoring Available

* Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

The Hart House Literary& Library Committee
and The Varsity present:

Getting Published: HowtoAvoid theSlush Pile

Got the makings of the next great novel sitting on your desk? Attend this panel discussion before you

send it in! Three industry experts chat about everything that happens in publishing before a work gets

published, and what you can do to avoid the dreaded slush pile.

• Thursday, March 18, 7-9:30 p.m.

• South Dining Room, Hart IHouse

• Refreshments provided

Sam Hiyate is president of The Rights Factory, where

his clients include Margot Berwin. Kathryn Borel, Vanessa

Farquharson, David Gilmour, Shinan Govani, Claire Letemendia.

Imogen Lloyd Webber and Mariko Tamaki. Before that he ran

the literary division of The Lavin Agency. He is co-founder and

fornner editor/publisher of the litnnag Blood & Aphorisms (b+a)

and the editor/publisher of the avant-garde literary publisher

Gutter Press. Sam also teaches at Ryerson University, U of T
and has lectured on publishing at Simon Fraser University

Humber College, and Centennial College, where he sits on the

Publishing Advisory Board. He has taught creative writing at a

private workshop in Toronto since 2000.

Greg loannou is president of Colborne

Communications. Canada's largest editing company,

which he founded in 1977. Since then. Greg has edited over

2,000 books, as well as magazines, booklets, brochures,

government reports, and websites. He has also written a

smattering of books on topics ranging from self-publishing

to ghosts. He served two terms as president of the Editors'

Association of Canada. Greg teaches fiction editing in

Ryerson's publishing program.

Bllleh Nickerson. bfa (uvic). mfa (ubc). is a writer.

editor, performer, producer and arts advocate who divides

his year between Toronto and Vancouver, where he teaches

creative writing at Kwantlen Polytechnic University He is the

author of The Asthmatic Glassblower, Let Me Kiss it Better:

Elixirs for the Not So Straight and Narrow, and his most recent

collection, McPoems. He is also the co-editor of Seminal: the

Anthology of Canada's Gay Male Poets, and a former editor

of PRISM international and Event two of Canada's most

respected literary journals, in 2008. he served as Queen's

University's Writer in Residence.

HART HOUSE z/;^VARSITYwww.harthouse.ca t^'*^^ Y-i. AJ>VW_/A A A
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Fur flies at

UTSU forum
ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

The slates hoping to run UTSU next year came to

the Bahen Centre on Wednesday evening to take

questions from students. Stronger Together, run-

ning with two incumbent execs, faced off against

challengers from Change U of T, who have expe-

rience on college councils. Both sides had to an-

swer to specific and pointed criticism about their

candidates, often from supporters of the rival

slate. Three executives from the Equity Studies

Students' Union, which has officially endorsed

Stronger Together, read prepared statements dur-

ing question period.

Over 76 U ofT students attended in person, half

of them sporting orange scarves to indicate their

support for Change U of T. Ninety-nine students

watched the debates live via streaming video.

Five executive positions are up for grabs. E^ch

candidate was allotted time for an opening state-

ment, followed by a question period with the audi-

ence and a two-minute final statement.

"Try to make the questions really relevant

to the content [...] specifically, what the can-

didates are speaking about," said debate mod-
erator Dave Meslin, but multiple audience

members strayed from these instructions and
went on the offensive.

President

Steve Masse for Change U of T: "1 want you

to imagine a union you can be proud of—one that

provides easy-to-use, well-promoted services.

One where equity is a way of life and not just a

series of campaigns. Since my time here, I've seen

the Drop Fees campciign bring out less and less

people, and higher and higher tuition fees. [...] It's

time for change."

Adam Awad for Stronger Together: "1

fought against flat fees, the cutting of disability

studies and other interdisciplinary programs, the

implementation of regressive university polices,

and the continued erosion of provincial funding

for post-secondary education."

Awad, the current VP university affairs for

UTSU, and Masse, president of the Woodsworth
College Students' Association, took questions

for over 40 minutes. The atmosphere became
charged when current VP external Hadia Ahktar

criticized Masse's performance as an associate to

president Sandy Hudson. "1 was also part of the

Towcu-ds 2030 campaign and the Drop Fees Cam-
paign. I went to every single meeting [. . .] 1 never

once saw you," Akhtar said to Masse.

"Lies!" shouted Gabe de Roche, a frequent com-
mentator, over the audience. Change supporters

demanded questions be "reality-based."

"[Questions] do not need to be truthful," said

Meslin, adding that it was up to candidates to

judge the truthfulness of the questions and

reply accordingly.

Masse responded, "1 met various members
of the GSU in the basement numerous times [to

work on the Towcu-ds 2030 opposition]. 1 met with

members of the CFS from across the GTA in OlSE

to organize the Drop Fees campaign. 1 was also a

marshal during that campaign."

James Finlay, the Change candidate for VP ex-

ternal, disputed Awad's contributions to the Stu-

dent Commons project. Finlay recounted a con-

versation where Awad said he didn't know about

SEE 'UTSU' -P6

2

Three museum studies students are selling soup and cornbread for $4 to pay their

way to New Orleans, where their exhibit on the evolution of Cajun cooking will be
displayed at the Food and Beverage Museum. They'll be back at the fourth floor of the

Bissell building next Thursday, March 18, from 12 to 2 p.m. SEE STORY ON PAGE 3.

Whose house?
For students grappling with landlords

and maintenance problems, ignorance is not bliss

SAMYA KULLAB
Associate News Editor

Complaints to U of T's Student Housing Services

have doubled since U of T's Home Ranger Pro-

gram was introduced in September The program

allows students to book private appointments

with a staff member to discuss housing concerns.

"We don't know if that increase is because of ein

increase in problems and complaints, or because

our program is now getting out to people and they

know that we're here," said Jennifer Bennett, di-

rector of the housing services program.

Staff member Ali Shahabuddin said the ma-

jority of the cases are the result of students not

knowing their rights. He said not many laws regu-

late housing. "Its an educational process more

than anything. Being at U of T, as big as it is, stu-

dents don't know where to turn in order to get

that information," Shahabuddin said.

The two main underlying issues involve main-

tenance and repairs, and communicating with the

landlord, according to the housing office.

Graham Brown, a fourth-year English stu-

dent, discovered bed bugs in his mattress

and mould lining his walls this year. His land-

lord refused to cover the fumigation costs.

The two sides reached a compromise only

when Brown threatened to move out.

Students often face discrimination based
on age and income, according to John Fraser,

program director of the Centre for Equality

Rights in Accommodation. "What often hap-

pens is a student may apply for apartment,

maybe renting for first time, on OSAP, with no
previous landlord reference. A landlord may
refuse the student based on this," said Fraser.

The Human Rights Code of Ontario pro-

hibits landlords from refusing tenancy
based on income or age. "The landlord

doesn't know that they are being discrimina-

tory and the student doesn't know they have
rights," Fraser said. "This is a big problem
when people apply."

SEE 'HOUSING' -PG3

HAPPY 150TH BIRTHDAY, CANADA

Sujit Choudhry, Scholl Chair and associate dean at U of T's law faculty, speaks at the 150!

conference held at the National Art Centre in Ottawa last Thursday and Friday. The conference

kicked off discussions and brainstorming for Canada's upcoming celebration, as well as potential

national and local projects for its sesquicentennial anniversary in 2017.
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ONLINE COMMENTARY: 'YOU HAVE BEEN BRAINWASHED'

When The Varsity ran a brief cap-

tion of Wednesday's election

forum with a photo of orange-clad

Change U of T candidates, online

commentators jumped into the fray

with posts that were impassioned, of-

ten lengthy, and on occasion veering

off into personal attacks. As of press

time, 81 comments have been posted.

The selection of exerpts are printed

here have been edited for spelling and
grammar For the entire exchange,

head to thevarsity.ca/articles/28447.

Adam Smith:

To all of you extremely involved,

dedicated students working hard on
social justice, you must know this:

YOU HAVE BEEN BRAINWASHED.
It is not the work of Sandy, Dani-

elle, or Adam that has unilaterally

affected things like Flat Fees, the

municipal elections, the G8 and G20,

program cuts, etc. I'm taking these

examples right out of an email one

of the clubs in question sent to its

members.
Sure, these students go to meet-

ings and speak loudly against these

things. If you really think about it,

though, so do ALL of you. Everyone

from the ESSU, OPIRG, Always Ques-

tion, the CFS, etc., is doing this work.

They can do this work from literally

any position on campus. They have

made you think that it is essential

for them to be earning $25,000 a

year to do this work and that's NOT

TRUE. Regardless of who was on

UTSU, it does not require a "truly

progressive " voice to continue that.

[...]

Facebook groups. [Stronger

Together] is sitting at 504 and

Change is at 1,132. 1 bring this up
only because it's such a dramatic

difference. If you really wanted this

campus to be stronger together, you
should probably let the group that

clearly has a much stronger pres-

ence at U of T take over. [Stronger

Together] maintains its status quo
by keeping all students, no matter

how engaged they are, at arm's

length. This is not the way to build a

community.

Anisha Thomas:
1 am tired of the Change slate telling

me that I am not enjoying my time

at U of T. Students have agency over

what activities they are involved in

[...]! do not understand why this

slate keeps pushing for a large and
elaborate homecoming. The most
successful homecomings in Canada
and in the United States are over-

shadowed by the highest rates of

sexual assault on those event nights.

[...] Considering the amount of work
that still needs to be done on cam-
pus, this proposal is just embarrass-

ing and it shows that the priority of

the "Change" slate is to use student

resources to fund frivolous parties

that have nothing to do with how
involved a student can be.

Kerri Kimoto:
What's mostly unsettling here

is the fact that "realizing equity

issues" has been a choice for

[Change U of T]. It's offensive to

me as a minority student to have

a student body represent me
who has chosen—or even has

had the choice not to address

racism, sexism, ableism, etc., up

until now. What's more offensive

is that their slate itself does in

fact encompass minority stu-

dents—students who SHOULD
already have been advocating

and fighting for inclusion and eq-

uity on our campus, not looking

to educate themselves as of this

week. Though, the Change slate

has stated that they have already

been involved in "the many"
equity events of campus—which
is hilarious to me (as a member
of the Equity Studies Students'

Union) to have seen them at

NONE of our events (other than

Decolonizing Our Minds, which
happened to take place a week
or so before election time). I

do not feel comfortable being

represented by a group who has

no idea how to even comprehend
the barriers to access, education,

and free speech this institution

has systematically put in place

(ironically, the same barriers that

have coincidentally allowed the

Change slate an advantage over

Stronger Together).

M.:

To the ESSU folk: [...] The second,

and perhaps more insidious as-

pect of the message you're preach-

ing, is that because you're the

ESSU, you're in a position to define

what equity is and what equity

means. And the fact that you're do-

ing it, and seem to think that your

definition is the be all and end all

of what is equitable, worries me,

especially when you couple it with

your lamentations that you wish

the minority candidates would

conform to how you think they

should act. You are deliberately

institutionalizing a paradigm here,

deliberately saying that your

coterie dictates the norm, and that

everyone outside of this exclusive,

elite group is misguided, and must

be subjugated as to display your

moral superiority over them, so

you can "educate them " into your

mode of thinking. To paraphrase

Kipling, it"s the ESSU"s burden.

Realist:

[On the] relationship with uni-

versity administration affairs: 1

believe it was mentioned several

times both in debates and here on
the comment section that there

is a lack of dialogue between the

UTSU and the faculty / university

administration. This is true. We
have seen a strategy where the

UTSU starves the administration

of attention and hoped to mobilise

people to realise how serious the
problem with Fight Fees really is.

Fact: Fight Fees is not improving.
Sure, we got great representation

from Mississauga campus, and
that is great work on getting the
grass roots on that campus alive.

However, the larger and what
should be the easiest campus to

motivate, St. George, should be
involved.

UTSU next year, regardless of

who wins: Get back on talks with

administration, get the student

information, and get the word out.

Best of luck to both slates. Fight

Fees. Give us some results.

Because IKnow:
Can 1 just say all of you are wast-

ing your time arguing here. Fact is,

not one slate is going to win all the

executive positions.

Three candidates from the

Change slate are going to win.

Two candidates from Stronger

Together are going to win.

Hence its going to be a mix. So

to all of you, please move on with

your lives.

After the elections are over!!!!

You"ll be saying "someone said

that"' on the website.

This is not a guess. I JUST
KNOW.

COMPILED BY JANE BAO AND
TOM CARDOSO

Niqaihwearing woman

expelled from language dass

NaemaAtefAmed, a Muslim woman
living in Quebec, has been kicked

out of a government-sponsored

French class for the second time for

refusing to take off her nlqab, a reli-

gious face covering.

"Why is the government doing

this? 1 vkfonder if they have other

things to do in life other than fol-

lowing this woman," said Samer
Majzoub, head of the Canadian
Muslim Forum.
Luc Fortin, a spokesperson for

Quebec immigration minister

Yolande James, said, "As we did

last time, we told her that we have
pedagogical objectives to meet in

our French immersion courses,

that they have to be taken with

her face exposed. She refused to

take off her niqab and she left the

course."

After the first incident, Amed
filed a complaint with the Quebec
human rights commission. "She's

devastated. She was insisting on
being part of Quebec society,"

said Majzoub.

--MEKKHALA GUNARATNE
Source: CBC

Racist vandalism at Queen's

Just after a March 4 walk against

racism with members of the

Queen's and Kingston communi-
ties, three cars in the An Clachan

residence parking lot at Queen's

were vandalized. Two cars had
"nigger" scrawled on them and
another had "Jew" written on it.

In another incident, a female

student in a campus library was

subject to derogatory remarks
about her faith and culture.

Queen's would not comment on
whether the incident involved

student council president-elect

Sofiah Chowdhury. Chowdhury
posted on a social networking

site that someone called her head
covering a "Taliban turban of ter-

ror" while she was at the library.

"Racist actions and attitudes

have no place at this university,

where we have an obligation and
opportunity to educate one an-

other to overcome stereotypes

and prejudices," reads a state-

ment from Queen's principal

Daniel Woolf and VP academics
Patrick Deane. They encouraged
students with information to con-

tact campus security and those

needing support to contact the

human rights office.

—MG
Source: Queen's News Release,

The Whig-Standard

Campaign posters defaced

at U Calgary

Hana Kadri and Ola Mohajer, both
students running for positions on
the University of Calgary's stu-

dent union, found their campaign
posters defaced last week. An im-

age of a swastika was drawn on
the forehead of Kadri's photo and
an arrow pointing to her hijab was
drawn with a note reading: "This

is a hate crime."

"Honestly, I did expect a level of

vandalism, because it comes with

the territory [of an election]. But 1

was very shocked when I saw it,"

said Kadri.

School officials reported that

the perpetrators have not yet

been caught. "We've seen this in

the past. It's not a new thing," said

Lanny Fritz, campus security di-

rector. A spokesperson for the uni-

versity said, "Any incident reflect-

ing a lack of tolerance is simply

not acceptable at the university.

We like to celebrate our diversity."

—MG
Source: Calgary Herald

Saskatchewan student union

proposes microbrewery

The University of Saskatchewan
Students' Union is examining the

feasibility of running a microbrew-
ery on campus, likely as an exten-

sion of the campus pub. The goal

is to have student-brewed quality

beer, said student union president

Warren Kirkland.

Kirkland said the brewery
would create student employment
and that it may also be academi-
cally enriching for students to see

the entire brewing process, since

aspects of brewing are discussed

In some courses.

Administrators say that they are
open to new ideas from students.

Once the official proposal has
been received, they will have to

assess the effect of a microbrew-
ery on campus environment be-

fore approving the plan.

With nearly 20,000 students

and 7,000 faculty and staff at the

university, Kirkland says that they

may also have the market to open
an off-sale liquor business.

—KIMBERLV SHEK
Source: The Star-Pheonix

Adam Awad and Zexi Wang of the Stronger Together slate at Wednesday's

elections forum.

'UTSU' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

the project and that Sandy Hudson
was handling it. He added, "The big-

gest complaint [students] have had is

that you haven't been in consultation

with them. Adding people on Facebook

is not a form of outreach. A couple of

walk-bys and a little bit of token visits is

not considered outreach," Finlay said.

Awad replied that he had said the

commons project was close to being

finished and had referred details to

the union's lawyers and the universi-

ty's lawyers. He said he had tried to

get out to as many students as pos-

sible, citing his heavy involvement
in meetings.

ESSU exec Anisha Thomas ques-

tioned Masse s choice of candidates,

accusing Finlay of denying the op-

pressive nature of using race as a
costume (a reference to the blackface

Halloween incident in first term) and
Alyssa James of using ableist lan-

guage in a Facebook post three years

ago. Change supporters once again

protested the question.

In response. Masse distanced Fin-

lay's involvement in the blackface inci-

dent and defended James, stating that

she had been very clear in her support
for people from a wide variety of back-

grounds and her dedication to equity.

Asked by The Varsity how they plan

to encourage electoral involvement

and represent opposing views if their

slate wins, Awad said, "1 do want to say

one of the biggest challenges this year

is the ability to send an e-mail out

to all students. [...] Industry Canada

says we should have access to our

membership list." He added that us-

ing the commission structure was an

effective way of engaging students.

Masse said, "The union needs to

set an expectation for itself. Con-

necting students with the union ac-

tivities come from good leaders, and

that is what we will do next year.

"

He also emphasized the importance

of working with those who disagree.

Jabs were also directed at candidates

for VP equity, VP external, VP

university affairs, and VP internal

and services. Read all about it at

thevarsity.ca.

CORRECTION
In "Accessibility threatened by GC decision:

Candidates" (March 11), it was reported

that CRO Anwar Kazemi allotted Joeita

Gupta and Jeff Peters $1 5 per day for a to-

tal of 28 hours per week to pay assistants

for campaigning. In fact, the amount is $15

per hour. The Varsity regrets the error.
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Gumbo to go
Museum studies students will show

exhibit in New Orleans

CHARLOTTE TOMBS
Varsity Staff

The smell of gumbo and cornbread

wafted through the fourth floor of the

Bissell Building on Thursday, as three

graduate students in U of T's museum
studies program offered up a hot lunch

for $4. Alicia Cherayil, Erin Offord, and

Zella Llerena have been stationed at Bis-

sell every Thursday since last Novem-

ber to pay for their plane tickets to New
Orleans, where they will display their

exhibit, Acadian to Cajun: From Migra-

tion to Commercialization. Next week
will be their final session.

The exhibit was conceived for a final-

year course in the museum studies Mas-

ter's program. Llerena came up with the

idea after interning at the Food and Bev-

erage Museum last summer She won-

dered how she could show the connec-

tion between Canada and New Orleans.

"We want to show how Cajun food

evolved, so how it started with Acadian

food in Nova Scotia and how it became
the Cajun food of today," said Offord.

Llerena explained that the Acadians,

who ate mainly barley, turnips, and cab-

bage, were exiled from Acadia by the

British. They then immigrated to Loui-

siana where their diet changed to foods

such as alligator, crawfish, jambalaya,

and roux.

"Cajun food is now a multi-billion-

dollar industry worldwide," Llerena

added. "When people think of Cajun

food, they think of ingredients like cay-

enne pepper, but it's more complicated

than that."

Professors Matthew Brower and

Jennifer Carter oversaw the project.

"At the beginning of the term, stu-

dents will devise their own exhibition

project or major research paper,"

Carter said. "[The initial idea for the

exhibition project] starts with an

instinct, a hunch, and sometimes a

curatorial premise, and then the stu-

dents have to figure out how to ex-

press these ideas in text panels and

through pictures."

The Acadian to Cajun exhibit will

add to exhibits that show the history

of food in Texas, the holistic aspect

of Louisiana cuisine, and the food El-

vis ate. It will include 10 alcoves that

contain different text panels and pic-

tures, each alcove describing a differ-

ent period in the evolution of Acadian

to Cajun cuisine. The last panels will

discuss the future of Cajun food as a

result of globalization. A table at the

centre of the room will display Cajun-

related objects.

The group is also looking forward

to having notable guests, including ac-

claimed Cajun artist George Rodrigue,

creator of the blue dog series of paint-

ings, at the opening of their exhibit.

They also hope to have a Cajun chef

cook some food so that attendees can

sample the food that is discussed in

their exhibit.

"Programming is one of the edu-

cational forms that an exhibition

can take," said Carter. "Sometimes

it isn't enough to just create an exhi-

bition. If you can supplement it, that

is excellent."

'HOUSING' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

According to information provided

by the Landlord and Tenant Board,

landlords do have a right to choose

a tenant using income information,

credit checks, credit references and
rental history. But landlords can't

refuse tenants based on race, ethnic

origin, religion, age, sexual orienta-

tion, marital status or family status.

In addition, according to the Board,

though the landlord is responsible

to maintain a unit, the tenant is also

responsible repairing or paying

for damage to the rental property

caused by the tenant.

Once students move into a unit, the

Ontario Residential Tenancies Act gov-

erns rights to privacy, maintenance.

and rent increases. According to Sha-

habuddin, about 57 per cent of com-
plcdnts heard at the housing services

office pertain to maintenance issues.

But the RTA doesn't apply to students

who share bathroom and kitchen ac-

commodations with their landlords,

meiking it difficult for those students to

take legal action.

Students have two major options

when facing discrimination. They can

seek out an agency like CERA to ad-

vocate on their behalf to the Ontario

Human Rights Tribunal and make a

settlement with the landlord.

Students could also start legal pro-

ceedings themselves, a less popular

choice since it can take up to four

months and usually results in no ma-

jor consequences for the landlord.

A call to faith

Professor says divine motivation is behind Mother Teresa's work

NATALIE SEQUEIRA
Varsity Staff

The life and works of Mother Teresa

were the basis for "Social Justice be-

yond Compassion and Politics," a lec-

ture by professor Mary Poplin at the

Veritas Forum on Thursday.

The Veritas Forum \yorks with

Christian students on campuses
across the U.S., Canada, and Europe.

The group states that it seeks to ex-

plore, rather than defend, specific

ideas or beliefs and doubts, but high-

lights that it does stem from a Chris-

tian perspective.

Poplin, a professor at Claremont

Graduate University in California,

spent time working with Mother Te-

resa and the Missionaries of Char-

ity in Calcutta in the late 1990s. She

came to U of T to speak about the

Judeo-Christian worldview, its rela-

tion to higher education, and its in-

tellectual and social applications.

Poplin highlighted three ideolo-

gies she thought were primary to

world thought: humanism, critical

theory, and Judeo-Christianity. As
she played a clip for the audience,

she said these ideologies accounted

for the motivation behind Mother

Teresa's work in Beirut. Humanism,
she said, would account for Moth-

er Teresa's work as a result of her

good nature. Critical theory would

suggest she work politically for bet-

ter effects. But ultimately, she said.

Mother Teresa worked because she

had a pure and divine transaction

with God.

"I thought [it was] an educating

experience," said Jimmy Chao, a

materials engineering student. Chao
said he felt discouraged taking reli-

gious courses because "[all they do
is] throw secular [teachings] at you."

Poplin echoed this point in her pre-

sentation, saying that many things

in the Bible will not make sense from

a university intellectual's point of

view. She commented on the growing

tendency for students to "fall into the

trap of keeping their faith personal."

While Poplin's presentation at-

tracted lots of applause, it also stood

on a few toes.

"1 would like to refer to your use of

a word at the beginning of your talk.

1 don't appreciate it [at all]," said a

Knox College graduate who referred

to Poplin's use of "retarded" and said

she was being insensitive.
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"Secular people do incredible work in society, but there is a better way," says professor

Mary Poplin. "What Oprah and Starbucks [do] now, priests did [long] ago."

Poplin attributed her use of the

word to the name of a group she be-

longed to when she was younger, and
quickly moved on to other questions.

While in clear support of Christi-

anity, Poplin mentioned that Chris-

tians aren't the only ones who help

others. "Secular people do incred-

ible work in society, but there is a

better way," she said. "What Oprah

and Starbucks [do] now, priests did

[long] ago."

Poplin concluded by saying that

Christianity is not and has never

been irrelevant. "Emancipation from

slavery occurred first in places with

Christianity," she said. "People are

freer in countries based on Christi-

anity." She declined to give specific

examples when asked.
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UTSU elections: win at all costs

Change slate supporters GABE DE ROCHE and SEMRA EYLUL SEVI dig up the dirty tactics used by campaigners

The race to lead the University of Toronto

Students' Union is well underway and both

campaigns have come out in full force. Whether
at debates or while pounding the pavement out-

side Sid Smith, attacks are flying back and forth

between candidates as the Change slate takes

aim at the student union's top jobs, and the in-

cumbent Stronger Together slate fights for their

political lives, and their UTSU salaries.

Despite the talk over uniting students, both

campaigns are evidence of a campus that has

only grown more divided, and all the candidates

have shown an unnerving willingness to bare

their claws.

Students who arrived at the official UTSU de-

bate on Wednesday night with the hopes of hear-

ing an informative discussion instead witnessed

a debate in which supporters of the Stronger To-

gether slate launched character attacks against

Change in the form of petty one-sided questions

that didn't even attempt to be impartial. They
weren't about policy, they were about scoring

cheap points in front of a room of the already

converted. One example was a questioner that

asked Change's Steve Masse to explain a 2007

Facebook post on the wall of Change's Alyssa

James. The absurdity of this campaign approach

would be laughable if it weren't so pathetic.

While debates have the potential for some
good and detailed discussion on policy, it is cam-

paigning on the ground that will actually lead to

votes during election time. Taking this into ac-

count, the sea of orange scarves worn by Change
supporters should make Stronger Together very

worried. Campciigners for the Stronger Together

slate have no such identifier. But maybe it's bet-

ter that they blend in since this year, as in years

past, supporters of the Canadian Federation of

Students have rallied their army of hacks to de-

scend on U of T once again and campaign for the

incumbents.

The "Stronger Together" and "Change" slates go head to head to rule UTSU.

Toby Whitfield, VP Finance and Services

and President-elect of the Ryerson Students'

Union, has been spotted campaigning for the

Stronger Together slate at Sidney Smith. In a

video uploaded to YouTube, he is accused of

ripping down event posters put up by EFUT,

the U of T French Club. The video shows Whit-

field at Sid Smith and features shots of a pile

of the torn-down posters in the trash. Despite

several attempts to reach Whitfield for com-
ment, he refused to answer any questions. If

true, the allegations place the Stronger Togeth-

er slate and their campaigners in a precarious

ethical position. How can a slate that claims to

be on the side of U of T justify this kind of out-

side interference? How can a slate that claims

to care about the campus experience stand

behind a campaigner who tears down posters

advertising a clubs event?

Not only should U of T students be up-in-

arms about the interference by students from

other universities in our elections, but Ryer-

son students should be outraged that Whit-

field is spending his entire workday campaign-

ing for Adam Awad and the status quo slate

at U of T, while collecting a salary of $27,000

from the Ryerson Student Union. Who does
Whitfield really work for? It is shocking that

so soon after being elected as their president,

Whitfield would leave Ryerson to interfere in

the U of T student election. More shocking still

is that Awad and his Stronger Together slate

would accept his help. Campaigning in U of T
elections should be left to U of T students.

But Whitfield is not the only person cam-
paigning for Stronger Together while collect-

ing a salary upwards of $25,000. It has been
confirmed by The Varsity that at least four

out of the six executive members of UTSU are

on paid vacation to campaign. Two of these

members, Danielle Sandhu and Adam Awad,
are running for re-election. Sandy Hudson and
Hadia Akhtar have been campaigning nearly

full-time, and Daniella Kyei has also been

spotted campaigning. If there was any doubt

about the status quo nature of the Stronger

Together slate, one need only take a cursory

look at their campaigners. The burning ques-

tion remains: who is taking care of our execu-

tive's duties while they're managing Stronger

Together's campaign?

Henry Kissinger once remarked that cam-

pus politics are so vicious precisely because

the stakes are so low. The politics and tactics

on display in this round of elections only serve

to reinforce the first part of his remark. But

we disagree that the stakes are low. Students

spend at least four years of their lives as mem-
bers of this community, and for the first time

in a long while, they have a real chance to re-

ject the status quo at the ballot box. They have

a chance to reject a slate that will seemingly

say or do anything to get elected, a slate that

prefers character assassination to real debate.

They have a chance to reject a slate that brings

in off-campus campaigners to do their dirty

work. They have a chance to show the incum-

bents that the era of taking U of T students for

granted is over.

Our health care system is making us sicl(

Why American-style privatization is the way to go

DANIEL C. GOTTLIEB

Recently, Newfoundland Premier

Danny Williams, a strong supporter

of Canada's public health care system,

decided to undergo heart surgery in

the United States. When asked why
he did not get treatment in Canada, he

responded that he wanted to "get the

best possible health care," and "want-

ed to get in, get out fast, [and] get back

to work in a short period of time."

These are damning words, and yet the

Premier still claims to have "utmost

confidence" in our health care system.

This mentality is symptomatic of

a national derangement: we love our

health care until we are sick and actu-

ally need it. At that point, we face the

reality that the Canadian system is

deeply flawed and inferior to Ameri-

can-style private health care.

Sick Canadians are confronted

by a largely irresponsive, and at

times inaccessible, bureaucrat-

ic health care monster. Simply

finding a family doctor can take

months, if not years, and wait

times and wait lists for important

surgeries are notoriously long.

Premier Williams himself implied

that getting quick treatment

means "jumping a line." It's a tes-

tament to the failure of the system
that many Canadians flee to Amer-
ica's private health care system. In

some cases, the government even
sends patients to private hospitals

in the United States. The Hamilton
Spectator reports that Ontario

alone paid for 12,000 of its resi-

dents' medical cases in the United

States in 2009 (with a projected

cost of $164.3 million in 2010)!

Many Canadians imperviously re-

spond that at least our health care is

"free." Nothing in life is free. We pay

every day in exorbitantly high taxes.

Example: my single mother makes

about $48,000 a year, and the state

plunders her for roughly $12,000

through federal, provincial, munici-

pal, and property taxes. For what? To
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support social leeches like substance

abusers and the homeless? That mon-
ey could be used to buy cheaper and
more effective private insurance, and
at least those with unhealthy habits

do not have to explain themselves to

other taxpayers.

There are problems inherent to the

public system because it produces a

perverse incentive structure. First,

doctors are in such high demand and
receive such relatively low per-patient

funding, that instead of competing for

patients, they rather try to maximize
the number of patients they see, but

the quality of care does not improve.

Second, patients want to get as much
out of the system as possible. Under

a public system, the state and taxpay-

ers inevitably consider special needs

children, the elderly, and the chroni-

cally sick as socially undesirable bur-

dens on the system. Finally, fiscal con-

straints degenerate into a pretext for

the government to stick its nose into

how much 1 drink, eat, and smoke.

But it gets even worse: the health

care system is morally indefensible.

Conscientious objectors to abortion,

for example, are not only forced to

tolerate the practice, but are also co-

erced into paying for these $800 pro-

cedures through taxes. Health care in

many provinces also funds such "life-

saving" procedures as sex-change op-

erations for a mere $20-30,000.

The entire health care system is

predicated on confiscating resources

from the reasonably healthy popula-

tion, rendering them dependent on
the state for medical treatment, and

then screwing them over when they

get seriously sick.

Some opponents of private health

care allege that the poor die on the

streets. The reality is that any private

system is de facto a two-tiered sys-

tem, because hospitals cannot refuse

someone in need. If hippies and timid

professors are so afraid of the private

system, they should band together

and form their own, social-justice-

equality-peace-and-love health insur-

ance. Oh wait, that would be like an

evil insurance company maaan!

The raison d'etre of the Canadian

health care system is to redistribute

money and wealth, which, in prac-

tice, restricts freedom and reduces

efficiency and quality of care. Ca-

nadians simply cannot afford their

"free" health care because it is pred-

icated on ideology instead of the

value of their health.

A mountain of troubles for the RCMP
Why an oversight body is so important

PATRICK BAUD

Scandal after scandal, including the

RCMP's alleged role in the deportation

of Maher Arar to Syria by the American

government and the death of Robert

Dziekanski in the Vancouver airport,

have tarnished what had been an ex-

cellent reputation for the Royal Cana-

dian Mounted Police. Calls for major

house cleaning and reform have come
from all sides of the political spectrum

and all levels of government. Canada's

national police force is in disarray and

public confidence is at an all-time low.

We are very much in the same boat

as we were over 30 years ago when
revelations of illegal investigations by

the RCMP counterterrorism branch

into Quebec separatist groups forced

the Trudeau government to appoint

the McDonald Commission to inves-

tigate their activities. In their final re-

port in 1982, the commissioners rec-

ommended the transfer of much of the

RCMP's national security activities to

a new civilian domestic intelligence

agency, which would have strong ex-

ternal oversight. This recommenda-

tion led to the creation of Canadian

Security Intelligence Service in 1984.

And while not without its own share

of scandals in its early years, CSIS is

now widely regarded as the model for

a civilianized, well-overseen domestic

intelligence service.

When the Conservative government

presented its budget on March 4, it

provided $8 million for the creation

of a new external oversight system for

the RCMR But the budget included few

details on how the new oversight body
will be structured, or how it will relate

to the existing RCMP complaints com-

mission.

Current oversight of the RCMP is

quite limited compared to that of secu-

rity and intelligence agencies in other

countries, as it is mostly focused on in-

vestigating specific complaints against

the RCMP. By contrast, the Security

Intelligence Review Committee, which

is responsible for the oversight of CSIS,

The government provided $2 million for a new RCMP oversight body in the

recent federal budget.

has extensive powers to conduct gen-

eral review of CSIS activities in addition

to investigating a variety of individual

complaints. It reports annually to Par-

liament and issues classified reports to

the Minister of Public Safety as it sees

fit. Since the RCMP exercises such a

variety of functions, it must be over-

seen by a body like SIRC with extensive

powers to investigate all aspects of the

Mounties' activities.

The opposition should work with

the government to ensure a proper

oversight system for the RCMP before

the year is out. Parliament should be

careful, however, not to endorse the

creation of an oversight system lacking

the necessary resources to do its work
effectively.

This is no easy task because of

the unique design challenges facing

those who will draft the amendments
to the RCMP Act. First, the RCMP is a

national police force with the primary

responsibility of investigating a vari-

ety of crimes—including those that

cross provincial and territorial lines

and most "white collar" crimes. Out-

side Ontario, Quebec, and large cities

in the rest of the country, the RCMP is

responsible for all policing.
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Second, since Canada enacted the

Antiterrorism Act in the wake of the

September 11 terrorist attacks, the

RCMP has taken on a major national

security role and investigates a vari-

ety of terrorism-related crimes. It has

also developed close relationships

with other parts of the security and

intelligence community, prompting

concerns about the conditions under

which information is shared between

the RCMP and other agencies.

Third, recent investigations into

RCMP sccuidals have revealed that its

organizational culture is extremely

hostile to oversight. This all means

that those who will design the new
oversight system will need to ensure

that the system's powers are broad

enough to cover all these activities,

yet substantial enough to probe ques-

tions that few have asked of the RCMP
since the McDonald Commission.

The opposition must also ensure

that the oversight body has the bud-

get necessary to retain the staff and

expert consultants it needs. The new
RCMP oversight body should be allo-

cated a much larger budget than the

$2 million a year the government has

provided in the new budget. If its bud-

get followed the same proportion as

the SIRC budget does to CSIS, it would

exceed $25 million.

The RCMP is a police force like no

other. The way we oversee its work

must be appropriate to the size and

scope of its activities. This is chal-

lenging, but crucial. The thorny is-

sues involved in setting up a new
oversight system are such that the

debate can be easily delayed or side-

tracked, but this cannot be allowed

to happen, because the longer the

RCMP operates unobserved, the

more opportunity there will be for it

to make costly mistakes. This is not

a question of partisanship, but one of

national interest.
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F^g themusig^eek
We track the highlights of Canadian Music Week 2010, from

gender-bending synth pop to acoustic East Coast charm

Photos by ALEX NURSALL and TOM CARDOSO

PICK A PIPER
(WEDNESDAY,
RANCHO RELAXO)
Pick a Piper's intense percussion sec-

tion, including up to eight drummers
at times, made for an impressive,

even euphoric experience. But the

novelty quickly wore off, as almost

every song featured variations on the

same beat and the band offered few

other interesting musical arrange-

ments. An extra point for the band's

efforts to engage the audience, toss-

ing out dozens of tambourines to the

eager crowd as their performance

drew to a close.—SEAN MACKAY

VVvW

DIAMOND RINGS
(THURSDAY, THE
GARRISON; FRIDAY, THE
SILVER DOLLAR)
The lights dimmed, the synthesizer

started, and the stage was ablur with

pink eyeshadow and zebra leggings.

No, it wasn't a Lady Gaga show, but

rather Oshawa's own John O'Regan

(of The D'Urbervilles fame) going

solo as Diamond Rings. With only

a Pitchfork-approved single to his

name, O'Regan burst onto the scene

with his DIY blend of Depeche Mode-
cum-Casiotone for the Painfully

Alone synth pop, armed with a Grace

Jones makeup job and dance moves
that looked like Ian Curtis doing the

funky chicken. The music was all

looped Garage Band beats and key-

boards, with O'Regan sometimes

strumming out jangly guitar chords

to match his aw-shucks couplets on

love and youth. But for a musician

whose primary cache is his play

with gender and sexuality (think Boy

George for the '00s), O'Regan's tunes

are pretty fucking catchy. He's ad-

mitted to being influenced by Judith

Butlers theories on performance,

and it shows—based on the title

of his upcoming LP Special Attrac-

tion, he seems totally aware of his

glammed-up side-show shtick. Sure,

it's a pretty overt attention grab, but

it's working—this week, all of Toron-

to seemed to be watching.

—WYNDHAM BETTENCOURT-
MCCARTHY

VVVV\^
(Worth seeing a second time!)

MAKE YOUR EXIT
(THURSDAY, EL MOCAMBO)
The five members of Make Your
Exit were scattered onstage at

the El Mocambo in a uniform of

neutral-colouredT-shirtsand jeans,

looking as though they'd just rolled

out from their parents' basements
and found themselves with a gui-

tar, drum kit, bass, and saxophone
in front of them. They played in

a sort of dazed bewilderment,

bumping into each other and awk-

wardly pumping out their brand

of traditional indie rock. Over the

loud buzz of people shouting at

each other over beers, it wasn't

much.—EMILY KELLOGG

WWW
FIELDS OF FUR
(THURSDAY,
THE GARRISON)
A good part of this year's CMW
felt like a renaissance of the early

1990s alt scene, and Fields of Fur fit

right in as the festival's new (and

decidedly more attractive) Yo La

Tengo. Despite being a scant three

shows old, the band had YLT's

two-guy-and-a-girl brand of shoe-

gaze fuzz pretty down pat—even
considering frontman (and Holy
Fuck member) Brian Borcherdt's

incomprehensible Cocteau Twins
warbling part-way through cer-

tain songs. If the band can turn

out some catchy, Ira Kaplan-esque
melodies in the next few months,
they've got the chops to make it to

bonafide flannel fame.—WBM
VVVW
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DAN MANGAN
(FRIDAY,
THE COURTHOUSE)
Of all the artists playing at the

BC music showcase, Dan Mangan
certainly drew the largest crowd.
At least a dozen of those watch-
ing the show seemed to know ev-

ery word to his affable, humour-
injected folk tunes, a promising
sign that his music is catching on
across Canada. It was an energet-

ic performance that saw the confi-

dent and charming Mangan play-

fully bantering with the crowd
in between rousing renditions of

tracks from his album, Nice, Nice,

Very Nice.—SM

WWW
THE ACORN
(FRIDAY, LEE'S PALACE)
Lee's Palace was packed, and the

audience swarmed around the front

of the stage, bobbing their heads in

time to The Acorn's haunting indie

folk. The bearded crew of musicians

worked in perfect synchronicity,

each echoing the other's awkward
charm with a slight tilt of the hips.

For band members Roif Klausener,

Jeff Debutte, T. Jeffrey Malecki, How-
ie Tsui, and Pat Johnson, the show
seemed to be all about subtleties and
timing—from their ever-so-slight

dancing to their stirring harmonies,

which created a charismatic trance

through the room.—EK

WWW
PS I LOVE YOU
(FRIDAY,
THE SILVER DOLLAR)
Yelping like Paul Westerberg with

a firecracker up his ass, burly

Paul Saulnier of Kingston's PS 1

Love You took the stage on Friday

in a denim-on-denim ensemble
and decidedly uncool temporary
face tattoos. But for a band with

so much sloppy charm, PS was
pretty darn tight, turning out one
Dinosaur Jr.-influenced guitar

rock lick after another. In these

days of expansive Broken Social

Scene type bands, it can be in-

timidating to be just a gruesome
twosome, but Saulnier and drum-
mer Benjamin Nelson's straight-

up skills filled out the sound just

fine. The most talented guitar-

ist I've seen live in a long time,

Saulnier rounded out the night by
busting a series of wicked solos

that would have done any guitar

god proud, be it Doug Martsch or

Slash.—WBM

WWW
GHOSTKEEPER
(FRIDAY, THE GARRISON)
For reasons unknown, Calgary's

freak blues-pop outfit Ghost-

keeper was missing a member at

the second of three Eye Weekly
showcases taking place during

CMW. The band still meted out a

solid performance despite the cir-

cumstances, but their confidence

was noticeably lacking during the

first 20 minutes of their set, and

the songs sounded a touch incom-

plete. They could also stand to

work on their crowd interaction:

at a festival where most people

are likely seeing your band for

the first time, it's advisable to

mention your band name at least

once.—SM

WvW
JOEL PLASKETT
(SATURDAY, MOD CLUB)
Joel Plaskett is turning into a leg-

end. The masses at Mod Club act-

ed like they were having a religious

experience when Plaskett took the

stage early on Saturday night, ac-

companied by Montrealer guitar-

ist and keyboardist Peter Elkas.

With his particular brand of small-

town charm, Plaskett seemed to

take over the multi-coloured room
with the simplicity that came from

this "acoustic" show. Through a

sometimes shoddy sound system,

Plaskett's soaring vocals were ac-

centuated by the more diminutive

guitar sound and the expansive

audience couldn't help but sing

along.—EK

WWv

V
RADIUS AND HELENA
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VCDS' Hair is sometimes tangled, but mostly shines

There is a revolutionary musical

that has come to define every
generation: in recent years,

there's been Spring Awakening,

the Gen Xers have Rent, and
for the baby-boomers, there is

Hair. In Hair, the year is 1968,

it's the Age of Aquarius, and ev-

erything is oh so groovy, baby.

Set in Central Park, Hair fol-

lows a group of young hippies

"caught up in the politics and
counter-culture of the revolu-

tionary Zeitgeist." Written by
James Rado and Jerome Ragni

with music by Gait McDermot,
it was radical for its time for

its politically charged subject

matter and X-rated depiction

of youth in America.

I definitely felt groovy walking

into Isabel Bader Theatre to see

the Victoria College Dramatic Soci-

ety's production of Hair, which was
directed by Jackie McClelland. As I

I was forced to

hide behind my
notebook to avoid

anyone seeing the
tears embarrassingly

rolling down my
cheeks

took my seat, the '60s tunes playing

ensured a psychedelic ambience

as the actors dreamily wandered
around the stage.

The principal cast was generally

strong, with some particular stand-

out performances. Alex Mor-

row, playing tribe leader Berg-

er, was perfectly suited to the

role with his command of the

stage and his infectious enthu-

siasm. Tyler Whitaker's strong

voice and dynamic smile were

also the right fit for the stud of

the group, Claude, and there

was great chemistry between
the leading men. It didn't carry

over, though, to the love trian-

gle involving roommate Sheila

(Emily Johnson), who seemed
to lack the authenticity that

the role demanded. Then
again, who could forget the hi-

larious performance by Shak Haq,

donning a blonde wig and scandal-

ous pantyhose as the American an-

thropologist Margaret Mead?

This production had nearly

30 ensemble members, so some
scenes were messy and over-

crowded, with Mariana Gurgis's

intricate choreography ultimately

getting lost and detracting from

the show. But it was in the musi-

cally driven numbers that the cast

truly excelled, assisted beautifully

by the band led by Tara Litvack.

Songs like "Hashish," "Be-in," and
the Act One finale, "Where Do I

Go," enabled the audience to enjoy

the beautiful harmonies written by
McDermott.
Arguably the most popular song

of the show, and a personal fa-

vourite of mine, is finale number,

"Flesh Failures (Let the Sunshine

In)." This song encapsulates the

idea of being sent to fight in a war
that no one seems to understand

—

whether it is Vietnam in the '60s or

Afghanistan today. It is hard not to

be moved by the passion this song
evokes, and though it could be a

measure of my theatre geekiness, I

was forced to hide behind my note-

book to avoid anyone seeing the

tears embarrassingly rolling down
my cheeks.

It isn't possible to mention a pro-

duction of Hair without taking note

of the dreaded nude scene, and
each director who chooses to take

on this show must make a decision

on how to handle it. To nude, or not

to nude, that is the question, and
though McClelland chose the for-

mer, it was executed with taste and
subtlety. This is just one of many
ways the VCDS's Hair stayed true

to the 1968 original. So, although

it was rough around the edges, it

was ultimately a fun night at the

theatre.—AMY SMITH
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Exploring the role of biological evolution has

become increasingly popular in psychology and

many related disciplines. It is emerging as a key

to understanding cognitive development and has

recently been applied to answer why human ba-

bies' brains develop slower than those of most

animals. This development period renders them
helpless and dependent on others for survival for

a longer period of time.

An article published in Scientific American

called "The Advantages of Being Helpless"

claims that this delay in infants is necessary for

facilitating the development of the many "cultur-

al building blocks" (i.e. language) important to

dominance over other species.

The article centres on a review of a study fea-

tured in the journal Current Directions in Psycho-

logical Science, which strongly suggests that help-

lessness in babies during this period is an adaptive

advantage. This period helps them attain complex

information processing abilities over other species

in the long term. The study shows how the develop-

ment of the human prefrontal cortex (responsible

for decision-making and setting goals) lags signifi-

cantly behind that of other animals. An example

of the lag in cognitive control in children at this

stage can be seen in a child's inability to balance

the possibilities of options because they're unable

to direct attention to the task, and will thus always

choose the more likely outcome. This lag extends

to children's inability to filter their learning.

The role of biological evolution in psychol-

ogy was once considered insignificant to the

study of the mind. Prominent professors in the

Department of Psychology at U of T, however,

agree that biological evolution plays an impor-

tant role. Developmental psychology Professor

Emerita, Joan E. Grusec, commented, "the pro-

tracted period of dependency is characteristic of

humans. [It] means that there is ample time for

older members of society to teach complex skills

to the younger members. In this sense, humans
are different from many other species."

U of T psychology professor Dan Dolderman
says that this period of helplessness could "keep

the child in close proximity with parents for a

very long time," and would thereby expose the

child to complex processes such as language,

socialization, and emotional bonding. This in

turn allows the child to build complex abilities

characteristic of the prefrontal cortex, such as

higher-level cognitive and affective processes.

Cognitive advantage
How helplessness in human babies helps in the long run
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However, the downfall of the study's claims

that prefrontal cortex development is wired pre-

cisely for developing cultural building blocks be-

comes quite clear when considering the stages

necessary for the brain's evolution. In em inter-

view with The Varsity, professor Jordan B. Peter-

son, a renowned scholar at U of T, discussed the

scope of the study. He proposed that perhaps

the greatest disadvantage of this study's claim

may lie in its assumption that the brain evolved

precisely for cultural building blocks at the price

of an extended period of cognitive immaturity.

Adapting cultural building blocks may only be

the by-products of a necessary evolutionary

adaptation the brain had to make for the greater

goal of reducing the possibility of death at birth.

Learning cultural building blocks, such as lan-

guage, is a goal of development that must occur

outside the womb. The delay in cortical matu-

rity is only a consequential factor of the human
need to adapt to external constraints such as

the high risk that comes along with birth. Many
evolutionary changes had to be made to accom-

modate a decline in infant death. For example,

a baby's brain has adapted to be compressible

(in other words, underdeveloped) enough such

that it can fit through the mother's pelvis. This

means the baby's brain cannot be bom at a high

level of cognitive maturity. The mother's pelvis

in turn has changed to allow the safest possible

exit for the baby. These accommodations have

reduced the likelihood of either the baby or

mother dying at birth.

Other evolutionary adaptations must be taken

into consideration when assessing the need for

an extended period of cognitive immaturity. Ac-

cording to David Buss, evolutionary psycholo-

gist at the University of Michigan, the reason for

our prolonged cognitive development is a conse-

quence of the biological need to adapt for sexual

selection. The more likely we are to survive, the

more likely we are to reproduce.

The extended period of cognitive immaturity

can be seen as an adaptive feature for increas-

ing our cognitive power to dominate other spe-

cies. However, the cause for the extended pe-

riod undeniably has its roots in a long-standing

adaptive chain for pure human survival.

Although there isn't a conclusive agreement
as to why human babies are more helpless

than any other species during this stage, the

venture into developmental psychology from

a biological-evolutionary perspective is far

from hopeless.

Mind the symposium
U of T's Interdisciplinary Symposium on the Mind

explored the topic of emotion and the brain.

Keith Oatley, Professor Emeritus of U of T's Psychology department explains

cinematic narratives from the Great Train Robbery to Avatar.

DAN EPSTEIN
Associate Features Editor

Last weekend, I attended the U of T
Interdisciplinary Symposium on the

Mind (UTISM), which is put on once

every two years by the Cognitive Sci-

ence and Artificial Intelligence Stu-

dents' Association. U of T's cogsci de-

partment, located at UC, is itself a kind

of ongoing interdisciplinary sympo-
sium on the mind, drawing its instruc-

tors from the Departments of Phi-

losophy, Psychology, Neuroscience,

Computer Science, and Linguistics,

among others. The focus of UTISM
2010 was emotion, but the talks varied

drastically in their approaches.

My expectations going into the con-

ference were very high. Two years ago

at UTISM 2008, 1 attended only one lec-

ture, the keynote speech, and it com-
pletely changed my perspective not

only on the mind, but communication

as well. The speaker was Andy Clark

of the University of Edinburgh and
he presented an updated version of

his 1998 paper, "The Extended Mind"

cowritten with David J. Chalmers. It

would be hard for me to do the paper

justice. I'd encourage you to read it

online, but a basic explanation is that

Clark and Chalmers present evidence

that the act of "thinking" doesn't take

place just within the brain, and that

"the mind" as a concept is actually a

complex collection of interactions be-

tween the brain and the media it uses

to conduct thought.

And so I sat down in UC140 last

Saturday morning to listen to John
Vervaeke, who teaches the cognitive

science intro course at U of T, open
the conference by talking about cog-

sci as an interdisciplinary approach.

His speech, entitled "Three visions

on the nature of cognitive science,"

focused on how cognitive science ccin

act as an umbrella under which differ-

ent disciplines come together. This

was the last of his three visions, and
as he claimed, the strongest one. He
described it as "higher order inference

to the best explanation that makes use

of plausibility reasoning." First, cogsci

forms solutions to specific problems

from individual disciplines through

cross-pollination and cross-testing,

SEE 'SYMPOSIUM' -P6 10
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DREAMERS. PIRATES & MADME
The stories behind Nobel science with Lia Cardarelii

The discovery of protein

phosphorylation

The Prize:
The 1992 Nobel Prize in Physiol-

ogy or Medicine went to Edmond
H. Fischer and Edwin G. Krebs for

their discoveries of "reversible pro-

tein phosphorylation as a biologi-

cal regulatory mechanism."

The Science:
Most critical processes in the cell,

including cell division, metabolism,

and general housekeeping, are car-

ried out by proteins. Proteins per-

form the daily activities central to

life. But how does the cell control

when and where these reactions

take place? There needs to be a

mechanism to control cellular pro-

cesses both in space (i.e. during cell

division, the cell should split only

through the middle and not just

anywhere) and in time (i.e. muscle

cells should contract only when
stimulated by a motor neuron). To

be useful, this control should be

quick and reversible.

In the 1940s, it was known that

the breakdown of glycogen (the

body's major form of glucose stor-

age) required the action of an

enzyme called phosphorylase.

Phosphorylase catalyzes glycogen

breakdown by removing a phos-

phate from an ATP molecule (the

phosphate-rich energy currency of

the cell) and transferring it to the

glucose molecule it releases. This

process is important to muscle

cells between meals as it ensures

that there's always enough glucose

to provide the energy needed to

move our bodies. Just after meals,

however, the cell must be able to

shut the phosphorylase off so that

the muscle cell can take up and
store (as glycogen) the sugars that

the digestive system has deposited

into the blood. This balance must
therefore be tightly regulated.

Phosphorylase was one of the

first known examples of an enzyme
that could exist in both an active

an inactive state. The transition be-

tween the two states was one that

scientists knew how to control in

a test tube. In the cell, however,

they had to rely on hormones.
They knew that adrenaline could

somehow turn off phosphorylase
activity, but how?
Edwin Krebs and Edmond

Fischer worked diligently on this

problem and eventually discov-

ered that ATP was required for the

conversion of the inactive to ac-

tive form. A "conversion enzyme,"

now called phosphorylase kinase,

transfers a phosphate from ATP
to phosphorylase making it active

and in turn, allowing phosphory-

lase to add a phosphate group to

an exiting glucose.

Phosphorylase activity can be

shut down just as easily as it's

turned on by removing the phos-

phate group via another conver-

sion enzyme called phosphatase.

This means that between meals

you find phosphorylase decorated

with a phosphate group, actively

releasing glucose from glycogen,

and just after a meal there's a

"nude" phosphorylase in an inac-

tive state allowing glycogen stores

to build up.

The truly ground-breaking result

came when it was recognized that

resting muscle (which is actively

building glycogen stores for its next

burst of activity) has more inactive

phosphorylase and active muscle

(which is breaking down glycogen

for fuel) has more active phosphor-

ylase. These two activity levels can

be connected to nerve stimulation.

The difference between a resting

and active muscle is the result of

a nerve impulse. An electric im-

pulse from a motor neuron releas-

es stored calcium into the muscle

cell, thus activating phosphorylase

kinase, releasing glucose, and pro-

viding the muscle with the energy

it needs to contract.

The 1992 Nobel Prize went to Edwin G. Krebs and Edmond H. Fischer for discovering a biological mechanism called

phosphorylation. Phosphorylation is responsible for activating and deactivating proteins that are important to the

regulation of cellular pathways and reactions.

Further work demonstrated that

phosphorylase kinase activity, the

"activator" of phosphorylase, is

controlled not only by incoming

calcium, but also by levels of cyclic-

AMP, a molecule that accumulates in

starving cells. Interestingly, cyclic-

AMP is also built up by the cell when
it is exposed to adrenaline, tying to-

gether decades' worth of research.

This was the first example of

what is now called a "kinase cas-

cade" (because of its likeness to a

waterfall), a ladder of activation (or

deactivation) steps that each re-

sult in the transfer of a phosphate
group from ATP to a target protein

to modulate its function. The cas-

cade is simple and elegant, allow-

ing for easy regulation of proteins

with two activity states.

The Significance:
As with many discoveries in bi-

ology, the principle of reversible

protein phosphorylation is not

unique to glucose metabolism.
Almost every cellular pathway
that requires temporal or spatial

control makes use of reversible

phosphorylation. These pathways
control such diverse functions as

metabolism, neurotransmitter re-

lease, cell-to-cell communication,
cell division, and cell mortality.

All of these processes require a ki-

nase enzyme to transfer the phos-

phate group, and a phosphatase
enzyme to remove it.

Reversible phosphorylation is

only one of many ways the cell

can fine-tune a protein's func-

tion. Many proteins can also be

tagged with other small proteins

to further control cellular func-

tion. These discoveries (one of

which led to the 2004 Nobel Prize

in Chemistry) may not have been
possible without the knowledge

of reversible modification of a

protein.

Abl kinase is a kinase that is an

important regulator of cell growth

and has shown to be important

for the development of chronic

myelogenous leukemia. In the late

1990s, the pharmaceutical com-

pany Novartis targeted Abl kinase

and designed an inhibitor of Abl,

called Gleevec, into a very effective

treatment for leukemia. Gleevec is

still in use today as an anti-leuke-

mia drug and is the poster-child for

rational drug design.

'SYMPOSIUM' -CONTINUED FROM P69

and second, it comes up with mul-

tiple applications for those solutions

across a wide array of new problems.

His diagram looked conspicuously

like a spider, with legs made out of

the problems and solutions of varying

disciplines and the body made out of

cognitive science.

And so the spider went walking

across its web. Topics discussed var-

ied from Adam Anderson's keynote

talk on facial expressions to Keith

Oatley's dissection of cinematic nar-

rative from the Great Train Robbery

to Avatar. The conference ended on a

tone of deflate when Ronald DeSousa's

keynote speech, "Epistemic feelings"

followed Jordon Peterson's talk on mo-

tivation in cognitive framing. Peterson

discussed the "frame problem" posed

by the finite nature of human knowl-

edge and demonstrated that a key part

of human understanding of the larger

world comes from enduring mytho-

logical perspectives. He also went into

the related issue of the categorization

of emotions in the hippocampus, argu-

ing that this more ancient and primal

portion of the brain accounts for a

surprising amount of human behav-

iour. In starting his talk, DeSousa
made dismissive comments about

Peterson's mythological perspec-

tive, focusing his talk on the more
linguistic forms of thought associ-

ated with the cerebral cortex.

Epistemic feelings tell us something

that we should know—for example,

the feeling of being right even in the

face of a rational argument—and also

dictate moral behaviour. Of course, I

could not do either of these talks jus-

tice in the course of a 600-word article,

but they were both very interesting,

and did not necessarily present two

opposing world views.

The panel afterwards came to a

head when it almost broke out into a

public debate between the two over

the existence of God and the prima-

cy of mythology in human thought.

It was particularly intriguing to see

these two go at it, specifically because

they seemed to agree on so many
other things. According to DeSousa

and Peterson, we may see some sort

of public debate between them on the

subject in the near future. Psychology ledturer John Vervaeke also teaches the introductory course in cognitive science.
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2010 MLB award predictions
With the season about to begin, SILVIO SANSANO predicts who'll take honne the hardware

Baseball is back. Spring Training has just started, cind

Opening Day is less thcin one month away. The following are

my predictions for the MLB awards this upcoming season.

Several selections might spark debate, but remember it's a

162-gcime season so anything is possible.

American League MVP:
Evan Longoria—Tampa Bay
Rays

The 24-year-old third baseman has

been in the Majors for only two sea-

sons, though he has put up monster

numbers thus far in his young career.

In 2009, Longoria batted .281 with 33

home runs and 113 RBIs, while post-

ing a .889 OPS, playing in 157 games.

Selected third overall in the 2006

draft, Longoria has all the tools to

become one of the best hitters in the

game. Once you add to the fact that

he's above average defensively at

third base, Longoria offers the com-

plete package. Overall, 1 think Longo-

ria will take that next step in 2010, and

play a huge part in helping Tampa Bay
reach the postseason.

AL Cy Young Award: Jon
Lester—Boston Red Sox

2010 will be the season Jon Lester

moves into the elite group of starting

pitchers, along with players like Tim

Lincecum, Zack Grienke, Roy Halla-

day, CC Sabathia, and Felix Hernan-

dez. Lester had an amazing season

in 2009, going 15-8 with a 3.41 ERA,
and a 1.23 WHIP while recording 225

strikeouts in only 203.1 innings. Les-

ter got off to a horrendous start in

2009, however, looking at his stats

after June 1, he went 11-3 with a 2.35

ERA. He'll be 26 years old on Open-
ing Day, and with Boston improving

their defence this offseason with the

additions of Adrian Beltre, Mike Cam-
eron, and Marco Scutaro, Lester will

benefit. He continues to improve each

season, and I think 2010 could be the

year Lester puts it all together, lead-

ing Boston's rotation and becoming

one of the best starting pitchers in

all of baseball. Ladies and gentle-

men, meet your American League Cy
Young Award winner for 2010!

AL Rookie of the Year: Brian
Matusz—Baltimore Orioles

Baltimore could be a surprise team in

2010 and 22-year-old left-hander Brian

YOU KNOW THE DRILL

Coming off a 15-8 season in 2009, Red Sox pitcher Jon Lester is our pick for this year's American League Cy Young Award.

Defensive back and sole Varsity Blues representative Derek Batchelor (left)

mns a drill at this year's CFL Evaluation Camp held March 12-14 at Varsity

Centre and the Park Hyatt hotel. For full information on the camp, Batch-

elor's performance, and the upcoming CFL Draft, see this Thursday's Varsity.

Matusz could play a big part. Matusz

barely qualifies for a rookie (50 inning

cut off limit), so the added experience

from 2009 could benefit him from

other potential AL candidates in 2010.

Matusz started eight games last sea-

son for Baltimore and went 5-2 with a

4.63 ERA in 44.2 innings, while punch-

ing out 38 batters and issuing only 14

walks. Matusz is a four-pitch pitcher,

as his fastball could touch 94 mph
and he has a strong curveball to go

along with a lively changeup. He has

raced through the minors, going 11-2

with a 1.91 EF^ between advanced

Class A Frederick and Double A Bow-

ie in 2009. Matusz will be one of the

young starters in Baltimore to watch

out for, as he could put together a

strong campaign in his first full Major

League season.

National League MVP: Ryan
Braun—Milwaukee Brewers

Many baseball analysts and fans

have Albert Pujols already pegged

in for the NL MVP. I'm going a differ-

ent route, however, with Ryan Braun

taking home the hardware in 2010.

Braun took a giant step forward in

becoming a better all-around hitter

in 2009, improving his plate discipline

as he posted a career high .386 OBP
along with a .320 batting average. On
top of this are 32 home runs and 114

RBI, plus 20 stolen bases. Braun will

be only 26 years old on Opening Day,

therefore he'll just be entering his

prime. He has the capabilities of hit-

ting 40-plus home runs, anchoring

the Brewers line-up cdongside Prince

Fielder. Overall, Braun could put to-

gether another career year in 2010,

which may perhaps help the Brewers

reach the postseason in a wide open

NL Central division.

NL Cy Young Award: Ubaldo
Jimenez—Colorado Rockies

This prediction will inevitably spctfk

debate. What about Roy Halladay,

or Tim Lincecum? Both pitchers are

most likely the favourites to win the

NL Cy Young Award in 2010, so I'm

going with a different starting pitcher

who could emerge as a sleeper for

the award this season: 26-year-old

right-hander Ubaldo Jimenez. In

2009, Jimenez emerged as the Rock-

ies ace, going 15-12 with a 3.49 ERA
over 218 innings, only allowing 183

hits while striking out 198 batters

and posting a 1.23 WHIP. Remember,

Jimenez pitched half of his games
at Coors Field, which is considered

one of the best hitters' parks in all of

baseball. Jimenez has electric cmd

overpowering stuff, which includes

a mid-to-high-90s fastball that helps

him rack up a ton of strikeouts and

groundballs. Plus, the Rockies have

a terrific offense, so the run support

will be there. He has improved in each

and every season, especially with his

command, so it's not out of the ques-

tion for Jimenez to take his game to

the next level in 2010.

NL Rookie of the Year:
Jayson Heyward—Atlanta
Braves

The 14th overall pick in the 2007 draft,

Heyward will get a taste of the big

leagues sometime in 2010. Ranked

as the number-one prospect accord-

ing to Baseball America, Heyward
possesses al! the tools and talent to

become a superstar at the MLB level.

Heyward will be a middle-of-the-or-

der bat with power and patience while

being above average defensively in

right-field. In 99 games last season

between High Class A, Double A, and
Triple A, Heyward batted .323 with 17

home runs, 63 RBI, along with a .555

SLG and a .963 OPS. Will he become a

superstar in his rookie year? Probably

not, since he's only 20 years old; how-
ever, if he plays 100 or more games
in the Majors this season, Heyward
could put up respectable numbers
that will make him a strong candidate

for the NL Rookie of the Year award.

Former Yankees outfielder Melky Ca-

brera is the only player that stands in

the way of Heyward at the moment, so

he'll have a good chance to win the ev-

eryday right field job this spring.
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MARCH 15 TO 21

Monday, March 15

The Joy of Gender

Trans inclusion group presentation by

Hershel T Russell.

• 6-8 p.m. Fipe!

• Centre for Women & Trans People

(563 Spadina Ave.)

416-978-8201

Tuesday, March 16

CatI

Free live performance by local blues-

punk darlings (with a rumoured

penchant for "hip-swivelling, hell-

raising juke-joint jams," according to

Eye Weekly).

• 4 p.m. Fiee!

• Hart House Map Room

Ciut.fm

Kabadavi: For Love and
Honour
A screening of the Turkish film

directed by the producer of the world-

renowned movie Eskiya. Come for

the screening and the complementary

refreshments provided! Courtesy of

the Anatolian Heritage Society.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Sandford Fleming Building, 1105

Blue Room

Ahsatuoft@gmail.com

Wednesday, March 17

Zhenya Yesmanovich &
Friends
Join pianist Zhenya Yesmanovich and

some of her musically talented friends

at our final Midday Mosaic concert of

the school year

• Noon Free

!

• Hart House Arbor Room
Harthousemusic.com

Thursday, March 18

Karyn Ellis

Free live performance by the Toronto

singer-songwriter branded as "sheer

indie delight" byamericana-uk.com.

• 1:30 p.m. free^

• Hart House Map Room
Ciut.fm

Musica l M utiny: A Battle of

the Bands in support of War
Child Canada
Campus bands from Trent, York,

McMaster, and U of T will duke it

out for the final showdown in this

signature event. Proceeds support

War Child Canada.

• Doors 7:30 p.m. show starts 8:30

p.m. $12 in advance at maplemusic.

com or $1 5 at the door (entrance

w/valid ID only)

• Horseshoe Tavern

(370 Queen St. W.)

Warchild.ca

Friday, March 19

Author: Jon McGregor
The author will discuss his award-

winning novel If Nobody Speaks of

Remarkable Things.

• 3 p.m. Free!

• Isabel Bader Theatre

(93 Charles St. W.)

South Asian Students

Association General Meeting

and Election

SASSA will be electing its new

executive. A great opportunity for

students interested in South Asian

Studies, this is also a chance to get

involved and get to know the field

and course union. Free food as

always.

• 4-7 p.m. Free!

• Sidney Smith room 2110

Invitation to Revolutionize

Thought and Belief

A presentation and discussion led

by Osama Ghanim, PhD Candidate,

OlSE. Sponsored by U of T Advocates

for Islam.

• 7-9 p.m. Free!

• 33 St. George St.

Contact: 905-819-1197

Saturday, March 20

Summer Sublet Saturday
Looking to rent a place over the

summer? This is your chance to

meet students looking for/offering a

place for rent, view extensive rental

listings, find your ideal roommate or a

suitable subletter, and more.

• 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Free!

• Koffler Student Services Centre

(214 College St.) room 203

Housing.utoronto.ca

Oxfam Hunger Banquet-
Fundraiser Event
Come experience a dramatization

of the world's inequitable food

distribution. Speakers include Prof.

Mark Kingwell, MP Bob Rae, and MP
Olivia Chow.
• 6:00-9:00 pm, tickets $15 at UTSU

or the Oxfam Canada—University

of Toronto Facebook group. Tickets

not sold at the door.

• Hart House Debates Room

Mozart: He Wrote the Words
Staged scenes from Le nozze di

Figaro, Cos) fan tutte, and Don
Giovanni reflecting the towering

collaboration between Wolfgang

Amadeus Mozart and Lorenzo

da Ponte. Brought to you by the

University of Toronto Faculty of Music

and Opera Division.

• 7:30 p.m. $14 general, $8 for

students

• Edward Johnson Building (80

Queen's Park)

Music.utoronto.ca

A Memory, a Monologue, a
Rant, and a Prayer
Performance of writings and

monologues by world-renowned

figures to benefit the Metropolitan

Action Committee on Violence

against Women and Children. (Also

runs Sunday at 2 p.m.).

• 7:30 p.m. $23, students $18

• Buddies in Bad Times Theatre

(12 Alexander St.)

Ticketbreak.com

Sunday, March 21

Plasticine Poetry
Jeff Cottrill, Catherine Graham, Sarah

Heinonen and Margo Swiss plus an

open mic.

• 6 p.m. Free!

• Central (603 Markham St.)

Thecentral.ca

To have your

U of T campus event

listed in this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings(S)thevarsity.ca

It's this easy.

QuIckTax Student Edition
Get it right and get it FREE' atquicktax.ca/student.

The only online tax software designed for students.

QuickTax is Canada's #1 best-selling tax software.'

QukkTax
From the Makers of TurboTax

As presented by Intuit Canodo. ' free for students whose gross household income does not exceed $20,000.

' Based on Aggregate retail software sales, os sourced by NPO for year ending June 2009

The Hart House Literary

& Library Committee
and Tlie Varsity present:

Getting Published: Howto
Avoid theSlush Pile

Got the makings of the next great novel sitting on your desl<? Attend

this panel discussion before you send it in! Three industry experts

chat about everything that happens in publishing before a work gets

published, and what you can do to avoid the dreaded slush pile.

• Thursday, March 18, 7-9:30 p.m.

• South Dining Room, Hart House
• Refreshments provided

Sam Hiyate is president of Tine

Rights Factory, where his clients include

Margot Berwin, Kathryn Borei, Vanessa

Farquharson, David Gilmour, Shinan

Govani. Claire Letemendia, Imogen Lloyd

Webber and Mariko Tamaki. Before that

he ran the literary division of The Lavin

Agency He is co-founder and former

editor/publisher of the litmag Blood &

Aphorisms (b+a) and the editor/publisher

of the avant-garde literary publisher

Gutter Press. Sam also teaches at Ryerson

University, U of T, and has lectured on

publishing at Simon Fraser University

Humber College, and Centennial College

where he sits on the Publishing Advisory

Board. He has taught creative writing at a

private workshop in Toronto since 2000.

Greg loannou is president of

Colborne Communications, Canada's

largest editing company which he founded

in 1977. Since then, Greg has edited over

2,000 books, as well as magazines.

booklets, brochures, government reports,

and websites. He has also written a

smattering of books on topics ranging

from self-publishing to ghosts. He served

two terms as president of the Editors'

Association of Canada. Greg teaches fiction

editing in Ryerson's publishing program.

BiUeh Nickerson. bfa (uvic)

MFA (UBC), is a writer, editor, performer,

producer and arts advocate who divides

his year between Toronto and Vancouver,

where he teaches creative writing at

Kwantlen Polytechnic University He is

the author of The Asthmatic Glassblower,

Let Me Kiss it Better; Elixirs for the Not

So Straight and Narrow, and his most

recent collection, McPoems. He is also the

co-editor of Seminal: the Anthology of

Canada's Gay Male Poets, and a former

editor of PRISM international and Event,

two of Canada's most respected literary

journals. In 2008, he served as Queen's

University's Writer in Residence.

HART HOUSE ]HFM VARSITY

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

CAMP JOBS:

Hip/hop Dance Show choreographer,

Extreme In-Line Skate instructors, Rock-

Wall Climbing, Swim, Sail, Kayak, Wind-

surf, Waterski, Canoe, ice Hockey, Golf,

Tennis, Arts, Crafts, Pottery, Nursing Stu-

dent 2nd yr-i-. Driver/Errands, Laundry.

Camp@mishmar.com

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!!

Tutor, 40 years' experience specializing in

MATH 135, 136, CHM 139, 247, ECO 220.

Past tests and exams available for prac-

tice. Reasonable rates. (416) 785-8898.

EDITING

EXPERT EDITOR

Thorough editing of theses, term

papers, and applications on hard copy

or computer file. Expertise in human

rights, world business, bestediting.ca

Call V. Smith, 416 690-2576.

Advertise in

theVARSYTY
ads@thevarsity.ca
416-946-7604

www. harthouse.ca

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for

each additional word. Rates include one line of

bold type for the ad header. No copy changes

after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or

phone. Ads must be submitted at least four

days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21

Sussex Ave, Suite #306, Toronto, ON. M5S 1J6.

Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.
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Slates feel the pain as gloves come off in the UTSU race.

SEE STORY BELOW

Presidential candidates Adam Awad for Stronger Together and Steve IVIasse for Change U of T.

Eye on the election
The Varsity surveys the clashes

and lashes in UTSU elections cannpaigning

JANE BAO
News Editor

Harassment, intimidation, and race-baiting

are among the complaints brought to the chief

returning officer in the UTSU elections, Dave

Blocker. Exec candidates are nearly tied for de-

merit points, with 56 for Change U of T and 55 for

Stronger Together, as of Wednesday, March 17.

Two board of directors candidates for Change,

Jasmine Attfield and Michael Luczak, each have

15 demerit points.

Stronger Together was assigned demerit

points for intimidation and aggressive question-

ing by Anisha Thomas, an ESSU exec, and other

supporters; supporters campaigning in unau-

thorized areas; and improper posting of cam-
paign materials.

The Chcinge slate Wcis given demerits for

two candidates intentionally misrepresenting

facts. They were also penalized for showing up
to a meeting on Friday, March 12 that the CRO
deemed to be a Stronger Together campaign

strategizing meeting; for registering a complaint

about contents of the email invitation that was
forwarded to them; and for a video of the meeting

tciken by Antonin Mongeau, a vocal UTSU critic

and EFUT (the French club) alumni chair.

Blocker wrote in two rulings that he was
holding the Change slate responsible for Mon-
geau's actions, deeming Mongeau a Change
supporter. Steve Masse, the presidential can-

didate for Change, was docked 25 points for

going to the meeting Friday. He has a total of

28 demerit points; candidates with 35 points

are disqualified.

As of press time, members of the Stronger To-

gether slate and campaign have not responded to

phone calls and emciils from The Varsity.

Non-U of T campaigners
Toby Whitfield, Ryerson Students' Union VP fi-

nance and services and president-elect, is cam-

peiigning for Stronger Together for the second

year in a row. In March 2009, Whitfield told the

Eyeopener, a Ryerson student newspaper, that

he wcis campaigning because he weis friends with

the incumbent slate. Darshika Selvasivam, VP
campaigns and advocacy at the York Federation

of Students, has also been spotted campaigning

for Stronger Together Change campaigners are

all U of T students, according to Masse.

Student union leaders from campuses that be-

long to the Canadian Federation of Students, an

umbrella lobby group, have campaigned at each

other's campus elections. In 2008, Maclean's re-

ported that YFS president Hamid Osman had

left Toronto during the York University strike to

participate in a CFS-Onteirio Ccimpaign to have

U of O students join the federation. Also in 2008,

York University student newspaper The ElxccJi-

bur reported that Osman and two other YFS ex-

ecs were seen ccmipaigning in RSU elections for

the Renew slate. In 2009, the CFS-Quebec deputy

chair-elect, Noeih Stewcirt-Ornstein, was shown
in a video tearing down seven campaign posters

during elections at Concordia University.

Mongeau has accused Whitfield of tearing

down EFUT posters. Mongeau has posted a

video that shows EFUT posters in the trash cind

Whitfield walking away from the bulletin board

outside Sidney Smith with a poster in his hand,

but the grainy video does not clearly show Whit-

field tearing down posters. Whitfield has not re-

sponded to queries from The Varsity.

Mongeau has a rocky relationship with UTSU.

He was voted off the UTSU Clubs Committee in

SEE 'UTSU' -P6 2

UTM has Sonne competition this year, with last year's

running mates going head-to-head. SEE PAGE 3

^ Mm

Presidential candidates Vickita Bhatt for Students United and Henry Ssali for UTM Renew.

Site worker dies

on Scarborougli

campus
Labour union seeks criminal investigation

SAMYA KULLAB
Associate News Editor

A construction worker named Ali died last

week when he fell through a hole on the sec-

ond floor of U of T Scarborough's new $70 mil-

lion Instructional Centre, plummeting 10 me-

tres to the basement. The accident occurred

on Friday, March 12.

The victim, a recent immigrant from Tur-

key, died later that day when he was rushed

to Sunnybrook.

"This is actually the second fatality with this

group of companies and the second fatality as a

result of a fall," said Hilit Mutlu, a member of the

Carpenter's Union based in Toronto.

In June 2008, Petro, a co-worker of Ali, fell

three metres from a cantilevered portion of a

support beam at a condo site.

Ontario Federation of Labour president Sid

Ryan called for a police investigation of the ac-

cident to see if criminal charges should be laid

against All's employer. Red 2000 Structures

Inc., for failing to keep the workplace safe..

Ryan described the incident as "another

preventable death."

"All we're saying is that we want a criminal

investigation and only if evidence warrants

should there be charges. What we're looking

specifically is for an investigation through

the Bill C-35 amendment, which places a legal

obligation under the criminal code around
employer negligence," said Mutlu.

Last December 24, another four Toronto con-

struction workers fell to their deaths when scaf-

folding collapsed. The OFL called for a criminal

investigation under Bill C-45.

The Bill amended the Criminal Code of Cana-

da to allow for the prosecution of corporate ex-

ecutives, directors, and managers who neglect

to uphold their responsibilities to make cmd
keep workplaces healthy and safe.

The death of Ali coincided with the 50th an-

niversary of the Hogg's Hollow disaster, com-
memorating the death of five Italian immigrant

workers who died while constructing a tunnel

in 1960. The death caused public outrage and
mobilized the Italian community to change
health and safety laws.

Ontario tallied 10 fall-related construction

worker deaths in 2009, according to the Labour
Ministry.

Tim Legault contributed reporting for this article.
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January 2009. Two months later, Mon-
geau was reprimanded by the CRO at

the time, Lydia Treadwell, for hosting

a debate while campaigning for the

Change slate, though Mongeau disput-

ed the ruling. Mongeau has graduated

from U of T.

The March 12 meeting
On Friday, March 12, Isabel Lay,

president of the Equity Studies Stu-

dents' Union, sent out a mass email

invitation for an emergency meeting

to be held later that day. The email

begins, "This is an urgent appeal for

you to attend an emergency organiz-

ing meeting to protect the University

of Toronto Students' Union [...] It

has become very clear to me after

the UTSU electoral debates that our

students' union is in trouble."

ESSU has officially endorsed Stronger

Together.

Lay wrote that Change supporters

have been the loudest voices against

universal access to education this

year, that Change supporters were in

favour of Towards 2030, and that one
of the Change candidates was "re-

sponsible for creating a space for hate-

ful and threatening comments to be

directed to the president of the Black

Students' Association." A spokesper-

son for ESSU declined to comment fur-

ther on the email.

The email was forwarded to Change
slate members and The Varsity. Masse
and Attfield attended, as did Varsity re-

porters Alex Ross, Andrew Rusk, and
Liz Kagedan.

Mongeau filmed the encounter and

put the video on YouTube. It shows
some Stronger Together supporters

asking not to be filmed and others

talking to Masse and Attfield, who left

after they were told that it was a pri-

vate meeting. Mongeau refused to stop

filming. When Stronger Together sup-

porters decided to call campus police,

he provided the phone number
Both slates filed complaints. Change

accused the email as "false, baseless

and slanderous allegations against

members of the Change team." Block-

er, the CRO, wrote in his ruling that

Lay's email was "a call-out to Stronger

Darshika Selvasivam (right), VP campaigns and advocacy at the York Federation of Students, campaigns for Stronger

Together at Gerstein Library.

Together supporters for a campaign
strategy meeting and therefore it is

not considered campaign material."

Blocker called the complaint frivolous

and handed out a demerit point to

each Change candidate.

Blocker gave 25 demerit points to

Masse and 15 to Attfield for "violations

of harassment, general sabotage of the

campaigns of other candidates and
failure to comply with the spirit and
purpose of the elections." He ruled that

Mongeau fell under non-arms length

third party campaigning and that

Masse "clearly aided and abetted" in

Mongeau's activities. "It is particularly

disconcerting that, after the Change

team campaign manager had confir-

mation from the CRO to not post pho-

tos of Stronger Together campjiigners

that Mr Mongeau subsequently began

releasing youtube videos of a similar

vein," Blocker wrote. "Additionally,

the Change U of T team has made no
efforts to publicly disassociate them-

selves from Mr Mongeau."

Blocker also instructed the Change
team "to have the videos posted im-

mediately removed and for Mr. Mon-
geau and any other Change support-

ers to immediately cease interfering in

the campaigning of other candidates

by videotaping or other forms of in-

timidation."

Mongeau is the subject of two other

complaints by a Stronger Together

supporter who is unnamed. She said

she and others felt intimidated and
threatened when followed and filmed

by Mongeau, whom she said cdso

emailed her and questioned her role

in the campaign. Blocker ruled that "if

The minimum
wage is going up.
If you're an employer, here's what you need to know.

General

Minimum Wage
Students under

18 and working not

more than 28 hours

per week or during

a school holiday

Liquor Server Hunting & Fishing

Guides: for less than

five consecutive

hours in a day

Hunting & Fishing

Guides: for five or

more hours in a day

whether or not the

hours are consecutive

Homeworkers (people

doing paid work in their

home for an employer)

Current

wage rate $9.50/hour $8.90/hour $8.25/hour $47.50 $95.00 110% of the minimum wage

Mar. 31, 2010

wage rate
$10.25/hour $9.60/hour $8.90/hour $51.25 $102.50 1 10% of the minimum wage

On March 31, 2010, the general nninimum wage mW increase to $10.25 per hour from the current rate of $9.50 per hour.

To find out more about how the new minimum wage guidelines affect

employers and employees, call or visit the Ministry of Labour web site.

Paid for by the Government of Ontario

Ontario

Change candidates do not immediate-
ly remove Mr Mongeau's videos from
the Internet and publicly disassociate

with Mr Mongeau's tactics of intimida-

tion and harassment, severe penalties

will be issued."

In an email to Blocker and Jim Del-

aney, director of the office of the vice-

provost of student, Mongeau said he
was an independent journalist and not

affiliated with the Change campaign.

He said he refused a request from Si-

mon Miles, a Change campaigner, ask-

ing him to remove the videos. "I have
never campaigned for the Change
slate. I have never been to any meet-

ings of the Change slate. The Change
slate is not in any position to ask me
anything, let alone infringe on my live-

lihood," Mongeau wrote. He requested

a meeting with Blocker and Delaney,

which "will be videotaped and may be
distributed on the Internet."

ESSU and Alyssa James
Stronger Together candidate Danielle

Sandhu was given five demerit points

for the actions of Anisha Thomas, an

ESSU exec, and other campaigners.

Blocker wrote that "the confronta-

tion between Ms. Thomas, other sup-

porters of Stronger Together, and Ms.

James violated generally accepted

community standards through intimi-

dating and aggressive questioning of

Ms. James."

Blocker dismissed other complaints

of libel and slander against James, and

wrote that it was not possible to de-

termine whether harassment through

body language occurred.

Money misrepresentation
Change slate candidates Jimmy Lu

and James Finlay were each given

demerit points for misrepresentation.

Lu was docked for saying UTSU execs

make $45,000 per year, Finlay for say-

ing Stronger Together's presidential

Ccmdidate wemted to take money owed
to UTM and spend on the downtown

campus. Both were initially given 10

demerit points and appealed. Lu's de-

merits were reassessed and lowered

to six points, while Finlay's were up-

held.

The Facebool( appeal to
Desis
Blocker turned down a complaint by

the Change slate, alleging that the

Stronger Together campaign has turn-

ing the election into a "polarizing race-

based issue."

The Varsity has been forwarded

Facebook messages from two Stron-

ger Together supporters who urged

support based on race. On March 13,

Shozab Raza wrote a general message

on Facebook appealing to "desi people

of colour."

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Toby Whitfield, the VP finance for the Ryerson Students' Union, campaigns for the Stronger Together slate at Sidney

Smith. This is Whitfield's second year campaigning for the incumbent at U of T. When approached by The Varsity,

Whitfield attempted to avoid having his photo taken.

CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

"I feel it is contradictory for us,

as desis, to support CHANGE," he

wrote, and said Change slate mem-
bers and supporters "condemned
us for taking a stance on such issues

as Palestinian Human Rights." Raza
told The Varsity that he was volun-

teering for the Stronger Together

campaign and that it was a private

message. In an email, he named a

Change supporter tearing down
Israeli Apartheid Week posters in

2009. He also said a letter to The Var-

sity by Gabe De Roche condemned
Israeli Apartheid Week on behalf of

the U of T Liberals, and noted that

Change candidate Mike Maher, and
Change supporter Alex Heuton are

execs of the group. "I argue that

these attacks against lAW by certain

Maiemedstudentf)amedforhistal(e
|

onPapsmears
I

Controversy in the Cajiadian medical
I

community erupted after 24-year-old

medicaJ student Brent Thoma pub-

lished an article that takes a humorous

approach to performing Pap smears.

Doctors and professors at the Univer-

sity of Saskatchewan, which Thoma at-

tends, have taken offence to his article,

calling it inappropriate and '^he most

insensitive article ever."

In the article, printed in Canadian Fam-

ily Physician, Thoma offered such ad-

vice as; "give out instructions in the

Philadelphia-cream-cheese lady voice"

and "pretend you see vaginas every

day." He has received a flurry of angry

letters, to which he has attempted to

reply in defence. The dean of the uni-

versity thinks Thoma has been nega-
j

I lively cast throughout this ordeal and
|

admonishes the joumaJ for not taking "a I

reflective responsibility" for publishing
j

the article.

The piece expresses Thoma's discom-

fort with performing the procedure. Af-

ter this backlash, he said, i'm now con-

templating a career in ophthalmology."

—ZOESEDIAK

Source: National Post

Conconiid Student sues(M
^expulsion

ft'

Charles Rossdeutcher, an engineer-

ing student at Concordia University, is

|; trying to appeal an expulsion he was

Issued after fie was charged with alleg-

edly forging a professor's signature in

order to sign out a piece of equipment

for his class project.

With only four courses needed to

graduate, Rossdeutcher is attempting to

convince the Quebec Superior Court to

issue a safeguard order that would put a

individuals constitutes as a condem-
nation of Palestinian human rights,"

wrote Raza. In the letter, De Roche
said he was commenting as presi-

dent of the U of T Liberals but did

not say it was on behalf of the group.

Another supporter wrote, "i think

its kinda weird how all but one mem-
ber is either white, or half whie [...]

they're all very privlidged kids, who
have probably never wondered if

they could be able to pay school or

books or foods."

Blocker ruled that the messages
were not intimidating or harassing,

and that "the allegation that this

private facebook message consti-

tutes unsolicited campaigning is dis-

missed as no votes were solicited."

Raza's message solicited volunteer-

ing for the Stronger Together slate

but simply asked, "PLEASE VOTE."

temporary halt to his expulsion, allow-

ing him to finish his courses. Moreover,

he is arguing that he was not given a

fair trial, and as a result, is seeking the

right to sue Concordia University for

$100,000.

Charged in February 2009, Rossdeut-

cher was cleared of charges by the Stu-

dent Rights Panel in June. Nonetheless,

he was charged again under the Con-

cordia Academic Code of Conduct. He
claims the panel ignored evidence from

a handwriting expert which stated that

the signature was not forged by him.

—TAHSINNAJAM

Source: Montreal Gazette

At Acadia (j, extra-affticuiars go on

transcript

Acadia University now offers students a

co-curricular transcript, which can in-

clude involvement in clubs, sports, vol-

unteer, or part-time work, as well as oili-

er experiences outside the classroom.

Before these transcripts are issued,

students are asked to provide staffwith

a list of contacts to confirm their partici-

pation in these activities. The transcript

is to be included with their grades upon

graduation.

The university has a student body

of 3,030 undergrads and 455 grad stu-

dents. Ray Ivany, the president of Aca-

dia, says that both the classroom and

the community are valuable learning

opportunities for students. He hopes

that these experiences will also help

students to make more meaningful con-

tributions to society in the future.

Other schools that issue co-curricu-

lar transcripts include the University of

Calgary and Seneca College.

—KIMBERLYSHEK

Source: Times & Transcript, University

of Calgary news release, Seneca

College website

The other supporter wrote, "dont

for change [sic] let me tell you why
over coffee."

Shonith Rajendran and Alex Ross
contributed reporting and research to

this article.

CORRECTION
In "Fur flies at UTSU forum" (March 15), The

Varsity incorredy attributed a question to

Anisha Thomas, an exec of the Equity Studies

Students' Union. We apologize to Thomas for

the error. The female student who asked the

question remains unidentified. The question

concerned Masse's choice of candidates,

accusing Finlay of denying the oppressive nature

of using race as a costume (a reference to the

blackface Halloween incident in first term) and

Alyssa James of using ableist language in a

Facebook post three years ago.

Fraud and piagiarism spark

concern at University of Calgary

Former U of T graduate student Dr.

Daniel Kwok won't be receiving any
more federal research funding af-

ter allegedly spending more than

$150,000 of grant money on personal

items. According to documents re-

leased to Canwest, Kwok "spent re-

search funds for personal benefit"

and "had altered supporting receipts

in an attempt to conceal the nature

of the purchases."

The Natural Sciences and Engi-

neering Research Council, Canada's

largest research grant provider, has

taken the unusual step of banning

Kwok indefinitely from receiving

funding after a four-year investiga-

tion into charges of plagiarism and

misuse of funds. Only three other

scientists have been banned by

NSERC.

While a professor at the Univer-

sity of Alberta, Kwok allegedly spent

grant money on such items as an

iPod, computers, chrome exhaust

pipes for his car, and a home the-

atre system worth $17,000. In 2005,

Kwok went to work at the University

of Calgary.

Kwok denies the allegations. He
says, "I have replied to NSERC. The
whole thing was unfair. 1 can't say

more." Kwok, an expert in interfacial

phenomena, has a Master's and PhD
in engineering from the University of

Toronto. He has received almost $2

million in funding and fellowships

throughout his career.

No charges have been laid against

Kwok. The RCMP and the imiversi-

ties of Alberta and Calgary refused

to discuss the issue due to provincial

privacy issues.

—ANNIE CLAIRE BERGERON-OLIVER

Source: Montreal Gazette

Bhatt vs. Ssali

Slates vie for UTM's love

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Associate News Editor

Former running mates Vickita

Bhatt and Henry Ssali returned

as rivals this year, competing for

the presidency of the UTM Stu-

dents' Union. The election wraps
up today, with their slates Stu-

dents United and UTM Renew bat-

tling for executive portfolios. Last

year's elections, which featured a

single ticket, saw low turnout. Or-

ganizers are expecting a different

result this year.

Bhatt and Students United have

put forward what they call a "con-

tract," outlining their priorities

and pledging to pay back 100 per

cent of their salaries in the form of

grants and bursaries if they do not

fulfill any of these promises.

Included in the document are

promises to split tuition payments
on a per semester basis, extend

OHIP coverage to international stu-

dents, and negotiate with the uni-

versity to contribute 50 cents for

every dollar going towards the ex-

pansion of UTM's Student Centre.

Bhatt also said she would discon-

tinue the Drop Fees rally in order

to focus on what she called local

action, saying this year's event was
less successful.

Ssali, running on UTM Renew,

emphasized grassroots consulta-

tions to promote transparency and

accountability. His slate's VP ex-

ternal candidate, Stefanie Marotta,

said she would hold open town
halls before meetings with the Ca-

nadian Federation of Students or

any other institution. Ssali said he

would advocate to remove the late

withdrawal from transcripts and
lobby for a Go Bus route to UTM.
He criticized the process for

selecting a president, which he

said was run by a small group of

ex-presidents. "It's like a dynasty.

Certain people choose candidates

who cannot question authority,"

he said. Asked why he decided to

run, Ssali said, "I've been having

debates year after year, because I

question everything which other

executives haven't been able to

[...] on certain issues that are im-

portant to students."

SEE 'UTM' -PG
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Don't dismiss

emotions: panel
SEMRASEVI
Varsity Staff

A panel of three speakers offered

psychological, philosophical, and
practical perspectives on the role of

emotions in public policy on Tuesday.

The panelists were McGill political

philosopher Christina Tarnopolsky,

David Ptzarro, a political psycholo-

gist form Cornell University, and Bob
Rae, the Liberal foreign affairs critic.

They spoke as part of the Walter Gor-

don Massey Symposium organized by

Massey College and U of T's School of

Public Policy and Governance.

Panellists agreed that though emo-
tions may disrupt reason and cloud

judgments in shaping public political

discourse, they cannot be removed
entirely. Leaders who attempt to be

too dispassionate, they said, run the

risk of seeming less than human.

"Emotions are such a deep part of

our psychology and physiology that

when our emotional systems sustain

damage, our ability to engage in ra-

tional thought suffers as well," said

Ptzarro, opening the discussion. "And

without the motivation that our emo-
tions provide, we would care little

about doing anything at all."

Tamo]X)lsky also stressed the im-

portance of emotions in politics. She

spoke about a collective sense of anxi-

ety and fear after 9/11 and took issue

with the argument that it was wrong
for to act out of fear. " [The argument is

that] it was irrational because we were

acting out of fear, we should have been

reacting out of reason," she said. "The

problem with this is that terrorism is a

legitimate thing to be afraid of. There

is nothing irrational about fearing ter-

rorism. What was lacking was not rea-

son, it was debates about this fear."

Rae concluded by saying that emo-
tion inevitably affects public policy.

"Emotion is unavoidable. "Playing on
fear is part of the bread and butter of

politics," he said. "We simply have to

become more aware and more self-

aware on how it is being done and the

impact it has on all of us."

Asked by The Varsity if he had
tips for student politicians on how
to respond to personal attacks, Rae
said, "You cannot ignore emotions

and if the debate becomes purely

personal you will lose out on the op-

portunity to make better choices.

The thing that we need to realize is

that emotions are not permanent."

He said candidates should respond

with reason. "A dear friend of mine

once said that it is very difficult to be

smart and angry at the same time. I be-

lieve these words are true but it is also

difficult to be smart and a whole lot of

different things at the same time."

HUMBER
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FNUC denied funding,

despite restructuring

Changes too little, too late, says Indian Affairs Minister

MAHSA ALIMARDANI

The federal government is with-

holding $7.3 million in annual fund-

ing to the First Nations University

of Canada despite recent restruc-

turing. Ottawa first withdrew the

funding on Feb. 8, days after Sas-

katchewan pulled its $5.2 million.

Originally run by the Federa-

tion of Saskatchewan Indian Na-

tions, FNUC has faced issues of

financial accountability and gov-

ernance since 2005. The university

has suffered internal turmoil, with

the dismissal of several senior of-

ficials and a number of incidences

of financial irregularities and accu-

sations that academic freedom is

under attack. After several reviews

and delayed reforms, the federal

and provincial governments pulled

their funding.

"This is a regrettable b.ut neces-

sary decision," Rob Norris, the Sas-

katchewan minister for advanced
education, said in a statement. "It

is time for politicians to step back

and the academic leadership to

step forward. I encourage the Uni-

versity of Regina to work with rel-

evant parties in identifying future

directions for these student and
their programs."

Since the announcement, the

FNUC has entered into a new ar-

rangement. The board of gover-

nors has been dissolved and a

new board has been organized to

adhere to a shared-management
arrangement with the University

of Regina, next door to the cam-

The First Nations University of Canada is out $12.5 million in government funding.

pus. The University of Regina will

control the FNUC's finances, while

it will remain separate as an aca-

demic institution.

Despite this restructuring, In-

dian Affairs Minister Chuck Strahl

refused to reverse the cuts, citing

the years of mismanagement and
failed reforms.

In interview with the CBC, FNUC
faculty association spokesperson
Randy Lundy said that it's impos-

sible to run a university without

the $12.5 million that make up half

of the university's annual budget,

regardless of new a administration.

"The future of Aboriginal higher

education in Canada is put in jeop-

ardy if the FNU is forced to close

its doors, because there are Ab-

original students, who, for various

reasons, do not choose to attend

a mainstream university," Rauna
Kuokkanen, a U of T political sci-

ence and Aboriginal Studies pro-

fessor, told The Varsity. Kuokkanen
said that FNUC provides a different

perspective on Aboriginal studies,

structured specifically to reach out

to Aboriginal students. She said the

budget cuts undermine the federal

budget's pledge to allocate $30 mil-

lion to improve education for First

Nations peoples.

'UTM'- CONTINUED FROM PG 3

Marotta was a little more will-

ing to talk about her differences

with her opponents. Marotta took

exception to the idea that OHIP
could be extended to international

students, since it would entail addi-

tional entanglements with provin-

cial authorities. She said it would
be more practical to push for ex-

tended University Health Insur-

ance Plan coverage, while putting

more money into the International

Student Identity Card.

Marotta also said she would
consider looking at incorporating

Chartwells, the UTM food provid-

er, into the student union, a condi-

tion previously set by the adminis-

tration in exchange for matching
half for every dollar put toward the

Student Centre expansion. "Any

time that we have talks with the

admin, the union immediately goes

on offence and the admin goes on

defence. That's not a conducive

ground to negotiate with them,"

she said. "For the last couple of

years, the union has been working

towards the same goals, and I think

it's proven that their methods have

not been working."
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Students sound off about the UTSU elections

LETTERS-

How Change doesn't

care about equity

Number one: Because [Change] Is not

only uneducated about what equity

actually means (I'm talking about the

fact that they just straight up missed

the definition here), but they also just

don't give a fuck ("Orange you glad

it's election season?" Mar. 11). Num-
ber two: Because when questioned

about the blatant lies, oppressive

standpoints, and hypocritical bullshit

their campaign has been founded

on, they had nothing to say other

then eyes full of tears, unanswered

questions (in the form of a nice

stupidity-and-ignorance cocktail),

and accusations of harassment. Come
on, if you want to talk about equity

in an institution like the University of

Toronto, you're going to have to be

able to hold off on the waterworks or

at least try to remove the "everyone

should be equal" rainbow from your

ass before speaking to people who
have actually educated themselves

on the subject.

KerriKimoto

UTSU's budget

shouldn't be played

with

I find $6,000 wasted on drink tickets

for a party pretty offensive ("Orange

you glad it's election season?" Mar.

11). Is this the model of spending we
want in UTSU.? I seriously fear these

people having the power to access a

budget as vast as UTSU's. 1 am having

nightmares just thinking about all of

the unreasonable parties and "grass-

roots organizations" they will fund.

Speaking of grassroots organiza-

tions, why has this slate not reached

out to any? Why are they not

endorsed by a single grassroots orga-

nization? The change slate is trying to

appeal to those of us who care about

equity and activist rights (obviously

to speak to what they failed at ad-

dressing last year and maybe even to

make up for the fact that James Finlay

defended the manifestation of ineq-

uity at St. Michael's college) but have

only reached out to student councils,

not grassroots organizations.

Anisha Thomas

2010U.T.S.U.
Spring Elections

VOTE
HERE

Voters cast their ballots at Sid Smith in this year's UTSU election. Final day of voting is today.

UTSU alienates

students

Responding to Anisha: Yours is

exactly the kind of hostile, self-

obsessed, condescending rhetoric

and incongruous logic that UTSU
leadership frequently employs and
which alienates its membership
("Orange you glad it's election sea-

son?" Mar. 11). Do you not see how
closed it is? How elitist? How, dare

1 say it, inequitable and certainly

undemocratic?

How can students have agency
in getting involved if they lack the

resources and information to do as

much, or if leadership refuses to in-

vite students to participate outside

of a strictly prescribed ideology

and infrastructure?

Jonathan

SEE 'LETTERS' -PG 6
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Stronger Together the way to go
Why the change slate is unprepared to run UTSU

MEGHAN MCPHEE

I'm voting for Stronger Together this

year in the UTSU elections, and I

must admit that it was not a difficult

decision. As the campaign period

began, it became clear to me
that the Change slate's platform _
is nothing but a watered-down
version of Demand Access's

platform from last year, a plat-

form that is the complete oppo-
site from what Change stood for

last year.

The first time I read what
the Change team had to say

about their equity portfolio, it

appeared to be a pretty solid

set of goals. But after reading

it a second, third, and heck, a

fourth time, 1 began to wonder —
whether they actually know
what equity means. Cramming the

word "equity" into every statement

only gets you so far. VP Equity can-

didate Alyssa James promises to

maintain Xpression Against Oppres-

sion—an annual week-long series of

social justice programming coordi-

nated by UTSU and numerous other

campus organizations—events and
other equity programming currently

offered by UTSU, but does she have
any plans to expand equity pro-

grams on campus? In contrast, the

current executives from last year's

Demand Access team ran on a prom-
ise to host two Xpression Against

Here's what I can
sum up about
Change's platform

on services:

frivolous, useless,

and out of touch.

Oppression weeks and more equi-

ty-based events, and they did. So
please tell me, where's the change?

I am utterly confused about why
the Change ticket wishes to welcome
UTM with open arms by offering the

promise of reintroducing 24/5 study

space at the UTM library. That al-

ready exists. Aren't these the same
people who threw a temper tantrum

about UTM students being able to

carry proxies at the last Annual

General Meeting? Why the sudden

"change" of heart?

Here's what 1 can sum up about

Change's platform on services:

frivolous, useless, and out of

touch. First, students don't

need an online guide to food

on campus. I'm in no rush to

know which of the cafes serve

junk food. The promise to cre-

ate an encyclopaedia of schol-

arships and grants is also

pretty useless—why reinvent

the wheel when it already ex-

ists on the UTSU website?

And what's with the prom-

ise of a 24-hour helpline to

deal with student concerns— for everything from academic

advice to crisis management?
Has Vice-President Internal and Ser-

vices candidate Mike Maher thought

through how costly and superfluous

this would be? If I had a question or

concern, I'd just e-mail the executive

or staff. Plus, the university already

has a helpline where professionals

are trained to deal with multiple stu-

dent concerns and have connections

with the proper legal and crisis man-

agement centres. Just think of how
much more students would have to

pay for a service that they definitely

do not need.

There is no point in having a cam-

pus-wide online census to determine

what students want from their union

when there is so much apathy on

campus. I do not see how apathetic

students would suddenly have the

urge or passion to go online and ex-

press what they want. If the Change

slate wants to create real change, I

suggest that they go out there and

talk to students one-on-one instead of

hiding behind their computer screens

waiting for the one or two census sur-

veys to show up in their inbox.

1 was shocked to see that Vice-

President candidate James Finlay

is all about OSAP reform and drop-

ping fees this time around. Because

if memory serves, Finlay ran for the

same executive position last year

under the same slate name, but he

dismissed anything that had to do
with OSAP reform or lowering fees

because that was not what students

wanted. What happened this year?

Suddenly students care about how
unaffordable and inaccessible post-

secondary education is? Last time

I checked, students always cared

about it and have been working on
numerous campaigns to combat
these issues for a long time.

And don't even get me started on
Change's promise to improve the

University Health Insurance Plan for

international students. I strongly ad-

vise that Change not try to pitch that

to an international student, because

what they want is OHIP, not UHIP
I'm not quite sure why Change

keeps dwelling on the transparency

of UTSU. Seriously, just go to the

website, everything is there!

And lobbying the administration?

News flash: we've been doing that

for years now.

All in all, the Change slate's plat-

form is inadequate at best for U of

T students. Nothing about this plat-

form screams "change" at all, and

half of it looks more like regression.

If you want real change, if you're

interested in a slate who will really

work to improve student life, I sug-

gest that you take a look at Stronger

Together. At least they know what

the hell they're talking about.

Meghan McPhee has been a volunteer

for UTSU for the past fouryears.

'LETTERS' -CONTINUED FROM PG 5

Still undecided

I am still undecided on which plat-

form to vote for, but I am a little

disappointed with the amount of

personal attacks being directed

at candidates running for posts in

these elections ("Orange you glad

it's election season?" Mar. 11). I'm

not trying to direct it at any one
side of the running groups.

C.R.

UTSU should be

more like UTMSU
Basically, students at UTM are

not completely let down by their

student union. In fact, the func-

tion UTMSU performs for their

students is something very akin

to what college councils and clubs

do for students at St. George.

Most of the Change candidates

do have strong backgrounds at

those levels and it's not that much
work given that they do it with

full course loads in hand. The dif-

ference between the two slates is

that Change is actually committed
to doing those things alongside ev-

erything the UTSU already does.

Adam Smith

Stronger Together

represents

LGBTOUT
interests

Disclaimer: This is a message from
the LGBTOUT Executive Team
and is not an endorsement by the

general membership of LGBTOUT
("UTSU elections: win at all costs,"

Mar. 15). It should also be men-
tioned that Justin Gordon-Deacon
(External Co-ordinator of LGB-
TOUT) is running for UC Director

of UTSU and Corey Scott (Homo-

hop Co-ordinator) is an active vol-

unteer for team Stronger Together.

The motion was approved by all

executives except for Internal Co-

ordinator John Gross and Exec-

at-Large Nikki Stratigacos who
abstained from voting.

A majority of the LGBTOUT
executive have decided to endorse
team Stronger Together for the

election period. Furthermore, we
have also discussed this endorse-

ment extensively at our most
recent General Meeting. The result

was a decision to send out a de-

scription and explanation for our
decision to endorse team Stronger

Together.

This endorsement has been
made in consideration of our

organizational mission, explicated

below. Stronger Together is well

rounded and knowledgeable about
the issues on and off campus
regarding various oppressions

and concerns within the LGBTQ
community.

Fact Check

LGBTOUT should

support Change

Where was the LGBTOUT when Steve

of Change was being accused of "not

being gay enough?" ("UTSU elec-

tions: win at all costs," Mar. 15) Isn't a

statement like that an affront to "the

development of an atmosphere that is

open and equitable?" Your silence on
this issue is worrying, very worrying

indeed.

M.

Change supports

just jaded

You do realize if these popular

yet inexperienced and unquali-

fied people win, we are all fucked

("UTSU elections: win at all costs,"

Mar. 15). 1 can't believe intelligence

would allow you to think other-

wise. I'm pretty sure you and the

other "intelligent" Change support-

ers are just jaded children angry

because you feel left out.

Troll

Stronger Together has

accomplished nothing

Please stop denying the failure of

Stronger Together to act properly

according to the election code which

their main candidate is responsible

for rewriting so that we cannot even

question the role of the elections

officer ("UTSU elections: win at all

costs," Mar. 15).

Realist

/?)e (^/5#/welcomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

comment@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.
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Campus buzz
Why we should bring bees to U of T
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MAY JEONG
Associate Comment Editor ^

Meet Brian Hamlin. With hives all over Ontar-

io, Hamlin has been at the forefront of urban
beekeeping since the mid-1970s when he was
struck by what he describes as "bee fever."

His most recent project is guiding a small

group of aspiring beekeeping enthusiasts

who are hoping to establish beehives on Uni-

versity of Toronto grounds. (Full disclosure: 1

am one of them.)

This opportunity for urban beekeeping first

surfaced with a casual chat between Ham-
lin—who sells the harvest from his apiaries

at the St. Lawrence Market—and the Dean of

New College, a devoted fan of Hamlin's honey.

The conversation led to the installation of a

few hives atop New College's Wilson Hall resi-

dence last semester. Hamlin then gave a talk

on his experiences with urban beekeeping,

which led to more widespread enthusiasm for

beehives on campus.
A Cornell University study estimated that

bees pollinate over $15 billion worth of seeds

and crops in United States alone. That ac-

counts for one third of the produce that grac-

es our dining table, making the work of these

little insects very valuable!

We are helplessly dependent on bees. With-

out insect pollinators, we'd have to switch to

commercial pollinating, where genetically

modified species feed on a diet of liquid su-

crose transported in tanker-sized trucks.

To make sure this nightmare scenario does
not unfold, bee enthusiasts at U of T have put

in an order for a nuke (a unit of bees) to be

delivered at the end of May. We will install

this nuke atop New College, and hope to get

more hives up on Hart House. If all goes to

beekeeping plan, the hives will yield a harvest

Bee colonies have been put on top of Wilson Hall residence at New College.

of honey by the end of the summer The future

of these spoils has yet to be determined, as

the chances of a full harvest are not very high

for first-time beekeepers. If it is successful,

however, many agree that the harvest should

be sourced to local farmers' markets or on-

campus cafes, with profit going to establish

further hives in the future. The project is be-

ing supported with seed funding from the En-

vironment Students' Union and University of

Toronto's Environmental Reasource Network,

but hopes to be sustainable with increased re-

turn each season.

Hamlin pointed out that urban beekeep-

ing is more common than you might think.

Toronto is home to four sites, containing

23 hives in total. In all of Canada, there are

10,000 apiarists who keep hives registered

with provincial ministries. Hamlin suggested

that there are more unregistered beekeepers,

making it difficult to estimate their numbers.

Most famous of these is the 10,000-bee apiary

in the rooftop garden of the Fairmont Royal

York, with bee-inspired names such as "V.l.

Bee Suite," "Honey Moon Suite," and the "The

Royal Sweet."

Around the world, the Chicago City Hall

famously serves up tea with honey from its

rooftop apiary. So does the Palais Garnier (the

Paris opera house), and the upscale food em-

porium Fortnum & Mason of London harvests

their own honey as well.

Bees began to make news headlines when it

was discovered that the adult bee population

was disappearing at an alarming rate. Identi-

fied as the Colony Collapse Disorder, many
theories emerged claiming to chart the rea-

sons for this rapid decline in the bee popula-

tion. One such theory points to the way mod-
ern agriculture business is practiced, where
beekeepers are forced to deal with highly un-

stable and stressful schedules.

As the first inaugural meeting of the Bee

Collective came to a close, leaving everyone

abuzz with excitement, Hamlin closed with

the story of Eva Crane, a scientist who drifted

away from quantum mathematics into the field

of bees, dedicating her entire life to studying

them. Crane wrote the preeminent bible on
apiculture, and died at the ripe old age of 95.

Claiming that many beekeepers seem to lead

uncannily long lives, Hamlin added, "bees can

change your life."

A bike tour of the Toronto Island api-

ary is planned for April 10. If you are inter-

ested in getting involved, please write to

may.s.jeong@gmail.com.

ELECTION NOTICE
Varsity Publications seeks motivated candidates
who wish to sit on the Varsity Board of Directors.

In order to be eligible pursuant to our bylaws, you
must be a full-time undergraduate student, or a

graduate student or part-time student who pays
the membership fee of $2.50.

Constituencies that need to be filled for the 2010-
2011 academic year:

• St George (four representatives)
• UTM (one representative)
• UTSC (one representative)

• Professional faculties (three representatives)
• Varsity Staff (two representatives)

The nomination period for St George, UTM, UTSC,
and ProFac reps runs from March 4 to 18 with

elections on April 1. The nomination period for Staff

reps runs from March 11 to 24 with elections on
March 25. To qualify as Varsity Staff, you must have
made at least six contributions to The Varsity over

the course of five issues this year.

For more info on the nomination procedure
and election rules, please contact the

Chief Returning Officer at cro(a)thevarsity.ca

2010 serroN memorial lecTURe

The Changing
Canadian
Workplace

Don Drummond
Senior Vice President anci Chief Economist

TD Bank Financial Croup

WHEN Thursday, March 25, 2010 at 7:00 p.m.

WHeRe Kruger Hall Commons, Woodsworth College, 119 St. George St.

Free Admission - all are welcome, a reception follows the lecture.

For further information call 416-978-5301 or

email events.woodsworth@utoronto.ca

The Sefton Award for contributions to labour relations will be
presented to Bob Baldwin, Pension Specialist and former Research Director

of the Canadian Lalpour Congress

The Morley Cunderson Prize in Industrial Relations will be presented to

David Doorey, Professor of Employment and Labour Law. School of Human

Resource Management. York University
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Ten albums about Alice in Wonderland
ANDREW CAMPANA

The premiere of Tim Burton's Alice in Wonder-
Icind has come and gone and people's opinions on
it are pretty set. (As if they weren't already before

anyone had even seen it.) As much as I liked the

movie, I just can't get behind the companion CD
that came out with it called Almost Alice, filled

with songs "inspired" by the new film and featur-

ing the likes of Avril Lavigne, The All-American

Rejects, Metro Station, Tokio Hotel, and Kerli. Not

good—not good at all. Or, to put it more bluntly,

off with their heads!

But don't fret! This is actually the exception

in a long history of excellent albums inspired

by Alice in Wonderland and Through the Look-

ing Glass. It was hard to narrow this list down to

10—and the non-album artist Pogo, who makes
breathtakingly lovely compositions entirely out

of audio bits from the Disney movie adaptation,

cannot go without mention—but I hope you en-

joy this cross-section.

CHICK COREA-
THE MAD HATTER
The listener is greeted with a terrifying picture

of the artist dressed as the titular character: his

hat looks red, but his puffy shirt and hcu^em paints

are in those indescribable '70s colours that we
no longer have names for. And yet once you get

past that, you'll find a lovely jazz fusion album
(not always an oxymoron), embellished liberally

with Corea playing five kinds of keyboard instru-

ments, sometimes seemingly at the same time.

DAVID DEL TREDICI-
ALICE SYMPHONY
The contemporary composer draws

from the Alice well time and again

—

he cilso wrote two operas about her.

Child Alice and Final Alice—but this

remains his best work. Complicated to

the extent that it couldn't be performed

until two decades after he first wrote it,

this "symphony" constantly shifts from

dream to nightmare and back again. Some-

times, lullaby melodies drift down over folk

ensemble pluckings; sometimes a soprano

is shouting into a megaphone while sirens

and theremins wail in the background.

FOREVER SLAVE-
ALICE'S INFERNO
This Spanish "gothic rock band with a female

singer," as their website proudly proclaims, made
their debut with this concept album. The number
of works about Alice that take place in her ado-

lesence—committed, of course, to a mental asy-

lum and descending into a hellish new version

of Wonderland—are so numerous that they've

transcended cliche to become a genre in and of

themselves. This is one of the best examples,

cleverly fusing the idea with Dante's Inferno. It's

exactly the melodramatic delight you'd expect

from their description of it: "Suicide, violence,

love, dark atmospheres, the lost paradise of

drugs, madness, sickness, and the most pure Ro-

manticism philosophies are mixed in this CD. .

."

IRVING FINE-THREE CHORUSES
FROM ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Another American composer enamoured with

Alice in Wonderland, Fine wrote two sets of three

choruses in the '40s and '50s. When listened

in conjunction with Del Tredici's work,

like the Tenniel illustrations to the mass of

Carroll nonsense: seemingly proper

and serene, but perhaps even

more unsettling in their

precision.

RANDY GREIF-
ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Think Joanna Newsom was overindulgent in re-

leasing a triple album? Lend your ears to this

five-disc, 50-track, six-hour monster. Relent-

lessly experimental soundscapes sound like the

Duchess put the original texts into her pepper

grinder and sneezed them out again and again.

COLIN HARE-
MARCH HARE
It's understandable how much music based on

Carroll's work is unfailingly challenging to lis-

ten to—he does, after all, inspire people to be

creative and uncompromising

like few authors

giving them the shield of "nonsense" that can

be used to justify just about anything. Colin

Hare, however, went against the grain and
turned out a marvellously sunny '70s coun-

try pop album, without any of the madness
of his namesake.

NOLWENN LEROY-
LE CHESHIRE CAT ET M01
As much as people respect how terrifying

Wonderland can be, there seems to be an

equally strong compulsion to make it cute.

But who can complain when adorable French

lounge pop is coming out of your speakers?

Put this on and the only thing left of

you will be your grin.

QUEENADREENA-
DRINKME

Speaking of cuteness and

terror, this is the album

that best mixes the

two. The lead singer,

KatieJane Garside, can

coo like a little pixie or

scream like a Gorgon.

Her wounded delivery,

in combination with

grungy guitars and fray-

ing, multi-layered production

(are those music boxes?) make this

addictively listenable and one of my
favourites of the bunch.

CHRIS VRENNA-
AMERICAN MCGEPS ALICE
The soundtrack to the horror computer

game of the same name (put this under the

"Alice in an asylum" genre), this is simply

a marvellous album and one of the very

first I ever bought with my own money.

It sounds like it's piped out of a haunted

Victorian nursery—pure evil, yet affect-

ingly beautiful. My 12-year-old self had

good taste!

TOM WAITS-ALICE

Tom Waits is one of the living gods

of music, and there's no question in my
mind that this is his best album, and

one of my favourites of all time. His is a

desolate, malicious vision of Wonderland

born out of the narrator's obsessions with

the titular girl. Yet there are just enough hints

of redemption at the end to keep you coming

back down the rabbit hole for more.

Hot Tub Time Machine isn't totally regressive

For once, the do-over

comedy is better than

its premise

CHRIS BERUBE
Varsity Staff

Writer/director Steve Pink's Hot

Tub Time Machine is a time warp of

several kinds. The movie liberally

evokes the tacky excess of the '80s

to the point where it lifts the plot-

ting more or less directly from other

time travel comedies of the period,

like Back to the Future and Bill and

Ted's Excellent Adventure. The film

even casts Crispin Glover in a semi-

prominent role. Yet despite the neon

spandex and awful hair metal, the

movie ends up being much funnier

than it has any right to be.

Adam (John Cusack, slumming it

up like crazy), is a real estate devel-

oper who has just been dumped by

his "controlling" live-in girlfriend.

This triggers his need to reconnect

with his high school buddies, who
have also fallen on hard times—Nick

(Craig Robinson) long ago aban-

doned a promising music career for

suburban stability, while Lou (Rob

Corddry) still hasn't accepted the

sad reality that at 40, he needs to

stop living like a privileged 20-some-

thing on a cocaine bender.

With Adam's reluctant geek nephew
Jacob (Clark Duke), the guys decide

to revisit their old stomping ground,

a once rambunctious ski town, only

to find it spectacularly run-down.

Through the miracle of the epony-

mous Hot Tub Time Machine, the guys

are transported back to the heyday of

MTV and a "black Michael Jackson."

Needless to say, the older charac-

ters take the opportunity to go back

and correct the fatal mistakes of their

youth, and try to use their foreknowl-

edge to win money, prevent regrettable

breakups, and so on. (Robinson's char-

acter even calls his then nine-year-old

wife in a fit of despair to prevent her

from cheating on him 20 years later.)

The movie doesn't do much new with

its formula, though it isn't really a hom-
age to the slobs vs. snobs and fish-out-

of-water movies of the period.

First-time director Pink mixes the

self-awareness and slack raunchiness

of the Judd Apatow aesthetic with the

familiar structure of those frat com-
edies of yore. And while the hybrid is

never a wholly successful one, there

are some pleasantly surprising laughs

and an atmosphere of good comic en-

ergy. A recurring site gag about Glov-

er's character losing his arm provides

a nice touch of black humour, though

the stream of "weren't people in the

'80s racist/poorly dressed/into Poison/

afraid of communists" jokes wears
pretty thin after a while.

The movie succeeds primarily on
the "Hangover principle," where cast-

ing actual comedic actors can breath

life into even the most frequently re-

visited comic situations. Robinson and

Cordry are appropriately henpecked

and nasty, respectively, while Duke is a

real standout, finally getting the proper

role to show off the nebbish skepticism

he displayed so well in the Internet se-

ries Clark and Michael. His annoyed

delivery elevates even the most func-

tionary lines, though his informal style

sometimes jibes with the other actors.

Ultimately, Hot Tub Time Machine

overcomes the "Snakes on a Plane"

syndrome—in which the concept

promised in the title is funnier than

anything the movie could come up

with—by having a sense of fun and self-

awareness. It's exemplified by a scene

in which Craig Robinson looks at the

camera, and, with perfect deadpan, de-

clares that "it must be a...hot tub time

machine" before giving a straight-on,

deadly serious glare. It doesn't quite

work, but there's a certain comfort to

overly familiar ideas done well.

Hot Tub Time Machine opens in

theatres March 26.
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Local and Canadian student filmmakers shine at the U of T Film Festival

Hart House Film Board Gala
The Hart House Film Board's juried

selection of shorts opened with The
Audience (David Eng), a witty six-

minute film about a group of audience

members sitting in a movie theatre,

munching on popcorn, and watching

an art-house film. It's a clever meta
moment, making the real-life audi-

ence members acutely awcU"e of the

ways we react to film. "Self-indulgent,

pretentious, solipsistic masturbation,"

says one disgruntled character in The
Audience. "I bet it's Canadian."

Too bad the audience also had to

sit through A Bottle of Whiskey 112

Swears, and a Raincoat (Kevin Clay-

don, Phil Moniz), a lacklustre comedy
that manages to combine the worst of

Hollywood fare—fake blood, partial

nudity, terrible puns, and a pair of in-

ept would-be hit-men—^without being

remotely humorous.

Far stronger were two documenta-

ries that tackle important, timely top-

ics. Raw Milk (Rachel James) packs a

whole lotta food politics into five min-

utes, touching on the divide between

urbanites and the farmers who pro-

duce our food. Equally impressive is

Site 41 (Todd Harris), which covers the

grassroots opposition to a proposed

dumpsite near Georgian Bay. It's easy

to forgive both docs for their amateur

feel, since they demonstrate why local

filmmaking is so important: it gives us

the opportunity to hear local stories.

Very Canadian indeed.

—LAURA BERGER

Canadian Students One
The films in this series were as di-

verse as they were sincere. Produced

by filmmcikers from across Toronto,

Canadian Students One showcased

vibrant animation, solid writing, and
heartfelt honesty.

Several of the filmmakers seemed to

have drawn their creative inspiration

from children's picture books. Opti-

mistically Ended (Natasha Ivanco) is

the sharply drawn and darkly comi-

cal story of a socially questionable

girl who narrates so angelically, you
wouldn't imagine she wants to "set fire

to her peers."

Sarah and Jim (Martin Edralin) was
one of the few films to rely on a three-

act story structure. The writing was
straightforward yet original, reflecting

the smcill encounters people experi-

ence living in a big city—a resonant

message for the Toronto audience.

The series also featured a number of

short documentaries, many of which

were genuine artistic works on emo-
tion. Where is the Support? (llona

Abramovich) resembled a photo-

album in its depiction of young gay

woman's life after coming out. She nar-

rates as if free-associating her wound-
ed soul to an unknown figure, perhaps

the person to whom she came out.

Overall, Canadian Students One re-

vealed the range of creative talent stu-

dents have to offer.

—JORDAN RIVERA

Canadian Students TWo
1 stared into the abyss, and a dizzying

cesspool of uninspired cinema stared

back at me— save for a glint of creativ-

ity by Lee Filipovski with her quirky

comedy Hairdresser on Fire. The cute-

ness of the film's lead—a neurotic

Amelie-esque art enthusiast—and the

story's dcu-k, twisted ending make up
for the unintentionally shaky camera
work and performances.

While over-acting tends to be the

Achilles' heel of student films, the

other entries in the Canadian Stu-

dents Two program walked with a

visible limp for additional reasons.

While bromantic musical Casey
Come Back (Mark Delotinville) gets

an A for ambition with its catchy

numbers, the story is too inert to

sustain the viewer's interest.

The six minutes of Sandwiches
and Salad on a Sunday Afternoon

(Sean Grounds), in which a dude de-

vours a gratuitously gory sandwich,

would be enjoyable if you were
stoned while watching it. Grounds'

other film, the nine-minute Gotta

Poo would only be watchable while

stoned and drunk, as the story cen-

tres on a constipated dude whose
farts bar him from finding love.

On the Fringe (Phil Moniz), a mocku-

mentary about urban crime, trips over

its flat jokes and poor comedic timing.

Finally, the stop-motion animated, live

action A Beard Film (Ian Robertson) is

about, er, a dude shaving his beard.

—MOE ABBAS

Spotlight on Cinema Studies
Students
Contributions to the festival by U of

T Cinema Studies students included

experimental, comedy, drama and ac-

tion shorts. ExXperimental film Lucid-

ity (Svebor Pavic) was a pleasure to

watch for the way it illustrated a sur-

real story with classic photographs

instead of regular film. The lack of dia-

logue meant that the audience had to

decide for themselves what the story

conveyed. The beautiful scenery was
a particular highlight.

The Bus is Coming (Peter Ku-

plowsky) featured goofy humour A
memorable scene had toy characters

A BEARD FILM

screaming while their school bus sped

about, crcishing multiple times. Brain

on Drugs (Alan Jones) also generated

laughs for its creative depiction of

what one sees after snorting a whole

pile of coke.

Docu-fantasy M.A.M. (Katrina

Lagace, Jean Marc Ah-Sen) stood out

for its unique story in which a woman
recounts waking up one day to find out

she was alone in the world. Phantom
of the Library (Tanya Hoshi) featured

engaging music but needed further

development—the ending felt as if the

film was missing its second half.

—MERSIHA GADZO

Playing to the beat of a different drummer
U of T's Ensemble in Residence offers up an eclectic range of sounds this week at the Glenn Gould Studio

JEANNINE M. PITAS

Marimbas, xylophones, vibraphones,

and more kinds of drums than you can

count form the musical basis of Nexus,

U of T's Ensemble in Residence. From
'20s-style jazz to West African folk-

loric music to contemporary Japanese

populcir songs, this percussion group

plays it all.

"Each group member has a story of

how he first got into percussion music,"

explains Bob Becker, who co-founded

Nexus in 1971. "Back in the 1950s,

when 1 was growing up in Allentown,

PA, there were pockets of percussion

activity—particularly marimba—all

around the U.S. [...] This was mainly

due to a musician named Clair Muss-

er, who popularized marimba music

throughout North America. In the

1940s, you could hear full orchestras of

marimbas, even one hundred at a time,

playing classical orchestral music."

Members of these groups ultimately

went back to their hometowns and

taught up-and-comers like Becker

how to play percussion instruments.

Becker later played the snare drum in

school bands, then went on to study

at the Eastman School of Music. At

this point, he started becoming in-

terested in music from many differ-

1^

ent world cultures where percussion

instruments have a strong presence,

which isn't generally the case in the

Western classical tradition.

"I think a lot of it has to do with

the influence of the church, which

did not really favour the use of per-

cussion instruments," Becker com-
ments. "They only came into com-

mon use in the 19th century, when
orchestras began seeking to imitate

the sound of armies."

..J

The 1960s brought big changes not

only to music, but to North American

culture on the whole. "Air travel and re-

cordings made different kinds of music

more accessible to everyone," Becker

recounts. "Fine musicians from around

the world started touring North Amer-

ica. People started realizing how deep

these traditions were. They began to

understand that Western music is not

the only kind that matters."

Becker wanted to learn more about

Indian, Indonesian, and West African

music after finishing his undergradu-

ate studies, leading him to pursue

graduate work in Wesleyan Univer-

sity's world music program. He hoped
to travel to India upon finishing, but life

led him to Toronto instead.

"By this time Nexus was already four

years old and was centered in Toronto:

two of our founding members were

with the Toronto Symphony Orches-

tra, and another, Russel Hartenberg-

er—now head of the U of T Depart-

ment of Music—^was already teaching

percussion there."

Becker began teaching at York,

but continued to work with Nexus.

"The group's name means 'connec-

tion,'" he states. "There were connec-

tions among all of us—we'd studied

with the same teachers and become
friends. We also had a shared inter-

est in jazz and improvisation. Even

though everyone in the group had a

traditional classical background, we
all wanted to pursue music from a

different direction."

For many years the Nexus style has

become increasingly eclectic. "A lot of

music has been composed for us, cind

everyone in the group is a composer,

so we're never lacking in repertoire,"

Becker explains.

The group performs many concerts

in the area, the next of which will take

place this Saturday at the Glenn Gould

Studio. The show will be a tribute to

group member Robin Engelmann,

who, due to vision problems, has de-

cided to resign from the ensemble.

What Ccin concert attendees expect?

"Each of the group members has his

own special interests," says Becker.

"Robin was principal percussionist of

the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, so

he has a deep understanding of the

classical repertoire, but he's also very

interested in Japanese music."

Throughout mamy yecu^s Nexus hcis

collaborated with the Japanese musi-

cian Toru Takemitsu, who composes
music for Japanese films. Many per-

cussion versions of Teikemitsu's songs

will be included as part of the show.

Other pieces to be performed include

a John Cage piece from the 1940s fea-

turing a grand piano, a Robin Engel-

mann original featuring a Trinidadian

steel pan, and "Ancient Military Aires,"

which is based on various 18th-centu-

ry military drumbeats.

Nexus plays the Glenn Gould Studio
on Saturday, March 20. Tickets are $10
for students. For more information,

visit glenngouldstudio.cbc.ca.

r
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Cooking up a monsoon
Dilip Mehta and Don McKellar teann up on Cooking with Stella, a comedy about Indian-Canadian encounters

WILL SLOAN
A&E Associate Editor

Don McKellar's status as one of

Canada's most ubiquitous media
presences—^TV and radio personal-

ity, film director, actor-for-hire with

David Cronenberg and Atom Egoyan,

Tony-winning playwright, and Odd
Job Jack voice—somehow eluded

first-time feature director Dilip Mehta
until shortly before filming their mov-
ie, Cooking with Stella.

Claiming ignorance of McKellar's

career until the casting process,

Mehta says, "1 never met him until

I got to India. In the initial casting

of the film, we shortlisted Don, but

he was unavailable at the time. And
we had our days of principal pho-

tography allotted, and we went with

another actor, and we soon, about

two weeks prior to principal photog-

raphy, chose to part ways..." Mehta
says this last comment in a tone of

voice that sounds simultaneously

diplomatic and exasperated.

"So we got back to Don about his

availability and he was on a num-
ber of projects—one amongst them
was an opera

—
" McKellar smiles

and cuts in, "That's what 1 was do-

Seema Biswas plays Stella, the servant who gives displaced chef Michael

(Don McKellar) Indian cooking lessons.

ing at the time..." He seems to sug-

gest that the opera was just another

pleasant lark.

"And it turned out to be un-play act-

ing," Mehta continues, "because his

role calls for someone who has just ar-

rived in India for the first time, which

is exactly what happened to Don. Don
enjoys cooking, and is adventurous

—

not someonewho is outwardly adven-

turous, but enough to say, 'Why am 1

on this compound? 1 would rather be

out in the mountains.'"

TRAVEL TSP
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In Cooking with Stella, a jaunty

comedy of manners about a Cana-

dian-Indian culture clash, McKel-

lar plays Michael, a chef who has

been relocated to India through his

Canadian diplomat wife (Lisa Ray).

Frustrated by being housebound,
Michael asks his servant Stella

(Seema Biswas) to give him lessons

in Indian cooking. He is not quick to

notice that Stella is also an amateur
con artist. For McKellar, who spe-

cializes in weak or nebbish charac-

ters, the self-aware and bemused
Michael is an intriguing departure.

Mehta referred to McKellar be-

ing a last-minute replacement. Was
there a disagreement with the pre-

vious actor over his interpretation

of the character?

"Not so much as he started

making suggestions on changing

the lines of the other actors, and

I thought that was the director's

prerogative...and if you ask me his

name, I've forgotten it!"

"Forgotten..." says McKellar.

Doesn't being thrown into a char-

acter just two weeks before shoot-

ing present a major challenge? "To-

tally," says McKellar, "but I think

1 respond to that kind of fear and

challenge, and I think 1 know enough

about myself that 1 like being forced

to sink or swim. 1 wouldn't neces-

sarily do it for every part, but in this

case 1 did feel it would help feed the

part because it was being thrown

into a new culture. And 1 knew Lisa

a little so 1 thought, 'Well, she can

be my wife. I'll allow that.'"

"Do you remember when she asked

me, 'How come we don't kiss?'" asks

Mehta.

"Yes, yes, she kept wanting to put

kissing in. I was not objecting, I want

to point out..."

"1 put my foot down on that. 'You

do not need to kiss each other!' If

you're comfortable with each oth-

er, it shouldn't necessarily have to

be kissing. I mean you do not have

to get into [trenching] each other,

it's alright..."

Mehta co-wrote the screen-

play with his sister, the esteemed
Deepa Mehta (director of Water).

What was the creative dynamic of

this collaboration?

"A lot of screaming," says Mehta
cheerfully.

"He's not joking. They're brother

and sister," says McKellar.

"We would fight. There is disparity.

She has worked on my projects, I've

worked on her projects, we love each

other, and we are comfortable with

each other's contributions."

"They weren't fighting on the set,

I'd like to add," says McKellar.

"Oh, never. Never on the set, be-

cause we had actually finished the

script before we started filming,

which is sometimes not the case.. .it

was truly a collaborative thing. 1 have

lived more in India than Deepa has,

so I think as far as what is happening

with Stella's character was perhaps

more of my contribution, and Dee-

pa's contribution was more in terms

of Maya and Michael, the Canadians,

and their interactions with her. So
those were definitely some clearly

defined areas where her experience

is far greater."

"Of course, I would be a fool not to

draw from Deepa's experience," Meh-
ta continues. "At one point, I was also

mooting the idea of the two of us co-

directing the film and she said, 'Why
would do you want to do that?'

"I said, 'We can be Canada and In-

dia's answer to the Coen Brothers.'

She said, 'You're insane!'"

Cooking With Stella opens in theatres

March 19.
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The evolution

of man and his

best friend

JORDAN RIVERA

If you're a dog lover, you've prob-

ably favourited the top viral video

of 2009: "Bizkit the sleeping dog." In

the video, a sleepwalking dog named
Bizkit, most likely dreaming about

an intense squirrel chase, runs into

a wall, hard! No other video in 2009

has garnered so many "awww" and

"go get 'em, boy" comments.
Having a pet dog seems to connote

a certain personality type. My older

brother tells me how his Yorkshire

Terrier is to girls as honey is to bees

(while my aggressive Cocker Span-

iel leads to more lawsuit threats

than phone numbers). Dog owners

are seen as warm and responsible

individuals. Those who jog with

their dog are further characterized

as assertive, and people who enjoy

slobbery kisses from their dogs are

affectionate (albeit a bit weird).

Indeed, dog domestication is a

peculiar thing. Why have humans
chosen to align themselves so

closely with this animal? And why
have dogs chosen to participate in

this relationship?

Dogs and humans have become
each other's best friends for four

purposes: herding and hunting, an
early alarm system, a food source

for dogs, and companionship for

humans.

Based on the analysis of mito-

chondrial DNA, genetic evidence

'Wuddup, dawg!'

Dog Evolution

Protozoan Stage

suggests that dogs split from wolves

around 100,000 years ago. A skull

discovered from the Goyet Cave
in Belgium, dated 31,700 BP, is be-

lieved to be a wolf in transition to a

dog, as indicated by the shortened

snout. The earliest domesticated

dog found in China is from the early

Neolithic (9,000-7,800 BP) Jiahu site

in Henan Province. European Me-
solithic sites like Skateholm (7,250-

5,700 BP) in Sweden contain dog
burials, proving the value of dogs to

hunter-gatherer settlements. Dan-

ger Cave in Utah has the earliest

evidence of dog burial in the Ameri-

cas, from around 11,000 years ago.

It's clear that dog domestication

started long ago, even further back

than scientists believed as recently

as 2008.

A study published in Proceedings

Modern Dog
yeAR 3000 fUTUR£ ANIME

HAPpy Tine dogi

in the National Academy of Sciences

says that dog domestication may
have originated in North Africa, as

opposed to East Asia as previously

thought. Adam Boyko, research as-

sociate in the Department of Biologi-

cal Statistics and Computational Bi-

ology at Cornell University, and his

colleagues looked at three genetic

markers for 318 village dogs from

seven regions in Egypt, Uganda, and
Namibia. The scientists performed

a DNA analysis on a number of pu-

tatively African dog breeds, Puerto

Rican street dogs, and mixed breed

dogs from the United States.

The scientists determined genetic

diversity was just as high for the

African dogs as it was for the East

Asian village dogs that were the fo-

cus of the earlier research.

What is most interesting, howev-

er, is where domestication is taking

the dog species. More specifically,

the breeding practices have some
serious implications on treut diver-

sity.

Dog breeding is defined as inten-

tional mating to produce certain

qualities in offspring. These quali-

ties typically involve size, colour,

and fur, and have resulted in greater

genetic and phenotypic diversity.

A study published in The Ameri-

can Naturalist compared the skull

shapes of domestic dogs with

those of different species across

the order Carniuora, the wider

lineage that includes dogs, cats,

bears, weasels, and even seals and
walruses. The analysis found that

in domestic dogs, skull shapes var-

ied as much as those of this whole
group, and that the extremes in

diversity were farther apart in do-

mestic dogs than in the rest of the

order. For instance, the difference

in skull shape between a Collie

and a Pekingese is greater than

between a cat and a walrus.

"We usually think of evolution

as a slow and gradual process,"

co-author Abby Drake of the Col-

lege of the Holy Cross in Worcester,

Massachusetts told World Science.

"But the incredible amount of diver-

sity in domestic dogs has originated

through selective breeding in just

the last few hundred years, and par-

ticularly after the modern purebred

dog breeds were established in the

last 150 years." By contrast, the Car-

nivora as a whole date back at least

60 million years.

"Domestic dogs don't live in the

wild, so they don't have to run af-

ter things and kill them—their food

comes out of a tin and the toughest

thing they'll ever have to chew is

their owner's slippers," Klingenberg

said. "So they can get away with a

lot of variation that would affect

functions such as breathing and
chewing and would therefore lead

to their extinction."

Natural selection—the set of en-

vironmental pressures that drives

species to evolve as they adapt to

changing environments—has been
relaxed for pet dogs. In its place

humans employ artificial selection,

manipulating evolution to obtain

favourable features such as a "cute"

appearance. "Dogs are bred for

their looks, not for doing a job, so

there is more scope for outlandish

variations," said Drake.

Dog domestication also has strong

implications for understanding human

SEE 'DOG' -PG 12

Researchers find gene mutation responsible

for aggressive osteosarcoma tumours
ALEXANDRA IRENA EREMIA

_ Varsity^ Staff

I
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A new study analyzing the genetic

basis of osteosarcoma, a common
bone cancer, could make treatment

more effective. Graduate student

Ivan Pasic along with David Mal-

kin, a U of T professor and senior

scientist at Sick Kids Hospital, have

discovered a new chromosomal
region that may be an important

factor in osteosarcoma tumour de-

velopment, the disease Terry Fox

famously battled.

The study observed 49 different

tumours with high-resolution cam-
eras, capturing images of gene clus-

ters within the tumours. The previ-

ously unidentified gene mutation

was found on chromosome 3, where
a particular gene responsible for tu-

mour suppression is missing. "[The

gene is a] tumour suppressor whose
normal behavior is like the brake

of a car—it stops cancer cells from

growing," explains Malkin. When the

tumour suppressor gene is absent,

the tumour is more aggressive and

causes greater damage.

Scientists believe that gene ab-

normality occurs because osteo-

sarcoma tumours have an unstable

genome. While the cause of this gene

instability is not fully understood,

DNA and cell production within this

chromosomal region occur rapidly,

thus errors are frequent and not as

easily repaired. The high-velocity

replication therefore induces genet-

ic instability in the region.

The discovery of this new region-

al hotspot for gene abnormalities

was largely due to high-resolution

technology used to observe chro-

mosomes. Previous technologies

such as the CGH array for detecting

copy number variation provided

only a basic chromosomal map.

This is analogous to searching for

a house (in this case the particular

chromosome) and a street using a

city map. With the CGH array, "you

may be able to find the street but

you couldn't really see the house,"

explains Malkin. "The new technol-

ogy is like Google Maps with Street

View where you can see individual

cars and houses." The new technol-

ogy refined the earlier model by
identifying smaller chromosomal
and individual clusters rather than

larger regions.

The new treatment allows for

more specified osteosarcoma treat-

ment. The new discovery can in-

duce cell differentiation or genesis

between treatments. The presence

of this abnormality demonstrates,

even in the early detection stages,

signals to doctors that the patient

should undergo aggressive treat-

ment. Says Malkin: "If the patient

does not have this abnormality, we
would anticipate better prognosis.

providing them a lighter treatment,

preventing long-term complications

of therapy."

In order to identify whether the

individual possessed this specific

gene abnormality, clinicians per-

form a tumour biopsy, whereby
they extract and sequence a small

portion of tumour DNA. Compar-
ing the sequenced pattern with the

pattern previously identified in the

study shows whether the tumour is

threatening or if it is nonaggressive,

and helps prescribe treatment.

Additionally, through observation

and understanding of individual gene

function, new drugs target and en-

gage specific abnormalities and may
be able to reverse abnormal effects.

Osteosarcoma is the most com-
mon bone tumour in humans, with

2.8 per million children diagnosed

annually. While this may not count

as a significant portion of the child

and youth population (who are

the most susceptible to osteosar-

coma), the 40 per cent mortality

rate of tumour patients shows the

cancer's severity.

In the future, this study will expand
to include a larger sample of bone
cancer tumours, not only to verify

that the same gene mutations occur
within other tumours, but also to un-

derstand why the alterations occur
and if the specific genes possess ad-

ditional functions and characteristics

that could be targeted in the develop-

ment of osteosarcoma therapies.

The project was funded by the Ca-

nadian Institute of Health I^esearch

and was published in 2009 in Cancer
Research. The novel research tech-

nology offers a practical clinical ap-

proach capable of treating individ-

ual patients in a short time period.

"The most important thing is [that]

we are studying things that we fore-

see as having immediate potential

help to patients," sciid Malkin.
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Why your mother may have been

wrong about men with tattoos
CRYSTAL VINCENT

Women are accused of preferring

men with Harleys, cigars, and a bad
attitude, a.k.a. bad boys, often brand-

ed with tattoos and piercings. Maybe
it's true that nice guys finish last, at

least when it comes to attracting

women. What is it that is so attractive

about rebellious men? The danger?

Their blatant disregard for rules? Or
perhaps it is their risk-taking behav-

iour? It appears that female prefer-

ence for tattooed and pierced men
(hereon referred to simply as "reb-

els") is actually a preference for men
with good genes.

Current research at the Polish

Academy of Sciences' Institute of An-

thropology in Wroclaw, Poland, sug-

gests that tattoos and piercings may
communicate to potential mates

that the bearer possesses good
genes. The idea is that only individu-

als with strong immune systems can

afford to put themselves at risk of

contracting the infections and dis-

eases associated with tattoos and
piercings. Much of an animal's im-

munocompetence (the body's ability

to produce an immune response) is

genetically determined. Therefore,

finding a partner with a strong im-

mune system is valuable, since off-

spring will inherit your partner's su-

perior immune response genes.

One possible explanation of the

seemingly innate attraction to rebel-

lious humans (especially among fe-

males) is the handicap hypothesis.

The handicap hypothesis proposed

by biologist Amotz Zahavi in 1975

suggests that genetically superior

or "high quality" individuals can

afford to invest in costly mating sig-

nals, while this cost would be too

great for an individual of inferior

quality to incur. If the handicap hy-

pothesis explains female attraction

to rebels, we would expect tattoos

and piercings to be more common in

high-quality individuals.

Symmetry is thought to be an in-

dicator of healthy development in

animals, and previous studies have

found that when asked to rate the at-

tractiveness of individuals, people

with more symmetrical bodies con-

sistently ranked highest. When the

level of body symmetry was mea-
sured in 200 rebels and non-rebels,

investigators found a significantly

higher symmetry amongst rebel-

lious men than in non-rebellious

men. Professor Darryl Gwynne, sex-

ual selection and mating systems

specialist from the University of To-

ronto Mississauga, warns that sym-

metry as a quality proxy is still de-

batable, and finding that rebellious

individuals tend to be more sym-
metrical suggests that the handicap

hypothesis is functioning in human
mating practices.

Scientists studying mating systems

and sexual selection have long em-
phasized the importance of signal-

ling in animal mating behaviour. The
belief that symmetry is a good indica-

tor of an individual's quality is rooted

in the assumption that "if you come
through all of [your] development

without losing symmetry, you're of

higher quality [...] though the evi-

dence supporting symmetry in non-

human animals is sparse and there is

much criticism of the research done

to date," says Gwynne. Honest signals

are traits that are costly to produce

and are thus correlated with an in-

dividual's quality; they are therefore

the best traits to use when evaluating

members of the opposite sex. This

is in contrast to "dishonest signals,"

which are susceptible to exploita-

tion. Examples of dishonest signals

used in human mating systems are

abundant and include high heels, per-

fume, makeup, hair pieces, and so on.

Whether the investigators in this

study have truly identified a human
case of the handicap hypothesis is de-

batable. In order for tattoos and pierc-

ings to serve as a signal of a strong im-

mune system, there would need to be

a real threat of infection and disease

resulting from these body modifica-

tions. Though this danger may have

been true in the not-so-distant past,

it is definitely not the case in modern
society, where health regulations re-

move the threat of virtually all risks

associated with tattoos and piercings.

One interesting observation the in-

vestigators made was that symmetry
was only higher in male rebels and

not in females. That is, only male reb-

els appear to be signalling good genes

through their rebellious behaviour.

This finding is not entirely surprising

since females are rarely the sex that

is being evaluated in mating systems

and therefore they are usually not re-

quired to produce elaborate signals to

attract males.

However, it does raise the ques-

tion, why are females partaking in

this mate-signalling behaviour of tat-

toos and piercings? With the dawn of

health regulations and increased sani-

tation, it is possible that women have

decided to adopt this mating signal,

thus stripping it of its original mean-
ing. Perhaps men will now have to en-

gage in increasingly risky practices in

order to honestly signal their quality.

'DOG' -CONTINUED FROM PG 11

social behaviour. Cooperation, at-

tachment to people, the ability to

imitate, and understanding human
verbal and non-verbal commands
are just a handful of the social be-

haviours we share with dogs. A
publication in the journal Advances
in the Study of Behaviour suggests

that shared environment has led

to the emergence of functionally

shared behavioural features in dogs
and humans and, in some cases,

functionally analogous underlying

cognitive skills.

"In my view, pet dogs can be re-

garded in many respects as 'pre-

verbal infants in canine's cloth-

ing,'" lead author Jozsef Topal told

Discovery News, adding that many
dog-owner relationships mirror hu-

man parental bonds with children.

In one of many recent studies con-

ducted by the team, Topal and his

colleagues taught both a 16-month-

old human child and mature dogs

to repeat multiple demonstrated ac-

tions on verbal command—"Do it!"

shouted in Hungarian.

The actions included turning

around in circles, vocalizing, jump-
ing up, jumping over a horizontal

rod, putting an object into a con-

tainer, carrying an object to the

owner or parent, and pushing a rod

to the floor.

The dogs "performed surprisingly

well and at a comparable level to the

16-month-oId child," Topal added.

The study supports the notion

that dogs exhibit all three types of

social behaviour that humans devel-

oped when they split from chimpan-

zees six million years ago. These in-

clude sociality, loyalty, and reduced

aggression. The second is synchro-

nization, where following social

rules strengthens group unity. And
the third is constructive reality,

whereby dogs cooperate and com-
municate to achieve shared goals.

Human social behaviour is also

very fluid and dependent on envi-

ronment. How it changes dog do-

mestication and interspecies rela-

tions is still unknown.
The human-dog relationship is

unique to evolutionary history.

After all, what wouldn't we do for

man's best friend?

i Explain my BRAIN WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

Intelligence

You've probably wondered (although may-

be not out loud) why it is you're so smart.

What makes us intelligent and how do we mea-

sure it? And most importantly, what exactly are

we measuring?

Rese£u-ch on the nature of intelligence took

off in the late 19th century thanks to Charles

Darwin's half cousin. Sir Francis Galton. In his

book, Hereditary Genius, Galton traced the

number of successful individuals across gener-

ations in a variety of family trees, and conclud-

ed that genius must run in families. Incidentally,

he included his own family tree in the analysis

and labelled himself in the genius category.

Later research by Charles Spearman in 1904

concluded that performance on one cognitive

task is correlated with performance on a vari-

ety of other cognitive tasks. In other words, if

you're good at one thing, you'll tend to be good

at everything. This idea has been the inspira-

tion for decades of intelligence research still

used today.

However, the most popular way to measure

intelligence is the Stanford-Binet Intelligence

Scale, otherwise known as the IQ test. First cre-

ated in 1916, this test is updated regularly and is

intended to measure intellectual potential rath-

er than current knowledge. It doesn't measure

how much you know, but rather how well you

can think on your feet when you're given novel

problems to solve.

Research shows that IQ scores are moder-

ately correlated with school grades, and more
strongly correlated with the number of years

of school completed. That said, this relation-

ship is most probably bidirectional. High IQ

can lead to academic success, but schooling

also positively affects IQ.

Wfiile IQ tests were originally created to

predict school performance, the public con-

ception has misrepresented these tests as

measures of general mental ability. In particu-

lar, critics have claimed that the tests don't

tap into social competence, practical problem

solving, creativity, or artistic talent.

In one study by Robert Sternberg, partici-

pants were asked to list examples of intel-

ligent behaviour. The analysis showed that

popular conceptions of intelligence fell into

three general categories: verbal intelligence,

practical intelligence, and social intelligence.

Sternberg noted that despite the public no-

tion of intelligence encompassing a number
of different skills, IQ tests only assess verbal

intelligence. Sternberg has gone on to develop

a triarchic theory of human intelligence which

includes contextual, experiential, and compo-

nential subtheories.

The contextual element of the theory claims

that intelligence is a culturally defined concept.

In other words, what is considered intelligent be-

haviour depends on the context in which you are

behaving. The experiential subtheory aims to

clarify the relationship between experience and

intelligence. There are two components to this

relationship: how well can you deal with novel

situations, and how well do you perform on fa-

miliar tasks? Finally, the componential subthe-

ory claims that intelligence is made up of three

components: meta-knowledge, performance,

and knowledge-acquisition.

Another issue that arises from studies of in-

telligence is the question of what makes a child

gifted. In general, government and school board

policies select children for gifted programs

based solely on their IQ scores. In so doing, they

ignore important considerations like creativity

and leadership.

One impressive study on giftedness in chil-

dren started in 1921 and was led by psychologist

Lewis Terman. The study followed 1 ,500 children

with IQ scores averaging 150, and is ongoing to-

day—making it the longest running study in psy-

chology to date. Terman found that his group of

gifted children tended to be above average in

height, weight, strength, emotional adjustment,

and mental health. These children also grew up
to be very successful: by their middle age, they

had produced 92 books, 235 patents, and 2,200

scientific articles. Other studies have found that

high-IQ children tend to be above average in so-

cial and emotional development.

However, additional research has shown that

high-lQ children do not all become successful in

later life, and many successful adults were not

gifted as children.

Following the lead of cognitive research, many
scientists have proposed that to measure gen-

eral intelligence in children and adults, we must

use a wide variety of tasks. In other words, there

are different kinds of skills included under the

overall intelligence umbrella.

A great deal of research has focused on

emotional intelligence, which is the ability to

perceive and express emotion, incorporate

emotion in thought, reason with emotion, and

regulate emotions.

Harvard professor Howard Gardner is fa-

mous for his theory of multiple intelligences,

which include linguistic, spatial, logic-mathe-

matical, bodily kinesthetic, musical, naturalist,

Interpersonal, and intrapersonal intelligence.

Gardner claims that each domain of intelli-

gence has a unique biological basis and course

of development. What's more, individuals vary

in their levels of different intelligences, but a

lengthy education is needed to transform po-

tential into mature ability.

This research is good news to those of us

who are wondering what our tuition is really

going to. As it turns out, more school really can

make us smarter.
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Varsity Blues defensive back Derek Batchelor impresses at CFL Evaluation Camp

GEORGE LIANG

March 13was not a particularlypleasant day. The
prospect of losing an hour of sleep during day-

light savings, coupled with heavy rain and fero-

cious wind gloomed over the city of Toronto. But

this didn't have any effect on the athletes in the

Park Hyatt Hotel in downtown Toronto, where 54

football prospects were invited to the CFL Evalu-

ation Camp, hoping to catch the eyes of coaches

and scouts for a chance to play in the league. The
two-day event started with the individual drills:

the 40-yard dash, vertical jump, standing jump,

the short shuttle, and of course, a Calvin Klein

modeling show where players stripped down to

their undies for official measurement.

One of those models was Varsity Blues star

defensive back Derek Batchelor. The 511",

190-pound Mississauga native has been an inte-

gral part of Blues defence. He led the team in solo

tackles in three of the past four years and arrived

at the camp coming off one of his finest seasons,

recording a team-high 50 tackles in eight games
and being ranked seventh in the OUA.

As the sole representative of the Varsity Blues,

Batchelor said that it was a great honour to be in

his hometown and home school to play host to

this event.

"I was very nervous," said Batchelor. "I was
confident coming into Ccunp. But I hear every-

body here is a freak. All the best athletes in Can-

ada are gathered here and I am excited to just

have a chance to show my stuff."

To get invited to the camp, players have to get

voted in by all CIS coaches across the country.

As a result, a player not only has to be excellent,

but consistent in every game to earn the confi-

dence of all coaches. In the camp, Batchelor re-

assured that confidence, performing admirably

in all drills, particularly the 40-yard dash. He
posted an impressive 4.56, ranking fourth out of

all defensive backs and tied for 10th overall.

"I felt I did really well. There's always room for

improvement, but it's been a great experience,"

commented Batchelor. He also mentioned that

his unorthodox major, computer science, has

helped him become a better athlete. "Most of

the athletes here are arts majors [enrolled in

programs like] history and sociology. But I

find that computer science enables me to think

more critically and react more quickly at game
time. At the same time, my major has relatively

fewer classes with more projects, kind of like

football with few games and lots of practices.

Every week, 1 have to manage my time very well

to fit in all the plans."

The Sunday event had some interesting

sights. The Varsity dome was evidently not high

enough for Guelph kicker Rob Maver. One of his

massive punts just hit the top of the bubble. This

year also featured a deep pool of wide receivers,

most notably Steven Turner of Bishop's Univer-

sity, who smashed the 40-yard dash record with

a time of 4.31.

The Blues had cinother challenging season

this past year, finishing 1-7. But looking back

to the past season, Batchelor spoke with great

pride. "Everybody trained so hard and fought

so hard to win every game. We have many great

rookies this year [roughly half of the Blues 2009-

10 rosters are players in their first year of eligi-

bility] and we are continuing to improve. The

coaches have prepared us well and I want to

come back next year and lead the team in solo

tackles agciin. We want to win every game."

On whether he has a preferred team for the

draft, Batchelor modestly stated that he just

"wants a chance." "I have been dreaming of this

since I was a kid," exclciimed Batchelor, "being

able to get a chance to play in a professional

league. And being paid for doing what I love,

playing football, wow, that's amazing and I feel

so blessed." Indeed, besides skills, Batchelor

also brings some of the most sought-after intan-

gibles to the table: competitiveness and passion.

"We are pleasantly surprised by the pool of

talent showcased in the last two days," com-
mented one Argo coach. "We are actually leav-

ing here with more questions than answers."

Well, I left the camp with a resounding emswer:

Derek Batchelor has a bright future ahead of

him. If he was not on the map already, he has

now definitely put himself in the mix as one of

the top prospects. I hope he dons a CFL jersey

in six weeks after the CFL Dreift and dons a few

Grey Cup rings in the years to come.

The Kid is just alright

Sidney Crosby is not the only young NHL star deserving of hype

After scoring the game-winning goal for Team Canada at the Olympics,

Sidney Crosby has received even more hype. But is he worthy of it?

ELISABETH LARATTA
Varsity Staff

With all of the media coverage continu-

ously surrounding Canada's poster boy,

Sidney Crosby, who has appeared on

the cover of Sports Illustrated twice this

year alone, it is often easy to forget the

rest of Canada's young hockey talent.

Our country produces skilled hockey

players in such great numbers that one

must ask if Crosby is really all that de-

serving of this constant lime light.

If you know me personally, you
probably just took a second look at

the previous sentence. You're also

probably in complete shock and
disbelief that I am writing an article

de-praising The Kid, considering I

have been an avid fan, even an ad-

mirer of Crosby since his days back

in Junior. Even if you don't know me,

you must surely be questioning how
someone can criticize Crosby after he

reaffirmed Canada's hockey preemi-

nence, winning the 14th gold medal of

the Winter Games last month in sud-

den-death overtime against the U.S.

You need not panic. In no way am
1 trying to take anything away from

Crosby, but 1 do think that it is about

time that some of the other young Ca-

nadian superstars were praised for

their tremendous on-ice performances.

Perhaps the spotlight shines on The Kid

because he somehow mcmages to do
his best work when it counts the most,

but nonetheless, young NHL stars such

as Jonathan Toews, Eric Staal, Ryan
Getzlaf, Rick Nash, Drew Doughty, and
Duncan Keith are more than deserving

of a little praise.

Jonathon Toews is captain of the

Chicago Blackhawks at only 21 years of

age, and is currently the youngest team
captain of any franchise in the league.

SEE 'NHL' -PG 15
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What Madness is this?

The Varsity's overview of the NCAA March Madness Tournament

DANIEL TSIOKOS
^Varsity Staff

Tuesday marked the beginning of the

2010 NCAA Division 1 College Basket-

ball Championship, better known as

March Madness. Arkansas-Pine Bluff

beat Winthrop, earning a spot in the

64-team bracket and a first-round

matchup against the Duke Blue Dev-

ils—yikes.

For all of you who scrambling to fill

in your brackets this morning, you're

probably wondering if you're looking

at the right bracket. Where is North

Carolina? Arizona? Connecticut? In-

diana? UCLA? And who the heck are

Lehigh, Wofford, and Sam Houston?
Filling out your bracket becomes
harder without these perennial pow-
erhouses playing and now you actu-

ally have to know something about

college basketball. Have no fear,

bracket-busters. Here's a breakdown
of tournament favourites, dark hors-

es, and players to watch for.

FAVOURITES

Midwest: Kansas received the

number-one seed in America and
was rewarded with the toughest of

the brackets. Though they have an

easy opening round opponent in Le-

high, their only two losses this year

came against Tennessee and Okla-

homa State, and guess what? Both

of these teams are in the Midwest,

along with third-ranked Georgetown.

West: Syracuse got the number-
one seed in the region in a contro-

versial manner. Centre Arinze Onu-
aku was expected to be ready to

play after suffering an injury that

was listed as a strained hamstring,

but as soon as the Orangemen
were given the top spot. Coach Jim

Boeheim announced that Onuaku
would not be able to play in the first

round. Smart play by Boeheim, since

knowledge of the true condition of

the injury would have cost them
the first-overall seed and probably

would have seen it handed to West
Virginia. Instead, Syracuse gets to

face No. 16 Vermont, an easy task for them
even without Onuaku, and a relatively easy

road until the regional semi-finals, where
they could face second seed Kansas State or

third seed Pittsburgh.

East: The Kentucky Wildcats are the top-

ranked team in this region and should be,

but West Virginia firmly believes they were

robbed of a top seed by Syracuse. Look for

them to show those bracketologists they were

wrong, as they won eight of their last nine

games coming into the tournament.

South: Duke has arguably the easiest path

to the Elite Eight, but that's where the free ride

ends. They'll finally run into some real com-

petition in one of Villanova, Baylor, or Notre

Dame. The easy three games to start the tour-

ney may prove crucial for Duke, as they are

the most beatable of the number-one seeds.

CINDERELLAS

Midwest: Out of all the first-round match-

ups, the most likely upset will come at the

hands of Georgia Tech. Projected top-five

NBA pick Derrick Favors is likely to dominate

Oklahoma State's paint, along with fellow big

Will star point guard John Wall lead Kentucky to the Final Four this year?

man Gani Lawal. Despite OSU having James
Anderson, Big 12 player of the year, G-Tech

should pull off the upset if they can keep him

from hitting his threes. In the second round,

look for guard Scottie Hopson to lead sixth-

ranked Tennessee over number-three George-

town. The Volunteers beat both Kansas and

Kentucky this season, and the Hoyas are go-

ing to be a mere stepping stone for Tennessee

to get their chance to play them again and

try to prove that they deserved better than a

sixth seed.

West: Where do I begin? After Minnesota's

convincing win over Purdue in the Big Ten

semi-final, it's hard not to take them at the

11th seed to upset number-six Xavier. Also,

look for UTEP to oust Butler in the first round

and No. 13 Murray State to frustrate a weak
number four in Vanderbilt. The second round

is likely to have the highest seeds advancing,

but if 1 had to pick one, I would pick seventh-

ranked BYU to bounce number-two Kansas

State.

East: With exceptions to Kentucky, West

Virginia, and New Mexico, there are no sure-

fire bets in any of the other matchups. No. 12

Cornell is most likely to pull off an early up-

set and will send number-five Temple home

early. Also, don't sleep on No. 10 Missouri, as

Clemson may quickly get frustrated with the

Tigers' full-court press for a full 40 minutes.

Fourth-ranked Wisconsin is the least athletic

out of any fourth seed and could run into

some trouble with the physical play against

No. 13 Wofford. Even number-six Marquette

could be sent packing, as Washington, with

the 11th seed, has superstars Quincy Pondex-

ter up front and Isaiah Thomas in the back-

court, combining for 36.9 points per game.

South: Don't bet against Purdue, at least

not in the first round. True, they got absolute-

ly annihilated by Minnesota in the Big Ten
playoffs, but this was a team destined for a

second seed before Robbie Hummel tore his

ACL. They won more games than they lost

without him, and E'Twaun Moore and JaJuan
Jackson have been great in his absence, com-
bining for 31.8 points per game. I could see
No. 12 Utah State kicking number five Texas
A&M out of the tourney and then upsetting

Purdue in the second round. Don't be sur-

prised if you see Notre Dame making some
noise, as Luke Harangody's return to the
lineup has been impactful off of the bench,
knocking out Baylor in the second round,
and then Scottie Reynolds and his Villanova
Wildcats in the Sweet Sixteen.

PLAYERS TO WATCH

John Wall, Kentuclcy: One
of the Wildcats' premier fresh-

men. Wall is projected to be a

top-two pick (if not first overall) in

this year's NBA draft. A finalist for

the NCAA Player of the Year, he

has led Kentucky to a number-two
national ranking with 16.9 points,

6.4 assists, and 4.2 rebounds per

game.

Da'Sean Butler, West
Virginia: One of the top scorers

in Mountaineers history, Butler is

looking to ride the hot streak his

team is on, winning eight of their

last nine games and winning the

Big East Championship.

Evan Turner, Ohio State:
In December, Turner fractured

bones in his back after falling flat

on his back on a missed dunk. He
missed eight weeks, but seemed
to have never missed a step as he

is still a projected top-two pick

in this year's NBA draft, averag-

ing 20 points, nine rebounds, and
six assists per game, and win-

ning this year's NCAA Player of

the Year award and the Big Ten
Championship.

DeMarcus Cousins,
Kentucky: Projected to be a

top-five NBA draft pick this year.

Cousins is Kentucky's other fresh-

man, though he doesn't play like

one. Dominating the paint on both

ends of the floor, look for him to

add to his 18 double-doubles, fifth

in the nation.

Aubrey Coleman,
Houston: After serving a sus-

pension last year for stomping

on the face of Arizona's Chase

Budinger, Coleman has come back

with a vengeance. The nation's

leading scorer at 25.6 points per

game is going to keep doing just

that to help his Cougars try to out-

last Maryland in the first round.

CANADIAN CONTENT

Andy Rautins of Syracuse, though born in the

U.S., plays for Team Canada, so he qualifies as

a Canadian. The GTA's Devoe Joseph is playing

for Minnesota, Andre Wilkins is suiting up for

Cornell and Junior Cadougan is on Marquette's

roster. Gonzaga has four Canadians on their

roster, Rob Sacre (BC), Bol Kong (BC), Man-
gisto Arop (AL), and Kelly Olynyk (BC), who is

the son of former U of T basketball coach Ken
Olynyk. Montreal boasts four players in the

tournament: Kris Joseph at Syracuse, Francis-

Cedric Martel at Richmond, Maurice Joseph at

Vermont, and Hernst LaRoche at New Mexico

State. Also at New Mexico State is Hamilton's

Tyron Watson.

So how do I predict to the NCAA Championship

to pan out? Ohio State will come out of the

Midwest with a victory over Kansas, Syracuse

over Pittsburgh in the West, Kentucky over

West Virginia in the East, and in the South,

Baylor will send Duke packing (okay, I MAY
be a little biased on this one). In the end, my
Wildcats will trounce Syracuse and be the

team to cut down the mesh.
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Following the 2007-08 season, he was

nominated for the Calder Memorial Tro-

phy for rookie of the year. During last

year's playoffs, Toews captained his

young team to the Western Conference

Finals. This year, he led Chicago into

their current second-place standing in

the league, guaranteeing them a spot in

the playoffs.

In Vancouver, Toews exceeded all

expectations as he progressed from

a fourth-liner into the eventual top

forward of the Olympic tournament.

Toews led the Canadian team with a

tournament total of eight points and an

astounding plus-nine rating. On top of

being named best forward, he was also

an all-star selection of the tournament.

Eric Staal, at the age of 25, was re-

cently named team captain of the Car-

olina Hurricanes. In 2006, when he and

the Hurricanes won the Stanley Cup,

he led the team and the league during

the playoffs with 28 points. Last year,

the Hurricanes made it to the Eastern

Conference Finals but were eliminated

by the eventual winners, the Pitts-

burgh Penguins, and Staal was a major

team contributor as he led the team

in playoff points and was ninth in the

league overall.

After winning the gold in Vancouver,

Staal was the only new player to gain

entry into the Triple Gold Club, which

is awarded to players or coaches who
have won the three most important

hockey championships: a World Cham-
pionship gold medal, an Olympic gold

medal, and a Stanley Cup.

Ryan Getzlaf is currently an alter-

nate captain of the Anaheim Ducks

at 24 years of age. In 2007, when the

Ducks won the Stanley Cup for the

first and only time in franchise history,

Getzlaf lead the team in playoff points.

In last year's playoffs, he was ranked

sixth in overall league points, which

is a tremendous feat considering that

Anaheim only made it to the Western

Conference semi-finals. Getzlaf played

in the NHL All Star game in both 2008

and 2009. He also tied for second in

team points during the Olympics with

three goals and four assists to tally

seven total tournament points.

Rick Nash is currently the captain of

the Columbus Blue Jackets at 25 years

old. In 2002, he was selected first over-

all in the NHL entry draft and was nomi-

nated for the Calder Memorial Trophy

in his rookie season. In 2004, he won
the Maurice Richard Trophy, awarded

to the leading goal scorer in the NHL.

Nash appeared in the NHL All Star game
in 2004, 2007, 2008, and 2009. Last year,

with Nash as their team captain, the

Blue Jackets made their first playoff ap-

pearance ever in franchise history and

had previously been the only team to

have never made the playoffs.

Drew Doughty, who is a defenceman

for the Los Angeles Kings, just turned

20 years old, making him the young-

est player on the Canadian National

hockey team that won gold in Vancou-

ver. Doughty was selected for the Team
Canada roster over defensive stars such

as Robyn Regehr, Jay Bouwmeester,

Dion Phaneuf, and Mike Green. Consid-

ering his age. Doughty needed to prove

that his selection for the roster was war-

ranted. Doughty surpassed all expecta-

tions and ended the tournament with a

plus-six ranking.

Duncan Keith is currently an alter-

nate captain and defenceman for the

Chicago Blackhawks. At only 26 years

old, Keith is my early prediction for this

year's Norris Trophy for top defence

player in the NHL, as he has turned

himself into a spectacular player this

season by surpassing his career high to-

tals in goals, assists, and points. On De-

cember 3, 2009, Keith extended his time

in Chicago by 13 years with a $72-mil-

lion contract, the richest in Blackhawk

history. Keith is currently ranked the

second-highest defencemen in points

in the league, behind Mike Green. In

Vancouver, Keith lead Canada in ice

time and ended the tournament with

six points and a plus-six rating, quite

impressive for a defenceman.

1 don't blame Crosby for all the atten-

tion he gets as he is well-deserving most

of the time, but the media focuses solely

on Crosby to the point that other play-

ers' accomplishments have become un-

recognized. Yes, Crosby is team captain

of the latest Stanley Cup winning fran-

chise. Yes, Crosby did seal the deal in

Vancouver with his game-winning goal

in overtime. But the new postseason is

soon approaching and Crosby cruised

through the Olympic tournament and

certainly did not play up to his usual

standards until the last period of the

last game. Forwards such as Jarome

Iginla, Jonathan Toews, Eric Staal, Rick

Nash, Corey Perry, and the San Jose

Shark line compiled of Joe Thornton,

Dany Heatley, and Patrick Marleau put

on a tremendous show during their two

weeks in Vancouver, but it was Crosby

who was praised as King of Canada on

that glorious Sunday.

Undoubtedly, scoring in overtime

to win gold for your country should

get you praise, and lots of it, but we
must shine light on the fact that we
wouldn't have made it to that final

game, or even to that final period,

if it weren't for the other players

throughout the tournament.

That being said, it just wouldn't have

felt right if it hadn't been our modern

day prince charming, Sidney Crosby,

who scored in overtime last month to

clinch the gold.

check it out at

niagara.edu/graduate

Graduate Degree Programs

Want a degree that will make a difference in your life?

Then check out the outstanding graduate programs at

niagara.edu/graduate

Master of Education The areas only private university

that's both NCATE accredited and recognized by the Ontario Ministry of

Training. Niagara offers progranns in Teacher Education, Educational Leadership,

School Counseling, School Psychology, Mental Health Counseling, Special

Education and Literacy.

Master of Business Administration With a nationally acclaimed faculty,

practice-oriented curriculum and AACSB accreditation, Niagara lets you

complete your MBA in as little as sixteen months with convenient weekday

evening or Saturday classes.

Master of CriminalJustlce A traditional master's program and the area's only

five-year BS/MS program in Criminal Justice Administration lets Niagara meet

the needs of both incoming freshmen and working professionals.

Master of Arts-Interdisciplinary Studies An innovative curriculum that crosses

traditional disciplinary boundaries allows each student to design his or her own
degree. If you've always wanted to pursue a Master's degree but have been

unable to find the right program, we can help you meet your goals.

To see how Niagara can make a difference

in your career, visit

www.niagara.edu/graduate

1.800.462.2111

e-mail admlssions@niagara.edu

Niagara^ University
Education That Mattes a Difference

Office of Graduate Admissions

BailoHall PO Box 2011

Niagara University, NY 14109-2011

This year, Ernst & Young

has 32 reasons to celebrate.

Thank you University of Toronto.

We can't wait to welcome our brightest new colleagues. Fronn the monnent you walk through the doors,

you'll hit the ground running. Look forward to a career that challenges you, offers diverse global opportunities and

on-the-job training that will help you realize your true potential. Congratulations on moving forward with the

organization named to FORTUNE'S "100 Best Places to Work For" list for the 12th year in a row.
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Ali Abid

Andree Beaupre

Absar Beg

Jordan Boye, intern

Sharlane Bugarin, intern

Chris Chang, intern

Amy Chen, intern

Lindsey Chen

Litao Chi

Sarwar Choudhury, intern

Lian Chu, intern

Jeff de Sousa

Mark El Masarani, intern

Stephanie Federico, intern

Dayna Fernandes, intern

Cirline Han, intern

Alfred Ho

Lisa Hua

Mark Kubisheski

Santhosh Kumar

Shreya Lathia

Eugene Lee

Michael Levshin

Alike Matta

Kim Phung Espinera

Eddie Shiu

Krista Skujins

Nishu Sodhi

Evgenia Suvorova

Maksym Tochinskiy

Dean Xiao

Mandy Yu

To launch your career, check out ey.com/ca/careers.
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The Hart House Literary

& Library Committee
and The Varsity present:

Getting Published: Howto

Avoid the Slush Pile

Got the makings of the next great novel sitting on your desk? Attend

this panel discussion before you send it in! Three industry experts

chat about everything that happens in publishing before a work gets

published, and what you can do to avoid the dreaded slush pile.

• Thursday, March 18, 7-9:30 p.m.

• South Dining Room, l-lart IHouse

• Refreshments provided

Sam Hiyate is president of The

Rights Factory, where his clients include

Margot Berwin, Kathryn Borel, Vanessa

Farquharson. David Gilmour. Shinan

Govani. Claire Letemendia. Imogen Lloyd

Webber and Mariko Tamaki. Before that

he ran the literary division of The Lavin

Agency. He is co-founder and former

editor/publisher of the litmag Blood &

Aphorisms (b+a) and the editor/publisher

of the avant-garde literary publisher

Gutter Press. Sam also teaches at Ryerson

University, U of T and has lectured on

publishing at Simon Fraser University,

Humber College, and Centennial College,

where he sits on the Publishing Advisory

Board. He has taught creative writing at a

private workshop in Toronto since 2000.

Greg loannou is president of

Colborne Communications, Canada's

largest editing company which he founded

in 1977. Since then, Greg has edited over

2,000 books, as well as magazines.

booklets, brochures, government reports,

and websites. He has also written a

smattering of books on topics ranging

from self-publishing to ghosts. He served

two terms as president of the Editors'

Association of Canada. Greg teaches fiction

editing in Ryerson's publishing program.

Billeh Nickerson, bfa (uvic),

MFA (UBC), is a writer, editor, performer,

producer and arts advocate who divides

his year between Toronto and Vancouver,

where he teaches creative writing at

Kwantlen Polytechnic University He is

the author of The Asthmatic Glassblower,

Let Me Kiss it Better: Elixirs for the Not

So Straight and Narrow, and his most

recent collection, McPoems. He is also the

co-editor of Seminal: the Anthology of

Canada's Gay Male Poets, and a former

editor of PRISM international and Event,

two of Canada's most respected literary

journals. In 2008, he served as Queen's

University's Writer in Residence.

HART HOUSE ]HHR theVARSlTY
www.harthouse.ca

HUMBER
The Business School

POSTGRADUATE
CERTIFICATES
FOR REWARDING CAREERS

FINANCIAL PLANNING

GLOBAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

MARKETING MANAGEMENT

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

ore
business. humber.ca

IT IS POSSIBLE

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

CAMP JOBS:

Hip/hop Dance Show choreographer,

Extreme In-Line Skate instructors, Rock-

Wall Climbing, Swim, Sail, Kayak, Wind-

surf, Waterski, Canoe, ice Hockey, Golf,

Tennis, Arts, Crafts, Pottery, Nursing Stu-

dent 2nd yr.-t-. Driver/Errands, Laundry.

Camp@mishmarcom

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!!

Tutor, 40 years' experience specializing in

MATH 135, 136, CHM 139, 247, ECO 220.

Past tests and exams available for prac-

tice. Reasonable rates, (416) 785-8898.

EDITING

EXPERT EDITOR

Thorough editing of theses, term

papers, and applications on hard copy

or computer file. Expertise in human
rights, world business, bestediting.ca

Call V. Smith, 416 690-2576.

Advertise in

theYARSlTY
ads@thevarsity.ca
416-946-7604

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for

eacfi additional word. Rates include one line of

bold type for ttie ad lieader. No copy changes

after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or

phone. Ads must be submitted at least four

days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21

Sussex Ave, Suite #306, Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6.

Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

THE CHANG SCHOOL

RYERSON UN'IVERSITY

Where Learning Leads'

= TO FIT IT ALL IN

There's no reason to be overwhelmed by a heavy

course load. Make life easier—get some courses under

your belt this summer. The G. Raymond Chang School

of Continuing Education at Ryerson University offers

degree courses that could serve as your electives.

And most of them can be completed on campus,

or through distance education.

Get your degree without getting burned-out. It is possible.

The G. Raymond Chang School

of Continuing Education

www.ryerson.ca/ce/springahead

BEAT THE RUSH
Classes start the week of May 3.

Due to high enrollment in Spring/Summer courses, it's

wise to enroll early Your university will require time to

approve your proposed transfer credits. Be sure to obtain

a Letter of Permission as soon as possible.

A Letter of Permission enables you to enroll in one or

more specific courses at another university—such as

The Chang School—without formal admission to that

institution. Upon completion, your transfer credits will

count towards your program of study
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Missing student 'l(illed in

battle' for Somali militia
Video claims Toronto man joined group linlced to Al-Qaeda

ELECTION RESULTS

ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

A video has surfaced on the Inter-

net claiming that Muhammed Elmi

Ibrahim, a U of T student who went
missing last year, has died fighting

for a group with ties to an Al-Qae-

da. The Toronto Star reported that

Ibrahim was the first of six Somali-

Canadian men who disappeared

from Toronto last year and who are

suspected of joining Al-Shabaab, a

youth militia group in Somalia. The
Ministry of Foreign Affairs has not

confirmed his death.

In the last two years, over 20 Somali

men have disappeared from Canada

and the U.S. to fight with Al-Shabaab,

according to the CBC.

The video provides scant details

of what happened, stating only that

Ibrahim was "killed in battle" and that

"he was firm cind calm, rushing toward

death." It shows a man purported to

be Ibrahim talking about the histori-

cal significcmce of a mountain in Saudi

Arabia. The opening paragraph that

accompanies the video states: "Glad

Tidings to the youth in Canada. Your

dear brother Mohamed al Muhajiri

has succeeded. Don't be sadden but

rather rejoice in the news of your dear

brother and follow his foot steps and

march forth in the ranks of the honest

mujahideen in Somalia."

Ibrahim had worshipped at the

Abu Huraira Centre and went by the

nickname "Canlish," a reference to

the Scarborough neighbourhood he

grew up in. An English major, he was
known in his community as bright,

well-spoken young man with a great

future. Omar Kireh, an administrator

at the Abu Huraira Centre, told report-

ers that while Ibrahim came to the

mosque frequently in his youth, his

attendance dropped off as soon as he

entered university. If the reports are

true, Kireh said, this would be a loss

for his family, community, and Cana-

dian society. "It's very sad...everyone

had high expectations from him," he

told the Star.

Ibrahim went on the traditional hajj

pilgrimage to Mecca, Saudi Arabia,

but did not return with his travelling

companions. Five other Somali Cana-

dian men, Mahad Ali Dhore, Khalid

Aden Noor, Mustafa Ali, Ahmed Heybe
Ahmed, and Abdirahman Yusuf, also

disappeared around the same time

and had also worshipped at the Abu
Huraira Centre.

Ibrahim's family, who are in mourn-

ing, have turned away reporters.

NO CHANGE

UTSU exec spots. For the
breakdown of votes and
demerits, SEE STORY BELOW

GAME ON

Pan Am sports complex's
construction costs.

SEE STORY PAGE 2

THE SUNSHINE SLATE
Students United wins all six

exec positions at UTM. For
full results, SEE NEXT ISSUE

Orange crushed
Incumbents defeat challengers as Stronger Together

wins all five exec positions

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Associate News Editor

The Stronger Together slate swept

the exec positions in the UTSU elec-

tion, according to unofficial results re-

leased on Saturday. Official results will

be cinnounced once the new board of

directors formally adopts the results

on April 30.

"This is by far the highest turnout

I can remember and it reflects a mes-

sage that both teams shared—to pro-

mote an engaged campus community,"

wrote president-elect Adam Awad in

an email to The Varsity. As current VP
university affairs, he was one of two in-

cumbent execs running on the Stron-

ger Together slate. Their opponents,

the Change slate, was composed of

leaders from college student councils.

This is the second year that Change

has lost to the incumbent slate.

Awad received 4,152 votes, while

Change presidential candidate Steve

Masse pulled in 2,977.

"It's like a college basketball team

going up against the Lakers," said Mike

Maher, the Change candidate forVP in-

ternal, who said he found out on Friday

night that he had lost. "We're a bunch

of students that have come together

with a common purpose, wanting

to change things, still being full-time

students, but we got pitted against a

cabal of paid student union staff and

their friends who all don't go to this

university."

In the email, Awad said both teams

relied on non-U of T students in the

campaign and that his campaign

adhered to elections procedures to

the best of their ability. "If you walk

around campus on any given day,

you'll encounter lots of people who in-

teract with U of Twho aren't students,"

he wrote. "...[M]ost students will tell

you that our campus is integrated into

Toronto and it's impossible to shut

ourselves off from outsides."

Student union execs from Ryerson

and York have been photographed

campaigning for Stronger Together at

St. George. Asked to confirm reports

that Krisna Saravanamuttu, president

of YFS, had been Ccimpciigning for

him at UTM, Awad wrote that he was
friends with Saravanamuttu and that

the latter had offered to help after a

meeting ended at UTM. Saravancmiut-

tu did not respond to requests from

The Varsity.

Masse told The Varsity in an earlier

interview that cill Chcinge volunteers

are U of T students.

"[The Stronger Together] campaign

has done nothing but libel and slander

my name to the point where candi-

dates on my slate are concerned about

passing federad government security

SEE 'UTSU' -PG 3

UNOFFICIAL RESULTS:

President

Masse, Steve: 2,977

Awad, Adam: 4,152

VP equity

James, Alyssa: 5,572

Sandhu, Danielle: 5,712

VP external

Finlay, James: 5,500

Wang,Zexi: 5,650

VP internal and services

Adenmosum, Roili: 5,648

Maher, Mike: 5,497

VP university affairs

Galvez, Maria: 4,570

Lu, Jimmy: 2,862

For board of directors results,

headtoutsu.ca/section/1104

UTSC gets credit/no

credit course option

Students can leave GPA off the transcript

for one course credit

SEMRA EYLULSEVI
Varsity Staff

UTSC students can now take one
class with the credit or no credit op-

tion as part of their degree. The St.

George campus's Curriculum Renew-
al Committee approved the option to

Arts and Science Students in 2008. It

is not available at UTM.
Under this option, the student's

mark in the class does not factor

into their GPA. Students need 60

per cent in the class to get a degree

credit, or CR, on their transcript.

Those with lower than 60 per cent

get a "no credit," or NCR.
"This option will give students an

opportunity to explore the various

courses on campus not at the ex-

pense of your GPA," reads an email

from Aisha Khaja, VP academics for

the Scarborough Campus Students'

Union, and UTSC student affairs

dean Tom Nowers.

Students need to choose the op-

tion before the last day to add the

course. The credit/no credit course

cannot count towards satisfying pro-

gram requirements. The decision.

once made, is final. The instructor,

however, is not told which individual

students in the class are doing the

course on that option.

"It took a little while for students

to grasp a couple of its features, that

they couldn't switch back if they

were getting 51 per cent or 90 per

cent, and that they shouldn't be us-

ing this to avoid a non-stellar mark
in one of their hard program-require-

ment courses," said Glenn Loney, as-

sistant dean of the arts and science

faculty. "But now that those things

are sorted out, it seems to work well.

They seem to like it and are taking

advantage of it," he said.

Execs of the Arts and Science

Students' Union want the option ex-

panded to two course equivalents.

"I think that because the breadth

requirements for the next academic
year are changing, the faculty should
consider increasing the opportunity

to exercise the CR/NCR option," said

ASSU executive member Grant Gon-
zales. ASSU president Gavin Nowlan
said the no credit option will allow

students to engage a wider variety of

courses and to take intellectual risks.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

U of A re-examines mental

health poiicv

The University of Alberta's board

of governors will vote on a mental

health policy later this month. The
program encourages staff and stu-

dents to report anyone on campus
displaying a change in behaviour

suggesting they could cause them-

selves or others harm.

A team would review the infor-

mation and assess the student.

Depending on the result, campus
security may be contacted.

The intention is that psychologi-

cal support will be made available

hours after a report is made. Dean
of students Frank Robinson said the

action is not disciplinary and that

the university cannot force some-
one to see a psychologist.

"But we can talk to them and
offer those services, make them
very available, if that would help

that person."

Programs like this one have been
developed after numerous school

shootings, including the mass kill-

ing at Virginia Tech, Robinson's

alma mater.

—CAROLYN ARNEH
Source: CBC News

Virginia Tech receives threats

A video and postings on YouTube
have threatened another attack

on Virginia Tech, nearly three

years after the deadly shooting.

A YouTube account called "nex-

tvirgtechkiller" sent threatening

messages like "the massacre Is

incoming," students have voiced

concerns for their safety.

The Virginia State Police and FBI

believe the threats emanate from

Italy and pose no direct threat to

the community.

varies

Steger has urged students to re-

main calm and continue their daily

routines, as there will be an in-

creased police presence through-

out the university. Students and
faculty have been instructed to

avoid visiting and replying to

threatening content on the Inter-

net and to report any suspicious

activities to the authorities.

—SASHAKALRA
Source: Associated Press, Virginia

Tech website

Groups decry proposed change

to Aboriginal student funding

The Macdonald-Laurier Institute

has released a new report criticizing

the current structure of post-sec-

ondaiy education funding for Ab-

originals. The current system, the

Post-Secondary Student Support

Program, allocates funds to band
councils, who in turn allocate funds

to the band members who qualify.

The report suggests scrapping

the current system and creating a

savings account for those who qual-

ify to ensure equal access to post-

secondary education. The sum pro-

vided to each student would remain

unchanged in the scheme.

Although the report says that

there would be no funding cuts,

both the Canadian Federation of

Students and the Assembly of First

Nations chastised the report, call-

ing its proposals "gimmicks" and

saying that the proposed struc-

ture does not address the needs of

the Aboriginal community. Neither

group commented on the report's

findings that the allocation of educa-

tion funding is corrupt.

--KAR1 VIERIMAA

Source: Globe and Mail

C. fights former student

over $20,000 loan

Former University of Victoria law

student Kent Glowinski is set to

face the B.C. government in small

claims court over $14,589 of stu-

dent loans borrowed more than

five years ago, at prime plus 2.5

per cent. He works for the federal

government in Ottawa.

The court date is the next chap-

ter of a year-long legal battle

complicated by a number of legal

filings made by Glowinski, Includ-

ing a claim that he never bor-

rowed the money and a claim that

student loans violate the Charter

of Rights.

Crown counsel submissions

describe Glowinski as a "a self-

absorbed, aggressive, and vexa-

tious litigant."

Glowinski, in an interview

with the Globe and Mail, said

the proceedings are "like a

scorched earth policy; 'Don't

fight the government or we will

take you down.'"

Early this year, Glowinski alleg-

edly offered to repay the loans

with interest. The province, how-
ever, appears determined to see

the case through and is set to re-

turn to court later in March.
Glinowski filed for bankruptcy

in 2004, but B.C. does not rec-

ognize bankruptcy as a defence

against student loan debts. Ac-

cording to B.C. Attorney-General

Mike de .long, "There is [the]

question of deterrent to others

who might see a lack of collection

action as an Indication that you
don t have to pay your bills."

—CHARLEY WANG
Source: The Victoria Times-

Colonist

What do you want your student union to do

next year?
PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO

Nirushan

1st Year Life Sci,

More work in fighting transportation fees

(TIC and GO) wouiobe very nice.

Animesh
4th YearMechEng
More liaising between the colleges to gf

better coordination for campus events.

Blaire

2nd YearHeuroscience,

To try to unite U of T as one, instead of

promoting the separation of the colleges.

2nd Year Cinema and Drama,
I like the idea of getting rid of traffic on St.

George.

Behram

1st Year life Sci,

Organizing more events geared at students who

don't live on campus. It can be very hard to get

to know people.

Arsalan

4th Year Mecli Eng,

I'd like to see more coordination with

clubs. They need to be more active in their

correspondence and stop wasting money on

useless campaigns.

UlSCgets

Pan Am levy

Students sign on to contribute $30 million

towards building sports complex

Abstain:
58 votes
2.5%

Spoiled:
77 votes

NATALIE SEQUEIRA
Varsity Staff

Students at UTSC have voted to

pass a levy to pay for construction

costs of the sports complex that

will host the 2015 Pan Am Games.
The referendum ran from March
17-19. It netted the highest ever

referendum turnout at UTSC, with

2,337 votes cast, a voter turnout of

23 per cent. Unofficial results were
released Sunday morning. Ratifi-

cation is expected at the board of

directors meeting on Wednesday,
March 24.

"I'm on campus right now and
it's pure excitement," said John
Kapageridis, president of the Scar-

borough College Athletics Associa-

tion. He said he realized there is a

lot of work to be done. "We do want
to address the concerns of the 'no'

voters. We want everyone realize

the potential of what is to come."

For over a month, campaigners
from both sides have been trying to

get students out to vote. Town hall

forums were held by both teams in

recent weeks.

"We are excited to learn from our
Student Union that our students

have decided to proceed with this

partnership," reads a press release

from UTSC principal Franco Vac-

carino. He called the complex an
outstanding legacy; "Because of

our shared vision and ongoing com-
mitment to work together, we are

able to bring about transformative

change for this campus."
Adrian Crutchley, a fourth-year

student and member of the "Vote
No" campaign, said he was glad

that the referendum elicited debate
that allowed students to make an
informed decision. "1 wish the No
side voters and No side supporters
would have been more vocal and
supported the cause more," he said,

commenting that though the No
side gained momentum toward the
end, it was too little, too late.

Crutchley congratulated the Yes
campaign. "Let's make sure the $30
million is well spent and something
that UTSC and all people can be
proud of," he said.

The Pan Am sports complex will

be located at Military Trail and
Morningside Avenue as part of an
expansion project that runs to $750

million. Students will contribute

$30 million over a 25-year period,

amounting to 80 per cent of UTSC's

share of the bill.

Once the levy is implemented,

full-time students will pay $40 per

semester and part-time students

will pay $8. This amount will be in-

flated at a rate of 4 per cent annual-

ly until 2014, when the rates go up
to $140 per semester for full-timers

and $28 for part-timers.

"1 hope the new athletic centre

lives up to the hype that's been

created around it," said Bhavani

Munshi, a second-year UTSC stu-

dent. "I'm not thrilled to be paying

for a facility 1 will most likely not be

using after I graduate, but the pros-

pect of building something for my
university's future is exciting."

The 300,000-square-foot complex

will house multi-purpose gyms, fit-

ness and training centres, a 200-me-

tre indoor running track and two

Olympic-sized pools among other

facilities. A Scarborough-Malvern

Light Rail Transit system is also in-

cluded in the package.

Vaccarino said in the Vote Yes fo-

rum that the old athletics space will

be used to host recreational events

and study space. The new complex,

he said, will offer students a num-

ber of job opportunities.

Construction is estimated to be a

two-year project, according to Lau-

ra Matthews, UTSC's media con-

tact. Breaking ground will begin in

late 2011 or 2012. In a press release,

mayor David Miller said that the

vote will strengthen the case for

moving ahead in a timely manner

with the LRT construction.

CORRECTION
"Eye on the election" (March 18)

reported incorrect information on Gabe

De Roche's letter condemning Israeli

Apartheid Week. In fact, the letter was

written on behalf of the U of T Liberals.

"Site worker dies on Scarborough

campus" incorrectly reported that the

victim's name is Ali. In fact, his name

is Hilit Wlutlu.

The Varsity regrets the errors.
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'UTSU'- CONTINUED FROM PGl

checks because they've been labelled

as the promoters of [. .
.] date-rape, ho-

mophobes, Islamophobes, " said Ma-
her. "The way they conducted their

campaign was deplorable. I'm not

impressed at all."

Maher also criticized the Elec-

tion Procedures Code for what he
said were excessive controls on free

speech. "A normal election would
operate under the premise that I

would be punished for things 1 did

wrong, not [that] 1 need to be cleared
for everything that 1 do," he said.

Non-U of T scrutineers

CRO Dave Blocker informed candi-

dates on Thursday, the last day of

voting, that he decided scrutineeres

do not have to be current UTSU mem-
bers. Scrutineers observe the ballot

count. A UTSU member is any full-time

student registered in a program lead-

ing to a degree, diploma, or certificate

who has paid membership fees.

"Because of rule c, that candidates

may not scrutineer, the ERC made a

change to one of the rules provided at

the All-Candidates Meeting: d) Scruti-

neers do not have to be current mem-
bers of UTSU," wrote Blocker shortly

after 12:30 a.m. on March 18.

Blocker did not respond to phone
calls from The Vairsity.

Demerit update
Blocker has handed out four rulings

after last Wednesday, two of which

involved Sumaya Ahmed, a student

who Blocker deemed a non-arms

length third party campaigner for

Stronger Together. The first ruling fol-

lowed from a complaint that Ahmed
wrote derogatory comments about

the Change slate and Steve Masse in

particular. The CRO wrote that one

sentence of Ahmed's comments could

be considered a violation of election

rules and cautioned all candidates but

did not issue demerit points.

The second ruling involvingAhmed
stemmed from a complaint that she

had misrepresented Change's posi-

tion on Israeli Apartheid Week and
that she had falsely alleged that

Change was funded by Hillel. The
CRO noted that Change did not state

its official position on lAW and that

there was no evidence to support the

contention that Change was funded

by Hillel. He assessed Adam Awad
five demerit points.

An altercation between Alyssa

James, Change's VP Equity candidate,

and Donna Graves, chair of the Transi-

tional Year Program, resulted in three

demerit points being issued to Danielle

Sandhu, Stronger Together's VP eq-

uity candidate. The CRO ruled that

Graves made comments that were
"derogatory" and "overtly hostile"

but blamed EFUT alumni chair An-

tonin Mongeau, who was also pres-

ent, for what he called Mongeau's

"ongoing attempts to sabotage the

Stronger Together campaign."

In his final ruling, the CRO took di-

rect aim at Mongeau and ruled that his

YouTube videos constituted a breach

of fair play and existing policy. Blocker

ordered Change candidates to imme-
diately cease using tactics aimed at

what he called sabotage "particularly

through underhanded efforts to pos-

ture Change campaigners as journal-

ists who effort to undermine the spirit

of a fair and democratic election."

Some Change supporters have al-

leged that the CRO betrayed a bias

for Stronger Together in the wording

of his rulings. Maher said he thought

Blocker was a lot better than last year's

CRO, Lydia Treadwell, but stopped

short of saying that Blocker abused

his authority. (A change to the Election

Procedure Code this year now deems
"any attempt to undermine the authori-

ty of the CRO and/or the [Elections and

Referenda] Committee" an offence.)

"There were a few questionable calls

that he made, let's put it that way,"

Maher said. "We'd send him clear evi-

dence of the other side basically race-

baiting our supporters and saying that

they're being traitors to their culture

for supporting Change," said Maher.

"That's when I started getting upset

[but] once [we] sent it to the CRO it re-

ally just fell on deaf ears for him."

Awad declined to comment on
whether he had complied with a CRO
ruling instructing him to publicly dis-

associate himself from Ahmed. "The

CRO was very fair and consistent in

my opinion. Of course we didn't think

we should have gotten some of the in-

fraction points we were awarded, but

that's part of running in an election."

1 stronger Together Reason For Penalty

Executive

Adam Awad 15 Improper postering (5); campaigning in an unauthorized area (5)

misrepresentation of facts (5)

ZexiWang 10 Improper postering (5); campaigning in an unauthorized area (5)

Maria Galvez 10 Improper postering (5); campaigning in an unauthorized area (5)

Danielle Sandhu 16 Aggressive questioning by supporter (5); improper postering

(3); campaigning in an unauthorized area (5); non-arms length

supporter harasses /slanders (3)

ItolliAdenomosun 10 Improper postering (5); campaigning in an unauthorized area (5)

Total 61

Change U of

T

Reason For Penalty

Executive

Steve Masse 18 Frivolous complaint (1); breach of fair play (25 reduced to 15);

overlapping posters (2)

Alyssa James 3 Frivolous complaint (1); overlapping posters (2)

Mil(e Maher 3 Frivolous complaint (1); overlapping posters (2)

Jimmy Lu 9 Frivolous complaint (1); misrepresenting the facts (6)

overlapping posters (2)

JamesMy 10 Improper postering (5); campaigning inan unauthorl zed area 0)

BoD

'iBtnineAttfleld 9 Breach of fair play (15 reduced to 9)

Michael Luczai( 15 Pre-campaigning (15)

Total 67

COMPILED BY ALEX ROSS AND ELIZABETH KAGEDAN

Big prize for miao-history
Prof nabs Holberg Prize for interdisciplinary approacli

After Natalie Zemon Davis won the Holberg Prize for tier work in history, she rushed to the library to find out who
Ludwig Holberg was.

ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

Natalie Zemon Davis, an 81-year-old

history professor at U of T, has re-

ceived the prestigious Holberg Inter-

national Memorial Prize. The Holberg

is awarded for excellence in law, theol-

ogy, the arts, humanities, or social sci-

ences. It is worth over $768,000.

Davis has been called one of the

most creative historians writing today

and praised for her multi-faceted ap-

proach to the study of history, which

includes politics, class, gender, folk-

lore, and personal identity.

Some of her most notable works are

those of "micro-history." The Return

of Martin Guerre (1983) is about an

imposter living in a village in the 16th

century. Trickster Travels (2006) fea-

tures a Muslim, Leo Africanus, living in

Christian Italy in the 16th century after

being kidnapped by Christian pirates,

and explores ideas of cross-cultural

communication.

Davis took some time to chat with

The Varsity about her narrative ap-

proach to history and how she ended

up meeting science fiction writer

Isaac Asimov.

The Varsity: The award committee
citedyour narrative approach to history.

Can you tell me about that approach

and why it is important for the kind of

historical stories you tell?

ND: My work has quite a range and

some of it is narrative in the sense that

it's storytelling. Some of the books

I've written have been more thematic.

I did a book on gift-giving in the 16th

century and though there were lots of

stories along the way in the book, the

narrative was a developmental narra-

tive on the topic of gifts.

I try very hard to make people come
alive in the writing, because 1 feel I owe
it to them to see the world, to see it as

they saw it, and I owe it to my readers

to make it accessible.

TV: Can you tell me a bit more
aboutyour cross-discipline

approach? What inspired you to

have this inclusive history?

ND: I was doing social history, which

tried to bring in a social economic
dimension. I wasn't doing the story

of states or a kingship, I was doing

a story about working people and
their attitude to the Protestant Ref-

ormation to start off with, and right

from the very start the economic life

of these artisans and their thought

about religion had to be part of the

story. So it started out in a way that

was already interdisciplinary.

In the early '70s, 1 got really inter-

ested in anthropology. I had certain

kinds of problems dealing with rituals

of working people and things that hap-

pened in carnival that 1 couldn't make
sense of with the kind of rational theo-

ry from standard economic history or

standard social history.

The final thing was when I got inter-

ested in literature and narrative, so

looking at historical sources in a new
way. Often when historians look at a

text they decide "is this really from

the 16th century?" and so on, and then

they extract the meaning of the text.

What I started to do was pay attention

to the way they told the story.

The Varsity: You mentioned that

you are writing about slavery in Dutch

colonies. What other future projects do

you have planned?

ND: [Laughs] That's a challenging

book, the one about slaves in Surina-

me, it's going to take me a little while

to finish that, because I'm doing it

stubbornly once again. 1 am telling two
family stories in which I bring in every-

thing. One is a family over four gen-

erations, which starts with the African

great-grandfather and goes through

the daughter slave, the granddaughter

slave, and the great-grandson that is

manumitted. Then I am telling a sec-

ond story in the same colony through

a set of Jewish plantation owners. This

is a real challenge 1 have given myself,

not just doing these general patterns,

which I could do tomorrow, but this

story through these lives.

1 have another one of these "crossing

boundary people" that I want to write

about, another micro-story. In this

case, a Romanian Jewish French folk

linguist who lived in the 19th century.

TV: Your husband, Chandler Davis,

is a retired mathematician and also

a writer—he wrote for Astounding

Science Fiction.

ND: Yes, he's a science fiction writer,

that's correct!

TV: Has he continued that work?
How did he get involved in that?

N D: He has been a fan since he was a

teenager and started writing things

in college, and started publishing

things in the '50s. There is going to

be a book coming out in the spring

with some of his stories and some
of his occasional political writings,

and that's already out of the boards.

He wrote for Astounding and then

later for Galaxy. When I first met
him, I was a historian, I wasn't into

science fiction. He introduced me to

Isaac Asimov and Ted Sturgeon.

TV: What was it like meeting Isaac

Asimov and Ted Sturgeon?

ND: Isaac Asimov and his wife were
just wonderful. Ted Sturgeon was a

rather a poetic type. Then Judy Mer-

ril, she was very friendly with Chan
and I knew her too. [Merril was a

science fiction writer, known as "the

little mother of science fiction."] She
founded the science fiction library.

TV: I know. Igo there a lot, since I'm

a huge fan ofscience fiction.

ND: This is just an interesting co-

incidence. I rushed to the library to

find out who Holberg was after win-

ning the prize. Ludwig Holberg was
an absolutely fascinating man. The
government of Norway founded this

[prize], but Holberg died in 1758 and
he was a polymath. His greatest spe-

cialty was as a historian.

1 was quite tickled by this be-

cause wonderful people have won
this prize and 1 admire them all so
much, but none of them have been
a historian first and foremost. Hol-

berg was first and foremost a histo-

rian, but he also wrote memoirs, po-

ems, and science fiction! He wrote
Journey to the Centre of the Earth

[not to be confused with the Jules

Verne book of the same name],
which he wrote first in Latin and
then translated into Norwegian.
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UTSU elections a joke
How CFS campaigners and personal attacks debase the democratic process

It was announced on Saturday that Adam Awad and the imcumbant Stronger

Together slate swept the UTSU elections.

GADE DE ROCHE
ANDSEMRA EYLUL SEVI

Varsity Staff

The results of last week's UTSU elec-

tions are in, and the incumbent Stron-

ger Together slate came out on top.

Aside from the relatively high turnout

in this election, which stands unof-

ficially at approximately 7,150 voters,

the conduct of the two campaigns

show that the UTSU elections process

is a broken one.

Writing close to the beginning of

the elections period, we were alarmed

not only by the negative tone that the

campaign had taken, but also by the

abundance of non-U of T students

who came to this campus to campaign

on behalf of the status quo. While the

election results show a win for the in-

cumbents. Stronger Together should

be troubled by the fact that this win

was delivered to them by an army of

campaigners who don't even attend

this university.

Throughout the campaign period.

The Varsity, along with scores of

eyewitnesses, reported that much of

Stronger Together's corps of volun-

teers was made up of individuals with

strong ties to the Canadian Federa-

tion of Students who were based not

at the University of Toronto, but at

Ryerson and York. They include peo-

ple like Toby Whitfield, Sean Carson,

Caitlin Smith, and Rodney Diverlus

from Ryerson; Krisna Saravanamuttu,

Dashika Sekvasivam, Alastair Woods,

Nadine Tkatchevskaia, and NilaZameni

from York; and non-students Faraz

Siddiqui and Estefania Toledo.

The extent of their involvement

was on full display during the bal-

lot counting at UTSU's office, when
Stronger Together appointed a team

of scrutineers comprised of almost

all off-campus campaigners.

Halfway through the second day

of counting, when it had become
clear that the results were going to

show a Stronger Together win, those

very same non-U of T student cam-

paigners began to put on buttons

that said the following:

"Whose campus? OUR CAMPUS."

CFS supporters from Ryerson and

York are wearing buttons proclaiming

U of T to be //?e/rcampus? This kind of

arrogance is just another indicator of

a systemic problem at the union—one

that will remain for at least another

year under a Stronger Together UTSU.

The CFS and their supporters perpet-

uate this idea of "ownership"—that

the campus belongs to them. But the

student union, which is supposed to

belong to U ofT students, now belongs

to the CFS, a national lobby group.

Furthermore, our election cam-
paigns are no longer about policy,

and have devolved into a series of

disgusting political tactics. There

are well-documented instances of

what can essentially be described

as race-baiting on the part of Stron-

ger Together. Shozab Raza, a core

Stronger Together supporter, wrote

the following to a South Asian mem-
ber of the Change Facebook Group
whom he did not know. "1 was hop-

ing we could talk sometime because I

find it contradictory for desis (and for

that matter all people of color) to be

supporting the change slate."

Not only is it highly offensive for a

campaign that calls for unity and to-

getherness to engage in explicit iden-

tity politics, but it's a corruption of the

ideals that lie at the heart of a demo-

cratic student union, where we should

be striving to tear down the barriers

of race, means, gender, and sexual

orientation that supposedly divide us.

These are the politics of personal

destruction, the politics of fear, and

they have no place in our elections.

With the campaign behind us, it is

now up to the members of the Stron-

ger Together slate to show us that

they can govern. But as Mario Cuomo,

former governor of New York, said,

"you campaign in poetry, but you gov-

ern in prose." If the Stronger Together

campaign was one of poetry, we are

pessimistic that U of T students will

see an improvement in the tone of

our politics as poetry is abandoned

in favour of the tough, more prosaic

choices of governing. But members
of Stronger Together should have no

fear if they want to run for re-election

again—UTSU's unblemished 100 per

cent incumbency rate, along with an

army of volunteers who do not go

here, should deliver them another

year at the top.

LETTERS-

I

Stronger Together

missing the point

Get tough on cops

Good article on a pressing issue

("A mountain of troubles for the

RCMP," Mar. 15). Public confi-

dence in the police is declining

nationwide, due to the growing

impression that cops can quite

literally get away with murder.

We trust police officers with the

almost exclusive right to carry

firearms—denying that right to

the public in the process—but

then let officers with repeated and
proven misconduct continue to

walk the beat. The Ontario Police

Services Act should mandate in-

stant dismissal without recourse

when an officer is convicted of an
indictable offence.

RiSHi Maharaj

"Here's what I can sum up about

Change's platform on services: frivo-

lous, useless, and out of touch. First,

students don't need an online guide

to food on campus. I'm in no rush to

know which of the cafes serve junk

food." ("Stronger Together the way to

go," Mar. 18).

Um...l would love an online guide to

food on campus. Why do you assume
the guide would be about cafes that

serve junk food? It sounds like you're

jumping to conclusions.

"The promise to create an encyclo-

paedia of scholarships and grants is

also pretty useless—why reinvent

the wheel when it already exists on
the UTSU website?"

The scholarship/grant links on the

UTSU websi,te were only recently

updated (just before the current

elections). You somehow forgot to

mention this.

Obvious

U.S. leaves few

options for health care

As an American living in Canada, I

can tell you, the American system

only works for the people who can

afford it, and that is fewer people

every year ("Our health care system

is making us sick," Mar. 15). The

Canadian system may not be perfect

(no system is), but at least everyone

knows that they can afford quality

care, and that they won't die from a

preventable death.

In the U.S. it is very different—our

system falls further into disrepair

every year. We already have the

highest infant mortality rate of any

country in the industrialized world.

Add to that the incredible costs. The
cost of extending my coverage from

grad school was totally unaffordable

to me as a middle class American.

Instead I had to take out a cheap
"disaster" plan. Basically, they

don't pay anything unless you get

cancer or nearly die in a car crash or

something like that. Any check-ups,

basic medical care, any of that stuff

is out-of-pocket, even with coverage

in this case. Of course that's not what
I wanted to do, but there are very few

options in the U.S. system because

the insurance companies all have

monopolies or near-monopolies. And
ironically, in the U.S. the government

still ends up paying for about half the

medical bills in the country.

Savannah Garmon

UTSU needs to

start lobbying

"And lobbying the administra-

tion? News flash: we've been doing

that for years now." ("Stronger

Together the way to go," Mar. 18).

No you have not. UTSU has been

yelling and protesting, and even

supporting morons who occupied
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Bikechain needs grad levy

Why funding the on campus cycle

centre benefits students

___KAIT!^

"Bikes are how I access Toronto.

Bikechain is how I access my bike,"

says Simon, a user of Bikechain—

U

of T's free bicycle repair and edu-

cational facility—who came in to

replace tires on his bike and get

a tune-up. Most people wait until

summer is in full swing before they

get on their bicycles, but a busy
March day illustrates Bikechain's

year-round commitment to cycling

as a lifestyle choice.

On a sunny early spring day, the

basement shop on St. George just

north of College is filled with young
men and women who are fixing

flats, installing fenders, and rebuild-

ing entire sections of their bicycles.

The mechanics point out the best

way to make the fixes, but the work
is mostly done by the riders them-
selves. Bikechain wants people to

know their own bikes and get down
and dirty with them.

The added
funding would
allow Bikechain

to offer more
seminars, hire

mechanics to

help out through
the busy summer
months, and
expand the

rental fleet,

opening the

doors for more
students to

become cyclists.

Ruth, another Bikechain user,

says, "1 have found that as a cyclist

you enjoy riding your bike more if

you have done the maintenance

yourself and are more in tune with

your bicycle." Inside the busy shop.

it's easy to see that many student

cyclists share her thoughts.

With over 5,000 users in the last

18 months, the student-run organi-

zation has grown from a grassroots

operation to a facility that offers

educational seminars, information

about cyclists' rights, a fleet of bikes

students can sign out at no cost,

and a staff of mechanics who will

teach people of all skill levels about

bicycle maintenance and repair. It's

governed by students and members
of the cycling community. They
aim to promote cycling in the com-
munity as a cheap, accessible and
ecologically friendly way of getting

around the campus and the city.

All students, faculty, and staff at the

university community can use the

space. The only cost? New parts.

Everything else, including the me-
chanic's time and advice, is free. The
shop is supported by undergraduate

student fees: students pay a dollar

per year to keep the space running.

This year, Bikechain is hoping to

expand its revenue. A referendum

on March 23 to 25 will ask graduate

students at U of T to contribute a

dollar each year as well. The added
funding would allow Bikechain to of-

fer more seminars, hire mechanics

to help out through the busy sum-
mer months, and expand the rental

fleet, opening the doors for more
students to become cyclists. The
grad student fee also means Bike-

chain can take the long view: while

the basement of the International

Student Center serves as the current

location, the increased number of

people using the space means that,

sometime soon, Bikechain will need

a bigger home.
From international students who

want to use the rental bikes to save

on cash, to hardcore bikers who
ride rain or shine, to folks who are

interested in high-end fancy bikes,

to riders of beat-up hand-me-downs,

users are welcome no matter what
they ride. The space is democratic

right down to the choice of music

on the stereo. When Molly, another

frequent friend of the space, says, "1

use Bikechain because it's freaking

awesome," people nod in agreement.

Bikechain needs a yes vote on March
23 to 25: more help from students

means more Bikechain for everyone.

Kaitlyn Kochany works on advocacy

and outreach at Bikechain.

CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

Simcoe Hall. But you have not

been lobbying. The administra-

tion will never take you children

seriously because your ideas are

idiotic.

Instead of yelling "drop fees!" and

asking for free tuition, why don't

you get the administration on your

side by asking for an interest-free,

12-month period between when
one graduates and when one must

start paying back OSAP? It's a

concrete goal that you can take to

Queen's Park and actually achieve.

Oh, wait a second, it's also on

Change's platform.

Sigh...

UTSU should start

listening to students

My main problem with UTSU this

year was that nobody in power
asked me what I thought or what 1

could contribute. Ever! ("Stronger

Together the way to go," Mar. 18).

You didn't. Awad didn't. Nobody
did. 1 think an online census is the

perfect way to ask students what
they think without interrupting

their daily schedules, which any

"apathetic" student would dread.

At least that way maybe people

would know what the Students'

Union is.

Jonathan

Bikechain repair man works on fixing a wheel during last fall's car-free day at Hart House Circle.
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. ^.s uncover the brain networks involved in

relationship stability and romantic commitment

ERENE STERGIOPOULOS
Associate Science Editor ^ ^

It doesn't take much to figure out that roman-

tic relationships are hard work. However, re-

cent U of T research shows that maintaining

relationships may come more naturally to

some. According to Raluca Petrican, PhD can-

didate at U of T s Neuropsychology and Cog-

nitive Science Lab, a specific brain network

involved in processing the potential alterna-

tives to current relationships might be critical

in shaping relationship stability.

Previous research has shown that relation-

ship stability is highly influenced by romantic

commitment. These studies describe commit-

ment as the orientation toward the long-term

future of the relationship, as well as motivation

to keep up the relationship regardless of imme-

diate difficulties or temptations. Commitment
heis aJso been linked with the personality trciit

of conscientiousness, a factor characterized by

controlling impulses and long-term goal setting.

In one set of studies, Petrican and her col-

leagues set out to find what are the brain areas

associated with the motivation to persist in re-

lationships. In other words, what parts of the

brain are active in romantic commitment? This

was an attempt to provide a neurological model

that could account for the connections between

conscientiousness, commitment, cmd relation-

ship stability.

Based on the strong similarities between com-

mitment and studies of self-control and emo-

tional regulation, the researchers identified a

network of areas in the dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex (PFC) as the likely candidate for the regu-

lation of commitment in relationships.

"There is literature on self-control and self-reg-

ulation, but it's actually more in neuroeconom-

ics," says Petrican. "Basically they're looking

at what brain areas light up when participants

choose to delay gratification, as in choosing

a larger monetary reward that is offered later

in the future, cis opposed to an immediate but

smaller reward. A couple of areas in the dorso-

lateral prefrontal cortex seem to be pivotal for

performance on delayed gratification tasks."

"There is also another branch of literature in

emotion-regulation showing that those same

areas seem to be important in minimizing nega-

tive or positive emotioas, depending on what the

goal is. It has to do with modulating one's raw

emotion in a response to a situation. That makes
perfect sense, because in relationships you have

to somehow down-regulate the attractiveness of

potential partners, but you also have to down-

regulate potential negative responses that are

elicited by the partner."

Since these dorsolateral PFC functions are so

closely related with the processing of relation-

ship commitment, Petrican and her colleagues

hypothesized that individual differences in the

efficiency of this brain network might be able

to predict differences in commitment, as well as

conscientiousness.

In order to assess differences in the efficiency

of dorsolateral PFC

processing, research-

ers gave participants

a working memory
task. In general, work-

ing memory involves

the ability to acquire

and manipulate newly

acquired information.

The capacity of our

working memory is

highly correlated with

IQ and "is related to

what is usually per-

ceived as intelligent

behaviour, in terms of

being able to deal with

novel situations, draw-

ing upon previous

experiences, but in a

flexible manner," says Petrican.

Since individuals vary in their working

memory capacity, this can explain why some
people show higher commitment than others.

According to Petrican, "Once we control for

how happy they are in the relationship, still,

there are some people who just cannot com-
mit, who cannot disregard potential attractive

alternatives to the relationship."

On top of the working memory task, the par-

ticipant group, which consisted of dating couples

who had been together for at least eight months,

also completed personality tests and question-

naires assessing their commitment level.

The results indicated that larger working mem-
ory capacity and therefore more efficient dor-

solateral PFC functioning, was correlated with

There are some
people who
just cannot
commit, who
cannot disregard

potential attractive

alternatives to the

relationship.

higher romantic commitment, as well as greater

conscientiousness. Petrican and her colleagues

concluded that individual differences in dorso-

lateral PFC functioning influence both conscien-

tiousness and commitment. What's more, "as far

as raw personality factors are concerned," says

Petrican, "we were thinking that conscientious-

ness would be a personality factor that would

mediate the effect of efficiency of dorsolateral

prefrontal functioning on commitment."

Consistent with their results, a later study by
another team of researchers used neuroimaging

to show that the dorsolateral PFC is particularly

active when people in dating relationships look

at pictures of potential alternatives to their re-

lationship. This lends

support to the idea

that dorsolateral PFC
functioning mediates

relationship commit-

ment and the resulting

relationship stability.

One of the intrigu-

ing intersections in

research involving

the dorsolateral PFC
is the study of neuro-

economics. Neuroeco-

nomics looks at the

neural processes un-

derlying our everyday

economic decision-

making, and is typi-

cally studied by giving

participants gambling
tasks while monitoring their brain activity. The
elements of self-regulation involved in making
decisions about money are in fact also seen
in romantic commitment, with processes like

delaying gratification in return for larger long-

term relationship satisfaction.

But what are the implications of this common
brain process? Does it mean that we approach
our relationships in the same that we approach
monetary rewards? Are we constantly evaluat-

ing the cost and benefits in our environments,
including even our interpersonal relationships?

According to Petrican, the costs and benefits

of a relationship might only be relevant in the
short term, while other processes, like defining

one's sense of self in terms of one's partner, might
be involved in more long term relationships.

"I think that the cost-benefit analysis applies

more to the beginning phases of a relationship,"

says Petrican. "So we're talking about a dating

relationship, around one to two years. I think

that once you're talking about a 30- 40-year mar-

riage or common-law relationship, there is lit-

erature showing that a sense of investment that

partners have in their relationship will actually

guide their decision of staying or not, more so

than their actual satisfaction. In the long-term,

the other becomes somehow incorporated into

your sense of who you are. That's the basis of

really long-term relationships."

Another related branch of research looks at

relationship stability in nonhuman animals.

However, instead of applying a cognitive self-reg-

ulation framework, animal research looks at re-

lationship stability from a hormonal standpoint.

For example, the hormone oxytocin seems to

regulate several social processes in animals,

including bonding and physical contact. Male

mice that are unable to produce oxytocin can no

longer recognize the scent of females they have

already encountered. They can retrieve this

function if oxytocin is infused into their brains.

What's more, one rodent called the prairie

vole forms stable monogamous pairs, thanks

to a high concentration of the neurotransmit-

ter vasopressin in a brain region called the ven-

tral pallidum. Meadow voles, a closely related

rodent, do not form monogamous pairs, and

have fewer vasopressin receptors in these same

brain areas. However, if male rodents are geneti-

cally engineered to produce more vasopressin

receptors in the ventral pallidum, they will form

a stronger relationship with their female mate,

as if they were forming monogamous pairs.

But when we look at relationship stability

in humans, it seems that social processes are

regulated predominantly through cognitive

mechanisms. Petrican explains, "This has to

do with what is perceived to be uniquely hu-

man in terms of reappraising the situation. So if

you were to ask individuals on a raw emotional

level, 'Are you tempted to go astray?'—it's not

that they would say no, but it's just that they will

be able to modulate, to somehow down-regulate

that temptation.

"What working memory and dorsolateral

prefrontal function regulates is more the

framing of the temptation, but not the actual

emotional response."
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The discovery of wireless telegraphy

In 1909, Guglielmo Marconi (above) and Ferdinand Braun were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for their work on

developing wireless telegraphy. This invention allowed long distance contact and revolutionized communication systems.

a month was able to receive a weak
Morse code message sent from Corn-

wall, England at Signal Hill, Newfound-

land. By 1902, permanent stations

were set up at Glace Bay, Nova Scotia

and at Cape Cod, Maine to facilitate

both ship-to-land and trans-Atlantic

wireless telegraphy.

The Significance:
Soon after the establishment of per-

manent wireless telegraphy stations

in both the New and Old World, every

large ship crossing the Atlantic re-

quired a wireless telegraphy machine

on board. Two Marconi Company em-

ployees aboard the SS Titantic sent out

distress calls—saving 700 people—af-

ter the ship hit the infamous iceberg.

The British Postmaster-General said

that "those who have been saved have

been saved through one man, Mr. Mar-

coni and his wonderful invention."

Wireless telegraphy, or radio as

we now know it, was very important

across the Atlantic during the First

World War. German Forces cut the

"wired" telegraph cables making the

Allied Forces almost completely de-

pendent on radio communication.

Of course, the applications of wire-

less communication do not end at

distress calls and news bulletins. In

The Prize:
The 1909 Nobel Prize in Physics

went to Guglielmo Marconi and

Ferdinand Braun "in recognition of

their contributions to the develop-

ment of wireless telegraphy."

The Science:
In today's increasingly connected

world, it's hard to imagine a time

when worldwide communication re-

quired serious effort. Some vision-

aries could imagine a future where
near-instantaneous communication
was possible, but for most of the

world it was only a pipe dream.

One of those visionaries was Gug-

lielmo Marconi. Marconi was born

to a life of privilege: his father was
a wealthy Italian land owner and his

mother was an heiress to the James-

on Whiskey fortune. As a child, Mar-

coni was interested in physics and
math, and had an early start in com-
munications science; at 21 at his

father's estate in Italy, he managed
to send wireless telegraphy signals

over two kilometres. His work was
inspired by Heinrich Hertz, who
discovered wireless waves, James
Clerk Maxwell, who first described

electromagnetic waves, Oliver

Lodge, a professor at Oxford Uni-

versity, and Augustus Righi, a phys-

ics professor at Bologna University

and close family friend.

In 1896, Marconi and his mother

moved from Italy to London where

Marconi set up shop. Within a few

months, he submitted his first pat-

ent on wireless transmission using

Hertzian waves. Almost instantly,

Marconi became a celebrity and had

the support of the public, the British

and Italian Navies, the British General

Post Office, and Queen Victoria. The
public was enchanted by the idea of

coded messages travelling through

the air (what we call radio waves to-

day) rather than through wires like

traditional telegrams.

His growing celebrity and moni-

ker as the "inventor of wireless"

was not well received by Oliver

Lodge. A few years before Marco-

ni's two-kilometre feat. Lodge had
shown that his technology could

transmit a wireless Morse code
message 150 metres. However,

Lodge did not grasp the commer-
cial applications of his discovery,

whereas Marconi immediately saw
the potential in wireless telegraphy

and exploited it.

The growth of Marconi's new com-

pany rested on its ability to expand

transmission distance and on high-

profile message transmissions that

captured the public's interest. In one

famous example, a snowstorm had

blown down "wired" communication

between a hotel where a prominent

British statesman lay dying and the

British press in London. Marconi's

wireless telegraphy saved the day by

transmitting the information wireless-

ly across the country to Fleet Street.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Com-
pany took on its greatest challenge in

1901. Marconi believed that he and his

technology could bridge the Atlantic

Ocean wirelessly. Skeptics thought

that the curvature of the earth over a

distance as wide as the Atlantic Ocean
would prevent wireless transmission.

They were wrong. In 1901, Marconi

landed in Newfoundland and within

The original telegraph receiver was made in 1844, and used Morse code

which had to be translated by an operator.
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1920, one of the first public wireless

broadcasts of a singing Dame Nellie

Melba was transmitted from Mar-

coni's Chelmsford factory. It started a

home entertainment revolution. Mar-

coni, his competitors, and the British

government teamed up to create the

British Broadcasting Corporation to

broadcast news and entertainment

within the home. Marconi's company
aimed at putting a wireless broadcast

receiver (a radio) in every living room,

and very nearly did. In the U.S., Marco-

ni founded what is now known as RCA.

Controversy surrounding Marconi's

numerous patent claims swirled for

decades after his company's estab-

lishment. Marconi did admit that he

had used some of Ferdinand Braun's

patented technology to build his own
wireless telegraphs. It is with Ferdi-

nand Braun that he shared the 1909

Nobel Prize. Other patent disputes

were voiced by Nikola Tesla and Oli-

ver Lodge, and as a result, many of

the Marconi Company patents were

eventually overturned.

When Guglielmo Marconi died in

Rome 1937, the world's radio stations

observed a two-minute moment of si-

lence to honour the man who had the

foresight and the drive to change the

way the world stayed connected.
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True confessions

from RJD2

For fans that have become weary of looping the theme to Mad
Men, we bring you good news. Hip-hop instrumentalist RJD2 is

back with his fourth solo album, me Colossus, released on Electric

Connections. While he was in town this month for Canadian Music

Week, NAVI LAMBA sat down with him to talk about his new
label, his views on copyright and his favourite rap group.

THE VARSITY: In 2009. you
established your own record

label, Electrical Connections.

How has that been going?

R: I have very low expectations, so

I'm never in a situation where I'm

over my head. So at the moment ev-

erything's great—it's manageable,

a lot of work and 1 feel like I'm fight-

ing a great fight. Overall, I feel jus-

tified and strong about the choices

that I've made so far.

TV: Did you have any set

goals in mind foryour fourth

solo album. The Colossus?

R: 1 think the main goal was to in-

habit the working approaches that

I had used in the past—those ba-

sically being using sample-based

instrument music, working with

rappers, working with singers, and
then live instrumental music.

TV: Speaking of which, you've

got an amazing lineup of artists

accompanying you on this record,

including everyone from Kenna to

Phonta Coleman. Is it ever difficult

to match artists to songs, or do find

it to be a relatively organic process?

R: Usually it's pretty obvious, but

it can be difficult to get the peo-

ple you want for particular songs.

There's a song on the album that I

had a pretty specific idea regard-

ing how it should be formatted and
how it should progress. Naturally,

though, there were a couple of line-

ups before I was able to get it ex-

ecuted. But by and large, you throw

a bunch of stuff against the wall

and see what sticks. It's a lot less

romantic than you'd like to think.

But that really is the way things

work when you're recording an al-

bum. So, what you end up hearing

is what ends up getting recorded.

TV: The music videos for "The

Glow" and "Let There Be Horns" are

easily some of the most innovative

I've seen in some time. Are you
the brains behind the operation?

R: No, I basically just okay them. I

let the video guys do what they do
best. I don't like someone "arm-

chair-quarterbacking" me when
I try making a record. So 1 figure

these guys know more about video

production than I do. As long as

their idea isn't anything ridiculous-

ly offensive or stupid, I basically let

them run with it.

TV: Are there any pieces oftechnology

you could not live without?

R: I'd like to think that regardless of

whatever existed or didn't exist, I

could still go about making music.

But the main things that I absolute-

ly need are the MPC sampler and

the Pro Tools rig.

TV: / recently saw a documentary

called Copyright Criminals, which

discussed the strict and unfair

sampling laws in the U.S. How do

you deal with rigid sampling laws?

R: 1 feel that my opinions are pretty

irrelevant. You've got to play by the

rules. It's like what I think about the

fees that my bank levies, because

I'm not going to be able to go in there

and talk them out of charging them.

I see sampling in the same way.

What 1 do think is interesting

is that if we were to theoretically

move towards a world where no
money is generated from record-

ings, then labels would have a lot

less of a vested interest to go after

artists for copyright infringement.

Lawyer fees are so expensive. What
are people going to do? It doesn't

make sense to spend $250 of lawyer

fees to recover $100.

TV: Time for a series of ques-

tions containing the word "rap.

"

Who's your favourite rapper?

R: At the moment, Ludacris.

TV: Favourite rap group?

R: De La Soul. Or Wu Tang Clan.

TV: Favourite rapper you
have worked with?

R: Ahhhh. I don't think I can decide.

TV: Rapper you would like to work

with?

R: Ludacris.

Wooopsies,

she did it again!

Former U of T student takes to the stage and

shows how real life can be funny

AMANDA-MARIE QUINTINO
Varsity Staff

For just $5 at the door earlier this

month, I left Wooopsies Laugh
Lounge with a sore tummy from
laughing so hard. My mouth just

couldn't stop turning upwards and
my hands applauded on their very

own as if programmed to do so.

This show is literally laugh-out-

loud hilarious.

It all started with a one-night

stand. U of T grad and comedian
Kaitlin Loftus went home with

someone after a night of drinking.

Realizing her embarrassment the

next morning, she thought it would

be a good idea to send him a per-

sonal message that read, quite sim-

ply, "Wooopsies," via Facebook. She

never received a response. But she

did turn a negative into a positive

—

specifically, into a comedy series.

"Sometimes the best comedy
comes from real-life situations and

1 can definitely say that Wooopsies
was inspired by a true story," said

Loftus. "There's no faking in comedy.

It's either funny or it's not. You know
if you're good and you know if you're

not, because nobody laughed."

Loftus, who is a self-proclaimed

klutz, admits to using many of her

own life experiences as inspiration

for stand-up material. The humour
and subject matter incorporated

into this show is edgy, explicit, and
appeals to an open-minded crowd.

Simply put, it's bold and it's ballsy.

"In the three years, we've seen

about three dicks on stage," said

Loftus, adding that flashing is

something to be expected and the

show's comedians possess little to

no shame.

At every show, she also performs

in the sketch troupe Cheap Smokes,

which is constantly writing new mate-

rial. "Because we perform every two
weeks and we want the same people

to come back, we don't want them to

see the same thing twice," she said.

The show itself started as main-

ly a sketch comedy series, then

evolved into sketch stand-up and

monologues. Now the performanc-

es include comedic videos and
vaudeville-esque acts. Wooopsies
host Allyson Smith, who is a teach-

er by day, opens every act with a

wise crack. She's sassy, silly, and

has no problem making fun of her-

self if a good giggle comes out of it.

'LOFTUS' -CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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Engineering comedy show Skule Nite 1T0 provides huge laughs with

enormous sandwiches and oversized breasts

BRIGIT KATZ

This year's production of Skule Nite,

tiie annual sketch comedy show put

on by U of T's Engineering students,

opened with cloaked figures making
their way towards the stage, their

faces illuminated (appropriately) by
glowing hardhats. In a clever bit of

self-referencing, they chanted for

the return of the very show they

were about to perform. Skule Nite,

according to the robe-clad charac-

ters, was desperately needed to re-

vive the collective engineering spirit,

which had been "crushed under the

weight of midterms, problem sets,

and douchey TAs."

Fortunately for the audience at

opening night, Skule Nite ITO was
funny enough to boost the morale of

both engineering students and any-

one plagued by the midterms and

douchey TAs of other disciplines. It

did occasionally get a little in-jokey,

so some of its humour was lost on
those of us who have never taken a

clciss in Bahen and have no idea what
PEY is. Most of the sketches, how-

ever, did not focus on engineering-

related humour, and the ones that

did tended to keep the more exclu-

sive references to a minimum. (You

don't need to know exactly what the

Iron Ring is in order to laugh when

one of the characters

cringes at the mention

of it.) The result was
a broadly appealing

and thoroughly hilari-

ous production that

lived up to the comedic

standard Skule Nite has

maintained throughout

its long-standing run at

Hart House Theatre.

The show is a much-
loved U of T tradition

that began in 1921,

when the School of

Practical Sciences

staged a successful va-

riety performance at

Massey Hall called Ng-

ynyrs in SPaSms. Two
years later, the pro-

duction moved to Hart

House and eventually

evolved into Skule Nite,

a series of short musi-

cal and comedy sketch-

es written, performed, and produced

by a team of Engineering students and

graduates.

Over the years, Skule Nite has gar-

nered a reputation for its creative

and unabashedly crass comedy.
Skule Nite ITO was no exception,

staying consistently original, crude,

and side-splittingly funny through-

out its three hours. This year's

sketches featured dancing centaurs,

the manliest restaurant in the world

("Taco Balls"), the womanliest res-

taurant in the world (where the

appetizer is chocolate and main
course is talking about your feel-

ings), homosexual dinosaurs, lycra-

clad aliens, a very supportive park-

ing validation officer.

("The validation you
needed was in you all

along," he tells a con-

fused driver, before

chucking him under

the chin.) Add to all

this a porn shortage,

enormous sandwich-

es, and a whole lot of

penis jokes.

The script was prob-

ably snappy enough

to have shone in the

hands of a less tal-

ented group of ac-

tors than the ones in

this year's produc-

tion. Fortunately, the

Skule Nite ITO cast

carried the show very

well. All of their per-

formances were solid,

I although Scott Whitty

a was definitely the

stand-out of the eve-

ning. His hilariously awkward de-

meanour, which appeared to consist

largely of a controlled performance

coupled with a bit of inherent gawki-

ness, proved surprisingly versatile

and consistently funny. Whether
he was playing the sword-wielding

King of Gondor or a nerdy guidance

counsellor with a penchant for say-

ing "nifty," he never failed to crack

up the audience.

While the show's opening night

was a definite success, it wasn't

exactly seamless. The actors occa-

sionally flubbed their lines, some of

the vocal performances were a bit

shaky, and the sound effects did not

always synchronize with the action

of the show. But given Skule Nite's

lighthearted silliness, these blunders

served to add to the show's humour.

In one of the sketches, a prop sign was
knocked over by the gigantic pair of

fake breasts attached to one of the

actor's costumes—which would have

been sufficiently entertaining if it had

been intentional, but was downright

hilarious since it was not. Even the

sketches that went on too long cind

seemed in danger of falling flat man-
aged to conclude with jokes that

packed enough punch to redeem any

lapses in comedic momentum.
All in all, should the Skule Nite

cast ever tire of suspension bridges

and software design, they would
probably do quite well as drama
majors. It is doubtful, however, that

any of them would consider switch-

ing into an arts program. As one of

the characters points out, "[engi-

neering] may be hard, but at least

you don't wind up with a useless

degree like English."

'LOFTUS' - CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

As Loftus explains, "I always try

and get a couple new acts per show
because there are a bunch of dif-

ferent cliques in the comedy scene

in Toronto. We want to give stage

time opportunities to other people.

At the beginning, 1 would go down
to Humber College and talk to first

years and second years. I give pri-

ority to people just starting out."

Although she's always a bit appre-

hensive about bringing on new acts,

she points out that comedy itself is a

funny thing and you just never know
who's going to receive uproarious

laughs or standing ovations.

"Whenever a comedian is on
stage, I'm like a proud mom," said

Loftus. "The more nervous they

are, the more nervous I get for

them. I just always care."

And it shows. The 24-year-old

comedian has worked hard to es-

tablish Wooopsies Laugh Lounge
as a reputable comedy show in the

city, receiving sponsorship from
Humber College, free food from its

venue during intermission and the

support of city-based comedians
at the shows.

"It's a great feeling when I look out

into the audience and I don't know
any of these people. At first, it was
my family and friends in the crowd
because I was always bothering them
to come, and now, thanks to mostly

word of mouth and Facebook and
stuff, Wooopsies seems to be getting

the attention it really deserves."

It may be a hodgepodge of come-
dy combos, but it's certainly funny.

Wooopsies Laugh Lounge hits the

stage every Monday night at The
Poor Alex at Dundas St. W. Tickets

are $5 at the door The next show
is tonight at 8:30 p.m.

GORILLAZ-
PLASTIC BEACH

Plastic Beach seems to offer what the

title implies: transparent garbage.

It's the third studio album by Go-
rillaz, the world's number-one ani-

mated band, and their first release

since Demon Days. Considering the

innovative ambition that went into

their previous albums and Plastic

Beach's contributor list (including

Mick Jones and Paul Simonon play-

ing together for the first time since

the Clash disbanded), this kind of

wait builds up a lot of anticipation.

Surely this was destined to be the

group's most creative and ground-

breaking album yet, right? Well,

no, not quite. Plastic Beach just

doesn't compare to Demon Days,

getting about as creative as a '90s

lounge album.

Plastic Beach creates a picture

of desolate humanity resulting

from consumerism, waste, and
destruction. Goriliaz falls into the

concept album trap by becoming
too self-involved; they're so fo-

cused on electronic experimenta-

tion that the band seems to have

forgotten that they are meant to

be playing music to be listened to.

With its excessive sound effects

and consistently obnoxious bass

line. Plastic Beach gets exhausting

only a few tracks in. Even the few

stand-out tracks ("Superfast Jel-

lyfish" and "Some Kind of Nature"

which features Lou Reed) fail to go
anywhere. Ultimately, the album
falls into a rut, accomplishing the

exact opposite of its intention.

It is ironic that the opening track

should reference the Planet of the

Apes, because I'm sure it's has

many a Goriliaz fan quoting Cap-

tain Taylor, yelling "You damned
dirty apes!"—ARIEL LEWIS

VVWW

BEN HARPER AND
RELENTLESS?:
LIVE FROM THE
MONTREAL
INTERNATIONAL
JAZZ FESTIVAL

Ben Harper's been committed
to his new gig with Relentless?

for the last two years, and their

performance at the Montreal In-

ternational Jazz Festival marks
Harper's best attempt at imitat-

ing the hedonistic cock rock of

his idols. The whole show is laden

with bluesy slide guitar solos,

funky grooves, and high-octane

vocals. He even manages to throw
in raunchy lyrics like, "I feel like

an underpaid concubine who's

outstayed her welcome."

The show is solid, but it's not

quite what I'd expect for a climax

to the epic relationship between
Harper and guitarist Jason Moz-
ersky. Solos on songs like "Keep It

Together" are long but never really

compelling. Especially towards

the end, Harper's voice sounds
strained and falls out of key.

To Harper's credit, he refuses

to play within his comfort zone.

He pushes hard to distance him-
self from the soulful reggae and
folk genres that brought him
fame in the past. So for this al-

bum, I give him sincere respect.

—BEN NIEUWLAND

VVVvW

MORE ONLINE

Need more new music?

NAVI LAMBAand SEAN MACKAY
bring you the best tracks each

week on the Singled Out blog at

thevarsity.ca
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On Onrait

TSN anchor Jay Onrait

talks to The Varsity about

the business of sports

broadcasting

JOSHUA STAAV

It's 11:30 a.m. on a typical weekday morning.

Society is awake, people are working, stu-

dents are in class, and almost everyone is

looking forward to lunch.

Jay Onrait is sleeping.

He's not a lazy student napping through a

class, an unemployed victim of the recession,

or taking the day off and calling in sick. Onrait

is sleeping because he's tired; he had a late

night. He didn't get home until 4 a.m. And this

wasn't just a one-time occurrence. He's been
doing it every weekday night for years.

Why is Onrait doing this to himself? Is he
jetlagged? Does he have insomnia? Can he

not resist Toronto's late-night underground
rave scene? Although one or more of these

may be true, Onrait has been doing this be-

cause it's his job. Every night (or morning)

at 2 a.m., Onrait and his partner in crime

Dan O'Toole host the late night edition of

Sportscentre on TSN. After the hour-long

sports show, they make a few edits (the

roughness is "part of the charm") and then

call it a night and go home. That episode of

Sportscentre plays as the Morning Loop on
TSN until noon the next day.

Before he ventured off to host Olympic

Morning on CTV in Vancouver (or as he calls

it "CTV Galaxy of Stars Olympic Spectacu-

lar"), Onrait met with me at a Spadina bar on
a Friday in the late afternoon—just after he

woke up. "When I first got into the industry,

people told me that you will survive if you
remember one thing: you're always working

when everyone else is off. I've really learned

to just accept that aspect of it," Onrait told

me over a couple pints, "but preparation is

the key."

"The mood is fun at 2 a.m.," he said. "I'm

like the oldest guy in there. It's hilarious. We
never see our bosses—ever. [Producer] Tim

[Moriarty] is basically in charge. It's like the

asylum is abandoned cuid the inmates are run-

ning it at night. It never feels like work."

According to Onrait, work is not something

he likes to do. When he first started volunteer-

ing at ITV Edmonton (while doing an under-

graduate pharmacy degree at the University

of Alberta to take over the family business),

he realized quickly that he was really drawn to

the sports guys because "they were just having

more fun."

Fun is a good way to describe the antics that

have garnered Onrait and O'Toole a loyal au-

dience and has helped build their reputation

as comic relief on TSN. "Chemistry is

what makes our show work," said Onrait.

When I asked him how much preparation

goes on between him and O'Toole for

their banter during the show, he quickly

responded, "zero." He credits his bosses

for giving the pair a lot of leeway and
trusting that they know where the line

is. Not that they have never crossed that

line before: Onrait asked me innocently,

"Did you know you can't say douchebag
on TV? I didn't realize you couldn't say

douchebag on TV."

A graduate of Ryerson's Radio and
Television Arts program, Onrait started

interning at TSN as a writer while attend-

ing school. After graduating, he had a few

gigs around Canada including working

in Saskatchewan and hosting morning

news program the Big Breakfast in Win-

nipeg. In 2001, Onrait returned to Toron-

to to work for the NHL Network before landing

a job with TSN a year later.

When Onrait discussed his journey to get

where he is today or the paths of others like

him, he started to get a little sentimental. The
industry has changed across the country and
it seems to have upset him to some extent.

"It's not like the old days where if you wanted

to be a broadcaster, you could go to a place

like Swift Current and be on television," On-

rait emotionally explained. "They're all being

shut down. They really did serve a purpose.

They were a chance for [new broadcasters] to

go to make mistakes."

The people he's talking about are his peers

at TSN, of which he had only the most positive

things to say. "Everyone gets along kind of ri-

diculously well, [there's] no egos. I think we're

all appreciative of what we have. More than

that, there are no assholes. 1 would tell you if

there were. 1 wouldn't name them, but I'd tell

you if there were."

'The mood is fun [at

TSN] at 2 a.m. It's

like the asylum is

abandoned and the

inmates are running it

at night. It never feels

like work.'

Discussing specific personalities that he

admires at the network, Onrait reassured me
there is no one there he doesn't like, but did

share a few he truly admires. "1 love Rod Smith.

To me, when 1 first got here as a writer, to now,

he's always just been the nicest guy in the

world. And he's an amazing journalist. I also

love [Chris] Cuthbert," continued Onrait. "He is

just a great example. This is a guy who calls the

gold medal game at the Olympics, the pinnacle

of his profession, and he couldn't be more down
to Earth or nice if he tried. 1 try to follow the

example of people like that."

As the interview progressed, Onrait felt as

though he needed to get a few things off his chest.

First, the CFL. He hates the comparison to

the NFL. "Nobody that enjoys the game is un-

der the illusion that these players are better

than NFL players," said Onrait in a way that

made me feel a little guilty. "Young people

are missing the point: celebrating a unique

Canadian game with Canadian rules. They
say it's stupid. It's different! You don't

have to compare it to the NFL! It's a dif-

ferent game. Just enjoy it for what it is.

It gives Canadian athletes, CIS athletes,

a chance to play pro. And it's just fun!

Just go enjoy it, have a few beers and
just chill out." He leaned back in his

chair. It seemed like he'd been keeping

that one bottled up for a while—beer is

a good release.

Next, Onrait moves on to the Rogers
Centre. Of course, he only refers to it

by its former name. "The Skydome is

just atrocious. It's a bad atmosphere for

the CFL and for baseball. I despise that

building. I feel they should implode it.

You can write that down by the way." 1

oblige. 1 have never heard anyone use
the word "despise" so strongly before.

On his future, Onrait joked that he is

planning on working on Sportscentre for

the next 40 or 50 years, to which I'm sure most
of his fans would not object. He said he has no
plans to try something new. Even when I prod-

ded him with questions about maybe becom-
ing a hockey "insider" or calling play-by-play,

he seemed set in his ways. "I like doing that

kind of stuff but it feels too much like work to

me. That's not why I got into this business."
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CHARLES TRAPUNSKI
Varsity Staff

The professional sports year tends

to follow a predictable pattern. Wfien

the seasons change from summer to

fall or winter to spring, the games are

especially exciting. But before this,

the excitement is not as palpable.

Here is a sports fan's guide to get-

ting the most out of the doldrums of

March before the awesomeness of

April starts raining down.

Spring Training

For baseball fans, the idea of pitchers

and catchers reporting to spring train-

ing is the sign that the long winter is

over and the games are ready to be-

gin. Unfortunately, that event occurs

in mid-February, and March brings an

entire month of meaningless spring

training games. Unless fans are enam-
oured with battles for fifth starters'

jobs or bench spots, the games offer

little incentive in terms of excitement.

Plus, once the season starts, the ros-

ters seem to shuffle every day, mean-

ing that the team that breaks camp
often looks quite different in June and

July. Spring training games make for

awful television as well. 1 remember
watching a Blue Jays spring training

game that was inexplicably broadcast

on Citytv. The final out weis recorded

during a pre-taped segment and not

even shown. For a casual baseball tan,

spring training is the time to brush up
on a long-neglected team, or perhaps

a hated opposing team, in order to in-

vent some heckles for the upcoming

season.

March sadness
For sports fans, March is the least wonderful tinne of the year

March Madness

The first few days of March Madness,

which took place last Thursday and
Friday, featured enough games that

if no major upsets take place, there

is still enough going on peripher-

ally to keep any fan entertained.

But after most of the favourites take

care of business, and the Cinderella

teams lose their glass slippers, the

Madness becomes something of a

mild haze. The choices in the later

rounds often come down to cheer-

ing for teams that are still left in your
pool that you would never want to

cheer for in real life, like Duke. The
other possibility is jumping on the

bandwagon of a random school that

you have never heard of before (or

will again) or the one with the pret-

tiest uniform. Plus, the final game of

March Madness takes place in, you
guessed it, April. So tell people that

you knew that Cleveland State was
a sleeper all along and don't reveal

that you never actually knew that

there was a Cleveland State.

NBA Basketball

The problem with March Madness,
at least from a broadcaster's per-

spective, is that single-elimination

games with real emotion reveal the

plodding speed and lack of heart

demonstrated in a March NBA
game. By this point, many teams
have already decided that they are

not going to make the playoffs (or

had it decided for them), and tank

the rest of the games in order to

have a better chance of landing a

high lottery pick. For teams that are

still in it, March is when the grind

really starts to set in and players

seem far less fresh, especially con-

sidering that the NBA feels the need

to have every team play each other

twice, resulting in frequent cross-

country road trips. If you happen to

be a Raptors fan, the team still has a

shot at advancing into the postsea-

son, which is an increasing rarity

in these parts. So if the Raptors are

your passion, check out the team
before the playoff matches are set.

If the local team qualifies, the games
are played at odd times to boost

television ratings.

NHL Hockey

The Olympics revealed that hockey

can be exciting without fighting, and
the start of the playoffs in April are

always a blast until the weather gets

nicer and the prospect of seeing a

semifinal match with a random team
is easily trumped by going outside.

The grind in the NBA is just as no-

ticeable in the NHL, especially in an

Olympic year, where the games be-

come even more compressed.

Football

Basically just wait until September,

or June, if you prefer the Canadian

game. I don't know, you could watch

to see if Brett Favre is going to come
back for another season. Or perhaps

you could rent the Keanu Reeves

classic The Replacements. Either ac-

tivity should keep you entertained

until the start of the season.

ni •

In the doldrums of March, Toronto sports fans can find solace in the fact that

Chris Bosh (left) and the Raptors are still in contention to make the playoffs.

MARCH 22 TO 28

Monday, March 22

International Day for

Elimination of Racial

Discriminatipn

Mark the International Day for the

Elimination of Racial Discrimination

and join conversation on what this day

means for you. There will be a special

video presentation, music and coffee/

sweets. The event is co-hosted by the

Anti-Racism and Cultural Diversity

Officer and the Special Advisor on

Equity Issues.

• 3:30-5 p.m. Free!

• Cumberland Room, International

Student Centre (33 St. George St.)

Contact: 416-978-2196

Life After Growtti: Why the

Economy Is ShrlnKing and_

What to Dp^bout It

Discussion by Richard Heinberg, one

of the foremost writers and speakers

on peak oil, energy and the economy

Hosted by Post Carbon Toronto.

• Doors at 6 p.m. PWYC

(Suggested donation of $5)

• Trinity St-Paul's United Church

(427 Bloor St. W.)

Tuesday, March 23

The Harsh Light of Day:

Performance Art and Digital

Hybrids
Panel discussion and screening

concerning theatrical queer hybrids,

with Oliver Husain, Tanya Mars,

Deanna Bowen, Daniel Maclvor,

Deirdre Logue, and Andrew Paterson.

Moderated by John Greyson.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Third floor, Robert Gill Theatre

(214 College St.)

Graddrama.utoronto.ca

Toronto Women's Bookstore

Cpmrnunity Meeting

At this meeting, TWB Board and Staff

will answer some frequently asked

questions, provide you with a brief

overview of TWB's recent history, an

update on the current situation, and

let you know what needs to happen at

this point and what you can do to help

the bookstore keep its doors open.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Beit Zatoun (612 Markham St.)

Beitzatoun.org, womensbookstore.com

Wednesday, March 24

Blood 101 Blood Drive

A blood drive to support Blood 101,

a national blood donation challenge

where universities across the nation

compete to save the most lives. Pizza,

pop, and water provided.

• 2:30-7 p.m. Free!

• Free bus to and from event

(at 67 College St.) from

Woodsworth College

For more information or to register:

utbioodline.sa.utoronto.ca or email

Siwei.chen@utoronto.ca

Thursday, March 25

Arbor Room Open Stage
Join Vitcor Swift for the final Open

Stage of the year and don't miss out

on your chance to tickle the ivories, or

blow your horn. Hosted by Canadian

Idol contestant with support from our

very own sound tech Michel Plourde, a

musical jack of all trades himself, this

evening is a fun-filled chance for the

campus and open mic community to

create a coffee house vibe.

• 8:30 p.m. Free!

• Arbor Room, Hart House

Harthousemusic.cotn

Friday, March 26

Hart House Jazz Ensemble

Join the HH Jazz Ensemble led by

conductor and drummer Ernesto

Cervini in a selection of jazz favourites,

standards, and contemporary

material. Die-hard lovers of jazz music,

these amateur student musicians hit

all the right notes to put you in the key

of jazz!

• 9 p.m. Free!

• Arbor Room, Hart House

Harthousemusic.com

Saturday, March 27

Toronto Entpmolpgists^
Association—Annual Student
Symposium
Graduate students from Ontario

universities present short talks

and display posters relating to

their work in entomology Coffee

and refreshments are served at

intermission.

• 1 p.m. Free!

• Room 432, Ramsay Wright

• Zoological Building

(25 Harbord St., at St. George)

Ontarioinsects.org

Whe" Rappers Used To
Dance
Panel and discussion on hip-hop

history and its progression as a

culture.

• 2-5 p.m. Free!

• Toronto Free Gallery

(1277 Bloor St. W.)

416-913-0461

Women Without Men
(Images Festival/Power Plant) Film

screening and discussion with director

Shirin Neshat led by Jian Ghomeshi.

• 7p.m.$18,adv$15.

• Royal Cinema (608 College St.)

Imagesfestival.com

Sunday, March 28

The Hot Wholistic Health Fest

Pleasure-based sexual health fair and

workshop for LGBTQ women.

• 11 a.m.-6 p.m. Free!

• Sherbourne Health Centre

(331 Sherbourne St.)

Pre-register 416-961-0113

To have your

U of T campus event

listeci In this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings@thevarsity.ca
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U of T plans to

raise tuition,

balance budget
TIM LEGAULT

Associate News Editor

Tuition fees will increase by an
average of 4.31 per cent for do-

mestic students and six per cent

for international students, ac-

cording to the tuition fee sched-

ule presented to the Business
Board on Monday. The hikes

will go to Governing Council for

final approval.

A 4.5 per cent hike will be
applied to most undergrad
programs, and four per cent

to most grad programs. Excep-
tions are the eight per cent tu-

ition increases for students en-

tering pharmacy, engineering,

dentistry, and law.

The board also heard the re-

port for next year's budget and
long-range guidelines. After un-

precedented endowment losses

that led to the cancellation of a

$62-million endowment payout
in 2009, U of T plans to have a

balanced budget next year.

SEE 'BUDGET' -PG 2

Distribution

requirements

change for new

artsci students

Revised categories meant

to reflect course content: admin

SAMYA KULLAB
Associate News Editor

Incoming arts and science students

in September will be required to fulfill

four breadth requirement credits to

complete their degrees, instead of three

distribution requirement courses.

The changes are a result of the arts

and science faculty's curriculum renew-

al process, which examines the vari-

ous principles behind degree require-

ments' depth and breadth of study.

The previous distribution requirement

model was based on how departments

were classified rather than the specific

content of the courses.

"Some departments thought of

themselves, for example, as 'a social

science department' and so would

classify all their courses that way, even

if a particular course was similar to

one of another department in a differ-

ent group," wrote Glen Loney, assistant

dean of the arts and science faculty, in

an email to The Varsity.

Rather than take one credit in sci-

ence, humanities, and social science,

students entering U of T in Septem-

ber 2010 or after must take one credit

from four out of five categories: 1) Cre-

ative and Cultural Representations, 2)

Thought, Belief, and Behaviour, 3) Soci-

ety cind Its Institutions, 4) Living Things

and Their Environment, and 5) The
Physical and Mathematical Universes.

"We wanted a set of categories that

will spread the many courses we have

in Arts & Science across a range that is

characteristic of the [faculty], a set that

SEE 'ARTSCI' -PG

2

IT'S ALL GREEK

The Greek Students' Association held its annual 'Greek Day' celebration at the UTSC Student Centre on Tuesday.

The Greek Independence Day on March 25 marks Greece's liberation from the Ottoman Empire in 1821. Revellers

enjoyed live music as well as Greek cuisine and folk dancing, as did Dimitris Azemopoulos, the consul general of

Greece, who spoke at the event.

Students United escape DO,

sweep into UTMSU
• Unofficial results have United slate winning all six exec spots

• UTM Renew to appeal the appeals' that reduced rival slate's demerits

SHONITH RAJENDRAN
Associate News Editor

presidential candidates, received with 1,638 votes for Bhatt emd 1,142

Spring elections for the UTM Stu-

dents' Union brought record voter

turnout and complaints. The entire

Students United slate, as well as both

enough demerits to be disqualified.

After appeals, Vickita Bhatt and
other Students United candidates

no longer face disqualification. Un-

official results have Bhatt's slate

sweeping all executive positions,

for her opponent, Henry Ssali, run-

ning on UTM Renew. Results must
be ratified by the board of directors

before they become official.

SEE 'UTMSU' -PG
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Photo opportunity

PhD student creates program to make a photo collage in any shape

MAHSA ALIMARDANI

Cheung describes his algorithm as moving around photos on a tabletop until

they can all be seen.

At the spacious, marble-floored

MaRS building at the corner of

University and College, Vincent

Cheung won the student entrepre-

neur competition in the National

Business and Technology Confer-

ence held last Friday and Saturday.

Cheung, a PhD student at U of T, is

a computer engineer and budding

business mogul.

Cheung won for his company.
Shape Collage Inc., which takes

photos and makes them into any
shape. On March 8, Cheung was
named by the group Advancing
Canadian Entrepreneurship as

the 2010 Student Entrepreneur

Regional Champion, competing
against students from Ontario

and Quebec in front of a live

panel of business professionals.

He'll go to the ACE national expo-
sition in May and could move on
to compete for the Global Student

Entrepreneur Awards.
In 2007, Cheung wanted to dis-

play pictures to family and friends

but couldn't find a program that

worked well enough. He tinkered

and came up with a new algorithm

for automatically arranging photos
in a collage.

"Imagine I give you 50 photos

and I throw it on this table"

—

Cheung points to the square coffee

table in front of him—"You'll only

be able to see five of them because
they're piled on top of each other.

Vincent Cheung calls himself the 'CEO,

founder, and janitor' of Shape Collage.

So what you would do is one by
one spread them apart from each

other and that's essentially what

the algorithm is doing. You ran-

domly put this on a digital canvas

and you move them around until

you can see them all. The only dif-

ference is that this table can be any
shape that you want, like a heart or

a word."

At first, Cheung posted the pro-

gram on his site, where it received

no attention. But after more public-

ity, the program has, in Cheung's

words, "gone viral." "In February

last year I emailed a couple of

blogs," said Cheung. "I said, 'Hi my

name is Vincent and I made this

program called Shape Collage.'

Maybe one out of the five web-
sites would write a review about it.

They would have a couple hundred
or even a thousand viewers who
would then find out about me and
also start blogging."

Shape Collage has had a mil-

lion downloads in the past year.

Cheung recently cut a deal with

Photobox, the largest online print-

ing company in Europe.

Cheung graduated at top of his

class from the University of Mani-

toba. He has interned at Microsoft

and Google.

As a computer engineering PhD
candidate, Cheung focuses on
machine learning and computer

vision, using probability and sta-

tistics to make sophisticated algo-

rithms for solving problems. He
also does work with molecular bi-

ology, using algorithms to analyze

DNA and genome data in order to

find patterns that will become plat-

forms for experimentation.

Cheung credits all his success

to "hard work and an open mind."

On his website he calls himself the

"CEO, founder, and janitor."

"I don't see the point of being

money-intensive," Cheung said.

His extravagant purchase since his

business took off was a new cell

phone. He quickly explained that

the phone is for business purpos-

es, so that he can expand Shape

Collage into phone applications.

'ARTSCI'- CONTINUED FROM P61

a set that will ensure our students

study both sciences and arts in their

degree," said Loney.

Students must teike a full course cred-

it in four out of five breadth categories,

or a full course credit in three catego-

ries cind half a credit in each of the oth-

er two. The new categories also allow

departments to list courses in more
than one category. Some departments

now have courses in three categories.

According to Loney, deciding on
the number of courses generated

much discussion.

"We settled on 4.0 courses, realizing

that some of these categories—or in-

deed for some of our students, many
of the categories—might be met within

a single interdisciplinary program,"

Loney said. "We thought that was not a

true problem, since if the students were

taking a broad range of courses in that

program they would indeed be getting

a broad education."

"1 think the changes will benefit U of

T students," said Cameron Davis, third-

year political science student, "I've of-

ten found myself wainting to take more
courses outside of my discipline, like in

human biology and psychology, and

this seems like a good opportunity for

students such as myself."

'BUDGET' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

The document also lays out

plans for the next five years,

which includes projects like a

new student system to replace

ROSI and a strengthening of in-

frastructure for research.

"It's a well-balanced budget,"

said Olivier Sorin, a graduate
representative on Governing
Council, happy to point out the

increase in funding for merit-

based scholarships. "Tuition in-

creases, however? Not so great."

UTSU and ASSU execs could
not be reached for comment.

Concerns
The budget report expressed
concern that government funding

won't keep pace with the student

population. With projected enrol-

ment pressures that will continue

at least until 2015, the report not-

ed the potential for a "debilitating

pro-ration of per-student grants."

Pension liabilities continue to

remain a concern. The combined
pension plan deficit is currently

over $1 billion. In February, presi-

dent David Naylor announced
that U of T would pursue a more
conventional investment strat-

egy, abandoning the aggressive

Bloor & Dundas Square

Dental Office

DR. F. FANIAN

DR. L. FREUDMAN

General & Cosmetic

Dentistry

• Green Shield Canada Student Dental Plan

• Convenient Subway Access

• Extended Evening and Saturday Appointments available

Tel: 416-533-2555

2333 Dundas Street West, Suite 204
(Bloor Subway line, Dundas West Subway Station)

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hour PTogram

• Classroom Management Techniijaes

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• E8L Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicnm

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Gnarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

THE PUMP
410 BUMIR ST. W.

(at Brunswick)

416-927-7337

BEST WINGS
BEST PRICES
• Sunday Nite Vz Price Nachos
• Monday Nite Vz Price Wings

• Tuesday Nite V2 Price Pizzas

• Wedn^ay Nite V2Pri(x Pastas

• ThursdayNite Fresli Mussels

$4,25/lb Choice of2 delicioussauces

WeekendBrunch 11am-3pm

Show your T-Card
and save 10%

on all regularly priced items

Style of big U.S. schools. There

are plans to review funding strate-

gies, investment risks, and return

targets for pension funding in the

coming months.

Balanced budget planned
Total revenue is expected to in-

crease 9.4 per cent, from $1.44 bil-

lion in 2009-10 to $1.57 billion in

2010-11.

Last year's cancelled endow-

ment payout resulted in a $46 mil-

lion loss for the operating budget,

a loss that the budget acknowl-

edges will still be felt in the com-

ing years. A $45-million deficit

fund was created to compensate.

According to the report, divi-

sions only drew $17.8 million from

this fund, using unspent funds in

endowment accounts as well as

their own reserves to cover the

shortfall. Since these funds have

now been depleted, any future

endowment issues cannot be simi-

larly cushioned and would likely

result in further budget cuts or in-

creased burrowing.

Projected revenues have in-

creased. A significant portion of

tuition revenue increases is com-

ing from international students

and increased graduate enrol-

ment, though revenue for doctoral

students is typically a net zero

for their first five years. The prov-

ince's tuition fee framework man-

dates that the average tuition for

all students may not exceed five

per cent a year. Though the man-

date ends in April, U of T has as-

sumed it will continue for the next

few years.

S5E
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Call and response
Kids become storytellers in prof's program

ELIZABETH KAGEDAN
Associate News Editor

A teacher sits in front of a group of

students, gesticulating and acting

out Jabberwocky. The students sit,

rapt, and then recite bits of it back.

This is not your typical Grade 2

classroom.

Advanced nonsense poems are

but one of the unconventional

learning tools used by professor

Mary Thelander in her "From 3 to

3" program, currently running in

elementary schools in the Toronto

District School Board, mainly in

Etobicoke. The program aims to

develop sequential and narrative

reasoning in children from age

three to Grade 3, especially those

for whom English is a second lan-

guage. It started off as a research

project and moved into classrooms
this year, carried out in partner-

ship with U of T's Centre for Com-
munity Partnerships and Office of

Student Affairs.

"After 1 finished my PhD at OlSE,

I was really interested in how chil-

dren learn to understand what
people mean, and realizing that to

understand what somebody else

means is a long process," said

Thelander.

She was especially interested in

children learning English as a sec-

ond language. "I wanted to know
how children coming from non-

Western cultures come to under-

stand what's going on at school

—

not just what the teacher said, but

the meaning of what she said."

The program operates in "that

tire around Toronto where new
families settle," Thelander said, be-

cause it's designed specifically for

children "who are at a disadvantage

Strike at U Montreal frustrates

students

The union representing 2,400 lec-

turers at the University of Montre-

al rejected the university's latest

contract offer last week. Lecturers

went on a rotating walkout on Feb.

15, and have been striking sinc;e

Feb. 24.

A university spokesperson said

a retroactive wave increase of 3.cS

per cent for lecturers, included

in the recent offer, is higlier than

wages at Concordia and Laval Uni-

1

versity and equivalent to those at
\

the University of Quebec at Mon-

1

treal. "For the union to reject our i

offer is one thing. For it to con-j

tinue to hold students hostage is i

unacceptable," vice-rector Luc

Granger said.

The union argued that rejecting i

the offer will put pressure on the t

university to come up with a more i

appealing offer. •

University administrators have
i

decided that students in classes

;

taught by striking lecturers have
\

missed too much of the course
j

work and are considering extend-

!

ing the term. An end date for the
|

semester will not be set until the
|

strike is over.
\

"People have jobs lined up, they
j

have applied for the bar or gradu-

1

ate school, but everything hinges
j

on completing our courses," said
'

The 'From 3 to 3' program is lool<ing for volunteers to work with l<ids.

because of cultural displacement,

truncated language development,

social isolation, and poverty."

Thelander said that the oppor-

tunity for students to hear stories

puts fun ahead of didacticism, get-

ting kids to repeat back stories

from fairy tales and literature—as

well as poetry, chain rhyming, ges-

tural rhyming—beginning in kin-

dergarten and increasing in com-
plexity over the years. As a result,

teachers still use rhyming and oral

storytelling up to Grade 3.

"From 3 to 3" relies heavily on tu-

tors: U of T students from a broad

range of studies and backgrounds.

Thelander had hoped for a student

involvement component in the

program, and in her research she

found that the children who were
engaged with tutors did best of all.

"We are launched into a further

two years in expanding the pro-

gram and working with a develop-

ing student association to get more
students involved with the commu-
nity," she said.

Thelander spoke of encourag-

ing results. "One teacher said to

me, 'Mary, we've created a mon-
ster, they never shut up, they talk

all the time—but no no, it's okay,

it's productive talk.' And to me,
that's huge." She added that she
saw kindergarteners understand
the phrase "jewel-encrusted slip-

per" because of the teacher's ges-

tures and the context. "Particu-

larly within a story environment,
you can use more complicated

language, because the story itself

will help children understand
language," she said.

Natasha Trodler-Laine, who is

set to graduate in law as soon as

she can complete a course with a

striking lecturer. "The university

isn't suffering. By now, they've got

all their tuition. It's the students

who are suffering."

—CAROLYN ARNETT

Source; Montreal Gazette

Coulter speech cancelled in

Ottawa

Protestors at the University of Ot-

tawa kept Ann Coulter, the contro-

versial right-wing commentator,

from giving a talk Tuesday. Coul-

ter's bodyguard deemed the pro-

testors surrounding Marion Hall a

security risk.

In an email Friday, U Ottawa
vice-president and provost Fran-

cois Houle told Coulter to take

note of freedom of speech laws in

Canada so that she doesn't cross

the line. Coulter said she is the

victim of a hate crime and that

she plans on filing a human rights

complaint.

"I'm pretty sure little Francois

A-Houle does not need to travel

with a bodyguard," Coulter said. "I

would like to know when this sort

of violence, this sort of protest,

has been inflicted upon a Mus-
lim—who appear to be, from what
I've read of the human rights com-

plaints, the only protected group

in Canada."

Coulter said it is the first time

she has cancelled an event be-

cause of protestors. "I never get

in any trouble at the Ivy League
schools, it's always the Bush
League schools," she said.

—SASHA KALRA

Source: Ottawa Citizen

U of T receives rare films

Film archivist Colin Geddes has

donated over 400 Hong Kong and
Taiwanese films and trailers to U
of T. They will become part of the

special archive held at the Media
Commons at Robarts.

The films span the 1970s to the

1990s and include works by such

acclaimed directors as Wong Kar-

wai, Tsui Hark, Hou Hsiao-Hsien,

Ronny Yu Yan-Tai, Ringo Lam, and
John Woo.
Geddes said his collection was

"born out of a recognition that

these films represent a valuable

piece of international cinematic

history that would be impossible

to replace if ever lost."

The collection includes films ob-

tained from closed Chinatown

cinemas. In some cases, they were
rescued from the garbage.

—RYAN TUZYK

Source: CBC news

'UTMSU'- CONTINUED FROM PGl

Executive candidates with over
35 points are disqualified. They
can appeal to the Elections and
Referenda Committee to over-

turn rulings by the chief return-

ing officer, Kenny Lee. Upon
appeals. Shaft's demerit points

were reduced from 62 to 30 and
Ssali's from 36 to 26. UTM Renew
plans to pursue several appeals
next week.
"Most of the points reduced

were because of lack of witness-

es and evidence," said Lee. "We
brought in the individuals that

were supposed to have commit-
ted the violations and they denied

everything. We felt that we didn't

have any hard evidence against

them, so we had to let it go."

Peter Buczkowski, campaign
manager for Henry Ssali, said

that the Elections and Referenda
Appeals Committee, which com-
pleted hearing the first round of

appeals on Monday, was biased.

He said that one of the three com-
mittee members, Hibba Amin,
had changed her profile picture

on Facebook to a Students United

icon and urged others to vote for

Students United in her status up-

date. Buczkowski criticized the

other two members of the com-
mittee, Carole Au Yeung and Joey
Santiago, for not removing Amin.
Bhatt could not be reached for

comment.
UTMSU's board of directors will

strike a new committee at their

March 25 meeting to hear argu-

ments to "appeal the appeals."

Buczkowski said UTM Renew will

pay the $30 fee to appear before

that committee next week, as soon

as it is established, but that he

was unsure whether Renew would
receive a fair hearing. "There's a

lot of talk around campus of a lot

of the impartialities not existing

where they have to, a lot of bias

and sense of entitlement," he said.

Asked if he felt the Renew slate

had a chance at next week's ap-

peals, Lee said he was doubt-

ful since the appeals committee
serves mainly to remove points

and not to add them. Lee also con-

firmed that a recount yesterday

for one board of directors seat

was completed and that the initial

results were correct.

"To be honest I think some of

[the candidates] were abusing

the complaint system to try to get

the other team disqualified," said

Lee, who said he was partially re-

sponsible for the high number of

demerit points this year. "The mo-
ment 1 see a violation, I don't give

a warning. 1 punish immediately,"

he said. "This year there were a

lot of complaints, so it was the

hope that by giving them points

they would stop, but they didn't."

Lee said he was disappointed

that candidates didn't uphold the

spirit of the elections. "I wouldn't

say either team was worse, but

personally I think both teams
were engaging in negative cam-
paigning in one way or another."
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Turn off the TV

comment@thevarsity.ca

Enough with the battle between local stations and cable providers, we should concentrate on more important things

The CRTC sided with the local television stations on March 22 after months of disputes with

cable and satellite providers.

JON FOSTER

Growing up, I always had cable television. I even

had one right in my room so I could watch what

I wanted, when I wanted. It was my source of

relaxation when I finished my homework.

When 1 moved out of my parents' house at

the ripe age of 18, 1 decided that 1 still wanted

cable, and signed up with Rogers. Over the

years the bill kept going up—more stations,

more options, and on-demand services. Be-

fore long, 1 was staring at a cable bill of more

than $80 per month. One day I decided enough

was enough. I cancelled my services and at-

tempted to get only the over-the-air channels

offered locally. Sure, 1 only get four channels

now, but for the most part, 1 get to see the pro-

grams I'm most interested in. And the most im-

portant factor: it's free!

Over the past several months, if you've

watched any local television programming,

you've probably seen the ongoing battle be-

tween local television stations and the cable

and satellite providers. Each side claims the

other is making millions of dollars per year

in revenues—local television providers claim

the cable and satellite providers are making

over $2 billion a year in profit, and the cable

and satellite providers are claiming that the lo-

cal television stations are making hundreds of

millions in operating profit.

The root of the issue is fee for carriage. Spe-

cialty channels get a portion of the fee each

subscriber pays to their provider, whereas lo-

cal television stations such as Global, CTV, and

CBC, among others, are not getting any money
for their channels, which are being broadcast

across the country.

After months of public campaigns on televi-

sion, the Canadian Radio-television and Tele-

communications Commission held a hearing

on March 22 and confirmed that, in fact, the

local television stations are losing money, and

encouraged both sides to work together to

come to an agreement.

This announcement also provided both

sides with methods of recourse if they are

unhappy with the way negotiations are going.

Cable and satellite providers can simply drop

the local television stations from their lineup,

and local television stations can choose to

blackout programming from airing through

the cable and satellite service.

Perhaps it's time to totally revamp the way
cable and satellite providers bill for program-

ming instead. 1 think it would be a much better

solution if consumers had the option of choos-

ing specifically what channels they want, and

charged a flat fee per channel. There would be

no confusion about who is paying for what, and

it would eliminate having to choose a package

that probably contains tens (or in some cases

hundreds) of channels that you have no inter-

est in. It would also allow consumers to bet-

ter control the amount they're paying each

month, which will help everyone (except the

cable and satellite companies) save money.

Maybe an even more extreme step should

be taken by students. Why not do away with

cable and satellite altogether? We should be

spending our time reading and studying and

stimulating our brains to become knowledge-

able members of society. Television detracts

from this. It takes away our imagination and

our motivation.

1 know that might sound a bit extreme to

some, especially those who have to know
how the finale of Lost turns out, or need to

see which team is eliminated on The Amaz-

ing Race this week. But what it comes down
to is that television has become an overbear-

ing element in many lives across all genera-

tions. There was a time before television, and

1 believe there will be a time after television.

But in the mean time, I think everyone should

play fair.

Change deserved to

lose

Hmm...Did Maher ever think about

how the handling of the blackface

incident last semester by particular

members and supporters of the

Change slate impacted the solidifica-

tion of these feelings among margin-

alized bodies on campus ("Orange

crushed," Mar. 22)?

Did the Change slate truly think

about how the lack of a strong eq-

uity focus/stance would affect their

chances of winning?

Oh! 1 forgot! Playing Soca and

South Asian music during election

time is a sincere and well thought-out

act of solidarity. Oh geez, my bad.

If Change U of T were more worried

LETTERS-
about ensuring that everyone feels

welcome on campus, and less

interested in pointing fingers at

minor bureaucratic infractions,

perhaps they would have a more
legitimate basis on which to

dispute the election outcome.

Magz

Other students

shouldn't get involved

The problem 1 have with "students"

from other universities (and 1 use

"students" in quotations because for

these people, politics come before

being students, otherwise they

would have graduated in a normal

time period) is that they're all part of

the same coalition of cronies in the

Canadian Federation of Students.

Why should a Ryerson or York

student union president be involved

in a U of T process? How is this

democratic at all?

The Ryerson Students' Union and
York Federation of Students example

would be like if Stephen Harper of-

ficially endorsed Obama/Biden in the

2008 elections, and made frequent

trips to the U.S. and campaigned for

the Democrats.

The CFS example would be like if

the UN officially endorsed Obama/
Biden and had the leaders of many of

its member nations come to the U.S.

and campaign for the Democrats.

It's absolutely ridiculous and
should never happen again.

Obvious

Let them campaign

1 want to ask why it's such a big

deal that students from other

Toronto universities helped cam-
paign?

People only come out and help

when they strongly support a cam-
paign or are vehemently opposed
to the other side. It's perfectly natu-

ral, and if these folks didn't actually

believe in the people they were
helping they wouldn't have been
there. Coalition building is impor-

tant. Personally, 1 was impressed by

the fact that the Stronger Together

slate appeared to have support

from a broad range of groups both

from U of T and elsewhere.

VARSITY.COMMENTER

Election revealing of

U ofT culture

As a scrutineer, the breakdown

of which polling stations voted

Change and which ones voted

Stronger Together was pretty in-

teresting ("UTSU elections a joke,"

Mar. 22). In my opinion, it reflected
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where students were being dragged

to the polls with a green/orange

flyer in hand and where students

had voted after considering the

speeches they heard, the videos,

the online media, The Varsity, etc.

It took eight years for the CFS to

solidly entrench themselves into this

campus through the UTSU. It is naive

to think that two years of some real

opposition will put anything more
than a dent in their stronghold. So, it

is important to talk about how voter

turnout went up from seven per cent

to 17 per cent.

It's also important not to dismiss

the imported campaigners. Change
campaigners were overwhelm-

ingly full-time U of T students.

Stronger Together campaigners

were overwhelmingly full-time paid

employees of CFS locals, making it

a lot easier to shirk all their other

"responsibilities."

I've had many students come up
to me with genuine shock at the

results. But the truth is that those

students who were even margin-

ally invested in these elections

are vastly outnumbered by the

apathetic students who hear "$6

off a metropass if you take this

green flyer and vote" or "textbooks

online!"

They don't stop to think, "1 used
to pay $96, I'm paying $107 this

year, and next year I'll be paying

$99 when two years ago, they prom-
ised a $400 UPASS."

They don't stop to think, "Yeah,

I'm sure publishing houses and
copy centers will be falling over

each other to give away profits by
putting my calculus textbook or

International Law reader online."

Yay, U of T. We are pioneers in

student apathy.

Adam Smith

IRKS QUIR
Why the colour of your skin has little to do with your

experience with oppression

CRISTINA DIAZ BORDA

Recently in the JCR a friend described an
incident where he was approached without

provocation and told, "You are a white male.

You have never experienced oppression," fol-

lowed by a second member of the group who
added, "and neither have your ancestors." In a

discussion on oppression, 1 too was told, "You

are white, you couldn't possibly understand."

The ignorance of these comments not only

shocks, but appalls me.

The definition of being white has changed
so many times, one cannot quantify it. There
was a time when the Irish were oppressed,

called black, and left to starve and die. Mul-

ticulturalism has complicated the easy iden-

tification of races. My white, male, allegedly

non-oppressed friend is Ukrainian, and from a

Jewish family. If you don't know your history,

that means that the Turks tried to wipe his an-

cestors out, and then the Germans had a shot.

If his forbears survived that, then Stalin took a

crack at them too. I'm not even going to discuss

the problems in telling a Jew that his family has

never felt oppression.

Why must this even be expressed?Why is it that

someone has to defend that yes, indeed, their an-

cestors did suffer? We pretend to strive towards a

goal where race doesn't matter and where we elim-

inate oppression from our society. This should

not mean that those whose families did in fact suf-

fer in the past should feel entitled to completely

disregard the opinions of those whose families

did not. Ignorance is an ugly thing, regardless of

where it comes from, and people have no control

over who their ancestors were and what they did. I

As a Latina growing up in the U.S., Cristina Diaz Borda

has faced her fair share of racism.

am in no way trying to suggest that the suffering of

one ethnicity is more valid than another. Nor am
1 trying to suggest that we should forget history. I

am saying that basic manners and civility cannot

be forgotten. There is no excuse for confronting

someone over their race, regardless of the concen-

tration of melanin in their skin.

For argument's sake, let's say 1 need to be a mi-

nority to have this opinion. I'm a Latina who grew

up in the United States, where I personally expe-

rienced racism. Imagine, when expressing an op-

posing opinion to someone, being called a spic, as

if that was reason enough for why what you had to

say was invalid. I remember regularly being called

"a goddamned Mexican" as if it was a slur. (I'm Co-

lombian, for the record.) Imagine going to dinner

at your boyfriend's house, only to be insulted as

his mother berates him for not finding someone
good enough, horrified when she finds out your

ethnic background, was even accused by an al-

leged friend of stealing, regardless of any pos-

sible link to the crime, with the only reasoning

given, "Well, you are poor. You probably sold it

for the money." Yes, racism can be that overt.

In the United States, every time you fill out

the census, or a school or job application, you

are asked to clarify your race. The option, "Lati-

no (non white)" as well as "White (non Latino)"

makes it very clear, written out for you, that if

your ancestors were from the Americas and

spoke Spanish, you are not white. If I wanted

to, I could have joined the National Association

for the Advancement of Colored Persons. I'm a

very pale swarthy at best. The makeup I use is

either the lightest shade of medium available,

or the darkest shade of fair, but I don't identify

as white.

So now 1 live in Canada, as does my Ukrai-

nian friend. Does living somewhere where we pass

for white suddenly take away experiences with op-

pression? Is my opinion less valid because here,

people identify me as white? Should my friend be

confronted because someone else's ancestors,

with similar skin pigmentation to his, committed

injustices? For that matter, should someone trying

to enjoy their day be confronted because some-

where down the line one of their great uncles did

in fact own slaves?

Why is it that in the name of fighting oppression,

people must oppress others? We go to class and
have debates on sensitive subjects and arguments

about the past, but at the end of the day, someone
is called out for amazingly, their skin pigmenta-

tion. It baffles me that this is the point we have tak-

en things, where discourse cannot be had because

of the colour of someone's skin. It's insane! We are

all better than this.

Varsity Publications Board of Directors

ELECTION NOTICE

Varsity Board of Directors Candidates and Constituencies

St. George (four representatives)

• Dimitri Apostopolous

• Jessica Denyer

• Kerri Komoto

• Jackie Linton

• Noah IVIazereeuw

• Sekuk Pir

• Emily Sommers

St. George elections will be held from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. on April 1 in Sid Smith.

Voting will be by paper ballot. To vote, you must be a full-time undergraduate

student or a graduate student or part-time student who pays the membership

fee of $2.50. Please bring your TCard to prove your voter eligibility.

UTM (one representative)

• Michael Di Leo

DISC (one representative)

• By-elections will be held by April 15

Professional Faculties (three representatives)

• Adam Heller (Law)

• Kent Kuran (Engineering)

• Ruichen Zhu (Commerce)

Varsity Staff

• By-elections will be held by April 15

For more info on the election rules, please contact the

Chief Returning Officer at cro@thevarsity.ca

March 26, 27 & 28 at the Bioor Cinema

Doors open 7pm. Tickets $20 at the door

Brought to you by the Alpine Club of Canada, Toronto Section

www.TorontoBanffFilmFest.com
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Fast fashion
Not ready for the onset of LG Fashion Week on March 28?

NAVI and DAMANJIT LAMBA get you up to speed with the best of Fall/Winter 2010

from Milan, Paris, New York, and London, then predict what Toronto will bring.

WOMEN
MILAN-NO. 21 (1)

Alessandro Dell'Acqua lost trademark rights to his name last year

when he publicly attacked his label's owners. He has finally returned

under the guise of No. 21 with a collection focusing on practical day-

time looks that are easy to wear. The clothing maintains the precise

tailoring of menswear with staples such as collared shirts, knit sweat-

ers, and trousers. No. 21 infuses neutrals with vibrant pastels, balanc-

ing modern looks with an '80s colour palette. Thanks to sheer blouses

cind lace that show off more than just a little skin, though, this line is

saved from being tagged as too conservative.

LONDON-SYKES (2)

Joanna Sykes's collection was celebrated for its handsome jackets and

blazers, though Sykes says the line's driving force was inspiration from

the triaingular shapes of Islamic textiles. Either way, Sykes was able to

bring playfulness ad warmth to her designs.

NEW YORK-PROENZA SCHOULER (3)
Lazaro Hernandez and Jack McCollough's upbeat theme quickly

became apparent in a collection best summed up as showing "re-

fined edge." With eye-catching patterns and shapes, classic styles

were reformed into sex-drenched high-waisted leggings and sheer

mini-dresses.

PARIS-DRIES VAN NOTEN (4)
Belgian designer Dries Van Noten served up spot-on tailoring and mili-

tary influences in his fall/winter collection. Neutrals dominate his vi-

sion for the cooler season ahead, but those who prefer multi-coloured

outfits shouldn't be too quick to dismiss Dries' work—the outfits are

still attention-grabbing thanks to flawless construction that's bold

and memorable. Dries is not afraid to play with proportions, as

trenches pull in at the waist, utility pants cinch in at the ankles, and

dresses explode with 1950s silhouettes.

MEN
MILAN-ETRO (5)
The most appealing thing about Kean Etro's collection is the

way it reinvents traditional cuts with embellishments like odd
brooches and exotic bird feathers. Also notable is his use of the

most saturated earth tones possible.

PARIS-DIOR HOMME (6)
Dior Homme, the men's label renowned for championing the close-cut

look, has turned over a new leaf with a collection that lets it all hang

loose. While minimalism is still at the core of the Dior Homme aesthet-

ic, the clothes are light and transformative—think draping scarves

and long jackets left unfastened with floppy lapels. Pants are tapered

and cropped short with free flowing lines from the waist to the knees.

Ensembles are pulled together with leather bags and slick black boots.

LONDON-PAUL SMITH (7)
Paul Smith created clothing exclusively for musicians before

hitting top designer status, and his latest collection marks a

return to his roots. The collection features influences rang-

ing from Victorian gentlemen to post-punk rockers: highlights

include bowler hats, capes, sleek blazers, plaid jackets, and
skinny pants. Smith turns to rich blues and purples across a

variety of styles for men of all ages, keeping proportions bal-

anced so as not to overwhelm the men who wear his clothing.

NEW YORK-MARC BY MARC JACOBS (8)
In past collections, Jacobs has been generous with his use of

colour, but he's taken a step back this season to use it more

sparingly. Not that Jacobs wants to suck the colour out of your

winter, but maybe he wants us to appreciate it in smaller dos-

es? The result is a charming, neutral-hued wardrobe driven by

details such as pocket squares, elbow patches, and khaki

—

you know, the kind you can easily replicate by visiting a local

thrift shop.

TORONTO LG FASHION WEEK
JESSICA BIFFI (9)
We can expect great things this season from Jessica Biffi as

she takes on two collections, Addition Elle and Bold Biffi for

MXM. The Guelph-born designer established her brand last

year and already has the Canadian fashion community an-

ticipating her latest work. Her past collections have employed

exciting colour palettes and shapes, and she's mixing her sig-

nature strengths this time around with phoenix iconography.

She'll also be announcing her new lines at the BIO reception

on March 31.

EVAN BIDDELL (10)
A Project Runway Canada winner, Evan Biddell is a self-taught

designer with a strong penchant for designing "pure fantasy."

Biddell began designing at the age of 15, when he had trouble

shopping for clothes at his local mall. Now, as one of Canada's

most promising young designers, we can expect to see a line

full of extremes—tight tops and billowing dresses that are

high on volume—as part of his fall/winter collection.
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Forget Oz: TCDS's The Wiz gets applause

Claiming to be Mice The Wizard

of Oz but sassier, the Trinity

College Dramatic Society set high

expectations for its spring musical

with The Wiz. The opening night

performance, directed by Daniel

Bennett, definitely had its high and
low points. Unfortunately, the show
began on the latter note with a weak
vocal number followed by a messy
dance routine, instantly offering a

negative impression.

However, the introduction of Ad-

daperle (Robin Buller) in "He's the

Wiz" took things in a better direction.

This good witch of the North was
loud, lively, and loads of fun—her

bubbly southern twang and "magic"

cigarette made for one of the most

memorable performances of the eve-

ning. Following in her footsteps came
the Scarecrow (Ali Malik), entering

the stage fastened to a perfectly de-

signed prop. Dressed in rags and

stuffed with hay, the Scarecrow was
spot-on in character as he wobbled

his way through a very well-played

performance. His "Ease on Down the

Road" duet with Dorothy (Katie Dun-

lop) commenced the first of three

renditions of this song, each of which

were entertaining and helped estab-

lish the jazz-funk feel of the musical.

Dunlop's acting was pleasant

throughout the entire performance.

Although vocally there were a few

shaky moments, her memorization,

line delivery, and overall expression

were perfect for the part. The Tin-

man's (Alex Ognibene) entrance had

the crowd wide-eyed, and his heap of

shiny silver was wonderfully incorpo-

rated into the creative number "Slide

Some Oil to Me." Ognibene also stum-

bled across a few vocal trembles,

but he compensated for this with

his character portrayal—his acting

was ideal. Paddy Tready played Mr.

"Mean Ole Lion" excellently. His fun

and sly mannerisms, along with hu-

morous attempts at being mean, kept

the audience laughing.

The band, having to bear the heavy

burden of playing live, got off to a

rough start. There were a few tim-

ing and pitch problems in the earlier

scenes; however, conductor Michelle

Dussard did a great job at getting the

band back in sync. The jazzy piano

and flute melodies combined with

the funky bass and saxophone to ap-

propriately capture the atmosphere

and fill the theatre with some foot-

tapping tunes.

The dance chorus wasn't able to

refine their numbers in time for the

end of the show, and the choreogra-

phy was unclean and felt immature.

While the stage direction was carried

out successfully, it was missing hand-

in-hand coordination with the light-

ing—as Dorothy and the gang eased

on down into the audience, it was
hard to follow them without a spot-

light. Along with a few other glitches,

the overall lighting was simply too

minimal.

Evilene, The Wicked Witch of the

West (Jyostna Ventakesh), was far

from bad in "No Bad News." Her voccd

range fired up the stage, bringing the

character to life with a domineering

spirit and powerful shrieks of anger.

Her kind and gentle sister Glinda (Sara

Anderson) made an angelic entrance

in "Rested Body," which she sung

beautifully. The Wiz himself (Jordan

Neal) was slightly less captivating

upon his much-anticipated arrival

to the stage. Although he dressed to

impress, his vocals were sometimes

off-key, and his line delivery was of-

ten unclear due to his constantly

changing accent. On the bright side,

his acting was enjoyable, and his

comedic elements were well-timed

and amusing.

Overall, it seems that the cast and

crew of The Wiz needed a few more
rehearsals to patch up the imper-

fections, but this weekend's perfor-

mance may show improvements. It

is clear that all involved are talented

and dedicated, and that two-and-a-

half months is a very short timeframe

for putting together such a produc-

tion. That being said, TCDS should be

especially proud of the effort put into

this show.

—JESSICA TOMLINSON

The Wiz continues at the George

Ignatieff Theatre tonight through

March 27. For ticket reservations,

email thewiz.tcds@gmail.com

JASON COLLETT-
RAT A TAT TAT
Jason CoUett's forays into the world of '60s and

'70s mellow rock 'n' roll continue with his fifth

release, Rat a Tat Tat. The album picks up where

previous effort Here's To Being Here left off,

while taking his sound to a sonically fuller level.

Much of this success can be attributed to The
Band to Collett's Bob Dylan, Zeus—who have, in

turn, blown up in the last couple of months.

Sure, there are the classic Collett-sounding

songs like "Vanderpool Vanderpool" and "Bitch

City," but the standouts are the fuller songs that

show greater evidence of Zeus contributions.

"Long May You Love" again echoes the Dylan/

Band dynamic, while "Love is a Chain" perfectly

incorporates Zeus's funky, classic rock vibe into

Collett's sound. The bass line from "Love is a

Dirty Word" will burrow its way into your head

and stay there for days—which, compared to

other songs that could be stuck in your head, is

not a bad thing.

Collett has managed to take his sound to a new
level while keeping the mellowness and subtle

nuances of his acclaimed style, and overall, it's

a nice change. Zeus's influence has made this al-

bum solid all the way through. Here's to hoping

they do more work together.—RYAN KELPIN

vvvw

Mad about Max Manus
R0nning and Sandberg tackle the World War II film from a Norwegian perspective

TOM CARDOSO
Varsity Staff

Norwegian film Max Manus generated talk around

its Toronto International Film Festival release in

2009. Directed by Joachim Ronning and Espen

Sandberg, it tells the story of Manus (played by

Aksel Hennie), a budding resistance fighter during

the oft-overlooked German occupation of Norway
during WWII. The film moves slowly through Max's

personal history, flashing back to his experiences

on the field during the WinterWar and showing his

development as a saboteur and undercover agent

during the occupation period.

Hennie's performance is the centrepiece of

the film, as his portrayal of Max as a young,

idealistic man evolves along with the story. As
his friends are slowly picked off by the Gestapo,

Max must face the consequences of his sabotage

missions until he becomes a haunted, nerve-

wracked alcoholic. The transition is fluid, played

contrapuntally to the Gestapo officer (Siegfried

Wolfgang Fehmer, played by Ken Duken) who
is looking to capture Max
once and for all.

Max Manus is smart

enough to avoid some of

the easier stereotypes of

Nazi films—at least at the

beginning. A genuine effort

seems to have been made to

portray Fehmer as a human
being as opposed to a Nazi

monster, showing—even if

only briefly—his romantic

exploits. This falls apart

about halfway through the

film, though. It's as if the

directors just gave up on

characterizing Fehmer and

chose to focus on Max's

sabotage missions instead.

Unfortunately, characterization often falls by

the wayside in favour of extravagant sets and ac-

tion sequences. Max Manus cost approximately

US $10 million to make, cementing it as the most
expensive purely Norwegian production ever,

and it shows—both the set design and the cos-

tuming are superb, the action sequences well

played out.

Thankfully, Manus is never played out to be

some sort of Norwegian Rambo—whenever he

kills a Nazi, it seems almost as if by accident. In

one darkly humorous scene, Manus is escaping

by bicycle (how much more Norwegian can you

get?) shortly after bombing a government build-

ing. He turns a corner, only to find himself facing a

truck full of Nazi soldiers. He guns them all down,

but only because they're having trouble getting

out of the back of the truck.

The film has more than mere substance: the

cinematography is great from the very begin-

ning, intercutting the harsh whites of the Winter

War with the dull greys of Oslo and the Nazi's uni-

forms. It is clear that thought has been put into

the use of colour, as the scenes in Norway have

a very different palette from those set in Sweden
and Britain. The difference is so pronounced that

the first establishing shot of Scotland is actually

quite jarring. The colour red gets special treat-

ment in the film, showing up only in blood (and

there is lots of it), the Nazi and Norwegian flags,

and some dresses worn by Manus's romantic in-

terest. This all foregrounds what matters most to

Max: getting rid of the Nazis, liberating his coun-

try, and being with Tikken, the woman he loves.

Inevitably, Max Manus lends itself to several

anno)ang cliches. The use of newspaper head-

lines to establish the setting for the film is a bit

tired and pedestrian, as is the film's end when it

tells the audience of the characters' ultimate fates

during the closing credits.

Max Manus isn't really groundbreaking or

game-changing. There's no Inglourious Basterds-

like historical revisionism here, and the Nazis

lose. But by the end of the film, one can't help but

feel that Max has also lost. In fact, one of the best

(and saddest) scenes comes near the end of the

film, with Max holed up in

a boarded house, drinking

himself blind and "celebrat-

ing." If The Hurt Locker's

message was that "war is

a drug," then by contrast.

Max Manus is about how
one gets addicted in the first

place. Regardless of wheth-

er you enjoy war films, this

is an entertaining, definite

must-see. It's certainly one
of the best war films of the

year, and most likely one of

the best of the decade.

MaxManus opens in theatres

April 2.
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Explain my

BRAIN
WITH ERENE STERGIOPOULOS

Stress

Imagine you're about to write your last

exam of the year (not so hard to imag-

ine) for that course you've dreaded all

term. You glance around the exam room
at the ranks of your compatriots, filling

in their student numbers. Your mouth
has gone dry, your hands are sweaty,

and your heart is beating like crazy.

Okay, now imagine you're in a forest,

camping with some friends. You're alone

by your tent, when suddenly a black

bear materializes behind the trees.

Same reaction? Thought so.

We talk about stress all the time, but

how does it work? When we first en-

counter a frightening or demanding situ-

ation, our bodies increase adrenaline

production, along with stress hormones
like Cortisol. The body then mobilizes

its available energy, and suppresses

digestion, growth, reproduction, and
the immune system. These actions are

mediated by the sympathetic nervous

system, which controls automatic pro-

cesses like breathing and heart rate.

We are all born with an instinctive

stress response. Since stress rallies the

body's energy to give us added strength

and endurance, it helps us cope with

potentially dangerous situations like,

running away from bears. That's why
our response to stress is often called

the "fight or flight" response: you're

pumped and ready to either fight, or get

the heck out of there.

However, the things we worry about
today aren't quite the same as those of

our cave-dwelling ancestors. Running
away from predators has given way
to assignments, deadlines, and traffic

jams, which is why stress is not always

adaptive in modern life.

In fact, many researchers claim that

our current pace of life activates stress

hormones regularly rather than only

in emergency situations. One study

showed that riding on the subway pro-

vokes adrenaline release. The longer the

ride and the more crowded the subway
car, the greater the hormonal response.

Researchers saw similar results for stu-

dents in PhD oral exams. This stress

doesn't help us and in the long term can
have negative effects on health.

Hans Selye, a pioneer in early stress re-

search, defined stress as "the rate of all

wear cmd tear caused by life." He focused

on the connection between stress and
disease, and showed that prolonged or

frequent stress leads to the breakdown of

the body's organ systems and increased

disease susceptibility.

For example, research shows that

stressful exam periods lead to a de-

cline in immune cell production. A
recent and somewhat ironic study
performed on dental students dem-
onstrated the effect of university ex-

ams on the healing of mouth wounds.
In the experiment, two small wounds
were placed on the roof of the mouth
of participants. The first wound was
given during the summer vacation,

while the second was given three

days before the first major term eval-

uation. Healing of the second wound
took 40 per cent longer and immuno-
logical response decreased by 68 per

cent during the exam period.

Studies like these offer some im-

portant lessons: stress can be more
harmful than you think. So come
exam time, just remember that get-

ting stressed out won't help you. In-

stead, just focus on staying relaxed.

Unless your exam involves bears.

Treating major trauma
New drug may extend survival time following severe blood loss

HILARY BLACKETT

A drug previously known for its anti-epileptic

properties is now being used to extend survival

time immediately following major trauma and

blood loss.

After a traumatic injury with major blood

loss, survival is highly dependent on the time it

takes for the patient to receive a blood transfu-

sion. The longer the time elapsed, the greater

the risk of death. Researchers at Harvard Uni-

versity have tested a new drug called vadproic

acid (VPA) on animals suffering major blood

loss and found that it leads to increased survival

rates. Hasam Alam, primary investigator on the

research team, recently told New Scientist maga-

zine: "You can't carry a blood bank into the bat-

tlefield. What we're looking for is a pill or a shot

that would keep a person alive for long enough

to get them to a hospital."

While current resuscitation strategies include

intravenous drug administration, recent studies

show that this technique can actually exacer-

bate cellular injury. In an ideal world, the wound-
ed patient would simply receive a blood trans-

fusion, but a number of challenges—blood type

and matching requirements, the perishability of

blood units, and the need to refrigerate blood

products—make this approach impractable. An-

other solution is necessary.

Shock following major blood loss results in cel-

lular injury, which can then lead to organ failure,

and ultimately death. When the body goes into

shock, it inhibits the expression of certain pro-

teins. VPA is hypothesized to act on this pathway

by preventing protein inhibition, thus decreasing

the cellular damage associated with shock. This

process is thought to be accomplished through

a fast-acting, intricate signal cascade resulting in

altered gene transcription.

Alam and his research team first conducted

experimental studies using VPA on rats. In this

rodent model, VPA improved survival in lethal

hemorrhagic shock. Alam's newest study has

taken it one step further to a more clinically rel-

evant animal model using swine. A forewarning

for the weak-stomached reader: vascular trauma

studies, like the one described below, are notori-

ous for their gruesome nature.

Alam's pigs were anaesthetised, followed by

a 60 per cent total blood volume drainage, and

subjected to a femoral fracture, among other in-

juries, before receiving a saline transfusion. The
pigs were then either given a fresh blood transfu-

sion, intravenous VPA, or left untreated. The ani-

mals were then monitored over four hours with

survival being the endpoint of interest.

Researchers found that blood transfusion re-

sulted in a 100 per cent survival rate, while VPA
and the untreated group had survival rates of 86

per cent and 25 per cent, respectively. It should

be noted that only one pig that received the

VPA treatment died, due to a complication in

VPA infusion before the monitoring period com-
menced. Dr. Sandro Rizoli, director of the trauma,

emergency, and critical care program at Sunny-

brook Hospital and associate professor at U of T,

thought this was an "excellent" study. However,

he also extends caution about "extrapolating the

results of this study to humans [from] an animal

model, including only a small numbers of animals

[with only] six to eight per treatment group."

Dr. Najma Ahmed, professor of surgery at U
of T with a clinical focus on trauma and critical

care, believes that such a drug may have poten-

tial benefits in decreasing the chance of death fol-

lowing blood loss, but that possible side effects

should be considered. When VPA is used as an

anti-epileptic, "toxicity is rare [but] it has been re-

ported and [. . .] can cause a wide range of central

nervous system disturbances, renal failure, and
affects almost every organ system in the body."

The potential benefits of VPA treatment on hu-

mans is only in its preliminary test stages. Alam's

team is still unsure about the exact mechanism
through which VPA activity fosters survival.

Ahmed expressed that a small-scale human
study is likely the next logical step, but this re-

quires "closely monitored study subjects, partic-

ularly as it relates to long-term consequences."

Butter beats olive oil, i kid you
not

Butter leads to higher blood fats than olive oil,

right? Wrong. Julia Svensson at Lund University

discovered that butter contains 20 per cent short-

and medium-length fatty acids, which contribute

to a relatively low increase in short-term blood

fat. Contrary to how the body uses the long-chain

fatty acids found in vegetable oils, these small

fatty acids provide a direct energy source rather

than increasing blood fat by being stored.

Lund drew her conclusions after observing

blood fat levels in 19 women and 28 men who
consumed three test meals containing butter

(consisting of short to medium fatty acids) and

canola-flaxseed oil, or olive oil (both containing

long fatty acid chains). The results showed that

while butter may increase blood cholesterol in

the long term, it could provide short-term ben-

efits over olive oil.

While butter is most often labeled as the "bad"

fat, all fats possess high-energy contents which

will be stored in the body if not used entirely.

Therefore, despite the common labels of "good"

and "bad" fats, all fat consumption that exceeds

the amount of fat burned potentially leads to in-

creased long-term disease risk.

—ALEXANDRA IRENA EREMIA

Source: Science Daily

Study finds potential hazard in

'third-hand' smoke

Researchers at the Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory have found that the toxins that cling

to walls, carpets, and other surfaces after smok-

ing (a hazard termed "third-hand" smoke) can re-

act with the common gas nitrous acid to produce

tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs).

"TSNAs are among the most broadly acting

and potent carcinogens present in unburned to-

Ijacco and tobacco smoke," Hugo Destaillats, the

study's co-author, told Scientific American.

While the better-known second-hand smoke
also contains TSNAs, these carcinogens are

often produced in greater amounts from the re-

sidual toxins. "Whereas the sidestream smoke of

one cigarette contains at least a 100 nanograms

equivalent total of TSNAs, our results indicate

that several hundred nanograms per square

metre of nitrosamines may be formed on indoor

surfaces in the presence of nitrous acid," said Mo-
hamad Sleiman, the lead author of the paper

Those at greatest risk of third-hand smoke are

young children, as they are most likely to be ex-

posed to the TSNAs by playing close to contami-

nated surfaces or ingesting dust, the study also

reports.

—KIIMBERLY SHEK

Source: Scientific American

Put down the Sudoku and pick
up your cell phone

A new study led by University of South Florida re-

searchers at the Florida Alzheimer's Disease Re-

search Center found that our memory may ben-

efit from cell phones' electro-magnetic waves. In

a controlled study, researchers exposed mice to

these electromagnetic waves for two one-hour

periods each day for seven to nine months via

an antenna positioned around their cages. Most

of the mice were genetically inclined to develop

plaques and memory problems similar to Al-

zheimer's disease as they aged, however there

were some normal mice and some mice that al-

ready exhibited signs of dementia.

Much to the researchers' surprise, the mice

that were genetically programmed to develop

memory impairment didn't, and the normal mice

that were exposed experienced an improvement

in memory. One of the most surprising results

was that the mice that already had dementia

showed a reversal in their memory problems.

These unexpected findings suggest that the elec-

tromagnetic waves produced by cell phones may
be an effective and non-invasive way of treating

Alzheimer's disease in humans. Improved mem-
ory was apparent in these mice after months of

exposure, suggesting it would take humans years

of exposure to benefit, so start talking!

—ARIEL LEWIS

Source: Science Daily

Worlds away: Astronomers
begin to uncover nearby
'Super-Earths'

Do other Earth-like planets exist? Until now,

planets that can support life, similar to Earth,

have been difficult to find. Unfortunately, the

easiest planets to locate are gas giants. David

Chcu-bonneau of the Harvard-Smithsonian

center for Astrophysics and his team have

evidence to support a nearby "Super-Earth"

possibly orbiting stars nearby Earth. Charbon-

neau detected the planet GJ 1214 b, which has

a diameter 2.68 times that of our blue planet.

GJ 1214 b was found by the MEarth Project,

which observes light changes from M dwarf

stars caused by transiting planets. GJ 1214 b's

water density and atmospheric pressure allow

water to remain liquid. Exoplanet researcher

Sara Seager explains that research is still be-

ing conducted to find out what the planet is

made of. Other Earth-like planets recently

found include COROT 7 and HD 1461 b.

—TANYA DEBI

Source: Scientific American

Genetic test for 'speed gene' in

thoroughbred horses

Dr. Emmeline Hill, a leading horse genomics re-

searcher of University College Dublin's School

of Agriculture, has conducted groundbreaking

research leading to the discovery of a "speed

gene" in thoroughbred horses. This discovery

is particularly useful to the international multi-

billion euro racing business and horse breed-

ing industry. The "speed gene" is likely to alter

decision-making in the bloodstock industry.

Breeders, owners, and trainers no longer

need to rely on the century-old static breeding

techniques by using the revolutionary Equi-

nome gene test. This test allows for a horse's

genetic type to be determined and can save

time that would have otherwise been spent in

training and other breeding considerations.

The gene test can be used to effectively iden-

tify which horses are suited for specific race

distances (i.e. short, middle, or long) accord-

ing to their athletic trait characterization. Bet-

ter breeding decisions, as well as enhanced

selection precision, would ultimately optimize

racing potential.

—CRISTINAOLTEANU

Source: Science Daily
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U of T researchers discover protein l(ey

to stem cell development
BLERTA MERAJ

U of T researchers recently identified a new
protein responsible for regulating development

in mouse embryonic stem cells.

In an article published in Cell Stem Cell, PhD
candidate Emily Walker found that the poly-

comb-like 2 (PCL2) protein modulates embry-
onic stem cell fate. This is the first time that

the PCL2 protein has been studied in mamma-
lian cells. In the absence of PCL2, embryonic
stem cells undergo continual self-renewal and
lose their ability to differentiate. Embryonic
stem cell differentiation is essential to pro-

duce the many cell types that form our organs

and tissues.

To understand the importance of PCL2 in

stem cell development, Professor William L.

Stanford, Canada Research Chair in stem cell

bioengineering and functional genomics, along

with his group identified the genes responsible

for regulating PCL2 production, in particular, a

gene target called Tbx3, which has been impli-

cated in embryonic stem cell self-renewal.

In PCL2-deficient cells, self-renewal is im-

paired and looks very similar to cancer cell

growth. Cancer cells not only divide continu-

ously, but they also lose the ability to differenti-

ate into appropriate cells and instead develop

into a tumour.

Stanford's group will consider the role of

PCL2 in cancer cells, determining whether they

express less PCL2 than normal cells and even-

tually search for drug treatments that rebal-

ance PCL2 levels.

Another interesting application relates to in-

duced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, which are

generated by taking a cell (such as a skin cell)

and reactivating genes that are critical for em-
bryonic stem cells. "Embryonic stem cells and
iPS cells are unique and powerful because they

have the potential to become any cell type in

the adult body. This property allows for many
applications in regenerative medicine as you
could potentially use those cells to rebuild or

augment any type of tissue," explains Walker.

Researchers have succeeded in making iPS

cells, but methods to improve efficiency are

still being studied. Since removing PCL2 pro-

tein prevents embryonic stem cells from differ-

entiating, researchers are now interested in the

effect of PCL2 removal on a differentiated cell.

The advancement of stem cell research of-

fers a myriad of medical uses, and people' are

already banking in on the potential opportuni-

ties. At birth, a baby's umbilical cord is full of

cord blood and is a rich source of stem cells. Or-

ganizations like the Cord Blood Bank of Canada
offer parents the opportunity to preserve stem

cells in the umbilical cord blood for potential

use in the child's future.

In addition, the Ontario Human iPS Cell Facili-

ty, co-directed by Stanford, focuses on creating

iPS cells from patients with a variety of genetic

diseases. These cells can then be used as a tool

to study these diseases in the lab.

The identification of PCL2 as an important

regulator of embryonic stem cells opens up a

new chapter for scientific study. To better un-

derstand and characterize the nature of stem

cells, more studies on PCL2, its effects on can-

cer cells and iPS cells need to be conducted.

PhD candidate and lead researcher, Emily Walker, has found the protein responsible for "decision

making" in mouse embryonic stem cells. These findings could have implications for stem cell

therapies and cancer research.
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Making a racquet

CHARLOTTE TOMBS profiles four of U of T's best athletes. Photos by DAVID PIKE.

Fred Chiu

Table Tennis

Daria Zakharchenko
Tennis

Table tennis (aka "ping-pong") is becom-
ing increasingly popular in North Amer-

ica. Recently, Susan Sarandon's table

tennis club, which welcomes a number of fa-

mous guests and looks like a nightclub with

ping-pong tables, was featured on CBS Sunday
Morning. Even Sidney Crosby and other mem-
bers of Canada's hockey team have admitted

to be being avid table tennis players.

Despite budding North American interest

in the sport, table tennis has yet to rise to

Varsity-sport stature. However, the University

of Toronto Table Tennis Club (UTTTC) still

boasts some of U of T's best athletes, includ-

ing Hong Kong native Fred Chiu.

Chiu was born in Hong Kong but came to

Canada with his parents and two older sisters

at age four. His family returned to Hong Kong
when he was eight and it was then that his fa-

ther introduced him to table tennis.

"My father wasn't a competitive player but

he really [loved] the sport, so he forced me
and my two sisters to play," said Chiu. "He rec-

ognized that you need to start young and train

frequently so he got me a personal coach. But

1 wouldn't listen to my coach, so after a year,

he decided to stop teaching me."

Chiu continued to play table tennis with his

father and his father's friends and when he got

to high school he joined the table tennis team.

In Hong Kong, table tennis is a national

sport, so playing on the high school team

was very competitive. Only the three best

players would represent Chiu's school at

each tournament and Chiu was always one of

the top three.

"Parents are really competitive for their

kids. They'll often come watch tournaments

and cheer their kids on. There was always a

lot of noise in the gym. My dad didn't come
to tournaments because he had to work, but

he would call every 30 minutes to see how I

was doing."

After graduating from high school, Chiu

came to U of T. He is now a second-year

chemistry specialist. Upon arriving here, he

immediately joined UTTTC.
UTTTC has scheduled practices three

times a week in the Benson Activity Room

at the AC. Their practices are open to all AC
members. The club also has two tables lo-

cated on the AC squash courts and these are

always available for drop-in practice or can

be booked in advance.

In addition to open practices, UTTTC also

has three competitive teams.

"Most of the time we send the [competi-

tive] men's A team to compete because it is

the strongest team. However, sometimes the

men's B team and the women's team compete
as well."

UTTTC has no coaches, so the players

simply call each other up when they want to

practice. Chiu usually practices seven days a

week, two hours a day with any of the other

top players in the club, many of whom are in-

ternational students.

UTTTC president Mary Chen remarked that

"Fred is a favourable partner to practice with;

most of [the club's] players aren't even close

to his level, but people will almost line up to

practice with him. This is not only because he
is a great player, but also because he is a very

kind [person]."

This year the men's A team and women's
team qualified for the Nationals, but neither

will be able to attend because the tournament

is from April 9 to 11—right in the middle of the

exam period.

The club also hosts its own two tourna-

ments each year—the fall tournament in late

November and the winter tournament in late

March. Chiu won the fall tournament and
placed third in the winter tournament this

past weekend.

"What makes Fred a unique player is that

he is ambitious, but he has great playing

etiquette. He always remains calm during [a

match] and plays his best," said Chen.

Chiu is also on UTTTC's executive board.

He helps organize tournaments and is, ac-

cording to Chen, "very attentive, respon-

sible, and helpful," while also contributing

valuable advice.

"We are just really glad to have Fred in our

club and team. With his passion towards
table tennis he always [creates] a positive

atmosphere whenever he is present."

A native of Sochi, Russia, Daria Zakharch-

enko started playing tennis at age 12

after being a gymnast for eight years.

"I was practicing with the national gymnas-
tics team. When I was 12, they wanted me to

move to Moscow in order to train more, but I

didn't like it there," said Zakharchenko. "The
girls never went to school—they trained dur-

ing the day and travelled to competitions on
the weekends. My mom said that since 1 didn't

want to [move forward] , 1 should quit, so 1 did."

Zakharchenko then discovered her passion

for tennis, which is extremely popular in Rus-

sia and especially in Sochi. "People enjoy go-

ing to play tennis in Sochi because they can
play outdoors all year round; it's always warm
and it never snows!"

Without any pressure from her parents, she

immediately sought out Russia's best coach,

Yuri Yudkin, who was also the first coach of in-

ternational tennis champion Maria Sharapova.

"He's an amazing coach; everyone goes to

him to improve their technique. When your

technique is not right from the beginning, you
cannot improve. That's why it is so important

to start with a great coach."

Zakharchenko began playing two hours a

day, five days a week and started playing tour-

naments when she was 13. After losing badly

at her first tournament, she started working
harder, training even on Sundays when most
athletes take a break. She also played five

hours a day, six days a week in the summer.
Zakharchenko soon found herself ranked

in the top 50 of all junior women's players

in Russia, an excellent ranking considering
that unlike most junior players, she was not

home schooled.

"A lot of girls in Russia are home schooled so
they get a lot of opportunities to play tourna-

ments." By playing in many tournaments, play-

ers accumulate points for rankings. "It's crazy
how people are training in Russia. [Many]
think they will become professionals, but it

doesn't happen that often."

Zakharchenko balanced academics and
tennis, attending Boston University in 2007 to

pursue a bachelor's degree in management. At
BU, training was strict: timed miles, specified

workout routines, and scheduled practices

were all mandatory. "If a practice was sched-

uled during the day and I had class, I had to

skip class and attend practice."

She decided to leave Boston and come
to U of T in 2008, enrolling in U of T Scar-

borough's Management Co-op program.

"At Boston, everyone would participate so

much because it was worth 20 per cent of

the grade, but here everyone is quiet, so

1 had to stop asking so many questions in

class. 1 like U of T better, though. The man-
agement program is ranked higher than

Boston's and it is more challenging.

According to Zakharchenko, Boston's rig-

orous tennis program is in complete con-

trast to U of T's. Unlike Boston tennis play-

ers, Toronto athletes need to find their own
courts to play on because St. George campus
doesn't have any. Luckily, Zakharchenko,

who is U of T's number-one ranked women's
tennis player, is able to practice at UTSC's

tennis courts with the second-best player on

the team, Roxana Soica, because they both

study at the Scarborough campus.
Otherwise, Zakharchenko has never

practiced with the other team members.
Instead, whenever she has to play doubles

at a tournament, she is assigned a partner

the day of the tournament and they must
play together without having trained as a

doubles team beforehand.

"I'm not a very good doubles player. It's very

hard for me not to yell at my partner. Tennis is

a very emotional sport. I always want to win,

so I'm disappointed when I lose a point. But I'm

getting better."

This year, U of T's women's tennis team re-

ceived the OUA bronze medal. Zakharchenko

was also the only women's player on the team

to be named an OUA All-Star this year, her sec-

ond year in a row.

Despite the bronze medal and the OUA All-

Star award, Zakharchenko is disappointed

that there are no levels higher than the OUA

—

no National tournaments to attend. "It's very

upsetting that tennis isn't so popular in Can-

ada. I think we need more publicity. We need

more fans and supporters.
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Shilin Cheung
Badminton

hilin is one of the greatest success

I

stories in OUA history," said Wayne
King, head coach of the Varsity Blues

badminton team.

When Shilin Cheung first joined the girl's badmin-

ton team seven years ago, she had never played

competitive badminton before. An avid soccer play-

er, she hoped to make the Varsity soccer team upon

arriving at U ofT from HongKong for her undergrad.

After missing the soccer tryouts, she waited a year

before deciding to tryout for the badminton team.

Since then, Cheung hzis improved tremendously.

She's captained the team for two years in a row, and

this year alone was named OUA Player of the Year,

an OUA All-Star winning the Ontario Badminton As-

sociation B in both singles and doubles.

Cheungwas born in Hong Kong but came to Van-

couver at age sbc. At 11, she returned to Hong Kong
with her parents and two younger sisters. An all-

round athlete, Cheung played soccer, basketball,

volleyball, and tennis, and was even sponsored to

play tennis competitively in Hong Kong.

After travelling incessantly for tennis tourna-

ments, Cheung wanted to focus on academics and

quit playing tennis around age 16, achieving straight

A's in her final two years of high school. She then de-

cided to come to U of T, specializing in chemistry.

The Varsity badminton team trains six or seven

days a week, two hours a day. Practices begin with

warm-up and then the team works together on

drills and game situations.

"Sometimes it's frustrating because not everyone

is turned on at the same time. Sometimes we're busy

and less focused on badminton, but Coach taught us

that whenever we enter the gym, we need to leave

everything else at the door and just focus on bad-

minton," said Cheung. "Everyone tries to do that, but

sometimes it's challenging."

As team captain, Cheung realizes that she needs

to keep her team motivated, focused, and on-track.

"There's no point playing a Varsity sport if you

aren't going to be committed. You might as well go

play intrcimurals or get private lessons. So whenever

my teammates are lazy or talkative, I'll just go right

up and tell them to give me 10 laps outside."

Although doing laps would be a grind for most,

Cheung finds physical activity fun and relaxing.

Badminton is a way for her to take a break from rig-

orous lab work. Now a fourth-year Chemistry PhD
student under the supervision of Professor Michael

Thomson, Cheung can usually be found working on

biosensors in a lab in the Medical Sciences Building,

but she still finds time to spare for workouts and

badminton practices.

"If everyone around me practices two hours a day,

I have to practice more than that in order to be bet-

ter than them."

This year Cheung won the Ontario B singles and

doubles events. Originally she wanted to do well in

theA Championships, but this year is crucial for her

PhD work. She must write two major exams and at-

tend a seminar and a conference in order to write

and defend her thesis next year.

However, next season she plans on working

toward the Ontario A's and hopes to play in the

Nationals.

Regardless of the accolades that she's garnered,

Cheung thinks that badminton is about enjoying the

sport and playing her best.

"It's never been about getting the awards. I just

always try to playmy own [game]. Whatever comes

will come."

Adrian Pond is the only U of T men's All-

Star from this year's squash team, and he

is the team's best player.

Pond started playing squash at the Glendon

Athletic Club in Toronto when he was 10 years

old. By age 13, he was consistently playing three

times a week and started playing tournaments.

Pond won many regional tournaments as a ju-

nior and also played provincially and nationally,

typically placing fifth to 10th.

At age 16, he stopped playing squash for a

year. "1 had a lot going on at the time," said

Pond. "1 was also playing baseball, soccer,

and basketball."

At 17, Pond returned to the sport, then joined

the Varsity Blues men's squash team upon arriv-

ing at U of T.

Under the guidance of new head coach Da-

vid Cooper, Pond practices three times a week:

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays.

"By Thursday, I thought that I'd be so [tired],

but it actually works quite well. It's great hav-

ing Friday to Monday off so that I can focus on

squash [from Tuesday to Thursday] and then on
other things for the other four days."

Practices begin with 20 minutes of sprints up
and down the courts. The players then practice

drills such as the boast-drive, where "the person

at the front hits the ball to the back of the court,

while the person at the back hits a shot off the

side wall to the front of the court" and the length

drill, where "players rotate hitting shots to the

back of the court." After practicing drills the ath-

letes pair up to play some games.

"What's actually quite good about the team is

that we're all around the same level. I'm the best

player, but the worst player on the team could

still give me a match."

According to Coach Cooper, Pond is "one of

the most respected and dedicated players at

training and has helped develop his fellow team-

mates when they scrimmage together."

"Adrian performed admirably this year and

led the team," said Cooper.

The team competes at tournaments in Novem-
ber, December, and Jcmucuy. After teamri compe-

tition finished in late January, Pond placed 12th

in the Black Knight Canadian University and
Colleges Championships, winning his first few

matches and then getting bumped down to the

consolation round.

The competitive squash year for universi-

ties has come to an end and Adrian was re-

cently named an OUA second team All-Star

award. He is also a U of T Bronze T-holder

award winner for completing three years as a

Varsity Blues athlete.

Coach Cooper remarked that another high-

light of the year was when former world number-

one professional squash player Jonathan Powers

stopped by the courts to share his expertise and
the court with Pond and teammates.

As for future goals, Pond would like to win

another OUA All-Star. "This year my goal was
to get an All-Star and I did. 1 got a second-round

All-Star, so 1 guess my next goal would be to get a

first-round All-Star."

The team will continue to practice throughout

the summer, hoping to improve on this year's

performance. "We're always trying to make the

playoffs. We've missed it for the past three years,

so that will be our goal for next year."
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2010 Paralympics
Recapping the best of the Winter Games

NICOLE BAKER

The Winter Paralympics were

held in Vancouver and Whistler,

British Columbia from March 12

to 21. This was the second time

that Canada hosted the Para-

lympics, the first time being the

1976 Summer Paralympics in To-

ronto. Here are some highlights

from the Games.

Alpine Skiing
Lauren Woolstencroft of North

Vancouver, BC won her fifth

gold medal of the Games in

Alpine Skiing on Saturday.

Woolstencroft had a time of 2

minutes 22.67 seconds in a race

that included a super-giant sla-

lom in the morning and a slalom

in the afternoon. With this gold

medal, Woolstencroft set the

record for the most gold med-
als won by any Paralympian at

a single Games.
The 28 year old, who was born

without legs below her knees and

no arm below her left elbow, began

skiing at the age of four and began

racing as a teenager. After the 2002

Paralympics in Salt Lake City, she

was nicknamed the "golden girl" af-

ter winning two gold medals and one

bronze medal.

Viviane Forest of Edmonton also

won her fifth gold medal of the games
in Alpine Skiing for the visually im-

Vancouver 2010
PARALYMPIC GAMES
JEUX PARALYMPIQUES

paired. Forest finished her race in 2

minutes 35.94 seconds in an event

that combines a super-giant slalom

and a slalom race. In addition, Karo-

lina Wisniewska, 33, from Vancouver

won the bronze medal after finishing

her race in 2 minutes 35.47 seconds.

Wheelchair Curling
Canada's wheelchair curling team

won the gold medal after beating

Korea 8-7 in a close match. Cana-

dian Curling athlete Jim Armstrong

lead his team to the top spot

after the final rock, thrown by
Armstrong, slid down the ice

and smashed one of two Korean

rocks out of the ring. It was a
very close game as both teams
were tied throughout the match,

but the last rock thrown by Arm-
strong averted a tie and secured

the gold medal win.

Men's Ice Sledge
Hockey
In men's sledge hockey, Nor-

way proved to be too strong for

Canada after beating the Cana-

dians 2-1 in the bronze medal
match. Canada's Adam Dickson

opened the scoring in the third

period. Later in the match,

Norway was awarded a penalty

shot after Dixon covered up
the puck with his gloves in the

Canadian goal crease. Unfortu-

nately Norwegian defenceman
Eskil Hagen, scored the winning

goal, leaving the Canadian hosts

out of the medals.

In total, Canada won 19 medals in-

cluding 10 gold, five silver, and four

bronze. This put Canada in third

place for total number of medals

won.

On Sunday, the Paralympics came
to a close before a crowd of thou-

sands gathered at the Celebration

Plaza in Whistler, BC.

buslness.humber.ca
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Pan-scammed?
Pan Am detractors say students were duped

into voting for sports facility levy

NATALIE SEQUEIRA
Varsity Staff

Two leaders of the Association of

Part-Time Undergraduate Students

say tfiat students were misinformed

when they voted to help pay for con-

struction of the 2015 Pan American

Games sports complex at UTSC.

Students were told during the cam-
paign period that they would not

get the complex if they voted "No."

UTSC principal Franco Vaccarino

said in a March 3 town hall forum

that the construction could not pro-

ceed without the students' support

though the levy.

John Aruldason, SCSU's VP cam-

pus life and the next SCSU presi-

dent, confirmed that the university's

stance was that a "No" vote would

lead to no sports facility. "[It was]

not possible to build the complex

without the levy," he said. "This was
[the message] on the posters."

According to APUS executive di-

rector Oriel Varga, 'The major is-

sue is that they misled students to

believe that they would lose it all.

Students could have gotten this

for free."

A series of messages between of-

ficials and APUS, as well as UTSC
student and "No" campaigner Brish

Azimi, state that the complex would

have gone up despite a "No" vote.

"If students vote 'No,' the build-

ing would not stop due to how many

different financial partners are

involved and how much planning

is already underway," said Peter

Vanderyagt of Ward 44, the ward
where UTSC is located.

Colin Service, manager of poli-

cies and planning for the Town of

Markham, said that Markham would
not be a secondary plan if a "No" vote

went through. Markham was consid-

ered a runner-up against UTSC for

the location of the complex.

Varga said that Michael Booth,

spokesperson for mayor David Mill-

er, told her that the U of T administra-

tion would have had to pay its share

toward the sports facility if students

voted against the levy. Booth could

not be reached for comment.
Joeita Gupta, APUS VP external

and a member of Governing Council,

said that "Vote No" posters were torn

down hours after they were put up,

so that students were overwhelm-

ingly exposed to "Yes" posters.

Responding to what APUS called

an "overabundance" of Yes cam-

paigning, Aruldason said that APUS
members were not as visible on cam-

pus as the SCSU and "Vote Yes" cam-

paigners. "[The] SCSU is the largest

governing body," he said. "We're

there every day."

Varga said that "Yes" campaign-

ers were sending a message that no
student should be critical of the levy.

SEE 'LEVY' -P6 5

Merde!
Cancelled language courses have profs and students riled up

YEAMROT TADDESE
Varsity Staff

UTSC lecturers are rallying against

the cancellation of most foreign lan-

guage courses starting next semes-

ter. A UTSC spokesperson said the

final decision has not been made. In-

structors, meanwhile, are recruiting

student support through a Facebook

group. Supporters are circulating a

petition on campus. Dean and VP
academic Rick Halpern has invited

students to a discussion on Monday,

March 29, from 12 to 1 p.m. at AA 160.

Lecturers say their department

heads told them that all Arabic,

Tamil, Japanese, Sanskrit, and Latin

courses will be cancelled. Beginner

and intermediate French courses will

be suspended in 2011-2012, as will

Spanish courses.

"[Administrators are] assessing

how well the language courses match

the overall academic programs," said

UTSC spokesperson Laura Matthews.

She said no final decisions have been

made to cancel courses.

Eric Spigel, who teaches Japa-

nese, said that humanities depart-

ment chair Bill Bowen called profes-

sors individually into his office to

give them the "shocking news" on
Monday, March 15. "He said, 'There

is no easy way to say this, [most]

language courses will be terminat-

ed immediately,'" said Spigel.

"The timing is suspicious," Spigel

added, noting that the news comes
near the end of the winter semester, a

busy time for both students and pro-

fessors. He also said there were no

previous warnings and that it is now
too late for sessional lecturers to find

new summer jobs.

'What happened
to world-class

education?'

asks third-year

student Anne
Hardy-Henry

Hindi and Mandarin are the only

foreign language courses on the sum-
mer 2010 course timetable. For Man-
darin, the courses taught by session-

al instructors have been cancelled

for the summer. Timetables for 2010-

2011 fall and winter courses have not

yet been released.

A Facebook group called "Save

Language Courses @ UTSC," created

by Spanish professor Isolde Dyson,

has 802 members as of press time.

Students and professors have started

circulating a petition on campus to

keep offering language courses.

Aisha Khaja, the Scarborough Cam-
pus Students' Union's VP academics,

said she didn't know courses would

be cancelled. "1 have been aware

that the department of humanities

has been doing an external review,"

said Khaja in an email to The Varsity.

"However, at the Programs and Cur-

riculum Committee, in which 1 serve

as a member, this item of discussion

never came up."

'Not a priority'

In an email response to a student,

UTSC dean and VP academic Rick

Halpern said recent external re-

views showed that most language

courses are not closely related to any
academic program and that most stu-

dents only take one or two introduc-

tory language courses.

"Since language teaching is not

currently on the list of academic pri-

orities of UTSC, we have decided to

review our language offerings to find

a way that these can be closely tied

to one or more academic programs,"

wrote Halpern. The email also said

language expansion at UTSC was a

pilot project and that language teach-

ing costs must be assessed against

"other pressing academic needs."

"The letter is utter bullshit," said

SEE 'LANGUAGES' -PG 3
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A CFS retrospective
ABDI AIDID
Varsity Staff

Since U of T joined the Canadian
Federation of Students in 2003, tfie

lobby group tias played a large role

in the U of T Students' Union and
drawn staunch supporters as well

as harsh critics. As the school year

wraps up, The Varsity looks back
at the CFS's involvement in U of T
student affairs and some of the CPS'

general activities that affect the U
of T community.

UTMSU rep denied seating
at CFS meeting
On Jan. 18, UTM student paper The
Medium reported that tiie UTMSU
executive prevented student Steph-

anie Marotta from attending the

CFS semi-annual meeting. VP ex-

ternal Henry Ssali selected Marotta

to attend the meeting as a student

delegate, but his decision was over-

ruled by the executive committee.

(Ssali and Marotta ran for UTMSU
on the UTM Renew slate, which lost

all exec positions. They plan to ap-

peal this week.)

According to the UTMSU, there

were concerns about Marotta's in-

volvement with The Medium as an
associate news editor, though she

told Ssali she would not be cover-

ing the meeting for the paper and

would be attending as a student

delegate. The Medium reported

that as a white female, Marotta

does not belong to a constituency

group, and the UTMSU would not

receive a $75 subsidy that is meant
to encourage a diverse delega-

tion. Constituency groups include

aboriginal students, francophone
students, mature students, and LG-

BTQ students.

Ssali called an emergency meet-

ing for Jan. 15 to appeal the execu-

tive's decision, but the meeting

was cancelled by speaker Walied

Khogali on grounds that emer-

gency meetings are to be called

with at least 72-hour notice by ei-

ther the president or the executive

committee. Marotta did not attend

the CPS meeting.

Bodia MacKiaria and the
Graduate Students' Union
On Feb. 1, The Varsity reported

that Bodia Macharia, an executive-

at-large for U of T's Graduate Stu-

dents' Union, accused union em-
ployee Rose Da Costa of repeated

disrespectful behaviour at the CFS
annual general meeting. Da Costa

denied the claims.

Macharia said that Da Costa at-

tempted to prevent her from com-
municating with two delegates

from Quebec and treated her in an

"infantilizing" way. Lex Gill, one of

the student delegates, told The Var-

sity that she witnessed Da Costa

attempt to stop Macharia from sit-

ting with her and has confirmed

Macharia's version of events. Ac-

cording to representatives from the

University of Windsor Students' As-

sociation, Da Costa acted as a CFS
anti-harassment officer on at least

one occasion.

At a later CFS-0 meeting, Macha-
ria was accused of harassing Rod-

ney Diverlus, a member of CFS
Local 24 (Ryerson). According to

Macharia, CPS anti-harassment of-

ficer Julie Delaney approached her

after a conversation with Diverlus,

saying that Diverlus claimed he felt

harassed and unsafe. Initially, the

GSU executive planned to issue an

apology letter to Diverlus without

Macharia's consent. While the GSU
did not end up sending the letter,

members within the council have

told The Varsity that the incident

contributed to the tense relation-

ship between Macharia and the

rest of the executive.

Diverlus has since been elected

the RSU's VP equity (a new posi-

tion whose creation he lobbied

for). He was spotted with Stronger

Together campaigners at Sidney

Smith hall during the elections two
weeks ago.

UTSU elections
Last week, the Stronger Together

slate, comprised largely of UTSU
incumbents, won a decisive victory

in the spring elections. Stronger To-

gether candidates have close ties

to the CFS and student union execs

from CFS member unions have been

seen campaigning at each other's

campus elections. This year. Stron-

ger Together campaigners included

execs from the Ryerson Students'

Union (VP finance and president-

elect Toby Whitfield, VP equity-elect

Rodney Diverlus) and the York Fed-

eration of Students (VP campaigns

Darshika Selvasivam), known re-

spectively as Local 24 and Local 68

of the CFS.

Sandy Hudson elected
CFS-O chair
UTSU president Sandy Hudson will

be the CFS-Ontario chair for the

2010-2011 year. Hudson, who previ-

ously served as the CFS-O Women's
Commissioner and the CFS-O Stu-

dents of Colour Representative,

was elected at the CFS-O meeting

in Markham.

Proposal for Ontario-wide
credit transfer system
In a March 18 report to the Post-

Secondary Education Secretariat,

the CFS proposed the creation of a

new province-wide credit transfer

system. The group estimates that

students in Ontario spend over $40

million as a result of the current

credit transfer system. According to

Shelley Melanson, the current CFS-

O chair, a cohesive credit transfer

system would also encourage stu-

dents with incomplete post-second-

ary education to return to school.

CFS Taskforce on Racism
report
The CFS Task Force on Campus Rac-

ism released a final report on their

findings for 2009-2010 year on March
22. To combat a "culture of racism"

at Canadian universities, the group

made over 50 recommendations,

including creating more safe space

policies and a mandatory equity-

based course in each department,

and more diversity in recruiting by

campus media, amongst others.

The report made specific men-
tion of the blackface incident at U
of T, where a number of students

dressed up as members of the Ja-

maican Bobsled Team, and the ensu-

ing town hall organized by the Black

Students' Association.

UTSU president Sandy Hudson
was one of nine members of the

task force, which also included U
of T Aboriginal Studies professor

Lee Maracle.

Six student unions hold York investigates

referenda to leave CFS student elections

• Majority of candidates were disqualified

Lobby group and member unions go to court over the riglit to leave and then reinstated

• York president starts inquiry after

receiving complaintsSAMYA KULLAB

^_
^__Associate News Editor

The Canadian Federation of Stu-

dents could lose 30 per cent of

student membership, with over

150,000 students in 13 student

unions across the country fighting

to hold defederation referendums.

The CFS has sanctioned refer-

enda for two member unions: the

Post-Graduate Student Society at

McGill and the Alberta College of

Art and Design Student Associa-

tion. Four other student unions

plan to hold referenda without

CFS approval.

According to Adrian Kaats, a Mc-
Gill student who recently resigned

as CFS-Q chair, problems have

surfaced with the CFS about refer-

endum voting procedures.

"The CFS, likely after reading

our referendum exit report which

explained that it took three days

of voting to reach quorum (five

per cent), insists that we only have

two days of voting," Kaats wrote

in an email to The Varsity. "Our

Council and ROC (Referendum

Oversight Committee) members
will not accept this unilateral deci-

sion by CFS to hold a referendum

that will almost certainly fail."

Dave Molenhuis, treasurer for

CFS national, told The Varsity he

needed to speak with his superior

before responding to queries about

legal proceedings. As of press time,

a CFS representative was not avail-

able to comment.
The CFS is applying its new by-

law changes passed in its Novem-
ber 2009 annual general meeting,

which forbids more than two refer-

enda from taking place in a three-

month period.

"Since they also have six months
when no referendums are allowed

to take place, only 4 referendums

can take place per year, if they are

perfectly timed," wrote Kaats.

McGill plans to hold the refer-

endum from March 29 to April

1. The McGill student union had
gone to court for a safeguard

and interlocutory injunction,

with only the latter granted. At a

hearing in May, the union will ask

that a judge enforce the results of

their referendum.

The Alberta College of Art and
Design Student Association will

vote from March 30 to April 1.

Other student unions are pre-

paring to take legal action to con-

tinue the defederation process.

The Central Student Association

of Guelph went to court on March
23 for the second time and won
each of its court injunctions. The
union expects to hold a referen-

dum in mid-April.

In the case of the Carleton Universi-

ty Students' Association, CFS claims

that a counter-petition, created by

students to remove their names from

the original petition, has made that

petition void.

The Concordia Student Union and

Concordia's Graduate Student As-

sociation are also facing obstacles

in their referendum efforts. CFS has

issued CSU a notice of outstanding

fees amounting to a million dollars,

and told the GSA it owes $200,000.

According to a CFS bylaw, a union

can't hold a referendum unless it

has paid all membership fees.

CSU president Amine Dabchy dis-

putes the alleged debt. The CSU has

passed a motion to go ahead with

the referendum from March 23 to

March 25. In response, CFS sent the

CSU chair a letter saying that the

results of the planned referendum

vote will not be accepted.

Likewise, the GSA plans to hold a

referendum in the first week of April.

The University of Regina Students'

Union were denied referendum

dates by the CFS, but will continue

with its referendum on April 1.

Other schools seeking to hold

referenda include the Society of

Graduate Students at University

of Western Ontario, Trent Cen-
tral Student Association, Glen-
don College Student Union, Daw-
son Students Union, University of

Victoria Student Society, Gradu-
ate Students' Association at the
University of Calgary.

WITH FILES FROM ABDI AIDID

ABDI AIDID
Varsity Staff

York University admin are investigat-

ing the recent student elections. Uni-

versity president Mamdouh Shoukri

has formally requested that ombuds-
man John McCamus look into results

from the York Federation of Students

elections. In a March 19 statement,

Shoukri said that admin will review

possible infractions after receiving

"a significant number of complaints"

from students.

Shoukri's statement comes after 16

of 21 candidates on the "New York"

slate were disqualified for alleged

misconduct, which according to the

CRO's report included distributing

copies of the Excalibur student news-

paper without prior permission. Since

then, members of the slate have been

quoted as saying the CRO's action was
unfairly harsh. The elections commit-

tee, acknowledging that disqualifica-

tions are to be a last-resort action,

eventually overturned the decision.

"We are aware that unapproved
campaign material is a violation of

the elections procedure code," New
York presidential candidate Fraser

Stevens said in a video posted on
the Excalibur website. "However, a
free newspaper is a free newspaper.
Everyone has access."

"I feel it's a very telling sign," Ste-

vens told The Varsity. "If students

and administration are question-

ing the integrity of this election

then obviously an investigation is

appropriate."

Shoukri said in the statement,

"Transparency, fairness and integri-

ty in the election process, as well as

the possibility of orderly and demo-
cratic change, must be ensured for

the benefit of all of our students."

The disqualifications fueled al-

ready lingering discussion about

the details of CRO Casey Chu
Cheong's appointment, which

many students said was ill-ad-

vised. Cheong, like UTSU CRO
Dave Blocker, was selected in a

closed interview session by the in-

cumbents, who ended up winning

a resounding victory. This is his

second year as CRO. In the state-

ment, Shoukri mentioned that the

ombudsman will look into claims

that the CRO was neither impartial

nor independent.

Shoukri, who came under a lot of

fire last year for not adequately re-

sponding to student demands dur-

ing the strike, issued the statement

a little over a week after disqualifi-

cations. The ombudsman is to sub-

mit his report no later than June 30.

WITH FILES FROM SHONITH RAJENDRAN
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'LANGUAGES' - CONTINUED FROM P6

1

Tamara Al-Kasey, a Spanish pro-

fessor who has resigned her post

as former languages coordinator.

"There have been absolutely no
external reviews on the language

courses," she said, adding that spar-

ing only Hindi and Mandarin be-

cause of their affiliation with Global

Asian Studies does not make sense

because Tamil, Japanese, Sanskrit

are Asian languages as well.

AI-Kasey said she never knew for-

eign languages at UTSC were pilot

projects. She wrote on Facebook that

she resigned as languages coordina-

tor after she was not consulted about

the language restructuring.

Neither Halpern nor John Scherk,

the vice-dean academic, could be

reached for comment.

'So much for world-class'
Students told The Varsity they were
disappointed. Shobiya Sivanathan,

a third-year biology and psychol-

ogy major, is taking a Tamil course

and planned on taking more. "This

is the first time that 1 am actually

learning the language," she said,

after previous efforts failed. "There

are so many Tamil students in UTSC
and [taking Tamil courses] is a way
of getting into our culture."

"So much for world-class," said

fourth-year student Anne Hardy-

Henry, referring to the campaign for

the recently passed Pan Am sports

facility levy, which boasted, "You

deserve world class." Lecturers

received notification of language

courses cancelations on March 15,

in the midst of campaigning for the

Pan Am athletic facility levy. "What
happened to world-class educa-

tion?" asked Hardy-Henry.

What have you learned this year?
PHOTOGRAPHED AND COMPILED BY TOM CARDOSO AND JOAN WAMITI

Woo Sun

1st YearPoliSciand International

Relations,

Social relationships with other students are

important. Time management— it's very

hard to manage time for studying.

Noha
3rd Year Languages, Bio, and Poll Sci,

Certain people are expendable. You don't

have to be friends with everyone.

Katelvn

4tti Year Criminology,

School is not real life and knowing this

makes graduation terrifying, as it means I

have to grow up and learn what real life is.

Networking is more important than anything

you'll learn in school.

Ahmed
3rd Year Historyand Politics,

Pick your courses on time—don't get stuck

on waiting lists!

1 Matt Young Wuk Tala Dana I
3rd YearEnglish,

Going out and enjoying yourself is as

important as class. Too much class can end

up being a bad thing.

1st YearEconomics and International

Relations,

Study hard. It's really important to manage
your time. Don't procrastinate!

4th year Sociology and Poll Sci,

If you think U of T is hard, real life is harder!

3rd Year History and English,

Actually make it to class every day! You don't

realize now far behind you can get until you

stop going to class.

^

I
IT IS POSSIBLE

THE CHANG SCHOOL

Where Learning Leads*

TO FIT IT ALL IN

There's no reason to be overwhelmed by a heavy

course load. Make life easier—get sonne courses under

your belt this summer. The G. Raymond Chang School

of Continuing Education at Ryerson University offers

degree courses that could serve as your electives.

And most of them can be completed on campus,

or through distance education.

Get your degree without getting burned-out. It is possible.

The G. Raymond Chang School

of Continuing Education

www.ryerson.ca/ce/springahead

BEAT THE RUSH
Classes start the week of May 3.

Due to high enrollment in Spring/Summer courses, it's

wise to enroll early. Your university will require time to

approve your proposed transfer credits. Be sure to obtain

a Letter of Permission as soon as possible

A Letter of Permission enables you to enroll in one or

more specific courses at another university—such as

The Chang School—without formal admission to that

institution. Upon completion, your transfer credits will

count towards your program of study.
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Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Hodt i>TogTam

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicum

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weekend Scliedule

• ih-oven Test-Taldng Strategies

• Experienced Coarse Instructors

• Compreliensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

CAMP JOBS:

Hip/hop Dance Show choreographer,

Extreme In-Line Skate instructors, Rock-

Wall Climbing, Swim, Sail, Kayak, Wind-

surf, Waterski, Canoe, Ice Hockey, Golf,

Tennis, Arts, Crafts, Pottery, Nursing Stu-

dent 2nd yr.-h. Driver/Errands, Laundry.

Camp@mishmar.com

EDITING

EXPERT EDITOR
Thorough editing of theses, term

papers, and applications on hard copy

or computer file. Expertise in human
rights, world business, bestediting.ca

Call V.Smith, 416690-2576.

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five vrords. $0.25 for

each additional word. Rates include one line of

bold type for the ad header. No copy changes

after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or

phone. Ads must be submitted at least four

days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21

Sussex Ave. Suite #306, Toronto, ON, M5S 116.

Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

Advertise in

tbeVARSlTY
ads@thevarsity.ca
416-946-7604

Particles of Potter
Physics grad students talk invisibility and passing through walls

ALEX ROSS
Varsity Staff

Over 30 Muggles gathered at the McLennan
Physical Laboratories on Friday hoping to find

out if it was possible to make an invisibility

cloak, or if they could ever actually go through a

wall to King's Cross Platform 9%. Grad students

Michael Zedler and Yaser Khan spoke on "The
Physics of Harry Potter" as part of the Magic
Wand Ownership lectures, organized by the

physics department.

Zedler first gave a short history of invisibility

within mythology and literature. His examples
included the myth of Perseus and the Song of the

Nibelungs, which features heroes who use a cap
of invisibility to aid them in their quests.

"The difference between Harry Potter and the

other figures of mythology is that Harry Potter

is purely good while the others used it solely for

temptation," Zedler said, drawing laughter from

the audience.

He then moved the discussion onto the scien-

tific aspect of invisibility. While it is not possible

to achieve complete physical invisibility, it is

possible to appear invisible on tracking devices

like radar.

Zedler specializes in "metamaterials," which
are engineered to have properties not readily

available in nature. Zedler demonstrated that

such material would be able to absorb elec-

tromagnetic energy, thus enabling a kind of

"cloaking technology."

Khan's presentation focused on bending light

as a way of passing through objects. He spoke
about "tunneling," in which light passes through

a barrier to reach the other side.

"This is analogous in some sense to Harry Pot-

ter walking through a wall," said Khan. To dem-
onstrate tunneling, Khan had each of the audi-

ence members take a plastic cup of water from

the front of the room and press their fingers

against it. Each person could see their fingerprint

through the glass. But if they dipped fingers in

the cup of water and then pressed it against the

cup, the fingerprints would be scattered by water.

Khan said that while it was possible for par-

SNUG AS A BUG

tides at the atomic and subatomic level to pass

through barriers such as brick and wood, audi-

ence members should refrain from trying to run

through walls at home.

In the question period that followed, one audi-

ence member asked Zedler, "So, how much is it

going to cost to build my starship?"

"I'm happy if it works for something the size of

a banana," Zedler replied, emphasizing the ex-

pense of producing of metamaterials and how dif-

ficult it would be to cloak something on the scale

of a "starship."

ft*

*»«»

At the Toronto Entemologists' Association's annual student symposium on Saturday, t\/larch 27, grad students from across Ontario presented their research.
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VUSAC throws out election results

Two Students say council overreached in calling new election

NATALIE SEQUEIRA & JANE BAO
Varsity Staff

Victoria College students are to

cast votes for student council ex-

ecs a second time, although post-

campaigning in the first round
of elections did not conclusively

change the outcome. An unnamed
candidate, who did not win, was
found to have campaigned dur-

ing the voting period by carrying

around a laptop and having stu-

dents cast votes online. Two stu-

dents are criticizing that decision

in a report, saying that the Victoria

University Student Administrative

Council ignored and wrongly in-

terpreted its constitution, and that

council members voted on issues

that were a conflict of interest.

The elections for president of

VUSAC saw current VP external

Akash Goel edge out clubs com-
missioner Evan Wallis. Voting took

place March 18 and 19.

Chief returning officer Catherine

Brown presented evidence of vote

tampering at a March 24 VUSAC
meeting. Brown is the current

VUSAC president. Goel and Wallis

have no conclusive connection to

the tampering.

Brown said that up to 40 votes

may have been "strongly influ-

enced," although only 17 were
conclusively linked to the candi-

date in question. The ballots were
cast online and tampering was de-

termined through investigating IP

addresses.

"Even if you nullified those

17 votes, there still would have
been a big enough margin," Goel

told Victoria College paper The
Strand. Goel was ahead of Wallis

by 28 votes.

Brown recommended that the

council ratify the election results.

Following a secret ballot, the mo-
tion failed to receive a simple ma-
jority. Council members who won
the first round of elections were
not allowed to cast votes for the

ratification motion, though Wal-

lis, the unsuccessful presidential

candidate, was allowed to vote. "I

think a lot of people are question-

ing why a recasting of ballots is

being done. 1 think that's because

there were enough members on
council who wanted to make sure

that students felt that the process

was as transparent as it could have
been," Brown told The Strand.

In the report "VUSAC: A Crisis

of Legitimacy," Dev Shanani and
Nicholas Erwin-Longstaff said

that VUSAC overstepped its con-

stitutional authority in challeng-

ing election results. They wrote,

"Given the expected thoroughness

of this investigation, and the fact

that the candidate involved In this

'tampering' lost, it is surprising to

see the results on an unrelated po-

sition that won by a margin greater

than 17 votes being recalled."

Voting will take place March 31

and April 1, through the utoronto.

ca voting system.

'LEVY' -CONTINUED FROM P61

"[Those who] were being critical

were [portrayed as] outsiders," she

said.

During a "Vote No" forum held on
March 15, members of the Yes cam-
paign told APUS members that they

did not represent a large enough
portion of the student population.

"Why should 1 listen to you when

you represent only, let's see, [about]

1,000 students?" asked Milad Mosh-
feghian, a fourth-year student and

member of the "Yes" campaign.

"This is a scam," said Gupta. "The

constant bombardment of 'Yes' pro-

paganda as well as numerous at-

tempts to derail the 'No' side created

a climate of intimidation on campus
in order to ensure a 'Yes' vote." Gup-

ta spoke of difficulties booking the

venue for the "No" forum, as well as

the heckling and jeering from the

'Yes' side during the forum.

The levy passed with 62.2 per

cent of voters casting "Yes" ballots.

It awaits ratification by the board of

directors and will be implemented
either during the summer or fall

semester. Construction of the ath-

letics complex will begin late 2011

or 2012.

Varsity Publications Board of Directors

ELECTION NOTICE

The Varsity Board of Directors elections, in which

the following candidates are running, are to be

held April 1, 2010. These are their statements.

St. George students will have a chance to

vote at Sidney Smith from 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Student ID required. The candidate for the UTM

constituency will be acclaimed.

ST GEORGE (four representatives)

D. Apostolopoulos

My name is Dimitris Apostolopoulos and I'm

running for the St, George Varsity board of

directors position. Our campus newspaper must

be a critical and dynamic force that stimulates

students and critically interrogates the status

quo at U of T i will bring this vision to the board,

as well as extensive administrative knowledge

and community service from my experience as

director for the Faculty of Arts and Science on

the UTSU board. To be effective, board members

must be engaged in the daily life of the Varsity,

and if elected I intend to both write for and

institutionally develop our newspaper

Jessica Denyer

As a representative for the St George campus

this year and additionally elected as Chief

Operations Officer of The Varsity, I am deeply

involved in the internal non-editorial workings

of the paper The knowledge I've gained in these

positions built upon a solid foundation of being

a former editor-in-chief, being involved in other

executive and board level positions on and

off campus and my studies in Book & Media

Studies. I would like to use this knowledge on

projects such as an online archives and the

creation of an alumni association. Please return

me to the board to continue to work to create the

best campus newspaper possible!

Jackie Linton

As a candidate for Board of Directors at The

Varsity, I feel that my professional and campus-

related experience could offer a knowledgeable,

creative and dedicated contribution to the team.

After two years working at Vice Magazine, I have

gleaned many skills regarding management,

advertising, marketing and events. I have served

as the Editor-in-Chief of the Hart House Review

(2010), as well as Co-Editor in Chief of The

Strand at Victoria College. Currently I publish

an internationally circulated art quarterly Bad

Day Magazine. Overall, I believe my enthusiasm

for The Varsity could lend solutions to the

challenges present in the upcoming year.

Noah Mazereeuw
Dear unwashed masses:

My experience writing for the Globe and Mail

and Maclean's has given me valuable insight

into the workings of successful media outlets.

Beyond this requisite knowledge, my passion

for journalism ensures that I will fulfill my

duties as a Director with commitment and

competence. I will indeed work diligently to direct

the Newspaper in such a way that facilitates

journalistic excellence and integrity, financial

and legal prudence, and stirringly informative

and thought-provoking articles.

Emily Sommers
Hello fellow Varsity readers and St. George

campus students. As a member of the Varsity

Board of Directors for the last two years, I have

worked hard with my fellow board members to

reconstitute the Board and begin the diligent

task of making sure it is compliant to its by-

laws. As a member of the UC Gargoyle for four

years and the Varsity BoD for two, I am well

versed in the challenges and opportunities

facing campus print media. To ensure the

smooth continuation of this work and to help the

Varsity remain the premier student newspaper in

Canada, vote for me, Emily Sommers.

UTM (one representative)

Michael Di Leo

I am a UTM student with a double major in

Physics and Anthropology. I have also been

affiliated with the UTM campus newspaper, the

Medium, for the past three years, the past two

as A&E Editor. I plan to represent and address

UTM's issues when on the board, as well as

contribute to the success of the Varsity in the

long run.

PROFESSIONAL FACULTIES (three

representatives)

Adam Heller

I am a second year student in the Faculty of

Law and look forward to serving on the Board

of Directors. I have a background in student

affairs, having served this year on Governing

Council as a student governor. During my time

as an undergraduate student at McGill I wrote

for the McGill Tribune, so have some experience

in that area as well. My aim is to stabilize the

finances of the Varsity while also overseeing

improvement of the overall quality and integrity

of the product

Ken Kuran
As has been said by many a famous orator, it is

the fourth institution of democracy a free and

unfettered press, that compliments the checks

and balances of any egalitarian society. It is

for this reason that I want to give back to the

community by actively sitting on the board of

directors of Varsity Publications. Many problems

face major publications around the worid in this

era of changing media business models; and to

maintain the originality and editorial quality of a

such a highly regarded publication, its fiduciary

responsibilities must also be administered to. I

hope to contribute towards these causes in the

coming school year, 2010-2011.

Ruichen Zhu

I have been a great admirer of the Varsity since

my first days at the university To sit on the

Varsity Board of Director as your representative

would be a tremendous honour and privilege. I

vow to be a steadfast advocate and guardian

of your interests on the Board. 1 vow to work

indefatigably in your service with the editors,

staff, and other directors to ensure the Varsity's

continued success and journalistic excellence.

FREE teeth whitening'

Dr. Lisa Tarn
General & Cosmetic Dentistry

Use your UTSU benefits for your dental checkup and

cleaning

Receive student discounts

* Some conditions apply. Ask us for details.

TEL: 416-967-7179
www.ayorkvillesmile.com

#801, 94 Cumberland St.

(Bay & Bloor, Bay subway station)

college pro

PAINTERS
SUMMER
JOBS

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
is presently looking for responsible / hard-

working University or College

students for:

Full-Tlnne Painting Positions

May - August
No experience required,

we will train you to paint.

Positions available in your area.

If interested call 1-888-277-9787

or apply online at www.collegepro.com

The Varsity

MASTHEAD ELECTIONS NOTICE

Tire nomination period for the Editor-m-Chief for 2010-2011 is now opWta

• The nomination period extends until Wednesday, March 31^
• Speeches will be held on Thursday, April! w ^

• Votes will be cast on Friday, April 2 1

Any full-time undergraduate student or part-time or graduate student

who pays the membership fee of $2.50 may run for Editor-in-Chief.

, fJhe Editor-in-Chief will be elected by the Varsity Staff.

The following masthead positions will be elected for the 2010-2011 academic year

• News

• Comment

• Arts

• Science

• Sports

• Features

~

• Design

• Online
"

• Photo

To run for a masthead position, you must have qualified as Varsity Staff.

• The nomination period will run from Friday, March 26 to Monday, April 5

• Speeches, questions, and voting will take place on Wednesday, April 7

• The masthead will be elected by the Varsity Staff

TO QUALIFY AS VARSITY STAFF, YOU MUST HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE

VARSITY SIX TIMES OVER THE COURSE OF FIVE ISSUES. CONTRIBUTIONS

INCLUDE WRITING (PRINT AND ONLINE), PHOTOGRAPHING, ILLUSTRATING,

AND COPY EDITING.

FOR MORE INFO ON THE NOMINATION PROCEDURE AND ELECTION RULES,

PLEASE CONTACT THE VARSITY CEO AT CEO@THEVARSITY.CA -
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U of T gets a "B"
In 2009-2010, the university made nnany environmental strides, but it still needs to make a greater commitment

MAY JEONG
Associate Comment Editor

Where does U of T stand

environmentally? It's not

an easy question to an-

swer, so I decided to do
a few informal surveys of

tfie university commu-
nity. 1 found that most
people think U of T is

well placed to serve as a

leader in climate action

n and around its immedi-
ate community Ontario. It

has made significant prog-

ress in responding to the re-

cent interest for sustainability

initiatives.

Beth Savan of the Sustain-

ability Office remarks that

the new commitment by
the university is "re-

markable, especially in

a time of recession."

Yet many of the truly

innovative campaigns
have been spearhead-

ed by students. The
likes of Bike Chain, Hot

Yam, Rewire, the Bee
Collective, and the agri-

culture projects and com-
munity gardens around

campus all point to the ben-

efit of grassroots initiatives.

The university, on the other

hand, has made some dubious decisions. It

opted for the Western Climate Initiative—

a

regional commitment for action on climate

change—over the Presidents Climate Initia-

tive. The PCI is widely known as a much more
ambitious pact between colleges to reduce

greenhouse gases on campus. Opting for a

loose network of goals instead of measurable

and verifiable targets means that an oppor-

tunity has been lost, where meaningful prog-

ress could have been metered, weighed, and
improved upon.

Good intentions persists, and dedicated

souls keep the movement alive, but the sort

of radical institutional change that the cur-

rent climate demands is largely absent on
our campus.
Savan agrees to a certain extent. Sure,

she says, "in a place such as Ontario, where
external triggers do not exist, we must rely

on individuals and institutions to change
behaviours collectively." But to those who
are impatient with the lacklustre efforts

that the administration seems to pass off

as progress, Savan urges that progress
only comes with incremental change. The
business of youth is to play the agent of

profound change, but what these restless

souls overlook is the fact that it is "very

difficult for a large institution with finan-

cial constraints to move as rapidly as we
should be moving."

Savan makes a fine point by mentioning that

the administration is not so blind as to over-

look the fact that energy efficiency directly

links to fewer expenses, which yields more leg

room for research and development.

But we can't lose sight of the fact that

new projects mean new price tags, which
will inevitably result in reticent responses.

Instead of growing despondent, we must re-

frame the debate so that sustainability does
not become an added burden, but is adopt-

ed as the norm.
The trick, and here 1 couldn't agree with Sa-

van more, is to be intensely aware of the tight

timeline that Mother Nature presents us.

Budgets are behemoths, and the people

who create them do all they can to maintain

the status quo. To see more progress, future

change agents must embrace this fact and
realize a plan that would see sustainability

incorporated into existing platforms.

All this being said, the university has

made strides in the past year. The solar

thermal system installed at the Athletic

Centre is one such example. Recent debates

in the UTSU campaign included discus-

sions on banning plastic bottles on campus
which were supported by well-informed

platforms on both sides. The Responsible

Investment Committee continues to engage
the administration on proxy voting issues.

And the sustainability fund dedicated to

promoting green initiatives on campus is

entering its second round, and hopes gain

more prominence each year.

So what's my verdict for 2009-2010? Uni-

versity of Toronto gets a passing grade of B.

It has made some genuine attempts at this

greening business, but it still has miles to

go. And those miles will only be covered by
those who mix equal parts blind optimism
and ruthless pragmatism.

A year in review at Tlie Varsity

It's
news to no one, but newspa-

pers continue to suffer chang-

es both cyclical (the recession,

which continues for industries

that are reliant on ads for rev-

enue) and structural (the increas-

ing importance of online media,

though no one has figured out

how to make more than a buck
from online advertising). The Var-

sity is only partly sheltered from
this storm.

Just over a month ago. The Var-

sity Board of Directors launched

into the unenviable task of re-

structuring the corporation in

response to the recession—two
years too late. "Why such a de-

layed response?" you may very

reasonably ask.

In part, it has to do with The
Varsity's position as a stu-

dent organization. Like any
student group, we have insti-

tutionalized high turnover:

the vast majority of jobs at

the paper are one-year con-

tracts and the expectation is

that each role will be filled

by someone new every year.

Add to this that, as student

jobs, most Varsity editors do
not make much money, meaning
that any cut in salaries is sub-

stantial, and may significantly

change how an editor expects to

shelter and feed herself. These
features make it very difficult to

negotiate a salary cut mid-year

As part of this

restructuring

plan, The Varsity is

becoming a weekly.

without disrupting the quantity

and quality of content.

Printing, our other large ex-

pense, is equally difficult to slash

mid-year because we set our pub-
lishing schedule in March. That
schedule, as well as our distri-

bution numbers, become a

promise to advertisers. Ad-
vertising, for those who do
not know, remains our great-

est source of revenue. Last

year. The Varsity tried to

solve this problem by reduc-

ing page counts. An eight-

page issue, for example, was
fairly common.

In my opinion. The Var-

sity has a duty to print as much
content as it possibly can. To
paraphrase The Varsity's state-

ment of policies, our mandate

is to offer comprehensive, fair,

and accurate coverage; promote
the study of journalism; offer

all U of T students the opportu-

nity to participate in the paper's

production; provide a forum for

members of the community to ex-

change information and opinion;

and protect the paper's editorial

autonomy from undue external

influence. For a university of U of

T's size, fulfilling at least three of

these objectives requires that we
print more than eight pages twice

a week.

Printing and salaries are our two

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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BY LUKE SAVAGE

Something's rotten in our home and native land

It's
important to be patient when

it comes to politics. As Ontario

Premier Dalton McGuinty recently

pointed out, democracy is a muddy
affair, but it eventually produces re-

sults. Still, looking back on the col-

umns I've written this year, most of

them end on a sour note, or more
occasionally, with a tone of defiant

(and usually misplaced) optimism.

Though it's fair to say I have a taste

for all things political, 1 find almost

all the news coming out of Ottawa
these days unpalatable.

Parliament, that ancient institu-

tion, that powerful symbol of peace,

order, and good government, is al-

most entirely dysfunctional. Main-

taining optimism in the face of this

simple, virtually incontestable fact

has been a challenging exercise.

Crosby's goal helped for a couple of

days, but just as getting drunk tem-

porarily relieves the anguish of a

break up, the Olympics provided a

few weeks' shelter from the juvenile

rhetorical melee of Question Period.

Ultimately, I found myself right back
where I'd been in January (except 1

had a splitting headache). Reality

has a nasty way of creeping back in.

It hasn't been like this forever,

though. Even during Paul Martin's

short-lived and tumultuous tenure,

there were major developments on
economic and social issues: the

right of same-sex couples to marry
was recognized under the law; Otta-

wa tranfered major investments in

health care; and Canada removed
itself from participation in the

apocalyptic American "Star Wars"
adventure.

I don't wish to suggest that the

Martin era was an idyllic liberal

Camelot. Like its predecessor gov-

ernment, it was riddled with scan-

dals and used legislative loopholes

to stifle dissent, cancel opposition

days, and avoid confidence votes

(something few Liber-

als today will acknowl-

edge, even as they

moralize and weep for

the sanctity of Parlia-

ment).

These trends con-

tinue under the cur-

rent regime, albeit

with a much more sin-

ister undertone. With
each passing session, Canada has
spiralled further into an effective

minority dictatorship. When the

House becomes inconvenient, it

can be disposed of on a prime min-

isterial whim. In the subsequent
legislative purgatory, "President"

Harper rules by decree.

If this seems like hyperbole,

consider the amount of executive

power the Conservative leader

currently wields. He muzzles his

cabinet. Even his most senior min-

isters must seek the approval of

his office before they speak. Can-

cerous rogue MPs like Bill Casey
(who rejected a budget because it

shafted his constituents) are cut

from the government's flesh alto-

gether. Serious decisions like shut-

ting down Parliament or refusing

executive orders from a majority

of MPs fall to Harper alone.

If only it ended there. The con-

centration of executive power (and

its rampant abuse) in the Prime
Minister's Office is only the tip of

the iceberg. The small, regionally

specific Reform Party base from
which the Conservative Party was
built needs the same constant re-

assurance demanded by a jealous

With each passing session,

Canada has spiralled further

into an effective minority

dictatorship.

lover. For example, when funding

was cut for KAIROS (a widely re-

spected faith-based ecumenical
NGO), Development Minister Bev
Oda announced it was because
the organization "wasn't meeting
government priorities." Weeks
later, Immigration Minister Jason

Kenney revised the pretext for the

move at the Global Forum for Com-
bating Anti-Semitism, saying, "We
have defunded organizations... like

KAIROS, who are taking a leader-

ship role in the boycott [of Israel]."

There were accolades within the

reactionary Conservative base.

Ezra Levant wrote, "It is some-
times difficult to support the fed-

eral Conservatives, usually when
they are not being very conser-

vative. But stories like this one
remind me why I like this govern-

ment." Minister Kenney later wrote

in the Toronto Star that the cuts

had nothing to do with the organi-

zation's stance on Israel. With bra-

zen insincerity, the Harper Conser-

vatives arbitrarily cut funding for a

major NGO and then lied about it,

all in an effort to stroke the sensi-

bilities of a narrow portion of their

base.

But the Conservative

strategy goes deeper
than this. Fundamen-
tally, it seeks to realign

political discourse,

shifting Canada along

with it. One only has to

watch a few minutes of

Question Period to see

how far the Conserva-

tives have taken this

strategy. Take the issue of Afghan
detainees. Isn't it perfectly reason-

able to ask, given the testimony

that's been presented, about the

nature of detainee transfers by
our troops? Apparently not. If only

the opposition cared as much for

the welfare of our soldiers than

for Taliban prisoners! Polls have
revealed that many Canadians

aren't concerned about the abuse
of Afghan prisoners. By sticking to

their guns, the Conservatives have
successfully re-shaped the debate
into one about patriotism. Torture

be damned!
What about the government's

"law and order" agenda, most of

which has nothing to do with ei-

ther? Crime rates have been drop-

ping steadily for 10 years, and yet

the legislation the Conservatives

brag about the most concerns
"getting tough on crime." Forget

that such an approach has led to

crowded jails and soaring crime

rates south of the border. Yet a new
study shows that a majority of Ca-

nadians are, once again, in favour

of the death penalty and support

harsher punishments for convicts.

On each issue, the government

crafts a simple, "common sense"

position and then repeats it ad

nauseam. Those who care about

the abuse of Afghan detainees

hate the troops. Those who care

about judicial autonomy are "soft

on pedophiles." The list goes on.

Prorogation during an inquiry of

critical public importance is "reca-

libration" and shutting down Par-

liament to avoid a confidence vote

is "patriotic." Yet with each issue,

the framework in which reason-

able discussion can occur shrinks

further. Meanwhile, the opposition

parties shriek beneath the fray of

Question Period, struggling to be

heard.

Rather than end this column for

the year on a positive note (alas,

1 don't think 1 can muster one) I'll

end it with a cautionary ellipsis. As
early as next week Speaker of the

House Peter Milliken will rule on
whether or not the Conservative

refusal to turn over un-redacted

documents pertaining to the abuse
of Afghan detainees constitutes a

breach of the law. The nature of his

ruling could determine both the

fate of the government and, more
critically, the role Parliament will

play in Canada's future.

There will always be haters

and political hacks, but that

aside, the healthy back-

and-forth of opinion in

these pages this year is

evidence enough that

The Varsity is doing well.

CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

greatest expenses; all others are real-

ly drops in the bucket. As no restruc-

turing in regards to printing or human
resources happened last year. The
Varsity was essentially set on a debt

course. Yet despite cm even worse ad-

selling environment and increased

printing costs this year, we've man-

aged to lose only so much as we did

last year.

The cause for the delayed response

was the following. The Varsity's Board

of Directors fell by the wayside sev-

eral yecirs ago, and it has been a long

struggle to bring the board back to

compliance. The Board of Directors

is absolutely essential for oversight of

the corporation and for providing the

proper reporting measures for the pa-

per to keep track of its own financial

health. Many
of us at The
Varsity have

worked extreme-

ly hard this year to

bring together a fully

constituted, active

board composed
of student repre-

sentatives. In the

midst of end-of-term

assignments and essays,

this board has launched

into a comprehensive restruc-

turing and budgeting process where-

in we consulted with the current

masthead; our primary creditor;

the company that sells our ad

space nationally; and the office of

the vice-provost, students. In this

process, we have tried to balance

three priorities.

TWO: To pay off our debt with-

in a reasonable timeframe

based on sensible projec-

tions and expectations.

THREE: To contin-

ue providing good
student jobs to

the editors with-

out whom the

paper's quality

would suffer.

ONE: Maintaining weekly page

counts at a level comparable to

what they have been this year, in

order to fulfill the mandate noted

above.

Our budget

for next year

is based on a

very conser-

vative projec-

tion that, ad
sales will not

improve, de-

spite the uptick

in the economy.
We have cut

costs across the

board, though
we have tried

to minimize the

cuts to student

jobs. Based on our

projections and con-

versations with business

partners, if the paper follows

the regimen set out in this budget.

The Varsity will be out of debt in

two to three years.

As part of this restructuring plan.

The Varsity is becoming a weekly.

By printing once a week, we can

maintain comparable page counts

to this year while also cutting print-

ing costs. We are also devoting

more editorial resources to online

content, which is the best way to

break news. As a weekly, our strat-

egy going forward is to develop

thevarsity.ca as its own publication,

and to emphasize what online does
best, and vice versa for print.

Nobody likes a recession, and
nobody likes restructuring a

company. The sombre tone of

this letter distracts from the fact

that it has been a great year for

The Varsity editorially. There will

always be haters and political

hacks, but that aside, the healthy
back-and-forth of opinion in

these pages this year is evidence
enough that The Varsity is doing
well. Comparing this year to the
one before, traffic for thevarsity.

ca is up by 40 per cent. None of

this would have been possible

without the extremely dedicated

group of editors and staff who put
together the paper and the web-
site, and the over 275 people who
contributed. On a personal note,

recession be damned, this past
year has been the best of my life.

Thank you all for the amazing ride.

Sincerely,

Jade Colbert
Editor-in-Chief,

The Varsity, 2009-2010
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ComicCon'd!

^ Ho y Ghostbusters, Batman

!

r . WILL SLOAN reports from the Toronto Comic Con

PHOTOS BY DAN EPSTEIN

In
a room just off to the side of the

Direct Energy Centre during To-

ronto Comic Con, Anthony Darlco

struts confidently into the ring. He is

tall and thin, with a muscular stom-

ach, and naked except for a yellow

leotard with "Darko" printed across

the backside. In this match between

Darko and fellow Canadian wrestler

Rip Impact, it's clear who the real

star is. Darko may be a wrestler, but

from the way he feeds off being on-

stage, he's more like a vaudevillian.

1 am one of five people in the audi-

ence. This does not go unnoticed.

"Hey!" he yells at the few people

lingering at the door. "Don't watch

out there! Come in here! I'm the

women's champ!"
Desperate times calls for desper-

ate measures, so Darko and Im-

pact amp up the act. Darko throws

Impact out of the ring and the two
begin punching each other around

the room. Darko repeatedly slams

Impact's head against the garbage

bin in the corner, and Impact finally

falls to the floor, though the illusion

of pain is shattered somewhat when
Impact cushions his fall.

This showmanship fails to entice

the crowd, and most of the people at

the door have returned to the main
convention hall. "Come on people, 1

need fans!" The referee arbitrarily

declares the match for Impact, and
Darko protests exaggeratedly. "And

all the girls are gone, too!" he notes.

This will not do. Darko jumps from

the ring and runs into the main con-

vention hall. If this convention won't

liven up on its own, then he'll rev up
the defibrillator himself.

Wizard World's Toronto Comic Con
presumably draws its inspiration

from San Diego Comic Con, which

has become the de facto Cannes
Film Festival of disreputable pop
culture, where A-listers, D-listers,

and anyone else with a superhero

or a spaceman costume peddle their

wares. Toronto Comic Con is a much
lower-key affair, suffering perhaps

from its close proximity to August's

more heavily-hyped Fan Expo.

TV and sports personalities sign

autographs at their booths. Bobby
Clark, the guy who played Corn on

Star Trek is here, as is Luciano Carro

of Battlestar Galactica, Christopher

Knight from The Brady Bunch, Mi-

chael Mahonen from Star Trek: Voy-

ager, and a whole lot of professional

wrestlers. How strange to see "Mil-

lion Dollar Man" Ted DiBiase in the

real world, still with his jet-black

sideburns and diamond-studded

red-white-and-blue shirtsleeves.

"How often do you get asked about

Ghostbusters 3?" I ask Ghostbusters

star Ernie Hudson, who is wearing a

"Winston Rules!" T-shirt.

"Yeah, I know that's all over the In-

ternet. I get asked a lot...l don't know
a whole lot more than anyone else

does. I saw Ivan Reitman and he says

if they get a script, they might start

shooting in the fall, so there's a good
chance it could happen, but I'm not

gonna hold my breath."

"I read that Ivan Reitman might be
getting kicked off

the project," I say.

"Yeah... I read

that too."

The raison d'etre

of the Comic Con
is merchzindise,

and the Comic
Con does indeed

boast many, many
stacks of comic

books in its no-

frills, near-identi-

cal booths. I am
more intrigued

by Choice Col-

lectibles, who are

here selling high-

end visual art: an

original drawing from Disney's Pin-

occhio; the cover of Detective Com-
ics 27 (Batman's first appearance)

rendered as an oil painting; a cell of

Bugs Bunny and Elmer Fudd hand-

painted and signed by Chuck Jones;

and, with an elegant framed photo of

the Great Man himself, Walt Disney's

autograph. Price: $2,995.

I am especially taken by several

paintings by Alex Ross, an art-

Part of me
wants to look

down my
nose at such

exhibitionism,

but truth be
told, I find it

kinda hot.

ist famous for his photo-realistic

portraits of the Justice League.

They always feature Superman,
Batman, Wonder Woman, and the

rest of the gang gathered together

with their chins held high and
chests puffed up. His work is like

Norman Rockwell in the earnest

way he mythologizes the heroes,

but the perfection of his subjects'

physical forms— the skintight

spandex over Superman's mas-
sive pectorals, the crevices of

Batman's abs, the way Wonder
Woman's star-spangled panties

barely conceal her private area

—

is charged with eroticism.

I pass a woman dressed in a tight,

two-piece leather bikini with waist-

high boots—fire-

engine red, to

match her hair.

One passerby

suggests she re-

sembles Dare-

devil's girlfriend

Elektra, but no,

this costume is an

original creation.

Her lipstick is eye-

stingingly red, her

bra reveals most
of her breasts, her

bottoms are so

tight they appear

to suffocate her

bulging buttocks.

Part of me wants

to look down my nose at such exhi-

bitionism, but truth be told, I find it

kinda hot.

Looking through a discount bin, I

find the first comic book that ever
really disturbed me: Batman Com-
ics #499 from September 1993. I

was four years old at the time, in

the midst of a Batman obsession
that lasted most of my early child-

hood, and DC Comics was mount-
ing one of its most ambitious ef-

forts ever. "Knightfall," a story that

ran in every Batman publication

from 1993 to 1994, followed a phys-

ically and emotionally exhausted

Batman after an unprecedented
jailbreak, with the Dark Knight

trying to fight and capture every

villain in Gotham City. While he
is weary and weak, the evil Bane
breaks Batman's back, and Bruce
Wayne is forced to give up the

guise. He hires young, angry Jean-

Paul Valley as his replacement.

By issue #499, Bruce was realiz-

ing he had made a mistake. Increas-

ingly violent and uncooperative,

Jean-Paul nearly strangles Robin

and kills the villainous Abattoir. The
cover art features Jean-Paul as Bat-

man leaping menacingly towards a

helpless Bruce, confined to a wheel-

chair. Batman's 1960s television

show drew a clear line between "the

good guys" and "the bad guys," but

fan culture's appeal. Any disrup-

tion of this black-and-white moral-

ity goes against what makes these

idealized characters so comforting.

Perhaps this accounts for the suc-

cess of Watchmen, which became
a fanboy classic for suggesting

—

gasp!—costumed heroes might be
as fucked up as the rest of us.

Anthony Darko has decided to take

promotional matters into his own
hands. Grabbing a megaphone, he

begins wandering up and down the

convention hall, still shirtless in his

yellow wrestling tights. "You know
what's better than comic books?

Professional wrestling!"

"It's a packed house!" he says of

the wrestling room. "It's got, like, 14

people!"

He is briefly interested by the

booth for Universal Design, a com-
pany that specializes in life-sized

reproductions of superhero cos-

tumes. "Yo, can we borrow the Bat-

this cover image shows that the man
wearing the Bat-suit is clearly a men-
ace. Batman a menace? At age four,

that was too much to take.

The notion of Batman as a mor-
ally ambivalent protagonist has
inspired the best interpretations

of the character, including the

graphic novels of Frank Miller and
the films of Tim Burton and Chris-

topher Nolan. Why does it strike

such a nerve among comic fans?

Maybe because in Batman's pre-

1980s incarnations—Bob Kane's
original comics, the TV series, the

movie serials—established him as

a force of absolute good, and ab-

solute good and evil as a part of

man costume?" he asks the booth

attendants through the megaphone.

He makes his way to 'Former WWE
Diva' Jackie Haas's booth: "C'mon! I

won the women's title last night! I'll

defend it!"

"Uh... no thank you. Ask Dawn," she

says, pointing to wrestler Dawn Marie.

Going into the Comic Con, I won-

dered what wrestling had to do

with comics, but maybe comics and

professional wrestling, with their

idealized masculinity and morally

simplistic storylines, have more in

common than I thought. For either

a wrestler or a superhero to appear

vulnerable seems oxymoronic.

These are our modern gods.
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Your faves ^
Varsity Online Editor JOE HOWELL counts down our

Top 10 most-read stories on thevarsity.ca

10
Colleges fume at

UTSU meeting 7 Point/Counterpoint:
Israeli Apartheid Week

Elizabeth Kagedan's reporting on
the UTSU Annual General Meeting

hinted at how heated the spring

election would become. College

council leaders questioned UT-

SU's relationship with the CFS,

along with what the union was
doing with the $500,000 of un-

spent student money collected

for health and dental. One council

president even speculated about

his college defederating from

UTSU, which helped fuel part of

the extensive debate that followed

in the comments.

Point: Israeli Apartheid Week brings

a compelling and important discus-

sion to campus. Counterpoint: Israeli

Apartheid Week is an ineffective

method to discuss the conflict. Fur-

ther points: 105 comments, making

this debate our most-discussed ar-

ticle of the year

6 Eye on the election

9 Cheetah strikes

Kevin Draper's article on sex

addicition, infidelity, and Tiger

Woods' prospects for continuing

his golfing career might not have

garnered many comments, but it

was our ninth most-read story this

year. Perhaps all the easy jokes

had already been made?

8 Impeached SCSU prez
threatens lawsuit

We ran many stories on the lengthy

saga of Zuhair Syed's impeach-

ment, but none were as popular as

this one by Yeamrot Taddese. Syed

claimed the referendum to remove
him was "illegal and unconstitu-

tional," setting off a firestorm in

the comments. Our commentators
are generally a fairly respectful

bunch, especially compared to the

amount of trash talk you see on the

sites of the Globe and the Star, but

this one got ugly.

Jane Bao's exhaustive piece hit

stands right in the middle of the

UTSU voting period, detailing

the various mini-scandals and
added fuel to the fire lit by our
next two winners...

5 Orange you glad it's

election season?

This piece, though little more than a

captioned photo, beceune our third-

most discussed "article" of the year.

Did The Varsity display editorial bias

running a shot of Change slate sup-

porters on our cover, clad in their

trademark orange scarves? 1 think

our news team are just suckers for a

good pun.

UTSU elections: win at

all costs

The many partisan attacks in the

comments on Gabe de Roche and
Semra Eylul Sevi's condemnation of

the tactics used by the (ultimately

victorious) Stronger Together slate

brought this story just shy of the

lAW piece in terms of reader re-

sponse. Again, many accused us of

taking sides, though we ran an opin-

ion piece supporting ST in the next

issue. One of my favourite comments
of the year was on this article, and

came from regular contributor Alex

Ross: "Also, we have officially en-

dorsed Tom Petty as the best musi-

cian of the late '70s."

Z Oh my Richard Oawkins!

Alixandra Gould and Luke Savage

detail the famous atheist's return to

science, as he sets out to prove the

truth of evolution. It's odd that our

third most-popular article, at least in

terms of page views, didn't get a sin-

gle comment online—unlike politics,

it would seem people like to keep

their religious views to themselves.

2 What happened to
Brock Lesnar?

Mike Cohen details UFC World

Heavyweight Champion Brock Le-

snar's health issues in this brief

piece. Unexpected traffic from peo-

ple Googling the ailing pugilist made
this article our year's dark horse.

1
How to Destroy the Book,
by Cory Doctorow

By a huge margin, our most popular

story of the year was this Doctorow
speech transcribed by Jade Col-

bert. The renowned writer spoke at

the National Reading Summit on the

dangers of digital copyright laws,

and though only 100-odd people

got to hear the live version, the In-

ternet brought his warning to the

masses. This article was shared on
Facebook 743 times, got retweeted

nearly 300 times, and got more love

from sites like Reddit and Digg. Long
live the people of the book...and of

the intertubes.

The year in quotes
Tlie crazy tilings people told us on the record

"1 understand the president is being

paid [for no work] but there's also

a potential lawsuit."—IMRAH KHAN,

responding to SCSU president

Zuhair Syed's lawsuit threat after

UTSC students voted to impeach

Syed.

"The issue is not one where we
have a conspicuous failure, but

rather one where, frankly, the

returns are not at the level of our

peers [...] The lesson seems as clear

to me as snow on the ground: we
need to follow a more conventional

strategy."—U of T president DAVID

NAYLOR announces that U of T is

giving up the aggressive U.S.-style

investment strategy. The pension

and endowment fund lost $L5
billion in 2008, and endowment
payouts were suspended this

school year.

"It's even more shocking when you

learn that some of the 'students'

running our student union are in

their seventh year of study. But

please, have some sympathy, it's

not their fault—the rules of the

game, which they control, make it

nearly impossible for them to lose

elections."—GABE DE ROCHE on the

UTSU incumbency rate

When asked what the audience has

to look forward to at Fucked Up's

annual Halloween show: "Unity of

imagery, bit of a mess, airborne,

war zone hat, slam skank, omega
excessive enforcers, burning spirits,

and a happy Halloween. When the

unveiling happens, I'm sure you'll

be slapping your knees and fcdiing

over."—JONAH FALCO of Fucked Up

"Did Picasso care about what

anyone else was doing? No. Did

Rembrandt wake up every morning

and go look at other paintings in

an art gallery before starting his

own work? No. I am inspired by

no one."—Composer KRZYSZTOF

PENDERECKI

The Varsity: Who was your
mentor growing up?

Jack Uetrecht: 1 didn't really have
one. 1 grew up on a dairy farm

in Ohio and 1 just sort of played

around and discovered early

on that 1 was not going to be a

farmer.

—JACK UETRECHT, professor of

pharmacy and medicine at U of T

"Essentially my work has no
basic application."—Associate

Professor MAYDIANNE ANDRADE,

Canada Research Chair in

Integrative Behavioural Ecology

"Anything could happen."—Blues

quarterback ANDREW GILLIS in

September on the rest of the

season

Did you know you can't say

douchebag on TV? 1 didn't

realize you couldn't say

douchebag on TV."—^TSN anchor
JAY ONRAIT

They're hot and

they're cold

Stories we couldn't get enough of, and the

ones we wished would just go away

WE'RE INTO IT

Quidditch

Perogies

Double Double Land
Museum Studies

Haiti relief

Online dating

Bees
U of T Men's Swimming
Fucked Up
Copyright reform

E-readers

CFS defederation

Vampires
Ninja training

Douglas Coupland

WE'RE OVER IT

• Toby Whitfeild

• Proroguing
• Obama's Nobel
• Swine flu

• TTC
• Michael Bryant
• Fight Fees
• Copenhagen
• UTSU election shenanigans
• Blackface
• Zuhair Syed
• Mayoral Election

• Giambrone sex scandal

• The "I Believe" song
• The Blind Side

It's this easy.

QuickTax Student Edition
Get it right and get it FREE' at quicktaxxa/student.

The only online tax software designed for students.

QuickTax is Canada's #1 best-selling tax software.'

QuickTax
From the Makers of T^rboTax

' As presented by Intuit Canada. 'Free for students whose gross household income does not exceed $20,000.
' Based on oggregate retail software sales, as sourced by NPD for year ending June 2009.
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The stories behind Nobel science with L.ia Cardarelli

Nobel neuroscientists discover cerebral hemisphere brain functions

The Prize:
Half of the 1981 Nobel Prize in Physi-

ology or Medicine was awarded to

Roger W. Sperry "for his discoveries

concerning the functional specializa-

tion of the cerebral hemispheres."

The Science:
Are you a lefty or a righty? Brain

that is. Today, being left- or right-

brained is so engrained in popu-
lar culture that it has made its

way onto dating website question-

naires. In the 1960s, however, the

discovery by Roger Sperry that the

right and left hemispheres of the

brain think and process informa-

tion in vastly different ways was a

revolutionary notion.

For decades before Sperry began

his work on cognition and behav-

iour, it was known that the left and
right "halves" or hemispheres of

the brain perform different tasks.

The two hemispheres are structur-

ally identical mirror images of one

another connected via millions of

nerve fibres (known as the corpus

coUossum). Yet in spite of their ap-

parent physical similarities, the two
hemispheres behave differently.

By the 1960s, doctors and scien-

tists topographically mapped many
neural functions to specific regions

of the brain. This mapping was aid-

ed by patients who suffered acute

brain damage that affected only one

or a few aspects of brain function.

As early as the 1860s, Pierre Paul

Broca mapped speech to the front

part of the left hemisphere. In the

1940s, Canadians Wilder Penfield

and Herbert Jasper were able to

map motor function of one side of

the body to the opposite brain half

(i.e. the command to lift your right

hand comes from your left brain).

Accumulating evidence led scien-

tists to believe that the right brain

was inferior to the left brain, which
according to the tests of the day,

was "in charge" of "higher" brain

functions. The left brain was char-

acterized as the dominant half be-

cause it was easy to study and ap-

peared to be the seat of language,

and therefore more highly evolved

than its right counterpart. The ap-

parent passivity of the right brain

made it virtually intractable to ex-

perimental study.

However, when Sperry began
his work in animal and human
cognition he found something
that today does not seem surpris-

ing: the full brain is greater than

the sum of its parts. In the 1950s,

Sperry severed connections be-

tween the left and right brains

of chimps and found that each

hemisphere could still learn and
function, although the two halves

could neither communicate with

each other nor access information

stored in the opposite half.

Intrigued by this, Sperry contin-

ued experimentation in humans. He
had a perfect experimental model.

Since the 1940s, certain severe epi-

leptics were treated by surgically

severing left and right brain connec-

tions (a commissurotomy). Sever-

ing this connection reduced seizure

severity and frequency with other-

David H. Hubel, Roger W. Sperry, and Torsten N. Wiesel were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize for their work on brain

hemispheres in 1981.

wise little effect on behaviour and
the patients' ability to learn. Testing

10 commissurotomy patients, Sper-

ry found ground-breaking evidence

that the two halves of the brain are

highly specialized. He found that

the two halves of the brain were

completely independent, each capa-

ble of thought, emotion, and memo-
ry inaccessible to the other half of

the brain.

In split-brain experiments, a pa-

tient is told to look at the centre of

a screen or piece of paper, and im-

ages or words are presented to one
hemisphere at a time. When the

image is placed to the right of the

centre, only the right eye can see

the image, and therefore only the

left brain can process the image.

Since commissurotomy patients

lack connections between the two
halves of the brain, each half can
be tested independently.

When a word is presented to the

left hemisphere, the patient can read

it without hesitation. The same word
presented to the right hemisphere
conjures the meaning or context of

the word, but the patient is unable to

read the word. Thus, though the left

brain can read the word "walk" at a
crosswalk, it is the right brain that

understands the context and mean-
ing of "walk" so that you can safely

cross the street.

Similarly, presenting an image of

an object to the left hemisphere re-

sults in patients identifying the ob-

ject's name. The right hemisphere,

however, can see the object, but is

unable to communicate what the

object is (the patient may even say

he saw nothing), but can select the

presented object from a group of ob-

jects placed before him. Despite be-

ing able pick up the corresponding

object, the patient will have no idea

why he selected the correct object

from the group.

Interestingly, the isolated left brain

is can calculate and perform math func-

2 tions easily, but the right-brain can

5 only perform simple addition prob-

i lems (up to the number 20), and is

i unable to subtract, divide, or multiply.

Like the old idiom, still waters run

deep. Sperry's results showed that

the "passive" right hemisphere is ac-

tually "superior" to the "dominant"

left hemisphere in certain respects.

Although the left brain is respon-

sible for speech, writing, and calcu-

lation, the right brain is involved in

the complex tasks of spatial percep-

tion, word comprehension, andxion-

verbal communication. Right-brain

tasks make up important mecha-
nisms with which humans perceive

and interact with the world. Some
processes like music appreciation,

intuition, and reading faces require

right-brain functionality. The right

brain only appears passive and infe-

rior to the left-brain because it is es-

sentially mute. It can think, process,

and feel, but cannot communicate

those thoughts because it does not

contain the major language centre

of the brain.

The Significance:
The work of Sperry, his students,

and colleagues proved to be an in-

spiration to many new scientists. His

work was instrumental in moving

cognitive science forward. Brain lat-

eralization experiments pioneered

by Sperry and his group are still an

active field of research.

Ivan Pavlov said that humanity

can be divided into the thinkers and

the artists. Pseudo-science and pop-

psychology has jumped on the left-

right duality to explain this phenom-
enon. A popular and effective book

on learning to draw entitled. Draw-

ing on the Right Side of the Brain (in-

tended to teach the supposed artis-

tically inept left-brainers to develop

right-brain creativity), capitalizes on

society's over-simplification of brain

function lateralization.

However, most evidence to date

indicates that we require both

halves of our brains for most tasks

and there is never a time when one

side of the brain is actively working

while the other is merely idling. No
one uses only one side of their brain.

Although an attractive theory, the

dominance of either side of the brain

and its influence on personality is

largely scientifically unfounded.

Sperry summed up his research

and contributions best with his No-

bel Prize acceptance speech words,

"the great pleasure and feeling in my
right brain is more than my left brain

can find the words to tell you."
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Ever wonder what all those graduate students and professors do outside the classroom? By the looks of it, they're actually

busy at work. U of T isn't called a research university for nothing. While not an exhaustive list, JASMIN BHAWRA
presents our Top 10 notable science breakthroughs and prizes at U of T from the past year.

Novel applications of infrared
technology
Ever seen the thermal imaging that Discov-

ery Channel cameramen use to visualize ani-

mals in the night? Using similar technology,

Professor Tom Chau, director of the clinical

engineering program and senior scientist at

Bloorview Research Institute, has taken infra-

red thermography to a whole new level. Infra-

red thermography measures the heat radiated

from an object using a specialized camera to

detect local temperature changes. People with

motor disabilities often have difficulty com-

municating. Chau's machine uses this camera

to measure facial blood flow (which differs

depending on emotion) and detect whether

a person's mouth is open or closed. Through

Chau's machine, patients can select alphabet

letters from a keyboard or picture by opening

or closing their mouth, which is detected by

the infrared camera and triggers a switch. This

non-invasive technology allows the patient to

type onto a computer to interact with others,

and is the first of its kind.

i

1%

Professor and alumni join the
Canadian Medical Hall of Fame
The Canadian Medical Hall of Fame celebrates

Canadians' accomplishments in the field of

medicine. Late professor of radiology Vera

Peters, along with the late Alan Burton and Dr.

William Cochrane, are among six medical pio-

neers chosen to join the Hall of Fame in 2010.

Peters changed Hodgkin's disease and breast

cancer management as her findings for treat-

ment became common practice worldwide.

Burton was one of the first physicists to enter

the field of biophysics, and Cochrane was a

leader in pediatrics.

New test reduces need for
radiation in thyroid cancer
treatments
Radiation therapy is expensive, unpleas-

ant, and comes with adverse side effects. For

some thyroid cancer patients, researchers

have developed a test to help them avoid ra-

diation altogether. Professor Emeritus Paul

Walfish at Mount Sinai Hospital along with a

team of researchers developed a test called

stimulated serum thyroglobin (Stim-Tg) that

allows doctors to determine if radiation treat-

ment is necessary in thyroid cancer patients

post-surgery. Oftentimes, radiation is unneces-

sary in low-risk patients, and the Stim-Tg test

effectively predicts whether or not radiation

therapy is needed. This could save the health-

care system big bucks and save patients from

radiation's side effects.

2010 Bower Award and Prize
for Achievement in Science
Roger Peltier, founder of the Centre of Global

Change Science at U of T, has joined the ranks

of Marie Curie, Albert Einstein, Stephen Hawk-

ing, and Thomas Edison as the 2010 recipient

of the Bower Award and Prize for Achievement

in Science. Peltier is the first Canadian to be

awarded the $250,000 prize for his contribu-

tion to our understanding of Earth systems,

climate variability, and the Earth's dynamics

and internal properties. Using mathematical

concepts, Peltier developed models to show

climate change over the past 600 million years

and created future projections, which are now
considered the "gold standard" for research-

ers in climate change.

Slow-release drug delivery
system to help diabetics
A team of researchers led by Dr. Ping Lee, pro-

fessor at the Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy

and GlaxoSmithKline Chair in Pharmaceutics

and Drug Delivery at U of T, have developed a

novel nitric oxide release technology. Approxi-

mately 15 per cent of diabetics develop foot

ulcers. Nitric oxide helps repair such wounds

due to its anti-infective and healing proper-

ties. While scientists have long known about

the biological applications of nitric oxide, the

chemical's short half-life posed a challenge to

controlling its release. Lee's delivery system

allows continued nitric oxide release over two

weeks. Lee has partnered with MaRS innova-

tion to commercialize the delivery method.

Genetic 'atlas' to identify and
target disease
An atlas is a handy tool for finding your way
around and mapping routes, detours, and hot-

spots. Professor Brenda Andrews, director

of the Terrence Donnelly Centre for Cellular

and Biomolecular Research, along with prin-

cipal investigator professor Charles Boone,

and a team of international researchers have

developed an atlas that can do the same—for

your genome. Using simple yeast (which is

genetically similar to humans), researchers

constructed the first genetic map linking geno-

type (the set of all your genes) and phenotype

(observable physical characteristics). They

can also map gene and chemical interactions

to predict the effects of drugs. Mapping cellu-

lar gene interactions provides valuable insight

into disease and has applications for drug tar-

geting and treatment

New form of circulation
in the eye
Scientists have come a longway in understand-

ing the human body, although it would be pre-

sumptuous to say that we know everything

there is to know. Here's one example: good

vision is dependent on the eyes' ability to regu-

late fluid, and scientists previously believed

that the eye lacked a fluid disposal system.

Pathologist and scientist at U of T's Faculty of

Medicine and St. Michael's Hospital, Dr. Yeni

Yucel, and a team of researchers from U of T,

St. Michael's, and Sunnybrook Health Sciences

Centre have discovered a new form of circu-

lation in the eye that allows fluid drainage.

Termed the "uveolympathic" system, it carries

lymph fluid through lymphatic vessels, then

dumps it into the blood stream, which carries

it away for disposal. This research changes

the current understanding and treatment po-

tential for numerous eye disorders, including

glaucoma, the leading cause of blindness.

Revolutionizing cancer
diagnosis
Who would think that a microchip small

enough to fit in your BlackBerry could diag-

nose cancer? Lead investigators professor

Shana Kelley from the Leslie Dan Faculty of

Pharmacy, and Ted Sargent, Canada Research

Chair in Nanotechnology, have developed a

dime-sized chip that detects cancer type and

severity 10 times faster than current practice.

It has already been tested on prostate cancer,

and researchers are now exploring its applica-

tion on a variety of other diseases including

HIV and HlNl flu. Fast and inexpensive, the

microchip is expected to reach doctors' offices

within the next few years.

New stem cell discovered
Stem cells; that's all these scientists ever seem

to be talking about these days, and with good

reason. Stem cell therapy holds huge promise

for treating a large variety of diseases, and a

recent discovery at U of T is worthy of atten-

tion. In a study led by professor Freda Miller

of the Department of Molecular Genetics, re-

searchers from U of T and Sick Kids Hospital

were the first to identify a dermal stem cell

from the second layer of the skin. This group

of cells, called skin-derived precursors, act like

embryonic stem cells and are capable of gen-

erating bone, fat, cartilage, and even nerves.

Unlike other stem cell therapy, which requires

embryonic stem cells (a measure embroiled in

controversy), this research demonstrates the

potential to harness our own stem cells to ad-

dress conditions and diseases where wound
healing is essential.

Astrophysicist wins
Steacie Prize
The Steacie Prize is a $10,000 award recogniz-

ing "exceptional contributions by a scientist or

engineer" aged 40 or younger. The 2009 recipi-

ent, astrophysicist Ray Jayawardhana from U
of T's Department of Astronomy and Astro-

physics, has made important contributions to

our understanding of planetary systems and
star and brown dwarf formation. He's also the

man behind the innovative outreach advertis-

ing campaign called CoolCosmos, which can

be found in the TTC.
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Reviewing tlie reviews

This year there was plenty of art that moved us—and some that moved us towards the nearest exit

GLOWING
"Inspiration aside, some of the

performances were actually good.

Like, 'Wow, 1 can't believe this

guy is performing this in the

front room of a frat house' good."

—KELLI KORDUCKI, Candles are

for Burning's Sam Shepard Trio,

June 8

"This is the Coens' funniest movie to

date (yes, even funnier than Lebows-

ki), so rich and subtle in its obser-

vational humour and background

gags that it recalls Jacques Tati."

—WILL SLOAN, A Serious Man,
September 21

"This dialogue-driven short is bril-

liant in both concept and execution."

—JESSICA LEE, David Eng's The
Audience at the Hart House Film

Board's Student Film Screening,

November 16

"[M]y biggest regret regarding

The Bob is that by the time you
read this review, the show will

have already closed
"

—ANDREW RUSK, Victoria Col-

lege's The Bob, November 23

"The voice of Amanda Indovina as

the young Maria was often over-

powered in Act 1, but a simple mi-

crophone adjustment during inter-

mission allowed for her to steal the

show in Act II; her incredible vocal

range and multi-dimensional per-

sonality was impossible to miss."

—JESSICA TOMLINSON, SMC's

West Side Story, November 30

"If there is one movie you watch

this holiday season, let it be Ava-

tar. And please: if you can, go

see it in IMAX. I can't think of

a better way to spend $17.50."

—TOM CARDOSO, Avatar,

December 18

"Some people write memoirs. Ju-

nusz Dukszta commissions por-

traits. Call me crazy, but I think

his method results in a more com-
pelling narrative."

—LEONICKA VALCIUS, UTAC's

Portrait of a Patron, January 25

"The caist performed terrifically

and could easily be watched over

and over again—despite being

students, they're true profes-

sionals, and all likely to succeed

as dramatic artists."—CHRISTINE
JEYARAJAH, UCDP's Body and
Soul, January 28

"Although it took them a few min-

utes to hit their stride, this choir

really showcased what a cappella

music is all about, from beautiful

harmonies to remarkable timing

and a pitch-perfect conductor."

—RILEY WATSON, Onoscatopoeia

at Acappellooza, February 4

"Despite not having as large a

budget as many of Toronto's op-

eratic productions, Candide's

atmosphere and palpable en-

ergy at the MacMillan The-
atre was extremely satisfying."

—ELIAS CRISTANTE, Faculty of

Music's Candide, February 10

"At the conclusion of the third

hour of The Laramie Project,

your heart is breaking, you're try-

ing to hide your tears from your
seatmates as the light comes
on, and the chorus of voices

and tragedy continues to haunt

you as you exit the theater."

—EtVllLY KELLOGG, VCDS's The
Laramie Project, February 12

"Music this smart has never

sounded so sexy."—NICK MCKIN-
LAY, Four Tet's There Is Love In

You, February 11

"The most talented guitarist I've

seen live in a long time, Saulnier

rounded out the night by busting

a series of wicked solos that would
have done any guitar god proud, be
it Doug Martsch or Slash."

—WYNDHAM BETTENCOURT-
MCCARTHY, PS I Love You at

Canadian Music Week, March 15

SCATHING
"The more you like Simply Saucer's

records, the more prudent it is to

cherish the hard copy and never,

ever see the band perform live."

—ALEX MOLOTKOW, Simply

Saucer at NXNE, July 6

"With dialogue, acting, and even

zombie carnage lame across the

board, somebody needs to finally

shoot this franchise in the head."

—WILL SLOAN, George A. Romero's

Survival of the Dead, September 21

"Monuments + Bits suffers from

problems symptomatic of what

makes the exhibit so unique;

since it is the work of three dif-

ferent architects, each with their

own discourse, it lacks a coherent

message."—BECKY MCCLEERY,
Khoury Levit Fong at the Arthur

Gallery, October 22

"The most embarrassing moment,
however, had to be FW veteran Pat

Mcdonagh's gimicky cake-hats and
her inconspicuous inspiration from

Baskin-Robbins ice cream. Fashion

is an artistic sell-out by nature, but

this brought it to a new low."

—CAILIN SMART, LG Fashion

Week, October 26

"The play lacked strong directorial

vision—the pacing was awkward, the

acting uneven and the three-hours

in the theatre felt more like three

days."—JOAN WAMITI, VCDS's Cat

on a Hot Tin Roof, November 2

"The Ireland backdrop does pro-

vide a nice change of scenery and
some surprisingly stunning shots of

the countryside. However, the hor-

ribly foreseeable story and ques-

tionable dialogue leave much to be

desired."—JOSH 5TAAV, Leap Year,

January 10

"Akin to Marlon Brando's Stanley,

Cusack so embodied Rob Gordon he

is inextricable from the character.

For any actor, playing him would

have been a challenge. David

Light, though, is way off the mark."

—ELIZABETH KAGEDAN, Hart

House Theatre's High Fidelity,

January 25

"Though I was often on the edge of

my seat, and at some points jump-

ing right out of it, the plot slowly

became repetitive and ultimately

predictable. The only unforeseen

scenes were the ones that lead to

confusion on my part, often due

to poor delivery from the actors."

—JESSICA TOMLINSON, The Edge
of Reason, February 1

"After this high, an all-time low:

Give Us The Daggers was just aw-

ful. At this point in the evening,

they must have assumed that

everyone was too drunk or tired

to care, because they mostly

sleep-walked through their per-

formance."—ALEX ROSS, Give Us
The Daggers at the Silver Dollar

Room, February 25

Hart House Theatre's Robertson

Davies: The Peeled 1, March 8

"The six minutes of Sandwiches
and Salad on a Sunday Afternoon

(Sean Grounds), in which a dude
devours a gratuitously gory sand-

wich, would be enjoyable if you
were stoned while watching it.

Grounds' other film, the nine-min-

ute Gotta Poo would only be watch-

able while stoned and drunk...."

—MOE ABBAS, U of T Film Fest,

March 18

"Plastic Beach seems to offer what

"I struggled for something entertain-

ing to look at and ended up settling

on the disturbingly shiny bald head

of a fellow audience member, whose
intermittent seat-shifting forced the

reflection of the light to shift from

time to time."—ELIZABETH HAQ,

the title implies: transparent gar-

bage."—ARIEL LEWIS, Freshly

Pressed, Gorillaz' Plastic Beach,

March 22

BIRDS OF WALES-
BELGRAVIA HOTEL

Although Toronto-based group

Birds of Wales has been likened

to Coldplay, I'd go further and say

that they're more akin to The Band.

They've found success not only in

Canada, but also in the UK, so you
can imagine the pressure they were
under to produce something up to

their own foot-tapping musical stan-

dard on their latest album. Luckily,

Belgravia Hotel is truly lovely and
fits well with this time of year.

The album opens with an air

of nostalgia by starting with old

Birds of Wales favourite "My Lady
in July." It then unfolds to sunny
melodies, velvety vocals, and intel-

ligent lyrics. A soon-to-be favourite

for many Bird of Wales fans is "Just

Right," with the reassuring line, "I

don't know where / I'm gonna be /

It's alright."

There are a few radio-friendly tracks

such as "Tin Soldier" that will likely

appeal most to our little sisters. But

we don't judge. The album is nowhere
near a let down—I would take their

music along on my road trip jams, and
you should too.—JODI PATEL

Birds

www
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Stage

Silhouettes dance show provides release

from the ordinary

Release, the year-end perfor-

mance by U of T's Silhouettes

Dance Company, opened at the

Betty Oliphant Theatre on Thurs-

day night. The show included var-

ious types of dance over two acts,

from contemporary to tap to hip

hop to jazz.

It was obvious right from the

beginning that the dancers were
having a great time. The Soweto
Gospel Choir sang the opening
number "Hlohonolofatsa," which
mixed African and modern dance
to showcase the evening's theme
of "release." A celebratory mood
emerged through the dancers'

fast-paced movements that set

the tone for the rest of the show,
though their coordination did

falter at times.

Other notable performances
in the first act included "Deliri-

ous," performed with risky yet

upbeat moves to the 2 Many DJs

song "Mix for Colette" and David
Guetta's eponymous track. The
flawless choreography grabbed
the audience's attention, as the

dancers' stripped their cos-

tumes throughout the number.
(After the dancers threw their

vests into the audience, left on-

stage in their bras, we simulta-

neously cheered and wondered
whether the dancers' mothers

were alright with this piece.)

Other stand-outs were the very
funny tap number "Manteca"
performed by Claire Young and
Lauren Bajin and "On to the Next
One," which featured great co-

ordination to popular hip-hop

basslines. The act closed with

the jazzy "Fosse."

Act two opened up with "Bat-

tlestar Sonatica," a modern
dance with a hint of Indian in-

spiration that had eight dancers
revolving around the graceful

Olga Kciuk. Midway through "Il-

lumination," lasers lit dancers'

wrists, and they performed in

perfect time with the lights.

"Red Football" was gut-wrench-
ing and emotional, while "Per-

sonal Jesus" entered sexier,

more rock-inspired territory.

Choreographer Krystal Boyea's

work stood out on hip-hop num-
ber "Girls Will be Boyz." The
Soweto Gospel Choir returned
along with the whole cast for fi-

nale "Thina Simnqobile."

Although there did seem to be
some opening night nerves and
one minor technical error. Re-

lease proved to be a fun, liberat-

ing, well-performed show. Here's

to hoping that Silhouettes keeps
up the great work next year!

—TANYA DEBI

U of T's Festival of Dance provides one of the best

glinnpses of this university's diversity

Hart House Theatre closed its

90th anniversary season this

past weekend with the 15th annual

U of T Festival of Dance. Featuring

everything from ballet to reggae-

ton, this two-night event brought

together some of the university's

best dance companies to celebrate

this medium in all its forms. Well-

established groups like Vic Dance
and the University of Toronto Dance
Club performed alongside indepen-

dent artists in a two-and-a-half hour

show that provided for everyone.

Last Friday evening's show be-

gan with a modern ballet/jazz piece

performed by Vic Dance, who also

provided various ensemble and solo

pieces throughout the evening. They
stood out for their solid technique

as well as their ability to evoke deep
emotion through movement. Another

strong component of the program

was ChitraLekha Odissi Dance Cre-

ations, who performed three classical

Indian Odissi pieces. A quick change

of pace came about with Freedance,

whose act featured an a capella beat

box performance accompanied by
two hip-hop dancers. Finally, the

cast of SMC Theatre's production of

West Side Story combined technique

with comedy in their interpretations

of "America" and the mambo/salsa
"Dance at the Gym."

While all the groups demonstrated

great skill, a few acts went above and

beyond the audience's expectations.

Some of these included Rince na

Eire, whose Irish step dancing pro-

voked plenty of cheers, and Fo' Real

Hip Hop, whose impeccable coordi-

nation and rhythm made us want to

dance along. Mirage, a five-woman

belly dance ensemble, amazed the

audience with their grace and sensu-

al style. And Skule Nite, the Faculty of

Engineering's sketch comedy troupe,

made everyone laugh with their

hilarious Backstreet Boys parody,

"Skule Nite's Back."

The night also included some inter-

esting surprises, including two fusion

acts combining belly dance and Latin

dance. While I was initially skeptical

at seeing Celeste Alarcon and Dani-

elle Lottridge dance tango in belly-

dance attire, their incredibly sensual

act proved irresistible. Another sur-

prise came with "Photograph," a fu-

sion piece performed by Ismailova

Theatre of Dance and the RSA Dance

Ensemble. What began as a poignant

pas de deux to the "Vals de Amelie"

(a dramatic piece that illustrated a

woman facing her lover's desertion)

finished as an Eastern European folk

dance. This unique transition pro-

voked a mixed response from the au-

dience, perhaps only because it was

so unexpected, but the group's talent

could not be questioned.

One way to improve future fes-

tivals might be to include more in-

formation about each dance com-
pany in the program. Most of these

groups are influenced by a specific

cultural tradition, and it would be

good to know more about the his-

tory and culture underlying their

work. But in all, the evening proved

a great closing for the 2009-2010

Hart House Theatre Season and a

celebration of the immense talent

which we have in the U of T commu-
nity.—JEANNINE M. PITAS

MORE ONLINE

For our review of day two of the

dance festival, visit

thevarsity.ca

The feminist touch
Good for Her's annual Feminist Porn Awards show how X-rated films can empower women and challenge stereotypes

ALEX NURSALL
Varsity Staff

We've all been there: You're sitting at

your computer, bottle of lube beside

you, pants hung up on the towel rack,

hand poised at the go, when sud-

denly you click onto a pornographic

website and realize, "Wait a minute,

this pornography isn't female friend-

ly! Isn't there some way that I could

find feminist porn without having to

put my pants back on?"

Unfortunately, you're going to have

to be clothed for this, but if you are

looking for a more public way to

express your desire for a feminist

outlet for your masturbatory needs,

then you should check out the 2010

Feminist Porn Awards, created by
the Toronto sex store Good for Her.

Chanelle Gallant, manager of Good
for Her, created the awards in 2006

as a response to the growing voice

of female-created and -produced

pornography, a section of the indus-

try that some felt was more attuned

to the sexual desires of the women
watching.

"Previously women were always

involved, but no one was recognizing

them," says Alison Lee, the current

Burlesque dancer CoCo La Creme performs at the 2009 Feminist Porn Awards.

manager at Good for Her and organiz-

er of the Feminist Porn Awards. With

some of the more notable issues pres-

ent in traditional porn, it was a chal-

lenge to find more female-friendly fare.

As Lee explains, "Some of the things in

the mainstream media made it hard to

carry DVDs [in the store], such as the

racism and the exploitation, and the

less positive aspects [of the industry]
."

Nominated films need to meet

at least one of the listed criteria:

a women must be part of the pro-

duction, writing, etc., of the film;

real female pleasure is depicted;

and, according to the website, "it

expands the boundaries of sexual

representation on film and chal-

lenges stereotypes that are often

found in mainstream porn."

Awards range from Hottest

Straight Movie to The Golden Bea-

ver Award for Canadian Content,

along with the standard categories

like Movie of the Year Previous

Movie of the Year winners include

Champion by Shine Louise Huston

(2009)—to quote from the movie de-

scription, "Does the combination of

tough hutches, ne'er do well bois and
femmes in heat sound like a match
made in heaven?" (Why, yes it does,

thank you!) Winners get a large glass

buttplug award, and everyone else

gets to bask in a very public display

of pornography. It's win-win, really.

One of the inherent issues with

labelling an event "feminist" is the

automatic assumption among some
that the awards are for women only.

Not true, according to Lee: "We
don't have any rules that say that

you can't be a male director to en-

ter movies. Male directors have won
awards in the past, but not a lot of

men enter, usually because they as-

sume it's only for women. We have

a few male nominees this year, and
we've nominated male performers

in the past." For those involved, the

event is meant not to just highlight

women's achievements, but to focus

on women's pleasure as well.

The debate over whether pom can

be feminist or not is a touchy one

—

from the anti-porn views of Andrea

Dworkin to the sex-positive writings

of Susie Bright, there's no real agree-

ment in the current overarching femi-

nist narrative on the potential for por-

nography to empower women. But

when it comes to the FPAs and the

works nominated there, the answer is

a resounding yes, yes, yesssssssssss,

oh GOD, yessssssssssssssss.

According to Lee, "I think that what
we're saying is that pom can be femi-

nist, and that showing sexuality isn't

inherently sexist. There's a lot of joyful

opportunity to be had just by enjoying

it. The tum-on factor is not sexist

—

what is, is the unfair labour practices

and the way performers are treated,

and how women are depicted as ob-

jects, as being stupid, or as being use-

less except for their sexual capacity."

Guests this year include award-

winning author, writer, and adult

filmmaker Tristan Taormino, director

Shine Louise Huston, burlesque

performer CoCo La Creme, and adult

performers Nica Noelle and April

Flores. The awards themselves will

be presented on April 9 at Berkeley

Church (315 Queen St E.). Tickets

are $20 at the door For more
information, visit goodforher.com.
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Varsity Staff

Baseball
(9-9, fourth in OUA standings)

Grade: B-
It's hard to give a poor grade to a

team that made it to the OUA play-

offs for the first time since 2006. They
achieved it by overcoming a terrible

3-7 start to tie Brock in the standings

with a .500 record. But because To-

ronto won the head-to-head match-

ups against Brock, the Blues earned

the play-off berth, while Brock

missed the playoffs for the first time

in their program's history. Too bad

Toronto would end up with the same
number of wins in the playoffs as in

their previous seasons as they were

swept by the eventual OUA champion
Western Mustangs. Still, the first step

is about getting there and they man-

aged that...by the skin of their teeth!

Football
(1-8, eighth in the OUA
standings)

Grade: C+
Why a C+ for 1-8 record? Well, you

have to put it in context. This is their

second-best record in the last eight

years. Though it has to be disap-

pointing after last season's progress,

there are some positives about the

team this season. For one, they had

the fewest turnovers in all of OUA,
which means they are holding onto

the ball, but just have to work on do-

ing something with it. We should be

excited for next season: the Blues

have recently signed a star quarter-

back, a couple all-star wide receivers,

and several solid defenders.

Men's Hockey
(15-9-4. third in OUA East)

Grade: C
As any university student can tell

you, you can't expect a good grade

by doing well on quizzes and then

bombing the exam! If there was ever

a time to go cold, the OUA quarter-

finals was the worst possible time for

the Blues. They were embarrassed by

a sub-par Ryerson Rams team, losing

6-0 and 3-1 as they were unceremoni-

ously bounced from the playoffs this

season. Given the calibre of the play-

ers on this Blues team, the way this

season ended was inexplicable.

Women's Hockey
(14-11-2, fifth in OUA standings)

Grade: C+
It's an average grade for an average

season that had flashes of brilliance,

but also moments that are best left

forgotten. Consistency remains an is-

sue, though they did end the season

on a high note, defeating the even-

tual OUA silver medalist Guelph Gry-

phons 4-1 in their final regular season

game before losing 1-0 to them in the

tightly contested single-elimination

quarterfinals.

Women's Lacrosse
(12-0, first in OUA standings)

Grade: A
With a perfect 12-0 season, the team
is deserving of a perfect grade. They
went undefeated in the regular sea-

son, led the league in scoring, and
took home four of five major awards.

The only blip is their loss to defend-

ing champions the Laurier Golden

Hawks in the OUA semi-final, but they

still claimed the bronze medal.

Men's Soccer
(11-1-2, first in OUA East)

Grade: A
It's a good grade for a good team that

earned it. Going into the playoffs.

they were the top-ranked team
in the CIS and were riding an 11-

game undefeated streak. With a

dominating offense and a stingy

back end, it was easy to get excit-

ed about the team. Unfortunately,

their championship aspirations

fell just short, losing the OUA gold

medal game 1-0 on penalty kicks,

and then the CIS bronze medal
match in Langley, B.C. 2-1, again on
penalty kicks. The fact that it took

penalty kicks to overcome these

Blues this season should indicate

the strength of this team.

HONOUR ROLL: The men's swim team made a splash at the OUA Championships, winning gold (top).

CLASS AVERAGE: The women's soccer team started off strong, but suffered a disappointing OUA quarterfinal loss (middle).

ON PROBATION: The football team finished the season with a 1-8 record, but with a few new recruits are looking to improve

next year (bottom).

Women's Soccer
(11-1-4, second in OUA East)

Grade: B
Despite a solid regular season,

their performances continue to be
marred by their post-season re-

sults. A team with a lot of talent and
expectations to go deep, instead,

for the second year in a row they

lost their quarterfinal game 1-0,

this time to Ottawa. Despite under-

performing at the OUA stage, the

Blues did manage to exact some
redemption at the CIS Champion-
ships finishing fifth overall, a sign

that maybe next year, they will live

up to their potential.

Men's Swimming
(First in OUA standings)
Grade: A-i-

Everyone knows one student who
maintains a perfect 4.0 GPA, wins

all the awards and scholarships,

and still has time for extracur-

riculars. Well, the men's swimming
team is pretty much the athletic

equivalent of that student, and
it's difficult to get any better than

them. With Colin Russell—the

OUA and CIS Player of the Year—
at their helm, the team captured

their seventh-straight OUA title,

and finished second at the CIS

Championships. If second-year

swimmer Zack Chetrat continues

to perform like he did this year

—

winning three CIS gold medals,

earning gold at an international

meet in Switzerland, and breaking

a meet record at the 2009 Canada
Cup—the team is bound to main-

tain their perfect record.

4 Hjidii^iiiiiiiyiriiiHiiriian
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The final four
DANIEL TSIOKOS talks to four graduating Blues basketball players about the game, life, and their plans after U of T

In
September, 2005, new recruit

Nick Snow—a 6'8", London,
Ontario native—was pumped

about the possibilities of playing

Varsity basketball for Mike Katz

at U of T. His mood took a drastic

change, however, when he learned

that he might not be able to play

basketball—or any contact sport

for that matter—ever again.

Soon after he committed to

Coach Katz and his Varsity Blues,

Snow was diagnosed with a rare

condition known as auto-immune
hepatitis. The disease causes the

body's immune system to attack

its own liver cells and affects about

one in a thousand people. Despite

this setback, Snow worked hard

with Dr. Doug Richards and physio-

therapist Nirtal Shah to develop a

shell to protect his enlarged spleen,

a symptom of his condition.

While Snow was finally cleared to

play, another member of the Blues

basketball team was a frequent visi-

tor to U of T's sports medicine clin-

ic. Rob Paris suffered a torn ACL in

his left knee during the same sum-
mer that Snow committed to the

Blues. He underwent surgery that

September, and was forced to sit

out the entire season while reha-

bilitating his knee. The 6 0" guard

hailing from St Catharines, Ontario

took the time off to work on his

shooting, since it was essentially

all he could do until he fully recov-

ered. Paris had already played one
year at U of T, and was Coach Katz's

first recruit since he took the job as

Blues' head coach.

While Paris was sidelined and
Snow was developing his spleen

protector, a 6 0 ' Burlington recruit

was huffing and puffing his way
into Katz's guard rotation. Nick Ma-
galas suffered from asthma, which
put him at a disadvantage for en-

durance. Nonetheless, Magalas

worked hard for Coach Katz, with

whom he immediately found a rap-

port, and was solidified in the sec-

ond unit with Snow and Paris the

following season.

In 2008, another recruit came to

town, but he was not your typical

pimply-faced, wet-behind-the-ears

kid. Pat Sewell was the 2006-07 On-
tario Colleges Athletic Association

player of the year and All-Canadian

Canadian Colleges Athletic Asso-

ciation award winner in his last of

three years at Fanshawe College.

With two years of eligibility left,

Sewell decided to leave Fanshawe
and pursue a degree in kinesiology.

He began contacting schools look-

ing for recruits, and when Coach
Katz showed the most interest,

Sewell decided to attend U of T.

The road wouldn't be easy. Since

he wasn't very confident in his aca-

demic abilities, Sewell knew that

the transition from college to uni-

versity would be an uphill battle.

In the same season, Magalas was
given devastating news that his

mother had been diagnosed with

cancer. Her conditioned worsened
so much that she could not attend

any of his games during the 2008-

09 season. Fortunately, Magalas'

mother persevered, and has since

beaten the disease.

In his five-year career, Magalas

has tallied 1,141 points, 104 steals,

and last year eclipsed the 100-as-

sist mark by one. He was nominated

to the OUA all-rookie team, was last

year's OUA second team all-star

From left to right: Nick Snow, Rob Paris, Nick Magalas, and Pat Sewell.

and a first team all-star this year.

Paris is just ahead of Magalas,

with 1,157 points in his five years,

101 steals, and 50 blocks. Three
seasons ago, he was an OUA first

team all-star and for the past two
seasons has been an OUA second
team all-star.

Despite an injury-plagued fifth

season. Snow managed to record

754 points, 434 rebounds, and 88
blocks during his five-year cam-
paign. He was also nominated
to the OUA all-rookie team with
Magalas.

In only two seasons with the

Blues, Sewell chalked up 377 points,

242 rebounds, 75 assists, 38 steals,

and 23 blocks. Including his OCAA
and CCAA awards, he was also a

first team all-star at Fanshawe and
OCAA tournament MVR
Given the adversity these four

athletes have dealt with, it's quite

easy to understand why they are

so close. Each one knows how
hard the others have had to work,

and what trials they each had to

overcome to get to where they are

today. Through all the highs and
lows, they have leaned on each oth-

er for support. They basked in the

others' triumphs and carried each

other's burdens, and in the end,

have become stronger together.

"We're all a big family," said Paris.

"When 1 go out on the weekend,
1 call these guys," added Magalas.

"They're not just my teammates,

they're my friends."

1 met up with the guys in U of T's

Benson Lounge for a little Q&A.

Tfie Varsity Which NBA player

wouldyou compare each other to?

Nick Magalas: 1 think [Orlando

Magic's] J.J. Redick would be a good

comparison for Robbie.

Rob Paris: Nick Magalas plays a lot

like [Milwaukee Buck] Brandon Jen-

nings.

NM: [Denver Nugget] J.R. Smith for

Sewell. They're both crazy strong.

[Toronto Raptor] Chris Bosh for

Snow, very consistent jump shots for

big men.

TV: What are you taking at U of T?

NM: Theology specialist.

Hick Snow: Phys. Ed.

Pat Sewell: Phys. Ed.

RP: Double major in Philosophy and

Geography.

TV: Who wouldplay whom in a

movie?

NM: People say 1 look like Jake Gyl-

lenhaal.

NS: Rob looks like the guy from the

Apple commercials.

NM: Justin Long? 1 could see that.

RP: For Sewell it would have to be Jim

Carrey.

PS: Who is the cartoon character

chasing that rabbit around all the

time?

TV: Elmer Fudd?
NS: Yes, that'swhowould play Sewell.

TV: Out of the four ofyou, who is the

best cook?

NS: Magalas, hands down.

NM: Yeah 1 make a mean tetrazzini,

and I'm a pro on the barbecue.

PS: 1 just learned how to make mac
'n' cheese.

TV: What do you plan on doing

when you finish school?

NM: I'm hoping to play pro over-

seas. 1 still have the itch to play, so

I want to play as long as possible.

NS: 1 would like to get into sports

administration.

RP: 1 plan on going to teacher's col-

lege.

PS: If I graduate, 1 plan to be a

teacher. If not, maybe a cop.

TV: Do you see any more basketball

in your future?

PS: 1 would like to coach in a high

school somewhere, especially if I'm

teaching there.

NS: 1 would like to play a little lon-

ger. I used to ref, so I might get back

into that.

RP: 1 would definitely like to coach,

and hopefully at the highest level

possible. It would be great to coach
somewhere in the OUA.

TV: Who is the biggestjoker?

RP: All four of us are jokers, so you
can't pick just one.

NM: You need to specify what kind

of jokers.

NS: Sewell is the crazy one, Rob is

the asshole, and Magalas has the

cheesy jokes.

NM: And Snow is the inappropriate

one.

RP: You don't want to mess with

Sewell and Snow because they'll

out-prank you a thousand times

over.

NM: Sewell will just hurt you. You
don't prank with Snow and you

don't fight with Sewell.

TV: What are your best pranks?

PS: There's too many. 1 can't pick

one.

NS: My buddy and I got two live

trout and left them swimming
around in this girl's bathtub.

NM: 1 took [teammate Andrew] Wa-
sik's phone one time, and put his

girlfriend's name with my number.

1 spent the rest of the day messag-

ing with him back and forth saying,

ahem, inappropriate things.

NM: If you leave your drink at the

dinner table, something's going in

there.

PS: Salt, ketchup, mustard, Caesar

dressing, Diana sauce.

TV: What is your favourite food?

NM: The Bolognese or the Tetrazzini

at Daddyo's.

PS: Anything to do with Thanks-
giving.

NM: You know how you have to

throw out a chocolate bar that

melts and is stuck to the wrapper
and gross? Sewell will just eat it.

Wrapper and all.

NS: 1 like steak. Delicious. And any
kind of cheese.

RP: I like B.B.Ques.

TV: What is one word that

describes each ofyou?
RP: Oh, forget this.

NS: Magalas would be "calm."

NM: For Snow it would be "inap-

propriate." But not like because
he's inappropriate, but more like,

it's Snow, he's inappropriate.

NS: Sewell would be something
like "goofy, crazy."

NM: "Jovial."

PS: Robbie would be "unreliable."

TV: What would you be

reincarnated as in your next life?

NS: An eagle or a dolphin.

NM: I can see Sewell coming back
as a kangaroo.

PS: Robbie would be an anteater.

Snow would be a gorilla, or a gi-

raffe.

NM: Or a woolly mammoth.
RP: I would like to come back as

a turtle.

PS: No, I like anteater.

TV: What's your favourite drink?

NM: A nice pint, not bottle, of

Hoegaarden.

PS: I can't pick one. Canadian,

Rickard's White.

NS: A nice glass of grape juice,

chilled to 3.7 degrees Celsius or a

good Shirley Temple.
RP: Lucky Lager.

TV: What's your idea ofa perfect

day?
NM: Skip class, come to the gym,
and shoot around.

PS: I'd be on a dock, with a beer,

calm water.

NM: Can 1 have two days?

RP: Playboy Mansion. No, wait, I'd

go back to South Africa.

NM: Over the playboy mansion?
RP: Yeah.

TV: What was the name ofyour
first pet?

NM: I had a dog named Popcorn.
PS: I had too many pets: seven
dogs, two cats, 10 rabbits, two
guinea pigs, a hamster, six birds,

two Hermit crabs. They just kept
having babies.

NS: I've never had a pet.

RP: You've never had a pet?! I've

had a pet turtle.
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THANK YOU!
The Varsity masthead would like to thank the Varsity Staff and contributors

for all your work this year. We couldn't have done it without you!

The Varsity Staff:
Abdi Aidid, Gordon Anderson, Carolyn Arnett, Arash Azizi, Jane Bao, Hilary Barlow, Roberta Bell, Chris Berube, Wyndham Bettencourt-McCarthy, Lia Cardarelli,

Tom Cardoso, Jade Colbert, Anna Cunningham, Cristina Diaz-Borda, Kevin Draper, Dan Epstein, Alexandra Irena Eremia, Mersiha Gadzo, Alixandra Gould, Karen Ho,

Joe Howell, Naushad Ali Husein, Grace Im, Mehreen Imtiaz, MayJeong, Christine Jeyarajah, JP Kaczur, Elizabeth Kagedan, Emily Kellogg, Kelli Korducki, Samya Kullab, Navi Lamba,

Lola Landekic, Todd Michael Lane, Hugh Langis, Elisabeth Laratta, Jessica Lee, Tim Legault, Ariel Lewis, George Liang, Andrew Louis, Sean MacKay Laura Maize, David Owen Morgan,

Alex Nursall, David Pike, Jeannine Pitas, Amanda-Marie Quintino, Shonith Rajendran, Dylan Robertson, Gabe de Roche, Alex Ross, Andrew Rusk, Silvio Sansano,

Luke Savage, Natalie Sequeira, Semra Eyiul Sevi, Will Sloan, Josh Staav, Erene Stergiopoulos, Yeamrot Taddese, Charlotte Tombs, Jessica Tomlinson,

Charles Trapunski, Daniel Tsiokos, Leonicka Valcius, Joan Wamiti, Charley Wang, Shoshana Wasser

Contributors:
Moe Abbas, Kate Adach, Ed Von Aderkas, Isar Ahmad, Shoab Ali, Mahsa Alimardani, Rashin Alizadeh, Seyna Ameree, Greg Anger, Ludwik Antoniuk, Farheen Anwar,

Dimitris Apostolopoulos, Adam Awad, Nicole Baker, Erik Barkel, Patrick Baud, Bodia Bavudi, Annie Bergeron-Oliver, David De Biasi, Hilary Blackett, Andre Bovee-Begun, James Bradford,

Megan Brown, Sarah Vanessa Burd, Andrew Campana, Simon Capobianco, Remi Carreiro, Cole Carruthers, Deborah Chan, Greta Chiu, Zakia Chowdhury, Amanda Ciccoritti,

Mike Cohen, Nat Cooper, Nicole Corness, Elias Cristante, Joanna Dafoe, Louise Daurio, Tanya Debi, Albert Delitala, Tu-Vy Dinh-Le, Barbara De Dios, Dennis Dobrovolsky, Rob Duffy

Ceara East, Miranda Elliot, Sherine Ensan, Ken Euler, Mark Ferrari, Marianna Ferri, Mathew Filipowich, Niamh Fitzgerald, Katie Flynn, Eric Foley Jon Foster, Andy Friesen,

Anna Gallagher-Ross, Maria Pilar Galvez, Savannah S. Garmon, Carmel Garvez, Mitchell Gauvin, Aviva German, Yasser Ghassan, Albert Razvan Gheorghita, Helene Goderis, Daniel Gottlieb,

Sandra De Grandis, Asher Greenberg, Mekhala Gunaratne, Samhita Gupta, Tanzeel Hakak, Mosha Lundstrom Halbert, Jen Handley Kate Hanton, Elizabeth Haq, Pallavi Hariharan,

Karlene Headley-Cooper, Grant Heaslip, Alex Heeney Ally Henderson, Lynne Holyoke, Lewko Hryhorijiw, Matthew Inglis, Matt Janicki, Wasim Kagzi, Juli Kaiss, Sasha Kaira, Brigit Katz,

Shauna Keddy Ryan Kelpin, Perry King, Kaitlyn Kochany Matthew Kupfer, Amanda Kwan, Damanjit Lamba, Tim Lang, TK Lasky Ming Lau, Bianca Lemus Lavarreda, Meghan Lawson,

Whwon Lee, Laura Legge, Michael di Leo, Nicole Leung, Brent Lewin, Charlotte Lin, Maciek Lipinski-Harten, Claudia Ludwig, Ryan Maclsaac, Ahmed Mahmoud, Maleeha Majid,

Haman Mamdouhi, Marena Manierka, Christopher Mastropietro, Rae Matthews, Meghan McCabe, Becky McCleery Laura McCoy Kate McEdwards, Meghan McPhee, Matt McKay

Nick McKinlay Alexandra McLaren, Abigale Miller, Alex Molotkow, Felicia Moursalien, Livia Murray Lisa Marie Nagapen, Tahsin Najam, Natalie Nanowski, Tahmina Nasserie,

Ben Nieuwiand, Randeep Nijjar, Gavin Nowlan, Behnam Nowrouzi-Kia, Indra Noyes, Evan O'Donnell, Cristina Olteanu, Brian O'Neill, Stephanie Parish, Steven Penner, Anastassia Pogoutse,

Ruti Prikhoji, Sara Quinn, Gigi Rabnett, Petre Radulescu, Sarah Rafson, Thiru Ratnapalan, Prashannth Rasaiah, Jordan Rivera, Jen Roberton, Nikki Rozario, Chelito Martin Rubio,

Omar Saeed, Nardin Samuel, Emma Sarconi, Sara Schabas, Taylor Scollon, Zoe Sedlak, Claire Seringhaus, Maryam Musharaf Shah, Evelyn Shaller-Auslander, Kimberley Shek, Nolan Sherban,

Gina Shin, Naomi Skwarna, Cailin Smart, Emily Smit-Dicks, Amy Smith, Kalin Smith, Rachel Steinberg, Amina Stella, Jesse Stevenson, Mathew Suen, Bridgette Sullivan, Suzanne Sutherland,

Katarzyna Swica, Mimi Szeto, Regine Taduran, Aakanksha Tangri, George Tchkhartichvili, Alisha Tharani, Stephen Thomas, Tian Tian, Laura Tozer, Kim Tran, Jessica Tsang, Ryan Tuzyk,

Phoebe Uguy Joseph Uranowski, Keith Urquhart, Diego Laserbeam Valderrama, Tim Verboom, Kari Vierimaa, Crystal Vincent, Liem Vu, Vanja Vukosavljevic, Riley Watson, Alex Woolaver,

Heather Wray Josh Xiong, Kevin Xu, Andrea Yeomans, Janice Yeung, Lawrence Yip, Renhui Yoong, Paul York, Pete Yung, Ibrahim Zaibek, Ruichen Zhen

Did you contribute tliis year and your name's not on the list? Send an email to editor@thevarsity.ca to let us know.
Varsity Staff are those who have contributed six times in at least five issues.

MARCH 29 TO APRIL 4

Monday. March 29

Jim McCarty and Tennessee

Voodoo Coupe
Jim McCarty, drummer for the 1960s

English rock band The Yardbirds,

joins the Tennessee Voodoo Coupe

at Hart House for an unforgettable

live music event.

• 1:30 p.m. Free!

• Map Room, Hart House

Myspace.com/Tennessee voodoo

Democracy Cafe

Prof Peter Russell speaks on the

unsound constitutional foundations of

Canada's parliamentary democracy.

• 6-8 p.m. Free!

• Koffler Institute (569 Spadina Ave.)

Canadaparticipates.ca

Tuesday, March 30

Sustainable Energy—Without

the Hot Air

Lecture by professor David MacKay.

• 8 p.m. Free!

• Isabel Bader Theatre

(93 Charles St. W.)

416-978-5175

Two Gentlemen of Verona

Shakespeare lecture by Alexander

Leggatt.

• 7 p.m. Free!

• Reference Library (789 Yonge St.)

Torontopubiiciibrary.ca

Wednesday, March 31

2nd Annual Health Studies

Research Symposium
A symposium featuring Dr. Tanya

Zakrison on "Earthquakes, health,

and man-made disasters: The case

of Haiti" and Dr. Nancy Olivieri

on "Academic freedom and the

responsibility to protect."

• 5-8 p.m. Free!

• Room 144, University College

For a complete schedule, visit

vwvw.uc.utoronto.ca/heaithstudies

Thursday, April 1

Judy Collins

Legendary folk singer/songwriter and

author since the early 1960s comes to

Hart House.

• Noon Free!

• Map Room, Hart House

Run With the Kittens

The FINAL show of the season for the

Arbor Room's beloved house band.

Shake your body to their soulful beats

and celebrate end of term, Easter,

Spring, or whatever you fancy. You'll

find a rhythm and a groove to suit

your style, mood, and energy!

• 9 p.m. Free!

• Arbor Room, Hart House

Harthousemusic.com

Friday, April 2

War Made Easx
Rebel Films screening and discussion.

• 7 p.m. $4

• Room 2-212,OISE

(252 BloorSt. W.)

416-535-8779

Special Screening Event;
Days of Heaven
Following the Free Friday Films

season closer. World's Greatest Dad,

this 1978 Terrence Malick film follows

a hot-tempered farm laborer as he

convinces the woman he loves to

marry their rich, dying boss. Starring

a young Richard Gere and Sam

Shepard, this film won an Academy

ill ii .ltiiiaiii'yfaiwilfe"

Award for its cinematography.

• 8:45 p.m. (After World's Greatest

Dad 7 p.m. screening) Free!

• Innis Town Hall (2 Sussex Ave.)

Saturday, April 3

Guided Walking Tours of 401

Richmond Galleries

Join tour guides Carol-Ann Ryan and

Christopher Regimbal for a guided

walk through the 401 Richmond

exhibition of five galleries. Part of the

Images Festival.

• 2 p.m. and 3 p.m. Tours last roughly

one hour. Free!

• Tours leave from the Images

• Festival offices at 401 Richmond St.

W., Suite 448

lmagesfestival.com

Polydactyl Hearts Collective

Combining innovative live music

with evocative graphic art, Guelph's

Polydactyl Hearts Collective explores

the performative intersections of sight

and sound. Their new project centres

on themes of transition and change

through a series of short pieces. Part

of the Images Festival.

• 9:30-11:30 p.m. $8-$12for

students

• Workman Arts, St. Anne's Parish

Hall (651 Dufferin St., at Dundas)

lmagesfestival.com

Sunday, April 4

Sunday Scene : Mike

Hool^oom
Discussion by Mike Hoolboom, a

Canadian artist working in film and

video who has been involved in the

publication of nine books in the past

two years.

• 2 p.m. Free!

• The Power Plant, Harbourfront

Centre (231 Queens Quay W.)

Harbourfrontcentre.com

To have your

U of T campus event

listed in this space for

FREE, just send the

appropriate details to

listings@thevarsity.ca
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UTSU DISBANDS
• No word on who's to continue Metropass sales • Incunnbents cite 'creative differences' shortly

after Lilliputian bloodbath election • Ghost of Kissinger affirms snnallest politics yet • Newly-

elected execs reject news; launch sleep-in at union HQ • NDP head office gets restraining order

against ex-UTSU resumes • UTSU execs, board members, staff, personal friends from other

universities, and hangers-on could not be reached for comment by press time

A longtime grassroots organization has announced it will rise to lead U of T. Now that UTDU will have jurisdiction outside campus menus, campaigning is fiercer than ever, with accusations

of harassment, intimidation, and flavour-baiting aflutter. The U of T Dessert Union will hold elections next week, starting Wednesday, April 7, untilFriday. Voting will take place at residence

cafeterias and Hart House, as well as hot dog stands and food trucks. SEE STORY BELOW ^

Dessert Union takes over
• Spit flies over crust diversity, fruit inclusion, and staleness

• Campaign turns ugly upon appearance of Ice Cream on campus

STAPHYLOCOCCUS ALEXUS
Varsity Staph

As UTSU crumbles, the U of T Dessert

Union is set to fill the power vacuum.

Debates for the UTDU elections got

tougher this Tuesday, as the Cake and

Pie slates took to the podiums at cafete-

rias across campus.

"It just doesn't make any sense," said

Charles Gateau, the candidate for VP
Frosting on the Cake Slate. "1 mean,

who doesn't like frosting, aside from

diabetics? Even then, they probably at

least want a bite of us, although then

there's always the issue of losing a foot.

Am I talking too fast? 1 feel jittery." Ga-

teau had recently come under scrutiny

for his inability to keep focus during

debates, causing his biggest competi-

tion, Ricardo Homity, to question his

ability to lead the dessert racks of the

university.

"It's just not a good idea," said Homi-

ty, speaking on behalf of the Pie slate.

"He's a mess, constantly bouncing be-

tween having a stomachache and want-

ing to run around Sid Smith, dripping

frosting everywhere. I don't see him
being a strong leader, nor does he have

an understanding of what the green

students on ccimpus really want, and

that's less sugar, more sweet, gushy

fruit."

This comment was met with re-

sistance from the Cake Slate. "The

real issue here is about diversity," VP
Ganache Jamal Sachertorte told The
Varsity. "Sure, pies have the savoury

aspect, but can they really reach out to

as many voices as Cake can? Have you

seen their limited crust selection? We
truly have a rich and diverse team that

can lead the university to fullness."

The tradition of Ceike vs. Pie debates

started with the 1917 debate between

Brad Lamington (Cake) and Albert Hor-

nazo (Pies) at the Trinity College caf-

eteria. The heated argument beccime a

small-scale riot, and 15 students ended

up needing medical care for baking

dish-related wounds. The animosity be-

tween the two groups has carried on to

the present day.

Most recently, supporters for the

Cake slate were up in arms over the re-

cent addition of outsider support from

the Ice Cream slate, who traditionally

supported Cake. This year, however,

challengers engineered cin internal

takeover of the slate on the Ryerson

campus. Ice cream trucks were spot-

ted outside Robarts last week, as well

as up the street, outside the St. George

subway station.

"Of course Ice Cream wcints to join

us," said Homity, "Why would you need

more sugar with a cake? At least Pie

has the ability to balance out the tastes

with some extra sweetness on the side.

Add Ice Cream to Cake and you've

got a sticky, saccharine mess on your

hands."

The most heated debate in this cam-

paign to date took place outside of the

Howard Ferguson Dining Hall at Univer-

sity College on Tuesday evening, where

a number of representatives protested

outside the building, calling out the

college for "not fully representing pie

within the confines of the cafeteria."

"It's not fair," said Lila Shoofly, VP
Tarts. "There should be equal repre-

sentation within establishments such

as this, but all we see are various cakes

being given to students, with nothing

for our supporters. The University of

Toronto should be ashamed at how it

is discriminating against an entire sec-

tion of its population, namely those

who really waint pie."

But the Pie Slate has faced some bru-

tal opposition from the Cakers, who
claim that some of their biggest names
Ccin't really be considered pies. When
speaking to The Varsity, VP of Fondant

Marie Genoise said, "Although this is

a fight for the stomachs of students,

doesn't this apply only to those looking

for an after-meal enjoyment? To claim

that savoury dishes count in this case

is just wrong. Shepherd's pie, chicken

pot pie, meat pies, and all the others;

can we really count those as 'pies' per

se?" Most recently, one Pie supporter

was thrown out of a debate after get-

ting into a scuffle when the relevcincy

of mince pies was called into question.

The Cake Slate, who has held the

balance of power for almost 60 years,

was also attacked by the Pie-rates

about their shelf life. "Ever eat a day-

old cake?" quipped Alison Fleisch-

kuekle (VP Flake), "It's gross after even

24-hours. Imagine how stale year-old

cake is. Can we recdly have U of T stu-

dents chewing away on crumbling

promises and frosting roses?"

Still, some members of the university

remain undecided in the fray.

"Why does this matter?" said U
of T president David Naylor. "Is this

relevcint? Did my secretary let you
through? 1 got called out of a meeting

for this." He later added, "Please don't

call back. As far as I'm concerned, in

the Towards 2030 plans there will be no
more Cake or Pie slate on this campus.
Frankly, this place has been heading

towards a greater Flan since day one."
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FREE teeth whitening'

Dr. Lisa Tam
General & Cosmetic Dentistry

Use your UTSU benefits for your dental checkup and
cleaning

Receive student discounts

*Some conditions apply. Ask us for details.

TEL: 416-967-7179
www.ayorkvillesmile.com

#801, 94 Cumberland St.

(Bay & Bloor, Bay subway station)
W

check it out at

niagara.edu/graduate

college pro

PAINTERS
SUMMER
JOBS

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
is presently looking for responsible / hard-

working University or College

students for:

Full-Tinne Painting Positions

May - August
No experience required,

we will train you to paint.

Positions available in your area.

If interested call 1-888-277-9787

or apply online at www.collegepro.com
Lonely bear seeks young friends to

play with.

Graduate Degree Programs

Want a degree that will make a difference in

your life? Then check out the outstanding graduate

programs at niagara.edu/graduate.

Master of Education The area's only private university

that's both NCATE accredited and recognized by the Ontario Ministry of

Training. Niagara offers programs in Teacher Education, Educational Leadership,

School Counseling, School Psychology, Mental Health Counseling, Special

Education and Literacy.

Master of Business Administration With a nationally acclaimed faculty,

practice-oriented curriculum and AACSB accreditation, Niagara lets you
complete your MBA in as little as 16 months with convenient weekday
evening or Saturday classes.

Masterof Criminal Justice A traditional master's program and the area's only

five-year BS/MS program in Criminal Justice Administration lets Niagara meet the

needs of both incoming freshmen and working professionals.

Masterof Arts-Interdisciplinary Studies An innovative curriculum that crosses

traditional disciplinary boundaries and allows each student to design his or her

own degree. If you've always wanted to pursue a master's degree but have been

unable to find the right program, we can help you meet your goals.

To see how Niagara can make a difference

in your career, visit

www.niagara.edu/graduate

1.800.462.2111

e-mail admisslons@nlagara.edu

NiagaraI^ University
Education That Makes a Difference

Office of Graduate Admissions

BailoHall PO Box 2011

Niagara University, NY 14109-2011

ifii*iififiiAi

UNIVERSITY
Newfoundland and Labrador

TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR SEPTEMBER 20 1

0

Discover an education degree that's right for you.

The Faculty ofEducation, Memorial University, St. John's, NL invites

those interested in pursuing a Memorial University, Bachelor ofEduca-
tion degree, starting September 20 1 0, to an information session to be

neld in the following locations.

Mon. April 19 7:00 PM University ofToronio - Woodworth College Room 119

Tiies. April 20 2:00 PM University ofToronto - Woodworth College Room 1 1

9

7:00 PM University ofToronto- Woodworth College Room 1 1

9

Wed. April 2 1 1 2:00 PM York University Student Centre Room 3 1

3

2:00 PM York University Student Centre Room 3 1

3

Thur. April 22 2:00PM University ofToronto-Scarborough Bladen Wing BV 260

7:00PM University ol'Toronto-Scarborough Bladen Wing BV 260

Fri. April 23 1 0:00AM University ofToronto Mississauga - South Building 112068

2:00PM University ofToronto Mississauga -South Building R2()68

Interested students may contact hblake@iiiuii.ca for further infonnation

Teach English

Abroad

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses

• Intensive 60-Honi Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• ESL Skills Development

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Interactive Teaching Practicum

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Money-Back Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

BtSiireh PartlSiptltS iStitdl U of T Leisure Study

"In 2005, 63.3% of Ontario adults gambled at least once in the last year— usually with lottery

tickets. The vast majority of people who gamble do so without problems" (CAMH, 2008:10).

• Do you gamble?
- Have a parent or child who gamblesP
• Not gamble, but want to share your views on gambllngP

Researchers at the University of Toronto want to talk to you.

Some topics are of a sensitive nature; but privacy and confidentiality are maintained to the

full extent permitted by law.

• Each Interview lasts about 90 minutes.

• $50 gift certificate for each interview.

• Interviews will take place downtown at the U of l

For more information, please contact:

416-433-4292 or gambiing.research@utoronio.ca
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Please, rail me Sidney

In an effort to make U of T's

campus more inviting, VP com-
munications Rob Steiner has
cinnounced that beginning im-

mediately, all buildings will be
addressed by their first names.
"Robarts" just sounds so un-

friendly," Steiner said. "By calling

it 'Johnny,' we can encourage a
more personal relationship be-
tween students and on-campus
facilities. And then you'll stop

lobbying for less fees, right?"

Steiner has not addressed how
students will distinguish between
John, John, and that other John.

—SENORA HASH SAW

A sensitive man
Impeached SCSU president
Zuhair Syed apologized for

"pissing everyone off" during
both his repeated attempts at

the presidency and his term
as president. During Wednes-
day's board meeting, Syed an-

nounced that he will donate
all his salary to language pro-
fessors so that they can keep
offering courses at UTSC.
Syed also said he will travel

to several international des-
tinations this summer to pol-

ish up his language skills in

order to be able to give free

language tutorials to stu-

dents In the fall semester.
"1 want to make it up to stu-

dents," he said in the meeting
as he fought back tears.

"I have always known he
has a heart of a fairy god-
mother," said Amir Bashlr,

the current acting president
of the SCSU. "He is a very sen-
sitive man." Some students
still expect more from Syed.
"Donating his salary is not
enough considering what he
has done," said a third-year

neuroscience student. "Will

he bring us back authentic
shisha?"
—YAM FRIES TOGO

Dr. Valerie Stavro
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Varsity Publications Board of Directors

ELECTION NOTICE

The Varsity Board of Directors electioris, in which

the following candidates are running, are to be

held April 1, 2010. These are their statements.

St. George students will have a chance to

vote at Sidney Smith from 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Student ID required. The candidate for the UTM
constituency will be acclaimed.

ST. GEORGE (four representatives)

D. Apostolopoulos

My name is Dimitris Apostolopoulos and I'm

running for the St. George Varsity board of

directors position. Our campus newspaper must

be a critical and dynamic force that stimulates

students and critically interrogates the status

quo at U of 1 1 will bring this vision to the board,

as well as extensive administrative knowledge

and community service from my experience as

director for the Faculty of Arts and Science on

the UTSU board. To be effective, board members

must be engaged in the daily life of the Varsity,

and if elected I intend to both write for and

institutionally develop our newspaper.

Jessica Denyer

As a representative for the St George campus

this year and additionally elected as Chief

Operations Officerof The Varsity, I am deeply

involved in the internal non-editorial workings

of the paper The knowledge I've gained in these

positions built upon a solid foundation of being

a former editor-in-chief, being involved in other

executive and board level positions on and

off campus and my studies in Book & Media

Studies. I would like to use this knowledge on

projects such as an online archives and the

creation of an alumni association. Please return

me to the board to continue to work to create the

best campus newspaper possible!

Jackie Linton

As a candidate for Board of Directors at The

Varsity, I feel that my professional and campus-

related experience could offer a knowledgeable,

creative and dedicated contribution to the team.

After two years working at Vice Magazine, I have

gleaned many skills regarding management,

advertising, marketing and events. I have served

as the Editor-in-Chief of the Hart House Review

(2010), as well as Co-Editor in Chief of The

Strand at Victoria College. Currently, I publish

an internationally circulated art quarterly. Bad

Day Magazine. Overall, I believe my enthusiasm

for The Varsity could lend solutions to the

challenges present in the upcoming year.

Noah Mazereeuw
Dear unwashed masses:

My experience writing for the Globe and Mail

and Maclean's has given me valuable insight

into the workings of successful media outlets.

Beyond this requisite knowledge, my passion

for journalism ensures that I will fulfill my
duties as a Director with commitment and

competence. I will indeed work diligently to direct

the Newspaper in such a way that facilitates

journalistic excellence and integrity, financial

and legal prudence, and stirringly informative

and thought-provoking articles.

Emily Sommers
Hello fellow Varsity readers and St. George

campus students. As a member of the Varsity

Board of Directors for the last two years, I have

worked hard with my fellow board members to

reconstitute the Board and begin the diligent

task of making sure it is compliant to its by-

laws. As a member of the UC Gargoyle for four

years and the Varsity BoD for two, I am well

versed in the challenges and opportunities

facing campus print media. To ensure the

smooth continuation of this work and to help the

Varsity remain the premier student newspaper in

Canada, vote for me, Emily Sommers.

UTM (one representative)

Michael Di Leo
I am a UTM student with a double major in

Physics and Anthropology. 1 have also been

affiliated with the UTM campus newspaper, the

Medium, for the past three years, the past two

as A&E Editor. I plan to represent and address

UTM's issues when on the board, as well as

contribute to the success of the Varsity in the

long run.

PROFESSIONAL FACULTIES (three

representatives)

Adam Heller

I am a second year student in the Faculty of

Law and look forward to serving on the Board

of Directors. I have a background in student

affairs, having served this year on Governing

Council as a student governor During my time

as an undergraduate student at McGill I wrote

for the McGill Tribune, so have some experience

in that area as well. My aim is to stabilize the

finances of the Varsity, while also overseeing

improvement of the overall quality and integrity

of the product.

Ken Kuran
As has been said by many a famous orator, it is

the fourth institution of democracy, a free and

unfettered press, that compliments the checks

and balances of any egalitarian society. It is

for this reason that I want to give back to the

community by actively sitting on the board of

directors of Varsity Publications. Many problems

face major publications around the world in this

era of changing media business models; and to

maintain the originality and editorial quality of a

such a highly regarded publication, its fiduciary

responsibilihes must also be administered to. I

hope to contribute towards these causes in the

coming school year, 2010-2011.

Ruichen Zhu
I have been a great admirer of the Varsity since

my first days at the university. To sit on the

Varsity Board of Director as jwur representative

would be a tremendous honour and privilege. I

vow to be a steadfast advocate and guardian

of your interests on the Board. I vow to work

indefatigably in your service with the editors,

staff, and other directors to ensure the Varsity's

continued success and journalistic excellence.
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The Varsity

MASTHEAD ELECDNS NOTICE

The nomination period for the Editor-in-Chief for 2010-2011 is now open**

le nomination period extends until Wednesday, March?}

• Speeches will be held on Thursday, April 1

• Votes will be cast on Friday, April 2

Any full-time undergraduate student or part-time or graduate student

who pays the membership fee of $2.50 may run for Editor-in-Chief.

The Editor-in-Chief will be elected by the Varsity Staff. X
The following masthead positions wii be elected for the 2010-2011 academic yean

• News

• Comment

•Arts

• Science

To run for a masthead position, you must have qualified as Varsity Staff.

• The nomination period will run from Friday, March 26 to Monday, April 5

• Speeches, questions, and voting will take place on Vl/ednesday, April 7

• The masthead will be elected by the Varsity Staff

TO QUALIFY AS VARSITY STAFR YOU MUST HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE
VARSITY SIX TIMES OVER THE COURSE OF FIVE ISSUES. CONTRieUTIONS

INCLUDE WRITING (PRINT AND ONLINE), PHOTOGRAPHING, ILLUSTRATING,,

AND COPY EDITING.

FOR MORE INFO ON THE NOMINATION PROCEDURE AND ELECTION RULES,

'

PLEASE CONTACT THE VARSITY CEO AT CEO@THEVARSITY.CA
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Herr Doktor Laserbeam

18th Year, Raising the Dead Studies

A. The real problem with this university in general is a severe lack of butler monkeys, ninja monkeys, and counterfactuals.

B. The real problem with Canada today is all the old people with their juicy juicy asses.

C. Stephen Harper is too pretty to not do what he wants! Stop criticizing nis good looks/decisions!
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Cake versus Pie in Desserts Union election
This year, both slates should be ashamed of themselves

A LANGUID AX LORD
Reverse Cow Girl

Unless you been living under a rock here at U of T
for the past month, you're surely well aware of the

battle royale that's been going on between the Cake

slate and the Pie slate in the fight to reign the Des-

serts Union. This election season, flavour and ingre-

dient attacks have run rampant, and the chocolate

slinging has been fierce.

Last week at the live debate, the Carrot Cake and

Bundt Cake ganged up on the Pecan Pie, claiming he

wasn't "fruity" enough. They went on to insist that

the Cake slate's Pineapple Upside Down Cake is the

only ccindidate that could truly represent the inter-

ests the "fruity" community.

Following that, the Angel Food Cake claimed the

Pie Slate didn't have enough diversity of flavours.

"All you have is crust and filling," accused Angel

Food. "How can you truly represent the diversity of

taste buds on campus when you don't even have a

range of flavours yourself?" Since, Angel Food has

been spotted around campus questioning students

with minority tastes about how the could support

the Pie slate. Such "flavour bating" leaves a bad

taste in my mouth.

Quickly, the Pumpkin Pie shot back, lambast-

ing the Cake slate for being too stale. "Some of you

cakes have been sitting around for years. Your icing

is getting hard, and you have no new decorations.

Essentially you're repackaged each year to look like

you've just come out of the oven, but really, it's the

same old stuff."

Then of course, there's the controversy over

whether or not the Cake slate should be able to

recruit their Cheeseccike and Torte friends from

other universities. It hardly seems fair to me. With

all the baking supplies and equipment that come

along with Cheesecakes and Tories, not to mention

the support from the Confectionary Federation of

Sweets, it gives them an unfair advantage.

Belgian Chocolate, who you may have seen wan-

dering cdmlessly around campus with a video cam-

era attached to his head, has been tracking these

foreign confections. Here, I'm a bit confused. What

the hell does Belgian chocolate have to do with ei-

ther Cake or Pie. It's rarely used in either, doesn't

enhance the any recipes, and generally just irritates

everyone's digestive system with its bitterness.

Plus, I think it was manufactured, like, more than 30

years ago! If you ask me, Belgian chocolate should

just move on with its life, and go disturb some other

food group.

And oh yeah! The CRO, Betty Crocker, is obvi-

ously on the Cake slate's side.

This is the most egregious election to occur at the

University of Toronto since the 1994-1995 Brownie

slate versus Cookie Slate battle, which resulted in 29

demerit points being lost by the Cookie slate for im-

proper use of Macadzimia nuts. Why aren't people

outraged!?! The results of the election will affect the

lives of thousands of dessert enthusiasts.

The biggest shame in all of this is that the real

issues are being lost in the food fight. The price

of flour, which is expected to rise in the next few

years, is hugely important to all of us. Are we ex-

pected to work two part-time jobs, on top of our

classes, just to afford a bag of Five Roses? Then

there's the ongoing discussion with the Treats

Transportation Commission over the price of

the SugarPass that many rely on to get to and

from campus. We should stop concentrating on

the frivolous food fight, and start paying atten-

tion to these real issues.

I must add that I have found the coverage of

the election in The Varsity to be entirely one

sided. They're obviously in favour of Pie. Nearly

every article they've has either been focused

on Pie, or has been written by blatant Lemon
Meringue and Cherry supporters. What kind of

respectable campus paper only prints what's

submitted to them? They should have forced a

Strawberry Shortcake or Devil's Food lover to

whip up an article like any proper journalistic

enterprise. Shame on you Varsity for not dictat-

ing thought.

In my opinion, neither Cake nor Pie is quali-

fied to run the Dessert Union. Pie is much too

fresh, they don't have much of platform to stand

on, and they'd surely suffer from tartiness.

When it comes to Cake, I'm afraid they're sim-

ply not fresh enough! No matter who's elected,

the Union will soon be overcooked, and some-

one will end up with egg on their face.

The sweet treats that run the Union will

have a huge affect on the campus next year.

But unfortunately, another ridiculous election

has seen both slates fail to rise to the occa-

sion. Maybe 1 should just switch schools, I hear

Queen's makes a great Vanilla Mousse.

Harper a Robot!
Conservative MP tells The Varsity

the real Harper was done away with in 2003

A VAGUE ELKES
Side Saddle

Prime Minister Stephen Harper is not

what he appears to be, an anonymous
Conservative MP told The Varsity

on Wednesday. Several years ago, al-

though the exact date remains unclear,

the replacement "Harper-bot 2003"

was activated and has been perform-

ing the duties of Opposition Leader

and Prime Minister ever since. A cy-

bernetics expert who worked on the

model says that it resembles Harper

perfectly in every respect although ad-

mits problems have arisen from time to

time, "As much as possible, we based

the Hcirper-bot's programming on the

brainwave patterns of the original," the

expert told The Varsity in confidence,

"but malfunctions have sometimes oc-

curred. Our goal was to keep the surro-

gate as close as possible to the mould

but to change its mental and rhetorical

subroutines to suppress its less elec-

torally appealing habits. For the most

part this has worked, but sometimes

the thing just goes fucking haywire."

It remains unclear what has become
of the real Stephen Harper, a youthful

and idealistic Reform Party MP who
came to Ottawa in the early 1990s to

shake up the federal government. In

contrast to his surrogate, the original

Harper sought democratic reform of

the House and Senate and pledged

openness and transparency if elected.

"Those things just weren't compatible

with our goals in this project," the ex-

pert added, "the model needed to be as

drab as possible. It needed to exude no

charisma whatsoever and to keep poli-

cies simple and sellable. Anything else

might have contradicted the electabil-

ity servos we installed. Above all else,

we programmed the Harper-bot to

seek a majority government whatever

the cost. Everything else is just second-

ary to it".

Yet malfunctions have occurred

which suggest that tendencies sup-

pressed from the original Harper

personality are trying to reassert

themselves. Though it seems that all

democratic impulses have success-

fully been purged from the Harper-

bot, spontaneous explosions of angry.

right-wing rhetoric which seem to be

in conflict with its programming have

often hampered its ultimate goal of se-

curing a majority government. Though
these sporadically appear during the

day-to-day activities of the House of

Commons, several Conservative staff-

ers told The Varsity that the Harper-

bot (which needs only one hour a night

to regenerate) often stays up late in its

office at the Langevin Block schem-

ing and endlessly repeating phrases

like; "get tough on crime, get tough on

crime. .

." and "more freedom with less

Parliament. .

."

Though it is yet to be confirmed, it

appears to be a strong possibility that

other manufactured MPs may exist

within the Conservative cabinet. Pos-

sible variants of the Harper model may
be the Baird-bot; a vicious and snarling

replicate programmed with the person-

ality of a rabid pit bull; and the Guergis-

bot, which recently showed signs of

severe malfunction when it went on a

rampage and destroyed most of Prince

Edward Island in the process. The cy-

bernetics expert who spoke to The
Varsity agreed that the Harper model

in particular is beginning to malfunc-

tion with greater regularity. "Getting a

majority government wasn't supposed

to take this long. . .the Harper-bot was
just meant to buy off Quebec with shal-

low promises and attack Liberal entitle-

ment. With each passing day the ro-

bot's systems appear less and less able

to suppress its inner programming. It

seems to think it has a majority govern-

ment already."

The expert also conceded that the

Harper model was not alone in the

world and might try to seek out others

like it. "It's a variant on a design we've

sold around the world.a We built the

Bush-bot, Mark-I but it wasn't as suc-

cessful as we'd hoped. The Mark-II got

elected twice and we were far happier

with its performance. Recently we've

created a variant, given it a posh ac-

cent and placed it at the head of one
of Britain's biggest political parties.

The jury's still out on how it will per-

form." As a closing note, the expert

told The Varsity with pride, "The real

genius of these neo-con bots is their

incredible capacity to say one thing

and do another Their doublethink/

doublespeak subroutines allow them
even to deceive themselves about

their real intentions and goals. It's just

fucking amazing."
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S-mpty Room
us with joy
Curator calls latest groundbreaking exhibition

"a daring treatise on life's futility"

Screw you all. We're pretty sure this constitutes art.

MALEX NUONG
Varsity Hack

So I admit that I never do much re-

search on the stuff I review for The
Varsity, apart from maybe glancing

at the artist's Wikipedia page before-

hand. It's always better to view art

with an open mind, amirite? Anyway, 1

did try to look up some info on Empty
Room before visiting the Barnicke

Gallery last Tuesday, but couldn't find

anything about it online. So fuck that,

1 said to myself.

My most brilliant, earth-shattering

reflections typically come to me the

moment 1 walk into a gallery/concert/

convent/Argentina. And as I strolled

into Barnicke, the first thing I noticed

was that I was the only one there.

Show is about loneliness, I wrote on top

of the tenants' rights page of my UTSU
dayplanner. Simulation of echoes to

^ describe the unbearable lightness ofbe-

^ ing. Is Kundera-rifhc an adjective?

< The next thing I noticed was that

^ the room was entirely bare, save for

a ladder, some drop cloths, and some
< wire dangling from the ceiling. Now,
3 to be totally honest, I don't actually

know anything about visual art. Usu-

ally, when I cover exhibitions for The
Varsity, 1 just copy the artist's state-

ment and run the Microsoft Word
thesaurus through it to make it look

original. But whoever threw together

this exhibition didn't even bother to

provide an exhibition booklet that 1

could plagiarize from.

So then I thought I could talk to the

artist him/herself (yeah, I didn't both-

er looking up who they were before-

hand), then build the article around

their quotes—that would be easier

than interpreting this bullshit for my-

self, anyway. And then, as if on cue,

a man with a broom walked into the

gallery. Clearly, this was part of the

exhibition—he's probably one of the

artist-cum-psychics who reads your

thoughts in order to appear the mo-
ment you start doubting whether you

can call this stuff art, anyway.

So I lunged at the man with my pen

and UTSU dayplanner "CAN YOU SAY
A FEW WORDS FOR THE VARSITY," I

gasped. He glared at me and walked

right out the door again. 1 tried to put

his scowl into words: Explains exhibi-

tion as 'daring treatise on life's futility,'

I scrawled. (1 actually stole that line

from another review I saw in The Var-

sity this year, but I can tell with 99.9%

certainly that that's what the artist

was thinking. And what are the odds
that the Arts Editor would remember
some random critique she read last

semester?)

He reappeared a moment later with

a dustpan in hand, muttering, "You'll

have to leave the room while I sweep."

"But 1 haven't finished my review of

the exhibition!" I yelled back, scrib-

bling furiously.

"Exhibition?" he asked "There's no
exhibition this month. The gallery's

under renovation." Societal obses-

sion with novelty, I wrote. Unrealistic

expectations leading to constant rei-

maginings. Demonization of the aging

process. Based on my notes alone, I'm

pretty sure that Empty Room is the

nothing short of brilliant. Every other

show at U of T, imma let you finish, but

Empty Room is the bext exhibition of

all time. OF ALL TIME!

Empty Room runs concurrently at the

Barnicke Gallery, the U ofTArt Centre,

and that sketchy part ofthe Sid Smith

basement through the end ofApril

Fools' Day. For more information,

screw you.

Cronenbergian foray into the cinema of life!!!

Ternovskiy's latest film is a

RASKOLNIKOV
Murderer?

Rejection. Masturbation. Lone-

liness. Drinking. Bad English.

These are all prevalent themes

in life, but even in more so in Chatrou-

lette: A Cinematic Man-tage. One might

call this a mere Internet chat service,

but 1 am more likely to describe it as "a

microcosmic representation of man's

struggle to survive in the cold isola-

tion of new media age." If one thinks of

Chatroulette as the Internet forum to

relish in a universal borderless frontier

of transnational existential ennui, one

would be inclined to believe that the hu-

bris of our society is embedded in our

tendency to masturbate our pain away.

We're brilliant! Ohmygod!

When Sartre said "Hell is other

people" he was definitively speaking

of Chatroulette: A Cinematic Man-

tage of disembodied penises pumping

their way through a web cam, hoping

to penetrate the impenetrable. The

experience left me feeling discarnated,

disembodied, discombobulated. I also

felt generally aroused.

I, from my perch of elitist pride,

and penis-envy, have composed a

spoken word poem to describe what
it was like to enter the collective

consciousness as a node on Chatrou-

lette, which is the creative fuel to my
fire of the film 1 will be splaying im-

ages of electronic passion onto the

cybernetic brain of my MacBook.
Here is a key scene from my up-

coming film:

Me: (Speaking to a stocky man in

a striped T-shirt) Good sir! I am writ-

ing a FILM about this experience of

humility and pain. Can you? Could

you? Be my Muse? Inspire, me good

Sir, INSPIRE.

Good Sir: I speak English, no good.

And with a flourish of his hands,

and an unfolding of limbs, the man
reaches into his pants, and pulls out

a glorious, GLORIOUS, penis.

Chatroulette: A Cinematic Man-tage

will be shown at the joint Varsity

Pretension-CINSSU Film Festival on

Thursday, April 1 at 3 pm. For more
information, ifyou gotta ask, you

can't afford it

"
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And now! Now! I will display my spoken word poetry,

Somewhere it is midnight
Your blue face and skeleton hands
flashing gang signs

and movie posters.

Those kids in the library

weren't from Turkey
WERE YOU?
And Mother dear, where are you,
Were you too busy
blowing kisses and picking your nose?
Thank God the old man in the wife-beater

had his hands where 1 could see them.
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GREENEVY LOOPS OUT

In the depths of a green sequined sea, a felt

sperm whale makes its way across your
computer screen, donning a six-foot erec-

tion. Now on land, you watch two hermaph-
roditic snails emerge from their shells to

make slow, sadistic love. The animal world
is full of strange sexual habits that rival

even the back pages of NOW magazine.

But this is a different kind of thrill. This is

Green Porno.

Green Porno is proof of the fact that when
economic times get tough, it's OK to show
a little skin. Fortunately for the science

world, Isabella Rosselini took this chal-

lenge very seriously when she pitched her

idea to the Sundance Channel two years

ago, to create a series of Internet short-

films about how animals get it on. "It had to

work on a small screen, it had to be brief,

and it had to be cheap," Rosselini told Sci-

ence Magazine's John Bohannon. "It also

had to be about the natural environment in

some way. I want to give people a sense of

wonder about the natural world."

And a sense of wonder she certainly

gave us. Each episode lasts only a minute
or two, and looks at a specific animal's re-

productive organs and sexual behaviours.

From marine mammals to backyard inver-

tebrates, Rosselini has ventured into the

lesser-known world of animal intercourse,

and takes us through the motions while

VARSITY SCIENCE

Green Porno
Why science just got a whole lot sexier

wearing elaborate arts-and-crafts cos-

tumes.

Since its inception, the DIY Green Porno
approach has captured the minds of sci-

entists everywhere. At the 2009 Toronto
International Film Festival, Rosselini at-

tended the Green Porno screening, only to

be accosted by a handful of adoring scien-

tist fans dressed as their favourite animal

penises. Among these fans were biologists,

geneticists, and environmental chemists
from U of T and Harvard.

"That was pretty wild," said Rosselini

when relating the encounter to Vanity Fair.
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"They did it as an homage to me and Green

Porno. [...] I was very honoured. Especial-

ly because they were so playful."

But the impact of Green Porno doesn't

stop there. Rather, its biggest influence

has been on what happens behind closed

doors. In short. Green Porno has inspired

a whole generation of scientists with an
ecological niche's worth of new ways to

get nasty.

"Green Porno really gives you the chance
to mix up your repertoire," says one local

geneticist. "The barnacle is a particular fa-

vourite of mine. Watch it, and you'll know
what I mean."
Indeed, scientists around the world have

come to embrace their animal instincts,

and aren't afraid to show off their scien-

tific and sexual prowess. According to one
biologist, "As scientists, we like to experi-

ment. So who says we shouldn't bring the

lab into the bedroom? If you want to get

into some real role-playing, try on a lab

coat. Seriously, I've got several."

As some experts have noted, we may
soon find ourselves on the brink of a sci-

entific sexual revolution, where test tubes
and disposable plastic gloves take on a

whole new meaning for the scientific com-
munity.

Whatever the future may hold for this

burgeoning movement, it's clear that

something's going right. Green Porno is

bringing sexy back to science.

DR. SCIENCE, PhD,

^SCIENCE QUESTIONS
III llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

BY LUNAR ANAL LARD SEX

Creationists win,

science is dead
Researchers hang up their lab coats to write

moody rock music
Dear Dr. Science, =

Whyam I always so dehydrat- |
ed after a long night of drink- |
ing? Wasn't Iputting liquid |
INTOmybody? —Lisa |

Dear Lisa, |
I agree, you should really be MORE i
hydrated, right? But seriously, |
when you imbibe a fair amount of =

alcohol during a night on the town =

(or as we in the science field call it, |
"Monday"), what happens is that i
the alcohol likes to hang out in the |
liver like your roommates annoy- =

ing drifter boyfriend. Sure, he says i
he's going to chip in for rent, but he |
never does! Plus, you're pretty sure |
that he's eating your cereal but not |
getting any new stuff, along with =

the fact that you're almost com- i
pletely positive that he's hitting on |
your left kidney, and frankly, if he =

doesn't get out of here by Wednes- =

day 1 have fucking had it, YOU HEAR |
ME SARAH? I

Wait... anyway, after ingesting too =

much alcohol, the alcohol likes to |
mooch all of the water out of your |
body until you're feeling pretty |
much dry and empty, and all your |
liver wants to do is move out and =

start living with your parents again, i
and forget that tequila and Jager-

1

body shots ever existed in the first =

place. So remember: everything in |
moderation, especially my cereal, |
you stupid asshole. =

Dear Dr. Science, |
I'm currently in the middle of |
an exam andneedhelp. What is |
Newton's FirstLaw? —chem^O^ |
(sent by Facebook mobile) |

Dear chemlOl, =

I before E except after C, but only =

when the sound is E=MC^. =

Dear Dr. Science, |
I keep hearing about the |
Large Hadron Collider, andI'm |
wondering ifyou couldjust |
explain what the hell that is. =

—Miguel I

Dear Miguel, |
You see, when two protons love |
each other very much, they some-

1

times find themselves in a giant §
tube underground somewhere in |
Switzerland (1 hear it's a popular =

date spot for hip and happening, =

'tons!). There, they engage in what =

is typically referred to by physicists =

as a "mating dance" where one lead i
nuclei will court another through =

alcoholic beverages and shoddy i
dance skills. Once properly aroused, =

the particles will then stumble |
back to their particle beams, where =

someone will pull out some "quark |
flavours" and maybe call up their =

friend "Higgs Boson" and then— if =

the mood is right—they'll put on a =

show for a bunch of physicists who =

haven't seen the light of day in about §

four years. Also, there's something

about a quark-gluon plasma, but this

is a family paper, so I'll touch on that

somewhere else.

Dear Dr. Science,

Why is the corona of the sun
hotter than the surface?

-Sietslce

Dear Sietske,

According to my amazing copy and
paste directly from Wikipedia skills,

a corona is "a type of plasma 'atmo-

sphere' of the Sun or other celestial

body, extending millions of kilome-

tres into space, most easily seen

during a total solar eclipse, but also

observable in a coronagraph." (A

coronagraph is something used by
frat boys to funnel plasma directly

into their mouths.) We all know
that the sun is just a giant ball of

hot gas and plasma that's covered

in spots and shoots off large flares

of gas like a particularly vicious

cow with a lighter, and because of

this, the actual sun doesn't tend to

go on many dates. The corona, on
the other hand, tends to distance

itself from its bloated cousin so

that it's able to show off its celestial

body much more effectively, thus

rendering it hotter than the sun it-

self. Also, the corona was recently

voted the "Scorching Senior" at

Milky Way High, only adding to its

already giant ego.

Scientists all over the world are putting

down their test tubes and leaving their

labs for good. A spokesman from the

Global Association of Scientists (GAS)

says that science enthusiasts, both

expert and amateur, have given up
the fight against creationists, Mayan
calendar-ists, flat earthers, ufologists,

climate change deniers, and general

lunatics.

In a lengthy statement, he said "Re-

searchers are done with accusations

of being liars, baby-killers, animal mur-

derers, and amoral atheists. Scientists

wrangle fruit flies and Petri-dishes in

labs all year round in efforts to improve

the world. University departments

have to survive on only a handful of

research grants in order produce life-

saving medications, theories that help

us better understand the universe, and

technologies that make lives easier Do
they get any recognition? No. Do they

get any respect? No. Would it kill the

public to give us a simple 'Thank you'?

"No one appreciates just how much
we do for the world. We work hard

for very little money and when we get

an amazing result, corporations co-

opt our discoveries for profit. We are

constantly misunderstood and our mo-
tives are always called into question.

The public is just so ungrateful, there's

no point in even trying anymore—it's

not like anyone will miss us anyway."

So what next for the world's math-

ematicians, physicists, doctors, chem-

ists, and biologists? Therma Limaging,

a former clinical engineering student,

now spends her time writing music.

She sounds relieved: "1 used to write a

lot of poetry after long nights in the lab.

I've started a banAd with some former

PhD students and we're called 'Abelian

Grape'—check out our blog."

ThjTO Globin is radiant. He is a for-

mer physicist who is happy to leave the

lab. "I'm going to take a beach holiday

and just lay out in the sun. It'll be great

after being cooped up for all this time!"

However, not all scientists are will-

ing to let go. Professor Cartil Age says

that he'll continue working from home,

conducting experiments and blogging

about them. "Please check out the web-

site—www.starvingscientist.blogspot.

com. I'm sure that once this blows over,

the sciences will return to their former

glory as serious and revered subjects."

Reactions outside the science com-
munity were mixed. Creationists

looked on this decision as a victory.

An anonymous humanities student

had this to say: "I'm glad they're gone!

Those snooty science snobs were al-

ways looking down on us humanities

students. Well, who's going to be get-

ting the high paid jobs now? That's

us, bitches!" Mayan calendar adher-

ents were less enthusiastic. "We're all

going to die in 2012 anyway, so it's not

a big deal."
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STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 2nd [yonge&dundasI [keiTnedyIiSons

CHECK THEATRE DIRECTORY FOR SHOWTIMES

television or radio at Seneca's award-winning
Broadcast Journalism — Summer Institute.

START: May 10, 2010

DURATION: 15 weeks
LOCATION: Seneca@York Campus

APPLY TODAY. SPACES LIMITED.

Sjpgweb.senecac.on.ca

416.491.5050 x3626
Greg.Mandziuk@senecac.on.ca

SENECA CHANGES YOU.

ou've set

sights imAt Ernst & Young, even day otW|^ chance

to focus on yournext step. To set ybur goals

and make plans to get there. In fact, we've

developed a unique framework with your career

development in mind. It's called EYU - and it

offers formal learning, experiences and coaching

so you can jump right in. Find a mentor. And

discover future opportunities. It's everything

you need to grow and succeed. '•,

Explore your career options in assurance, tax,

transaction or advisory services.

What's next for your future?

To learn more, visit ey.com/ca/careers and

find us on Facebook.

chance

)ur goals

eU Ernst&YOUNG
Quality In Everything We Do

HUMBER
School of Applied Technology

Make
technology
work for you.
in just two sennesters you could upgrade your

degree with a postgraduate certificate in

Wireless Telecommunications,

Supply Chain Management

or Project Management.

Apply now and be well on your way to a

successful career

.

sr
3

*s»eneca

YOUR JOURNAL SM
CAREER STARTS HERE

humber.ca/appliedtechnology/graduate

THE PUMP
410 BIOOR ST. W.

(at Brunswick)

416-927-7337

BEST WINGS
BEST PRICES
• Sunday Nite Vi Price Nachos

• Monday Nite V2 Price Wings

• Tuesday Nite V2 Price Pizzas

• Wednesday Nite V2 Price Pastas

• TliursdayNiteFreslilVlussels

$4.25/lb Choice of2 delicious sauces

Weekend Brunch 11am-3pm

Show your T-Card
and save 10%

on all regularly priced Items

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Convenient Weekend Schedule

• Proven Test-Talung Strategies

• Experienced Course Instructors

• Comprehensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

• Limited Class Size

• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

NURSING STUDENTS:

two openings for nursing summer camp

jobs to assist camp doctor in beautiful

lakeside setting. Nortfi of Montreal. Room

& board included. camp@mishmarcom.

EDITING

EXPERT EDITOR

Thorough editing of theses, term

papers, and applications on hard copy

or computer file. Expertise in human

rights, world business, bestediting.ca

Call V. Smith, 416 690-2576.

VARSITY CLASSIFIEDS

cost $12.00 for twenty-five words. $0.25 for

each additional word. Rates include one line of

bold type for the ad header No copy changes

after submission. Submit ads by email, mail or

phone. Ads must be submitted at least four

days prior to publication. Varsity Classifieds, 21

Sussex Ave, Suite #306, Toronto, ON, M5S 1J6.

Call 416-946-7604 or email ads@thevarsity.ca.

Advertise in

^WARSITY
ads@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7604


